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"THE FEMALE BODY".
iclied that the origins of

s with which they are

sau be seen,

rum.

Varolii which connects

WÜ Hemispheres of the

.lellura.

uUa Oblongata.

acal Part of Spinal cord.

Thoracic Part.

minal Cone of Spinal Cord,

nibar part of Spinal Cord,

uvl'x Equina.

the 12 paired cranial ner-

s arising from the brain on-

the origins of the following

1 be seen in this section,

jducent Nerve,

i^eminal Nerve.

Siti and Auditory Nerve,

ossopharyngeal Nerve, Vagus

.d Spinal Accessory Nerve,

urn the Spinal Cord arise 3

1

urs of nerves. The anterior

ranches of the four upper cer-

eal nerve.s form the

r^acal Plexus,

e anterior branches of the

ui- lower cervical nerves the

rMchial Plexus,

hich as is visible from the

jure, sends branches to the

. ;n

:

utaneous Nerves of the Arm,

ledian Nerve,

Jln.ir Nerve.

iosculo-Cutaneous Nerve,

farther the origins are repre-

ented of

Eigth Cer\acal Nerve,

TFirst Thoracic Nerve,

Twelfth Thoracic Nerve,

: iist f.umbar Nerve,

iiio hypogastric Nerve,

Ilio inguinal Nerve,

Cut.iueous Nerve of the Thigh.

Abtujrator Nerve.

Femoral Nerve.

Genito-Crural Nerve.

Pirst Sacral Nerve,

Gangliated Cord of the Sym-

pathetic Ner\-ous System.

Sciatic Nerve.

Figure V.

XTION THROUGH BRAIN
AND FACE.

Occipital Lobes of the

3. E'arietal Lobe of the Brain.

4. Frontal Lobe of the Brain.

5. Cerebellum.

6. Temporal Lobe of the Brain.

7. Parotid Gland.

8. Masseter Muscle.

9. Excretory Duct of Parotid

Gland.

10. Submaxillary Gland.

11. Sublingual Gland.

1 2. Excretory Duct of Submaxillary

Gland.

13. Excretory Duct of Sublingual

Gland.

14. The Tongue.

15. The Maxüla.

15. First Rib,

16. Twelfth Rib,

17. Scapula,

18. Humerus.

19. Promontorium,

The Pelvis is composed of:

20. Diura.

21. Pubis and

22. Ischium.

23. Represents the Femur^

Figure VI.

BRAIN AND MEDULLA
OBLONGATA.

1. Cerebrum.

2. Cerebellum.

3. Arbor Vitae of the Cerebellum.

4. The Arch connecting both

Cerebral Hemispheres.

5. The Pons Varolii, which

connects both hemispheres of

the cerebellum.

6. Begiiming of Medulla Oblon-

gata, which passes over into the

Spinal Cord.

7. Spinal Canal.

Figure VII.

a) THE SKELETON SUR-
ROUNDING THE VISCERA
AND THE BONES OF THE
EXTREMITIES. Only the foUo-

wing Cranial Bones can be seen:

1. Frontal Bone,

2. Parietal Bone,

3. Temporal Bone,

and of the Facial Bone^ are

represented;

4. Zygomatic Bone,

. 5. Maxilla,

6. Mandible.

Furthermore is shown:

7. Seventh Cervical Vertebra,

8. First Thoracic Vertebra,

9'. Twelfth Thoracic Vertebra,

10. Fifth Lumbar Vertebra,

11. Sacmm,
12. Coccyx,

13. Clavicle,

14. Sternum,

b) THE VISCERA.

Larynx.

Trachea.

Branches of Trachea (Bronchi.

Tubes).

Right and left Lung.

Heart.

Left Ventricle of Heart from

within.

Right Ventricle of Heart firom

within.

In both, part of the dilated

valves of the heart aie seen.

Right Atrium.

Left Auricle.

Large Arter}- ol the Body

(Aorta).

Pulmonary Artery.

Superior Vena Cava.

Left Atrium.

Inferior Vena Cava.

Pharynx.

Oesophagus.

Stomach.

Spleen.

Pancreas.

Duodenum (partly opened).

Small Intestine (Jejunum and

Ileum).

Caecum withVeriniformAppen-

dix.

,
Colon.

,
Rectum.
Liver.

GaU Bladder.

Diaphragm.

Kidney.
Pelvis of Kidney.

Ureter.

Bladder.

Vagina.

Os Uteri.

Uterus.

Ovary (opened on right side)

Fallopian Tube.

61. Broad Ligament of Uterus.

62. Round Ligament of Uterus.

64 The 1-iuge Lumbar Muscle.
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EXPLANATION OF THE
Figm'e I.

External Form of the Body with

opened Mammar)- Glauds [(N0.63);

The female mammary glands

are in close connection with- the

whole sexual apparatus).

Figure II.

THE MUSCLES. The left

side of the body shows the su-

perficial muscles, the right side

of th body shows a number of

the deeper muscles which can be

brought to view only by removal

oi those lying above them.

I. Frontal Bone,

(jalea Aponeurosis.

3. Frontal Muscle.

4. Temporal Muscle.
'. Corragator Muscle.

0. OrbicularisPalpebrarumMuscle.

7. Anterior Auricular Muscle.

8. Nasal Muscle.

9. Levator Labii Superior Muscle.

0. Levator Labii Superior et

Alae Nasi Muscle.

1. Orbicularis Oris Muscle.
t. Masseter Muscle.

^. Buccmator Muscle.

4. Levator Menti Muscle.
< 5. Sternocleidomastoid Muscle,
in. Omohyoid Muscle.
'7, Sternohyoid Muscle.

'9.' Mi^idir}
Scalenus Muscle.

0. Levator Scapulae.

1. Trapezius.

z. Clavicle.

J. Sternum.

\. Humerus.

J.' Subciavius Muscle.
V Pt:ctor;ilis Minor Muscle.
. Sen'iitus Anterior Muscle.

P'-'cioralis Major Muscle.
Subscapular Muscle.
Coracobrachial Muscle.
Biceps Muscle.
T^eltoid Muscle.
Vcdial Head ofTriceps Muscle.
Hiv-chial Muscle,

'-rtus Abdominis with Lineae
I r msversae.

1-inea Alba.
internal I Obliquus
Internal

/ Abdominis Muscle.
Pouparts Ligament.
Abdominal Inguinal Ring,
inguinal Canal.

Subcutaneous Inguinal Ring.

43. Middle Glutaeus Muscle.

44. Long Head of the Quadriceps

Femoris Muscle, only its upper

part is visible.

45. Pectiueus Muscle.

46. Adductor Longus.

47. Sateral Head of the Quadri-

ceps Femoris Muscle.

48. Satorius Muscle.

49. Gracüis Muscle.

Flgrare III.

THE CIRCULATION OFTHE
BLOOD. The red bloodvessels

represent the path of the arterial

blood, the blue, that *of the ve-

nous blood.

1. Left Ventricle of the Heart.

2. Right Ventricle of the Heart.

3. Right Atrium with Auricle.

4. Left Auricle.

5. Ascending Part of the large

artery of the body (Aorta) which
arises from the left ventricle,

6. Arch of the Aorta.

7. Descending or Abdominal Part

of the Aorta.

8. The Pulmonary Artery coming
from the right ventricle.

9. Superior Vena Cava.

10. Inferior Vena Cava.

Both pour their blood into

the right atrium.

1 1 . The Innominate Artery which
branches off from the Aorta.

Its branch

12. The Common Carotid supplies

the head with blood through
its branches.

13. External Maxillary Arter)'.

14. Superficial Temporal Artery.

15. Deep Temporal Artery.

The innominate artery also

supplies the blood to the arm
through

16. The Subclavian Artery.

17. AxUlary Arter}', and
18. Brachial Artery.

From the abdominal part of the
Aorta arise

:

19. The Coeliac Artery (cut off).

20. The Superior Mesenteric Ar-
tery (likewise cut off near its

origin).

21. The Renal Arteries.

22. The Inferior Mesenteric Artery
(cut off).

23. The Left Internal Spermatic
Artery, while the right gene-

rally arises from the renal ai

The sexual organs are sup

with blood principally .

the internal spermatic arte

Through the bifurcation of

aorta in the

24. Common Iliac Arteries, (

lower extremity is supp

with blood by

25. The Femoral Artery and

branch which goes into !

depth.

26. Feraoralis Profundus Artery

Before the blood retumii

from the upper part of th

body through the sup. vcn
cava has reached the righ

atrium, it has passed through

27. The Innominate Vein. In it

are united the venous blood

of the arm from

28. Subclavian Vein and

29 and 30. Cutaneous Veins of

the Arm with that of the head
from

31. The Internal Jugular Vein

32. The External Jugular Vein.

The inf. vena cava which
likewise empties into the

right atrium collects the blood

from the löwer part of the

trunk and the lower extremi-

ties. Its branches are:

33. Stepatic Veins (cut oft),

34.. Renal Veins,

35. Internal Spermatic Veins,

36. Common Iliac Veins,

37. Femoral Vein.

Besides the Organs of Circula-

tion this Figure shows also :

38. Larynx.

39. Trachea.

40. Clavicle.

41. Diaphragm.

42. Kidneys.

43. Adrenals.

44. Ureter.

45. Uterus.

46. Fallopian Tube.

47. Broad Ligament of l,'teru.s.

48. Round Ligament of Uterus.

FliTure IV.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.
'

The figure represents a longitudi-

nal section through the vertebral

column in the plane of the fore-
'

head, to which the extremitie.
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ad a full description at the end of this book.
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PREFACE.

Nearly everyone who views the fate of his fellow creatures

with real compassion must experience a deep despair at the sight

of the misery which prevails around him.

The multitude has, indeed, so far accustomed itself to this

unhappiness, its concomitant circumstances and results, as to jump

to the false conclusion that there is no remedy, and that property,

sickness and misery cannot be banished from the world! Even

1 myself once belonged to those who were satisfied with such a

narrow-minded view. It seemed to me inevitable that an age so

advanced as ours, which had made in all departments such

wonderful discoveries, and in which the advancement of the

general welfare of mankind played an important part, would not

remain behind where the mental and physical weal and woe of

self is at stake.

The more, however, I studied the rules of the laws of Nature

and the more I followed them, the more was the painful con-

viction forced upon me that mankind of to-day is, as it were,

struck with bHndness when it is a question of protecting oneself

from sickness or of healing oneself of such ailments as have been

systematically contracted. At the shghtest cold the doctor must

be called in; if he gives the ailment a foreign name and pres-

cribes a few mysterious medicines, the patient is satisfied. Why
is the Natural Method of Healing regarded with so little attention

and consideration by the people?

MERELY BECAUSE ITS LAWS ARE TOO SIMPLE.

For with the simple prescription of diet, water, air and light

the Natural Healer cures all diseases, of whatever standing, pro-

vided they are curable; for this method of treatment requires

that there should be sufficient vitality in the body to enable a

reaction to follow and the crisis to be got over.

The above mentioned four fundamental healing factors remain

constant, but the forms of their application var}' infinitely in their
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succession and gradation. And what does the Natural Healer

recjuire ol his patients? Nothing but absolute confidence in his

Dicflwd, the onl}^ correct one, imsiverving obedience to his instruc-

tions and a firm zvUl. It' the patient possesses these qualities,

the Natural Healer can generally guarantee a perfect cure.

But how is it t< expected that the multitude should feel

themselves drawn towards water in the days of sickness, when

in time of health they view it with a certain repugnance? And

how man}^ never take a bath at all!

The purpose of this work is gradually tD impress the im-

mense value of the Natural Method of Healing on the public, who

turn their backs upon it, not because they know it but because

they do not know it. Consequently it is necessary to place be-

fore them something useful and sensible rather than such rubbish

as is to be found in prospectuses and advertisements ^)f pills,

potions, painkillers- etc. which are so often nowadays imposed on

a credulous public.

However, it is highly improbable that an exhaustive treatise

on the Natural Method of Heahng will meet with the appreciation

to which its subject should entitle it. Therefore, to make this

work even more useful, I have appended to the article on the

Natural Method of Heahng a number of paragraphs which must

have for all a very high pracdcal value, containing as they do

full directions as to Mixed Diet (preparation of food), Curative

Gymnastics, Lung and Breathing Gymnastics, Ventilation, Massage,

Artificial Respiration, Diseases of Women, Swimming, Mushrooms

and Magnetism, with upwards of seven hundred illustrations.

I have also done all that is possible to ensure the general

adoption of this book and the Natural Method of Heahng, and

for this purpose I have collected numerous reports of cures,

which are the best testimony of the efficacy of the Natural Method

of Heahng.
. , , -u u

For all who knuw how to appreciate it, this book will be a

faithful counsellor in days of sickness and of health.

May the heartfelt convicdon with which 1 have written this

book bear a rich harvest, to my joy and to the benefit of my

fellow-creatures.

Dresden-Radebeul, January 1901.
^ ^ ^.^^



Motto: „Wasser thut's freilich, höher jedoch steht

die Luft, am höchsten das Licht,"

Water is a potent factor in healing, still

more so is fresh air, and light most of all.

THE

t ill ofHi 1 IIS miTS,

The Reader should consult the chapters "THE NATURAL
METHOD OF HEALING", "GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF
THE NATURAL METHOD" and "MODES OF APPLI-
CATION".

INTRODUCTION
TO THE NATURAL METHOD OF HEALING.

L—During a water treatment in an}^ iorm, the body, and more
particularly the feet, must be sufficiently warm ; the patient should
therefore never be treated when he feels chilly.

When the skin is cool, he must try to produce warmth bv
tnction with a dry towel, by dry packs, exercise, going to bed
fpot-steambaths, loot-steambaths in bed, etc. The most" suitable
time, therefore for treatment with water is generally after getting
ouiof bed m the morning, when the patient is sure to be warm

2.—Applications, as, for instance, tonic compresses on the

di^efv hX''' P"'^^' also suitable imme!
diately before going to bed.

tre-AVnfhJ'fjT''' "^T
'''^'"'^^ ^."^^"^ of watertreatment be undergone by a patient in it.

t{~^f''
application must take place either shortly before orshortly after meals, more especially those forms of treatn^ent c-^l-culated to greatly stimulate the body.

treaiment ^ai-

^5.__No application must take place after unusual excitement

SstT/'Soredt r''''^-^
tranquillity musiirsc De restored to avoid injurious results

in mnJ!o''^*'^°!"-^^''^'"'
^''^ hand, when

.
the blood is constantlym motion ajudicious treatment will, on the contrary, be ve^ybenehS

be takTn to snePdih"' "f^^^^^^^^^^ (Pfks, baths, etc.), care must
water bott e. St.

^^'"^^o^-^ ^''-^^th by exercise, frictiin, bed, hot

When thel^nie
^wo latter means should only be resorted tonen tne p.tient is too weak to acquire warmth by bodily exercise
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7.—After a warm bath, steam-bath, as well as after tonic and

warm packings, compresses, a cooling down of the body nmst

follow in tlic form of douche baths, affusions, irrigations, lavations

with cool water, to prevent catching cold.

8.—After any application of water, a pause must be made

Ix^fore a second treatment can take place, long enough for the

body to completely recover its warmth, and until an agreeable

sensation of comfort has supervened. It should be the aim, there-

fore, to attain this object speedily. Above all, however, the patient

should not be importuned to exert himself too much, but time and

rest should be allowed him to act on his own initiative.

9. It is advisable to give the patient fresh water to drink

occasionally, large quantities should never be taken at one time,

but rather an occasional sip, but not contrary to his inclination.

(The water may be given a httle warmed if he desire).

1 0 —A sick person must abstain from stimulating food, in many

asesbe allowed only invalids diet. (See Article on Diet). Neither

must he, on any account, eat too much nor too often (It was

Professor Trail, as far äs we remember, who made the remark

in his book, that he had worked wonders in many chrome cases

bv allowing; the patients not more than one or two meals a day.)

But in this" respect also it is advisable to avoid extremes.

ll_The utmost care should be taken to ensure sufficient

and more particularly efficient attendance. Many, nay, most of

the fatal cases which occur after the adoption of our treat-

ment happen through the lack of expert attendants. Moreover,

the sheets; blankets, baths, compresses,
_
as well as a syringe or

irrigator (litde can for rinsing), wanting m a good many families

should be of a proper size to be really useful, because a favorable

resuh is only attainable by strictly adhering to our instructioj

The utmost cleanliness is necessary m tne use of Ij^^n
^^^^^^^^^^^^

compresses. A double supply oi mai^nals for packs ^h^^uM alwy^

be at hand, so as to ensure clean cloths for every pac.j.ng. 1 he

cloth which has been in use, and which m consequence h.s

absorie^ a great deal of impure matter, must be put into t^^^^^^^^

water well washed, and after having been rinsed m cold water,

be hung up in the open air to dry. When the packs are frequently

changed the same sheets, after being well washed m tepid water

may^e 'immediately used' again, but, of course, th^y must hist be

Dut into the water meant to be used for the packing, and then

CTout. Still, It IS advisable, for the sake o^^^^^^^^^

pay attention to the above suggestion ^t^^^h'^^^w th^sW
be huno- up in the open air occasionally. We ^quest the stricte i

adherence ^to these iAstructions, as . in these points particulail> the

greatest mistakes are committed.
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12.—Let the patient always have requisite rest, and let fresh

air be provided in the sick room. Before entering upon the treat-

ment, it is necessary to be quite sure in every case of illness,

whether to apply stimulating, soothing, cooling or deriving forms.

To carry a case to a successful issue, not only should the few

lines bearing upon the particular illness be read (otherwise much
benefit may be missed), but everything that is said in other parts

of the work and under different heads about the suitabilit}' of the

measures recommended for patients with different constitutions,

of different ages, sexes, etc., and more especially all that relates

to the vital power of the particular patient. The more the book

is studied, the more perfect will be the insight whi<:h the reader

gains into what he is to do and what he is not to do in a particular

case For this reason, the book should not merely be consulted

when illness knocks at the door, but in the days of health, when
there is leisure to gain information and enlightenment. It is then

that the telhng force is felt of the good EngHsh proverb: "Fore-

warned, forearmed!"

13.—Never disturb a patient in his natural sleep to make any
application whatever is an injunction we would impress upon every
sick-nurse. There is not a more beneficial remedy for illness than
sleep. It frequently happens that the severest illness takes a favor-

able turn in consequence of a sound sleep. Exceptions are, how-
ever, admissible in cases of fever patients, because the sleep is

only apparent and sleeping fever patients with a very quick pulse,

say, one hundred twenty beats a minute, must, according to the
plan of treatment, be placed in a cool packing, bath, etc.

Breathing fresh air also exercises a most rapid and beneficent
influence on a patient the window in the sickroom should, there-
fore, be open; let it be shut while the patient is being bathed,
or is undergoing a fresh packing; it may be closed now^ and then,
if the cold outside is very intense, because a certain amount of
heat is required by and is beneficial to some patients. Let those
able to walk enjoy the open air as much and as often as possible.

14.—Mild baths (920 to 94« F.) should be the only form
ui application to patients who are too weak to get warm again
(juickly. In such cases an invalid has first to be strengthened by
a preliminary tonic treatment (see this article) to render him more
capable of resisting cold before passing to a proper course of water
treatment.

15.—Reaction is called forth in persons who are at all capable
of producing it in the proportion as the w^ater is cold, i. e., the

^^^^ water, the more rapidly and the more abundantlv d(,)es
the blood, repulsed for the time by the stimulating cold, return to
the surface of the body and to that part which is under treatment.

1
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16.—Be it observed, that bathing with warm water, warm
compresses or baths above lOO^ are seldom applied and rarely to
be recommended, because a) the skin gets relaxed by them, and
b) the activity of the nerves is lowered, the process of assimilation,
instead of being promoted, is arrested and interfered with.

It is only as an alleviating agent, when there are violent pains,
that warm water may be applied as a necessity, and then only for
a short time, because of its nerve-soothing, cramp-stilling properties.
(See hot packs

)

17. '—A patient undergoing a detergent or deriving course ot

treatment (such as hip-baths, foot-baths, foot-steambaths, etc.) must
not read during an application, because mental exertion draws the
blood to the head and makes electricity active in the brain.

18.—The symptoms accompanying an illness, such as ar^^

indicated in each particular case, may all appear simultaneously

or only one at a time.

19.—The patient is enjoined to be of good cheer and as hopeful

as possible, for that too is an important factor in the work of

heahng. A patient full of faith and hope regains convalescence far

more easily and far sooner than one who is despondent. For implicit

faith in the physician and his treatment is half the battle and not

seldom the whole battle. It is therefore well to inspire the patient

with, hope and courage, by telling him truly that our natural

method of treatment effects absolutely miraculous cures. Thousands
of patients, given up by medical men, have been cured b}' our

method. On this subject we refer to the many successful results

(reported cases of patients), enumerated at the end of each article.

A patient should never be exposed to cares and vexation.

20.—If alleviation, improvement and cure do not immediately

result, let our natural treatment nevertheless be quietly proceeded

with; i. e., a suitable course, such as a clever Natural Healer,

W'Ould prescribe in all critical cases. The result will, without fail,

be satisfactory. At any rate, the patient will always save at least

half the time (in most cases more) required by a regular allopathic

practitioner.

21.—Although an application is or may be made even for

slight indisposition, it is not right to plunge headlong into a course

of treatment, or to go to bed and fancy that it is a serious case

of illness, as happens with a good many people. Imagination plays

a great part. The philosopher Kant says : "The inclination to be

ill is wrong, for the will can eflect a great deal. To exercise

the will is to exercise the nerves." It would often be very much

better to keep in motion, perhaps to take a walk m the open

air, or to try gymnastics indoors, or the gymnastic breathing

exercises with the window open.
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The clisturbances in the. system may have been caused by

lack or insufficiency of bodily exercise and can therefore be quelled

by proper activity (gymnastics, etc.). Very active housewives,

mothers of many children, have often no time to fall ill, because

they have plenty of work and exercise. Even when the disorders

result from other causes, they are mostly removable b}' means of

general g3^mnastics. But also too much mental or bodily exertion

and overwork often lead to irregularities in the human S3'stem.

Rest is the one thing most needed here.

22.—Children, showing an aversion to an application, should"

never be treated harshl}'. Rather Aise water a few degrees warmer
at the commencement and tr}^ by gentle means to induce them
to get into a bath, pack or compress. Allowing children to get

highly excited, as often happens through injudicious treatment,

often causes more harm than good, but when they cr}' from sheer
naughtiness, an application once considered imperative should be
carried out. The treatment of a child must be ver}^ carefully con-

sidered, in order to induce it to do what is required. We must
to a certain extent have regard to its individuality, i. e., take its

peculiarities into consideration. We often find that children, who
get excited when being packed by their parents, will quietly
submit to the treatment when carried out by some one else. We
urgently advise the reading of the article on Children, Diseases of.

23.—For patients accustomed to a colder treatment, the given
temperatures in the various courses of treatment ma}'^ be reduced
by 2*"—40. On the other hand, for such patients as are very
emaciated, feeble or suffering from poverty of blood, and children
and adults who are afraid of water, may, under some circumstances
be treated with water of20—# higher temperature than prescribed'

2-1.—Whoever adopts the natural treatment and yet takes
nedicine in addition, as is done sometimes, greatly impedes and
prevents recovery, nay, often renders a cure quite impossible.

25.— iSee also: 1. "Fever tkeatmlnt"; 2. "A bLW hintü on
THE NATURAL METHOD OF HEALING IN GENERAL"; 3. "PrECEPTS AND
SAYINGS"; 4. "Forms of treatment por all kinds of diseases":
5. "Massage"; 6 "Cases, Reports of"; 7. "Concluding re-
marks". (See Index.)

We also advise the reading of the various articles on the
nursing of patients, non-stimulating diet, patients* diet, and its
appendix, as well as the treatment of fever; stimulating enemata in
constipation, costiveness, massage of the stomach and curative
gymnastics. At the same time, the reader, when looking for
the form of treatment, or may be for other articles arranged in
alphabetical order in this work, is advised to look through the
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index, as the contents of this work are indicated there more fully -

than was possible or practical in the alphabetical order in which
the book is arranged.

26—Each form of treatment, as given after the description of
each disease, is in many cases doubly efficacious when combined
with a course of massage performed by an expert. For this reason M
It is well to peruse the article on massage several times, and

°
other books on the same subject should be read too and the illu-

'

strations well examined in order to become, by degrees, fully
familiar with the topic. '

^

The forms of .treatment given here should be applied most
scrupulously. First and foremost, never indulge in exaggeration,
small means often effect great results. It is nature that cures, not
we. In serious cases, everyone who has not yet mastered our ,.

system of cure should always consult a physician, an advocate
j

of the natural treatment (not a medical man, eager to apply his J
physics). If such a one is not at hand, it is a more imperative 1
duty to become as speedily as possible conversant with the method 1

of the natural treatment. If the correct course be pursued at once,
|

the malignant character of the disease will in most cases j-ield to i
a milder one in a comparatively short time. With wrong treatment,
however, the disease will get worse, or at best be protracted.
The principal point, therefore, is to have due regard to the ^
patient's individuahty, i. e., to consider well what forms of treat-

ment are the most suitable for him and his condition, and there
is no doubt that one who is at home on this ground will be
better able to determine this than an uninitiated person. 4

In order to obtain a correct view of this method of healing,
\

and before being able to act with intelligence, it is all-essentiai

to know that it is not the remedies we apply which cure, but
1

that the power of healing resides in man himself. Divine nature

placed it there at the creation of each being. Thus it is not <

necessar}'' that we should swallow this power of healing, this vital
j

power, in the shape of physic, pills, decoctions, etc., or to apply •

it to the limb of a patient by means of a plaster, in order to

effect a cure, no, this power has long been inherent in us. It is

this self-same vital power (called here power of healing) that pre-
^

serves our life from day to day, from year to year, and manifests

itself daily and hourly, at the same time healing the countless

injuries, disorders and diseases which befall the bodj^, and ad-
,j

justing them.

Our only task then is to aid this vital power, and the

subject of this present work is to thoroughly teach how it may
be done.
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Now that it is known that we cannot heal a disease with the

remedy we apply, but that it is the vital force withm us which

heTs and that we need but aid it, our position becomes a far

east; one We can approach the sick-bed with greater composure

wi h the calm consciousness that nature ever takes the right road

o eal a disease. To further this heahng process we must refram

rom placing obstacles in its way by withholding the Prmcipal

elements viz^ fresh air, light and water, or, worst o all by takmg
medicine If we do this, we impede recovery and cause the

diseases to assume a more' malignant form and to terminate tatally^

Many thousands of diseases might have been avoided, it nature

had not been hampered and prejudiced in her mild healing proce^ss

Millions of severe cases of illness would have been thoroughly

cured, if, at the commencement, a proper natura treatment had

been employed. In the interest of every sufferer let us hope that

the day mav speedily dawn when a change m the treatment ot

diseases will be made. Then will those who have recovered

from illness, be healthier than they were before their sufTermgs

and subsequent illness, now a corollary to medical treatment, wil

be a thing of the past. Illness will be hmited to the shortest

possible duration, the fear of dangerous and contagious diseases

will subside, and bodily ailments almost entirely disappear m the

course of time, since humanity will, with the spread of our natural

method of healing, have found the key to the problem ot our

great reforming movement: the prevention of disease.



DISEASES OF ALL KINDS
IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.

As many diseases make their appearance in an "acute" forrr»
(i. e., inflammator}^ running a quick course) and "chronic" form
(i. e., lingering, returning) both forms, the acute and chronic, are
treated of separatel}', for the purpose of bringing them clearly
into view.

A,
ABDOMINAL COMPLAINTS. This term is applied to

the diseases, mflamation and displacement of the female sexual
organs e. g. vagina, uterus, ovaries, which usually have their originm an irrational mode of dressing, tight lacing etc.

The treatment of these diseases will be found under the
various headings.

In general, daily cool or tepid hip-baths, syringing, local com-
presses, internal massage by the Thure Brandt Method, as well as
a treatment of the whole system are advised.

In a wider sense, affections of the organs lying in the abdo-
minal cavity e. g. stomach, liver, intestines, bladder and kidneys
are understood by the term abdominal complaints. For treatment
see the various headings.

An effective auxiliary to stimulate the abdominal functions is

massage, by kneading the abdomen. It is performed with the
patient lying in comfortable dorsal position, in which the abdo-
minal muscles are least exerted (best in the morning and in bed).

The thumbs are placed on the sides under the ribs, a good way
back, and form the fulcrum from which the outspread fingers of

both hands manipulate the anterior surface of the soft abdominal
covering, and by turns vigorously knead the abdomen for a few
minutes. Still greater stimulation is afforded b}- the vibration by
pressure, in which the entire surface of both hands presses the

abdomen down simultaneously and then being quickly removed
produces a vibratory rebound of the elastic abdominal covering

and its underlying intestines. The most forcible stimulation is

created by beating the abdomen with the fists for several minutes.
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If the abdominal pains are not accompanied b}^ inflammation,—as

in convulsions, colic caused by flatulence, and such like complaints—

,

friction of the abdomen simply with the flat hand on the bare

-kin, especiall}' circular friction of the region of the navel, con-

tinued for from five to ten minutes, aff'ords great relief, and if per-

formed regularly serA^es besides to increase the sluggish action

of the abdominal organs. All who suffer from slow circulation of the

i)!ood in the portal venal sj'stem are recommended in addition

tc> resort to continual deep respiration, as the best means of

rissisting the veins, most subject to stagnation, in getting the blood

j)umped up straight into the lungs.

The position of the body in bed of patients afflicted with
clironic abdominal complaints also requires consideration. The
'lorsal position, which is most conducive to health because it admits

iree, unimpeded breathing, is here too the best one, because the

: bdominal organs are thus least exposed to pressure, and because
the whole bod}^ does not lapse so easily into those cramped-up
positions, which may be assumed when the patient lies on his

side. Especially when organs, like the liver and spleen—situated

in the side of the body—are chronicalh- afifected, it is necessar}'

0 avoid the right lateral position in the first case, and the left

1 iteral position in the second. Patients suffering from abdominal
omplaints, when they are sitting for some time, must guard
against crossing their legs.

In long standing complaints of the stomach, liver etc. "Curative
Gj^mnastics" jxirticularly Group I, more especiall}' chopping move-
ment and lateral body movement will be found his:hlv benofit^ial

ABDOMINAL PAINS are sometimes assignable to direct
causes such as poisoning, peritonitis, intestinal inflamm.ation, gall-
:->tone, gravel, hernia, constricted hernia, defective menstmation, etc.
Frequently, however, they are merely the result of a cold in
the intestines, excessive accumulation of gas in them, constipation,
colic combined with diarrhoea, etc.

Treatment.—First treat the original disease, next apply stimu-
lating body compresses and enemata, also steambath in bed," or box-
stcambath. the latter to be followed by full pack, and both by luke-
warm bath (38«). In case of diarrhoea the best applications are
iiassage (pressing, kneading, stroking) and hot compresses on
tlie abdomen. For internal inflammation use soothing compresses,
See "Colic", Inflammation etc. For treatment with massage, see
"Loj.ic . (For Modes of Application, see Index.)

Abdomen and intestines. Organs of the, see "Che.st
AM) ABDOMINAL CAVITY, ORGANS OF THE".
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ABDOMEN, Inflammation of the, (inflammation of tht

intestines, liver, kidneys, spleen, peritoneum, etc.).

Treatment.—Apply soothing trunk-compresses, 60*^—70^, folded

once or twice, according to the heat, and wrung out more or

less dry. Change them as patient desires every hour or two, and
continue them as long as there is any inflammation. A]jp\y at the

same time stimulating, tepid (69^) foot and leg-packs, the duration

of which must depend on patient's condition, say, one and a half

to two hours. Rub the legs (69^) afterwards and knead them
vigorously. One or two full wet rubbings (IS'^) (morning and even-

ing), should follow, and a small cool enema, from half to three-

quarters of a cupful of water, every three or four hours. If there

be much fever, appW only a three-quarter pack with extra com-

presses on the abdomen for about one hour at a time. For

cold feet use a hot water bottle (see Art.) filled with boiling water

and wrapped in damp flannel. Ventilate well by keeping

the window open, and give only cool non-stimulating food. See

also Peritonitis, Enteritis, etc. (For Modes of Application, see

Index.)

Abdomen, Massage of the, see Index.

Abdomen, Rupture of the, see "Rupture".

Abdomen, Spasm in, see "Kneipp cure".

Abdominal Rupture, see "Hernia".

Abdominal Troubles, see "Kneipp cure".

Abortion, see "Women, diseases of".

ABSCESS. An Abscess is the result of some local inflam-

mation which causes pus to form, and develop in a confined space.

There are two kinds hot and cold abscesses. Sometimes the

pus contained in an abscess sinks by its own specific weight to

some distance from the seat of the inflammation.

Symptoms of the hot abscess. These are redness, swelling,

pain loss of elasticity, increased temperature and feverishness.

The cold abscess, which develops slowly and without pain, shows

a red color and higher temperature, and is met with in persons

whose "physique" is weakened and who suffer from poor and

diseased blood.

Treatment.—If the abscess is only forming, try to mitigate

and disperse it by steambaths in bed, and extra compresses on the

affected part. If in a more developed and matured state it must

be steamed several times, and covered before and aftervvards

with local tepid compresses, very wet (660-77«),
.

either soothing

or stimulating according to the patient's condition. The com-
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Dresses must be changed when dry and troublesome to the patient.

(The hnen used for the compresses must be folded two or three times

or even more.) If the pain is excessive, only soothing compresses

must be applied and constantly changed if the pain increases.

Lancing or pricking the abscess is rarely necessary. With this

treal^nent the abscess always opens of itself. See "Bad-health".

Lancing may sometimes be necessary in cases where the

skin is hard and horny, e. g. in the palm of the hand, or if

the pain, which often increases in violence, in consequence

of increased collection of pus, become intolerable. The patient

must cor.fine himself to non- stimulating diet and avoid all

spirituous liquors as well as tea and coffee. When the abscess

is of long standing, or returns repeatedly, give some stimulating

full or three quarter packs, and then apply steam and steam-baths

in bed together with soothing extra compresses on the abscess.

When the blood is bad—a frequent cause of cold abscess—for-

mation of- better blood must be aimed at by a strengthening or

regenerative treatment. (For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.)

ACCIDENTS, First aid in. Every help should be under-

taken with presence of mind and composure without haste and

hurry.

The Transport of an injured person can be accomplished as

shewn in figures 1 to 6.

Apoplectic fit. Remove all tight clothing. In case of de-

termination of blood to the brain (dark red complexion) place the

head in a raised position. Then 720 compresses round the head
..nd neck to be changed on getting hot. Leg pack of 68*^ with
hot water bottles to the feet, calves, and thighs (77<^), enema one
pint and frequent swallowing of water a mouthful, at a time. Call

in a Natural Healer as soon as possible. See also
,,Apoplexy".

Artificial respiration plays an important part in maii}^ cas-

ualties, drowning, suffocation and so on, see Index.

Bandages should be arranged so as not to be tied tightly

at any place, but if the\- are they should not remain so long,
othen^vise a severe swelling of the part below the bandage will
soon arise, and if not relieved in time mortification will set in
(see Fig. 13). See also under "Bleeding".

Bites of mad dogs or other animals suspected of rabies.
Stop the circulation at once above the wound by means of pocket
handkerchiefs, string etc., so that the poison mav not penetrate
further into the body. The wounds should be cleansed with cool
water, and cool stimulating extra compresses applied immediately.
Try by quick walking, box-steambath or steam -bath in bed with
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'I i iiiii.pvft of an injured
person

extra compresses on the wound to promote profuse perspiration
Packing and stcambaths to be repeated for some days. See also
"Hydrophobia".

Burns. Spread tht- white of an egff over burns, or lay
on them pieces of linen dipped in salad oil, and apply very wet
compresses which must be changed every ten to hfteen minutes.
Grated raw potatoes or curds may also be put on them. If ar-
ticles of clothing should catch fire, the burning person should
immediately throw himself down and roll on the ground or in-
stantly nndress if possible, or he should be tightly wrapped in a

cloth, carpet etc. thrown on the ground
and rolled over and over to stifle the
flames. If considerable parts of the
body are burnt and a Natural Healer
is not on the spot, then the injured
person should be carefull}^ undressed
in a warm room. Pieces of clothing
adhering to the body must not be
torn off, but cut and carefully loosened
in small pieces, so that the skin may
not be still further injured; or, still

better, immerse the burned places
with the clothes for some time in

water. Blisters should not be pricked.

Baths of 900 to 92" soothe pain and
induce recovery in cases of larger

and more serious burns (the iniured

The
pre-

cold

Fig. 1.

parts to be put under water),

formation of proud flesh can be
vented by cold S3Tinging or

compresses. See also "burns".

Bleeding is best stopped with hot

compresses, as hot as can be borne,

as thus the whole vein is relaxed, the

circulation arrested and coagulation of

the blood follows.

A piece of cotton wool dipped in hot water may also be
laid on the wound. In serious injuries to large veins it is necessary

to tie up the limb above or below the wound with a hand-

kerchief, pair of braces, belt, string etc. (figure 9). If such ar-

ticles are not forthcoming, the bleeding maj- be stopped by
pressure on the arteries (figure 10), apply to a doctor immediately

to tie up the arteries. See also "hemorrhage".

Bleeding at the nose should only be stopped when violent

and weakening. Put cold water compresses round the head and
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neck give trunk packs and warm foot baths Rest with head in

a raised position. In some cases give a Kneipp neck aftusion

of 590 one canful. See also "Nose, bleeding at the .

Blood poisoning. Wash the wounds well with water. Apply

steam and packs locally, and if the poison passes into the blood,

steam box-baths, steambaths in bed etc. See article on Bite

OF A MAD dog" and also on "Poisoning".

Cuts AND slight wounds. Cleanse by rinsing with wafm

water — if possible with water that has been boiled. Bring the

the edges of the wound close together bandage with thick wet

compresses. Pain and bleeding^ can be stopped by hot baths

and compresses. See "Wounds".

Cold, effects of extreme, and Frost bites. Carr}- the

individual on a stretcher or litter, with a layer of snow under-

neath him, into a cold room with the greatest care lest parts of

the fingers, nose, ears etc. be broken off—frostbite renders the

Transport 0/ an injured person.

Fig. 2.

afTected parts as brittle as glass. A frozen person is irrecoverably
lost if brought at once into a warm room. In the cold room he
is carefully undressed, laid on a bed of snow a foot or two high,

and the whole body well covered with snow, only the mouth
and nose remaining free. He is left there until completely
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thawed and his limbs show signs of movement. If no snow canbe obtained, then a cold bath is given, with cautious rubbing,
or he IS caretully rubbed with cloths dipped in ice-cold waterWhen the Irozcii person recovers consciousness put him in a cold
bed and rub his body with warm cloths; warm the room very
gradually, and avoid any rapid raising of his temperature. See
also "Kffects of extreme cold".

Convulsions and fits. Do not attempt to force open clenched
hands, and take care that the sufferer does himself no injury by
striking wildly about him. Loosen all tight clothing sprinkle
tace, chest and back with cool water. Push a piece of cork or

Transport of an injured person.

Fig. 8.

wood between the teeth to prevent injury being done to the

tongue. In case of convulsions with children open the bowels by
means of enemate (860 one half pint) followed by an enema to

be retained in the bowels of 68^, (one table spoonful). Massage
of the abdomen from right to left. Warm bath of 930 accompan ied

by a thorough rubbing of the feet and legs. Water douches of 77°

over the back. See Index.

Choking caused by fishbone etc. Try to remove the ob-

struction by means of the thumb and forefinger, or a pair of
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tweezers, or by tickling with a feather; or the forefinger may be
introduced into the gullet to produce an incUnation to vomit
Slapping the back between the shoulder-blades, the arms of thf

patient being raised. See Index.

Choking. If something has got into the windpipe, or
gone the wrong way, as we say, during eating, then the arms
should be kept stretched to their full extent above the head. By
this means the chest is raised, the lungs assume another position,
and so the obstruction can be more easil3r removed very often
the cause of the trouble is ejected at the first cough. For Modes
of Application see Index.

Position of a drowned person, while the water is being got out of the body.

Fig. 7.

Drowning. Do not put the patient on his head. Ease all

tight clothing. Lay him over your knee, that his head be some-

what lower that the rest of his body. Fig. 7. Gently tap the back,

in order to drive out from the lungs and stomach any water

that may have been swallowed; cleanse the mouth and nose of

mud. Apply artificial respiration (see Index). If the efforts to

restore respiration are successful cover the patient up warmly,

rub him thoroughly, and give tum warm drinks in teaspoonfuls.

Dislocations. Elevated position of the hmb, and cold

compresses, to be changed as soon as warm. They should be
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set by an expert, doctor or natural healer. See also "Dislocation"

in Index.

Emetics see Index.

Fainting fits. Remove all tight clothing, Place the patient

in a horizontal position. If caused by anemia of the head (the

symptom of which is paleness) place the head lower than the chest.

With plethoric patients (dark red complexion) the head must be

raised and chest and back sprinkled with cool water and thoroughly

rubbed. Take care that the patient breathes fresh, pure air. In

case of determination of blood to the head, give enma, 770, using

half a pint of water. In severe cases artificial respiration should be

resorted to. See Index.

Fall on the head or loins. Rest and soothing ap'plications,

lay the patient on the back, sprinkle face and chest with cold

water; in severe cases seek skilled advice.

Tying up an injured brachial artery. Tying up an injured femoral artery.

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

Febrile maladies, For first instructions see Index.

Foreign bodies in the ear. To remove these one should
go to work very cautiousl}'.

If an insect, little stone or pea has got into the ear, then a
little oil, or a few drops of water are poured in, the ear is bent
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downwards to one side, and the other ear struck lightly with the

hand. See Index. If this is not succesful, send for a doctor or

Natural Healer.

Foreign bodies in the eye. Do not rub the eye. Mak-: a

spill of white paper moistening the point a little, draw the under

or upper eyelid downwards or upwards as the case may require,

and remove the object by means of the spill, nnse afterwards

with tepid water. A horse-hair is even better than a spill. It

is held by both ends, forming a bow like a hair pin, the eyelid

drawn back and the object hooked out, without causing any un-

pleasant feeling in the eye.

If lime get in the eye, the latter should be washed out with

sugar and water, or vinegar and water. See Index.

Squeezing the jugular veins with the

thumb in cases of violent bleeding.

Fig. 10.

Fractures. Get rid of

all hampering articles of cloih-

ing, raise the broken limb,

protect it from any jar or

shock, put on repeated cold

compresses till the arrival of

the doctor in order to keep

down the swelling. It has

often happened that one who
has attended a "First aid"

course has been very success-

ful, in treating fractures. Let

every one then attend such

a course, as he may thereby

be of great assistance to hir

fellow creatures.

One should be careful

what surgeon is chosen to set

the fractured bone, and should

beware of tight bandages

(plaster of Paris bandages)

of which Prof. Volkmann says

that their employment only

results in making cripples,

and that untutored bone setters

have often been obliged to make f°f
^hf^

'^f '^^co^^^^^^^

may be lUayed by
J,o>"P>:f to a mnv bandage for

&ÄV~nÄ^^^^^^^^^ See also ^W-
TURES OF BONES .
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Heat-stroke Bring the patient immediately into a cool

Dlace loosen all tight clothing and apply the following. Com-

presses (72") on the head to be changed when warm. Compresses

(730) on the region of the heart; wet rubbing of the feet and legs

with water of the same temperature, or shallow bath (860).

Affusions on the back; enemata (77«). One pint of cool water

to be drunk a spoonful a time. Massage of the neck.

Hanging. The person should be carefully raised and not

allowed to drop when the cord is cut and if still warm and

shewing signs of life, artificial respiration should be resorted to.

See Index.

Life-buoy being thrown to a drowning person.

Fig. 11.

Lightning, effects of. If there are any signs of life, all tight

articles of clothing should be loosened at once, head, chest and
back must either be rubbed or bathed with cool 59'^to 64^ water,
and artificial breathing, if necessaiy resorted to, see also "Struck
BY lightning".

Hemorrhage, if the blood is bright red in colour it comes
Irom the lungs. Take care to ease ail tight clothing or undress
the patient, who should assume a sitting posture. Provide for
pure, cool air. Pack as in blood vomiting. See also Index.

Mushroom poisoning, see under "Poisoning".
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Poisoning. Immediately induce vomiting by tickling the
gullet, or by introducing of the forefinger into the throat as far

as possible. Give warm water to drink, and in case that should
not be sufficent, a lukewarm solution of soap in water is an
effective and harmless emetic. After vomiting a sugured water or

the white of an egg beaten up in milk may be given to the

patient. In cases of poisoning by sulphur
,

saltpetre , or hydro-

chloric acid, powdered chalk in water or whitening should be

given as an antidote. Drink milk, thick water gruel, meal and
water, or salad oil. We can also recommend body compresses

and enemata 770 (a pint). See also "Poisoning" in Index.

Throwing a wooden ball to a person who has broken through the ice.

Fig. 12.

Rupture constricted. Quiet position m bed, seat raised

knees bent. Clystors of 90^ from one to two pints enemata ship bath

990 of about half an hour's duration, durmg which hot water

should be continually added to keep the bath at the temperature

of 990. Hot compresses, changed as soon as they begin to cooJ,

may also be applied. Send immediately for a surgeon or doctor

to replace the rupture. See also under "Ruptures in Index.

Snake bite, see Index.
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Sprains. The injured limb to be elevated and cold compress

applied to it. Derivative massage, stroking upwards, so that the

How of blood is distributed. Detergent and derivative soothmg

packs 77". See also "Sprains" in Index.

Stings of insects. If stung by Mortification of foot caused by

bees, wasp, and other insects,\vet
tight bandages.

the thumb-nail and press it firmly

over the stretched skin of the injured

spot, till the sting in the poison is

ejected. The sting is the first thing

to be removed. A local coohng appli-

cation in the form of cold water com-
presses should be made, or curds,

clay or ammonia may be put on the

place. In cases of poisoning b}^ in-

sects use also local steam baths, as

well as steam box-baths and packs.

Sunstroke, see Index.

Suffocation through breathing
NOXIOUS gases. Remove at once into

pure air and apply artificial respiration

{see Index) and vigorous cool (7^*^)

friction of the whole body (see Index).

Treatment of wounds. The per-

son assisting must first cleanse his

hands, so as not to contaminate the
wounds. Bleeding may be staunched
and pain relieved by hot water com-
presses—as hot as they can be borne. The water for the cleaning
of the wounds should be pure and if possible have been boiled.
The edges of gaping wounds should be brought close together,
if necessary by means of plaster, or by sewing, so that the wound
may heal properly. For further information see "Wounds".

Vomiting blood. If the blood is dark in colour it comes
from the stomach. Get rid of all tight clothing and put the
patient m a horizontal position. Leg pack (79") with hot-water
bottles to the feet and calves. Cool compresses (68"—72'») on
the stomach.

Wounds caused by pressure or by a blow. Cool com-
presses, cool wet bandages, to be removed as often as is demanded
Dy the heat of the mjured place, also constant immersion in cold
water. See also "Contusion".

Fig. 13.
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Accidents through hanging, drowning, suffocation, cold

etc. First aids in the same and attempts at reanimation, sec

the same.

Accouchement, see "Women, Diseases of".

Accumulation of gas, see "Flatulency".

Acidity of stomach, see "Heartburn".

ACNE is an obstruction at the opening of sebaceous glands.

These become a little distended in consequence, and form

tiny protuberance, black or grey at the point, and when squeezed

discharge a tallowy substance in the shape of a thread.

i\cne is found asually in young people, and persons \vh<

are not over cleanly, and appears mostly on the face, bad

and neck.

Treatment.—Attend carefully to cutaneous action, give two or

three steambaths during the week, followed by full-pack and bath,

or instead of this stetmibaths in bed. Wash and bathe frequeßth
;

apply full wet rubbings. See: "Pimples". For Modes of Appli-

cation, see Index.

ACUTE DISEASES are such as are inflammatory, feverish,

and develop quickly. The longest duration of an acute disease

is in most cases reckoned at four weeks, if this period be exceeded

it is termed chronic. Ever>' acute disease is an effort of the whol

system to eject matter which it cannot assimilate. Nature herseii

is the physician; we need only watch for her hints, and with thr

aid of the simplest remedies second her endeavours to heal b}

lukewarm wet rubbings, baths, packs, fresh air, non-stimulating

diet, and by never opposing her. If we do this, every illnes

will assuredly be cured by nature alone.

Affection of the head, Chronic, see "Bad health

Affection of the liver, kidneys, stomach and bile.

Chronic, see "Bad health".

Affusion, see Index.

Affusion, Full, see Index.

Affusion, How to apply v^^ithout aid, see Index.

Affusion, upper, see Index.

Afterbirth, see "Placenta".

AFTER-TREATMENT in "Regenerative treatment".

See Index under the latter heading. In addition to the various

modes of application mentioned there curative gymnastics should

also be tried.
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AGE OF MAN, THE NATURAL.

Every human being receives at birth a certain amount of

c-ipital in the form of vital force. To judge from the law which

apportions to mammalia about the five-fold span ot time re-

quisite for the perfect development of the skeleton, normal man,

i e a human being, born of healthy parents
,

perfectly healthy

^himself and spending his vital force properly and economically,

fnay live, as a rule, from one hundred to one hundred and twenty

years and in exceptional cases may attain the age of one

hundred and fifty and even more. Most exact observations have

proved that theliorse, which requires five years before its frame

is firmly set, lives to an age of five times five, or twenty five to

thirty years ; the camel, requiring eight years, to an age of five

times eight, or forty years; the dog, requiring two years, to

twice five, or ten years; the elephant, requiring forty years,

to an age of five times forty, or two hundred years. This is the

rule. But exceptional horses have lived fifty years and even

longer; there is in the museum at Manchester the skull of a horse

that lived more than sixty years. Alexander the Great dedicated

his war-elephant to the sun, in honour of a brave cnem}' whom
he had conquered. This historic elephant, which he set at liberty,

iter attaching an inscription to its neck, was found alive three

hundred and fifty years later.

As among the mammalia, so also among men we meet with

individuals living to the age of one hundred to one hundred and
twenty-five years, thus for example, Democritus, the great

naturalist, who died at the age of one hundred and nine 3^ears without

illness and as happy as he had lived. Rome saw two actresses

aged respectively, one hundred and four and one hundred and twelve

years. A French actress, who died in 1867, was one hundred and
eleven years old. The Swedish veteran Mittelstedt, who, during his

military career of sixty-seven years, had fought in seventeen
battles and suffered weary captivity, paid his debt to nature at

the age of one hundred and twelve years. In his one hundred and
tenth year he wedded his third wife, and shortly before his

death took a two hours' walk. Baron v. Waldeck died a vigorous
old man at the age of one hundred and six. An old French soldier

passed away in the beginning of the fifties, who, being a bit of a wag,

asked in his one hundred and twentieth year, to be allowed to

re-enlist in the army. The following cases may be mentioned,

where people have attained an exceptionally great age. The
Englishman Effingham who was a soldier for many years, and
who earned his bread by hard work, died at the age of one
hundred and forty four, having hardly ever known illness. Thomas
Parr lived to be one hundred and fifty two years old. He was always
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in good health and happy, and lived on the simplest diet, till King
Charles I. heard of him, sent for him, and in order to do him
honour, had a splendid repast set before him. This caused his
death, for the post mortem shewed that it was due to disturbed
digestion. The Norwegian, Draakenberg, died at the age of one
hundred and forty six. He was for fifteen years a Turkish
prisoner and served as a galley slave. Nevertheless he retained
sufficient vio;our and cheerfulness to woo a young peasant girl when
he was a hundred and thirty years old. Joseph Surrington lived

longer still, he died at the ripe age of one hundred and sixty. His
youngest child w^as nine, his eldest one hundred and eight years
old. The Hungarian Bowin died in 1750 at the ripe old age of one
hundred and sevent}^ two years, leaving a widow one hundred
and sixt}^ four, and a son one hundred and fifteen 3''ears old.

Another authentic instance may be mentioned of a Russian
veteran who was born in 1623 and died in 1825, and who
therefore lived two hundred and two years. If we ask how it

is that some people live to so great an age
,
mostly in good

health and alwa3'S cheerful to the end , the answer almost in-

variably is that these people always lived very moderate, simple

and natural lives ; in other words
,
they never drew excessively

on their capital , in the shape of vital force , with which Dame
Nature endowed them, never squandered it, as fashionable society,

consciousl}^ or unconsciously, mostl3' does at present, but preserv^ed

it by frugalitv and acted like an economical housewife.

Prof. Dr. Buechner, Darmstadt, in a lecture on the duration

of man's fife, writes as follows; What is the greatest age that

man is capable of reaching ? It has been held that man cannot

live much longer than one hundred 3^ears, but experience refutes

this view. It has been proved by examples that he can live to be

nearly two hundred years old. England especially furnishes us

with several instances of this kind. A peasant, born in England

in the fifteenth century, lived far into the seventeenth and attained

the age of one hundred and seventy two years ; as an old man of

one hundred and twenty, he is credited with having still performed

heavy manual labour. He was accustomed to the most moderate

and simple fare, and succumbed finally to an illness caused by

partaking of too rich food on a festive occasion. He lies in

Westminister Abbey. Another Englishman, born in 1500, lived

to be one hundred and seventy years old. A Dane was born m
1624, and died in 1770 in his one hundred and forty sixth year. His

life was very checkered, he was one hundred and eleven years

old when he first married: his wife was sixty years old, and

after her death he wished to contract a marriage with a

young giri of eighteen. There are other men who married

repeatedly during their long lives; thus a Scotchman had
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nine and a Frenchman even ten wives. Hungary, too, can

furnish an example of extraordinary longevity. An old

man died at Temesvar in 1724 at the unprecedented age of

one hundred and eighty five. Even at the present time there are

manv people more than one hundred years old. A man who served

as an artilleryman under Frederick the Great, is now alive in Brom-

berg in the full enjoyment of his one hundred and eighteen years.

The majority of these long-lived persons are said to have

been well and strong up to the very time of their death. It

sounds strange to us, that the hair and teeth oi these aged people

were renewed, and that the wrinkles in their skin disappeared.

Hufcland cites two instances of this kind of regeneration; from

the standpoint of physiology the thing is not at all impossible.

According to some authorities the mean age of man has

advanced even further, and exceptional cases of a truly green

old age have been cited in abundance. Many authentic records

of antiquity exist which seam to show that we die as a rule very

much earlier than people used to do. Even at the time of the

Emperor Vespasian, after several centuries of moral corruption,

there were living within a small , area 54 people, aged over one

hundred years, forty from one hundred and ten to one hundred

and forty, and two upwards of one hundred and fifty 3'ears old.

<Sce Johannes v. Müllers Universal History.)

It is not so very long ago that there were found among the

Arabs—among those tribes, who drink only water and milk-

several people two hundred years old
;
plenty of men are among

them who, at the age of one hundred, are in their prime, and
marry at that age with far greater justification than most 3'oung

men with us. Even in Europe men have lived to the age of

two hundred, and it may be assumed with certaint}' that these
did not live beyond the normal age but that all others did not
reach it.

In the records of St. Leonard's Church, London, there may
be seen an entry of a birth and death, which one might he
tempted to doubt, if it were not invested with full official

authority, that of Thomas Carn, born Jan. 28, 1588, died 1795.
He lived, therefore, to the ripe old age of 207 years, and saw
twelve sovereigns occupying the British throne. Three score
and ten years is now-a-days a considerable age.

Most people who die of chronic diseases succumb between
the ages of fifty and seventy years and even earlier. And these
fifty to seventy years which we live—is this life? It is a life of
sickness, a chronic dying, lasting for seventy years, before it is

over. This state of sickliness which we call life and passable
health, this miserable state which crawls with us to our death-
rnttl'-, accompanied b\' bottles of poiso.i (medicine) which tortures
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US in the sick-room, begins with tho? moment of our birth into
this world, when the midwife and nurses drink the healtii of the
wrt'tched new-born bab}^ in something stronger than water. It

is sad to think that in the sparsely populated, and, therefore, less
corrupted East, better health, greater bodily strength and longer
life is to be found, hi the wild parts of the interior of Russia
chemists and doctors are far rarer than with us. In the spring
of 183D all the German Journals gave quotations from the
Russian bills of mortality, and were greatly astonished that jjeople
frequently lived there to be over a hundreci years of age, A few
years ago the returns showed that of 748,237 persons in forty four
dioceses, 2091 died after reaching ages varying from a hundred to a
hundred and forty years. Among the boons which the Emperor
Nicholas granted to his subjects, one was the multiplication of

medical hospitals, and there is no doubt that longevit}'^ in Russia
will grow to be more rare, and will gradually approach that of

Western Europe,

People of one hundred years of age and upwards are by
no means rare in the rural population of the Herzegowina, and
there are some villages in the mountain districts of the country'

in which it very rarely happens that an inhabitant dies before

the age of eight3^ In one of these villages, Dreznica, in the

district of Mosta, there lives at present a peasant, Anton Turitsch

by name, who has attained the extraordinar}'^ age of one hundred
and thirty years. In spite of this, he still works in his vinej-ard

and, being a Roman Catholic, is obliged to walk a distance of

eight miles each way to attend church, which he does every Sun-

day, His eyesight "^is still very good for he can distinguish any

object at a 'distance of a hundred steps. His eyebrows are re-

markable, they are so thick and bushy that they have to be cut

rpgularly to prevent them from obstructing his vision. His me-

mory is excellent, and he relates the varied experiences of his

abnormally long life in a most interesting manner, and has not

forgotten the - most important events of the last hundred and

thirty years, describing and connecting ever3-thmg he relates most

logically. He is said to take after his mother, who attained the

age of one hundred and twenty, his father having died at the

comparatively early age of ninety two.

One hundred and thirty five years old. According to thc^

Turkish newspaper 'Sabah' a Turk named Mewlud Ejfcndi died

recently in Constantinople at the age of one hundred and thirty

five years,

A Russian Methuselah. In October 1895 the St. Petersburg

journal Listok wrote: "On the 3^^^ inst. Ivan Kusmm, a peasant

aged one hundred and thirty eight, was admitted into the Obuchow
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Hospital in this city. He had been sent to the Jenisseiski District

as a settler. The government has given him a passport as a pil-

grim to every city in the empire. He by no means shews his

great age, being hearty and intelligent and speaking intelligibly

and hearing well. He was born in the year 1757 and was, hke

his parents, a serf of Count Scheremetjew. He spent his child-

hood in a house of his master at Moscow and was, he says, at

the age of eighty hve, banished to Siberia for ten years for re-

fusing to serve the count any longer. But instead of spending

ten years in that inhospitable region he lived there for fifty three

years. At the time of the emancipation of the serfs by the gnmd-

father of the present Emperor he had already obtained his free-

dom, and was employed in gold washing at the Taiga gold mines,

where he lost his toes. In the 3''ear 1894 he got home-sick, and

the government gave him a pass for European Russia and a free

pass on the railways. After spending but two da\'S in Moscow,
where he could find no relatives alive, he came on to St. Peters-

burg and rented a room here. Ivan Kusmin has never been
married. His memor}^ is so good that he clearly recollects the

Pugatschew Rebellion, the annexation of the Crimea, Napoleon's
invasion of Russia in 1812 and all other" important events. His
father also attained a very great age, having died in his hundred
and fort}^ eighth year."

'^ater Maffens mentions in his History of India a man named
Numisde Cogua who died in 1566, aged three hundred und seventy
years. His teeth, beard and hair grew four times. Belli )ur

Maccraine lived for one hundred and ninety years in one house.
In Russia a man hved to be two hundred and two years old.

Don Juan Saveire de Lima died in 1730 at the age of one hundred
and ninety eight.

According to the Bible, Methuselah was the oldest man who
ever lived. According to the division of time then in use, he
attained the age of nine hundred and sixty nine years.

Advice to mothers, see "Mothers, Advice lu .

Ague, see "Malaria".

AIR, its constituents etc. See Index. To provide for its
purity, see "Ventilation". How to breathe properly, see
"Breathing exercises".

AIR BATH FOR MEN IN THE BILZ SANATORIUM.
The great advantages which accrue from allowing the body

t(j be fanned by the wind are daily meeting with wider recognition,
and conse(juent]y every well-conducted sanatorium now has
separate places for ladies and gentlemen, places which are of con-
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siderablc extent and surrounded by high walls to screen them
Ironi observation. Visitors and patients, wearing only their bathin-
drawers uidulge as they please in gymnastics, jumping, singin-^
and all kmds of exercises. Close by is a swimming-bath whe;^'
they frequently take a short dip, and then allow air and sun to
dry the moisture on their bodies. Such are the natural air-baths
which unfortunately but few have the opportunity of enjo\'in<-
Those who cannot do so should not fail to practise gymnastV^-
exercises etc. in summer, or, at any rate, once or twice a da^- for
five or ten minutes without any clothes on, and with the window
and, if possible, the door wide open. In winter the room should
be heated.

A simple primitive air-bath, such as is described, is agreat blessing
to men and women, and a sure preventative against many an illness.

Air bath for Gentlemen in the Bilz' Sanatorium.

Fig. 14.

I would further strongly recommend everybody, and especially

children, to sleep without any night-dress of any kind. One gets

accustomed to it very soon, and the body is much warmer than

when one goes to bed half undressed or in shirt and drawer:

People already accustomed to look after their skin will soon fma

this a necessity.

AIR-CUSHION. To obviate bed-sores, or, to heal them

more speedily, the ])aticnt is put on an air-cushion (Figs. 15 and
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Fig. 15.

, e,) which is inflated with air and then closed by means of a

rew There is a round open space m the centre, servmg to

^
' nrcserve any sores from con-

Air-sHshion. tact with the oed, and guard-

ing them from pressure.

An air-cushion is generally

made of India rubber and is

rather expensive. Those who
cannot aftord one must, there-

fore, be satisfied with other

cushions, or rings filled with

bran, etc.

Deer-skins do not prevent pig. 16.

bed-sores in the long run.

See also "Water-cushion.s" and "Bed-sores".

Air- and Sun-bath, see Index.

Air in Rooms, see "Rooms, Air in".

Airing, see "Ventilation"^.

ALBUMEN (or nitrogenous substance) is one of the most

important fundamental matters in human and animal bodies, arid

serves principally to build up the organic tissues, whilst the in-

trinsic substance, called "carbohydrate", gives the body warrnth

and strength. This important nutritious matter (albumen) consists

mainly of albumen, fibre, casein, glutin, or jelly, etc., and is

principally to be found in pulse and cereals, also in milk, meat

and eggs. Carbohydrates are likewise abundantly contained in

cereals and rice, maccaroni
,
ground-wheat, starch-fiour, pulso,

potatoes, etc. See also "Carbohydrates".

Alcohol, Poisoning by. See "Inebriation and dipsomania".

Alcoholism, see "Delirium tremens and inebriation".

ALLOPATHY is that system of treatment, wliich tries

to effect by medicine the reversal of the symptoms characterizing

a disease. (Medical men are the votaries of this system). It

looks upon the symptoms of a disease as errors of nature,

and endeavours to remove them by chemical means, not con-
sidering that in doing so the whole of the organic system gets
disturbed and weakened in the performance of its functions
—nay, is often entirely crippled. Allopathy tries to kill pain
temporarily by narcotics, to the great injury of the nerves of

sensation, which, if anything, get paralyzed by the employment
of sucli palliatives. It attempts to produce sleep by the "aid of
morphi;i and chloral hydrate, thus weakening the central nervous
system and grr;'.t1v j^r^^lorsring illness, or, if the ]^ati(mt has but
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small powers of resistance, sending him to the realms of eternal
rest. Allopathy suppresses the troublesome cough, meant by
nature to c^ect tor the patient's benefit the gathering secretions
of the respiratory organs. Allopathy relieves the' rectum of
accumulated masses of excrement by injurious j^urgatives, in-

dependent of the fact that such remedies over-stimulate the nerves
of the rectum, thus causing the whole muscular system of that
part to lose its needful elasticity; in the same way it arrests the
process of fermentation in cases of diarrhoea arising from congesti(ni
of the rectum with fermenting matter, in doing which the greatest
injury may be caused to the system. Allopathy boasts of an-
nihilating all fermenting substances, such as bacteria, bacilli, etc,

by chemicals, i. e., casting out the devil by Beelzebub. But
besides bacilli, bacteria, etc., healthy tissues are destroyed at the
same time, and not only is the morbid matter not secreted, but
it is joined by medical poisons, and these combined greatly imj)ede
nature in its efforts to purif}' itself. Fever—the very spirit of

nature's endeavour to help herself- allopathy suppresses with
poisons, which, having entered the system, are at once rendered
harmless, as far as can be effected by the vital power. But in

these efforts of nature, a great amount of strength, and therefore

heat (strength is heat) is lost; still, what more is wanted? The
result aimed at, viz., subduing the fever, is attained. A sadly

fallacious result.

Want of space renders us unable to expose in this article the

entire unrealit}'' of allopathy as a therapeutic agent. This much
may be said, that we give proof positive in this work by prac-

tically tested advice, and independent of any theor}^, that disease

can be cured without injurious medicines, which are at the best

questionable as to their results. We wish the reader, by perusing

this work, to gain the firm conviction that the applications of

allopathy cannot but be harmful in every case.

We have now only to explain why the so-called scientific phy-

sician clings so obstinately to allopath}'. Prof Gustav Jaeger does

so by quoting the saying: "The more versed, the more perverse."

The influence exerted by pedantry more or less on every practical

science, particularly on therapeutics, is notoriousl}'- a baneful one,

as was vers- strikingly demonstrated to the world in the case of

the late German Emperor Frederick. What that influence means

is easily explained. Pedantry, as it is cultivated at the higher

clinical colleges, proceeds in the following manner : A dictum, or

an empty nothing, is pronounced; this dictum or this nothing is

then surrounded by all kinds of thorny "ifs" and "buts," con-

siderations, subterfuges, sophisms, pros and cons, etc. The medical

student is then placed within the thorny hedge thus formed, and

he is perfectly safe there; nothing can spirit him away; nobody
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•an set at him; to every fact, to every opinion he opposes

lis "its" and "buts", he is perfectly proof against all advice, and,

Deing as a rule unable to get through, this hedge, he is hope-

lessly lost.

With the release of higher therapeutics from the trammels ot

,>edantry, half the work, but n(^t more than half the work, has

been done.

ALPHABET is the A B C or sequence of letters. When
reference is made in this work to the alphabet, the reader must

drst look for the initial letter of the respective word or sentence

.n the alphabetical sequence in which the book is arranged. All

..hat is not put in the alphabetical sequence will be found in the

index.

Alopecia, see "Hair, Loss of".

Alternate Baths, various according to Kneipp, see index.

Amputation, see "Operation".

Amyloid Liver and Kidneys, see "Liver, Diseases of."

Anal Worms, see "Worms anal".

Anaemia, see "Blood, Poverty of".

ANATOMY. Treats of the siructure and dissection of

organic beings. In a restricted sense, of the human bod} , as well

as the relations and positions which the individual organs have
to each other. Anatomy also considers the condition of diseased

organs in the human body.

Angina, see "Croup and diphtheria".

Angina Membracin, see "Croup
"

Animal Magnetism, see "Magnetism".

Animals, Scientific Torture of, see "Vivisection".

Animals, Mad cats, dogs etc. Bites of, see "Hyi^k^ophoria
and rabies".

Animal food, see "Diet, Mixed".

Anodyne applications, see Index and "CoMPk^boL.':,, Steam".

ANTHRAX. This complaint is caught from diseased ani-
mals, either by eating their flesh or by infection from them direct.
Infection may even be transmitted by the sting of insects wiiich
have fed on diseased carcasses.

^

Symptoms.—This disease, which principally attacks butchers,
SKmners, tanners, shepherds, etc., breaks out either a few hours
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after ui lection has taken place, or not for two or three days.
A small red spot first appears on the affected place like a flea,

-bite, or a soft or it may be sometimes a hard swelling is formed
on which tiny vesicles " are seen. The part affected itches and
smarts and there is gradually a pustule formed, the so-called anthrax
pustule, which may easily become purulent and gangrenous.

Moreover general health is affected, resulting in fever, sickness

and vomiting, vertigo, even fainting fits, local erysipelas, inflam-

mation and necrosis of the tissues under the skin.

Treatment.—When there is fever, a fever treatment is to

be resorted to. Rub the skin vigorousl^^ in the bath, especially

the feet. Apply affusions, chiefly to the affected part, after which
the patient is to be put to bed again.

If there is excessive smarting and itching, put cool compresses
on the affected place; if there are suppurating wounds, thoroughly

clease them by washing and using injections of tepid water.

Apply a stimulating full-pack daily, or in bed, steam-bath with

soothing extra compresses on the affected place. Fresh air (keep

the bedroom window open) vegetarian diet, enemata for consti-

pation and as a detergent. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Äqtia Fortis, see "Poisoning".

ANUS, Inflammation of the.

Causes. Inflammation of the anus is partially the result of

uncleanliness. When little children suffer from diarrhae the

irritant properties of the excrement often produces a reddened

together with an inflamed state of the anus with frequent motions.

W^ith corpulent persons the friction caused by walking often produces

painful formations of fissure. The muscle by which the anus is

closed is then very sensitive, and painful spasmodic contractions

of it frequently result. In women inflamation of the anus may

also be caused by efflux from the genitals.

Treatment.—To prevent the expanded mucous membran

from bursting, the anus should be lubricated with oil of poppies.

Enema (720) containing about two table spoonfuls of water (to

children half the quantity) once every hour, it is given best wit

a ball-syringe.

Washing the anus with a soft linen rag (660) once every hou

A hipbath 72^ to 88« of from ten to twenty minutes duration t

be taken twice a day.

A foot steam-bath, twenty minutes, once a day.

Mr. Sperling, Natural Healer, writes:

The anus is frequently the seat of disorders, such as ca

contraction produced by tumours, gonorrhoea! catarrh, or syp



EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE "ANATOMY".

GUKE I shows the organs in the thoracic and abdominal cavi-

ties of the human being.

The EPIGLOTTIS is about 3 cm long, thm, and tongue

-

shaped afd during the degk.t.tion of food and drmk closes

the trachea, ^

The LUNGS are among the most important organs ot man.

Their function consists in purifying- the dark (venous) blood to

excrete the carbon dioxide by exhalation, and for it to brmg

oxygen into the blood by inhalation. It is therefore highly im-

p;rtLt day and mght to provide for pure air nch m oxygen

For further information regarding the construction and diseases

of the lungs see page 179 and S69 to 896.

The HEART lies between both lungs, consists of a right

and left half and drives the arterial, that is the bright red blood

even to the smallest capillary vessels of the body while the

right side draws the venous, i. e. the dark, with carbon dioxide

laden blood within itself and drives it to the lung^ to purity it

of carbon dioxide and saturate it with oxygen. The action 01

the heart, its structure and diseases are explained on page 181

and 594 to 607.

The STOMACH and INTESTINES aie the organs of

digestion. The introduced foods which partly undergo a change

even in the mouth are changed in the stomach to chyle by

the addition of gastric juices and reach the small and large

intestine, where the digestion in reality takes place. The action

of stomach and intestine as also their diseases are described

on page 179 to 185 and 1344 to 1352.

The LIVER is the largest and heaviest visceral organ

(about 4 to 6 lbs.). It forms bile from the blood which it stores

up in the gall bladder. The bile is conveyed through the bile

duct to the duodenum and is very necessary for digestion.

Further description concerning the structure and function of the

liver and also its diseases are to be found on page 179 and

860 to 866.

The URINARY BLADDER serves as a receptacle for

the Urine which is continually excreted by the Iddneys. With-

out the bladder there would be a continual flow of urine from

the body. Diseases of the bladder are described on page 90

to 96, also 1352, 1962.
please turn over.
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FIGURE 2. The CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD is effected
by the heart The left half of the lieart drives the brig-ht red
blood in the large artery of the body, from where it flows eve
to the most remote parts of the body (capillary tubes), an
g-ives off its nutritive constituents in exchange for worn
out material, carbon dioxide, etc. It thereby changes its color
becomes venous (represented in blue) and returns to the right
half of the heart from where it is driven to the lungs to be
purified and takes up oxygen, For further explanation see
page 98 to 105.

FIGURE 3. The NERVOUS SYSTEM regulates the activity of
all the organs of our body, transmits to us all impressions,
sensations, etc. Without the nerves the body u^ould be a dead
nothing. The central part of the nervous system is the bram,

.
From here the nerves whose number according to an eminent
physiologist exceeds 400000 ramify to all parts of the body.
Further particulars page 1114 to 1122.

FIGURE 4.. The MUSCLES are the strength and motor organs
of our bodies. All movements are brought about by the muscles
which possess the property of contraction and expansion. This
activity occurs with or without the help of our will and is accom-
plished through the inter\^ention of nerves. The muscles con-
stitute the largest part of the body weight and determine also
the form of the body. They are generally designated as the
flesh of the body. For further details see page 1020 to 1025.

MGURE The BONY SKELETON is the support of our
body. It is hard, compact, surrounds and protects the most
important vital organs, as brain, spinal cord, heart lungs, digestive
organs, etc. To the bony skeleton the muscles are attached.
For diseases of the bones, fractures, etc. see page 116 to 123,
169 to 171, 1112 to 1113, 1170 to 1172 and 1307 to 1310.
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ulcers, hemorrhoidal ulcers, proliferations (Condylome); the latter

always correspond in their primary development with the natural

folds of the skin, and take the form of ledges, surrounding the

sphincter in the shape of a star. Smaller at their inner ends,

they spread in an outward direction, flattening against each other,

and their open edges constantly develop fresh warts which assume

the form of coxcombs. When the anus is the seat of chronic

syphilis, infiltrations under the skin also take place in the form

of dried or mucous tubercles, as well as cracked ulcers. Pro-

liferations, too, are sometimes met with here reaching far up
into the rectum and narrowing the passage. Cancerous ulcers

too are not infrequently found at the anus.

Schuh says on this subject: '*An irregular, light-red, crisp-

looking, hard proliferation, rather flat and turned outwards appears

at the root of the anus, either at one side or at the back. It

soon enters the rectum, causing scalding pains at the time of

motions and secreting pus. In other cases the disease makes its

appearance round the rectum, forming an annular protuberance,
' almost turned inside out at the side or at the back, and usually

continuing in an upward direction. The skin and tissues surround-
ing the cancer of from two thirds of an inch to an inch and a third are
hard to the touch. The scalding pains become very intense with
further development. The skin assumes a bluish hue, becomes
soft in some places, and even breaks, and passages are formed
with ulcerous and gangrenous walls towards the rectum and into
its cavity, which are often mistaken by ignorant physicians for
mere rectal fistules. Chronic spasms of the sphincter, with or
without hypertrophy of the same, accompanied by very painful
exfoliations and cracking of the mucous membrane, also fre-

quently occur.

Treatment.—For the above enumerated disorders in which
the whole body is more or less diseased, the humours and the
blood corrupted, apply in addition to local treatment: Hip bath
(770— 860) ^vith India-rubber ring in it, to prevent the rectum
touching the bottom, cooling compresses (77«), body and back
packings, with small, very soft compresses, to be changed when
requn-ed, as well as leg- and full-pack, steam -baths, with due
regard to the inflamed part, or foot steam -baths (720—77«) w^et
rubbings (77«) enemata, (with caution). Non- stimulating diet. A
patient thus afflicted will do well, however, to put himself under
the care of a Natural Healer.

ANUS, Prolapse of the. 1. In its acute form the folds
of the mucous membrane are observed to be inflamed and
swollen, m consequence of which a knotty proiection forms The
entire mucous membrane of the anus is sometimes swollen, and
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stands out from the anal orifice in the shape of a ring. The

patient ieels a strange substance there, and is impelled to press

continually, and thereb}' suffers the most excruciating tortures.

Treatment.—To effect local relief put a cool compress on

the anus, to be changed before it gets hot. After every compress

(pad on the anus) apply a gentle douche with an India-rubber

tube (in cas'e of emergency, with an iixi gator). Too frequent

motions must be obviated by a proper diet, as of cocoa, dried

bilberries, farinaceous food.
. , , ,

•2 The acute may develop into chronic prolapse by neglect.

The lolds of the mucous membrane at the anus enlarge by constant

sweUing (through their being inundated with blood) to such an

extent as to project permanently, or to fall forward at every exer-

tion. They are also projected by the motions.

Treatment.—The diet must be regulated so that the stool be

neither too hquid nor too hard. The prolapse must be pushed

back again carefully after ever}^ stool by means of the finger

which must be oiled first. Take a damp warm piece of Imen

or a soft sponge, squeezed out in warm water, and with it gently

press the prolapse back. In cases of self-treatment, sit down

with the anus bare and by gentle pressure with the finger re-

store the prolapse to its position. To keep it there, the patient

should remain in bed for some time. Duong the mterval and

also at night, apply a body compress (770), with cross or T
bandage A round piece of damped cotton wool should be put

on the anus for support. The prolapse of the anus is to be

distinguished from that of the rectum. Back affusions (660) three

times a day. Hip bath (77«), five minutes, twice a day; enemata

{66^) three times a day.

PROLAPSE OF THE ANUS CURED BY THE NATURAL
METHOD.

The son of Mr. Wendler of L, aged one year, suffered, for

three months from prolapse of the anus. The boy s stool was very

hard and could only be ejected by very great exertion and pressure

which caused suffusion of blood to the face every motiom On

November 30*^ 1893 the case was entrusted to a Natural neaier

who prescribed the following treatment. Raw apples scraped and

fruit mice in sufficient quantities to cause two gentle motions a

day and a little soaked whole meal bread was to be added to the

child's milk. If necessary an enema of a cupful of water (88 j

was to be given. A cross pack, (86«), (see Illust) with an extra

compress of damp cotton-wool on the anus. An ^nema, a t^^^^^^^^^

spoonful, (740), to be given morning and afternoon and the P olapse

to be pressed back with the finger, which should be oiled for this
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purpose every time it was pressed out. Immediately alter the

adoption of these measures the stool became easy, and in a month

thf nrolapse was cured.

AORTA (great arter>' of the body) is the blood-vessel, which

takes the light-red blood containing oxygen from the left ventricle

of the heart into the blood vessels. Its branches are called

arteries. See "Blood Circulation of the".

ÄPHTHJE is a disease which covers the mucous membrane
of the mouth with small, more or less closely attached caseous

fungi or white vesicles. This disease appears principally in in-

fants during the first weeks after birth (most frequently between
the tenth and sixteenth day), but sometimes in adults who are

in a weak state of health.

It causes pain to children at the breast, and they, in conse-

quence, are averse to taking the mother's milk.

Causes.—UncleanUness, especially of the feeder and teat, dis-

turbed digestion, pungent, heating food, taking cold, depressed
condition of the suckling, mother or nurse, artificial feeding, and
the like.

Treatment.—The greatest local cleanliness must be observed.
Wash and wipe out the mouth with a soft, wet linen rag, dipped
in lukewarm (81^) water, and squeezed out moderately. Rinse
the mouth, and give fresh water to drink frequently. A spoonful
of water must be given immediately after the child has had the
mother's breast, or any other food. Nipple shields must be
kept clean (but they must not lie in the water too long). In
serious cases stimulating tepid throat-compresses (77°) and a daily
warm (92°) bath are necessary. This is especially the case in

adults, but the temperature must be 2«—4» lower. In general,
cool, non-stimulating, easily digested food, fresh air and enemata
in case of constipation. (For Modes of Application see Index.)

CURE OF A BAD CASE OF APHTH.E.
By H. Sperling, Natural Healer of Berlin.

I will only mention one of the most serious cases of aphthae
during my nineteen years experience.

The infant daughter of Mr. L., Melchior Strasse, Berlin,
contracted aphthae in spite of eveiy attention paid to cutaneous
action

, so severely that not only the entire mouth but all the
mucous membranes of the intestines as far as the anus were
covered with them. In smell and form they were similar to diph-
theria. My orders were strictly followed, which were baths (90»),
the child to be wrapped while wet in a sheet and allowed to steam.
Previous to the bath a light bed-steam-bath , in the afternoon or
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oftcner il necessary, body-compresses, for a shorter or longer time, or

renewed as required. Enemata (Si"), removal of feather-beds
;
sleeping

with the window open; not allowing the child its mother's milk,

cleansing the mouth very often, now and then a teaspoonful of

(73") water. In spite of all these measures it was a long time

before the little one recovered and gained strength. For almost

the whole of the first year the child was rather sickly at times, and
not until the age of twelve months did it become really well again.

Such a power of resistance can only, be met with in a girl ; a

boy would have succumbed long before. The mother, carrying her

child under her heart for nine months, had nourished it during

that time probably with morbid blood, and had suckled it after-

wards with her equally bad milk ; for Mrs. L. had hitherto known
nothing either of vegetarian diet or of a hygiene consonant with

nature's canons. I have cured less severe cases of aphthae in

a few weeks.

Apoplectic fit, see "Apoplexy".

APOPLEXY. There are several kinds of apoplexy, viz; of

the brain, and of the lungs. The cause is always the rupture of

a vein, tissue or vessel, resulting in extravasation of |3lood on the

brain, lungs, etc.

Apoplexy may result in immediate death or in various para-

lyses, e. g., paral3^sis of one side, of the body, or of single limbs.

Symptoms. —The first indications of cerebral parah^sis are

heaviness and giddiness of the head, headache, vertigo, shooting

pains in the neck and limbs, drowsiness, loss of memory, noise

in the ears, photopsy, slight convulsions, trembling, mental dis-

comfort, also sickness and vomiting, visible decrease of the power
of thinking, clumsiness or hasty movements.

Sometimes one set of symptoms and sometimes the other pre-

dominates before an attack, according to the character of the

rupture of the blood vessels, e. g., whether through collection of

water, engorgement of blood, through the blood vessels becoming

morbid and liable to rupture, etc. The latter is usually the case

when the patient is advanced in age, on which account paral3'tic

fits occur most frequently after the age of 50. (Also the greater

or lesser size of the blood-vessels prone to rupture makes a

difference in the symptoms.) The fit itself takes place suddenh",

the patient falls to the ground unconscious either with a loud

scream or mutely. The respiration is laboured and accompanied

by a rattling noise, the face is deathly pale or bluish-red and the

breathing disturbed. If the extravasation of blood on the brain

is considerable, or the most vital part of the brain is destroyed,

immediate death results. However, consciousness sometimes

returns, and the patient may, with the very best natural treat-
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tnent, gradually recover even in severe cases. Unconsciou.sness

and paral3'sis (or the latter only) often take place gradually, i. e.,

without apoplexy. The apoplectic fit may surprise its victim amid
jo3'Ous scenes, all of a sudden and without any indications

whatever, so that the strongest man in the prime of life may be
dead the next moment. But in the great majority of cases" the
fit is characterized by the above named premonitors; all of them
indicate approaching danger and justify the greatest anxiety.

Causes.—The walls of the vessels become liable to rupture
HI old age, and this is especially produced and accelerated by
indulging in spirits, strong beer, wine, animal food, and other
irritants.

Furthermore, by taking too little fresh air and water, whereby
the walls of the vessels become brittle and chalky, and as a result
of other deep-seated diseases. Men are more liable to this malady
than women, perhaps in consequence of greater indulgence in the
many stimulating, fermented beverages.

If elderly persons complain of vertigo, formication, weak
raemorj' and weak legs, the cause may be degeneration of the
bram and its vessels; and if plethoric men with short neck, red
face, are often affected with headache, vertigo and noise in the
ears, they should, in both cases, guard against cerebral apoplexy
and adopt a vegetarian diet, neither eat nor drink too nmch, and
abstam from violent movements and exertions; they must, above
all, sleep with the window open, have as much fresh' air as
possible, and look to the action of their skin. Those who have
had a fit of the kind before must be especially careful. Persons
who take but httle excercise and follow a sedentary calling to
avoid any trouble of this description, should take a steam bath
once a week, followed by a wet pack and a lukewarm (860) bath
or douche-bath, or even bed steam-bath, in order to promote
assimilation, especially in spring and autumn. And this precaution
should be taken especially by plethoric as well as short neckedand red faced people.

APOPLEXY, Pulmonary.— Blood extravasales in conse-
quence^ ol a rupture of the pulmonary tissues and larger arteriesIrom the rents thus caused. If the blood empties into the cavity
ot the pleura, death always ensues.

The cause may be injuries, bursting of the enlarged aorta etc

rPmrXL'i^''fr-~J^^
^^''''^^ ^^'^'^ ^^^^ extravasated, mus't be

eZT /"^f
""'"'^^^^ clothing, next

(670 T^o^w
'^''^ "^«^^ less frequently apply tepid

icco~ t IlloTr''"' '"P^^ ^^^^^^"^ ^he head On no

repeatedlv n„ l.^ ^^'^^^e themrepeatedly, put warm compresses to the feet and follow with
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vigorous cool foot friction, or apply tepid (69") stimulating foot

packs for two hours, with hot water bottles if the feet do not
soon get warm. Then very careful (730) full wet rubbing of the

whole body, with the patient in a quiet position, if necessary let

him lie absolutely at rest and apply only compresses and detergent
methods, etc. If the face is flushed and the head hot, the above
mentioned 67«—73^ compresses round the head must be continued
and must be changed when hot; the head must lie high, give

three to four small enemata daily for absorption, see that there

is good air in the room, and instil now and then a few spoonfuls

of fresh water into the patient. Above all, an experienced Natural

Healer should be consulted.

In other respects vegetarian diet, plent}^ of fresh air, sleeping

with the window open, movement of the patient as much as is

compatible with his condition. Finally, tonic treatment, combined
with the best attention to cutaneous action, or, as the case may
be, regenerative treatment. (For Modes of Application see Index.)

See also under "Paralysis".

CURE OF APOPLEXY.
(From Dr. Motdes book: "Natural Therapeutics and Hydrotherapeuties".

During my management at Elgersburg, my mother, aged 73,

had a sudden stroke of apoplexy. She was occupied with some
needlework and suddenly fell to the ground unconscious, injuring

her arm and face. I had her at once carried into a cool, partial

bath, and there well rubbed with head affusions of cold water.

We then put her to bed and covered her head with a cold

compress and a female attendant, reheved in turn by a second

one, vigorously rubbed her arms and legs. The bath was repeated

after the lapse of some hours, and continued twice a day. In

a fortnight's time she was completely restored to health, and

lived for thirteen years afterwards. Whenever she noticed a

determination of blood to the head, she at once had recourse to

a cold compress and a detergent foot-bath. I was as successful

in the case of an elderly gentleman of some fifty five to sixty

years, a Count Delia Torre, to whom. I was called in soon after

the stroke. In six weeks I discharged him as completely cured.

CURE OF APOPLEXY COMBINED WITH CEREBRAL
AND GASTRIC COMPLICATIONS.

(Taken from the Journal "Hygiene and Natural Tfeerapeuties",)

Professor Ferdinand Pusch, of Sorau had frequented various,

watering places (Johannisbad, etc.), and in addition to other ail-

ments had an apoplectic fit which lamed his right side, and left him

with an almost useless arm and leg. His power of thinkingwas greatly

diminished, and, whenever he took up a pen to write, a strange
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excitement came over him, his hand shook and trembled, and all

idea of writing had to be abandoned. At times his eyelids were

closed and his nervous pains were excessive; his stomach was

so influenced by his brain as to refuse every kind of food. When
he had arrived at the conviction that medicine could not help

him he requested his intimate fried, Dr. Fraenkel, in D., to take

him' to Graefenberg or to Kunzendorf, of which he had heard.

He arrived there on December 18, lb85, in a condition that may

be imagined. His feeling of misgiving when told that water

alone was to cure all his ailments may be excused. In a few

weeks, however, partial baths, compresses, air and diet so far

restored him, that with the aid of a stick he could take walks.

The pains soon disappeared, the lame leg got completely well

(at first the leg was sky-blue and he had to drag it after him);

his arm gained strength, his power of thinking returned, but still

he could not write. His diet consisted of ground wheat, rice,

eggs beaten up with sugar, fruit, vegetables, w^arm and sour milk

with bread. The stomach would at first take food only in drops;

any larger quantity irritated the brain and was rejected. The
patient gained over thirty pounds in weight during his stay. He
was such a favourite at K., that he was induced to stay until

March 28, 1887. During the summer months he had charge of

Castle Kunzendorf and made excursions on foot upwards of

twenty miles in a day. Nobody would imagine from merely look-

ing at him, that he was once so ill, and the doctor, who had ad-

vised him not to forget to take a coffin \v\xh him to Kunzendorf,

was astonished when he w^ent to see him at the effect which
water had wrought in him.

CURE OF APOPLEXY.
(By Dr. Zenker, M. D., Alexanderstrasse, Leipzic.)

A post official came to us, suffering from stiffness in the left

arm and leg, so that it was extremly difficult for him to walk.
The stage of secondary contraction had set in, where the medical
school is at the end of its pharmacopoeia, and usually gives up
all attempts to cure. In this case, too, the Natural Method of

Healing triumphed. After a certainly very severe treatment, which
however only lasted three weeks, the patient was so far relieved
as to be able to take long walks. In treating him I relied chiefly
on massage which was performed twice daily. Steam-packs and
detergent hip-baths were applied with the best results.

Apoplexy of the lungs, see "Apoplexy, Pulmonary".

APPETITE, Want of, is usually met with in fever patients,
m cares of acute gastric catarrh and many other diseases ; as well
as in persons greatly addicted to drinking, smo^cing and opium-eating.
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Treatment.—Removal of the causes.
In light cases probably caused by a disordered stomach simply

wait till :mpetite returns; further see "Catarrh of the stomach'*
(acute), "Stomach disordered, Stomach weak" etc.

Appliances used in the Natural Method of
see Index.

Application of massage in midwifery, see
Diseases of".

Healinj^,

"Women,

e. g. ad-
APPLY means to put, to administer, to give etc.,

minister an enema, put on a compress, give a bath, etc.

Arm steam-baths and Hand steam-baths, see Index.

Arm broken, see "Bones Fracture of, Armsling".

Arm and Hand Steambaths, see Index.

ARiVlSLING, or temporary bandage for a fracture of ^he
upi^er or fore-arm.

Splints of flat pieces of wood padded with leaves, grass
straw, etc., and secured by pieces of cloth or linen will suffice
lor a temporaiy bandage in case of a fracture of . the upper arm.
In case of a fracture of the fore-arm a sling made out of a folded
piece of cloth or a necktie of a convenient length should be used.

The two ends are here passed over the chest and ti^-d
together on the neck or shoulder. (Fig. 17.)

When the arm is permanently set by a surgeon, a different
sort ot padding and smooth
splints will commonly be used,
and the whole bandage some-
what more scientifically ad-
justed.

If a three cornered piece
of cloth be used for a fracture
of the fore-arm, the two long
ends are passed over the chest
to the right and left, and
fastened together on the neck
or shoulder 'by a knot or a
safety pin. The third end
which projects beyond the
elbow is then drawn up be-
hind the elbow and fasterxcd
to the sides of the shng by
means of safety pins etc. to

prevent the possibility of the
arm slipping out of the sling.

Fig. .17.

The right arm shows the bandaging of
a fracture of the upper arm,—on the left

arm is shoivn a sling for a fracture of
the fore-arm
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If a four cornered cloth be used, proceed as follows: Pass

one side of the cloth under the shoulder of the fractured arm,

and tie both ends together in a knot over the uninjured shoulder

;

now carry the free end round and over the fractured fore-arm,

passing one corner over the left, and the other over the right

shoulder and tying them together over the neck or uninjured

shoulder.

See also "Bones, Fracture of".

ARSENIC, a virulent poison.

Arsenic Poisoning, see "Poisoning".

ARTERIES, Calcareous degeneration of. Calcareous de-

generation of the arteries of the body is often observable in old

people.

Causes.—Gouty aflfections, S3'philitic diseases, indulgence in

alcoholic beverages, mineral medicines. Drinking calcareous water
is also said to be often the cause of this atheromatose process,

. as numerous instances in the Jura mountains testify. How ignorant
we yet are as to the origin of this degeneration is proved b}'^ the
fact that, whilst some observers look upon it as the outcome ol old
age, Dr. Monin considers it as the result of a vegetarian mode
of life; an opinion not by any means corroborated up to this day.

Symptoms.—The connective tissue cells of the inner arterial

coats swell and separate; the filaments of the tissues grow thicker;
lime salts are deposited in the cells, causing calcification or ossi-
fication. The smaller tissues in consequence get contracted or
relaxed, and appear in serpentine form. This is the cause of the
arteries losing the power of resisting the pressure of the blood,
and tending to bulge out in some places. (See "Varicose veins,
Aneurism"') whilst the pressure of the blood is augmented by the
contraction of the vessels, the former therefore becoming stagnant
m the left ventricle of the heart and causing enlargements of
the same.

Treatment.—When the complaint is in its initial stages, and
with comparatively young people, improvement will be obtained
by generally conforming to a natural mode of life: above all by
breathmg gymnastics, carried out with regularity and perseverance
m pure air.

Regulating the circulation of the blood by exercise in the form
"1 Swedish curative gj^mnastics.

Massage of the whole bodv- Application of steam, according
to the patient's individual constitution. Daily half-baths (27^) from
one to two minutes; diet of milk, and products of milk; such as
sour, thick milk. On the other hand, all spirituous and malt
liquors spices, and salt are to be avoided
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Arteries, see "Blood, Circulation of"'.'

Arteries and Veins, see "Circulation of the blood and
hemorrhage".

Ateriers, Dilatation of. See "Arteries, Enlargement of".

ARTERIES, Enlargement of. The walls of the arterial
vessels are expanded in consequence of the pressure of the blood
against them, that is when they are in a morbid, enfeebled condition.

Symptoms.—This enlargement occurs most generally in the
great aorta, in its interior walls. According to the size of the in-
flammatory swelling, which varies from the size of a nut to that
of a child's head, a disorder and a feeling of pressure in the chest
appears. On tapping, a dull sound is emitted, a peculiar noise
will be heard if the ear be placed to it.

The causes of this disease are the effects of wounds, paralysis
of the nerves, etc.

Treatment.—As much rest as possible; avoid therefore all

bodily and mental excitement, as well as violent exertion.
Continual stimulating foot and leg pack, especially at night,

besides soothing compresses on the chest. The latter to be changed
on getting warm

;
light massage of the same part to be performed

at the same time.

In the next place tonic treatment; also an occasional . foot
and hand steam-bath of an hour's duration is recommended, and
a soothing body-pack in the meantime. Single symptoms and their
causes must be treated as they appear. (For Modes of Application
see Index.)

Arteries, Tying up of, see Index.

Artery, see "Blood, Circulation of".

Articular Rheumatism, see "Rheumatism".

Artificial Respiration, see "Breathing, Artificial". We
would also mention here that it is sometimes of advantage to

blow, air into the lungs of the patient through his mouth.

ASCARIDES, are found mainly in children and most
abundantly in the rectum. They are from a twelfth to a third

of an inch in length, and often cause little children to wet their

beds. The symptoms are violent itching and irritation at the
anus which generally gets worse at night. They are also at times
present in the excrement

Treatment.—Moderate and vegetarian diet, especially whole-
meal bread and raw or cooked fruit; tepid enemata (73<^). Body
compress at night and two three-quarter packs weekl}-. In giving
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the enemata insert the syringe as far up the rectum as possible.

See also „Worms." (For Modes of Application see Index.)

ASCITES. In this disease, which is not an independent but

a secondary one, a perfectly clear fluid is found in the peritoneal

sac, collecting there in smaller or larger quantities according to

the extent of the affection. The most varied previous diseases

may have laid the foundation for this complaint.

Symptoms.—A feeling of repletion, difficulty of breathuig, sen-

sation of the skin being stretched, and flapping motion of the

abdominal parts, which, on being sounded, emit a hollow sound.

Causes.—The condition of the blood is changed and deter-

iorated; and its reflux to the heart is impeded from some cause

or other, e. g., large tumours in the abdominal cavity, diseased

liver, etc., for which reason stagnation arises in the vessels of the

peritoneum. This disease may also result in chronic peritonitis.

Treatment.—Give half steam-bath daily lasting from twenty
minutes to half an hour followed by (88^) bath with affusion of the

abdomen; or give dry pack, with damp body compress for three

quarters of an hour, and then the bath as above. Later on, luke-

warm body compresses (770) of from half an hour to an hour's

duration with calfpacks for two or three hours at a tin

general the treatment must be adapted to the original disease.

The massage treatment of this disease is carried out in the
following manner. Stroke the back, especially the region of the
kidneys, in the direction of the ureter (see Figure under
"Cpiest and Abdomen, Organs of the". Massage may also be
applied to_^ the abdomen, and enemata be used. Fresh air, non-
stimulating diet are essential.

Ascites is generally the result of deep-seated diseases of the
heart or lungs, and these must be dealt with first. For Modes
of Application, see Index.

A LETTER OF THANKS.
About two years ago I suffered from ascites, and some me-

dical practicioners, six in number, could not restore me to health.
By the advice of some friends I applied, after an ineffectual treat-
ment of nineteen months, to the Rev. Mr. King of this city (No. 31,
Melchiorstrassej, and, after a four months' treatment, 1 was so far
restored as to be able to leave my bed, and in two more months
could resume my caUing. Deeply indebted to the Rev. Mr. Khif;,

kr^^i*^"^
^^^^^ Almighty I owe my recovery, I wish to stale

publicly that I was saved and radically cured "by the modified
bchradt-Prtessntiz method and that, but for this treatment, I should
not be ahve now, for my condition at the time clearly pointed to
a fatal terminiation.

Berlin. No. 9, Michael-Kirchplatz. L. B. Voi^t
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ASSIMILATION is the act ot converting food into substance
ot the body. Thus regeneration or growth and decay are
continually going on in our system. It is computed that an
adult person becomes an entirely new being every six or seven
years (children in a shorter period). This assimilation or
change ot matter causes the old and wasted matter to
evaporate, and new substance to be formed out of food air
water, heat, light etc. This process is a result of the ' con-
tinual combustion which is supported by the oxygen we breathe
'i^he chief factors of assimilation are, therefore, free circulation of
the blood, respiration, digestion and excretion. If any of these
processes be impeded for any length of time disease is the result
To promote and maintain free assimilation, attention must be paid
to cutaneous action, which may be assisted by a daily wet rubbing
of the whole body or bath, occasional steam-baths or steam-bathsm bed. The bowels must be kept open, if necessary, by means
of enemata. Fresh air, out-door exercise, and curative gymnastics
are necessary, and more especially for persons who lead a seden-
tary life.

ASTHMA (Spasms of the chest), is a very peculiar complaint
and may result from various causes. When of a malignant and
violent character it almost produces the impression that the sufferer
is going to choke. The morbid symptom often betokens a con-
vulsive state of the fine branches of the wind-pipe, or, to speak
more correctly, of the muscular fibres of this organ.

Persons suffering from asthma may, if proper attention be
paid to diet, quite well live to a ripe old age, and, moreover, be
comparatively free from attacks for longer or shorter periods.
Cases in which persons afflicted with asthma have even attained
a ver^^ considerable age are by no means rare.

A fit of asthma may last from ten to twenty minutes or more,
and sometimes even for several hours with short interruptions.
It may end suddenlj^ or gradually by yawning or eructation; the
cough becomes loose and a viscid phlegm is expectorated.
Intervals lasting as long as two years may intervene before
another attack occurs.

Little children when sleeping, after a fit of crying, are often
troubled with difficulty of breathing, which may culminate in suffo-

cation, the little ones becoming black in the face until able to

breathe again. It is true they very soon recover, but they are
onl}- too subject to a recurrence of such attacks , and strict

attention to the Natural Method of Healing is advisable.

Causes. Most cases of asthma have their real origin in a
predisposition of the nervous system to disease which can
undoubtedly be inherited, since even the very youngest children
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are sometimes subject to it. The immediate causes of an attack

are, however, of various kinds, e. g. great mental excitement and

slight changes in external conditions of life, sleeping in a dark

room or the effect of aromatic substances. But the origin of

many cases is not nervous but is to be traced to specific diseases

and chiefly to chronic diseases of the nose and abdomen, e. g.

a chronic tumour in the nose (polypus); in women to diseases of

the sexual organs, and in children to worms in the bowels etc. etc.

Mucous obstruction in the lungs, enlargement of the liver or

spleen, sudden suppression of secretion of the skin may also be
considered as causes of asthma.

Treatment. Heat is the most efficacious remed}^ as being a
cramp-stilling sedative and relaxing agent. A steam-bath in bed
from half an hour to fifty minutes, or a half steam-bath as far as

the hips for twenty minutes according to the condition of the

patient, should be followed by a sponge bath of the whole
body (770).

After the application of steam, either a three-quarter pack
(77^') of from one to two hours to be given daily, or a bath (90^)

for ten minutes, in which back and extremities are to be energe-
tically rubbed. .All depends, however, whether and to what
extent the patient can bear it.

Sun-baths are also highly recommended. In the night, body
and calf-pack (77«). The former should be removed after two or
three hours, if the patient wakes of his own accord at the time.
In the morning repeat sponge baths (77«). If the body packs are
not troublesome to the patient, they too may remain on the whole
night.

To shorten an attack of asthma, remove all clothing from the
upper part of the patient's body and apply hot compresses to
chest and body, and change repeatedly. A purging enema will,
prove beneficial, and if the stomach be distended or flatulent give
a few cups of fennel and aniseed tea (half and half). If the feet
are cold during the attack, warming them by means of hot foot-
bath, rubbing, hot-water bottles etc. will afford great relief. All
cold applications must be strictly avoided during an attack of
asthma.

Another way of shortening the attack is to place hands and
feet in hot water and put hot compresses on the chest-bone,
bhould this not prove efficacious, alternate apphcations of hot and
lukewarm water may be tried, e. g. the hands and feet are kept
tor nve minutes m hot water (lOO« to 105o) and immediately
atterwards put for half a minute into lukewarm water (650). Thi^
operation is repeated four or five times.

If one of the above mentioned diseases prove to be the
cause of the asthma, this disease must of course be treated to
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avoid an otherwise unavoidable recurrence of the attack. More-
over strictly non - stimulating diet, hving in the_mildest, purest
possible air, plenty of out door exercise, but avoidance of all over
exertion and in general a tonic treatment. Smoking and fre-

quenting places where there is much smoke or steam are to be
avoided.

Massage Treatmnent. Begin with massage of the back, ribs

and spine, as detailed at the beginning of Tonic Treatment, com-
bined however, with careful slapping and tapping of the back.

After this, chest and stomach to be treated as for inflammation of

the lungs. It is also beneficial to roll the skin along the back
in every direction; at the same time tapping the back and chest

with moderate force. To roll the skin the directions are as

follows. Take hold of a part of the skin between finger and
thumb, pinch it, and while pinching move it forward. This treat-

ment is applied during a single attack for the purpose of alleviation.

After the attack arms and legs ma}' be stroked and kneaded, the

former downwards, the latter upwards. Attention must also be

paid to regular breathing gymnastics.

If we wish by means of gymnastics to increase the contracting

power of the muscles of the breathing organs, we must take into

consideration the constitution and individuahty of the patient as

well as the reciprocal relation that exists between breathing and

other organic action, more especially circulation of the blood.

On this account we are strongly against irregular and indis-

criminate gymnastic exercises particularly on the horizontal and

parallel bars, etc., and confine ourselves to a treatment less calcu-

lated to cause rapid breathing.

Since asthma is only a symptom, any further treatment by

massage must be adapted to the original disease; it will^ as a

rule, coincide with that indicated under Tonic Treatment. Kneipp

professes to treat asthma sucessfully as follows: knee jet twice

a day for two days: afterwards a short wrap, the cloth being

dipped into hot 'water,, every morning for an hour and a half.

Every afternoon a sixfold cloth dipped into water and laid upon

chest and abdomen and wrapped round with a blanket, This

is repeated for a week, then an upper and knee jet daily.

ASTHMA CURED IN THE BILZ SANATORIUM
DRESDEN - RADEBEUL.

CR. of Göriitz, gardener, aged 59, visited my establishment

on 2 Ist April 1896. For years he had suffered from asthma

of a most violent and obstinate kind. He tried every means to

get rid of it, but to no purpose. Medicines of all kinds, course of

treatment at Ems etc., asthma apparatus, and every conceivable
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household remedy had proved utterly unavailable. He had had

recourse to the most famous physicians, some of whom had mdeed

suceeded in effecting some temporary alleviation. The miprove-

ment had, however, been but short lived, and, as the body soon

o-ot used to the drugs, his condition was in a short time as bad

as it had ever been, and in' fact .became worse from year to year.

One doctor considered the lungs to be the primary cause,

another the heart; others again described the case as one of

a nervous nature, in fact the opinions were most varied and con-

flicting. To quote his own words "my sufferings during the winter

time, especially in gloomy and rainy weather, are indescribable.

For 'many successive nights I could not sleep at all, through the

violence of the attacks, but was compelled to spend the whole

time until da3'light in an armchair, and was often in danger of

suffocation. Even dropsical swellings of the calves set in. In

spite of the tonic diet prescribed oy the doctor (wine and plenty of

meat), the body became more and more en^aciated through suffering,

and the stomach entirely destroyed by the various drugs. Irre-

gular stools, palpitation of the heart,
,

nervous depression, irri-

tability, cold feet, cold hands, stress of blood to the heart and

racking fits of coughing after each one of which a viscid, white

foamy phlegm was discharged. My attention was directed to the

Natural Method of Healing and to Mr. Bilz' book by the lecture

given under the auspices of the Society for its propagation, and I

experienced considerable relief from the hot compresses therein

recommended, whereas the cold compresses prescribed b}- my
physician had only aggravated my condition. As a course of

treatment was not very feasible at home, on account of lack of
help I determined to become a patient of the Sanatorium."

The examination disclosed slight dilatation of the heart and
of the lung cells, mucous obstruction of the smaller vesicles of
the lungs and bronchial tubes, chronic catarrh of the stomach
and of the bow^els.

In cases of such a serious nature and of such long standing,
especially when the patient has reached a comparativel}' ad-
vanced age, drastic measures are not liable to be attended with
success. We had to proceed slowly and to treat the whole
body. Diet first claimed our attention. We prescribed the so-
called non-stimulating normal diet, consisting of lean meat, plenty
ot fruit and vegetables, but no irritating spices or sauces, and no
alcohol in any form : moreover sleeping in a well ventilated room
and taking plenty of out-door exercise when the weather w^as
mild and the air good. On Mondays and Fridays in the morning
a box steambath (Uö«), lasting about ten minutes, followed by a
lull bath (880) in order the promote external activity of the skin
and nerves. In the afternoon of these days a hip-bath (8P) for
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ten niiniites and a footbath (89") intended to strengthen the stomachand bowels, and d.vext the stress of blood. Ön Tuesdays and

^ul^'rl
^team-bath and jet, which application had ^ parti-cularly alleviatmg effect on the racking cough, and caused a greatdeal of phlegm to be expectorated, ön Wednesdays and Sa^ur^days in the forenoon, foot steam-bath of fifteen minutes' duration

lollowed by knee-jet; and every afternoon massage of the chest'back and body combined with curative gymnastics. To promott
the activity of the stomach and bowels, as well as a regular
circulation of the blood, a body compress was put on every evening
together with packs (770) on the calves and left undl the morning
Within few days after the prescribed diet had been adhered
to the bowels became regularly open, the phlegm in the lungsand stomach was soon discharged with ease, and, whereas the
patient had formerly been unable to obtain any sleep for nights
together, the body compress and calf packs proved the best of
sleeping draughts and far more efficacious then all the doctors out
together. ^

A few violent fits of coughing occurred during his stay but
these were stopped m a few hours by means of hot comi^resses
on the chest and back, enemata (950), a pint at a time, and leg
packs, buch attacks had, when the padent was at home, lasted the
whole night through. The patient's condition improved beyond
all expectation, and so rapidly that after a month's treatment more
vigorous measures could be adopted. Accordingly a steam-bathm bed was given three times a week followed by full bath (770),On the other days alternate upper and thigh jet preceeded by
head or foot steam-baths together with daily massage and curative
gymnastics. At the same time a course of the so-called Oertel treat-
nient was prescribed, consisting of daily methodical hill- climbingm the Sanatorium grounds, and plenty of out- door exercise, the
result of which was that, in a couple of months he put on over
ten pounds, and left the Sanatorium in the best of spirits and
with many expressions of gratitude. Lungs and stomach were
freed from the viscid phlegm, the racking cough had entirely dis-^
appeared, and stomach and bowels in a normal condition. The
patient who had come to us doubting and incredulous, and whose
friends and acquaintances had done their best to dissuade him
from trying water quackery, as they termed it, had come to the
conclusion that there was but one way of healing that really
heals, viz; the Natural Method of Healing, and promised to live
according to the teachings of this simple method.

ASTHMA CURED BY PROF. TRALL.
JV. Camphell, of Waverly, II., 45 years old, was declared by

the doctors to be afflicted with consumption, and alarmed in
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consequence he hurried to New York. On carefully examining

him, I recognized his case as one of asthma, such as I had fre-

quentty seen, caused by aggravated congestion of the liver. His

cough was extremely violent, mucous purulent discharges were

very frequent, breathing was always difhcuit, and night sweats

continual. After being treated by the Natural Method for six

weeks, every symptom of disease disappeared and he returned

home perfectly cured.

ASTHMA, WITH INFLAMMATION OF THE LUNGS.

Dr. Corvet, fifty two years old, homeopathic physi'cian of

New York, had for twenty years been afflicted with chronic asthma.

A cold, which he had contracted, brought on an unusually severe

attack simultaneously with inflammation of the lungs, and this the

doctors diagnosed as t3rphoidal pneumonia. His cough was in-

cessant, expectoration difficult, breathing very troublesome, and
in spite of large doses of opium he was unable to get any rest

whatever. In this condition he was brought to my institution.

In a week's time he was not only entirely cured of the inflammation,

but more completely relieved of his asthma than he had been for

many years, and was able to resume his professional duties.

ASTHMA CURED
by Otto Wagner, manager of the BiLz Sanatorium Radebeul-Dresden.

Mrs. Mende of Leisnig, aged 74, consulted me on Jan 1^' 1895.
She complained that she had suffered from asthma for five years,
and that, while she experienced but little inconvenience in warm
weather, her sufferings were extremely severe when the weather
was cold and damp, and more particularly in winter time. In spite
of drugs of all kinds she had got worse from year to year, and
the attacks had of late been so violent every night that she had
nad no sleep for a long time and was afraid her end was near.
She looked strong and healthy, and indeed felt perfectly well when
free from attacks, except that she had difficulty in passing urine,
which was sometimes retained for days. On examination, the lungs
were found to be healthy, the heart shghtly degenerated, and the
region of the kidneys and bladder sensitive to pressure. I prescribed
hip-bath daily (77") for five minutes with foot bath; for the night,
body compress and wet stockings (77<') to promote the function of
the kidneys, and massage of the whole body three times a week,
vileviation was produced in a short time, the condition of the

.

itient became gradually better, and on March 2"^ she told me thatm spite of the raw air, she felt extremely well, passed her urine
regularly without difficultj^ and slept well, So that in eight weeks the
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Natural Method of Healing, properly and sensibly applied, had effected

what medicine had been unable to do in the course of many years.

ASTHMA CURED.
From Theodor Hahn's Book ; ''The Paradise of Health".

I hved like the rest of mankind for sixty three years, during

the last thirty of which I was constantly tormented with asthma

to such a degree that I finally lost my strength altogether, and

could hardly startd upright or walk more that a few steps at a

time. Last September, I had another attack and sent to tov.^n

for Dr. Deering, who came to see me and stayed during the night

to superintend my first treatment. Next day I felt better, in a few

days quite well again. Being however, afraid of another attack,

consulted him. He advised me to live a more natural life, and

to leave off wine and coffee, both of which I was in the habit of

taking. At the time I thought this would be impossible, but growing

weaker again, and my breathing becoming verjr troublesome, I

saw that I should have to do something and made up my mind

to follow Dr. Deering's instructions at all costs; gave up wine,

coffee, fine flour, meat, salt, and all kinds of spice and fat. My
neighbours thought I should probably continue this for a few days,

and then, after getting worse, return to my old way of livmg, but

I told them that 1 was compelled to tiy something, and that I was

not responsible for my actions to anybody but myself. I have tried

it now for seven months, and am more than satisfied. I am fully

convinced that it is the only true way of living. My health and

strength have continually increased, and I can work again and

assist on the farm. As to cold, which I formerly took very easil>^

I have been quite free from it. I can stand any mclemency of

weather, my breathing is easy, and I feel better than I have felt

for many years.
. r u i.

I take two meals a day. My food consists of coarse wheat

or ryemeal bread, fruit and vegetables, and, what seems strange

to me I have not once been really thirsty for the last four months,

and I 'look forward to my health being in future as good as any

body's. Wishing you and every Natural Healer all success, i

remain, Yours sincerely,

A. F. Botenfuss,

Bunkerhill, Macoupin Co., Illinois, North America.

ASTHMA IN CHILDREN, consists in the complete or partial

closure of the glottis, effected by an inordinate stimulation of the

motor fibres of the small nerves terminating in the larynx.

Causes.—Spasm of the glottis, arising from mflammator^j

irritation of the laryngeal membrane, e. g., m croup, laryngeal
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catarrh, etc., from screaming violently, emotion or fright. Not-

withstanding these accidental causes, this asthma is never met

with in healthy children. An inherited or acquired taint (the latter

through the nature of the nourishment with which the child is

brought up), by morbid matter which is the true cause of all

disease, must have preceded. Experience confirms our teaching

that such children as have been weakened by lingering diseases,

or are suffering from scrofula or hydrocephalus, etc., are generally

attacked by spasm of the glottis.

Treatment.—Splash the face with cold water; apply a steam

compress to the laryngeal region; the child should he in a lateral

position, with head bent forward; cool (60") detergent enemata
(contents, two large spoonfuls). Give fresh water in small draughts,

vigorous friction to hands and feet. Further treatment must be
in accordance with the patient's condition.

Asparagus, see "Diet".

Athletic-Structure of Chest.

Fig. 18.
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ATHLETIC (strong) structure, and consumptive struc-

ture, of the thorax.
For description see "Consumption of the lungs".

ATRESIA of the rectum with new born infants. Must

be operated upon the very first day after birth, or death will ensue

Atrophy of the female mammary glands, see "Diseases

OF women".
Attempts at re-animation, see "Artificial breathing".

Ausculation, see "Methods of examination".

Consumptive-Structure of Chest.

Fig. 19.

Axioms, having reference to chapter entitled "Diseases, H<

to avoid".

Axioms, which have reference to the healing of diseases

all kinds. See Index.
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B.

BACKACHE, is frequently caused by hemorrhoids, rheu-

matism, and other diseases, e. g. , affections of the uterus,

anaemia, etc.

Rheumatic and hemorrhoidal pains in the back are often

mistaken one for the other. The following are the distinctive

features. With hemorrhoidal pains in the back, constipation and

great heat are connected, but not with rheumatic pains._ The
former cease altogether with the patient's quiet position in bed,

but not so the latter. With rheumatic pain the sufferer cannot

stand upright without great effort, and prefers a stooping posture,

which is not the case if the pains are hemorrhoidal, etc.

By neglecting the pain and allowing it to run its course,

incurable curvatures of the body are not infrequently caused.

Treatment.—Must primarily, of course, be such as to cure

the original disease, and remove its causes.

Then a steam bath should be taken daily, with Kneipp douche
after it, or steam-bath in bed, combined with vigorous (730) wet
i-ubbing of the whole body, and slapping and stroking (massage)
of the back. For rheumatic pains, soothing trunk packs at night,

which must be changed when the pains increase, Enemata, if

the bowels are constipated. Fresh air is essential.

Another treatment. A tepid (730) wet rubbing of the whole body
with bare hands in the morning; shortly after, a soothing lukewarm
(770—860) partial, or three-quarter pack, reaching just below the
calves. The pack to be changed when the patient gets quite warm in
it, the wet sheet to be doubled; enemata, etc., as before. Warm, or, as
the case may require, hot compresses and baths will relieve the pain.
Massage treatment here consists in rubbing and stroking the back.
For Modes ofAppHcation, see Index, see also "Back, Pains in the" etc.

BACK, PAINS IN THE, result from various diseases and may
be the first symptoms of other ones e. g. diseases of the uterus,
spinal cord, kidneys and hsemorroidal complaints. In lumbago
the pams are chiefly in the loins and small of the back, as also
in small-pox, yellow fever and in labour particularly.

Treatment. Removal of the cause and absolute rest in a
conifortable posture in bed. Soothing, combined with derivative
or detergent treatment should be applied, and a lukewarm enema
should be given. The following will also be found suitable: foot
or halt steam-baths followed by a bath (88'') combined with gentle
triction and stroking of the affected parts, also one or two luke-warm (820 to 86°) hip baths daily, for lumbago, full steam-bath or
steam- bath in bed succeeded by bath or douche and slapping massageon the affected parts. Local steam compresses, followed by cool
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wet nibbing and massage of the part affected is beneficial in

lumbago.
Pains in the back during labour can be reduced by applying

compresses to the painful places, also by stroking and rubbing.

See also "Backache". For Modes of Application see Index.

Bacilli see "Bacteria".

Bacteria oj the Oral Cavity and Teeth. Pus Bacilli.

Fig. 20. Eig. 21.

BACTERIA or schizomycetes live singly or together in

cells, or are held together in clusters by gelatine formed of their

cellular membrane
;
they grow lengthways and split in the centre^

hence their name.

Gonococci. Splenetic Bacillt.

Fig. 22. Fig. 23.
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The schizomycetes are the smallest hvmg orgamsms m
existence. Magnified 2,000 times, they then only appear like a

dot in this bSok. A milliard (1,000,000 000) ol these bactena

occupy no more space than a pin head There are spherical

and oval (or cocci, micrococces). rod-shaped or bacilli, and screw-

shaoed or spirilla. In our opinion they are organisms created m
the' body. The- so-called modern science explains them as

originators of diseases, and asserts that one of these mfimtely

small creatures must first have got into the system to compass

its destruction.
. -, i i ^

Taking the standpoint of the simple and popular system ot

treating disease, we look upon these bactena as everywhere

existent, and as the product only of disease, and even question

their power to affect a healthy person. Where there exists no

Diptheria Bacilli. Cholera Bacilli.

-'2

Fig. 24.

Sä

Fig. 25.

favourable feeding ground for these monsters they must perish.

And if such a coccyx, bacillus, spirilla is to exist, it requires, in

the first place good food, consisting of remnants left by the

process of assimilation , remains of food (left in the stomach
undigested), or any fermenting matter; in the second place it

must have sufficient moisture; thirdly, warmth (warmed rooms,
not aired ones); and fourthlj'', a little rest (people averse to

exertion).

These tiny creatures are first mentioned by Athanasius
Kircherus, a Jesuit, in the year 1671. He discovered them in

some decaying matter by means of a very imperfect microscope.
The researches on the new discovery were prosecuted with the
utmost zeal, distinctions soon drawn between various classes, and
at the present day Bacteriology has developed to such an extent
that it almost forms a science of itself.
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Bacteria are divided according to thoir form into three
groups,

1. Spherical bacteria (Micrococci). This name is appUed to
those bacteria which assume the shape of a ball immediately after
the mother cell has been divided into two daughter cells.

2 Rod shaped Bacteria (Bacilli) assume the form of a rod
1. e, the average length exceeds in extent the average breadth

3. Screw shaped Bacteria (Spirillae) are like a corkscrew in
shape. To this class belong the so-called comma bacilli, the most
tamihar type of which is the cholera bacillus, the supposed cause
ot the cholera. Ihe average size of a single bacteria cell is
about the thousandth part of a miUimetre.

The annexed illustrations show the different forms of the
bacteria magnified one. thousand times.

Elastic thread like mucous expectorated
by consumptives.

Bacilli in pure drinking water.

Fig. ;:ö.

Fig. 29 shows every possible form of bacteria, spherical,
rod-shaped and screw shaped, combined in one picture. The
material comes from deposit on the teeth. Figs. 21 and 22
show us types of spherical bacteria (Micrococci). Fig. 23 dis-

plays a form of cocci where the cells mostly appear in long chains,
called chain cocci or strepto cocci : this preparation is taken from
common pus or matter.

Fig. 21 is a type of a cocc3'-x which has this pecularitj- that
it comprises a number banded together, consisting of two parts
which, although the^^ hang together, are already beginning to

separate; such bacteria are called Diplococci. The diplococci

represented in our illustration Fig. 22 come from gonorrhoeal matter
and are then called the cocci of gonorrhoea. Fig. 23 to 25 are
examples of the rod form of the bacteria; i. e. the bacilli. Fig. 23
representing the splenetic bacillus, Fig. 24 the diphtheria bacillus
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as it is often found in cases of diphtheria. The latter is distin-

guished by its long slender rod shape. Finally Fig. 25 is an

example of the screw shaped Bacteria or Spirillae, the so called

Vibrione or comma bacilli of Asiatic cholera. To this type of

bacteria belong also the spiral shaped windings in Fig 20. As
regards the conditions under which the bacteria live, we may say

that, as with all other organisms, their first need is water. Next

for their growth, and development they require organic matter,

albumen being best suited for this purpose. Besides, in order to

thrive properly, it is necessary for them to have a certain basis

or resting place which must be of an alkaline nature. All bacteria

are more or less sensitive to the action of acids: they do not all

need air i. e. oxygen. Many thrive best entirely without air,

others on the contrary with the addition of oxygen. Finall}' , it

has been discovered that each kind of bacteria flourishes best in

a certain special temperature varying from 20° to 70** centigrade.

Bacteria can only be destroyed when deprived of the con-

ditions which are favourable for them, or when external and
destructive influences are brought to bear on them : in the latter are

included, besides high temperature, chemical agencies, desiccation,

light and electricity. All the above means have been employed
to destroy the bacilli which are regarded by the majority of

medical men as the cause of illness. Some very successful experi-

ments have been made in the laboratory, but in their practical

application to the human body these means prescribed have
without exception been utter failures, principally because the means
by which baciUi can be killed, especially heat and chemical sub-
stances, are much too powerful, and destroy the human organism
much sooner than they do the baciUi. Besides it is still quite an
open question if bacilli are to be regarded as the source ol

Bacilli in bad water. Syphilis Bacilli.

Fig- 28. Fig. 29.
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Bocilles of Consumption. Crystals found in the urine of sufferers
fraim -Rheumatism and Gout.

Fig. 30.

Sediment found in the urine ofpersons

afflicted with kidney diseases.

Fisr. 31,

Blood corpuscles found in urine.

0

im

Fig. 32, Fig. -33.

illness at all. Practical experiments have clearly proved that

under certain circumstances they must be looked upon as such,

but on the other hand, experiments have been made which have

estabUshed the fact that under different circumstances the same

bacilli have not succeeded in causing the supposed illness.

During the last cholera epidemic (1892) Geheimrath von Petten-

kofer the celebrated authority on hygiene, ate some pure cholera

bacilli being convinced that these bacilH could do him no harm,

and wishing to prove this in the most positive manner to

the whole world and especially to his scientific opponents (Koca

etc ) Pettenkofer by no means maintains that under no circum-

stances could bacilli produce certain illnesses, but that a special

local and personal disposition is necessary as well, i. e. that tne
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ir.cal and personal conditions must be especially favourable for

:he bacilli to thrive. As far as the latter statement is concerned,

It is no doubt true that a healthy body, treated according to the

laws of the Natural Method of Healing, would afford the most
unfavourable field for the bacilli, and that so far from being able

to hurt such a body, they would themselves be destroyed, be-

cause they would not find the conditions necessary for their

development. So, while the supporters of the Natural Method of

Healing have no special dread of those tiny creatures, it w-ould

be absurd to attempt to deny the existence and the activity of

bacilli altogether, as certain prominent champions of the Natural

Method of Healing do.

It is at present still an open question w^hat part bacilli have
in producing disease, in fact, in wdiat relation they stand to illness.

It will probably be reserved for a later age to solve the question

whether and under what conditions bacilli are to be regarded as
causing disease, whether they are merely the accompaniment of

disease, or are only formed in consequence of illness.

In addition to the bacilli just described we annex a few
illustrations Figs. 28 to 30 of bacilli and microscopic prepara-
tions, phlegm of a consumptive person, sediment of the urine of

sufferers from gout, rheumatism and inflammation of the kidneys.

Back Affusion, see Index.

Back, Brush for the, see Index.

Back, Massage of the, see Index.

Back Rubber, see Index.

Back, Swimming on the, see "Sv^imming".

Bacilli, see „Bacteria".

Bad Breast, see Index.

Bad Drinking Water. How to improve, see "Cholera".

Bad Finger, see "Whitlow".

BAD HEALTH, or treatment for every illness, even
though the name be unknown.

The uninitiated cannot always know the nature of a disease;
and not only these, but in many cases even physicians, are
Ignorant of it, for their diagnosis (distinguishing the character of
a disease by its symptoms) is most deceptive, and it is often the
medical men who err in this respect that have acquired a great
iiame as authorities—I must tell the reader that the name of the
disease is ot no consequence whatever. When a person is ill
his whole body suffers; and the whole body must in the first
place always come under treatment.
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The best thing, suitable for every patient, is always the
universal remedy; the steam-bath in bed, No. 1, and he ^sliould
never wait till the disease has quite broken out and till he knows
what disease it is, but the great point is to nip it in the bud, to
take preventive measures at its very first appearance. (See' on
this subject "Falling ill".)

For the application of a steam-bath in bed, the following rule
is to be obsei-ved:

In acute attacks oi illness, attended with fever, the patient is

kept in the steam-bath for from about half an hour to one hour, but
above all, only as long as he feels comfortable, and, until the fever
has again obtained the upper hand. It should be followed either
by a lukewarm bath (88o), or by wet rubbing of the whole body in
tepid w^ater (730). It may be repeated as often as required.

An extra compress is applied to inflamed and fpajnful parts
of the body during a pack, which may frequently be substituted

here for the steam-bath in bed.

In chronic (protracted) diseases, however, the duration of the
steam-bath in bed is usually one hour to one and half hours,

and even longer, and from two to four of them are given
weekly; an extra compress may also be applied in this case to

the affected part. A bath, or wet rubbing of the whole body, should
follow the pack as above described. I must not omit to mention
here that the patient must be taken out of the pack the moment
he feels uncomfortable in it, a point to be strictly observed in

all diseases, w^hether acute or chronic.

In acute cases (when there is fever), the linen sheet should

not be wrung so dry as in chronic cases.

Besides the steam-bath in bed, the bod3''-compress (which may
also justly be designated a universal remedy), can be applied. In cases

when the conditions of illness assume a feverish character, a some
what thicker Hnen sheet is used, dipped in tepid water, (730 to 770)

wrung out less thoroughly than usual, and put round the body. It is

changed as soon as it gets hot or irksome. In chronic diseases, on the

other hand, a sheet less thick is employed, wrung out well and apphed

(if in the day-time) from two hours to four hours in bed ; if in the

evening, it may be left on all night. Be it again expressly men-

tioned that in every^ disease the air must be fresh, in or out of

doors (sleep with the window open); in most cases the diet must

be non-stimulating; above all, the bowels kept open, if necessary

by means of enemata, which should also be applied for detergent

purposes. For Modes of AppHcation, see Index. In case of obstinate

constipation, we refer also to Enemata "Constipation", further,"CoN-

valescence" and "Medicine, opinions of Medical men on taking .

If, therefore, a member of your family falls ill, apply with

confidence the universal remedy, the steam-bath in bed, and with
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the aid of the other healing agents mentioned here—fresh air,

etc—vou will be successful in most cases.

But to ^ive the reader a better idea of the subject, and a

more o-eneral survey of the comprehensive heading "Bad health
,

1 will give some special instructions on this subject.

Treatment of acute, i. e. inflammatory diseases, attended

BY fever The first thing is to examine the patient, whether his

temperature is higher than usual (normal temperature is 980.6). bee

Fever-scale and Thermometer. With the hand feel his head, chest,

stomach, feet; where the heat is greatest, there is the seat of the

disease and the inflammation.
, o^^n

Either rubbing of the whole body with tepid water (730to 81")

is applied in the first place, or a lukewarm bath (BS«) and the

patient then put to bed; or steam-bath No. 1 apphed m bed, or

some fever treatment (see ibid.), a cool enema is likewise ad-

ministered at once ; for it is an inviolable principle, when combating

disease, not to apply treatment to a single part of the body only,

but at the same time to the whole of it.

If, during the examination of the body as directed above, the

greatest amount of heat and pain should be found to exist in the

throat, pointing to croup or diphtheria; or in the chest, indicating

inflammation of the lungs; or in the sides, suggesting pleuritis ; or

in the abdomen, implying intestinal inflammation of some kind

—

then a soothing compress or pad should be put on the affected

part. If the head should be hot, combined with violent headache-
symptoms which may point to inflammation of the brain or its

membranes—cool compresses are placed round the head. Together

with these cool compresses or pad round or on the throat, chest,

stomach, head, etc., which should be changed when warm, a deri-

vative treatment must, particularly if the pain does ngt diminish,

be applied at the same time. It consists in stimulating packs for

foot and leg, and calf also partial packs, etc. (see Index) ; for cold

feet a hot-water bottle, wrapped in a wet cloth, may also be
applied to them, or a foot steam-bath given previously. Or instead

of the derivative treatment, a steam-bath in bed may be given,

with a thick extra compress round the affected part. Duration
half an hour to an hour, as it agrees with the patient. This appli-

cation is continued (or if agreeable, it may be alternated with
bome other fever treatment), and repeated as long as the heat
(the fever and pain) greatly increase. The greater the heat, the
thicker and wetter the coohng or soothing compresses or pads,
and the more frequently they must be changed.

If there is costiveness, apply treatment given under "Enemata"
and "Constipation". If there are violent pains in the intestines,
'tc, warm or hot compresses should be applied frequently-,
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espeaally if the pain in the stomach does not diminish. In all
diseases with attendant fever, keep the window always open, and
sometimes the door too; the couch should be cool, and feather-
beds avoided as much as possible; the diet must be cool and
non-stimulating. If the patient shivers, vigorous dry or wet rubbing
must be applied; and afterwards a dry -pack, or a steam-bath
in bed instead. If he perspires in this, it should be succeeded
by a bath (860—88o). If after this treatment a rash appears, (the
purples, small-pox, or pustules, denoting scarlatina, measles, etc.)
It may be considered a ver^r favourable sign, because with them
the morbid matter in the body is generally thrown off, and the
illness assumes a mild character.

In order to entirely remove all foreign substances from the
system, it is advisable to give the patient affected with the purples
or the small-pox a few more steam-baths in bed, or stimulating
three-quarter or full packs, in which he will perspire gently; and
to follow up with a bath.

In small-pox, constantly apply compresses to the face to pre-
vent the troublesome itching which causes the patient to scratch
his face, resulting in its being pitted. For further information we
refer to article on Small-pox,

Diarrhoea, see Index.

Inflammation of the eyes or ears, see Index.

Inflammation of the cavities of the mouth and gullet, and
exudation of morbid matters from them, e. g. croup etc., are
treated with cooling compresses round the throat, to be changed
eveiy fifteen minutes; or, according to necessity, coupled with a
detergent or derivative treatment and gargling with tepid water
(68*^

—

77^) every hour.

As already mentioned, steam-baths in bed, duration from one
hour to an hour and a half, together with thick throat compresses
(730), are most efficacious. In this complaint it is also essential

to give cooling, non-stimulating diet, frequent garghng or drinking

of moderate^ cold water, nose-baths, mild pure air for breathing,

detergent enemata, massage of the neck and back (slapping the

back). Care should be taken to keep the feet invariably warm.
In acute diseases of the throat, such as croup, diphtheria, see

Index. See also "Children, Diseases of".

Treatment of chronic, i. e. protr/'lCted diseases. For the

cure of chronic diseases, of whatever kind, a tonic or, according

to the case, a regenerative treatment, is of primary importance;

in addition to the often mentioned steam-baths applied in bed.

A perfectly equal distribution of the blood throughout the

system is one of the first things to be aimed at; should the

patient's feet be constantly cold, wet rubbing of the feet must be
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resorted to as a remedy; in addition to foot steam-baths, foot-

baths, followed by walking exercise, walkmg barefoot, etc. bee

also "Feet, Cold".

Chronic constipation must be removed by fruit diet and

wholemeal bread, as well as by frequent and regular enemata

and massage of the stomach, and hip-baths combmed with massage

of the stomach. Consult, further, "Enemata" and "Constipation".

Further, in chronic complaints great attention should be paid

to the skin. Wet rubbing of the whole body with cool water (TS"*

to 77°) or a lukewarm bath (se^ to 90») must be applied daily.

For weakly people or persons not used to w^ater, the water may be

taken from two to four degrees warmer. Always begin with water

that is not too cold and lower the temperature very gradually.

The system of a chronically affected patient having been

improved by the above means, a more regulated treatment may
be entered upon for the purpose of strengthening the affected

organs and removing from the system the morbid matter and all

impure substances existing in the blood. This is only accomphshed

by sweating cures, such as steam-baths in bed, stimulating

packs, etc. But the patient must perspire gently, and often very

gently indeed. Excess must always be avoided. Do not try to

force perspiration; it will come of its. own accord at the proper

time.

The stimulating body compress, if continually used at night

for a length of time, will of itself eliminate a great quantity of

morbid matter from the body; and man^'' a chronic sufferer has

been restored to health by it alone. Indeed, most astonishing

results are obtained by it. (This compress, i. e. the sheet, must be
washed thoroughly in warm water and rinsed in cold every day;

and every week it should be washed with soap and boiled and
dried in the open air, in order that every atom of discharged matter

nay be removed.) Breathing exercises, curative g3annastics, and
massage must also be employed. Many chronic complaints may
be treated with the regenerative, sometimes with the preliminary,

treatment. Enemata, besides being applied in constipation, should
also be given for derivative purposes.

If, after a lengthened application of steam or sweating packs,
or compresses, etc., eruptions such as abscesses, herpes, etc.,

should appear, they may be looked upon as favourable symptoms.
For chronic affections of the he.ad or brain, which may

perhaps be of a gouty or rheumatic nature, compresses round the
bead (more or less w^et, as the patient's feeling prompts), to be
iianged more or less frequently, together with head douches
may be combined with derivative treatment. In the same way
head-baths, steam-baths for the head, nose, forehead, and mouth-
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baths; as well as gargling (77° to 90^ dry, and wet full-packs;
lollowed by bath are all highly beneficial.

In chronic affections of the eyes the following applications
are advised: Eye-baths (73ö~89°) opening and shutting the eyesm the water, gentle massage in water, massage of the eyes and
throat, throat compresses, washing the eyes, bathing the head or
back of the head, and derivative treatment, as well as body compresses
at night. Non stimulating diet. The patient would also do well
to have a sweat-pack occasionally; see "Sweatlng cure". For
chronic congestion of blood in the head, apply now and then cool
rubbing of the feet, and stimulating packs of the legs and feet at
night; as well as derivative hip-baths. See also "Diseases of
the eye".

L\ CHRONIC diseases OF THE EAR use frequent gentle injections
with tepid water; head-baths and head steam-baths; ear-baths and
ear steam-baths; neck compresses, massage of the throat; masticate
vigorously (hard crusts of bread); and, after the injections, put at
night damp cotton-wool into the ear. See also "Deafness".

In abscesses, or eruptions on the head, or in the face, apply
stimulating, dissolving, local compresses

;
stimulating or di^^ Ml oi

three-quarter packs ; or steam-baths for the purpose of perspiring. A
bath or wet rubbing of the whole body daily; detergent or derivative
treatment as well. See also "Cutaneous eruptions", "Abscess" etc.

In CHRONIC diseases of the throat (internal or external)

wash the throat frequently with cool water and expose it to the
air. Further, applj^ local stimulating compresses, tepid garglings,

bathing the mouth, and detergent treatment. Also a steam-bath
in bed now and then is beneficial, besides other sweating cures.

Massage of the throat for internal afifections.

In chronic affections of the chest or lungs, e. g. chronic
catarrh of the lungs, etc., with viscid expectoration, appty daily one
or two gentle wet rubbings of the whole bod}^; or bath, stimulating

trunk and leg packs at night (the latter only if the other should not

suit the patient), trunk and shoulder pack in bed during the day.

Repeated gargling, drawing w^ater up the nose, breathing exercise;

and a sip of water taken after every fit of coughing. Derivative

treatment; bathe the mouth, and appl}" damp or dr}'^ full or three-

quarter packs for the purpose of perspiring, or give steam bath

in bed. Fresh air, and sleep with the window open.

In induration of the breast, use stimulating, dissolving

compresses on the place, made of hnen folded many times. When
the tumor opens, put damp lint on it, and wash it with tepid

water frequently. Above all we recommend either a three quarter

steam-bath, or a steam-bath for the breast.
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Chronic pulmonary diseases (consumption) are treated with

sooiliing compresses on the chest, occasionally also with gently

stimülating packs, or steani-b: ths in bed, if they agree with the

patient; bathing the whole body with lukewarm water (86<^— 90*^).

However, if the latter prove too exciting for patients who are

very ill, they should not be persisted in.

Stimulating packs for the feet, calves, thighs or legs. Plenty
of mild, pure air, particularly forest air. Breathe through the nose,

sleep with the window open, practice breathing exercises, and
adopt a strictly non-stimulating diet (drink the juice of stewed
fruit). See also "Consumption".

In chronic disorders of the stomach, liver, intestine, kid-

neys, GALL, etc. Stimulating trunk packs or body compress at night,

with stimulating leg packs, cool lavations of "^the regions of the
stomach, liver, intestine, etc. Douche for the stomach, hip baths
with massage of the abdomen, steam-baths in bed, or else stimu-
lating full or three-quarter packs with extra compresses on the
affected part; massage either of the affected part or of the whole body.

In chronic affection of the sexual organs. Tepid hip baths
' ^G"—80"), stimulating body compress at night, and stimulating or
else soothing T pack; now and then stimulating full packs, or
steam-baths in bed, with extra compresses on the genitals. Besides
these, local treatment is advised for females in the form of in-
jections (770—81°), partial baths (77o~90«) from two to four daily,
and also stimulating compresses on sore places, e. g., for men
under the prepuce, etc. For this purpose prepared cotton wool
damped, or damped linen, is employed, to be changed or
removed as soon as it gets dry or the patient's feeling prompts
Its renewal or removal. This, however, has to be done very
cautiously, so as not to injure the freshly formed skin under if
the compress is either softened by wetting it, or the underlayer
is left on and damped by putting a fresh layer of lint on it

The main requirement in these cases is a strict non-stimu-
atmg diet, and abstention from sexual excitement. See also
"Syphilis", "Gonorhoea", "Chancre".
,

.'The whites" (fluor albus), cleanliness must be established

S1o^^^';?^^"n'
^""^^1"^ washing out, and several hip-baths daily

A } Fa u^^^^T ^^ ''^^^^^ veRdWy, the vagina should be
distended by the fingers or other means. Stimulating body com-
E?^ ""'F^'

^"^^ ^ damped hnen cloth passed between the legs.See also "Fluor albus".

alwav. riJ!?Tf
hemorrhage of the womb

,
hip- baths are

anTll. f ^^\V^"^"^^^y; they should be of a temperature of 73«,

cold wat/rtL f" f^''' "T^"''' '^"^ S^^d^^J ^^dition ofcom water they are during that time reduced to sorine watertemperature, 46O-540. See also "Hemorrhage of ^^^"mb^
5
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In paralysis and swelling of the knee, lengthy cool or coM
knee affusions are applied, or cooling compresses round it, as
well as stimulating packs of the thighs or leg, with the same kind
of compresses on the knee. Also steam-baths, with cool lavations
to follow, are of great effect. P'urther, occasional stimulating full

packs with extra compresses round the knee, or local stimulating
packs and massage, are recommended.

In chronic ulcers on the legs and feet, etc. Keeping the
wounds clean is of great importance. Next bathe them a " long
time in water of 77^

—

8V\ continually pouring water on the wounds {
and ulcers, either with a vessel or with the hands, in doing which
the limb has to be held up outside the bath; stimulating packs

]

of the affected parts. Sun baths to the affected parts and a tcjjid ',:

bath or aflusion afterwards. When walking out or taking in-door

exercise in cold weather a rag with vaseline on it should be
applied. For the pack (lukewarm water [77^—86''] is used), the ^

sheet should not be wrung too dry and extra damped lint is put

on the ulcer. It should be changed according to the patient's

feeling, i. e., as soon as he feels the pack to be irksome. See ^

also "Drawing Bad^dage" in Index.

Further, a stimulating full or three-quarter pack applied now
and then, or a steam-bath in bed, with extra compress on the -

ulcer, are of benefit. Strictly non-stimulating diet, and fresh air.

In severe cases, a regenerative, or a preliminary treatment. See
also "Ulcers".

Sweaty feet, corns, see Index.

Nervous, weakness, nervousness, see Index.

Paralysis of the limbs. Repeated cold frictions of the limb

W'ith bare hands dipped in cold water, then stimulating local packs,

succeeded by cold wet rubbing, partial steam-baths, full steam-

baths, full packs, etc., both dr^-- and damped sweating packs, to

be changed as the patient's feeling suggests. Kneipp affusions

after getting thoroughly warm. The treatment most agreeable to

the patient should always be chosen. Wet rubbing oi the whole

body, sun baths with lukewarm or cooler douche baths, affusions,

friction, baths, massage, and curative gymnastics, and applications

of the Faradic interrupted current are all of great benefit.
,

Sprains, strains .\nd dislocations. Rest for the injured .

limb cooling or soothing compresses ; or cold water dropping on *

the sprained part, or holding it in cold water for some length ot

time See also "Sprains", etc. In dislocations, the hmb must

first be set. (See Ibid.) Stimulating compresses to be afterwards

applied, but only if agreeable to the patient. Massage is especially

effective here. It consists in gentle, concentral stroking, but at

first not near the inflamed part, beginning by strokmg gently and

1
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then grachiall}' more firm]}^ When tendons are torn, stroke in

every direction. (See also "Sprains".)

For Abscesses of every kind, it is best to apply stim-

lating compresses. The harder the abscesses, and the tighter

the skin, the thicker the wet linen cloth must be laid on. Most
beneficial also is an occasional stimulating three-quarter or full-

pack, or a steam-bath in bed with extra compress on the abscess.

Strictly non-stimulating diet. It is only under the hard skin, e. g.

of the hand or the soles of the feet, that an incision may be
made to relieve the abscess, in all other places they open of

their own accord when they have matured, in consequence of

these stimulating compresses. Exceptions are , however , made
occasionally with very young children, or when the pains are ex-
cessive; a light prick with a needle, or a slight cut in the abscess,
is sufficient to help the matter to discharge and thus to give
relief. After it is opened, gentle pressure of the abscess will aid
the discharge, and tepid water may then be dropped on it,

and the pus washed off; damp hnt is again put on it before
another stimulating compress is applied. See also "Boils", "Car-
buncle" and '*Abcess".

For further details of each chsease, see hidex.
It should be mentioned that sun baths, massage, curative gym-

nastics, and tonic, regenerative, or preliminary treatment are of
great value in many chronic diseases. No less important also is
attention to a gentle action of the skin, commensurate with the
patient's condition, good air in and out of doors, sleeping with
the windows open, daily opening of the bowels (enemata for con-
=?tination and detergence). See Ibid, and refer also to "Constipation"m case oi obstinate costiveness. Mixed, plain, or invalid diet, suit-
able to the patient's strength, and breathing exercises in pulmonarv
diseases, etc.

• . "^i^^ ^^^8^^ ^^^^y compress, pack, bath, etc.
IS to be changed or removed at once, if it becomes irksome to
tne patient. If the apphcation is on that account discontinued a

'li^P'n
'''' lukewarm wet rubbing of the parts before treated

should follow. For Modes of Application, see Index.

K^ i

'^^^1 following plaster can also be recommended for ordinary

annL^ri
"'^''^

u""
7^^^^ ^ ^"'P ^ompress cannot always be

tnrnpnr
daytime. Dissolve equal quantities of pitch

itSnnf over a very moderate fire, and spread
It thinly on a piece of Imen-this is the ordinary red pitch plaster

ai^ri
^ ^^""^ ''•''^ mentioned the diseases human flesh is heir toand given practical hints for their cure, so that everybody though

to soothe It m case of need. At the same time we must poim
5*
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out that all the different applications, which we have enumerated
above, must never be continued one after the other too frequently,
so as to cause weakness and prostration instead of giving strength
and recovery of health, but moderation must be observed with
regard to them ; and it has always to be borne in mind that it

is nature only (the vital, preserving, healing force, residing within
us) that, cures the disease, and that we can only assist nature by
these applications.

Pauses also have to be made sometimes in wearisome, chronic
diseases that can only be healed slowly, in order that the patient

may recoup a httle; for the all-important point in the cure of

diseases is to give tone to the system, and keep it strengthened,

so that the innate vital force may the better be able to eject all

morbid matter from the body, and thus conquer the disease. The
patient must therefore study himself in this respect.

If the reader act conscientiously according to the manner indi-

cated, and gradually make himself more conversant with the

character of the Natural Method of Healing, he will soon experience

the beneficial results of it and acknowledge what a blessing that

system really is, and he will gradually rid himself of the monstrous

error that healing is only possible from medical science, and

exclaim with me, "Thank God, I have at length vanquished this

error, this fatal prejudice, which has sacrificed health and life and

caused endless expense." See also the observations made under

"Reports of Cures", and under "The Natural Method of

Healing". Further, "Opinions of Medical Men on the Use of

Medicine", and "Maxims and Mottoes" in Index.

Bad propensities, see "Habits".

Bad propensities, how to get rid of them, see "Disagree-

able Habits."

Baking, see Index.

Baldness, see "Hair, Loss of."

Bandages or Local Compresses, see Index.

Bandages or dressing, Temporary, see illustrations under

"Compresses."

"BANDAGES, or local wrapping, see Index "Bandages"

from Dr. Ruff's book. The act of enveloping with any kmd

of wrapper, according to certain rules and for a curative purpose,

a part of the body suffering from injury or ailment, iS' called

"bandaging". The material, or materials, used for the purpose-

considered as a whole, when they have been put on m proper

form—constitute the bandage. Bandages are here classified and
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Fig. 34.

described according to the manner in which they are prepared;

-nd to their purpose, situation, and form.
, , .

1 Bandages for wounds. The object of these is to protect

a wound from pressure, blows, dust and dirt, etc., and to forward

the heahng P^^^^^^; ßent needle, with thread, for stitching together

it is a case Ol a iresn
edges of a wound, in severe injuries.

cut, it will be sufficient

to apply sticking plaster,

in such a manner as

not to drag the edges of

the wound apart but

to bring them together

as closely as possible;

provided that no inflam-

mation, sweUing, pain,

or suppuration sets in.

Only the more serious,

and widely gaping, in-

cised wounds will re-

quire to be sutured, or

stitched. This is done
by the doctor or surgeon, with a bent needle.

Fig. 34 shows such a needle threaded. Each stitch is sepa-

rate. When the needle has passed through both edges of the

wound, the short end of the thread is let slip out of the eye,

and the long end is cut off short within two or three inches of

the wound. The two ends of the thread are then knotted, the

edges of the wound having been brought and held as near together

as it is possible to get them. After the wound has united, with
the help of sticking plaster or sutures, it and the surrounding
parts .should be kept covered with cotton wool which has been

chemically freed from oil and
Forehead bandage. Q^y^^y deleterious matter, or with

clean lint; and should be pro-

tected from blows, pressure, dirt,

etc., by a bandage—whether of
cloth, or linen strips—put on and
fastened in the manner which
will best answer the purpose.
Suppurating wounds, ulcers, ab-

scesses, and all other painful and
inflammatory processes on the
surface of the body must, in like

manner, be protected from the
above mentioned sources of in-

Fig. 35. jury.

Eye, or ear,

bandage.

Fig. 36.
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In the following pages we will describe the forms of bandage
which are at the same time most useful and most easy of appli-

cation hy unskilled persons.

Head Bandages: forehead bandage. Take a three-cornered
cloth or handkerchief of sufficient size; fold it hke a cravat; lay
the middle of it on the forehead, and pass the ends round the
head; either tying them at the back, or crossing them and bringing
them round again to the front; where they can be fastened either

b}' knotting or with safety pins.

An Eye or Ear Bandage is one which passes diagonally

across the forehead and face. (Fig. 36.) The middle of the

bandage being then over the eye. If either of .these, or the fore-

head bandage, is to be extra tight, it must be long enough to go
twice round and tie ; and the second turn must be crossed in the

manner shown in Figs. 37, 38; which need no explanation.

They are then called knot bandages. If the wound is on the chin,

and if a bandage is to be applied there, the so-called "chin sling"

(Fig. 39) is used. This is managed in either of two ways. The

A knot bandage. A knot bandage. Chin sling.

Fig. 37. Fig. 38. Fig. 39.

first and simplest consists of two ties, or cravat bandages, each

of which goes only once round. The middle of one of these is

applied under the chin, and the ends tied on top of the head;

the middle of the other is then laid on the upper part of the chm

and the ends passed under the ears and tied behind. The second

form of chin sling is thus made and fastened on. Take a three-

cornered cloth of which the longest side is at least a yard and a

half long; mark the middle Hne of this, by brmgmg the two ends

together, and creasing the fold in the middle to about two and a

half or three inches from the long edge; now cut, with scissors

or knife, from each side towards the crease, so as to leave the

longest part of the bandage a strip about three inches wide; but
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Stop cuttin- at a point about two inches from the crease on each

side
• fold up the rest of the bandage, cravat fashion about the

same width as the "strip", and as far as the cut. Thus will be

formed a kind of twin cravat bandage with four ends, and united

in the middle bv an uncut portion about as wide as the chin to

be "sluncr". The folded part is held up under the chm while its

ends are tied on top of the head towards the back; the strip

then o-rips the chin above, the long ends being passed back

under the ears, crossed, and brought forward again and up, to

be tied or othei-wise made fast over the forehead. (Fig. 39.)

We come now to the small and the large three-cornered, and the

laro-e four-cornered, head-cloths which belong to this class of

bandages. All three serve the purpose of enveloping the whole

head, with the exception of the face: or of keeping plaster

lint etc. on it. Tliey are applied as follows. The small three-

cornered bandage, unfolded, is laid with the longest side over

the forehead, and the point hanging down behind over the nape

of the neck; the long ends are then brought back, crossed

over the hanging part, and round again to the forehead, where

they are tied. The hanging part is then brought up over the

crossing of the other part to the top of the head, where it is

pinned to the knotted ends. The longest side of this bandage

must be a yard and a half long. (Fig. 40.) The large three-

cornered head-cloth has cuts in it like the chin-sling. It is applied,

unfolded, exactly hke the .small one, except that the long ends

are tied under the chin, while the others are crossed behind and

Small three-cornered head-cloth. Large three-cornered head-cloth.

Fig. 40. Fig. «.
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fastened above the forehead. (Fig. 41.) The large four-cornered
head-cloth IS used thus: fold it lengthwise once, not in the middle
oi Its width, but so that the upper lap (marked A in the illustration

^*^) two or three mches narrower than the under one
(B in Fig. 42). Now lay the bandage on the head, the narrow
lap uppermost, so that the ends hang level at the sides and that

Large four-cornered hcad-cloih. The same, completed.

Fig. 42. Fig. 43.

the eyes are covered by the under lap; draw the two ends of
the upper lap (a, a in Fig. 42) tight under the chin and knot
them; fold back the middle part of the lower lap (B Fig. 42)
over the other, draw out its ends (b, b in Fig. 42) and lower
edges until the bandage sits closely about the head, and then
turn them back and knot them behind. The effect should be as

shown in Fig. 43.

Body bandages: The three-cornered breast -cloth. The
wide angle is laid on one shoulder while the long side is passed round
the body below the nipples. The ends are knotted or otherwise
fastened behind, in such a position as not to make the patient

uncomfortable when lying down. The folds of the part remaining
loose on the shoulder are then carefully gathered up so as to lie

on the neck, and the end is fastened to tfie knotted part.

The Suspensory Breast Bandage (Fig. 45) is cut in the same
way as the large three-cornered head-cloth. The "strip" is then

passed round the body under the breasts, and its ends are made
fast behind. The two ends gained by the cutting of the cloth are

passed, one over the shoulder on the sound side, the other under

the arm on the other side, and tied or fastened together at the

back, at the point where the remaining free end can best be brought

to join them. The bandage as a whole must be adjusted so as
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best to effect its particular purpose; and the fastenings should

be arranged with a view to the patient's convenience when lying.

The folds passing over the shoulders and under the arm must be

carefully turned in so as not to irritate the skin of the neck and

arm-pit. (Fig. 44.) Both of the above forms of bandage are

useful in affections of the female breasts, or where it is necessary

to take precautions against that form of malady — as when an

infant is weaned.

The three-cornered breast-cloth. Suspensory breast-bandage.

Fig. 44. Fig. 45.

Single
cross-banda(re.

We will here notice Shoulder Bandages. To form a single
shoulder bandage, take a three-cornered cloth of sufficient lengthy
folded like a cravat; apply the middle of it under the arm on
the afiected side; cross the ends over the shoulder; bring one
diagonally across the back and under
the arm on the sound side to the front, Bandage for both shoulders.
and there knot it to the other, which

crosses the chest di-

agonally to meet it.

(Fig. 46.) If both the
shoulders require si-

milar attention, take
two such folded cravat
bandages, one of

which may be shorter
than the other; lay
one on each shoulder

|

so that the ends in

front hang rather
lower than their corre-

spondmg ends behind; bring the ends

Sndnr tT^' '^l
^"^^ ^og^\^^x, the end from the front passingunder the arm on its own side; and knot them behind, leavin|

Fig. 46.

Fig. 47.
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the bandage loose. The ends of the longer bandage are brought
together in like manner at the back and tied once (intertwined),

but not knotted until one of them has been passed through the

other bandage. The finisli should be made so as to bring an equal

strain on both bandages, and to show a symmetrical paJj- of loops

behind. (Fig. 47.)

The Crossed Bandage for the groin is applied thus: the

folded cloth is passed round the affected leg as high up as

possible, the middle point of it being behind, and the ends ci'ossed

in front over the groin. The ends may bo brought together

finally in either of two ways : by carrying on each of them in the

direction which it followed to the point of crossing; or, inter-

twining them at that point, and so changing the direction. In

either case one end goes round the waist behind and meets the

other on the sound side above the hip; where the two are

knotted. A pad may be inserted under the crossing. (Figs. 48, 49.)

Simple cross-bandage Twisted cross-bandage T bandage

for the groin. for the groin. with two cloths.

Fig. 43. Fig. 50

The T Bandage consists of two cloths, folded separately as

before. One of them is simply tied round the waist; the other

forms a double shng from it, thus. Pass one of its ends dow^n

between the waist bandage and the body, at the middle of the

back, and draw it through rather beyond the middle point of its

length; then let the upper end fall outside the waist bandage;

bring both ends through to the front between the legs
;
carry up

the one next the body behind and over the waist bandage m
front, and down again to meet the other, knotting the two together.

(Fig. '50). ^ , ,

Bandages for the limbs. The shng for the arm we have

already referred to under its own tide; it remams tor us to

describe the cross bandage, and the enveloping bandage, ior hand

If the hand is to be cross-bandaged, the flat of it should

be laid on the middle of the bandage, a three-cornered cloth folded

cravat-wise. The ends are then crossed diagonally on the back
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Cross bandage for the hand Cross bandage for the foot.

Fi2. 51. Fig. 52.

I the hand, aiid again at the wrist on the inside; they then take

•le or two turns in opposite directions round the wrist, and are

netted. (Fig. 54).

Enveloping bandage
for a finger tip.

• Enveloping bandage
for a foot.

Y\i.. 53.

Enveloping bandage on the hand.

Fig. 54.

Completed finger bandage.

Fis. 55.

Finger stall bandage.

Fig. 56. Fig. 57.

The CROSS BANDAGE FOR THE FOOT is formed in a similar way,
the finishing crossing-turns being taken round the leg above the
ankle. An enveloping bandage for the hand is made by placing
the liand, palm downwards, in the middle of a three-cornered
cloth, the fingers pointing to the wide angle. The latter is brought
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back and laid over the back of the hand; the two long ends are

brought forward and crossed over the same, again at the wrist

inside, and fastened as in the case of a cross bandage, with
crossing turns round the wrist and a knot. (Fig. 54). A similar

course is followed if the foot is to have an enveloping bandage,

up to the point of fastening; when, instead of being knotted

together above the ankle, the ends are brought forward again,

crossed over the instep, passed round and under the hollow of

the foot in opposite directions, and knotted or pinned together

on the top. (P'ig. 55, in which S, over the second toe, indicates

the part of the cloth referred to above as the "wide angle'\ R.

and L. the two "long ends", right and left as looked at by a

person standing in front of the foot).

An Enveloping bandage for a finger is applied in the same

way as for the whole hand
;
except that, instead of a three-cornered

cloth, a small triangular piece of linen, cut to the required size,

is used, and made fast round the finger by tapes sewn on to it,

as shown in Fig. 53. These tapes are passed round the finger

in opposite directions, crossing each other above and below it at

each turn, and finally at the wrist, where they are Imotted together.

Fig. 56 shows such'' a finger bandage completed, (but the tapes

there appear to be fastened off round the hand instead of round

the wrist). Fig. 57 shows a Finger-stall bandage.

Bandages or Dressing (temporary), see Index.

Bandage, Plaid, see Index.

Bandage, Suspensory, see Index.

BANTING-CURE. A procedure, adopted and recommended

for obesity and corpulence, by Mr. Banting, an Englishman. It

consists in eating only lean meat, fish and fight vegetables, avoidmg

all kinds of puddings, bread, potatoes, milk, beer and brandy.

We do not recommend this regimen, but reier to our

prescription of diet in "Obesity."

Barefoot walking, see Index.

BASEDOW'S DISEASE (mostly affects the female sex)

Affections occur in this disease simultaneously in diff'erent organs

lying distant from each other, e. g., the heart, throat, eyes.

Symptoms.—Very violent palpitation of the heart, quick

pulse the eyes starting from their sockets, increased lachrymaiy

secretions, after a few weeks swelHng of the thyroid gland (forma-

tion of goitre), green sickness, want of blood, derangement in the

digestive organs, emaciation.

Causes - Violent agitation of mmd and nerves; strong

emotion, such as fright, grief, care; also injuries, disturbances m

the system.
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Treatment.—First of all, mental and bodily rest; invigorating

treatment, and perfect attention paid to the skin, breathing plenty

of pure fresh air, sleeping with the window open. Several eyebaths

730 a day, gentle massage of the neck, throat and eyes once

a day ; at night try a lukewarm compress on the region of the

eyes." Dail}^, in some cases every other day, a lukewarm sooth-

ing full-pack (77 to 86°) together with hot-water bottle, wrapped

in a damp cloth, to be put to the feet till they are thoroughly

warm, then a (720) (tepid) wet rubbing of the whole body. Also

half steam -baths, followed by a (880) bath with neck affusions,

have a good effect. Gentle magnetic treatment of the sj'-mpathetic

nerve on both sides of the throat has proved efficacious in many
instances. See also "Goitre", as well as reports of case in "Blood,
Poverty of."

Bastard Clap, see „Gonorrhoea".

Baths, local, for the hand, arm, elbow, leg, see Index.

Baths, tub, shallow, full or river baths, warm and hot tub or
hip-baths, see Index.

Bath rash, see Index.

Baths (Local), see Index.

Baths, All kinds of, see Index:

Bath, Rocking, see Index.

Bath "Universal", see Index.

BATHS. Tub, shallow, river bath, hot or cold tub,
hip-or sitz-baths see Index.

'BATHS, Hot air. In this kind of bath hot air is

used instead of steam or vapour to provide a high tem-
perature. The hot air is conducted into rooms or box-
baths specially arranged for the purpose. For further in-
formation consult the articles on Russian, Turkish, and
steam-baths and Hot air Box baths.

BAUNSCHEID'S INSTRUMENT also caUed 'Life
awaker" is an instrument furnished with a great many
small needles, and which, when the skin is gently beaten
with It, produces a great number of needle-pricks. By
means of this local irritation, which mav be increased by
applymg croton or some other irritating oil to the parts,
tJaunscheid mtended to promote excretion, and to counter-
act stagnation of blood, etc. He applied his treatment to
parts of the body opposite to those affected, in order to
divert the mcreased flow of blood from the seat of the F"'g-
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disease. This irritation produced an inllammation of the skin
with pustules similar to those caused by issues or setons, a re-
sult, however, attained more easily and more thoroughly by' our
Natural Method of Healing, by applying stimulating packs, steam
compresses etc.

Bean Soup, see Index.

Beauty, see "Complexion".

Beauty, see "Beautifying the complexion."

Beds, see Index.

BED for Invalids. The head and foot of this practical bed
are adjustable and can be moved into any required position by
turning a crank, so that the patient can be raised or lowered as

desired. On one side is a table which is also adjustable and can
be easily raised or lowered by the patient. If the table is not
required it can be turned up out of the way. There is a head-

rest on either side of the top end by which the patient's comfort

is augmented. The beds can be had with or without a night-stool.

Price of the bed elegantly finished and upholstered with

horse-hair M. 300.— with night-stool M. 350.— To be had of

Horst Tittel, Dresden, Germany.

Adjustable Invalid's bed.'

Fig. 59.
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Adjustable bed. (The patient in a sitting posture.)

Fisr. 60.

Bed wetting, see Index.

BEDSORES occur in long, tedious diseases, e. g. typhus,

dropsy, also child-bed, etc.

Air-aishions.

Description, see "Air-cushions''.

Fig. 61. Fig. 62.

For their avoidance, frequent cool, or rather cold lavations».

and wet rubbings especially of parts of the back have to be
applied, this will be more effective if the water is mixed Vv'ith

•m eq^^al quantity of vinegar. The parts affected must be kept
strictly clean, and repeated change of the patient's position is

necessary. The sheet must always be drawn tightly over the
mattress so as to avoid creases. If the skin is already blue in
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(Vater-cnshions.

Description, see "Water-cushions".

Fig. 63, Fig. 64.

places, air or water cushion? (Figs. 61, 62, 63, 64) or a rolled up
or folded linen cloth, must be put in such a way as to prevent
the affected parts from touching an3^where. Soft chamois leather,

.

tanned deer-skin or linen spread with purified vaseline may be'
used as a support for the affected parts.

The greatest care must be taken to keep any sores clean,

by frequently dabbing them with soft linen dipped in (BO^—
water. Put also compresses (80^—86°) on the wounds. If agreeable,
cool or cold water m.2Ly be used for the pads.

If practicable, a lukewarm (90°) bath may be given now and
then, with simultaneous copious irrigation of the sores and blue
places. The bath-tub can perhaps be moved close to the bed.

BED, WETTING OF THE. Children and young people and
individuals are most hable to this complaint; in many cases it is

simpl^'' a bad habit arising from defective training, often, however,

the patient is powerless to alter this condition.

The following directions should be observed. Fluids must
not be partaken of late in the evening, and the evening meal

should consist by preference of soHd, easily, digestible food. Fruit

must be absolutely prohibited m the evemng, especialty apples,

as fruit has the propert}' of expelling fluids from the body in the

form of urine, consequently it is advisable to eat a few apples

at the midday meal in order to get rid of the suppl}' of urine

before going to b^d. The bed must not be too soft or warm,
and the child should sleep on his side. The latter should also

be made to empty the bladder before going to sleep. It should

be noticed during the da3'--time how long the child is able to go

without passing water, and he should be roused once or twice

during the night to urinate. Punisl-ing the child, causing him to

go to" sleep with feelings of fright, oiten has the reverse ettect
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from that intended. If, however, some remedy, possibly inert,

be administered to the child with the assurance that it will have

the desired effect, it will produce confidence; the child goes to

sleep with a feeling of hope instead of fear, and is frequently

awakened by the desire to pass water.

One or two lukewarm (72'*) wet rubbings of the whole body
daily, and hip or trunk baths (76

o) of ten minutes, or (54^—65^)

of five minutes duration are beneficial, as also wading in water
over the calves for one or two minutes, with body or T pack (77^)

three times a week combined with calf-packs to be worn all

night. The application of the Faradic current has proved effective

in these cases.

Moral influence should be brought to bear on the child to

induce habits of self restraint, so that he may wake spontaneously
in the night to obey the call of nature. In the case of an adult
suffering from this complaint, we would recommend walking
with bare feet, daily baths or wet rubbing, knee-afifusions, affu-

sions over the upper part of the body, in general tonic treatment.
(Modes of AppHcation, see Index.)

One authority recommends a mechanical cure for this malady.
It consists in making the patient micturate through a small hole,
which requires his full attention to be paid to the action, so that
he awakes at night when it is necessary to pass water.

Medicines and patent remedies are absolutely useless.
If caused by some more deeply seated disorder or by

nervous weakness, a strengthening treatment should be adopted.
Incontinence of urine sometimes occurs in children suffering

from worms in the rectum, these causing irritation of the bladder.
(For the removal of the latter see "Worms".)

Bedroom, see Index.

BEE STINGS as well as the stings of other insects such as
wasps often cause inflanmiation. They should be treated with
cold or cool compresses or bathed in cold water. Curds or clay
placed on the wound will also reheve the pain; but first try to
•emove the sting, which can be done by drawing the skin tight
ind passmg the thumb nail firmly over the injured place till the
stmg or poison is forced out.

Beer strong, see Index.

Beer soup, see Index.

Belching, see Eructation.

Bite by an adder, see *Snake bites".

K..- few years I have beenoesieged with requests from anxious parents, young men of weak
6
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health and others to give my views on the advantages and dis-

advantages of bicycling, which I accordingly do. In a brief

pamphlet (which B?'uno Zirrgiebel of Leipsic Reudnitz will forv^'ard

gratis and post free on appHcation) Dr. Reyher expresses himself

as follows. Bicycling is the sister of gymnastics, it possesses,

however, this advantage over the latter that it has even greater

stimulating effects in increasing our capacities, while, with the

growth of the latter it offers keener enjoyment and a greater

variety. By far the greater number of bicyclists come from towns.

In fact a town population is the one which most requires refresh-

ing exercise and healthful recreation in the open air. We all of

us suffer more or less, but especially those who live in large .

towns, from an insidious disease which, for brevity's sake, we will

call a craving for air. It is this that drives the masses, as soon

as they can obtain the necessary leisure, from the oppressi^^e t

atmosphere of their dwellings into God's glorious nature. People
j

who live in towns suffer especially from the disadvantage of using |'

their bodily powers on the whole either too little or in a one- J|

sided manner.
From this it would appear that any moderately healthy person,

especially if he lives in a town, ought to answer the question

"Shall I bicycle" in the affirmative. BicycHng is the most con-

venient way of satisfying the longing for air, because it takes its

devotees into really fresh air much more easily and with much

more certainty than a short walk. Briefly the matter stands

as follows: the atmosphere of towns is rendered impure by I
exhalations of all kinds, not merely in the houses and streets, but '

(in the case of large towns) in the suburbs also for a distance of

one or two miles, especially in the direction of the wmd which

happens to prevail at the time. This is where the advantage of

the bicycle comes in It carries its rider cheaply and con-
,

veniently out of this foul atmosphere; in the open country he
;

|

eets rid of this poison much more completely than the man who
j;

takes a quiet walk to the nearest country inn, m fact much more-

completely than any pedestrian, because the exertion of bicvclmg
|

however shght it may be, calls for deeper and more ef ectua^
|j

breathing The bicylist flies out when and where he will, and

even if he only gets a very short distance from home, he has
|

during the course of his ride taken in double the quantity of a.r
,

and it is precisely air that the excursiomst goes m search ot^

Besides tiSs we must not lose sight of the advantages accruing

From the exercise of the body. People who «pend their days m

what we call a sedentary occupation make only ^ very p^^a^

use of their bodily powers; those who draw, wnte etc. practically

do not use themV all. The inevitable consequence is t^^^^^^^^

capacity of the body for work is impaired, and although it ma>
|
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not be essential to be a Samson in order to live, still it is not

exacdy pleasant to be consigned before one's time to the ranks

of the weaklings. Our body (I am speaking now of the muscular

system) requires exercise in order to maintain its strength, and

assimilation must be kept up to secure its further development.

Without exerting the body and without the constant enjoyment

of fresh air, the matter which the function of the organs prepares

for secretion is hable, especially in the case of phlegmatic natures,

to collect in the blood in a state of backward development, and

when it passes the stage of dissolution it remains in the body and

more, especially if the blood of the person in question happens

to be in a chemical sense sour in consequence of eating too

many sweet or sour foods: this comes from the above-named
diet and through lack of exercise in the open air. This is the

origin of chronic gout and of certain kinds of stone in the kidneys,

the bladder and the gall, very troublesome visitors , w'hich may
be described as partly inorganic, frequently causing intense pain

and liable on occasions even to be dangerous.
I'he man who has never ridden a bic^^cle and imagines that

a "wheel-crank" onh^ exerts the muscles of his legs in bicycling

is wrong. The veriest tiro in bicycling would soon tell him that

this is not the case; in fact it is precisely the beginner who
notices after a ride how "done up" his arms are, though at first,

of course, he is apt to use them more than is necessary. The
muscles of the trunk are also unconsciously exercised in bicycling,

by the necessary balancing (easy though it be) and swaying of

the body. The active exercise of the lower extremities together
with the deep breathing, give the organs of the stomach in par-
ticular a very effectual stimulous which is shown in the easy and
copious evacuations of the bowels. If the exercise be uniformly
repeated the motions will become regular, a point of first class

importance on which too little stress is laid. It all depends on
a regular "ebb and flow" in the organs of the stomach, because
the movement and distribution of the blood in the whole of the
body is influenced by this. Numbers of people suffer from
headache, oppression of the chest, palpitations of the heart and
similar complaints, caused simply and solely by irregular action
of the bowels.

The following striking example shows how far the free flow
of blood, for which bicycling is so favourable, can remove even
local inflammations, to which the eyes e. g. are particularly subject
on account of excessive work by artificial hght, especially when
the latter throws out a strong warmth on to the head. A book-
seller, by name G. W. member of a bicycHng club suffered for
12 years without intermission from Iritis i. e. a somewhat serious
imlammation of the iris and in most cases of the cornea as well,
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caused by working in winter by artificial iiglit; since he has tal^en
to bicychng more regularly he has been entirely tree irom it In
the same way headaches are constantly experienced by peoplewho though otherwise healthy and well-nourished, do not obtain
sufficient violent exercise in the open air.

Thus we are provided with a second argument in support
of our advice, that partial invalids no less than healthy people
but above all those who live in towns occupied with brain-work
or some sedentary employment ought to bicycle, to keep
themselves free from the ten thousand little complaints of or-
dinary Hfe.

The exercise of this noble sport has also a beneficial influence
of considerable importance on the development of the lungs, and
of their capacity for breathing. The deep inspirations, unavoidable
in bicycling, expand those important organs—the lungs—in a most
salutary manner. A reasonable amount of bicycling quickens a
fresh portion of the Imigs which are either stagnant or as it were,
asleep

; this increased change of air is, consequently, favourable
to the nervus rerurn of human life, the never ceasing change of
tissue.

This exercise in the open air has a further salutary influence
on the skin, stirring up its two million sudoriparous and suba-
ceous glands to increased activity. (For further information on
the skin and its importance to the body see Index.)

If we sweat profusely in bicycling, we take, as it were, a
steam-bath, we cleanse the pores of those miUions of little tubes,
and loosen the dried surface of the skin. But this imposes a
further duty upon us: after every ride we ought to be very
particular about taking a lukewarm bath, and rubbing ourselves
down vigorously. It is wonderful how this removes all fatigue

from the limbs and gives us that feehng of genuine healthy vigour
which we try to secure by bicycling. Naturally, if a bath is not
possible, a wash down with lukewarm, and afterwards, if we
choose, with cold water, may be substituted for it. Perhaps in

the near future even the smallest town will boast of a public

shower bath: for the devotees of bicychng. That would be a

blessing which cannot be rated too highly, and the ideal club-

house would certainly be one which, instead of a miserable basin,

placed at the disposal of its members, a few cabins with shower-

baths of variable temperature.

Finally we must not forget the advantage accruing from the

strengthening of the nervous system; this will be felt most of all

by such as have previously belonged to that class of irresolute

and timid people whose nerves are weak, but it appears just as

much with others. Merely to get over the dread we feel which

is frequently not inconsiderable, of trusting ourselves to such an
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unsteady thing as a bicycle, constitutes a victory over a kind of

nervous weakness, as soon as the pupil has learnt to sit at all

firmly on the saddle. Besides, even without knowing it, the eye
learns to recognize obstacles, to find a way out and to estimate
real dangers at their proper value.

Am I to bicycle then ?—Yes, ten thousand times, yes, as long
as you don't—Here we come to the old saying "w^hat is one
man's meat is another man's poison". There are certain illnesses
which without compelling us to keep our bed, at the same time
absolute}}'' preclude us from bicycling.

First and foremost come organic diseases of the heart and
affections of the valve of the heart. This organ has in each of
its two chambers a flat valve, shutting off the chamber from the
auricle, and pocket shaped valves in the large blood vessels
opening into the auricles. The object of this system of valves is
to regulate the movements of the blood in such manner, that
with the contraction of the heart chambers no blood can 'pene-
trate into the auricles and when they are relaxed, no blood can
return to the large vessels. It would take us too far to follow
the circulation of the blood in detail; reference may be made to
the article on this subject. If one of these valves be distorted
too much, by a general enlargement, or if a deposit be formed
exactly at the point where it touches the edge of the opening
that It ought to close, then the circulation of the blood is inter-
rupted.

Every action of the heart causes a little and then gradually
more blood to flow back to the spot from which it had been
forced. Consequently the heart must work harder than would
otherwise be necessary in order to perform its duty, and this
leads eventually, though it may not be for some time, to an
enlargement of the heart—at times enormous—which interfereswi h the oxygenization of the blood in the so called small orpulmonary circulation and, in this way, finally brings on death.

vo^riS^^h
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through its finest ramifications, the so called capillary vessels.

Now, as an apoplectic fit is after ail nothing but a rush of blood i

into the brain or its covering, which consists of comparatively ;

larger and of the smallest capillary vessels, and, even if it be I

successfully got over leaves scars behind, it is obvious that such
|

a semi- invalid has to avoid any unnecessary exertion of the I

keart. t

There are also some people who, even if they only cycle to J
a moderate degree, excite the intestines to such as extent as to M
cause pains and even vomiting. The connection between cause

J
and effect is not always so easy to trace in such cases, at any ^
rate such persons would do well to see if, after moderate riding 1
and a very gradual increase in their exertions, they feel on the 1

whole so much stronger and better, that the above mentioned

symptoms disappear, they should not attempt to force themselves

in any way, supposing that does not suggest itself to them by

the fact that the complaint grows worse. -

By far the largest proportion of those people who ought to •

answer the question "Shall I bicycle" in the negative are those
j

who suffer from pulmonary diseases—in short, consumptive persons, i

In the early stages of such diseases bicycling may be benficial ;

and even bring about a complete cure, but when they have I

reached an advanced stage, it cannot but be detrimental, especi-
j

ally if there were any considerable amount of spitting of blood.
|

The guiding reasons here are very much the same as in the case
;

of apoplectic fits. In the former the blood remains stationary m
tue lungs under greater pressure, so that a further strengthenuig

of the same threatens to cause a further bleeding of the lungs;

and no man, not even an acknowledged authority on the subject,
,

can say with certainty before-hand if a renewed bleedmg will or
;

will not result in a hemorrhage. It is of course, self evident

that all affections of the joints of the hmbs one might say and
j

of the body too—require that we should abstain from aU unne- f

cessary exertion of the same. When such pains are recent and
|

painful
,

naturally no one would ever think of going out on a

bicycle but even old injuries of this kind will not get better

unless 'we take reasonable care of our Hmbs: proper systemaöc

massage of the injured joints produces very much more satis-

factory results than violent exercise of the limbs. The same

caution would be required in cases where the jomts are troubled

by symptoms of gout. Active exercise in the open air has been :

proved to be of immense benefit even in cases of chrome gout

so k)ng as there was only a small deposit of unc acid outside the

ioints
•

it would be correspondingly injurious if this deposit had

lormed inside the joints, ' as they almost invariably spread on

those parts of the bones that are most exerted.
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Confirmed invalids, naturally, have no business to bicycle,

whatever the cause of their illness may be.

There still remain thousands of people, who are not debarred

for any of the reasons just enumerated, and who suffer from

nothing more than tlie inevitable little complaints of life, especi-

ally in towns. To them our advice is—go and try bicycling.

The learning stage is <soon passed, and then all difficulty vanishes.

Without a shadow oi doubt they will soon be thanking their stars

that they look to tUe flying wheel which gives them not merely

keen enjoyment but a marvellous panacea for all the petty com-
plaints of life.

There are scores of people whose only hindrance is a pitiful

slackness, but even this barrier to all bodily and intellectual acti-

vity is soon removed from mind and body by mounting the

wheel. Ladies, too, are strongly recommended to bicycle. There
have been cases by the dozen in which delicate w^omen and young
girls have grown strong and healthy by bicychng regularly. All

women, of course, must be careful to wear loose and not tight

garments. Even little girls of nine or ten may begin bicycling,

and boys a year or two sooner.

Naturally children and delicate women must not over-exert
themselves by riding too fast or too far.

Bicyclists, Staying of. see "Sugar".

Bilberries, see Index.

Bilberry Soup, see Index.

Bilious Colic, see Index.

i

BILE. Bile comes from the hver. It is formed in the hepatic-
i cells collected in the gall-bladder, and discharged through a narrow
i duct into the duodenum. It has been ascertained that an adult
!

secretes nearly a pint of bile a day. Bile is a digestive juice
(chyle) which serves principally to assist the digestion of fat. By

I means of it the fat is most finely distributed, and in this form it

can be received into the intestinal lymphatics which protrude like
fingers into the intestines and absorb the prepared chyme. The
bile also possesses the property of preventing the half-digested
iood m the intestines from lying idle. From this we can see that
diseases oi the bile-producing organs may lead to very consider-
iiole trouble in our organism in consequence of the important
tunctions which fall to the lot of this digestive juice in the body.

Bile-bladder see "Chest and peritoneum, Organs of the".

BILIOUS FEVER. Bilious fever is the name generally given
to the fever which accompanies catarrh or inflammation of the
stomach, and of which the chief characteristics are a bilious taste

I
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yellow furry tongue, yellowish tint of the skin and of the white
of the eye, bilious vomiting etc. Medicine and inappropriate diet
are very apt to make it torpid and nervous.

Treatment.—Fever treatment. Body compresses, to be renewed
according to circumstances. Torpid fever treatment to be applied
for a torpid case, a typhoid treatment for a nervous case. For the
rest, fresh air, cold water and cool non-stimulating form of diet.

Kneipp Cure.—Washing of the whole body on rising. In the
evenings short wrap for two hours. For Modes of Application
see Index.

Similar to bilious fever is pituitary fever (febris mucosa or

pituitosa).

BDLIÄRY PASSAGES or ducts. Stricture or occlusion

(atresia) of the biliary passage may arise from catarrhal swelling

(intumescence) gall-stone, peritonitis, cancer of the stomach or

Uver, ascarides which force their way into the biliary passage.

Symptoms.—Very pronoimced jaundice, clay coloured excre-

ment, swelling of the hver etc.

Treatment.—^At first the treatment must be one adapted to

the original disease. In general, stimulating compresses, especially

on the region of the Hver are highly to be recommended, the

same to be continued for a considerable time.

BILZ REFORM FOODS. The manufacturers of the BiU
reform food write: It has seldom happened that anything has

celebrated such a world-wide triumph as the Natural Method of

HeaHng, and never perhaps have men sacrificed themselves so

thoroughly in a good cause as Kneipp, Bilz and others connected

with this movement. Not only has Bilz' admirable book "The

Natural Method of Healing"—which has found its way into up-

wards of half a miUion of families—won the esteem and gratitude

of suffering humanity, but he has also furthered the good cause

of healing according to the laws of nature by directing his

attention to natural food, the providing of which is as great in

importance as light, air and water. That coffee is not suitable

for the ailing, particularly for those suffering from diseases of

the stomach, is well known to everybody the best and most

proper substitutes for coffee are cocoa, chocolate and malt coffee,

however most cocoas, particularly the so-called soluble ones, made

in Holland and elsewhere, contain soda, potash, magnesia, and

may therefore seriously affect the stomach.

A noteworthy exception to this is

Bilz' Reform Cocoa, which being made of cocoa mixed with

vegetable nutriment, extract of fruit and the best vegetables^ is

ISty Rested and highly nutritious The salutary propertie^

and advantages possessed by Bilz reform cocoa are also found m
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BiLz' Reform Chocolate, which is made on the same
principles as the above and of the very best cocoa-nibs. It

also contains vanilla and sugar, as well as the above mentioned
vegetable nutriment. It has an extremely beneficent effect on
digestion; is therefore highly nutritious and preferable to all other
chocolates.

In many families, and particularly in the Bilz Sanatorium in

Radebeul, near Dresden, reform cocoa and chocolate are used
mixed in equal parts. To meet the wishes of many consumers
this mixture is now made in the factory and sold under the name of

Bilz' reform melange.

Bilz' almond milk Biscuits are made of the best materials,
including a proper and agreeable proportion of almond milk,
which is most nutritious and strengthening, and renders these
biscuits not only agreeable to the taste but also highly valuable
as an addition to the breakfast and tea-table ; and being so whole-
some and easily assimilated they are particularly suitable for
convalescents.

Bilz' Almond Milk Infants' Food is an excellent addition to
cow's milk, rendering it digestible and nutritious for infants. The
component parts are the same as those of the almond milk bis-
cuits, but in the form of a powder, and in packets on which full
directions for use are given.

Bilz' Malt Coffee, in consequence of the peculiar process of
manufacture, entirely supersedes ordinary coffee, and is not, like
many other products, composed of noxious extracts. Bilz' malt
coffee can also be used to advantage mixed with ordinary coffee
beans, and should for hygienic reasons be used in every house-
hold. It IS especially to be recommended for anaemic persons^d for children. At the exhibitions in Baden-Baden, Vienna and
Fans the highest awards and a gold metal were given to this
artificial coffee. The sole manufacturers of Bilz' Malt Coffee are
Messrs. Hillmann & Kirchner, Breslau.

h\\ Bilz' Reform Foods are to be obtained in the most
respectable grocery stores, drug stores etc. or direct from the
Manufacturers Messrs. Jltz & Kludt, Dresden, the sole licensed
iVianutacturers.

Bilz Sanatorium, see Index.

Birth, Premature, see "Women, Diseases of".

usp/fnr^^^5"-^^^'^.P^- .^^^Z^' ^^^^ arsenic -bloom are

^oILlrH nl.
^/""^

'^^"'i
^^"^^ ^^^^^t "^i^ed With soot, etc..

resSesflonf'. HKf\t P^^^^^^g' especially as arsenic-bloom'resembles flour, and black-beetles are frequently found in bake-houses
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Blackberry Soup, see "Diet".

Black Cataract, see "Eye Diseases".

BLACKHEADS arise from an obstruction in tiie sebaceous
follicles which are, in consequence, slightly distended and form a
swelling. If this be pressed out, a maggot-shaped mass of fatty

matter emerges. Blackheads are generally found in the skin of
young people, and in that of people who are not particularly

cleanly. They appear mostly in the face, back and nape of the neck.

Treatment.—Daily attention to the skin and two to three
steam-baths a week followed by a full-pack and bath, or, instead

of these, steam-baths in bed and frequent washing and baths, or wet
rubbing of the whole body with massage. See also „Acne .

For Modes of Apphcation see Index.

Bladder, see "Chest and Abdominal cavity. Organs of the".

Bladder, see Index.

BLADDER, CATARRH OF THE. Both the acute and
the chronic forms are extremely painful, and treatment must never
be delayed.

Symptoms.—A symptom of the acute form is the perpetual

desire to make water; the excretion of urine is often in drops,

and painful ; the urine clear in the beginning, later clouded and

containing mucus, frequently red-coloured, and even containing

blood; the region of the kidneys, urethra, sexual parts and anus

being especi^ly tender. This affection is often combined with

fever; the course of the disease either extends over a few days

(at the most two to three weeks), or it enters the chronic stage,

lasting then for months or longer.

Chronic catarrh of the bladder. Exactly the same symptoms

occur, but less violent and without fever, frequently also without

pain. Always clouded urine, which, when cold, leaves a turbid

sediment, consisting of many pus corpuscles and mucous cells.

Suppuration and even perforation take place.

In worse cases, both acute and chronic, complete retention

of the urine may supervene (in the former through the sphincter

of the bladder being closed), also ulceration of the mucous mem-

brane, abscesses, and finally danger to life.

Causes;—Getting cold in the feet, or in the abdomen
;
eating

pungent, irritating substances, drinking cold new beer, etc.; taking

medicine
;
by doing which acrid matters get into the urine, the

consequence being irritation of the bladder and inflammation in

some of the adjacent sexual parts; further, co-habitation, medicallv

treated gonorrhoea, irritation from stone m the bladder, etc., and

l etention of urine for too long a time; etc.
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Treatment —Entirely non-stimulating diet, drinking water fre-

^^^l^ccÄt"S:e ^aJiLt^s condition (104-110;) warm body

Dads or con pfesses. from four to six fold (duration fifteen mmutes)

Er (77«) Äarm body-packs (duiration fifteen to thirty minutes)

toee her with (720) lukewarm calf-packs of from two to three hours

duradon also (72«) T bandages* if the patient hkes them; bathing

the abdome^^ the anus to the navel (duration five to

ff»n minutes) has a good effect.

Daily wet rubbiSg, of the whole body (720-820) and one or two

hin-baths (86"—94») duration of from ten to twenty-five minutes.

Also once a day (SOO) lukewarm, stimulating full-pack (duration

from one to one and a half hours) with (900) lukewarm bath

to follow is suitable under certain conditions; or a steam-batti,

twenty to twenty-five minutes, may be given, with damp pack

(from a half to three-quarters of an hour) to follow, and finish with

rgoo) lukewarm bath, or (72») lukewarm douche, the latter partic-

ularly gently applied to the affected parts. The whole process

must be most carefully carried out to avoid any irritation.

With retention of urine, tapping is necessary in case the

above treatment or the treatment indicated under "Tapping

should not remove the disease. Perfect rest is necessary, in

some cases regenerative treatment may be applied. It there is

stone in the bladder, see Ibid.
.

Treatment by Massage. Consists in gently pressing and

rubbing the region of the bladder, but it must always be com-

bined VN^th the above treatment. (Tor Modes of Apphcation

see Index.

Massage is dangerous, and should not be apphed so long as

the inflammation is acute, that is, painful.

GONORRHOEA AND CATARRH OF THE BLADDER
cured in the Bilz Sanatorium Dresden.

Mr. F., of A., had suffered from gonorrhoea, which was
temporarily suppressed by injections of acid and solution of

caustic, but after a time the disease took a chronic form. Then
daily discharges, burning pains in the urethra and painful micturi-

tion set in which resulted in severe mental depression. A renewal

of the injections caused the discharge to take an inward direction

and attack the bladder, causing a discharge of blood or pus.

The patient came in this sad condition to the Bilz Sanatorium.

By the apphcation of body vapour- baths, warm hip-baths with

cold affusions, local packs, T packs and two three-quarter-packs

* Applied to the lower part of the back in the shape of a T.
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a week, combined with a strictly non-stimulating diet, the patient
improved m the course of a few weeks, and after the lapse of
five weeks he was able to leave the Sanatorium perfectly cured
nor has a relapse occurred.

'

How many such chronic sufferers could be cured if the
Natural Metliod of Healing were soon enough properly applied'
Not only in gonorrhoea, but in syphilis especially, most satisfactory
results are attained by our natural treatment; and we would
earnestly warn against the use of the dangerous treatment with
mercurial ointments and injections, which only suppress the
symptoms without curing the disease.

CURE OF CATARRH OF THE BLADDER.
By Mr. Wunderlich, of Meerane.

This Natural Healer writes that he has cured every one of
the numerous sufferers from catarrh of the bladder who have
been under his treatment in a relatively very short time, very
often within a week. The treatment consisted of a half vapour
bath daily followed by a bath (850) and one hip-bath (760) of
tvs^enty-five minutes duration, plenty of fresh water being given to
drink. See further cures under "Bladder, Spasm of the".

Bladder, Cancer of the, see "Cancer of the kidneys" and
"Cancer".

BLADDER, Hemorrhages of the. This must not be re-

garded as a separate disease, but as a symptom of various dis-

orders of the bladder.

Symptoms,—Greater or smaller quantities of blood are dis-

charged with the urine, attended with more or less pain and feel-

mg ot pressure in the region ot tlie bladder. It is not easy,

especially for an unprofessional man, to determine whether blood
is realh;^ passed with urine or not. Urine thickly charged with
urates, a symptom constantly met with in gout, rheumatism, and
bad colds, has frequently been erroneously regarded as contain-

ing blood.

Causes.—The cause of hemorrhage of the bladder is, in the

great majority of cases, a severe catarrh of the bladder. The
latter can arise from a cold or be transferred to the bladder from

other organs ; e, g. inflammation of the urethra, as in gonorrhoea,

or of the kidneys may extend along the urethra or ureter, and

affect the bladder. When the mucous membrane of the bladder

is congested with blood in this manner, ruptme of one or more
of the small vessels may causes hemorrhage. The blood will then

pass off with the urine. Growths in the bladder, especially cancer,

also favour the occurrence of hemorrhage.

t
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Treatment.—A steam-bath for the body of from ten to fifteen

minutes' duration, succeeded by a hip bath (880) of from fifteen to

twenty minutes' duration, should be given daily. Also compresses

over the region of the bladder (68°—TO«), to be changed when warm.
Derivative treatment ma}^ here be applied with advantage. For
this purpose foot-baths of 95^ and 66" should be given thrice al-

ternately, lasting respectively three minutes and one minute, or

in lieu of them a steam-bath for the feet (ten minutes) followed

by a cold affusion over the knees and thighs. At night a stimu-

lating foot and calf-pack (73°—77'') should be given and worn all

night if possible. In very severe cases cool water must be in-

jected into the bladder. This operation must of course only be
performed by a competent professional man.

We add the following general directions; absolutely non-
stimulating diet, drink restricted to water, lemonade and milk.

Rest as much as possible in order that the inflammation may not
spread further.

In severe cases, strengthening treatments should be resorted
fo. For Modes of Application see Index.

Bladder, Inflammation of the, see "Catarrh of the
bladder".

BLADDER, Paralysis of the. This disease arises from
the muscular fibres of the bladder becoming affected or paralysed.

Symptoms.—There is either retention of urine or involuntary
passing of it. In the former case the bladder expands to ab-
normal dimensions by the accumulation of urine. A constant
dripping of the water then takes place. When the disease attains
an advanced state, the patient hardly notices the dripping, and
every sense of feehng in this respect disappears.

Causes.—Usually a sequence of another disease. Previous
chronic gonorrhoea, or an affection of the bladder that has been
treated medically. (Expansion, suppuration, in some cases affection
of the spinal cord). In females it is caused by hard or severe labour.

Treatment.—First, have due regard to the causes and apply
a treatment accordingly. A daily steam -bath in bed (one and
a half to two hours), succeeded by tapping or wet rubbing of the
whole body.

x-r- o &

In light cases a daily (88^^ to 90^) lukewarm bath, with (81«)
attusions of the abdomen and region of the bladder (ten to fifteen
mmutes), followed by vigorous friction and a (15^) hip-bath daily
tor twelve mmutes. Kneading and shaking of the region of the
oladder, m females, mternal and external massage of the bladder
beginning at the vagina, which may also be carried out in awarm bath.

I
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If the urine pass involuntarily, (54° to 66^) hip-baths, lasting from
five to eight minutes to be appHed, or the penis may be lield in
a vessel filled with cold or cool water. This must be done three
or four times a day. At night a body-pack, moderately wrung
out, to be removed at midnight.

Other points are non-stimulating diet and fresh air. When
thirst}/, drink h^esh water, but only in moderation, in order not to

overfill the bladder.

In some cases, daily (81°) lukewarm injections to be applied.
Also (68") lukewarm T packs are useful in this affection. (For
Modes of Apphcation see Index.)

For account of cure, see "Bladder, Spasm of the".

PARALYSIS OF THE BLADDER
cured by a Natural Healer.

At a late hour on the evening of July 30* 1890 I was
requested to come immediately to Mrs. H. of L. Complying with

ihe request, a picture of miseiy presented itself to me on entering

the sick room. The sick person, who had been in convulsions of

pain for a quarter of an hour and was trembling all over, was
lying in bed surrounded by her weeping relatives. Examination

shewed that heart and pulse were scarcely perceptible, the skip

being covered with clammy perspiration.

The abdomen was tight as a drum and distended to bur'^Hnrr

and the bladder could be felt like a hard ball. In spite of copious

drafts of parsley tea, the patient had not passed any water for a

day and a half, and the bowels had not acted for four days. It

was a case of severe paralysis of the bladder, instant relief was

imperative, otherwise death would quickly ensue. The patient

was given an enema (90»), about a pint, to relieve the bowels; it was

at once effective. After this, two persons quickly rubbed the

patient all ovei with hands dipped into cold w^ater until her skm

got red and the body regained its natural temperature. Con-

sciousness returned and the patient complained of fearful drawmg

pains from the bladder towards the back and down to the legs.

She was placed in a hip-bath (99«) and hot water gradually added

until the temperature reached 108". Legs, back and chest were

rubbed for twenty minutes. In a short time the pams decreased, and

the patient felt stronger, upon which I had her placed m the hip-

bath and administered a powerful hip-affusion, tw^o large cans lull

of water (60«) upon which water was passed freely and che

danger was at an end. The subsequent treatment consisted oi

daily hip-baths (86«), body packs at night and the patient has not

had a relapse. See also reports of cure under "Bladder, Spasm

OF the". See also "Retention of urlne"..
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BLADDER, Spasm of the. The male sex is more subject to

this disease than the female. It makes its appearance either in-

dependently, or as a secondary disease. Its course is generally

short, but frequently changes into inflammation of the bladder.

Symptoms.—Violent attacks of contracting pains in the region

of the bladder, lasting at times for a minute or longer, the pains

shooting in different directions. Pain is also felt at the same

time in the muscles of the bladder, which are spasmodically

contracted; which contraction causes either retention or passing

of urine, which excretes in drops only. Pain and spasm sometimes

extend to the adjoining sexual parts, as well as to the rectum

and thighs. Excretion of the urine in drops during the attack. At

times entire retention of urine. After the attack copious dis-

charges. The water is clear.

Causes.—Disorders in the urinary or sexual organs, gravel

(^vesical calculus), acrid urine, irritated condition of the uterus,

rectum, etc.; it may, however, have a purely nervous origin;

moreover, by contracting cold, by sitting on the cold ground or

stones, catching cold in the feet, emotion, drinking new beer or

wine, and taking diuretic medicines.

Treatment.—When an attack occurs, steam compresses (twenty-

hve minutes) on the region of the bladder; after it, a (86^) luke-

warm hip-bath (twenty minutes), kneading the abdomen; or two
or three (92°—99°) warm hip-baths (fifteen to eighteen minutes)

which may be gradually increased in temperature, after that,

vigorously drying the parts or dry friction; (a hip-bath should be
taken, particularly when an attack occurs.)

For the purpose of stimulating the skin and as a detergent

measure, stimulating full or three-quarter pack, or a steam-bath
in bed daily, with bath to follow, or, better still, a half steam-bath
(twenty to thirty minutes) see ibid., till the patient is thoroughly
warm or perspires (therefore according to patient's state) with
bath succeeding. Exposure to change of temperature to be avoided,
diet non-stimulating; do not drink too cold water; breathe pure
air. If this disorder is a secondarj? disease, then a treatment
bearing on the original disorder should be first applied. Where
there is a tendency to relapse, invigorating treatment to be apphed;
in certain cases regenerative treatment. (For Modes of AppH-
cation, see Index.)

CURE OF SPASM AND CATARRH OF THE BLADDER.
Tn the Bilz Sanatorium Dresden-Radebeul.

Mr. A. K., 01 Beriin, 46 years of age, had had gonorrhoea in
January 1897, which the allopathic treatment, consisting of caustic in-

jections, was supposed to have cured. In reality, however, the
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disease was only driven in towards the bladder. After the treat-ment the patient was often seized with violent pains when pa'^sinswater, and these sometimes culminated in the most excriciatingspasms m the bladder. At times the muscles of the bladder wereso contracted that not a drop of urine could be passed, and at

?u ..^T^^''
''^^^''^'^ ^^^^ Passed involuntarily. Ony August, J 897, the patient entered the sanatorium in the

f««!f vf^'a-^^--
t»-eatment adopted consisted in half-baths

(86") with aflusions (72°) on the back, body steam-baths with cool
hip-baths to follow, T packs at night and vegetarian diet. Afterhve weeks treatment not only was the catarrh of the bladder rured
but, what was of more importance to the patient, the difficultiesm micturition and the dreadful spasms of^ the bladder did not
return, and the patient left the sanatorium well and happy.

Bladder, Stone in the, see "Stone".

Bladder, Weakness of the, see "Bladder, Paralysis of the"
and "Bed wetting".

Bladder, Weakness of the, see "Bladder, Spasm of the" and
Bed wetting".

Bladder-worm, see "Tape-worm".

BLEEDING should never be resorted to. It is a disastrous
abuse, by which the patient is only advanced a stage nearer
death. Is it not most lamentable, indeed, that a medical man
should even at this day think of heahng by bleeding, when
he wastes the blood (the vital element) unnecessarily? I implore
every physician, for the welfare of his patients, to abstain from
the practice.

Bleeders, see „Hemophilia".

Bleeding at the nose, see Index.

Bleeding, How to stop, see "Hemorrhage".
Blindness, see „Eyes, Diseases of the".

Blisters, see "Burns".

Blisters on the skin are caused b}- burns or scalds (see

"Burns") and also by frost.

Some diseases also cause blisters to form during the develop-
ment of the diseases. See "Pemphigus".

BLOOD. The blood consists of red and white corpuscles
or globules (Fig. 65) and serum, as w^ell as of fibrin, etc.

The red globules are about 0007 of a millimetre in diameter;
they are so numerous as to make the entire blood appear red. A
grain of sand is about a million times larger in its cubical con-

tents than a red globule. The white blood globules are far few^er
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in number and have the proportion of about one to four hundred,

and are considerably larger. The serum is a very light yellow,

somewhat viscid fluid. An adult has about fifteen to eighteen

pounds of blood, and as at each expansion and contraction of

the heart—which occur seventy five times a minute in a healthy

adult—about one third of a pound of blood is absorbed and moved

by the heart, it follows that 67,500 pounds of blood are propelled

tlirough the heart in its 4,500 beats every hour. Thus the entire

quantity of the blood passes the heart about ninety to a hundred

limes every sixty minutes. See also "Blood circulation of the".

The blood has a twofold task:

The human blood.

Figure 65.

a) and b) full view, c) sectional view, d) lying close together like a pile of

coins, e) and f) dried up globules.

1. It has to nourish and build up all the tissues of the body,
and to supply them with oxygen; which task is performed by
the arteries, for it is in these that the light red blood courses,
impregnated with oxygen, water, albumen, fat, salt, sugar, iron,

etc., for the nourishment of the body.
2. It has to convey back used up matter, such as products of

•combustion, refuse of tissue, etc. ; in fact, all the dross which our
recuperative system no longer requires; and to carr^' it to the
excretive organs; lungs, skin, kidneys, hver, in order that they
may eject it. This office is performed by the veins, containing,
•as is known, thick, dark-red blood, charged with carbonic acid.

In these processes of nutrition and excretion the capillaiy
system plays the principal part, by conveying to the tissues ^1
the nutritive substances and the oxygen of the arterial blood,
whilst carrying to the veins all rejected, used-up tissue, and the
carbonic acid. The capillary system, therefore is the agent of
the process of assimilation and nutrition.

BLOOD (thick or thin). The blood circulation of persons
with thin blood may be Hkened to a bright, rapid stream; that
Of people with thick blood, on the other hand, to a sluggishly
llowmg stream, depositing all kinds ot sUme and filth in its course.
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Thin, light blood is a guarantee of constant health; it carries
with It a light and cheerful spirit, a happy mind, elevating ideas
serene, calm character, an elastic walk, contentment with one*s
lot, altogether domestic peace and happiness; thick blood, the
reverse of all this. The former is attained by a simple, non-
stmiulating diet, much exercise in pure, open air, plenty of sun-
hght, full breathing, breathing gymnastics, sleeping with the window
open, drinking fresh water, etc.

The thick blood, on the contrary, is engendered by indi-
gestible, stimulating diet, eating much meat, drinking strong beer,
brandy, coffee, tea; or much physicking, etc., taking little exercise',
insufficient fresh air and sunlight, breathing superficially, etc.

Blood Corpuscles, see "Blood, Circulation of the".

BLOOD, CIRCULATION OF THE. The heart, which is

surrounded by an envelope of skin (called the pericardium), con-
sists of two chambers (the

.
right and the left), separated by a

partition, as well as of two ante-chambers. It is situated in "'the

lower left side of the cavity of the chest, between the lungs,
and is the organ which effects and maintains the circulation of

the blood.

In describing the circulation of the blood, let us begin with
the lower left chamber (the left ventricle). It contracts and forces

the arterial blood, which it contains, and which is bright-red and
charged with oxygen, into the great artery of the body (the aorta),

by which it is carried to the most remote parts of the body and
into the minutest, finest blood vessels (the capillary vessels) ; here
end the most delicate branches of the arteries, and out of them
again spring the most delicate sources of the veins.—On its way
through the capillary vessels the original arterial bright-red blood,,

charged with oxygen, is changed into dark-red blood charged with

carbonic acid (called venous blood, in contradistinction to the arterial

blood), and is then carried back to the heart by the veins which
gradually unite so as to form great trunks (this is usualty called

the greater circulation of the blood). By the contraction of the

heart, the blood is now again forced through the pulmonary artery

into the lungs. Here the blood,—which, by the circulation through

the body, had become ventDus, dark coloured, and carboniferous,

—is purified, made again arterial and bright-red, and charged with

oxygen: and now it flows through the pulmonary vein back to

the heart (called the lesser circulation of the blood) in order to

enter once more upon its course through the body, which is

accomplished by the rhythmical contraction and expansion of the

heart.

The so-called greater circulation, which carries the blood

containing oxygen through the arteries into the finest capillar'-
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DIAGRAM SHEWING THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD.
The heart lies open to view in front, the arrows show the direction of

the arculation, the dark tubes contain dark-, the white tubes bright-red blood

Fig, üb.

°' ™ni>ing to,o the leftTuriclf Äft '??ff Pf""""^ veins (four

t) capillaries of the nünSr^ci^cuiaTon. ^ «^^^

7*
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DIAGRAM SHEWING THE BLOODVESSELS.
In Fig. 67 the most essential parts of the vascular system within the bodv are

shewn as if the body were transparent The veins are dark, the arteries lighter.

Fig. 67.

1) Ac heart. 8) pulmonary vein (cairying venal blood, branching; out into two jjarts). 3) lower vena

cava. 4) upper rena cava. 5) great aorta. C) its division into the two Jiac artenes 7) division of

Ü>e iliac artery. 8) iliac artery (represented perfect in the right Icg)^ 9) mtemal ihac artery. 10)

carotid artery U) subcla^-ian artery 12) brachial artery (omitted on the right arm). 13) its bi anchmg

out into the radial artery (on the side of the Üiumb), and into the ulnar artery U) braucUiug of

the popliteal artery into the two tibial arteries and the perronea! artery. 15) great cutaneous vein

of 1^ in) cephalic vein. 17) cephaUc vein of elbow, joined in the flexor carpi of elbow by the

' ^ median vein of fore-arm. 18) blood-vessels within the lung.
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vessels, and takes back through the veins the dark carboniferous
blood to the heart, has, therefore, the task of supplying every
organ and tissue of the bod37 with proper nutritious fluid. The
lesser circulation serves to change the dark-red venous blood,
charged with carbon, into bright-red arterial blood, charged with
oxygen ; an office performed by the lungs, and for the purpose of

which pure air particularly rich in oxygen, is essential. See also
"Arteries" and "Veins".

BLOOD, Circulation of the. A new doctrine of the motion
of the blood and refutation of Harvey's theory.

In the Berlin Industrial Ex- _ ^ , ,

hibition an apparatus was exhi- of i^^J^ood with arteries

bited by the firm of Z. Reimann,
by the aid of which Dr. Jezek
has been studying the circulation

of the blood, and which led this

investigator to the examination
of the paradoxical question,

whether the blood circulates at

all. The apparatus had already
been inspected by more than
1000physicians and investigators,

and a confidential collaborateur

of Dr. Jezek took this opportunity
of explaining to them, that the
author of "Reform of human phy-
siology" Dr. Jezek, after an un-
biassed examination, has over-
thrown the old theory of the
circulation of the blood.

As a proof of this new
doctrine, we may mention that
the experiment has been made
of t>ing up some of the principal
arteries, as shown in Fig. 68
the result being that in the
arteries behind the ligatures the A. Tjüng of the carotid artery.

pulse failed, whereas it continued 5' » »' » brachial artery.

to heal in the part of the artery S' " ^ » ^tery.
i^^x,„ . , f ^ , ,

•> i>. „ abdominal aorta.
between the ligature and the
heart, the conclusion being that the blood had not passed through
the tied up places. In spite of this apparently dangerous and
even incredible manipulation no derangement was noticeable in
the condition of the subject of the experiment. According t«
the wellknown theory of Harvey and the physiologists of the
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old school, the blood is driven out of the
Diairram of the circulation ^^ft ventricle into the aorta and its
of the blood according to ramifications. After it has passed throu^rh

Harvey. all the ramifying arteries, and reached the
capillaries, it is supposed to pass into the
veins and through the vena cava into
the right auricle from the latter into thf
right ventricle, which sends it into the pul-
monary arteries, and through their most
delicate branches, the capillaries of the
lungs. From the latter the blood is said
to pass through the pulmonary veins into
the left auricle, and thence into the left

ventricle, where the course is begun again
as illustrated in Fig. 69.

If this circulation is interrupted at any
point, the consequence is vascular engorge-
ment, with serious—indeed fatal conse-
quences.

In point of fact, six prominent physio-
logists, on being interrogated by Dr. Jezek^
have affirmed that an interruption of the
blood circulation, such as would be pro-
duced by tying six of the principal arteries,

ought to cause death ; but as we have seen
above, this was not by any means the case.

The first deduction, viz., that there is

no such thing as circulation at all, attained

probability by experiment, and was also

supported by the following proof
First, the physiologist Frederici has

shown by unimpeachable experiments that

all arteries are sequestrated , i. e, are closed

as if with a stopper; in fact, are blind alleys; and that the blood

cannot pass from the arterial capillaries into the venous capil-

laries. Further, it has not unfrequently been noticed that the aorta

proceeds from both ventricles. In the museum of the College of

Surgeons in Edinburgh is to be seen a specimen, in which the

aorta, as well as the pulmonary artery, proceeds from the right

ventricle. Another specimen shows tliehi both proceeding from

the left ventricle. - In a third, the pulmonary artery is absolutely

wanting and there is an incomplete development of the septum,

the aorta proceeding equally from both ventricles. The individual

in question suffered from cyanosis (the blue disease) from his

seventh year, but lived till the age of twenty. If we consider all

these facts; established as they havebeerl by proof, we shall arrive

Fig. 69.
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at the deduction that the

Harveian theoiy i. e. the

hitherto adopted theor}-

of the circulation of the

blood, is false, for in the

last case, for instance,

where the pulmonar}'

arterywas wanting-, there

could no more be blood-

circulation than in the

above mentioned experi-

ments of Dr. Jezek. in

tying up the arteries.

According to experience,

the lungs dilate with
each inspiration, and in-

side the dilated hing
there prevails a higher
i. e. a positive pressure,

which, after expiration,

sinks under the atmos-
pheric pressure. It has
been repeatedly con-
firmed by manometers,
and also proved by ex-
periments on animals,
that the internal pressure,
when the lungs are at

their greatest degree of
dilation, is strong enough
to press together the
blood-vessels bedded in

the lungs.

Here lies the cardinal
point of Dr. Jezck's dis-

Dilated pulmonary vessels.

Fig. 70.

a. dilated pulmonary vesicles, b. pulmonarj^ veins»
contracted, c. root of the pulmonary vein. e. right
auricle, f. left auricle, g. right ventricle, h. left
ventricle, i. open valve of the aorta, k. closed
valve of the pulmonary artery. 1. vena cava,

m aorta, n. pulmonary tissue.coverv, for it is well
known, from the respiratory fluctuations of the pressure of the
ölood that the movement of the blood is influenced by breathing-
yet, how the positive air pressure develops in the separate pul-
monary vesicles at each inspiration overcomes the blood pressure

pulmonary vessels and sets the blood in motion had hitherto

m^ffI ^"^'-^own. Numerous experiments and exact measure-

vShp« .T^ ".T ^r^^ ^^^^ elasticity of the pulmonary

1 cfißtM
''^^^"^ inspiration exercises a mean pressure of

vpt- 1

'"'^^''^"'"^^s e^ch square centimetre of dilated pulmonaiy
vesicles, dunng the commencement of expansion (i. e. inspiration) ihf-
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Pulmonary vessels contracted.

Fig. 7L

minimum blood pressure, in the

same creature experimented upon
was only 1,216 kilogrammes on
the square centimetre. It is clear

that the higher elasticity of th'

pulmonary vesicles can over-

come the blood pressuie tht

blood - vessels are compressed
and the blood flows to the heart.

The blood is thus forced to

the heart in the direction indicated

by the arrows. Fig. 70 and so the

valves of the pulmonary arteries

are closed. The blood from the

pulmonary artery cannot flow

into the right side of the heart,

but must force its way into the

pulmonary tissue, through the

wall ot the artery. On the othti

hand, the blood in the pulmonary
veins flows unobstructed into the

left side of the heart.—But then

the pressure in the left side of

the heart rises to a maximum
and opens the valve of the aorta

so that the blood enters, under a

strong pressure, in to this Sivtery

and its branches. This purely

mechanical process, however,
». pulmonary vesicles contracted, b. pul-

j j^-^^ j^^gg
monary vein. c. root of the pulmonary . J

. .
r

,
cj r

artery, d. root of the pulmonary vein, of positive air-pressure, for after

e. right auricle, f. left auricle, g. right expiration, this pressure in the

ventricle, h. left ventricle, i. closed lung-cells, as already emphasized,
valve of the aorta, k. open valve of

ginksdown under the atmospheric

pressure. While the air pressure

IS in the acts of sinking, the pul

the pulmonary artery.

m. aorta, n. pulmonary tissue

monary vesicles contract and thepreviously contracted and so emptied
j

blood-vessels can again dilate. Thereupon arises however, in the so-
^

called pulmonic circulation, a space void of blood, whilst a nega-

tive pressure, i. e. vacuum, results. On the other hand, the rest

of the blood-vessels belonging to the circulation of the body are

under the highest positive pressure, so that there is a great

difference of pressure between the lung-vessels on the one band,

and the rest of the blood-vessels on the other. This difference

of pressure forces the blood into motion, so that it commences

to move from the point of hiRhest pressure to that «f the lowe-t
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Therefore bv the backward flowing arterial blood, the valve of

the aorta 'becomes closed, and by the blood-stream from the

veins the valve of the pulmonary artery opened.
^ ^ ^.

Alter the valve of the aorta is closed, motion ol the blood m
the arterial system naturally ceases, but, on the other hand, after

the opening of the valve of the pulmonary artery, the motion oi

the blood in the venous system is accelerated, so that the pul-

monary arteries, which have become empty, are quickly hiled

with venous blood. At the same time the pulmonary veins hll

with the arterial blood in the pulmonary tissue, to which is added

the arterial blood from the left side of the heart streaming from

the latter into the absorbing lung.

This physical process only takes place dunng the phase ot

negative air-pressure. After the pulmonary artery has been filled

with venous, and the pulmonary veins with arterial blood, the

positive air-pressure is again set up in the lung-cells as long as

inspiration lasts. This forces the venous blood from the pul-

monary artery into the pulmonary tissue, where it experiences

a change, and forces the arterial blood from the pulmonary

veins into the left side of the heart, and from these into

the aorta. In the meanwhile expiration commences and the

process just described is repeated; so the rusult of Dr. Jezek b

experiments is as follow:—The cause of the motion of the blood

does not lie in the heart but in the lungs; the blood does not

circulate and does not flow equally in all districts, but streams
backwards and forwards in the pulmonary veins, as the imme-
diately preceding diagram clearly illustrates.

BLOOD, CONGESTION OF THE, is the term for an increased
flow of the blood to certain parts of the body, especially the head.

Treatment.—A derivative treatment is to be applied to parts
lying distant from that affected, also soothing or cool compresses
on the affected place itself.

Thus for example, congestion of blood to the head, is to be
treated either by stimulating throat compress, body compress,
half or three-quarter packs on the feet or legs, or with foot
steam-baths, half steam-baths, hip-baths, etc., combined with
continual soothing or cool compresses on the head. If the cause
be stagnation of the blood in the throat, caused by hard or
swollen glands, tumours, scars, etc., frequent massage of the
throat, stroking, kneading, rubbing, is to be applied to the affected
parts. Frequent throat massage in acute congestions of blood to
the head.—combined, of course, with other derivative applications.
See also "Blood, Congestion of, in Kneipp cure".

ihroat massage is less applicable in chronic congestions.
P^or Modes of Applications, see Index.
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Blood corpuscles, see "Blood".

BLOOD, COUGHING, SPITTING OR VOMITING OF.
Whenever blood is couglied up, it is always a sign that some greater
or smaller blood-vessels have been ruptured. Most Irequently the
blood comes from the air passages of the lungs or from the stomacli,

and the cough is attended with a feeling of great anxiety, also

with clammy perspiration, nausea, pallor, extreme exhaustion, in

some cases even witli fainting, wandering of the mind and con-

vulsions. The blood from the lungs and air passages in bright

red and foamy in appearance. That originating from the stomach
is dark red, almost black, mingled with fragments of food and
not foamy. The quantity of blood expectorated is sometimes only

small, at other times as much as some quarts at a time; this is

particularly the case in hemorrhage of the lungs ; the attack often

recurs two or three times a day for some time, sometimes only

after an interval of several da3'S.

Genuine Hoemoptysis or from coughing of blood, arising from

rupture of a blood-vessel, often occurs quite suddenly; on the

other hand, it is often heralded by a feehng of warmth and pressure

behind the sternum. Although the loss of blood may be consider-

able and the attacks often repeated, yet death seldom ensues as

the direct result of a rupture of a blood vessel.

Causes.—Hemorrhage of the lungs is a symptom of severe

disorder of the lungs arising from destruction of pulmonary tissue,

or extravasation of blood from a large artery, or from the mucous

membrane of the broncheae. If the bleeding be sudden and very

considerable, it arises from rupture of a blood-vessel. Often,

however, it is caused by the bursting of one of the small vessels

of the trachea ; this case is much less serious and need not cause

any anxiety. In case of blood rising from the stomach, this may

result from various diseases as: scarlet fever, measles, smallpox

etc., also from tumour in the stomach, open gastric cancer (especial-

ly when large masses of matter resembling the sediment of coffee

are ejected) also inflammation and congestion of the stomach,

disorder of the heart, liver, spleen etc.

Vomiting of blood, as distinguished from rupture of a blood-

vessel arises in most cases from the casting off of bleedmg debris

from tiie mucous membrane of the stomach, or from a round gastric

tumous in which case the blood is discharged either with the

stools or by vomiting. Sometimes the bleeding originates in the

gums or the nose, the blood finding its way thence mto the throat.

In these cases the bleeding can always be localised.

Treatment.—All tight clothing must be at once removed

from the chest,; the lungs must be spared and the action ol the

heart depressed as much as possible, hence talking and mental
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exitenient should be avoided; care should be taken that the

patient does not breathe air loaded with dust or anything calcu-

lated to irritate the lungs.

The patient must remain perfectl}' quiet in bed, in pure, cool,

but not cold air, and rather sitting than tying down except in

case of severe gastric hemorrhage, when his position should be
horizontal. He must keep his mind as easy as possible. Then a

stimulating leg-pack should be given, or a hot-water bottle covered
with damp linen applied to the feet, or a steam-bath for the

hands and feet combined with soothing chest- and neck-com-
presses, which should be well wetted and frequently changed.
The temperature of the compresses should be respectively 77^

(lukewarm) and 66^ (cool). This treatment is to be continued till

the bleeding ceases, then one or two lukewarm (77^

—

S2^) hip-
baths of fifteen to twenty-five minutes duration can be given
daily and the neck compresses continued, the patient being well
rubbed and dried afterwards, hi gastric hemorrhage cool com-
presses should be applied to the stomach, and cold water squirted
on to the face in case of fainting. Food should be eaten cool,
and water taken as a beverage. Enemata may be employed in
case of constipation; if the malady be deep seated a strengthening
treatment should be adopted. In all cases of internal hemorrhage,
where the blood, instead of being discharged from the body,
finds its way into internal cavities or organs, e. g. into the spine
or brain, soothing compresses as above should be applied, and
the patient kept as quiet as possible. Should small

,
unimportant

vessels be broken, in consequence of a strain for instance, where
extravasation of blood may take place and pain be felt, it will
be sufficient to apply a stimulating compress.

See also "Hemorrhage of the lungs". (For Modes of Appli-
cation see Index). See also the articles "Breaking a blood vessel"
and Hemorrhage" under Kneipp cure.

BLOOD-POISONING may be the result of vaccination dis-
charge of pus or matter in the body, uraemia, or the bite of
poisonous reptiles, mad dogs, the sting of insects, cadaveric poison
(absorbed at dissections), etc.

fir«f^ff'"'rT-~^il^^i^^"?'
inflammation, and pains in the part

c^Ll'^p^^^^ - appears,

URAF^r^f'^'Q^'''^*
under the corresponding heads, a- Ever,

etf and
-^''^^-'^ J^^^^^^ HTOROPHOBfA

He^d Poi«^ poisonings, as: Poisonlng, by Arsenic!

.i,ff.^^^^^'
POVERTY OF (ÄNJEMIÄ). The female sexsuflfers more Irequently from this dis'ease than thi male thre^-fourths
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of all such cases falling to the former. Pover ty of blood is met
with continually, especially in connection with 'the complaints to
which the female sex is subject, and it is therefore mostly
mentioned under its most prominent accompanying symptoms.

The main cause of poverty of blood is the lack of blood-
forming food, and, in a great measure, also want of fresh air. It

is caused in the female sex by loss of blood in miscarriages,
irregular menstruation, application of leeches in catarrh of the
uterus.

Symptoms.—Pale or yellowish, cold, dried skin, pale yellow
complexion. The red corpuscles in the blood also appear paler,
and can diminish by one sixth part in quantity. A sh^ht chilly

feeling, great lassitude, difficulty of breathing, and palpitation of

the heart on the slightest exertion, headache, flickering before
the eyes, noises in the ears. In acute cases, icy-cold skin, the
face becomes pale blue, the nose pinched, fever is present, blood
is vomited, dropsy and fainting fits.

Causes.—Either an independent serious disease of some ot <

the organs ot digestion, or an insufficient supply of food, is the

cause. Great loss of the vital fluids of the body, too frequent

confinements, suckhng too long, loss of blood at confinement, in-

juries, violent hemorrhages, vomiting blood, bleeding at the

nose, etc.

Treatment.—First remove the cause, if possible, and then,

above all, take out-door exercise in pure air, sleep with the

window open, and take non-stimulating
,

easily- digested food,

particularly plenty of green vegetables e. g. spinach, peas, carrrots,

asparagus, parsnips, green salad, and fruit. The patient should

also take two soft-boiled eggs a day, and, in exceptional cases,^

also a small piece of roast meat, etc. As beverage, fruit juice^

and water milk, etc. Then proper attention should be paid to the

skin. Two very mild and short steam box-baths or foot steam-

baths daily, followed by (86o to 92") gentle wet rubbings of th

whole body or lavations, but this only if the steam-bath agrees witl

the patient; or, two short (88" to 94*') baths, with dry rubbing

to follow, should be substituted, or (86" to 92") lavations in bed.

With patients who have some strength left, two or three stimu-

lating (80«) three-quarter packs with hot-water bottle, wrapped in

a damped cloth to the feet (one and a half to two hours); in

fact, the lowest degrees given should always be chosen for

vigorous patients. If it can be borne, a daily half steam-bath

(30 minutes), with (88") lukewarm bath and douche, as well as

vigorous friction of the legs
,
may be substituted for the above

treatment. Or, instead of this, a dailv three-quarter stean:i - batk

in bed (one to two hours) followed by a (72") lukewarm wet

rubbing of the whole body.
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Above all, foot and hand steam-baths are excellent m pro^

moting the process of assimilation, which in poorness of blood

ind in gree^i sickness is always m an md^fferent s ate For

natients who suffer from cold i. e. chilly subjects, full-baths as

warm as can be comfortably borne are advised. An invigorating

reatment may also with caution be introduced.

See also "Women, Diseases of".
. .

Treatment by massage, and curative gymnastics as with in-

vigorating treatment. See also "Chlorosis". (For Modes of

Application see Index.

POVERTY OF BLOOD AND GREEN SICKNESS.

From "The Paradise of Health."

I went to my miller's, Mr. H., the other morning, to pay for

two sacks of coarse wheat-flour which I had bought. I found the

family at breakfast. One of his daughters, a girl of 9 years of

age, pale and thin, attracted my attention. She was drinking

chocolate, of which a half finished cup was before her; her roll

lay crumbled beside her.

"You are a natural healer," said Mr. H., "can you tell me
what would do this child good? She won't eat, or drink, as you

see. She has no mind for play, still less for learning. She is

now in the hands of the third doctor, and no medicine does her

any good." I asked: "What is the doctor doing for the child?"

"He has ordered her some fresh sheep's blood." I could hardly

believe my ears, and thought I had not heard aright. "What do
you say, fresh sheep's blood! How is that possible?"

They all laughed, and Mr. H. remarked that this remedy
was very common in the place; he was surprised 1 had not heard

of it. "When does your daughter drink the blood?" "One of us

goes eveiy morning with her to the butcher's in town, who cuts

ofl[" the head of a sheep and lets the blood run into a glass, which
my child drinks off at once, and then we return home." "Oh,
how horrible, how abominable! No, Mr. H., I could not have
believed such a thing was possible." "What are we to do? The
doctor orders it, and he should surely know whether it is right."

*But don't you see in what condition your child is, in spite of

it? That ought to teach you to have nothing to do with doctors.
The child's own nature is its best and promptest physician. You
may engage half a dozen more doctors, every one of them will
have different ideas, ascribe a different illness to the child, and
order different remedies. Wliat did the second doctor try to cure
with?" "Oh, he ordered cod-liver oil, which she took for three
or four months." "What horrible stuff to swallow! Poor child,
how they have maltreated you, without procuring you any real
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reliei !—And the first doctor, what was his nostrum?" "The first

doctor treated her for green sickness, and she had to take iron
in pills for some time." "Ah, now I am not astonished to see
your daughter is so weak and miserable. Iron, cod-liver oil,

sheep's blood!!! What a beautiful triad!— And did the child drink
the blood without disgust?" "The first few times it did not go
down easily, but she takes a little brandy, or a small glass ol

sherry, directly after it." "Brandy! Well"^ I am astonished; one
evil breeds another. And does your daughter look on with in-

difference, when a sheep's throat is being cut, in order that she

may drink its blood?"
"All that grows into habit; she sometimes chooses the sheep

herself!" "Well, Mr. H., I should not have beheved a thing of

this kind were possible ; it is a very sad experience. It is dread-

ful to think how humanity suffers by the utter ignorance or the

terrible idiocy of ph37sicians, as well as by the humbug of quacks

—

and is kept in everlasting leading strings, and allows itself to be

deceived and led astray by them."
"Well, you seem to be dead against any medical remedies;

what do you, then, advise me to do?"
The mother's attention was arrested. I suggested a correct

vegetarian, natural diet; next, a cool, short bath to be given

every day, or at least every third day, to be succeeded every time

by vigorous friction, and walking exercise afterwards
;
and, above

all : no doctor.

My advice appeared feasible to Mrs. H. She said she had

tried so many things, and the child's condition had only become

worse with every fresh doctor, and they might as well tr\' it for

a 'month, and go to the mill and live there, four miles from town,

in which 1 completely agreed with her.

Good results were certain. In a fortnight the child had a

healthy complexion, played merrily with her brothers and sisters;

and, now, after six weeks' time, she is at school again.

CASE OF ANiEMIA AND CHLOROSIS
cured in the Bilz Sanatorium. Dresden-Radebeul.

Mrs. S. of Z. aged 35 came under our treatment in the

middle of October 1897. She comes from a healthy family, was

always in good health as a child, and developed rapidly, but was

always anemic. The only serious disease she had had was

typhoid fever, but she had suffered from passing attacks of

abscess of the stomach (very possibly in consequence of the

poverty of blood). She had been married for 12 years, but had

never had a normal deliver)^ having twice had a miscarriage m
the third and fourth months respectively.
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The lady, who was tall, strong and well developed, did not,

at first sight, give the impression of illness. Examination how-
ever revealed immistakeable symptoms of chronic anaemia; pale-

ess in the mucous membrane, a scarcely perceptible pulse, and
I rushing noise in the large vessels of the throat, frequently met
with in anaemic people. Decided s\^mptoms of general nervous
weakness (neurasthenia) were present at the same time, especial-

V considerably increased knee reflexes. The patient's feelings

orresponded with these objective s3miptoms. The least exertion

dred her and she constantly felt a desire for rest and sleep, and
suffered from giddiness and headache (owing to the absence of

blood in the brain) as well as from cold feet. In addition she
complained of constipation, loss of spirits, and great excitability.

The treatment consisted at first in mild applications of water
(lukewarm, shallow and hip-baths, bathing the feet etc.) and as
soon as improvement set in these were gradually replaced by
cooler applications (Kneipp's shallow - baths

,
short, cold local

affusions etc.). Massage, gymnastics and open air exercise adapted
to her strength were ordered at the same time, together with
nourishing but non-stimulating diet. After being treated for six

weeks the padent's condidon had so far improved that she was
able to leave the establishment in renewed health and vigour^
and resume her household duties after a long interval.

POVERTY OF BLOOD
cured the "Bilz" Sanatorium.

Mr. W. of Spandau, 31 years of age, comes of a healthy
family, had measles, German measles and erj-sipelas, but otherwise

i
has always enjoyed good health. For some vears he suffered

i
from constant diarrhoea, and since October 1895 experienced a

j
continuous loss of weight, accompanied by rumbling and gripes
in the abdomen, weakness in the loins, dizziness in the head and

j
cold hands and feet. His sleep was frequently disturbed by trouble-

j
some dreams. The army doctors who treated him attached

j
most importance to the disorders of the stomach, and began a

i
purely local treatment of the stomach for which all sorts of medi-

! ernes were prescribed. Unfortunately thev had no effect, even
. Carlsbad waters failing to stop his illness. The patient continued
to lose strength, and the doctors were anxious to send him to a
military hospital for further treatment. Dreading the hospital and
suspecting (probably not without good reason), that he would never
leave the place alive, the patient declined to adopt this course,
out thanks to the intervention of a high official, who was a friend
01 his obtained four weeks' leave of absence. Without a moment's
aeiay He started for Bilz's Sanatorium and arrived there on May 30'^*
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He presented a sorry spectacle. His digestive organs were thorough-
ly weakened, his hollow eyes and cheeks gave him the appearance
of a man who was dangerously ill, suffering, one might say, from
pulmonary disease in an advanced stage.

However a thorough examination soon revealed the fact that ..

the most important internal organs were sound, and that it was f

only a severe case of anaemia and nervous weakness; so there ^
was no occasion to lose heart. First and foremost it was necessary \

to purge the bad blood by a strengthening and blood -cleansing

diet and also to ease the bowels by passing day and night in

pure air containing plenty of ozone, by air baths and by the appli-

cation of lukewarm water. The local treatment was limited as

much as possible, and consisted of body vapour-baths followed by
cool hip-baths for the purpose of reviving the circulation of the

:blood in the abdomen. Even after a few days a surprising change

was apparent in his condition. The stool was regular, no longer

thin but firmly formed, while the patient's appetite increased to

such an extent the he said he could eat like a ploughboy, and

a proportionate increase in weight was observable. His appearance

improved and in a month's time he was able to return perfectly

cured.

We should mention here that few stomach complaints and

disorders of digestion which originate partly in nervous ailments

and partly in poverty of blood can be cured in such a short time jj

-as the above was. Very often it takes months, if they are at all f
;

curable, and the greatest patience on the part of the healer as ^

well as of the patient is absolutely necessary, in order to brmg ^

•about the desired reUef or cure.

Blood, Excess of, see „Hyper.emia".

BLOOD-LETTING. It is effected by means of lancet,

leeches, or cupping; but, thank God, is being abandoned more J:

and more generally by modem physicians since science has proved vj i

it to be a fact that any apparent advantage gamed by bleeding !^

is only a very transient one, while the iniury inflicted is lasting. J;

He who bleeds greatly prejudices life and health, as well as the
j,

prospect of curing the disease. -
}!

Periodical blood-letting, to which the system can become

accustomed to such a degree as to require it from time to time,;^;

in order to prevent sickness, is highly objectionable Lven it the
jj,

injure done by it is not at once palpable, yet it detrimental m-
^

fluence on the vitality of the whole system is sure to be felt m

^fh^atural Method of HeaUng, b^eding is never
^^^f^^^>

\

better means of obta ning the same result. We bring ,

XurfnormTciStion of the &ood and apply a detergent,|
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soothing treatment and order non-stimulating diet, which is far

nore effective than bleeding, and which cannot do any injury.

See also: "Plethora."

BLOOD, Plethora of, are large injurious collections of
jlood in any given organ.

Treatment.—In general, very moderate, mixed, or non-
stinmlating diet, particularly invalid's diet; drinking fresh v/ater
when thirstj'-, plenty of fresh air, sleeping with the window open.
Moreover, plenty of gentle exercise, occasional stimulating fuli-

jjacKs or steam-baths in bed, followed by (88^) lukewarm bath,
or (77'') lukewarm wet rubbing of the whole body, and every night
a body compress. If congestion of the brain, of the spinal marrow,
he lungs, liver, or spleen, etc., has taken place, proceed deter-
ently—i. e., give stimulating packs on legs or feet, hip-baths, hah
.r foot steam-baths; also put coolmg compresses on the affected
•art. Stimulating three-quarter or half packs would do well in-
stead of these. Small lukewarm enemata, three to six, as a deter-
gent measure, and ampler ones for constipation.

Treatment by massage consists here especially of derivative
nassage, above all kneading the arms and legs vigorously.

(For Modes of Application see Index.)

BLOOD, Temperature of the. The normal, regular tern
perature of a healthy person is on the average 98° or rather
accordmg to the time of day, between 98'' and 100".

Blood, Spitting of, see "Blood".

Blood, Vomiting of, see ''Blood".

Blotches, see "Pl\:ples".

Blotches, see Index.

Blueberry, see Index.

Blueberry Soup, see Index.

Blue Disease see "Cyanosis",

Body Compress, see Index.

Body, Massage of the, see „Massage of the whole body .

Body Pack, see Index

h.?^^\ ''i^'^P^J'ature of the. The normal temperature o<

whites rfo^wVon^r'sufcr
=

and many an.mals, independent of external temperature rem!, ining

s
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^

unafifected by the changes which take place in the latter. It is

produced principally in the glands and muscles: this fact can be ,

proved directly by muscular work, which is able to raise the

temperature of the body 20 It is subject to a certain amount of

fluctuation during the course of the day, corresponding to the

reception of nourishment and the alternations of exercise and

repose. It rises slowly from seven in the morning till four in the

afternoon, when it reaches its highest point which it maintains

until nine in the evening, when it falls again. Heat is not produced

uniformly in every part of the body; it depends principally on the

change of tissue, and is evolved during the process of the con-

version of the food in our bodies by oxidation into carbonic acid,

water and urea. This process is carried on with greatest vigour

in the places where the muscles are in active movement; the latter

then furnish a superabundance of heat. The heat thus produced

IS distributed through the body by the blood, being carried in

this manner to those parts which do not produce any warmth

themselves. These latter, however, are always at a disadvantage,

as in shown by the cold feet of those leading sedentary lives,

since the heat of the body results from the process of oxidation,

and this process takes place in the muscles.

In opposition to this process of production of heat, stands

the consumption of heat when the body is in an environment of

different temperature. Warmth disappears in the first place through

radiation, when the surrounding air is cooler than than the body,

the loss being in direct proportion to the difference in the tempera-

ture in the second place through conduction, the heat being

transferred to a cooler body in contact with our own, and lastly

through evaporation of the moisture on the skin. Helmholtz estimates

that 150/0 of the total loss of heat is due to the last named cause;

about 5 0/0 is given off through the lungs. . „
This loss of heat is restored by nourishment, and m estimating

the comparative importance of different articles ol food we have

to consider their value in this respect. By a unit of heat we

mean, as we have already explained, the amount of heat necessan^

to raise the temperature of one kilogr. of water one degree K.

and by experiment we find that albumen possesses o"? starch 4

and fat 9-5 units., Albumen, however, does not develop its total

heat producing power; only about 4-5 units ^re available as a

portion of it passes away from the body unconsumed, being changed

'"'^n'm-der to maintain the same temperature the body must

be furnished with means enabling it to adapt itself to the external

f^mnerature- it must have the power to replace a loss, as weH

Lrt^St rid of' a'-superabundan^ of heat. The former obj

IS effected by the^ cohsumption of food; this is shown by the fact
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that our appetite is keener in winter than in summer ; a second

means to the same end is muscular exercise. A person sitting

or standing will feel cold in a room which appears warm to a

man hard at work in it. The body moreover adapts itself spon-

taneously to cold in the following manner:—in consequence of the

irritation communicated by cold to the skin, the body is stimulated

to the production of heat and an increased supply of blood is

directed to the sldn, whereby its loss of heat is made good. This

increase in the supply of blood is rendered possible by the pro-

perty of expansion and contraction possessed by the arteries.

The latter are stimulated to employ this power by the spontaneous
action of certain nerves. When the teniperature of the body
rises the arteries of the skin expand, tlius permitting the blood
to cool more rapidly; when the temperature falls, they contract,

thereby preventing further cooling: Again, a high temperature
promotes perspiration, by the evaporation of which heat gets
abstracted from the body. Lastly we protect ourselves by clothing;,

. wearing thicker or thinner garments as the external temperature
requires; making use also of the difference between white and
black for this object.

We see therefore that the physical processes of heat are
continually at work in and around lis, and that it is by no m.eans
valueless to gain a closer acquaintance with them . little as they
may seem at first sight to have to do with the subject of health.

Boils, see "Abscess".

BOIL (.Furuncle). This is an inllanimation ol the cellular
tissue, the hair follicles or the sebaceous gland, which is very
common especially with young people. Boils appear chiefly on
the thighs, seat, abdomen and neck, however they are sometimes
met with on other parts.

Symptoms.—Roughness and redness of the skin oiadually
developing mto a swelhng which has a perceptible point and is
hard, tightly drawn and very painful -at times of a throbbing nature

After the lapse of a longer or shorter period (if treated bvour method, m a few days) it comes to a head, and looks as if
there were a core in the boil; this is the destroyed follicle which
IS undermined and expelled by pus or matter, after this has taken
place the wound quickly heals. However a reddened protrii-
»erance or scar remains for some little time.

Tmr. ^t"^^^
— Jri-itation of the skin, such as. violent scratching

food .n^''^"' Z'-^^'^*

the blood inconsequence of highlv.seasoned

a .ttt f i'"'"^''"^''.
."ledicme etc. contact with animal matter in

«i state ot decomposition

nftp7^f^l^^^' T^" ^^^^y ^^^^ the boil should be kneadedafter which soothmg and softening compresses should be apphed.
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For this purpose rough Unen cloth folded several times may be

used. It is wrung out—not very dry—in water 64" to 7 70 and

laid on the place and well covered with flannel. The compress

is left on for several hours or throughout the night; when it gets

dry or troublesome or causes pain, it should be removed. The
compresses are to be continued till the boil opens (see also

"Stimulating Compresses"). Boils treated in this manner open

of themselves as a rule, upon which stimulating compresses (770)

are applied. An I80 wet rubbing of the whole body should be

given daily, and, where feasible, lukewarm baths with affusion or . j.

dropping of water on the affected part should be adopted. Also ']\

gentle syringing of the boil.

In more severe cas^s a series of six to eight steam com-

presses should be laid on the boil two or three times a day, m
order to bring it to a head quickly and then a few stimulatmg

full packs or steam-baths in bed with extra compresses on the

boil are neccessary, these to be followed by wet rubbing of the

whole body. K on-stimulating diet and fresh air are essential.

(For Modes of Application see Index.) Respecting cutting or

opening a boil see "Ulcers" and "Bad health", see also Kneipp

Cure of boil, also "Carbuncle" and reports of cures under "Ulcers .

BONES, FRACTURE OF, may be caused by any force, capable

of destroying the cohesion of the different parts, and may be the

result of a fall, push, jamming, or injuries of other kinds, etc

The lone- bones break most easily; the round bones are not

easily broken Bones situated near the surface break much more

easily than those more protected from violence by a thicker

covering of flesh, etc. The nature of fractures vanes considerably,

according to the force employed and other circumstances. Ihey

are distinguished as simple, compound, comminuted, transverse,

oblique, double, treble, displaced, nondisplaced, green-stick, com-

plete, recent, and neglected fractures.

Description.-A feeling of friction, which the sufferer ex-

neriences at every attempt at movement. If the bone is broken

Setely! it is^impossible to move the hmb. Moreover, the

broken ends take up an altered position towards each othei

cSan'mgwn consequence, the external shape of the fractured part^

This altered appearance is most apparent m the upper and lower

'xt eÄ When by the shifting of the bone its former axis

changed the hmb has undergone a lateral displacement, rf

T Sokfn end is raised up, and the lower end has shifted m a

ateraU oskion, a considerable shortening and thickening (swe lin^

occur a' tlie place of fracture (swelling at the part of the fr^

bone may also be caused by extravasated masses ol blood). At

the in^id spot there is either a depression-that is the fissure
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between the two broken ends—or else a sharp edge or point is

observable (Figs. 119 and 120)— this is the end of the fractured

bone. If both ends be seized with the hands, they can be pushed

into different directions, a thing impossible with an uninjured bone.

Vieiv of a broken leg, by Dr Ruff.

Fig. 72.

The end of such a broken bone may pierce the skin and
become visible; in the same way splinters of bone may lie ex-
posed in wounds by crushing.

View of a leg with fractured bone, laid open, by Dr. Ruff.

Fig. 73.

In simple fractures, the altered position of the broken ends
IS only slight, but the swelling around the fracture is considerable
ft IS rather difficult to distinguish these fractures ; even physicians
and surgeons often have difficulty in doing so. The principal
mdication of fracture is the grating noise caused by the friction
of the two .ends against each other. On rubbing them together
a scrapmg or creaking noise is distinctly heard, as of two pieces
Ol sugar bemg grated together. Above all, the pain which th^
patient exjpenences, ^d the subsequent inflnmnnatir.n and swelling
near the fracture, are the surest guides.

It heals by the fractured ends exudmg new, soft osseous
substance, hlhng any mterstice, and bringing about their agglutina-
toon without any sign of suppuration. This substance (callus)
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fluid in die beginning, gradually grows denser, till at last it is

hard and firm. A broken limb that has healed must therefore
be treated carefully for a time, say six months.

Treatment.— Two things have mainly to be kept ii\ view;
the most exact union possible of the two fractured ends, and
their lasting retention in that position, providing it corresponds
in every respect with the normal position.

In cases, where no displacement of the ends has occurred,
simply putting the bones into splints is sufficient; in complicated,
difficult cases, however, a firmer bandage is necessary to prevent
imperfect agglutination with shortening of the bone, etc. These
compound fractures heal, of course, much more tardily.

Having fiist removed the garments from the fractured limb
(by cutting them away or undoing the seams), the first thing to

do is to put the patient—or, rather, the broken limb—in a proper
position, best on a sack filled with chaff, because it allows of a

iiollow being made in it corresponding with the fractured part.

But feather cushions, bags filled with sand, wire-work, etc., may
also be utilized for the same purpose. The bone is then set,

which only a competent man must perform.

In cases of broken ribs, it is best to place the patient on a

mattress or bed, which prevents any further flexion. For the

perfect healing process, and therefore a favourable result, depends
in a great measure on a proper adjustment of the broken ends.

In every fracture, therefore, it is of paramount importance to get

the two fractured ends in their original position; for which pur-

pose a second person is required, who holds the end which lies

in its correct position, while the first adjusts the part that has

been shifted or bent, and puts it into its natural place. The
fractured place is then loosely bound, three or four times round,

with a damped bandage, six inches wide, not too tightly, because

of the swelling which supervenes.—Over this bandage, two or

three well-fitting spünts, made of thin wood or sufficiently strong

paste-board, are fixed with tapes. Over them a threefold layer

of damped linen and wadding, and a flannel bandage as a

final covering. The patient is then warmly wrapped up and

allowed to rest, but not allowed to move the fractured part.—If

he feels too warm, the bandage is removed as far as the splints,

a cold wet linen covering is put round the whole, whilst the first

covering is washed and dried.—The wet bandage lying beneath

the splints may remain on for three or four days, and may be

moistened during that time, or dabbed with^a wet sponge if the

patient finds it too dry. That too, however, is changed in the

course of three or four days, and the fractured place is closely

examined. This proceeding is repeated, till the fracture heals.

See also respect;ing amputation, "Wounds and their Treatment .
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As far as possible the diet should be non-stimulating; fresh

air, and careful attention to the skin must be given as they

great!}' further the healing process. If the bandage cannot be

put on speedily, cold compresses, to ward off inflammation, are

beneficial. See also "Broken arm".

Dr. Werner writes on treatment with massage:

"The object of the doctor, in employing massage in simple

fractures, is to withdraw blood that has collected at the fractured

Temporary bandage for a broken thigh.

Fig. 74.

place and its surrounding parts, and to cause its absorption by
stroking, so as to enable the fractured ends to unite closely and
neatly. Not till then should the ends be rigidly fixed by immov-
able bandages, and left on till a firm union is effected". When

Simpie splint attached to a broken leg, recommended by Dr. Ruff.

Fig. 75.

that has taken place, massage is once more resorted to, to
prevent any possible stiffness in the joint, and both active and
^^^"^^ curative gymnastic movements should be perfomed.When the bandage is no longer necessary, massage in the form
ot gentle stroking may be applied. After that, gentle kneading
and sott tapping, and, finally, cautiously perforaied passive and
active movements are gone through "
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As, in fracture of bones, the first aid (which may influencf-

for good or evil the subsequent heahng process) generally comfr^

from untutored hands, the necessary hints for making a temporal
,

bandage are here given. Take two pieces of wood, light poles,

posts, hoe or broom sticks, etc. In fractures of the leg these

pieces of wood must reach to the knee, in those of the thigh the

inside piece must extend as far as the abdomen, and the outside

one right up to the armpit.

These pieces of wood are placed against the outside and

inside of the legs, with pads of folded handkerchiefs or cloths or

plaited straw, and are then securely tied with handkerchiefs or

cord. Both thighs and legs are tied together (at about three

different places), and the upper end of the long splint is tied to

the body. (Fig. 74.)

It is advantageous if, in taking up and removing the patient,

the broken leg is placed on a board the length of the whole kg,

and is loosely tied there. This also is a kind of improvised bandage.

Dr. Ruff gives directions how to make a simple temporary

bandage in the following manner: Take two laths, thin poles,

hoe or broom sticks, the length of the broken bone; lay them on

the outer edges of a cloth

Improvised bandage, invented by Dr. Ruff, folded several times— any

sufficiently stout material, plai-

ted straw, even a workman's

blouse, may be used—roll

them over with the cloth

around them till they approach

each other near enough to

leave just sufficient space be-

tween them for the broken

limb to fit in. The cloth is

fixed to the laths with cord,

or it may be nailed on. A groove is thus formed as a solt

support with rigid edges. (Fig. 76.) This is then puslied

slowly under the injured bone—which should be taken up Dy

a second assistant, very carefully and gently, a litde below

the fractured place, and raised exacdy at the moment when the,

other person pushes the appliance underneath. VVhen this is

done and two more splints have been tied with cord to the sides

ot the fractured bone, the patient will not experience any pain

worth speaking of after he has been placed on the stretcher, aiKl

a displacement of the broken ends will be impossible. :

In fractures of the upper or of th(> ton arm, splints mad. o!

flat pieces of wood, bark of trees, and the like, are sufficient thy

are hned with foliage, straw, grass, etc., and tied with h.ma.

kerchiefs or cord.
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Simple bandage
ftemporary) for a broken

upper- or forearm.

A broken forearm is generally put

in a sling made of a large handkei chief

or neckerchief, folded so that it forms

three corners, and so that the arm can

quietly rest in it. Even inexperienced

people can do this. (Fig. 77.)

Not until this temporar},' bandage
has been put on can the sufferer be
placed on a stretcher, and that must
be done very gently and cautiously,

in order to avoid not only great pain,

Wut also a dangerous displacement of the _
fractured bone. (Fig. 78.) The stretcher ^^^5
may consist of a short ladder, door, ve-

hicle, sledge, etc., or sacks of straw or

mattresses. The broken bone must, Fig. 77.

during the transport, be kept in a quiet

position.

Children with broken thighs or legs, after having a temj^orary
bandage put on, can easily be carried home b^'^ an adult person.

The improvised bandages described above become particularly

necessary when the accident happens in the open fields, or in a
wood by the fall of branches, stones, etc., and when the sufferer

huts to be carried a long distance. Such a bandage is exchanged,
when the home or other refuge is reached, for a bandage, with
proper splints, put on by an expert.

Improvised stretcher^ recommended by Dr. Ruff.

Fig. 78.

If there are no other means of transport at hand, the sufferer may be
taken home on this improvised stretcher.

If neither a stretcher nor a carriage can be had, four people
are generally required for the safe lifting and transport of a person
with a fractured leg. Of these two keep the limb in an evea,
quiet position, whilst the other two support the body of the sufferer
m a half-sitting posture ; their hands being placed under his back
and seat, and one of his arms clasping each of their necks. M
•Riy two helpers are available, they must carry the injured man
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ow their crossed hands, chair-fashion, while his arms clasp thdi-
necks. If a chair can be obtained so much the better. In case of
need, where only one helper is at hand, all he can do is to can

>
oflf' the siifTerer on his back with the legs hanging loose. Some-
tinves it may happen that no one is present to help, and that tlv

injm-ed man has to drag himself away some distance. He will i)est

accompUsh this by sitting on the ground, moving backwards, and.
*'

with the help of his arms and the uninjured leg, dragging tin

otlier leg after him.

CASE OF A FRACTURED ARM HEALED.
By Mr. Otto Wagner, Director of the Bilz Sanatorium, Radebeul -Dresden.

On October 31st, 1894:, my second son, fourteen years of age,
was thrown while wrestling, and had the misfortune to break his

left arm at the elbow joint. The fracture was at the head of tke
forearm, a most dangerous place. We asked Mr. Warner, director

of the Bilz Sanatorium, who was at the time in Leisnig engaged
in practising the Natural Method of Healing to treat the case.

He'kindly consented and, after infinite trouble, succeeded in putting •

the forearm, the head of wliich had been completely broken out ^
of the joint, back into its proper place; he applied thick, cooi

;

compresses, and set the Hmb with light cardboard splints. The
bandages were removed daily for the first fortnight in order to

renew the cool compresses; and when the pain was very great,

hot compresses were applied followed by cool bathing. In the

meantime the patient was enjoined to carry out certain finger

exercises, in strict accordance with dii'ections, in order to keep

up the circulation. At the end of the first two weeks carefui

massage and gymnastics with the arm, turning and resisting move-

ments, etc., were employed; and at the end of six weeks the arm

was perfectly straight, and could be moved at the joint just as readily

as the right one, without causing any pain. We are all the more

grateful to Mr. Wagner, because my eldest son, a lad of sixteen

years, had a similar accident, which has resulted in a stiff and

very weak arm. Although a qualified medical practitioner was on

that occasion called in at once, he did not succeed in getting

the elbow into joint again, but put it into plaster of Paris and

ice bags, causing my boy intense pain. We are convinced that

this and the ultimate result of a crippled hmb would have been

avoided if we had had the advice and assistance of a doctor

practising the Natural Method of Heahng. I publish this for the

benefit of others.

Am Schlossberg, Leisnig,
^. ^^^.^^^^
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BOIS ES, Hardening- of the. (Osteosclerosis). This disease

is difficult to distinguish during lifetime, and occurs after chronic

i inflammations, in which the bones thicken in their joints and

1
become as hard as ivory. The shape and size of the bones also

[ undergo a change by the new formation of bone.

Trfat.vient.—Tonic treatment, see Index.

BONE, inflammation and mortification of, see "Necrosis."

BONE, ulceration of, see "Caries."

BONES, Softening of the. (Osteomalcia.) This complaint
iHOstly affects olderl}' persons, also pregnant and l3'ing-in women,
and arises from a faul t}'^ formation of cartilage and bone, or from
the blood, generally therefore to be met with in constitutional

rHTiplaints.

The hard constituent parts of the bones (the cortex) are

absorbed, the bone becomes soft, pliable, and assumes the most
various shapes. The vertebrae and the long parts of the spine
gentTally get affected, the skull-bones and those of the limbs

I

remaining intact.

Treatment.—Tonic ti-eatment, to be rigidl}' carried out.

To projuote the action of the skin a steam-bath in bed or
stimulating full-pack succeeded hy tepid (73"—770) wet rubbing

,
of the whole bod}' or lukewarm (880) bath should be given once
a day or four times a week, if sufficient vital force remains.

If the tonic treatment should prove unavailing, a regenerative
or preliminary treatment should be taken in hand, provided the
patient has the requisite strength to undergo it. Weakly patients
are unfit for it, at least when strictly enforced, and have to be
first strengthened by a tonic .treatment lasting for some time.

As change of matter (nutrition) takes place considerably more
slowly in the tissue of the bones than in other parts, diseases in

^
the former take more time to develop and consequently also to
heal than in other places.

For softening of the bones in children see "Ricketts."

1 RE.vTMENT.—With massage, the same as in tonic treatment.
(

(fcor Modes of Application see Index).

BOTTLE-NOSE (raspbeny-nose). Through excessive in-
dulgence in brandy and spirituous liquors, especially when leading
a sedentary mode of hfe, or through having to bend foi-ward con-
tmually the capillaiy blood-vessels of the nose may expand, and
cause to it assume a knob-like form and a bluish-red rilour
when it IS known by he name of bottle-or raspberr3-noso With-
ut excess in drinking being the cause, however, it is met with in

I

ooth sexes, especially in women, at an advanced period of life
u may even be caused by frost bite
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Treatment.- -Everything to be avoided that causes a uc

termination of the blood to the head, as great heat, excessive

cold, exciting the mind, all kinds of spirituous hquors, such as

brandy, strong wines, beer, strong coffee, tea etc. highly season'

food, a derivative treatment to be applied and the action of tbt
,

skin to be attended to, take plenty of exercise, not sitting too

much do not take food too warm. At night stimulating f72<>)

body, neck and calf packs, daily several (820—m5<>) trunk baths, a).-.*

occasional steam-baths for the head and the whole body. Walking

in water and Kneipp's affusion for face and throat compress.

Also treatment of the nose with the constant galvanic current

has proved successful in many cases. If the complaint is of okl

standing, so that the blood-vessels have lost their powers oi

contraction, it is no longer removable. For Modes of Application see

Index. See also Kneipp cure for bottle nose. Neariy the same

symptoms occur in coppernose, except that the cutaneous in-

flammation often extends to the cheeks, forehead and throat;

spots, knots and pustules are also to be found on them. Treat-

ment as above.

BOTTLES, Hot water. Are frequently employed m iieu ot

steam-compresses, because they give less trouble and retain the

heat longer. By the term hot -water bottles, steam-bott es or

steam-jars are generally understood one or two stone beer bottles, or

the usual hot water bottles are generally used for the feet and

stone jars for the legs. They are first put into an oven to get

warmed through, and are then filled with hot water and u-l!

corked, with a cloth tied over the cork to secure it properly.

When once corked, the bottle must not be put on the stove

or in the hot oven again or, it will burst. A towel or ilannel

wruno- out in hot water is then put round the bottle, (the towel etc

is generally wrung out under another dry one, so as to preven

scalding the hands) and if agreeable a stocking can be pulled

over the whole, or they may be wrapped in flannel, and laid at

the patient's feet or legs etc. (as directed under steam-bath in btd,.,

foot steam-bath in bed, and simple foot steam-bath etc.)
;

In violent fever, delirium, and determination of blood to tbe.

faead the steam-bottles must only be left at the feet til the btte
^

are well warm, when they must be removed m order to prevent,

th" heat striking upward! When the bottles are taken a.^

from the feet, these must be rubbed with cool (67») water, atte

whkh a stimulating foot-and leg-pack (67^-7
Bj)

may b^ a^^^^^^^^

While the steam-bottles are lying at thejeet etc a towel wn^^^

out in cold water is usually put round the patient s he^^^^^^^

fashion or it is folded length-ways, placed under his head ^
folded over on both sides; when it gets warm it must be renewe.l,
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Cerebrum and cerebellum ,
spmni

cord and nerves, respectively the

entire nervous system, according
to Dr. Hopf.

or the treatment prescribed for cooling the head is to be earned

out. especialJy with fever, delirium, and determination of blood to

the' head. See also "Footwarmers".

Bowels, see "Intestine".

Bowels, Inflammation of, see "Intestinal Catarrh".

BRAIN, THE, (Figs. 79—8
1
) is

a grayish - white, soft substance,

situated in the skull ,
and filling

nearly the whole cavit}^ llie

} weight of the brain is on an average

1,400 to 1,500 grammes, somewhat
less in the female sex.

A distinction is made bet-

} ween the

Cerebrum and Cerebellum.

The former is divided by a

ll

longitudinal fissure into two equal
lateral halves, called hemispheres,
joined together infv^riorly b}^ two
bundles of fibre of moderate strength.

The Cerebelhmi, also con-
sisting of two lobes, lies at the
back and base of the skull, under
the back pait of the cerebrum.
Close by is the medulla oblongata
(oblong marrow) the clubshaped
upper extremity of the spinal cord.

The spinal cord, which joins
here, and extends down to the re-
gion of the loins, may be regarded
as the continuation of the brain.

The skein - like bundles df
nerves which turn downwards,
are called cauda equina.

The cerebral and cranial nerves
(Fig. 85), appearing at the lower
part of the brain, and .spreading
mostly over head and neck,
consist of twelve pairs of nerves.

The first cerebral nerve is the "olfactory nerve", which cause
the sensation of smell.

The second cerebral nerve is the "optic nerve", which enters
t4ie cavities of the eyes, and terminates within the eyeball as :i

na-\'p "plexus".

Fig. 79.

a. cerebrum, b. cerebellum, c. .'«pinal

cord. d. cerebral nerves, e. spinal
nerves, e' e" nervous plexus from
the rise of the great nerve-trunk>
(gh). branching out to the limli-.

(See also under "NER\rEs".)
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('tTubi tun and cerebellumj ilw spinal cunl, llic ehest and ncckpui tinii^ uj Ifu

%)eriehral column, illustrated singly ; see helnju

Fig. S3
Fig. 82.

Fiff 80 Thr under-surface of . the brain, a. anterior
.
b. midtlli-. ,, c. por,tr

. ciebnun d. ccithellnm. p. medulla • oblongata (upper end of the spinal coi.li

U foot of the optic ncr\'e. hi the olfactory ncn-t-.. ). the crura cerebri.

r^terioi lobe of ü

r puns vai'j'
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Fi- 8i. Longitudinal, veitical, central sections of the brain, a. anterior, b. middle, e. post-

,01 lobe of the cerebrum, d. cerebellum, e. medulla oblongata the spinal cord. g. >ons

N/«olii. h. corpus callosum. i. the fornix, k. the optic thalamus (behind it the corpora quadn-

oemina and the pineal gland). !. the tentorium cerebelli (between cerebrum and cerebellum), m. the

vontal sini. n. the bony and. o. the cartilaginous nasal partition, p. the hard gum. q. the pharynx,

the orifice of the Eustachian tube.

Fig. 82. The cerebellum, posterior view. a. the upper and b. the lower half. c. the

jinal cord.

Fig S3 Posterior view of the spinal cord. a. medulla oblongata, b. lower end of the spinal

.ord wiüx its fibres, c. the cervical portion, d. thoracic portion, e. lumbar portion f. the sacral

and g. the coccj'geal nerves.

Fig 84, Anterior view of the cervical and thoracic portions of the vertebral column, \vilh

^e sympathetic nerve and thoracic duct. a. first and b. serrated continuation of c. the second

•ervical vertebra, d. cervical vertebra, e. thoracic vertebra, f. head of rib. g. upper cava vena,

h. left subclavian vein. i. jugular vein. k. azygos vein. 1. beginning of m. the thoracic duct.

B orifice of this duct into the vein. o. uppermost and p. lowermost cervical ganglion, q. thoracic

ganglion, r. splanchnic nerve and s. connecting fibres of the sympathetic nerve with the spinal

Facial nerves.

Fig. 8*.

f
/"^'"^ li^Twc. b. fronul supra-orbital nerve, c. infra-orbital nerve. . d. mental nei-v-e. e

cuul^^^Tnlr^r^''''
""'P"'«' §• i^a' auditory neive, little occipital and eervic»!
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The Üurd, being the "motor nerve" for all the mubcles of the
eye except two, is called "oculomotor nerve in common".

The fourth is reserved for the eyeball, to enable it to move
downwards and inwards, and is called "the fourth cranial nerve"

The fifth divides itself into three branches; and is called
" trigeminal".

The first division passes through the orbital cavity to th^
o{)hthalmic and frontal regions.

The second division to the upper jaw and face.
The third division to the lower jaw and temples. It is both

a motor and sensory nerve; it is partly also a sensory organ. It

causes the chewing movement of the muscles of the jaws, and
conveys the sensation of pains, in the teeth, eyes, and ears ; more-
over, from the front part of the tongue, to which its function
extends, it conveys the perception of taste; and finally, it occasions
the secretions of the lachrymal and salivary glands. It may also,

when abnormally stimulated, produce spasm in these muscles'
as lock-jaw, chattering of the teeth, etc.

I'he sixth cerebral nerve, called the "exterior oculo-motoi-
nerve", is, as the name implies, a motor nerve for the muscle oi
the eyeball to move it outward.

The seventh nerve, called the "facial nerve", is both a motor
and sensory nerve, and radiates from the head of the medulla
oblongata to the facial muscles. This nerve .may cause facial

spasm and paralysis.

The eighth nerve, the "auditory nerve", serves only for

hearing, and is, therefore, pui ely a nerve of sense. It is connec-
ted with the inner part of the ear.

The ninth pair of nerves, the "glosso-pharyngeal", are at the

same time motor and sensory; one branch extending to the upper
portion of the pharynx, and the other _to the tongue.

The tenth nerve, "par vagum", or pneumo-gastric nerve,

causes in the first place the movements in the muscles of the

larger gullet, and stomach ; and secondly'', with its sensory fibres

conveys sensation from all the organs of respiration, from the

upper part of the digestive apparatus, as far as the opening of the

stomach into the intestine, and thirdly regulates, controls, and checks

the activity of the heart by means of its contractile nerve fibres.

Through this nerve hunger and thirst, are felt, and cough
and spasm of the gullet and stomach are caused.

The eleventh cerebral nerve, called the spinal "accessor)

nerve", is really only an auxiliary of the tenth, sending out purely

motor fibres. It takes its rise in the upper part of the ^prnaJ

eord, to the medulla oblongata, passes thence the cavity of the

skull and within causes especially the movements of the muscles

of the neck.
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The twelfth cerebral nerve, called "hypoglossal nerve", is

connected with the muscles for the movement of the tongue.

The nerves of the spinal cord. The spinal cord sends out

thirty-one pairs of nerves through the openings of the vertebra.

—

e., eight cervical, twelve thoracic or spinal, five lumbar or ab-

uominal. five sacral, and one coccj'geal pair of nerves, w^hich are

1 close connection with the organs relatively to the skin and
jjscles and branch out into the finest fibres.

The brain is connected with the body indirectly by the spinal

cord, and directly by twelve pairs of cerebral nerves, issuing from
the base of the skull.

Figs. 52—58 give illustrations of the course of all the cerebral

and spinal nei-ves.

BRAIN, Anaemia of the. This disease either comes on gra-

:ally owing to general poverty of blood, or it aiises suddenh'
consequence of certain morbid conditions, as, excessive hemorr-

hage, pressure on the vessels conve3äng the blood to the head,
pressure on the brain exerted by growths within the skull etc. etc.

also fright, anxiet}?-, exhausting diarrhoea, long suckling etc.

In children this disease often occurs with the symptoms of
dropsy in the cavities of the brain.

The pupils of the eyes are dilated at the beginning of the
disease but become contracted in the later stages.

Symptoms.—Dark spots and patches before the eyes, giddiness,
headache, burning pains in the head. Singing in the ears, drow-
siness, fainting fit etc. The face, arms and legs are cold and fre-

quently covered with perspiration. The lips and giuns are pale
in colour. The state of the cerebral functions is characterized by
mental dulness, low spirits and lethargy. When the anasmia is

slowly produced, the symptoms are indistinguishable from those
of hyperaemia.

Treatment.—The successful result of the treatment depends
on the removal of the causes of the disease. The following general
directions will be found most useful for the purpose: Non-stimu-
latmg diet, fresh air, attention to the skin and to the regular
action of the bowels by means of enemata, a horizontal position

—

the head being kept very low in acute cases. Further measures
are:—general massage, special exercises for promoting the circu-
lation m the head, general strengthening treatment, gentle massage
of the head, and stimulating packs for the same. (See „Grips
Dr. NaegeWs' and "Anemia of the brain" under Kneipp-Cure )

BRAIN, Atrophy of the, appears usually in old age and is
a decrease m or contraction of the substance of the brain, or itmay anse from abnormal formation of the head at birth
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Symptoms.—In aged people loss of memory, childishness,

otherwise partial paralysis
,

trembling , hallucination and other

mental diseases.

Treatment as in Oedema.

BRAIN, Concussion of the. If a man receives a blow on

the head of sufficient violence, various injuries to the brain will

result, manifested by loss of consciousness, power of voluntary

movement and sensation. The injured person falls to the ground,

his face is pale, hands and feet cold, pulse slow and irregular,

breathing scarcely audible, sometimes being suspended altogether.

This condition can be of shorter or longer duration. It may pass

away in a few minutes or last for hours or even for days ; it may
immediately be followed by perfect health, or it may leave certain

after effects, such as a feehng of dull pressure in the head, giddiness

and stupor. The precise natm-e of the injury to the brain has

not yet been ascertained. Post-mortem examinations of persons

who have died from the effects of concussion of the brain have

sometimes revealed a slight effusion of blood or laceration, but

they were too insignificant to be regarded as the immediate cause

of death; since cases have been known of far more serious injuries

to the brain to (e. g. paralytic strokes, inflammation of the brain etc.)

which have not terminated fatally. In other cases again death

had resulted although no injury whatever to the brain could be

perceived. It is therefore supposed that concussion in fatal cases

resulted in paralysis of certain nervous centres of special im-

portance to the vital functions, particularly of the centres on

which the functions of the lungs and heart depend ;
hence the

slow pulse and the scarcely audible breathing. If this paralysis

be merely transitory it is succeeded, as we have seen, by complt ?

recovery; if, on the other hand, it be prolonged, or the concussion

be sufficiently violent to cause total paralysis, then death ensues.

Treatment.—The first object must be to counteract the rush

of blood to the head. An enema of 86« should first be given to

relieve the bowels. When this has taken effect it should be

followed by a second (starch) enema of 59«- 64'> (about a wme
crlnc;c;^' the oatient should then be put into a cool shallow batn

Vhe patient is then put to bed, *e lower part ot^^^^^ ^ y

thoroughly rubbed, to promote * ""'fl™3'^^Cp up the circu-

Cn rSrÄÄerNelÄ?v comUses of
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I

with calf-packs are often successful as detergents. After from two

to four hours it will be necessary to repeat the treatment. Should

sickness occur it may be counteracted, if the patient be able to

.vallow, by giving cold water, a teaspoonful at a time. It is highly

I important that the feet should be kept warm by packing and hot

j water bottles, and the head cool by wet bandages (77«) frequently

i changed and without any woollen covering. > The enemata can be

5 given several times a day; those for retention in the bowel as

\
mentioned above repeated every hour are specially beneficial.

I

Should there be any difficulty in obtaining a shallow bath, a hip-

} bath (73") may be substituted; thorough rubbing with a towel or

j
cloth dipped in cold water, and followed by vigorous friction with

S
a dry towel till the lower part of the body is well warmed and the

i skin red, will also be found very effective. When improvement
i has set in, a light, non - stimulating diet should be observed,

I

avoiding alcohol and highly seasoned food.

' Brain, Dropsy of Cavity of, see "Hydrocephalus".

Brain, Dropsy of, see „Dropsy".

jl BRAIN, Hyperaemia of the, or Congestion of the brain
is a condition arising from increase in the quantity of blood within

; the capillaries of the brain. It can be either acute or chronic
: and may be due to various causes.

Symptoms.—Headache, giddiness, insomnia vivid dreams,
accelerated pulse, specks before the eyes, nausea, costiveness,
very red or, in some cases, very pale complexion, excitabihty,
convulsions, delirium, coma, madness, and paralysis.

Causes.—hicreased action of the heart, violent emotional
: disturbances, severe mental work, fevers, di.seases of the heart
:
and lungs, and abuse of alcoholic liquors. Also tumours on the
neck, tight collars, violent coughing, straining from pla3dng on a
md instrument etc.

Treatment.— In the first place the causes must be removed
and a treatment adopted with special regard to the conditions
favouring the disease. The principal thmgs to be attended to
are rest, with a raised position for the head, and a light non-
stimulating diet. In the morning a lukewarm (73") wet rubbing of
the whole body should be given with specially vigorous rubbing
of the hands and feet. In the course of the day a three-quarter
steam-bath in bed or a half-steam-bath, the head" being ke])t cool,
with succeeding lukewarm (86^) bath, also a stimulating body com-
press with leg or calf -pack at night. Enemata and hip-baths
(66 to 76'^) of five minutes duration should be given in case of
constipation. See also under "IVIeningitis". (If the disease occurs
as the result of severe mental work, a towel wiung out in cold

' water may be wrapped round the head like a turban and chan^et^
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when wai-m.) We also recommend walking with bare feet in wet
grass or on footpaths for some time morning and evening The
short wrap should be apphed twice and the Spanish cloak oiv','
a week.

To promote regular motions of the bowels a tablespoonlui
of water should be taken every half-hour. Foot steam-baths be-
fore going to bed or hot foot-baths followed by cold rubbing of
the feet are useful, also a daily trunk -bath of ten to twelve
minutes' duration.

Massage Treatment.—Forehead and temples should be rubbed
with both hands simultaneously, and the same process applied
vigorously to the neck, beginning at the region of the upp- r,

part of the ear and ending at the shoulders, without taking off

the hands. Then the shoulder blades and spine may also be
vigorously rubbed.

Curative Gymnastics.—Mild cases can be successfully treated
with gymnastics. Exercises for the lower extremities are parti-

cularly important, as they are the most effective in drawing blood
away from the head. Nor should exercises of the abdominal
regions be neglected, as they tend to promote regular action of

the bowels. Group No. 7 is the must suitable in these cases.

See also Hypersemia under "Kneipp Cure" and "Naegeli's
Grips". For Modes of Application see Index. See also "Kneipp^

Cure", "Massage", and "Curative Gymnastics" in Index.

BRAIN, Hypertrophy of the. Here the brain is abnormally

enlarged as a result of the increase, of the tissues of the brain.

This disease frequently arises from irrational diet as well as from

overfeeding, and is especially to be found in scrofulous children^

and children with large heads!

Treatment avoidance of the causes, light and non-stimulating

diet. Infants should be suckled by their mothers or wet nui'ses,

or have diluted milk or whole-meal food. Moreover, a body pack

at night and daily bath with vigorous friction of the spine.

Regenerative treatment should also be applied. See Index

for Mode of Application.

BRAIN, Inflammation of the. This rarely appears as an

independent disease, but is generally the sequel to some in-

flammation or injury to the skull by contusions, blows or falls, etc.

It is invariably confined to a single part (convolution) of the

brain; its course may be acute or chronic.

Symptoms of the acute form.—Violent headache, flushed

face, swollen frontal veins and throbbing, high fever, deUriuni and

fainting fits. Excessive thirst, the nerves of the sexual paits

greatly excited; sensitiveness to Hght and sound, weakness ol

sight and hearing.
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Causes.—The same or similar to those of Meningitis,

rhe symptoms of the chronic form are substantially the same,

Kcept that they are far more strongly marked, according to the

)cality of the inflammation.

Patients are sometimes tormented for months, and even years,

with a dull pain in the head, resulting in the gradual loss of the

ower of thinking. They beeome stupid, nay nnbecile. Fre-
lently—we may say in the majority of cases—the seat of the
iginal inflammation and of its subsequent chronic course is

ither perceptible nor traceable externally.

Treatment.—As in Meningitis which see.

BRAIN, Inflammation of the membranes of the. (Men-
1
ingitis.) This disease is of more frequent occurence, than in-

I
llammation of the brain, but like it, seldom makes its appeaiance

\
as an independent complaint, being a consequence of injuries to
or inflammation of adjoining organs; it attacks the dura mater as

?11 as the pia mater, or the arachnoid of the brain.

SymptOxMS.— Inflammation either sets in suddenly, or the
* iollowing symptoms precede it: feeling of heaviness, heat and
I sleeplessness; pressure in the head; unusual sensitiveness; dizzi-

: ness singing in the ears, insomnia, mental indisposition, incapa-
l-city for thought etc. Quick p.ulse at the outset, diminishing
gradually as the disease progresses.

This is succeeded by violent, unbearable, continual pain in
the head, which gets veiy hot and the sufferer experiences a diffi-
culty m holding it up; the face is swollen, its colour changes,
bemg at one moment deeply flushed, at another unusually pale,'
the eyes are red, and seem to start from their sockets; the look
is staring, unsteady and wandering. The patient shuns the light
the pupils are contracted: any sound, noise or smell is intoler-
able; the arteries ol the brain throb violently; the veins are

I swollen to bursting; the pulse hard and accelerated; respiration
irregular, violent and obstinate fever sets in. Simultaneously with
It comes the disposition to vomit; diarrhoea or constipation appears*
retention or involuntary passing of urine, restlessness and sleep-
essne-ss; delirium; the patient keeps constantly putting his hand
TU .

'
^^^"^^ '^^^ -Later on stupor supervenes —

i Ihe disease is either acute or chronic and is often of little moment
• -l^ometimes appearing, however, as a very severe affliction ending
n death, unless abundant perspiration, urine, or bleeding fromthe nose should set in and procure rehef.

min7^f-.?''^T
course is frequently allied with disorders of the

a^ er ^""f
idiocy, and death ensues m some casesafter a second attack of acute inflammation
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Causes.—Injury to the skull accompanied by lesions or lace-

rations of the cerebral membranes themselves; caries of the skull-

bones, inflammation of the centre of the ear, transmitted to the

cerebral membranes; severe affections of the brain (i. e. tuber-

culous deposits on the brain, especially with children, aged be-

tween the ages of five and ten, and, with adults, from twenty to

forty) are frequently the primary cause, but it also accompanies
various acute vascular diseases, as typhoid fever, pyaemia, measles,

rheumatism, erysipelas, tuberculosis and pneumonia as a secondary

disease. A frequent cause is sunstroke and immoderate indulgence

in spirituous Hquors etc. For meningitis-tuberculosis (called also

hydrocephalus) occurring rarely with adults, but often with weakly,

dehcately formed children, who are predisposed to it and have a

tendency to tuberculous diseases, see
,
(Hydrocephalus".

Treatment.—Lukewarm (77^

—

86^) three quarter pack, once or

twice daily, having previously wrapped head and neck in a wet
bandage of 86^—90*^ temperature ; as soon as the body is warm, it

is sufficient to sponge the head with water of 90^, the hair, ab-

sorbing moisture, and serving as a compress. Duration, according

to the patient's comfort, one to two hours (when the feet are

cold, hot water bottles should be applied to them). This is

followed by a full lavation, (72«) and rubbing the legs—care being

taken not to give a shock to the body—or a bath, (86»), also

with vigorous friction of the feet and mild affusions, (77»), or,

where required, head-baths etc.

Stimulating leg -packs (72^) of one and a half hours' duration

and continually repeated, combined with the bandages on the head

as mentioned above, should also be given.

From two to four small, derivative enemata (72o—77«) must be

given daily. Feather-pillows under the head must be avoided.

The windows must be kept open and cooling beverages and non-

stimulating food taken.

Lukewarm baths, (860—90«), in which the head is to be

bathed gently, may, at the same time, be appHed.

This tre"^atment to be continued, till the inflammation subsides.

Lukewarm hip-baths, (Sl^), or in some cases very mild foot steam-

baths, or foot steam-baths in bed combined with cooling head-

compresses frequently changed are also useful. Ice must on no

account be applied to the head, it is far too irritating and only

makes matters worse. In the chronic form, strictly non-stimulating

diet and quiet mode of life are the chief conditions of improve-

ment or cure.

Treatment by massage.—Derivative massage of the throat,

or that employed in fever, but with somewhat more forcible

treatment of the neck and shoulders, is all that can be given in

these cases.
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Another treatment.—A bath of 860, with affusion, parti-

cularly oi the head. Then the patient to be rubbed dry and at

once put into a three quarter or full-pack, but in the latter case,

a cool extra-compress to be placed on the neck, to prevent deter-

mination of blood to the head as far as possible. These packs

are to be changed after one to one and a half hours. After

the second pack, a bath follows as above. If the feet are cold, a

hot water bottle, wrapped in a damp cloth, is apphed to them.

During the intervals stimulating body-packs and leg -packs to be
applied besides, cooling the head which must rest on linen.

Enemata, fresh air, massage etc. as above. See also "Inflammation".

The feet and legs may also be wrapped up to the knees in

cloths dipped in water. If they are very cold, the cloths must in

the beginning be dipped in hot water. If the cloths at the feet

get very hot, in about thirty to sixty rfiinutes they must be
dipped in cold water and then put on again. The amis, at least

up to the elbows, are treated in exactly the same way as the
feet; then a large compress, made of pack or coarse cloth, may
be given. In three quarters of a hour the cloth is again dipped in cold
water. If the heat is still very great, a coarse cloth, doubled and
dipped in water, may be put on the abdomen, to draw the blood
down to it. Nothing need be applied to the head beyond bathing-
it with a very wet cloth, or a lukewarm compress may be applied
to the forehead and renewed whenever it gets warm.

Of perhaps greater effect is a cloth, put round the throat
(throat compress).

These methods of treatment are apphed alternately. For Modes
of Application see Index.

In critical cases, a Natural Healer must be called in at once.

CURE OF INFLAMMATION OF THE BRAIN.
(From Dr. Körner's book -'The safest cure for fevers".)

Our boy (aged three years) was seized with inflammation of
the brain, and all medical help was of no avail. He was already
at the point of death, when we applied as a last resource to
Dr. Körner, a Natural Healer, who happily restored him to health.

Mr. and Mrs. Wendt.

REPORT OF A CASE.
(From Dr. Munde's book "Natural Healing and Hydropathy".

I once treated two boys in Freiberg for inflammation of the
brain shortly after my return from Graefenberg, when the Priessnitz
Method ot cure was still regarded with incredulity, and i was
c onsidered a cold-water crank. The doctor and friend of the
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family had already given the patients up when I offered to restore

them to health witiiin forty eight hours. My treatment was pro-

ceeding most satisfactorily when Dr. //., who had so liberally

permitted me to interfere, took it into his head to midertake the

treatn.ent once more, and proceeded to put ice on the boys'

heads, within six to eight hours the patients were by this treat-

ment thrown back to the point at which I had undertaken their

case, and Dr. H. then left them to me entirely until all danger

was over.

REPORT OF A CURE.
(From the "Natural Healer", Journal for natural hygiene and therapeutics

)

The Storekeeper of our factory met me one day with

tears in his eyes, and on my asking him what was the matter,

he told me that an allopathic doctor had treated his youngest

son, a boy of fifteen months, for "exudation of the brain" by

giving him tincture of morphia and putting ice-bags on his head

for three or four weeks, and had ended by saying that it was
no use prescribing anything more, as the boy would not live

through the following night (that was at about nine o'clock). My
advice to make a trial of the Natural Method of Healing was

eagerly listened to, and thus, with God's help, 1 went to work.

I found the boy unconscious in his cradle; the pulse was

exceedingly weak but quick, the temperature of the body high.

The windows of the hot room were closed and it was truly

refreshing to have them opened and to allow cool air to come

into the room.
The parents were strictly forbidden to use any more medi-

cine, and the little boy was placed in a tepid (68»—720)

partial pack (now I should begin with a partial bath instead).

After two hours, during which fresh compresses were re-

peatedly applied to his head and forehead, he was well rubbed

in a lukewarm (92°—94«) bath, had a tepid (68") affusion and then

was taken back to his bed, lightly covered, bed-clothes bemg

substituted for the heavy down quilt. Tepid (68«) water enemata

soon opened the bowels, and another small detergent enema was

given him afterwards.

The pack was repeated three times a day. What the ice-bags

could not attain in three weeks, I accomplished in one day. The

packs and baths withdrew so much heat from the body, that the

head had to give up some of its surplus. From my experience I be-

lieve that many more patients, suffering from inflammation of the brain,

die in consequence of icebags on the head than of the disease itself

The doctor was greatly surprised next morning when the

boy looked at him with wondering eyes. His opinion, we did
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not tell him that we had been "messing with water" that some
beneficial crisis must have taken place here, we should "continue

in the same way", showed the parents that we had taken the

right road. We did "continue in the same way" though not exactly

as he meant. After a few days the child was out of danger,

and has now become a sturdy boy.

Brain, Inflammation of Tissues, see "Inflammation of the
brain".

BRAIN, Oedema of the. In this malady the brain is gradu-

ally permeated by water and becomes soft hke pulp. It often results

in apoplexy and may appear in an acute or in a chronic form.

It is frequently found in conjunction with, or, as a complication

of, diseases of the kidneys and in heart disease.

Symptoms.-—Difficulty in breathing and swallowing, enlargement
of the pupils partial loss of muscular power, paralysis and finally

insensibility. The chronic form, which is also the commoner one,
may be recognized by lethargy, somnolence etc.

Treatment should be adapted to the original causes and the
primary disease. Body pack and leg or calf pack every night.

In the day time, half or three-quarter pack followed by lukewarm
(720) -vvet rubbing, especially of the feet, or warm (90^) bath. For
the rest regenerative treatment. For Modes of Application see Index.

BRAIN, Paralysis of nerve of the. This disease which,
as a rule, does not make its appearance before the age of thirty,

attacks the nerves in the flesh of the face and tongue which have
their origin in the brain, whereby the action of the tongue, lips
and guUet is obstructed.

Symptoms.—^Difficulty in masticating, speaking and moving
the tongue, which increases until swallowing becomes impossible,
the voice is inarticulate as the lips are unable to do their office.
Finally paralysis of the vocal cords ensues and the malady spreads
to the spinal cord, then total paralysis and helplessness result.

Causes.—-Shock to the head, excessive muscular exertion,
chill and also syphiUs etc.

Treatment.—Strengthening treatment combined with stimu-
latmg body pack at night and stimulating leg and calf -packs
V igorous wet rubbing of the feet in the morning.

Gentle massage of the body and throat and a steam-bath in
bed and, on rising m the morning, sponging of the whole body.
Non-stimulating or, better still, vegetarian diet. Further, daily
a loot steani-bath suitable to the state of the patient (but only if
It agrees with him) followed by cool wet rubbing. Perfect rest
and regular motions by means of enemata. For Modes of AddH-
cation see Index, see also „Massage".
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BRAIN, Softening of the. This results when certain portions

of it are insufficiently nourished, by reason of an inadequate

supply of blood.

Symptoms.—Failing memory and halting speech, paralysis of

one or more limbs, insensibiUty, etc.

Treatment.—Tonic. Other directions will be found under

treatment of "Meningitis" and «Cerebral hyper^emia".

AFFECTION OF THE BRAIN AND MUSCULAR TREMOR
CURED.

(From Dr. Kles' book: "Dietetic cures.")

Mrs. Z., wife of a solicitor, aged forty-five, mother of two

children, was said, two years ago, to have been mentally affected

for a space of seven weeks.
Symptoms : muscular tremor, continual perspiration and sleep-

lessness. The treatment, according to the Natural Method, lasted

from the beginning of November till Christmas. The above

symptoms speedily yielded to it, and she regained her health

completely, every action being quite rational when she was
discharged from the Sanatorium.

BRAIN, Tumour on the. The same symptoms may appear

as in inflammation of the brain; they however only develop

gradually. They are very slight and scarcely noticeable at first

but increase b}^ degrees, and are, therefore, not strongly marked:

One of the principal ones is incessant and ever increasing head-

ache followed by dizziness, constipation, vomiting, spasms, fain-

ting fits, weak eyes, uncertain gait, paralysis, partial or total loss

of speech, sight etc.

Treatment.—Non- stimulating diet, plenty of fresh air, gentle

treatment of the skin, a stimulating body-pack at night together

with stimulating leg and calf-packs and cool or cold head com-

presses to be changed very often.

This treatment may be repeated in the day-time in bed.

See "HvPERiEMiA of the brain".

Bracing the system, see "Hardening"

Brandfs Pills, see Index.

Brandy, see "Inebriation".

BREAD CONSIDERED PHYSIOLOGICALLY.
A contribution to the simplification of the theory of healing.

Extract from the books of Hensel, the physiologist.

What do we mean by the word "Physiological"? We mean

"in accordance with a healthy natural growth". By "Physiology"

we understand a knowledge of the structure of the body, its
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functions and powers when it is in a heahhy condition, and the

ph3'sical and chemical conditions necessary to obtain this result.

Strictly speaking every physician should be a physiologist,

for the whole system of healing depends upon applied physiology,

and yet during my own medical studies 1 have discovered how
remarkably few men attempt to obtain that adequate knowledge
of chemistry which is indispensable for the proper understanding

of all vital functions. The consequence is, that instead of making
proper nourishment the chief means of producing health, the heal-

ing art in its perplexity rushes to every new artificial means,
where one is constantly being put aside for another.

"Antipyrine, Salipyrine, Salol, Salopher, Phenacetin, Resorcin,

Resorbin, Nervin, Antinervin, Migraenin, Sulfonal".—Such are the

names of the artificial chemical products with which patients are

to be cured. The chief object, apparently, is to keep away as for

as possible from the path of nature. I am convinced that 99
physicians out of 100, if asked to name the exact component parts
of the substances just mentioned, would fail to pass a satisfactory

examination. There is another question I should like to put; how
can men who practise the art of healing have any confidence in

the effect of substances, when they know ::bsolutely nothing of

their chemical composition? Any one who ventured to use such
means thirty years ago would have been pilloried without mercy as
a quack and a swindler. But the times have changed since then.
In these da^'-s a chemical factory, which does not produce a new
antipyretic or some such compound is looked upon as ver}' in-

adequately equipped, and will'do no business at all. Hitherto it

has always been the custom in this branch of industry to indicate
fairly and squarel}^ the component elements. Uricedin (destroyer
of uric acid) was the first to emancipate itself from this custom,
the man who compounded it was careful to conceal its ingredients.
Virtus post niminios.

It IS in my opinion high time to broach the question as to
what has caused the Germans, who were once as strong as bulls,
to become such weaklings that they are compelled to have
recourse to a hundred artificial supports, recommended to them
by chemical factories, the only result of which is that the doctor
IS never out of the house.

In order to explain this unnatural state of affairs, let me
interpolate the following remarks.

The scripture says that man was made of earth and to eartii
he must return.. Is that correct? Certainly, it is. But man con-
sists not merely of earth, but of earth, water and air. It is the
earthy portions which hold together the fluid and gaseous portions
ot our body^ Ihis can best be understood by a comparison with
limestone. Ihe latter, though a heavy- substance, is half composed
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of air or gas i. e. of carbonic acid gas. The portion consisting

of air will be observed to disappear when vinegar is poured on

the limestone. Chalk acts in a similar manner and chemically is

the same as limestone. But hme can also be deprived of its

gases b3^ being burnt in a kiln. The so called quick- lime that

remains, only beconies heavier, thickei- and firmer by this process.

In the same way when the human body is cremated all the

gaseous substances pass into the atmosphere, and, on an average,

not more than six pounds remain of an adult. Everything else

is burnt up and passes in the form of gas (carbonic acid, watery

vapour and nitrogen gas) into the atmosphere.

The ashes or earthy parts that remain consist not merely of

lime but contain at the same time the salts and earthy constituents

v/hich are peculiar to the muscular tissue the sinews, the blood

—

and the nerves. For example healthy muscular tissue contains

much phasphote of potash, the bones chiefly phosphate of lime

with phosphate of magnesia and fluorspar, while the nerves on

the other hand contain phosphate of ammonia. But healthy

blood, from which the child in the womb derives all its organs

contains carbon selicate fluorine chlorine, sulphur, phosphorus,

potash, soda, lime magnesium iron and manganese i. e. a. com-

bination of all the twelve parts, which singly are indispensable

for the muscular tissue, the sinews, the nerves and the bones.

We can now readily understand that, when these earthy

materials which give our whole body firmness, endurance and

cohesion are to a certain extent wanting in the blood, the organs

which are subject to continual change, wearing away and re-

formation, (for what remains at the age of twenty of the bodily

substance of the original child) cannot attain a normal develop-

ment again. It is from this cause that caries, scrofula, ulceration

of the lymphatic glands, curvature of the spine and sternum,

crooked legs, bleared eyes, shortness of sight, skin diseases, small-

pox, scarlet fever, diphtheria, consumption etc. arise. The majority

of these arise from want of tone in the lymph and blood, there-

suit of an unsuitable form of nourishment in childhood. As re-

gards nourishment in general it must be borne in mind that our

body does not remain the same for four and twenty hours even

though externally it may appear to. As a matter of fact every

day wc exhale unceasingly a certain portion of our blood and oi

the other bodily substances, and there issue forth slowly the

same gases as in the case of cremation viz : carbonic acid, watery

vapour and nitrogen gas. In these exhalations just as in cre-

mation the same earthy portions remain behind; however they

are not kept in the body but dissolved in the blood, are perpetu-

ally being eliminated from the circulation by the action of the

kidneys and entirely leave the organism.
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This statement of the matter reveals at once the impeiative
necessity of recovering by means of suitable nourishment all tliat

has been exhaled and has passed off in urine in the course of
twelve hours. Otherwise these organs and their capacity must
remain weak and powerless. And that is precisely the point in
which we poor Germans suffer so much in the present century.

Originally matters were very different. All the earthy material
of the body mentioned above, such as phosphoric acid, potash,
chalk, magnesia etc. were once formerly to be found in the corn
used for bread. This has long ceased to be the case and we
have listened to evil counsellors since we have been making our
bread of the finest flour. In this flour the bran so rich in earthy
matter is entirely lacking, and even granted that we retained for
ourselves all the bran, which we now leave to oxen, swine and
geese, we should not secure our proper nourishment, as the follow-
ing reason will show.

The grain which our primitive forefathers used, obtained its
earthy composition from the ground which in those days had
been formed by the ravages of rain-water from the materials
washed down from the mountains i. e. from the primaeval rocks
These primaeval rocks (granite, porphyry, gneiss and slate)
actually contain all the earthy substances that give plants and
animals their cohesion. Unfortunately the soil has fared as badly
as men have, it is no longer the same as it was. With each
successive harvest we remove from the ground the mineral sub-
stances which together with water, atmospheric air and the sun's
rays produce the fruits of the field. After a thousand years of
cultivation there are collected in the soil in increasing force the
remains of the original composition of the rocks, their pith and
essence gone, m the form of silicious earth and clay, the latter
of which has no share in producing plants. In this way thevaluable substances, which are essential for the production ofhealthy and nutritions plants, are being constantly used up

ni. I- Z""}'
^""^^ ^'''^ ^hat, after a thousand 'yearsploughing and harvesting, the fruitfulness of the soil gives out

c.u?ed' i?T.
'^"^ ^^/"l^^ted, viz that fresh growth "could becaused, if we covered the ground with the excrements of menand animals i. e. with the remains of the nourishment we recen'e anSwhich IS not consumed nor re-formed into fresh lymph and blood

pa sST afr'' 1f"'^' ^^^^ intesLeTand finallpasses out as superfluous or unserviceable. Since that timemanuring has increased in favour and it is predselv from his

pr^perts l^cHrln ' ^' ™ ""^^

T.;.^5 ? ,
"^"^ ^^^i^f contents manure cannot of itself

the .kmÄ "--hing plants and herbs. simpTv bec^^^^^^^tne element that keeps our hmbs and organs firmly together and
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enables them to perform their functions is to be found in the

firm earthy substances.

Our juillcrs have long been complainmg that a large quantity

of our liome-grown corn cannot be ground, because it stops up

the mill-stones and the rollers. This is caused by the amount of

albumen in plants and its ammoniac contents. In order to be

able to grind this corn the millers have to mix it with foreign

corn coming from countries, whose cultivation is not so old as

that of Germany and where consequently the soil still contains

the proper elements. Such countries are Roumania, Hungary,

Russia and America, and even they are doing their very best to

tread in our foot-steps.

Cases of anaemia, chlorosis, short-sightedness, deformity, scro-

fula, epilepsy, scarlet-fever, diphtheria, consumption and rheuma-

tism become more numerous every day. Where is this all leading to?

Jul Hensel has treated the whole subject exhaustively, and

at the same time pointed out the necessary remedy m his work

entilted, «Steinmehldüngung". He says: grind primitive rock m
order to bring it on the surface of fields that have lost their

force- then you will reap good corn again. People are actually

beginning to make a move in this direction but when one thinks

that nine years have passed since Hensel drew attention to this

and that there are only four or five manufactories of rock manure

in existence, fifty years may well pass before the system is generally

adopted and all classes convinced. Before that day is reached many

a child may die of diphtheria and scarlet-fever and many a young

girl of consumption—aU of which could have been prevented.

Hensel also remarks : In my practice as a physician my method

has always been to leave all poisons and all substances foreign

to our organism in the places they were m, and in their place

to use for heahng purposes simply and solely those substances

which the blood requires for its healthy constitution. The character

of these substances is revealed by the nature of the saline and

earthy substances enumerated above; which our healthy blood

leaves behind as ashes. I comphed with these conditions, applied

physiological salts and physiological earths in numerous cases tor

tlie purpose of cleansing the blood and obtained the most asto-

nishing and successful results.
, • ^^^^ur^A

Let us take a single example in order to explain the method.

I shall select for this purpose that common complaint—rheumatism.

What is rheumatism? u • fin cQm<-
By a fortunate coincidence I happened to hear m the same

year (1879) in each ol the two hemispheres almost the san e

words on rheumatism (in spring in the University of Geneva n

French and in autumn in the University of New-York m English)

the words used by the two Professors of Pathology, harmonising
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as they do so remarkably run as follows. Of the nature of rheu-

matism and of its cure our knowledge is precisely as extensive

as it was a hundred years ago. We do not known if the seat

of rheumatism is to be sought for in the bones, the muscles, the

ner\^es or the blood, and as for the remedies that are applied to

combat it and their number exceeds thirty—w^e are constrained to

admit that we do not know of one single certain cure.

Well but why did I study medicine if they could not tell me
the source from which illnesses arise and the means by which

they are to be cured. Fortunately I soon discovered how it is

that there is so much that pathalogists do not know. The
reason lies in the fact that the different branches are treated

separately and consequently the student fails to obtain a com-

prehensive grasp of the connection between these paits.

Many a disappointment have I experienced when in physio-

logy deviations were made from the well-worn track. **Ah"thought I,

"now we are coming to it". But no sooner had the lecturer

(giving way to the temptation) begun his explanation than he gave

a start, saying "Oh, but that belongs to Pathology".

How often was I enraged at such a system. To me it appeared
to be a swindle to call something that has expressly proved
itself to be the art of not healing, the art of healing, reople
would say in a lordly manner: A real doctor has no scruples

in confessing the incompleteness of his knowledge. Men who
say, I know what others do not know, only prove that they are

charlatans.

It was obviously no use continuing the study of such a patho-
logy, for the pathologists have long forgotten the lessons in

physiology they learnt as young students and consequently cannot
build further on this essential foundation for the simple reason
that it is not at their disposal. But I said to mj^self, there cannot
be two kinds of chemistry, the universal chemical laws must be
applicable also to the phenomend of life and the same must hold
good with physics. Surely said I to myself, chemistry and
physics ought to be sufficient to explain the why and the where-
fore of rheumatism. As no progess whatever has been made in
this respect for one hundred years it is really worth while trying
to help our knowledge forward in some degree. At this point!
will say what I have discovered. I studied first of all the worst
form of rheumatism—articular rheumatism. But it proved to be
precisely the one that it was easiest to get at the foundation of,

and before I was really aware of the fact my knowledge of the
original cause of articular rheumatism had given me the key to
the proper understanding of nearly all other illnesses.

The blood-vessels in following the course of the bones, are
bent. This is most noticeable ,in the knee-joints, when we sii
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down, and in the elbow when we write; whereas when we are

standin^^ upright the blood-vessels take a more direct course. In

consequence ot this bending of the blood-vessels the movement

of the blood becomes slow in these places, especially in the

arteries by which the blood that flows into the feet is forced

upwards to the heart, when it has to overcome the physicial

pressure of a correspondingly hij^h column of fluid, which as we

can see by the analogy of a pump is only possible by powerful

breathing and consequently only by virtue of an adequate number

of red blood corpuscles to absorb the oxygen. Now a rapid stream

carries with it sand and mud, which in the case of sluggish

streams sink to the bottom and require constant dredging; the

same applies to the flow of the blood, which descends from the

heart pours through the whole organism in less than two minutes

and returns back to the heart a powerful stream of blood carrymg

with it the waste matter which is left over by the breathmg as

more or less completely oxidized remains of the tissues of the

body. On the other hand if the body gets insufficient exercise

and a reduced exhalation and respiration, such as results from

sitting at a writing table the circulation is retarded. Besides this

the inadequate breathing causes a large quantity of imperfectly

oxidized albumen in the form of insoluble urates to accumulate

in the blood. They secrete and deposit most readily at those

places where the movement of the blood is retarded.

This is exactly where the joints are, where the blood-vessels

are bent. There the passage for the blood grows narrower and

narrower in proportion as the deposit of urates accumulates. 1 he

first traces of this restricted movement of the blood manifest

themselves in nervous twinges, but when the material which hinders

the free movement of the blood accumulates further the blood

must finally come to a standstill in a larger or smaller number

of these blood-vessels. This blood, when mside the vessels, is

liable to congeal in the same way as the blood which is drawn

from the veins, which, as is well-known, clots immediately it stops

flowino- The fact that a firm substance is formed from fluid

blood causes this coagulation to be accompamed by the evolving

of heat: that is why the phenomenon, on account ot the heat

which is thus generated, is called inflammation (mflanimatory

rheumatism). From this point the inflammation spreads lurther.

For example aU motionless and congealing blood sets ammonia

free- this has the eff'ect of weakening the nerves, even i .^ugli

an attenuation of the blood may be noticeable. This causes the para-

lysed patients to lie and to be unable to move without great pam.

In his work Hensel has given a full explanation of the origin

r»f ammonia in stagnant blood.
, • .1

Th^t ammonia in the blood has the eftect of weakemng the
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nerves is evident from the fatal effects caused by breathing

carbonic oxide gas. All such gases contain ammonia.

It will readily be understood that this incapacitating of the

nervous matter can extend to a larger or smaller area and that

stagnation of the blood can take place in any part of the organism.

Instead of the joints, the blood-vessels of the intestines (espe-

cially in the region of the capillaries which permeate the

liver, the gastric. wall the walls, of the intestines and the female

sexual organs) as well as the muscles of the chest and the back

may be the spot where stoppages of the blood originate or develop.

Then people constantly say that it must certainly be rheumatism.

And not without reason.

It is a general rule that a sensation of pain is a sign of an
obstruction in the circulation. Whenever pains and twinges arise,

that shows that there is an interruption of the circulation of the

blood at the spot where the pain is felt. The nerves have no
other expression for the disturbance of their functions flian pain;

pain is their language, which is certainh- capable of considerable

modification.

It is said with truth that rheumatism moves from one place

to another. The reason of this is that sometimes one and some-
times another blood-vessel is affected by a temporary stoppage of

the blood. As soon as the fragment of excreted tissue which has
hindered the free flow of the blood has been dissolved by fresh

and more powerful blood, the rheumatism ceases in this place.

When moreover it is said that rheumatism nmst have resulted
from a cold, this is certainly not altogether wrong—but in ordi-

nary cases a cold is only a contributing cause, in so far as the
blood-vessels scattered through the skin get contracted by external
cold till a complete stoppage in the capillary tubes may result
with further unpleasant consequences. It must nevertheless be
remembered that health}-, vigorous, normal blood will absorb
enough oxygen to keep the body warm by the process of oxi-
dation, and to give it the capacity of greater resistance to external
cold. We are not here speaking of the permanent effects of
damp and cold on the constitution e. g. in damp, sunless and
ill-warmed dwelling places, or camping out in damp trenches, or
in the case of frontier sentinels at night, exposed to the assaults
of wind and rain.

The question then arises, how such stoppages of blood can
be cured? And we learn from experience that fresh blood-serum
and albumen of good quality, i. e. blood provided with the proper
quantity of mineral substances is able to re-dissolve and Hquefy
the coagulated blood substance.

It is therefore our task to supply the blood with the lacking
mmeral substances and we might, with the same means, cure the

10
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apparently most varied diseases, for as soon as normal or healthy
blood permeates the entire system, every individual organ is
benefited by it. Then the rapidly coursing blood gives new life
to the nerve functions of the whole system, and when the patient
feels better in consequence of this treatment it is immaterial to
him whether the doctor describes his ailment as gastric or ab-
dominal disorder, or as a complaint of the nerves and muscles.
Experience has proved the truth of my theory.- On the basis
of my physiological and chemical studies I have administered the
mineral substances constantly and consistently, notwithstanding
the erroneous view of doctors of the old school that stomach and
intestines do not assimilate mineral substances. I knew better; 1

knew that minerals combine organically just as well with the gelatine,
sugar and albumen of eggs and the caseine of milk as with ge-
latine-sugar alone. Hence my successes which astonished so
many.

I have succeeded in combining the physiological salts and
earths, which latter are precipitated in water, and therefore in
the process hitherto obtaining could not well be prescribed
mixed with the salts, in such manner that I have them baked
mixed with wheat-flour in the proportions necessary for healthy
persons.

Nobody eats more bread than is adapted to his digestive
capacity, and in this way everybody knows at once the quantity
that agrees with him, the most scrupulous dosing cannot do more.

The mineral constituents which healthy blood requires for

assimilation, that is for the building up or renewal of every organ,

are the following.

Oxide of potash

.. soda .
»> !>

lime . . .

„ magnesia
iron . . .

manganese
Fluorine
Phosphoric acid

Sulphuric „
Muriatic „
Silicic „
Carbonic „

)»

)>

583
29
40

2

2

70

130 „
455 „
780 „
390 „

On the basis of the above figures I have produced an article

to which I have given the name of

:

PHYSIOLOGICAL BAKING POWDER,
which, used in the proportion of thirty grammes to a kilogr. of

wheat-meal with yeast, water and milk, furnishes a bread, which

105 parts,

390 „
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has the advantages of a perfect article of food. I call this bread

"physiological bread". It may with equal propriety be called

"vegetarian bread".

1 will only remark that this bread can be baked with the

addition of eggs, butter, milk and sugar, in other words that

cakes baked with the physiological baking powder will be found

to be more wholesome, nourishing and pleasant to the taste.

I also desire emphatically to mention that leavened rye-bread

can be improved in the same manner. But bread from wheat-

meal prepared with yeast is to be preferred for weak persons

and invalids, as it can be digested hy the weakest stomach.

This bread will satisfy hunger for a longer time than ordi-

nary bread. The explanation of this is that as a rule we eat

about four times as much as would be necessar}'' for the mainte-

nance of our bodies if our food contained all the mineral ingre-

dients required for the renewal of the used up tissues.

A person who improves his diet by the use of ph3'^siological

instead of ordinary bread need not be over anxious in the selec-

tion of other articles of food; he has only to observe the funda-
mental rule, to avoid all excess in eating. Nearly all stomach
troubles can be attributed to the overloading of that organ with
superfluous nutriment; the result, as we have seen, is congestion
in the blood. For the more the intestines are loaded with food,
so much the longer will the blood be retained in the vessels of
the abdominal walls to digest it; and obstructions in the circu-
lation are then inevitable. Fasting is nature's remedy for such
gastric disturbances. Instead of this, modern medical science has
unfortunately taken to preaching the doctrine. "Feed up w^ell, to
keep up 3^our strength!" "But I can't, I haven't a particle of
appetite!" "But you must!"

What was it that Knei^b said to a Banker R. after examining
him as to his manner of life and reckoning up what he used to
eat for his Hrst and second breakfast, his dinner, his tea and his
supper m order to keep up his strength? He hit the nail on the
head m his remark: "Do you know what is the matter with you"?
You want a second stomach to digest all that."

The foregoing observations contain abundant matter for re-
flection. Anybody wishing for further knowledge of Hensel's views
IS referred to his publications which can be obtained at any
bookstore.

If HenseVs assertion that the earthy substances are absorbed
by the digestive organs should be verified, he will have contributed
to the simplifying of the healing art, and shown us a method of
treatmg aisease, which has hitherto escaped attention. Anybody
desiring to try the above mentioned baking powder should applV
to Mr. iL. 14/. Teichel, Leipzig. Sternwartenstrasse 39-41, who wiH
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forward sample packets containing 125 gr., enougli for 3 kg
wheat-meal, for 1 Mark.

The twinges, the tearing piercing pains are a sign of the
independent action of the electric nerve-substance. In health we
are not aware that there is electricity in our nerves, because the
electric current courses in a circle in correspondence with the
circulation of the blood. But as soon as the closed circuit is

interrupted, the electricity in our nerves is at once perceptible,

in the same way that sparks bridge over the gap when an electric

metallic circuit is interrupted. Now as the electric current in our
nerves is induced by the current caused by the motion of the
magnetic iron in the blood and passing through the bloodvessels

running parallel to the nerve cords, what occurs is this :—A stoppage
of blood in the bloodvessels causes an interruption of the electric

current in the walls of the vessels. In consequence of this the

induced current in the nerve cords running parallel to the blood-

vessels is likewise interrupted. This interruption manifests itself

in sharp pains and twinges, which can be very severe in some
cases.

Bread, How to bake, see Index.

Bread Soup, see Index.

Bread, Wholemeal, see Index.

Bread, Whole wheat-meal, see "Diet".

Breast, Cancer in the. see Index.

Breast, Female, Atrophy of the, see Index.

Breast, Female, Care of the, see Index.

Breast, Gathered, see "Bad Breast".

Breasts, Induration of the, see "Women, Diseases of".

Breast, Neuralgia of the, see "Women, Diseases of"

Breast, Tumour of the, see Index.

BREATH, OFFENSIVE. May have its origin in various

causes e g. gastric catarrh, ulcerations of mouth and gums, serious

lung complaints, swollen tonsils and any secretion from internal

organs. However, the principal cause is doubtless the putre-

faction of the residue of food lodged in hoUow teeth.

Treatment.—Rinse the mouth out frequently and remove the

scraps of food from the hollow teeth, which, together with the

mouth should be thoroughly cleansed after every mea .
lake

plenty of fresh air and get hollow teeth filled by an expert dentist.

Temporarily this can be done by pressing in warmed gutta percha

which is not so painful as filling by the dentist.
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If the offensive breath is caused by an\' of the ailments first

mentioned, it can only be removed by suitable treatment of the
malady in question. See also "Disagreeable habits".

-BREATHING, Difficulty in, occurs in consequence either of

an accumulation of phlegm in the lungs or pulmonary organs, or
of obesity and similar complaints ; the respiratory channels being
impeded in their normal expansion. It may also be due to tuber-
culosis, or catarrh; and particularly to inflammation of the vesicular
texture of the lungs. The morbid conditions may, however, lie

outside the respiratory organs, e, g., they may be the result of

.
plethora of the abdomen, pregnane}', heart disease, curvature of
the spine, general povertj' of blood, narrow chests.

In convulsive and nervous cases see "Asthma".
Treatment.—Removal of the causes, and treatment in accord-

ance with the complaint which causes the trouble. Above all,

sleep with the window open, and take as much out-door exercise
as possible.

In most cases benefit is derived from nightly stimulating
body and calf packs ; also frequent wet rubbing of the body, and
massage of the parts affected. Breathing exercise shoiild be
diligently practised. See "Ibid". For Modes of Application see Index.

Difficulty of breathing with children may be caused by
asthma, croup, quinsy, diphtheria, spasm of the glottis, narrow
chest, etc. Treatment will be found under each heading.

BREATHING EXERCISES (Art of breathing.) Dr. Nie-
meyer writes on this subject as follows: "The small number of
respirations in adults shows us at once how the majority of people
neglect proper breathing, For whilst each newly-born breather,m his desire to get as much air as possible, makes no less than
forty-four respirations to the minute, a child five years old makes
but twenty-six, and an adult only sixteen". He continues: "The
teacher of gymnastics in the municipal schools in Cologne, Mr
Lohmülkr, stimulated by my own writings, studied tlie art of
breathing on a proper gj'mnastic basis, and arrived at such
periection m it, that on his relating to me his experiences on the
subject m an irresistibly convincing manner, I found that I had
untiJ then overlooked one of the simplest things in the world'
Which shows how difficult it is to regard anything in an entirely
unprejudiced manner.

o
.7

t, j

In order to fully describe this new, and to ever\r open mindthe only rational, doctrine of the art of breathing—which is as
important as life itself-l place the following rule first and
loremost: Do not breathe from below upwards, but from above
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There are few who, when they make an attempt to follow

this direction, will not find that it is easier said than done; and
for this reason that they are ignorant of the requisite posture of

the body. It consists in taking hold of a stick—(Fig. 86)—called

the "Lohmiiller's Athemstab", with both hands (the knuckles out-

wards), whilst the arms hang down close to the sides. First

position "Hands down". (Fig. 86.) Now change the position of

The art of breathing.

Fig. 86. Fig. 87.

Position I. "Hands Down". Position II. "Hands up".

the wand by a vigorous movement into "Hands up", by which the

chest is expanded, and pass from this position with an equally

vigorous bend of the elbows of the third position. (Fig. 88.)

But for the terrible fact that bad health is the cause, we

could laugh at the clumsiness which most grown up persons

exhibit when trying to perform this simple exercise. With groans

and wry faces they stretch their arms, kept in position by the

stafT, sideways, and labour with their whole body, and cannot

successfully perform "Hands on shoulders" illustrated m Fig. 88.

But those who do succeed generally express surprise at the new

light which breaks in upon them, for when takmg a full deep

breath they experience the sensation of a heavy weight being

taken from their chest, as though they had not breathed freely tor

a long time. I will explain ^.his sensPtion systematically, it aris-s
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from the fact that in this posture that part of respiration comes

into operation which one might term "pomt breathing" or breathing

with the upper lobes of the lungs (see Fig. 89)—and I consider

It the main act of respiration. Puffing out the chest has become

a thing of the past and has to be learned again with the aid of

the breathing staff and breathing gymnastics.

To continue with our practical instruction: when a person

has practised this art thoroughly, using- the staff, he may come

to do without it, and assume the positions by merely raising

his arms—(Fig. 90)—and folding his hands over the back part

of his head.

From a hygienic point of view he is,
breaf/iing.

in doing this, only reverting to the way
of nature. For when the infant w'ants

more air, you will see how it stretches

itself out, especially after a bath, throws

back its head, presses its little feet against

something, and expands its whole chest,

so as to make us inclined to say: "It is

breathing with arms and legs." To ex-

press it more accurately, it puts its entire

body in a position calculated to expand
the chest in every direction; and practises

this expansion gleefully, and with all its

might and main. The respirations keep
pace with the movements of the limbs;

and all gymnastics, therefore, whether prac-

tised for a specific purpose or indulged
in for pleasure, such as swimming, running,

riding, rowing, skating, etc., must of

necessity be good for the development of

the lungs. The act itself of purposely ex-

panding the chest in every direction and Position ill

ventilating every lung-cell, may be called ''Hands on Shoulders",
"full breathing".

Holding the breath is also an important exercise, and is per-
formed in the following manner:

Raise the hands to the hips, take breath slowly and quietly,
and hold it as long as possible, retaining the same position, and
then eject the air quickly. While holding the breath, count the
time in seconds' time from beginning to end. People with weak
chests can hardly count more than 10, whilst strong people and
those that exercise their chest can go to 60 or 70, a man who
does Lohmüller's exercises even to 100 and above. Such breathing
exercises in good, pure air are of great importance. Vigorous
and thorough full expiration should, therefore, be practised
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frequently ; as also counting in one breath till the breath is gone

;

then close the mouth, raise the shoulders, expand the chest, and
let the air stream in through the nose at pleasure.

Next, hold the breath as long as possible, emit the air whilst
"counting", and repeat this exercise 5 to iO times a day, whenever
good air is at your command—best in the open air or even at

the open window. It is a healthy piece of work, and will relieve

and cleanse the blood, -and make it capable of resisting illness.

It would be far better, therefore, to smg a song with all your
might during a ramble in field and forest than to smoke cigars;

for a cigar between your lips renders vigorous respiration an ab-

solute impossibihty. Practise particularly breathing through the

nose, for that is the organ of respiration, not the mouth.

LungSj wind-pipe and larynx.

Fig. 89.

A. right lung. B. left lung. C niche for the heart, c. upper lobe,

d. middle lobe. e. lower lobe. f. wind-pipe. g. larynx.

As a climax, when expansion by simply taking full breath,

has been, as it were, introduced from within, practise exercises

with the "Arm-, Lung- and -Chest-Strengthener"—(Figs. 91 and 92)—
and so attain in a brilliant manner to that on which the prevention

of lung affections so greatl}^ depends viz., "point breathing"; to

strengthen the respiratory muscles, and to correct flatness and
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narrowness of the chest. Dr. Paul Niemeyer tells his patients,

during consultation hours, how to use this "universal appliance"j
as he calls it; in the following rhyme:

"Forward stretch your straightened arms, bring them to each side,
Raise them next above your head, then let them backwards glide".

Lateral full-breathing is particularly recommended aftei

inflammation of the lungs and pleurisy, see "Ibid".

Holding the breath without wand. Dr. Wolff's Chest-Expander.

Fig. 92.
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Extract from a lecture given by Dr. Niemeyer.

Contrary to the general opinion that eating and drinking are the

principal functions of life, hygiene maintains that air, or the "vital

air", as the discoverer of oxygen calls it, is the real "pabulum

vit£e" (Hippocrates). Wliereas, under natural conditions, the

"swallowing" of this nourishment is an automatic performance with

wild tribes, the civilized man, working on the tread -mill oi

daily toil in a confined space, runs the risk of forgetting to

take breath, gets chronically "air hungry" and becomes affected

with consumption.
We may perhaps hope that in the same way as we have

learned to value pure, unadulterated food, we may also come to

value the breathing of pure, unadulterated air just as highly; yet

Lateral or one-sided full-breathing.

Fig. 93.

Lateral full -breathing after in-

flammation of the left lung.

Fig.. 94.

Lateral full-breathing after

inflammation of the right lung.

hycriene considers the practice of the art of breathmg—i. e.,

breathing with a purpose, methodically—as the pnmary step,

because it enhances the appetite for an*. .The first desideratum

is that iust as we provide several meals daily for our stomach,

we shiuld also provide our lungs with the rations they require

-

viz., air, by practising full breathing; an art which we must learn

froni the new-born child. Whilst this "born expert m breathing

extends his chest in a downward direction, we adults have con-

tracted the reprehensible habit of breathing upwards to such cin
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extent as actually to sterilize the upper part of the lungs and so

to develop tuberculous troubles. How to restore the original type

by gymnastics, the lecturer illustrates most lucidly; recommending

both full breathing and holding the breath. "Nothing less", he

says, "is to be expected from a well-timed, persevering p;-actice

of the exercises than the extirpation of that chronic national curse,

consumption and the final ciir^ of phthisis ; and to we have in the

exercise of holding the breatii, 'a universal self-cure'; ready to

hand for a host of complaints, such as asthma, sick headache,

bleeding at the nose, hemorrhage, liver complaints, etc., all of

which are kept in existence only by our neglect to cultivate re-

spiration".

BREATHING, Frequency of. The number of respirations

varies according to age and circumstances. A new-born child

draws breath forty times in a minute . with a child five yesivs old

this number is reduced to twenty four, with an adult seventeen
to eighteen, being a fourth of the number of times the heart beats

in a minute (about 70). It is well known that in taking bodity
exercise and in fever the respirations are increased.

BRIGHT'S DISEASE may occur both in an acute and
chronic form. A disease and inflammation of the kidneys, and
impedes which arrests the secretion of the urine, is understood
by this term. In the most serious cases the blood may become
poisoned b}'" urea.

Sympi oms of acute renal inflammation.—Feeling of chilliness,

acute pains in the renal regions, scanty secretion of urine, con-
stant desire to make water, color of urine reddish-brown, thick
and clouded, showing albuminous flakes when boiled. Further,
vomiting, fever, pressure in the back; dropsical swelling of the
face, abdomen, hands, testicles and nymphae; damp and clammy
skin. With Bright's disease is often associated inflammation of
the lungs, of the peritoneum, and pericardium, etc.; it then be-
comes much more dangerous. Men are affected with it more
frequentl}^ than women.

Causes.—Catching cold, dissolute mode of life, also various
diseases, more particulary infectious ones, as typhus, small-pox,
tuberculosis, ague, scarlatina, etc., and pregnancy.' When it appears
as a chronic disease, as it frequently does after the acute state,
It IS principally caused by medicine, frequent indulgence in alcoholic
hquors, catching cold repeatedly, etc.

Treatment.—Steam-bath in bed daily, three hot-water bottles,
with extra (4—6 fold) compresses on back (in the region of the
kiclneys), the same also on the heart until profuse perspiration
ensues (duration about two hours), then (88^^—900) lukewarm bath
with (810—840) affusions, accompanied by vigorous friction of the
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skin; 77° stimulating compresses in the region of the kidneys
(from half an hour to an hour, according to requirement; and two
or three hours' calf-packs. Eveiy ni<^dit, also, stimulating packs
on calves and trunk, and T-pacl^s. If feeling suggests, the last

two packs may be given also in soothing form. When they are
taken off, wet rubbing of that part of the body follows. When
an improvement is visible, one steam-bath in bed each day, with
packs on calves and trunk, and T-pack at night are sufficient, or
an 86° (lukewarm) hip-bath of 10—20 minutes' duration dail3^ If

steam-baths in bed cannot be borne with comfort, only mild wet
rubbing of the whole body or several lavations may be taken
daily. Persons whose cutaneous action is in a bad state (caused
solely by want of proper attention to it) may have dry packs by
turns, com.bined with (72°) damp, lukewarm trunk-pack (1— 2 hours),

but only as an experiment, after which 72° wet rubbing of the

whole body, or an 84° bath, with affusion. In addition, light,

non-stimulating food, fluids should be sparingly partaken of, for

preference milk or almond milk but not too cold, and alcohol

strictly avoided Procure regular motions by means of enemata
and fresh air. Inprovement may be noticed in a week or two,

but it may not be for months. The urine begins to be brighter

and clearer, and comes in more copious quantities.

Chronic inflammation of the kidneys may be developed from

the acute form, or appear independent!}'- in a lingering form, and

may then have reached an advanced stage before the patient

notices it.

Symptoms of the disease.—Striking pallor and considerable

decrease of strength, hard pulse; later, dropsical swellings (as

mentioned above) and inflammations. Frequently also retmitis,

and considerable enlargement of the heart, as well as increased

excretion of urine, which is pale in colour and contains little or

no albuminous matter.

Treatment.—Daily a steam-bath in bed (as above) or soothing

full-pack (two hours) then a (88^) lukewarm bath, or a (920—94»)

full-bath (duration 8—10 minutes). Compresses at night, as in the

acute form, non-stimulating, nutritious diet, especially fresh sweet

milk. Drinking fresh water in moderation, open bowels by means

of enemata, and above all, complete rest in bed.

BRIGHT'S DISEASE CURED.
(By H. Canitz.)

One Christmas day, about five years ago, I was requested by

a friend to see the four-year old son of the manufacturer Dr R
in Schloss-Chemnitz, who was dangerously ill, and had been given

up by the doctors attending him. As a matter of course I complied
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most willingly with this request. The boy's father told me in his

distress that he had not had me called in because he thought
there was a likelihood of his child's life being saved, but only

to be able to satisfy his conscience that he had left nothing untried.

He said that the boy was swollen all over, that the urine, at least

what little of it did pass, had an admixture of albumen, blood
and pus, a proof that a degeneration of the kidneys had taken
place, and that, therefore, a prospect of recovery was out of the
question. Dr. H., himself an authorit}^ on homoeopathy, had called
the most eminent men of this science from Leipzic to the sick
bed; and there were present besides three allopathic physicians
and one homceopathic doctor of Chemnitz. If all these different
gentlemen had been at variance hitherto with regard to the appli-
cation of the medicines, they at any rate were unanimous now
in their opinion that the patient was past saving. The natural
method of healing was now to have its turn and I was chosen
to show what it could do. It was certainly a difficult undertaking,
but since I had often seen that the vital force, when properly
directed, had effected the seemingly impossible, I ventured to
undertake the case. Every kind of medicine had, of course, to
be banished, and, my orders only to be enforced. Inspired by
the knowledge that the action of the skin was capable of powerfully
influencing and relieving the kidneys, I turned my attention to it.

Compresses could not be applied, because the slightest pressure
exercised on the abdomen - stretched to bursting—caused the most
excmciating pains. However, mild and frequentlv repeated wet
rubbmgs, and a non - stimulating, fruit diet had such a wonderful
influence on the patient's condition that some hope of impro-
vement was indulged in. The excretions of urine became more
copious, the skin more active and moist, the swellings sub-
sided, and to make a long story short, on the 6^ of January— i e
after about twelve days of the natural treatment—the boy, who
had been m the jaws of death, was sitting again on his rocking-
horse. When the homoeopathists now wished to remove the
traces of albumen, still found in the urine, with sulphur I had
no mind to disturb them in their pious thought; for me 'it was
suihcient that I had removed pus, blood, and masses of albumen
by regulating the activity of the kidneys.

I was convinced that the natural treatment would have wiped
out the last traces of albumen in spite of the sulphur Foi ofmany proofs m favour of this only the following.

A boy named Röske, 6 years old, living now at Brückenstr. 4 IIm Lhemnitz, had Bnght's renal disease to a most dangerous extent'

,m k''''^.F^''^^^^'T^^^"' P""^"''^ but little water, and had been given

fJl .
medical men; Master i?.////^/, 6 years old, of HaSbold

•street 3, p. m Chemnitz; the 9 year old son of the forester
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Mr. B. in Zöblitz, Saxony; the young son of the butcher,

Mr. Rachelt, Haubold Street 7 in Chemnitz. They all had had

scarlatina, and been treated by medical men, after which they
,

sickened of Bright's renal disease with the usual drop.sical symptoms

and excretion of albumin and had been given up, as past cure.

The 2 year old son of the gardener Doortnann, living now at Eck

Street 10 and M'dster IVetztg, 7 years old, living at Sonnen

Street 10, III. who, after scarlatina had been seized with dropsy

were both suffering of the same disease and, notwithstanding

medical treatment, had been given up, In all these cases I undertook

the cure, the medical treatment being discontinued as a matter of

course. 'The Natural Method took its place and all the patients

recovered completely after in a short time, and although no sulphur

was apphed, the albuminous excretions disappeared. Of the

numerous scarlatina patients, whom I have treated, not one died,

nor sickened of Bright's disease. Surely a splendid certificate

for the Natural Method of Healing.

Bronchial Asthma, see "Asthma".

Bronchial Catarrh, see "Lung Diseases".

Bronchial Spasm, see "Asthma". The same treatment as ,

in Occlusion of Pulmonary vesicles is recommended.

Bronchial Tubes, Catarrh of the, see "Bronchial Catarrh '.

BRUISE. A blow on any part of the body with a hard

substance will cause the skin to discolour if it is not broken.

The reason for this is, that the small veins and capillary vessels

underlying the injured place are ruptured by the blow and cause

the blood to accumulate there.
u a

Treatment. If small bruises are at once pressed with a hard

substance the accumulation of blood will be reduced, and a swellmg
_

and discoloration can be prevented by constant pressmg and
;;

kneading. Larger bruises should first be treated with soothing,

and cooling compresses and afterwards with stimulating ones •

The swelling or bruise should never be opened. See also Abscess

Bubo, see "Chancre".

BULIMIA (morbid appetite), is a sudden access of hunger,^,

which if not satisfied, may result in sickness, weakness, and even -

fainting. Bulimia occurs with patients suffering from chronic gastric

catarrh, from diabetes mellitus, diseases of the bram and spmal

cord, hypochondria, hysteria, etc.
.

Treatment.—First of all satisfy the hunger slowly, not eatin

too much at a time, then apply a tonic or regenerative treatment*

adapted to the disease from which the complaint arises.

Bumps, Science of, see "Phrenology".
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BURNING, HOW TO SAVE FROM. Any person whose
clothes catch fire should at once throw himself or herself on the
.•round and tr}^, by rolling over and over, to stifle the flames by
so cutting off the air necessary for the process of burning.

If there are other people near at the time, these should assist
by throwing shawls, beds, rugs or even their own clothing upon
the burning person; if the accident happen in the open air, earth,
ods or even manure, if nothing better be at hand, may be used for
he purpose of cutting off the air from the flames. Immersion in
\ater or pouring water on the flames is of course best of all,

)ut if there is no water near, the person burning should not be
^ilowed to run to get to water, as running would only cause the
lames to spread more quickly in consequence of the draught.

Rolling on the floor or ground is the best plan because in
the first place, as is well known, flames always have an upward
'endency and, secondly, the head is better prd'tected when on the
^^round. Sometimes just striking the burning place thoi-oughly
with outstretched arms will suffice to beat out the flames.

BURNS should, as soon as possible, be put, first into luke-
.
arm and then mto cold water and kept there till the pain is r'-du-

ced or gone altogether and does not return when the injured place
IS removed from the water. This may often take hours, ev^n
hall a day or sometimes longer, but it is the only certain remedy
for burns. Parts of the body which cannot be held in water e e
the lace etc. should when burned be constantly wetted with water
or have wet bandages appKed to them. If warm water is not
ready at hand, no time should be lost by waiting while it is beine
prepared

;
the injured part should at once be put into cold waterIhe pam may also be eased by putting the burned place into

tiour or meal or by sprmkling toiled powder over it
Ihe blisters caused by burns should also be held in water

f^. T^K ^ necessary sometimes for hours or even half a day Ifthe limb or part of the body injured cannot conveniently be

Sied i/^h'^'^''
wet bancfages and affusions sho ß b^

Kp K. 1 t'"" 'I
"''^ ^^^^ t^^^ blisters will disappearm the bath, or by subsequent continual wet bandagin-

selHr.i' i]'^"^
''''^ pricked.*) With children who areseldc^easona^ enough to hold the injured limb in tlTe water

when\era're^i'rv'1ari''and P'^'^'l"^, ^^^^^^^^ ^nd especially

m bandages are applied a^d ken dlmn Rv' ? P^^^'^^"^. ^^^her wet
formed, and this D.iihpr r.fr fT,

''^P* ^^"^P-
.

By t^is means new skin is quick]

v

however not fSv i^moved^ skin^ouS
for the newly formed tSn'S^?^ extkmäy' endir^

^ P''"^^^'^^''
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for any length of time, the wet bandages should be used. If the

skin is broken in any place by the burn then a thin linen rag

dipped in good salad-oil or in water (77°—90°) should be placed

on the wound and left there. It must, however, be kept damp
by applying dripping wet bandages over it—the water used fo»

this not being cold, but from 77° to 90° in temperature.

These bandages, which are to be changed as soon as they

get warm or irksome, must be continued until pus begins to flow

which, always tal^.es place when not only the upper skin or

epidermis but also the underlying true skin, connective tissue

and perhaps the muscular fibre are burnt. When the discharge

of pus or matter commences, then the temperature of the water

used for the bandages should be 77°—81° and the under piece of

Unen allowed to remain on (but it should not be wet with oil

any more) until the new skin begins to form granulation. It is

then thoroughly soaked through and very carefully removed, and

then replaced by a folded piece of fine linen dipped in water (73^),

this should be"changed and re-dipped every time the bandage

is renewed.
When the discharge of pus has subsided or only a very

small quantity is exuded then the temperature of the water used

for the bandages may be reduced to 66° or even 61°.

As soon as the wound begins to close up, it should be washed

frequently with water (61°) and covered with a dry piece of linen

to exclude the air from it. w u

If as is often the case in warm weather, the granulation should

proceed too exuberantly, i. e. if S0:called proud flesh be formed

in consequence of the warm bandages remaining on the wound

too long and drying there, then recourse must be had to cool or

quite cold bandages, or syringing with cold water by the appli-

cation of which the formation of proud flesh will be stopped.

For this purpose pulverized white sugar may also be strewn on

the place, as sugar used in this way acts like caustic.

Bv this treatment the pain from burns will be readily relieved

and when only the upper skin is injured, the burns will be healed

in four or five days, and deeper ones ver}^ often m seven or
,^

eight^days.^^^
also be mentioned that warm or lukewarm baths

always have a beneficial effect on bums when the skin is mjurecL

If cold water is used at once, the contrast m temperature is too

^reat and reaction sets in too strongly; the pam increases and

healinris retarded. Therefore, when the skm is not mjured by

the burn the temperature of the water apphed should not be below

730 and when the skin is destroyed it should not be colder than

880; as th^ pain decreases, the temperature of the water may be

gradually lowered.
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Some Natural Heiüers have of late altogether discontinued

the use of cool or cold water in the treatment of burns, and employ

water of 86^ only.

It is in accidents, when speedy assistance is of great moment,

that the great value and astonishing simpHcity of the Natural

Method of Healing are recognized.
, , .

Most of those who, when burned used the Natural Method

of Healing for the first time, made wry faces at the ad\dce of the

Natural Healer and looked incredulously on the baths and bandages

but were astonished at the agreeable result. They were mvariably

surprised to find that their wounds were healed in about a third

of the time required by salves and ointments and became ardent

devotees of this rational system of healing.

In addition to the appUcation of water there are also many
simple remedies which can also be recommended for wounds e. g.

linseed oil, olive oil, dripping, bacon, also raw potatoes scraped,

jelly, molasses etc. A salve made of unsalted butter and the

white of eggs (the white of one egg to a spoonful of butter) ; the

two ingredients being well mixed and spread on a hnen rag.

Burns may also be strewn with flour, rice powder etc. and covered

up with cotton wool, the glazed packing of which must, however,

be removed. *

A very simple remedy easily obtained is to pour the white

of an egg over the wound and allow it to dry there.

Burns of old standing should be treated like old wounds. See
on this subject "Wounds" and "Ulcers".

c.
Cabbage, see "Diet".

Cake, Indian corn, see "Diet".

Calf Pack, see Index.

CANCER is in most cases a protracted (chronic.) disease. It

has various forms and attacks various portions of the body e. g.

the uterus, mammary glands, lips, tongue, rectum, colon, peritoneal
glands, Ösophagus, bladder, sahvary "glands, eyes, liver, kidneys,
scrotum, ovarium, penis, bones etc., but in all cases it is accom-
panied by accumulation of ichorous pus and tends to the destraction
of the parts affected. It mostly appears in persons of from j'orty

to fifty years old, and is more frequently met with in the female
than in the male sex. The predisposition for it may be of a
congenital nature.

11
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Symptoms.— An extremely malignant, painful and evil-smelling

tumour which speedily saps the sufferer's vitality, and in its

later course assumes an ulcerous character.

A person afflicted with cancer any length of time has an
pale ashy complexion, the skin turns a yellowish colour, the

appetite gets worse and worse, he loses flesh constantly and his

strength dimijiishes visibly.

The more vital the organ attacked, the more rapid is the

progress of the disease at first; the more deeply seated the

disease, the more difficult is the cure, and death follows more
rapidly.

Treatment.—The prospect of cure is only a slight one. In

the first place gentle treatment should be applied to the skin

to alleviate suffering, such as a warm bath daily (90° to 92^)

with gentle affusions on the affected parts, secondly a strictly

non-stimulating and vegetariaq diet should be observed (cancer is

aU but unknown among the aborigines of the East -Indies, who
live entirely on leguminous plants and on fruit) with plenty of

fresh air and open windows at night. The cancerous wounds

must be repeatedly cleaned with injections of clean water or

camomile-tea, and soothing or stimulating compresses should be

appHed occasionally. In the first stages full-steam- oaths, succeeded

by full-pack and bath with affusions or in lieu of them steam-

baths in bed likewise followed by a bath, three to four times

a week well will be found of benefit. If it. can be done,- apply

also local steam-baths daily after which the affected part should

be bathed in lukewarm water (820 to 860) with gentle affusions

and afterwards covered with a lukewarm (82 to 86) rather wet

and soothing (or be) stimulating compress. A tonic regenerative

or preliminary treatment may also be found beneficial and the

Kuhne-cure has been very successful in the treatment of cancerous

diseases.

For Modes of Application, see Index.

CANCER AND ECZEMA RUBRUM.
(From Pastor König's book on the "Natural System of Healing".)

This malady is generally considered incurable, but if the de-

structive process has not yet advanced very far, the Natural

Method of Healing may effect a cure or at all events considerable

improvement. The medical school attempted to accomplish cure

bv operations , with the knife. But m the same way as the

stoppage by the German apprentice of Donaueschmgen ot the

sources of the Danube at Donaueschingen in no way reduced the

quantity of its waters, so in cancer no operation will be ot an\

use even if performed by the most skilful surgeon. A pylorus
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once cut out can never be replaced artificially; ii intestine and
stomach are patched together, connection is certainly restored,

but it is only a dead connection, because the living elastic door,

regulating admission, is wanting and the whole scientific perfor-

mance is nothing but patchwork, leading infallibly to death.

The patients operated upon by the renowned surgeon Bill-

roth never lived long. The seemingly successful operations were
certainly trumpeted abroad but politeness as well as the publi'^

press, which is even in our time nearly always the service

science, forebore to mention tlie deaths speedily ensuing. As with
cancer, so it is the case with eczema rubrum, and other open
sores. Instead of attacking the disease at its root, as should be
done, the allopathic school alwaj^^s cut the parts where the dis-

charges takes place. So it happened to a \'oung man last

summer, whose blood and humours were thoroughly corrupted.
They chopped oft' his arm, where the impurities had found an out-
let, and they even boasted of such a truly scientific deed. When
I heard of this monstrous proceeding, I sai(i that the poor man was
doomed to death, and six months after he was a corpse. And
very naturally so! The impurities deprived of their exit thus
remained in the body, bringing destruction upon the entire
system. Alas! poor victims! If you had only known the Natural
Method of Heahng in all its greatness and had had the courage
to apply it, you might be among the living now. How do we
proceed in cancer, eczema rubrum and other open sores? We
prescribe fresh pure air and the strictest diet, consisting morning
and evening of fruit, unleavened and unsalted bread, very mild,
light, cool food without any seasoning at dinner. Pure w'ater as
beverage with fruit, aud finally full-packs, packing the affected
parts, etc. and as much out door exercise as possible.

REPORTS OF CANCER CURED. .

(Extract from Dr. Kles" book ''Diatetio cure-".)

Mrs. R. aged 43, affected with cancer of the uterus Fur
four months she had malignant discharges and irregular excessive
hemorrhages Her appearance was sunken and emaciated; she was
at hcted with a feelmg of heaviness and pains in the abdomen
Alter the first three weeks of the treatment the worst symptoms
vanished and her health began to improve. She had her courses
legularly afterwards, and left the sanatorium in much better health.

Mrs. L. M., aged 54, six months before the beginning of thf-
reatment her left mammary gland, destroyed by cancerous pro-
iiterations, had been removed by operation. It was not Ion«-
atter that numerous glands swelled in the left armpit and on th?

I
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inner surface of the arm. The patient suffered excruciating pains

at the time she entered my institution, and high fever developed

soon after. Her condition however soon improved under the

extremely favourable action of the treatment. There was no longer

any immediate danger to life, and after five months she could be

discharged as considerably reheved.

Cancer of the Tongue, see "Tongue".

Cancrum Aquations, see "Cancrum oris".

CANCRUM ORIS, or water canker, is a cancerous ulcer in

the cheek, occuring generally in children, and frequently appearing

after measles, scarlatina, typhoid fever, more particularly when a

great deal of medicine has been taken and the blood and humours

have been vitiated by it.

Symptoms.—A small pimple, or a small blister forms on the

cheek which soon turns gangrenous, continually spreads, and

leads to the destruction of the whole cheek.

The face is frequently terribly disfigured by ulcers and holes,

extending over the cheeks, lips, nose and even to the eyes, and

discharging a viscid, evil smelling, gangrenous matter.

The course of the disease is not attended with any parti-

cular pain, nor do the children lose their appetite at first, but

later on fever, emaciation, and unquenchable thirst set in and

total collapse follows.

Treatment.—The greatest cleanliness ensured by tepid lava-

tioRS of or gende injections into the ulcerated places.

Full -and three-quarter packs (three to four a week) with

a hot water botde wrapped in a damp towel at the feet (see

Hot Water Bottle), duration from an hour to an hour and a

half, to be followed by a lukewarm (890) bath, with head afTusions.

The affected parts should frequently be gently pressed with a

linen rag, wrung out in (770) water and particularly during the

pack. A body compress at night, enemata, non-stimulatmg diet

pure fresh air in the room, windows open at night. A bath oi

88« must be taken every day. Apply the tonic treatment betimes,

and if that be insufficient the regenerative or preliminary treat-

ment to improve the vitiated blood and humours. (For Modes

of Application, see Index.

Cane Chair Steam-bath, see Index.

CARBONIC ACID, Poisoning by, is brought about in

wine-cellars, where fermentation is going on, also m deep wells,

narrow pits etc. resulting from an accumulation of carbonic acia,

which by reason of its high specific gravity sinks to the bottom.

In cases of accidental poisoning by carbonic acid gas, the

patients must be carried as soon as possible into fresh air ana
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if that is not at once practicable, as in deep wells etc. the carbonic

acid must be speedily removed from the spot. A very smiple

and elfactive means is to tie a long cord to the handle of an

open umbrella, let it quite down and pull it up quickly. By

repeating this process several times, the air will be sufficiently

renewed. Or a good fire is lit on the top of the well, producing

an upward current in it. To prevent such fatahties it is advisable

before entering questionable places of this description to renew

the air by the above expedients. See also "Suffocation".

The general opinion, that it is safe for a man to enter a place

suspected of containing a large quantity of carbonic acid, as long

as a hghted candle will burn in it, is only partially correct; for

a candle will keep burning (of course with a small sooty flame),

if the surrounding air contains only very little oxygen, so little

that man is unable to breathe it. To employ a burning taper for

this purpose is certainly to be recommended, but it must not be

supposed that the extinguishing of the taper is the first sign of

danger; the place must be quitted when the taper begins to burn
with a faint and dull light. It is well therefore alwaN's to take a

burning light into a suspected place, and in descending, to hold
it as low as possible, because in such cases it is the lower strata

which are more impregnated with carbonic acid and therefore

more dangerous. For this reason it is expedient that the head
should be higher than the light,

CARBO-HYDRATES. To these belong all those substances
and food-stuffs which contain fatty matter, such as starch-fiour,

sugar, vegetable jelly, gLim, sugar of milk, honey, lactic acid,

alcohol etc. See also "Albumen".

POISONING WITH CARBONIC OXIDE GAS.
Splendid success of the Natural Method of Healing.

The wife of Mr. Bayer, a saddler in Breslau, Bischoffstr. I

,

communicated to the writer the following highly interesting facts
with all the minutest details of the persons and witnesses con-
cerned in the case, with the request to publish it.—On April 10*^.

1 received from Strelitz near Ströbel, Zobtenberg a telegram : 'come
at once, brother and sister dangerously ill' Arrived at the place,
I found them both unconscious. The cause of this sudden illness
was stated by the doctor attending them to be poisoning by coal
gas. Owing to the erection of a temporary gas stove—a new
chimney being in course of construction—a quantity of coal gas
had got into the bedrooms through the thin partitions. The young
man awoke in the middle of the night with headache and stupor.
His endeavours to open the windows were in vain. He fell down
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and remained on the floor, unconscious. He soon recovered his
sister however was so stupefied that all attempts at re-anini;'ition
on the part of Dr. J. who was living close by were futile. After
my arrival in Strelitz, he paid a second visit. To my question
whether there was any hope, he replied that recovery was utterly
impossible; the only thing that remained to be tried was tlie

api)lication of leeches. Being an advocate of the Natural Metiiod
of Healing I objected to such a procedure, especiallv as I knew
that my sister had formerly suffered from ansemia to such an
extent, that dropsy of the pericardium had supervened, from which
disease she was onh^ cured b}- the Natural Method. I absolutely
refused to allow any blood-letting. As there was no prospect of
ifiy sister's recovery in the hands of the doctor, I was completely
thrown "upon my own resources. I fir$t tried the effect of stimu-
lating treatment applying cold favations, calf-packs, cool compresses
etc. I at once sent a telegram to Mrs. Rouge of Breslau who
practices the Natural Method of Healing. She came and under-
took the treatment. No application of water had any effect

whatever on the patient. There she lay stiff and rigid her eyes
closed, her lips and teeth firmly pressed together, hght breathuig
and feeble action of the heart being the onl}' signs of life. Thus
she remained for 18 days. According to Mrs. Rouge's directions

the patient was fed during the first and dd.ys hy means of milk-

enemata only, as no food could be got through the firmly closed

lips and teeth.

By the persuasion of others, who were dissatisfied with this

condition of things and especiall}'' to please my aged parents,

Dr. A. of Breslau was called in, who hy pricking different parts

of the body with a needle convinced himself of the complete
absence of feeling and sensation. I-ie said that her condition was
certainly no longer hopeless but that experience had proved that

these kinds of poisoning left behind parah'sis and weakness of

memory. To w4iat extent they would show themselves in the

patient must be left to nature and time.

The normal excretions went on regularly and without hin-

drance. Meanwhile several other s3miptoms had appeared which
kept me, the nurse, in most anxious suspense. On one occasion

pulsation ceased altogether. Mrs. Rouge however succeeding in

restoring it by massage, compresses and other processes and

the signs of life returned once more. In the second week
a remarkable discoloration of the soles of the feet took place.

Quantities of vitiated humours collected under the epidermis and

formed boils. Dr. K. explained this symptom as a product of

combustion probably caused by the steamjars given with the

first packs being too hot; this explanation gave me unneces.sary

anxiety. Mrs. Ronge^ on the other hand, looked upon it as a
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critical sign, which could be observed also on other parts of the

bod\', where no jars had been applied at all, and took . it for

local blood-poisoning. The skin at the soles was carefull}' pricked

and great quantities of poisoned humours were discharged ; after-

wards even pieces of putrified flesh were detached, but without
causing bleeding. In the face of these facts Dr. K. could no
longer maintain his theory and confessed his error. When he
was asked, what was necessary now, he said, he intended to cut
away all the mortified flesh and supply it by pieces, taken from
sound parts of the body. As a declared eneni}' of all operations
I requested him to postpone that. So he did, and prescribed
some powder instead, warning me 7iot to touch any healthy parts
:vith it. As a precaution I did not apply the powder at all.

When, after a lapse of three weeks, the patient opened her
eyes at times and, after regularly oft repeated massage of the neck
and the lower parts of the face, showed a desire for food by
making the movement of swallowing, her condition, considered
hopeless at the outset, improved rapidly. As a consequence of
the many full-baths which she had had, die skin had considerably
softened inside the convulsively clenched fists; but it got hard
again after her fingers had been opened by force. In short, after
about three months' treatment bv Mrs. Ronge, the patient has
now recovered so far as to be able to take a walk regularh^ every
day and has a capital appetite. But what is most remarkable in
her outward appearance is that every cavit\^ and inequality, which
had formed in consequence of the: loss "of mortified flesh and
muscle, has now again completely filled up, a single scar or
scratch remaining. It is thus that kind mother nature heals, when
left to herself, and without any. of the transplanting of flesh deemed
necessary by allopathists.

Not the faintest trace can be found of paralysis and weakness
of memory which the doctör had so confidently prognosticated.

The assistance of the two doctors was not required after the
first two visits. Happening to meet Dr. K. in the street lately
he enquired after my sister's health and the efi^ct of his powders
i told him in reference to the latter that the wounds as well as
Uie whole Illness had been cured exclusively b)- the Natural
Method of Healing. He could only express his acknowledgement

accoST' ""^"""^^^ "^^ " ""^-^'^^^-^ -^-^ --^'^

I heil^with^.T"' f
wile of a clergy-man, and to whom

with suc^ ^SxT "^^^ ''^'"^^^ f^^' exertions, crowned

rn'alm^i? ""lÄau^^^^^
Capillary Atrophy, see "Hair, Loss of".
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Carbolic Acid, Poisoning by, see "Poisoning".

CARBUNCLES. These excrecences, to which elderly persons

are more particularly hable (boils mostly attacking younger people),

are really nothing but boils of larger size and with more acute

symptoms, (see "Boils" in Index) and arise from the same

causes, the only difference being that in the case of a carbuncle

a much larger portion of connective tissue (sebacious glands or

hair foUicles) becomes subjected to inflammation and expulsion.

They are at the same time liable to become gangrenous.

Symptoms.—The swelling, which begins with a small red knot,

gradually spreads, and sometimes attains the size of an apple or

even of a man's fist. It has a deep red colour and is exceedingly

hard producing a painful straining sensation. It gradually resolves

into 'a suppurating ulcer, and matter mixed with blood issues from

several openings, giving to the swelling a sieve-like condition.

The portion of flesh affected with the carbuncle is then thrown

off by degrees, and a scar remains in the space where the connec-

tive tissue has been destroyed.

Carbuncles are generally found on the back or on the neck.

They are always troublesome, and in severe cases, accompanied

by high fever and sometimes even by blood-poisoning, particularly

when; as in the usual allopathic treatment, the surgical kniie

is employed to open them.

Causes.—Decomposition of the fluids, deterioration of the

blood, and various other morbid conditions.

Treatment.—Long continued stimulating local compresses

consisting of six to ten layers of coarse l^^en squeezed out in

teoid (770) water. They should be renewed when the pam in-

creases or exchanged for soothing or steam compresses, and must

be well and closely covered with flannel reaching a long way

over the carbuncle^ Or a piece of linen, moderate^ wrung out .

in cool water, is laid on the carbuncle and changed every few •„

minutes i. e. as soon as it gets warm. At the sanie time a

Stimulating pack is apphed round the body above and below the

carbuncle This pack is exchanged for another m about two to

tl?ee hours, or as soon as it gets dry. Compresses of fenugreel.

(Foenum Graecum) boiled to a paste can also be recommended

as thev favour the discharge of pus see "Fenugreek m Index)^

A night (and also by day,^f.the pain is grea^ a soot^in^

compress made of course linen, six to ten layers th^ck wiung

out m warm (90«) water, is put on the carbuncle and rene^^ cd ,

as Ions as the pain is excessive, when the previous treatoient is v,

Sa^^ ^-esumed The patient should lie, if possible, on the side

Xre the carbuncle is, in order that the matter may flow out

more freely.
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When the carbuncle has opened, the matter is sqeezed out

by means of warm cloths, applying very moderate pressure. If

the matter has made internal passages, which are not within the

reach of the compresses and bandages, they must be rinsed 'or

gently syringed three or four times a day.

With fever, a three-quarter pack is necessary, with extra-

compresses on the swelling (duration one and a haJf hour) followed

by a 73** full-friction or a lukewarm (88^) bath. A few lukewarm
baths are also advisable with affusions on the swelling and the

carbuncle. The diet must be strictly non-stimulating. Fresh air

is also important, and the ulcer must be repeatedly cleansed when
once suppuration has set in.

The most effective treatment, however, if it be practicable,

and if the patient can lie on his back, is to get the whole body
under operation and remove the morbid matter by general per-
spiration, thus relieving the affected places. For this purpose a
daily steam-bath in bed with extra-compresses should be given,
followed by a bath with extra affusions over the carbuncle, or a
full steam-bath followed by stimulating full-pack, likewise with
extra compresses and bath, combined with affusions on the car-
buncle. (See also "BoiLS" and Ulcers". For Modes of Appli-
cation, see Index.)

Care of Invalids, Rules for, see Index.

CARIES consists in ulceration of bone; the disease attacks
either its hard cortex and is then called superfical, or it fastens
upon the soft inner parts, and is then named internal caries.

Symptoms. An inflammation of bone and its periosteum takes
place first at some small spot and a swelhng then forms which
IS especially painful when hot. The periosteum is frequently
bluish-red in colour. Ulceration and suppuration gradually break
out and either thin, watery pus or a malodorous ichor is dis-
charged mingled with very minute fragments of bone. The course
of this kmd of caries is always extremely tedious but with the
Natural Method of Healing, may end in complete recovery.

Causes are not so much external injuries to the bone in a
circumscribed place as rather deep seated diseases created by the
vitiated condition of the blood, such as syphihs, tuberculosis, gout
scui-yy, scrofula etc.

^

Treatment. Principally rest for the diseased limb, and a tonic
treatment to raise the strength of the patient, and to produce healthier
blood. Promote the action of the skin by a daily tepid wet rub-Ding of the whole body (770) or lukewarm bath (88<'—90«) Clean thealso with injections of pure, tepid water (800) and with camomile tea, in case they smell offensive, put thick TdmuhtTnttepid compresses (680) of linen, folded 'twice or more aTid wefl
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covered with flannel, on the wounds. These compresses must
cover tliem completely in every direction. After being put on,

their ends are stitched together or they are firmly tied with
strong tape, so as to fit on closely without getting loose, when
dry they must be at once renewed, and repeated as long as there

is discliarge of purulent matter or pieces of dead bone. Stimu-

lating three-quarter packs too, or bed steam-baths applied every

other day, liave a most beneficial effect, by means of which a

constant discharge takes place of the impurities (morbid deposits)

existing in the body and which otherwise would accumulate at the

affected places.

For the rest, a vegetarian diet, plenty of fresh air and sun

(also sunbaths), sleeping with the window open, and daily stools,

enforced, if necessary, by enemata ; in obstinate cases the regene-

rative or rehminary treatment combined with steam-or sunbaths.

(For Modes of Application, see Index.)

CURE OF NECROSIS.
By Frederick HARNSCH-Chemnitz, Natural Healer.

(From the "People's physician". Journal for natural hygiene and therapeutics

without medicine.)

Otto, the son of farmer M. in Hillersdorf, aged thirteen, had

been wrongly treated for two whole years by the family doctor

for light periostitis with ointments, medicines, operations, improper

diet, etc. and the disease had assumed such an malignant form,

that an amputation of the shin-bone was considered imperative,

when the parents bethought of me, remembering that three

years ago I had cured one of their children of scarlatina, and

Hiree others of measles. Called in at last, I made an exa-

mination of the boy, and found that he was suffering from pro-

n^ounced scrofula and that his digestive functions were entirely

suspended, with weak, accelerated pulse, and emaciated and

cadaverous aspect. The mortified shinbone was partly exposed,

and great quantities of thick greenish purulent matter issued from

the open wound. To my question why they had not called m^

in sooner, the parents replied that they had thought water could

do no good in the present case, upon which I could not help

expressing my astonishment that they thought it worth while

now, when the case was so bad, to send for me to come and

lielp' with water. It was quite against my will and only afe then-

urgent request that I undertook the case. My plan was as follows

:

All highly seasoned and stimulating food was prohibited and

light food substituted, for the vital point here was to gradually

re-animate the entirelv suspended digestion in order that better

l)1<>r,d might be formed for the reconstruction of the system.
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without which successful cure was out of the question. I had

the wounds cleaned with tepid water, on account of the offensive

smell, and then covered with damp compresses covered with

flannel, and changed when required. With the object of gently

stimulating the skin, lukewarm (900) partial baths followed, gradu-

ally lowering the temperature to 80*^. " Activity of the bowels was
promoted by enemata, and the air frequently renewed by opening
the window.

After a few weeks the patient's appearance changed for the
better, his eye became brighter, his digestion improved with con-
sequent increase in weight. Suppuration at the leg decreased
visibh^, but the entire shinbone was now denuded of flesh and
skin. When the patient's strength and appetite increased

, I

occasionally, as far as his strength would permit of it, applied the
Schroth treatment, of half and whole days with a dry diet, to

enable the S3''stem more easily to dissolve, absorb and discharge
morbid humours. As a result of this treatment several healing
crises took place in the form of slight attacks of fever and indis-
position. These crises manifest themselves in various ways
during the healing of chronic diseases, for it is undeniable that it

is onl}^ the enhanced vital power, which is able to remove foreign
matter from the system, and in this manner to pave the way for
the cure of the disease.

In the case of my patient, who had now^ been for nearly four
months under my treatment, the dead shinbone gradually detached
itself below- the knee, and the interesting process of the simultane-
ous formation of new bone-cells could be observed, till one day
there ensued with the greatest ease the complete separation of
the entire bone, which I have to this day in my office for exhi-
bition. A fresh shinbone had in the meantime formed, the wound
closed within nine months and was covered with a new skin, so
that after ten months my patient had regained his youthful
appearance, enjoyed tolerable health, and could make lono-
excursions without any assistance For want of space it is dn>
possible here to enumerate all the details of the treatment
necessary during his long and tedious illness. In a yesLV the
patient was restored to perfect health, and, after a course of
study at an agricultural college, became a farmer. He is now
a fine, health\- young man and performs any and even- ao-ri-
cultural labour, as anyone can convince himself who takes ^an
mterest m the case.

Carrots, see Index.

Carp, Boiled, see Index.

ritt.rff^J'^^^^'^v
'^^''' malady, which rarely occurs, usually

attacks people who have suffered from mental disease, or severe
'
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nervous and cerebral affections. This condition is also characteristic

of hysteria.

All the luuscli s of the body suddenly become rigid , a con-

dition which may hist for minutes, hours and days. Consciousness

is always suspended in these cases.

The muscles of a person seized with catalepsy, retain the

position in which they were before the attack, till they are

placed in an altered position e. g. if an arm be bent, it remains

in that position.

Since the pulse and the beating of the heart can scarcely be

perceived and the heat of the body is lowered, such a condition

may be easily mistaken for death, if the symptoms enumerated

under "Death" are not closely observed.

Treatment.—Derivative and general stimulating treatment

such as cool (66") wet rubbing of the feet and a (730) wet rubbing

of the whole body and afterwards also a steam-bath in bed or a

stimulating full-pack. If the patient does not get warm in it soon,

a hot water bottle wrapped in damp flannel is apphed to the feet

or a dry instead of a wet pack is given. In other respects treat-

Modes of Application, see index.)

Cataract, Grey, Green and Black, see "Eyes, Diseases of-'.

CATARRH. A simple cold with or without fever, is

generally understood by the word catarrh. But the mucous

membrane of the nose is not the only mucous membrane that

may be the seat of a catarrh. Catarrh is an acute or chronic

inflammation of any mucous membrane, arising m consequence

of a cold, mechanical irritation, or other injurious or morbid con-

dition and producing a greater secretion of mucus.

Even^ passage or hollow organ, running out directly or in-

direcdy to the suface of the body, is coated with mucous

membrane. , , r i i ,

Thus we speak, for example, of catarrh of the nose, lar^^nx,

phai-ynx, trachea, intestines, stomach, bladder, urethra, uterus,

vagina etc.
i j u

Symptoms.—A feeling of shivering followed by heat, headache,

lassitude, frequently fever and a tickling, burnmg, and uneasy

sensatioA in the affected part. Redness and swelhng and secretiwi

of a fluid, watery in the beginning , afterwards more consistent,

and at last purulent.

TREATMENT.—In the first place removal of the cause ot the

increased secretion of mucous. In most cases it is irritation pro-

duced by some injurious agent. Next, non-stimulatmg diet, gentle

Xiiulation of the skin by a tepid (73" to 77«) wet rubbing of he

w ok body every day or a lukewarm (88^ to 90") bath rubbing the

Äho°oughly after it. A body-compress should be put on at
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r^jcommend full or three quarter packs (preceded by a steam-bath,

if the patient feels disposed for itj steam-baths in bed, Kuhne's
trunk baths, shoulders and T packs, hip-baths, neck compresses,

chest compresses and fever treatment, when there is fever.

Rest and quiet above all where the respiratory organs are

concerned, an equable warm temperature, mild^ pure not too dr}^

air, breathing exercises. Also open bowels daily (enforced by
enemata, if necessary) pure air, and vegetarian or mixed diet, as
the case may be. In more sevjsre i. e. chronic cases, the tonic
treatment and massage should be adopted. (For Modes of Appli-
cation, see Index.)

Catarrhs being of various kinds, the appHcations differ, see
therefore always the catarrh bearing on the individual case. Every
application must be thoroughly adopted to the patient. If he be
weak, a more gentle and longer treatment is far preferable, to
an energetic one.— For deep breathing in the open air, see
"Breathing exercises".

Catarrh of the rectum, see "Intestinal catarrh".

Catarrh, Pharyngeal, see "Pharyngeal catarrh".

Catarrhal Ophthalmia, see "Blenorrhcea".

CHANCRE is a corrosive ulcer, arising from infection with
the syphihs vjrus. There are two forms, the soft and the hard
chancre. The former is mainly a local disease, the latter, on the
other hand, the vitiated symptom of a general infection of the
blood with syphilis.

Symptoms.—The soft ulcer appears in about two or three
days after mfection on some part of the penis, most commonly
on the begmnmg of the prepuce on the glans penis, on the interior
surface of the nympha pai-va, and on the lower part of it in the
torm of a vesicle or little knob, containing at first a yellowish
white, latter a yellowish green fluid (pus). It usually opens
spontaneously or is scratched open, and it then develops into a
small round ulcer, containing yellowish green matter. Its edges
are red or covered with a yellow substance, with a spotted base
pamless and soft to the touch. The glands lying in the vicinit^
01 thi^ ulcer swell and pass into suppuration.

The hard ulcer, the surrounding parts of which are hard, doesnot appear until from nine to t^velve days after infection, when thepoison has alread3; entered the blood.' This ulcer is less liableto suppuration and the swelling always appears somewhat later

re<.i- inH'''™^rif^ vegetarian diet, water as a beverage,

^ ei 880^""?, l^^"^^"^f^'
the ulcer being frequently cleansed wrth

Sid h. flw
."^''^ P^^^^ steam-baths in bed or steam-bathsShould be taken two or three times a week with full pack to
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follow (the penis or adjacent parts to be covered with an extra

compress during the pack; the pack to be followed by a luke-

warm (88") bath. Local baths (73'^to 77") two or three daily, or tepid

water should be allowed to drip on the ulcer from a spong' .

squeezed out gradually: carefully avoid rubbing the sore on account

of the irritation produced thereby. The sore nmst then be covered

with damped lint or well cleaned cotton-wool, or the whole of

the penis may be wrapped in a small damp handkerchief wrung
out in (73" to 77°) water, with a hght, dry, woollen cloth over it,

which must be changed when the heat gets too great: a suspen-

sory bandage should be woi n night, and day, and the soft chancre

then as a rule heals of itself. A lukewarm (88") bath or full bath

daily is also recommended. Enemata in case of constipation,

fresh air. The Hnt must not be pulled but soaked off the wound.

The local treatment of the hard syphilitic ulcer is the same

as that of the soft. The tonic treatment should also be adopted.

If the disease spreads an experienced natural healer must be con-

sulted. (For Modes of AppHcation, see Index.

Cauliflower Soup, see Index.

CELLS. Man stands high above the animals by virtue of

his mental endowment, and is appropriately styled the Lord of

Creation; in respect, however, to the constitution and composition

of his body he differs little, if at all, from the higher animals.

The origin of every animal and human body, the embryo, con-

sists of a simple vesicle of organic fluid, called by men of science

a cell. This cell contains a nucleus, and multiplies itself by

division of its substance and of this nucleus; the newly formed

cells are nourished by the absorption of various substances, assume

various forms and discharge superfluous matter. By combining

with similar cells they form the tissues of which the bones,

muscles, nerves, glands^ skin, mucous membranes etc. are composed.

Globular cells. Epidermis of a human embryo two

nucleolus.
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It would take us too far to describe the various kinds oi

cells, their development and division. Only by the aid of the

microscope is it possible to gain a view of cell life. They are

extraordinarily minute, their size varying from two millimetres

(human egg) to "0077 of a millimetre (human blood corpuscle). The
cell was originally regarded as a globular nucleated vesicle (Fig. 446)

Section of the mucous membrane of the vocal cords.

Fig. 97.

a. pavement epithelium, b. sub epithelial layer containing ceils,
c Fibrous frame work with numerous corpuscles' of connective tissue and

their appendages.

containing a viscid fluid consisting principally of albuminous sub-
stance, salts and water. The term "cell", used to denote the
elementary organisms in the animal and vegetable kingdom, has
been adopted on account of the resemblance to a honey-comb
shown by microscopic sections through a nmuber of connected

R y^^"^ plants. In his work "The Human
Body

'
Prof. Reclam describes the cells as the stones of which

our bodies are constructed. Our organism
arises from the union of two cellular nuclei
originating respectively from the female egg
and the male spermatozoon. As it grows,
various groups of cells are developed from
it in the same way as branches, twigs, and
leaves are developed from the parent tree,
and gradually change their form. These
groups combine together forming Hat surfaces
or hues,, grow on fibres, absorb fatty matter
or grow hard by the accretion of other sub-
stances as in the case of the growth of bones

Ciliary cells of
the mucous membrane

Fig. 98.
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Dui ing the period of their growth and development tlie cells

he together in layers (Fig. 97) each cell an independent individual,

separate from the others in regard to its fellows form and com-
bination and nourished by indej^cndent absorption and excretion

of matter. In certain parts of the body the cells of the mucous
membrane grow into broad flat surfaces forming the flattened

epithelium. In other parts, adjacent to the last mentioned, they

grow into long lines, stretch and receive ciliary filaments on their

Section of the mucous membrane of the consonating cavities.

Fig. 99.

a. ciUary epithelium, b. subepitheliai stratum c. rough fibrous framework of

the mucous membrane

free surface, forming the so-called ciHated epithelium (Fig. 98—99).

I'hese strings of cells move independently. If such cells are

removed from a living body, their rhythmic movements may for

a long time be observed under the microscope. There is m the

ciHated epithelium a cell which, not only in its growth, nourishment

and development, but also in the movements of its parts, Presents

all the features of an independent living organism. We find that

the disc-Uke cells in our blood, the white corpuscles (Fig. 100), can

even alter their shape and form under certain conditions, it lias

for instance been repeatedly observed that these white corpuscles

pass through spaces in the tissues and m the walls of the blood-

vessels and literally wander about in neighbouring portions ot the

body This happens not only in inflammatory conditions but also

in health, so that the white corpuscles present the appearance ot

living animals and seem under the microscope to crawl about

at will.
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The human body is therefore

"ahve" in a higher degree than is ^^"'^e corpuscles in various

generally supposed. Nevertheless the ^^^^^^ ^/

•cells of the tissues stand in the closest

•connection with those parts of the

body which are considered the most
highly organized and at the same
time the most vitalized.

It has lately been demonstrated
that delicate nerve-fibres penetrate

into the cells, and end in the nuclei

of the latter. The cell, therefore, not-

withstanding its apparent indepen-
•dence, is not really independent of Pig
the whole organism. It is subject to

-control, and is brought, by means of the electric telegraph}' of the
nerve-fibres, into immediate connection w^ith the spiritual lord of the
body, with the brain and spinal cord, which again consists of
cells of a special kind, developed from the original cell.

The plant also in the earliest stage of its development con-
isists solely of similar cells which likewise by growth (i. e. assi-

milation of fresh material) and by nourishment (i e. change of
-substance) acquire according to their position, various shapes and
combinations, and also various functions. The cells of plants,
however, are not acted upon by nerve fibres, for the latter do
not exist in plants. They are only found in animal bodies. The
•cells of plants are therefore more restricted in their activitj.-, and
at the same time more independent as regards their process of
nourishment, for a severed twig can become an independent plant
if it^receives suitable nutriment, whereas a severed toe cannot
be nourished ; can never be transformed into an animal or a man.
The human body therefore, is an "organism" in a much higher
sense, as its separate portions are all united, by means of the
nerves, into one community.

There is thus a reciprocal action betw-een the cells and the
centre of the nervous system (the brain and spinal cord, ganglia
consisting m their turn of myriads of cells). From the cells the
brain derives power; upon them its existence depends; the cells
on the other hand derive their capacity for healthy life and free
activity from the sovereign control of the brain. What a periect
pattern of a commonwealth.

Let us then look upon the human body as a most perfect
living work of art.—Is not ever^.^ man indeed a miracle? Prof^eclam weU says:— "In proportion as the knowledge of the vital
processes m the human body is spread abroad among the
people, in proportion as this knowledge forms a part of general
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"education, so will every man regard it as his duty to behave in

"a manner worthy of a man to his fellow creatures and to himself,

"and feel himself to be a portion of the vast world-organism.

"For the same laws which regulate the motions of the stars, and

"which we see in operation in this earth—these laws are also seen

"in the vital processes of our bodies. Thus we are able, by means
"of the remedies in the storehouse of nature, warmth, cold, air,

"Ught, water, diet and exercise, to act upon the cells in disease

"and by timely appHcation to restore them to their normal acti-

vity."

CELLULAR TISSUE, Induration of. This is a very

rare disease. It consists of a peculiar organic disturbance, com-

pletely transforming the entire cutaneous and muscular parts of

the body. The skin and also the muscles, soft and elastic to thfr

touch when in a healthy condition, become hard and rigid, resisting

pressure with the finger, and losing their pliability. Both muscles

and skin, including even the facial muscles, look as if chiselled

out of marble.

The functions of the skin and of the hardened muscular fibre

gradually become paralyzed; respiration is laboured, almo.st im-

possible, and the circulation of the blood is impeded. This disease-

was held until now to be incurable but has been completely cured

by the Natural Method of Healing.

Treatment.—Steam-baths in bed (in the morning and after-

noon) 77", (twice) a day, duration two hours, with extra-compress

on the body; after it (73") wet rubbing of the whole body with

massage e. g. kneading the muscles generally, or the mtercostal

muscles etc. Stimulating trunk -packs and fresh air. In senous-^

cases an able Natural Healer must be consulted at once.

Celsius, see "Thermometer".

Cerebral Anaemia, see "Brain, Anaemia of the".

Cerebral Atrophy, see "Brain, Atrophy of the".

Cerebral Complaints, see "Brain, Diseases of the".

Cerebral Hypersemia, see "Brain Hyper^emia of the".

Cerebral Hypertrophy, see "Brain, Hypertrophy of the".

Cerebräl Nerves, see "Brain, Nerves of the".

Cerebral Nerves, Paralysis of, see "Brain, Paralysis of

nerves of the".

Cerbral Oedema, see "Brain, Oedema of the"

Cerebral Pain of Rheumatic Nature, see "Bad health".

Cerebral Tumour, see "Brain, Tumour on the".
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CEREBR0-SP1NÄL-MENINGITIS. This disease is snie-

times sporadic, but generally epidemic.

Symptoms.—After a short preliminary stage, during which
the patient feels weak and depressed, the disease sets in, general^
commencing with shivering, severe headache, sickness and lever.

Soon the characteristic symptom of cramp in the neck makes its

appearance. This is a spasmodic contraction of the muscles of

the neck, which are very painful when touched. The rigidity of

the muscles often extends to the muscles of the back, so that the

whole spine is rigid and often bent backwards. The patient is

often subject to mental wandering and delirium. The reflex

movements are abnormally increased. Cutaneous eruptions, cramps
in certain groups of muscles, inflammation of the tympanum and
of the eyes with enlargement of one of the pupils are often
met with.

Treatment.—As soon as the disease is observed or suspected
a steam-bath in bed should be given; often the disease is nipped
in the bud by this remedy. The treatment during the further
course of the disease should be mainly derivative, bod}^ and calf

packs alternately with hot-water bottles to the feet. Soothing conv
presses (59^ to 66^) on the forehead and neck, to be changed on
getting warm. If the disease be attended with fever, a suitable
antifebrile treatment should be adopted, and the patient should be
washed in bed on account of the pain attending every movement.

As a beverage fresh water or lemonade' should be freely
given. Stewed fruit may also be eaten. Nothing should be eaten
during the first few days, then a little water-gruel may be taken,
and the non-stinmlating diet gradually introduced. Massage of
the neck and of the whole body can be recommended.

Chapped Lips, see "Skin, Chapped or cracked".

Chair vapour bath, see Index.

Changing the Bed Linen of Invalids, see "Sick, Nursing
''i- the"'.

Cheese cake, German, see Index.

CHEST ÄND ABDOMEN, Organs of the. In the thoracic
cavity are the lungs (Fig. 101 a—e); they are separated from each
other by the mediastenum. The right lung consists of three, the
ielt of two lobes.

The Lungs belong to the most vital organs of the bodv; thev
consist of cells and serve the purpose of breathing (mspiration
^>nd expiration; inspiration causes the thorax to expand and

the ai? fro'
'7 '""T 'f' ^ Expn-ation expelshe air from che cells, and the thorax contracts to its original

^i/L again, ihe function of the lungs mainly consists in wiih^
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Organs of the chest and the abdomen.

Fig. 101.

f upper; b. middle; c. lower lobe of the right lung; d. upper; lower lobe

oi: the left lung; /'. the heart; g. the pulmonary arteries; the pulmonarv

vein- /• the great aorta; k. upper vena cava; /. the diaphragm; m. cervical

vertebra; n. right: o. left part of the liver; p. gall-bladder; q. eft and right

kidnevs; r. left and right ureters; s. bladder; t. uterus: u. left and right

ovaries: v. left and right oviducts; w. vertebral column.
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drawing carbonic acid from the blood, and in charging it with
oxygen in order to purify the blood, and can only be properly
performed, when the air breathed is good, pm"e and rich in oxygen.
(See also Blood, Circulation of the.)

The Heart (/), also lying in the cavity of the chest, is situ-

ated in a somewhat slanting position between the two lungs; it

is a large, hollow fleshy body, about the size of a man's fist, and
is enclosed in a cuticular covering called the pericardium. The
apex of the heart points towards the left, in the durection of the
fifth and sixth spinal cartilages; the upper and thicker part between
the fourth and fifth ribs, at the back of the breastbone. (For
fuither information on the heart and its functions, see: Blood,
Circulation of the.)

The Abdominal Cavity. Is separated from the thoracic
cavity by the diaphragm, and co\'ered on the inside by the peri-
toneum, which latter especially serves to enclose the digestive
organs. To these belong, besides the gastric and intestinal ducts,
the liver o and the gall-bladder p, as seen in Fig. 101 as well as
the spleen and the salivary gland, neither of which is visible in
the illustration.

The Liver {n and o) lies close under the diaphragm behind
the short ribs of the right side, and consists of two parts, the
right and the left; the former is larger and thicker, the latter
smaller. Both parts are closely connected.

The Gall-bladder (/), with its biliary duct, Hes in the left
cavity of the liver. During the process of digestion gall is
secreted by the hepatic and biliary ducts: these unite and open
.mto the duodenum into which the gall is emptied. It consists
of a yellowish, viscid fluid, formed from the blood, which the portal
vein supplies to the liver. When digestion is not in process this
tlmd is retained m the gall-bladder.

The Spleen is an oblong vascular gland, shading from purple
mto blue, and its spongy mass is filled with numerous veins and
lymphatic vessels. It lies on the left side under the diaphragm
between the stomach and the left lower ribs over the left kidnev'The Mesenteric Gland Hes below, behind the stomach near

J'^^S^^s-
running down by the side of the spinal column ofthe diaphragm. Its smaller end reaches to the spleen its headlies at the curve of the duodenum; it has a smooth, lon^sh shapeand IS composed of small glands. It serves to secrete^a sahva

of the food 'in fh^'^'^^'"
chemically changing the compositionoi tne ood in the same manner as the gaU does Its month

Snum" '''' '^^^^ ^^^^ th'interior of the

bean shL^H^'T'" f^ ^^^^^^ ^ brownish colour andbean-shaped form: they he at both sides of the spine in the
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region of the thighs and are enveloped in a covering of fat.

Their inner part displays exceedingly fine spherical cells in the

cortical layer, and in these cells urine is excreted from numerous

tiny veins. The urine collects in tiie pelvis of the kidneys, from

which it is conducted by the meter (a long tube, formed of cuticle)

into the bladder.

The bladder (s), with its upper and back parts covered by

the peritoneum, lies at the bottom of the pelvis behind the junction

of the ossa pubis ; towards the front and lower part it assumes

the shape of a funnel (neck of the bladder) and joins on to tlx-

urethra.

The uterus (t) is a hollow, somewhat flat, pear-shaped body,

turned with its broad part towards the peritoneal cavity, and with

its lower portion towards the external sexual parts. The upper

portion is called the fundus, the middle the body, and the lower

the neck of the uterus; the latter is rounded off at the end, reaching

into the upper part of the vagina.

The ovaries (u), are somewhat flattened bodies, about the

size of a nut, and are suspended on both sides of the upper extremity

of the uterus in the folds of the peritoneum : the broad hgamenta

uten.

The two oviducts (v), are

nating in the broad ligamenta

connected with the uterus.

Oral cavity.

Fig. 102.

a. upper jaw; b. lower jaw; c. gums;

d. uvula; e. front -palatine arch;

/. back palatine arch; g. glands;

h. pharyngeal opening; i. epiglottis;

k. tongue.

tubes composed of cuticle, terini-

uteri and are to a certain extent

The DIGESTIVE ORGANS Fig. 103

shows them in diagram, Fig. 104

anatomically; in the former only

the beginning and end of the small

intestine is shewn and this is long

and much twisted in many ways.

The oral cavity (Fig. 102), containing

various organs, serves to receive, to

break up and to moisten the food,

and is, like the whole digestive

duct, supplied with a mucous mem-
brane. In it is situated the large

salivary gland, which empties daily

about "two pounds of saliva into

the oral cavity. Only when food

is masticated a long time and well

does sahva mingle with it suffi-

ciently to make it soluble and fit

for digestion. A chemical change

too is effected by the saliva trans-

forming starch into sugar. Thus
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The digestive organs.

(Diagram.)

Fig. 103.

dotf.H i:^
passage through the duodenum, shewn by

J:, '"n" '^^^^^f^^
only the bcginnmg and end are illustrated; d») coecum

*e 1
^''^ ^^^'"g- horizontal, d*) descending part of

h?n bent \^nTT''
^' S-shaped mcurvation of the same; e) rectum. Themm bent hne across the illustration denotes the position ot th.- l^an'-ra^m.
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all farinaceous food such as, bread, rice potatoes, etc., undergc
their first change in the mouth, and the food passes from here
throug the pharynx {a. Fig. 104) into the alimentary duct (6),

extending behind the trachea and the lungs from the neck and
through an opening in the diaphragm (7) direct into the stomach.

The valve-like epiglottis (j) closes the opening in the larynx {^]

and of the trachea (^) whenever food is swallowed, so that not an
atom of it can find its way into the trachea. (8 and g represent

the lungs.)

Organs of the chest and abdomen.

(Anatomical view of the digestive organs.)

i'lg.

/. tongue; 2. pharynx; j. epiglottis; 4. larynx: j. trachea; 6. alimentary duct;

7. diaphragm; 5., 0. lungs; 10. stomach; //. oesophagus; 12. pylorns; zj. duo-

denum- 14. liver; //. gall-bladder; j6. biliary duct; 77. ventral sahvary gland;

18 spleen; 19. mesenteric mtesünes; 20. large intestine ; 21., 22. caecum, with

its S-hke continuation; 2j. ascending colon; 24. transverse colon; 2/. descend-

ing colon, with shaped curve; 26. position of the rectum; it hes behind the

bladder and cannot be seen therefore.

The Stomach (jo, //, 12), a longish sac, extending from left

to right, has two openings; one, where the alimentary duct (//>

enters, is called the esophagus; the other, the mouth of the

intestinal duct, is the called pylorus {12). Digestion proper begms

in the stomach where the gastric juice chemically transforms tood

into chyle. The duodenum {13) joins the pylorus. 14 shows th(

liver which is here turned up, to shew its under-surface, the gall
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bladder the biliary duct {i6), the ventral salivary gland (77)

being situated behind the stomach, between the spleen {18) and

the duodenum. Starting from the pj^lorus, the part of the small

intestine commences, the duodenum, the jejunum and the ileum

already belong to it. These two latter portions (also called me-

senteric intestines) are situated in winding coils like those of a

serpent, in the middle of the abdomen (j^). The ileum is con-

nected with the large intestine {20), and this one with the caecum

{21) with its S-shaped continuaton {22). In 2j we see the ascending,

in 24 the transverse, and in 2j the descending colon, ending with

its S-shaped curve behind the bladder in the rectum (26). We
have thus followed the course of food through the body.

See also the folding model of the human body at the enc

of the book.

Chest Complaints, Chronic, see "Bad health".

Chest, Consumptive Structure of, see "Consumption".

Chest, Diseases of the, see "Bad health".

Chest, JVluscular, see

CHEST, Pains in the. These generally have tlieir seat in

the muscles of the thorax, the spinal ner\''es, the pleura and the
pericardium, and are met with in Pleuritis, Pericarditis, Rheumatism
etc. See under the various headings.

CHEST, Tightness of the. There is a feeling as if the
thorax were too small for the organs it contains and a difficulty in

deep-breathing. This feeling of oppression is met with in asthma,
tympanitis, flatulence, diseases of the lungs and of the heart, preg-
nancy, goitre (Derbyshire neck) tumours in the abdomen etc. and
is usually accompanied by a feeling of sickness and inclination
to vomit.

Treatment. Removal of the causes. Avoidance of all tight
clothing. Stroking with the fingers towards both sides below
the ribs, also massage of the abdomen. Fresh air, the practise of
breathing exercises, curative gymnastic, without apparatus, (see
"Ibid") and an occasional drink of fresh water. A daily (86O)

.'ukewarm t)ath, mbbing arms and legs vigorously in it, with chest-
aftusions. If that should not suffice, cooling or soothing (7 2» to
86") compresses to be laid on the chest, and to be changed on
gettmg warm; also repeated (66° to 72°) lukewarm vigorous friction
Ol the feet, and stimulating foot and leg-packs with hot-water
bottles In other respects a treatment calculated to act on the
ongmal disease. (Modes of Application, see Index.)

CHICKEN-POX is mosdy a mild, harmless, transitorv disease
in comparison with small-pox. It occurs frequently during an.
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epidemic of sinall-pox and scarlatina and usually attacks children

under eight years of age.

Symptoms.—Fever is slight or entirely absent. The erup-

don, in the form of small vesicles, contains a bright watery fluid,

turning gradually yellowish. The single vesicle attains its complete
development in from six to twelve hours; on the second day its con-

tents become dvdl-looking, and on the fourth day it dries up,

sometimes accompanied by violent irritation Since fresh vesicles are

constantly formed the disease may spin out for several weeks
with a wrong treatment. The eruption mostly attacks the back,

chest, abdomen, thighs and to some extent the fore-head. The
patient's general health is but httle disturbed.

Treatment.—By means of one or several full or three-quarter

packs, or in some cases steam-baths in bed, the disease is generally

got over in one or two days.

Treatment, however, is sometimes hardly required, beyond

keeping the child on a non-stimulating diet, and in a rather cooler

atmosphere. Care has also to be taken that it does not wet the

bed and catch cold thereby.

If there be great irritation and itching whilst the vesicles are

healing relief may sometimes be given by cool lavations or com-

presses. (For Modes of AppHcation, see Index.)

Chilblains, see ''Cold, Effects of extreme".

Child-bed Fever, see "Puerpi^R-^l fever".

Child-birth, see "Women, Diseases of (Supplement)".

Child-birth, Abnormal, see "Women, Diseases of".

Child-birth, Aided by Massage, see "Women, Diseases ok'"

Child-bed, Diseases incidental of, see "Women, Diseases of".
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cause, owing- to the softening, or other mistaken treatment, it will

have iost all power of resisting such influences. (See also "Har-

dening" in the Index.)

Under the head of "Diseases of cliildhood" are classed those

diseases to which children are speciall}^ subject. The chief of

diese are rickets, scarlatina, measles, small-pox, chicken-pox,

.vhooping cough, diarrhoea with vomiting or children's cholera,

croup, diphtheria, thrush, inflammation in the eyes of infants,

vomiting, eclampsia nutans, jaundice, sores, convulsions scat,

rubeola, water, water on the brain, ulceration of palate and gums,

mumps, worms, tongue tied, difficult teething, sleeplessness, etc.

{For treatment, see each of these heads. See also the article

"Scrofulous children".)

Treatment. In ordinary cases when a child is unwell—when
it shows signs that there is something wrong with it—whether
or not fever is present, the mother, or nurse, should first feel

whether its feet are warm ; and if the}'' are not, as is very often

the case, they must be rubbed warm, with warm hands or wärm
woollen cloths : or a foot steam -bath, or hot foot bath, should be
given. During a foot steam-bath, the head of the child should
be kept cool; and it should be followed b3^ a cool (66 to 77 de-
grees) rubbing of the feet and legs. This should give place to

rubbing of the whole body with lukewarm water (77 to 82 de-

frees) after which the child should be dried, again well rubbed,
ody-packed, put to bed, and covered up warmly.

But before all, and quite at the beginning of the treatment,
a lukewarm (82 degrees) enema should be administered, in order
to induce a motion of the bowels.

Instead of the above whole rubbing, a lukew^arm bath (86 to
93 degrees) may be given, with a douche a few degrees cooler.
While the child is in the batli, the body, and particularly the feet
and legs, should be well rubbed: and the head, if necessary, kept
cool. After the bath, the child should be laid dripping wet on
a dry sheet, wrapped in it moderately closely and then again in
a blanket, (dry packed) put to bed, and covered with a feather-
bed. II necessary, a water-bottle or stone beer-jar*) filled with
warm water, enveloped in a damp linen cloth, and thrust into

fi, I t^°°^^^'^
stocking, may be placed at the feet. As a rule

the child will perspire and sleep in the pack; but if no perspiration
tekes place, the treatment should be repeated on the following
aay; or a three-quarter bed steam-bath may be given. The child's
Uiness wil frequently disappear when perspiration begins. After
every pack the body should be rubbed and washed with luke-

Bottlel Tv^ifh^nli^ f^?'^"^ l''""^
three-quarter full, and tightly corked,nottit. with patent stoppers are the best for this purpose.
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warm water {71^ to 82») or a warm bath (from 86" to 90«) may
be given.

If the child falls asleep it should on no account be awakened:
it will wake of itself if the pack incommodes it.

The packing, however, must not be over-done, that is to say,

packs must not be given so often, nor continued so long, as to
weaken the child in an)^ degree. Perspiration cannot be forced.
When it is ready to come it comes of itself; even without the
child being placed in an}' sort of pack. The author must, more-
over, earnestly impress upon every mother that if the child cries

when in the pack, not out of naughtiness, but so as to show un-

inistakeably that the pack is troubling it, it should be at once
;

taken out of the pack. Every mother should look constantly and
diligently to this matter, and never leave the house while the

child is in the pack; lest harm should come to the child in her
absence, from violent excitement and crying.*)

Besides the above methods of treatment, which may be con-

tinued, if necessary, for some days, the body-pack at night, and,

if fever gets the upper hand, repeated steam-baths in bed, three-

quarter packs, baths, or other fever treatment, should be used. >

Washing the whole body is also to be recommended for fever. "

Instead of the three-quarter packs or steam-baths in bed (against ,

which children generally struggle (stimulating leg and calf packs, :

combined with the body pack, should be appUed, and the child

be put to bed.

Hand and foot steam-baths are also much to be recommended
in children's diseases. But above all a child should have non-

stimulating food, and abundance of fresh air; either itself getting

exercise in the open air, or being kept in well-ventilated and airy

rooms, with a window open at night. It should also have cold

water to drink, and enemata should be given for derivative

purposes, or in case of constipation. (See also the article "Con-

stipation", if the trouble is obstinate.)

Sometimes the unfavourable symptoms pass off in a day or

two; sometimes they will continue for a week or a fortnight,

even with the most careful treatment. Nature requires time to get

rid of the morbid matter in a system, and so to remove the cause

of an illness. One should not therefore be despondent if the

illness does not immediately disappear; but should observe

the directions above given and persevere with the applications.

Massage, in the form of frequent kneading, slapping, and tappmg

the whole body—perhaps after the daily bath or whole rubbing or,

*) Children should be packed now and again, even when they are

unwell.
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*"or bigger children the fifth' group of Curative Gymnastics will

1)6 of great service. (For particulars on these two subjects, see

Index.)

In certain unhealthy conditions of children, an energetic

stimulation of the assimilative powers of the system, by kneading

the whole body, particularly the arms and legs (and of the back

of the neck, in whooping coughj twice a day, will produce a

good result. For further particulars see under the headings

"Suckling" in "Women, Diseases of", "Hints on the management
MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN IN InFANCY"; also Under "CONVALES-

CENCE." "The mid-day sleep of our children", in the Index.

That child is fortunate whose parents are experienced in

hygienic treatment, and so able at once to relieve disease or

sickness on its first appearance. How much pain and uneasiness

is such a child spared in comparison with those who, if they fall

ill, are immediately treated with medicine, poisonous and irritating

substances, by means of which the seeds of future ill-health are

often sown!

Dr. Bock says " Woe to the children who fall into the hands
of medicine mad doctors".

In the case of children, every detail in the work of packing
and applying compresses, etc. should be skilfully and smartlj^

carried out. Nothing can make up for want of skill on the part
of the nurse: therefore whole and three-quarter packing should
be practised with dry sheets on the bodies of healthy children,
over their clothes.

A pack can hardly, if at all, be put on a child as it lies in
the cradle. The infant should be lifted out, and packed on a
table; a cushion being laid under its head. When the packing
is completed, the child can be replaced in the cradle, or laid on
a bed.

CHILDREN'S DISEASES CURED
(a letter to the Author).

Dear Herr B/7z,
Two years ago I procured your book, "The new Natural

Method of Healing"; and, as we have five children who have
always been a good deal troubled with illnesses, I have, in every
mstance, followed the directions in that book; with the result
^at now, thank God, we have five strong and healthy children,
lhat I have, in consequence, complete confidence in you, vou
can easily believe.

Louise Gcrfin,
Berlin. Langenbeckstr. lo, I
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DISEASES OE CHILDREN
la death in my family). <'\

The first Sunday in May 1872 was a great day in my family;

,

marked by a baptismal festivity at which all our relatives and i
j

friends, including the sponsors of the child, were present. My '
:

little three-year-old daughter received on this happy occasion a
^

pair of gold earrings, and I took her with me to the station,
j

where we were to meet some friends. Her grandmother brought t.i

her two boiled eggs coloured red, which the child by degrees
^

consumed. She ate besides, in the course of the day, cakes etc.;^|

and finally her supper; after which she was put to bed by the
j

co(.)k. The festivities were carried on in the gayest mood until

late at night.

After the child had been asleep for some time, my wife heard

a loud ratding in its throat, and discovered that it was in con- ^
vulsions. Much alarmed, she called me; and, followed by our

|

quests, I hurried upstairs. We found the child lying in violent
I

convulsions. There was a rattling in its throat; it rolled its e^-es, •.

flung its arms about, and began soon to foam at the mouth. We
^

all stood round shocked and helpless; it was about midnight, and:.|

a doctor was not easily procurable. Besides, the older people

among our friends advised us not to call one in; saying, that if

we tortured the child with internal remedies we might produce ;

a permanent distortion of her features. My mother seized a copy
,

of the New Testament and laid it under the child's head, as is i

still often done among old people; but this, as a matter of course,
,|

was of no use. The rattling in the throat grew louder and louder;
^

so that at last it could be heard by our neighbours ;
we wrung.,,

our hands in despair, and knew not what to do. In an hour and^..

half or two hours the child was dead. ^
What was the cause of this sudden illness and death t 1 carfc^

conceive no other cause than the overloading of the stomach.
|

First, two hard-boiled eggs—I know now, though I did not know;

,

then how indigestible hard-boiled eggs are, particularly for children,^;t

in the course of the day cakes etc. : then supper, consisting ot soup,.,

meat and preserves, given to her by the cook just before goir.g.1

to bed. The full stomach could not deal with the excessiv|

quantitv of indigestible fbod; consequently a rush of blood t|

that organ took place, and convulsions ensued. Ihe child ha^

been up to that time, perfectly healthy, sound to the core
;

an|

had never had convulsions. If I had then known of the Natur4'

Method of Healing, I should have had the child taken out of bed,,

and rubbed vigorously, paying particularly attention to the arm|

and lees, so as to draw the blood away from the stomach- wher|

the accumulation, which was the cause of the convulsions ha|
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taken place—to the hands and limbs; and so to reheve the inn er

organs. In that way my child would certainly have been saved:

as. when we discovered the sudden attack, there was plenty of

time to apply remedies. As it happened however, we were
unable to help the child; and, to the inexpressible grief of its

parents and relatives, it succumbed.
That da}'' I can never forget.

How very valuable a knowledge of the Natural Method of

Healing would be in such sudden illnesses! The child might very
probably have been saved by a single thorough and vigorous
rubbing; or all danger would certainly have been removed by
such a rubbing followed by a full-pack, or b}^ a steam-bath in bed.

In June 1892, another child of mine, aged two 3'ears, fell ill

with exactly the same symptoms. It had been for two days
rather unwell when, on entering the nursery I found it hang with
fixed eyeballs, and loud rattling in the throat; the hands con-
vulsiveh^ clenched, and foam on the hps. I was not a little shocked
at the sight; for I had before m}^ eyes exactly the same appearances
as on the fatal occasion described above, twenty years before.
I began at once to rub the hands and feet; but, as no immediate
benefit was apparent, I ran and summoned my wife. We both
proceeded to rub the hands, feet, chest, and back of the child,

and also magnetized it; until at last the choking fit yielded, and
the little patient was more at ease. Then we prepared a whole
pack and steam-bath in bed, enveloping the child in the usual wa\-,
and laying a hot-water bottle at the feet. At first the convulsions
seemed inclined to return; but as soon as the feet had been
thoroughly warmed by the hot-water bottle, the child fell quietl\
asleep; and after it had slept about two hours all danger was past.
The only ti ouble remaining was that, for the rest of the day, the
hild could not grasp with its hands, nor speak, nor walk; so.
severely had it been affected by the attack. If on this TDccasion
I had been no wiser than I was twentv vears earlier, my chihl
would probably have died (from suffocation) in cis short "a tini-
as the other. In this case, however, the patient went out walkin-
with us the next day.

REPORT OF A CASE
by A. RiCKLi.

^
In March 1877, at two o'clock in the afternoon, a young: man

h^nJll^'P f house and brought me the information that his
brother-in-law s only child was very ill. indeed d3'ing; but thatthe parents wished to make a last effort to save it by means o

^In l S'""^"'
I' alwa^-s so onlvWhen all seems lost do people turn to the despised NatunH
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Healers". But little dis[*osed to res|)ond to the summons i

nevertheless drove, thougii somewhat against my. will, with the

3'oun^- man to visit the dying child.

On the way I learnt from him that the child was onl}^ six

months old; that it had suffered dreadfully from epileptic fits

(Eclampsia); that it had been given up by the two most renow-
ned ph^^sicians of Triest, one an allopath the other a homoeopath;
and that the latter had declared the child would die within six

hours. "A bright prospect", I thought to myself, "it would be

more prudent on my part to go back than to allow m3^self to be
led into making an attempt to save the child which can only end

in a fiasco!' On the other hand, I was stirred up and encour-

aged by the recollection of many instances in which I had been

able to set people on their feet again, after they had been given

up as incurable, or beyond the reach of help, by approved

physicians who for the most part considered themselves to be

the sole depositories of knowledge. "Who knows", w^as my
conclusion, "perhaps a rescue is possible in this case also. So
drive on!"

Entering the room in the richly furnished house, I found at

least seven women standing helpless and at their wits' end round

the sick bed; they included the mother, several aunts, friends and

midwives. Examining the child I found it unconscious, its widely

open eyes fixed and staring, the head very red but not hot.

There was no fever; and the body, though well nourished, was

that of a weakly infant (it was, I ascertained a seven months'

child). The extremities, I was glad to find, were not permanently

stiff as they often are after inflammation of the brain; they were

only in the condition usual in epileptic fits, one of which came

on just after my arrival and passed off exactly as would have

been expected in the case of an adult. These fits recurred with

greater ^or less violence at intervals of about twenty minutes.

On the whole, the condition of this child, supposed to be dying,

left me just one spark of hope, and only one, that I might be

able to save its fife.
, •, i , j

I was further informed that, six days before, the child had

had an epileptic fit. The family doctor, Z., who was celebrated

as a children's doctor, had been at once summoned; and had

declared that violent inflammation of the brain had set in with

the teething process. Among other medicines, he gave the child

calomel; but, as the child continued up to the third day to get

worse the parents called in the most eminent homeopathic

physician in the city. Dr. H. After the first medicine administered

by him, the child appeared really better for half a day; but after

that its condition became gradually so much worse that, on the

sixth day of the illness, after a copious exudation of matter Irom
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the ventricles of the brain, he also gave up all hope of saving

ihe child. To the honour of this man be it here mentioned that,

when asked by the parents if he throught they ought still to try

the water-cure, he replied "Yes, that is your sacred duty; send

and fetch the hydropath at once".

The first thing I did was to open both windows widely so

as to admit a full supply of fresh air. This proceeding, as I

afterwards discovered, made a great impression upon the host

of ladies present. Then followed, one after another, the various
tneasures which have been referred to above, and which for

urevity's sake 1 will not repeat here.

After several day's treatment the epijeptic fits had been re-

duced to slight twitchings, the child took the nurse's breast freely,

md slept more quietly, and for a longer time. In like manner
the green stools became less and less noticeable just as they had
previously become more and more so; and at last they disappeared.
On the twelfth day, although the child still remained unconscious,
I was able to declare it out of danger. On that day I presented
to the depressed and despondent mother a bouquet of camelias
with the words "To-day you may consider your child to be out
of danger; accept this roseate-hued bouquet as a symbol of a
young Hfe granted to you anew by the Creator". A convulsive
gasp, a torrent of joyful tears, and a warm handshake, expressed
her answer,—the answer of one converted and convinced— the
highest joy that a mother's heart can feel. This was the brightest
moment in my thirty years' professional work. My own emotion
was such that the tears were very near.

A few months later a substantial proof of the parent's o-^ati-
tude surprised me at Veldes, in the shape of a handsome sUver-
^ilt cup, which bore the following inscription.

A. R.

Thou gav St me rest, when through mv infant limbs
The storm of sickness swift and boisteVous surged;
Thou didst, as by the wafting of an angel's win"
On hottest day my fevered forehead cool:
Thou broughtest me the best of earthly gifts,—
Life, heahh—when none but Death seemed nigh.

^haPl ^^'f^,f^"?^
t^^'^lfth day, which chanced to "be very fine,

iwT A
^^?.'^^,^^'^^en out m its perambulator into the large gardenshaded with chesnut trees which belonged to the house. ^When

beenT//''. ^^''''T^^'^^l^^
homoeopathic doctor who hadbeen the^ ast engaged m the case before I took charge of it he

Son?e of the'^l'
''^7' '^''^ astonishment fnd dilay

fucceediH l!'"^'^'''
J^^^^^' ^he cure which I hadsucceeded m making, have since then adopted a strikingly hostile

1.3
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demeanour, in place of the indifference which they had previously '',

!

shown. When they learned that the child was out of danger, }l

they spread stones, which, unfortunately, are only too true with
regard to medicine, to the effect that, though the child might live, \

\

it would certainly suffer from some serious infirmity; it would he .j

either blind or imbecile. 1 comforted the anxious parents wit!i ^

the assurance that the course of diseases treated on natural J
hygienic principles is quite different to what it would be under 1

allopathic or homoeopathic treatment; because we natural healers^,]

endeavour to reach and counteract, not the external symptoms J
but the causes of disease by the excretion of morbid constituents lä

in the blood, and by the restoration of normal circulation in the'^l

veins and nerves. The curative system of doctors of medicinejMj

consists in suppressing .symptoms; which they often succeed in^
doing, while leaving the morbid humours in the system. These
continue active; and the result generally is a chronic derangement
of the natural functions. The above case, however, was not in

'I

the last categor\^ The epileptic fits were the result of congestion i

of impure blood in the ventricles of the brain. The remarkable
J

exudation of matter through the skin over the base of the brain, J
and the green slimy stools, which were also significant and-

1

decisive, relieved that congestion. In consequence of these two
J

fruitful processes of purification, the convulsive symptoms dis--i

appeared by degrees; and when the wounds healed, which was'>^

the best proof that the system had been thoroughly purified, the i

brain resumed its regular functions. Such terrible sequels as
|

those suggested by the doctors can be explained when the symp- :^

toms (convulsions) alone are specifically attacked; but they could j

not follow where, as in this case, the cause of the illness is removed .-

by the Natural Method of Healing, producing a signally complete ^|

purification of the whole system. The fears of the parents were'|

set at rest by my explanation. Since then a year has passed;^

the child is healthy and brisk, and my assertion has been con-;;:^

firmed by the event. On the anniversary I was honoured with I

the gift of a portrait of the mother and child, taken together.
j

4
THE DISEASES OF CHILDREN

(reported case)

by O. Wagner, Director of the Bilz Sanatorium, Radebeul-Dresden. t

On the 31^* October 1893, I was sent for by Herr Lindnefl

a butcher in Leisnig, (Saxony). In reply to my enquiry whethef,

the family were members of the Hygienic Society I was iiK

formed that they knew of the Natural Method of Healing curg

by hearsay only, and that they were entirely unpractised in it^

Nevertheless, as both the local doctors had given up the patient,
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a child of five years old; and as the parents wished to avoid the

possibility of having hereafter to reproach themselves with having

left anything untried they now desired to make a trial of the

Natural Method. I examined the patient, and found her in a

very critical condition. She was quite inconscious, and it was
impossible to obtain from her an answer to any question. The
face was red, and distorted with pain; and a frequent clutching

at the head led to the conclusion that violent pain was felt there.

Vomiting, which it had been impossible to stop, had continued

for several days, the medicines which had been given being thus

brought up again. The skin was wrinkled and loose, covered

with a clammy perspiration ; the hands and feet were cold ; the

pulse slow and thread-like ; the action of the heart very irregular

and intermittent; the temperature was 106 degrees and convulsions

occurred frequently.

The treatment up to that time had consisted in plying the

patient with all manner of medicines. On the small table by the

bedside stood bottles of digitalis, tincture of stramonium, chloral

hydrate, morphia,—which had been given in agreeable succession,

while ice-bags h.ad been applied to the head-with what degree
of success was shown by the state of the patient. It was clear

to me, after my examination, that we had here to deal with serious

inflammation of the brain, and that not a moment was to be lost.

I at Once administered an enema (half a pint of w^ater, 77 degrees)
to draw away the blood from the head; and gave the child a
full-pack, also 77 degrees, while applying cool, soothing compresses,
often changed, to the forehead. The effect was satisfacto^3^ The
patient lay more quietly in her bed, was less delirous than before;
in short, appeared altogether more easy. Then followed a bath,
73 degrees, a body pack and calf packs, and hot bottles to the
feet. The result was a fairly good night, and 4V2 degrees less
fever in the morning.

When this was told to the doctors in the early part of the
next day, one of them, with an incredulous smile, expressed his
wish that the treatment might be crowned with success. But this,
m spite of the improvement in the invalid, was by no means
assured as yet. The delirium, disturbed dreams and convulsions,
recurred on the following day; and it became a question of re-
newing our efforts with persevering energy, to snatch our patient
Irom the jaws of an almost certain death. Derivative packs,
soothing baths, refreshing washings, enemata, etc., given in tlie
right manner and succession, together with a mild diet, at length
accomphshed the result of breaking the power of the disease ; so
that on the ninth day I was able to pronounce the invalid out o.
danger. The recovery proceeded slowly.
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THE MORTALITY OF CHILDREN.
From Dr. Meinert'.s book "How to feed oneself well and cheaply?"

The frightful mortality among infants in the first year of their
lives is due, above all, to bad nutriment; to the fact that mothers
neglect to nurse their children and carry them out too soon; and
to the drunkenness of parents.

Nearly one third of all the deaths of children under twelve
months old are caused by faulty nourishment and consequent
diseases of the organs of digestion. In the second year diseases
of the organs of respiration come into the foreground; because
those children whose strength could not survive a heartless and
unsuitable diet succumb in the first year. The mortalit}' among
children is just twice as great in places where artificial feeding
has become the rule as it is where the mothers suckle their

children.

The following short table is more eloquent than a thousand
tongues could be.

Of 1000 children

fed on

throve

very well

throve

fairly well

throve

badly

died within

twelve

months

Mothers milk .... 610 190 118 82

Wet nurses' milk. . 260 254 306 180

Artificial food .... 90 147 253 510

In Berlin, the mortality in the year 1878, attributable to the

fact of children being reared on artificial foods instead of on

mother's milk and to the quality of those foods, was estimated

at 3216.

Let every mother, then, endeavour so to oider her own life

and diet that she may be able to prpvide the child at her breast

with an abundant supply of its natural nutriment, and that of the

most nutritive quality, the nourishment that is by nature as much

the child's as the child is hers.

HOW TO REAR HEALTHY CHILDREN, A WORD TO
PARENTS.

The most precious possesion of man is health. Is it not,

therefore, our duty to do all we can to preserve it, and to

strengthen it? Such strengthening, and consequent preservation

cannot be better attained than by hardening in childhood.
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Such hardening can be brought about in the first place by
daily cool baths and rubbings, etc. and next by an appropriate
distribution of the clothing, in a manner suggested by consider-
ations of health. It is incontrovertible that of late years great
improvements have been made in the clothing of children from
the hygienic point of view. Only in regard to the feet are
the most grievous sins still continually committed, as is evidenced
by the constant complaints of cold feet, and of colds due to the
feet getting wet. Undoubtedly the rule of health "keep the feet
warm" is right; but it should not be understood as meaning that
the feet are to be wrapped up as warmly as possible. With
regard to their inherent warmth the feet stand in exactly the
same relation to the body as do the hands : yet the great majority
of parents allow their children to go with bare hands even in
very cold weather, while they do not appear to be able to wrap
up the feet closely and warmly enough to satisfy themselves
Worsted stockmgs, warm shoes, inside soles, hned india-rubber
overshoes, gaiters drawn over all; and notwithstanding or rather
as a consequence of such an amount of wrapping up the children
have cold leet and fall ill if their feet once get wetf

It has been declared again and again by eminent hy^ienists
and pedagogues~\ will only here name Pestalozzi, Rousseau,
Locke A. Rtckh, H Kamtz, Father Kneipp. Dr. Vogel, Th. Hahn,
Lovenbruck Dr. Schmidt in the Encylopedia of Educational
science,—that is more healthy than going bar(foot asmuch as possible, and that children should almost ctlways go bare-
foot Experience proves in fact, that people who have gone bare-

0 cold'th^an ot^^'^' ''t
^hi^dh^od'are much lest sensit^eto cold than others and seldom suffer from cold extremitiesEvery one may easily convince himself in his own privateTarden

ftt tfthe'r.T ^"""^^^ to expofe theleet to the air; how doing so refreshes the whole body and bv

^T:: Z'^'^'tr^l' ir ^^^^ become allsriLn"^
the K .1

.^^^ ^^^^^ d^awn from the head tothe feet by the stimulating effect of the cold on the latter and

^o^ntr^thf^^^Ji.erÄr bl^^-
^ ^ew^^es'TA the

enoi,<,l, t„
^""''ren ol the humbler classes are still fortunateSt de.Tr 'fo nn',r 1 ^"'^^"'"S 'heir constitutions in the

districts cWldren wh. 1,

Ge™,any there are still, in country

most n the ver^^ rollr "'"?r " '""^"^'"S' ^ho S
heahhv such cSen ire f 0,1.

'''"',

"^^l P""""^ ^nd how
to going barelbo rin n^f • T ^""«^ accustomed
boots ofsS through which ''T' '^"^'"S holes in their

R„t J ,

'""'"gn which the water runs in and out as it oleases

ledged ihe'obfecri^
"""'y °f g°ing barefoot may be aÄ:geo, the objection may be raised by the well-to-do townsmln
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that he could only allow his children to do so in the house, or

in their own garden; that otherwise it would look too beggar-

like and that their feet would become too dirty. On that head

a means shall here be proposed whereby such well-to-do towns-

people will be enabled to harden their children's constitutions by

exposing their feet to the air.

Let the children wear sandals which will protect the feel from
dirt, damp, and injury; and, more than that, will render the

natural development of the feet possible at the natural period o

J

development, and so prevent the many forms of crippling the feet,

corns, and so forth, which are so often occasioned in childhood.

They would also be a pretty and healthy article of dress in summer.

and in winter they could be worn in the house. Bound on the

dainty young feet with coloured ribbons, such sandals would have

quite a charming effect; in any case much more charmirig than

that of the ugly, feet - deforming, leather shoe. The handsome,

and at the same time healthy, Highland costume of Scotland,

with bare knees and calves, has become quite common in many

districts ; indeed almost the fashion. Why should not a sunilar
•

result be possible with respect to the much more healthy, more

oractical and more elegant sandals for children. It is only ne-

cessaiT in such matters, to make the first attempt with energy.

Once a fashion has been established, no one sees anythmg sur-

prising or striking in it; on the contrary, every one follows it.

Let those who wish to bring up their chddren healthy and

strong pay no attention to the wondering looks, of a silly public

at the first introduction of the fashion but make practical use o

his suggestion their children will derive benefit and enjoyment

from it I know of no article of dress more practical, pretty or

'

appropriate than this for the seaside, for instance, where children

are continually getting their shoes and stockings wet.

As to the provision of such sandals, any shoemaker will be

dad to make them to order. The best material would be cork,

with a leather under-sole; and they should be fitted to the foot

as it rests on the ground, and for firmness' sake they should be

nrovided with a small heel-piece. I would above all recommend

the so-called "health-shoe", or "Paradise-shoe ,
because it may

be worn everywhere without attracting notice. If this shoe cannot

be obtained on the spot, it may be had in my Sanatorium, as.

may also the sandals. • j ^ i^. ,ur^\r

Those parents who cannot make up their minds- to let their

children adopt this useful fashion of sandals, should at least let

them go barefoot in the house as
,

much as possible and give

hem fn summer low shoes made of fight material (silk or.lineii)

for^u -of-door wear, without stockings such as .ye
^^^l^^^^^^^^l^^^

and children in Brazil. These shoes would have a ver^- pretty^
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effect, and be most conductive to health. They were once the

fashion for children; for we read in "The Journal of,Luxury and

Fashion" published in England in the year 1803, it was the universal

custom for children to wear no stockings. What was at that

time the fashion could again be introduced for the benefit of the

children. Will no one, venture to make the attempt to introduce

it for the children's sake!

Childlessness, see "Sterility".

Children's Cholera, see "Cholera, Infantile".

Children, Hints as to care of, see Index.

Children's Steam Baths, see Index.

Children Superfluity of, see "Women, Diseases of".

Children Want of, see Index

CHLOROFORM is a fluid consisting of alcohol and cliloride

of lime, producing anaesthesia when inhaled (it is usually poured
on a pocket-handkerchief and held before the nose) It is fre-

quently used by physicians and surgeons, in painful operations in

order to deprive the patient of sensation and consciousness.

As it generally has unpleasant after-effects, as nausea, sick-

ness, headache etc. and as fatal results may result from its ad-
ministration in case of carelessness oh the part of the operator or
weakness of heart on the part of the patient this anaesthetic
should only be resorted to in really serious cases.

Ether is also frequently used as an anaesthetic. On the
whole it may be considered a more harmless drug, as its use is

not attended with so much risk in the case of disease or weak-
ness of the heart. On the other hand it has the disadvantage
that the anaesthetic effect is produced more slowly.

Chlorosis, see "Green sickness".

CHOLERA. By cholera (Asiatic, or rather, Indian) we
understand that virulent pest which has been introduced from
India, and which is characterized by violent vomiting and diarrhoea,
as well as by painful spasms and an^s extremely r^pid course.
This deadly pest came from Russia to Germany for the first
time m the 37ear 1831. Cholera i§ manifestly a disease of the
gastric and intestinal mucous membranes. This inner lining
IS far more extensive than is generally believed. Commencingm the mouth and descending ä^to the gullet, it coats the
stomach, the duodenum, jejunum . ihum, caecum, colon and
rectum. , ' ;

'
, ,

•

-

Thus, all these connected, tubes.
^
more than |:hirty feet in

length, are covered with mucous membrane, and they haye'.an ex-
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tent of above 2000 square inches. This extensive mucous mem-
brane is in every part supplied with myriads of nervous fibres,

and is brought into intimate connection with all parts of the

entire body by the ganglious system. On and by this membrane
cholera manifests itself. In its essence and features it is nothing
else but what is called diarrhoea, with vomiting, in its highest

degree.

OxN THE NATURE OF THE CHOLERAIC ATTACK BY Dr. Shew. Al-

though the real nature of Cholera remains as yet a secret to us, we
can still recognize and treat it, by and according to its effect. One
thing is to be remarked. It is usually mild in its first stage.

People are not prostrated as is often averred suddenly and
without premonitory symptoms. There must exist some previous

illness. When a man is in every respect in good health and
conforms to good and regular habits, cholera has no power over

him. Now, there are certainly people, who consider themselves

healthy in every way and are taken b};- others to be so, yet who
are the first victims of a cholera epidemic. Stout persons, with

blooming complexions, as the saying goes, are very prone to be

attacked with complaints of the intestines and consequently with

cholera. Such persons are in reality never in good health, and

bear the germs of disease constantly within them. There is suffi-

cient proof unfortunately that a really healthy man (there are only

very few really healthy people) cannot be attacked by cholera.

An actual attack must therefore be preceded by a morbid con-

dition of the stomach and the intestines—a condition which can

be succesfully treated in nearly every imaginable case, and by

which therefore the ultimate advent of the fell disease can be

averted.

Cholera-symptoms :—First stage: (by Dr. Johnson). The

cholera-s^miptoms as given in books are various and manifold.

As in all other serious diseases , the nature of the attack is not

the same everywhere. The disease is divided by many into three

stages. After 'a mild diarrhoea, continuing usually for a few days,

(it is generally slight, and accompanied with no pain, so that the

patient has no misgivings whatever, but nevertheless the system

is made ready for the most terrible attack, tormenting pams in

the stomach and the intestines set in with a feeling of sickness

and desire to go to stool (or the vain wish to empty the in-

testines), at other times watery evacuations take place; or a thin,

slimy, blood-streaked excretion. These motions, however, are

not generally accompanied by pain, as in diarrhoea, but take

place so easily that the patient scarcely notices them. It is said

that with enfeebled, and especially with intemperate persons the

evacuations are in the beginning very frequent and of a whey-

like character, often producing great exhaustion, faintness, ana
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?ven fainting, and that, in such cases, the most horrible cramps,
vomiting and collapse supervene within a few hours- "Any
mistake, especially any imprudence in the taking of food, drink
or medicine accelerates the approach of the second and third

stages in such cases. In the first stage appetite diminishes or
disappears entirely and the desire for cold water increases in
proportion. There also come pricking pains in the limbs,
especially the calves. The patients describe their symptoms as
if all the blood were going to the centre of the abdomen: they
have the sensation at times of electric shocks passing through
the intestines, during which a great and intolerable heat is felt.

Second stage. In the second stage almost continual vomiting
and evacuation of the so-called "rice-water" takes place. This
dull whitish liquid repeatedly flows in streams from the intestines
and spurts from the opening, as from a pump. "Vomiting is

usually light and easy and comes relatively without effort
;
appearing

to afford momentary relief. Pricking pains also begin in the
stomach, intestines, head and back, combined with violent cramp
in the muscles, especially of the limbs. The pain often causes
loud cries to escape even from the most brave, and the patient
to roll about like one possessed. The pain round the heart, they
say, cannot be exceeded by any other pain. In consequence of
this cramp the patient necessarily becomes so enfeebled as to be
unable to move; the trunk more especially becomes completely
powerless. The pulse may be full or small and paralysed. The
skin IS bathed m a viscous perspiration and feels like dough
Many have compared the skin in this condition to a moist hide
The face is expressive of great anguish and pain, though the
mental taculties remam undiminished. Even at this stage the
excretions from the kidneys often cease entirely; thirst comes
irregularly- and m many cases is so great as to make the patient
leave his bed and go to wherever he can get water, sometimes
drinking ev_en the liquid which he has vomited before In no
disease is thirst so excessive as in cholera

nnw^-^n '?l
The so-called stage of collapse is

IhZ rtl tI^^
appearance of the patient undergoes a remark-

able change. The skin gets cold and in many places blue. The
i^n^fh

^''''^^ "^^^^ lead-coloured. The hand-)omts become pulseless. The breath is short, the eyes have sunk

an7c?datTour'r'
the whole appearance has b^ome Altered

tkhin a W ho ?i f^''^-
the change, that has taken place

tTe ufferer Th/'f ^"'u^' ^^"S^'" recognizeme sutterer. The face expresses such extraordinary aneuish thatthe name triangular face^ has been applied to devoti t
'

It is

oXrT^-^^'^' '^f"' ^g^' and seems to ^Ise f^om thepallor and sunken features, as well as the oppressed disturbed
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condition of mind, which gives it such an expression of extreme
anguish and terror.

—

Dr. Shew says besides: There is moreover a profuse cold

perspiration, seeming to come in large drops from every pore,

and, notwithstanding this frigidity, the patient complains of bur-

ning heat in his stomach, and asks more than ever for cold water

and cool fresh air. The watery evacuations from the intestines

continue, the hands and fingers are shrivelled up, white, wrinkly,

and swollen, like the hands of a washerwoman after a long day's

work. The voice is peculiarly hoarse and faint. At last the

patient is free from pain and vomiting and remains apparently quiet,

as if calmly awaiting the approach of death. These symptoms

complete what is called the stage of collapse. There is of course

a great diversity in the features of the different cases ;
sometimes

they make their appearance quite suddenly, almost without any

warning whatever, in others they endure for days.

If during the stage of collapse, a reaction or return of warmth

and circulation of the blood sets in, there is greater hope for the

patient but danger yet threatens from succeeding fever and other

local diseases, especially when medicine has been used. Great

drinkers, for instance, when passing into the stage of reaction,

are seized with delirium tremens, and fall an almost sure prey to

death I beheve, that about one half of all cholera-patients have

succumbed to this disease in the course of the usual treatment.-

j

Broussain describes the external cholera-symptoms in the following

manner- "The muscles stand out, the eyes are hollow, dry and sunken

Ster a few hours the cohesion of the eyeball seems to have disappeared and

we mUt say that the eyes were turned inward. The patient's face is fear-

JunÄÄn it very soon loses its oblong shape and becomes comracted

n a Deculiar^manner; but what creates the greatest astonishnient is the dark

blue co^ourthat spreads over the face with the advance of the disease. The

h s. hands .^"^^/.^SJ^^^^P the warm compresses which have been

ft'dterf towever, coiormSy with the palienfs natural --omp ex.on for

Ixample', «gr-B become black a'.d bluish, bu. a more «^nsparc. sk „ .
r„s
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There seems to be no doubt, that cholera is not contagious,

i e that it cannot be transmitted from one person to another by

contact or by anv means coming under the head of "contagion".

Its support, if not also its origin, rests on purely local causes;

and a person may be attacked with it at any place while it con-

tinues to rage in the neighbourhood, whether that person has

been in actual contact with another already affected with the

disease or not. In short it is not the person, the clothes, or the

breath of people already down with cholera, that is dangerous

;

but the causes, which have produced and favoured the disease

in the given case. The former opinion, that cholera was con-

tagious exercised a disastrous influence in two ways: it predis-

posed nervous people for cholera and withdrew from the sutferer

that attention and assistance, so highly essential to him under

such circumstances. Cholera hospitals should be aboUshed, and

the patients be treated in their own homes.

Prevention of cholera. Food, healthy blood and its regular

distribution through the body, is the best protection against cholera,

; äs well as against every other disease. In order to possess healthy

blood, breathing good, pure air is essential (eveiyone should, if

at all possible, spend sometime every day in the open ah", also

vigorous breathing g3minastics should be practised, and sitting and

oedrooms well aired) see airing and breathing gymnastics

1. Where a person is tied to the house, he must take several

times a day for a few minutes deep inspirations and expirations

in the best air that is to be had, in the garden or in the room
with the window open. If he is obliged to breatlie foul air, let

him breathe through the nose, but rinse his mouth and nose after-

wards with fresh water, and strengthen his lungs by vigorous
breathing g3''mnastics in pure air.

2. Non-stimulating diet and especialty abstention from meat
and alcohohc drinks as well as from highly spiced, salt and sour
food ; raw or cooked fruit should be taken at every meal. When
cholera is in prospect, it is best to abandon meat diet altogether,

or at least to hmit it to a great extent. One of the best hygienists

writes: When a man (with cholera in sight) does not wish to

eschew meat altogether, which certainl}'- would be the best thing,

he should at least limit the quantity to one fifth of his meal, while
four fifths should consist of 3'oung, green or dry vegetables, rice,

miserably collapses. After the pulse has stopped, the black colour is seen
to appear at different rates, sometimes after the lapse of two or three hours,
sometimes earlier; it depends entirely upon the cessation of the circulation
of the blood. The above is the description of the Asiatic Cholera, as given
by several eminent physicians.
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A'erq^icelli, pearl barley, millet, crushed wheat, leguminous veee- -^ltables, potatoes. Smce however any sudden change in our habits 1*;
may produce an mjurious effect upon the system, the transition Mmust be made with caution. fI

3. Above all, proper care for the action of the skin - every dav
a 720 to 800 wet rubbing of the whole body with a coarse linen
cloth or sheet and rubbing the body perfectly dry with flesh-cloths
or flesh-gloves; first, arms and legs, then neck, head, chesc, sto- -
mach and back. Dr. Paid Niemeyer and Dr. Hayner say 'very U
justly: At the outbreak of cholera, men should be engaged in large ?
numbers to give, not only those attacked by cholera, but also the
healthy, two good wet rubbings a day, instead of having the air
vitiated by the poisonous acids of so-called disinfectants. Clothing
should not be too thick, but just feel comfortable. The less thick -

clothing the body requires, the better for it.
. V

4. Drinking good water and breathing pure air in and out |
of doors.

5. Daily gargling and rinsing of the nose with fresh water,
and drinking some after that greatly conduce to the advantage
of the mucous membranes which by this treatment are made
more capable of resistance.

6. All food is to be well masticated and had better be taken
cool "Food well chewed is half digested" is a very important
maxim in this disease.

7. Removal of all dirt and impurities from the house and
dirty Hnen etc. from the bedroom. Remove all putrefying and
decomposing substances from the premises and vincinity.

8. Avoid all medicine, powders, pills, mixtures, elixirs, cholera-

bitters, ör drops and other quack-medicines.

9. Order and system must be stpictly introduced in the time *^

for sleep, meals etc. Smoking, reading and any other mental

occupation is to be shunned after meals ; beer must not be drunk

cold, and never on an empty stomach ; the stomach and abdomen
must be kept warm ; if a person thinks he wants an extra covering,

let him wear a wollen band over, but not under, his linen or

cotton shirt. Daily open bowels are necessary; for constipation

see "Enema" and „ Constipation "
; also for diarrhoea. For the latter,

inject after every evacuation about a gill of water of 59" to 66".

At night apply also a body compress of 70". Enemata, there-

fore, are not only appHed to produce open bowels—as most

people even physicians suppose,—but diarrhoea can be cured by

their means.

He who lives in accordance with these precepts carries the

power of resistance within him, and may look on the cholera
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nightmare without fear*). Alarm and fear of cholera may favour

its advent by lowering the vital power.

Causes of the Cholera Epidemic. Looking upon them as

a whole, they are: dirt, stupidity, and misery. Looking at

them singly they are: insufficient care of the cutaneous action;

bad drinking-water or want of it
,
impure air in sitting and

bedrooms etc., over - crowding in houses, deficient sanitary

arrangements; eating unwholesome and improper food, above all,

indulging in spirituous liquors, strong wines, foreign spices, medi-

cines, meat etc.; excessive solar heat, especially, where brandy

is taken to counteract it, slow and bad digestion, inadequate

mastication of the food
;
ardent, hot drinks like punch, coffee, tea

etc.; contracting a cold in the stomach or abdomen; irregular

mode of life; anxietj'' and fear of cholera. The cholera (comma-
shaped) bacilli (Fig 25, p. 55) discovered b}^ Dr. Koch are not the

n cause of the disease, but onl}^ a product and simultaneous symptom
of it

;
they are like flying sparks—results and concomitant pheno-

mena of a conflagration which, given favourable circumstances,
may certainly communicate the fire to other parts, but which, for
all that, are not to be looked upon as the sole cause of fires. Since
the cholera bacilli are onl}'^ the result and not the cause of the
disease, our endeavours should be directed not to annihilating
the bacilli but to curing the disease. A stop should therefore be
put to the enormous waste ot disinfectants. The cholera-bacilli
die in eveiy normal well-regulated stomach, supposing they should
really get in.

Preventive treatment of the premonitory symptoms of
Cholera (diarrhoea with vomiting, or constipation).

As in all other ailments, the individual constitution must first

be considered in proceeding to deal with these symptoms. No
\ healthy man is overtaken by cholera as by a lightning; stroke, or

) When a man has arrived at a point where thoughts of cholera dominate
nis mmd, let him expel them by active bodilv exercise and vigorous bodily
occupation, lor that is, and always v.ill be, the best lightning conductor, to
render all dull and gloomy thoughts harmless. To effect this, it is not at ail
necessary to swing violently round the horizontal bar-and there are reallv
people so great m their own opinion, as to hold it infra dig. to drop from anonzontal bar on to a heap of sawdust, even when no one is looking on. For
nnil^

""""^ "
!f ,^^"^''r

*° "^""^^ ^^^^ of cholera, fancies of every kind,

and =S J °r ^PP,f.^^te, by swimmmg, gymnastic exercises, or sawing

s?de aia n"l th ''^f
' ^T'

^''^"^'^ '^^^^^^ ^ campaign on a large?

dfH anH
^^^^ cholera, take an axe into his hands as Mr. Glad.stSne

swunrhis'^rhln'/'!.
^'""""^ ^^.""^^ powerfully as that aged statesinan

one of thi' ^ ^'^^^
P^^'^- Wo^k is, and always will be

of Healm^ ^."15''^/^ '"'f'1
health-giving remedies of the Naturll Method

eood fo n^Z ° P°P"l^^J^ysiene : it is a specific against even-thing that is

ircal S^ro chole'ra
''^^ "^"^^^^ thoroughly nonsen-

L-
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unexpectedly. The approach of the disease is always betrayed
by fore-running indications and symptoms. If these come in the. \

form of light diarrhoea (cholerine)—which may either be painless i

or accompanied by pain in the bowels, and which generally sets i

in after midnight, in combination with sensations of general un-
easiness in the abdomen—do not let the patient make the mistake ]

of having recourse to coffee, tea, claret, cholera bitters,—or, worst
'

of all, to drugs. Kather let him give himself a thorough wet
'

rubbing of the whole body with water of from 66« to 72^ taking

each part of the body in turn, till the whole is warm. Next let
j

him wrap himself in a body-pack and have a hot-water bottle at^

his feet. The pack should be changed according to individual'

requirements. As soon as the feet become hot, they should be
washed with cool water; and this should happen four or five

'

times in the hour, during which the pack remains; on the jl

patient emerging from the pack, he should give himself another

rubbing and then a small enema of water (680) (enemata, which
, j

most people, and many doctors, consider to be only suitable for ]

producing a motion of the bowels, are also employed to stop

diarrhoea.) A small enema should be given, or self-administered, ;

without fail after every stool. If the symptoms do not yield to <

the above treatment, steam-baths should be taken, in the most appro- 1

priate form, and cooUng off, bath, douche, or thorough rubbing,,;
|

should follow each. Then should come either massage of the body,"J

or curative gymnastics in the house, or a good walk out of doors.

The process should be repeated on the following day; omitting

the enemata. The object of the cool clysters is to stimulate, en-

1

liven, and strengthen the mucous membrane of the intestines, i

as also to assist their ' peristaltic action , and to cleanse them. |

Another object of the clysters is to fill the bowel, so as to relieve;|

the heavy pressure upon it. They also have the effect of cooling^

the interior; whereas water which is drunk is cut off, inasmuch

|

as it passes at once into the alimentaiy canal,, where it is ab^.^j

sorbed and transferred to the portal, vein system, and then be».|

comes part, first of the minor or pulmonary, aiid then of thfei

main circulation; thus at length supplementing the previously ex-|

creted watery particles of the blood. i

In case of Con.stipation, enemata (one or two gills of water
j

of from 680 to 90^) should be resorted to, and repeated if noS

evacuation follows the first, but only when it has been absorbed,
j

This repetition may go on for one or two hours; and if still noj

stool results, a hip-bath should be taken—the water of from 68« :'

to 860, and the duration from five to ten minutes—hot-water bottles

being at the same time applied to the feet, provided that the bod||

(abdomen) feels warm. If there should be a sensation of coifl

in the abdomen, the hot-water bottle must be dispensed with; alsöj
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in cases where heart or lung complaints nervous weakness, etc.

are present. It stands to reason that non-stimulating diet should

be observed.
-r^. ,

• ,

Treatment of the first stage of Cholera. (Diarrhoea with

vomiting.) These preliminary symptoms usually set in from eighteen

to twenty hours previous to an attack of true cholera. Shortly

repeated, they are : slight diarrhoea, pain in the bowels, uneasiness

and cold feeling in the abdomen, later a general feehng of dis-

comfort: sickness, flatulence; pains in the abdomen
;
pricking pain

in the limbs, especially in the calves; loss of appetite; and weak-
ness of the eyes. In such attacks and discomfort people now-a-
'days take refuge usually in cholera- bitters, or other alcoholic

remedies, or in actual drugs, such as opium etc. This, however,
is utterly wrong, because not only is nature, which was just going
to work to excrete the morbid matter existing in the digestive

organs, hindered in her efforts, but the digestive organs are thrown
into a v7orse condition. Hence the frequent remark that through
this perverted treatment light cases become severe, an eventuality
which ought never to occur with proper handhng. The patient
should take in the <\rst place a small (59") enema, later (54"), less

than a gill for adults, less than half a gill for children according
to age, and a stimulating compress on the abdomen (tempera-
ture of the water 50»—54») should be put on at once; then to
bed. A steam compress on the abdomen will also be of great
service. The compress should remain on till dry, about three
or four hours, and then be renewed. The compress should not
be kept on if the patient does not like to be in bed but wants
to walk about: in that case, a wide woollen belt (cholera belt)
should be worn round the; abdomen to warm it; and this should
be changed for a compress when the patient lies down. Instead
of the compress on the abdomen a vigorous cold wet rubbing of the
whole body may be given, followed bv a dry-pack, kept on
till perspiration however shght takes place.

If the bowels are opened by the first enema, or if the latter is
discharged alone, a second one should be given in five or ten min-
utes; if the enema is retained and the bowels are not opened,
halt an hour should be allowed to elapse before a second enema
is administered; unless the bowels are opened sooner. (See
"Enlmata".) This mode of treatment should be continued till

the evacuations assume their normal character, and all taint has
consequently disappeared. By the cold enema the intestine ism the first place stimulated to excrete the morbid matter, and
is thus completely cleansed ; and in the second place it is stren^r-
thened and invigorated, and the circulation of the blood in it ?s
increased. Besides this treatment the patient should observe a
non-stimulating diet; thick oatmeal porridge, soups made of rice
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or whole meal with bread till digestion is restored to its normal 'A

condition ; which will be the case in one or two days. If consti- %
pation is present instead of diarrhoea, lukewarm enemata (77« to /I

Hl^) should be given (half a pint or less for adults, a gill or less 'J

for infants), and another small cool enema after the evacuation.
(See also "Enemata") Breathing fresh pure air; drinking fresh, .i

pure, soft water according to the thirst. If a feeling of sickness
;^

continues, repeated draughts of water should be taken to produce •

vomiting and to make the process more rapid and less dangerous
for the patient. Warm water is sometimes given to produce

|

vomiting. For the rest, daily a (54° to 66^) wet rubbing of the •

whole body or (58^ to 66«) wash-down should be given so as to get
j

the whole body mto a glow, when the patient should either go to
]

bed or take exercise in the fresh air, the abdomen being kept warm
j

by means of a woollen belt as above. (For Modes of Application,

see Index. For Treatment by Massage, see "Treatment of the^ ^

THIRD stage'V see also "Diarrhoea with vomiting" under "Kneipp
;|

Cure".) If the preceding treatment be correctly applied, it is :

almost certain that a real attack of cholera will not take place. :i

Treatment of the second stage, marked by the following symp-

toms which may be briefly repeated. Cold shivering fits, occurring a

at short intervals, "rice-water", rumbling, burning, evacuations and ^

vomiting and pricking pains in the abdomen; similar pains in the 1

head and back. Violent cramp in the muscles especially m the
;

calves, dry, wrinkled skin , or viscid sweat, excessive anguish, i

and continual thirst. For further information see "Diarrhoea
^

WITH vomiting and "Asiatic cholera, second stage". i

The principal thing now is to restore the function of the skin :

with the return of which the entire disease is as a rule at an end. '!

Rubbing of the whole body, performed at once and as vigorously
;

as possible by two, four, even six to eight persons, working la
,

rotation, must be kept up over a linen sheet dipped m cold water
^

(dripping sheet). When, after four or five minutes, this has be-]

come warm, it must be wetted again (the friction has to be per-

j

formed over the sheet, not with it) above all, the abdomen, back,']

thighs and calves must be rubbed thoroughly. If the patient isj

too weak to bear the rubbing standing, it must be done as he,,

lies in bed. Duration of this rubbing according as the patient^

can bear it (ten to fifteen minutes). The patient must tnen be^^

wrapped in a blanket which has been previously warmed then*

laid on the bed and again rubbed over the blanket, especial y his
j

calves and feet. If the latter are cold and numb, as generally is^

the case, hot-water bottles wrapped in damp or dry linen cloths must

be' put io them. The rubbing, however, is aiwa^.s to be con^

tinued. After the lapse of from five to ten minutes the same

process with the dripping sheet and then with the blanket, to be
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repeated; then again the damp robbing (which may be taken a

iittle colder) and the dry one, and so on. After every vomiting,

he patient, plagued with unquenchable thirst as he is, must be

illowed to take sips only of quite fresh water, and a small cool

niema should be given after every stool. After one, two,
_
or

diree courses of such treatment—during which enemata according

':o treatment indicated in the first stage must not be omitted—

a

favourable turn in the condition of the patient is nearly always

L>rought about; if not, the rubbings with their constant change from

wet to dry must be gone on with till a good result is obtained

even if it should require a whole day or a whole night. When the

-kin begins to redden, and shows traces of perspiration, when
iliarrhoea and vomiting abate, then the neck of the disease is

broken. The patient is then (see above) put to bed wdth the
body-pack— the warmth of the bed being ensured—and an enema
^Wen occasionally after a stool. If the patient is thirsty he should
lave fresh, pure, soft water to drink, as much as he likes. When
the appetite returns, thick soups, rice, porridge strained through a
:iair-sieve, and the like should form his diet.

The wet rubbing may be given (without the sheet) with bare
Hit warm hands—repeatedly di]:)ped in cold water—to the. patient
Mther standing upright or lying at full length on his bed, a drv
aibbing over warmed blankets following each wet one. If the
)ody does not soon get warm during the rubbing, hot compresses,
'<v steam-baths should be applied, while the rubbing is kept up
nergetically for fifteen or twenty minutes, according as the patient

imds them beneficial or endurable; and in addition steam-baths
m bed (five hot-water bottles wrapped in damp cloths, laid round
the body of the patient) may be given and continued as long as
needful and after them, wet rubbing as above. After the wet
rubbing the patient should be dried and well covered up in bed'
or he may have a bath, as hot as he can bear it, and after the
bath a cold rubbmg with a rough cloth and then be put to bed
The hot water bath is preferable to the before mentioned steam-
bath. Frequent gargling and rinsing of the nose are also very
beneficial. When the skin is hot and feverish, a soothing full-
pack with one, two or three hot-water bottles to the feet should be
given and changed as soon as it becomes hot, or if the patient
finds It oppressive, until the fever decreases. If there be pain in
the abdomen, efforts must be made to subdue it by soothincr orwarm compresses, or steam compresses on that part or bvwarming with dry woollen bandages and cold sweats'may berelieved by tepid washing; fresh air and occasional cold enemata
Mil be necessary m all cases.

Besides this treatment foot- and half steam-baths are aoDlic-'iW^^ as well as steam-baths in bed, unless the latter prove trouble-

14
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some to the patient; their duration depends on his feeling with^ij

regard to them. With headache and cold feet, hot compresses, ''J

as hot as the patient can bear them, should be apphed to the '

feet and cold ones to the head or a foot-steam-bath, or h<.t foot- 'j

bath followed by cold wet rubbing. Cold douches and shower baths,

after which the body is to be well rubbed are of great advantagelj

in cholera. For pains in the abdomen and constipation short

cold hip-baths with friction of and kneading the abdomen mayv]
be given if the patient is free from heart complaints, the upper, 1

part of the body, the calves and legs being rubbed for about,']

ten minutes during the bath unless a stool intervenes, in which v

case the hip-bath must at once come to an end; drying and J

vigorous rubbing of the respective parts should follow the bath - I

and then the patient should return to bed. When the body is-

1

completely warm, the above-mentioned compress should be put i

on once more, and an enema given. In many cholera cases two It

or three hip-baths and from fifteen to twenty enemata may he I

required in the course of a day. For Modes of Application, see;.;

Index. For treatment by massage, see "Treatment of the third- ^

stage"
It is certainly preferable to have the advice of an expert weUi-j

versed in the Natural Method of Healing, provided one lives near-!

enough to give the different directions as required in each case,'ii

His assistance will not be needed, however, if prompt and ^

vigorous measures are taken m accordance with the foregoing,

;

directions, on the appearance of premonitor}^ symptoms. Ul

diarrhoea and vomiting make their appearance, the admrnistratiori't

of enemata and conformity with the advice given in the chapter oa

"Prevention of cholera" will be quite sufficient in nine out of tenr^j

cases to ward off the disease. (See also "Cholera" under "Kneip^

cure"). ^4

Unless the patient is .speedily restored, he passes into th&^

third stage. :|

Treatment of the third stage (stage of collapse) of whic^

the characteristics may be shortly recapitulated as follows. A|

remarkable change takes place in the patients appearance, tiie|

whole body becomes icy cold, vomiting and diarrhoea cease; thej

pulse is a mere thread; the weakness is extreme, the nails anflfj

teeth assume a bluish tinge, and the hps a purple red; there i§4

crreat difficulty of breathing, intolerable oppression on the ches|^

the voice is soundless and hoarse; complete collapse, famtmg an^

death ensue. Some cholera-patients die in one or two liours,

somr^ only alter twenty four, or even thirty six hours illness. !

The treatment is to be continued here as given in the seconO^

stage • but recourse should be had speedily to baths, hot and co r
!-)y turns as hot as the patient can bear for from six to p">'f
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minutes, and quite cold for two minutes. When in the latter the

patient must be energetically rubbed with rough flannels and the

body should be gently but firmly kneaded. Instead of the cold

bath, a cold powerful shower-bath may be given, or the expedient

adopted of dashing or quickly emptying a pail or similar vessel

of water over the body.

Treatment by massage. This is most important in cholera:

it consists in vigorous friction of the entire body. The parts

affected with cramp are to be energetically rubbed and kneaded

with the hands, which are dipped in cold water, and the feet

must be bent if the cramp is in the calves.

In so called "Dry cholera" (Cholera Sicca) which in most
cases proves rapidly fatal, in consequence of the accumulation of

fceces in the alimentary canal, and of urine in the bladder,

resulting in uroemia, or blood poisoning by urine—it is essential

to apply hot compresses, or steam compresses, to the body and
abdomen, simultaneously with hot-water bottles to the feet, and, if

possible, half, body, and hip-baths, in which the patient is to be
handled as above described, including the administration of

enemata. Though this latter remedy has an extraordinarily high
value in all the stages of cholera, its employment in this form of

the disease is of special importance. The temperature of the
water used should be from 660 to 77^; or under some circum-
stances 100^ and upwards.

It may be here remarked in passing, that pieces of ice have
often been used in cholera instead of cold water.

In Leipzig in the year 1866, according to statements in the
local papers, experience proved that the mortality among cholera
patients treated medically was exceedingly high; and that a very
favourable contrast was presented by the comparatively low per-
centage of fatal cases among those in which the Natural Method
ot Healing was carried out—in the forms of rubbing, packs, ene-
niata, baths, light vegetable diet, and drinking water. The
above mentioned Dr. Meyner was at that time—although then quite
a young physician—director of a cholera ward in Leipzig, and he
had the gratification of seeing the great majority of his cholera
patients recover with this treatment.

The physician P., being asked by a colleague, how cx. uted
cholera-patients, answered briefly: **I let them drink water and
nave them well mbbed (with wet sheets) and when the peasants
ask tor physic I prescribe raspberry syrup. I have obtained capital
results; till now out of forty patients only two have died, notwith-
standing that they all lived in badly situated houses. On theo ner hand the district physician, who doses his nntients heavilywith opium, loses nearly half of them.

14*
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PREVENTIVE MEASURE AGAINS'J' CHOLERA ON THE
PART OF THE STATE AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

As the present regulations or preventive measures ol the

state and local sanitary authorities against cholera are mostly in-

sufficient, and sometimes irrational, the author suggests the follow-

ing regulations, when cholera is in prospect.

1. All disinfection of closets, sewers, cesspools, drains, etc. to

consist in keeping them clean and sweet : flushing them frequently

with water etc. public cleanliness, frequent scouring of rooms,

and such like should be insisted on. V/here no facihties for

flushing with water exist, the closets must be kept free from

smell by putting fine ashes whether of wood or coal into them;

the ashes should be moistened previously to prevent their causing

dust. This process may take place two or three times a day.

The use of carbolic acid for purposes of disinfection must be

deprecated on the ground of its not being proved that micro-

organisms in the air are destroyed by it, whilst on the other

hand physicians have testified to the poisonous effects upon man
and beast through breathing carbolic acid, and even cases of death

have been proved to have taken place through it. It is also known

that the public minister of railways, Herr von Maybach, has long

ago prohibited the use of carbolic acid to disinfect cattle-trucks,

because calves and pigs died in such trucks.*)

2. First and foremost: attention to the skin, daily (72^0 7 ?<>)

full washing or full rubbing or an 86« bath or full bath.

3. The provision of good drinking water; pumps and wells

which contain impure water should be closed.**)

*) Neither by the disinfection of cesspools, carried on in the fashion

of the present day, nor bv disinfection and fumigation of clothes and people,

nor by quarantine, or other preventive measures, of whatever description

they mav be and under whatever designation they may be known, will the

state and local authorities obtain the desired result, and why? Because in

the eacrer search for something suspicious, one spot, as usually happens in

a searcli, the spot, on which, of all others, the most suspicion should fall, the

kernel of the question, has been overlooked—personal disinfection— attention,

to the action of the skin, care for wholesome air, and the digestive organs

moderate living, and good mastication.
. , ,„u:,.h

**) Where reliably good drinking water cannot be obtained, that whicn

is used should first be boiled, and then poured through a perfectly clean tin

strainer, over which a clean-boiled piece of linen has been spread. It mav

then be used in the preparation of food. The water used for dnnkmg should

be poured, after having boiled a second time, through a sieve m whidi

there are ten grammes of ground cofifee, or one gramnie of tea to every ten

quarts of waten A süll more harmless and aromatic filtering medium are

dried strawberry or currant leaves, five grammes to every
^^^"^ ^^^Jt^^- '^'^

is done to improve the insipid taste of the water. This beverage should be

kept in closed'^stone jars in a cool place; and the supply "^".«t ^^^^^P^^

day by day be adding fresh boUcd water. (See Figs, and 33, on page.

88" and 89.)
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4. Abundance of good pure air out of doors and in the house.
5. Repeated airing of sitting and bedrooms, obtaining a good

current by opening doors and windows for a time. In factories'
schools, etc., besides ventilation and repeated airings, provision
should be made for renewing the oxygen of the air by sprinkhng
fresh water with a large syringe every three hours on hot days.

6. Exposure of sitting and bedrooms to the rays of the sun.
7. People should be warned in times of cholera against the

danger which they incur by indulging in strong alcoholic beverages,
especially brandy, strong wines, hqueurs and such hke, or in an
unsparing meat-diet. The sale of spirituous liquors should be
restricted.

8. A closer supervision should be exercised regarding the
cleanhness and the flushing etc. of water-closets, urinals in pubhc
mstitutions, railway stations, schools, hospitals, etc. also in respect
of slaughter houses, soap works, game and poultry depots skin-
and ragshops. ' '

Such regulations or preventive measures are cheap but effective-
and if earned out by the state or local sanitary authorities thev
wiU be credited and wiUingly obeyed, and much misfortune willm consequence be prevented. The state and local authorities
should not only at the time of cholera but at all other times
enlighten the people as to the principles of sanitation, so that a
correct view of the subject may prevail. Not only cholera but
every other disease would then be effectually prevented

Here follow the opinions of some men
,
of great authority in

favour of a non-stimulating and meatless diet.
Professor Sylvester Graham says •

N.^v^v'^l^ r'^'^lx
"^""^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^'^^ appearance' of cholera inNew-York (m the year 1832) I publicly lectured there on thisisease, and made the assertion that total abstinence from flesh

nv kind TlTF^ ^'^"!i
"^^"'^"^^^ ^^^^^^^^ dri'^ks andkind of irritatmg condiments as well as the observance of.met general order with regard to sleep, bathing, dress exercisesatisfying our natural passions etc. woid be the sSkt means

earapoea^^^^^^^^^
repeated this lecture whe^choTera had aT

tTtL vfews 1 nr I'^Tr^ 'P^" P^^^'^rf^l opposition

werP nnt r P^^^^^^ilgated, a considerable number of citizens

ra fact tSaroT'ai? t

''" ^""^^"^ ^^^'-^^ AndTt
adontS thi A ""^Vr?^^ throughout and in every respect

a vS to r^'.'^^i " '^^^"^ ^ had recommended, not oneTel

last FuUtr'I^tle'^;'^^^^^ '^y^'- during
my whole tinie amF l nf/j f i?^

<^^o\eT?i my avocations required
y ie lime, and 1 often felt qmte exhausted for want of rest
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and sleep. Still throughout the entire epidemic I had daily

only a pound of coarse unleavened wheaten biscuits, fruit, and
spring water, and I experienced no disturbance in the stomach

or intestines, but enjoyed far better health than for the last fifteen

years. I gained also several pounds in weight during the cholera-

time. When I look over the notes of the cholera-cases which I

treated, I find that in a great many cases the cause of the disease

was an intemperate mode of life, or could be referred to a palp-

able dietetic fault. I am speaking now of patients in the hospital

as well as in my private practice and I always found that every

person who strictly and correctly observed such simple diet under

a well regulated general regimen, not only escaped cholera, but

enjoyed excellent health all round.

Dr. M. Rees^ whose practice and successes are scarcely sur-

passed by any other physician in New-York, declared that cholera

in this city raged chiefly among the great meat eaters ; and con-

vinced of this he begged his family to abstain entirely from meat

during the epidemic. Thus he hved during the time of cholera

with his family solely on fruit, vegetables and milk, without having

a symptom of the disease. Only his wife, who towards the end

of the epidemic partook of some meat without Iiis knowledge,

was attacked by diarrhoea some hours after. Dr. Rees had re-

commended all his friends to obstain from meat, and none of

those vv^ho followed his advice were attacked by the disease. In

1832 there was no greater medical authority in New-York than

Dr. Rees. .

Dr. Johnson rightly remarks : The point is not to obtain carbon,

but to get rid of it. The heart beats without cessation night and

day, it never slumbers nor sleeps; it is the most remai kable

instance of perpetual industry in the world, and all its work is

only performed to send the dead, deep red blood to the lungs to

be purified and freed from its carbon and then to further again the

livmg, organized blood, to bestow vital power upon every pomt

m the human system. If an enemy came among us, and published

a number of dangerous proclamations to destroy and to exter-

minate men, especially to make them bilious, jaundiced, and pre-

disposed for cholera, I am quite sure, he would first and foremost

enjoin the indulgence in meat and intoxicating liquors. In cholera

and consumption the blood is surcharged with carbon, and the

same is effected by partaking of alcohol and fat.

CURE OF A CHOLERA PATIENT IN THE WORST STAGE.

When first learning, years ago, from the newspapers that

there existed a society for the spread of the Natural Method

of Healing, the members of which consisted chiefly of artisans
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md small tradesmen, I could not help laughing—I shrugged my
shoulders compassionately. Do not the most celebrated authorities

of medical science very often stand powerless by the side of the

sick-bed, is not a long, wearisome study at the universities and

,nany years experience required to gain in some measure only

in insight into diseases and here are a number of men, honourable

nut in no wa}^ connected with learning, who come forward with

he motto: "Everyone his own physician"!

—

It served those presumptuous persons quite right that Prof.

Bock availed himself of his privilege in the "Gartenlaube"*) to

speak of a new swindle. How could I possibly trouble myself

about the principles of a S3^stem erected by those "friends of the

people" after the dictum of so high an authority ! It could not be
anything but humbug and swindle, this thing popularly called

"Meltzerism" after the name of the society's president who passed
iOr the inventor of the theory.

The year 1866 brought the cholera besides the terrors of

war; to avoid the plague I went to live with my familj'' in a
neighbouring town. On the second day of my arrival there my
•Idest little daughter sickened of diarrhoea, accompanied with
vOmiting. The best recommended physician was called in. He
was one of those "sensible" physicians who do not ascribe magic
power to medicine, and he therefore adopted only a rather ex-
ectant treatment. He was very sympathizing, came five times
jvery day and on the sixth day the child was dead. At the coffin

1 thanked him for the sacrificing pains he had taken, which I am
sure he would have doubled, if he could have helped the child.

But everything is powerless against the destructive force of
this disease. That the child with despairing expression of coun-
tenance had night and day asked for "water, cold water" had
never been thought worth noticing. Sometime after, I related
0 a young man, who was nicknamed "Sanitätsrath", the
course of my daughters disease; when he expressed the
opmion, that it was the greatest offence against instinct not
to have complied with her desire for water. The imploring
request "water, cold water" had, as it were, always pricked
our conscience, and this remark confirmed only too strongly our
own opinion. However I tried to deride steadfastly any further
explanations of his about the Natural Method of Healing but
confessed to myself that I considered everything he said\-eallv
quite sensible.

The matter rested for several months, till I had occasion to
oe reminded of it under very sad circumstances.

) A German weekly periodical, devoted to light literature.
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Cholera kept always demanding fresh victims. All at once

the too well known symptoms appeared in my wife. Having the

family doctor at my side this time, who directly proceeded with

opium, my entire confidence was centred in him; but nothing

could stay the fatal progess of the disease. Cramp in the calves

set in, the hope of saving her hfe had vanished the physician

gave "orders to be observed after death".

All was lost! Then it was the thought struck me: an attempt

with the Natural Method might yet be made! There was nothing

further to risk. The Sanitätsrath came accompanied by a student

of medicine. Fate would have it that he was a pupil of Professor

Bock, he had made himself acquainted by degrees with the prin-

ciples of the Natural Method of Healing, and stuck to them m
spite of the mocking derision of his colleagues.

The body of the patient already felt quite chilly. In conse-

quence of the withdrawal from the blood of its aqueoi^s consti-

tuents it recedes to the large inner vessels, because it can no

longer circulate in the capillaries by reason of its density. It was

worth a trial.

The patient was j)laced in a bath, containing warm water

(68°) to a depth of six inches; and reaction was encouraged by

vigorous uninterrupted friction of all portions of the body by

means of wet cloths. After an hour's heroic work the purpose

was accomplished ; the skin again assumed colour and became warm

blood filled its vessels anew. The patient was put to bed and

thorough perspiration took place. The cure was complete.

The reader will understand that I did not rest quiet after

this success but that, penetrated with the principles of the natural

method 1 was metamorphosed very soon from an unbehevmg

Saul hito a zealous Paul; who continues to devote his best efforts

to spreading the blessing of the new and much-maligned doctnne.

For the sake of completeness I think it well to add that I have

had plenty of opportunity since then of testing the truth of my

conviction by self-help in my own family; and that in carrying

out the docii-iae it is not^ learning but logical reasoning and keen

observation that are required.

CURE OF CHOLERA - PATIENT.
By Dr Munde.

My friend 5. L. Hill called me one morning to see an Irishman

TV2mt^ Doivden, who was in his service. He had sickened o.

the cholera two days before and was now dymg. 1 lound him

almost without any signs of hfe; the whole body was drawn up

tocrether like a cholera corpse; the skm devoid of blood, leaden
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erev the nails blue, the fingers stiff and wrinkled
,

the nos^e

ninched, the whole face cadaverous; the eyes glazed and hxed,

no trace of consciousness. He had married only a month betöre,

and his young wife stood there wringing her hands m despair.

Thev had, of course, already given him all kinds of medicines.

I asked her, whether she would let me try cold water on her

husband telling her that it was the only means that offered a re-

mote chance; but that, seeing the condition of the patient, I could

-not answer for the result. She said I might do what I considered

best "poor Michael is as good as dead now as it is". I had

a wash tub, cold water and some ice brought, half filled the tub,

and with the help of Mr. Hill, a Mr. Kelsey, and one ot my sons,

lifted the patient into it, and poured ice water over him
;
and now

we four began to rub him, the extremities (arms and legs), of

course, first and most vigorously. We dipped our hands fre-

quently into cold water, and every five minutes poured water

over his head. Gradually his features became Hfe-iike
,

his eyes

regained their human expression, and the skin its colour. Finally,

consciousness returned. He recognized us; began to utter some
unintelligible sounds, then some unconnected words; at last he

expressed himself so as to be understood and began to complain

about the coldness of the bath. After the bath and friction had

lasted three quarters of an hour we took him out, dried him and

put him to bed, where we left him for a couple of hours, well

wrapped up. In proportion as he grew warm, the cholera symp-
toms set in again, cramp returned, and consciousness began to

leave him again. We repeated the bath and the cold affusions,

which at once restored consciousness. Towards evening it was
again necessary to have recourse to them. He had a tolerable-

good night, but was sdll allways disturbed by diarrhcea. Vomiting
ceased entirely. Next morning we again proceeded with affusions,

and then let him lie quiet with a compress on the stomach. To-
wards noon he received a visit from a priest, who wanted to

prepare him for death, and who advised the wife in the most
impressive way to leave off the water-cure, it was a very good
thing for other diseases, but not for cholera.

Towards evening , when I returned, I noticed the smell of
camphor in the room, and learned that the good eurer of souls
had left both his counsel and his camphor, his prescription and
his ph3'sic. On my asking the woman , whether she had more
confidence in me or in the priest, she said that she would do
everything I ordered. 1 commissioned her to tell the priest,

when he came, that 1 requested him to take care of the man's
soul, in case he died, but that he should safely leave the body to
me as I understood more about that than he. The patient
was still unaccountable, and la}' there hke a log. We therefore
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continued our treatment and the result was that Michael Dowder.
went to his work again on the fifth da}'^, and has been well evei

since. The treatment had commenced on Thursday morning, anr?

on the Sunda}^ following the patient had his last bath.

It is hardly necessar^^ to warn those who have recovered
from cholera not to expose themselves to faults of diet and th'^

risk of catching cold , or like Michael Dowden to go to hard
work again on the day after their recovery. Michael Dowden
was an Irishman, and what is good for an Irishman may not b-

good for everybody.

Choleraic Diseases in children, see "Cholera nostras

CHOLERA, INFANTILE, Diarrhoea, or dysentery, with
vomiting, is the name given to a catarrh of the stomach and
intestines with which children during their first two years are

sometimes attacked. Those who have been brought up by hand
are more Hable to it than those who have had the breast; and

it usually occm*s during the summer months.

Symptoms.—It begins with vomiting of clotty acrid and rank-

smelling matter, which, later, becomes more fluid. (When children

who are being nursed by their mothers bring up the milk again

in clots, that is a different thing altogether; such retching babies

are anything but wretched not hke those brought up on

artificial food). The vomiting is accompanied or followed by thin

and almost colourless evacuations, which evidently cause pain;

the thriving infant seems to waste away completely; its plumpness

vanishes in a surprising manner ; the eyes he deep in their sockets

;

the face looks old, the nose is pinched and cold ; the skin on the

inner side of the thighs becomes flabby and hangs in folds; the

skin at the back of the thighs down to the knees becomes soi*e

from the thin, "rice-water" evacuations. Later, violent motions

occur in quick succession, discharging dark, putrid-smelling matter,

similar to the stools which are characteristic of dysentery; the

limbs become cold; the stomach is hot: slight twitchings, sleepiness,

and squinting, will be noticed. This acute catarrh of the stomach

and intestines often becomes chronic, the child then remaining

sickly and wretched for a long time.

Causes.—As already mentioned, it is principally the unsuit-

able nourishment given 'to infants, in substitution for the mother s

milk, which is to blame for this complaint. The infant stomach

cannot digest these paps and other indigestible foods. Uncleanli-

ness of the vessels in which the milk or other food is kept and

administered, and of the India rubber teats and tubes of feedmg

botdes, or of teething "comforters", is also a frequent cause of

such attacks.
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Tklatment.- -Where the feeding has been artificial, it will be

best that milk should not be included in the diet for two or three,

days, but that oatmeal gruel should be given instead, in order

.hat the digestive organs may recover their tone. Two table-

spoonfuls of meal to a pint of water boiled down to half the

juantity, and strained through a fine hair-cloth sieve or hnen cloth,

then diluted cow's milk may be given, with oatmeal gruel (made

as above) or the child may take the breast. If a difficulty should

arise in consequence of the child evincing no inchnation for the

breast, perseverance will conquer it.

As a general rule in this complaint, w^arni (lOi^ to 108*^) full-

packs or steam-compresses, laid on the abdomen, should be

applied, and changed about every five minutes ; and this treatment

hould be continued till an improvement takes place. In the case

if a child, it is succeeded by a stimulating body pack wdth calf

.jacks; while, if the patient is an adult, a steam-bath, or steam-

bath in bed, followed by a wash down of the whole body, would
be more suitable, when the acute stage is past. Light, muci-
laginous diet, oatmeal or coarse wheatmeal (\vhole-meal) gruel,

made as above directed; etc.

Small lukewarm enemata about 64 degrees, to be retained in

the bowels; one or two spoonfuls for a child, half a wine-glassful

for an adult. If the diarrhoea continues the contents of the bowels
uust be washed out by more copious enemata of water, about
Ö8 degrees: half a pint for a child, or about a pint and a half

for an adult. If a stool ensues, or the water returns, a retentive
enema should be given without fail. These last may be given
two or three times a da};-, as a tonic to the intestines. If the
strength of a child patient should fail completely, injections of
starch, or, in ver}^ severe cases, of the milk of afmonds, may be
given. (See also "Constipation", For Modes of Application
see Index).

DIARRHCEA, ACCOMPANIED WITH VOMITING,
IN INFANCY.

(From a lecture by Mr. H. Canitz, natural healer.

Among the causes of infant mortality in large towns, diarrhoea
with vomiting, or children's cholera, occupies a prominent place
during the summer months. It appears to come quite suddenly
with the symptoms of violent vomiting and diarrhoea, and to
l^ad m many cases to speedy collapse and death. If the above-
mentioned symptoms already point to the digestive organs as the
seat of the disease, the indication becomes the more conclusive,
When we see that the disease prevails chiefly among children
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who are being reared artificially; although those at the breast
are not exempt from it.

I.

The following may be the main causes:

1. Irregularity in the hours of feeding. Many mothers
tender the breast as often as the child cries. They forget, that

the milk taken not only has to be digested, but that the digestiv,

organs must also gather strength for their next effort. The more
frequently food is taken, the more frequently a considerable flow
of blood to the stomach and the intestines is induced. This leads

by degrees to a congestion in these organs; to a redundance of

blood in the mucous membranes, to a condition commonly cha-

racterized as catarrh. Flatulence, constipation, spasms, are its

symptoms. If to these, fresh causes of irritation are added during

the summer months (milk turned a trifle sour, or any injurious food)

the long prepared diarrhoea makes its appearance suddenly. In

feeding a child, the mother should not be guided by its cries,

but b}^ the clock. Two hours at the least should elapse be-

tween meals. The nursing mother should not neglect to wash
her own breast, and the infant's lips, carefully after giving it

nourishment. The milk, used for artificially feeding a child must

be quite fresh from the cow; or, if not fresh from the cow,

it should be boiled for a long time, so that all germs of fermen-

tation are destro3^ed; the feeding bottles should be kept most

scrupulously clean—it will be advisable to have two constantly

in use, so that one may lie for a considerable time in clean water

before it is again required.

2- Too RICH nourishment. Even thoroughly healthy children

can only bear their mothers milk for a time, if it is too rich.

Cow's milk should be greatly diluted at first (one part milk to

three or four parts of water) so as to be of whey-like consistency;

most to be recommended is a mixture of well boiled cream and

water (for the first week or fortnight) in the proportion of one

to four, (one teaspoonful of cream to four of water) after that

time of one to three; a httle corn-flour may be added later. It

is impossible to furnish a fixed scale; in artificial feeding, parti-

cularly, practice is often better than theory.

3. Too MUCH sugar in the nutriment has the effect of a great

irritant. Rather give, too little, than too much, and not cane, but

milk sugar.

4. Giving solid food (bread, chopped meat, etc.) before the

child has the neccessary teeth for it. With the appearance of the

teeth the salivary glands first attain their full development ;
and

only then can the stomach act sufficiently on the almost entirely
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unmasticated food which, if undigested, forms a very injurious

,i'-ad weight for the body.

5. Taking NOURISHMENT too warm. The milk, flowing from

ie natural source (the mother's breast) has a temperature of about

,30; and no artificial food above this temperature should be given to

da inlant. But it is not sufficient that the mother, who is used

'o food at 1210 should taste the milk, or hold the bottle to her

ye, but testing by a thermometer is absolutely necessary.

6. Neglect to ensure thorough action of the skin. The
accumulation of blood in the digestive organs, which faulty nu-

trition engenders, results in an improper distribution of blood

throughout the entire system. The consequence is that such
children have cold hands, cold feet and skin. Cool baths and
washings are the best means of setting right the distribution of

he blood. The first baths may have a temperature of 95^; but

elfter a week, they should be less warm by two or three degrees,

: and after a fortnight again another degree or two cooler, and so

; on; until, after the second month, they are not above 88^. With
> higher temperatures the blood-vessels will be distended, stagna-
fl tion and obstructions will arise in the circulation, the httle heart
,> will be over -tasked and strained, yet still unable to effect an equal
• distribution of the blood.

7. Want of pure air. Only • the purest fresh air can so
;t'ectually ox3^genate the infant's blood as to keep off all fear of

any disturbing change in its composition.

8. Vaccination, by its weakening etfect upon the system, and
by its deteriorating influence upon the blood, certainly contributes
not a little to induce this diarrhoea and vomiting. It is therefore
he duty of parents so to strengthen the little body sometime
fore, as well as after, vaccination, by bod}^- packs at night, as

' ensure it against any serious harm.

With regard to the treatment, the main point is to remove
j
the cause of the complaint; to give the child as Httle food as

i possible; in artificial feeding no milk, but thin oatmeal gruel (made
^ above directed), thin corn-flour, and similar food. For the

^

L jrmenting thirst, fresh water given in teaspoonfuls is the best
paUiative. After every motion a small (three large spoonfuls)

I cool water-enema (66O to 68«) or a starch-enema, in Hke quantity
lould be given; most scrupulous cleanliness of bottles, clothes
ncl bed hnen must be observed. Body compresses should be

-pplied once a day, and changed as soon as the child gets hot
ctncl restless—m from half an hour to an hour and a half- after
the body compress, three steam-bottles (beer-bottles, wrapped indamp cloths) should be placed, one crosswise at the feet and
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one on each side,—a form of steam-bath which may last from ;:r

horn- to an hour and a half; then the little body should be Wf
j

rubbed with water of 790. (It should receive every day witho; •

fail a wet rubbing (790) in the morning; and a second, if

condition renders it desirable, in the evening.

But here as in all cases "Prevention is better than cure".

(For Modes of Application, see Index.)

CURE OF DIARRHCEA, ACCOMPANIED WITH VOMITING.

The following case shows, how the Natural Method of Healing

can bring salvation even at the last moment.
Among the many letters which I have received from grateful

persons is the following, which on account of its utility I will

quote. The reason why I do not do so as a rule, is that we do

not want to attract people to us by flaming reports, such as

accompany every secret remedy; though any practising represen-

tative of the Natural Method' of Healing might bring forward

more splendid testimonials, than these privileged dealers in secret

specidics, to whom our superstitious pubhc hstens; no, we wish

to lead humanity by enlightenment and by conviction to the

Natural Method.

The letter runs thus:
"

. . . . My child falling ill of diarrhoea with vomiting whea

eight weeks old and constantly wasting away, during the next

four months, so that several physicians predicted its imminent

death, I availed myself of your professional assistance and from

the commencement of your treatment, matters assumed a hopeful

aspect. It is a splendid child to day, causing us, in spite of the

troubles we had with it—nay, by reason of that trouble—all the

greater joy, and we thank you for it from the bottom of our hearts.

H. Dietz, organ-builder.

CURE OF INFANTILE CHOLERA IN ITS LAST STAGE.

By O. Wagner, Director of the Bilz Sanatorium,

Radebeul-Dresden.

On the 28*^ July 1895, Herr Krebs, of M. . . near Leisnig,

a farmer, requested me to go with him to see his child, aged

six months, who, he said, was very ill. During the drive to his

house, Herr Krebs told me, that the above malady was prevalent

in the neighbourhood, and that a great number of children had

died of it: that his child had been attacked by the mahgnant

disease and been given up as beyond the reach of succour: that

J
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'all the remedies emplo3^ed had been ineffectual; that in the last

week the child had been given laudanum, and a tablespoonful ot

brandy every day (to a child six months old!); and even that ha i

failed to stop the diarrhoea. On my arrival the appearance oi

Mie little patient gave me the impression that ni}' help had come
.•o late. The body was a mere framework of bones covered
vith loose skin; the face was wrinkled and old-looking, the eyes

;ull and lustreless, half obscured. The whole body was cold to

the touch, particular^ the hands and feet; the pulse thin and
^hread-like, often scarcely perceptible: in short, the whole
ppearanCe was the reverse of reassuring. On enquiring what
nourishment the child had had, I was informed that, besides pure
nilk, milk and water, and cream and water, trials had been made
.vith almost all the artificial infant's foods, Nestle's food, arrowroot
etc., but that not one of them had proved suitable.

I ordered : enemata, half a pint of water (90<^), to clear out the
bowel of its contents and to be given morning and evening; if

be water returned, starch water clysters, one table spoonful
.about 6#), were to follow the enemata as a tonic for the bowels.
A warm bath, (97^), lasting five minutes was to be given morning
and evening, and followed immediately by a body pack, with calf
acks, (770), the whole body being wrapped in warm blankets, and

not-water bottles applied to the feet - this pack to last froni one and
a half to two hours, and to be followed by a washing of the whole
body with v/ater of 7 70. The diet was to be oatmeal gruel
without milk, and given a teaspoonful at a time. On visiting the
child two days afterwards I was very glad to find it still alive.
The vomiting had ceased, the diarrhoea diminished, the eyes
clearer,—a sign that the vital power, supported by the proper
means, had got the upper hand in the battle with disease. The
only change I made in the directions was. that only one cleansing
enema was to be given daily, instead of two, and that rice water
was to be the diet instead of oatmeal gruel. This agreed with
the child very well. On my third visit, two days later,
the child could be regarded as saved. There was no more
vomiting; stools took place three or four times a day, still
•rither thm but more paste-like in its consistency than before

:

•
ieep and appetite were good, appearance fresher. From

that time the enemata were given up; a cool, (820), washing of
le whole body was ordered once a day, and a body pack with
lit packs (770) every night: the diet was more" nourishing;

consisting at first of oatmeal gruel with the addition of a few
spoonfuls of new milk unboiled, and by degrees an increased
quantity of milk till the proportion was reached of half milk to
nan gruel. I his regimen suited the child exceedinglv well" it
throve accordingly; at the end of a week had thin Wholemeal

I
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(wheat mealj soup twice a da}-, and at the end of a month had
gained six pounds in weigin.

The child was saved by the timely and correct application
of the Natural Method of Healing; while, in more cases than one
children in the same neighbourhood were carried off by the
disease under circumstances which included nourishment with rr '-.

ficial infant's foods and treatment with opium and cognac.

CHOLERA NOSTRAS is diarrhoea, accompanied by vo-
niiting. In aggravated cases it is called English Cholera (Cholera
Nostras). This disease is usually sporadic at the height of summer
;ind is specially liable to' occur with sudden changes of the
weather. It conies on without any warning (often at night) with
frequent diarrhcetic discharges, as yet coloured with gall, pains
and rumblings in the stomach with vomiting; a cramp-like sen-
sation and spasm in the calves may accompany it. In bad cases
excessive and numerous evacuations occur similar to rice water
and devoid of smell, b}^ vomit, and stool. Later on the skin
turns blue and becomes cold all over, giddiness sets in with noise
in the ears; the face is drawn in, there is much hoarseness, also

spasms and quickened pulse, up to 120 and more to the minute.
It gets smaller and smaller and in the end is no longer perceptible.

The temperature of the body on the surface sinks enormousl}'-,

that of the feet even to 66*^ and 640. Xhe urine is altogether
suppressed, a burning drjmess in the gullet and throat is felt

combined with tormenting thirst and craving for cold drink. The
indications of the approach of this disease are: loss of appetite,

feeling of sickness, nervous oppression, rumblings in the intestines,

and diarrhoea; sometimes constipation is present: This last con-

dition is termed cholera without diarrhoea and is considered

particularly dangerous. In this case the intestines, being paratysed,

can no longer expel the rice water stools, hence constipation

arises ; these premonitory S3'mptoms are apparentl}^ sometimes
wholly absent.

Treatment.—As in the first stage of cholera, p. 207. For
choleraic disease without diarrhoea, the same treatment as in the

second and third stages of cholera, p. 208.

The difference between Asiatic cholera and cholera nostras

(EngHsh cholera) and diarrhoea with vomiting is that in the former

the above named symptoms occur more suddenh'' and their course

is more rapid and more fatal; the dreaded cholera without

diarrhoea is more frequent in the Asiatic than in the other types.

The different types of cholera are thus one and the same disease,

alike in their symptoms and onl}'^ strikingly different in the course

they run. The dreaded danger of Asiatic cholei-a lies mostly in

the external circumstances under which it appears (extreme heat,
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Cholic, see "Colic".

Clironic Affections, see "Bad health .

CHRONIC DISEASES are lin~ f^^XZn^TZl^

"^^""ubpfshort article from "Th. Natukm. Tkkatment of

Diseases' bv H. Canitz and f^. Stegert

At the close of our remarks the urgent warning may find a

nlace not to overdo the treatment of chronic diseases. ConditionsS hive' taken years to develop cannot be-emoved ii^^aje^^

days or weeks. Proceeding cautiously and slowly kads^i^^^^

cases to success; exaggeration on the other hand (in the nimiber

of applications as well as in tiieir duration)
J.^^P^^^JJ^f ^^^^^^'the

cure, and often leads to an unfavourable issue
^l^^?^^^^^^

natural method not the blundering procedure is of course bl^^^^^^^

The process of assimilation must be s imulated and strengtn

of the patient raised m the most gentle manner by ^epid

mild rul)bings, continual foot steam-baths and steam-baths m bed

moderate massage, fresh air and a rational diet, and omy when

that has been accompHshed should more protracted api^hcations

calculated more specifically to promote the secretion (stimulating

packs, more prolonged steam-baths in bed, kneading) be resortea

to. Months and years pass before a plant, with its sap vitiated,

thrives and blooms again; how could it be otherwise witn a

chronically diseased system, requiring, in some cases a complete

reconstruction! The Natural Method of Heahng supphes a sate and

speedy cure in acute diseases; it leads the chrome sufferer slowly to

recovery; and where his vital force is not completely gone, and

when no destruction of vital organs has yet taken place the patient

must not in even apparently desperate cases lose courage and

hope, let the disease bear what name it may. If there be any

method of healing, capable of attaining its object, it is ours, lor

unhke all others, it has for its maxim:
"Obey nature!^*

CATARRH, CHRONIC NASAL is an obstinate chronic

catarrh arising independently, or developed from an acute cold m
the head.
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Symptoms.—It sometimes occurs without fever, and in that

case all the troublesome symptoms associated with feverish cold

in the head are absent.

Its general characteristics are: suppression of mucous discharge,

and consequent swelling and inflammation of the mucous mem-
branes extending to the forehead and throat etc. Sometimes
violent headache and fever etc., increased discharge of a slimy

purulent fluid, nasal tone of voice; difficulty in breathing through

tiie nose, arising from the fact that, besides the obstructing masses

of mucous, the mucous membranes of the upper nasal portions are

greatly swollen. The veins are distended. The patient is com-

pelled to breathe through the mouth and keep it open.

The swelling of the nasal mucous membrane is usually accom-

panied by sweUing of the tonsils, of the mucous membranes ol

the pharynx, and of the eustachian tube, thereby causing further

obstruction to respiration, and affecting the hearing.

The bad smell accompanying ozena (which see) is entirety

absent here.

Treatment.—A steam-bath or steam-bath in bed daily; a stimu-

lating body-pack at night, or perhaps a shoulder pack or body

pack and throat compress. Wet rubbing of the whole body in

tiie morning. (This may also be given with an ordmary cold.)

Foot steam-baths and foot steam-baths in bed do good service.

Drawing water up the nose and frequent garglings may be recom-

mended. Moderate stroking from the nasal bone upwards over

the forehead, as well as stroking the forehead and temples witk

both hands at the same time to the right and left downwards,

passing thence to massage of the throat is advantageous both n
acute and chronic cold in the head. Fresh air is most unportant.

See also "Catarrh" and "Catarrh" in «Kneipp Cure", tor Modes

of Apphcation see Index.

Circulation of the Blood, see "Blood, Circulation of the".

Clavus, see "Corns".

Clay salve, see Index.

Cleft Palate, see "Hare-lip".

Cloak, Spanish, see Index.

Clothing, see Index.

Clothes on fire, see "Burns".

Clothing, J«ger's System of. See "J^ger's System

Club Foot, see "Orthopaedia".

CUmacteric (Women) see -Women, Diseases of"
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Clyster, see Index.

Cockroaches, see "Blackbeetles".

Coffee, see Index, also "Bilz malt coffee".

COLD A. This consists of an inflammation of the inner mucous

membranes' e. g. of the nose, throat, larynx, lungs, stomach etc.

Sig from a sudden suppression of the functions of the skin and

consequent retention of poisonous excretory matter m the blood.

Cause—A sudden change from warm and dry to damp,

rold air This is the reason why most colds are caught m spnng

and autumn. Damp clothes also frequentiy cause colds.

Catarrh arising from over-fatigue is more correctiy described

as an inflammatory disease.

Treatment.—Colds are most effectually got rid of by diaphoretic

treatment, to restore the suspended functions of the skm. Either

a steam-bath in bed or a box steam-bath should be given, foUowed

first by a full pack and then by a wet rubbing or bath. Curative

evmnastics may be recommended in case of a feeling of chill,

esoeciallv groups four and five. Persons predisposed to catching

cold should adopt the treatment given under the heading

"Hardening". . , . . . t

With weak or anemic subjects this treatment must be care-

fully graduated and aided by a mild but strengthening diet. See

"Hardening" in ^'Kneipp Cure".

COLD, EFFECTS OF EXTREME. Persons suffering from

the effects of exposure to excessive cold have a pale and waxy

appearance. The body is cold and hard as a stone, with rough

and wrinkled skin (the so-called "Goose Skin"). The face is often

distended with blood and of a reddish blue colour; the remainder

of the body is always of a deathlike pallor.

Treatment.—Great care should be taken in conveying the

patient under cover, as portions of the nose, lips, ears, fingers,

toes, etc. are liable to be broken away if roughly handled. The
best means of transport is a sledge or stretcher and a layer of

snow, or, if that cannot be obtained, some straw or hay should

be placed underneath the patient. He must be taken into a cold

place, but on no account into a heated room. If a frozen person

were to be taken into a hot room brought near a fire, or warmly
clothed, death would inevitably result.

The clothes must be caretully cut away from the body and
the patient placed on a layer of snow several inches Üiick. The
whole body should now be enveloped in snow, leaving, of course,

the mouth and nose free, and vigorously rubbed with it, and as

the snow melts it must be replaced. The patient must be kept
in this bed of snow till he is completely thawed and is able to
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move his limbs. The entire body is now carefully rubbed downwith melted snow or ice, well dried and put into^a cool bed orwrapped m cool blankets. A cool enema should also be eiven
In the absence of sriow the body may be wrapped in linensheets dipped m ice cold water, or the patient may be placed ina bath filled with melted ice or snow. In the snow-bed the limbs

wil recover their power of motion in about an hour in th^melted ico-bath as soon as the crust of ice which has fo'rmed on
the surface of the body begins to melt. The patient is then nut
into a cool bed as directed above. Instead of this process the
sufferer may be carefully rubbed at the beginning for at least an
hour with snow and ice-cold water until the heart begins to beat
and the hmbs to move, he must then be dried and put into a
cool bed. ^

If breathing be suspended, artificial respiration (see Index)
must be resorted to and smeUing salts administered. The gums
should also be tickled to produce coughing and the face sprink-
led with water. Not until the pulse becomes plainly perceptible
and evident signs of life make their appearance may the room
be gradually warmed. The body should then be rubbed with
moderately warm cloths or with warm hands.

Should some of the limbs still remain painful or devoid of
sensation, continued cold compresses must be employed. After-
wards the course of precedure should be adopted indicated in
"Frost-bite".

The following remarks of Prof. Nussbaum may here be
quoted! "Most cases of frost-bite in the face, nose, ears, hands
and feet arise from ignorance of the proper method of guarding
against them. If improperly treated frost-bites may become
exceedingly troublesome and" loss of toes through gangrene may
result. The use of spirits as a preventive is based on an entire
fallacy. Cold drives the blood from the sldn to the internal
organs, especially to the brain ; alcohol has the same effect, conse-
quently the danger of getting frozen is enhanced by its use. A
well-nourished hardened body, a determined will, and a vigorous
heart are the best preventives. Damp, windy weather is more
dangerous than a clear frosty atmosphere. A man in good health
can bear a high degree of cold (in arctic expeditions as much as
800 below zero has been borne without serious discomfort). On
the other hand, badly nourished, anaemic, pampered or timid
persons, old men, children, chlorotic girls, gin -drinkers, or
persons afflicted with weak hearts are liable to get frost-bitten

even with a moderate degree of cold. If the cold be intense, such
persons easily get tired and sleepy; stupor ensues; the}^ lie down,
go to sleep, and few of them ever wake again, though the heart

may for a long time endeavour to keep the blood in motion.
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The cxreatest danger lies in warming frozen persons and

frozen limbs too quickly. Frozen and re-thawed blood is the

rolour of a wall-flower—the colouring matter has been removed

from the blood-corpuscles. In this condition blood easily coa-

oniVites and acts as a poison. If dissolved in small quantities by

being very slowly warmed and distributed through the system

the latter recovers; if it, however, be suddenly inundated with

blood in this state fatal results may follow. Frozen persons

should consequently be brought into a quite cold room, or placed

in snow, rubbed with snow or cloths dipped m ice-cold water,

and thereupon put into a cold bath, the chest and region of

the heart being vigorously rubbed with cold water; then, and

not till then, should the patient be placed in a cold bed and

covered with cold cloths, artificial respiration being induced li

necessaiy.

COLD IN THE HEAD, or Catarrh of the nasal mucous
membrane. This affection is very common and may appear in

the acute or chronic form; in the latter case it is called chronic

nasal catarrh.

Symptoms of the acute form. Swelhng and redness in the

nasal mucous membrane
;
feeling of dryness and obstruction in the

nose, inclination to sneeze; difficulty in speaking and breathing;

inflammation of the lachr^^mal glands; and finally secretion of

watery mucous.
By using a handkerchief repeatedly the passage of the nose

and the upper lip get sore and painful.

Besides these local symptoms the catarrh may be attended

b}'^ more or less serious general ones, such as heaviness in the

head, headache, feeling of weakness and helplessness in the hmbs,
want of appetite, shivering, pale sunken face.' In more advanced
stages, excessive thirst, accelerated pulse, rising to a hundred
beats a minute, and slight or sometimes high fever.

With babies, old people and persons suffering from disorders
of the respiratory organs, catarrh must always be regarded more
seriously than with other people.

Causes.—A catarrh is principally caused by a cold, but a
cold is nothing else than the suppression of the normal perspiration
owing to the skin becoming chilled. The matter which should
be excreted remains in the body and is deposited on the mucous
membranes, especially those of the nose, to be discharged b}^ them.
This is called a catarrh. A cold in the head is therefore merely
on abnormal discharge. (The same thing is to some extent the
case in diarrhoea. The morbid matter in this case is deposited
on the intestinal mucous membranes and nature endeavours to
eject it from the body by diarrhoea).
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The disorder can also be communicated by contagion. Tbn
upe of pocket handkerchiefs, bed linen and pillows belonging to
people affected with catarrh, as also kissing people suffering from
It, should be avoided. The handkerchief used by the patient
should be frequently changed.

Other general causes are damp and cold weather in spring and
winter, variable temperature; wet and cold feet, exposure to

draughts, especially when heated, sleeping near a warm stove,

toothache, incipient polypi in the nose etc.

Treatment.—The first thing to be done is to restore the
normal action of the skin. The whole body must be made to

perspire evenly. A diaphoretic treatment should therefore be
applied in the form of a steam-bath in bed followed by a 73« wet
rubbing of the whole body, or steam-bath and full-pack, succeeded
again by an ordinary or a douche bath. The complaint will usually

disappear after one or two such applications. Drawing water

(770) up the nose, gargling, dry sitting and bed rooms, plenty of

fresh air and sunshine are valuable adjuncts to the treatment.

Another form of treatment is a tepid (730) wet rubbing of

the whole body, the patient being afterwards well wrapped in a

blanket for half an hour (see "Dry-pack") to restore the bodily

heat. By this means the exhalations become normal again, and
the catarrh or the diarrhoea disappears. Or some other diaphoretic

tieatment may be applied instead. See Index.

A vegetarian diet, an equable warm temperature and breathing

pure and mild air are generally sufficient for recovery. In more
severe cases and with fever a full-pack is given to ensure Hght

perspiration followed by a wet rubbing and drying the body. A
second pack may sometimes be given. Siegert in his book "Modes
of Application" makes the following remarks: It is a totally

erroneous idea to suppose that the regular baths and frictions

must be dispensed with in case of a cold. It is just then most

necessary to stimulate the skin to the elimination of morbid matter

from the body instead of imposing this duty exclusively on the

respiratory organs. A body-compress at night, together with a

shoulder pack, friction in the morning, gargling w^th water (730),

repeated several times durmg the day; drawing tepid water (Sl^)

into the nose, with moderate exercise in fresh, but not too cold

air and a vegetarian diet will speedily cause the catarrh and cough

to disappear. (For Modes of AppUcation, see Index).

COLD WATER CURE. This is practised at present only by

some medical men, and by some adherents of the older method

introduced by Priessnitz and Schrot, the founders of the Natural

Method of Healing.

The present school of healers seldom employ cold water.
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Thev use tepid and lukewarm water (66» to 88«) for all their

ipllcations such as baths, packs enemata etc because it does

^ rritate as cold water does. The use of tempered water is

Sr more aereeable to patients than cold, and the latter are now

more readily converted to our Natural Method of Healing treatment

than when they were always tormented with cold packs, baths etc.

It is only in certain processes of the Kneipp cure (which see)

and Kuhne cure (which see) that occasional apphcations of really

cold water are really made
. • u ,

The modified Natural Method of Healing, which makes use

of tempered water, steam-baths, sun-baths, massage, curative

ovmnastics, breathing exercises with an appropriate diet etc. is

much more effective than the former cold water cure, though the

latter, compared with the medical treatment of that day, was

wonderfully successful.

COLIC. The term is apphed not only to pains in the

bowels etc. without inflammation, but more particularly to a ner-

vous disease attended with violent cutting and griping pains in

the abdomen coming on in isolated attacks.

Symptoms.— Severe, griping, tearing and cutting pains above

tiie navel, in the transverse colon or issuing from the navel and

tepding to the abdomen, combined with sickness, small pulse,

distorted countenance, cold sweats, inflated condition of the

£pigastrium , wind tending downwards, confined bowels and
vomiting.

Causes.—Eating too much indigestible food, imripe fruit, bad
beer, cold in the feet or abdomen, anger, confined gases, worms,
accumulation of faecal matter, too powerful purgatives, poisoning
with lead etc.

Treatment.—Equable temperature hot compresses on the

stomach: very strict vegetarian and spare diet: about five small
cool enemata daily for absorption. Larger enemata in case of

constipation. A cup of warm fennel tea will be found beneficial.

Friction of the abdomen with warm hands or flannels, and
especially massage of the abdomen in case of confined intestinal

gases.

If the colic is very severe, apply hot compresses or give
warm baths (99^ or as warm as they can be borne), or steam-
baths followed by lukewarm baths (86«) with affusions on the
abdomen.

hi very obstinate cases, where there is a congenital Hability
to colic, the strengthening or tonic treatment should be resorted
to. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Treatment with massage.— Stroking
,
rubbing and pressing

the abdomen, at first very gently, afterwards more vigorously,
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combined with enemata. (The applications to be made in a more
energetic manner only when they can be borne.)

COMPLEXION, BEAUTIFYING THE. It must not be
imagined that any cosmetics will ever ensure or retain a beautiful
complexion ; other means are necessary to attain that end viz.

In the first place, thorough attention to cutaneous action in

the form of a daily full-lavation or wet rubbing of the whole body
(not merely washing the face) or a bath, properly rinsing the skin,

particularly that of the face. In the same way as linen can only be
thoroughly cleaned by rinsing it repeatedly with pure water, so it is

with the skin. If proper attention be paid to the whole of the skin

by baths and full-frictions the duty of eliminating morbid matter
from the system will not be laid exclusively upon the skin of the

face. The face is usually the principal centre of exhalation, be-

cause its pores are least clogged, owing to the constant contact

with the air and its being frequently washed.

Secondly, healthy blood; the promotion of the circulation by
plenty of exercise in the open air, well ventilated sitting- and
bed rooms, open windows at night, proper non-stimulating nourish-

ment etc. We know that there is a class of people, who give

free vent to their passions and indulge in vices of every kind,

causing the blood to rush into their faces more quickly than with

other people. These often suffer from various deep-red chronic

eruptions or from deadly pallor. It is merely the unhealthy con-

dition of their blood, that causes pimples, pustules, herpes etc.

As already observed, nature selects by preference the skin

of the face to throw off morbid substances, because it has the

advantage of being exposed to the beneficial influence of air and

light more than the rest of the skin, and because the act of wash-

ing it draws the excretory matter which the blood contains more

to the face and more copious exudations take place there in

consequence.

Thirdly: Mental health : a severe mind, calm temperament absence

of grief, care, vexation; above all the government of the passions.

Everybody has made the experience that there are not only

bodily but mental causes, that give to the complexion either a

ghastly pallor, an unnatural flush, or a yellow, sometimes ashy-

gray colour. Young girls and marriageable daughters must not

occupy themselves too much with amatory fancies and cares,

since in this way inward peace, and with it the charming natural

expression disappears and a morose, even uncomely appearance

takes its place. (The face is the mirror of the soul !)

Wedlock, which with many and especially with inexperienced

persons leads later on frequently to a deadlock, will usually come

in time; it is not necessary therefore to worr}- about it.
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Fourthly: People, in particular, who suffer from a tendency

of blood to the head, or girls with a very irritable skm, should,

when washing and bathing every day treat the head and face

more gently than the rest of the skin. I should also, on account

of the irritation produced thereby, deprecate the use of very cold

water or of soap for the head and face as well as too energetic

friction because the corrupt acrid matter contained m the blood

is by this means attracted to the skin of these parts and dis-

charged through the same.

To beautify a bad complexion therefore, at any rate in cases

where it is not a natural endowment, we may summanze the

foreo-oing hints as follows:—(1) thorough attention to cutaneous

action by a tepid (73®) wet rubbing of the whole body every day (2)

healthy blood promoted by a simple, if possible a vegetarian

diet, the improvement of the complexion depending to a great

extent upon limiting the admisson to the system of mjuncus

irritating substances (3) mental good health and (4) apply no

strong irritants to head or face *)

Eruptions on the skin or face may also be removed by friction

of the feet or bathing the soles in the evening, by abundant

exercise in the open air, frequently expanding the lungs, deep

breathing, gymnastics at home, non-stimulating diet, regular action

of the bowels, enforced if necessary by enemata, with the addition

of a derivative enema daily. 1 he production of good blood and

its even distribution through the body will be attained by these

expedients. (For Modes of AppHcation, see Index).

Lavater says: "If you want to be more handsome than you
are, try to keep a pure mind, which rejoices in a healthy habi-

tation, and not only will the roses again bloom on your cheeks,

but irresistible charms will beam from every corner of the face,

even if you are a mulatto."

Every lady who is affected with pimples in the face, a spot-

stained skin in fact, should consider that advertised cosmetics
cannot do any real good. Do these smaller or larger disfigure-

ments fly on to the face from without? Certainly not; they are
caused by vitiated humours within the system. When it has once
been cleansed of these impurities and the blood is again in a
health}- condition, the skin will become beautiful without any
external aid and remain so.

With regard to the use of soap, it is an unfortunate fact that
It is absolutely necessary for cleanliness both in health and disease.
Only where thorough attention has been paid to the healthy

*) See also the article on "Water". The cold lavations indicated there
are meant to be moderately cold, in order to produce no irritating effect.
For a person suffering from determination of blood to the head, or very sen-
sitive skin or bad blood etc., tepid lavations of head and face are preferable
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condition of the skm from childhood upwards would it be oossibleo dispense with it. One of our best Natural Healers wrote thefollowing remarks on this subject some time asro: Soao is a
necessary evil where dirt cannot be removed without it If agreat deal of tempered water be used, soap may be dispensed
with^ Soap does up the skin, and draws from the sebaceous
glands their natural adipose matter. He who looks upon soap
as a make -shift to be used only in extreme cases will lone
preserve a young healthy elastic skin and a fresh complexionWhen 1 call to mind several people, 80 to 90 years old who are
rather dirty in their habits, I ask myself which is the more
injunous of the two, dirt or soap? As far as I am concerned I
hate dirt and therefore use soap, when I cannot do without it

With the exception however of the hands and neck, no part
of my body has ever come in contact with soap. It is the same
with my boys, and their skin is hke veined marble. Highly
detrimental however is the application of soap to open sores,
ulcers, suppurations, herpes etc. It not only interferes with the
cure but very frequently drives back eruptions to the blood and
vital organs. How many people with eruptions in the face have
I not cured solely by the absolute prohibition of soap. And who
have better complexions people who wash with soap or those
who avoid it. I did indeed once in my life wash my face with
soap (apart from shaving my chm, m obedience to a military
regulation formerly in force, which caused me pimples and erup-
tions enough) and that was after a descent into a coal-mine but
never after. The application of soap to patients must be limited
to a single cleaning of really grubby persons.

To remove scars left by eruptions the face must be rubbed
with loofah, several times a day; the formation of a new skin
smoother and freer from scars is accelerated by this process.
(Family Journal).

DIANA OF POITIERS AND NINON OF LENCLOS.
It is well know that Diana and Ninon preserved their beauty,

which has become historical, to a great age. At sixty Ninon possessed
a girlish figure as delicate as it was fascinating, and her cheeks
had the natural carmine of health. She was already approaching
seventy years of age, when a grandson of hers fell so passionately in

love with her, that he committed suicide in despair of being un-

able to obtain her. A French historian has in recent times in-

quired by what rare secret cosmetics these modern Aspasias made
their names immortal. These investigations are said to ha\-e been

made at the instance of certain inquisitive ladies, and the result

was published for the information of German women a few years
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back in the Leipzig Gazette of Fashion. Those far-famed beauties

did not make use of any mysterious essence but washed their

entrancing bodies every day with cold spring water (spring-

water is not so cold in the south as in the north).

The Caucasian race to. which we have the honour of be-

longing (though people would not believe us, looking at us now)

has red cheeks in the more northern latitudes. He who is not

endowed with them is not healthy *) though he and all the world

may believe the contrary because he is not afflicted with an acute

disease and displays no decided symptom of illness. These are

very poor reasons. There are people who have pale complexions

from their earliest youth, because in their case medical treatment

has changed some acute disease into chronic indisposition as we
have already clearly proved. It frequently happens, that persons

in this condition, when a course of hydropathic treatment has

again brought out and cured the old acute disease, find to their

astonishment that their cheeks have again become tinged with a

colour which they had lost since their earliest youth.

Similarly it has occured that bald-headed men have brought
away from the Gräfenberg institution a sprouting crop which
developed in six months into a fine head of hair. The idea of

promoting the growth of hair by essences, oils, tinctures etc.

which are supposed to have a medicinal effect, is on a par with
the idea, based on equal ignorance of nature, that health can be
restored by the use of medicine, and is equally absurd. Not only
the skin of the face, but that of the whole body acquires by the
application of cold water that delicate transparency which shows
the blood underneath and mainly constitutes the voluptuous charm
of beautiful limbs. Even the most brittle and the hardest skin
becomes supple**) after a course of h3 clropathic treatment, and
displays delicate lights and shades of blue on the veins. This
latter effect arises in consequence of regained health filling the
blood vessels with rich, abundant blood which before were dried
up by chronic indisposition. If we compare a leg which is bathed
with cold water every day with another which never touches it,

we notice a difference of colour analogous to that between the

•) The converse is not necessarily true vLz:—-"he who has red cheeks
»s healthy".

**) It must be mentioned besides that the skin of the bodv and limbs
acquires everywhere a lustre, as if anointed with oil. This is perceived most
strikingly when after an hydropathic treatment the skin is brought into a
Une with the hght —The velvet-like softness too and suppleness which the
skin acquires after a radical water-cure is most remarkable. It may be asserted
without e^iaggeration, that in these circumstances the skin of a man even
at an advanced age and with a strong muscular development grows much
setter, than that of a young girl with the flabby flesh resulüng from the old
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dark green of the woods and the pale unhealthy green of the;
forcing-pit. The greatest painters of our time are apt to despair
at the sight of the limbs in old pictures because with all their
eports they can never find limbs so richly endowed with the
tinge of healthy blood, limbs witli living flesh colour, but only
arms and legs, the colour of which leaves it uncertain whether
they do not come direct from the mortuary.

This, however, does not influence our belles in the slightest
degree, because their taste in this respect has become so morbid
and perverted, that a neck absolutely white, without the charming
colour of life, a chalk-white neck such as corpses have, is con-
sidered extremely beautiful. In order to preserve this cadaverous
hue intact, it is the custom with many ladies, not to wash th(i

breast, but to rub it down dry, perhaps with Eau de Cologne.
Charming delicate flesh! To the hue of death there are added
small black pores, clogged with dirt. Everybody to his taste!
The women of Lapland besmear themselves with train-oil and
urine, to enhance their beauty, but the New-Zealand woman
laughs at both, because they don't know that a stick through the
nose is the most potent female charm! —

Compote, see "Diet".

Compresses.

Compresses, Extra, see Index.

Compresses, Local Soothing, see Index.

Compresses, Local Stimulating, see Index.

Compresses, Stimulating, see Index.

Compresses for the Stomach, see Index.

Compresses for the Trunk, Chest, Head, Neck, etc., see

articles imder each heading and also "Packs".

Compresses, Warm and hot (also called steam compresses)
Hot-water bottles, (Steam-jars) may frequently be applied in-

stead of these compresses, see "Hot-water bottles".

Conception, see Index.

Conception of boys and girls at will, see Index.

Condyloma, see Index.

Confinement, How to ensure a normal, see Index.

CONGESTION. This term is applied to an increased flow

of blood to a certain part of the body, and particularly to the head.

Treatment.—A derivative treatmant should be applied to the

parts of the body opposite to the congested parts, soothing or
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cooling compresses being at the same time applied to the latter.

In case of a rush of blood to the head, for instance, the proper
treatment would be to give stimulating neck or body compresses,

foot, leg, half or three-quarter packs, foot or half steam-baths,

hip-baths etc. together with soothing or cooling compresses on
the head. Should engorgement of blood in the throat from in-

durated or swollen glands, tumours, scars etc. be the cause of

the trouble, massage, stroking, kneading rubbing etc. of the affected

parts should be resorted to; in acute congestion of the head, the

neck should be well massaged—derivative appHcations being of

course emplo3^ed at the same time. See also "Congestion" in

"Kneipp cure".

Massage of the neck is not so suitable in chronic congestion
of the head. (For Modes of Application, see Index.)

CHOKING. Should choking be caused by particles of food
getting fixed in the windpipe, an arm should be raised and the
obstruction will generally be ejected. More or less vigorous
striking of the back may also be resorted to. See also "(Esophagus,
Foreign bodies in the".

Congestion and Enlargement of the spleen, see "Spleen".

Congestion of the brain, see "Brain, Hypercemia of the".

Congestion of the lungs, see "Lungs, Hypercemia of the",

CONSTIPATION. It is to be regretted that the custom
still remains of promoting activity of the bowels in children by
at once givmg rhubarb, decoctions of cortex frangute etc.,
and in adults by resorting to castor-oil, senna, mineral waters
.or pills.

By the frequent employment of laxatives (as well as indulging
m hut food and drinks as colTee, tea and such hke) the flow of
the humours is directed to the intestines and thus the digestive
org.ms become relaxed and seriously impaired. (The cause of
costiyeness is in most cases a relaxation and consequent slow
activity of the ner\'es, vessels and muscles of the digestive
apparatus, produced by a defective process of assimilation)
Ihere is nothing hke bathing to assist the process of assi-
milation and to keep yourself and your children in good healthgo laxatives are reqmred in that case to keep the bowels open
ßy using these laxatives, especially in chronic affections and con-
stipation, when they are frequently resorted to for weeks, months

n!>lT-!5 r'''?'.^^^^^
is incalculably injured and the fbundation

olten laid for hie-long sickness. The Natural Method of Healine:employs in constipation: massage of the abdomen and curative

Srer dS Ti'^^^-f ^^^T^n^"^,ata, in conjunction with aproper diet. These, if rationally applied, will remove constipation
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in all but exceptional cases. With regard to massage of the ab-
domen, it is particularly the first two manipulations (illustrated
in the third figure of "Abdominal massage") and in "Curative
gymnastics" it is especially the first group which are applied
against constipation.

The full enema referred to in the article "Enema" is always
intended to open the bowels and the small or partial enema,
iilways immediately following a motion, intended to be absorbed
by the intestine. The process of assimilation in the intestine is

by this means stimulated, and constipation gradually prevented.
The costiveness acquired by habit is to be distinguished from

morbid constipation. The former occurs very often and may
therefore be considered first. The main causes favouring this

condition are :—paying too httle attention to the state of the bowels
and keeping no regular times for their action; prolonged sitting,

driving or riding; dry, heavy and stimulating food; insufficient

fluid; defective secretion of bile, in consequence of which the

stool is light yellow or white in colour; inactivity or weakness
of the intestines, amounting sometimes to paralysis; excessive

expansion of the rectum etc. By the retention in the colon

(usually the seat of the disease) of the effete matter, the latter is

deprived of its liquid constituents. The ejccrement becomes hard,

gathers into lumps, and is expelled with difficulty. If this state

of things is allowed to continue long, the power of regulating

this function at will is lost entirely; the complaint becomes
chronic and difficult to cure. Costiveness of this kind is attended

with headache, loss of appetite, feeling of discomfort, nausea and

various abdominal complaints. Although no great trouble arises

in the beginning, people affected with this condition are subject

to various disorders in after 3^ears. It is in the case of hjrpochon-

driacs and nervous women that this kind of constipation acts most

injuriously. Women in general suffer far more frequently from

this ailment than men. (See "Women, Diseases of").

The bowels ought to act every day.

Treatment.—To prevent or to remove constipation contracted

through habit, the patient should accustom himself to regular

motions at a fixed time, preferably in the morning (to ensure

which an enema may be applied some time previously) and allowed

about ten to fifteen minutes to act. Although no particular desire

for evacuation may be felt in the beginning, nature soon accustoms

herself to regularity and the desired result will follow, if assisted

by a stooping position and the exercise of a httle pressure;

patience therefore and perseverance are the only two things re-

quired. After stool, at whatever time it may take place, a small tepid

(680) enema should be applied (but not lower than 80", if the patient

suffers from piles). This small enema is intended to be absorbed by
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the intestines; though the latter may sometimes at first eject it, it

will readily absorb it after a few days. A body-compress should

also be applied, in light cases only at night, in obstinate cases

in the day-time also, and in the latter case the patient must remaia

in bed while wearing it. In light cases, a woollen bandage worn

round the abdomen by day will be sufficient. Both for diarrhoea

and constipation the absorbent enema must never be large (about

a wine-glass full) otherwise the contrary effect will be produced.

When an enema is applied to a young child, he should be

made to lie on his side, and the anus must be closed for some
minutes by means of the thumb to prevent the child ejecting the

enema.
The diet should as far as possible be non-stimulating, with

plenty of whole-meal bread, fruit, soups made of whole-meal,

butter-milk, fruit-juice, stewed fruit, and rice with stewed prunes

(the two latter should be soaked the evening before). Plenty of

water should also be drunk, enemata frequently given and attention

paid to cutaneous action daily by means of a tepid (720) wet
rubbing of the whole body or a lukewarm (88^) bath etc.

In more serious cases a lukewarm (80^) hip bath should be
given combined with kneading and pressing the abdomen. The
abdominal massage and curative gymnastics (groups I. and V.) and
other bodily exercises are specially effective. Take plenty of

walking exercise, and perform some manual labour in the open
air. Apply also a body-compress at night. A steam-bath in bed
may often be taken with good results.

Besides the constipation incurred through habit, there is also,

as we have said, costiveness accompanying and characterizing
various diseases. In such cases enemata must be applied in the
first place, and the costiveness will disappear with the disease.

In more serious cases an automatic ball-syringe, with a vacuum
arrangement to admit of the S3nringe being inserted as far up the
intestines as possible, must be used, or, as an exception, a laxative
may be employed.

The following is an effective remedy. The juice of a cupful
of boiled prunes is strained through a sieve and mixed with two
spoonfuls of wheat or rye-pollard. This mixture should be taken
early in the morning on an empty stomach, and half an hour be-
fore every meal during the day. (It must be made fresh every
day.) If necessary soap, soda, or salt and water enemata may
be tried. (For Modes of Application, see Index.) If in a case of
obstinate acute coxistipation a laxative be absolutely required, give
a harmless remedy, such as good sweet- or castor-oil, or one or
two cups of a decoction of currants (about 100 to 150 grammes)
mixed with senna leaves. It is a great mistake to suppose as many
people and even doctors do, that the apphcation of an enema
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is only good for opening the bowels; it is a cure for diarrhoea

as well. In cases of diarrhoea a small enema is taken immediately

after every discharge, half a gill or less for an adult, and about

a quarter of a gill for a child according to age.

The temperature must be cool but it is best to begin with

5-9^ to 66« ; after a few enemata the temperature may be reduced

to 540 or even to 50'\ The idea that the system may get accus-

tomed to enemata is altogether erroneous. In the same way as

the gouty patient throws away his crutch when he gets well, so

enemata can be discarded without harm resulting when once the

digestive organs are in good order again.

PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION OF AN ENEMA.

In addition to cooling, dissolving and softening the contents

of the intestines, the process according to Jezek is as follows :—If

a water enema be introduced into the rectum, the water rapidly

absorbs the gases in the intestines, and a vacuum is formed in

the whole of the large intestine, to fill which the faeces are

expelled by the small intestine. In consequence of the heat of

the body and the variations of pressure the water is converted

into vapour, the result being that the gases absorbed by it are

again set free and are added to the gases that have entered from

the small intestine. As these gases have now an msufficient

space for expansion in the large intestine, an increased pressure

is exerted, opening the orifice of the rectum and expelhng the

faeces.

CURE OF SEVERE CONSTIPATION OF LONG STANDING.

(From Dr. Munde' s book "Natural Healing and Hydropathy".)

He relates the following case of Bishop Diepenbrook: "I led",

writes the Bishop, "a very active life in my youth, spendmg much

time in travelling, hunting etc. A sudden change in my career,

however compelled me to lead a life of intense study lor about

three years after my twentieth year. Relying upon an iron consti-

tution I gave no heed to the consequences of my sedentary lite,

which manifested themselves by habitual constipation, often lasting

from a week to ten days at a time. More serious results however

cradually ensued, such as indigestion, want of appetite, gastric

ind abdominal complaints, vertigo, and a strong determination ot

blood to the head. I applied medicines, which certainly gave a

reUef but only aggravated the affection by weakemng the organs

The result was I general accumulation of mucus m the internal

organs. Repeated attacks of ague were a proof of nature s endea-

vour to hed, but the external favourable conditions were wanting.
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My sedentary life continued. I went through a course of waters

at Wiesbaden, a few years later at Marienbad, and finally at

Carlsbad, but without any result. The functions of the intestines

were completely paralysed and, owing to constant indisposition,

my nerves were brought to the highest pitch of irritabihty. For

a month 1 was compelled to reheve my stomach of thick gall by
means of emetics and the frequent use of vinegar, suffering from

the most horrible headache all the time. The condition to which
I was brought by flatulence and pressure in the abdomen became
intolerable; during the last twelve months I could only procure

relief by regularly taking six pills of ox-gall three times a day. I

was in this condition, when I went to Gräfenberg to undergo the

water cure. I am in good health now, but conform strictly to the

prescribed diet and take a bath every morning.
Dr. Steinbacher, A natural healer, in his book, the "Natural

Method of Healing" mentions a case, where one of his colleagues

(Dr. daVArmi) was troubled with constipation, which lasted for

twenty-nine days, and which he at last and with great difficulty

overcame by means of using oil and soapsuds as an injection,

forced high up into the intestines with an india-rubber tube. He
states that he introduced it to a distance of eighteen inches into

the shaped curve of the colon and that he has found the large
automatic ball-syringe particularly serviceable for this purpose.

Consumption, see "Phthisis". (Lungs, Diseases of the).

Consumption, Galloping, see "Lungs, Diseases of the".

Confinement, see "Women, Diseases of".

CONTUSIONS arise from pressure caused by a fall, a push,
or a blow. The skin may remain uninjured while the underlying
tissues are pushed out of position, crushed, or torn. If only
small blood-vessels be injured, the harm may be confined to a
blood-clot, visible through the skin; if the contusion, however,
extend to larger vessels, a sweUing with discoloration may result.
Inflammation and suppuration may likewise occur, and the injured
tissues may be thrown off.

Treatment.—Should the skin be uninjured, the place should
be repeatedly and vigorously pressed with the hand, previously
dipped in water and oil. The pressure not only prevents further
extravasation of blood, but distributes the already extravasated
blood in the surrounding uninjured tissues, thus increasing the
surface available for absorption and accelerating the latter process.
1 he pressure may be followed by rubbing and vigorous stroking,
usn-ig the flat of the hand for more serious, the thumb for trifling
injuries. The rubbing should commence at the edge of the
swelling, and be varied by strokes made outwards from the

16
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swelling over the sound flesh, in order to push the crushed and

crumbled masses into the circulation.

A popular remedy is to press a hard, cold object, a stone,

piece of metal, the blade of a knife, or the handle of a spoon

firmly against the place; bruises are not so liable to occur if this

be done.
, , , , •

In case of pain and inflammation, cold, cool or soothmg

compresses or lavations may be applied for as long as necessary.

Bruises which suppurate must be treated with stimulatmg

compresses well covered with flannel to promote the discharge.

(For Modes of Application, see Index, also "Bruises".) In case

of serious contusions 'I refer the reader to the following case

of cure.

A SERIOUS CONTUSION CURED
by H. Sperling, Berlin, Natural Healer. From the journal of Natural Hygiene.

Mr Fresdorfs little boy, aged five, hving in Naunhof near

Leipzig, was playing in a courtyard one day, where gram was

being winnowed in a machine. The boy had come close to the

machine, his right hand was caught in it, and he sustamed a

severe injury to four fingers.

1 was at once sent for, but I happened to be away from

home and somebody had in the meantnne fetched Dr. H. 1,

however, arrived in time to prevent an amputation of the crushed

^"^^The doctor was a sensible man who placed no great reliance

in the medical art, and sent patients to me when he was ill.

I told the doctor that amputation was not necessary as natiire

would herself remove any limbs that were incapable of being

nourished. The parents, who had great faith in the Natural

Method of Healing and in my treatment, requested the doctor to

eave the case to me, which he did after a little parleying, sa -

ing «I wish you success and hope you will do your work well,

as you always do". With that he shook my hand and left

^Having first placed the lower arm and hand m watei of iZ\

I had all the requisites for bandaging got ready. I took the

opportunity of rehiving the parents' anxiety, holding out the hope

?hat all might yet be well, as although the bones had been

crushed bv the teeth of the wheels, the tissues, sinews and

nerves though bruised, were not severed. I now put the arm

onTlittle table took ine of the crushed fingers, pressed it ml-

S n'ormil shape in my hand, wrapped a wet piece ot Imen^r^^^^^^^

it and applied small sphnts made out of the wood of a cigai box,

fastening them with tape.
firmer

1 treated the other fingers in the same way. I o get a turner

hold I placed a damp piece of hnen folded in four between and
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round the four fingers, a small narrowly folded wet towel round

the hand and lower arm, and large splints round the whole, arm,

hand and fingers—fastening them with tape.

On taking my departure I gave orders that when the affected

parts got hot the large splints and then the small towel were to

be carefully taken off; the latter was to be dipped into water

(68^ to 730) lightly wrung out and again wrapped round the hand,

and the large splints replaced.

In a few hours I returned and showed the parents how to

bathe the parts when they got hot, removing the large spHnts

and towel, and putting the hand and lower arm into water (73«

to 77''). After the injured places had been cooled they were

again wrapped in the towel; the large spUnts were again put in

place and fastened with tape and the whole of the lower arm
put in a sling tied round the neck. Then a bod}^ compress was
applied with the result that the Httle fellow slept the whole night

not even awaking when the compress was changed.

The above mentioned treatment was continued till suppuration

supervened, evidenced by the smell. Then the fingers were
treated as open wounds but always kept somewhat firml}^ ban-
daged so as not to spoil the normal shape I had artificially produced.
The small splints were retained for ten da3''s, till the healing
bones had acquired a certain amount of consistency—the large

splint being worn till nearly the end of the treatment to prevent
any danger arising from a push or a blow. Three or four baths
{82'>) were given every day at . first, this number being afterwards
reduced, the sore places being kept as clean as possible, and
every finger bandaged sepai'ately. Within five weeks the fingers
were completely restored with the exception of two and a half
,oints.

When I left Naunhof for Mittweida (I had been engaged as
Natural Healer by the Natural Healing Society at the latter place)
the fingers were still somewhat stiff, but the boy could do any-
thing reasonable with them. I learned afterwards in a letter from
the boy's father, that the fingers had completely recovered their
pliancy, so that the boy was able to write and use them for all
ordmary purposes.

CONVALESCENCE. By this is meant restoration to health.
10 attam this end really and permanently, and to prevent relapse
the ioUowing hints may be of use.

1. The clothes and bed-hnen used by the patient during his
mness must be carefully washed. In the case of infectious diseases
tms cleansing process must be stiU further extended, not only the

.

^^^^ mattresses, pillows, blankets and in some caseseven the bedstead being thoroughly cleaned.

16* V.
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2. The sick-room should be thoroughly cleansed and ventilated
by leaving the windows and doors open for some time, after in-
fectious diseases for several days.

3. For the sake of still further aiding the excretory process
from three to five stimulating whole or three-quarter packs, or
steam-baths in bed, or trunk and leg-packs should be given in' the
course of one or two weeks, combined with a body compress at
night, and a non-stimulating, easily digestible but nourishing diet,

in moderate quantity, to be continued for some time. See also
"Cure of Health".

Convulsions, see "Eclampsia".

Convulsions in Childbed, see "Eclampsia".

Cooking of Food, see "Mixed diet".

Cooking Range, see "Stoves".

Cooking Stove, Universal, see "Stoves, Heating ani>

Cooking".

Cooking Stove, see "Stoves".

Cooling Compresses, see Index.

Cooling Treatment, see Index.

Copper Nose, see "Bottle-nose".

Copper, Poisoning by, see "Poisoning".

Copulation, see Index.

CORNS are always situated on the feet and toes. They arise

from the pressure of tight boots, by which a hardened and thick

epidermis is formed, generally causing acute pain and leading to

inflammation of the surrounding tissues.

Treatment.—Softening compresses on the aflfected parts at

night, to be kept damp till the morning, when the horny tunicle

(the corn) can be peeled off with the aid of a knife.

Another method is to soften the corn in a warm bath of ten

to fifteen minutes' duration and then peel it off. To avoid getting

corns, no tight shoes or boots should be worn.

COMPLETE REMOVAL OF CORNS BY THE NATURAL
METHOD OF HEALING.

(By Anton Dörner from the "Journal of the Natural Method of Healing".)

Chiropodists and corn-doctors advertise by the dozen every

dav in the newspapers: men and old women puff the painless

extraction of corns; others recommend corn-powders, omtmetits
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and plasters etc. but I shall show below that water procures relief

better than anything else.

Corns are a constant source of trouble and pain, very rarely

sparing adults, and there are few who cannot recall to mind the

perplexity of a shoemaker, expected to make a boot that shall

not press painfully on a corn, and few who have not a painful

recollection of the agonies caused by some such excresence.

The corn consists of successive layers of epidermis. The
layers at first form a flat surface, but as the corn grows
larger and firmer these layers take up a more slanting position,

hi long-standing cases their position is nearly perpendicular and
their lower edges unite in a point. The pellicles are arranged
like the leaves of a rose, converging to a centre which is formed
by a reddish brown spot, called the root. This is a place en-

gorged with blood and covered with a layer of natural skin ; and
the corn must be peeled as far as this before we can speak of

a complete cure. The larger and firmer a corn gets, the more
pointed it becomes underneath and the more acute is the pain.

The cause and origin of corns is in the first place constant
pressure, and in the second place accumulation of perspiration
from the feet. If the feet are washed daily, they will never be
subject to corns, in spite of tight boots; but attention to the feet
is still far too much neglected now-a-days, and many people even
think that it is injurious to wash the feet in winter. It is aston-
ishing that under these circumstances foot-diseases are not more
prevalent.

I consider it unnecessary to enter into a fuller consideration
of this complaint, but will at once describe my panacea, and th e
way in which it should be applied. The remedy itself consists
of a thimbleful of cold water. The modus operandi and the effect
are exactly the same as those of the pack.

I will here, for the benefit of tortured toes, relate my first
experiment, made during a journey.

I had suffered for years from corns on my toes, cutting them
occasionally either dry or after soaking them in water. I hit
upon the plan of appl3ang a pack to them in the following
manner: I took the end of a handkerchief, wetted about fifteen
centimetres of it in cold water, squeezing it well out so that it
was only damp. I wrapped this damp end several times firmly
round the toe, squeezed a woollen stocking between the toe and
Handkerchief, and then wrapped the rest of the cloth round the
loe over the woollen stocking; to get a very thick pack I alsowrapped the other toes in it with the end of the handkerchiefana stocking. By so doing the whole became thicker above and
unaerneath 1 then put four more stockings over the pack andme entire fore-part of the foot and tied the whole firmly with
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another cloth so that it could not get loose. 1 made this pack

in the evening before going to bed. Next morning I took off the

bandage and in the expectation that the corn had become soften-

ed I began to pick it with my nails. I was not mistaken, for

I easily pulled off one little pellicle after another, and when I

could not take hold of any more, I cut small pieces with my
penknife, seized them with niy fingers and peeled whole layers

every time from the surface and continued till I had entirely

removed the skin. This operation is perfectly painless and the

superfluous separates from the natural skin surroundmg the corn

so easily as to be scarcely felt.

Should the corn be so hard that it will not come ott, a

second pack must be applied the following night. I have repeat-

edly tried this experiment upon others and have never failed.

This so-called pack can be effected more comfortably by

wrapping a small damp rag four to eight times round the affected

toes and encasing the whole foot, including the heel li

agreeable, in several woollen wraps etc. so as to make it tight

and safe (the toe therefore need not be wrapped in extra wollen

. -„IN The Author,
material).

Corrosive Sublimate, Poisoning by, see "Poisoning".

Corset, see "Women, Diseases of".

Corset, Danger of the, see Index.

COSMETICS. The cosmetics used by many ladies are most

obiectionable from a sanitary point of view, as they are injurious

to the skin even when composed of harmless ^Wf'^^'^^ZS^?^
block up the pores and impede the perspiration. Cosmetics

howeve^ containing lead or bismuth may give rise to disease if

used for a long time. See "Complexion, Beautifying the .

COUGH is a spasmodic expulsion of air from the lungs,

accompanied by a short, harsh sound proceeding from the con-

ti3 glottis Cough generally causes irritation m the air-

Dassaees^aJ^d may be of ominous importance or quite insignificant^

This frritatkm may proceed from the larynx, the lungs or the

ottr res^atory ^rg^ans, as also from --e remote lyin^^^^^^^

tures, such as the stomach, liver,
fP^^^^^^^^^' V^/,^

nerve connection transmitted into the chest. 1^ diseases oi tne

resDiraSrv passages it is the spasmodic contraction in the most

dXte ramTcatfons of the trachea, which gives the first impetus,

by reason of the irritation of the nerve-llexus

The nerve irritated by it is the vagus nerve.

a SInch of these nerves extends into the exterior audito
3J

pass4e, P-ons trcompelled to cough when they remove the

wax from the ear with an ear-spoon.
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A cough is not a disease, but only a symptom of it, occurrmg

in a i^reat variety of diseases. It is in reality a healmg agent of

nature an endeavour to eject morbid matter and impurities from

the system. The patient should not look upon a cough therefore

as an enemy and a disease, but rather welcome it as a friend.

Causes.—In the first place a cough may arise from the entrance

of irritating foreign substances into the respiratory passages, or

from inhaling smoke, dust, gases or other pungent matter. It may

also result from catarrh, or products of the mucous membrane

itself such as mucus, pus etc.
^

When the catarrh of the respiratory organs is not attended

with fever, the cough is, at first, dry, short and hacking, producing

a tickling sensation; in the second stage it gets lighter and the

expectoration is of a thicker and milder description. When
accompanied by fever however, it is generally of a violent nature,

with plenty of expectoration.

2. The causes of a nervous, convulsive cough are chiefly

mental emotions and various other impressions upon the nerves.

The cough is in these cases then not caused or intensified

by quick running, climbing or other bodily exertion, or by over-

heating. An irritated condition of the spinal cord is frequently

the source from which an exceedingly obstinate cough may arise.

The so-called morning cough of drunkards, coming on ge-

nerally with daylight, is generally reckoned among the convulsive

coughs. It usually attacks brandy drinkers the first thing on
rising, and is attended by violent choking and fits of vomiting
producing nothing but phlegm.

3. A cough resulting from plethora principally affects young
or robust, well nourished, healthy looking people. The pulse is

full and strong but the cough increases with over-heating and
exertion. It is generally associated with short breath, when
neglected easily gives rise to inflammation of the lungs, and
requires a treatment similar to that prescribed for this disease.
There is at the same time always blood-spitting to be dreaded.
Convulsive congestions of blood in the chest and protracted cough
may arise in persons who are not plethoric. It is then
produced especially by internal or suppressed piles, by the
absence or suppression of the monthly periods in pregnancy
or of any other habitual haemorrhage, as bleeding at the
nose etc.

4. The causes of a protracted cough may lie in the abdomen
or the stomach. They are principally accumulations of mucus or
other impurities in these organs, such as gall, worms etc., also
gastric weakness, morbid conditions of the liver etc. In such

t^^^fl
cough may be recognized principally by the fact that

the hts are not caused by deep respiration or long retention of
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breath, or by talking, screaming, fast walking, climbing or any other
form' of violent exercise, and by the absence of panting, pressure
on or pain in the chest. Fits of coughing are liable on the other
hand to appear after meals, and especially after errors of diet.

5. Deposits of various morbid matters, chiefly originating from
gout, rheumatism, scrofula, syphilis etc. may be the causes of
an obstinate cough.

6. A hard intractable cough may be caused by abnormal length
of the uvula, a defect which may easily and safely be remedied
by the removal of a portion of it. It is advisable, therefore, in

a case of an obstinate cough, to have the cavity of the mouth
examined by a doctor.

7. The cough caused by heart-disease is hacking, dry, tickling

and strident.

8. The cough (perhaps very slight) of pulmonary tuberculosis

is constant, and attended in the beginning by the expectoration

of a little viscid phlegm and of some caseous matter, frequently
of a highly offensive odour.

In advanced stages of consumption the cough is subject to

many variations. With some patients it remains dry until death,

or only a trifling amount of phlegm is expectorated. With others

the cough is very rapid, the fits recur at more frequent intervals,

are exceedingly troublesome, greatly distressing the patient, espe-

cially at night and in the morning, and producing much expectoration.

With others again it assumes a convulsive character, often some-
thing like whooping-cough. When the disease is in an advanced
stage, violent coughing comes on when the patient leans against

anything hard.

Treatment.—The cause must first be removed and a course

of treatment adopted bearing on the primary disease. For this

purpose, see especially "Catarrh of the trachea", "Lungs
AND Larynx, Diseases of the", "Tuberculosis", "Asthma",
"Whooping-cough" etc. etc.

For adults full steam-bath in bed followed by a lukewarm (86^)

bath or full steam-bath, followed by a full pack and bath. Next,

stimulating (820) body pack at night. Douche baths also have an

excellent effect here.

An ordinary cough is speedily mastered by trunk -packs,

producing perspiration or moist heat, occasionally combined with

throat and shoulder-packs followed by full lavations, also by

repeated gargling with tepid (720) water and drawing lukewarm

(800) water into the nose, together with moderate exercise in fresh

(but not too cold) air and non-stimulating diet. In obstinate cases

apply three-quarter or full packs and aftusions (upper, back and

knee-affusion alternately). See "Kneipp cure".
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It is desirable that the patient should drink a mouthful of

water after every fit of coughing and take only non-stimulating
food; he should breathe, as we have said, pure and rather mild
air both in and out of doors, avoiding dusty and smoky air

(people with wan hollow cheeks and coughs are seen every day
sitting and talking for hours in coffee-rooms filled with tobacco
smoke). Cough-lozenges, soothing-syrups, herbs, petroleum, cod-
liver-oil, and every other wretched useless stuff of the kind must
be eschewed. Vexation, anger, jealousy etc. must be avoided as
well as strong coffee, tea, wine, beer, tobacco, spices, and all

stimulating food and drink which are injurious to persons afflicted
with a cough.

Congestions of blood in the chest should be counteracted by
repeatedly applying soothing trunk-packs, with stimulating foot-
packs (especially at night) also by a derivative treatment. TFor
Modes of Application, see Index.)

COUGH IN CHILDREN arises frequently from breathing
noxious air, or from a chill to the skin or the mucous membrane.
This often happens with a sudden change of temperature as
from going from a warm room into the cold air, but it can' not
happen when the child has been hardened.

Before any such sudden change from warm to cold air, both
children and adults should take a drink of fresh water, to prepare
the mucous membrane of the respiratory organs for the cold air
and to harden them. Tenderly nurtured children are also Uable
to cough after l3ring naked for some time. This happens, as a
rule, m consequence of their being ci-vered too warmly and too
heavily, because children will instinctively throw off bed-clothesm heir sleep if they are too warm; a thing they never do whenonly moderately covered.

hplH^n^.^"'
"'f^^'' ^^^""^ ^^^^ contract a cough by being

thev T"^^
^^"'^ "^^^ ^^«1 ^« n^ake water, of

Ss^^P^ f^ ^ ^''''^^ consequence of some inflammatory

cMdren cou'I '^l^ '\ ^^^^ ^hey hear their

cou4 Al^ K
^^"""^^^ ^ "^""'^ perilous is the

must h. i J^IJ^ .^""^
"^'J"^

particularly children liable to coughs
enfrLn -P^^^^P^'^d from the keen east and north winds The
sSs mu ? h^' '^'f -^her acrid sub'

^^^^ t^^^^^^ ^"^^''^^ ^^^-^^ by children and

in th[^naiSv 7/"" addition to avoiding the above causes it will,

night iHure^ l^^''^''i
'^^^'^ ^^-"^^^^ ^^^^^ live day and

t^k-i^Lk^s as inXatS f^f
"^"'"^

Tj, ^^'""^ ^ diaphoretic
the child eel uncomf^^^^^^^^^ ^"l^

steam-bath in bed. ^Should
^ leei uncomtortable m the full-pack on account of its
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arms being confined in it, a three-quarter and shoulder pack,

well covered with woollen material should be given, followed by

a bath. Hardening however, is the principal thing.

In recent cases, originating from colds, a wet rubbing of the

whole body (82° to 73°) should be given, the patient being after-

wards wrapped in a woollen blanket for half an hour to promote

warmth, or a steam-bath followed by a full pack, or a three-quarter

pack with shoulder pack followed by a bath.

Treatment with massage for coughing children and adults.

Chest and back should be moderately tapped and stroked with

both hands in an upward direction and from the spinal column

outwards for about ten minutes, especially in whooping and con-

vulsive coughs (one hand slaps the back gently, and the other

the chest with the flat part at the same time. The execution

should be slow, respiration quiet and not forced.

CuRATive Gymnastics. Deep breathing for ten mmutes

morning and evening in the open air or at an open window.

Group III once or twice daily. See "Cough^' in "Kneipp Cure".

For Massage and Curative Gymnastics see Index. For Modes,

of Application see Index.

Cow pox, see "Small pox".

CRAMP IN THE LEG. This frequently arises for a short,

time from forcibly stretching the leg. (It is particularly violent

in cholera, see "Cholera").
. , ,r n en

Treatment.—Gentle stroking of the calf generaUy suffices to

stop the cramp, or vigorous friction and stroking massage with

dry hands, continued for a longer or shorter time.

If it be at all obstinate, foot steam-bath (30 to 50 minutes)

followed by massage (rubbing with ^^t hands dipped in tepid

water) with stimulating calf packs to follow and massage after-

wards again. See also "Cramp". (For Modes of Apphcation,

see Index.)

Crayfish, How to Cook, see Index.

Cream sauce, see "Diet".

CRETINS are individuals who, on account of some congenital

malformation of the brain, remain at the lowest stage of mental

development. They seldom reach the age of manhood.

CROUP is a very severe and much dreaded disease. It

consists o a violent Tnflammation of the larynx, and attacks

cSren most frequently between the a^es -x

rarelv from seven to ten years old. Well-fed, stout children oi

Srone: physique, or over-fed ones on the one hand, and tho e

more^delicate\nd susceptible lo catching cold on the other, are

most generally subject to it.
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Symptoms —The first stage usually begins with hoarseness.

Clearing the throat to remove phlegm causes pain in the affected

part The clearing of the throat is followed by a cough, character-

ized by a dry, sharp, hollow, barking sound. At first, children

affected with it sleep quietly, waking three or four times m
the night to cough and going to sleep again. A crowing,

crackling noise, as the breath is drawn in and expelled, shows a

dryness of the throat. The patient often awakes suddenly, grasps

with the hands at the mouth and neck as if to remove some

painful obstruction, giving plainly every indication of the rest-

lessnes caused by pain and impeded breathing. Many children

exhibit symptoms of catarrh, the eyes filled with water, sneezing,

furred tongue, the nose stopped up, the upper hp swollen. Older

children complain of noises in the ears, giddiness in the head,

bad, paste-like taste in the mouth.

When the second stage is reached on the evening of the

second day, the condition has become more serious
;
symptoms of

fever appear: the skin now feels drier and hotter than it is nor-

mally. Breathing and pulse are accelerated. The feeling of heat

and thirst has increased, the urine is of a dark and dull-red colour,

and deposits a sediment similar to brickdust. The cough increases

in frequency and becomes more painful. The breathing and pulse

grow still more rapid. The patient is in a cold sweat; the breath

in passing through the obstructed and painful air passages makes
a wheezing, rattling sound. There is an inclination to vomit, and
actual vomiting fits, by which all the contents of the stomach, food
and drink are ejected, occur and the children at times cough up
tube-shaped masses of phlegm, streaked with blood (croup mem-
branes).

In the third stage hoarseness becomes permanent. Speaking
and crying cease. The cough is less frequent. In many cases the
litde sufferers are so much weakened as to be no longer equal to
the exertion of coughing. The difficulty of breathing reaches its

climax; the patient sinks back with widely opened mouth, blueness
of the countenance, protruding tongue. The most terrible of deaths
is over, and want of air has released the child from its sufferings.

Causes.—As in all inflammatoiy attacks, faulty nutrition and
want of attention to the skin are tfie true sources of this disease.
The power of resistance to disease given by nature has been
taken from the child by pampering and coddling, and all kinds
of disorders find an easy entrance into its constitution.

Treatment.—As soon as the suspicious cough makes its
appearance, the patient should be put at once in a (80") lukewarm
park (full or three-quarter), the sheet of which should only be
lightly wrung out; and a bottle of boiling water, wrapped in
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a damp cloth should be placed at the feet; duration of the pack
an hour and a half; then a bath (90'^) with (72^) lukewarm
affusion on the neck. This treatment should be repeated, accor-

ding to circumstances, in five or six hours, or sooner if the

symptoms become more marked. In addition (SO») continuous

body compresses and (72'^) stimulating calf packs renewed every

two hours, and (720) soothing compresses on the throat, renewed
every half hour, may be applied. Plenty of fresh air (the window
open and occasionally also the door) drinking cold water; cool,

non-stimulating diet, and enemata for constipation and as a deri-

vative measure.

Treatment by Massage.—Under competent advice, massage
of the throat and tapping of the back with the fingers wetted
and spread out may be applied : if possible, with the patient in

a sitting posture, and so that the little finger is brought first into

pla}^ The massage and tapping may be continued until the

momentary danger of choking has been averted. This mode of

treatment is suited both to light and severe cases ; it will at once
modify the symptoms of the latter. See also "Massage" under
"Diphtheria".

Another treatment.—When croup first shews itself, a steam-
bath in bed should be given at once to induce perspiration
(duration about an hour to an hour and a half); after that a (72^)

tepid full washing or a (86**) lukewarm bath with vigorous friv^tion,

especially of back and chest. If a pack is given and the patient
feels uneasy in it, he should at once be taken out of it; a rule

also to be observed in the treatment. In the last stage, con-
tinuous (72") tepid body-packs or Scotch compresses of from
thirty^ to forty five minutes' duration, combined with foot steam-
bath in bed from an hour to an hour and a half. The body pack
is generally changed once during the steam-bath. (For Modes of

Application, see Index.) Another mode of special treatment for

croup has been adopted by approved Natural Healers when the
danger of choking seemed imminent. It consists in rubbing the

patient over with a wet sheet, carried out by all hands available,

and continued until the danger is past. The patient is then left

wrapped in the wet sheet, and hot-water bottles are applied to

the feet and legs. As soon as the feet and legs are thoroughly
warm, the rubbing process may be repeated if there still seems
a danger of choking, or whenever it threatens. A bath should
be given as the conclusion of this treatment.

Kneipp cure.—First the *Hay-seed shirt", and perspira-
tion: later washings, and affusion; the upper affusion be-

ing specially recommended, as a means of loosening the
phlegm.
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CURE OF CROUP.
By H. Canitz of Berlin, Natural Healer.

It was on a Friday in the month of December, that I was
called away to the sick child of the telegraph clerk, Mr. Hirsch,

with whose family I was acquainted, as they were members of

the Society for Promoting the Natural Method of Healing. I entered

the sickroom in the evening between five and six o'clock, and

found the tliree-year-old, well developed, well nourished, httle

daughter in the third stage of croup : fever, fits of choking, con-

traction of the thorax, breathing at the cost of all the strength

left, voice completely toneless; dry cough, loss of appetite and
entire helplessness and hopelessness on the part of the anxious

parents, who had already lost a boy whose last illness had been
marked by similar symptoms. The physician, who had been called

in earty in the morning, had prescribed antimonial udne; but

"once bitten twice shy", says the proverb, so the parents who-
had seen, when they lost their last child, that tartar emetic had
only augmented its death-agonies, had no confidence in this remedy,
but sent at midday for another plwsician, who, they thought,

was not a man of many medicines, because it was generally be-
lieved that he was a partisan of the Natural Method of Healing. He
arrived at three in the afternoon, and declared like the first

physician the condition to be extremely critical and hopeless; and
prescribed phosphorated spirit. He also advised that the outside
of the throat should be painted with phosphorus. lie did not
disapprove of the body-compresses wMiich the parents had already
appHed. Perplexed with the prescription, but more so with the
sad prognosis, they requested me to come ; and I found the patient
as stated above.

There was not the slightest doubt that there was grave
danger in every delay, and the point was to quickly and deci-
sively assist what vital force still remained in the body. Stimu-
lating packs supplemented by stoneware bottles filled with hot
water and preceded by vigorous cool wet rubbing of the body
were the first measures taken. On Saturday the condition was still
highly critical, although the fever had somewhat abated. There-
fore (880) half baths, with (7 2«) affusions and cool enemata, were
applied, while the packs w^ere continued. At noon of the same
day the child's condition was a trifle more satisfactory, and a
lurther half-bath was ordered for the evening and cool enemata
succeeded by packs proposed for adoption meanwhile. The second
physician who had come about six in the previous evening had
expressed his fear that death would inevitably happen during the
lext few hours, and I found the parents still in despair on the
evening of this day, but the child quiet and breathing more freely.
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and the fever hardly perceptible. It was utterly incomprehensible
to me how anyone could say that death must of necessity take
place; on the contrary, I expressed my inmost conviction in hope-
ful terms, that, provided all my orders were implicitly and con-
scientiously obeyed, a very good night and an auspicious Sunday
might be looked for. Sunday came and proved that the parents
had faithfully done their duty for every danger had vanished, the
cough was loose and soft, the breathing easy and without effort

the patient's tone raised, the fever gone entirely, and appetite had
returned. This was appeased with cocoa, from which the oil had been
extracted, and stewed dry fruit, as well as the juice of it, were abun-
dantly partaken of. On Monda}?^ the child's condition was excellent
the voice all but clear and the features of the case such as to exclude
all idea of danger. The convalescent has to this day remained
well and happy, and in a normal state of health. The "purely
natural treatment" thus rescued from death a child who had
been given up by the physicians and changed the terrible grief
of the parents at the prospective loss of a beloved child into
unspeakable joy—another proof that the natural treatment is,

even in the last stage of croup, still able to bring relief; but
how much more easily would that be done, if instead of waiting
till that stage arrived those concerned would set to work from
the very outset to support nature in her healing efforts and
processes, and so avert all danger. May the case above portrayed
contribute to the result of getting the right thing done at"^the
right time and so be the means of sparing man}'- a care and
anxiety, many reproaches and tears.

CURE OF CROUP.
Extract from Dr. Körner's book.

I was sent for in the greatest haste by Herr v. B. of B.
whose youngest son, aged four years, had, according to the
coachman, who had driven fourteen miles to fetch me, four days
previously sickened ol croup, and been given up by two physicians,
who had said, when his master sent him for me, that the
boy could not be saved. Entering the sickroom which smelt
strong^ of musk I met a colleague, who shook his head sadl}'^,

as much as to say that no laurels were to be gained there.

The patient lay half slumbering, with his head bent back,
his face wan, the respirations superficial and made with the

abdominal muscles, the breath causing a piping, rasping sound in

consequence of the accumulation of phlegm. The pulse was small
and thread-like, very quick, the extremities cool, the body hot
and dry.
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rrÄ'lÄe -re hann
^^^^^^^^^^

LThf^esXsTo^wePd'Xr v'oS hS'^cerfentirely the remedy

^.refore remaS^ the stomach, and had to mmgle w.th the

S^^H ToTeWcen the prostratk self-preservmg power, musk

SiT hePn resorted o-as is very- beautifully and dearly explained

^nd set down ?n the drag books, although'it proves itself useless

at the sickbed The bo/ being in the third stage of croup was

Lr the end and 1 saw at once that there was but little hope

ofcombaüng'a disease so far advanced, still I

T^'^'^f'^,
trustine to mv simple remedy. I first had the patient rubbea

^go oLy wit^ cloths, wrung out in cool water to rouse the sk.n

irtim and draw the blood from the centre to the surface
,

I

Ln had h"a^ped in a thick, soothing fuU-pack with a hot-water

bottle wrapped round with damp cloth, at his feet. In this way

I l ad him packed in wet sheets eveiy three hours up to the

fourth day, which by stimulating the systeni had the effect of

making him cough a great deal and get nd ot much phlegm. On

the fifth day he had less difficulty in breathmg and expiration be-

After the fifth day, 1 left him in the pack for four hours the

breathins? became more free; the sound of the cough became less

hoarse and more sonorous; improvement proceeded slowly but

5urelv, and the packs in which I caused the patient to remam

somewhat longer had to be continued till the fifteenth day, when

I had the good fortune and the pleasure of seemg the boy recover

from the severe disease, and of having my trouble m sitting by

his bedside every night rewarded by such a fortunate success.—

1 was summoned by a telegram, to go to Capt. von L., of

Anklam, to see his daughter, twelve months old, who had sicken-

ed with croup three days before and been given up. I found

the foUovving sad state of things. The child had great difficulty

in breathing, had a hoarse, dry, whistling cough; was very rest-

less, threw herself about; the greatest anguish was expressed in

her features, she shook out her arms, she seized her throat, pulled

at her tongue, and was tormented with choking fits when cough

came on. The face was red, the pulse quick, hard and full;

the skin hot, the tongue covered with fur, the thirst violent.

Though the prognosis in this, the second stage of croup, was
very serious, I had nevertheless confidence that the child could

be cured, as her condition was not so critical as that ot the bo}'
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had been. 1 proceeded, therefore, at once with the treatment
causing the child to be wrapped from the chin to the feet
in a table-cloth folded suitable to her size, and wrung out in
spring-water. After three hours a fresh pack was given, to induce
a flow of the blood from the centre to the surface and these packs
were continued, being changed every three hours. On the second
day the difficulty of breathing had diminished, the sound of the
cough had become clearer and the child recovered so visiblv
from lier malady that on the fifth day I discontinued the hourly
treatment and gave a pack only in the morning, evening and
towards midnight, thus this child also was saved which under
medical treatment would have fallen a certain prey to death.

I restored from croup the little daughter aged nine months of
Herr M. of R., near Anklam, after she had been given up on the
sixth day by a homoeopathic doctor who in that part of the
country was considered infalhble.

CROUP CURED
(a letter to the Author).

By following your simple system I last year completely cured
my son, aged five years, after the doctor had said that I should
lose the child unless I consented to have the operation of tracheo-
tomy performed on him.

Since then I have not employed a doctor; but have treated
all ailments occurring in my family according to the directions
contained in your work—"Bilz; the New Method of Healing"— and
with the best results. I have thus cured croup, inflammation of
the lungs, scrofula, diphtheria, and other diseases.

Frau R., Brühl, near Cologne.

Crust, see "Favus".

Crusta Lactea, see "Milk scald".

Crymodes, see "Malaria".

CUPPING GLASSES. The use of cupping glasses for
purposes of blood-letting must be unhesitatingly condemned. See
"Blood-letting".

Curds, see Index.

. Cure of Diseases by the Natural Method of Healing,
see Index.

CURES EFFECTED BY SYMPATHETIC REMEDIES
depend frequentl}'^ on deceptions and humbug; if e. g. one ot"

these remedies happened to effect a cure this cure really took

place in a natural way. Thus stroking or laying the hand on an

affected part is one of the sympathetic remedies most frequenth'
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applied. With vigorous stroking (kneading, massage) the accumula-

tions of blood and lymph and firmly adhering deposits of excre-

tory matter, morbid substances, etc. are removed. In the same

way by stroking and laying on of hands a radiation of magnetism

is produced. The ozone (which see) which escapes from the

stroking hand entering deeply into the painful or affected place

very often speedily soothes the nei-ve causing the pain, and stimu-

lating the respective part of the skin at the same time to greater

action and secretion. The faith, too, which the patient has in the

remedy is a potent factor in the cure because the tendency to

recovery of health, innate in all, is powerfully aided by confidence

in a remedy. By all this a surprising alleviation of pain and im-

provement of the existing morbid condition is frequently gained.

Regarding the effect produced by honest magnetopathists

aiming at cure by means of bio-magnetism—that has nothing

whatever in common with deception and humbug.

Cures reported in this book, see List in Index,

CURES, REPORTS OF. Many, indeed, most of the principal

illnesses are followed in this book by a report or reports of cure,

in order to awaken confidence in our method with the people,

and to break them of their prejudice against it. The successes
daily attending the Natural Method of Healing are so numerous
and astonishing that one could fill whole volumes with the de-
scriptions of cases where patients have been given up by the
medical faculty and afterw^ards saved by our method.

Do not imagine, dear reader, that those diseases, to which
I have appended no reports of cure, cannot be cured b}' our
method, for all diseases are treated better and cured more surely
by the natural method than by medicine. Of course, where the
important internal organs are much decayed and the patient, so
to speak, at death's door, our method cannot cure or heal;
however, even in these cases it can act soothingly and alleviate pain.

Here I must mention that there are sick persons who have
undergone treatment according to our method both at home and
in a sanatorium with but small success. There are also patients
who have derived great benefit from the same treatment, but,
unfortunately, not permanently, so that their ailments after they
had returned to their former surroundings gradually reappeared.
Both these results are for the most part due to the fact that
their complaints were of five to ten and even more years'
standing, and organic change had already set in, so that, of
'"'mrse, a treatment of from five to ten weeks could not suffice
to cure the disease even if it were curable.

The following example will make this clearer. If a plant,
tree, shrub, etc. threatens to die through noxious influences, such

17
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as bad soil, too little air, ligbt, or moisture, and further throiu^^'

vermin etc., the sensible gardener or farmer takes it out . :

places it in better surroundings. Then the plant begins to get;

stronger and to thrive (presuming these favourable influences do
not come too late). If, however, after one or two months ih<^

plants are taken away from their favourable surroundings and
brought back into their former ones, it is patent to ever3^ont

that they will again pine awa3^ From thi<s it follows that patients

suffering from chronic diseases (diseases of long duration) should

continue the manner of living and some of the applications f f

the natural method, even after a cure has been affected.

Here, too, I earnestly appeal to all to attend to their sufferings

in time, so that the disease ma}' not become too old and absolu-

tely incurable. Further, I call attention to this maxim,—learn to

guard against disease—for it is easier to ward off a hundred
maladies than to cure a single one if serious and of long

standing.

ILLNESS, CURE OF SEVERE.
27, Elsasser Strasse, Berhn.

Dear iMr. Bilz!

Your book, "The New Natural Method of Realm g' is a trea-

sure for suffering humanity. My aged mother and I ha\-e to

thank the same lor our complete recovery from severe diseases

etc. etc. Down with allopathy 1 Hail to the Natural Method!

H. Gebert, manufacturer.

ILLNESS OF LONG STANDING CURED.
Aussig, on the Elb.

My dear Mr. Bilz!

Ailov.? me to express my sincerest thanks for the cure of my
illness for which I am indebted to your book. I have been sickly

from my birth, and "have suffered much. It was doubly pamful

to me that I looked well in every illness. I then procured your

book, and found it to be of priceless value. Once more, dear Su",

a thousand thanks for all benefits, and may humanity take your

admonitions to heart. .

Franz Pohl.

THE VALUE OF THE NATURAL METHOD OF HEALING.
(From the periodical for Hygiene and Natural Therapeutics).

I should be indeed glad if the following account contributed

to the spread of the Natural Method of Healing. 1 never was ;i
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crreat advocate of medicine, whether applied internally or exter-

nally; but it a man knows and hears nothing of any other method

of cure, it is- not to be wondered at if he acts like others, and

in case' of danger applies to the nearest doctor. Of the real

natural method, as I know it now, I knew just as little as millions

of others do. Up to a short time ago nothing was known in

Berlin except cold water and sweating cures. We live, probably

like all inhabitants of large cities, very effeminate Hves here
;
and

it is a blessing that Sanitätsrath Prof. Niemeyer, and in particular

Mr. Canitz have of late held forth a new light to us Berliners,

which will shine Hke a brilliant beacon on the field of h^^giene

and therapeutics, and show many a man, hesitating and groping

in the dark, and many a thinking and inquiring mind the safe

way not only home, but forward.
,

, I have lately heard several times of the natural method
from a friend of mine, who, like myself, is now a member
of the Society for Hygiene, and whose family doctor is Mr.
Sperling, a natural healer—Neander Strasse 29—but I was rather

sceptical.

Nothwithstanding the fact that Mr. Sperling had treated

several cases in his family with most extraordinary success, and
that I had heard of them, I could not make up my mind to adopt
this method. It did not seem feasible to me that water only, as
I thought, or steam-baths, etc., should possess the virtue of curing.

But fate at last taught me a serious lesson in the form of a
malignant disease which befell one of my children, and made me
prize highly this natural treatment. My eldest son was vaccinated
in 1874, at the age of thirteen. An eruption appeared in February
1881 on his abdomen, between the navel and the os pubis; which
the doctor pronounced to be syphiHs. He prescribed an ointment
for it, upon which the eruption disappeared. We thought the boy
was well, but it turned out very differently. At Whitsuntide,
1881, another malignant eruption appeared, this time on his neck,
and his eyes were inflamed; the doctor again .said it was syphilis.
His eyes were painted with nitrate of silver every hour of the
day, the wounds anointed and medicines given; yet his condition
did not improve; on the contrary, it grew worse.

The doctor having his doubts about the case, and saying
something of the boy perhaps becoming blind, we called in a
second physician, who treated the case as the first had done;
finally saying that an ocuhst should be consulted. This was done',
but he would not meddle with the eruption on the neck.*) A
thick crust formed beneath it, my son said it burned hke fire,

") This is very plain. As an oculist he has nothing to do with a cutaneous
eiiipuon. That is the business of another specialist. (The Editor.)

17*
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and a highly offensive smell was emitted. His eyes got mor*:

and more inflamed, and discharged a great deal of matter, whilst

the swelling constantly increased. The same treatment was con-

tinued. Everything seeming to tmn out as badly as possible, and
the physician expressing the opinion that, in spite of every effort,

my son might possibly go blind, I became very anxious. One
son being already a cripple in consequence of medical treatment

of inflammation of the hip joint, the thought that my other boy
might become blind was terrible. At my friend's instigation Mr.

Sperling was called in. When he had thoroughly examined the

boy, he began his natural treatment on him ; and on the fifth day
his^ eyes could be considered safe. After the first week the patient

suffered with an eruption at the coccyx, and deep wounds appeared

in his calves, but they ultimately healed completely. The whole
body was gradually covered with an offensively smelling eruption,

and the greater the eruption, the greater the improvement in his

eyes ; there was nothing more the matter with them. In the fourth

week the eruption began by degrees to disappear, the discharge

from the ears and the eruption on the neck ceased entirely. At
the end of the fifth week all the sores of his body were healed.

How great was our anxietj^! What a struggle! but, God be

thanked, the natural treatment had conquered. My acquaintances

who had seen the patient during the worst period, were astonished

at the cure without medicine, and with one voice praised the Natural

Method of HeaHng.
But I would here express my deepest gratitude to Mr.

Sperling, and recommend him most warmly to all sufferers.

The writer's name and address can be obtained from Mr.

Sperling or from the Editor of the above periodical,

PRINCE BISMARCK AND THERAPEUTICS.
(From the periodical for Hygiene and Natural Therapeutics).

Prince Bismarck, our glorious Imperial Chancellor, for a long

time suffered from a serious disease. Every loyal and genuine

German, who has a true conception of the man's greatness and

merits, must throughout have felt in his inmost heart the deepest

sympathy with him. "Is it not possible to cure his disease and

obtain for the prince the priceless boon of health?" This question

must have often been asked, and as often been answered with

"No." There surely was no lack of physicians. Every one would

have thought that the prince's position ensured his exemption

from pain. A University town, an Imperial capital, a metropolis

like Berlin, must surely contain numerous medical celebrities possess-

ing not only renown in Germany, but universal fame. And

certainly there is no lack of men of worid-wide reputation, rich
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in potent knowledge and of great capability. The most eminent

and learned professors were at the disposal of the "Iron Chancellor"

in his illness. What a number of highly scientific consultations

and councils must have taken place between the sapient gentlemen,

to find in the arsenal of the "Materia medica" the remedies which
were to restore the chancellor's health! But—the physicians

changed, they came and they went, but the illness remained, and
the greater the number of doctors and of medicines the worse
the condition grew.

The stately ship of medical therapeutics was wrecked on the
Imperial Chancellor, and the halo of licensed medical practitioners

dissolved. As a matter of fact, they had to admit their utter

incapacity to aid him and to realize the hollowness of their Science.

Homoeopathy, too, the badly treated bastard of Allopathy,
had an opportunity of trying its hand on Prince Bismarck. The
Chancellor, having commenced to doubt the efficacy of medical
science privileged and sanctioned by the State, confided himself
to the best representatives of this art, who attacked the greatly
weakened but still "iron" constitution with infinitesimal globules.
Of course the result could be but negative; the patient remained
iU in spite of "Hahnemann's dilutions", which turned out to be
delusions in this case. Nothing else could be expected. A nature,
proof against case-shot, bombs, and shells, could not show the
white feather when attacked with globules. Homoeopathy was
bowed out and Allopathy once more made its entry,*) He could
not do without medicine, and however much the Chancellor might
doubt the infallibility of medical treatment, there was nothing for
it but to take the doctor's stufT again. And yet—another way had
been found long ago, and had been entered upon by thousands
of ordinary mortals with the best results. Thousands upon thou-
sands of sufferers, many of them with one foot in the grave;
wasting, wretched people, treated, maltreated, and finally aban-
doned as hopeless, by allopathists had here found what they had
long looked for in vain—their health, their contentment, their ac-
tivity and happiness.

This way certainly is, or we may now say, had hitherto been
mentioned with words of warning, and strewn with thorns. He

attemn..^?f 5^1 ""f
^"''^^ healer Mr. Platen: "We do not approve of the

meHnS, f
^ his failure upon Homoeopathy, an acknowledged efficacious

for wnit'^r/h
treatment, whether caused by wrong applications,

has flilnrJl ? '"""'i'^
r^^cii^n the patient must be possessed of, also

have erre? in
-^""^

ftl homoeopathic physicians may in thai case

fullv S " f*"
^^"'"^^ 9^ ^^^'^ medicmes, or Prince B. perhaps did not

an?r^^r'''^
very strict diet required w'ith homoeopathic treatmem. A

^^^.TJo^"^^'
decidedly wrong to condemn Homoeopathy becauteno positive success was recorded m this case by Hahnemann's treatment
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who entered it, and led the patient along it, was exposed to.

mockery scoffing, contempt and persecution. The name of this

way is, '"The Natural Method of Healing", and it rejects, abso-

lutely, 'any and every kind of pill, powder, mixture, potion, and

extract; and along its course no dispensary is to be found. This

way discovered long ago, and at the disposal of the hnperial

Chancellor, was at last fortunately taken by him, and that with

excellent results. Prince Bismarck recovered his health with-

out medicine. What advocate of the natural treatment would

not rejoice at such a result, rejoice that the principle of cure with-

out any medicines whatever was destined to restore the "greatest

German" to health after every possible medicine had been tried

'uid had only aggravated the disease? The "Frankfort Journal

iiad a long article on this subject, from which we take the followmg:

"By the successful cure, which Dr. Schweninger, m Munich,

effected without medicine in the Imperial Chancellor's son. Count

Wilhelm Bismarck, the attention of the prmce was directed to

him Count Bismarck had for a long time suffered, not, as was

Dubiicly beheved, from obesity, but from obstinate gout and very

considerable exudations at the joints. For seven years the

young count, the „Frankfort Journal" states tried one European

med^?al celebrity after another, without finding rehef, till at

last Dr. Schweninger took up the case, and m seven months

cured him of the gout and reduced his weight by seventy pounds,

in the most natural and sensible way, without the use of any

mediane, but simply by strictly regulating his mode of lite and

his nutri ion in a scientific manner; by a rational treatment cal-

cSa ed above all, to preserve and utilize his strength and functions,

and which the p'atient adhered to with resignation and constancy^

Schweni7^ger was called to Varzm m October, 1882. The

princ^ was tfen in very bad health. He was not only m u

Sitical condition, with regard to the derangement of his

endre nervous system, 'but m the ^^^^t more lamentable one of

hpino- unable to take sufficient nourishment.
_

It ^-as only by most carefully regulating the entire mode o

life of t^^e prince his meals and drink, sleep, work, exercise, that

the doctorTkigth succeeded in gr'adu.^ly raising his strength

arresthic^ the loss of flesh (caused by having taken so much

mSici^e) in improving his digestive powers and getting all liis

SSwUans to act Sormally^ To this treatment alone he owed

fhfcure ofUstinate jaundice,\nd the improvem^t of his gi atly

^vhnimted nervous system. The pains m ins lace <ipp^'^^

niTs abli to walk, ind hks abundant horse exerc.se, wh.ch U
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has not had for years, and he enjoys first-rate spirits And in

the acquirement of these boons not a drop of medicine has been

1 ri

"

^""•'vJe rejoice in this fact, in this acknowledgment, not because

it is anything new, for the Natural Method of Healing has scored

lipat numbers of such successes. We, the_ adherents and re-

uresentatives of a treatment that dispenses with medicine, rejoice

nltoc^ether because such an important personage as Prince 'Bis-

jvnrck has so palpably benefited by it, and thus proved its right

to what it claims to be, a veritable art of healing. It is to be

hoped that nobody will venture henceforth to jeer at the Natural

Method of Healing, which was the means of restoring Frince

Biwiarck to health, and call it quackery; and that they who

Avith this treatment try to sow the seeds of health and well-being

in home and family, in commune and state, to spread the doctrines

and maxims of a sensible, rational and strictly natural mode of

life, and prevent every kind of ailment, may no longer be looked

upon as worse than highwaymen, although, in fulfilling their

mission, they may destroy "faith in medicine" and rob the medical

images of their glory.

The success which attended our natural treatment in the case

of the Imperial Chancellor cannot but continually spur us on to

press forward and procure for it the privileges which the resto-

ration of the Imperial Chancellor to health proves it merits.

CURES, REPORTS OF.
(From the Naturarzt, organ for Natural Hygiene and Treatment.")

Every one knows that health is the most important of earthly

blessings, without which even the most precious gifts are usually

worthless to us.

Therefore, preservation of health should be our most sacred

duty; and the regaining of the same, as far as it has been lost,

the most ardent desire of the sick person. But how is health

once lost to be regained? There are various methods of treatment,

but only one, if a cure is still possible, leads to the desired goal

;

that this is the Natural Method of Healing is nothing new to the

readers of this journal.

I was very ill.*) My digestion was thoroughly disordered, the

functions of the gastric juices arrested, sleep fled from my couch ; I

grew thinner from day to day, and had lost all courage and all

joy in life.

With feverish longing I awaited the opening of the Zimmer-
^nann Sanatorium in Chemnitz. Public reports with regard to

The name may be obtained from the editor of the Naturarzt
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the arrangement of the Sanatorium justified the highest expec-
tations.

Before its opening, I consulted the physician of the Dr.
Lahmann s Sanatorium. The expectations I had of this gentleman
were exceeded high though they were, I will pass over details
and only remark that Dr. Lahmann immediately succeeded in
gaining my fullest confidence by the manner of his investigations,
and by his kindly confident encouragement. It immediately be-
came clear to me, and I was more and more confirmed in my
conviction, that I was in the hands of a doctor who did not
direct his attention to the physical man alone, but considered the
whole being, and understood how to raise the broken spirit and
encourage the faint-hearted. The written directions I received
when I entered the Sanatorium were as follows.—Take no soup,
drink nothing at the mid-day meal, drink one cup in the morning
and half a pint in the evening; in other cases water to be drunk
only when very thirsty and tJien by mouthfuls.

I soon became accustomed to this diet, so much the more
so as I was permitted to eat meat, according to my old
custom, and green salads and stewed fruits were also allowed
to me—up to this day, I follow, in general this same diet, and,

in consequence, find m3'-self in good health. Of course, at first,

things did not go so easily, and the mouthful allowed with
severe thirst had to be taken very often. The contrast was rather

marked; formerly according to my medical treatment, I drank
daily about three litres of milk (sweet) or butter milk, and now,
a tumbler of beer in the evening. And what was the con-

sequence? quite remarkable. Even after a few days, I felt an
appetite, of which all the dishes on a well served table had cause

to be afraid. The long-absent, sound sleep once more set in,

and, in .spite of the daily sweating in a "pneumatic bath", the

former constantly progressing leanness stopped , and I began to

put on weight. Even after a residence of eight days in the

Zimmermann establishment, I had increased about four pounds in

weight, and after four weeks a good nine pounds. And till now,
having left the establishment six weeks ago, the result has shown
itself to be a lasting one.

I am, it is true, not quite cured, but I know for certain, that with

a strict observance of the prescriptions given me by Dr. Lahmann,
I shall soon be. in full possession of my former health. Certainly

what the founder has constituted with painful trouble, the board of

directors, and the managers have faithfuly attended to, have contri-

buted materially to this result, as have also the model arrangements

of the establishment; well ventilated, roomy apartments, suitably

arranged bath, steam and pack-rooms, as well as excellently prepared

food in abundance, the healthy situation of the establishment, etc.
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May the Zimmermann estabhshment become for all who
visit it what it has become for me, a heahng estabhshment May
Dr. Lahmann, whom I here heartly thank for his unwearied care

in the restoration of my health, attain equall}'^ happy results with

all the patients visiting the establishment for its honour and for

the fame of the Natural Method of Healing.

TWO DOCTORS, A PROFESSOR AND A NATURAL
HEALER.

(From the organ of the "Society for the Propagation of Public H5'giene '.)

When two doctors, acknowledged to be clever, and a far-

famed professor of the medical faculty, give up a patient and say
that death is certain at an early date, he who dared to express
as much as a doubt of such an opinion would, particularly if he
were not a medical man, be looked upon as a charlatan. But if

palpable, incontrovertible facts were to prove the prediction of
these three learned gentlemen to be a fallacy, and if the patient
they consigned to an early grave got well again and revelled
once more in the best of health—well, there would then be the
consolation left that in the next case of a similar character, unless
"quacks" interfere, medical science will be confirmed in its prog-
nosis, because, to be sure, former cases of a like kind have
generally proved it to be correct.

A lady paid me a visit on September 27, 1878, to consult
me about her little foster-child, aged three, the motherless son of
a Mr. Günther, manufacturer, of Chemnitz. She told me that he
had been ailing for some weeks. Till then he had had a cheerful,
happy disposition and a very active mind. A peculiar access oi'
ill-humour and incessant cold, viscid perspiration had led her to
thmk that there was something ailing the boy. The doctor
who had been called in had recommended change of air, and
Mr. Günther had caused her to take his little boy to visit the
mountains in search of health.

In spite of the country air, however, and the most careful
nyirsmg, the child's health had become worse. The mental in-
disposition and the perspiration had both increased, appetite and
Sleep bad diminished, and a weakness, which became very striking
artected his every hmb. These symptoms had induced them to
reuirn to Chemnitz, and the boy had then been put under medical
n^eatment. Medicines had been prescribed, appHcations of iodine

H^p. 1 A
^^^^ ice-compresses to the same place; the

Still I
l^^^" .^:^^y "nourishing"; raw meat, beef-tea, wine etc.^tm his condition had become daily worse. He could scarcely
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walk, could not get up from his chair alone, urinal and faeca!

discharges passed without his knowing it, he had hardly any
sleep, and his mental depression constantly increased. Seeing the

boys sad condition, the doctor had called in a physician, Dr. O.,

but their united efforts had not been able to arrest the disease.

Acknowledging their helplessness, the gentlemen advised taking

the bo}^ to Prof IV.^ M.D., in Leipsic, to have his opinion. This

advice was followed. Prof. JV. had seen the patient, had been

informed of the most important points of the case, and had then

directed that the iodide of potash employed internally was to be

changed for bromide of potash; to continue the use of iodine, to

apply the ice-compresses to the head instead of the back, and to

go on with the same diet. The bo}^, however, could not be

saved; it was useless, therefore, to foster any hopes. With this

consoling information they had returned to Chemnitz, and the

two resident phj'sicians had entirely endorsed the professor's

opinion. Nor had the child's condition improved since ; on the

contrary, he grew worse from da}^ to day, and his death was
expected. His foster-mother now came to me in her anguish,

without the father's knowledge, and implored my advice. I ought

for certain reasons to have refused my interposition, even if I

could have offered her a scrap of comfort. But when I heard

her description of the father's grief and despair at the prospect

of losing m the gentle boy the dearest image of his deceased

wife, and when I saw the tears of the anxious foster-mother,_ I

threw all "certain reasons" to the winds, the feeling of pity

got the upper hand of policy, and I commenced my inquiries and

learned that the boy's extremities were always as cold as ice,

but that stomach and head were hot. From this, and from the

kind of prescription given by the doctors I guessed that the gende-

men had most likely diagnosed "disintegration of the grey nerve

substance". But what guided me was that the extremities were

cold, but head and body hot, and that the skin was covered with

cold! viscid sweat; that in the unequal distribution of the blood,

and in the entirely prostrate condition of cutaneous action, the mam
cause of the disease was to be found. It was clear to me that \yith

an equal distribution of the blood, with improved cutaneous action,

and with relief afforded to the central organs and nerve trunks,

improvement and probably recovery must be the result. I then

stated the treatment I would adopt: Afoot steam-bath (the steam

to be produced by means of hot-water bottles), in the morning

and afternoon ; then rubbing the feet and legs with water of 73".

back and body with water of 80«; next putting him to bed with

ttamk pack and compresses on the legs (73«), and leaving him

tliere for about two hours. I would then consider it proper to

o-ive the patient another rubbing in the manner indicated, and m
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the morning and evening a small enema (66^). At night, I should

put him to bed with trunk and foot packs, leaving him in them

as long as he was quiet. In regulating the diet, I should do

:i\vay with wine, beer, meat, beef-tea, and substitute only very

mild and non-stimulating food, such as stewed fruit and berries,

of which he might eat as much as he desired; all medicines, ice-

compresses, and embrocations, to be eschewed.

On October 4*^, Mr, Günther wrote to me that his house-

Is ceper had told him my views touching his boy, that she had

lüUowed the injunctions which she had received from me, and

dial the different applications seemed to have done his boy some
good. It would afford him great pleasure if I could conveniently

pay him a visit and would see his child, etc.

Seeing no valid reason, either from a general, legal, or moral

pdint of view, why I should refuse the invitation, 1 went when
ojjportunity offered, and was received most affably. I found

everything exactly as had been described to me, and as I had
thought.

The father was highly gratified that, after the lapse of only

a few da3^s, a compress had had the effect of causing the little

boy to sleep better, and at the same time of creating some appetite.

But whilst the treatment was continued—wnth only slight alter-

ations—according to my instructions, and while the child's con-

dition improved from da}' to day, the hope of ultimate recovery
being therefore quite legitimate, the father told me the news that

he had heard through a third party that the doctors prophesied
some horrible sufferings to be yet in store for the httle patient
and in the end a lamentable, miserable death; but that they were
airaid of making this sad communication to him direct. So much
s:reater, he said, was his joy that ever^'-thing took such a favour-
able turn. It gave me, of course, unbounded pleasure to see
how S3''mptom after s^miptom disappeared; how hands and feet,

arms and legs, resumed their normal temperature; how^ the skin
became fresh and got colour; sleep became health}- and appetite
strong; how the natural discharges took place again with the
riiild's volition onty; how the weakness, which had made him
incapable of rising from his seat, vanished; and how his natural
strength increased from day to day; how the peevish, fretful
nimd made way again for childlike cheerfulness; and how the
little patient, under the influence of the simplest natural stimu-
lants and under a rational liygienic treatment, without medicine
or ice, meat or wine, hastened with winged steps towards the
iuli possession of health apportioned to him by the Creator; and
now he obtained it, in spite of the prophecy of learned genti --

t'' the contrary
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SAVED FROM DEATH IN SPITE OF SCIENCE.
(An extract from the periodical of the Society for the Propagation of Public

Hygiene.)

Dr. //. assistant master at the Royal Training-school for
Teachers in Zsch., a young man of twenty eight, who had never
known what illness meant, was on March 6, 1878, about midday,
attacked with violent sickness, and convulsive shivers. The doctor]
who was consulted next day, after examining the sputum, declared
the illness to be inflammation of the lungs

;
which, with a normal

course would, he said, be quite over in a fortnight's time. For
four days the disease retained about the same character, when
an aggravation took place in consequence of pleuritis supervening.
The patient, whose nearest relatives and the young lady to whom
he was engaged, had hastily come to nurse him, was in an in-

flammatory fever, and began to be delirious. Twelve leeches
were put on, helping to increase the weak state in which the
patient already was, by withdrawing blood; and cupping was
also resorted to. It was regrettable that the doctor, under whose
treatment H. was, had to take a journey with a patient

of his, thus leaving this man at a critical point in the hands of
two other resident practitioners. In spite of the most careful

nursing, and the conscientious executions of the doctors' orders,

H's condition got worse from day to day. On the twelfth day
of the disease, both doctors pronounced him irretrievabh'^ lost, he
being in one continued dehrium. All this time the patient had
conscientiously taken the medicines as they were daily prescribed,

had drunk seventy one bottles of seltzer-water, and used hot com-
presses as ordered. Yet death was to be the outcome of all this

medical attention.

At this juncture of extreme peril, the patient was, by an
enthusiastic admirer of the Natiu-al Method of Healing, who him-

self had been cured before by Mr. Canitz^ of Chemnitz, of some
seemingly incurable eye disease, put almost forcibly and regardless

of the mother's objections under the treatment of the Chemnitz
practitioner. The above-mentioned gentleman, having with the

utmost devotion and disinterestedness applied during the first night

the compresses ordered by Mr. Canitz^ who had been informed

by telegraph of the circumstances of the case, the latter gentleman

arrived himself next day and gave the necessar}'' directions. B}^

uninterrupted applications of compresses on feet and calves, ab-

domen and body, and by frequent enemata, he, who had already

been given up for lost, was, contrary to all expectation, placed

out of danger within three days. He gained strength by a light

vegetarian diet, stewed fruit and berries ; and a copious expector-

ation cleansed the respiratory organs. A fortnight after the first

I
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compress was put on, he could leave his bed temporarily; and

another fortnight after he could take his first walk abroad. Having

spent the intervening time, from Easter to Whitsuntide, at his own
honie—during which time he completed his recovery by con-

tinuing with the strictest diet, packs and wet rubbings—he was able

after Whitsuntide to resume his duties at school with his wonted

energy, and has never since missed a single lesson.

It is evident that K, owes his recovery next to the Almighty

to the natural treatment as practised by Mr. Canitz in Chemnitz,

and taught in his admirable "Periodical of the Head Society for

the Propagation of Public Hygiene". I hereby recommend him
most warmly to every patient. R. H.

I would add to the above report the following particulars

of the treatment applied in this case.

A telegram received from a former patient of mine, Mr. Richter,

post office assistant in Zsch., summoned me on March 16, 1878,

to go at once to Zsch., to see the senior assistant master, Mr. H.,

who was seriously ill with inflammation of the lungs, and had
been given up by the doctors. Unable to go at once, I sent the

necessary instructions b}'' letter, and went the next day.

Mr, R. met me at the station, and told me that the com-
presses on the chest (temperature 86") and on the stomach (80°),

had been applied by himself throughout the night, but that the wet
rubbings could not be given so regularly, as ihey caused the patient
excessive pain; and that for the same reason the cooling enemata
had only been given twice; the fulfilment of the doctors' predic-
tion, that death must shortly ensue, had however been averted.

The mother and the young lady present received me with
tears in their eyes

;
they had by the doctors' dictum been robbed

of all hope of seeing their dear one recover, his condition certain-
ly appearing to warrant the prognosis of the learned gentlemen.
Their opinion as to both lungs being attacked with inflammation,
as well as to pericarditis, and pleuritis on the left side, could not
be contradicted. The stomach was besides inflated, hard to the
touch, and painful; the skin dry, tense, and burning hot, hands
and feet cool; the head the same as the skin. The pulse was
light and irregular, and the heat in the arm-pits loe«. Respiration
was only bronchial, superficial, witii a crackhng noise, and accom-
panied by continual groans. There was not the slightest appetite;
and the natural functions of the bowels and bladder were
<^xtrenicly irregular. The patient was unable to move his head
or body, and an attempt to change his position produced a pain-
ul expression on the face of the sorely afflicted man. Sleep

w k
continual delirium proved to what extent

nis brain was disordered. He was teaching his pupils, talked of
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speeches and lectures, begged to be held, because he was "hovermg m mid -air and was afraid of falling"; while all the time h
kept pulhng at his bed-clothes. The doctors had been right aftej
all

—

they and tlicir science could not arrest death.
I am sure it was due to their full conviction that they had

everywhere in the town made it known that the deatli of the
H. was unavoidable and not to be averted; and that thp\
characterized my arrival, for the purpose of preserving the life
of the "dead man", as being an enterprise of folly.

"Mr. H. could not possibly live ; if there had been any means
of saving hira, medical science would have done it. What wa^
impossible to them, men of science as they were, furnished v/ith
the rich apparatus of the whole Materia Medica, the Chemnitz
quack could not make possible." It was thus these medical
gentlemen pubhcly ai-gued. Mr. J., the director of the training
school, whom I called upon and whom I informed of the nature
of my errand, told me openly that he expected every moment
the news of Mr. H.'s death, and that it was perhaps best to give
up all attempts at saving his Hfe. He said that the zeal and'^de-
votion of the doctors had been beyond all praise, neverthe-
less their best endeavours had been frustrated. On my replyinti
that from the examination I had just made of the patient a rav
of hope still seemed to me to exist, and that I did not 3^et deem
it absolutely impossible to save him, the director looked at me
very suspiciously, and advised me not to revive any buried hopes
in the patient's friends, hopes which were past realization.

The patient's recovery proves that these hopes were realized
by the apphcation of the Natural Method of Healing.

On March 25^, I received from the patient the first letter

in his own hand -writing, in which he said how his condition
was improving from day to day. For want of space I must omi:
other details.

Further on Mr. Canitz writes as follows:
But what would have been the consequence, if this unprivi-

leged "quack" could not have applied, or would not have been
permitted to apply, the unprivileged method of healing? A young,
happy Hfe would have been destroyed, an excellent teacher woufd
have been called away for ever from the scene of his beneficent
services, a devoted lover torn from his intended wife, a son
from his mother, a friend from his worthy companions, a man
put under ground, and all this under the aegis of therapeutics,

sanctioned and privileged by the State, practiced "secundum
artem" by learned and approved disciples of Aesculapius!

What would have been said, if all this had happened?
They would have lamented the departed man, and his famil\-

would have given him an
,
appropriate burial, would have suny.

i
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•inns at his grave and spoken consoling words on the necessity

'i condoling with others. And the medical science and its aco-

,tes ?

THE HELPLESS HELPERS.
(From the periodical "The New Art of Healing".)

hi labouring zealously in the cause of sound, hygienic prin-

. ipies and the treatment of diseases, one is easily led to imply

;ad faith to one's opponents. For it seems as if learned medi-

Jil men did not see, did not hear, and would not notice, plam,

palpable facts, and as if they refused to learn any lesson taught

bv non-professional teachers. But the poorest have faith in then-

cause and sacrifice themselves for it. It is not morality so mucli

as* human intellect that suffers from scholastic education and from

professional exclusiveness with respect to the progress of hfe arid

its ever new and vivifying forms.

A wretched case, reported from Barmen, serves as an

illustration. Dr. Meiscnbiirg, was performing an operation on a

patient on Monday, March ai^S and during it got a slight scratch

on his right hand.

The very next day he was attacked with violent fever, but

he felt no pain in his finger till the Thursday following. It in-

creased next day and spread over the hand, arm, and the whole
(if the right side, whilst the swelhng kept pace with it. No less

than six eminent doctors attended him. On the Monday follow-

ing an operation was performed under the arm-pit by the head

surgeon of the Elberfeld hospital, Dr. Theten, with the assistance

of Dr. Graf, of Elberfeld, and Dr. Kruell, of Barmen. As usual,

an improvement was stated to be the result. But death, inevit-

able with medical treatment in such cases, took place the very
next evening.

Such a catastrophe could not have happened with the correct

and timely application of the natural treatment. The case which
I treated by the natural method, as fully described in No. 14
of the above journal,—namely that of a person stung by a
jjoisonous insect—was far more dangerous; for stiffness, paralysis,

and a most painful swelling of the hand supervened after

l)ut a few hours, while with Dr. Meisenburg they did not appear
lor some days. The question may be asked how we
should have treated this case. The injured hand would have first

been cooled in cold, pure water. Tlie finger would then have
been packed (as described in No. 7, after the restoration of
warmth in the hand had been effected, either naturally or
by the application of a local steam-bath; for it is an inviol-
iblc law in the natural method of healing that cold applications
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must never be made when the body is not warm If the fever
had contmued, as is probable, trunk, or better still, partial baths
would have been applied, till that had been mastered completely
After every such washing—for they are after all nothing but
washmg and not real baths—care would have been taken to get
the body warm. Finally, if the heat and redness had spread in
spite of these measures, a full steam-bath could have been given
with excellent effect. But it may be assumed with certainty that
the latter was not at all necessary, in view of the slow progress
of the disease and its originally trivial cause, leading to a tragic
end only by reason of the doctors' ignorance. It is true the
renowned natural healer, Herr Constanün von Bistram, has
warned us against using full steam-baths in external blood poison-
ing, and Lieutenant-Colonel Spohr says the treatment should
depend on whether blood poisoning is as yet Hmited to one
individual part of the body, or whether it has spread to other
parts. In the former case he confines himself to local applications,
in the latter he advises full steam-baths. We think Lieutenant-
Colonel Spohr is right. Still we cannot look upon the application
of the full steam-bath as a great mistake, even in cases where a
local one is quite satisfactory, as the danger which Herr von
Bistram dreads, of the poison spreading with the greater ra-
pidity through the entire body, is more than counterbalanced
by the vigorous stimulation applied to the s^^stem to eject the
poison.

Great attention has to be paid to diet in the treatment of
such injuries. Meat, spices, alcohol, and narcotics of every kind
must be banished entirely from the table, since thej^ onl}'- help
to increase the irritation and the feverish condition of the blood.
It is best to satisfy instinct, which rejects in more violent fever
any kind of nourishment and only asks for water with the
addition at the most of a few drops of lemon juice. Should
appetite return gradually, fruit (of a rather acid kind), oatmeal
porridge, and whole-meal bread, form the most appropriate diet.

The sad Barmen case did some good for the Natural Method
of Healing in that it shook more violently than ever the faith in

medical treatment, and gained new adherents for the Natural Method
of Healing.

We majr mention that Dr. Graf is the principal upholder
in Germany of the privileges of the Medical Faculty and the

champion of compulsory vaccination.

Berlin, Dessauer Strasse 31.

Lothar Volkmar,

Curvature of spine, see "Spine, Curvature of the".

Cuts, see "Wounds".
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CYANOSIS or the Blue disease arises from the blood

beiner too highly charged with carbonic acid, which happens in

croup, whooping cough, asthma; the face, hands, and feet assummg

a bluish- hue.
.

,' r i r

Cyanosis is however sometniies the result ot a detective con-

dition of the vascular system, e. g. contraction of the entrance of the

pulmonary artery into the heart, incapacity of the former to contract,

faulty condition of the cardiac valves etc. If the defect exists

from" birth a cure is impossible. If not, the circulation of the

blood must be regulated as speedily as possible. Expanding the

capillary vessels by warmth, and contracting the blood-vessels of

the trunk by stimulating cold applied to the back, removal of the

cause, in fact, are the means by which a cure may be effected.

Cynanche, see "Croup" and "Diphtheria".

Cypticercus and Cysticercus cellulosus, see "Tapeworm
comedone".

Cystic Worms, see "Tapeworm".

D.

Dandrif!, see "Impetigo".

Day blindness, see "Eve Diseases".

DEAFNESS may be due to a congenital malformation in

the auditory apparatus and is usually attended with defective

power of speech; it is more frequently however the resu't of

various ear- diseases. In the latter case a cure is sometimes
possible by the removal of the cause (see under "Hardness of
hearing" and "Noise in the ears"); in the former case deafness
is incurable.

Deaf and dumb people are usually unable to speak because
they do not hear, for in order to speak it is absolutely necessary
to hear the speech of others. If a child, therefore, loses his
hearing early in life before it has learned to speak, it will remain
dumb though no malformation in the organs of speech be present.

Deaf mutes, see previous article.

DEATH AND SIGNS OF DEATH. There are several
characteristic signs from which the fact of death mav with some
degree of certainty be concluded.

1. In order to detect whether respiration has ceased or not,
Mie best method for unskilled persons is to hold a cold mirror
"(fore the mouth and nostrils. If respiration, however slight, be

18 *
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going on, the glass will be covered with moisture condensed
from the exhaled vapour.

2. Circulation of the blood may be tested by tying a string
lightly rojnd a finger or toe; if the extremity assumes first a red
and then a blue tint, life may with certainty be inferred.

3. Another test is to drop a little burning sealing-wax or
boiling water on the skin: if the skin turns red or a bhster be
formed leaving a red ground and rim after removal, this may
mIso be regarded as an indication of life.

4. If the eyeball has lost its elasticity and is soft and yielding

to the touch, death may be inferred with some certainty; another
sign is the so called "rigor mortis" or cadaveric rigidity. This
rigidity attacks the limbs gradually and can only be overcome
by applying a considerable force. Muscular rigidity or rigor

mortis sets in generally two hours after death, it reaches its climax

after six to eight hours, and again disappears on the third day or

earlier.

5. The death spots, the first sign of decomposition, are a

greenish discoloration of parts of the abdominal covering, gra-

dually spreading over the entire abdomen and thence to other

portions of the body. The skin subsequently acquires a greenish-

brown
,

dirtj'' hue. The death spots appear especially on the

places in contact with the supports on which the body rests.

With drowned persons decomposition begins at the head with a

brick-red colour, which gradually turns a greenish-brown.

6. Further signs of death are: when on opening a blood

vessel no blood flow^s out.

7. Putridity is rendered evident by a perceptible odour.

8. When the heart's action has completely ceased. This can

be ascertained with the greatest certainty in the following manner.

(It was formerly supposed that the stethoscope afforded the best

proof that death had taken place, since by its aid the famtest

pulsation was audible; such however is not the case, and the

following modus operandi is far surer.) A pin is inserted between

the fifth and sixth ribs, counted from above, turning it a little to

the left, so that the point of the pin touches the apex of the heart,

half of the pin remaining outside the body; if life is not quite

extinct, the pinhead will move shghtly though the stethoscope

may have long ceased to reveal any sign of the heart's action.

Such a slight prick is entirely harmless.

DECEPTIONS practised with quack medicines, pain

expellors, patent pills, herb teas etc. See "Natural Meitiod

OF Healing".

DECREPITUDE is the state resulting from the natural

decrease in vital powers in consequence of old age.
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Deep-breathing, see "Breathing exercises".

Deep-breathing gymnastics.

Deep-breathing in Curative Gymnastics, see Index.

Deep-breathing, Lateral, see "Breathing exercises".

Deep-breathing, One sided, see Index.

DEGENERATION is the deterioration and pollution of the

humours of the body as well as the change of normal tissues

and structures into morbid and corrupt ones.

DELIRIUM TREMENS arises in consequence of prolonged

inebriety and is especially Hable to occur when alcohohc liquors

are suddenly discontinued; they exercise their destructive effect

mainly on the brain and spinal cord.

Symptoms.—Trembling in the whole body, disturbed sleep,

restlessness, quick pulse, wandering talk, peculiarly smelling

perspiration, red eyes, nose and cheeks. The patient has a con-

stant feeling of dread and anxiety; he fancies himself threatened

and pursued by thieves and assassins and is tormented by visions

of rats, insects, reptiles etc. pursuing him.

Treatment.—In acute attacks a lukewarm (880) bath, gradu-

ally reduced to 73*^—77^ (tepid) by adding cold water, should be

tried, with cold compresses round the head, particularly before

the patient gets into the bath ; head and spine affusion, especially

while in the bath, with vigorous friction of legs and calves, in

order to soothe him. Also a sedative full-pack, immediately
followed by friction, is useful, (but the patient must not be forced
intn it or else fresh attacks may easily supervene).

Total abstinence from all alcoholic beverages must above all

be at once insisted on if possible, or these may be given him in

gradually diminishing quantities. (With proper treatment the sudden
cessation of all intoxicants will hardly ever do harm.) Spirits

especially must be discontinued as soon as possible, a cup of

black coflfee may be substituted at the beginning of the treatment.
Efforts should moreover be made to counteract the depression
arising from the discontinuance of his accustomed beverage by
abundance of exercise if possible in the open air, attention to the
action of the skin, open windows at night etc. Finally tonic
treatment should be resorted to. (See "Drunkenness".)

The abuse of tobacco, if continued for a long time, seems
also to occasion similar symptoms, e. g. disorder of the brain and
spinal cord. (For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.)

.
DELIRIUM (WANDERING). This term is applied to ir-

rational talk and wild fancies. These symptoms are usually met
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with in inflammatory, or feverish diseases of the blood, such as

typhoid fever etc.; also in cases of deep wounds after child-

birth etc.

With the reduction of the fever or the removal of the causes,

delirium generally disappears.

If the disturbance of mental activity be permanent, continu-

ing after the removal of the feverish condition, it is then a case

of mental disease. (See "Mental diseases".)

The following treatment is appHcable to dehrium: Rather

damp, soothing full or three-quarter pack, with a hot-water bottle

wrapped in damp cloth to the feet. Duration about half an hour

to one hour. In severe cases this treatment must be at once repeat-

ed
,

always wrapping the head , when hot , in a towel wrung
out in cold water, or cooling it with the hands dipped in cold

water.

In lighter cases the pack should be repeated whenever de-

lirium returns ; small derivative enemata must also be given. (For

Modes of Apphcation, see Index.)

Decline, see "Emaciation", "Flesh, Loss of" and "Phthisis".

Delivery, Normal time of, see "Women, Diseases of".

DENTAL FISTULA is a small passage, starting mostly

from the root of the tooth, piercing the cheek and allowing

matter to trickle through. This wound or passage usually closes

soon after the removal of the affected tooth or root.

DEPRESSION is a feeling of tiredness or indifference, dis-

inclination for anything. At times such a state intimates the

approach of an illness or it may be the result of over- exertion

of body or mind.
Treatment.—Rest is absolutely necessarj', and gentle exercise

in pure, fresh air and in the sunshine when possible. Two luke-

warm (720 to 770) wet rubbings of the whole body should be

applied daily, and steam-baths in bed, apphcation No. 3 or ordi-

nary steam-baths—either of which is followed by a bath (88O)—will

be found beneficial, as will also a hip-bath (77^ to 88») or spray

(720 to 840) or douche (66« to 88«).

Massage of the whole body, stroking, rubbmg, kneadmg, slap-

ping should also be employed daily, and passive g^^mnastic exer-

cises' o-one through. The "treatment should be stnctly individua-

lizing and be mild and gentle at first and gradually become colder

as circumstances require.

When the disease of which the depressed state was the

harbinger becomes known, then the treatment prescribed for it

should be applied. For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

Derivative Massage, see Index.
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Derivative Treatment, see Index.

DESQUAMATION. After diseases such as measles, scarlet

fever etc. the skin dries and scales or peals off in smaller or
larger pieces like scurf. This is called desquamation.

Diabetes insipidus, see "Polyuria".

DIABETES MELLITUS. In this disease, which does not
occur very frequently, enormous quantities of sugar (from one to

two pounds) are excreted from the body principally with the
urine, but also with perspiration, stools etc. The quantit}?- of urine
discharged is in the same ratio as that of the sugar, and to the
extent of ten to twenty pounds, in some instances even beyond
that per day. It occurs either as an independent disease or in
the train or as the result of other disorders, especiall}^ tuber-
culosis. The male sex between the ages of twenty to forty is

mainly hable to it. A perverse mode of life, sexual excesses, drink-
ing sour wine and must, and partaking altogether of too much
sour food and drink, favour the development of this disease The
general opinion is that hver-complaint is the cause of it, since
sugar is_ formed in the liver in health. The existence of this
disease is only discovered when already fully developed and
when, in the opinion of most medical men, it has become incurable.

Symptoms.—A large quantity of sugar and urine is discharged
by the patient. The system tries to re-adjust the balance by an
increased^ consumption of nourishment and drink, the result being
an appetite increased to an extraordinary degree, and an almost
unquenchable thirst, a further symptom is emaciation often attend-
ed hnally by phthisis. The urine also gradually assumes a pe-
culiar hue (clouded, with green opalescence, and whey-like) passes
more frequently and increases gradually to a huge amount within
twenty four hours. Its smell and taste vary most remarkably, as
is also the case with its colour and quantity. The smell, instead
01 being strong and ammonia-Hke, is insipid, and the taste sickly
sweet. When inspissated, the sugar may be even crystallized.
'Jtner signs are disturbed digestion and constipation, extreme
emaciation, general debility, melancholia, whimsical tancies, extreme-
ly clry and harsh skin sometimes exfohating, sensation of dry-
ness in the throat, mouth and gullet, alteration in the retina and
•n the lens of the eye etc.

bv 7f7'^i'ow'''^ ~^^^/'n ^^^^ a week, followed

nfaht
^^^h- Body-compress atmgnt and (73«) full friction in the morning.

^resh air, non stimulating diet, enemata etc. See below

and W?qo r K%T'''''^- ^^^^'^ body-compress every night

oTAKu ^"".^^ ^ "^""^ rubbing of the whole body every mornin-or a bath (850 to 890) every other day
^ moinin^.
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Entireiy non-stimulating and unseasoned diet in order not to

provoke thirst, and enemata for constipation. Also strengthening

treatment.

As much fresh air and out-door exercise as possible, well ven-

tilated rooms with open windows at night,

In advanced stages of the disease the applications of water
must, by reason of the poor condition the blood, be as gentle

as possible. (For Modes of Application, see Index.)

If the patient's condition permits, massage, curative g>'m-

nastics, gymnastics in general and other exercises may be resorted

to with good result. Dr. Schreiber says in his work: There are

cases where muscular exercises must be postponed or forbidden

altogether. In others again it might be of advantage to replace

active movements by mechanical manipulations (pressing, kneading,

hacking) or to let the latter precede the former. Zimmer has ob-

served very severe cases of diabetes mellitus, in which muscular

exercises were attended with good results, at any rate changing

the dangerous form into a mild one, and he arrives at the con-

clusion that the result of muscular exertion is in many cases

more permanent than the diet formulated b}^ Rollo.

The point to be aimed at in this disease being the vigorous

exercise of the entire muscular system, those g3^mnastic exercises

will be found most expedient which give an equal amount of

employment to all the larger muscular groups. For this reason

exercises are recommended which are performed with the appa-

ratus to be met with in all gymnasiums, such as horizontal bc\rs,

slanting ladders, suspended rings etc. These exercises must be

practised s^^stematically and in proper order: of other bodily

exercises, riding and fencing may be attended with benefit to the

patient.

PROGRESS IN THE ART OF HEALING.

When it is asserted that diabetes mellitus is curable, people

are at first inclined to shake their heads incredulously; never-

theless it is an established fact, incontrovertibly proved by fourteen

years' experience, that this malady, supposed to be incurable, is

capable of being radically and permanently removed, not indeed

by medicines, but by a strict systematic dietetic regimen. Dr. von

Duering in Hamburg has rendered mankind an inestimable ser-

vice, and a number of former patients, among them several

colleagues, who are working now in health and vigour, attest the

truth of the assertion. The modus operandi is as simple as

possible, and intelligible to the most ordinary understandmg.

Duering's pubhcation: "The cause and cure of diabetes mellitus
,

describes it at great length. The Vienna medical press says re-
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A- "This pamphlet contains not only for the therapeutics

gardmg It. ins pctuipu
nractical 2:uidance oi the

If diabetes mellitus ^u' ako tor thc^
^^ ^^^-^^^

profession so much ^'^t
'„^^

'ff" j™/ ,varmly advocated. The
Reflection that its study cannot be to° ^a' y ^uho^ ^
doctrines enunaa ed there.n -e «f ^uceless

^J^/P'of. prospect of ^^^^^^^
r/oÄ^fbÄr an-d '^Lr-Fatthi medicine, tt

fs frue receives a rude shock by this publication.

CURE OF DIABETES MELLITUS.

(From Dr. Körners book: "The surest cure p£ febrUe diseases ")

T had lonff suffered from diabetes melhtus and I could find

.o 1 elD even in Berlin. I was advised by Mr. Boldt m Swme-

ZndeVconsult a Natural Healer. Dr. Kö,^er who had -Ijeved^

h m of cainful and swollen feet, for which he had been unab e

hire to'^ find a remedy, and thank God! he has also completely

cured me of my disease. . „ ,

h. Assmann. Ferry-man at Ostvvme near Swmemunde.

DIAGNOSIS is the art oi recognizing the presence ot a

d^sea^e'^fn mala^ his diagnosis the doctoj- is S-d^^^^^^

characteristic symptoms, as well as by the patient s answers
chai acteristic^ s^

Not only is the physician able to deter-

mme the'dfsease accurately by his sense of vision, but rom many

circumstances such as the patient's complexion, his expicssion,

or rTosiSn of the body, he is enabled to gam an insight mto

many inward processes.

Diaphoresis, Artificially induced perspiration.

DIAPHRAGM. This a diagonally striped independent muscle

which also performs its functions automatically during sleep, its

films form in their totality a muscular skin, on the convex sur-

face of which lies the serous pleura and on the concave the

serous peritoneum. The diaphragm is, next to the heart, the

most important muscle, the activity of which consists m a con-

stant rising and falling, by which the thoracic cavity is contracted

and expanded, the air streams in and out of the lungs whereby

breathing results. Moreover the activity of the diaphragm influen-

ces the rise and fall of the muscular systems of the abdomen

and the intestines, and cause constant movement of the contents

of the intestines i. e. evacuation of the bow^els. The activity ot

the diaphragm cannot be controlled by any other muscle and on

this account a cessation of the movements of the diaphragm must
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cause instant death. Diseases of the diaphragm are very rare
whenever such occur they are generally the result of other
ailments such as pleuritis and peritonitis etc. whereby the in-
flammatory matter extends to and attacks the diaphragm. The
treatment of diseases of the diaphragm must be entirely considered
in relation to the primary cause; they must consequently be
treated as pleurisy or peritonitis.

DIAPHRAGM, INFLAMMATION OF THE. Tlie dia
phragm is the muscle forming the partition between the thoracic
and abdominal cavities, and pla3^s amost important part in respiration,

the thoracic cavity expanding in consequence of its contraction
and diminishing in consequence of its relaxation. Inflammation
of the diaphragm sometimes accompanies muscular rheumatism
and the diaphragm is also frequently involved in acute pleurisy

or peritonitis. Its s3anptoms are vague, (pains, spasmodic sobs,

a drawing pain in the region of the diaphragm when taking
breath, painful laughing fits). The diagnosis can only be formed
with difficulty.

Treatment.—Local, soothing body-compresses, or trunk-packs,

alternating with a stimulating and derivative treatment. Also
steam-baths in bed with a soothing extra compress on the ab-

domen or chest according to the patient's condition. Gentle
massage of the diaphragm, commencing under the back and
applied with somewhat more force over the abdomen. The treat-

ment must for the rest be one bearing upon the primary malady.

(For Modes of AppHcation, see Index.)

DIAPHRAGM, SPASMS OF THE, also called hiccough,

ai-ise in the majority of causes from an excessive expansion of

the stomach, overloading it with food and drink, eating and

drinking too fast, accumulation of gases in the stomach etc. and

generally passes off without any serious consequences. However
there are cases in which the causes lie in nervous disturbances

as e. g. in hj^steria, severe neurasthenia, tumours on the brain

etc. Should the exudations of pleurisy extend to the diaphragm

a very painful and protracted hiccough results. In the last named

cases, a dangerous state of exhaustion may be caused by reason

of sleep being disturbed and the taking of food prevented. The

peculiar intermittent hiccoughing sounds arise from the sudden

contraction of the diaphragm whereby the air rushing past the

partially closed vocal cords is arrested by these suddenly becoming

completely closed.

T:^EATMENT.—An old but excellent remedy for the hiccough is

to stop up the ears tightly with the little fingers and at the same

time to take several successive mouthfuls of some fluid (water

lemonade, milk, etc.) this invariably stops the hiccough at once.
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Another good remedy is to swallow three times without taking

hreath I?i case of infants, warm cloths applied to the abdomen

ond warming of the feet will prove effectual. In serious cases,

where the hiccough appears as the resulting symptom of other

ailments, the treatment must be adopted to the primary cause.

DIARRHOEA arises partly from inflammation in the digestive

organs partly from obstructing masses of excrement being firmly

lodged' in the folds of the large intestine, (thus preventing the

absorption by the latter of the contents of the small intestine),

also by indulgence in certain articles of food and drmk. It is

frequently caused, therefore, by errors in diet, as well as by a

cold in the stomach. It also accompanies various diseases such

as cholera, dysentery etc. Diarrhoea consists in frequent, liquid

evacuations. These may be of a watery character, intermingled

with hard, fetid masses of excrement, or with small remnants of

undigested food; the latter is a serious symptom, especially when,

as with babies, undigested milk passes off in the form of curdled

caseous masses. Sometimes the evacuations are entirely fluid.

The complaint must then not be treated lightly in the case of in-

fants, especially when the evacuations are frothy at the same time.

Evacuations, when streaked with blood, are an indication of

dysentery; when clear, of piles; when chocolate-coloured, of typhus

and intestinal tuberculosis; when black and like tar, of gastric

hemorrhage etc. The evacuation therefore, may vary consider-

ably in appearance and composition, according to the underlying

disease.

Treatment.—The treatment must in the first place be directed

to the removal of the primary disease. Warm compresses, com-
bined with foot steam-bath in bed; next, massage with the hands,

previously dipped in cool water, followed by a (770) tepid body-
compress. Small, cool enemata should be frequendy given,

particularly after stools.

If diarrhoea makes its appearance independently of an}' ether

disease, and especially when it results irom faults oi diet or a

cold, vigorous and repeated friction of the abdomen or (66** to

770) cool enemata (one gill) and body compress at night will very
often suffice to suppress it; or food may be abstained from and
the beverage confined to pure water till the diarrhoea ceases,

(man can live without food for days without injuring himself)

but in this case the resumption of sohd food must take place

graduahy, only small portions being taken at first. In the other
case, the diet must principally consist of semiliquid food. If the
diarrhoea should be obstinate, enemata, containing starch in the
shape of water-gmel etc., may be given (temperature 8Ü^) about
five to eight spoonfuls, especially when the diarrhoea is accom-
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panied by want of appetite or loss of strength ; after every stool,

however, a small enema of pm-e water should be given. A (700j wet
rubbing of the whole body succeeded by a blanket-pack (dry-pack)

of half an hour's duration can also be strongly recommended.
Further information about this will be found under "Cold in the
head". Violent diarrhoea may also be treated with warm hip-

baths. See also "Catarrh of the intestines", also "Constipation".
(Modes of Application see Index).

Siegert says in his book "On the different modes of applica-

tion" : astringent medicines (in most cases ver}'- violent opiates)

sometimes cause the diarrhoea to disappear b}^ paralysing the

muscles, but do not remove the cause. In consequence of this

procedure, other, mostty ver}'^ severe, forms of disease (only too

often ending fatall}') are occasioned. If on the other hand body-

compresses (in hght cases only at night, in more severe ones

also in the day), and after every stool a cool derivative enema be

given, then those substances which act irritatingly on the mucous
membranes are diluted and washed away; the walls of the in-

testines are cleansed, the inflammation is mitigated, obstructing

masses of excrement are dissolved and ejected and all danger

obviated. Sometimes, (more especially when gripes come on

after ever}'' motion, causing a desire for stool) it is necessary to

give a larger enema (72^) previous to the derivative one, in order

to cleanse the intestines thoroughly. Thin remains of excrement

are frequently passed after the former, and then only should the

latter enema be appUed.

Diary of an infant, see "Suckling".

DIET. This term includes regimen, hygiene, and food. It

must be- regulated with especial care in the case of sick persons,

for nothing contributes so much to the successful result of treat-

ment as a proper diet. Everything therefore that the patient

takes in the form of food and drink must be exactly adapted to

him. In most cases a non-stimulating or invalid's diet instead of

a mixed diet should be prescribed. If this be attended to, it will

never happen that a phj^sician is suddenly summoned to a woman in

child-bed, whom he has left in perfect health the day before, because

she has fallen very ill with a feverish gastric or intestinal catarrh.

What has happened? At the persuasion of some neighbour, she

has made a hearty meal of some rich and indigestible food.

Or the physician is suddenly summoned to the bedside of a con-

valescent patient because a relapse has taken place in consequence

of a hearty meal of indigestible stimulating or unsuitable nourish-

ment having been indulged in.

Dietetics, see "Hygiene".
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TATPT nTJY consists in depriving the patient for some short

TetaÄurs'c^u^^^ .n it, thus mducLg an

eedmgty beneficial process of biood-punfymg for the whd^

£dy For further information on this subject, see Regerative

treatment".

mET MIXED. By this is understood a diet consisting oi

vPPeUbk4'pulsf dishes made of milk, flour eggs, salad, stewed
vegetables puise,

^ ^.^^^^ ^^^^^^ steamed oi

ho led me^t ^roasted or steamed meat is preferable to boiled):

The various Vegetables are served up with lard, suet, butter,

Dutch herring, eggs etc. instead of with meat.

Veo-etables etc. include: rice, millet, ground wheat, groats

peeled barlev vermiceUi, dumplings, the various dislies prepared

Eom potatoes; flour, milk and eggs. ^Butter, cheese, curds, sausage,

Dutch herrinff etc. are included under mixed diet.

Lveragis are: water, milk, butter-milk, lemonade, beer, wine,

-offee tea- in fact aU those generally taken.
.

If a mixed diet be prelcribed for a patient, as is genera -

iv the case meat, beer, wine, spices, coffee, tea and all stimulants

Lst'be t'ak'n in -deration VegeUibles br^^^^

fruit etc. must always form the staple, and meat taken onl> as

an adiunct to it. • • 1 1 -u^ „

though many Natural Healers almost invariably presciibe a

non-stimufating diet for their patients, and torbid a mixed diet,

many on the other hand prescribe a mixed diet in various dis-

eases (especially in chronic complaints) with very good results.

Here as in every treatment, the mam point to be kept m
view is to individualize carefully, i. e. in every case to con-

sider what kind of nourishment, whether mixed, non-stimuiatmg or

invalid's diet, is the most suitable for the patient.

Tn a good many cases a mixed diet is ordered from the very

beo-inning of the treatment; in other cases only when the patient s

condition has somewhat improved and a gradual change can with-

out injury be made from a vegetarian to a mixed diet.

For the purpose of specifying and supplementing the different

Items of mixed diet 1 refer in the first instance to the recipes ot the

non-stimulating diet, and after touching upon some other point

furnish several recipes from the little books on cookery ot

E. Petzold cntided "The little German cook", pubhshed by

E. Schneider, Dresden, also Katharine Siegl's book "The middle-

class cook", published by C. Flemming, Glogau. I can confident-

ly recommend these two books on account of the large number
of recipes for a simple, economical, but withal good, palatable
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fare which they contain, and on account of the nianv useful hintson house-keeping, especially as the price is a low one See^OW TO STEAM, ROAST, BAKE OR BOIL MEAT", also "StOVEs'Heating and Cooking" and "Practical Cooking Utensils".

THE INJURY DONE BY PARTAKING OF HOT FOOD AND
DRINKS.

Dr. Glaser publishes an article in the journal for public hy-
giene, which contains much that is worth taking to heart It is
incredible how obstinately house-wives and cooks cling" more
than to any other abuse of the kitchen, to the bad custom of
letting Its products be masticated and swallowed only in a state
of excessive heat. Serving up viands boiling hot has become a
vice of the kitchen. On this point I have never yet succeeded
even m my own family, in arranging a tolerable compromise
between housewife and guests.

On one occasion I could endure it no longer, and, soup and
coffee being again served up in a boiling state, I took the ther-
mometer from the wall and to the terror of the lady of the house
dipped it into the soup tureen. That settled the matter. The
thermometer showed 157o

i. e. higher than blood heat. A broth
of 1570 would scald your feet if poured over them; to bring it
into contact with the tongue and teeth is cruelty^ to anhnals'
everybody ought to see that and yet it never occurs to anybody.

Water of this temperature applied to less sensitive parts of
the body than the mucous membrane of the mouth and the
emamel of the teeth, e. g. the epidermis in fact, would be
equivalent to boiling, and yet the mouth, with all the organs it

contains, has to put up with such unmerciful scalding just because
it is the custom of the kitchen and the tyrannical domestic dictum
of the lady of the house! With what pedantry does the guest
at a bathing place cause the 86O or 88« of his principal bath to
be taken with a thermometer! How he would abuse the atten-
dant, and rightly so, if he were to increase his bath to 120« and
yet this same guest bathes his mouth and stomach every day at the
dinner table with a broth and with vessels of food of 145» and over,
and thinks nothing of doing so! The purpose of these observa-
tions is to wean our hot-blooded cooks from serving up our meals
boiling hot. It is really very funny to see how, at a dinner-table,
everybody makes his pecuhar grimace at the first spoonfuls of
soup which he carries to his lips. He wrinkles his forehead
unconsciously and contorts all his facial muscles. I have some-
times wished to have an instantaneous photograph of a company
at dinner, just as they are going to discuss a hot dish with spoon
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ov fork If our domestic animals could see us human bemgs

sitting at table before steaming hot dishes, puffing and blow-

inp- nushing hot pieces of potato down our throats like hre

eaters how they would shake their heads over our uTational

nroceedings! Once at a farmhouse, about dmner time, I saw a

peasant woman boxing her daughter's ears because she was about

to put a pailful of hot bran-mash into the cattle-trough, bhe as-

ked her at the same time whether she wanted to kill the cows

or make them ill? And 3'et this same woman, who was so

concerned about the cows, put the next moment a dish ot

steaming hot cabbage, fresh from the fire, on the table. 1 he

company, impatient with hunger, carried out before my eyes the

funny game of grimaces over the fiery ordeal, the sight of which

had often amused me before. Young and old screw up their

lips over the hot spoon ; then follows a universal blowing, sniffing

and sipping, a whistling and hissing, as if the meal were a

punishment. It is just as if our object were to find out with our

tongues and teeth at every meal the exact point at which the

mucous membrane would get scalded and the enamel would burst,

so intent is everybody upon filling his mouth with the first pieces

as hot as they can be borne, and letting them dance up and

down between the jaws and upper teeth. The first and immediate

result of this abominable tyranny of the kitchen, this fire-eating, is

the universal wretched condition of our teeth, with all its injurious

consequences to our health. The whole host of dentists lives chiefly

on the mischievous practice of cooks of serving the meals at

a temperature of 120" to I6OO. An investigation is still going

or into the cause of the upper teeth decaying as a rule earlier

than the lower. This is supposed to be due to the chemical

action of the saliva protecting the lower teeth with which it

naturally comes into more immediate contact. But we have only

to observe the course taken by a hot piece of food, just carried into

the mouth, to make it clear that this destruction of the enamel

of the upper teeth is, in the main, nothing but a purely mechanical

process of splitting caused by sudden and extreme changes oi

temperature in the mouth. The hot morsel is in the first place

tossed about on the back of the tongue by an involuntary

movement of the lingual muscles which acquire a wonderful
agility in course of time, and jerked against the upper teeth like

a billiard ball against the cushion. The immediate result is that

the upper teeth are the first to get cracked, and this process

naturally takes place first at their innei' edges, facing the mouth.
Just as in glassworks the slightest momentaiy touch of the glass

cylinder with the testing hammer is sufficient to crack the whole
cylinder in a moment, so will hot food, prepared by a careless
H >usewife, when brought into even momentary contact with the
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tooth, widen the crack in tlie enamel more and more, and faci-

Htate the admission of substances injurious to it, as sugar, acids
etc. From these considerations on the injur}^ to our health caused
by hot food and beverages we draw the conclusion. If our wives
and cooks cannot be prevented by any other means from serving
up excessively hot meals, let us make them a present of a kitchen-

thermometer at Xmas, so that they may be able to regulate th<-

temperature of the viands before sending them to the table.

People who have lived to a great age tell us that they have
never in their lives taken their food or drink hot.

Diet, Mixed. (Soups.)

APPLE SOUP. Pare eight to ten apples of a good sort, cut

into quarters and take out the pips. Boil them till soft, with

five pints of water, heat and rub them through a sieve, add sugar,

cinnamon, also bread-crumbs or biscuits according to taste, and
boil the whole up for a short time. When served, put sugar and

cinnamon over it.

BEER SOUP. See "Diet, Non-stimulating".

CAULIFLOWER SOUP. Take three fine, white heads, clean

them, cut into nice pieces and boil them for from fifteen to twenty

minutes in good stock, put a piece of butter into a saucepan, let

it get warm, add two large spoonfuls of flour and let it just rise

a little: then pour the liquid of the cauliflowers on it, and add

a little pounded mace and two spoonfuls of sour cream. Before

serving, add the cauliflowers and fricassee the soup with two

yolks and pour over fried bread.

(From Stegl's Cookery-book.)

CRANBERRY OR BLACKBERRY SOUP. Wash the

berries and boil soft in water, then add plenty of sugar, some

cinnamon and cloves, and boil again a short time. Serve on fried

slices of roll or cubes of bread or add, while it boils, some potato^

flour stirred in water. May be served cold in this form.

EGG SOUP. Grate some stale roll, whisk two eggs well

together, melt some butter and some grated nutmeg, stu" all

together, pour into about a quart of stock or water (if the latter,

more butter nmst be taken) boil well and stir constantly.

FLOUR SOUP. Two spoonfuls of flour and a small onion

should be browned in butter; put it into a quart of boiling wate^-

(with some salt) or broth; boil for a few minutes, and serve on

slices of bread or roll. Another recipe will be found under "Die
;

,

Non-stimulating".
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HERB SOUP. Chop spinach, common yarrow or milto.u, parsley

and chives fine, and fry in butter for a few minutes; stn- with one

es-o- salt and a spoonful of flour into stock o,r water and bojl for a

short time (if no stock is used more butter must be taken), berve

on slices of bread fried in butter.

LIGHT SOUP. Make a dough of a few spoonfuls of flour, twa

egos and milk. Let it run over the spoon into boihng broth or

wa'ter (in the latter case with the addition of salt and butter and

boi: the whole for a little time).

MILK SOUP. Boil milk (as much as required); add a few

spoonfuls of flour, whisk an egg into it, and then serve over

sliced bread or roll. Another recipe will be found under "Diet,

Non-stimulating",

MOREL SOUP is made in a similar way. Scald the morels,

cut off the sandy stalks, wash once more, cut smaU, steam in butter,

put into boiling broth and boil ten minutes. Whisk two yolks

and one whole egg in some water and put with a little flour and

parsley into the soup, spice with nutmeg and boil again for a little

while. (From Petzold's Cookery-book).

MUSHROOM SOUP. Take fresh or dried mushrooms, clean

them well, wash, boil, drain, and chop up small. Meanwhile make
some brown flour (frying a few spoonfuls of flour in butter) and
add an onion cut into slices. Pour boiling broth (or water with,

butter) on the chopped mushrooms and the browned flour and add
chopped parsley, ground spice and pepper. Boil for aboi-t-

'

minutes.

HOW TO ADD MUSHROOMS TO SOUP.—Clean them,

cut into thin slices, put in salted water for fifteen minutes and
throw them into the soup while this is still boiling. Cockcomb's
mushrooms are the best for this purpose. They may also be
boiled with ham and breadcrust.

PIGEON BROTH. Truss and cut up a pigeon and boil for
about two hours in a pint of water. Then strain the broth and
flavour to taste (without pepper). A spoonful of flour, moistened
with stock, is added to the broth. Breadcrumbs may be taken
instead of flour.

POTATO SOUP. Cold, boiled potato*es are grated. Throw
them with a little salt into boiling water, boil for fifteen minutes,
add a few spoonfuls of browned flower, some butter and bacon,
or fried cubes of bread (add according to taste a few spoonfuls
of cream to give an additional flavour to the soup). Another
recipe will be found under "Diet, Non-stimulating".
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PUMPKIN SOUP. Pare the pumpkin and cut into pieces(removnig the hbres); boil soft in milk or water, rub throuL^h a

uSy^added'''^
^'^^ cinnamon and salt. Toast is

. 1 K^V^i
-^^^ ^^9, ^^^S- Wash a pint to a pint and

a nail ot hips and haws (havmg previously taken out the seeds
and hbres)

;
pour three pints of water on them, add whole cinna-

mon, lemon peel and a few cloves, boil soft, rub through a sieve
add sugar and lemon juice, also some wine, if agreeable, to im-
prove the taste, and serve on toast or biscuit.

VERMICELLI SOUP. Drop about three ounces of vermicelli
breakuig it m two, slowly into about a quart of boiling broth'
raismg it continually to the surface with a spoon, boil about fifteen
minutes, and serve with a little grated nutmeg. For another wav
see "Diet, Non-stimulating".

WATER SOUP. 1. Cut bread or rolls into slices, pour
boiling water over them, add salt and a piece of butter and boil
lor a few minutes.

2. Take celery, porret or green-leek and parsley, boil soft
add slices of bread, salt and butter, and boil again. See "Bread
soup" under "Diet, Non-stimulating".

Diet, Mixed. (Soups with dumplings.)

DUMPLINGS MADE OF WHOLE-MEAL—Stir and beat
a quarter of a pound of butter till frothy, then beat two or three eggs
(adding one or two yolks, if agreeable) into it; add salt and whole-
meal enough to make a dough, not too stiff, let it stand for thirty
minutes, cut off dumplings, the size of eggs, and boil them in hot broth
for fifteen minutes. If left near the fire another fifteen minutes,
they will rise to twice their size. They will be very light if they
have boiled well. They may be given as a side dish, but in
that case boil them in hot salted water, instead of in broth, put
fried breadcrumbs over them, and fry them in hot butter. (From
Petzold's Cookery-book.)

MEAT DUMPLINGS.—Cut away all the gristle from lean pork
and veal, cut into cubes, chop into fine sausage meat, add eggs, salt,

nutmeg, grated orange-peel and breadcrumbs and stir together;
if too stiff, add another egg. Make small dumplings of it, boil

in broth till done, or put them on a tin after rolling them in

melted butter and breadcrumbs, bake or fry them in a frying

pan. They are most palatable, and ma}'- be served in brown
soups. (From Sugl's Cookery-book.)
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SMALI FLOUR DUMPLING.—Beat six ounces of butter

fill white add gradually four to six eggs and wheaten flour so

a^o make a moderately stiff dough, make small dumphngs of it,

and boil in boiling water.

SOUP WITH LIGHT DUMPLING.—Melt two ounces of

butter in a saucepan and add half a pint of milk. Let it come to

boiling point over a slow fire; then add a cupful or more if

reauired of fine flour, keep stirring constantly, or at least till it

senarates from the sides of the pan and forms one large dumphng.

Take it from the fire, let it get cold, add two eggs and one yolk some

nutmeg and work all together. Then put on paste-board to the

thickness of about two inches, cut out cubes with a spoon dipped

in hot broth and boil them five to eight minutes in salted water.

Put them into a soup tureen, pour a clear white or brown

soup over them- or a herb soup. (From Petzold s Cookery-book.)

How to steam, roast, bake or boil meat.

To have palatable, easily digestible and nutritious meat, it is

better to steam, roast or bake, than boil it. If it be desired to boil it,

put it into boihng instead of into cold water, otherwise, when gradual-

ly got up to boihng point, all its best juices are drawn out, the fibres

get hard and tough and the meat is unpalatable and hardly digest-

ible. Dr. Munde states in his book on hydrotherapeutics p. 106:

If the meat and not soup is to be eaten, put it into boiling water

and if possible take one sohd piece of meat for it, into which

the boiling" water cannot quickly penetrate, as it forms at the be-

binning a hard layer round it, preventing the soluble parts from

escaping. Do not boil the meat longer than necessary to make

it palatable. Even should it be firmer to the touch than soup

meat when done with, it will cut more easily, taste better, digest

sooner and afford more nourishment. The gravy obtained from

it is sure to be poor, but will nevertheless contain some of the

juice. In boiling meat, however, it is quite impossible to have

both a juicy piece of meat and a strong gravy. We must choose

between good meat and poor gravy or the reverse. A strong

beef-tea may be made by cutting the meat up into small pieces,

adding cold water and boiling slowly and long. But the meat,

thus deprived of all its juices, isinsipid, indigestible, fibrous and
almost tasteless.

A better plan than boiling it quickly is to steam, roast or

bake it. (In some parts meat is roasted on a spit, by doing which
it retains nearly all its juices, the heat forming at once a kind

of crust round the whole piece, cooking the outside, and leaving

part of the inside raw; it is however very palatable. Meat is

rarely roasted on a spit or roasting jack in Germany, but fre-

19
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quently in England and America; every cooking stove in those
countries bemg provided with that apparatus.) We recommendsteammg the meat m Kuntzes quick-roaster, adding either a little
water or better still a little butter (previously browned in the
vessel) before puttmg the meat in, as by doing so we make the
vegetables more savoury.

Steaming the meat (in a closed vessel with a little water at
the bottom) is half-way between baking and boihng, as it is cooked
by the steam surrounding it and without losing much of the juice
Steanied meat therefore is more juicy, nutritious and wholesome
than boiled. If, m steaming it, butter, fat oil etc. be used (steväng
the meat in fact), it will likewise remain juicy.

Dr. Bock.

It is important to add salt in the beginning, as it enters the
soluble parts of the meat, helps to dissolve them, and renders
the meat itself more palatable if it is to be eaten. Coarse-grained
meat is made more tender and digestible by adding a little vin-
egar, or by exposing it to the air.

Dr. Munde.

To have meat properly boiled (fresh or salted) it is neces-
sary to put it into boiling water, so that the eatable albuminous
substances may coagulate, closing up the channels which contain
the juices. After boiling meat for about twenty minutes, it must
be left to simmer for another two minutes at a moderate fire; the
broth is then certainly poor, but the meat is succulent, tasty' and
digestible. Dr. Meinert.

BOILED BEEF—Take a good piece of meat, as much as re-
quired, wash it, but do not leave it in the water, beat it a little, and
put it into salted boiling water, boil from two to four hours, according
to size. Skim it continually, when beginning to boil, till it is clear. If

the broth is to be palatable, add carrots, celery and parsley roots,
onions, whole pepper and bay leaves. Keep it always covered
with water, or add boiling water if the broth has boiled away.
Strain the broth and use it as soup or stock. Take two quarts
of water to every pound of meat, and half a large spoonful of
salt. Put it on the fire, keep skimming it, and add the above
mentioned roots. Lastly remove a little from the fire, and let

it stand for ten minutes. If served at once on taking it out of

the boiling broth, it is liable to turn black. (From E. Petzold's
Cookery-book.) See also the hints given in the article "How to
STEAM, ROAST, BAKE OR BOIL MEAT", p. 289, aS well aS "StOVES,
Heating and Cooking" and "Practical Cooking Utensils".
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BEEFSTEAK. Cut away the fat and skin from a piece of un-

tler-cut of loin, make roundish pieces of it, about the thickness of

a finger, rub both sides with some salt and a Httle ground pepper

and strew some chopped onion over them. Melt butter in a

frying-pan or quick-roaster, get both sides a nice brown, turning

them several times. Make a gravy by putting butter and water

into the pan afterwards. For patients, without the sauce. Treat

veal-cutlets, game etc. in the same fashion.

BEEFSTEAK, RAW (CHOPPED FINE) OR FRIED. Take

loin of beef, cut off the fat and skin, chop it fine, add pepper, salt,

chopped onion and garnish it, according to taste, with a poached egg;

fry in butter if not served raw, half beef and half pork is preferred

in that case, and serve with salad, stewed fruit, boiled potatoes etc.

ROASTBEEF.—We will here describe the method of roasting

employed in the south of Germany, but it may be tried elsewhere,

being an excellent recipe.

Skin a piece of sirloin, take out all the grisde, fat and bones

rub it all over with salt and leave it ior an hour; then lard

it with bacon fat. Put two sliced onions and, according to taste,

some parsley roots into a baking dish, put the meat in, add plenty

of butter, half a cupful of water, or butter stock, baste fre-

quently to keep it juicy. Turn it after an hour, and pour a glass

of light wine, or, instead, some vinegar over it. When done
(generally within two to three hours) take it* out of the oven to

prevent its losing its fine, juicy taste. Strain the gravy and add
some stock and half a lemon, pour it over the meat which is then
baked a httle longer. Then take the meat out and cut into sHces.

The addition of a few spoonfuls of cream to the gravy makes the

whole particularly palatable. Serve with freshly fried potatoes,

maccaroni, or cauhflower, boiled in salted water. (From Emma
Petzold's Cookery-book.)

ROASTBEEF. ANOTHER METHOD. Choose a fine piece
of the rump or buttock, wash, beat and lard it. Put it on the
stand in a baking dish, with water, salt, butter, onions, (accord-
ing to taste) celery and parsley etc. and steam, basting it fre-

quently. Turn it after from thirty to fort3^-five minutes, add slices of
lemon, bay-leaves, vinegar, also some ground pepper, and breadcrust
to make the gravy thick. Bake the meat till hght brown and
tender; (time about two and a half to three hours) turning it

several times. The patent quick roaster may be used in "this

case, see Index. It will do meat more quickly. Serve with French
lettuce, cabbage and boiled potatoes.

SOUR ROASTBEEF. Take a piece of beef, wash and clean
it, and let the water run from it. Put it in an earthenware pot,

19*
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add juniper berries, bay-leaves and wliite wine-vinegar, or vinegar
diluted with an equal part of water, till it covers the meat Then
cover the pot well with paper so as to exclude the flies, put a lid
over It and keep in a cool place for from four to six days When re-
quired for baking, take it out of the vinegar, wash it, put in a baking
dish, add water or an equal part of water and vinegar, salt oniorf
allspice, breadcrust, lemon and orange peel and bake it till done'
turning and basting repeatedly; time two and a half to three and
a half hours. If too much gravy has boiled away, add water and
vinegar and, according to taste, a small piece of gingerbread
Before servmg run the gravy through a sieve after having taken
all the fat off. Milk dumpHngs, or stewed dry fruit etc. are gene-
rally served with sour roastbeef, which is considered a delicacym some parts of Germany. The meat is done more quickly in
Kuntze's quick-roaster.

BOILED MUTTON. Wash the joint very carefully, scald it

with hot w^ater and put it in boiling water, adding salt," an onion,
a few bay-leaves and a few pieces of carrot or other roots. Time
one and a half to two hours. Boiled mutton is generally served
up with potatoes cut in slices and boiled with parsley, dumplings,
Savoy beans, vegetables, French beans, turnips and various kinds
of cabbage, onion sauce and pearl-barley. See also hints in the
article: "How to steam, roast, bake or boil meat", also "Stoves,
Heating and Cooking" and "Practical Cooking Utensils".

LEG OF MUTTON, COOKED LIKE VENISON. Skin the
leg, beat it well, rub salt and pepper into it, put it into white
wine-vinegar, or baste it with the same, and leave for about three
days; then take it out, lard it well, add onions, whole pepper,
bay-leaves, cloves, slices of lemon, some salt and vinegar, and
bake in an ordinary baking dish or quick -roaster till done; time
one and a half to two hours. It must be often basted and
turned.

To make it more savoury some sour cream or apples minced
and fried in butter and a little gingerbread and sweet wine
are added.

A saddle of mutton may be treated in exactly the same way
ROAST MUTTON. Beat the meat on both sides, carefull}^

remove all the tough skin; wash it, and put it with salt, onions,
also if desired w'ith some marjoram or garhc into an ordinar3''

baking-dish on a stand or in a quick- roaster: add water, till it

reaches the meat. Time one and a half to two hours, during
which time it must be constantl_v basted; after one hour's time it

is turned and covered then or later with bread crumbs. Boiling
water to be applied if the gravj'' evaporates too rapidl3^ Sen^e
with boiled potatoes, dumplings, etc.
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BOILED PORK is prepared in the same way as beef and

mutton (see ibid) except that more salt is added to fresh pork.

Salt pork does not require an>^ salt. Tmie one to two hours.

Serve with sauerkraut, pulse, millet, horse-radish, potato dump-

lings, yeast dumplings etc.

Pickled, smoked and boiled pork is not recommended to pa-

tients because in those forms pork is not easily digestible owing

to the fibres being firmer and the juices withdrawn. See also

hints given in the article under "How to steam, roast, bake or

BOIL meat" (p. 289), also "Stoves, Heating and Cooking" and

"Practical Cooking Utensils".

PORK CUTLETS. Prepare them in the same way as veal

cutlets but do not beat them so much, and only till they are flat.

Serve with cabbage, lettuce, boiled potatoes or various vegetables,

or with horse-radish, dumplings etc.

ROAST PORK. Take the leg, loin or back. Wash it, put

it into an ordinary baking dish or the quick -roaster, with the

rind on the stand; add plenty of water, some salt, an onion etc.

After a full hour, turn it, making at the same time long cuts,

length and crosswise, in the rind about an inch apart. Time about

one and a half to two hours. Skim off the fat during and after

roasting. If the gravy is much reduced, add water.

Bake it a nice light-brown by putting on it breadcrumbs mixed

with a Httle clarified" sugar half an hour before it is done.

Serve with boiled potatoes and the various dishes of stewed

fruit or salads, or with vegetables, dumplings, etc.

BOILED VEAL. Wash it clean, add sah and put it on the fire

with boiling water (it keeps white better than in cold water), turn

it repeatedly in the pot to prevent it sticking to the sides.

Before it boils skim it well, add various roots, according to taste.

Time an hour to an hour and a half. Serve with groats, rice or

vermiceUi, and with a sweet, savoury or other sauce. Savoury sauce

is made with fried bread and marjoram boiled, a short time in a

little veal broth. See also "How to steam, roast, bake or boil

meat", (p. 289). "Stoves, Heating and Cooking" and "Practical

Cooking Utensils".

HASHED VEAL WITH WHITE SAUCE, (FRICASSEE
OF VEAL). This dish is called preserved veal in the south of Ger-
many. Take the breast, particularly the thin part because of the

gristle in it; boil it about forty-five minutes with various roots,

which must be boiled separately beforehand, till three parts done.

The meat when done is taken out of the broth and put into cold

water; otherwise it will not retain its white colour. It is then
cut into pieces if desired. Make the following sauce for it: for
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SIX to eight people (requiring about two pounds of meat)
about five ounces of butter are put in a saucepan

; when hot add
salt some small omons, with cloves stuck in them, parsley bav-
leaf and mace; stir together and stew it, three spoonfuls of
Hour are also gradually added stirring it all the time, and a few
hnely chopped anchovies may be added to impart an additional
llavour. Ihe hot broth m which the meat has cooked is gradually
added, also a glass of wine or the juice of a lemon or a little
vmegar. When the sauce has been removed from the fire whisk
one or two eggs in and boil it for a minute longer. Instead of
the eggs, half a pint of cream may be taken, the latter is prefer-
able as It does not curdle so easily. The sauce is strained and
the meat is put in the sauce and left near the fire for a short time
afterwards.^ Boiled potatoes etc. are served with it. (From Emma
Petzold's Cookery-book).

ROAST VEAL. Breast or leg is generally chosen, or the loin
with the kidneys may be taken. Wash, skin and beat it well,
put It into a baking dish (or quick-roaster), add melted butter!
After baking at a moderate rate for thirty minutes, add hot water,
onion, various roots and afterwards breadcrust. When brown
on one side, turn it. Put breadcrumbs on it, baste frequently.
Serve with boiled potatoes, apple-sauce, fresh lettuce, and various
compotes and salads, as also with green peas etc.

STUFFED BREAST OF VEAL. Wash the breast clean and
cut open its thinnest part. Make a stuffing of soaked bread, eggs
and parsley, steamed in butter, or of pared apples cut iato small
pieces and fried in butter, adding bread-crumbs, eggs, and if

desired also cinnamon, sugar and currants. The breast of veal is

fried in butter till light-brown but it must be constantly basted.

VEAL CUTLETS. Eight to nine cutlets can be made of three
pounds of meat, according to the size of the calf. Cut out the
back-bone and the outer skin, and then cut the cutlets two ribs
thick. One of the two bones of one is cut ofT, the other that
remains on the meat being scraped clean with a knife. Put the
cutlet on the chopping board, beat it with the flat side of the
chopper till flat; give it an oval shape with the knife, put salt

and ground pepper on it, dip it into egg on a plate and roll in

bread crumbs ; then put the cutlets into a frying pan with melted
butter, fry both sides a nice light brown and serve with vegetables
or a brown sauce.

Note. The cutlets only remain juicy if fried over n quick
fire to prevent the escape of the juice. Of the trimmings, of

which there are plenty, as all bones and sinews must be cut ofT,

a brown sauce is made by stewing them in a sauce with roots,
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some lean ham, bits of bacon and spice, then boihng it down

with some water and adding it to the gravy of the cutlets when

the latter are served as a principal dish with salad. (From

Katharina Siegl's Cookery-book.)

Diet, Mixed. (Game.)

ROAST-HARE. Skin the hare, cut off fore-legs, breast and

neck with head (these cut off parts make a dish by themselves);

wash well, remove all the fine skin, and lard all over with strips

of bacon fat, put into a baking dish with half a pound of butter,

let it bake in the oven for an hour, basting it frequently, add

half a pint of sour cream ten minutes before taking it out. The
gravy is served separately in a sauce-boat. Instead of cream you

may put breadcrumbs over it ; baste it several times ; strain the

gravy and pour it over the hare. (From Katharina SiegVs
Cooker3^-book.)

Serve with dumphngs, boiled potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, sauer-

kraut, spinach, boiled red cabbage, celery etc.

STEWED HARE OR VENISON. Cut it up into as many
pieces as there are people for dinner, put in a large saucepan with

a good piece of butter, a sliced lemon, two to three spoonfuls of

sugar, allspice, juniper-berries, and a litde boiling water; bake
with a slow fire, and baste frequentl}^ Before it is done add a

tea-cup full of wine and half the quantit}^ of white wine-vinegar,

let it stand by the fire a httle longer, and strain the sauce. Serve
with boiled potatoes, potato chips, dumplings, stewed red-cabbage;

use stewed or preserved cherries for a side-dish.

(From Emma Petzold's Cookery-book.)

Diet, Mixed. (Poultry.)

GOOSE, HOW TO KILL AND ROAST A. If the goose is

to be killed so as to save the blood to dress the giblets with, bend
the neck and make a cut in the throat; let out all the blood, which
should be caught in a basin with vinegar and whisked while it is

flowing. (In man}' parts the head is at once cut off with a chopper
so as not to torture the bird so much, certainl}^ the best and
most humane way.) Pluck the goose as quickl}^ as possible be-
fore it gets cold. After plucking, singe it. Then scald it with
boiling water and wash in cold and pick it clean. Cut off wings
and feet at the joints. Then leave it until it is thoroughly cold
and the fat hardened. It is generally left for from twelve to
sixteen hours. When it is properly drawn and the fat taken
away from the intestines, windpipe and gullet are taken out, the
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stomach cut off, the thick skin pulled off, the prime fat along the
sides and especially the fat of the intestines put into cold water'
It is then washed clean, and the liver put by separately after the
gall has been carefully cut out, so that it does not break and
make everydiing bitter. The wings, feet, neck and stomach are
kept for goose-giblets, and the inside of the goose is thorougly
cleansed by washing or scalding. Chop the neck into as many
pieces as required, cut off the head and take out the eyes. Then
scald the inside of the goose, rub half a spoonful of salt into it

and put some mugwort and good apples into it. Strew a spoonful
of salt over the outside. Put the stand into the baking dish and
the goose on it. With a well-fitting dish-cover, it will bake even
when a good deal of water is added. When it has become tender
by frequent basting, raise the cover and let it brown nicely. The
fat may be skimmed off, and some of it used for basting and
browning, if there is not sufficient in the dish. Time of baking
two to two and a half hours. In July and August goslings are
put on with a little piece of butter and only a pint of water, as
they have but little fat.

Serve with cabbage, red cabbage, sauerkraut, small turnips,

fried potatoes, apple-sauce, cranberries, etc.

When buying geese or ducks be careful to select young
birds. Old ones have dark feet and beaks, young ones light

yellow ones. Besides there is a blue or yellow^ ring round the

pupil of the eye in old birds, whereas in young ones the ring is

white. (From Emma Petzold's Cookery-book.)

ROAST CHICKEN. Kill, pluck, draw, wash and rub salt into

them; make a stuffing of parsley and a little fresh butter; then put

the chicken into a baking dish or a quick roaster etc. and bake
a light brown in a quick oven. Baste continuously. Serve with

any kind of stewed fruit, salads etc. Asparagus with melted

butter, peas, cauhflower, mushrooms etc. may be added.

ROAST DUCK. Prepare and bake in the same way as a goose,

but in most cases butter will have to be added. The time for

young ducks is generally one hour, for old ones two hours..

ROAST PIGEONS. Pluck draw and clean, take out stomach

and liver, chop them fine, put butter in a pan ; whisk a few eggs,

and put them into the hot butter, and stir till they begin to set. Then
add the chopped liver and stomach, a Httle ginger, pepper, nutmeg,

and salt, stir together, stuff the pigeons with it, and bake them
well. Another kind of stuffing is made ol grated bread-crumbs,

eggs, butter, currants, ground-mace, minced lemon-peel, almonds

scalded and finely chopped, and salt. (From Katharina Siegl's

Cookery book). Bake them a nice light brown, baste them often

and serve with the same accessories as chicken.
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Diet, Mixed. (Fish etc.)

DUTCH PICKLED HERRINGS. Take soft roed herrings by

nreference, soak them for from twenty to twenty four hours m water,

wh ch should be renewed frequently, then scale them, take out the

so roe . mince thoroughly with a little onion and beat m equal parts

of water and vinegar. Put them in bottles or jars and pour the

liquid over them together with pepper-corns, bay-leaves, cloves

spice, sliced onions and a few slices of lemon. The vinegar must

cover them entirely.

FRIED HERRINGS. Put them in water or mJlk and leave them

for some hours, then clean them, taking out bones and fins take

a table-spoonful of milk, two spoonfuls of flour, and whisk one

egg into this. Put some butter into a frying pan, put the herrings

into the butter and fry a light brown.

TO BOIL CARP, TENCH AND TROUT. Open the belly,

pour boiling salted wine-vinegar over them, so as to make them a

nice blue colour; many omit this. Put water, pepper, allspice

lemon-peel, bay-leaf, whole ginger and wine-vinegar (one spoonful

of salt to a quart of water) into a pot or fish-kettle, put m the fish

as soon as the water begins to boil, and boil them until they are

done. Serve carp with melted butter, wine-sauce and boiled pota-

toes, also if desired with red cabbage or with melted butter and

grated horse-radish, mixed with some vinegar and sugar: or cold,

with oil and vinegar etc. Serve tench in a similar way.

Serve trout whole, putting them neatly on a dish, garnish

with parsley, and serve fresh butter and small potatoes with them.

Serve cold with oil and vinegar and slices of lemon. Salmon may
be served with asparagus, when in season.

Boil eels in a siniilar way, but they require boiling longer

than any other fish.

If not to be served at once, put paper over them to preserve

the blue colour and flavour.

TO BOIL CRAY- FISH. To about thirty good sized cray-

fish, washed clean, use about a quart of water, salt, some bay-

leaves and an onion; when the water boils, put in the crayfish

and boil them for three or four minutes, drain the water off, and
let them stand covered till served. Meanwhile make the following

sauce; put a piece of butter into a saucepan and when it rises

add some finely chopped parsley and some dill, put the fish

upright on a dish with parsley round them, and send them to

table with the sauce separately. (From Katharina Siegl's Cookery-
book).

TO COOK SALT-WATER FISH. Haddock, cod, turbot etc.

should be well washed and either whole or in pieces put into cold salt
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water for some hours; then put into boiling water, to which onion
previously boiled m salt water, salt, pepper - corns, bay-leaf etc'
have been added, and boil for nearly eight minutes Pour
browned butter over them and serve with boiled potatoes.

Diet, Mixed. (Dishes made of Potatoes.)

BOILED POTATOES. Wash and pare potatoes, as much as
possible of the same size, add salt and, according to taste, caraway
seed, put them in boiling water and boil them quickly till soft
Strain them and let them steam a short time. They are best-
done in the steamer or in Kuntze's quick-roaster.

Serve with any roast meat, cutlets, beefsteaks, fish, game
poultry, especially with goose and warm red cabbage as salad
or other salads, stewed fruit etc.

FRIED POTATOES. Cut cold boiled potatoes which have
been left over into pieces, put them into a frying pan or saucepan,
add salt, butter or fat according to taste, also onions, fr\r in
butter, and keep stirring them till well cooked.

MASHED POTATOES. Pare the potatoes raw, cut them
into small pieces, boil them in water until they are soft, strain
wash and mash them adding sufficient salt and boiling water.

Serve with bacon or butter, onions fried a fight brown, also
with cream or good milk, and with fried sausages, pork cutlets,

Dutch-herring etc.

MASHED POTATOES WITH MILK. Wash, pare and cut
raw potatoes into small pieces, and boil them till they are soft

but without any salt; drain, mash, salt and add milk, some
pepper and melted butter.

POTATOES BOILED IN THEIR SKINS. Put medium-sized
well-washed potatoes in a saucepan with cold water, and well
covered; when they begin to boil, pour a spoonful of cold water
on them occasionally (to prevent their breaking too soon). When
they are done strain them, put the lid on and steam for a few
minutes. Another way is to strain them dr}^ when the}'' are half

done, put salt on them, cover them well and bake them at a

moderate fire until they are well done and a crust forms on
them. Steaming potatoes in a steamer, or in Kiintze's quick-

roaster is preferable to boifing them in an ordinär}^ saucepan,

because they do not come into direct contact with the water
which must not reach the bottom of the steamer: they are there-

fore cooked by the steam, and consequently are more mealy.

(See "Stoves,' Heating and Cooking" and "Potatoes").

Potatoes that have just been dug up have the best taste.

Many people add salt and caraway-seeds to improve the flavour.
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Old potatoes should be pared very thick, to make them mealy

and more palatable.
, ta i i

•

They are served with fresh butter, curds, Dutch herrmg, etc.

POTATO-CHIPS WITH BEEF OR MUTTON. Pare raw

potatoes, cut them into small pieces, wash and boil them slowly

m gravy, or steam them, till soft, adding some caraway-seeds.

Take according to taste chopped parsley, omons or celery; pour

boiling water over them several times before puttmg them into

the gravy See "HoW to steam, roast, bake or boil meat also

"Stoves, Heating and Cooking" and "Practical Cooking Utensils .

POTATO DUMPLINGS.—Cold, boiled potatoes are grated,

and salt added to them: make into balls and bake in a greased tm,

till one side has a nice brown crust. A little flour may be mixed

with the potatoes and then baked till both sides are a golden

yellow.

POTATO-SALAD. Wash and boil potatoes, cut them in

slices, keeping them warm, mix them in a dish with wine-vinegar,

salad oil, shces of onion, pepper and salt to taste, chives, a few

capers, chopped parsley etc. and serve, when all has well soaked

in, either alone or with sausage, roast meat, Dutch herring etc.

or with bacon.

Some people like potato-salad with the potatoes mashed in-

stead of cut, in which case water may also be mixed with the

above.

POTATOES, SOUR. Take boiled potatoes, cut them into

pieces and let them boil up in the following sauce: smoothly

cut, fried onions, browned flour, a few shces of pickled gherkins

and some pepper, allspice, a few bay-leaves, boiling w^ater or

stock; some people add a little gingerbread.

This dish is served alone or with fried or smoked sausage,

roast-meat etc.

Diet, Mixed. (Meat, herbs, and legumes.)

ASPARAGUS. Take fine, large asparagus, clean and tie

into bundles of ten or twelve sticks and boil or steam in salted

water, till soft. Then add some more cold water but verj^ gently
so as to prevent the heads from separating from the stalks. Pour
off some of the boihng water and add some cold, put on a
dish, having previously made the following sauce. Put about an
ounce of butter into a saucepan and whisk four eggs into it till it is

frothy, then add gradually half a large spoonful of flour, and after
that a good pint of the boihng water in which the asparagus was
boiled and let this sauce gentl}^ simmer and be constantly stirred.
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When done, add the juice of half a lemon, and pour over the
asparagus. This sauce must not be too thin, but of a frothy
consistency.

Asparagus may however be served simply with butter fried

brown, melted butter and toasted bread, according to taste. From
Katharina Siegl's Cookery book. For another way to cook aspar-

agus see "Vegetables, Young" in Index.

BARLEY-GROATS AND DAMSONS, see Index.

BEANS, white, with or without meat. Treated in the same
way as lentils, (see the same).

CARROTS WITH BEEF. See "Stoves, Heating and Cook-
ing". Boil carrots in the same way as turnips or, better still, steam
them in a little water instead of stock, because they lose some of

their sweetness in the latter,, take browned flour for them, but not

rolls or bread.

Carrots may also be served with roast ribs of veal, stewed
liver, omelette etc.

CAULIFLOWER WITH MEAT. See "Stoves, Heatlng
and Cooking". Trim the cauliflowers, cut the heads into quarters

and boil till soft with a little salted boiling water, or steam

them, which is even better. Meanwhile melt some butter in a

pan, let two spoonfuls of flour rise in it and add a Httle stock.

According to taste add some sour cream, mace and one or two

eggs; let all boil up and then arrange the cauliflowers nicely in a

dish, pour the sauce over them, and serve with beef, ribs of veal,

young chicken etc. For another way, see "Vegetables with milk

sauce" in Index.

CUT VERMICELLI IN MILK. In lieu of stock take fresh

milk, boiled up with a piece of butter. Put the vermicelli in, and

boil it down. Proceed as above. In serving, put on a dish and

pour melted butter over it. (From Emma Petzold's Cookery-book.)

EGG-VERMICELLI (home made) with or without meat. Take

one egg to each person. Make a hollow in the flour, and put the

eggs in it. Take enough flour to make a stiff dough. Roll it out

as thin as possible on a pasteboard with the rolling-pin as with

cake. Roll the flakes together, having put some flour between

and cut into very thin strips. Hang up the vermicelli to dry or

put it in an oven. It is best to make the vermicelli the day before

It is required: the next day take some stock, boil it up and sprinkle

the vermicelU in very loosely. While boiling they have to be

lifted up frequently and carefully with a spoon so as not to get

lumpy. Time fifteen minutes. Add salt and mace to taste and

serve with beef.
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^PTTPN PEAS with meat. See "How, to steam, roast
GREEN ftJ\^^^

«Stoves Heating akd Cooking and
OR BOIL MEA-r^^^^^^^^^^

..Practical Cooking U^^^^^
of fresh butter, and steam

a with a little cold f^^^^^J^i^^,
Pj^'

ij^^le flour over the peas, and
'''"^

^?,^'J^^riirTonger^^^^^^
When1.oiled in

•-''"Uv with the addldon of some parsley, the^- have a more
'''''

Ihl Taste than when boiled in stock. Many prefer to boil

agreeab e taste tnan w ie
^^^^^^

tT«^sJl^' in Index (From EmmaPeM Cookery-book).

HORSE-RADISH SAUCE with beef or salt-pork See

"How TO STEAM, ROAST, BAKE OR BOIL KAt", alsO "StOVES, HeAT-

,.G CoomG". Wash the horse-radish scrape and hen grate

Tb^l up wTth breadcrumbs; (many people take sUced roll if

'
tn serve as a vegetable) and a little salt m stock Do not bo 1

it too Ion? as it ifses its pungency: an egg pounded sweet al-

nonds or^me nutmeg, ma^y be added accord„,g to taste. Horse-

radish is a favourite condiment with dumphngs.

KOHLRABI WITH OR WITHOUT MEAT. See "STm'ES,

Heating and Cooking". Scrape clean and cut into thm f
ces

Mud ng the leaves near the heart, steam first in a little salt

water', fdd stock and boil till soft. Add flour fned in butter, and

boil up once more.

Serve with boiled beef or mutton, fried sausages etc.

KOHLRABI WITHOUT MEAT, see Index under the heading

"Vegetables with milk sauce".

LENTILS WITH MEAT. See "How to steam, roast, bake

or boil meat", also "Stoves, Heating and Cooking' .
Pick the

lentils clean, wash them and put them into cold water with a httle

.alt and boil them until they are soft. Then strain them and

add stock, browned flour, some warm vmegar, if they are to be

sour, and boil all together for a short time. It is well to soak

the lentils over night. They are generally served with fresh,

pickled or smoked pork, boiled ham, or boiled or warmed black-

pudding or fried pork-sausages etc. A more simple dish is lentils

with potatoes and bacon.

MUSHROOMS OF ALL KINDS AS VEGETABLES. See

"Stoves Heating and -Cooking". Clean and wash fresh-gathered

mushroo'ms, of which there are a great many edible varieties, cut

them into small pieces, boil or steam them in salted water lor
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fifteen minutes, strain them, cut them into small cubes, and stewfor a wlii e with plenty of butter, some salt, pepper, onion andparsley till all the liquid has evaporated. Sprinkle some flourover them, and let them simmer, adding the water in which thevwere first boiled. Serve with roast ribs of pork, roast beef or
veal. (From Emma Petzolds Cookery-book).

Mushrooms may be cooked by simply boiling or steamin?
them with water, salt and pepper, adding browned flour and
parsley, and boiling them up once more.

MUSHROOMS, FRIED. Clean and wash them well, cut them
up small, make some butter hot in a saucepan or pan,' throw in
your mushrooms, add chopped parsley, salt, pepper and fry well

Mushrooms being very nutritious it is not advisable to make
a large meal of them, especially if meat is eaten in addition. They
lose their flavour if warmed up.

PARSLEY SAUCE WITH BEEF OR VEAL.-See "How
TO STEAM, ROAST, BAKE OR BOIL meat". Pick, wash and chop
parsley

: boil in stock and flour, or grated bread, fry the bread in
butter, add some salt to the stock, and boil till rather thick. (Some
people take sliced roll: do not fry, if the sauce is to serve as
a vegetable: it can also be served" with nutmeg).

PARSNIPS WITH BEEF OR MUTTON. See "Stoves,
Heating and Cooking". Scrape the parsnips and put them at
once into fresh water, wash them clean, cut into longish strips,

boil till they are soft in stock, add slices of roll or browned flour-

add parsley if desired, boil up and serve. See "Vegetables,
Young" in Index.

PEARL-BARLEY with or without meat. All slime should
be washed out of the barley, let it boil up, add some stock, salt

to taste, perhaps too a little butter: boil it for about an hour,

stirring frequentl}^
;
large barley groats must be boiled for at least

two hours.

It is suitable for beef, mutton, fresh or pickled pork and ma}'

also be served with onion, fried in butter.

PEAS with or without meat. Treated and ser^'-ed the same
as lentils, but without vinegar. In the absence of stock, add
browned butter or bacon.

RED (PICKLED) CABBAGE, STEAMED (STEWED) CAB-
BAGE WITH MEAT. See "How to steam, roast, bake or boil

meat" also "Stoves, Heating and Cooking". It is a favourite custom

to add a few heads of white cabbage in addition to the red. Cut

up the cabbage finely and put it on the fire with a few spoonfuls

of water and a little salt, and let it steam for half an hour with
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the lid on stirring it at times. When it begins to get soft put

S hot drbplng Ird or fried bacon: when nearly done add the

^^ecessar^Svinegar, and throw in, if palatable, half a table

Loonful of flour. Another way is to put on the cabbage wi h

Sme water vinegar, or, if preferred, a glass of wine, add salt,

repperand' fried bacon and steam till it is soft, frequently stirrmg

Ft A little sugar before serving gives it a pleasant taste. It may

be served with fried sausages, pork- cutlets, roast-goose, duck or

lire also with carp. All kinds of cabbage should be steamed.

It is served with beef, fried sausages, ham etc. (From Emma
Petzold's Cookery-book.)

RED CABBAGE WARM WITH ROASTMEAT. See

"Stoves Heating and Cooking" and ''Practical Cooking

Utensils'' Beat on a board till it is soft: some take it into their

hands at once and squeeze it, others again do not squeeze or

beat it at all. After the Uquid has been squeezed out, put into

a saucepan with some butter or fat, steam it for from about half

an hour to an hour, stir or shake it up repeatedly to prevent it

from burning at the bottom.
. , , , j ^

Add a few grapes or plums if preferred cut oblong, and steam

for a short time together. Some then add fried bacon and vinegar

before serving, others add a httle more water and the same

quantity of vinegar, a spoonful of flour, two yolks of eggs whisked

toc^ether and let the whole simmer a little while longer.
" Warm red cabbage with boiled potatoes may be served with

almost any kind of roast meat or cutlets, fish (especially carp) or

fried sausages etc.

RICE, BOILED.

RICE MEAL.

RICE-MILK.

RICE-PUDDING.

RICE-WATER.

RICE WITH APPLES OR RAISINS.

RICE OR PEARL BARLEY WITH BEEF. Boil the meat

separately from the rice or barley. When the latter is nearly boiled

add it, together with some nutmeg, celery etc. to the meat, cook

till quite done and serve. Raisins may be added to the rice after

it has boiled for an hour. But if the meat and the vegetable

are to be served apart, cook each separately, both rice and pearl-

barley being cooked with the proper addition of stock ; serve the

meat and vegetables on different dishes. The same process

may be adopted when lentils or beans are boiled to be served

with the beef. See "How to steam, roast, bake or boil meat"

see Index.
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RICE WITH MEAT (supplementing the last recipe). Stir th-nee in boiling water, pour more boiling water over it/and let it
boil and swell Add some stock gradually and boil till soft. Some
ike celeiy with it, which has to be thoroughly boiled; others againhke raisins, which need only little boiling, or nutmeg etc Serx-
with beef, veal, old poultry etc.

.
SAUERKRAUT. Boil in water for from two to three hour-;

if It IS veiy sour, pom- boiling water over it several times After
wards add stock to it, and, when the kraut is perfectly done a
spoonful of potato-meal and let it simmer. In the west of Germany
especially in the Rhenish provinces, not only is the water squeezed
out of the sauerkraut but it is even soaked before boiling After
being squeezed, boihng water is poured on it and it is allowed to
soak for some time, about three quarters of an hour. When it
has soaked, it is boiled with a piece of bacon and a few potatoes
(whole or grated), which makes it really palatable.

Sauerkraut is everywhere served with fresh or pickled pork
smoked beef, fried or smoked sausage; among the lower classes
with peas only. (From Emma Petzolds Cookery-book).

SPINACH with or without meat. See "Stoves, Heating and
Cooking" and "Practical Cooking Utensils". (Cut the spinach so
as to separate all the leaves, by taking hold of it and cutting it open
under the top. Wash it very clean, and steam till it is soft in salt
water. Then put it into a strainer, squeeze the water out, chop it

fine on a clean board, put it into a saucepan, add butter, 'some of
the drained liquid in which it was boiled and some stock, but
do not make it too watery, and salt to taste. Boil on a gende
fire and add afterwards one or more spoonfuls of flour previously
stirred in water according to the quantity of the spinach, or, instead
of flour, bread crumbs, or let some flour just rise in melted butter
in a pan, and add, if palateable , some finely chopped chives and
boil with it. If some cream of the day before is available, stir a little

flour in it and add to the spinach. To make this dish look appetizing
cut a roll in slices, making notches in the crust, and fry in
butter till light brown, put alternately one of these fried slices
and a hard boiled egg round the edge of the dish and then sprinkle
breadcrumbs over the spinach. Some people put long pieces of
fried bread crosswise over the middle of the dish. If the spinach
is to be served with meat, chop it very fine, mix with it some
browned flour, and a little salt: boil it up in stock and put fried
slices of bread over it. Serve with ribs of beef, pork or veal,
roast hare, ham, fried sausages etc. (From Katharina Siegl'l
Cookery-book.)
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WHITE CABBAGE WITH MEAT. See: "How to steam,

UO .ST BAKE OR BOIL MEAT" also "StOVES, HeATING AND CoOKING .

T.ke away the outer leaves, cut the cabbage into quarters steam

Ltil soft in a little salt water, then add stock and boil in it.

£nwh le make a sauce of butter and flour in a frymg pan,

^low it to boil up only, add an onion, put it then iiuo the

s ock add salt, pepper and a Htde caraway- seed and boil up

tooether White cabbage must not boil longer than a full hour,

because 'it becomes pulpy if boiled longer, bcatter some pepper

over it, and serve with beef, mutton, goose pork, etc. Trea

savoy in the same way but adding chopped onions instead of

caraway-seed. Suitable with savoy are roast meats of every kind,

ham, smoked beef, ox-tongue, or fried sausages, (i- rom E^nma

Petzold's Cookery-book.)

Diet, Mixed. (Dumplings.)

APPLE-DUMPLINGS, see Index.

BARM DUMPLINGS with or without meat. See "Stoves,

Heating and Cooking" and "Practical Cooking Utensils". Take

a cupful of yeast or barm, a quartern of flour, a cupful of luke-

warm milk, half a pound of melted butter, some salt, and eggs:

stir the whole well, see that the dough is stiff enough to make

dumplings of it with the hands and if it is not, add some flour; it too

stiff, add some milk and let it stand a while; put flour on the

paste-board and put it in a warm place, laying the dumplings, which

should be about the size of duck's eggs, on it, leave them there

ten minutes, and then put them into boiling water m a large

saucepan. Turn them after boiling seven minutes, boil them again

for the same length of time, and try with a wooden skewer

whether they are done. If the douph sticks to the wood boil them

longer; if not, take them out quickly. With a skimmer cut them

open at one end and pour fried butter over them Cutting them open

prevents them from getting sad, butter and eggs may be both lett

out, but it naturally makes them less palatable.

Serve with stewed apples or plums etc., with fried butter;

also with different roast-meats. (From Katharina SiegVs Cookery-

book.)

FLOUR DUMPLINGS. Fry some bacon and pieces of bread

and, if desired, an onion. Make a paste of a pound of flour and

half a pint of warm milk, two eggs and salt; add the fried bread and

as much flour as is necessary to make a nice consistent paste,

but not too stiff. Make dumplings of it, and boil them till soft

in salted water about half an hour; if no dough sticks to a fork

when inserted into the dumplings, they are done. Serve with

boiled or stewed fruit or fried butter etc.

20
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FLOUR DUMPLINGS FOR SOUP, see Index.

GROAT DUMPLINGS FOR SOUP, see Index.

HAM DUMPLINGS. Whisk six eggs and a few spoonfuls of
potato-meal into a pint of milk. Soak in it a small quantity of
sliced bread, about as much as a roll; next fry double the quantity
of bread cut into cubes in butter, take about half a pound ofhnely chopped ham, and as much flour as will make a firm
paste of the whole, leave it about twenty minutes for the 'in-
gredients to combine well, make dumplings of it and boil in the
usual way.

Serve with stewed fruit, sauerkraut, etc., or use in soup.

LIGHT DUMPLINGS FOR SOUP, see Index.

MEAT DUMPLINGS FOR SOUP, see Index.

POTATO-DUMPLINGS with or without meat. See "How
TO STEAM, ROAST, BAKE, OR BOIL MEAT", "StOVES, HeATING AND
Cooking", and "Practical Cooking Utensils". Take cold, boiled
potatoes and rub them through a grater. Take a sufficient quantity
of flour, wheaten or potato flour, a spoonful of salt, (some people
add eggs or slices of onions fried in butter), a little nutmeg etc.,
rnix the flour and grated potatoes, knead well and make dump-
lings, putting into the inside of each some small cubes of bread
fried in butter. Then throw them into boiling salted water and
boil till they are done (about fifteen minutes): serve with boiled or
stewed fruit, fried butter, or pigs' trotters, sauerkraut or horse-
radish, with roast-mutton, roast pork, roast beef or veal etc. To
see when they are done enough, proceed as indicated under
"Raw Potato or Green Dumplings". For another recipe, see
Index.

RAW POTATO OR GREEN-DUMPLINGS with or without
meat. First consult "How to steam, roast, bake or boil meat
on page 289, "Stoves, Heating and Cooking" and "Practi-
cal Cooking Utensils". Take the largest potatoes you can get;
wash, pare and grate them into a dish half full of cold water
After grating, pour off the water, and with fresh water wash all tht

grated potato deposited in the strainer in a convenient sized basin.

Press all the water out of the potatoes by straining through a
linen cloth or bag, then stir about half a pound of ground grits

into boiling milk, so as to make a stiff paste. Scald the grated
potatoes with this boiling hot paste, adding salt and bread cut in

squares and fried in butter, and from one to two spoonfuls of

wheaten flour. To make them particularly nice, add a couple of

eggs. Knead the whole into a light dough, and make dumplings
of it. Then proceed in the following manner : Put the paste and
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a basin of cold water near a hot oven in which there should be

one or two pots of boiling water. Dip both hands into the cold

vv^ter and take as much of the paste as is needed to make a

dumpling, inserting into it pieces of bread fried m butter unless

have been mixed with the dough before. The fried bread

causes the dumplings to hold together better, and improves their

taste Each is put into the boiling water as it is made
,

boil for ten

or fifteen minutes and then break one open, to see if sufficiently

boiled. Serve with duck, leg of mutton, stewed or roast meat,

roast-goose or pork.

(From £:mma Petzold's Cookery-book.)

Diet, Mixed. (Spoon-meat etc.)

BUCK-WHEAT PORRIDGE. Put the buck-wheat unto boiling

water to which some salt and butter have been previously added,

stir it' well and frequently, and boil gendy for about hall an hour

at a slow fire until it is stiff. Serve with fried butter, and sprinkle

sugar and cinnamon on it.

CORN-FLOUR. Stir from six to eight spoonfuls of flour in

two quarts of boiling milk, adding it gradually to prevent its

getting lumpy. Leave the saucepan on the stove for a lew

minutes, without letting it boil again or the corn-flour will be

slimy. Serve with butter fried brown,

FLOUR IN WATER. Stir from six to eight spoonfuls of flour

into two quarts of boiling water, add salt, and serve with fried

onions and bacon, or onion fried in butter, or with Dutch herring,

or fried sausages.

MILLET PUDDING. About a pint of millet is required for

every four persons. Stir it in warm water till clear and drain

through a strainer. Boil three pints of milk, add the millet, and
let it gradually soak some distance from the fire. Should it get

too thick, add some warm milk gradually. Take great care that

the milk or millet does not burn, the saucepan should, therefore,

be moved frequently and the millet continually stirred with a

wooden spoon. Serve with butter fried brown over it. (From
Katharina Siegl's Cooker3'-book.)

PUMPKIN-SQUASH. Cut the pumkin into quarters, pare it

very carefully, cut out the seeds and fibres, and boil in water
till soft, then strain off" the water and add boihng milk after having
boiled it a short time, stir it till all is one even mass, whisk two
eggs and sprinkle a very litüe flour into it. Shortly be-
fore serving, stir some fried bread-crumbs into it and add a

little mace.
(From Katharina SiegFs Cookery-book.)
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Diet, Mixed. (Various dishes.)

APPLE-PUDDING. Pare eight or ten good baking apples
cut them into shoes, and fry gently in butter with about half apound of currants and a quarter ot a pound of sugar, but do not
let the apples go to pieces. After that whip a quarter of a pound
ot butter with eight yolks of eggs into a cream, add a quarter of
a pound of sifted sugar, some lemon-peel and finely cut orange-
peel, a quarter of a ]Dound of crushed sweet biscuits or maccaroni
or bread-crumbs, beat the white ot the eggs into a froth, and
add it very gently to the batter. Then grease a mould or basin,
put alternate layers of batter and slices of apple till the mould
is three parts full. Put into a hot oven and bake for half an hour
and serve without sauce; but sprinkle sugar and cinnamon over
it. (From Katharina Siegl's Cookery-book.

APPLE-TART.
BREAD ROLY-POLY.

DOUGH NUTS.

FRUIT-BREAD.
see Index.

FRUIT-CAKE.

GERMAN CHEESE-CAKES. To eveiy pound of flour, take
one pint of milk, one cup of yeast, three eggs, five ounces of butter,

five ounces of currants and four ounces of sugar half a pound
of grated double Gloucester cheese with some salt and nutmeg.
Make a paste of these ingredients, let it rise for two hours, cut

off round pieces with a tumbler and fry them in hot butter; they

should not be put in until the butter begins to rise.

GRAHAM-PUFFS.
MACCARONI.
MAIZE-CAKE.

. see Index.
OATMEAL-CAKE.
OMELETTE.
POLENTA.
PUMPKIN-PIE.

RED GROATS.
POOR KNIGHT'S PUDDING. Cut white bread or roll into

thick round slices (rusks are still better) soak them in milk, but

not long enough to let them fall to pieces, whisk a few eggs with

a spoonful of milk or cream, dip the slices into this, sprinkle bread-

crumbs, grated Parmesan or Dutch cheese over them and fry in

butter.
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This preparation is used for garnishing vegetables; but if it is

to be eaten as a separate dish put flour, sugar and cmnamon over

he shces instead ot cheese; fry and sugar them again.

Another way is to beat up two or three eggs
(f

«^«{^mg to

pudding" in Index. .

RYF BREAD HOW TO MAKE. Put the flour m a baking

trn.io-h near the hearth or stove in a warm room over night

Divife It ?n the middle, take a penny-worth of yeast or barm for

fourteen qlfarts of rye-flour and about three quarts of warm water

a^d leaven half the^flour. The water must be just hot enough so

to a finger can be held in it without being scalded. In leavening,

the yeast must be very evenly distributed throughout, so that the

whok IS one umform paste, 'a covering is put over the trough

Td a baking-cloth over that. Next morning the other half of

the flour is kneaded into the leavened dough, two quarts more

of warm water added, the whole then kneaded well together, be

careful not to use too much water, and always have flour enough

at hand to give the dough its proper consistency, i hen let it

stand by the warm stove or hearth for an hour or two, and send

it to the bake-house, where it is again thoroughly kneaded and

made into loaves and well baked in the oven. (From Katharina

Siegl's Cookery-book.)

RUSKS. \

TUTTI-FRUTTI.
[

VARIOUS PUDDINGS.

WHOLE-MEAL BREAD.

Diet, Mixed. (Sauces.)

BROWN SAUCE. Grate some bread-crusts, pass through a

sieve, add a large spoonful of flour, and fry brown in butter or fat,

add stock and boil up once more. After that add some vinegar, or

wine in preference, the juice of a lemon, some sugar, and let it

simmer gently. Spice it with pounded cloves, and if desired with

cinnamon, serve this sauce, which is very spicy, with roast-meat

of all kinds, game and venison.
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.

MILK- OR CREAM-SAUCE. Boil some lemon-peel almondscinnamon and sugar m a pint and a half of good n^i^k ofa eam ^

hen wh.sk two eggs and a little potato-mefl and some alHrihalf a cup of cream. Add this to the above, boil it /or a shorttmie, and keep stirnng it. Serve with puddings either hot oJ

nf f
^^^^^ '^""^^s «f flo^r in an ounceof fat or butter add an ounce of sugar and a large spoonful of goodwme vmegar dilute it, when the flour is well browned, with stock

and boil the whole for some time longer. Instead of the browned
tlour a htde ginger-bread may be used, but some fried butter must
not be omitted. Many cooks also add raisins and currants.

Diet, Mixed, (Salads and compotes.)

CUCUMBER-SALAD. Pare the cucumbers, cut into very thin
shces With a machine or knife, mix salt with them, and leave for
halt an hour. The water of the cucumbers is then thrown awav
(some squeeze them out with the hand) mix wine -vinegar salad
oil and finely ground pepper with it, and serve.

'

FRENCH LETTUCE. Pick the lettuce, taking off the outer
leaves, wash clean and mix in a bowl with a little vinegar plenty
of salad oil, a httle salt, if the lettuces are small, cut chives accord-
ing to taste or stalks of onions.

STEWED FRUIT. Boil apples, pears, cherries, plums, apricots,
cranberries, raspberries, strawberries, blackberries, bilberries, red-
or black currants in veiy little water and with sugar to taste and
serve cold. (See also under "Fruit".) The fruit of course is
washed each in its own wa}.^, picked, pared or stoned as necessary.
The compote may be thickened by adding a little flour or potato
meal. Some hke to flavour with a little cinnamon, lemon-peel, etc.
The addition of a little fried butter to stewed apples makes them
very palatable.

STEWED DRIED FRUIT. All dried fruit must be soaked for
at least six hours before used for stewing. It is best to well wash
the plums, apples, cherries etc. and keep them covered all night
with water in clean, earthen vessels; boiling them slowly next
morning over a small fire. By this means the saccharine sub-
stance is drawn out and the addition of sugar becomes unnecessary.

Diet, Mixed. (Dishes prepared from eggs.)

EGGS. Hard boiled eggs are ver\'^ indigestible; soft-boiled

easily digested. It is important that salt should be added not only
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for taste but for digestion. Hard-boiled eggs should always be cut

'IS^& from eggs, üour and^t - ^-dedl^^^^

digestible and therefore most unsuitable for patients and con

valescents.

riesi: fgfteleTt^'the light it should be trans-

parent throughout; fn a bad one the light will at once show the

Äregg' Änk in water in which 50/0 of common

salt has been dissolved, a bad one will float on the top

3 Put the eggs on a wire-sieve, put a hght undei- 1 m some

dark place, and the good eggs will appear bright and clear.

FRIED EGGS Put three ounces of butter in a pan, and leave

it till it rises in froth; break the eggs gently mto it, so that they

may remain whole, put some salt on, and let them stand over a

slow fire till the white has set.

HOW TO BOIL EGGS SOFT OR HARD. Put the freshest

eo-s obtainable into a saucepan full of boiling water boil them

foTfrom two to three minutes, if they ar^ to be soft, and from

our to five minutes if they are to be hard; take them out and

put them into cold water, so that the shells may come oft more

easily.

OMELETTE. Soak some pieces of bread in wdUi ,
or preler-

ably in milk, squeeze them out, and put on a dish, add eggs, flour,

salt nutmeg, and stir. Grease a saucepan or frying-pan with bacon,

brown some butter in it, throw your mixture m, and fr}- it shaking

it repeatedly. The omelette may be raised now and then with

a thin broad knife, to prevent its sticking to the pan. When one

side is of a golden-yellow put a plate over the pan, turn the

omelette on to the plate, put some more butter in the pan, and

fry the other side the same way; put sugar and cinnamon on it,

and serve with stewed fruit, salad, or a sweet sauce.

SCRAMBLED EGGS are made in the same way except that

they are first broken into a basin, and then w^ell stirred in the

frying pan.

Diet, Mixed. (Beverages.)

CHOCOLATE MADE WITH WATER. Put about five

ounces of grated chocolate into a pint of warm water, stir and

boil it (best in an earthenware vessel). As soon as froth forms,

take it ofT with a spoon and put into the chocolate cups, or the

' hocolate when it has well boiled may be poured direct into them.
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CHOCOLATE MADE WITH MILK. Put a quarter of apound of grated chocolate into a quart of boiling milk let it boil
up, and whisk the j^olks of four eggs into it.

CIDER. PERRY AND HOME-MADE WINES. Press out
the juice of any kind of good fruit. If apples or pears are taken
they must be first grated : put the juice into small casks and let it
lerment, mix together so as not to fill any casks quite full. Bung
the casks when they are full, put them in the cellar and let them
stand there for from five to six weeks, then bottle off and cork
well and tie them down. If used within six months it will effer-
vesce like champagne, if kept longer it will lose this property
but will increase in strength.

GERMAN BEER-SOUP. Boil a quart of beer (the lightest
kind obtainable) and a pint of milk separately, skimming the beer
before it begins to boil. Whisk the yolks of three eggs with a
small spoonful of flour and a little cinnamon into a cup of milk,
pour this into the boiling milk, stirring all the time, then add the
boilmg beer, and after some sugar, butter and a little salt has
been added, let the whole simmer for a while.

DIET FOR PATIENTS AND CONVALESCENTS.
It is a great mistake to suppose that patients and convalescents can
be benefited by so called strengthening diet, by which term is

generally meant meat, wine, eggs, extract of meat, beef-tea and
the Hke. On the contrar}.', by taking such food recovery is only
retarded and relapse is often caused, because a weakened organism
can only digest the very hghtest of food. A disordered or weak
stomach or one suffering from the effects of an illness lately

thrown off should only have rice boiled in water together with
stewed plums, apples etc. (later on a little browned butter), as well

as thin soup made of ground groats, meal and coarsely ground
wheat (patients with disordered stomach should not take too much
wholemeal bread or coarsely ground wheat soup): moreover fruit

raw or stewed and later on milk etc. may be given and then by
degrees pass on to a non-stimulating diet. By proceeding in this

way recovery and gaining of strength will be ensured without the

danger of a relapse.

Many diseases, such as e. g. those in which the stomach is

not irritated, are cured most quickly if for some time only whole

meal bread and fruit are given.

People of weak digestion may try the addition of a few

drops of lemon juice to their food as this promotes digestion;

fresh pure soft spring water only should be given to drink. It may
however be mixed with a litde fruit juice and sugar.

As the food of man is so is his blood, as his blood is so is

his energy and as his energy is so is his health.
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Non-stimulating food, free from disease germs, forms pure

healthy blood free from germs of disease and the same is true of

^""'^TbotrS the question of food and of medicine great errors

nrevail amongst the people to the prejudice of patients, we here

aso particularly call attention to the "opinions of medical men

ON THE TAKING of medicine" (see Index) with a view to convert

the iniurious inclination for drugs, which is so prevalent aniong

J the people, into abhorrence and destroy their misplaced laith m
medicine. . , .

It is not always sufficient to prescribe a non-stimulatmg and

easily digestible diet for all patients, but if must be suited to the

particular patient and his ailment and tested from time to time

as to its good or contrary effect, a procedure which ts unjortu-

nately only too rarely attended to even by Natural Healers

Food or diet is the most important question in nursing the sick.

The art of determining a suitable diet consists chiefly m selecting

such food as the stomach can digest perfectly without too much

exertion, and in such manner that the nourishment which the body

has received in too small or too great a degree e. g. tat, starch,

albumen etc. or perhaps water, for lack of which the disease may

also have been caused, may be supplied in proper quantity.

Moreover, in observing the nourishment of the body and

particularly of a sick body, the rules regarding the utilization of

food must be more carefully followed by the attendant doctor

than has been the case hitherto.

We do not live upon what we eat and digest, i. e. upon

what is merely acted upon by our digestive organs, but solely and

entirely upon what is actually assimilated by the body. Ever3^thing

else passes off as waste material not only without benefiting but

often causing serious injur}'' to it.

Further it should be remembered that what is unnecessarily

inflicted upon the body in the form of nourishment in the time of

illness feeds the disease rather than the body; the so-called nourish-

ing and stimulating food must be withheld in order to cut off what
matures the disease. Abstention from food permits the organism
to do its healing work most effectually, because if left alone and
not burdened anew by superfluous ballast it is in a position to

expel the morbid matter in which the illness has its origin and
to heal itself with what it extracts from non-stimulating, easily

digestible food.

Taking too much food is over-feeding, by which we mean not

always merely taking too large a quantity of food but hy over-
loading the body with food which contains too small a percentage
of that particular kind of nourishment i. e. albumen, fat etc.

which the patient particularly requires.
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It IS therefore necessary to consider and compare the relative
value of foods as well as the condition and state of the body and
Its activity see "Food, analysis of".

The following elements are the chief component parts of the
human body: oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, sulphur, phos-
phorous, iron, sodium, potassium etc.

The principal nutritious matter required b the human svstem
are 1. Albumen, II. Fat, III. Carbon Hydrates fas starch, suf^ar
dextrine etc.) which are chiefly found in cereals and their products
(flour, bread) potatoes, vegetables plants etc.

IV. Water (this simple nutriment) consisting mej -ly of oxygen
and hydrogen is in spite of its simphcity of the greatest importance
for the human body; the body of an elderly person consists of 750/0,
that of a younger one still more, even as much as of water'
Consequently our food should contain water in the same ratio,

except in certain illnesses in which a dry diet should be observed!
V^. Mineral salts.

These five principal species of nutriment must be supplied
to and be present in the body in a certain proportion if man
is to be healthy and remain so.

If, however, too much or too little of one or more of these
be taken, disorders in assimilation i. e, illness results.

Diseases thus caused can only be healed b}'- removing the

primary causes just as in other illnesses, i. e. by increasing or
or decreasing, as the case ma.y be, the proportion of the various
kinds of nutriments.

It has been ascertained by recent investigations that the

highly important nutriment called albumen only builds up the

bod}' but cannot supply it with heat or strength, and that this is

done b}'' fat and carbon-hydrates, a fact which must be most care-

fulh^ considered in prescribing a form of diet.

Many illnesses arise in consequence of general over-feeding.

Further the temperature of the food taken, which may va.ry

according to the patient, should be considered.

in many cases cool nourishment is advisable, in others food

should not be ,above 90^ F.

Dr. Sturm says "Proper diet is the basis on which the art

of healing should rest. This is the very foundation without which

no attempt at lieahng can be justified. For as the organs are built

up of nutriment, it is only from this that the possibility of living

exists in our body".
Many diseases are never cured for want of propei^ diet.

The incurability of many diseases may be attributed to the

imperfect study of other influences on the bod}^

If a patient be given the food which his ailment requires, he

will in the majority of cases recover.
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In concluding this article I must still cal attention to the

f.rt thirsufficient perseverance is indispensable both m taking

nod suLble to the organism as well as in careful attention to

he moto of application adapted to the disease in question.

Unfortunately the contrary is experienced too often viz. tha

a patofwho has suffered for years from a deep seated ailment

and has 'changed his medical adviser a number of times has

taken the waters of some famous springs or has resorted to

omcks and patent medicines of all kinds and finally has recourse

to the Natural Method of Heahng. (As a rule the experiment is

not made until there is no other hope and the patient is practically

Eevo^d recovery.) If in a few days or weeks the patient does not

notice a very considerable improvement (slight improvements are

scarcely acknowledged) he says there is nothing in it and gives

"^Such patients are certainly not the kind we should like. He

onlv will find sure and certain cure, if such be possible, who

with firm fciith and confidence and stern will recognizes the

Natural Method of Healing as the only true method and adopting

it continues it for a sufficient length of time.

This perfect confidence in the Natural Method of Healing is

only to be acquired by experience; he who has no experience not

onlV does not place it higher but frequently lower than any other

method, and that is considering the prevaihng opinion with regard

to this new method hardly to be wondered at. Still whoever

has had sufficient experience will agree with me that as truly as

only one sun exists for our earth so truly does only one method

exist for the sick and ailing, and that is the Natural Method ot

Healing and its various branches.

DIET, NON-STIMULATING (also called vegetarian and

natural diet). Most diseases originate in a more or less erroneous

dietary, therefore besides using the following non-stimulating foods

the greatest care must be taken to arrange a proper combination

of nourishment for each individual patient. For instance, in many

cases the body is overloaded with albumen, fat, etc. and there is

a deficiency of carbon h3rdrates, salts and water; in other cases

the cause of illness being perhaps exactly the reverse. In many
instances also the cause is insufficient digestion of food, but otten

both of them contribute to the result. Disease frequently consists

in one or more organ of the body being too well nourished or

not active enough, and the reverse"" All this requires most careful

consideration, which is one of the doctor's most important functions.

If for example an excess of one or more kind of nutriment,

such as albumen, fat, carbon hydrates etc., or a deficiency of these

is present, often only to be de"tected after careful observation and
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consideration on he part of the doctor, the disease must be
remedied by a suitable combinaJon ot foods.

Should the cause consist in inadequate digestion of food, an
increase of the functions of the bod}' or capacity for using up
food must be brought about or rather facilitated. If one or all

the organs be too well nourished, or the reverse, i. e. not active
enough, in the first instance the over-feeding must be discontinued
and in the second the dehcient activity increased or the reverse'.

See also "Food for invalids" and *'Diet".

By non-stimulating diet we understand firstl}^ all kinds of bread,
also white bread, particularly whole -meal wheaten bread, then
all foods made with milk and eggs, vegetables, porridges and
soups, made palatable with milk or butter.

We draw special attention to beverages and soups made
with whole-meal, the latter of grated whole-meal bread, fried in

a little butter, perhaps made palatable with a little milk or cream,
then above all, curds, buttermilk, sour milk, fruit, stewed berries,

which ma}^ be partaken of at every meal.

The chief beverage should be pure water, as soft as possible*),

which may be mixed with the juice of fruit, such as raspberry

and lemon juice, cider or sugar. Then milk, buttermilk, choco-

late, cocoa, beer-soup, etc. Then extracts made from roasted

wheat or barley, and decoctions of young strawberrs^, blackberry
and woodruff leaves, further artificial coff ees (substitutes for coflfee).

In slight cases of illness also light, well fermented beer, natural

A'ines and weak coffee.

Meat, broths and meat extracts are to be avoided or used
very sparingly on account of their heating properties, b}^ which
febrile diseases especiall}' are aggravated. Should a piece of meat
be specially desired, it ma}^ be partaken of occasionally in light

cases of illness without fever, but the quantity should be small;

for instance a little piece of roast veal, tender beef, young poultry,

fish or the hke. On the other hand all smoked or pickled meat,

or such as has been over-boiled for soups should be avoided by

invalids, as well as strongly spiced and salted dishes. In most

cases too, vegetables with husks should be avoided (on account

of their indigestibility), as well as alcohoHc drinks, such as brandy,

strong beer, strong wine etc. likewise strong coffee and tea.

Above all, see "Diet for invalids".

Persons will do well to provide themselves with a vegetarian

cookery book or with vegetarian receipts, in order to obtain a

clear idea of what is meant by a non-stimulating diet.

*) Hard or impure water is a fruitful source oi diseases of the liver and

kidneys. Professor Trall.
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Diet Non-stimulating. (Gruels.)

These are very thin sor. of por^^^^

suitable for.coitvalescents alter acute ümes, o
^^^^

Ol constipatiorr etc Wheat. ma^e,
>^ ^e

in making gruel. About '1^° J two to tKree pints

T^^^^, rUed^rV'Än minutes. Rice |ruel

is often useful in cases of diarrhoea.

ANOTHER SORT OF GRUEL, between porridge and

.ruel Fl™ or oatmeal is usually employed; half a pound o

Cr and three pints of water is the right
^^'^^^-ifl^^^^^^^

about twenty minutes. Raisms, currants, or dried berries maj

be added if desired. See also 'boups .

Diet, Non-stimulating. (Water Soups.)

FT OUR SOUP. Stir a table spoonful of good wheat flour

or rve-meal into cold water, beat into half a pint of bodmg water,

and^boil up a few times 'with salt and fresh butter, stirring

all the time. •

FRUIT SOUPS of every kind can be prepared with any sort of

fruit dry or fresh, or sultana raisins. These must be boiled with

plenty of water, knd the whole then stirred up with rice, barley

or oatmeal, or with sago to make the soup thick. Sugar accord-

ing to taste.

HARICOT-BEAN, PEA AND LENTIL SOUP Th..se vege-

tables must be boiled thoroughly in soft water. If hard water

only be obtainable, boil them up and let them get cold agam

before using. Rub off the husks (not necessar>^ for persons in

strong health) and finish cooking with butter, potatoes and herbs.

White bread fried brown in butter, or simply toasted and cut

into dice, is very good with bean or pea soup ;
with lentil soup

an addition of dried damsons may be used

MEAL SOUPS are all made in the same way : three quarts of

water with salt brought to boiling point, then half a pound of

meal (whole-meal, flour, oat or barley-meal) stirred into cold water

and boiled up a few times together. If currants, raisms or dried

cooked fruit be added it is more palatable; a httle butter must

not be forgotten.

PANADA. The crust of brown bread, pumper-nickel or rye

bread soaked overnight in cold water, then thoroughly boiled with

plenty of water, and put through a sieve. Add butter, salt, and

sugar, and slices of raw apple; or instead of the latter, raisms

previously boiled (sultanas are best) or damsons; then boil up
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again. Instead of adding fruit, milk and aniseed may be stirredmto the soup when ready. (To three quarts of soup lialf -a

pmt of milk.)
^

ROLL SOUP. Cut a small stale Viennese roll into slices pour
bnihng water over it; beat thoroughly and pass through a sieve-
acid a little salt and fresh butter, and boil up again.—Or the
roll may be sliced into a plate, salt and butter added, boiling
water poured over it, and the whole stirred.

PEARL BARLEY SOUP. Take half a cupful of large
pearl-barley well scalded, and boil slowly in a pint of cold water
for from one and a half to two hours. Rub through a sie\ .

,

and boil up with salt and fresh butter.

POTATO SOUP. The potatoes must be washed clean, well
covered with water and boiled till done; sweet herbs, green leeks,

celer\^ (or dried herbs) are boiled soft separately in water and then
added. Add butter or oil according to taste, and boil all together
with whole-meal, flour, oat or barley-meal. Or the potatoes may
be put through a sieve.

PREPARATIONS OF OATMEAL. Oatmeal soup, gruel,

porridge, and oatmeal water etc. are preparations of oats and
water, and may be partaken of lukewarm or cold. Groats and oat-

meal or even the grains of oats may be used, but the latter must
be thoroughly boiled down. This glutinous and digestible food

possesses remarkably valuable nutritive properties; it is healing

and strengthens the nerves, improves the composition of the blood,

promotes the various functions of the bod3^, especially the secretions

of the kidneys, and is at the same time perfectly harmless. This

food renders the greatest service in diseases of the kidhe3's and
bladder, in all kinds of rheumatic affections, in a morbid condition

of the humours of the body (cachexia), in nervous and in all

kinds of febrile diseases. Professor Becquerel speaks of it as

follows in his Handbook of Hygiene: "It is far more nourishing

than is usually imagined. It is often found that the stomach will

retain this when it rejects every other sort of liquid nourishment

It is well known that gruel is frequently used in febrile diseases,

especially in inflammation of the mucous membrane, as a

demulcent remed}^ promoting the secretion of mucos, and it is

only to be regretted that people, when in health, make too httle

use olf this excellent article of food. Gruel is probably the best

substitute ior that wretched coffee, which only wastes the strength

and makes people nervous. There is no better morning drink lor

children. The best method of preparation is as follows.

Wash the groats (for four people a cup or four brimming

dessert-spoonfuls) and boil them with a htde salt and lemon peel
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- 1 water for from one and a half to two hours, till the soup
n P^fy ^l^^i^'J^VJ a fine sieve, add lemon juice,Ä and -a Me^ugar^cook over a slow fire for half an hour,

Ä IdeToS the soup is not so good, but the

P^'P^htTdäsens'^^^^^^^^^
1 rrrVH with flittk water, and then poured slowly mto three pmts

iXl-Ta er in w^^^^^ a little salt'and half a dessert-spoon ul

of buttei h™ been previously dissolved, stirrmg all the while,

r o on stirring while it boils up, then draw the saucepan on one

dde and et the soup simmer'^for a quarter of an hour at the

side of the fire, stirring occasionally. It is not necessary to take

^"Tn TaXleS?; l^ved itself to be the most certain

restorative and is even efficacious in cases where all other so-

ca led 4nics leave us in the lurch, I know of no better remedy

for buM?ng up a broken down constitution. I advise everyone

suWring ffom w to take porridge and gruel daity, and

I know^hat they will be grateful to me.for this advice. Thin

.and emaciated persons can be "fed up" on this diet m a short

time. Anaemic girls, and delicate women suffering from the

efiSts of confinements, who are visibly getting worse while

Dartaking of beefsteak, broths, wine, and preparations of eggs

take a turn for the better at once on being fed on porridge and

oaten soups. This food also agrees excellently with pale and

badly-developed children, particularly during their school-days

when such large demands are made on their youthful constitutions;

they become rosy
,

strong and blooming. In short, oats are

unequalled as a restorative, and can therefore be as strongly

recommended to invahds as to persons m health.

RICE SOUP. Stew two or three ounces of well-washed rice

till soft with a httle water and butter. Beat a little flour, some

salt and butter .well into a quart of boihng water, and boil untd

it forms a thin, glutinous soup. Then add the rice.

SEMOLINA SOUP. (For two persons.) Soak half a cupful

of fine semolina in a little cold water, then pour it into a pint of

boiling water, stirring all the time, and after adding some fresh

butter boil for a quarter of an hour.

WHOLE MEAL SOUP, WHOLE MEAL WHEATEN SOUP
is prepared in the same way as whole meal water, except that in

this case rather more wheaten meal is used; to one quart of water

two and a half to three ounces.

WHOLE MEAL SOUP MADE OF GRATED WHOLE
MEAL WHEATEN BREAD. Grate whole meal wheaten bread,
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fry It in butter, put it into boiling water with a little salt, let it
boil up well; beat up or stir an egg well in cream, and stir into
the soup, which must then be left to draw a little over a moderate
fire. With the doctor's permission, all these soups may have the
addition of milk instead of butter; also of sugar.

Diet, Non-stimulating. (Milk Soups.)

For two persons take half a pint of milk, and if really pure
and fresh from the cow boil up with half a pint of water (other-
wise without water). Add a heaped-up table-spoonful of flour
stirred into cold milk, and boil for a few minutes with a little

salt.—Instead of flour, potato meal, arrowroot, maize, or tapioca
may be used, but all of these, with the exception of potato-meal,
must be boiled for ten minutes. If semolina be used, half a cupful
is required, which must also be stirred into cold milk, and boiled
for a quarter of an hour, stirring all the time.

Diet, Non-stimulatingo (Light-broths.)

BREAD SOUP. Cut a small Viennese roll into slices, and
pour half a pint of boiling stock on it.

GELATINOUS BARLEY SOUP. For two persons take half

a cupful of coarse pearl barley, well scalded, put on with one quart
of cold water boil for from one and a half to two hours slowly,

pass through a sieve, and add to one pint of light pure stock.

MACARONI SOUP. Boil two dessert-spoonfuls of home-
made macaroni till soft in one pint of light, pure stock; shake
the macaroni into the boiling stock.

SEMOLINA SOUP. Stir three table-spoonfuls of semolina
into some cold stock or when this is not procurable into water,

and boil in one pint of light, pure stock for a quarter of

an hour.

Diet, Non-stimulating. (Beer soups.)

BEER SOUP. Boil half a pint of light porter thoroughly

with a little aniseed and a few pieces of stale bread, then pass

through a sieve, and boil up again with a little bit of butter and

some salt. Stir into this an egg and some potato-meal beaten up

in cold beer.

BEER SOUP WITH MILK. Boil half a pint of beer with

sugar, salt and butter. Beat up a table-spoonful of flour in milk

until it is quite clear, pour into the beer stirring all the time,

and boil up. For other soups, see "Diet, Mixed".
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DIET, NON-STIMULATING.

Diet, Non-stimulating. (Beverages.)

APPLE WATER Cut a

I little sugar
'

rrr'' WATER Beat up the yolk of one egg with two

teaspWuls^oS su^ar Jo a Jth and ..x w.h one quan

of c?ld water and two spoonfuls of claret.

OATMFAL WATER. Boil one dessert-spoonful of fO'^tsjn

one pint o"? w^a^^^^^^ pour through a sieve, and when cold

add sugar and claret.

r,,nr WATFR Boil three ounces of rice for half an hour

,n on^l^'qln "ff the liquid and add a little sugar

and lemon juice.

TOAST AND WATER. Let a few pieces of toasted rye-

brealS w^^^^^ two hours; pour off the water, add sugar

nnrl a little fruit or lemon juice.

^^Se?!nd:ffor^'^^^^^^^^ meat .rink por™ and vounc

children". For other beverages see "Diet, Mixed .

Diet, Non-stimulating. (Bread.)

FRUIT-BREAD. Stewed apples, pears, peaches, cherries

•Currants or berries may be mixed with unbolted flour and baked

into tnut-bread. A little sugar will change it mto fruit-cake.

HOW TO MAKE WHOLE MEAL BREAD. (Wheaten). For

lurthc, information read the article on "Whole meal wheaten

bkfad" see Index. As we learn in the above mentioned article,

by removing the bran from the flour valuable nutritive properties

a?e lost and, as is well known, the nutritive properties are des-

troyed by adding fermenting agents (German yeast, barm baking--

powder, carbonate of soda) to the dough thus rendering the bi cad

Unwholesome. It would therefore seem advisable to use bread made

from unbolted meal, with the addition of a Uttle water only, neverthe-

less we civilised people are frequently so degenerate that such an

ideal bread is, in the first place, unpalatable, and secondly we otten
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find that it disagrees with us, so that it is expedient to remove
the coarsest bran from the meal, or better still to peel the dry-

wheat and other kinds of grain, and to make the bread as light

as possible; for this reason when necessary a little yeast may be
added. (The chief condition for the good digestion of whole-m' al

bread is thorough mastication) True whole-meal bread (also call'

d

Graham, brown, or bran bread) is prepared much as follows:

Take whole -meal, produced by means of a grist, or hand
cribbling machine, add luke-warm water, and knead into dough,

not too stiff; cover well, and leave in a moderately warm place

until the dough rises, make into loaves two to three inches high,

and bake in a quick oven. The crust will remain soft if the

steam cannot escape, i. e. if the oven is hermetically closed. We
should recommend convalescents, and especially persons with

weak digestions, to eat "digestive" bread, that is to say bread

from which the coarsest bran has been removed and has been

rendered light by the addition of a little yeast (or of grated

potatoes). Whole -meal bread can be made much Hghter by the

addition of raisins, dates, figs, dried fried or fresh fruit, and this

is also much lighter and more palatable (so-called fruit- bread).

If such whole-meal bread is not obtainable, try to get slightly

acid rye-bread or WestphaHan Pumpernickel, or ordinary brown

bread. Pumpernickel and white bread eaten together will often

suit delicate digestions. But in any case, do not eat whole-meal

or other bread exclusively ; nature points to juicy fruits more than

to grain foods as suitable nourishment for the human body—It

is very advisable to eat the kinds of bread recommended in turn,

or to have several in use at the same time.

OTHER BREAD. Mix wheaten flour witk cold water to the

consistency of butter. Pour the dough into a suitable baking

pan—the bottom of which must be covered with flour to prevent

sticking—and bake in a quick oven. The paste can be half an

inch in thickness, or thinner, according to how it spreads; the

thinner the better, only that when very thm a large oven is

necessary in order to bake plenty of bread. On this account rolls

are most convenient for families, but any one making on y ior

themselves, and not caring for the trouble of kneading, will hnd

this sort of bread most suitable. I have often made it, and on.

a gas stove it was ready in less than two minutes.

LOAVES Very good loaves may be made of six parts of

wheat-meal, two parts of maize, and one part of mealy potatoes.

Mix with boiling water and bake in the ordinary way.

ROLLS Mix wheat-meal (unbolted wheat-meal is always-

meant) quickly with boiling water, by stirring vigorously with a

Sick or a strong iron spoon into a soft paste; after it has cooled.
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knead a little with the hands, make into small thin cakes or rolls,S them o prevent bubbles forming, and bake for about twenty

in a hot oven. The baking board—an iron one is best

^must be strewed with good dry'flour to prevent the dough

''''^The cakes may be barely half an inch thick, and f^om one and

a half to two inches wide. If made into rolls (which is the best

shape because a large surface is then presented to the heat and

ftfinner and more tender crust formed) these may be about the

length and thickness of a finger. With a large quantity of dough

he square shape is best. The dough must be rolled out into

pieces from of an inch and a half to two inches wide and these

cut through in the centre. The knife, rollmg-pm and board must

be well covered with good dry flour.

RYE ROLLS. Unbolted rye-meal can be used for making

rolls in the same way as wheaten meal, or baked in flat cakes.

This is very wholesome, hght and palatable.

WHEAT-MEAL RUSKS. These are distinguished from rolls

by their dryness, hardness and crispness. To obtain these qualities

the dough must be well kneaded, and then baked m a brick oven

until the moisture has completely evaporated. If kept dry the

rusks will preserve their sweet and very agreeable taste for

several weeks; in a very dry and very cool spot they will keep

good for several months. Size and shape may resemble those

of ship rusks. All invalids should provide themselves with these

when travelling.

Diet, Non-stimulating. (Cakes and Pastry.)

APPLE PUDDING. Slice the apples, and place them in a

mould in layers with the mentioned below white bread-pudding

or slices of brown bread. It is better to bake than to steam this

pudding.

BREAD FRITTERS. Soak some shces of stale white bread,

about the thickness of a finger, in milk, then fry in butter strewed

with sugar. For further recipes see Index.

MAIZE CAKE. Moisten some coarse whole-maize meal with
boiling water, roll the paste in one or more cakes half an incli

thick, and bake in a hot oven. Some prefer to make the paste
with cold water.

OATMEAL CAKES. Tkese can be made in the same way
as the wheaten rolls.

OPEN FRUIT TARTS. When these are prepared by a baker
or confectioner they have not, as a rule, the shghtest diatetic value.

21*
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They should not however be regarded simply as luxuries, !)ut

can also be made conducive to health. The necessary ingredients

are almost any kind of fruit, some sugar, a handful of flour, or

of rye and maize-meal, mixed with mealy potatoes. Pumpkin
tarts require the addition of milk.

PANCAKES. Stir three eggs, a pint and a third of milk

and three spoonfuls of flour or whole wheat meal together, add

a little salt and fry with oil or butter in a pan.—For apple

or damson fritters, cut the fruit in slices, and stew with a

little butter. When soft add the paste, and fry on both sides

till done.

POTATO FRITTERS. Grate raw potatoes, mix a little

salt with them, and to four pounds of potatoes stir in one egg

and some milk. A table-spoonful of this paste made smooth will

make one fritter, which must be fried in oil till it rises a good

deal in the pan.

PUMPKIN TART. Mix flour with half as much boiled

pumpkin, add enough milk, and bake in a pan.

WHEAT MEAL SCONES. Knead whole wheat meal with

water, a little milk, plenty of raisins and a very small amount

of yeast into dough. A littie butter or good olive-oil must be

added and when the dough rises it should be made into longish

scones and well baked. This makes a hght and very palatable cake.

The scones may also be prepared in the same way, or nearly

so, as oat-meal or oaten whole-meal.

On account of the extremely nutritious propert es ot oats,

oaten bread is in many ways preferable even to wheaten bread.

It can be made:
.

1 From unbolted oatmeal (the husks being removed).

2 From oatmeal. (Taking the mean weight of this as one

hundred, there should be about sixty parts meal and forty parts

"^^^^3
From oatmeal and whole wheat meal, about half of each.

Raisins, dried currants and good apples are very suitable tor

mixing with oaten bread.
. „ • , , c

Also milk may be used wholly or partially m the place of waai.

To render the bread more palatable and more suitable toi

weak digestive organs, it is advisable to let it ferment:

If the bread tastes bitter it must be attributed to the poor

'^''^^pVrid?e%vfth or apples also makes a good dish In

many mountainous districts of Germany the People formerly lived

ch efly on porridge, and there sprang up a fine, healthy, ros^-

'h eked race suc4i as is seldom to be found there now-a-dav^.
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Diet, Non-stimulating. (Puddings.)

^ooTI^ TnT>JATHAN Fill a pie- dish two thirds full ot

ir!U^ö^:^.^pp.eT^rrdrn and u..

the crust is browned.

APPTF PUDDING GOOD Take equal quantities ot very

BREAD PUDDING. Jfe one pound of^^^^ute^^^^^^^^

^ÄgsfsCelg^ald^ butfr^T^^^ together and proceed

as in whole wheat meal pudding.

A/rAi7fr PUDDING BOILED. Moisten coarse maize meal

four hours.

^ PUDDINGS. I consider all these dishes, even when made

In the sinVplesJ manner, as things which are permissible but not

rdvisab^for invahds. Maize-meal, rice and semolina are he

mo t suitable ingredients for puddings. Sago and pearl-barley

also be toferated. Boiled and sweetened pumpkin with

Setheat or maize starch, with or without milk, makes a very

simple and light dessert which many people like very much.

RICE AND APPLE PUDDING WITHOUT MILK. Boil

rice pretty soft, stir into it sliced sour apples, and boil lor

about twenty minutes.

RICE PUDDING. Boil half a pound of rice with milk to

a stiff- porridge ; then stir in three eggs, a spoonful of melted

butter, and sugar, and boil or bake as above.

SEMOLINA PUDDING. Boil half a pound of .semolina

until stiff -in a quart of milk. Before it is cold add three eggs

and some sugar—then as above.

WHOLE WHEATEN MEAL PUDDING. Stir up one pound

of whole meal with three eggs, a quart ol milk, a spoonfiü cjt

oil and a little sugar and salt. Put the paste into a mould which

closes tight, and has been previously floured mside, and then place

the mould in a saucepan of water, which must be kept boning

for three hours and a half. The water in the saucepan must

reach halt way up the mould, and care must be taken that as it

boils away more water is added, or the pudding will burn.
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Open the mould slowly and carefully.—Or the paste can 'j-

baked in an open mould previously oiled inside; time require I

three hours.

Diet, Non-stimulating. (Porridges.)

These are preferable to puddings. Wheat and maize semolina

make the best porridges. Coarse wheat semolina requires boiling

five or six hours. For an ordinary family it may be ground in a

large coffee-mill. Fine semolina takes an hour and a half to boil.

Rye-, maize- and oatmeal also make a good porridge. Rice may
boil for from fifteen to twenty minutes; when stirring avoid

breaking the grains, then pour the water off, and let the rice

steam for fifteen minutes. When cold, any sort of porridge can

be cut in shces, and gently browned in the oven, by which means

it is as good as or even better than when fresh.

MILK SEMOLINA. Take barely a cupful of fine semolina,

stir into some cold milk, and boil in a pint of milk over a slow

fire, stirring all the time, until the fluid has quite boiled away

Add gradually three pints of milk, unt'l the semolina is soft enough.

For other porridge see "Diet, Mlxed".

Diet, Non-stimuiating. (Sweets.)

MILK RICE. Soak half a cupful of rice in water for several

hours, scald it three times, and then boil till soft in one pint

of milk with lemon-peel and sugar. As soon as it is cold serve

with fruit sjTup, which should be shghtly diluted. Or make the

following sauce: boil together a quarter of a pint of water, a

glassful of wine, lemon peel, cinnamon and sugar, to which add

afterwards a teaspoonful of potato flour, arrow-root or maizena

beaten up in cold water, stirring all the time. Boil all together

for from seven to ten minutes.

RICE WITH APPLES OR RAISINS. Wash and shake

some rice well, boil soft with water, salt, butter and a little suo-ar

(half a pound of rice to three quarts of water); then add boiled

raisins or raw sHced apples; place on the rice, and finish boihng.

RED MOULD (use home-made fruit syrup). Boil half a pint

of raspberry, half a pint of red currant, and a quarter of a pint

of cherrv syrup Hghtly, and, stirring all the while, add two or tavee

dessert-ipoontuls ot maize, 'ncc-, potato meal or arrow-root which

has been previously stirred till smooth m water. Let it boil till

soft, and
g[J^^^*^^'^-^gggej.t.spoonfuls of fine semolina or tapioca

smooth "in water, then boil soft in a quarter of a pint ot water

with sugar; add half a cupful of claret and boil up agam.
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ck ^ndL" ed'wl w?^e'Se"pe™issib.e but'not advisable

irmanfpatients -Pure water is always the best beverage. (The

Author.)

Diet, Non-stimulating. (Vegetables.)

APPLES AND POTATOES.*) Boil the potatoes well, then

.hce on them fresh sliced apples and butter, and continue boiling

? 1 together Fresh stoned damsons may be treated in the same

;!iy^Be particular to first boil pears or dried fruits before they

are added to the potatoes.

PEARL BARLEY AND DAMSONS. Boil coarse pearl

barlev with water butter and salt, for from four to five hours till

soft- then mix with dried damsons which have been previously

boiled till soft.

SPINACH must be boiled soft in water, the water squeezed

•out, and the spinach then chopped, afterwards bod thoroughly

again with the milk-sauce described m "Diet, Mixed .

A favourite dish when served with fresh eggs and slices

of toast.

VEGETABLES WITH MILK SAUCE. Mix a spoonful of

flour and butter thoroughly, then boil with milk till they form

a smooth sauce. Pour this over vegetables,—cabbage, kohlrabi

<:aulitlower, or French beans—which have been boiled sott m salt

and water, and carefully strained.

YOUNG VEGETABLES. Asparagus is boiled in salt and

water till soft, the water strained off, and pure melted butter added.

Young beans, peas and root vegetables are boiled in water with

butter and some salt; when soft strew a little flour over them,

let them boil thoroughly, and then add chopped parsley.

Diet, Non-stimulating. (Puddings and Dumplings.)

APPLE DUMPLINGS. Mix boiled mealy potatoes with flour

into a paste; roll till it is scarcely a quarter of an inch in thick-

ness. In each dumpUng enclose a moderate-sized apple, which

has been previously peeled and cored, and let them boil or roast

for about an hour.

MACARONI. The macaroni is broken into pieces, boiled in

water and milk with butter, salt and sugar, till it is soft. It is

eaten with stewed dried fruits or grated Parmesan cheese,

*) As potatoes are properly speaking not a food which should be oftered
to invalids tliey must be partaken of in moderation.
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POLENTA. Mix maize semolina with cold water, stir into

boiling salt and water, and boil for a few minutes. Serve with

browned butter poured over it; those who like pungent flavours

can add fried onions or grated horse-radish.

POTATO DUMPLINGS. Grate one pound of boiled potato, s.

then mix them with about three quarters of a pint of milk, three

eggs, and one spoonful of pure melted butter. Then add enough
flour to make the paste sufficiently firm to form round dumplings,

which must be boiled for fifteen minutes in salt and water.

Regarding dumphngs, see further "Diet, Mixed".

Diet, Non-stimulating. (Fruit.)

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, PRESERVING OF, about

which there is so much difference of opinion, will be the subject

of the following article, and will probably be found of general

interest. Before the jars are used they should be carefully washed

in hot soda and water, and then rinsed in water only.

Glass jars must be filled with vegetables only as far as the

neck, but in tins the contents should not reach higher than about

an inch and a half below the upper rim. The jars must then

be filled up with water. Asparagus must be cut in equal lengths,

and placed in the jars head downwards; the stems must only

reach to the neck of the jars.

Asparagus, young peas, and French beans must be put nito

boihng water, allowed to boil up a few times, and then to drain

thoroughly before being placed in the tins or glasses.

Very juicy fruits, such as gooseberries, bilberries, fresh cur-

rants, cherries etc. should be pressed into the jars with a small

quantity of water until the former are quite full, includmg the

neck. More water can be used to less juicy fruits.

The glass jars thus prepared must be closed, the tms sol-

dered by an ironmonger, and set upright in a large saucepan

of cold water, or in a pot specially made for the purpose, whicii

may now be obtained at the ironmongers. In the case of glass

jars the bottom of the saucepan should be covered with a nap-

kin 'or cloth. The water in the saucepan must only reach up to

the necks of the glasses, therefore only those of the same size

must be placed together.

The saucepan must now be closed with the lid or a clotn,

and put on to boil.

The cooking must be very slow and gradual; violent boiling

will cause glass jars to crack.
. . , ,

•

When the water has boiled for the requisite length o time

the saucepan must be lifted from the fire, and the glass«-^ P.llowed

to cool gradually to prevent their bursting.
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The time required for cooking is as follows: for asparagus

one hor?nd a\alf, yo-^P-^^

Cd^lÄ tre^hTeaÄe quS^of \n hour, mush-

'''"reqmr'ed^^^^^^^^ fruits is as follows :
ripe gooseberries

fifteen minut"ripe twent^o twenty five mmutes, strawbernes.

. tn fifteen minutes ehernes fifteen to twenty mmutes, currants

fifteen fo twenTm nu^^^^^ bilberries twenty to twenty live mmutes

rasDberrierfiftän^ twenty minutes, plums thirty to forty five

^fnutä Dears^^^^^ an hour to one hour, apricots ha^f an hour to-

tTree qu^-ters of an hour, peaches half an hour to three quarters

'
Tl'e'me required for cooking is reckoned from the n,o^^^

when the water in which the jars stand be^ns to boil, a tew

minutes more or less are of no account. Fruit already stoned

Skes less time than when preserved with the stones
,
very^uicy

fruit must be cooked a shorter üme, as it quickly clogs together

S^rip? fruit must be cooked longer, and it is advisable to sca^^^

it beforehand in boiling water to remove some of the acidity.

If sug^ is added, It should be placed in layers between the fruit.

STEWED FRUIT Any sort of dried fruit must soak for at

least two hours before it is cooked. It is best to thoroughly wash

plums, apples, cherries etc. Then place them m a clean earthen-

ware vessel, cover them with water and let them stand a night.

Next morning cook them slowly over a moderate fire till done

Bv this means the natural saccharine matter contained in the Irmt

reappears, and the addition ot sogar is unnecessary.

TUTTI FRUTTI Cover the bottom of a pie-dish with cooked

cherries or damsons, or slices of raw orange, and make a crust

like semohna pudding, only use half the amount of semolina so

tkt it may be less stiff, and pour this over the fmit. lo be eaten

^^^^
Refer also to "Mushrooms" and their preparation, at the end

of this chapter, as they also belong to non-stimulating diet.

DIFFICULTY OF BREATHING IN CHILDREN may be

caused by asthma, whooping cough, quinsey, diphtheria, spasm

of the glottis, narrow chest, etc. See various articles on these

subjects.

Digestion Impaired, see "Stomach, Weakened".

DIGESTION, ORGANS OF. For illustrations and des-

cription, see Index. • i
•

Figure 105 shews the pharynx, gullet and the windpipe from

behind. The gullet extends from the neck behind the wmdpipe,

cold
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Pharynx, gullet, mtnäpipe etc.

seen from behind.

heart and lungs through an opening in

the diaphragm to the stomach. For
further information, see "Chest and ab-

dominal CAVITY, Organs of the."

DIPHTHERIA is one ol the most

dreaded diseases, and demands a great

many victims. According to Professor

Rose of Berlin there have been in one

single hospital in the infirmar}^ Betha-

nien, one of the best conducted hospi-

tals, in one single year no less than three

hundred and forty one cases of diph-

theria in vv^hich two hundred and forty

one operations became necessary, and

in which five sixths of the patients died.

With the Method of Healmg, the cure

of this disease requires only a few days,

and operations become therefore un-

necessary; cases of death, alas, are also

here recorded, but not by far at the same

rate as with medical treatment.

This disease greatly resembles croup;

but diphtheria is contagious and croup is

not: the diphtheritic coating bears the

characteristics of decay; in croup, how-

ever, a real membrane forms : people of

any age are subject to the former, chil-

dren only to croup: in the former swelling

and suppuration of the sub - maxillary

glands, but not in the latter. Thus

various differences exist which are

a. occipital bone; b. occipital described in more detailed manner in

foramen; c, main artery of the , following.
Iieacl: d, rear exit of the nasal ^J;;^^^'^;.'^- . ,

,

iavitv : e, ceptum narium ;
f. This disease is, as already mentioned,

uvula with the soft palate; g, ygj-y much like croup ; also like thrush

tongue seen through the pha-
^^^^^^^ and catarrhal inflammation ot

Tvngeal cavity; h, tonsils; i F
throat To be perfectlv clear we

?^'l£^5e:fc^>1u.^™!^uT.; will glve'a cJ^xcise a'nd yeJ somewhat

n windpipe: division of the ^ore circumstantial account ot the le-

• "

spective distinguishing characteristics:

Diphtheria of the Pharynx, Angina.

The exudation (membranous exu-

dation), which is white or greyish

white is located in the mucous membrane is theretore

firmly auached and can be removed only with dithcult>
.

The

Fig. 105.

-windpipe into the left; p, and

; uto the right: q, bronchus; r,

::.orta: s, heart; t, single veins;

•i;. lower vena cava; v, lungs.
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cure is effected with loss of substance and the formation of

scars. Putrid smell.

XI,. .vrrpfinn has a pale yellow colour, clings very

toThe mucTufmembrane^nd^is difficult to place. Cure

^kes place wkhout loss of any substance_ Barkmg cough,

^otSaencing suddenly and generally at night.

'

Catarrh -^L inflammation of the throat. White or jrellowish

Ske prominences, easily squeezed out and wiped off.

frequently form on the tonsils.

Aphtha Aphthse are principally found on the edges and the

/^undef-surfar^^^ point 5f iL tongue, where croup never

touches.

Thrush The oidium is white, is easily wiped away with a

handkerchief, and makes its appearance m the whole of the

throat.

Symptoms of diphtheria. General feeling of illness, de-

Dression indifference, loss of appetite, followed by occasional vomit-

f^Theadache, delirium, high fever, shivering; heat, thirst, heavinessK limbs, 'pressure in the pit of the ^^^^.^^^h; next pams m he

throat when swallowing, inflammation and swelling the tonsils

and the gullet, and the appearance of a grey or whitish grey

fungus-like coating, sometimes also brownish spots on the tonsils

or the uvula spreading rapidly behind, above and below, it

removed, the mucous membrane beneath it is seen to be an

open, bloody or ulcerous place; further a peculiar unpleasant

gangrenous smell, fetid discharge from the nose, dry, barking

cough etc. This disease appears independently or accompanied

by other diseases, as: scarlatina, small pox, etc., it affects pnnci-

pally children, of from five to two years old and appears more

rarely in later years. ,

CAUSES.—Indigestible food and faulty diet and consequent

weakness in the digestive organs and of the nerves, spoiling

children and effeminating them and thus causing them to forfeit

all the strength which should go towards resisting injurious and

morbid influences; next, unhealthy, damp, dark dwelling places,

often kept dirty, which are never aired and overcrowded with

people; and next too little exercise in the open air. Vaccination

also from arm to arm, whereby the blood and the humours of

healthy children are tainted or permanently poisoned and the

system of the litüe ones thus rendered susceptible to diseases of

that description, is one of the causes of diphtheria. Lastly, in-

fection etc.

Treatment.—Separation of the affected from the healthy. The
room must be cool and airy and therefore the windows constantly
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open and sometimes also the door. At a temperature of 46", there
need not be a fire in the room. A patient, with a fever upon
him, cannot easily catch cold, therefore he must be slightly

covered, best a blanket, because it allows the morbid exhalations

to pass through while feather beds rather retain the morbid matters.
This blanket, or better two of them, must daily be hung up in

the open air several times if possible in the sun ; the floor of the

room must be cleaned every day but not be caipeted. The follow-

ing simple but wonderfully effective treatment must, above all, be
adopted

:

Full steam-bath in bed and cool neck-compress. For the

latter, a medium-sized towel is usuall}^ taken for children dipped

into (540 to 660) water and wrung out moderately dry,—but it

must be as wide as possible so as to reach up to the ears and be
put round the whole neck. The upper half of this wet compress

is left without any woollen covering. Therefore the compress must

not be too thin, and be kept on all the time the patient is in

the pack. When he is not in his steam-bath, (66^ "to 72^) cool

neck-compresses are constanüy appHed and changed when getting

warm, with peevish children three-quarter steam-bath in bed

and shoulder pack (duration of the bath three quarters of an hour

to one hour). Should the patient become restless the pack must

be removed. If needful, this pack must be repeated two to three

times within twenty-four hours. After it, a lukewarm (72« to 86»)

full washing to be given. The higher the fever, the thicker and

damper the sheet for the steam-bath in bed. Moreover trunk and

foot packs to be given. Both packs to be changed in high fever,

i. e. when they get hot—which a little child soon shows by its

restlessness— according to requirement: when the fever is only

moderate, about every two hours. Water should be taken into the

mouth to absorb and loosen the exudations in the inflamed mucous

membranes etc. The patient must gargle several times durmg the

hour, and with little children, injections made into the nose and

throat with lukewarm (770) water, which may be acidulated advan-

tageously with lemon-juice, one fifth of a lemon to a glass of water.

If there is no ball-syringe, a well cleaned common syringe must

be used but it must be applied with a mild pressure. Besides

fresh water, mixed with plenty of leraon-juice, must be drunk

freely because firstly it helps to quench the thirst and secondly

it soothes the heat and pain in the throat; the suppurating places

are cleansed of their corrosive poisonous excretions, and thirdly

the inward fever heat is mitigated and the injurious substances

removed from the blood, nourishment is only given the patient

when he asks for it. Non-stimulating cool, semi-liquid food butter-

milk apple-iam or other boiled and raw fruit. Egg-flip with sugar,

oat- or barley-gruel and similar decoctions. For constipation and
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In the

for derivativ, purposes sn^^^^^^^^^^^

^2ofl^nutel If

rtfhtLnaTTa c ouptke^fhara^^^^^^^ the coating begins
the diphtheria IS ot ^ cio^p ^^^^ pi

tocover the lairnx itisa^
with warm water about five

'°
h^^s h^h and to g've Iffusfons with cold water from the neck

inches high and to give _ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

rftn^^nt t^so thrhip bathfco^^ with wet rubbing men-

tioned by llr.. and Lntinual lavations of the abdomen are

^^^"^That iniurv may be done by physical apphcation is proved by

,4,.fnllowiniuiusS^ A homoeopathic doctor applied mhalations

hoilina water from a tub, which proceeding is generally fatal to

We ^hT nhaied vapour is by reason of its moist warmth the

very thing to promote the growth of iungi and effects only

considerable aggravated respiration. The consequence of is

mosdy agg^^^^^^ of the croup and poisoning of the blood with

^"'TLÄtÄ^ According to the patient's strength,

a lukewarm (800) soothing three-quarter pack morning and even-

fng (rnee^ful with a hot-water botde, wrapped m a damp c oth,

a^^he feet) and neck-compresses containing plenty of i^o'sture

as above' to be kept on for an hour and a quarter and followed

by a lukewarm (900) bath. For the^ rest, continual tepid (7 20)

stimulating calf-packs to b - kept on about an hour and a half and

combined with (66« to 720) cooling neck-compresses (duration halt

an hour) and tepid (680) garglings- or injections into the gums (a^^^^^

for half an hou^). If there is tever, there are to be adaed (88«)

soothing trunk or body packs (duration one hour). This treatment

must be continued through one or two nights, as it is just then,

whilst the padent sleeps, that an aggravation of the disease takes

place. Non-stimulating, light food, lemonade, (the juices ot truit,

especially of lemon). Tepid (720) enemata twice dall3^ contents

€ight to ten spoonfuls of water. When the disease has been over-

come it is advisable to give the patient a wet rubbing ot the

whole body evei^ day for about a week, and a full pack or steam-

bath in bed every other day
i r .

Treatment by massage. The swollen glands and muscles ot the

throat must be rubbed gently from the beginning in spite of the

patient's great pain and the resistance offered to it by him, but

with more pressure gradually in a downward direction for Irom

two to four minutes with the fingers dipped previously m oil and

water. At first this treatment is not applied to the swollen parts

but to their neighbourhood and the manipulation of the affected

places is only gradually entered upon and to be repeated every
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half hour. The treatment by massage is always to be combined
with the above applications of water.*)

At the beginning of the disease, when the throat and the
tonsils begin to get inflamed and the first diphtheritic coating
is discernible, frequently changed cool (59° to 66^j throat com-
presses are of excellent effect and must not be done without.

But it is not necessary to put the compress right round the

whole neck and thus to trouble the child at every renewal of the

compress to raise its head which would be every ten to fifteen

minutes or oftener because it takes that time in the beginning for

the compress to get hot. I cause for this purpose a large pocket

handkerchief, folded lengthways in four, to be placed behind the

neck of the child, and have besides two compresses made, folded

in eight, about three fingers wide and composed of old soft, white

linen, long enough to cover the whole forepart of the neck and

the tonsils (in other words: reaching from ear to ear, measured (

under the chin). A wash-hand basin or other basin with cool water

is placed by the side of the bed, and both these compresses are

dipped into it; they are wrung out, not too dry, and one of them .

is appUed to the child's throat, so as to cover it, whilst its two I

ends are turned up at both sides of the tonsils, towards the ears
||

and then pinned together loosely with the dry cloth behind the

neck. After sometime when it feels warm to the touch, it is

unpinned and exchanged for the other compress lyinje: ready in

the basin, the dry cloth clapped over it as before and its

ends tucked under the shirt. This process is continued till the

compresses do not any longer get warm so quickly, which happens

simultaneously with the decrease of fever and inflammation. When .

that is the case, i. e. when the compresses take longer to get P

warm, a wet pocket-handkerchief, folded in four, is put round the

child's whole neck in such a way that the ends reach in front

up to the ears-beyond the part where the tonsils are situated i

and on which the diphtheritic coating forms, so that the dan^
|

warmth may tell effectively upon the detachment of the coatmg |

and the excretionary process of the respective part of the skin,

*) This treatment by massage in diphtheria has been characterized by

many as absolutely injurious because the friction of the tonsils, auricular

sahvary glands, muscles of the throat, and glands at the shoulders, all of them

swollen and exceedingly painful, causes the poison to be rubbed farther mto

the system. On the other hand experience has taught over and oyer again

that it is just these threatening swellings, which massage, combined witn

apphcations of water, calculated to stimulate excretion (as steam-baihs

succeeded by packs, enemata etc.) has caused to disappear in surpns.ng y

short dme. Notwithstanding this explanation, I do not advise treatment b>

massage in diphtheria to be undertaken without professional advice or «

aoDlied to be used only in the mildest manner possible, especially as the

ab?ve applications of water are quite sufficient of themselves to cure the disease.
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w wiiirh reason this compress is left on till it has become quite

^ot ^i^d TeSnrtr dry, within four or five hours or niore.

Tos contnvlnce has the advantage that the child is not obligde

S nilse its head everytime a compress is put on. Let me empha-

size once more : only at the outset, when there is considerable

fever and violent inflammation of the throat and tonsils, are the

wet cold compresses to be changed frequently for the purpose ot

reducing and limiting this inflammation and the formation ot the

func-us-like covering. If these exudations however producing the

diphtheritic coating are embedded already m the mucous mem-

branes of the throat to any considerable extent, or if fever and

inflammation ai'e moderated and entirely reduced, then frequently

changed throat-compresses are absolutely injurious, because nothing

else than damp warmth (stimulating compresses) is necessary to

dissolve the mucus and effect a cure. This is an undoubted fact

and one of which any practising physician who has the opportunity

of treating patients affected with diphtheria cannot help being

convinced.*) It is always preferable in this disease to ask tiie

advice of an efficient natural healer.

CASE OF DIPHTHERIA AND INTESTINAL
INFLAMMATION CURED.

Dear Mr. Bilz!

Thanks to your valuable book "The Natural Method ot

Healing", I was able in December last to completely cure m}^

two children, aged five and ten years respectively, of diphtheria,

and my wife of intestinal inflammation, without any subsequent

injury. I appreciate this all the more, because my only son, a

boy of seven years of age, died of diphtheria five years ago in

spite of the efforts of a number of medical men. I feel it my
duty to express my heartfelt thanks to you, and hope that 3'our

invaluable work will find its way into every family.

Yours trulv Carl Schmidt, Kirn a. d. N.

CURE OF DIPHTHERIA
by H. Canitz, of Berlin.

On the 23''*^ of October 18 . I was requested to pay the
family of Mr. Elsätier of Chemnitz a visit, their only son havinj;"

sickened of diphtheria and been "given up" b}^ the physicians who

*) It happens sometimes, as every practitioner knows, who has had
(iifterent forms of diphtheria under his treatment that notwithstanding reduced
fever and profuse perspiration the diphtheritic coating which exists in masses-
and covers the entire throat and jaws cannot be dissolved and removed whilst
the pain in swallowing increases as sometimes happens with scrofulous
children. It is then that the highest degree of moist warmth is required.
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were treating him. Only an inhuman and heartless man could have ,

resisted the urgent appeal, and although I knew that m}- oppo-
nents were on my track, I resolved to comply with the solici-

tation and wont there on Saturday at noon. The impression
which the patient who was but three years old made upon me
was certainly a very sad one, and justified the declaration ot the
physician on the day before, that the boy was doomed to die unless
a miracle was wrought, while the second medical man who had been
called in said that nothing could be done, the treatment hitherto
^had been the very best possible, but there was no help. Inhala-
tions of chloral vapours and chlorinated soda had been ad-
ministered since Monday, and a blood-stained ichorous humour
now flowed from his nose; his jaw was covered over and over
with a diphtheritic coating, even the gums and the soft parts of

the mouth were affected with it; the glands had considerably
swollen, and entire apathy had taken hold of the patient. As he
had been unable to take an^'^thing for days his weakness was
extreme and he was in fact more dead than alive. The family

had abandoned all hope of preserving the child, but still would
not leave anything undone that offered a chance of life for their

only son. M}^ hope was very slight too. But the child was still

alive—and where there is life, there is hope; at the very least I

could procure the sufferer great relief. To effect that, I gave
advice to the best of ni}^ abilit}'. All the different manipulations

were proceeded with, but very gently so as not to break the

•delicate thread of life. First a (900) half-bath; after half an hour's

interval, throat- body- and leg -packs, renewed according to

necessity; numerous injections of water (720) into the mouth and

(80^) into the nose with a little ball-syringe: the windows were

to be kept open; these were the orders for the first da\^ If the

patient was still alive on Sunday a bath was to be given early, and

all the other directions as to packs and injections strictly carried

•out. Nothing was prescribed in respect of diet, as the patient

showed no inclination to take anything, in fact could not get any-

thing into his mouth or throat, the attempt only was to be made

to instil some fresh pure water or juice of fruit. Sunday found the

boy still living and, although no great improvement had taken

place, still time was gained and a bath in the evening was added

to that in the morning and a small enema (66«) prescribed

mornings and evenings. On Monday a quantity of diphtheritic

coating in form of felt-like little lumps was by the injections

removed from the mouth and that detached itself further and in

great quantities during the next days. The boy's condition grew

a httle better. This was proved by the possibility of giving him

-a little stewed fruit. On Wednesday commenced the hope tor

Jiis recovery since the flow from the nose had now entii-elv
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ceased and only after injections grey masses of the coating came

from mouth and nose; also appetite was felt and appeased with

semi-liquid food and with fruit. On Saturday, a week after be-

ginning this treatment, the boy was, comparatively speaking, well

and cheerful, and on the Monday following I paid my last visit to

the convalescent, only recommending his mother to give him

morning and evening an 88° half-bath, to apply a two hours' pack,

morning, afternoon and night, to keep to the same diet and also

to go on regularly with the injections all the week.

—

A weakly boy aged ten years, the son of Mr. Gandes,

merchant, of Gartenstrasse Chemnitz, and who was very ill with

diphtheria, was another patient during March. The parents had
already made themselves familiar with the dreadful idea of losing

him, and had given up all hope. The patient could only breathe

with his mouth wide open and could neither speak nor swallow.

The entire throat and even the soft gums were covered all over
with a diphtheritic coating, and the glands were swollen to such a
degree as to make breathing all but impossible, and the poor boy
was struggling for Hfe with all his power. The impr ession produced
by the sufferer was of a most distressing kind; injections into

throat and nose by means of a small ball-syringe, baths, and packs
had such a rapid effect, and considering the aggravated nature of
the nose were so satisfactory and all-sufficient that as early as
the third day the coating had all but disappeared and his vital

force proclaimed its victory by a mild beneficial perspiration.
His condition improved from day to day and after the lapse of a
week the boy was in excellent health.

—

CURE OF DIPHTHERIA AND SCALD-HEAD
by Edmund Schneckknberg, Reitzenhain Sanatorium.

Mr. Henry R Town Councillor in Probershau, fetched
tne one evening to go and see his son, aged five years, who was
near suffocation. I found him afflicted with diphtheria and very
high fever. A properly applied bath of 880, combined with vigorous
friction of the legs and gentle affusions of the body, quickly brought
relief to his difficulty of breathing. With the natural treatment

:

diet, baths, body- and throat-packs, injections into the intestines and
mouth, the dangerous illness was completely disposed of in
five days. Another child of the family sickened of diphtheria a
tew days afterwards, and was successfully treated by the father with
the Natural Method of Healing. It was now the turn of the third
child, two years old, to be ill. Its entire head was covered with
'^cabs, the head itself very large, its stomach inflated, arms and
"-.gs very weak. It had been treated to plenty of embrocations
anrl salves, the last time in the beginning of November The
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doctor had succeeded fii'st rate in rubbing away the eruption within
three days, but had not the faintest idea that the child would be
in consequence afflicted with a disease almost fatal. It was only
with the reappearance of the eruption that the child got better
The untrained villager soon saw, what no trained doctor could
see, that an eruption could never be rubbed into the body without
the whole system suffering from it. He lost faith from that time
in his infallible medicine. With correct diet and attention to
cutaneous action by body and calf-packs, the eruption went away
in a few weeks ; head and body assumed their normal appearance
and arms a.nd legs increased in bone and flesh.

ILLNESS AND DEATH OF PRINCE WALDEMAR
OF PRUSSIA.

Some time had elapsed since death had reaped a rich harvest
among happy men in any of Germany's reigning houses until, a
few years ago, the German nation saw him enter the Imperial
house of Germany itself. A prince, heir presumptive to the throne,
who healthy and strong, fresh and happy was watched over and
guarded by affectionate parents and careful medical wisdom,
sickened and died at the age of twelve years.

The physicians, who treated the deceased prince, made the

following report on the course of the disease:

"His Royal Highness, prince Waldemar of Prussia, sickened
early on Monday, April 24, 1879, of an inflammation of the throat,

manifesting itself by a swelling of the glands and the soft gums,
and with a diphtheritic coating on the right tonsil. The fever, till

then trifling, increased during the evening simultaneously with

the swelling in the throat. After a four hours' uninterrupted

sleep, a shght decrease of the fever was perceptible on the

morning of the 25*^ ; the local affection however had not diminished,

and in spite of energetic and continued application of remedies

the coating spread farther on the soft gum and extended to the

left tonsil. The tissues of the lower jaw began to swell on the

25*^ and caused an aggravation of the difficulty of swallowing so

that even now onl}^ a very small quantity of liquid food could be

taken. Local and inward remedies were applied without inter-

ruption. After a sleep of nearly five hours in the night of the

25* no diminution in the swelling of the throat and in the coating

was noticeable, and the difficulty of swallowing was correspondingly

great. The diphtheritic coating, hitherto but thin, became thicker

in the course of the day, and showed as a result of the remedies

employed for gargling only at the upper edge a beginning of

detachment from the mucous membrane. Food was rejected, the

increase of fever in the evening was less marked than on the

<
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previous day. The space between the tonsils afforded sufficient

admission of air. The difficulty of- breathing towards midnight,

whilst the patient snored in his sleep, was very striking; it passed

temporarily away however when the patient awoke, but came on

again in his sleep so that between one and two o'clock preparations

were made for tracheotomy. After two o'clock, however, his

breath gained greater freedom (28 inspirations to the minute) and

in every part of the thorax and back the normal sound attending

breathing was heard. The voice also having become louder and

not being hoarse, an extension of diphtheria to the larynx did not

appear to be imminent and the necessity for an operation was
consequently postponed. At two o'clock in the morning of the

27''' the patient began to be delirious, and so remained with good,

regular breathing and tolerably strong pulse, until death supervened

owing to syncope of the heart quite suddenly at half past three

o'clock attended with some convulsive movements and with re-

gular breathing.

Berlin, March 27, 1879.

V. Langenbeck, Surgeon-general. Dr. Wegner, Surgeon-general.

Dr. Schräder, Surgeon-major.

Several notices in the newspapers preceded this report stating

that the prince had been out of sorts and indisposed several

days before the outbreak of the disease, that at an exhibition,

which he visited with his parents, he had not displayed his

wonted attention. These communications confirm what I said in

No. 12 of last year and in No. 1 of this year in the "Zeitschrift",

i. e. that diphtheria is not a local affection of the throat, and that
the inflammation of the tonsils and the diphtheria coating on them
is only a characteristic symptom of a malady, which has already
existed for sometime previously.

The report of the three physicians and the result of the
patient's treatment afford us once more a clear insight into the
—worthlessness of allopathy and its remedies. Notwithstanding
the energetic and continual application of remedies—and although
the application of local and inward remedies suffered no inter-
ruption, and though surely the three signatories watched, from the
nrst moment when the serene patient fell ill, to his last breath
every expression and inspiration, noted every feverish movement,
every change of pulse, and though they had at their disposal all
and everything that could bring salvation to the sufferer : yet, an
Illness beginning with shght fever, inflammation of the throat,
oeing characterized by redness and swelhng of the tonsils and
the soft gums, by the formation of a diphtheritic coating on the
"Rht tonsil—a local symptom, by the bye, indicative of diphtheria
'n every case at this stage—had a fatal issue. Notwithstanding

00»
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the energetic and continual local and internal remedies—a great
pity that they did not eraunerate them—the trifling fever and the
swelling ot the throat increased and the coating extended more
to the soft gums and to the left tonsil—so mns the report.—
Was not this a striking proof that these gentlemen were on an
entirely wrong track with their treatment? Should this obser-
vation not have forced the conviction upon them that under their
treatment, the disease; commencing lightly, could not but assume
a more and more dangerous character? Even on the first day,
much more so on the second, the three gentlemen ought to have
said to themselves that their favourite remedies had not im-
proved the com-se of the disease but on the contrary had only
aggravated it. Energetically and continually nevertheless with
local and internal remedies they ill-treat the throat and the di-

gestive apparatus and belabour the vitality of the nerves and of

the blood to remove the fever and the coating, as if the removal
of these symptoms could possibly cure the real disease. They
registered a small success for the nostrum which they used for

garglings by noticing the commencement of a slight detachment
from the mucous membrane at the gum of the coating which was
at first thin but however in the course of the day became thicker;
nor was the fever so high on the evening of the 26'*^ as it had
been the previous day—for all that, a fatal ending!

That is exactly where it is ! They destroy the vital force by
antipyretic remedies, they lay it prostrate so as to be unable in

the end to manage even a fever, but they leave the causes which
produce this fever entirely untouched: these are only aggravated
by the medicines which are foreign substances in the bod}^, and
thus the vital power is destroyed. The sufferer, begging for help
and sorely needing it, gets a slap in his mouth with corrosives

and poisons and is forced to be silent but rehef is not afforded

him. Whatever is the use if the coating be painted and burnt
away or obliterated b}' corrosives, when by so doing the cauterized

tissues are rendered only more fit to receive the gangrenous masses
directly into the vessels which have been destroyed by painting

corrosives and garglings and thus infallibly pave the way for

death.

DIPHTHERIA AND ANTITOXINE.

Dr. Schulze writes as follows in the "Journal of Popular

Hygiene".
No age has been so rich in inventions and discoveries as

ours, and it is worth while to investigate the causes of this

phenomenon. I fear that the source of most discoveries has not

been altogether an unsullied one, and that they have arisen in
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measure from mere ambition, or worse still from desire of
great

'^^f^J^^ 7^ th^ other hand designate the gmdmg
gam. Or

f^f^^^^f ^inl term "Love of Truth"? Durmg the

rrtwo'^de'cad^s a" 1^^^^^^^^^^ tendency has asserted itself m
last two aecaacb ^'-^

, , remedies, many of

'^^^'^n^T^ again, replace/ by
which enjoy omy

j^. ^ ^ ^^^^ made m chemistry,

TToloT^ and esS^^^ research, has given

P-^rÄ'ost of new defs, resulting in a new system of thera-

'Intics based on Üie hypothesis that diseases are caused by

^r.1n?sm^ and the
^

operandi of which consists m he

SuSion into the circulation of the new remedies by means

rÄ"and injections. It is ^ q-stion, howev^^^^^^^^

far these so called remedies have stood the test ol experi

ence and proved really serviceable to humanity or even to the

animal world. I would remind the reader of the system of m-

oS on against hydrophobia introduced by Professor Pasteur in

Fran e thi success of^ which has been doubted by his own

countrymen, and which has met with no favour m this country

Sso o^f the claim of the same man to have discovered a remedy

for anthrax in inoculation, a claim which was examined and

re ected by a commission appointed by the Prussian Governmen

in the district of Mansfeld, where the disease was epidemic. 1

would refer once more to the pernicious tubercuhn injections oi

Koch, which have resulted in a complete fiasco m spite ot the

manner in which they were lauded to the skies and trumpeted

forth to the world, but which continue to be employed by cre-

dulous fanatics, and are still puffed in medical periodicals, i ad-

mit that sufferers from the dry cough which forms the earhest

stage of tuberculosis of the lungs have recovered after inoculations

with tuberculin; but are we justified in drawmg the conclusion

that these patients owe their recovery to the inoculations in view

of the fact that equally favourable results have been obtained by

a strictly regulated manner of hfe, by the removal of the patient

to a healthier house and bedroom, and by breathing exercises

carried out in pure and mild air?
, r u

And now a new discovery has lately been brought to hght,

viz. the cure of diphtheria by injecting the serum of ammals

rendered immune to the disease (i. e. protected from contracting

it) by inoculation with the lymph of other animals which have

been attacked by it.

There has been no Utde jubilation in the newspapers oyer

this discovery, and the high sounding title of Antitoxine has

been appHed to the remedy, though men are by no means con-

vinced as yet that the virtues which have been attributed to it

will be confirmed by further experience. Since, however, accord-
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ing to the discoverer the remedy is only effective in the early
stages of the disease, the question arises whether all the cast-s

which have been announced as cured were really of diphtheritic
character. I am very frequently sent for by anxious parents who
have noticed greyish white patches on their childrens tonsils, and
in most cases 1 have been able to comfort them with the assu-
rance that there were no symptoms of diphtheria. I have even
known cases which have been diagnosed by physicians as
diphtheritic and notified as such to the police, which however
were not cases of diphtheria at all. While on this subject I

must mention a fact which, I am sorrj'" to say, does not redound
to the credit of the medical profession, viz. that it has been the

custom of late, at any rate among younger doctors, to exaggerate
the gravity of the disease when speaking to the patients family,

a custom which I cannot approve of, and can only account for

it as the result of the desire on the part of tjTos to establish for

themselves a reputations as saviours of life.

In the reports of experiments with antitoxine, it is stated that

the remedy is effective only at the beginning of the disease.

What, however, is meant by the beginning of diphtheria? No
other disease approaches so treacherously and breaks out so
suddenly in its fully characteristic developed form, before the

least suspicion has been entertained of the presence of the danger.

How often are we not informed by parents, that their children

are at one moment playing gaily, and then suddenty lose all

inclination for play, and complain of indisposition and pain in the

throat, and that then " for the first time they observe patches on
the tonsils and gums of the children. But since the patches were
observed as soon as the children complained of feeling unwell,

the disease must already have been developed. Is this moment
then to be considered the beginning of the disease, or have other

phenomena been discovered on the apparently healthy indi\äduals

indicating the commencement of diphtheria.

It is now more than half a year since I first heard of the

alleged curative virtues of antitoxine in cases of diphtheria, and yet

we are still in the experimental stage. It might have been sup-

posed that, diphtheria being a disease of frequent occurrence,

especially in Berlin, some definite conclusion would long since

have been arrived at, for this continual experimenting tends to

produce a feeling of scepticism in regard to the 'beneficent

discovery'.

Among the criers up of the new system must beincluded the

committee formed for the object of making antitoxine accessible

to the poor. In their appeal attention is drawn to the high price

of the remedy, the necessary dose costing seven shillings, whi' l^

sum has even been demanded from doctors by an enterprising:
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anothecarv in a circular. I would suggest to the benevolent

cCmitte7that they should apply direct to the laboratory where

hTantitoxine is pre^pared. wh.|, I am informed on sound auth^^^^^^^^^

makes a handsome profit by sellmg the remedy for 2^/ 6 ,

whereas

the apothecary is not satished with less than 200 »/o profit in

addition. See also "Diphtheria, its origin and treatment .

A CASE OF DEATH THROUGH ANTITOXINE,

which at the time was reported in all the papers, and which

shows how dangerous the administration of serum may be in

many cases, may find a place here:
, „ .

The "Vossische Zeitung" had the following announcement

in its issue of 9* April:
, u a- a

Our dear son Ernest, aged one year and a half, died yester-

day evening at six o'clock in the midst of perfect health from the

effects of an injection of Behrings antitoxine, administered lor the

purpose of procuring immunity from diphtheria.

The undersigned request silent sympathy

Berlin, 8. April 1896.
Dr. med. Langernans.

Mrs. Langerhans.

It need hardly be said that the above deeply affecting case,

in which the child of a well known medical man, in the midst

of perfect health, fell a victim to an injection of antitoxine, will

afford food for reflection to sensible people, especially in regard

to the administration of antitoxine as a preventive.

The Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger writes as follows concerning

this case:

Dr. Robert Langerhans. Professor at the Moabit Hospital,

son of the chairman of the town council. Dr. Langerhans, has

just been visited by a terrible calamity. He has Tost his httle

boy, aged one and three quarter years who died immediately

after an injection of Behring s antitoxine. The circumstances, as far

as we have ascertained them, are as follows : The Professor's cook

was suddenly seized with violent pains in the throat, and was
taken to the diphtheretic department of the Moabit Hospital.

On the advice of his colleagues Prof. LangerhanSy who had
lost two of his children the year before, determined to secure his

litde boy against infection by an injection of antitoxine on the

following day. Having procured a supply of antitoxine from
the apothecary at the hospital, he administered the injection

towards evening. In an instant the boy was a corpse. A
sudden failure of the heart put an end to his hfe. Dr. Max Asch,
of Charlottenburg, makes the following remarks: "Are we to
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see in the tragic fate which has befallen the family of Prof
- Langerhans only an exceptionally unfortunate accident, or are ther.
reasons for supposing that a causal connection exits between th'
death of the child and the previous injection of Behring's antitoxine r

Are there other cases within our knowledge tending to show thai
injections of antitoxine are dangerous to life?"

An article in the February number of the "Monthly Thera-
peutical Journal" edited by Prof. Liebreich, setting down simply
and dispassionately the results of the experience gained up to ih'
present affords us some instructive information on this point, hi
the first place we find a list of cases in which the administration
of antitoxine has been followed by severe illness often lasting
for weeks and months. The most notorious of these cases is one
reported by Dr. Pistor in Beriin and which happened to his own
daughter. The latter, a girl of seven, was treated, on account of

inflammation of the throat which it was afterwards proved was
not diphtheritic at all, with one injection of antitoxine, and this was
speedily followed by a severe and protracted illness, confining her

to her room for three months. Dr Variot of Paris who has
perhaps had the widest experience in this matter, expressly raises

a warning against the administration of the antitoxine for preventive
purposes, the danger attending such administration being too great.

Not only however has disease been known to result from the

injections in question, but there have been cases in which their

administration to healthy childien for preventive purposes has
been followed by death within a few days.

The experiences here brought to light ought to be sufficient

to refute the assertion, so constantly and publicly repeated in

interested quarters (by interested parties), that the application of

antitoxine is unattended with danger. On the contrar}'' it must be

emphatically pointed out, that there are few remedies out of the

vast number known to medical science the use of which has so

often led to disastrous results as this much vaunted antitoxine.

The results hitherto made known not only teach that the

treatment of diphtheria by antitoxine is attended with considerable

danger the patient, but they prove in a manner which is daily

becoming more and more conclusive that the immunity against

disease which the administration of antitoxine is supposed to confer

on healthy individuals is illusory. Our experience so far shows

therefore that the practice of inoculation for preventive purposes

must be condemned as useless and dangerous.

Referring once more to the case of Dr. Langerhans' little boy,

I will add a few words of my wife"s, who, though not possessing

the advantages of a University education like physicians and

professors, nevertheless has plenty of conamon sense. She says:

"One feels tempted to regard this case as a dispensation ot
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Providence intended to show clearly to the believers m inoculation

that these and all other inoculations are unnatural and presump-

tuous errors of the age, especially as Professor Langerhans had

shortly before been questioned by a Government Commission as

to his opinion of the value or non-value of vaccination and had

spoken warmly in favour of it. In consequence of this, compulsory

vaccination, against which thousands of petitions had been for

many years sent to the Reichstag, remained in force*.

We refer the reader to the article on Vaccination.

DIPSOMANIA results from immoderate indulgence in

brandy, strong beer, wine, - etc. When constantly indulged in,

intoxicants give rise to great disturbances in the system and, by

reason of the irritation which they produce in the mucous mem-

branes of the mouth, throat and stomach, engender chronic gastric

catarrh. Nutrition and strength are impaired and degeneration

and diseases of the Hver are also frequently met with.

Mental derangement, muscular tremors, unsteady gait, weakness

of sight, indistinct utterance betraying a dulled mind, are further

symptoms. The patient lapses into a condition of mania, in which

he is tortured by the most horrible delusions.

Most confirmed drunkards die of general dropsy, arising from

atrophy of the hver, and fatty degeneration of the heart.

Treatment for persons in a state of intoxication. Cold

compresses should be applied round the head and frequently

changed. If at the same time cool compresses can be applied

to the stomach, they will help to remove the effects of intoxi-

cation.

If there be inclination to vomit, water must be drunk in large

quantities till the sickness is over.

The windows of the bedroom should be left wide open. All

feather pillows should be removed and straw etc. substituted.

To avoid intoxication the strictest discipline and the greatest

self-command are required. If the former cannot be carried out

at home, persons subject to habitual intoxication must be lodged
in some institution or "home" for inebriates. In every town there

ought to be refuges or institutions where dipsomaniacs can be
received and treated. Many doctors give remedies, calculated to

excite nausea, e. g. tartar emetic or ipecacuanha put into the

brandy in small quantities, or they mix brandy with all food and
drink. Other people again try remedies which are ruffed in the

papers; these are generally only humbug.

*) However much our over-clever atheists may make merry over the
idea of messages from above, the matter cannot be disposed of in this easy
fashion. I would remind such people that there are more things in Heaven
and Earth than are dreamed of in their philosophy.
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We add a few particulars about brandy etc., and tlie con-
sequences of its consumption:

Brandy contains from 30% to 50% of alcohol, wine from 70/^

to 20 7o, beer from 2 7o to 4% but English beer nearly 8%.
But alcohol is a most dangerous poison, see "Poisoning by

alcohol". One of the saddest signs of our time is the increase
of drunkenness, and the physical mental and moral degeneration
associated with it. According to Dr. Taquet the number of deaths
in France in the 3''ear 1873 showed an increase of 51,523 over
that in the previous year, while the decrease in the number ol

births during the same period amouted to 19,636 and the last

census is said to have revealed the existence among the popula-

tion, of that country of 39,5*43 idiots and cretins. Dr. Taquet

ascribes this distressing phenomena to dipsomania, which, as is

known, is transmitted from generation to generation and brings

in its train mental derangement, epilepsy, inclination to crime, and
loss of moral sense. American, English and German physicians

are thoroughly agreed on this point.

The following observations may find a place here : Take care

not to let the consumption of alcoholic drinks grow into a habit

!

The habit will become a vice! The confirmed brandy drinker

persuades himself that this beverage is essential to his life; he

regards brandy to be the chief solace in trouble, the real dispeller

of care, the source of all bodily strength, the only joy in this vale

of tears and therefore he thinks he must sacrifice everything else,

to procure this priceless boon. All sorts of bodily troubles, it is

true, soon make their appearance , in consequence of its use, but

instead of now recognizing the baneful character of his cherished

beverage, he considers it the only effective remedy for his ail-

ments and drinks more than ever. He drinks to restore his

diminished strength. Brandy is undoubtedly an effective stimulant.

Before long however the indulgence in alcohol gives rise to a

bodily condition in which the performance of efficient work be-

comes impossible. He neglects his duties or performs them per-

functorily. This state of things calls forth blame and reproaches

from others, and he then thinks he must take to the botde, "just

to wash down the vexation" and so he goes on from bad to

worse. This continued tippling it is true, consumes a great part

of the weekly wage; the home goes to the dogs; wife and children

are often in dire want of the necessary food and raiment,—but

the habit has now become inveterate. Drink he must have even

if eveiything else goes to rack and ruin.

But brandy drinking not only ruins a man financially but

moraUy and bodily as well. We have aheady mentioned that the

continual excessive consumption of brandy very soon gives rise

to bodily ailments, which is very natural. Considered as an article
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i.u ^ o o-rf>st- rlifrprpnce between alcohol and

l'nÄranÄ/x^^^^^ digest^ m the

Imach a?e converted into blood, and as the life is m the blood

t fev dVe strength and nourishment to the system But alcohol

msses^ through the body without changing its own nature; it enters

the blood af brandy and as such remams m it. In consequence

tirrntroduction of alcohol into the system, the blood courses

nuidcerXough the veins; it is even violent^, urged through them.

Tha IS the reason why we feel a sudden heat, when we drink

Ir'ndy. Now it is we2 known that the brain is traversed bv a

n^imber of veins not perceptible to the naked eye. The blood,

wWch has been heated^by brandy, naturally also enters these tiny

bl od vessels which are in consequence disproportionately dis-

tended and the result is disturbance in the functions of the brain,

the seat of intelligence. But the more frequently these disturbances

occur, the more the mind gets weakened. Lvery habitual drunk-

ard gives sufficient proof of it by his actions and behaviour. The

tiDDler crets more and more clumsy and mcapab e ot ordinary

mental activity. The desire for drink finally predominates over

all' other desires and all his thoughts and efforts are directed to

procuring this poisonous and destructive irritant.
n a

Under these circumstances it is no wonder that the contirmed

drunkard deteriorates morally more and more and finally lapses

into absolute degradation and wretchedness. This picture is by

no means overdrawn. It accurately refiects the sad conditions of

our time. May it help to turn the drunkard, who is not yet past

redemption, from his downward path.

"Close half the pubhc houses", says Dr. Sonderegger, „and

you can close half the hospitals, madhouses, workhouses and

prisons". If a man wants to conquer a passion^'-) hke dipsomania,

smoking, snuff-taking etc., he must if possible do it at one stroke

and must never indulge in it again, at any rate until the victory

is complete as he will otherwise again fall an easy victim to it.

We repeat once more that Self-mastery is necessary to shake off a

habit. The dninkard who wishes to reform should proceed on

some morning when he has bitterly reproached himself or been

reproached by his friends or family, let him make the firm resolve

not to touch a drop of spirits during the day. however strong

the craving may be. Let him make the same firm resolve the

next morning and strengthen himself in it by exclaiming, "I have

at least passed one day without drinking spirits; I have thus con-

quered my passion, 1 will do the same again to-day". Let him
do this every morning; he will find a joy in being able to ^:!v

') To enable a man to conquer more easily passions of any description,

must first have adopted a vegetarian diet
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another day has already gone by, without my having touche-i
spirits

,
till m the end he has gained a lasting victory.

His painful condition will be rendered more bearable by the
daily application of a (780) wet rubbing of the whole body, and
steam-bath m bed or steam-bath followed by a pack and bath or
simply a douche as well as a body - compress at night. Dear
reader, if you are a drunkard it is a terrible thing for your family
since they must feel ashamed of you instead of being proud to
be seen in your society. Do not remain any longer a social
outcast; do not go about an object of derision and mockery to
the boys in the street, but turn back from the path, which will
only bring ruin to the health and existence of your family.

A CASE OF DIPSOMANIA, ACUTE ARTICULAR RHEU-
MATISM AND MORPHINISM.

Cured in the BerKn Institute for the treatment of diseases by the Natural
Method of Healing by H. Kanitz.

It has been repeatedly proved that the Natural Method of

Healing is the most suitable treatment for the sure and speedy
cure of acute articular rheumatism, without any malignant compli-
cations (pericarditis) and distressing sequel (organic defects of the
heart) supervening. Our journal has reported various instances
in the course of the year and I would have refrained from re-

curring to the subject now, were it not that special reasons compel
me to do so.

It has unfortunately frequently been observed that patients

suffering from rheumatism or gout, not being able to find relief

from their pains by the use of sahcylic acid, ichthyol, chloroform,
oleum hyoscyami infusum, or other medicines, try to find this

relief by resorting to subcutaneous injections of morphia. Even
when they succeed in deadening the pain, which is by no means
always the case, the frequent injections, ever increasing in quan-

tity soon become such a necessity that they are no longer able

to discontinue them. That which originally appeared to be a

benefit soon becomes a curse; what gave relief at first changes
before long into a galHng chain; what promised them a cure in

the beginning leads then presently into dreadful slavery. If the

craving be not at once resisted, it becomes an uncontrollable

passion, the morphia habit. How much miseiy, woe and suffering

this word imphes! He who has watched its slaves, gains the

conviction that morphia is a remedy of the evil one, fair to look

upon in the beginning, grotesque in its course, and annihilating

in the end. Yes, annihilating! Both bodily and mental powers

are laid prostrate under the influence of this remed}^ However
strenuously the victim of morphia may resist the craving, he
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rinnot escape from it with his own unaided strength; there is

no suchSg for him as self-liberation, Help must come from

without. Institutions for patients of this descnpüon have been

ounded and established by speculators and there as is always the

case with medicinal treatment, one evil is removed by substituting

another These institutions proceed on the prmciple of gradually

reducing the dose of morphia, and increasing tlie intervals be-

tween the doses until at last, after the lapse of months and years

and with the aid of other drugs, the craving ceases Danger too

is to be feared if the supply of morphia be stopped at once.

Various observations and experiences m cases where the

method of "gradually breaking a patient of a habit" has been

followed though with poor results, have convinced me that quick,

decided action is the safest and most effectual remedy. Some

years ago I was asked by a notorious and inveterate drunkard

alter a public lecture, what would become of a drunkard at last,

and whether there was a remedy for dipsomania. I depicted in

the most vivid colors the misery to which a drunkard would be

reduced and told him that he might expect a certain cure from

treatment, by wet rubbing, packs etc., and the most stnngent

renunciation of spirits. And the man did not touch another drop

of brandy from that hour. I often met him afterwards; he had

become a happy man and an enthusiastic votary of the Natural

Method of Healing to which he owed his complete health, his

strength, his assured position in life and the return of a happy

family existence.

1 have been able to observe several similar cases and am
convinced that with a steady will, and with the application of the

means offered by the Natural Method of Healing, every craving

is curable. A patient, who was brought to my institution

suffering from severe articular rheumatism, had been afflicted, at

the same time, for the last twelve months with habitual morphinism.

He had been in the habit of taking six injections daily in order

to obtain rehef from the rheumatism from which he had suffered

for years, and which had been treated medicinally without any

result. The habit had obtained such a hold over him that he

declared he could not exist without morphia. Although the patient

suffered most excruciating agonies, there could of course be no
question as to morphia-injections in my institution. For the raging

pains, compresses, steam-jars or steam compresses, were applied;

the heart was protected by chest-compresses, trunk-packs being

also ordered. A craving for morphia came on next morning; the

patient complained that he felt like dying and that his condition

was horrible. Might not at least one injection be given to relieve

his pain? Was there no danger in the sudden withdrawal of this

rfiinedy, especially as rheumatism had to be reckoned with also?
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But it was not to be. The danger had to be avoided by other
means. If nature could be compelled to develop her strength and
activity in a certain given direction, and thus be diverted from

. the momentary impulse, to seek satisfaction in the gratification of
a U'ant to which she had been accustomed—if a change could
t^e brought about in the condition of the nerves by adopting a short
oerivative treatment thus effecting an entire change in the patient s

condition, might it not be possible in that case, to overcome the
"craving" without injurious effect? Just as a person can at once
destroy an inordinate longing for a cigar or a pipe by putting a
dried plum into his mouth and can thus break himself of the
habit of smoking, and, on the same principle, there must be a
way by derivative remedies and by bringing about a change in
the patient's constitution, to remove other noxious practices without
difficulty. In this case I considered the most appropriate means
to be to force nature into the production of perspiration, nor was
I mistaken in my calculation. As soon as the steam-bath in bed
which I ordered began to produce its effect, rest and satisfaction

were the result, the craving for morphia vanished. When next
morning the same "mortal misery" manifested itself, the same
counteracting remedy was applied and with the same result—and
when his rheumatism permitted the regular employment of the

steam-baths in bed, when the patient on the 6*^ day was able to

have box foot-steam-baths "craving" for morphia vanished, he im-

proved and grew stronger every day and after twenty two days
was able to leave the institution perfectly cured.

After this experience I am certain that it is in the power of

the Natural Method of Healing to make short work of the

"morphia habit".

Diseases, Hereditary. See "Predisposition".

-DISEASES, HOW TO AVOID, or how to be protected from

them. The body ought to be preserved and taken care of like

a valuable garment or other precious possession. The garment

will wear well in proportion as it is properly used. The same

is the case with our body. To take care of it, however, does

not mean to preserve it from exertion, wind and weather. No!

that would mean to coddle and to effeminate and injure it. To
preserve the body, so as to keep it long without the necessity of

repairing it, the following conditions are necessary
;
plenty of out-

of-door exercise, sleeping with the windows open, daily attention

to the action of the skin, regular action of the bowels (using

enemata, if necessary) avoidance or limitation of the consumption

of stimulating food and drink, an active life, the practice of cura-

tive gymnastics and adequate rest. See also "Hardening".

Double care must be bestowed on a dress, which is not made
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.f strong, durable material; the same holds good with a person,

aot conldtutionally strong ^and with a predisposition to disease.

For the rest see "Hygiene". . . • i,

As already mentioned, curative gymnastics (especially the

fourth group) must be practised by those whose occupation only

involves parts of the body.

Diseases, How to protect from. See Index.

Diseases, How and by what method to treat, see Index.

Diseases resulting from Confinement, see "Women, Dis-

eases of".

Diseases, Treatment for all kinds of, see „Bad Health"

DISLOCATIONS may occur in any joints ; most often al

the shoulder-joints, most rarely at the root of the foot or hand.

The most painful dislocations are occasioned by a knock, push

or fall etc. They develop into an inflammatory tumour. The

connected bones of a joint are forced out of their right position

and only meet partially. If it is impossible to make the usual

movements with the joint and if every attempt at motion fails, a

doctor or surgeon must be called in to reduce the dislocation.

If an unskilled person wishes to perform this operation himself,

he must first turn the dislocated hmb with energy into its nor-

mal direction using some force if necessary and then, when it

has become movable, try to get it quickly into its proper olace.

The hmb must afterwards be allowed to rest in a raised position.

It is often requisite to apply an immovable bandage, as in a fracture

of a bone.

Treatment by massage. When the reduction has been
successfully performed, a soothing compress of an hour's duration,

or as long as it can be comfortably borne, should be apphed, the

affected part should be massaged, the strokes being made gently

at first and more vigorously as the pain subsides and towards
the centre of the body. With excessive sweUing and great pain,

the strokes must be made, as in sprains, beginning on the adjoin-

ing health}^ tissue, in order to empty the blood- and lymphatic-
vessels, and to absorb the contents of the tumour. The swelling,

tension and pain will diminish in consequence, and then, and not
till then, should the massage be vigorously performed. If the
swelling increases and pain sets in more violently, it is a proof
that the massage has been performed too energetically. When
the massage is finished, the soothing compress must be apphed
once more. For further treatment see „Sprains".

DISINFECTION. By disinfection is understood the destruc-
tion ')r sterilisation of bacteria or germs of disease. Ever since
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^h^l \u
^^^^^"^ were discovered, and medical men assertedthat they were the cause of various diseases, ways and meansfor their destruction have been diligently sought after and the

mfec"'''"'' ^^'^^"^ ^^^^^ geris are caUed dt
D^?j^^^ction may be applied to the whole or to any one parto the human body, to clothing and dwellings (rooms,^ passagedclosets etc.), streets etc.

^ '

P^ibsages,

Two chief means are employed to destroy bacteria viz-
i;^irstly, various chemicals in proper solutions
becondly, heat.

Many cheniicals have been tried with more or less successand we append the names of the principal ones; acid of benzoin'
boracic acid carbolic acid, chromic acid, chlorine, iodine, camphor'
salicylic acid, hydrochloric acid, corrosive subHmate

The best known and most extensively used are boracic acid
carbolic acid,

_
sahcylic acid and subHmate dissolved in water'

and chlorine m a dry state. The strength of these solutions
vanes greatly. Of boracic acid a 40/0 solution, of carbolic acid
from 20/0 to 3

0/0, of sahcylic acid 30/0 but only one part of subli-
mate to one thousand parts of water suffices to destroy bacteria
Ihese .solutions are used to cleanse and to treat wounds as well
as to disinfect the hands and other parts of the body.

Chlorine, or rather chloride of lime, is generally used to dis-
mlect dwelhngs. It is put in earthenware vessels and vaporizes
gradually, and the gas it emits is supposed to destroy all disease
germs in the room.

Heat is the second means used for disinfection. It is era-
ployed either m the form of hot air, boiling water or in the
shape of steam. By means of these Hnen, clothing, beds and
surgical instruments are generally disinfected. The least satis-
factory of these is hot air, because it does not penetrate into and
through hn©n and clothing as it should do to be thoroughly
effective, and more particularly as too great a degree of heat is
necessary to destroy the micro-organisms.

Boihng water or steam jets such as are used in all public
disinfection estabhshments are the most satisfactory of all. The
steam finds its way into the very thickest folds of a garment.

This is, in short, the modus operandi of disinfection as prac-
tised and recommended by medical men.

What do natural healers say of disinfection?
As mentioned in the article on "Bacteria", we natural healers

do not for one moment deny the existence of these microscopic
creatures, or that they are, under some conditions, able to cause
certain diseases but to enable them to do so the body of the
person attacked must be in a condition favourable for this, i. e.
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, weakened if not diseased, condition otherwise the disease

'^\rray thic^^^^^^^^ adopt in order to resist

1 he way wnicu
opposite of that taken by medical

' t More parücXly I would recommend strict adherence

r the SerafRules ^f the Natural Method of Dvmg and

"^'t would here impress upon my readers w^^t
1^^^^^^^

peatedly proved in the laboratonum viz. that the gieatest eneni}

of all disease eerms is pure air containing a large percentage of

ox3fen By tIL the most v?gorous bacteria can be killed m a

'^"'^Tust'' one'^ord on the disinfection of wounds and in cases in

which surgical treatment is unavoidable. As a matter of course

dl natural healers are, like medical men, of the opinion that

ally materials used in bandaging and all instruments should be

most scrupulously clean and free from all disease germs.

Yet we do not utilize for this purpose the chemicals men-

tioned at the outset. By reason of their poisonous properties

these chemicals are, it is true, capable of ^destroying bacteria but

the poisonous effects also spread to the human body and olten

cause more or less serious poisomng. Therefore we either onl>

boil our bandages and instruments, or subject them to the ettect

of steam before using them. The Natural Method of Healing

may look upon one fact as a great triumph—medical men are

gradually abandoning chemicals as disinfectants in surgical treat-

ment and are now placing more and more reliance in the natural

method of disinfection viz, by paying the strictest attention to

cleanliness and by boiling and steaming every article and in-

strument they use before proceeding with an operation.

Distemper, see "Epilepsy".

DOCTORS ÄND PROFESSORS*). It is not always

prudent to take all that a professor, doctor or physician says or

writes for gospel. An opinion, given by an experienced though

plain man gifted with clear intelhgence whose judgment has

*) Among the many professors and doctors, of whom there are at present

not only a hand-full but shoals, there exist selfish, egoistical, rapacious, avari-

cious, hypocritical, indifferent, callous, and unwise men, just as among people

in general.

23
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not been warped by a long course of studies at colleges an !

universities, nor has deviated from the simple natural way Mt

looking at things, is often much sounder. The ancient proveri •

"the learned man often cannot see the wood for the multitude

trees" is but too true.

It is necessary above all for a man to think foi iunj.oelf, an i

not carelessly to deliver himself and his family hand and for-.t

the tender mercies of professional men.
Many of our medical practitioners, full of the knowledf i.

acquired at medical colleges and full of scholarly learning, ai ,

unable any longer to see that it is nature alone, which cures tiv:

disease and not the physic they give; in consequence of the-

1

ignorance on this point the poor patient often has to suffer untMl

misery.
We have to-day, thank God, ahready several enlighten' :

progressive medical professors and doctors, who no longer sta' i

stiffly and obstinately upon the dignity of learning which th^

acquired at colleges, having seen in the long course of practi*. .i

experience that it is not the remedies, which they have learned

to apply, but man's innate vital force that cures disease.

May God grant that many, nay all, doctors will in the nenr

future and for the weal of mankind follow these noble champions

who do not refuse in spite of their scholarly learning (rated at

present I regret to say very highly, when compared with the

simple knowledge of nature's ways) to condescend to stuay and

take notice of the teaching of insignificant nature. (I would

particularly refer in connection with this subject to Medicl\e^

Opinions of medical men on taking".

Domestic Remedies, see "Kneipp cure".

Douche, see Index.

Douche-bath, see Index.

Drawing bandage, see Index.

DREAMING (and talking in sleep) is a more or less

conscious action of the brain in sleep, which m consequence,

loses in a greater or smaller degree its refreshing, invigorating

effect Dreaming may assume a morbid character when it becomes

habitual and is attended by sensations of terror, anxiety, excite-

ment or depression. To avoid frequent and enervating dreams,

the evening meal should be moderate, easily digestible and early.

Well ventilated, quietly situated and coo bedrooms with open

windows at night, are also necessary. All mental excitement or

overwork, especially late in the evemng, spirituous liquors, su.h

arbmnd; and strong beer, coffee etc. and late and irregular

hours must be avoided, and attention paid to the regular action
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nf the bowels and the skin. Should the sleeper shovv signs o

i^uietinrdreams, it may be advisable to awake him. In general

fhe" of the tonic treatment should be^ observed.

See also "Insomnia" and "Night-mare .

Dreams and Sleep, see "Sleep".

Drinking, see Index.

DRINKING, RESULTS OF EXCESSIVE, (acute alcoholic

poisomng), makes itself felt by headache, swimming ^ the head

?v^mt of^ appetite, depression, mental mqmetude and geneial

disinclination for anything or everything.

Treatment -This unpleasant and pamful condition may be

soon removed bv faking a warm bath (78«) with shower, especially

on the head, followed by an enema (7qo) and vigorous exercise

i^n the open air with a view to perspiring. Little or nothing

should be eaten and water only drunk by mouthfuls at a time. II

there is no bath at hand, a wet rubbing ot the whole body (water

63*^ to 67«) should be resorted to.

Drip Bath, see Index.

DROPSY is the acciunulation of serous fluid in the tissues

or cavities of the body, a condition depending upon defective ab-

sorption or greater permeability of the walls of vessels. It may

also be due to other causes, such as faulty constitution of the

walls of such vessels or thinness of blood. Any disease which

impedes the circulation of the blood and changes its condition,

particularly diseases of the heart, lung, liver, kidneys or spleen,

may therefore produce dropsy. Dropsy also very frequently

accompanies diseases arising from vitiated tumours e. g. gout,

scorbutic complaints.

Dropsy therefore is never an independent disease but alwa3^s

a consequence of one of the above mentioned maladies.

The nature of dropsy therefore depends upon that of the

primary disease and it can only be permanently cured by the

removal of the same.
Symptoms. The blood is watery in quality and the com-

plexion undergoes a change, presenting a pale and muddy appea-

rance. The water of the blood accumulates in cavities (brain,

chest, pericardium, abdomen, ovarium) as well as in the sub-

cutaneous cellular tissues, in the latter case the disease is termed
oedema: the pores of the skin in the faces of dropsical persons

often present the appearance of being quite saturated and swollen

with water. By reason of the greater obstruction to the circu-

lation of the blood existing in the lower extremities it is in these

parts that the exudation of water takes place most abundantly.

((Edema of the feet.) The symptoms resulting from general and

1
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local exudation of watery fluid are mainly emaqiation, difficulty
of breathing, weakness and lethargy, or in some cases excitability
restlessness and insomnia; feeling of cold, disordered digestion
loss of appetite, diminution of urine, dilatation and tension in the
body, dry and brittle skin, constant thirst and constipation.

Causes. The origin of the disease may in most cases ulti-

mately be traced to want of attention to the state of the skin. If

the excretory function of the skin be impaired by reason of the
clogging up of the pores, an excessive amount of work is thrown
on the kidneys : the latter are unable to cope with this excess of
work, and, in consequence of the failure of their action, morbid
matter is retained in the blood which ought to be eliminated from
the system. Important organs such as the abdomen, chest, legs,

brain and heart are thereby affected and sooner or later dropsy
appears in these parts. Other causes are; drinking too little or no
water, impaired nutrition, impeded circulation and defective com-
position of the blood. It may also arise as a consequence of
various diseases: (see above) moreover, low, damp habitations,

and marshy neighbourhoods favour this disease, and people of

phlegmatic habits, with soft flaccid flesh and pale complexions
are particularly hable to it.

Treatment. A radical cure can, as already mentioned, be
effected by removing the original malady. If this is no longer
possible, that is, if the primary disease is already incurable, little

hope can be held out of relieving the dropsy. The accumulated
fluid can certainly be diminished or temporarily removed by tapping,

and by sudorific or diuretic remedies, but if the original cause

continues fresh fluid will always be formed.

The main object of the treatment must be to promote per-

spiration. For this purpose we should apply either steam-baths

in bed or packs, with a hot-water bottle wrapped in a damp
towel to the feet (see "Hot-water bottles") or day packs (whole,

partial or three-quarter according to the patient's condition) followed

by tepid (73^ to 77^) wet rubbing of the whole body or lukewarm
(88° to 90°) baths. Care must be taken to select the kind of pack

most suitable to the patient. One or two such packs according to

the stage of the diseases may be given daily, the patient being left

to perspire in them for from half an hour to an hour. They
m.ust however be discontinued should they occasion any feeling

of discomfort.

One or two hip-baths a day. according to the patient's con-

dition (77° to 80°), of from fifteen to twenty minutes' duration

will be found beneficial, as also frequently repeated body -com-

presses, with extra - compresses on the renal region if deemed

advisable. If the patient can still use his limbs, frequent bodily

exercise supplemented by curative gymnastics should be taken.
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Local friction and massage, more particularly massage of the legs,

Non-sÄ diet, abundant fresh air, open windows at

1.; rfernata and pleAtv of fresh water as a beverage are m-

Sfpensabr C^^^
been obtained by. sun-

haths Some regenerative or prdiminary treatment, continued

for some length of time, may, in some cases have a very bene-

fkial efiect. (For Modes of Application see Index.)

CURE OF DROPSY.
Communicated by L. Wunderlich, Heran, Natural Healer

Miss R, aged nineteen, suffered from dropsical sweUmg ex-

tending over her whole body, the result of Bnght's disease. She

was treated in the first place by two medical men, whose opinions

wSe Tery antagonistic; one prescribed
.
ice-compresses on the

chest (probably to remove the accompanying violent convulsions)

whTle the other doctor rejected them. The latter, a man not

averse to the Natural Method of Healing, requested me to unaer-

take the treatment, remarking at the same time You will not

I think do her any more good than we have done, the girl

suffers 'from contracted kidneys". After treating her successfully

for some days and chancing to meet Dr. Z. I said Doctor,

that eirl will dance again in three weeks time. He replied. Uh,

she will never dance again. Even if your treatment seems to

succeed the disease will return"—four years have passed since the

eirl is completely cured, did dance three weeks after^vards and does

so to this day. Her kidneys have regained their normal condition.

The treatment consisted in daily steam-baths m bed (one to two)

succeeded by vigorous rubbing and massage, one to two hip-

baths (770), body-compresses with extra-compress (a hnen cloth

folded two 'or three times), on the renal region, non-stimulatmg

diet etc.

CURE OF DROPSY.
From Dr. Körners book "The surest cure of febrile diseases".

I owe my life to Dr. Körner, a Natural Healer. I already had

one foot in the grave and had at the age of sixty eight resigned

myself to death. I suffered from dropsy to such a degree that

my whole body was swollen and my chest was so distended that

1 could only breathe with great difficulty and had to pass the

night in a sitting posture to avoid suffocation. The feet were

swollen to bursting. But I am now again restored to health and

life and can again attend to my business.

J. Nussbmini. Master wheel-wright, Wolgast.
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Dropsy^ abdominal, see "Ascites".

DROWNING. The face of a drowned person is pale in
colour except when extravasation of blood upon the brain h,-r,

occurred and the skin of the whole body is cool, pallid and cor-

rugated see "Goose-skin".

Treatment.—The patient should first be laid on a stretcher
or on a pile of clothes and in the open air, if the weather pe-

-

mits, and his mouth and nose cleansed from any dirt. The wet
clothes should be removed at any rate from the neck and chest,

and the nostrils and mouth freed from water by holding the head
low and face downwards for a short time. Vigorous friction should
then be applied to the limbs, and the face may also be sprinkled

w^ith cold water. Vigorous frequent stroking and jerking of the

body has often been attended with good results. If respiration

is still absent, artificial respiration (see Ibid) must be resorted to,

and continued for hours, if necessaiy. As soon as the sufferer

begins to breathe, he must be left quietly tying on his back and
the limbs must be vigorously rubbed in an upward direction with

flannels ; hot-water bottles may also be placed at the feet and the

pit of the stomach. In all cases of the kind the bod}^ should after-

wards be wrapped in warm blankets or beds.

Dry frictiön, see Index.

Dry heat bath, see „Bath, Hot Air".

Dry-pack, see Index.

Dry-scab, see "Rupia in herpetic eruptions".

Dumplings, see "Diet".

Duodenum, Cancer of the, see Index.

Duodenum, see Index.

DUST. The number of dust motes in the air has been

investigated by John Aitken for a long time past with the aid of

an apparatus constructed for the purpose. This inquirer has made

experiments on 200 different samples of air from various places

in Western Europe, and has obtained highly interesting results.

Near Hyeres, a small place in the South of France, a short distance

from the Mediterranean, the number of motes in a cubic-centimetre

of air was 1550, but this number was increased to 25 000 with

the w^ind blowing from the direction of Toulon On the top of

the "Croix des Gardes" near Cannes the air contained 1550 motes

per cubic-centimetre with wind blowing from the mountain whereas

there were as many as 150 000 when the wind came from the

town The number of motes was fewer in Mentone, but the air

coming from the Mediterranean to the coast bore with it a
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„ot inconsiderable ^^[Jj^^'^"^'^

Dust in the air of a room.

¥ig. lOG.

Tbi«^ disk, magnified about 300 times, shows the dust in the air of heated

rooms kept apparently clean.

The air on the Rigi Kulm was considerably purer. When

the top was covered with clouds there were 210 particles on the

avera/e- this number afterwards increased to 2000, dmimishmg

in a higher position to 500. The latter number is the same as

at Vitznau. The Swiss air is altogether extremely free from dust,

probably because it comes from the mountains. In Pans, m the

gardens of the Meteorological Institute, there were found to be

1»)0 000 to 210 000 motes, in London 48 000 to 116 000; these are

vMv high figures, though the results depend largely on local

conditions. On the top of the Eiffel tower the number of motes

fluctuated very considerably, viz : between 104,000 and 226. This

latter number was registered in rainy weather, and proves, what

cannot be sufficiently emphasized, that the rain washes the atmo-

sphere in the proper sense of the word, frees it from the myriads

of motes fioating in it, in short, provides a pure, wholesome air

in a far more perfect degree than is possible in any other way.

\
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Dwelling and workrooms, see Index.

DYING may take place: gently, with gradual loss of strengthm consequence of old age, without previous illness. Consr^quentlv
without pain, imperceptibly during sleep. This death is the natural
normal one, which was intended by nature. Every other death
unnatural, abnormal, accidental, unnecessary and premature.

There are very few people now-a-days (among a thousand
perhaps hardly one) who die this natural death.

Secondly. Slowly, in consequence of loss of strength throui-ü
previous disease.

Thirdly. With a violent struggle, consequent on the degeneni-
tion and decay of vital organs and often with full consciousness.

Fourthly. Quite suddenly, resulting from laceration of the
great cardial artery or through poisoning; respiration then ceasr
at once. Sometimes death results from apoplexy. People frequently
succumb to the last three modes of death in the prime of life.

Death is usually described as the result of fainting (cessation
of the heart's action) suffocation (stoppage of the lung's action) or
apoplexy (cerebral paralysis). The entrance gates to death are
therefore the heart, the lungs and the brain.

For indications of dying, see "Death, Signs of".

HOW MAN DIES. Ever since the dawn of human history
death has been looked upon as necessarily attended by pain. But
nothing could be more mistaken; the truth is, that dying and pain
are hardly ever found together. Weeks and months of severe
sufTering ma};- of course precede death, as in the case of certain

incurable diseases; but as death approaches, a certain insensibi-

hty takes place, which kind nature has provided. Respiration
becomes slow and faint, now and then a deep inspiration, some-
what like a sigh, is made as if the lungs wanted to free them-
selves from paralysis, and between the intervals, becoming gradu-
all}^ longer with each breath, the blood is charged piore and more
with carbonic acid, the same gas which is produced b}' burning
coal, and whose deadly but painless effect has often served the

purpose of suicide. Respiration becoming thus by degrees weaker,

the heart, which is in intimate connection with the lungs, begins

to contract with decreasing force and drives the blood onl}' a

short distance through the arteries; this is the reason why the

extremities get cold first. In the same way the blood which goes

to the brain not only becomes less in quantity but gets more and

more charged with carbonic acid, which by its deadening effect

on the nerves centres in the brain destroys both consciousness

and sensibility. The patient sinks gradually into a dull, brooding

mood: his lips assume a gre^'ish blue, the face gets cold and pale.
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cold perspiration collects on the forehead, a small pellicle is displayed

on the cornea of the eye, and with or without convulsions the

dvins person lapses into his last sleep.
.
But the capacity of receiv-

fni Conscious impressions having vanished, the so-called death-

strWle must be of a purely mechanical nature Even m cases

whefl perception by the senses endures to the end consciousness

r generally calm and collected and the body free from pam. If

I only coiild hold a pen, I would write down how easy and

how pleasant it is to die!" were the last words of the celebrated

sur-eon Hunter; and the last words of the French King, Louis

XIV are said to have been: "I thought that dying was so much

harder
" All persons who have been near to death by diwning,

and who have been restored to consciousness, assure us that they

suffered but httle at the moment when they thought that death

was approaching. Captain Marryat even asserts that his sensa-

tions were absolutely pleasurable at the moment when he was

drowning. "When the first struggle for hfe was over
,
he tells

us- "I took the encompassing waters to be waving green helds.

It was anything but a painful sensation, for I felt as though i

were gradually sinking down in the soft high grass of a cool

meadow". This is exactly the condition at death in consequence

of illness. Insensibility supervenes, the mind loses the perception

of outward objects, and death sets in soon and calmly, in conse-

quence of the functions ceasing to operate. The condition of

insensibility produced by chloroform is accompanied by similar

visions to those attending dying persons. The present is forgotten,

and the pictures of the past^ preserved for many years m the store-

rooms of the brain, become living. The known faces of the friends

of our youth appear before our inner eye; their voice sets our

inner ear into vibration, and the thought of meeting them or

other beloved friends again in the near future is perhaps thee last

flash of consciousness. In the measure as the mists spread in-

creasingly over our mind, these visions of a disturbed imagination

change into reaUty, and nature, which has stored these reminis-

cences in the ganglions of the brain during a great many years,

bestows on the dying creature a real benefit by setting these

reminiscences free. It is a tranquilizing thought to know that

also to modern science death is no longer the horrible skeleton

with the sharp scythe, but a painless dissolution.

DYSCRASIA IN INEBRIATES, that is degenerate con-

dition of the humours of the body and more particularly of the

blood, which is caused by the continued and habitual drinking
of alcoholic beverages. The treatment consists of gradual with-

drawal of all beverages containing alcohol and then strengthening
cure. For the rest see "Dipsomania."
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DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUS. .A case cured in the Bilz Sa-
natorium.

Mr, E. M., of M. aged thirty one, entered our sanatoriui.'

on the 26*^ of Februar3'' 1896. He came of a healthj'' familv an \

had always enjoyed good general liealth himself. In 1888 he was
treated for tapeworm and since that time, he declared, he had
suffered from a weak stomach and indigestion. His appetite was
usually voracious; immediately after satisfying it, however, he
was frequently seized with diarrhoea, varied occasionally by an
attack of constipation. Heavy, indigestible articles of diet could

sometimes be taken without any subsequent discomfort, while on
the other hand his stomach would often rebel against the plainest

food; in short his digestion could not be depended upon. He
had for some years taken a great deal of medicine; there was
scarcely a remedy for indigestion which he had not tried, and he

had for some time been kept alive by meat extracts, peptons,

preparations of pepsin and albuminates etc. The success of this

treatment was not very gratifying. His condition grew daily

w^orse, his strength declined more and more, and he was worn
almost to a skeleton when he entered our sanatorium. A closer

examination showed that there was no actual disease of the

stomach or bow^els, but that the patient was suffering from general

nervous debihty (neurasthenia) and poverty of blood in conse-

quence of long continued insufficient nourishment. The stomach

trouble was therefore not an independent disease, but a symptom

of general nervous debility, known as nervous dyspepsia. This

beino- so there could be no doubt as to the proper course of

treatment to adopt. The aim to be kept in view was to

strengthen the constitution and more particularly the nervous

system. If our diagnosis were correct, the local ailment would

then disappear.

The patient was therefore much surprised to learn that all

he had to do was to follow a few general directions; to spend

much of his time in the open air, to take air-baths, to sleep in

an open air hut, to walk barefooted and to undergo a mild water

treatment (shallow and hipbaths of 77« to 820). The only local

application consisted of a mild shower bath on the stomach on

coming out of the shallow bath to promote activity in the digestive

organs His astonishment reached its height, however, when he

was told that he did not need to observe any special diet, but

might eat the regular food given in the estabhshment, (light non-

stiniulating, mixed diet). He went to meals with tear and tremb-

lincr beheving that the most terrible irritation of the stomach and

bowels was in store for him. Nothing of the sort happened. The

food ac^reed with him thoroughlv well from the very first day, and

no further disturbances of digestion occurred during his stay here,
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o-eneral health improved in the most gratifying manner
while his general n^-^Y'' such that anyone else m his place

In a month his
^^^^^^i^^, ^ have left the

would have considered ^^'^^^^^^ ^"^He thought that a
establishment^ N^^^^^^^^

be pLnanently cured-

.hortTtLe as a month! and that the improvement m his

If uht^^ht trbe tiioroughly established by a longer residence

^"Ihe Ärium He consequently remained two months longer,

Lnd left us the pto^^^ of healtfi, havfng gained about twenty pounds

in weight.

DYSENTERY occurs nearly always in autumn and is usu-

.llv epidemic It is characterized at the commencement by

e^linc? pah s, is diphtheritic in character, and is not unattended

hv dan-er on account of the continual evacuations of mucus. Ihe

sLso^^en fruit ripens is extremely favourable to the develop-

menrof the disease.^ It begins as a rule in the rectum and not-

Sat that end of it, where the S romanum joins (passing irom

the colon to the rectum). Two forms are distinguished

:

1. The catarrhal form, in which the mucous mj^mbrane is

swollen in consequence of engorgement of blood dotted wi h

ed streaked, and covered with bloody mucus. Simultaneously

there arise small ulcers, making httle round holes m the mucous

membrane, which get larger and deeper, and are sometimes

productive of extensive inflammation and disintegration.
^

2 The diphtheritic form, the more dangerous one, in which

the large intestine with its wales, teeming with blood, contracts

into a strong, hard, crimson cord, while its mucous membrane is

covered with a ashy-grey, diphtheritic layer. This latter eats its

way lower and lower, finally perforates the intestine, and produces

a fatal inflammation of the abdomen. Dysentery is called gangre-

nous when large, blackish malodorous pieces of skm come away

with' the stools. It is attended at the same time with violent

fever.

Dysentery is contagious only in the last stage.

Causes.—Eating unripe fruit, drinking impure water, rapid

;hange of temperature, alternation of hot days and cold nights;

also puerperal fever, miasma, Bright's disease, typhoid lever.

Treatment.—Vegetarian diet, avoiding fruit and milk. Semi-

liquid nourishing food such as barley-gruel, oatmeal porridge etc.

should be preferred, the thirst being quenched with fresh water.

Small enemata, containing starch (decoction of starch flour) from

a quarter to a half a tea-cupful, three or four times^daily, should

be given. After every stool a small, tepid (66« to v30) enema oi

pure water ninv be given.
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Continual stimulating (730) body-compresses, duration from
two to three hours or longer if necessary, combined with a fever-
treatment according to patient's condition.

With cold feet a foot-steam-bath, duration from fifteen to
twenty minutes, followed by a (73«) stimulating foot-pack of froir
two to three hours is of great advantage. Afterwards vigorous
wet and dry rubbing of the legs.

In some cases a (770) wet rubbing of the whole body may b<
given once a day. For Modes of Application see Index.

CURE OF SEVERAL SOLDIERS, ATTACKED
BY DYSENTERY.

(By Fr. Meyner, Natural Healer, from the Journal of hygiene and natura
therapeutics.)

During the Franco-German war I had a field hospital in

Taverny, near Paris, for wounded soldiers, and especially also
for those attacked with dysentery, of whom there were always
a great many. I treated the latter with the Natural Method of

Healing, and with excellent results. I did not lose a single soldier,

and that is saying a great deal, considering that officers and
soldiers about us, who were taken to other hospitals, in many
cases for slight wounds only, were attacked there with dysentery
and died under medical treatment, which is still always the rule.

My modus operandi was as follows : In the first place I caused
my patients to observe a strict, vegetarian diet, they had therefore

nothing but rice, ground wheat, small groats and sago, boiled in

water, and to quench their thirst, splendid, ripe, fresh fruit, such
as we rarely see in Germany. In the next place they frequently

had small, cool enemata, given to them to overcome the extremely
painful stools: But the most soothing remedy proved to be the

body compresses, which were changed as soon as they be-

came warm.
With this treatment my soldiers speedily recovered from

dysentery within five to eight days without any after-illness.

They had absolutel}'' not a drop of medicine, and I cannot

refrain from mentioning what our regimental commander, colonel

Crusins, said to me on one occasion. He came one day to inspect

my hospital, and having looked at every thing, he said :
" Well,

I find all in the very best order, but I miss one thing, and that

is, where are the medicines for your patients?" (by the side of

each bed, there always stands a small table on which the medicines

are placed) I answered. "Colonel, in regard to the treatment of

patients my views differ from those of the majority of my colleagues.

I don't give any medicine at all." The colonel tapped me on the

shoulder saying: "Then you are my man, I don't take any either,"
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E.

Ear. See Model at the end of the book.

FÄRÄCHE is not always accompanied by inflammation of

the ear and may be an attendant symptom of rheumatism gout

or nervous affection. It may also be the result of a cold When

caused by the first mentioned it may be removed by lukewarm

iniprtions (86") by applying soothing compresses (y?") or by aS bath followed by a full-pack and bath or douche bath after-

wards. For Modes of AppHcation see Index.

EAR BAD (RUNNING FROM THE EAR) (Otorrhoea),

is a result of the putrefaction of substances in the outer auditory

canal or arises from the destruction of the membranum tympani

in th^ tympanic cavity. The aural passage has to be examined

with an aural speculum, in order to see what the contents are.

Treatment. — Frequent tepid injections and rinsing, as

well as ear -baths with water (81" to SQ% For the rest see

"Ozoena".

Ear, Discharge from. See "Ear, Internal inflammation of".

Ear, Diseases of the. Besides those mentioned here see

also "Hardness of Hearing" and "Bad Health' .

EAR, DISEASES OF THE. Hearing, Hardness of. If

hardness of hearing is caused by a faulty construction of tne

acoustic duct, then it is simply incurable. In most cases hard-

ness of hearing is brought about by a variety of other causes or

The causes may be as follows: Inflammation of the ear, a

discharge from the middle duct, particularly after scarlet-fever,

diptheria etc.; singing in the ear, stoppages in the acoustic duct,

caused, for instance, by the hardening of the earwax or some

small object or insect finding its way into the duct.

Hardness of hearing is furthermore caused by a thickening,

calcination or total destruction of the drum of the ear, brought

about by discharges, perforation etc.; then there is hardness of

hearing or deafness of a nervous kind, its cause bemg a serious

affection of the acoustic nerves.

Treatment.—In the last mentioned cases it is a matter of

considerable difficulty to effect a cure, and only if the patient

pays strict attention to all sanitary rules and can afford to suspend

pardy or wholly the performance of such duties as are involved

by his calling, and by giving his skin a thorough treatment, such

as daily wet rubbing of the whole body w^ith lukewarm water,

say at a temperature of 720 to 760 or by as often taking a luke-

warm bath (880), nature ma\' assert its power and a partial cure
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may result from such treatment, even in cases where deafness
or hardness of hearing is attributable to affected nerves. There-
fore a most rigorous carrying through of the invigorating
treatment must above all be kept in view in all cases of hardness
of hearing and not only in those of a nervous kind.

Besides this, steam-baths must be taken in bed, followed b\

a rubbing down of the whole of the body, nightly stimulating ban-
dages round the abdomen, and the application of stimulating pou]
tices to the neck and throat should not be omitted. Every
morning there must be a rubbing down of the whole bod\^ with
water of a temperature of 78^. Massage of the ear and throat,

the chewing of hard crusts of bread, gargling (68^ to 86"), ant;

bathing the mouth, douching the nose, ear steam-baths, ear baths:

and rinsing of the ear, are all things of great importance in

effecting an eventual cure. If congestion of blood in the head

should take place it is well to have it removed immediately.

Ear-wax, hardi:ned, how to remove, see: "Ear, Noised

IN the".

Ear, insect in the, how to remove, see: "Ear-wig". See

also "Ear, Diseases of the" in "Kneipp-Cure". For Modes ol

Application see Index.

If satisfactory results can- Ear-Trumpet for both

not be got from this mode
of living and treating the

disease, then the patient must
look about for other means.

First of all let us mention

the so called ear- trumpet

(hearing machine) such as

may be had from the manu-
facturer himself or can be

obtained at a dealers in chi-

rurgical instruments. These head by means of a

instruments usually take the spring,

shape of a funnel, the thin

end being introduced into the ear of the patient.

Ear-Trumpet
for one ear.

Fig. 109.

To be adjusted to the

Fig. 107. Fig. 108.

To be introduced whilst the person speaking to him uses the broad

into the ear during
"Fig. 107 tO 109.

SShand' There is an mgenious contrivance called a

sound-catcher, which may be placed on the table

with the end of a rubber tube attached to it, and which is used for

the purpose of carrving the sound (see Fig. 110). Besides this one

there is a variety "of other and smaller devices (a simple and

inexpensive thing can be constructed by taking a piece of vul-

canized rubber tubing, introducing one end into the patient's ear
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Sound-Catcher.

Fig. 110.

and adjusting a head or funnel

to the" other end into which

,ne speaks. The strength oi

,he sound affected by these

instruments vanes consider-

ably, and the shape and dimen-

sions of the ear-trumpet must

ue in accordance with the ear.

As a rule the effect of

the sound of these contri-

vances upon the ear of the

patient is too strong and il

the instrument is too fre-

Zakins ito bm" re rather sound- catchers, . thev are hand.er

and tte annoying after-sound is done away with. It is a regret-

table fact that these last mentioned ear-trumpets are still a little

hi^b priced a drawback which we trust will soon be remedied.

DSubfless a number of suffering persons have been benefited by

n^ina the Bäh-aDparatus, an invention oi A. Schulze ol \A clei-

Hn^en throug^^^^^^ by using introductory tubes the steam

of "pure water may be introduced through the nose into the

eustachian duct. This modus operandi is particularly effec ive in

cases where hardness of hearing has been caused through con-

traction of a cold, super abundance mucus, thickemng con-

traction etc. In some cases those annoying sounds m the c ar

have been removed in this manner. One thing is to be
_

parti-

cularly borne in mind, namely that by usmg any ol these instru-

ments too frequently the organs in question may become affected.

It is a well known fact that it is detrimental to the ear to disturb

it too often. .
, ^,

We here quote Dr. Kramer: The usefulness ot the ear-

trumpet must be tested in each single case, as this cannot be

otherwise ascertained. There is one general rule to be observed

usually—that ear-trumpets which leave a sensation of dullness m
the ear must be used but seldom and then only for a short time,

just the same as spectacles, which, after being used, leave the

eve with an appearance of dullness and of being rather tired,

must either be avoided altogether or at least rarely used. Another

V, ay of communication is by watching of the mouth of the speaker

and thereby gathering the purport of what is being said, a thing

that has been introduced as a particular science at institutions

for ^(:\\ and dumb people.
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A more detailed account on this subject will be found in
G. Niemann's book, "Advice to deaf people and those of h^-rd
heanng on page 25, which also gives a number of illustrations
ol ear-trumpets. Also look up the treatise on deafness. I append
some illustrations of useful ear-trumpets.

As the kind and seriousness of the cases of hardness of
hearing vary very much, and the effect of the divers ear-trumpets
differ a great deal, it is necessary that the patient should try which
suits him best. The ear-trumpet which is undoubtedly the most
effecacious, and also the handiest in practical use is the patented
pocket ear-trumpet by Leiter as shown in plates No. Hi and 112.

This ear-trumpet has the advantage that it does not affect
the ear, does its duty at a considerable distance and that its effect
is improved by a prolonged use, an advantage which is altogether
missing in any of the other instruments.

This ear-trumpet may be obtained at almost any dealer's in
surgical instruments ; if such an establishment does not exist where
you live, apply to Mr. H. We7tdschuch sen., Dresden.

Fig. 111. Fig. 112.

Plow TO RENDER ONESELF ARTIFICIALLY DEAF I

The "Fr. Ztg." writes : Böttcher's Antiphon which is used
iby the European to exclude from the ear the noises of the rolling,

•driving and bustling era with its gigantic traffic and its roaring

machinery, has not been able to gain for itself a notable prestige,

in spite of the decided advantages it offers. I happen to know
a poet who asserts that by using this antiphon he succeeds in

excluding rude reality and thereby manages to concentrate the

tender inspirations of his soul. Professor O. R. of Breslau

recommends a very simple thing as a substitute for the antiphon,
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wherewith the acoustic duct is completely closed, and which is

hr superior to any of the other devices used heretofore, in the

first place the device is used to combat against insomnia m
nei^'ous patients, who are prevented m dropping asleep, by even

slight noises. In such cases it is said that the closing oi the

acoustic duct is a more efficacious remedy than any medicinal

means of soothing the patient. It is obvious that this device may

be used by any person who desires to close his ears completely.

R advises a piece of medicinal wadding to be carefully spread

in a rectangular shape about *six to seven centimetres in length

and about three to four centimetres in breadth, the whole surface

of this rectangular to be thinly covered wdth vasehne and then

rolled up. This cylinder of wadding which, if desired, may be

shortened at the ends, will be about the thickness of your little

finger. Place it carefully into the ear and it will thus form the

new antiphon.

HARDNESS OF HEARING,
cured by L. Wunderlich, Natural Healer, Meerane.

Quite a number of persons troubled with hardness of hearing

have been cured quite suddenly and by very simple means, as

the following two cases will show.

I undertook the treatment of a mill-hand of the name of

Seifert, and of a journeyman chimney-sweep called A^., the iormer

had been hard of hearing for four and the latter for five years.

Both men had been treated by medical men and speciaUsts with-

out any success. I applied vapour baths to the whole body daily,

followed by a ^vhole-pack, a douche (18« R.) with a (24» R.) jet

into the ear. Some time after these modes of treatment had been

applied, and while the ear was being douched, the patient was
startled by a loud report in the ear, followed by sounds of music

and singing, and after a comparatively short time both patients

were rejoicing in the fact of having completely regained the

faculty of hearing.

Where a douche cannot be obtained, a large syringe may be
used for the purpose of injecting water into the ear.

A small ear-syringe has not the required effect.

HARDNESS OF HEARING, CURED.
Two cases treated by Baron von Bistram.

Some time ago 1 was consulted by a middle-aged woman,
evidently belonging to the working-class, who was afflicted with
hardness of hearing. She told me that she had been deaf from
i' fancy and therefore been unable to choose a better vocation
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than that of a char-woman. Somebody, she informed me, had
told her that I had succeeded in curing such cases, and she
begged me to try and cure her. After subjecting her to a thorough
questioning, 1 found that she had been ailing in a general way
from infancy and had suffered from an affection of the mucous
membrane, not only of the nose and larynx, but also of the
bladder and the digestive organs. Now it became clear to me
how to treat the woman: it was less a question of treating the

acoustic ailment than of treating the whole organism of the patient.

I prescribed for her the conscientious observance of those

rules of living that she had most neglected, for althougli she
earned her livelihood by charing and keeping things clean for

other people, she had sadly neglected to keep her own body
clean.

The physician attached to the ward, to whom she applied

for free baths, told her it was simply ludicrous to think that

baths would cure hardness of hearing, and that she would do
better to apply to a clever specialist, who would do all that was
necessary for her, and eventually cure her. "But surely" the

woman said, "I have followed that man's advice repeatedly without

one of those gentlemen being able to help me".
Yet that ward-physician adherred to his idea, that baths

would be of no use in such a case, and that this being so, she

had no right or claim to them. The woman did not let this

deter her, but applied to another physician of sounder judgement,

of whom, under the pretext that baths had always done her good,

she obtained an order for free baths. After using tub-, hip-, foot-,

and vapour-baths and paying strict attention to the mode of living

prescribed for her, such as diet, exercise, syringing the ear etc,

she was, after the lapse of the third week, agreeably surprised

by the fact that the was suddenly in possession of the faculty

of hearing, a thing she had never enjoyed as far as her recollec-

tion went. She told me that whilst walking in the street, she had

been startled by a loud report in her ear and that immediately

after that the noise and rolling of the passing vehicles had be-

come so intolerable to the unaccustomed ear that she had been

obliged to put up her hands to them, and had had to close her

ears with cotton-wool for several days after. Two years have

passed since, and the acoustic nerves of that woman's eai's are

still doing their duty.

Such are the results of our simple method of treatment,

which neccessitates no other means to regain lost health than

those that should be employed by every person wishmg to

remain healthy.
^ c

A second case that came to my knowledge was that oi a

younger person, who wished to enter my service and whom at
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first I could not make up my mind to employ, because her case

f.?^ io desoerate that no matter how hard she tried, she could

hL the rin'ging of the hall-door bell from the adjommg

kitchen But we will let her speak for herself.

"I had always been scrofulous from mfancy and troubled

with a lot of aihnents, resulting from an ™P^^^^^^^^^^°^ ,^^1^^^

blood (i e coughing, chronic cold in the head, the formation of

Seers etc ). In^86^8 I fell ill with a painful catarrh m tne ear

S consequence of which I not only lost my hearing bu became

subject to general debility, so that, when a few years later I was

anSous to enter the service of Baron v. Btstram. I became pam-

fullv alive to the fact that in the condition 1 was m I could be

of very litde use to anybody. There was only one alternative

left for me and that was either to regain my nealth or to become

utterly destitute. I implored the Baron to take me into his ser-

vices and he not only did this but also gave me an opportunity

of living up to his prescriptions. In a lew weeks 1 noticed a

decided improvement in my condition in a general way. Ihose

intolerable noises in the ears had ceased altogether as well as the

continual shivering, my hands and feet assumed a normal tempa-

rature, and what was the principal thmg, my mental condition

had improved considerably, I could look forward to the future

with hope and confidence.

While I was under treatment, a crackling noise in the ear

set in, soon developing into loud reports, at first in one ear, then

in both, and since that time I have been in full possession of the

faculty of hearing.

Eight years have passed; I have since become a wife and

the mother of several children, and nothing worth mentioning

has ever ailed me since. For all this I have to thank my former

master and physician who has taken such great pams with me.

Marie Schubert Reichenberg in Bohemia.

EAR, FOREIGN BODIES IN THE. Children often have

a bad habit of putting small objects such as little stones, peas,

beads etc. into their ears. It sometimes happens that insects,

worms or ear-wigs creep into the ears of people when lying on

the grass, but this is a very rare occurrence. No matter how
the substances get there it is advisable to remove them as

speedily as possible. In order to do so it is necessary to have

as much light in the ear as feasible, and the person troubled with

anything in the ear should be placed so that the light from the

window or lamp freely enters the passage of the ear.

Then bend a hair-pin as shown in the wood-cut Nr. 113 and

insert it in the ear in such manner that the bend reaches beyond
the object to be removed, but great care should be exercised in

24*
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Many things may be. removed by oft repeated iniection<; ,lukewarm water. When the water is being in^c^, Xe radob
Wire sling made of a hair-pin to remove foreign bodies from the ear.

e

Fig. 113.

should be bent shghtly upwards and backwards in order t„
straighten the curve of the ear passage. If an insect gets into the
ear, the person should hold his or. her head in such a way that
the ear m which the insect or the earwig has crept, points up-
wards. The ear is then filled with oil or water. This will stifle
the creature and a few injections will readily remove it.

m.'.?^^'xr
INFLAMMATION OF THE (EXTERNAL),

(Utitis). Lxternai inflammation of the ear attacks the epidermis
the cuticles of the cartilage and bone, sometimes even the cartilage
and bone themselves, frequently also the tympanum. It is greatly
mcHned to suppurate.

If the tympanum suppurates, as it frequently does in measles
scarlatina and small pox, it may become perforated and the
hearing much impaired.

Symptoms.— SwelHng, redness, and pains in the auricle
spreading occasionally to the adjoining portions of the face;
dryness m the auditory canal and defective hearing. Frequent
vomiting, delirium and fever.

Treatment.—Tepid (680 to 72«) compresses, covered with
flannel, changed when warm through, and to be applied to the
inflamed ear, until the inflammation subsides. Bathe the ear or
region of the ear repeatedly with water of 12^ to 11^.

, Stimu-
lating leg-, foot- or calf-pack and body compress at night, a tepid
(72'') wet rubbing of the whole body in the morning. Also a
detergent treatment coupled with cooling compresses on th--

region of the ear may be carried out in the day time. Likewise
several tepid (73°) injections b}^ means of an ear-syringe.

„ Inflammation of the ear, when the tympanum is
ar syringe,

attacked at the same time, is best treated by fillini:,

^fr,^^^SBul^>- the ears three times daily (morning, noon and even-

ing) with lukewarm water (Sö^ to 90^). The head i-

Fig. 114. placed on an ear-cushion sideways and the ear then

filled with water, which is left in the passage till it gets warm
and till the boring pain begins afresh, when the process is repeated.
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If it is required to empty the water out of the ear, the head

is simply turned round on the other side
,

In the same way water (75" to 86") is drawn up into the

nose, and the mouth bathed with water of 73« every two or

^^"^^In^addition, massage of the throat, non-stimulating diet, and

enemata as a detergent and for. constipation If there is fever, a

lukewarm (86° to 88«) bath, with vigorous_ friction of the skm.

No cotton-wool must be put in the ears, m order that the air

can circulate in them.
.

See also "Ear, Diseases of the, m "Kneipp Cure

For further particulars on Massage, Kneipp Cure and Modes

of Application see Index.

EAR, INFLAMMATION OF THE (Internal). Internal

inflammation of the ear is productive of most violent pains, which

frequently spread as far as the throat, the sense of hearing is im-

paired other symptoms are whistling noises in the ear, pamlul

swelling, difficulty in swallowing, swollen tonsils, often also irri-

tation of the brain, delirium and fever. If suppuration takes place,

it points to internal decay. The pus discharges in these cases

either through the tympanum into the external passage oi the

ear, or through the eustachian tube to the gullet.

Internal inflammation and suppuration are often the result oi

medical treatment; thev are of frequent occurrence in connection

with measles and scarlet fever ^ also with syphilis, gout and

cutaneous eruptions.

Treatment.—As in external inflammation of the ear. In

addition apply soothing or cooling throat compresses (06» to 73^)

up to the ears, and change after one and a half to two hours,

in fact as soon as they get warm.
Also steam-baths in bed (No. 1), or steam-baths followed by

pack and bath twice a week. Scotch plaid- or body-packs at

night, attention to cutaneous action in the form of a daily bath

or wet rubbing of the whole body. The pus must be removed

from the ears by lukewarm (81^) injections.

Ear, Inflammation of the salivary gland of the. See

"Mumps" also "Diseases of the Ear" in Kneipp Cure.

INFLAMMATION OF THE EARS.
(Cured by H. Sperling, Therapist of Berlin.)

Mrs. G., Blücher Strasse 14, Berlin, who had suffered for

years from an abdominal complaint, contracted internal _
inflam-

mation of the ear, which produced a large swelling. This affec-

tion caused the patient such violent pain as to render her almost
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demented. The swelling had drawn the neighbouring organs
into sympathy, the nose, the parotid sflands and the throat wer^^
so swollen as to make it impossible for her to swallow even a
drop of water. The case commenced under medical treatment to
become so critical that other advice became neces.sary and so it

was that I was consulted.

I saw that there was danger in delay and caused a mattress
to be placed on the floor, on which the patient was laid, prepared
a head-bath of 90*^, had the inflamed side of the head put in as
deep as practicable, wound a cool wet compress round the throat
and ordered a steam-bath in bed. The heat was so great that
the water of the head-bath had to be renewed every five minutes,
and if this were omitted for however short a time, the pains
returned. Therefore these baths had to be continued uninter-
ruptedly. This treatment was applied with short intervals at
first and longer ones afterwards.

After the steam-bath I gave full pack, wet rubbing (730), and
after a few hours' interval bod^^-, shoulder- and leg-pack; mouth
baths continued by turns for three days, after which improvement
and sleep set in. The swelling and the pains subsided percep-
tibly. Appetite made its appearance, which was satisfied by a

strictly non-stimulating diet. The swelling of the throat subsided
and the patient was now able to drink plent}?^ of fresh water.

Moreover massage was appHed, particularly throat and trunk
massage, and head and arm gymnastics prescribed, hard bread
crusts were given to her to chew, to act as internal massage on
the organs of hearing. By this energetic treatment the formation

of ulcers was prevented.

The patient's condition improved from week to week, and th-.

applications were reduced corresponding^. Head-baths and com
presses, steam-bath in bed, full-pack, body-, shoulder-, leg-packs

partial hipbaths and wet rubbing were alternately given until

after the lapse of several weeks, Mrs. G. could be considered

cured.

CURE OF OTORRHOEA.
(From Pastor König's book "The Natural Method of Healing".)

As a child of three I had scarlet fever, and an ulcer formed

on my throat which found an outlet through the ear. Owing to

neglect there was from that time forward an inflammation of and

discharge from the auditory canal, which the most eminent aurists

whom 1 consulted were unable to cure.

After suffering for upwards of thirty years, and having lost

all hope of recovery, I applied Pastor König's modified Schroth-

Frtessnitz Natural Method of Healing, consisting of a modifie*'
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contrary to all ^S^^/'ions I
^^^^^^^^

rooted malady after a six ana^
ji^,„kardt. Ross-Strasse 6, Berlin.

EAR, INSECTS m THE If i^^^^^ penetrate, far into the

Äe'= head rhell'sidetay^^'untU the inLt creeps out again

or is drowned.

t:2IT? WINGING IN THE, may be acute or chrome liie

,o„iÄ^afn?generany disappear^ with the particular affection

*'"'cAu?Ef-The noise or buzzing or report in the ear may be

caused either by congestion of blood at the tympanum or by

ear wax becomin^g deta'ched or taking up another position^ These

rircimistances produce various noises which are perceived bj the

ear in the moft divers ways. Ear -wax which has become hard

""^A^c'dlng to'Tom'aShorities the crackling noise in the ears

.rises from tension of the tympanum (or, to speak more corectly,

bvlhe'sudderopemng of L^'eustachian
°ea TaysIS-

tension of the masseters: ::^mgtng noises m the eai says tieim

fo/r are produced by the serrated teeth striking the joint between

maiknt and mcus; buzzing noises by the vibrations of the air m
tTie oSer anditorj' canal or in the tympamc cavity, when these

are separated from the outer air, the eustachian tube or the outer

anditory canal being stopped up; thobbing m thejar by the

pulsation of neighbouring arteries. Ntemayer writes as follows

about noises in the ear : Hardly visible though the carotid glands

in our throat are, still their powerful pulse is felt very distinctly

when two fingers are placed gently round the region the laryrix

and the finglr tips pressed a little deeper into the flesh. We
can even perceive them by the ear if the blood is in greater

motion than usual. The carotid glands winding from the throat

upwards into the cranial cavity through a ngid passage formed

of hones, a passage situated in the vicmity of the ear, are heard

to throb there against the tympanic cavity as it were. Lven with

a quiet pulse the auditory canal being dry and the tympanum

injured, this pulsation of the carotid glands gives rise to the an-

noying symptom of noises in the ear caused perhaps by a small

quantity of air being expelled or rather blown out by every

pulsation. In patients suffering from defects of the heart this

pulsation may spread to the veins of the head so as to produce

the sensation, as it has been defined, of a top humming m the head.

People in particular affected with determination ot blood to

the head suffer most from noises in the ear.
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Tremmen f.—In the first place I advise patients afflicted with
these as well as with other affections of the ear, or who suffer
from difficulty of hearing, never to interfere too much with their
ears. I

_
know several persons who are very deaf who were

treated m vain by many famous ear-specialists and professors
for years, the result being only an aggravation of the affection

The following points must be kept in view:
1. Such patients must never excite or over-exert themselves

and most particularly so when the difficulty of hearing is of a
nervous character.

2. They must, above all, have regular (daily) open bowels:
see "Enemata".

3. They must take long walks, bare-footed by preference, and
if possible wade in deep sand for some length of time every
day. By doing so they will almost feel the determination of
blood to the head which produces the noise in the ears to abate
and drawn down; in heu of this some other detergent treatment
may be appHed.

Several lukewarm (77" to 88°) injections into the ears should
be made about three times a day and tepid (78o) garglings, as
well as drawing water (81'') up into the nose.

Stimulating leg- or foot-packs and body compress at night,
which may also be, preceded by afoot-steam-bath for twenty five

minutes and cool wet rubbing of the feet. In the morning wet
rubbing of the whole body (73") not performed by the patient
himself. A daily foot-steam-bath (of from a half to three quarters
of an hour duration) or a foot-steam-bath in bed followed bj'- tepid

(73^) wet rubbing of the whole body, or cool (66°) wet rubbing of

the feet may be apphed besides. In addition to these may be
given two three-quarter steam-baths in bed a week, followed by
a lukewarm (88^^} bath. Diet, as much as possible non-stimulating.

The above treatment must, it is true, be continued for some
length of time, to remove this disagreeable noise in the ears.

The rules wdiich guide tonic treatment must likewise be observed.

If blood to the head is the cause, detergent massage will be
beneficial. For Modes of Application see Index.

If the disorder is the result of ear-wax having become hard

(which may be ascertained by looking into the ear and seeing

instead of a light coloured tympanum several small clots of dark

yellow or black colour at the end of the auditory canal) it must

removed. To do this, take a small bottle of sweet oil and warm
it slightly by dipping in warm water, then drop some of the oil

into the ear-passage in the evening; close it over night with a

plug of clean cotton-wool also oiled ; in the morning warm w\ater

is gently dropped or injected into the passage, and the patient

may then clean it out very cautiously with a hairpin or a small
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earspoon or with a little piece of rag rolled up, or else it is done

by means of a fine jet of water from a small syrmge. It is

hardly credible what a quantity of dirt is sometimes brought to

light by this injection. Also steaming the ear followed by a tepid

syringing is recommended.
It often surpri ses people very much when complete or partial

deafness is cured in this way at one stroke.

The following precaution is also necessar3^ The drum after

being relieved of its incubus may easily take cold through draught,

it is therefore advisable to insert a plug of cotton wool into the

ear for a few days. See also "Hearing, Hardness of". Troeltsch

furnishes in his manual for ear-specialists an interesting contri-

bution on the subject of difficulty of hearing making its appearance

suddenly. We cite this case here as he gives it. One night an

elderly man left a tavern, where he had been engaged in animated

conversation and on the way knocked against a carriage pole,

stupidly left in the way, and by the violence of the blow was
thrown to the ground striking his head against the pavement.

He thought he must have lain there for about a quarter of an

hour and was unable to determine what share the striking of his

head on the stones and the various pints which he had drunk

had in his unconsciousness; but he acknowledged he had been
rather foggy before. However he got up, and went home with-

out further mishap. Having passed a good night, he and his

famity found that he had become almost as deaf as a post. The
doctor who was called in, shook his head and like the patient

could only connect this sudden deafness with the blow his head
received on the pavement. He pointed out to the family the

seriousness of the case, and that it w^as at the very least con-

cussion of the brain, perhaps extravasation of blood into it etc.

The patient, who felt perfectly well in other respects, was put on
short commons, cupped and given laxatives and after a few days
had a seton apphed. His hearing did not improve, but he became
bodily and mentally more and more reduced. After a few months
I v,as called in to see the man. After Hstening to his tale of
distress I ^examined his ears and found both passages completely
stopped up with cerumen. I softened it a httle and removed it

by injections. From that moment the man regained his hearing
and was cured not only of his deafness, but also of excessive
melancholia which had taken hold of him since his "concussion
of the brain". The ear-specialist closed his remarks with the
following words : "Bear this case in mind, gentlemen, if you meet
with patients presenting symptoms, which even, if only remotely,
may have reference to the ear, and place yourselves in the posi-
tion and condition of mind of the man so easily cured after being
tormented by deafness, melancholy :id the infliction of the seton
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and also that of the otherwise able doctor after they had both
been enhghtened as to the true character of the supposed cerebral

affection."

Ears, Running from. See "Ear, Inflammation of the".

Ear, Syringing of the, see Index. ^
Ear Trumpet, see "Deafness".

Eat and Drink, Wlien and How to, see Index.

ECLAMPSIA (fits, convulsions), are attacks of chronic

spasms, cramp in the limbs, an aflfection limited to single mus-

cular groups, or more generally affecting any muscle without

distinction.

There are two forms of eclampsia: that of children and that

of women in confinement which usually occurs about the time of

delivery and as a rule in first confinements.

Symptoms of eclampsia with women in confinement. In most

cases violent and sudden convulsions (chronic spasm and cramp

in the limbs) take place without any or with premonitory symp-

toms, such as a tickling sensation in the pubic region, headache,

vertigo, palpitation of the heart, vomiting etc. The patient, who
is generally more or less unconscious, has fits of shivering for

seconds and even minutes: she throws out her limbs in eveiy

direction, the head is jerked forward, backward or to one side,

the face swollen, red or even blue, the breathing accompanied

with a rattling noise, the look fixed, the jaws pressed firmly

together, foam issues from the mouth with a hissing sound etc.

until finally the movements become weaker and the patient falls

into an totally unconscious state. Consciousness returns after

some time, the sufferer is extremely exhausted and cannot re-

member what has occured. These fits recur as a rule and be-

come more and more violent.

Causes.—Notwithstanding that this malady generally attacks

strong and robust women, still the predisposition to it Ues m a

sensitive nervous system , also in renal diseases ,
anaemia or

hyperaemia, hysteria etc.

Symptoms of eclampsia in children <and infants). It occi.r^

as a rule during the first months, and suddenly, either without

any premonitory symptoms whatever, or with them, e. g. de-

pression etc. In most cases may be observ^ed restless sleep

broken by convulsions of face and limbs, rolling the eyes and

rapid changes in the colour of the face. Then the child s limbs

suddenly stretch to their full length and muscular convulsions ol

one or both sides of the body follow in rapid succession, the face

o-ets at the same time, the mouth foams, the facial muscles are
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twisted into sonietliiiig like a smile, the extremities appear to be

.prnianeiitly bent inward and tlie thumbs are turned in.

These fits last from fifteen minutes to several hours, and

usually end in a profound sleep. In violent fits consciousness is

completely gone, and the symptoms are then similar to eclampsia

of women in confinement Boys more frequently sufferer from

this malady than girls. . .

Causes.—Eclampsia may be due to congenital predisposition,

or occur in connection with other diseases, such as: whooping

couRh measles, scarlatina, gastric and intestinal catarrh and most

affections productive of cerebral anaemia or hyperaemia. Again

fauitv nutrition, teething, worms, violent impressions on the senses,

drinking the mother's or nurse's milk after such persons have

had a fright, or after a fit of temper.
,

i u i

Treatment.—Tepid (720) wet rubbing of the whole body

with the bare hands, followed by a three quarter steam-bath in

bed, duration only from an hour to an hour and a halt, until

gentle perspiration sets in, after which the patient is unpacked

and another wet rubbing of the whole body given. This treat-

ment may be repeated two or three times a day, or a warm bath

f930 to 960) for five or ten minutes followed by douche (820).

kt night body-compress and (86«) enema in the day time, and

also massage of the stomach. With it fresh air, open bowels

'by enemata, if necessary), as well as apphcation, see Index. (See

also "Cramp" in Kneipp Cure.

With infants gentle friction or body compresses as well as

snemata may be safely given, but with older children the above

treatment should be applied.

Eczema Capitis, see "Favus", see also Report of a Cure in

"Diphtheria".

Eczema Rubrum, see "Skin Diseases".

Egg, Dishes, made of, see "Diet, Mixed".

Eggs, Scrambled, see „Diet".

Egg Soup, see Index.

Elderberry Cure, see Index.

Elderberry Tea, see Index.

ELECTRICITY is a mode of motion, and is regarded as
the fundamental activity of all force. Man's vital force is attribut-

able to the operation of electricity. The nervous system is the
life-giving element which has its point of egress in the brain and
in the spine (the latter might not inaptly be called the ventral
brain), Elf^ctric force is called into being by the joining of two
opposite polos. It is to be observed throughout nature generally
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ihat It IS the characteristic of any and every object the .o
SLil Ol the union of two opposites; male and female, posii a"and negative, north pole and south pole. If this idea of uim-
be described as "Electricity" we gain an explanation in its wirt- stsense. Every organ of oui- bodv, every muscle and vein is c. ,

nected with the fine nerve-filaments which are the connect r

electric wires between all parts of the body and the prime soii -

of all mental functions.

All activity in the body is called forth bv electricity tin s
also nutrition, secretion and the building up"' of all tissu^' is
accomplished by the attracting and repelling, positive and negative
action of electricity. Our mind is able materially to influence
this activity by means of which we are enabled to control many
of our morbid feelings.

Research in the field of electricity is not by any means yet
exhausted; the expectation is that it will play an important part
as a therapeutic agent in the near future. We cannot too stron. \'

advise the exercise of great caution in the present treatment by
electricity as adopted by pl^sicians and electricians. For the
cure of diseases, strong electric currents applied by rule and
measure as it were to a patient's weak nerves may do far more
harm than good.

The modes of electric application consist in the constant
current, the interrupted (faradic) current and the electric bath.
The electric current is generated by currents produced by cells

placed beside each other and connected by wires. The elements
are composed of different metals and fluids possessing different

degrer.s of electro-motive force. The best known are those of

Grove, Daniell, Bmisen, Siemens, and Leclanche.
The current is established by connecting the first with the

last element by means of copper-wire. Electrodes, metal plates,

balls, brushes, and hardened charcoal used for the introduction

of the electric current into the human body, and they are con-

nected with the elements by metallic wires covered with gut\ -

percha or silk and by metal clasps or pegs. The electron -
,

supplied with wooden handles, are, by reason of the enormous
power of resistance exercised by the dry human skin, moistened
with and dipped in salt water for the purpose of obtaining more
powerful currents. At the copper pole (the positive) is the anoci'

,

at the zinc pole (the negative) the cathode, inducing which intro-

duces more powerful currents into the body. A distinction is.

made between opening and closing vibrations, as well as between

ascending and descending currents. Thus it is called a descending

current, when the anode (the copper pole) is apphed above t

the neck, whilst the cathode (the zinc pole) is apphed to the loir?,

and an ascending current when the two are applied the reverse w;i\ .
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Method of application. One of the electrodes is applied to

some not very sensitive part of the body, such as the back etc.,

the other is applied to the seat of the pain, or, m case the latter

should be of considerable extent, the electrode is passed slowly

over it (see coloured plate No. V, fig. 5) or along the cause of

the painful nerve. The galvanic current is also employed as a

strensthening agent. The strengthening action depends upon the

principle that exhausted muscles are rendered stronger and more

capable of performing their functions after the constant current

has been passed through them. The same effect has been ob-

served after the appHcation of the faradic (interrupted) current.

The latter, however, is not well borne by ever3''one, nervous per-

sons in particular are easily over- excited by it; the constant current

is therefore usually preferred when a strengthening action is

aimed at. Finally the constant current is employed, when chronic

inflammatory products are to be removed or absorbed. This

absorption is due, in the first place, to the dissolving action of

the current on the tissues, and secondly to its mechanical action,

whereby the inflammatory matter is eliminated; this is caused

by the stimulation oi the vasomotor nerves, which produce an

alternate contraction and dilatation of the blood vessels,^ and conse-

quently an acceleration of the circulation in the effected parts.

The faradic current is principally employed as a stimulant and

for the following purposes:

1. As a stimulant to the muscles and motor nerves. It is

employed particularly in paralysis and atrophy of the muscles,

and also with good results in general muscular weakness in

consequence of insufficient nourishment. It has also been found

very efficacious in weakness of the muscles of the stomach and
intestines with consequent sluggish action of the bowels and
constipation.

2. x\s a stimulant to the nerves of sensation. Deficient or

even absent sensibihty of single parts of the bodj'- can be cured
or at any rate improved by the faradic current. Such cases

require a somewhat different mode of treatment. Instead of the

ordinar}?^ electrode, a brush of steel wires is applied to the affected

part; it is pressed on or brushed over the spot. The electricity

IS communicated to the skin through each wire, and a specially

powerful stimulation is thus produced.
The interrupted current is used chiefly for the cure of

paralysis, and the constant current for the cure of neuralgia,

neurasthenia, anaesthesia, hysteria, hypochondriasis, tabes dorsahs
and other spinal disorders, Basedow's disease (by galvanizing the
sympathetic nerve), disorders of nutrition, atrophy, psychosis,
functional, not organic) disorders of the brain, diseases of the
organs of sense, abdominal complaints, and diseases of the female
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sexual organs. The reader is also referred to the articles
magnetism and magnetization. One of the mildest modes of Llic

application of electricity is electric massage, practised, alas! nr.w-
a-days by very few physicians, but always with excellent results.

Electric Light Baths. In place of sunlight, the electric
light has of late been frequently employed in the treatment of -lis-

eases and with good results. As we have comparatively few sui; .y

days in Germany (about 120 in the year or one in three) and as
sunbaths in the open air can only be take during the warm season,
electric light baths are a ver^'- practical substitute. They can be

Electric ray apparatus of Dr. W. Gebhardt, Berlin

Fig. 115.

administered in winter and summer, by night as well as by day.

Above all the dose of radiant heat and hght can be exacdy

regulated. The electric incandescent hght baths are the invention

of an American doctor in the Battle Creek Sanatorium, Michigan.

Dr. W. Gebhardt, became acquainted with them in 1890, and having

convinced himself of their physiological and curative efficacy in-

troduced them into Germany. Dr. Gebhardt is entitled to the

credit of having substituted for the incandescent light the arc-light,

which much more closely resembles the light of the sun. We
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have now, therefore, electric incandescent light baths and electric

arc-light baths. The incandescent light bath to be taken seated

usually consists of a hexagonal box, the sides of which are covered

with mirrors, and provided with about fifty incandescent lamps. In

the middle of the box is a revolving stool for the patient, whose

head projects through a hole in the hd of the box, as in a box

steam-bath. In the lid are also a thermometer for the purpose

of controlling the temperature and a pane of glass through which

the patients body can be observed when the box is closed. The

electric light bath intended to be used for patients lying down is

Electric ray apparatus of Dr. W. Gebhardt. Berlin.

Fig. 116.

arranged in a similar manner, but is longer, and the patient lies

on a couch of basket-work through which the perspiration drops
into a vessel on the ground and is collected for examination. The
head rests on a support and projects through a hole in the end
of the box. The arc-light baths already mentioned are arranged
in the same way, except that the hght is provided by four arc-
lamps, one in each corner of the box and each of about nine
amperes. The temperature is gradually raised, in some cases to
117" or even higher, and a copious and beneficial per.spiration
'.pidiy ensues, n^unllv when the temperature has reached lOO^ to

1130. Besides Dr. Gebhardts estabhshment for light-treatment m
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Berlin, electric light baths are used in various Sanatoriums n
Germany, nearly all of which are devoted to the natural method
of healing, with excellent results. The copious perspiration pr
motes increased [assimilation, hence electric light baths are sp.-
cially efficacious in gout, asthma, rheumatism, diabetes and other
morbid conditions originating in impaired assimilation. Tliey are
also used with success in eUminating the poison of various dis-

eases, such as syphihs etc.

Electric light bath as used in the Bilz Sanatorium
(open).

Fig. 117.

The copious flow of blood to the surface of the body taking

place during the electric hght bath and shown by the redness of

the skin, naturally tends to reheve the congested internal organs,

as well as to the absorption of effete morbid matter. All the

instructions given for the employment of sunbaths also hold go '"l

for electric hght baths. After a hght bath a coolmg water b.^i^

should be given, gradually reducing the temperature of the same

to 77« or 73", also cold affusions to the back, knees and thighs.

Light general massage is also advisable. An essential advantn -
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of electric light baths over other sweating baths (hot-air baths,

steam-baths)? is that thev can be taken with safety by patieiits

faring from disease of the heart, whereas the other sweating

Iths have to be forbidden in such cases,
, /d •

A fm-ther advantage of these baths over steam-baths (Russian

- Turkish) is that the head remains free, and that the pressure

vercised by steam and condensed water on the pores ot the

^ :m is avoided. Whereas the evaporation of the perspiration

Electric lii^ht hath as used in the Bits Sanatorium
(closed).

Fig. 118..

from the skin takes place with difficulty in an atmosphere already

saturated with the vapour of water, the air in the electric light

bath is entirely dry. Light baths have a stimulating action on
the nervous system, and tend to strengthen the constitution not-

withstanding the copious perspiration; they constitute therefore,

a valuable tonic for healthy people. Light is moreover a valuable

curative agent. The similarity between electric light and sun-
light is well known. The beneficial influence exerted by sun-
baths on various morbid conditions of the system is not due:

25
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solely to the action of heat and the consequent production '

perspiration. It bus been proved that light plays an importai
part in this process, though the manner of its operntion is sti-
obscure. Here we have another advantage of electric liglu bath
ov r steam or hot air baths. Dr. Gebhardt has used a conc(
trated form of the electric arc-light locally with good effect, an''
has performed remarkable cures in this way, especially in obs;
nate cases of lupus, old ulcers, skin diseases of various kinri

and sexual disorders. He has constructed a special aj)paratu.^
for this object. A Danish physician, Dr. Jinsen of Copenhagen,
who has successfully treated many cases of lupus by blue coki
light, has several -times received considerable sums of money from
the Danish Government for the further development of thera
peutics of light. In view of the successful results of treatment o:

diseases by the electric light we may look forward to a great
future for this system wherever it is adopted.

Electric Water- bath. A special manner of applying th<-

galvanic and faradic currents is the so called "electric bath'

See Fig. 119.

Electric-bath as used in the B/h Samxtoriiiw.

Fig 119.

1. Rheostat or resistanre coil fc:- the current m the electric bath

1 Electrodes in bath
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A wooden bath-tub is furnished internally with large electrodes

if» different parts and through them the current is conducted to the

er. The current passes through the water and the body oi

11. bather. In this way it is possible to expose the whole body

or single parts of it to the action of electricity, according to the

number of electrodes employed. Brilliant results have been ob-

tai'-ed by this method, especially in the treatment of various forms

of general nervous weakiiess (neurasthenia) also of spina] dis-

orders, piles, and especiali}^ of imi of-^nre Many snccf-s^fii] cures

: )f tlie above mentioned disorder:

nave been made, by the skilful 'ifOf/m'^j^v j^^^^^
,. . r 1 11-1 usea !>i the nilö .banarorium
iication of these baths m the

Sanatorium. The third form
iectricity, also used for cura-

purposes, is static electricity,

or franklinization. This form of

rricity, unlike the other forms,

'S directly from friction, and
rruluced in a special appar-

ig. 120), The patient is

on a chair isulatei'
'

-i.ig- placed on a stand wiu
rlass feet, to which one pole
he current is conducted. A-
he electrical communication witi

iie earth is cut off b}- the gla.':-

' ilators, the patient is in thi

charged with electricity
I i other pole, ustially in the

large or small plate,
is lijrii uruught near the patient.
^•'^ ^\\change of the two kind^-

'rtricity, in the patient anr
econd pole respectively,

now Lakes place ; this is felt like
a gentle breath of wind, and
h a-^- a highly soothing and refreshing effect on tiie patient. Statu

n-M-ity has proved of great benelit in the treatment of
negrims, nervous pains, hysteria, paralysis and nervous

;)st ot this machine is unfortunately too high to make
1 Mcccii)le ff)r general home use; ibut it should never be ab-

sent in Pm: ''Vi appointed sanatorium.

Electric Cooking Utensils {Hrlberger's patent). Notwith-
' iat electrical stoves and cooking utensils of best quality
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are still very expensive, 1 add a few diagrams with descriptioi;

and price.

Electric Cooking Utensil
(oniinary pattern).

Fig. 121.

Will boil 5 quarts in 20 minutes using an
electric current of 12 amperes.
Price 30 Mk.

Wil] 3oil 8 quarts in 20 minutes using an
electric current of 20 amperes.
Price 35 Mk.

F.Uclrtc Cooking U/tiisii

(wore elpgdi'tt pafferv).

Will boil about 1 quart of wat-

in 12 minutes by Ubing a

electric current of 5 r.-

Price 28 Mk.

Fig. 123.

'kiii^- Utensils with Saucepan.

Fig. 124.

Ditto zvith Tea-Ketf^.

Ftg. 12j.
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Electric Cooking Stove.
Electric Stove.

Fig. 126.

Stove with 1 oven, 3 Plates,

3 openings, using an electric current of 20 amperes.

Price 360 Marks complete.

For all these cooking utensils a tension

of Irom 100 to 110 olts is necessary. These

cooking utensils can also be supphed with

an arrangement for regulating the current so

that the latter be reduced if desired, to about

one ampere for the purpose of keeping the

dishes warm, in which case the price is

about 3 Marks higher.

Fig. 127.

Ordinary Pattern, 10—50 Amp. i:>0 Mk. Inclusive

Copper, polished 10—50 „ 160 „ „

Ordinary Pattern, 10—5Ü „ 155 „ „

Copper, poUshed 10—50 185 „ „

ELF LOCK (Plica polonica). The Latin name of this malady

is due to the fact that it is chiefly met with in Poland and on the

banks of the Vistula.

It is a kind of eczema, which is caused or aggravated by want

of cleanliness and attention to the hair of the head, often m, a

very dirty, filthy state and which, by reason of suppressed excretion,

causes the hair to get matted together with masses of viscous

niucus.

The same sickening condition is also brought about by wearing

too warm caps by which normal excretion is impeded.

Symptoms. Formation of pustules and small ulcers betw^een

the hairs. A malodorous matter is also excreted by the tallow

0^»nd5 of the skin, combined sometimes with body exudations.

^ iiese cause the hair to stick to the roots and afterwards to mat

I
stationary.

I
portable.
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together higher up, so as to make it impossible to use a codi
1 he symptoms are ill humour, general lassitude, headache, restle
sleep, offensive breath, disordered digestion etc.

Treai'ment. The best plan is to cut off the hair in order t-,

restore exhalation. Most scrupulous cleanliness by applying local
washes after which the head must be well dried. Vegetarian di^--

breathe fresh air, and pay the greatest attention to cutaiK-ou
action. Wear light or better still no headgear at all.

Steam-baths in bed, three or four a week, followed by luk,
warm (870) bath with head affusion, or wet rubbing of the who!,
body and head steam-bath two or three times a week instead
Body - compress during the night and deriving eneraata. For
Modes of Application see Index.

EMACIATION ma^;' appear in various conditions of diseas-
,

it not being at all necessary that the malady should be phthisi-

or so-called consumption.

Causes. Irregular nourishment, accumulatioii ol phlegm in ih<;

lungs , stomach , or intestines
,
brought about by degeneration

(induration, tumour) in the organs of nutrition, such as the stomach,
spleen, liver etc., the result be'mg that a due proportion is not
maintained between eliminated matter and food taken, and conse-
quently general deca}'- of the body takes place. Emaciation in

little children is however generally caused by faulty diet and lack

of fresh air, sometimes also by over-feeding, for in matters of

diet too much is as injurious as too little, a maxim of general

application in hygiene. Emaciation is generally accompanied by
diarrhoea.

Treatment. Tonic treatment: in children particular attention

must be paid to the removal of the above causes. For consumption,

see "Tuberculosis".
A non-stimulating diet, in which ripe, fresh or dried fruit forms

a large item in every meal ; a bath or wet rubbing of the whole

body daily, plent}' of fresh, pure air and sunshine, and exercise

in the open air; deep and full breathing (to effect expansion c:

the thorax) and sleeping with open window may often save a

consumptive patient, and if the treatment be persisted in for som -

length of time effect a permanent cure.

Massage as in tonic treatment.

EMETICS, or how to produce vomiting.

A. Tickle the inside of the throat with a feather,

B. Rub the root of the tongue with a finger.

C. hisert a finger deep down into the throat, or drink >

large quantity of lukewarm water, mixed perhaps with a little

melted butter. See also "Emet[Cs" in "Poisoning".
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Eiiiphysema, see "Lung Diseases".

Enema (Enemata), see Index.

Enema Syphon, see "Enema".

English Cholera, see "Cholera Nostras".

Entozoa, see "Parasites".

Enuresis Nocturna. See "Bed, Wetting of the".

EPILEPSY (epileptic attack), is a sudden occurrence of

unconsciousness and senselessness. In most cases the .sufferer

f;ills to the ground with a shrill ciy; the eyes are fixed and

mildly rolling, the fists are clenched, and the thumbs turned in,

cramp convulsions and paroxyms in all parts of the body.

Causes.—Predisposition is most frequently inherited, but the

malady may also be engendered by self-abuse and excessive

sexual intercourse in later"" years, fright at witnessing an epileptic

fit in some one else, sudden grief, excessive pain, disturbances in

the digestive organs, overloading the stomach, eating too much
meat and indulging in fermented liquors in youth etc. Those
afflicted with this disease are warned to carefully avoid any one

of these causes. Primarii}', the humours of the body are in a

morbid condition, whereby the entire nervous S37stem becomes
predisposed to a disease which takes such a deep hold.

Treatment.—Notwithstanding that this malady is considered

incurable, it is nevertheless not hopelessly so. A toni(treatment,

carried out with all rigour, but moderate at the commencement,
may often effect a perfect cm'e. Above all, free cutaneous action

nust be secured, a derivative treatment applied, and regular daih^

motions ensured by means of enemata. Single fits admit of no
treatment. The di-ess must be merely loosened and care be
-ken that the sufierer does not hurt liimseif. We also warn

against making attempt to free the clenched hands, for every
violent movement, as experience has shown, only leads to a

speedier return of more violent fits.

The more detailed treatment consists of wet rubbing of the
whole body (81'') or affusion (90° to 95") by means of a watering
can, or half an hour afterwards hip-bath (86" to 88'^) for twenty
minutes together with a foot steam-bath or a hot-water bottle to
he feet, and finally a foot-bath in the water used for the hip-
>ath, the patient at the same time being douched with w^ater
(79") from a watering can. In addition to this the' patient must
bave one or two small enemata daily, and the abdomen be
''ashed with water (73*> to 77^) and he must tread in water daily
T go barefooted. Furthermore the rules of tonic treatment as
tated above are to be observed, especiallv as regards i-)lent\- of
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fresh air, non- stimulating diet etc. Moreover bodv-pack and
cah"-[)arks three times a week during the night are to be
i-ecommended.

Epileptic- fits. During a fit: if the head is cool, warm Tnot
hot) soothing steam compresses on the head, back of the neck
and pubic region, as well as a thick rolled up steam compress
on the feet and behind the knees (hot-water bottles woukl be
injurious). Renew the warm compresses on the head occasionally.

Place the head low; knead and press the neck (tliroat massage).

// the head is hot, apply cool compresses, or wet the head
with cool water frequently and elevate the head. The feet are

rubbed during the application of the thick hot compress with

hands wetted in cool water. All the gymnastic exercises must
not be done violently nor for too long a time. Consequently the

exercises must not be continued until the patient is tired.

Treatment by Massage. Kneading the neck etc., slapping

the back along the spine etc., in both directions and vibrations of

the spine by means of the tips of the fingers. (Magnetic strokes.)

Cui^TiVE GYiMNASTics. There are perhaps no fixed modes of

application for epilepsy, because the movements must be adapted

to the patient's condition^ nevertheless movements which act

derivatively from the head are always beneficial.

Kneipp cure. Walking barefooted for some time eveiy day,

to harden the whole system. If the temparature is warm, treading

water twice daily. Every night or on rising in the morning wash

the whole Dody. Every day in warm weather a partial bath, in

cool weather every other day. Coffee to be avoided, but instead

of it a thick soup morning and evening. Neither wine nor beer

to be taken.

In this disease it is chiefly the magnetic treatment which pro-

duces the wonderful effects. See "Magnetism". For Modes of

Application see Index.

CURE OF EPILEPSY
(Falling sickness).

Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh. Thus

I too follow the promptings of my heart, when I proffer m brief

words ray httle contribution in praise of the Natural Method ol

Healihg, for not only have I recovered my health by it, but it has

enabled me to retain my position in life, and thus ensuied my

advancement and the happiness of my family hie.

The Natural Method of Healing may boast of a sp eud.d

triumph, as mine was not an acute superficial disease, but a

fearful chronic malady of the nerves, and for a number <.f >var.-
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defied every medicine which was prescribed by tar famed and

uSwn representatives of allopathy, and on which these gentlemen

m e end turned their backs with a shrug ol the shoulders, seeing

Lnd acknowledging that the power of their extensive materia medica

1 :m nr ttey'o:;fyeai. of age, had suffered from epilepsv

Irom my sixteenth year, that is to say, for fourteen long years I

"^^^ÄweÄ"Ä that the fits came on every

three months, incapacitated me for any work regularly lor a

fortnight, and did great injury to my mmd and body.

At Erlau, whe?e I was engaged, on the Saxon sta e railways

I had an opportunity of becoming acquainted with the Natura

Method of Healing. A woman, who had sickened of the small

DOK and had been given up by the doctors, was afterwards treated

according to this method, and from the very first day began to

recover Ind is well and healthv at this moment. I never dreamt

however that I too should find the relief so devoutly desired and

vainly sought everywhere from the same treatment of diseases.

One of the higher officials, who had repeatedly been a witness

of these terrible scenes, asked me whether I had not a mind to

try this method of cure, as it was the only rational way to

recovery, and had already often been crowned with success m
cases of this very malady, while medicine could not even mitigate,

much less cure it, but on the contrary aggravated it. My own

condition and the experience which I had gamed confirmed this

assertion

Although I was beset with doubts, and thought that there was

no hope held out by this treatment, 1 made up my mind on the

repeated representations of the official, like a drowning man who
catches at a straw, to try this method, and I declared myself

ready, as did also my wife, to go in for the full and complete

treatment, even at the risk of its turning out a failure. After a

conversation with the Natural Healer, Mr. Canitz, on the subject,

the course of treatment was decided on and begun. Cool (70

lavations and wet rubbing af the whole body, trunk and loot

packs, loot- baths, cool enemata and non-stimulating diet made up
the treatment. "Oh", said relations and friends often with a laugh,

''there is no cure for your disease, least of all dabbling with water."

But I, on the other hand was encouraged and spurred on by
my adviser not to flag in my purpose, since only by per-

severance could a favourable result be attained. Thus passed nine

months without a fit. Although my hopes and those of my wife
were somewhat shaken by a fit which I had at this time, still the

circumstance helped to encourage us that the attack was con-
siderably less violent, that I had recovered complete consciousness
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in about live or ten minutes, that there was no repetition of the
fit, and that I could next day attend to my duties again without
experiencing lassitude, whilst before I had been unconscious for
several hours and half the night with the well known symjnoiiis
when there were two or three repetitions of the fit, and, as 1

already mentioned, I was for from ten days to a foj tnioiit in-
capacitated from work.

We began anew every other day the trunk and foot-packs
cool wet rubbings and cool enemata, and continued this treatment
lor about a twelve nionth. After that time we reduced the packs
gradually to one a week, and the lavations to two or three a week
and a year and a half has now gone by, during which time I have
been perfectly free .from fits, have always enjoved the best of
health, and am firmly convinced that I am released from tiiis

terrible malad}^
Thus much has become clear to me during my fourteen years'

treatment with medicine, that the only result of powders and pills

is to make us ill and wretched.

Waldheim. Gottfried Ernst Streubel.

CURE OF EPILEPSY
(falling sickness).

I had suffered from my childhood from cramp-like nervous con-

vulsions, and for the last twelve months from epilepsy to such an
extent as to fall to the ground and be seized with fits as man\
as four times in one day. After various useless courses of treatment

in other places I underwent a two months' treatment in the

Albertsbad Sanatorium near Chemnitz, which is conducted on

the principle of the Natural Method of Healing, and, thanks to the

untiring efforts, the most careful attention, and the warm hearty

sympathy of Dr. Meyner, I am again happy and sound as a bell to-

day, and" without any return of the fits. I can only recommend
Dr. Meyner and his institution most warmly to every sufierer.

Georg Dittmeyer, engraver, Chemnitz.

ERGOTISM, (poisoning by ergot of rye), arises from

eating rye bread which contains a quantity of ground ergot of

rye such as is frequently produced by wet seasons.

Symptoms.—Diarrhoea with frequent vomiting, attacks of colic

and vertigo, trembhng, pressure on the stomach, nausea, sick

headache, faihng sight, stupor, paralysis and convulsions (thr

latter are generally preceded by formication) pains in the joints,

l)articularly pain in the cardiac region and in the back, ncr\0Lis

)nvuh,ions, sometimes also fever.
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With these characteristics is coupled in some cases mortifica-

tion of fingers, toes, legs, hands, upper-hp nose etc.

Treatmfnt. -^Remove the cause (i. e. desist from eatmg bread

winch contains ergot of rye). If the poisonmg has only lately

occurred, produce vomiting at once by drmking quantities of tepid

water mixed also with some butter or by tickling the gullet etc.,

to o-et the poisoned food off the stomach. A cleansing out of the

stomach performed by an expert is the most efficacious remedy.

The poison remaining in it must be rendered innocuous by drink-

ing oat-meal or Unseed meal gruel, or decoctions of tannm. Next,

stimulating packs or steam-baths in bed (No. 1) with well wrung

extra compresses on the stomach, followed by a lukewarm bath

(88") or tepid wet rubbing (73*>) once or twice daily.

A stimulating body compress at night, with wet rubbing m
the morning, non-stimulating diet, fresh air and occasional ene-

mata. For Modes of Apphcation see Index.

ERUCTATION. An accumulation of gas in the stomach

frequently takes place in consequence of partaking too freely of

carbonaceous, fermenting food, such as sauerkraut, confectionery

which contains a great deal of yeast, beer etc., or food-stuffs rich

in starch and sugar. These gases are expelled, with or without

any food and drink, either by eructation into the mouth, or by

breaking wind. If neither happens, flatulence is the consequence-

The causes are eating too much or too fast (imperfect mastication)

especially of such food-stuffs, as are mentioned above.

Treatment.—Light, appropriate, easity digestible food. Masti-

cate slowly and well. Dry nourishment or such as has been
boiled to a jelly. Do not drink anything at meals, or imme-
diately afterwards. Promote open bowels b}^ means of enemata,

and aid digestion by nighdy stimulating stomach compresses.

Eructation may be stopped temporarily by a mouthful of very
cold water. A cup of fennel or aniseed tea or of both mixed is

beneficial. If eructation accompanies certain diseases, such as

gastric catarrh, affection of the peritoneum, h\'steria, or after

violent hemorrhage, the treatment of the accompanying disease

must be taken in hand.
Similar to eructation is hiccough, which may be removed by

taking a lull deep breath, and a mouthful of very cold water.
To infants affected by it principally from lying cold or wet for

^ome time, relief is soon afforded by a changing the wet napkin
for a dry warm one. For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

ERYSIPELAS is a bright superficial redness of the skin
arising suddenly and disappearing upon pressure with the fingers,

re-appearing however immediately when the pressure ceases. It

IS apt to move from place to place (erysipelas ambuhms).
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Symptoms.—Erysipelas is cominonlv preceded bv cold shiver
and fever characterized by a desire for sleep and setting in wirn
nausea or vomiting. If the affection be of mild type, tlie fev
will disappear when erysipelas shows itself; in severe cases r
appears with great violence and continues after erysipelas hassn
in. Erysipelas is usually attended by heat, violent irritation, stretchy'
and swollen skin, as red as fire, often tinged with blue, more
less painful, frequently accompanied by pricking pain.s. Som.-
times blisters appear on the skin. Acute catarrh of the gull-

-

and stomach is often associated with it, also thickly turr'

tongue, loss of appetite, pasty taste in the mouth and offensi-
breath.

The swelling of erysipelas generally increases for a few da\
then remains stationary for some more, and both swelling an

'

fever disappear in from eight to twenty days, the skin gi

wrinkled, and exfoliates in large or small quantities, or else aij

scesses and furuncles are formed. Erysipelas now and then pass- ~

into suppuration and may then lead even to p5;^aemia. Or in

very severe cases, especially in erysipelas of the hand and face,

cerebral symptoms may supervene, such as delirium, meningitis,

nephritis etc.

The greatest care is absolutely necessary in all these cast-.,

as well as the very best treatment, otherwise death may very -

likely result.

Causes.—Contagion, suppurating places purulent discharge

of which is impeded, stings from insects, taking a chill, particu-

larly in some overheated part of the body, or in spring and

autumn ; a peculiarly sensitive condition of the stomach with some
people, shown e. g. when eating crabs, mussels, strawberries,

honey etc., or unwholesome food, such as stale fish; suppressed

menstruation, hoemorrhoids, and imperfectly healed ulcers. Ery-

sipelas of the face ma}^ originate from abscesses in the nose < i

caries of the teeth. It may attack, any part of the body.

Erysipelas of the head and face is always attended with

fever, and at times with pains in the neck, head or ear. It gen'

rally arises on one cheek, one ear or the nose, spreading fro;n

the original point rapidly over the whole face as well '
as ovr;

the hairy portion of the head. Vesicles or pustules especially en

the cheeks, forehead and ears are frequent symptoms.

Erysipelas ambulans, appearing usually on the limbs, dor-

net stay at the spot which was first affected, but passes to some

adjoining pai't such as the head or body.

Vesicular erysipelas is characterized by the lormadon ot

pustules.
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rRYsiPEL\s OF THE BREAST is also preceded by fever m those

erysipelas of the face may take a course Irom the chm

,d spread over the whole forepart of the cliest, especially the

•eas\s wiiich afterwards sweU, become hard and exceedingly

,'iinful.' Suppiiration is also liable to occur here. The pams

, jTT^times extend to the amipit of the aflfected side.

The inflamed breast of women who are suckling ü cqLi
.
iiy

partakes of the nature of erj^sipelas.

Frysipelas OF THE STOMACH sometunes attaL..ü a... iiv ^---^

the bodv at the umbilical region, extending like a belt irom the

spine to the middle of the abdomen, often without fever. Red,

burning, irritating pustules often appear which are filled with fluid.

This variety seems to combine the characteristics of erysipelas,

a something between that and herpes (see also "Herpes") and is

Vpnuently very obstinate. It does not spare the sexual parts,

here it may assume large proportions, passing quickly to morti-

fication; this is frequently the case with new-born infants.

Erysipelas of the arm is occasioned by w^ounds and other

-cal injuries; frequently, however, it is a continuation of erysipelas

f the head.

Erysipelas of the leg occurs very often with old and sickly

people, often resulting in these cases in painful abscesses of the

' ' and passing very frequently into ulceration.

Conditions which are especially favourable to erysipelas

.^e: a delicate white skin, women and young people being there-

ofe particTilarly hable to the disease. In old people erysipelas

is usuciJU" confined to the feet.

vSecondiy: obesity.

Thirdly: choleric temperament especially wb- ibir'^d with

a \ ery irritable morbid liver.

Treatment.—In every form of erysipelas (even the vesicular

ariety) take simple linen, moderately wrung out in lukewarm
(82'^ to 86"^} water; put it on the affected part and leave it there

11 the time. Over it put a piece of 'inen, folded several times

nd moderately wrung out in tepid (69'^ to 73**) water, the whole
' be covered with dry flannel. The latter should be changed
in getting hot (every ten or fifteen minutes). At night a somewhat
thicker compress is put on the diseased part, remaining there till

perspiration wakes the patient from his sleep, when it is renewed
'~^'r 'ho above treatment repeated. The disorder c-rnernllv subsides

;:)out ten days.

In ervsipelas of the head tepid (73° to 77") stimulating: three-

juarter packs (moderately wrung out) are to be added to the

ibove applications, duration from an hour to an hour and a half.
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T hese j.acks are conti luied (otteii six or eight of them ia SU(
' 'on) till the fever ceases.

In ]i<Thter cases also full or thi.. , :.uarter-pack .. .a. .

;

compres n the inflamed parts may be applied.
vsipelas of the face the affVicted part should be sootlv^ i

oy baLijuig with tepid water, since of course a compress can not
well be applied.

The r)ustules St. Anthon3^'s .fire and vesicular er3^si]>,

pricked; they disappear again of themselves. J:

erysipelas ol the head, instead of the three-cfuarter pack fin whi.
always a very hot-water botde wrapped in damp flannel is plac^^
at the feet) a ]:)artjal steam-bath of from twenty to twenty fi\

minutes' duration may be appUed. Dui-ing the steam-bath'^ con
presses (77") should be placed round the head and frequer*!
changed, afterwards a lukewarm (88*) bath with head-affi
should be given. In erysipelas of other parts, besides the abu\
a steam-bath in bed No. 1 may be given every day for an hou:
with thick extra compresses on the affected parts, hi this disease

soothing treatment in the beginning followed by a stimulating

treatmer i)roduce perspiration is the correct method. It Wi'

soon be ctteciual. Vegetarian diet, pure air, fresh water an'

eneniata. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Another trkatment —To ensure better secretion, one or tW'

tepid (73<^ to 77") wet rubbings of the whole body should i>

given daily, and compresses of the same temperature covere d

with flannel put on the inflamed part, and changed on gettinc

hot or troublesome. At the same time also a (73" to 77°) bod

pack with stimulating leg or foot pack of frosn one and a half t

.

two and even three hours' duradon according to circumstance-

should be applied, followed by a wet rubbing of the whole body

The bowels must moreover be kept open by enemata, an

vegetarian diet as before adopted with high fever, three quarter

packs (72'^) of from one to one and a half hour's duration shoui.i

be applied followed by wet rubbing of the whole bod\^

By this treatment, too, the disease will take a favouralDl^

course. Some natural healers treat the disease by first givinn

the patient a partial steam-bath or steam-bath h'^ fr.^^v r

hv a bath and massage.

As erj^sipelas of the face is usually attended by fever

lukewarm (81° to 86«) washing- of the whole body must preced.

i:he steam-bath. But a treatment of this kind must always b-

taken in hand in the most careful manner, with an accurat-

observance of every condition (especially the pulse) by a pro-

fessional man, as an error committed in the coolmg of the system

riverytime a steam-bath is taken may cause the fever to ns.

instead of bein-^- lowered. To employ an old wonvm. or quack 't>-
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to treat ervsipelas, a thing done even to-day to an incredibie

extent is an entirely useless and highly ridiculous proceeding.

Only a magnetopathist is justified in interlering here. Eveiy

penny and every moment of time spent on such foolery is utterl\^

wasted. The cure is only retarded by it.

CURE OF ERYSIPELAS
by Dr. Schindler, Natural Htealer.

From the Journal for Hygiene and Natural Theurapeoticb, commmiirated

by Philo von Waldo.

Towards the close of 1S86, I called early one morning at

five o'clock on Prof. Ferdinand Busch of Soran, who was at the

time in the Kunzendorff Sanatorium, near Graefenberg, Nieder-

Eausitz, to say good morning to him. He was in bed in the most

dreadful agony. His eyes and mouth were swollen, the latter to

such an extent that he was unable to utter a syllable. His face

and neck were purple. Dr. Schindler pronounced the case to be

one of ervsipelas of the face. The fact was that the good man
always used to go about lightly clad and without a hat, w^hether
"1 summer or in the depth of the severest winter and in the most
L.orrible snow-storms. We were experiencing at the time quite

a Siberian winter and he had caught cold. I stayed another day,

id assisted in his treatment, as he was suffering from a fierce

traumatic fever. Sponging with warm water (92°) was first

applied, then body, neck, face and head compresses (73° to 86^),

some of which were changed every live to fifteen minutes. A
full-pack was given in the afternoon (duration twenty five niinutes^

succeeded by gentle wet rubbing. Two full packs with body-
^nd neck compress, rubbing -etc. had the effect that on the fourth

day the patient could, without harm to himself, take a letter of

Dr. Schindler's addressed to me to the post-office and nobody
voLild believe that he had been so ill. I certainly lost faith a

'de when Dr. Schindler said that he was positive that the
patient would next day drink his usual quantum of milk, and the
day after go to the castle to have his breakfast there, and I

thought to myself, *my,dear Doctor, I know you can do a great
deal, but this is a little too much, and certainl\^ more than water
can perform'. But it happened literally as Schindler had pro-
phesied. I have now learnt to know what it means to be a
hych-opathist like Dr. Schindler. The patient told me afterwards, -

that in Soran he had had erysipelas ever};- year and had been
1 with it for six or eight weeks together; his pain- he

iJie.ent occasion were nothing compared to those had suftei-ed
^)re\iousK' when under medical treatment. My doctor, he said.
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will never believe that water can cure erysipelas in a few days witi

cut leaving a trace behind. ExfoHation etc. was entirely absen

Eschar, see "Favus'"

EXAMINATION, METHODS OF. To diagnose an^

malady the following mode of procedure is to be observe
fuiquire as to the health of the parents and brothers and sist«

üf the patient in order to ascertain whether any disease is her

ditary in the family. Then ask what diseases the patient b; ^

had, what course they took and how they were treated. Th>

examine the whole body to find out the general condition of ti,:

patient, any accumulations of fat, and what state the muscles a; •

in, as well as any apparent external morbid conditions (rash(
,

eruptions, deformities, swellmgs etc.). Then feel the pulse and

any organs that are easily accessible, particularly of the stomac' '

and then proceed to examine by the ear especially the organs oi

the chest, lungs and heart. Skilled doctors generally examine

by ear at once, placing the ear to the part to be examined

Others use the stethoscope. Further examination must be ma.'

by sounding especially the thorax and the organs of the abdominal

cavity, because the sound in healthy organs is different to that

of diseased ones. But long practice is necessary to be able to

really distinguish by sound whether wholly healthy or more or

less diseased organs he under the abdominal or thoracic walls

vSounding is generally done in the following manner. One

or two outstretched fingers of the left hand are laid over the

region of the lungs, intestines or stomach to be examined, then

Lap these with the middle finger of the right hand or with the

middle and forefinger (many used a s^ -called sounding mallet).

Thus by sounding and tapping may be ascertained whether the

internal" organs are diseased and whether accumulation of gas.

air, pus, water etc. or enlargement of the organs is present (s-

also "Diagnosis"). „
See also "Examination, Method of, according to Ihük -

Brand v".

EXFOLIATION generally takes place after eruptive diseas.

-\ g. scarlatina, measles etc. when the skin peals off in litde flak ~

or scales. See "Head, Scurf on the".

EXHALATION, CUTANEOUS, is the .
process uiicicUv

the used-up matter in the system finds an outlet through t

pores of the skin. It does not mean the secretion of matter w
profuse perspiration, perceptible to the eye, but a gaseous exha.

tion of vapour, which is of greater importance.

Three fourths of the human body consist of water.

For this see also "A.ssimilation".
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Exhalation is principally and essentially promoted by a warm

temparature and by active exercises of the body. It is reckoned

that an adult person loses above two pounds of water every

twenty four hours by evaporation.
^

Exhalation may however be morbid m so far as it exceeds

normal conditions or secretes matter which discloses internal

disease. The treatment must in such cases be adapted to the

disease which is the cause of abnormal secretion.

Exercise, see Index.

Exhaustion, see "Depression".

EXHAUSTION is, as distinguished from excitement, the

prostration of vital action, sometimes the sequel of unusual exertion

or of tedious diseases; according to the causes, it may be but

transient, of long duration, or permanent.

To relieve morbid exhaustion rest is necessary, with attention

to mild cutaneous action, full and partial baths and wet rubbing

of the whole body (66 to 77®) and above all, plenty of fresh air,

very light food, later on a more nourishing mixed but non-stirnu-

lating diet. In more obstinate cases tonic treatment to be applied

for some length of time. For Modes of Application see Index.

See also "Prostration".

Exomphalus, see "Hernia".

Exophthalmica, see "Basedow's Disease".

EXPECTORATION (sputum), is the secretion, in a healthy

person, of phlegm discharged from the mouth in moderate quantity,

and of a harmless nature. But in proportion as a disease causes

expectoration; this not only increases in quantity, but becomes
different in appearance. It frequently becomes disgusting, if it is

of a purulent character, and in this form even has .an evil smell.

The phlegm is sometimes mixed with blood, may proceed from
various parts of the respiratory organs, and be the product of

quite different developments of disease. The phlegm of persons
suffering from phthisis generally contains decayed and dissolved
portions of lung tissue which in consequence of their weight will

sink in water.

Treatment. There is none, since it will readily disappear
with the illness causing it, at the most alleviation can be procured
by breathing a milder air, by repeated instillations of temperate
water, or by taking a teaspoonful of salad oil and rubbing and
stroking along the parts of the respiratory organs, as well as by
simulating trunk packs. (See Index.)

Extra Compress. See Index.

Extremities, see "Limbs".

2$
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EXUDATION is a discharge of matter. Exudation whicli
takes place in pleurisy, or pleuritis, or in affections of the all

dominal cavity or pelvis is a discharge of matter from the blo(,ri

into the thoracic cavity or into the abdominal cavity or pelvis
The matter is generally pale yellow like a mixture of water and
blood, and is frequently purulent and in bad cases mingled with
blood.

Eye and its formation. See "The model of the eye".

EYE, DISEASES OF THE. Blenorrhoea is a coi

tagious inflammation of the eyes and may be either the s'--

called Egyptian inflammation or catarrhal ophthalmia (blenorrhoea;
or the ophthalmia of new-born infants, the latter being caused bv
impure secretion of the uterus getting into the child's eyes at its

birth and by these not being sufficient!}^ well cleansed with pure
water, when the child has its first bath. (See "Eyes, Inflammation
OF the"). Or it may originate with adults in direct transmission

of mucous pus, etc. from eye to eye or by infectious matter e. g.

malignant discharge from the sexual parts reaching the eyes.

Symptoms. — Sudden inflammation, swelling of the e3''elids (the

inflamed mucous membrane of the eyehd look as if they are

covered with sharp pointed grains), great heat, mucous and
purulent secretions in large quantities, fever and finally corneal

opacit}/ followed by formation of destructive ulcers.

Causes.—Besides those mentioned above : impure, dust-laden

or raw air as well as influences of weather, injuries, pollution,,

infection etc.

Treatment.—Lukewarm (8OÖ) stimulating full pack every

day for an hour and a half unless indications point to a different

treatment, e. g. presence of heart disease, certain affections of

the lungs, etc. Next a tepid (900) bath, also half or three-quarlrr

steam-baths or steam-baths in bed. Gargling every hour with a

cupful of tepid (72") water and every two hours tepid (SU^) in-

jections into the nose. Stimulating body bandage (80^) about two

to four hours a day, compress round the neck and throat (72*\;.

These compresses to be kept on during the night. The eyes to

be gently, washed and dabbed with a soft little rag, dipped in

tepid (800 to 88«) water, or delicately syringed (see "Eyes, Inflam-

mation OF the) then frequent compresses of the same temperature

on the eyes together with stimulating compresses on neck and

throat or only neck. If there is fever with the ophthalmia in new-

born infants, a warm (90' to 960) bath to be given of from five

to ten minutes' duration, then wipe the child dry, apply a body

compress of (86"), and put to bed. This treatment to be repeated

if increased fever follows. With adults on the other hand, full

or three quarter pack followed by (86») bath, or any other fever-
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treatment. Nor is tiie nightly body bandage, which may be

ipplied very wet, feo be forgotten.

Fresh air, non-stimulating diet and enemata. For the rest

u^e refer to the treatment in inflammation of the eyes, as well as

to treatment of the eye in general.

Massage as with inflammation of the eyes.

EYE, DISEASES OF THE. Biack cataract displays a

paralysis of the retina or of the optic nerve itself and this con-

iition leads, as a rule, to total blindness.

Treatment in accordance with the directions given below is

only of use in an early stage of the disease, wl -f^-' - deve-

loped black cataract is incurable.

Although a cure of developed cataract cannot be effected by
'neans of the Natural Method of Healing and an operation for the

.;rey and green varieties of the disease is therefore ultimately

imperative," it should not however be held necessary to have re-

course to such an operation at the commencement; but an attempt

ihould be made to counteract the process of obscuration and that

is only possible by regulating in a rational manner the process

of assimilation, i. e. paying proper attention to the action of the

skin and adopting a non-stimulating diet (see ''Diet"). Obscuration
of the crystalline lens, an obscuration and diminution generally
of the power of sight, originates in one of two ways. Either the
process of assimilation in these organs, being, as in all the other
organs of the body, constantly renewed from the blood, is arrested
to such a degree as to fail to carry off the used up articles and
to replace them by new ones, or the blood itself brings up impure
foreign substances, which settle there and produce obscuration. It

must be borne in mind that the system deposits injurious matter
which it has absorbed with food and drink, principally in thpse
organs that have in some degree already become enfeebled and
more especially when they are exposed unchecked to further
exertions.

EYE, DISEASES OF THE. Green cataract. The pupil
has a greenish colour, decrease of visual power takes place in one
or hoth eyes, the eyeball feels hard and is considerably di.stended.
Enlargement and sluggish action of the pupil. Dimness and ai
last opacity of the vitreous humour sets in. A sensation of pres-
sure, often of acute pain (also headache) is felt. The course of
•-he disease may be very rapid, or slow and gradual. This disease
is very apt to spread to the sound eye.

EYE. DISEASES OF THE. Grey cataract. This produced
dimness of the lens, of its capsule or of the morgagnic fluid and
the pupil has a grey appearance. The power of srght decreases
till it becomes completely extinct.

26*
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EYE, DISEASES OP THE. Day-blindness (nyctalony)
The patient is abie to see but iaintiy in the day time and especl
ally in the bright sunshine, but very well at night, often bettf-r
than others.

Causes. —Hereditary disposition. This affection is likewi.«
a concomitant of several eye diseases, hysteria etc.

Treatment.—Removal of the causes, as well as a treatment
bearing on the original disease.

When hereditary, the complaint is usually incui-abie, as is also
night-blindness.

EYE, DISEASES OF THE. Night-blindness. In this

affection the patient can see perfectly in the day-time, but 'di-

night comes on and especially towards midnight, he is struck
with total bhndness, even though a bright moon be shining.

Causes.— Hereditary disposition, catching cold on damp
ground, par^; ^ilariy at night; sexual excesses," affections of thV:

brain.

Treatment.—First of all, removal of the cause and tonic

treatment one or two stimulating full packs and steam-baths ir

bed every week, nightly stimulating calf packs and body compress
which must remain on till morning. When they are" taken ofT.

lukewarm (67'-' to 72°) wet rubbing of the whole body and open
bowels daily, see "Enemata".

During the day sponging and dabbing the eyes, using luke-

warm (77^) water, cool (öS*^ to 66^) bathing round the eyes;

without coming too near them dry well, and avoid draught.

Moreover cooling and mildly stimulating compresses applied to

the eyes, as the feelings of the patient suggest.

EYE, DISEASES OF THE. Short-sightedness (myopy)

and long-sightedness (h^rpermetropy) are based upon here-

ditary malformation of single portions of the visual organs, or of

injuries caused by over-exei tion and bad habits

Their cure is possible only in rare cases by guarding the

eyes as much as possible from exertion. It is in most cases wen

to have recourse to spectacles or eye-glasses suitable to the e^es

in every respect, in order not to aggravate the disorder. The

nature of the glasses, especially their strength, must be deterr-

mined to a nicety by an oculist

Treatment.—As far as relief is possible, two eye-baths, one

in the morning, one in the evening, or according to the patient's

feehng, from three to five of them to be taken, 66*' to 72^ for

long-sighted. 77° to 86° for short-sighted patients. Tiie eyes to be

closed for from five to ten minutes after an application. It is

also well to strengthen the surrounding parts by frequent washing

or bathing with water of 66°. Looking into bright light, the
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sudden transition from dark to light, over exertion, etc. to be

avoided at all cost. Some improvement will be arn\'ed at by

not fatiguing the eyes, but letting them dwell frequently and for

a length of time on green fields and woods, or at any rate an

extension of the affection will be prevented.

EYE, DISEASES OF THE. Squinting is a paralysis of

the visual muscles, the two eyeballs being directed towards

different points.
^

This affliction occurs principally m one or two forms, squmtmg

inwards and outwards (squinting upwards or downwards occurs

very rarely). In the former of the two cases, one or both eye-

balls have lost the capacity of turning outward, the eye therefore

only turns inward. In the second case the reverse happens.

Causes.—Nervous complaints, over excitement, which, especi-

ally in. young children, may arise from an injudicious hydropathic

treatment; injury, suppuration, whereby the connection between

the cerebral and spinal nerves is interrupted. Other causes (prin»

cipally of squinting inwards) are: occupations in which close

observation is required, because the Hues of vision then greatly

converge e. g. young children, looking closely at their little toys,

(to this may the beginning be often attributed) or reading, writing

etc. The commencement of a child's, school years is frequently

the period when squinting makes its first appearance ; it has been

estimated that of children who suffer from this affliction a far

greater percentage is to be found among those who study hard

than those who have shorter hours ot work. Working by a bad

light, hereditary long sightedness (hypermetropy) may likewise

cause inward squinting, whilst squinting outwards is mostly the

result of weakened muscular action (the muscle in question is

unable to turn the eyeball inwards). This condition is frequently

the consequence of brain-disease. Short-sightedness (myopy) may
also be its cause.

Treatment.—Above all, the eyes should not be fatigued and

the injurious causes of the squinting should be removed, wearing

appropriate glasses; for the rest, tonic treatment. An attempt

should also be made to cure the affected eye by ä little exercise,

such as closing the sound eye and looking or forcing oneself to

look with the affected eye in the direction in which the paralysed

muscle lies. In aggravated cases an operation, e. g. cutting of

the shortened muscle by a skilful oculist to remove the distortion

engendered by squinting, is necessary. The sight, it is true, is

not improved by this treatment.

EYE, DISEASES OF THE. Sympathetic eye-disease.
An affection of the eye caused by an injury is liable to attack

the other eye as well and is then called sympathetic affection of
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the eye. By reason of the constant irritation which the affectfv]
or destroyed eye exerts upon the sound one and its nerve the
same afifection may easily attack it. The sound eye is never out
of danger as long as there is sensation of pain in the affecterl
or bhnd eye.

Treatment.—Invigorating combined v^rith detergent treatment
care being taken to guard the eyes from all irritation. If, in spite
of this, danger to the other eye cannot be averted, an operation
may be necessary.

Treatment FOR AFFECTION of the eyes in general. By a nor,
stimulating diet and proper attention to the action of the skin
(daily rubbing with wet towel), the production of good blood and
a regulated process of assimilation is to be aimed at. Tonic, there-
fore, combined with detergent treatment to be observed.

Also a regenerative, preliminary treatment is of advantage.
Eye-baths for the various affections of the eyes (as indicated

under "Short sightedness") lukewarm or cool washing of the
visual regions, massage and cool bathing of the occiput, to streng-
then the nerves of sight, are to be applied besides.

Avoidance of overtaxing the eye, also frequent exercise in

the open air especially in fields and forests is advisable.

Many eye-diseases are caused by other deep seated maladies,
with the cure of which they also are removed.

Massage of the eye consists in stroking and pressing. Press
the swollen eyelids with two fingers in an outward direction at

first gently, according to the patient's condition, gradually more
vigorously. See "Eye-massage' \

This method is particularl^r to be applied in cases of stye in

the eye etc. See also: "Eye massage".
Inflammation of the eyes, occurring usually after an operation

and doing often great mischief must, if at all feasible, be alle-

viated and rendered harmless b}'^ a detergent treatment and
oy applying under certain conditions cooling compresses, bathing

round and on the eyes.

Herr Sanitätsrat Dr. Niemeyer says with regard to nervous
blindness and deafness : "Do not touch or allow 3''our eye (or ear)

to be touched and maltreated b}'' painting, corrosives, instillations,

and the like, when yo\i surely must have noticed yourself that

the nerves only become more irritated after the use of the oph-

thalmoscope, blowing of air into the ear from within and the like.

The "nervous" character of the affections consists in the optic

nerve and its extension, the retina (or the auditory nerve and its

sound receiving branches), being in a state of desiccation and

surrounded by impure humours. To perform their functions pro-

perly, being as they are, extremely delicate, fine nerve-filaments,

they require an environment of pure water to such an extent as
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to justify us in saving that they are composed of almost nothmg

but water. Now as these structures have for years suffered rom

desiccation, in consequence of the patient's mode of hfe, of his

shunning pure air and water, and habitually mdulgmg in coffee or

beer entire recovery of health certainly becomes doubtful, still a

tSment, calculated to bring about a genera^ punfication of the

humours of the body (see «Tonic treatment''),, may in the first

place arrest the disease and then gradually diminish it.

Eye, Diseases of Chronic. See "Eye, Diseases of", also

''Bad Health".

EYE FOREIGN BODIES IN THE. Foreign substances

are found' either between the eyeball and the eyelid, or on the

cornea, or in the interior of the eyeball Relief can soon be

obtained if these foreign substances are only smal grains of sand,

narticles of dust, coal and the hke, or gnats or other little insects

which are usually embedded between the upper eyelid and the

eyeball and cause such irritation as to make it otten impossible

for the sufferer to open the inflamed and painful eye. To find

•out the seat of such substances, cause the affected person to sit

on a chair at a window with his face to the light, and the head

bent back as much as possible, stand behind him and draw the

upper eyelid back, away from the eyeball. When the cause is

discovered, passing gently over with the point of a handkerchief

or with a paint brush or the hke is generally sufficient to remove

the substance. (Inserting a so-called crabs-eye under the upper-

lid in order to remove the substance is not advisable and quite

unnecessary). Should the pain continue after the removal of the

substance, with a sensation of its still being there, soothing and

cooling compresses must be put on the eye.

Insignificant particles are also often removed by merely

moistening the thumb or middle finger, and passing several times,

not too lightly, over the upper and lower surface of the eyehds

in the direction oi the nose and not the other way, beginning at

the other extreme comer of the eye ; should the foreign substance

not come out, we must proceed as follows: If the foreign sub-

stance is situated under the upper eyehd, take hold of the eyelid

by the eyelashes, bend it back with a thin pencil and remove

the foreign substance by careful dabbing with damp rag or sponge.

The lower Ud must be drawn downwards and bent back in hke

manner.

More dangerous are foreign bodies which penetrate to the

cornea, such as splinters of metals and other pointed and angular

small substances. Also those entering the interior of the eyeball,

as sphnters of metal or wood and such hke. They generally

produce very violent inflammation and must be extracted as
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speedily as possible with caution by a doctor or some othe
person. Splinters of metal or wood which have not penetrated
far may be removed by means of a powerful magnet. To allay
the inflammation, cooling and soothing compresses are applied to
the eye.

^
If the inllammation is considerable, a derivative treatment

in addition to soothing compresses is necessary. Workers in
metals, quarry-men etc., who are mainly exposed" to this danger
should durii^ their work wear large protecting spectacles, made
of window gfass.

EYES, INFLAMMATION OF THE. (Ophthalmia.) In-

flammation of the eyes may be of different kinds, e. g. inflammati< n
of the eyelids, of the vascular membranes, the iris, conjunctiva,
cornea, lacr^/mal glands, lacrymal sac etc.

Symptoms: Redness, swelHng, agglutination of the eyelids in

the morning, pressure and burning pains, secretion of tears, great
sensitiveness to bright Hght, red eyeballs, etc. This affection is

often most painful but frequently almost painless. Slight acute
forms have the best chance of being easily removed but chronic
forms are difficult of cure.

Causes: Taking cold, over-exertion, catarrh, infection, also

various diseases, as scarlatina, measles, small pox, syphilis, etc.

or a blow, pressure, friction, wounding etc. Likewise foreign

substances such as dust, sand, poisonous acrid matter, small

insects etc.

The inflammation of the eyes in newborn children which
generally sets in on the third day after birth, and which may,
through bad and careless nursing, some times result in the loss of

both eyes, is caused by the midwife not cleansing the eyes

thoroughly with clean water and a clean Hnen rag when the child

has its first bath. The greatest care is absolutely necessary, as

the mucous secretions of the uterus tend to infection at that tin. .

The midwife generally uses the water of the first bath for cleansing

the eyes, a proceeding sometimes fraught with direct mischief

for the child. It must be insisted upon that the midwife should

clean the child's eyes with clean water and a clean rag, and both

must in fact be held in readiness for her. We must remember
that many cases of new-born children becoming blind arise from in-

flammation of the eyes, and this is caused by the above reprehensible

practice and through careless or medical treatment sometimes

results in the total loss of both eyes. See also "Ophthalmia".

Treatment. The most scrupulous greatest cleanliness must

be observed with newborn children, and the eyes repeatedly cleanse-

i

with (77'^) water, a pad of soft hnen and wetted in (72 to 77")

water, several times folded, kept on till warm and then renewed.

Also stimulating body bandage of thin soft linen. Derivative
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enemata are also advisable. For elderly persons foot steam-bath

(see ibid) for from fifteen to twenty minutes, succeeded by tepid

(72^) wet rubbing of legs and feet.

At nio-ht (72°) foot, leg and calf-pack and in some cases

stimulating^body compress for half the night For the rest gentle

local dabbing and dissolving the pus with a moist soft rag dipped

in tepid water, as often as required. The eyes should be caretuily

and gently syringed with a little ball syringe to remove the pus

and tepid (720 to 77 o) soothing pads be put or tied on and changed

every ten or fifteen minutes and combined, if practicable, with

stimulating neck packs be applied. Gentle stimulating compresses

on the eyes (water 77«) may be applied for a change now and

then Moreover, vigorous cool wet rubbing of the feet, if the feet

are warm, as well as a wet rubbing - of the whole body daily.

In serious cases a stimulating full-pack or three quarter pack,

or a steam-bath in bed should be given now and then, to promote

an even warmth and secretion. Instead of this a foot steam-bath

in bed (see ibid) may be applied, in which case the tepid pads

on the eye or eyes must be continued, as also with steam-baths

in bed. If there is fever, a tepid (90") bath. The diet must be

non-stimulating and the eye must not be exposed to fatigue, dust,

bright light etc. The green of nature and mountain air are most

beneficial See also "Stye in the eye".

The massage treatment in these cases is as follows: stroke

the region of the throat neck and shoulders with the fingers of

both hands' several times, after which stroke the region of the

temples with downward movement. The treatment should be

continued for about a quarter of an hour, and be repeated three

or four times a day. For Modes of Application see Index.

In cases of eye diseases I recommend Dr. Katz' book : "How
TO KEEP OUR eyesight: THE DISEASES AND DEFECTS OF THE EYE",.

with twenty nine illustrations. Third edition (Published by Grüben,

Leipzic, price two shillings). We may here mention that in affections

of the eye, more particukirly nervous affections, a regenerative

treatment is most beneficial as it is usually in conjunction with some
constitutional ailment e. g. disease of the kidney or diabetes, though

the same may be latent.

For the Vest, see article on the disease in question.

Eyelid, Inflamed, see "Stye".

Eye, Massage of the. See Index.

Eye, Paralysis of muscle of the. See "Squinting".

EYES, SPARKS BEFORE THE. A sudden display of

sparks etc, sometimes points to a serious irritable condition of the

eye, e. g. cerebral irritation and congestions in Ivard drinkers,.
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hypochondriacs etc. which may even result in total blindness-
frequently however these symptoms are of a less serious nature'

Treatment.—Body-pack at night, frequent half baths, three
quarter steam-baths or steam-baths in bed followed by (88") bath
For the rest, invigorating treatment and removal of original disease!

EYES, SPOTS BEFORE THE. This is less dangerous
and consists of seemg little dark specks and bead-like forms
flitting rapidly across the range of vision : nearly all short-sighted
persons are affected with it.

Treatment.—Non- stimulating food and drink, particularly
avoiding salt, vinegar and the like. The bowels to be opened
regularly by means of enemata; exercise, fresh air and attention
to cutaneous action. It is also necessary to spare the eyes as
much as possible.

Flickering before the eyes often occurs suddenly when the
eyes have been overstrained, but also after drinking strong,
stimulating beverages which cause an increased flow of blood to
the eyes. It can be stopped in a short time by giving the ej^es
rest and by a detergent treatment (detergent enemata, extension
motions etc.). See "Curative Gymnastics".

REPORT OF CURE OF EYE-AFFECTION.
Case treated in the Bilz Sanatorium at Radebeul near Dresden.

Miss M. H. of Breslau, aged twenty, had suffered from her ninth
year from chronic inflammation of the eyes, with swollen and
very red eyelids and upper lip in consequence of scrofulous
degeneration of the blood. She had undergone various medical
"cures", injections, paintings, applications of corrosives but without
result, as is the case with every medical treatment of a disease
which has its root in a faulty condition of the blood. Our treatment,
however, was not only directed to the inflamed parts but aimed
at the removal of the inflammation as well as at preventing the
eyes from becoming again hable to affection. Inflammation extin-

guished and suppressed by medicine is apt to re-appear; sincr
its causes and products have remained in the system and not
been eliminated.

The patient underwent a two months' treatment in our .Sana-

torium, during which time were applied: head-steam-baths, also

alternately foot-steam -baths, eye-baths, massage (especiall}^ of the
neck), and treading water. These appUcations were combined with
a general dietetic hygienic treatment, such as exercise in the open
air and vegetarian diet, and when she had further gone through
a vigorous Schroth cure, she had improved to such an extent as

to be considered cured of the inflammation of the eyes.
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NARRATIVES OF SUFFERERS FROM EYE-DISEASE.

I had tolerably good eyes when a child, but became shortsighted

later on owing, I think, to my insatiable love of reading till late

into the night or by moonlight, in winter often by a bit of candle.

This complaint became worse and worse and as a law student I

was already notorious among my friends and acquaintances for

my short sight. In the third or fourth year of my studies another

complaint suddenly made its appearance without any warning
whatever. There was a flickering before my eyes; the outlines

of objects became indistinct, as in a mist; the letters seemed to

dance on the paper before me. I could read neither by day nor

by artificial light, neither print nor written matter. The several

weeks passed in this condition I used to call the most dissipated

in my whole life; for not being able either to read a book or to

write my exercises I had no resource, except when I attended the

lectures at the college, but to idle about, pay visits, join merry
company in the evenings and especially pla^'^ cards, in which
amusement plenty of sympathetic colleagues joined me morning,
afternoon and evening. I had of course called in a physician at

the very outset of the complaint or rather physicians, because
after the failure of the laudanum liquidum, that, I think, was the
name of the fluid which the allopathic phj'-sician prescribed, to
produce any effect I consulted a homoeopathic authority, who
treated me to goodness knows what globules from his pocket-
dispensary. But they were just as unavailing as the other, and
though I was of a very sanguine temperament I gradually- began
to feel rather uncomfortable, when drawing in my imagination the
dismal picture of not being able to read or write any more. It

was my aunt who at last extricated me from my unenviable
position. She was the daughter of Joseph Rottenberger, Doctor
and Professor of medicine at Prague, who lectured not only
on anatomy and physiology but also on the treatment of eye
diseases. But it was not from him, who moreover had been dead
for many years, that she obtained the remedy, which he, as the
"celeberrimus" of the oldest university of the empire would have
scouted as unscientific; for the remedy which my aunt persuaded
me to use was nothing more or less than pure water, fresh from
the pump. "You may apply it without any scruples", she said to
ine, "it has completely restored sight to a poor sempstress who
lives by the use of her eyes and who was attacked by a similar
complaint".^ In consequence of this assurance I put full confidence
m my aunt's remedy while pretending only to go on with the
prescribed drops. Within a few days I was able to distinguish
large writing at intervals, soon after I could read print and in forlnie;ht
'^r three weeks I had quite resumed my old life. Acting on mv
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healers advice, 1 continued this remedy for a, long time, though
not so frequently as formerly, until I limited it finally to' bathmg
my eyes in the morning. The cure in fact was effected by eye
baths. I bathed first one and then the other eye, repeating this
process four or five times daily. After having regained the full

use of my eyes, I only applied the remedy three times a day,
later only morning and evening, and finally, as no relapse took
place in the course of years, only in the morning. The result of
this treatment, surely the most simple possible, v^^as a lasting one.
When my late father, who had never known what it was to have
bad eyes, happened to see me bathing my eyes, after I had already
recovered the use of them, he would say : "If you are obliged to
have recourse to such artificial means in your young years, what
will you do when you are old?" And I had to own that a complaint
which had attacked me when a 3^oung man of nineteen or twenty
caused me some misgivings that it might return and return frequently
in later years.

Fortunately, however, nothing of the kind has happened to

this day (I am now sixty 3^ears of age) except a passing flicker,

causing the letters before me to be confused for a few minutes, a
quarter of an hour at the most, and even that occurs vesy rarely

and at intervals of years; a reminder, as it were, of times long
past, when I was in a critical and dangerous position, nay my
eyes have even become stronger than they were formerly in many
respects; not keener of sight, but stronger. For in my younger
years when I was still a professor at Cracow, and even here in

Vienna, I used a green shade when reading in the evening, which
I have discarded for the last ten years.

Only quite latel}^, while writing this account, I have had a

few gentle reminders of the distressing weeks I passed during

the time of my studies. Heaven grant they may remain only

reminders, for it would be terrible for me to be obliged to give

up reading and writing.

The natural remedy, water, has at any rate retained its healing

power in me during a period of nearly forty five 3'ears, a thing

which no allopathic medicine, no homoeopathic globules were able

to do. Such a fact is surely worth recording.

Baron Joseph v. Helfert.

Membf^r of the Senate in Vienna.

CURE OF GREATLY IMPAIRED EYE-SIGHT.
By V. Seth, Bremen.

I was consulted some time ago by a high official whose eye

sight had decreased to such a degree, that he could not read large

type and could not recognize, even in close proximity, people
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iioni he knew, nor had been able to transact an}- business for
.^me time past. He told me that he had drunk the waters
^rescribed for him in the most various places with the result
that his eyesight had become steadily worse: nor had oculists
been able to arrest the disease. The physicians had unanimously
diagnosed his complaint as nicotine poisoning caused by con-
stantly smokmg strong Havannah cigars. The oculists who
r eated him ast had given him a certificate to the efiect that hewas incurable and the government in consequence took the

h'^Tm7to'T/f ^h'
"^'"'^^^S^: .^^ d^nng this time that

; iT J T U
^^""^ ^P^"^^^ on his case. I told himfiankly that I had not yet cured an affection of that kind but

Zlst "c^M^aTw'"^
my treatment a trial, which at thewoist could do him no harm. Perhaps and very probabiv it

Tt kil' ~ - radonÄt and
• ^ measures as to enable it to eliminate the poisonMy lepresentations seemed to influence him and so the trea^"ment was commenced. The patient had, in the first nlace

'

mud wet rubbings a day. fhe diet consisted of com coff^^^diy bread for early breakiast; fruit, bread and waterTorWh a

d naerfn^r^^^^^^
stewed fruit, and bTeLd for

'he saU as for lun^^^^ A?.'^" 1^/^" evening
(v>o thl^l ^^^^^ ^ I prescribed: daily half nack

the abdo?nen ÄaifÄf

me to puWish the ..eftl. nin ' do not permit
N'atural Me hod hnff "''5"^' ^'"^ 'hus cured by the
owner of the wen know^'fa^R^ °' ^"'^

I'iend of theTentlemIn in ^^1. u^'
Bremerhaven and

-n one of the follovvfnrLfcIeT w n"
case will appear

above account. ^ '

f""" truth of the

CURE OF SEVERE INFLAMMAXrON OF THE EYF-^By the Na,ural Healer Mr. Can,T£

room lor my advice and l i^h r I "^^^ consulting
were swolle^ to an enormots- extent 1? H

^ ^^"'^
the inflamed, enlar-ed and fir nl! ^^ attempt to raise
'^ued forth.

firmly closed eyelids, a little thick pus
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The child suffered from acute pains in the eyes. The nose
was highly inflamed and swoUen; the skin on the side of the

right cheek was entirely destroyed, discharging liquid matter;

iiands and feet were swollen as if with dropsy; there was greai

tension of the skin all over the child, the body hot, pulse feverish,

a hundred and thirty beats to the minute. My presumption that the

ciiild passed but little water was confirmed by the mother. She
further told me that the child's eyes had become red six weeks
before. She had gone at once to a well known ophthalmic

hospital, where the child had been taken every day for five weeks
to be treated by a speciaHst with painting, douching, instilations,

salves, unguents etc. After live weeks' treatment, during w^hich

the e^^es became worse and worse, the specialist had declared

that he could not do anything more for the child, some dee}j

seated disease was the cause; some physician for internal disea-

ses should be consulted. This was done. An "internal" physi-

cian had paid three visits, but, as prescriptions and directions only

resulted in an aggravation of the child's condition, he arrived at

the conclusion: "The child must die, there is no help for it" an!

with this consohng prognosis he discontinued his visits. The

parent's attention had been draw^n by the employer of the child's

father to the Natural Method of treating diseases, and the mother

consequently brought her little churchyard recruit to me. I was

convinced that there were here two totally different diseases,.^^

arrested and disturbed in their normal course, one by the ey^|

specialist, the other by the "internal" physician. The disease las^

disturbed was undoubtedly scarlatina, which had been precipitated-^

on the kidneys, producing inflammation there, preventing the

proper secretion of urine, and causing the dropsical features

the case. The inflammation of the eyes was of older standing

and its origin was decidedly scrofula which by a local treatmei

had assumed so malignant a character.
.

The great point, therefore, was to approach the system with

gentleness, having due regard to its already half exhausted and,

trreatlv reduced vital force, and at the same time energy; since

?here was not much time to lose, or in which to make experi-

ments. In order to give tone in some degree to the sad^y neg-

lected skin, baths were given in the first instance
.

Hall - batns

I88'>) from five to seven minutes, with rubbing and sponging oi

the upper part of the body with the bath water. Gentle^ stimu a-

tion of the superficial blood-vessels and nerves was ^/^^^dedly the

proper course to pursue here, in order to relieve J^d strengtheft -

The central nerves and promote circulation of the blood, io

relieve the inner organs from congested matter (^PP^i"!;'^^; .j;'"

^

possible of attainment by increasing the
^^^'^^^^y.^^^^.^^^f ^^hs S

ts utmost, so as to produce abundant perspn nt, ..^ steam-bath, m
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bed combined with (720) trunk packs were applied. This treat-
ment was followed by the half-baths already mentioned. Trunk-
and leg-packs at night were likewise of im'portance. The eyes
extremely painful at the slightest touch, were gently and very
cautiously syringed with a small ball syringe and the discharges
carefully removed. Mouth and nose were in the same way fre-
quently cleansed with the syringe and water at 72« and 82^
respectively. The diet consisted entirely of thickly boiled farina-
ceous food and of milk. The S3^stem responded to these mea-
sures most satisfactorily and activity of the skin soon set in A
scarlet rash appeared as early as the third day. The whole
body, from head to foot, looked hke a lobster. The kidnevs
became more and more relieved, the secretion of urine more and
more considerable, and bearing in mind the circumstances, the
whole course \yas a hopeful one, though the general condition of
the patient could not but cause anxiety. After a week her general
health had improved, her eyes were less swollen, her nose, mouth
and cheeks healed up, happy confidence had taken the place of
care and anxiety, and after a fortnight's treatment her eves were
peeping tolerably bright and clear through their eyelids now
almost iree from inflammation, and she looked with io^^ul ad-
miration at a coloured print which I had promised her if sliewere very good. The result abundantly rewarded the mother's
trouble and labour, expended with truly touching devotion I wasconvinced that with patient dietetic nursing complete and speedy
recover^' would take place.

^^^^^y

This was the condition on Saturday August 16^
On the following Monday Mrs. M. comes to

"

me in the

Tovef^Ä^r^'lfH ''t^'^^^
^^^'^ broken out

' ^""^ ^^^^ child was very ill. Whenuem to my httle patient, I found her again in a hich feverher body including the head covered with pustuL Sai but

fcr'wks'°this""^VHP"\"^' '''' eyes 'inflamld^rs' before

-a.i.HnT-7w
phenomenon had no connection with-cailatma, that would have run its regular course Had ^oZisidious enemy, perhaps long latent in the system come forth

u es ne^l??;'''"^'
^^^i^^Possible to ascribe it to oufward'luses, neg ect in nursing or faults of diet The cause mnVf

t
)

tf.c bone and exposing it; the head was thickly covered
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with ulcers and the hair had to be cut off to the very roots. The
sexual organs were quite destroyed and eaten away

;
nose, mouth

and jaws fearfulh"- aftected. The little creature was a most pitiful

sight! Day and night moaning and groaning with pam; for five

consecutive days incapable of passing even a mouthful of water
across her lips, every drop of urine causing the most excruciat-

ing torments; it was enough to move a stone to pity. Tliere

were in addition, in the beginning of the second week, attacks of

diarrhoea mixed with blood and matter, which greatly weakened
the child. Here my object was to soothe, to compose, to support
and at the same time to husband the little strength left, besides

encouraging the mother, who had become more and more des-

pondent.
But the vital force, led and aided by the Natural Method,

gained the victory at last. The child was saved and enjoys

to-da3' most excellent health.

The road to this victory was certainly a rugged one. Courage
and perseverance were required on the part of the nurse. To
be day and night at her post, not merely to administer every

two hours some little powder or pill, some little medicine or

mixture, but, early and late, at all hours to provide half-baths,

to s^Tinge the eyes, the mouth, nose and the large ulcers; to apply

trunk and leg-packs, steam-baths in bed
;
continually to put cotton

wool on the sores; in short, trouble and work, such as was

required and exacted by the plan of cure.

But however came the child to be afflicted with such a

terrible disease. Her parents had never been afflicted with it, and

so could not have been the cause of this morbid poison l3nng

dormant in the child. It^had been well enough up to the time

when it was vaccinated. From that moment it had become sickly,

had been taken to several hospitals in Berlin and had been treated

at them, but without any resulting benefit. The mischief confined

in the system then broke out. First, inflammation of the eyes,

as I assume, of a scrofulous nature; after a six weeks' struggle

against it, scarlatina, and when this was cured, syphilis, which

left no other explanation tor its existence but vaccination.

If the system had not wisely economized its strength, had

called forth its healing crises one after the other; if the eruption

of scarlatina had coincided with that of syphilis, recovery c^uld

hardly have been expected, no hope of cure could have been

entertained, and the prediction of the ph3'sicians, who could oiily

observe the inflammation of the eyes and the conditions ot ?tie

fever would have turned out true. As it was, however, *.

system succeeded in conquering the diseases, giving proot ot its

capacity to make possible the apparently impossible, when suppoit-

ed in a natural manner.
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GREY AND BLACK CATARACT.
By Lieutenant-Colonel Spohr.

Another interesting cure of an obstinate affection of the evesquite recently proves in no small degree the beneficial effect of
the natural method of treating diseases

^enencial ettect of

I was consulted on the 22"^ of April of this year by a near

The pamful sensation consisted at the outset onlv of a nrp«

indistinct view of evervthino- Tt,„
"™^n ne had a glimmering

that he could see cor^Slv ™. ? """S this wal
the smarts and sLo^J pÄerXd , '"f''^ '!f-'^
mind that these pains ex°D?e^^pH ^ht 7 clear indication to my
.he foreign matt?r"L'p^irnT?h:l'r%rc1ion"s

°' "^^^^"^

causeÄtTpab"^**' "^''^ '""^'^^^'^ '<> eyes and

//. consulted two oculists nnri o fl.,VJ 1- • '

cialist). The specialist first consuked decÄhSc/"".' i'P^"
induration of the cornea nnH t!!"
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sulphur, 0,3: 10 0 ?oTd "1 nf "'v'!!'^'''^

application of cupr.
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^^'l^'.
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*™ght he dis!
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""'^'"^ ""^t
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P'''=^''"t to apply
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'^e
inspected the eye without oohth^lmi! 'i"''^

physician, who
anything of the^ wa t^^FomS b"t '''f

1°"^'^ 'i'^<^°^er
a convulsive condition enrender.^

^^"^'''^'^ the affection to be
developed in the left eve than in tl

«^^^''•-«''«•tion, and more
'he use of the blue spVctade" nH 'if
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application of atropin

•I«.
.Ti^s:Ks'rx,;
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To get at the first cause of the affection, I learned, on closer
enquiry, that it had originally made its appearance after several
weeks severe study, protracted into the night, during which his
eyes and lungs had frequently come in contact with laughing
gas and muriate of ammonia. After this I could not but agree
with the diagnosis of the two specialists—as far as it went—
knowing from experience that ammonia is particularly apt to
bring about an inflamed condition of the transparent cornea
resulting m exudations and indurations. My advice was to refrain
from all study, reading etc. : to observe a mild, non-stimulating
diet and avoiding all spirituous liquors, salted food viands, strong
coffee etc. to bathe the eyes with cold water morning and night
(of the temperature usual for w^ashing the face); to bathe the head
and neck with lukewarm water, but to use water of the former
temperature for washing the breast and lower parts; to massage
the eyes by seizing the eyelids and applying a rotary motion to
them, also to massage vigorously and with greater pressure the
parts above the eyebrows from the root of the nose in the
direction of the temples. He was besides to apply the douche-
bath by means of a strong syringe with cold water to the fore-
head above the eyebrows and after that to inject with a ver\'
delicate litde syringe a Hght jet of lukewarm water (820) into
th^ eyeball

;
lastly,

.
as far as his profession permitted, to take

daily one or several cool derivative footbaths of about five minutes'
duration. All these orders were strictly observed and effected
from the very commencement an ever 'increasing improvement,
though not unaccompanied by some remarkable phenomena
The first traces of progress were perceptible in a diminished
pressure on the eyelid; at the same time the left eye, which was
the niore affected of the two, could bear the light better. But
the visual strength of this eye decreased from day to day, whilst
the shooting pains increased and even spread over the temple in
the direction of the forehead. The eye began to water too a
great deal, which had not been the case before. When the pain
was at its highest, a fine, minute little particle of skin peeled
off one day from the cornea, a yellowish white fluid escaping
from the eye at the same time. From that moment the pain was
gone, the eye remained for a few more days sensitive to the light,

but its strength increased steadily. The cure of the right, appa-
rently less affected eye took much the same course. A fortnight

later a little piece of skin also came off, but without the secretion

of any purulent hquid. Seven weeks after the first symptoms of

the affection and five weeks after the beginning of this cure, both

eyes were on the road to perfect recovery, and when I saw the

patient in the middle of July in the same year, his eyes were as fresh

and sound as ever. I wonder whether this would have been the
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case n the prescribed corrosives or atropin had been applied-
0- even if an operation had been performed! This question can
scarcely be answered in the affirmative.

CURE OF A SO-CALLEL/ EGYPTIAN INFT
OF THE EYES.

After having sufifere.. . .. •. . n n-^eks iroiu i.g^ onau
llammation of the eyes and hnding . hef at the University
nfiriTiary of Greifswald, (on the contrary my condition became
A orse eveiT day, so that I was nearly blindf I was cured of my
Uingerous complaint in four weeks bv Dr. Körner - - adopted
the bc/irot/i treatment (Regenerative treatment).

J. Haecker, merchant
Dr. A^r;2^r describes in his work (p. 43) most explicitly -u

le has cured many patients, some of them suffering from" l(m?-
.tanding scrofulous, rheumatic and Egyptian inflammation in
comparatively short time. His principal treatment consisted in

'^''T'''
.^^^^'-P'-ick at nights, very strict non-stimuJatino

..et attention to the action of the skin, never fatiguing the

GREY CATARACT,
not operated upon but cured by the Natural Method

(coinmuuicated by A. Ahre.ns )

. ve \^L''r5^f'"' - '""S
''^^^ 5'^^"'>' ''äd grey cauu ac i ,i, lier left

c tnii r f
to such an operation I appUed to Mr

i' sea Lfn "'^'^^ ^'^i''''-«" °" ^ P'-evfous occasion

eve hetr;L%r ^'^en he had examined the

Z',. I

'^^ä 'he only organ affected but tinthe whole system was out of order and'he laid he vvojid there

h - cÄt^TlH "'"'/T' 'T''^''''
deSde whether

V ler • t™'ni^i?r .
''-'^ '""'-""m^'ion, perform its own operation

'-•t a mö;?& l^'''^"™'
wet rubbings, massage, and

'-j'oveT alr Afl "'"'T''""
'''' ^>-^«'=' recurring over

oi a wnLh^ J
'™e she could recognise thi face

cir rK.""5,. ^^T^ '-«h inflammation came increased

place she was at ic to r"!/"
^e^eral repetitions of it had taken

KeeLrimoen;] ^"^''^ .^"^ P^''f°™ her duties,

t" Mr g"LS for T'"''
'""'^ P"''""='>" '^''P'-ess my recognition

drawing eve
' ^l^^lZ'FT'T J '"'^frain from

treating^ dh^-ise. f^T I't ^"^"'r" ""e Natural Method of

test,mfny"^^'Tht v.lfuTof't'hinrÄ.'"
''""^^'y "'^
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A HUMAN EYE PRESERVED,
by Herr von Seth, Natural Healer, Bremen.

A. Mrs. Kalian of Heiligenfeld-Syke, near Bremen, came on^

morning with her little boy, aged one year, to consult me. Six

weeks before, the child had had the misfortune to injure his left

eyeball with a piece of glass. The mother had at once gone with

the child to a specialist of this town who, after a treatment of

six weeks, told her that the eye had become blind. A second

specialist gave the same opinion, but added a recommendation t

wait a few daj'S, to see whether if it should come to the worst the

preservation of the right eve, which had already become inflamed,

could not be effected by taking out the left one. At his next visit

the doctor thought the removal of the left eye was necessary and

wrote out a certificate for the purpose of enabling the child to

be admitted to the infirmary here. Instead of going there and

having the eye taken out, the mother came to me with the child.

By a general derivative soothing treatment I succeeded not only

in preserving the one eye, but in restoring perfect sight to both

of them in six weeks.

WEAKNESS OF THE EYES, COMBINED WITH OTHER
DISEASES, CURED.

Mr. L., manager of a stocking factory of Grossolbersdorf,

near Zschopau, had had trouble with his eyes for years. A
tantalizing weakness of the eyes was gradually associated with

short sightedness which had existed for some years. Specialists

in tw^o large towns could procure him no relief. In consequence

of grief at the death of his only child there was added to it last

year a severe gastric complaint: nutrition failed almost entirely;

ai^gravated nervousness supervened and the man became

thoroughly melancholy. Moreover his short sightedness and weak-

ness of the eyes became so bad that he was obliged to shut up

his business. A well know oculist told him, after examining him,

that he must not reckon on an improvement m his condition

this sad state he sought relief in the Natural Method ot Healing^

He introduced himself to me at the beginning oi this year, and

after a thorough examination I could assure him that this case,

though serious, was nevertheless capable of ,"^^Pr;^f^^^^^^

sides a strictly regulated and properly adapted diet I prescribed

energetic breathing gymnastics (lung-gymnast. cs) (the man had

been a regular «stick-in-doors" and did not understand how o

breathe) a^nd proper attention to the skin
^^^^^j^^jfl

.^^ /^[^^^

aoolications of water (foot steam-baths, wasnmgs half-bath^) ana

ai> (lungrand sun-baths. He followed readily .11 my injunctx n.
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and has for some months again superintended his business Hisshortsightness has not gone, it is" true, but on the other hand fheweakness of the eyes has left him almost entirely: the gastricand nervous complamts are removed and his frar^e of n^nd

CHRONIC DISEASE OF THE EYES COMBINED WITHALMOST TOTAL BLINDNESS
™

by Professor Trall.

al^ys cold%e^ead h^^
inactive, his feet were

Hi^

light and air without ^Tain A? er t had' hi 'T^'^
'^^'^^

or four months according to the Na'urafMethod
'^""-^e„re entirely cure^ and h^^l^lÄh tf^SSg'^'o^

CURE OF A SEVERE EYE AFFECTION
by the Natural Method
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me. On seeing his eyes and the patient's general condition I was
aghast at the sad spectacle presented to me, the yellowish earthy

looking emaciated face of this young man fully testified to the

disastrous havoc which calomel in conjunction with bleeding" had
wrought in his sj^stem, whilst the violent inflammation of his eyes

proved clearly enough that neither calomel nor sulphuretted

atropin nor bleeding had had any beneficial effect whatever on
his ej^es. If now an operation promised to be as futile and un-

profitable as the five weeks' treatment which he had undergone,

was it to be wondered at that he took refuge in flight from his would
be butchers? The sad experience the poor injured man had gone

through during that time was enough to make him doubt the

beauty or perfection of medical science and had led him into the

arms of the Natural Method of Healing, a method at once despised

and vilified by medical men protected, as they are, by the state

in their practice of killing and curing. How those doubts became

possible will be best explained by the gentleman's own descrip-

tion. Vv^ith restored eyesight he has now written the narrative

of his sufferings and recovery^ to be circulated in my periodical:

"About two years ago I felt a continual lassitude and

constant decrease of my strength, without being able to as-

cribe it to anything more than to fatiguing mental work which

had preceded it. The opinion of an allopathic physician, whom
I consulted as to my condition, was that I was suffering from

engorgement of the liver, whilst a homoeopathist expressed himself

to the effect that the cause of my complaint was impurity of blood.

1 gave greater credence to the latter view and 1 made up my
mind to undergo the proposed ''blood-cleansing radical cure".

After a m.onth's uninterrupted trial of this "sweat cure", I had

an eruption of the skin which was considered by the doctor who

treated me as a good sign. The only thing that was and remamed

a puzzle to me was that in this treatment my constipation remained

obstinate and that, notwithstanding the different medicines which

I took, I could not keep my bowels open. The constipation, on the

contrary, only became more obstinate and I contracted a tendency

of blood to the head, resulting speedily in inflammation of one

eye. As this appeared to assume a serious character, I applied

to an eye-specialist, who prescribed a bottle of medicine ana i

sjuall bottle of lotion for the eye. Still he did not cure m\

complaint: on the contrary it entered another stage. i he in-

flammation was communicated to the other eye and the specia T^t

then prescribed infusions into the blood-vessels of the tempk^^^

Losino- however, all confidence in the doctor, and my eyesight

beconTing rapidly so bad that in the end I could not recognize

people I well knew at the distance of a yard, and only just caught

their outlines when they moved, my anxiety and uneasiness became
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greater every day and I therefore applied for help to one of the
most frequented and renowned ophthalmic hospitals of GenuanyOn my journey thither I could not find my way notwithstanding

,

gas hght and my intimate local knowledge, and the
olhcial of the place had to take the money himself out of mv
purse and pay the fare because my eyes were incapable of ner-formmg any kmd of service.

^

Examined by the Professor of the institution, I had the conso-
lation of hearmg from hmi that, with the enforcement of a strict
diet, help was still within reach for me. For five weary weeks
I waited for the fu filment of the assurance. But my hope was avain one. Although my eyes were painted with sulphate of atropin
dai 3^ morning and evening, although on account of the obscurat on

of 9.0 ITT ^u"^^
^ ^^'^ "^^"'^ ^^'^g ^^PP-^^^ t« the amountof 250 scruples by means of a glass cylinder and air pressure

r^'h
^ ^u^b

^""^ ^^'^^^^^ ^ ''^b my upper am andthighs with thirty scruples of grey ointment
( prepliradon of caTomel)the only result was entire absence of appeti e, painful loose te^thand the condition of my eyes, instead of ge tingTtter Lcameconstantly aggravated A bottle of iodine next Ippeared on thescene to combat the destructive effects of the "ointoem cure ' andthis having no effect, fresh troops in the form of these boUles ofpoison were m prospect. The futility of my present treatmeä wto be encountered now by an operation on the eyes ''A 7ast

inS 'a^'-^
^^"^^ P^"^^"^^^ ^'i^h the lancer^Harmless-'ndeed! Atrial without certa n prospect of success- What t i

hitherto suffered and gone through cLsed me o Lse ^ comteand hope of relief from eye-specialists. Add to this th^t J hilf

^

from a number of fellow-suff-erers in the institution that in .o an operation, dangerous relapses had occu ed my kn^uish I

ueictr on than 1 was; I cou d sIpph h^^^ Uffi^ •
^^'icung,

condition^ of fo me and nlrJfT"^^ fT'^ 1"'° "'^ bodily

de..i, .„d z^t^Ts 'ii^rc^ i
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begin the treatment. Vigorous detergent treatment, stimulation
of the prostrate vital force, normal blood-production by regulating
digestion, aiding the organs of secretion and rest for the ill treated
eyes. These were the fundamental features on which Mr. Canitz
based his treatment. Everything appeared very sensible to me,
and I therefore followed his instructions with painstaking cons-
cientiousness.

The treatment consisted mainly in steam-baths for the feet

twice a day, wet rubbing of the whole body (öO«) full packs, ene-
mata, mild, non-stimulating vegetarian diet and—avoidance of atropin.

If inflammation should set in, it was to be opposed by vigorous
rubbing of the lower parts of the leg and feet. What I considered
impossible actually took place. The beneficial effects of the

treatment made themselves felt, I might almost say, soon after

first appHcation.

After a week's treatment, I could, without guide and without
bandage, merely with the protection of blue spectacles, undertake
the journey to Chemnitz. It is true it seemed at first sometimes
as though my eyes were going to be inflamed again ; but although

at the ophthalmic hospital neither atropin nor cupping had the

slighest effect upon the increased inflammation, energetic rubbing

of the lower thighs removed at once any tendency to it. In

short my eyes and ray health improved from day to day. At the

hospital they had warned me against exposing the eyes to the

influence of air,—especially if cold. I went, on the advice of

Mr. Canitz, every day for a walk even in inclement weather.

The entire treatment had nothing but a benficial effect upon my
eyes and my whole constitution henceforth became stronger and

healthier. After a three months' treatment I took up again the

most fatiguing literary labour, which occupied me day and night,

and have been able to this day to perform it to my complete

satisfaction and without the least interruption. When I called

once more oh the Professor for the purpose of obtaining 2

certificate this gentleman expressed his astonishment at my good

appearance in these words: "Have you done anything? Your

eyes look remarkably well". Another physician present, upon

remarking that an operation on my e\^es had already been decided

Dn and that the Professor had declared that to be the on\y

oossible means of reUef, the latter replied "Well an operation is

ao longer necessary now, but I am afraid of a relapse and an

operation will then be imperative". With this he walked away.

A relapse, however, has, thank God, not taken place, in spite

of daily exertion to my eyes, and my eyesight as well as my

general health is such that I do not in the least share the

Professor's fears. But I guessed thus much from his last expression

that, without the assiduous and conscientious counsel of Mr. Caniiz
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1 should have been to-day a man who has been operated upon
without a vocation, and who knows what else, and further that
I owe my present excellent health, next to the Almighty, to him
and to the Natural Method exercised by him with such devoted con-
viction, and in consequence of his unqualified success I am anxious
to recommend him most warmly to all sufferers.

Theodor Richter.^)

CURE OF SEVERE INFLAMMATION OF THE EYES.
Last Easter I had in my second class a boy named Oehme

(his father is a merchant of this town, Lerchenstrasse 1whose eyes were continually so inflamed that he was almos

2Tku '^^y^^Vf
^^^^^"g writing. On inquiry I learnedthat Oehme suffered last year from his eyes and that at the vervbeginning one of the best physicians of the place had been con^suited, but as no improvement took place,^ they had caHedTnan eye-speciahst also without result. The poor boy was bv the

tJluj\
tormented besides with the

treatment. From all the symptoms (sensitiveness to light Soraof blood, contraction of the pupil, watering of the evl^'^n!? ?

mistS""of b'^, T ^T''^ l^^^^^^^^^^^ Tarn no"mistaken, ot belladonna) it was clear to that- u

/lyf^pS^^i^^^^^^^^^^^

relieved me a"^^ he °me of » r'^"' f"P'y ^^at had
entirely to make use"? it or noT'^kf fa he^llJ'

'°

th.s day (a space of about four weeksl n thp l^^*!''
''"'^.'^ '°

of being able to oerfnrm M= f, t <i , ,

Fortunate condit on
tural Mithod in this castas in nl' ''"^i'^^'

''"'^'^ Na-
These are tl^^ simnle fa?,. I ? ^"'"'«^ ^ffi'-'^cy.

of them for your papT^f ton liL'^'^'J " J-"" ^ make use
^ P P^'^ " ""^e and only request you will

perio-IL?' '""-P™«™«-^ address can be had from .he edi.or of .he
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kindly send me a copy of the number containing the narrative if

you accept it.

Chemnitz. E. Birke, Sonnenstrasse lo, II.

P. S. In accordance with the treatment that had been so
successful in my own case, I advised morning and evening full-

packs, with wet rubbing (720) compresses on the eyes (86^') douching
the nose (77«), garghng (680 to 72») repeated every hour, constant
neck bandage at night, foot and body packs, cool bathing of the
feet followed by rubbing.

HOW DO MOST PEOPLE BECOME BLIND?
From the book : "Natural Method of HeaHng" by Pastor König.

Some years ago I was in Brandenburg on the Havel. I there

saw a strong healthy man in his twentieth year, who being
completely blind, was led by a young girl. On the bUnd man
coming near me I asked him under what circumstances he had
become afflicted with such a sad misfortune and how it had
originated. He replied : "An inflammation of both eyes was the

commencement. The doctors at first put blisters behind both

ears; later on I had leeches and as all that was of no good, I

had corrosives applied to both eyes. From that moment I ad-

vanced, under terrible pains, towards total blindness".

This story I once related to a Mrs. Lange of Berlin and her

sister, married to a lawyer in Kiislin, adding that the children in

the Berhn institute for the blind had in the same way once had

their eye-sight, and had all, after suffering from inflammation of

the eyes, been made blind by medical treatment. The above

ladies, from holy awe of the gentlemen of the medical faculty,

thought this absolutely incredible. I then proposed that they

should grant me the pleasure next day, when the public had

free access to the institute for the blind, of taking them to it and

of verifying then and there what I had just told them. The

proposal was accepted. We were received kindly at the institute.

All the children were there, and both boys and girls were show-

ing what they had learnt. There was reading, there was an

exhibition ot writing executed by the children, some had to

perform pieces of music, and many things were shown which the

the blind children had worked with their hands. Everything was

beautiful, excellent, nay admirable. I could not, in the presence

of the children, well put a question regarding their blindness. Sc

I waited for a favourable moment. It came quite unexpectedly

when we took our leave. The director, a handsome refined man,

accompanied us, perhaps out of regard for the young ladies who

were young and good looking. When we were some distance
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from the children, I asked the director: "Were all these children
born blind?" "O no", was the answer, "They were all able to
see once". "How then did they become blind ?" "Inflammation" was
the reply, none of these children became blind without first having
an inflammation of the eyes. When we had arrived outside, I

asked the ladies whether, after the director's statement, they
were convinced now that blindness had always been preceded
by inflammation. They said "Well, we believe it now. How
can we help believing it, after having heard it from the proper
source". "Well" I replied" then you cannot doubt any longer,
who It was that changed the inflammation into blindness. Blind-
ness, a horrible chronic affliction

!

Children who have been born blind, are very rare indeed. I who
am now 82 years old, have altogether known only two instances •

They were brother and sister, the children of Herri/ Brand
of Kauchstadt, m the Friedeberg district of the Neumark Their
eyelids were firmly closed and there were very deep cavities as
though no eyes existed.

EYE, DISEASES OF THE. REPORTS OF CURES
Case of disease of the eye cured in the Bilz Sanatorium, Dresden.
No true bdiever in the Natural Method of Healing will have

recourse to the medicme bottle on the appearance of a so-called

kHhi h'T''f^'
has learned that it is not medicine that healsbut the healing force inherent in our organism, and that we canalso assist this heahng process by appropriate 'application of ournatural heahng factors, e. g. light, air,"^ water, diet^ etc. Manv ofour earnest adherents however lose faith when a disease of theeye IS m question. All the good lessons of the Natural Methodof Healing are then forgotten and thev rush straight off to the

0 ul.st, who m many cases only treats^that tiny pa^t of die body
bodv to

'^^"^^^^ "^^^^^^^^ to^ubject theÄbody to a proper treatment. With how little success such a

menTcan eff:ct 7n7rf '
-^^^^^^^^ Tn^Z^^Ltuieni can enect a periect cure even in evp i ,,-;ii

1? rr'^ f™ '""? ^^"^fi' and in"ruX'':r
1 o e who'^mly

M 5/?"Vn""'^'^'^" predicament.
^

lune 8.^'
, «07

'
'.<=^''="'<^e" years of age, came to our sanatorium

.nnatuatl„''orthe^c"o^rnrva'°" °' "'^

dischlt'eftea7s%nd m^in'.r'"'"
'"^"^^'^ ^«^^''«d that it

-.netiia Ä^lilÄr cor^e^ 11 Zl^^ t
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inflammation of the cornea. A similar treatment to that described
in the foregoing case was adopted and the heaHng process was
in the main the same. The comparatively sound right eye be-
came perfectly normal in about four weeks, while the left eye
continued to discharge and to be sensitive to light for another
'fortnight^ It was not until towards the close of'' the treatment
that an improvement set in, and finally both eyes presented a
normal condition except as regards the slight opacity of^ the cornea,
which in the course of time will probably disappear altogether
and entirely cease to interfere with the power of sight.

I could relate many such cases, but fear to tire the reader as
the course of the ailment and its cure is the same in all cases
with but shght deviation. At all events sufficient proof is afforded
by the one here described that the Natural Method of HeaUng
produces the most certain and lasting results even in diseases of
the eye.

CURE OF CATARRH OF THE CONJUNCTIVA.
Treated in the Bilz Sanatorium, Radebeul-Dresden.

The daughter of Mr. R., manufacturer of B., had from child-

hood suffered from her eyes. From her twelfth year the ailment
had become worse. All the doctors of the vicinity as well as
several professors of Breslau had been consulted, quantities of

remedies had been applied in the shape of salves, etc. but with-
out success, nay, rather the reverse. Distinguished homoeopathists
were then consulted and for more than a year every possible
homceopathic remedy was tried, belladonna, calcarea carb., iodine,

thuja, graphite and even the much lauded Aethiops antimonialis

(cinnabar), and still no cure was effected. The resources of allo-

pathy and homceopathy were exhausted.—"We are much con-

cerned for our daughter, for it is pitiful to see how her sight

grows worse and worse. Can you, dear Mr. Bilz, vouch for the

success of the Natural Method of Healing in such a case? If so

we will do an3^thing to restore that most precious of all gifts,

sight to my daughter."—We replied that from our experience a

treatment can never do an}^ harm and advised the parents

strongly to send their daughter to our sanatorium. She came on

Jan. 2"'^ accompanied by her brother, and in reply to the questions

put to her at the examination expressed herself as follows:

From my childhood I have had trouble with my eyes. From

my twelfth year they have grown worse so that I can hardly see

at all in sunlight.

Whenever I look at the light I have piercing pain in the eyes

and head. The eyelids burn and discharge continually and in the

morning are completely closed up. Reading and writing is im-
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possible.—Further examination disclosed that the internal organs
were sound, but that the glands of the throat, neck and under the
arm were especially swollen. Here we had to deal with a case
of scrofula as indeed was evident by the general state of the
patient. The treatment adopted was as follows: Every other day
a steam-bath with three-quarter pack followed by bath (86^). In
the afternoon hip-bath (86'') and knee-jet, and on the other days
foot steam-bath with thigh-jet in the morning and bath (Sß^) in
the afternoon. Massage of the throat daily, and three times a
week shawl with calf-pack throughout the night.

From week to week improvement was made, the discharge
from the eyes abated, the pains decreased and in the short
space of four weeks the patient was again able to read and
write and even to look at the sunlight without experiencing
any inconvenience. In proportion however as the secretion
and inflammation of the eyes diminished, a number of boils
broke out on other parts of the bodv, especially on the abdomen
and legs, which discharged a quantity of evil smelling pus and
50 expelled directly from the body all the morbid matter
;om the blood which had formerly found an outlet by the
eves.

After a further treatment of four weeks these secretions
ceased, and at the end of ten weeks the patient was in perfect
health and left the sanatorium full of joy and hope.

CURE OF A CASE- OF INFLAMMATION
OF THE CORNEA.

By the Natural Healer Otto Wagner, Manager of the Bilz Sanatorium.
The much esteenied and respected tradesman Mr. F had for

a long time been suffering from his eyes, could hardly endure

iZ^'""' i'^'^Tl''^
reputation had been visiting ^him but

In '
^^^""^i

^'"^ S^^h was the tllk of thewn, and the genial man was umversally pitied in that he had
.0 suffer so severely without any prospect of being cured Wrathe, with that ot becoming tot^lf bli^. All posfibL mean^uch as salves, drops etc., had been tried, but A^^ithout siTcesson the contrary aggravation of the disorder was the onk resukAnd so It came about that some adherents of our Method re

«,n,i • '

J
^" ""esources were exhausted, and the uain con-stantly increased, ,t was decided to give the' Natural tSelhod a
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iruii ill in iici i;; be able to say that ivitiimg had be'.'ii Iclt undone.
The writer of this account wns a'^;kr>fl i/, '.sit iIk- vn-'t-'-'i^* to

give an opinion on the cas< .

An examination disclosed that the patient had been ill loi

weeks and that the malady had been caused by a chill. At
iirst he had merely a .slight inflammation of the eyelids, pressu;

and pain in the e3''e, extreme sensitiveness to light and con.stant

wah^ring. Tiie whole of the left eye was bloodshot and inflamed,

and a purulent secretion began to be discharged so that ever}^

morning the eyes were closed up. . The doctor had been summon-
ed and had given something to drop in the eye (nitrate of silver)

and said it was nothing serious and would soon be all right. It

did not become better, however, but grew daily worse. The in-

ilammation had spread to the cornea, and whereas at first the

pains were but slight they now became intolerable.

This continued for fully a week, the doctor coming evei

tlay and no improvement resulting. As his condition became
worse daily, another doctor was called in. After a consultation

they prescribed atropin and cold compresses. The result was
absolutely nil, the patient obtained no sleep on account of the

cxcruiating pain, which had now spread over the whole head,

and he was driven nearly out of his mind. Four hours before

my visit the doctors had ordered leeches, his wife said this w:-^

as a last resource and that they feared the worst.

This was the stage at which I iiad to treat the case. Ho\\

ever I held out hopes of complete recovery to the patient if my
instructions were punctually carried out.

I explained that not merel}^ the eye but the whole body was

diseased and that a local treatment of the eye could only aggra-

vate tlie malady. Above all I pointed to the irregular circulation

of the blood as indicated in the upper part of the body by the in-

flammation (hyperaemia) and in the lower part by the feeling -

cold in the "legs (anaemia), together with constipation for to

days. I began by giving the patient an enema (86"), about a piii^

which had to be repeated in a quarter of an hour and was tin

followed by abundant stool ; then retentive enema, half a wine glf

(640). The feet were made warm by rubbing, the calves and thro :

packed (73<>) and hot-water bottle placed to the feet. On tlv

eye and forehead I placed hot compresses (122^') to alleviate th.

pain and had them changed every ten minutes and the e^

frequently dabbed with cool water. Within an hour ot applying

these simple remedies an improvement set in, the pain abal

-\nd the patient felt better. In the evening a half bath (93") wa^

^ivcn for ten minutes, followed by body, calf and throat pack (7:;

-nd hot com presses as above to allay the pain.
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After these applications the patient slept a few hours for the
first time. ^ r ^ iv^i tac

Next day however the pains appeared again with renewed
v.o ence. Head steam-bath alternated with body and calf-packs and^.ot ste^mi-bath in the evening never failed \o bring alleviationAnd so this simple treatment was continued in conjSnct on wkhlight diet milk, soups and plenty of fruit with dailv enemaL Tndin a week the patient was to a great extent freed"' from hts nam
^bfeTo ietl^ Vh"^-r'""'^ '^^^'^''^ ten da^s^^^sab.e to get up. The inflammation subsided more and more thepam disappeared entirely and m three weeks the parent ' wasompletely cured. No one would have known by look.nrat l^m

ont' o'^he't'tial'Meth'T^^^ reco'ur'e a't

u 1
l^atural Method, how many sleenless niirhf« h^urmuch trouble, pam and ,„oneV would he ha, eS '

F.

FACE, VIOLENT PAIN IN thb
also the following report of cure

iNi:uRA..GiA- and

PAIN IN THE FACE CURED

Iace'":^hirÄ^tSlK!"™d^^'=™'=''r'"-^ 'he
torments, leaving L so weJlf ,f^^ i

""^ S'"'=^test

work. Ä mo,^?f's"eatoient in n V, '"''""'y ""'-^t-le to

Chemnitz has radic-dIv cure^ „,»
Dr AT&j,«,^',. sanatorium near

for which ofl g atefX esti v'tö' TT'^^ P/'"'"' ™''-^dy,
time recommend mSr w ,rml ^ '? " the same
"'.med sanatorium "o all sufSrers

" conviction the above

always^S^a chil^Td attacks
^^'"^ Predisposition is present,

both sides of the face It consist, ""T" ^"^^ ^oi^ietimes
muscles or of complete patalvsi s h"'"."^''^''"'''"«'

'he facial

impossible. If ,t occurs f^n te^^i
'""^^'n^nt of the mouth

• «tures may be caused
''^'''5"™"-^ Permanent distortion of the

bi^'^^^Tlfter^i-^ISy'''^
°'' "^'^ P^"^ effected, whiclt

the face foiled bv bath'ÖÄ tiff""'' 'l^'^'i
»"^P---

same water, or a wet r„Kk 'hf 'ace to be bathed in the
.

a wet tubomg of the whole body iTi«)
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afterwards a stimulating compress on the same parts. Stimulating
lull packs must also be applied to produce profuse perspiration
with which local stimulating compresses are to be combined. Non-
stimulating but perhaps a mixed diet and fresh air. In cases of
constipation sec "Enemata".

For deeply seated maladies a regenerative treatment is necessary.
In many cases electricity and massage applied by n competent

attendant do good service.

For cramp of the lower jaw the same stimulating compresses
as well as steam compresses, followed by bathing the jaw (S6'')
should be applied, as well as massage and gymnastic movements'
of the jaw (moving it to right and left. Moreover external rubbing,
kneading and slapping beginning at the mouth. For Modes of
Application see Index.

Facial Erysipelas, see "Erysipelas".

FAINTING (Swoon). This is a state which is usually
connected with certain morbid conditions and proceed from them
The relation in which the person stands to the world outside is

quickly but as a rule only temporarily interrupted. Consciousness
as well as command over the body is suddenly lost, although in

most cases no alarming or threatening symptoms appears.
In fainting fits the activity of the brain either ceases entirely

or is at any rate entirely suspended. We must therefore dis-

tinguish been serious and slight swoons.

Wunderlich describe serious and slight swoons as follows:

In shght cases the patient is sometimes suddenly, sometimes with
rapid acceleration of the feeling seized with a feeling of dizziness

and instability of sensuous impressions; he cannot see plainly, the

objects about him turn round and round—vertigo; his hearing is

Interrupted with by a humming and buzzing in his ears; he can
no longer feel the ground, which seems to sink under his feet so

that he is unable to stand firm; he begins to totter and roll about;

at the same time his forehead and limbs become cold; the first

named becomes covered with perspiration; his face and lips

grow pale; his senses become obscured; everything is dark before

his e}' es ; his hearing is gone, at the same time he feels sick and

sometimes actually vomits, sometimes he falls to the ground quickly

and even almost suddenly: sometime he has sufficient control

over himself to leave the spot where he is and sit down; the

pulse is now faint, his breathing weak and sometimes snoring,

the face is conciousness pale; not entirely lost, sometimes even

a few^ shght not altogether involuntary movements are possible.

7'he attack passes off in a few seconds or minutes and but

seldom last as long as an hour. Sometimes with slight twitchings,

stretching etc. and with violent spasms, often with gaping and
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äigiiing consciousness and the senses are restored, while the
face becomes red and warmth returns to the hands and other parts
of the bod3'. The affected person only feels a little weak but
in most cases reheved. The more serious forms or deep swoon
(s3-ncope), begin in the same way and often take an extremely
rapid course. If the attack occurs in completeness the patient
lies motionless or with very weak pulse and hardly perceptible
breathing and generally with open, staring eyes: his power of
sensation is usually entirely suspended, but his sight and hearing
may m some cases not be quite lost, the hearing in particular
jnay be retained entirely and add greatly to the patient's ano-uish
he IS not however capable of any movement whatever •

he"^ may
be pricked, pinched and burnt without being awakened and even
without moving a muscle: his appearance is often fairly natural
except that he is usually pale; all secretion except in the form
of perspiration is suspended; necessity for taking food is entirelv
absent and even if this may last for several days, no loss of
flesh IS visible nor on waking is any remarkable hunger or thirstshown This condition often lasts a tolerably long time for
several days, but in its most violent form and for very fong periods
is found almost exclusively in females. After waking there is
usually no recollection; there are however cases in which the
patient has known everything which has been done to him andhas gone on around him. The most serious forms of swoon notmfrequently result in death.

^vvuuii noi

CAUSEs.~Violent pain, great loss of blood, hyperaemia oranaemia of the bram, concussion of the brain, powerful Sectricc rrents (lightening), excessive heat or cold, breathing vi iated airo poisonous gases, muscular over-exertion childbirth, moreover

faintinf'ln'fLr"''" ^^'^ '^''^^^ ^^'^^^ ^''^ especially liable to

beSncr .f f
^^ot so serious (or only at the

ncTm^^oplär- " " blooded persons, with\vhonfit ma^

In c',fi!f'fjr^^^""~^''
^^^''^ "^'^^^ comfortable liorizonial position

nd e? ttTrZ^ :r
''''' ''^^'^'^^ ^^^P ^eJd raised

presses on th^ iJ.H^ ^^^^ and place com-

^^^^l:^^^^^^ of the. headf keep the

as quicklv as nn.liKlJ i
^"1?^' '"'''^^

^^^S^ and remove
Rne the necT fnd n

^""^'^^ ^^^'^^^^ °f ^^äs which con-
face, neck mdcheTof^.f'' ^^^y' ^^^^^ ^P^^^kle temples,
the warm h nd on f I P?'"' "^'"'^ "^^^ ^^^^^^ P^^^^
«ufficientTv Zstic H.r

sprinkling is often not
<^n tUe 2oy' ^'^^^ ^ ^^^^^^"1 glassful of wat^rabove mentioned parts, further rub the "chest and back

28
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with iiands dipped in cold water; sc:e that the air in the room
is pure and t'resli. Pungent odours such as burnt feathers,

smelhng salts, burnt hair or horn etc. may often revive fainting

persons.

in addition to the above a lukewarm (7 7^^) enema should be

^iven followed by three-quarter steam-bath in bed of from one

and a half to two hours' duration and imm'=^diately afterwards a

lukewarm (78°) wet rubbing of the whole body or a lukewarm

(88") bath followed by douche (77»), dito the body pack at night.

With this treatment the application of magnetism (see "Magne-

tism") may be combined with success. For persons disposed to

fainting, regenerative treatment. See also "Fainting fits" under

Kneipp Cure. For Modes of Application see hidex.

FALLING ILL. "I feel a heaviness in all my limbs, I have

hardly strength to move, I have got a constant feeling of shivering,

1 have no appetite, and can't sleep". These are the premonitory

symptoms of "falling ill".

Treatment. Our aim must be to take the sting out of the

approaching disease and to nip it in the bud ; we should therefore

at once and without hesitation administer a full steam-bath in bed,

or a steam-bath of from twenty-five to thirty minutes' duration

followed bv a full pack, and if a pain be felt anywhere, an extra com-

press should be placed on that part. A window should be kepi

open during the pack. In case of fever a somewhat thicker sheet

should be used, and it should not be wrung out quite so vigorously

Only a three-quarter pack should be given to children, as they feei

very uncomfortable when their arms are confined.

The steam-bath in bed or full pack should be succeeded by

a (890) lukewarm bath, or if this should not not be convenient by

a lukewarm (73«) wet rubbing of the whole body. Massage (knead-

ing of the wdiole body) during and after the bath is often very bene-

ficial. A full enema (77«) should also be given before or after tiie

pack; should a motion result, a half cool (66^)- enema should follow

for absorption. A stimulating body-compress should be w-orn ai

night- in case of fever, however, a soothing, fairly Hämo trunk-pack

or bath should be substituted. If the condition of the patient has

not improved by the following morning, the above applications sl.ould

be repeated during the day, and the treatment continued for several

days, according to the.patient's state. Other points to be attended

to are -fresh air in the room, open air exercise when possible, non-

stimulating diet, and pure water in case of thirst. If f"^f
^j^^*^

treatment as that described above (which can in no case do l^^ai m)

be adopted at once, nine out of ten cases will run a favouiable

course. See also "Children's diseases" and "Bad health .

Falling Sif kncss, see "Epilepsy".
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Fatigue, see "Depression".

FAVUS is principally met with in uncleanly people and
- ipears on the head, in consequence of fungus growths.

Syäiptoms. At first small scales are formed, each pierced by
hair, which afterwards unite into straw-coloured scabs of a

; and shape with a depression towards the outside. The hair
inside tlie scabs fall out, and complete baldness may thus be the

iisequencc. If however the skin underneath is" not affected,
h'diT grows again. A general corruption of the humours
.ibove ;tll uprlpanliness is no doub.- r

' th- bottom of the
sease.

TreatmexXT. Cut the hair short; soften the scal:)s with lukewarm
• iter, then soap the scalp with lukewarm soapwater (soft soap)
:or a quarter of an hour three times daily, and afterwards wash
the nead m cold water, dry thoroughly (without hurting the scabs)
and apply a little olive oil and unsalted butter, if practicable
stimuktmg dissolvmg compresses as Hkewise head steam-baths
may be applied. Then a steam-bath in bed, succeeded by bath
and douche, particularly of the head, every day. A strictb- non-
'^rinuilatmg and vegetarian diet, body compresses at night, frequent

nata, and plenty of fresh air are recommended. A tonic
treatment, or the preliminary regenerative cure, may be prescribed
s '

. Modes ot Application see Index.
~

of fh^7J^r
'^"''^-^™'^'^"^-

f lukewarm (900) bath and bathing
f he head once a day or, by way of change, a tepid (770) bathw,th wet rubbing of the whole body: two or three dry sweat packsor steam-baths m bed once a week, for from an holr to an hom'nah followed by a (90 o) bath, also with bathing of the

11^') ^^.^'''^ f "^^^^^-^^ body-back
.

and l^ad-pack

Action of K
^'^'^^ advantageous.Ut on of the bowels should be ensured if necessary by enemataabove. See „ Scald-head". ^ cucindia.

nd fhllf Tfi • ^^r' I^^^^y-^«"^P^ess every dav for an ..-u.

'rfPctlv warnf n ."^^'T Setting

in. 5 ? K
^'^^"^ediately after the bathing the patient

^1 I panii) bati on ^7 ^
^'^-^f^'

^""^'y "^her day, and a

uiation AnT
the inten^ening days, each of half a minute's"I'Uion. An upper and a knee affusion every other dav Thi^
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FEATURES OF THE DIFFERENT R.iCüS sec th

figures.

h'jirnpi'au.
Chilie Si'.

Fig. 130.

Malav

Fjg. 131.

Australioii.

Fie. 132.

Califoruian.

Fig. 133.

Febris Lactea, see "Milk Fever".

Fecundation, see Index

Feet, Covering for, ser InMrx
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FEET, COLD. Chronic cold feet are always a sign of im-
perfect circulation and congestion of the blood which have
a highly injurious effect upon the patient's condition and is
the chief cause of a whole series of chronic affections, e g
determination of blood to the head, heaviness, vertigo, insomnia
affections of the chest and heart, chronic catarrh of the lungs'
abdominal complaints of all kinds etc.

'

Treatment.—Walking barefooted daily in damp grass or on
damp flags. Begin with from one to five minutes according as
the body can bear it and bring it gradually up to a quarter of
ail hour and immediately afterwards take vigorous exercise until
thoroughly warmed. Foot steam-bath twice a week for from
twenty minutes to half an hour, followed by vigorous cool (66°)
rubbing of the feet with the bare hands, dry thoroughly and rub
dry with bare hands and knead vigorously. Then exercise for
an hour and walks in the open air.

In the case of bed-ridden patients the legs must he wrapped
up in a blanket after being rubbed, and the foot steam-bath re-
peated as the feet become cold again.

• ^^^f
following treatment may also be given. After the morn-

ing wet rubbing of the whole body, vigorous kneading of the leesand feet (also arms and hands), followed by exercise, and in theevening vigorous kneading as above. Then foot steam-bath followed

putTo bS " '
dry thoroughly and knead again and

Moreover cool (590 to 66") foot baths of from three to fiv^minutes duration, are most beneficial, with the water up to theankles or bathing the soles of the feet. Before and after the bathhe patient must take a suitable amount of walking exerc e and

ee are^'hoT If " '^^^'""^ "^^^^ ^-^^ -^til tSe

rubbed warm A ^L^T.u' \^^^^ble to walk his feet must be

of theleet \he^t.f '''K^''
before wet rubbing

'
I i^^^ warmed either by vigorous rubbingwith^ warm hands or flannel, or a foot steam-b!ath ^r hot foot bL'h

the fhmIi^\^fK^^'' ^f""^
^^^^ produced by commencing

higher t^'etturr'^hT'^KK^'
graduallj passing S S

wards miLTfrwZf.. "^^^'""l
^^e feet and exercise after-

DERr^AmE '
'^'^ ^^^^1^^ "Footbath,

or other sfnff nf
^'''''^ ""^^ ^"^"^^"^ ^'^^^^^d on staw matting

^he soles one alrthrn^'^'A P^^'^"^^ '''^'^^ ^"bone aitei the other. As mentioned above, walking bare-
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footed or wading in sand is by far the best remedy for cold fcH

and the best means of drawing the blood to that region.

Besides frec^uent kneading etc. we recommend also frequent

curative gymnastic exercises, such as trotting movements, extension

motions for the leg and feet. See "Curative gymnastics.''

Cold feet may be temporarily warmed by standing on the

toes for one, two or three minutes (lifting oneself slowly upon then

and then gradually sinking again) or by swinging oneself on them.

This must however be repeated a few times.

Kneipp cure.—Walking barefooted, walking in the grass, in

fresh snow or on wet flags; knee or thigh -jets. For further in-

formation on Kneipp Cure as well as on Modes of Application

see Index.

FEET, SWOLLEN frequently occur with pregnant women,

also with elderly people suffering from irregular distribution of

the blood, or from heart or kidnev disease. They are not un-

commonly met with after febrile disorders, as scarlet fever etc.,

especially when these have been treated medicinally.

Treatment.—Baths and foot steam-baths on alternate days,

followed by cool wet rubbing and damp foot-pack (66« to 73") or

dry foot-pack to induce perspiration of the feet. After this the

feet should be rubbed with lukewarm water (730) and with bare

hands and well massaged. Then some vigorous open air exercise

should be taken. A wet rubbing of the whole body with water

of 730 or a bath of 89" with rubbing of the skm should be given

daily. Before and after a walk the feet may be bathed in cool

water. . r r
When swollen feet are accompanying symptoms ot livei 01

kidney disease, the cure will be effected by the removal of the

primary disorder. . .

Kneipp cure.-In addition to the water treatment given in

the articles on diseases of the hver and kidneys, a cup ot tea

prepared from pewter grass, powdered danewort and rosemary

should be taken morning and evening. .

For Modes of Application

see Index.

SWOLLEN FEET CURED
from Melzers book.

A man was suffering from very bad feet; they were much

swollen, the skin was cracked, and old ^^j^PP^^'-^^'^l^
,f^f,^,J^'^-

visible on the ankles. He came to me af er trying all " ^"^^j

medical remedies without result. I cured him in about s x weeks

b the following manner. A stricdy regular and natuial cou.se

of life was observed; stimulating compresses were constant

worn on the lower legs, and damp Hnt was kept on the soics,
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and changed when the patient's comfort required it. Coohno-
bandages were often apphed, together with frequent foot and le^-
baths (550 to 66») of half an hour's duration, stimulatino- body
compresses at night, and damp and dry sweating packs alte?natelv
in the day tune. As the patient was a man of an otherwise
vigorous constitution the cure was completed witiiout any oills
plasters or ointments. ^ '

Female Breast, Atrophy of the, see "Women, Diseases of".
Fen, Greek, see "Foenum graecum".

Fermentation, see hidex.

FEVER, TREATMENT OF. In order not to necessitatem urgent cases, the perusal of the wdiole of the treaSse on thetreatment of fever we will here give two mode o treatmentwhich have proved efficacious, namely the treatment of eveMapage 446 which will suffice in most cases of children sufTerineIrom a shght attack ol fever, and treatment IIa. page 448 whichmay be apphed m cases where the fever reach^s^o' to 427.« C
o^^'pag^ 44^^^^^^^^

'''' '''' ^^-^ ^-^-nt ol fevS

are n^Jt'' trv^n^^ ''S
'^^1 -^''^

P^'^l'""^'^ and if theyare not, try to render them so by rubbing them with your w'irm

I'V crying, remove them
" «^'"S children numifest

appl^^ur ^eaSUT^nff"'' ^'^""'^^ hesitate to

dissuade you "m apnh-inf t ^Tl,
°' l=>d.V-friend to

to mothers who are as v!t ünf
'"^ '''at pnncipally happens

Such a treatment can never
acquainted with this method,

results in every snV case N'7
='"d will shew excellent

seven years hid n ™V little girl, aged
had coSd a cold We'^V^H-'^^^

^"^''^ P°=^ibiv the
a tub-bath of 88^ and in the n "f

''^"eht into requisition

The i;,tu
""^ tollowing manner:

'"to the bath-tub ' „r wife K^*
^"1 P'^'^^'^' ^'™di"g "P^?!«,

wards with 1 er w,r2 1, S s whole bod^\- up
'he water \t^I,;rhelÄ ct'cf t tr'"'""'^"^'

"'^'^
Tne ciiiJd. (In this manner a cool bath
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can be made so much more agreeable and less chilling to little

children).

The little one was then told to sit down in the bath and we
wetted her whole body and rubbed it thoroughly with our hands.

Finally I poured a good deal of the water in the bath over her,

especially over the head, thus giving it a thorough cooling, at the

same time 1 held my hand to the child's forehead and thus prevented

the water from running down her face, a thing that children very

much dislike. After the child had been thoroughly cooled and a

shivering fit had set in, we placed her, wet as she was, upon a dry

linen sheet which we had previously spread over a woollen blanket,

wrapped the child up in these, not too tightly, and placed over it

a down quilt. The head and face we then dried thoroughly, and

after this was done, the child slept soundly and peacefully for

several hours. We repeated this process at night and twice daily

for several days, lateron only once a day, and were soon rejoicmg

in the fact that our child was well and hearty again.

In conjunction with this treatment care must be taken to get

and keep the feet warm before and after the baths, and the bowels

must be kept open by the administration of enemata, and only

non-stimulating food may be given.

FEVER. Fever is a general excitement in the process of hving,

with an abnormal acceleration of certain functions of the system,

especially a high pulse and a considerable generating ot high

temperature wi?h a simultaneous disturbance of the functions of

the nervous system and the digestion.

Fever is caused by physical or moral over-excitement oi by

some injurious matter having being introduced into or generated

w^Jhin the system, the growing worse of an ab-ead3. e^

ness or by an injury to the body, serious enough to effect the

whole organism. ,

Fever cannot therefore be classed as an independent morbid

state but is rather a state which makes its appearance whi e the

organism under abnormal exertion, thus eliminating-^.an illne.^s

fiom the body and bringing it back to its normal condition.

This feverish state carries with it

^J.^'-^^lTf o
-

^^^^^^^

dent heat of the body, amounting to more then
^^\f-^\il

-'^^-:.

moreover an acceleration of the pulse, causing it to beat oy .

S' lty to a hundred and twenty times a minutes (how to e^^^^

person's pulse see fig. 137), a quicker respiration and the sensation

of alternating heat and shivering.

Besides these symptoms there are usually excessive h st

want'ora^peüte, nJtl/a dry skin r^y ^^^^^JT^ÄÄrÄ Sg= Indisposition
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as though one had been beaten all over, weakness, mental de-
pression and sometimes raving.

The participating of the whole organism in such a disturbance
is really nothing but an assistance at a time when the organism
must bring into requisition its whole organic power in order to
expel morbid matter from the body. Therefore fever cannot
exactly be considered as an illness, but rather as an effort made by
the organism for the purpose of eliminating such morbid matter as
has found its way into the body or else has been generated within
it, therefore fever ought to be hailed with a sense of relief, and
it is not at all advisable to apply an indiscriminate cold-water
treatment, much less to try to contend against it by injurious
medicines. It is for more recommendable to regulate and support
it, and for this purpose the following treatment of fever is given.

Through fever many a long
illness has been removed, a fact well
known to Prof. Dr. Harless, director
of the medical clinical hospital at
Bonn, for he has often, when about
to undertake the treatment of a
serious case without fever, been
heard to exclaim angrily: "First
give me the means of producing
fever and I will cure all diseases."
These means of producing fever in
serious and chronic feverless cases
lie in a judicious feeding of the patient
and in the keeping about him a warm
moisture, for instance by appl3'ing

pack steam - baths in

Feeling the pulse.

Fig. ]37.

Stimulating..w..,.....w.i5 pti^^jtv 3Lcctiii - uam.«3 m ^- tl^c place where the pulse
bed. Steam-baths of the hands and ^f!"

1^^^ when the fingers are

feet, and principally in the carrying hind"'
°'

through of the regenerative treat-
ment \yhich will produce a violent, feverish reaction in the bodywhich in Its turn causes the dissolution and secretion of mbrbidmatter chiefly through the skin, the rectum and the kidne." thus

^
'l^seas?"^'

^^^^"^ ^^^'^"^ '^^^

FEVER, Rules for treatment of. i. Aiwavs see th itPlenty ol fresh air is admitted to the sick-room^ Sefoi e kelphe window open either continually or at least by open it f.luent
ly, the door also must be left open now and t^ieT c- us no-

r^eSe ofTh^'^-T^'
^^"^^'-^^ ^he fou?ain "thf e

m'
peiature ot the sick-room must be kept at from 58« to 65«A teverish patient cannot easily take cold.
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2. As a bev^erage for the patient give from time to time soft

fresh spring water, a thing so eagerly coveted by most sufferers,

because it serves to subdue tlie inner heat, dilutes the blood and
humours, thus better qualifying them to remove morbid matter;
fruit-juices may be poured into the water, and, if desired, butter-

milk may be given to the patient,

3. If the patient shows any appetite, then give him cooling

non-stimulating food, chiefl}'' oat-meal gruel anJ barley-broth, above
all fruit, raw or better stewed, stewed berries etc., moreover
fruit-soups (see "Preparation of non-stimulating üishes"), then
broths of coarse meal and dried vegetables, which, if the patient's

digestion is satisfactory, may be rendered more palatable by add-

ing milk, a little butter, cream etc.

4. Always see that the sufferer has warm feet, a thing that

is rarely enjo3''ed b}' feverish persons. If the feet are cold, tr}' to

make them warm by rubbing them with hot, dry cloths or with

youv warm hands or by applying to them a steam-bath in bed,

consisting of wet cloths being wrapped round hot-water bottles,

which latter are applied to the feet, the whole being wrapped
in a woollen blanket, such a steam-bath to last from fifteen to

thirt}^ minutes. After this give the calves and feet a thorough

wet rubbing with water of a temperature of 68° to 75". You
may also appfy an ordinary steam-bath, or in a stubborn case a

foot-bath of 106'' to IIT**, fasting from fifteen to sixteen minutes

and followed by the above-mentioned rubbing down of the calves

and feet.

5. In case of constipation administer an enema of from 68"^ to

72", make the patient take a table-spoonful of clear water and

feed him on fruit, fruit-soups, butter-milk etc. which will soon

have the desired effect.

6. The hot head must not rest on a feather pillow, but on

one stuffed with horse hair or still better on a piece of cool linen

brought into the shape of a pillow (not simply folded), which may

be renewed from time to tim^. Cover the patient with a woollen

blanket or a very thin feather-bed or down quilt.

7. If the throat is affected, the temperature very high, and

the patient is troubled more or less with painful sensation m his

head, chest, back or abdomen, wdiich may be caused respectively

by inflammation of the brain, lungs or bowels, then apply, besides

the packs of from 66'^ to 77^*, very wet compresses to the innammed

parts and renew them as soon as they get warm. Also wipe the

hot head and face frequently with a piece of hnen dipped into

cool or cold water.

8 If the body reaches a temperature of 39° C. then put the

patient into a bath of 90'' to 98" and rub and knead him well

with your hands until the temperature under his arms has become
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moderate which may be ascertained by applying your hand to
that part of his bod}-. As soon as the temperature increases again
repeat the bath. In cases where the temperature does not exceed
39" C. a very wet half or three-quarter pack or a body pack
only will suffice, the above mentioned baths to be brought into re-
•quisidon only in the morning and at night. In cases of heart-
and lung-diseases baths are prohibited. In such cases, and for
children who are not accustomed to baths, use such of 88", gra-
dually reducing the temperature by two to three degrees.

The attendant may graduall}^ add about half a litre of cold
water stirnng the bath simultaneously so that the patient will
not perceive this reduction of the temperature of the water.

There ought to be at least two attendants when a patient is
being bathed.

9. Make the baths of children and adults suffering from
anaemia two to four degrees warmer than usual. See "Fever
Treatment of, No. 11".

'

10. The application of luke-warm water is pardcularlv
recommended to those suffering from fever.

11. A natural, sound sleep should not be disturbed by anymode of treatment. Feverish patients whose pulse, while asleep
reaches tor instance 120 beats a minute, form an exception to
this rule and ought m accordance with our rules of treatment
either to be packed or bathed again or treated in some other suit-
able manner. Sleep is preferable to any mode of treatment
herefore put children who suffer from a slight attack of fevei^

fxnerin.?.,' ^"n \^ «I^^p. If besides this simple

thr^T ^
""'r ^^f-

"'^"^ ^^'^ admission of fresh air, give

d shos Ir'!''" 'n'i'"! ^r'^'
^^^^ Pl'^'"' non-stimulating

dishes, yon will find that in most cases nothing further is needed

lore bed\TTsfpSce'
''''''''' ^^^^^ ''''' ^h--

restort-on nf T'^^'
conceived that it is not propitious to the

ncüZf X
Pl^'^""^ ^^^""^^^ ^""oy him bv too much

t s hr"''or " K''''''''-^
^^"^^ °ver-doing the treatment,

order Z Z.l^n '"'l^T'^u'' ^'^^ ^^-^^^^^"^ ^^st in

shou d negier? .hf 1

"^^'^^^ that you
apply th?s,?iV,hl^ 7 1

treatment just given, on the contrary

ou^' and Tene^
particularly in serious cases assidu-

its noin"ü stTte
' P'^""''' ^^"^P^^'^ture is reduced to

ti^e p^üenT^^'""''
treatment absolutely precludes all danger to

•'idispU'tioi'^'SlT ^"^''^.f^'i^e to parents not to treat lightly the''^position lelt by a child or above all any symptom indicating
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Thermometer.

fever, but to take timely steps, for it is hard to tell what serious

illness may be lurking in the background.
14. As soon as the fever has been somewhat reduced, a

patient may go without treatment for a while, that is until the

skin commences to get hot again and the cheeks to show an un-

usual redness.

15. At last, i. e. after you have succeeded in bringing the

temperature back to its normal state, a daily lukewarm wet
rubbing ot the whole body (74^ to 77^) or a lukewarm bath (86"

to 89") also taken daily, will suffice as invigorating and restora-

tive agents.

Here we should also mention the body or

trunk pack, which is to be used during the

whole time of the treatment" of fever, lasting

from five to thirty minutes at a time. This is

now to be applied after each bath or rubbing

down at intervals of from an hour to an hour

and a half.

16. A cool head, warm feet, open bowels;

those are the three principal things that an

attendant must see to in his patient, and par-

ticularly in those suffering from fever.

Besides this you must see that the skin

of the patient is moist and perspiring, which is

brought about by wet packs and by baths. In

speaking of perspiration we do not mean that

profuse perspiring which indicates a considerable

derangement and weakness of the nerves of the

skin.

17. If in examining a person suffering from

fever a sounding (auscultation) of some parts

of the body, for instance the back, chest or ab-

domen, is introduced in order to prove the

existance of a disease or inflammation such as

inflammation of the lungs, place your hand or

rather two adjoining fingers flatly upon the place

to be sounded while you knock agamst them

with one finger of the other hand. A muifled

sound usually means an inflammation, swellmg

etc. of some internal organ.

See "Examination, Method of".

See also the articles entitled "Medicine,

OPINIONS OF MEDICAL MEN ON TAKING", *'bAD

"Sick, Cure of the", „Diet, Nc-

STiMULATiNG", "Enemata". For Modcs of Appli-

|3l

130,

Fig. 138.

The scale on the left

shows the degrees ac-

cording to Reaumur,
on the right accord- HEALTH

,

ing to Celsius.

cation see Index.
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Treatment of fever I. In every case of fever it is of sig-
nal importance to ascertain its proper degree in order to aonlv
the right treatiiient.

i^t }

The most reliable information as regards the degree of fever
and Its possible increase is got by the use of the thermometer
(hg. 188). 1 he most practical contrivance for ascertaining the exact
temperature is the one by Ce/sms arranged on a decimal basis
vvhich also IS the most popular and is usualiv designated as "fever-
thermometer *) In order to save time either hold the ball containing

Scale for measuring fever according to Celsius.

Morning.

Critical change.

Very high feyer.

High fever.

Moderate fever.

Slight fever.

Above normal.

Normal.

Below normal.

Moderate fall.

Serious fall.

Critical change.

Evening,

Critical change.

Very high fever.

High fever.

Moderate fever.

Slight fever.

Above normal.

Normal.

Moderate fall.

Serious fall.

Critical change.

- Fig. 139.

SJ\ Ät^ea\u;4;rri;rr ^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^--^P ^hese do
reconiinend to you is th? nnJ^?

thermometer which we can most
^^ord "maximu^" ?n a cheap "the mom^.?

^^-^"^"^^ ^^^^^^a cntap theimometer there is usually the draw-back.
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the mercury in ^'our hand or place it in some warm water, tlius

l)nnging it up to about 40". For measurement the tliermometer

IS usually placed under the arm of the patient. To get a anny^A

measurement it is important that the upper part of the arm

pressed tightly to the body in ^»r(l( t(» • xclude the air.

thermometer may also be" placed in the mouth with jusL ihc

same result. The most reliable way, especially with infants, js

rhe introduction of the thermometer into the rectum. In order tc

facilitate the introduction rub some oil upon the ball contamjng

rhf !iitn-cury. To sho correct measurement of the t. • .

l)erature the thermometer must remain in some ten to fifttca

minutes under the arm, and about five minutes in the r(^ctum.

The thermometer by Celsius is divided into a hundred degrees

nf which the decrees from thirty seven to forty two or forty

th rr-e ai-f' taken into consideration in cases of sickness. Under

-normal circumstances i. e. in healthy persons the temperature oi

tlie blood rarely exceeds thirty seven to thirty seven and a quarte-

degrees. Anything in excess of these figures indicates fever.

If the blood reaches a temperature of 4'20 or 43" it congeals,

and the patient is doomed to die. .
(Sometimes this takes place

at 41 Va"! Between these degrees the fever vacillates, m light

cases reaching about 3972^ m more serious oups .-iceeding M

(See scale for measuring fever, fig. 139.)

What a sense of relief a thermometer does sometimes give

one, when about to take up the treatment •
serious case,

especially at the bed-side of a sick child.

T I will here give four different modes of treatmcnt v.iiicr^

are particularly useful in cases of childr. - -.iffermg ^rom c.,,eht

fever.

a Wet rubbing - . .-^ of the whole body with water of 74

770 (lukewarm) followed by a rather wet ^^mpress an)una ük

abdomen of about 770 perhaps stimulatmg compresses to the calve..

Put the patient to bed.
, i u.

b. A lukewarm bath of 88" during which die^ ^^^
especially the arms and legs are to be well rubbed, ^ft^^jf^'"^

the bath rub dry especially the legs and feet, give body-

rilsr. r;i]f-pack and put the patient to bed.

that it wUl begm to drop
^-^^^'^l^'^^^^'Z^^ olTat Uu
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In connection with this bath pour water over the natient

c. The same bath as mentioned under b, takino- the nahVnf

'bhnÄ^^f r ^^^PP-S-^^^ - Jinen sheet ^.d a wCllenW ^ i
^^"^y P""ing him to bed for Iv^lOur to an hpur or even longer. ^ ^' '

^-0 "1: ^""^ rubbing of the whole body with waiter of 7^0 tn

.,n hou and a nlf Th^f 1 f ''"P' °" f"'' '™™ ^" hour to

one, '^Ä^flX^

of .he whole fody 'Ja "te^peraLr" of 77»° '° °' ^'"""g-

well wrung out. '''PP'^'^ '""^ «-"«'d water and

If the fever drecreases after the First K^fi, il
repeat t. If the fever , i fL; .

.'^en you need not

™-diate,y apply sl^^n'ITtLte'^.eT gt„™'^"-
tl" 'pLMrodTmc'r7t?r%re'

the appointed time "^^u him'^nt^ TT'''^ P''''^'^^ before
pack. '

P"' a bath and then renew the

feverg.ven under IIa must be brm^.^hfW ' ^-^ "-«^«tment of
^'?;e cold, the throat affeeted or h ° '^^1"'^'"°" if the feet
*est, back, abdomen and head fhl

'""^ 5"""' '^^'t 'he
fnd admission of fresh air ht've /

""^^ards food, drink, sleep

" 'HOD OF HEALING ^ INTRODUCTION TO THE NATURAL

f/e' t^rXch^'-^-^^L:! tr- '
r

^-
-d unc.r the prevailing eireu^i'jrnc'el'ÄeT of^^plS
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Fever, Treatment of, II. Applicable up to 40'» to 40 V^" C.

Place the thermometer under the arm of the patient.

a. Two, three and ii the fever is very high, even four very

wet three-quarter or full packs of a temperature of 83" to 86*^

and lasting from a quarter to half an hour. (Let the first two be

of shorter, the last two of longer duration.) 1 hen give a bath of

880 to 90« lasting from ten to twenty minutes, only in exceptional

rases as long as thirty minutes. Pour water over the patient, then

rub him dry, especially the feet and put him back into bed

Repeat the process as soon as the lever increases, and keep

on repeating it until the fever has been removed or the temperature

lowered (a thing that may not occur for days and weeks'^).

Very serious cases necessitate the changing of the packs

eighteen to twenty fom- times in the twenty lour hours and also

three to four baths, but this is a rare thing. (See arm and leg

packs modep which are also applied in serious cases ol lever).

If the packs do not render the feet warm very soon, it is

advisable to apply a bottle filled with boiling hot water and

wrapped in moderately wet, hot towels or cloths.

Onlv if the patient feels comfortable in the packs applied to

the whole body, use these, otherwise have recourse to the three

'^''^'^Beari'n^mind that the appearance of perspiration is only

then to be considered
' a favourable change when at the same

time a decrease in the beating of the pulse and m the temperature

''l^'iirtLt::%e observed after the removal ol a serious

attack of fever or inflammation is the nightly continuance o

?he body packs and the legs for at least another lortnigM^^^^

omitting the daily wet rubbing of the whole body m orde, t

eliminate all morbid matter and obviate the altei -eltects or a

'^''^^^

After some illness attended with fever as for instance scarlet-

fever whoiror three quarter packs are to be continued every

"'^Ä^^^Tferunder IIa is one of the n.st^^c^^
b) Full packs of from thirty to sixty minutes and ^oi e always

as long as the patient feels comfortable and the temperature does

vfi;rduration of a bath of a P-son suffen^^^^^

extended beyond fifteen n^^i^^^es espeaa ly if^uffiu^
J^^^ ^

able. But a bath must also not last less than n\e

would have an indifferent effect only.
r^rnmrpd the wash-tub,

""""t prepari^rÄ^o^'tv" n.,, p.tu.u. , e(er .0 the anide on "Ba.l..",

on accoiinl of thS special hints given m it.
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not increase. After that a bath of 88« either pouring the water
over the patient omitting

.
this feature of it, and rubbing his

skin, especially his feet, legs and hands and then putting him to
bed. it the fever increases repeat the treatment

c) Instead of full pack as given under b, apply a three-quarter
pack, and for he rest follow instructions given there. Refer also
to soothmg full or three-quarter packs.

d; 660 to 74« throat and arm packs, 72« to 76« body and leepacks. The two first packs or compresses (around throat and arms)are usually changed after from fifteen to thirty minutes the b^dvpack after the lapse of an hour, and the leg pack after twi hours Inpreparing the f^rst three packs fold the linen several times anddo not wring the water out of it quite so much as the linen forthe leg packs; It is well to use coarse Hnen for all packs
In cases of high lever it is advisable after the removal of allpacks to give a wet rubbing down, washing of the whole body oa bath, repeating this two or three times a day. Before removingthe packs take out the pins while patient is in bed and losenthem so that no time is lost when taking the patieni out of HpHand placing hnn into the bath-tub. wLn ap^pS a wa hinf

show sfcfnf of r'^""'"^
the°patient and he already

packs are aonHll . ^ ">« body or trunk-

most the top of fhe'h n^'rt •' '"'^•''™S h om the ankles to al-

hardlv distu?b he oat ?nt ? " ^ °* apphcation that will

move it as soon^sX L wrapped m wet cloths and re-

MoreoverTiv? ,h» ^
^^^"^ ''''' t^'^™ produced,

of the uSe bodv Do^'thf^^
'
^"Z

or washing down
times a dav ako- .^n

°
.

('n°™mg and night) or more
TLt\eMn,em= fJ'^'"

'"kewarm eneniata

nendedln manv case, ^ ^'^'-"'ymanj cases, even m cases of typhoid fever.

39
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e) A wet rubbing or washing down at 72° to 77^\ followed
immediately by a 'cane chair steam-bath, using a cane-bottomed
chair especially constructed for the purpose. Here the steam
bottles are principally placed under the feet and the lower part

of the leg. It is well during this steam-bath to wipe frequently

the inflamed, painful parts of the abdomen, chest, throat or head

with the hands dipped into cool or lukewarm water, or to cool

them by either placing your cool hands upon them or by appl^nng

pieces of linen, dipped in water of 72^ to 77^ and wrung out but

slightly leaving them uncovered.

The steam-bath is followed by a wet rubbing or washing

down of the whole body with water of 68*^ to 72**, then the patient

is put to bed.

As soon as the fever increases repeat this treatment.

Instead of this chair steam-bath one may use a foot steam-

bath or a partial steam -bath. Immediately before the steam-

bath the patient should be subjected to a treatment of detergent

massage; this must be done by a professional masseur.

This treatment of fever is only advisable if it can be done

by an experienced hand, as otherwise it may have a dangerous

effect, especially if indiscriminately applied.

If apphed by non-professional person then it is best to

bear the following rules in mind.

1. The steam-baths must immediately cease as soon as the

patient shows unusual signs of excitement, such as an increased

paloitation of the heart or a more rapid circulation of the blood.
'

2. Do not expose the patient to too much heat m applymg

the steam-bath, it is not necessary, nor must a profuse perspi-

ration be brought out. We do not believe m forcmg thmgs. if

the steam-bath does not produce perspiration it will soon after

make its appearance.
,

3 Attend to the cooling and soothnig of the pamlui and in-

flamed places repeatedly if the patient feels hot and uncomfortable.

This may also be done with the face and chest even if there

are no signs of inflammation.
, , j ^

f. A bath of 88° to 90°, pouring the water over the body an ;

rubbing the skin well, especially the legs and arms.

The bath is to last for from ten to twenty minutes or at

least until the patient has become thoroughly cool, and the arm

nits are quite cool. , .

Either dry the body well and apply a body-pack and put

the patient to bed or it is also advisable to dry and rub the le^s

and feet first and then, to apply whole or three quarter packs .

after having wiped the water oft with your hands.

Keep on the packs for from three quarters of an hour tu

hour and a quarter, that is, if the the patient feels comfortable in then-
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nfil'^thl%^'^^^"'^"^ ^^u'' T'^ repeated often and continued^ntil the temperature has been reduced.
^^-nunuea

If woollen blankets etc. are not available for tl^P np^Uc i-u
repeat the bath as often as required

P^'^'"'' ^^^^

If an adequately large bath-tub or wash-tub cannot be orornr^H

vi^h
17^'"?^ ^'^'^^^"^

"^^^^ ^^^^ ^"bbing of the whoHodvwith water of a tenaperature of 720 to 77" rnav be h^l rl.i^
^

to, act according to instructions given unirTJatment of ievTlT

cases" ä-N'e'fhS'fe'^r. P^^'P'-^'^' '"'"e npplied in

meter under the patient?^ arms ' '^'"'^'^ "'^ 'hermo-

blanketterWnXm^S^^^^ ' moderately thick woollen
this two to thfee Ihen shPe,?

^-""^ ^"<^ ^P''««! over
'3« (the linen sheets should he . r,T^ '° «5°
pack the patient in tLm äs fo lo^^

"'^ banket),
*e patient and tren co^er vvÄ k.^'P' '^'"P ^^eets around
%ht and then pm on bed cove Th"''f ^" "'«rferatelv
n wet cloths, or hot-water hn?,^!

" j ^'''^ "'"'P'y wrapped
n order to prevent cold w"^ '^PP^

•
'^'«"'s are app ied

«artete, fhe pätienf« fret u
°f Wood to the lead

rhe patient rem^ams in the pack^un.-,"«'
^et cold."

>>«>d to the head, a reddenfn^ of 2
increased congestion of

loticed, which first take., r? ^ I
'^'"^"''^ '"""^ uneasiness are

" pat.ents who I gift „fbettefTftl™™,
to four hours, and

sthe patient begins to feel nl^ ^/'^f
a longer penod. As soon

™ew it (this is^also to he r'"'"''''?
"^"^ P^<^k and

lent Mb. While Dreoarin^ .1,
Wlvmg fever treat-

ed cover him vvell'^up'^
'"^ ""^ P^'^'' '''''^'^ *e patient out of bed

n^tbles"«^" to'°pre™re'r
^"^^ """^ blankets etc. etc as th"

^»ove the p'^tiS TaightS "^h^' Id"'' ^t''
required an'dlo^cijgn: Trom the old pack into the fresh one.
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This fever soothing pack resembles the full pack, and is simi-

larly applied. See Index.

b. As soon as the patient's condition has somewhat im-

proved, as for instance in cases of typhoid fever when the delirium

has somewhat subsided, this pack may be exchanged for one

reaching only to the arm-pits, in which the patient should remain

from two to" four hours without feeling uneasy. After being taken

out of the pack the patient may remain without any for some

time, that is until the skin begins to got hot and dry agam, when

the pack must be renewed.

Some very excitable patients, especially children who are

very feverish, have a feeling of oppression when the arms are

confined in the pack. In such cases the pack should only reach

to the arm-pits.
, , , j

It is well to see that the abdomen and the thorax are covered

with ' a few more layers of wet linen than the other parts of the

body For this purpose place a couple of wet towels just where

the abdomen and thorax are to lie, and wrap these round them

before the sheet of the pack is drawm over the rest of the body.

The same may be done in applying fever treatment IIa.

c When the necessary attendants and the necessary articles

for this treatment are beyond the reach of the sick, as is often

the case among the poorer classes, then act according to the in-

structions given by Dr. Gleiche, viz. take a hnen table-cloth or

bed-sheet, dip it into water of 65« to 770 and wring it out, then

fold it up into four layers and place it upon the bare Godv u.

the patient so that it reaches from the throat to the feet and place

over it a dry cloth, similarly folded, thus only the back part of

the Datient's body remains free from the pack.

This treatment is easily applied and also has a very good

effect. As soon as the temperature has reached such a height that

the cheeks begin to get red, then renew the pack immediatelv or

after a short interval.
u ^ th^

This latter treatment is also recommended m cases where the

patient cannot be easily moved.

Choose among the various treatments g^^en under III, alvNjs

the one which suits the condition of the patient and the pre^all

ing circumstances. • T

The various modes of treatment of fever as given under l.

II and III, are not to be considered as absolute rules so tl^^

inc;fance Dersons suffering from fever reaching 40*^ to 40 /s ^-
'^

-"
ire^ated ust as wefl according to

-Jj-^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^

or that cases with 38« to 38i/,« C.
i^^JToX^osp

ing to treatment of fever II, not at all, the idea is rather fo^-^

thi treatment most suitable to the circumstances, even it it
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the one given under that particular degree of fevpr „ i

onsider the treatments we' give ,„ each^ase as the m^st sult^able ones from a general pomt of view, and thev are to be considered. as a regulating basis. Therefore in every case the to^f
'

ludgement must be used. ^ ^ proper

undeJid 'llf'^IM'TR^'
«je most recommendable are those given

FEVER, TORPID CONDITION OF (Toroor^ Th.

Se feb^S ZäL^Ä^i- ^^jHB^^^^^abso Ute weakness, .n fiit a S^en'tal Td bodt ^r^or
°'

aow:';^"';-^^^^^^^^
action of the skin has become very indiffer^nf ff,! ? •Ä S^*" - -^^"wSaÄÄ
do, {"s'old %hÄk'';Ss"nrf ot"^^ T ''"-^ ^^at to

usually the harbmger of deth ' "° ^^1^ ^ ^'«^ i=

all afhZetsI '^s rseems °'t f/ 'T'"^"' - «
be underLcen by aL exTerieLä Dersr"TH'^f'''r
cure will in the ^majoritrof cases be eff;c?e"d

" '''' ^

sfSnlL^fvvar^e foretld"re%"d'^\°f '"P"'" ^"«-^
'ter of 540 to 59" this uHM f "^f^^ a little cool

6.mism, skin and nerves reduct til
}"'^^ 'o the or-

'^-^um Lnd improve"The"mÄonditton''' P"'"^' ''""^^'^ '^e de-

n-bbln^thl'^horbor wrcfof"^ ^^^^f;
^''^-o- wet

or a bath of from 65« to sr .^fba h tl''''';.'''.^'"™^
«5« to 68»,

to about eight inches at the s-fme
^'^^ reaching

of 73» over^he pati:nt"and%rbrnrhL"vt°rotir"'"^
Of '3rr;ie%Srrd water
hands, place him%on k dry hnen k-I slf^.

""^

It as well as in a woollen blanke? „„h f
''''' him up in

^ets m i.e. until he ge "warn again
'''""^ ''^-'i™

fourlou^s"'^ '^P'^^'^'^ f™-" ""^ to three times ever, twenty

whole"bodv wft™ waier'of'fi.r^l
'''^°[°"' wet rubbing of the- patient uTfn oL^o";
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him up well with the bed-cover. It is well to apply hot-water

bottles to the feet as in giving steam-bath in bed No. I.

If after the lapse of two to three hours, after which time the

patient will rouse himself from his torpid condition, you perceive

an evil smelling perspiration then apply a bath of 88

If feVer sets in during any of the just mentioned treatments

then use the three-quarter packs given in treatment lie.

Former natural healers, as for instance Theod. Hahn, used to

e\^en apply a cold, but very vigorous wet rubbing of the whole

body or a rapid washing down, also daily one to two cold full

packs of short duration, or short tub-baths, with a sufficient

number of attendants, so as to rub well the arms and legs,

then the patient was dried and placed back into bed m order

to get warm again, these proceedings used to have the desired

effect upon the torpid condition of the fever.

The full packs and partial baths just mentioned were only

brought into requisition in cases where the fever was very high

indeed in the torpid state, and where the patient was still in a

comparatively vigorous condition and well able to stand these

applications.
, r . ^ i

We must again repeat that the mode of treatment must al-

ways be chosen to suit the condition of the patient and the cir-

cumstances. ,

Theodor Hahn says m his book: "How often have 1 heard

natients who had already been lying unconscious and m dehrium

for weeks and had been given up by the physician and their

Dcople exclaim after the first few mild applications of cold water

treatment: 'What a relief, it's just like heaven! and yet even to

this very day hundreds and thousands sink into their graves

unrelieved, not saved from this torpid condition of fever.

Supplement to treatment of fever. Besides the other requi-

sites a fairly large bath-tub or wash - tub with water ot

about twelve to eighteen centimetres (about eight inches), that is

a Me more than the length of a hand, linen sheets woo len

blankets etc. and hot-water bottles, (for cold feet and for det.r-

gem pu^ you require a Fahrenhett and a centigrade thenr.o-

meter the latter is the so-called fever thermometer.

With the former thermometer one usually measures the teni

nerature of the water, with the latter the degree of fever m a

orient For the latter purpose place the bulb containing the )•

^cu v under the arm-pits of the patient, the Patient Pressjng

arm shghtly upon the chest. Over 99« F. or C. md

fever; the temperature in the morning and the evening is aoc u.

10 F highen
thermometer showing both scales. It

is absolutely neclssar/for the thermometer to have been tested as to
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Its correctness, as it happens ordinaril3r tliat the cheaper ones have
not been tested and often vary by about two or more decrees
and thus are quite useless, especially in measuring the degree
01 lever.

^

° &

If you do not own a thermometer see "Temperature of
SUPERFICIAL measurement".

• J^Z compresses or packs (described
in the Modes oi Application under trunk pack, body-pack full or
three-quarter pack etc.) when applied to fever patients is generally
taken two or three thicknesses and not wrung out too much iiused for feet and legs, but if used for full and\hree-quarter pack^one la3'er only should be used. Soothn^- full or three-quarter'
packs should always be applied in fever cases, hi packing the leg'=
a damp towel is placed under the upper and lower part of thebody, his is first wrapped round the body and then comes theImen sheet over which the blanket is wrapped

..r., L'''
^^""""^

'^''''^^^S ^he head is necessary, thenwet those parts of it that are not touched by the pillow v z the

vit^wlr^ot'-o'
^"-^'^^^ ^-mVee^to fivi n^mu^':A Ith water ot /

.^o^ using your hand or a sponge; the moisture inevaporating produces coolness; cooling compresses whiih haveto be changed frequently are less agreeable
In lighter cases or in cases of fever you may use water of

the head
"P''''"'''. ""^^^^^ ^"^^ ^^^^ compresser to

'ses^of mnesLlÄ^^^ "^^^^^ treatment in

din?the oat^^^^^^^^

m order to give the person atten-üing ttie patient the choice of the one best suited for the narticular case and to the circumstances ^
^'

1 hey are all of a fever soothing nature

CURE OF FEVER INFLAMMATION OF THE LUNGS
AND PERICARDITIS.

By G. Weicker, natural healer*)

more spa7e"u;Vrs usuallv do'
'1^7"^ ^^^"^^ ' '^'^ ^ ^^"^^

My Drirciml r^^c 1^ ^?''^- ^ ^^^'^ "^Y reasons for doing so
__y

principal reason is that the patient is no less a person than the

which L\Tven^mo"r/i;^^^'^.u°-
considerably shorten this report of a cure

account oPthe spacT^ ^ publicadon devoted to the^se matters on
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well-known historian, Dr. W. Oncken, professor at the university

of Giessen, whose severe sufferings, inflammation of the lungs,

aggravated by nervous fever and cutaneous eruptions (exanthe-

matic pneumonic typhus) at one time excited general sympathy.

On the 2P' of October of last year Prof. Dr. Oncken became

aware of symptoms (piercing pains in his body,- particularly under the

left shoulder-blade) which he took for a sudden attack of rheuma-

tism He accordingly went to bed, where he remained until the

afternoon of the following day (22^^"^ of October), when, the pains

having left him he got up again thinking himself cured.

On the following day (23^"^ of October) the pams returned with

redoubled violence. The act of breathing as v/ell as every

movement produced considerable pains in the chest, symptoms

which were taken by the professor for the immediate effects ot

rheumatism. In the afternoon Prof. Oncken sent for a physician,

Dr X who visited him three times on that day, (at four, seven

and ten o'clock), and each time administered to the patient,

at his request, a subcutaneous injection of morphine near the

aching shoulder. After these subcutaneous mjections the pains

of course abated, but respiration became more difficult, so tliat

the patient was quite unable to lie down and had to pass the

nio-ht in an arm-chair.
, • • r

" On the 24* of October Dr. X made a fourth injection oi mor-

Dhine on the left side of the chest, and about noon apphed

electricity. As neither of these expedients had the desired

effect Dr. X prepared himself to examine the patient thoroughly.

After' this first more thorough examination Dr. X. told the pro-

fessor that he was suffering from pneumonia and PJl^^ed out the

left lobe of the lungs as the seat of the disease. He then pre

scribed the application of an ice-bag to the chest, gave h>-dric

chloride in water, strong wine and from time to time what is here

Sown uX thi nam! ''Kmckebein", which is. niade of t^v^^

hqueurs with the yolk of an egg between them, m order, as he

^a^d to kecD up the action of the heart.

'On üie^25*f of October Dr. X visited his patient hree t.ni^^

He conn ed sixty respirations a minute and the thermometer

äow'ed fever 5 39.60 t Dr. X prescribed antipyrme, of which

Orders bitter and offensive to the taste, as the patient cal. d

£ sik were taken altogether on that and the follmving dav

The 'diet was restricted to eggs,, beef-tea wme and n^^^^^^^^

ml Oncken who noticed a bad effect produced by the

bag which wS worn by the patient with great re^ug^an^.

proposed to have it replaced by wet compresses. Dr. X did
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coincide with her view of the matter, as he expected the best
results from that very ice-bag. In spite of the ice-bag and repeated
doses of quinine the patient continued to grow worse, as may
be inferred from by the fact that on the 28^ of October Dr. X.
called seven times.

In the evening of that day he pronounced the condition of

the patient to be dangerous as pericarditis had set in, and insisted
upon the additional advice of Prof. Dr. R., also a medical man.
Make haste, pray make haste, you owe that to j^our father" he
called to Miss E. Oncken who was getting ready to summon
Dr. R. Dr. R. made his appearance without loss of' time, and not
only corroborated the correctness of Dr. X.'s diagnosis but also
agreed with him in regard to the treatment, particularly as far as
the use of the ice-bag and the doses of wine and "Knickebein"
were concerned.

This, in connection with the deplorable condition of her
husband, made such an impression upon Mrs. Oncken that her
faith in medical treatment, which had not been able to avert such
a change for the worse (setting in of pericarditis) was utterly
shaken. This she told Dr. X. plainly, who after that discontinued
his calls. In the mean time Miss E. Oncken had requested a
friend of theirs, a Mrs. Spohr, wife of a lieutenant colonel, to visit
her mother who was nearly beside herself with grief on account of
the dangerous condition her husband was in. Mrs. Spohr called, and
after having been informed as to the condition of the patient and
what the doctors had said and done, declared that she was not
only averse to all medical treatment but was moreover quite
sure that the application of the ice-bag had really brought on
pericarditis.

Mrs S/(>/7r being the wife of the well known natural healer
Colonel Spohr, an officer in active service, was well acquainted
with the Natural Method of Healing and warmly recommended
It to Mrs. Oncken who m her turn decided to put the treatment
of her husband mto the hands of a natural healer. The following
account shows us that the patient was soon cured and how it
was done.

The treatment applied by the natural healer consisted mainly
ot baths, the water bemg poured over the patient; furthermore
ot lukewarm, wet compresses to the chest and back, and cool
compresses to the head, all of which were frequently changed,
^in connection with this treatment employed as packs and hot water
bottles to the feet were a detergent. Tlien he introduced the
luu pack lukewarm washing-down of the whole body and the
trunk and moreover frequent lukewarm enemata.

tor the rest it was seen that the patient had plenty of fresh
air, was given fresh water for a beverage and fed on non-stimu-
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lating dishes, such as barley-broth, rice etc. with the addition

of fruit.
r . , •

Prof. Oncken published a letter of thanks in a newsp:iper

where in he said that the natural healer Weicker had cured him

completely after treating him for three weeks, spoke of the grati-

tude he owed him, and has since then because a regular subscriber

to publications treating of the Natural Method of Healing.

FEVER, TYPHUS AND PNEUMONIA CURED.
By Mr. Canitz, Natural-Healer.

On the 6^^^ of March I was called upon to attend to a female

patient who had, for five consecutive weeks, been under the treat-

men^ of a titled medical man. One would thmk the titles of this

gentleman were surely a sufficient guarantee not only for his at-

tainments in regard to science but also for a distinguished medical

career and no doubt they were, yet he had given up all hopes

of curing this patient and had left himself a loop-hole by advising

her removal to the hospital. After a treatment of five weeks an

iUness that the physician had pronounced to be shght and which

he undertook to^ cure in three to four days had developed into

one of so serious a character that he lost courage and was

anxious to throw the responsibility upon a hospital But the

natiem was in no condition to be moved nor would the husband

L~o be parted iron, his
f

Sr?hii ToftSi^t'c se,'^h:n%^oäm^^ will avail.

Sen k is in oir method they take refuge. Sometimes it is

even too late for that. Yet those who /mphcitly belie^^^^^^^^

nTd ral treatment will not be advised. With a blind laith
,

rhSn~case is synonymous with and amounts to nothing

but rank prejudice, they go and pay the penalty ^f^heir 10113,

bad cough which continued day and night, surely an aggiuj

attendance in coping with so senous a
^ °;^^"^.„,„ ,1.

carrying out ^-I^ t oW vfoman-s'fr^ant, and .h«

SVnTXÄoIe^a^ ^rwoTi. from seven in the ,norn,„g
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until seven at night, but neither could be of but little use to me
tsaüis, even jt the}-- could have been prepared, would have beenno earthly use as the patient could not stir, and the servant was tooweak to move her. Therefore, I had to act without Y^s of

TW ^ i-ecourse to the simplest possible means
I hat the means T chose were the right ones, was proved by thefac that after the lapse of two days the symptoms abated^ andhat after the first mght coughing and fever^had disappeared andthe general condition of the patient had improved, ^^urelv vouW f^^'^P'l "^^7-,^"^ what had been done? Fo^r üie

A lu
^ ^PP^^^^ compresses of 73« to 77« to the chestand the abdomen, which were changed, according to requirement, every half or full hour. I also applied leg and ^^^isJ packschanging these every two or three hours. Evlry m^rninl and

lloZ^a Z""^'"^ ^'Ti'^' patient^with wafer of770 and the arms and legs with such of 73«. After the fourthS \Z7 tf^it'^ur The '""r''^''
P^^^ - ^h;%atieSv^ab aoie to sit up. Ihe diet was ot a vegetarian kind nnd

brilliant. The patient wt"tfbe;"" I gnJd' toTathlfweTl'Xhearty again and thoroughly enjoys hfe
"""^

J his shows that the simplest mode of treatment is m th^same time the best guarantee fer a successful cure
' "'^

FEVER AND DIPHTHERIA OF A SERIOUS NATURE
CURED.

Related by Eduard Flechsig of Glauchau

such circumstances it v4s lat Hen- ^ß'^^'T^ i T''}'
^"^^^

town, undertook the treatntnt of tht ^i/^^^^ ^''^l^'
^"

washing-down of the bSv hTam li^H
^ ^"^^^^^"^

hot-water bottles to the feef .nH^^'^
the three-quarter pack and

of the mouth Sd the nStrir witfw.f"^ 'P""^^^^
for the purpose Before nirL ? ^ ^pray-diffuser

compress^J^ to the head ^(Af?e'r ^ f u
"PP"^^

down of 86 0 a bath of fifio L^^^^'
^^'^ followed a short rubbing-

with hot-waÄti^^ ""-et^t^AtwtTaLT^tt
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was resorted to, and after a short interval of rest the three

quarter pack in the manner just described. The compresses oi

the throat were repeated without intermission, and as soon as the

inside of the mouth and throat was dry the spray-diffuser wa-:

used. By administering lukewarm enemata a lot of fungi were

got rid of through the rectum on the following day. After th<

first packing a change for the better could be noticed, and I wa^

soon overjoyed to find that my child had recovered completely

without being harassed by the usual after-effects of this dreac

disease. A hoarseness which continued for some time was the

best proof that the larynx had already been affected.

At the same time my sickly little girl, eight years of age

had a serious relapse of diphtheria and was also restored tc

health by Dr. Kahle.

As the gendeman, in his modesty, has so far not made an^

use- of the brilliant results of his mode of treatment, 1 think it

incumbent on mvself to bring this case to the notice of the

general public and herewith to thank him once more with all

m}' heart.

TREATMENT OF FEVER (REPORT OF A CASE)

by the Reverend Mr. Zippel of Malmerswende.

In one of mv children, a boy of five years of age, I noticec

the following symptoms: want of appetite, pains in the throat,

repeated crying, restlessness in his sleep, peevishness, and aoove

all a high temperature of the body. This condition without

cretting much worse, continued for several days and I began to

think that the breaking-out of same lurking illness might be

prevented by timely interference. I therefore conimenced to treat

the boy in accordance with the rules of the Natural Method oi

Healing First I placed around the boy a regular wet pack

of about 66" putting a piece of cool wet hnen upon his head

Direcdy after this proceeding the patient went to sleep but woke

up again after the lapse of half an hour. I gently persuade^d him tc

remain in the pack for another quarter of an hour but a^e,

that time he got more and more restless and we had to take h n^

out Upon another bedstead we had spread a woollen blanke

and over it a wet sheet. The boy was now taken out of he

first pack and steaming with heat we wrapped him ^he

second one. At first he again became unruly when the cold

wet sheefwas wrapped round his hot body, but as soon
^

the packing was completed he went to sleep again. Ihis tim

ess^ieat was generated and he slept for near y three quarters •

an hour. He was to have had a. third pack, but I was rathe

short of time that day, therefore I applied the final process, takir.

J
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he htt e patient out of the wrapping I placed him into a bath-tub and poured water of 770 over him and then had him well rubbed
dry. After that we put him back to bed in order to get himthoroughly warm agam and as soon as that had taken placi, whichwas mdicated by tlie getting warm of the feet, we took him outagam and he was dressed. And now, dear reader, you may hearand be surprised. All the symptoms of sickness had disappearedThe boy was jolly, wanted to eat, swallowed his food without

nLht tL " f^ P''^"
^^u'^" ^^^Pt excellently Lhanight The^ next mormng he got up perfectly well, and thosesymptoms did not reappear. The threatening illnes^ had beennipped in the bud by timely intervention. (I should advise waterof Irom J 00 to 12^ warmer. The Author.)

TREATMENT OF FEVER. (ANOTHER CASE.)
Taken from Dr. Munde's book.

A somewhat mahgnant epidemic of scarlet fever was rae-inpin Freiberg when I returned from Gräfenberg in the wh^Sr Two
.nd^l^v

were attacked by it, viz-my eldest boy, agld seand my second, aged lour. As soon as I became aware of svmn'

na?kV is tTif'"?
" T ^^'^^^ boy, I began to^p^yth?^^^^^^

Pf
f

^
^^^•r^"'

treatment was not very well known
L Vr^' T'^^'

^'h^ ^^'^ not then possess the Ho-h hiTh

the Tate Dr ir? ^'T\''''
''''' "^'"^ med!^a Viend'tne late Ur. Beckert, and discontinued the packs"' for twent^' fn^r

remainS 4s^oT rläd collf^^^^^^ aT^ ""^^ ^^^^

an access of a tr rnlH ^^1 ^-^ ^^^^ symptoms pointed to

affected^ 1

torpid nervous condition, the brain being specially

Which six o mv rhfi;i.
'^ 7"]^ ''V^'^^'

"medical treatment, to

in sr^te of mTsho^ r ^^^^i"^^' encouraged me^
HeaLg. T?e ca e iZT^"^' ''''^ ^^'""'^^ Method o
affection of this Hnrl

^^ T' ^ J^^'^ A brain

Gräfenberg and I hJ\ T^!,'
^^^^^ with in

broughriiftle relief H.v-
^""^ ' remedy myself; for the packs

of hif-baths in af?Pctio^s^^
something of the good results

this remedy o ri ^1 o^ the head, it occurred to me to giveemcdy a trial, and ,n spite of the opposition of my wife
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and my mother, and the assurances of my friend Beckert that I

should kill the boy, 1 put the patient in a hip-bath of about 66"^,

covered him well with blankets, and applied a cold wet bandage
to his head. 1 kept him in the bath for a little over half an hour.

It was impossible to rub him, as the least touch on any part of

his bod}' caused him intense pain, for which reason I also put a

folded sheet at the bottom of the bath. During the bath he was
free from headache, and the pains in his body were diminished.

After the bath I again placed him in a wet pack and left him in

it till the pains returned. I then again had recourse to the hip-

bath, and 1 continued these two apphances alternately through

the night, the disquieting symptoms finally subsiding in the morn-

ing. 1 gave the first hip-bath at five o'clock in the evening, and

at eleven the next morning when Dr. B. cautiously put his head

in at the door to see if the lad was dead, he found him dressed

and without pain. The astonishment of my friend can readily be

imagined, and he was inclined to attribute the result rather to a

miracle than to the effect ef water. Notwithstanding the favour-

able result he blamed my foolhardiness. The boy ought not by

rights to be alive.

To the urgent request of my friend to be allowed to pres-

cribe something for the patient, I had, in view of the success

of my treatment, no hesitation in replying that I thought I could

manage the case on my own responsibility, and that if the worst

were to happen, the lad would be no worse off than my other

six children, who might have been alive if I had gone to Gräfen-

berg eariier. I was at that time looked upon as a water crank

and laughed at in spite of all my success. I took no notice,

however, either of remarks or of shrugs of the shoulder, and

when the pain returned in the evening, probably because the

patient had been too long out of bed, and the perspiration

interrupted, I repeated the hip-bath and pack, till the pain again

subsided. I now gave two packs daily, till the desquamation,

which was att-ended with only slight eruption, had nearly ceaseo.

and on the tenth day after the appearance of the disease, a clear

but cold winter's day, I allowed the patient to go out into the

street with his brother, who had been attacked by the disease

tvvTo days later, and play in the snow. The packs were no^^

reduced to one daily, and it was after one of these packs that

the patient was allowed to go out for a walk lor the first tinu

.

The younger boy had the complaint only ver\^ shghtly. anci

both brothers recovered in a mueh shorter time than is usuaii>

the case, either because the plain diet and daily cold bathin,

had an influence upon the duration of the disease or beaui.
^

the latter had been shortened by the earh' aDplication ot tnt

wet packs.
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days. In summer I allowed this llways on the tenth or IwenthrnÄÄ;4r-?reÄ
.^tÄrrnVsÄtS^
snow-balhng, barbarous as this may sound to an an.Us iolerA Canadian merchant came to my office in New Yo?i-evemng m February 1851 complaining of fever and ^oS^l T
called on hfm next nlrning and fou^nd him^^:^e

'

fever and pain in the thront aV i

^^'fenng from severe
house w.th'^no male servants «i^d il T*'^ ^ ''««'ding
a bath assistant, I tashed him mvseff ^'''''r f
throat and stomach anradvLed hfm Vo^i t '=°'"P'-^^^« to his

in bed. I opened a window fn th»
1° -"^""^ ""^^^^ and remain

his landlady not to he™ the roon^ tnn T""' advised
drinking water now and then Th^ f

"*-' ^""^ '° hi™ fresh
ing, and the eruption be^an I J.T'' r"'^^'"'*

'"'he even-
following morning.'^ A^l?e\a„le^imf? "! ='PP^«'-«"'=e on the
frequency of his pulse increased t'" K

'«^"'Perature and the
it necessary to purLrL a oaA ^ k"""^ ^''f'^^^

that I deemed
myself and to remain w ,h »1,^ '

' ^ad of course to do it

cüanged his sheetXeeT!? .P-^l'™' ^^ile he was in it I

forta&e, the erupdon beine oSnlv ''^K,™!^'
^"'^ "'"'^ eom'

I administered the pacT^a feT t mef ^l"'^"" Perspiration,
on the following da^ The skin r?,?,

i'''' ""^"'"S' '"'d '«'ice

fe pain in thelhro^i soon d sappe^ ^remireir' f" 't*^
P^'^'^-

day after his first visit we Sttf c - '. '^"'d O'' the tenth
snowy weather, ate a pheasant m% .^'•"adway together in
a further walk 'forldf' n'hot" So^ne r'e''

«"^^^rds took
I related the case, said ''You will Wwt ™"" whom
with a laugh: ''I will let vou t^w he^ '""^^iS''

^ '^Pl'^d

t^^rtr^'^^fä^Ä^^^^

relapse^ and then d^'smisTeTh-P"''^'' '^"y danger of a
afterwards he was on a visi toVr^. f"'^

'"A'^' ^ '™ J'ears

^ opportunity of making use of hi. •
^^^^^ ^"d '»""d

scarlet fever by hyd fJathv A
'"'P""''"'^''? i" the treatment

and one of the sons of f» V."' ,
^'^"^'''^ epidemic was raging

« '^nce put him ,n a pack an? tL'^T T'}"^ ^r!'

Ä

"s most severe shape he saved ,h» ' H '''"'^^'^^ appeared inpe, ne saved the boy, who was about fourteen
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years old, by persevering with the packing treatment. As an old

bachelor, 'however, he was rather anxious about himself, and his.

efforts had overstrained his nerves, a thing which invariably

happens to a novice, principally on account of the feeling oi

responsibility. His courage, therefore, failed him, and he retired

from the field, advising the parents to contmue the treatment wit.i

the other children, who were already showing symptoms of infection.

Thev were afraid to do this, and two charming girls died under

the hands of the doctors. D. came to me to recover from the

effects of his heroic action, and before ins departure rec ived a

visit from his brother and nephew — in mourning. From what

I learnt about their illness, the girls would not have died had

they been treated with wet packs in proper time ^^eiended

himself against my reproaches by saying that he had the whole

family and two doctors against him and had not felt strong enough

to resist them. «And if one of the childijn had died under my

hands, what would have become of me?' he added. On my

asking him whether his conscience was perfectly at ease, he shook

his head, and left.

THE METHOD OF TREATING FEVER
according to Prof. Liebermeister, Tübingen.

The opinion of a man not an- adherent of the Natural Method of HeaUng.

In the fourth congress of physicians, the above named professor,

as reported in the " Vossische Litung", gave his opmion at some

kng?h that the basis of the correct treatment for fever consisted

n the withdrawal of heat by means ot baths. His practice had

Tonv need him that good results might be obtained and life saved

by the withdrawal of heat. How this result is arrived at it is

not possible to demonstrate theoretically. There is no doubt

hole^'r that the withdrawal of heat is the
P^l^^m^^^^^^^

oimfH at esDeciallv in cases of severe fever.*) Bnl iant resuiii

tofbeen obWd by these means; whereas much less success

hal been a^ived at v.ien the principle of the withdrawal of heat

has not been attended to and the chief rehance has been placed

on antipyretic medicines The reason of this ,s üiat a0 an :py a^^^^

remedies are more or less strong poisons. It is consequen o

dange ous to administer salicylic acid in cases where weaUess

of the heart exists. The same injurious ettects have not been

observed af er the administration oi Quinine and antipynne the e

are however to be regarded as powerlul poisons, and used «un

^rAliough Prof. Luie^naster is a Phyfian a„ö ,<,' a namral ^eal. r

he has recognued and P"W.cly asserted that fever i.ho^^

medicines a: d

withdrawal of heat by means of baths, etc. msteaa oi ,

poisons.
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caution. Medical practice must guard against the temptation toabandon old and tried remedies in favour of new ones No injury has resulted from overdoing baths; it has resulted Wexcess of antipyretic medicines etc.
^
^

FEVER. (REPORTS OF CASES

)

Pyemia is a dangerous fever arising from the absorotion of
pu.s by the system. We have treated siveral cases mainl wiüwet pacl^, rubbings and shallow baths, and always successfXMr Haven Florence, had his hand caught in \ sawmll andternbly injured. He was a man in a low%tate of heakh andwith his blood in a poor condition, and as the application of wnf^rwas strictly forbidden by his physician, Dr. ^^./t^r Är/mp^^^^^the wound became very inflamed and began to suppura e /ffi
i few days severe fever accompanied by shiverinR- fits set inand the patient sank so rapidly,^hat his fami^ dftermined asa last resource, to dismiss the doctor and ask me to undemkethe treatment. I at once applied lukewarm compresses to theadministered several lukewarm arm-baths daily the waterm the neighbourhood of the hand being vigorouslv stirred hv hison to clean the wounds, and, as the fevefcoSued I h.^ i
patient packed in wet sheets once or twke dudÄ dav ^Ji^hthe result that the fever subsided in a few day! The -^3a^en^

Ä^irje^t'ont^'^^^ ^"^•'^•^ ^^^-^^^^^^^lwunm six weeks, only a few fingers remaining stiffA somewhat similar case happened to my wife" She h;,d .miscarriage m consequence of be ng thrown out^f a sledpe AH

in hnfh f f ^'""^
"'^f ^ Inflammation of the veins se in

refused n ^w S the eÄ.'^H ' fT^"^ ^j''™"'^'' ^^ich I

Spaniard D. Xs/L nf rf "^"^ °^ ""^ P^"'^"': another, a
own method af hai e S Wth in°X'"'''f'r

'° "PP'^'
cool water of a^f^ r!f ,uF I

careful treatment by
inclined that wav I aL nlJ'""^«'''^ 'F''"'- view!
wet pacl^s fT?no 77« InH

^»"^ afterwards longer
The sur.-P,J ,r,° ! '

'^"^ ^ short time she was out of danirpr
life and" :bably of'S:"'n'"i''^'^ "'^ •^^""g «

seen i„ Florence\o a m"t'?,, ,
' ^«^'-1 m^nfoned what he had

l^r. Mu„äe can save h,s w^?^ hifl^ /"'^ added "If
"se the same r,.m»^„ r ""^ application of water, I willsame remedy with my own patients". He was sceptic"

i

.-1
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concerning the recovery of my patient. When I wrote that my
wife had been saved by means of wet packs, he at once went

to a patient, suffering from typhus, and whose condition was

supposed to be hopeless, had him packed and saved him.

It is to be wished that the hospitals would adopt our method

of treatment; many lives would be saved.

I once treated"^ some boys in Freiberg for severe fever wi^h

brain complications. It was shortly after my return from Gräfen-

berg, at a time when the method of Priessnitz was looked on

incredulously, and I was considered a cold water fanatic. The

family doctor had already given the boys up, when I offered

to restore them in eight hours. The treatment was progressmg

satisfactorily when Dr. //., who had graciously consented to my
interference, took it into his head to resume his place at the

helm and ordered ice to be applied to their heads. In the course

of six to eight hours the patients, in spite of the ice, were as

bad as L.ey were when I first took them in hand, and then

Dr H. left them entirely in my hands till all danger was over,

wlien he again interfered in the treatment by giving them an

aperient, greatly to their disadvantage. He could not deny, how-

ever that my general treatment had had a better result than his

treatment for the head alone. This case shows the importance of

observing the rule that in brain affections local treatment is not

sufficient and is often useless, and that a derivative treatment by

means of wet packs and hip-baths in necessary.

See also "Derivative treatment".

HIGH FEVER.

AN EPIDEMIC OF TYPHUS AND NERVOUS FEVER
by Dr. Körner.

The mild weather of the past winter, only occasionally inter-

ruDted by slight frosts, naturally had an unfavourable effect on

[he general health; I therefore had an opportunity of watching

an epidemic of typhus fever in two villages and on a large estate.

Four persons in the xnllage of L., thirteen m the village of E

and fifteen on the estate CT in all twenty -two men and ten women

were attacked by the disease, and of these thirty two patients I cured

Twentv nine a woman of thirty-six years of age died in conse-

nuencrof Veme^ that had "been given her before my trea^

ment causing a violent and intractable hemorrhage from paralysis

of ?he abdoi^inal nerves; a servant on the estate
f^fL r^f h^c; mother ffiviuc hdm a warm instead of a cold pacK,

r^Tul mg in "an'apXle^^ and a fisherman, aged foity six

who wfs in bad pecuniary circumstances, hanged himseli during

convalescence.
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(Owing to want of space I am unable to repeat the historyand treatment of these cases as given in Dr. K% book Thoseun^icquamted with this disease are referred to the article on
typhus.)

«itii^ic un

averlrd ^ Zl^^l "i n^'-o""
^^"^P^^^^ture of the patients

minuti
frequency of the pulse 130 a

men7no. \7r
"'^""^ "^^^ "''^'"^y ^^^^ described in "Fever Treat-

^^fS^^f^ ^^^^-^ ^-^^
NT . "^^'f. ^u"^?^""?'??

between the treatment of typhus by the

Ss' ÄV-^''?''^ ^''^^ admSratSn ofürLgo. When the patient is tormented by burning heat anddriven nearly mad by deUrious fancies, and\he blesfing of' sleeps demed him he will be at once calmed by a wet ^ck andsinK mto a refreshing slumber. The burning heat subsides the

tlVL Z^Z'ü^: bh f ^^"'""^^ thfdry tongS:

&ack dischw'e )rn^ t """"^'''^ '^'^ ^'P^ gums, and the

dtL Seated in hi. f
'"''''''^^ disappear, so

'
that the

wh^n it is t4en ?n I r^''
"^"^^^ ^^^""^^^ ^ dangerous point

poton not a]WH . .'I'^-
'^"^ ^^e localisation of the

completely in a fe^^ weeks^Lf ^<,^\mg recover so

than"^ before their ülness A f k^''^
""'^ ""''^ ^^'"""Ser

attacked by sevei^ ever nftr^^ P"''?'' ^"^^ ^"^^ody
reminds ml oro' e who Ls lost hi?'""'"

'"^ treatment by drugs,

deprived of food t^nicnted b\ t^h^^

^^^^^oria desert,

and the burnino- smxd un^l^r i
^\ burnmg sun over his head

exhaustion "ormre^^^ ^T\'' ^^SP^^> and
that has beenTunted^^ de

t^"'' ^'/^^^^-^ ^^^^ ^^"^^ ^^^^^ ^"^nial

with his life beirs for . 1
'

^""^^ succeeds in escaping

struggle which h^ his aoni t,^
'"'^''^ despeVatI

who' has been treatS hf^^ ^.^^ "^''^"^ the other hand,
some pleasant oasfs vv^ ' ^^^^ ^ho has reached
welcoiL Tnm TnTVe™ refreshment are at hand to
no traces of tW Hlness frn„. ^f.-

''^"^ ^'^'^^"^^ ^^'it^^

moreover to beV n mind th. I'? ^? ^^^^^

nosis is always LSf f f l^^^^^
our treatment

; the prog-
avourable T?t ^ ^""^^"1stances are not too un-
'"^^ our ti;>atmenf is b.l'r^''''

conditions are properly fulfilled;

leceiv^s us when II
""^''"^ ^^'^ ^"""^'^ ^^'^^^re, who neve;- us Hhen her precepts are rightly understood and obeyed
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so that we can confidently assert that every patient must recover,

if the circumstances are not too unfavourable. It is also a com-

fort to the friends of the patient that they have not to witness

any shrugging of the shoulders, shaking of the head, and symp-

toms of confusion and perplexity on the part of the healer, nor

is the latter so worried and inconvenienced as the doctor wno

treats his patients with drugs, and is constantly hable to be sum-

moned, even at night. The natural healer is not troubled in

this way as the force of nature on which he relies takes a sate

and even path to recovery, so that alterations m the treatment

are seldom required.

From the above faithful description of the successful results

of the Natural Method of Healing the following advantages o

this method over the system of treating with drugs are evident.

1 Many more hves are saved than under the ordinary

system
'

Out of a hundred patients treated by our method no

x^ore four or five at the util.ost die, whereas out of a W^^^^^

cases treated medically at least thirty, according to Dr. bchonlem

resSt fatX If we Jpply this mode of calculation to a thousanu

Sses we find that three hundred and thirty of these die if treated

medfcaUy against fifty if treated in accordance with the natural

mKhod -^'i e. there is\ difference of 280/o in favour of the latter

method.- If we consider how much sometimes depends on th.

life of one man, since many may be placed in the ^i^st senous

difficulties on account of his loss, it is a mattei of astomslimcnt

äa ä s method, which offers so many advantages, and wn cl

cures n The qdc safest, and mo§t thorough manner, ha.

sp'ad so httl^ after fifty years. It. would almost seem as^^^

human life were not of much value, since P^^?^J 7/
more trouble about everything than about the means ot securing

health and long life. ,

2. It leads much more quickly to recovery, ^sj. lu ,

aboiu like a shadow for months, and sometimes never recoxe.s

'
3. It cures radically and safely P"rify"^^„t'nrv °ditea^>

^Z^:-lir^<^^ wTth-rt-se treat.,

""'Tl .s much cheaper, as it leads to recovery ^r^^^^^^^^^
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5. If the treatment be applied in time, as soon as the nre-momtorv symptoms make their appearance, the disease is de-prived of much of Its severity, and takes a safe and easy course-
this can easily be understood from the nature of the treatment'
as Its aim is to correct the faulty composition of the blood The
localisation of the poison of typhus is thereby prevented and thecourse ot the disease curtailed.

G. The great cleanliness of the Natural Method of Healine-must not be lost sight of.
neaung

fh.^J'nA^
^"^^^^"g to the friends of the patient and awakenstheir contidence. They are not rendered uneasy by si-ns of

shair/^fThe'T T.""'
shrugs of' the shSuTdershaking of the head etc., so common with ordinary doctors orby constant prescnbing of fresh medicines and consulSs

'

When .such brilliant results are in evidence thereTm L no

Tuir ^^^^^
"^^^^f

^''''^^'^ be caL äe Zr rationalAll these results are due to ä cause which is still derided nersecuted and slandered, and the merits of which people le^^^^^^^recognise even after fifty years. ^ ^
(Happily for humanity the Natural Method of Heahne- is nowbecoming more and more recognized. The Authof)

^

Pi -e water for Hrf^
showing the importance ot" fresh J and

a^Tudlx uS"?7^P^^ of fever.

AND RIVER BATH". ^ "^'^ INVOLUNTARY SNOW

usedlift^^"" ü^^L^en'j'n??""^ ^^e applications

the -—

-

<-;tr^eorpÄÄÄ^ -er

fever wi>i'"f.^^
""^^^ ""''^^ ^^^en with moderate force in hi-h

Kneipp Cure.
'naex, also i'EVER ireatment' under

last staZf^^f"^'^'''^^
""^"""^ wasting diseases, e. g in the

violenTfnd e.haustin7fi?"
-"-re tesidls ?ev

much to be fefr:rb;^o"nL,nptf;e"P'"''°" """^'^ ^
'on I r-cariesX^. ln:Zjo:'7J^^^

dTrrr^t ^T'^rj^^
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Straw. In case of night sweats or dry fever during the night,

lukewarm (73° to 77") washings of the whole body or mild wet

rubbing of the whole body, and if possible hip and partial baths

(86'^ to OS*^) should be given. Avoid sexual intercourse altogether

or at least as far as possible. Mild regenerative treatment.

In local inflamation resulting from decay, cooling washes,

soothing compresses and, in case of fever, fever treatment. See

also "Phthisis" and "Emaciation". Moreover trunk and leg packs,

one or two dailv, will be found beneficial.

With chronically cold feet a mild foot steam-bath followed

by cool rubbing mav be taken. Nourishing non-stimulating diet

as given in regenerative treatment. Plenty of fresh air both in the

house and out of doors (sleep with the window open) to induce

a better formation and circulation of the blood. For Modes of

Application see Index. See also "Fever" in "Kneipp Cure".

Fever-reducing Pack, see Index.

FIBROMA. The majority of cases of fibroma are soft

swellings sometimes appearing in small numbers and sometime^^

covering 'the whole surface of the skin. These swellings are out-

growths of the hgamentous membranes which have been parti)

displaced by the derma having a yellowish excretion resembling

the white of an egg. These sweUings either have a stem or rest

with the whole basis immediately upon the tissues. They grow

slowly and usually reach the size of a filbert, sometimes even

that of a child's head.

Treatment.—Applv an invigorating treatment or, according to

the general condition of the patient, even the regenerative treatment,,

or one of the prehminarv treatments mentioned, with frequent baths

and the apphcation of l6cal coohng, soothing and stimu ating packs.

In choosing the kind of pack to be applied consult the conditior.

of the patient, massage of the swellings is particularly recommend-

ed Further more give steam-baths in bed (two or three a week,

followed by a lukewarm bath (660) or by a rubbing down o the

woe body with water, of a temperature of 86«. Plenty of h esh

an- and enemata for constipation. For Modes o Appl^^^^^^^^

Index. Also see "Fibroma of the womb" and "Kneipp cuie .

Ficus, see Index.

FILÄRIÄ MEDINENSIS. This worm grows to a lengtli

of from an inch and a half to two and a half inches. The ron

part is as thin as a hair, the hind part rather thickei
.

It is found

in the coxcum or in the colon.
i u ^tr

TREATMENT-Non-stimulating diet, fmit, wholemeal bread etc.

and frequent enemata.

Finger, Cramp in the, see Index.

I
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Finger, Gathered, see "Whitlow".

FIRE, DANGER FROM. The ten commandments to be
observed to prevent a fire and at the time of such a disaster are
1. Do not be careless with fire and hght. 2. Alwa3's fill and
prepare your lamps in the day-time. 3. Never place wood- or
other inflammable stuff immediately upon, behind or in front of
the stove. 4. Use a lamp or a lantern only in lofts, in cellars,

on stair-cases and in passages. 5. Fill your spittoons only with
water or sand. 6. Do not throw lighted matches or bits of
cigars anywhere except into the fire. 7. See that a sufficient

supply of water is always kept in near readiness in your house-
hold. 8. Have a candle and matches by the side of your bed
and also keep your clothes ready, so as to be able to leave
the house at a moment's notice. 9. Keep your keys always in
one place. 10. Have a clear idea of what 3^ou should have to do
in case of fire and above all bear in mind to rouse everybodj^ in
the house, remove children and sick persons from the house,
communicate with the fire-brigade at once and until its arrival
make on energetic attempts to extinguish the fire yourself, secure
your account-books and valuables. If the staircase can no longer
be used as a means of escape then collect your people near the
windows, that can be most easily got at from the street, and
await the arrival of the fire-brigade.

First Aid in Accidents, see "Accidents".

FISH, NUTRITIVE VALUE OF. Fish as a means of
feedmg the million, where food generally is of a great variety,
has not been as carefully taken into consideration as it really
deserves. There is a double reason for it. In tlie first place
there is the erroneous idea that fish does not posses much nutritive
value, and secondly because fish of a superior quality cannot be
purchased at an fair price in a good many places. As regards
the first reason, the indifferent nutritive qualitv of fish, you may
easily convince yourself that this is not so bv referring to the
article given under the head of "Tables".

These tables will show you that the nutritive value of fish
must not be underrated and that the quantity of albumen con-
tained in fish is at least on an equal footing with that contained
oy average tat meat and is even exceeded in the cod-fish. The
Idea that fish are not nutritious is absolutely erroneous and is
based upon prejudice.

Also the second reason viz: that fish cannot be obtained at

I A
cannot be consider as valid, for nowadays fish,

packed in ice, is conveyed by almost every train from the sea-
toast to the populous centres, so that everybody is enabled to
^uy good hsh tor little money. I trust that these lines will serve
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the purpose of introducing fish into every household, a thing so
desirable on accc»unt of its nutritive value and cheapness.

Fissura labii superioris, see "Hare-lip".

Fissure, see "Nipple",

Fissured Palate, see "Hare-lip".

FISTULA is a narrow duct forming the communication of

a deeply located seat of inflammation and the skin or the surface

of the mucous membrane, also the abnormal communication be-

tween two recesses of the body, or one recess of the body and
the skin or the surface of the mucous membrane.

There are fistula of the teeth, lar3mx, lungs, bronchial tubes,

hepatic duct, rectum, vagina and urinal duct. As a rule it is a

matter of difficulty to cure a fistula.

The principal treatment consists of a cleansing process

(frequent rinsings) and stimulating and in some cases soothing

packs, and whole or three-quarter packs, bearing in mind the orig-

mal cause of the disease. In case of fistula in the rectum apply

steam hip-baths lasting fifteen to twenty minutes followed by

ordinary hip-baths at a temperature of 86" and a duration of fifteen

to twent}^ minutes. Plenty of fresh air. A general strengthening

or regenerative treatment is particularly recommended. In some

cases an operation is advisable. Also see under the head of

"Ulcers" and the treatment of same. For Modes of Application

see Index.

Fistula of the Teeth, see "Dental fistula".

FLAT IRONS HEATED WITH INCANDESCENT
FUEL. The German Incandescent Fuel Company of Dresden

have, in addition to their incandescent fuel spit -roaster and in-

candescent fuel stoves, invented a very practical patent incandescent

fuel flat-iron.

Ironing with heaters or charcoal is attended with much trouble

and difficulty, which is entirely obviated by the use of the fi; t

iron heated by incondescent fuel.

The flat-iron is heated with incandescent fuel {Martins paten;

no fire being necessary. The laundress is inconvenienced neither

by the heat, nor by the smell, charcoal fumes sparks etc. and

which are usually such a constant source of trouble, and the work

can be done uninterruptedly and in any room without disturbing

anybody in the house, and in much quicker time than with the

ordinary kind, the iron maintaining an even temperature the

whole time. . . , j

The incandescent fuel is supplied in the form of six-siaea

prismatic blocks in boxes containing forty-eight blocks at the price

of five pence per box.
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The patent bell-shaped incandescent fuel flat-iron shown intig. 142 m indestructible black enamel costs only Mk 3 ^0 -^hp
pattern named. "Mein Ideal" elegantly finished in polished nirkelwith protecting pLate and polished handle Mk. 6.

'

T/ie iron on lighting the in-
candescent fuel.

The iron after lighting the in-
candescent fuel.

Fig. 140.
Fig. 141.

Nothing else is required for using these ironsShould wet or starched hnen have to be ironed it is advis.hlpto use two irons, whereby the work is greatly accelerated
Incandescent fuel fat iron

ready for use.
J- /ring Grate.

notso adv"nr4:uTan^^^^^^ T"^ hollow irons, but
fuel flat iron^ Bemrn^ th^ 'V'^^ P^^^^^ incandescent
^^ne or two^shoS^bl tocu,^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^ ^'^^'^'^
comfort on the one hand ;^nH

^ "'^^
^"""^'P

^'^^"'^^^ health and
other.

h'^'''^ ''"^ economy and cleanliness on the

y. Directions for use.

fuel flil^^on';^atf "^^P^?"' incandescen,
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1 he only object of Fig. 140 is to show the process necessary
when there js no fire m a stove or hearth serviceable for i'^niting
the fuel. In STich a case the firing grate, supplied gratis with^ every
iron, is placed on the underpart of the iron in the manner shown
in Fig. 137; seven blocks of the fuel are now placed on the firing
grate and exposed to the flame of from two to three table-spoon-
luls of spirits of wine previously poured into the bottom of the flat
iron. The spirit is allowed to burn out, and then after an interval
of a few minutes the firing grate is removed with a pair of tongs
and the ignited blocks of fuel allowed to fall to the bottom of the
iron. In the absence of a stand for the flat iron the firing grate
may be used for this purpose.

The seven blocks are ignited either over the flame of spirits
of wine as described above, or in the flame of an ordinary coal
fire, and so arranged in the iron that a single block is placed at
the point and three pairs behind it Fig. 138. Care should be
taken to place the blocks with the hottest sides downwards, the
hottest block of all being kept in front.

The flat iron is allowed to remain open for a few minutes,
and the cover is then let down and pushed forwards as far as
possible, the bolt behind being fastened. Should the front block
be in the way it must be pushed back a little. The blocks will
not require to be re-ignited during the day; in case of prolonged
use a few un-ignited blocks should be placed every hour among
the ignited blocks after the ashes have been shaken out. The
ashes should be removed every hour by inclining the firmly closed
iron to each side alternately and vigorously shaking it.

Should the irons be used only for .

a short time, the blocks that are not yet
burnt out may be placed inside a tin

box with a lid and made use of later.

Linen can be glazed with the rounded
hinder part; tapes and ribbon can be
ironed out with the front part of the

Incandescent box iron.

iron.

When the irons are used for the

first time the particles of grease with

which they have been rubbed will melt;

the smell arising in consequence will

be entirely absent when the irons are

used again.

The cost of ironing with this iron and with the use of the in-

candescent fuel {Martins patent) amounts to from 2 V2 to 3 Pf. an hour

The flat iron with polished surface and rounded off" for glazed

work specially adapted for ironing tucks etc. and for ij-oning

folds in sleeves etc. weighs about 3V2 lbs. Price one Mark.

I'lg. 144.
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Incandescent box iron for tailors, (Fig. 144) from 16 to 22 lbs
in weight, costs from eight to twelve Marks, but it is questionable
whether it will meet all requirements.

FLATULENCE (Accumulation of gasses in- the intestines
or outside the same in the peritoneal sac) occurs frequently
coorciinately with the most manifold diseases of the abdomen and
very often indicates a fatal termination. As a rule, howev-r it
3 merely a simple independent sign of an acute or chronic dis-
order of the stomach and has its origin in wind causing food
ind drmk, as sauerkraut, cabbage, leavened cake, cereals^ new
vine, beer etc or in the decomposition of excrement in the in-
estmes, or m forcible or artificial retention of wind, resulting from
iiuscular weakness or nervousness.

It may be temporary or lasting and pass oflf without further
consequences or it may cause at once very violent symptoms
pains as m colic, palpitation of the heart, fright, fainting, cold
erspiration, suffocation etc.

»
fc>

-
0.

fr..Ur^i^''''V'
^^"^ bo^^ly exercise, indulging

freely in cofTee and meat and imperfect mastication may also b%

^von^en^^^^^ P^^'P^^ ^^"^^S" Hysterical^vomen and girls suffer from it most frequently and the gastric

^^^ct'^^^^' ""ft'''"^
P^-duce conftant^y

distmctly audible and by no means pleasant rumbling noise

Deritsne^inff^'
intestines are perforation of theperitsiieum, injury, ulcers in the stomach and intestines.

ilf si-enn^h^fi^ f i^??P^^^7 flatulence. Remove the cause: Aalt steam-bath of half an hour's duration followed by bath of

1- frn^" f'TlP^ the abdomen, enemala. liip-baths (770 to 81«

dJmen w?h d
^^'^'""^ kneading of the ab-

muiatin^ bod"'
P^'^^^^^ion (see "Massage of the stomach"),

foTLur. ^ compress which may be changed after from two

men or s^^-^-n. "H^" ^ ^^^"^ ^"^^bing of the ab-

•iiav be r.. ""TT^f^f hot-wvater bottles on the abdomen
'id ^itrone^o^^^o f

^ ^'P-^^^^^ fi^'^ '-^Iter-

-st brn'fid.] effLf
' one minute three times in succession is of

CurativP ivnT^ V T alternate showers on the abdomen,

swmc n^!^^^^^^^^^
trunk movements, bending

. t^il me-ins in ""^-^^'^ ^^«^"^^^h should be applied^

-1 therewffh
7^'^ evacuation (better digestion) is ensured

abdo^;;^^'^ P^^^^t'^f
l^'

formation of gases. Vibration of

dommd m„tl^° f
place here, as k has a rdaxing effect on the

>vemen s
addition to the above passive and resistance

iTC^e 'l ^ performed by an attendant,

^'•nce of t!iT l -P^^'^^y exercise, fresh air and avoi-

t areVJtdb^^lnTdS '''^ "^^^ non-stmu,lating
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A cup of fennel or aniseed tea or a mixture of the two may
be recommended as a harmless internal means. Infants must in

the first place be properly nt>urished, the mother's or cow's milk
must be wholesome. Food that is dilficult of digestion must be
avoided, and babies should not be exposed to draughts while being
bathed, and the napkins changed as soon as ever necessary'.

In severe cases even regenerative treatment should be applied.

For Modes of Application see Index.

FLESH, LOSS OF, may come on rapidly or gradually.

The course is rapid in all acute forms of disordered digestion

which are of several weeks' duration e. g. dysentr}^, gastric fever

in fact with all feverish ailments of Jong continuance. It is gradual

particularly in connection with consumption and in general in

diseases which develop slowly.

Loss of flesh may also be caused by trouble, anxiety, mental

exertion etc.

Treatment.—Remove the cause and treat the particular

disease.

Flux during Childbed, see "Women, Diseases of".

Foenum Groecum, see "Herbs, Medicinal".

FOOD, ANALYSIS OF.

Tables showing the constituent parts of various foods,

A. Animal Food.

Name of food.

(U

c
<ü

3

/o
0/

Name of food.

Beef, lean ....
do. moderately fat

do. very fat . . .

Veal
Calf's liver. . .

Mutton, moderately

fat

Mutton, lean . . .

do. very fat

Pork, lean . . . .

do. moderatel}- fat

' do. very fat . .

75.9'21.9| 0.9

72.0I17.5IO.0

54.8 I6.9I27.2

72.3 I8.9

56.0 34.9

7.4

3-2

9.0

2.8

72.9 14.5

73.,;20.3

54.0 11.7 33.6

72.5jl9.8l 0.7

60.01 12.8l26.2

43.j23.,i42.j

Pork, (ribs)

Tongue smoked
Ham smoked .

Black pudding
Liver sausage

.

Pickled do. .

Smoked do. .

Brain do. .

Old hen . .

Young cock .

Pigeon . . .

0/

o
E
3

<
In

44.4! 9., 4r,.-,

a5.7;24.3':i

27.9 23.9 H'M

49.9:1w
48.t'15.9 :

41.5:23.1;

5S.6'22.8 1
'

i

37.4!n.6;''
-

77.317.,^ u
70.0123.3: 3.1

76.o!l8.,-.. 1-0
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Animal Food.

477

u
<u E

Extract

u men
•*-»

CJ
cd

Name oi lood
Cd

i\amc 01 loou
cd

<

cd
fr .HH

u
--»

X
W

% / 0
0/

/ 0
0/.
;o /o

0:
.

' 0 0

Herri ns;, salted . 47.1 18.9 16.6 2.5 Beef, German . 1-3 0.4 982 —
do. smoked 69.5 21.1 8.5 Eggs .... 74.7 13.1 10.4 —

Carp .... 78.8 18.1 1-0' Cream .... 63.1 29.0

ui leci coa J-O-6 77 ^ Milk H7 .0 » .5 4.0 0.5

Smoked bacon Skimmed milk . 0-2 0.4 4.8

(German) . . 10.7 77.8 Butter .... 10.0 85.0

Smoked (Ameri- Curdled milk 90.4 3.7 0.3 4.8

can) salted 9.1 6.7 7Ö.7 Butter milk . . 90.3 3.4 1-0 5.0

Pig's lard, Ameri- Cheese German. 40.0 43.0 7.0

can .... 8.3 0.2 90.0 do. cream . 39.0 32.C) 25.0

Pig's lard, Ger- do. Swiss . 36.0 24.7 32.0 4.r,

man .... 0.7 0.2 99.0
i

B. Tinned and Potted Meat etc.

iam.e of food

4J

r-"

5

<
%

CO
r,
1—

t

%

1/3

6 2i^ cd

cd

.'0

Name of food

u

cd

c

e

<
0/
'0 /o

in

6 aX cd
u
cd T3
u

x:

0/

Condensed
56.9 33.3 6.4 Gruel .... 8.70 7-60 11-06 63.5

54.0

Soup powder 10.83 8.72 11.85 00-05

29.3 12.1 Oatmeal por-

19-60 34.59

ridge .... 9.81 9.8 5.2 70.5

5.36 29-75 10.98 28.12 2.59 52.79

11.78 16.13 1.87 56.33 Patent meat-
11.41 irl,o 3-05 53.17 & vegetable

9.87

lozenge . . . 8.0 31.0 20.0 33.„

16.27 17.07 44.23 Patent meat-

18.8 20.0

powder . . . 5.0 73 0 7.0

7-25 41.9

i'rcssed cor-
' beef . .

-:al. tin-

aed meat . .

ease pud-
ding

Uum ford soup
^ea soup . .

'ea soup with
meat extract

ondensed
Pea soup . .

) Carbo-hydrates are fatty substances, such as starch, sugar, vegetables,
uatme, gum, sugar of milk, honey, lactic acid, alcohol etc.: albuminous sub-
ances are; albumen fibrine, caseine, gelatine, gluten etc.
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C. Vegetable Foods.

Water

Albumen

j

13

6 Ü

Name of Food
Water

Albumen

4-1

at hydrates

|

- u
0,'

• v % % 0/
0 /o

1

A '
i

/O
1

0;
0

\A/hp;5 tin pal 1 1
Wheat cakes,

1

1

!

4.1 0.6
!

51

1

A
L4.8

Q
Ö.9 1.1

'

?4.i coarse . . . 43 9

'

Wheatmeal, Starch flour . 14.8 1.4 — 83.2

coarse . . .
1 9 1.1

'

?2.3 Vermicelli . . iO.6 9.0 0.3
i

lU 8

Rye meal . .

,1

14.0
1 1
ii-O 1.6

'

11.9
1 1ii.5 ft „0.7 0.5 1

77 „

Barley .... 12.8 7-2 1.1 76 1 Millet 11-2 11-3 3.5
j

ft7

Groats .... -i t

14.0 11-3 1.1 70.0 Peas, dried .

i A \

14.8 2.5

IU.4 10.5 6.1 63.6 do. peeled

.

91
1 ' '

;i

Beans, white 1 A OA
1

55.5 Plums, fresh

.

U.4 — < .5

T entils . . 12.5 i 24.S ! l.R 54.7 do dried

.

3-8 0.9

Pea flour . . . 8.1 28.1
{

50.1 Sauerkraut . 1-0 O2 4.8

Bean flour . . 13.48 26.56 i
1.55^ 55.13 Carrots . . . 85.9 1-3 0.-2 9-8

iVldljCC .... 10.60 14o
'

70.68 Rpidishes. . . 86.9 1.9 O.i

2.9 95.5 TurniDS . . . 92.1 1-2 0.1 6-8

r otatoes . . . 75.0 9 20.7 1 £»1 Of*"! 7 84.0 1-5 0.4 11.8

wheat cakes, UabDage lui-

2.7 0.238.5 6.8 0 52.3 86.7 1 O.f,

Wheat bis- v^jcuinuci . . 95.6
1

1-0 0.1
1

2.2

cuits .... 8.0
1
15.6 |73.4 Pears, dried . 10.7 1

1-2

ivVt- UloCUlLo . 11.6 8.7 Oo 78.6 Asparagus . . 93.3 1.9 0.2

Rye bread . . 44.0 6.0 4<.8 Green peas . 80.0 6.1
A
u.4

"Kommis" French beans 91.0 2.0 0.2

bread . . . . 45.0 6.2
i
1.4 Cauliflower . 90.1 2.3 0.9

English bis-
75.1

White cab-
cuits . . . . 7.4 7.1 bage . . . . 89.9 1.9 i

O2

German bis-

11.9 68 6

83.1

13.

Red cabbage 90.0 1.8 O2

cuits . . . . 10.

0

7.4
Lettuce . . 94.8 1-4 0.8

Gingerbread

Apples, fresh

7.2

83.,

3.9

,
0.4

1

3.5
Spinach .

Dried mush-

91.7 2.0 0.0,

do. driecI 17.5 1
l.a

i

~" 66..
17.5 23.8 1-2

Pears, fresh . 83,

1

I

11..
' Mustard . . . Ö.4

I

28.g i30.5
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Name of Food
Water Nitrogenous

Substances
Alcohol Sugar Extract

Residue

j

0'
'0 /o /o

"/
10 /o • e

Lager beer
Export beer ....
Ale and Porter . .

French red wine .

Rhine wine (white)
Champagne
Brandv

90.71

88.72

88.52

88.44

86.26

77.61

o5.o

0.49

0.71

0.73

3-68

4-07

^•16

9.07

11.45

11.95

45.„

0.87

0.90

0.88

0.19

0.37

7-22

6.32

2.29
I

10.4.

0.22

0.27

0.27

0.28

0.17

^''^'^''^
^J?? ^^f

Statistical tables in T/teoäor Hahn'sBook "The Paradise of Health".

onr fnoH T^'
'^^^ important constituents ofour food are. a. The nitrogenous i. e. the albuminous, b Thenon-mtrogenous, mcluding the fats and carbo-hydrates c The

Dlw'a hilTv"'"'
^"'^^^ nitrogenous substancesplay a highly important part in our nourishment, for they areormcipally concerned m the formation of the blor.d, as well as

.nicks oTTet'lh'^r 1?" ^^^^ leguminosae are the

2 . 1 ^^^^^^^ albumen.) The fats in our food areeither stored up in the body as such or are oxidis-d i e burnt

th^e M '""'l T^^^^'^
^^^d water by the oxygen n

Snds^'of.7am
' Tl ^'^^^V

-P^^^-ted in the^^lr^i^

ÄmtrdV^ extent suSyll l^nt

carbo-{!vdrai?s''fn nlnf^^^V "^^'f^''
'''^ Principally contain

P?l^ed tfbk. .hn
^^^^ ^ ^^'^^ ^"^^^^^y albumen, as the

md rem!rl ahk H^r'' ^^^^^^^ "V^'^t, though rich in albumen, is

rnitro. .n
^- l^l^e consumpt on

eed of^.lhn
^"^ff^^.t^d by the work of the muscles, for the

Äl^^^ ^^"^^ and repose \ßük aiul

n 1 Smetimt ininf
''''' nitrogenous diet is therefore unnecessar^•

liabili !^ T ^"J"^.'"^s to the system an account of its sreat

^ perfon^eT"'''""-^ 17^^ ^^"^^^^^ ^-^^ mechanic^? ^01 koe performed on a vegetable diet deficient in nitrogenous
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J
Mineral substances, Raw fibre, Ashes, Waste



VEGITABLE FOOD.
Lentils 25 »/o. 55»/o. 13%

Peas 23 0/0. 57 0/0. 150/0.

Beans 250/0. 560/0. 15%.

Oatmeal Ißo/o. 640/0. 60/0, 110/0.

Maize 140/0. 71 0/0. 110/0.

Rice 7%0. 770/0. 120/0.

Groats 80/0. 760/0. 130/0.

/ermicelli 90/0. 770/0.

iylillet 110/0.

; heaten bread 4

670/0.

510/0.

-1

lye bread 60/0, 480/0.

I

130/0.

110/0.

43 0/0.

44 0/0.

heaten flour 110/0. 730/0. 140/0.

otatoes 210/0. 750/0.

pinach &
ench beans

Z60/0 92 0/0.

abbage 900/0.

ettuce 930/0.

I
ushrooms 240/0.

pples

ears

lums

berries

120/0.

51 0/0. 17°/o.

82 0/0.

120/0.

80/0I

840/0.

850/0.

150/0. 78 0/0.

awberries 6o/(

Iberries

3 880/0.

80/0.I 780/0.

't sugar 950/0.

I Carbon.- hydrate ]
Fatty

Matter Salts

jMineral substances. Raw fibre, Ashes, W:isle matter.
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Fruit and vegetables are highly healthy, refreshing and blood-
lorming articles of diet. Fruit cannot be too strongly recommended
especially to children and invahds.

*

According to Dr. Meinert a healthy labouring man enga^^ed
in hght occupation (e. g. a carpenter, glazier, turner, shoeniaker
mason, weaver, brickmoulder, hatter, clerk, lettercarrier, house-
porter etc.) requires for his daily food on an average 100 grammes
of digestible albumen, 50 grammes of fat, and 450 to 500 grammes
of carbo-hydrates. A man engaged in arduous labour on the other
hand, such as a man employed in an iron foundry, metal factory
or workshop, smithy, stone-quarry, mine etc. or who has to carry
heavy weights requires for his complete nourishment 100 grammes
of digestible albumen, 70 to 100 grammes of fat, and 450 to
500 grammes of carbo-hydrates. 50 grammes is the minimum
quantity of fat, in the opinion of the most competent authorities,
which should be contained in our daily food.

According to Dr. Schmitz, a grown up man, engaged in

physical labour, requires daily:—120 grammes of albumen,
56 grammes of fat, 500 grammes of carbo-hydrates, and 2500
grammes of water. A woman requires 96 grammes of albumen,
48 grammes of fat, and 400 grammes of carbo-hydrates; a child

between the ages of seven and fifteen 76 grammes of albumen,
44 grammes of fat, and 320 grammes of carbo-hydrates; and a

child of one and a half years 30 grammes of albumen, 42 gramme.s.

of fat and 70 grammes of carbo-h^^drates.

A number of experiments made by leading scientific men,

particularly Prof. v. Voit of Munich, who has done as much for

the science of dietetics as Justus v. Liebig for Chemistry, have

conclusively proved that a man of medium size, engaged in

moderately arduous work daily requires for the adequate nourish-

ment of his body 2818 grammes of water, 118 grammes of al-

bumen (100 gr. of digestible albumen), (for which gelatine can

be partially substituted according to Dr. Hopf) 56 grammes of

fat, 500 grammes of carbo-hydrates, 32 grammes of salts and

744 grammes of oxygen in the air breathed by him. A man

cannot live and work either on albumen alone, or on starch and

fat alone. A diet is required in which each of these substances

is present in the proper proportion.
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Table

shewing the time required to digest various articles

of food, according to Dr. Beaumont^s experiments.

Name of Food

Time
required for

digestion Name of Food

Time
;e^uired for
digestion

Hours Min. Hours Min.

Rice boiled . . .

Pigs' trotters .

Tripe
Eggs, raw, beaten .

Trout, fresh, boiled

,

Barley broth
Groats . . .

Apples, ripe, raw
Game, roast .

Brain, boiled
.

Sago
Tapioca, boiled

Barley „
Milk
Liver (calf's) .

Eggs, raw, fresh

Dried cod, boiled
Apples, sour, ripe and
raw

Pickled cabbage, raw
Milk, hot boiled . .

Eggs, fresh, fried .

Turkey, wild, roast

.

^ do. tame, boiled
Gelatine, boiled , .

Turkey, tame, roast
Goose, wild, roast .

Sucking pig „ .

Lamb, fresh
„

Hare, warmed up with
vegetables . .

Beans, green, boiled
Sponge cakes, baked
Parsnips, boiled . .

Potatoes, fried

Cabbage
Marrow, boiled .

'.

1

1

1

1 30
1 30
1 30
1 30
1 30
1 35
1 45
1 45
2

2

—
—

ii

2

2

2

—

2

2
2 —
2 15
2 18

2 25
2 30
2 30
2 30
2 30
2 30

2 30
30

2 30
2 30

30
30

^

!

40

Chicken, fricasseed . .

Eggs and milk pudding
Beef, boiled . . .

Apples, sour, hard, raw
Oysters, fresh, raw .

Eggs, fresh, softly-

boiled

Perch, fried . . .

Beef, lean, underdone
Beefsteak, fried .

Pork, fresh, salted, raw
Mutton, roast . . .

Pork, fresh, salted,

steamed ...
Mutton, boiled . . .

Chicken broth . . .

Bean soup ....
Apple dumpling, boiled

Indian corn cake, baked
Pork chops, fried

Oysters, fried . . .

Pork, fresh, salted, roast

Mutton, fresh, salted

Indian corn bread, baked
Carrots, boiled . .

Sausage, fried . . ,

Butter, fresh melted
Oyster soup . . .

Beef, fresh, lean, roast

do, boiled with mustard
Butter, clarified . .

Cheese, old, strong, raw
Mutton-broth . . .

Bread, wheaten, new
Turnips, boiled . .

Potatoes „ . . .

Eggs, fresh, hard-boiled

3r

45
45
45

2 i 50
55

o

3

3

3
3

3

o

3

3

3
3
•>

o

o

3
o
.)

3

3

3
3
3

'd

.>

3

8

3

3
3
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Name of Food

Time
rcquiied for
aigestion

Hours Mill.

Name of Food

Time
required for
digestion

Hours

Indian corn, boiled with
beans

Beet-root, boiled . . ,

Salted salmon boiled .

Beef, salted, stewed
Veal, fresh, roast . .

Chicken, roast or boiled
Ducks, tame, roast . .

Beef soup, boiled with
vegetables , . . .

Heart, stewed . . . .

Beef, old, hard, salted

and boiled . . , .

3
3

4
4
4
4
4

4
4

45
45

15

Pork, fresh, salted,

stewed
Marrow bone soup . .

Gristle, boiled . . . .

Pork, fresh, salted, boiled
Veal, fresh, stewed
Duck, wild, roast . .

Mutton suet, boiled

Cabbage, „ . .

Pork, fat and lean, roast

Sinews, boiled , . .

Beef suet, fresh boiled

4 15
4 15

4 15
4 30
4 30
4 30
4 30
4 30
5 15

0 30
5 30

In order to digest easily and well, all food, as we have often

remarked, must be thoroughly and slowl}'' masticated. Plenty of

time should therefore be allowed for eating. The shorter the

time that we allow for our eating, the longer the time that we
shall be obUged to spend in being ill.

Table showing the consumption of wine, spirits, beer,

tobacco, coffee etc. by various nations.

According to Haushofer's Handbook of statistics (Vienna,

Braumüller, 1872) consumed annually per head.

Wine.

Spain . . . . 130 Litres In Great Britain . 8 Litres

France . . . . 115 M „ Belgium . . . 7 „

Italy .... . 109
,v „ Holland . . . . 6 ,

Portugal . . . 108 n „ Prussia . . . • 4

Greece . . . . 84 » „ Russia . . . • 4 „

Austria . . . . 65 V „ Denmark . . • 3 „

Switzerland . 58 n „ Saxony . . . . 2 „

Baden . . . . 46
It „ Sweden . . 2 ,

Württemberg . . 26 V „ Norway . . 1-5 »

Bavaria . . . . 12 M
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Spirits.

[n Russia . . . . 25.a Litres In

„ Prussia . . . 13.C » >t

„ Sweden . . . 12., w

„ Saxony . . . 7.5 » »

Great Britain

France

» Italy

6.5 Litres

5-3 „

2.2 „

0.. .,

Beer.

In Bavaria . . . 134 Litres In Switzerland . 20 Litres

„ Great Britain . 113 » •»
Prussia . . . 19 „

„ Belgium . , 80 I»
France . . . 15 „

„ Brunswick 68 » V Sweden . . • 11-5 „

„ Saxony . . 37 r Spain . . . • 2 „

„ Baden . . . . 31 » Russia . . . 1-3 „

„ Holland . , . 29 M Italy . . .

„ Austria , . 22 »

Tobacco, smoked, chewed, or taken as snuff per head:

In Saxony .

„ Baden
„ Prussia .

„ Belgium .

Holland .

„ Denmark
„ Switzerland

„ Austria .

„ Turkey .

„ Spain . .

fn Holland . .

„ Belgium . . .

„ North America
„ Switzerland . .

1550 Grains In Norway . . . 830
1550 » France . . 790
1400 n J)

Greece . . . . 780
1300 » t>

Bavaria . . . 760
1250 » Württemberg . 720
1100 n » Italy . . . \ 700
1050

If »>
Portugal . . . 640

950 » w Great Britain . 620
850 » 1>

Sweden . . . 550
840 » Russia . . . . 310

Coffee drunk 3^early per head

6000 Grains In German\- . .

4600
4550
3000

England
France
Austria

n

»

})

»

»

a

It

M

2000 Grains
950
800
650

_
The coffee plantations m different parts of the world are

said to produce altogether about half a million tons, about half

^1 which comes from Brasil. The quantity of tea cultivated and
drunkis far greater. The principal consumers of tea are the
^hinese. North Americans, Russians, English and Dutch, but
Germany, accordmg to Klenke, drinks two million pounds of this
expensive article, which is useless and even injurious to the health
and well-being of the nation.
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.oi
!?'^''' rNarcotics and Man" W. Schmidt, Nurembem^calculates that coffee is drunk by more than a hundrermilHonpeople that the same number are betel-nut chewers. tha c^^^^^

IS drunk by lorty mi hons, cocoa by fifty millions, Mate or Para-guay tea by ten millions, and coca by the same number at

t^Tf. ""if'^^i^ "^'^^T
"'"^ ^'^^^hish (Indian heinpYhat lour hundred millions eat or smoke opium, and that ChinJsetea IS drunk by five hundred miUions. Mo;eover tobacco issmpked, chewed or taken in the form of snuff by hundreds of

millions, and alcohol consumed in various forms as many persons.

Food, see ''Diet, Mixed", "Diet, Non-stimulating" and "In-valid S diet".
'u iiN

FOOD, AVERSION TO, is produced either by the smell or
taste attaching to some viands and beverages, or by an instinc-
tive leeling that certain comestibles are injurious. It is frequently
in consequence of indigestion or of immoderate indulgence in food
but may be the cause of a morbid nature, and proceeds mostly
Irom the stomach or the pulmonary nerve (vagus).

If the attempt be made to violently overcome this aversion
sickness and vomiting is the consequence.

Treatment.—First of all avoid all such food. If aversion is
the result of a morbid nature, or should perhaps faulty digestion
be the cause, a very moderate easily digestible diet is recommended.
Attention must also be paid to cutaneous action (by daily wet
rubbing of the whole body or bath), and plenty of fresh air is
essential. In many cases however, this feeling of aversion is only
fancy, habit and exaggeration, and in most cases disappears when
the person troubled with it is forced by circumstances to live on
poor, meagre fare.

Food, Cooking of, see "Diet, Mixed".

Food for Invalids, see "Diet, Non-stimulating" also "In-
valid's diet" also "Diet, Mixed", and Index.

Food, Preparation of, see "Diet, Mixed".

Food, Time required to digest various, see "Food, Ana-
lysis of".

Footbath, see Index.

FOOT, CURE OF DISEASED. Last August my father,

a stonemason of Frankfort on the Oder, had an accident, in conse-
quence of which his right foot was so badly injured that he bad
to be carried home.

The physician who attended him used various means for

nearly four months without success, and at last declared that in
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view of the advanced age of the patient (my father was sixtv
four years old) the foot could not be healed.

As the worthy doctor had declared himself at the end of his
resources, and had confessed the impotence of medical science
recourse was next had to non-scientific means, to household
remedies. These however were equally fruitless. After another
tour months the patient was still in the same state: the foot was
swollen, very painful, and could not be used. I now had mv
ather removed to Berlin and took him to Mr. Canitz to see if
the Natural Method of Healing could effect a cure.

Mr. Canitz undertook the treatment, ordered regular foot
steam-baths, wet rubbing of the wiiole body, leg-packs, kneading
of the injured foot and non-stimulating diet. We followed the
directions scrupulously, and could see the gradual improvement inhe patients condition. The foot was h?aled in fourteen days

a^ifThe ?fofh.S''^ T'^^^ ^^"^ ^ ^"ght sensation,

inn,! f w l F""^ '^^^P '
'^'^^ that remained of the

righrmonth
'' scientificaUy and unscientifically

Not the advanced age of the patient, but the whole systemDf medica treatment was therefor? at fault, otherwise the footcould not have been healed in a fortnight. If we had had recourseto a natural and rational treatment at^ first, my father would ha''ebeen^spared eight months of suffering and a considerable pecunian

Berlin. Theodor Ritter, Jurstenberger Street 11.
Foot, Open Sore on the, see Index.

Foot Pack, see Index.

Foot Steam-bath, see Index.

Foot Steam-^bath in Bed. see Index

•.ell^knoTl^ofs^^^^^ T -^^-^d -th the

Warhn s patent) automatic and even heat

ver^Me' '
^^"^^ """"^^'^^^ ^^^^^

For people who suffer from cold feet

are cold'f''''^
'^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^hichare cold, for anaemic or elderly peonle for

l^^^^u.^ etc. etc. this appara^u^ is^a red p.,..e U5.

tARjACE.?"'"''"^
carriages, sleighs etc. see 'Tootwar.vilk .or

Directions for use are given with each.

*
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FOOTWÄRMERS FOR CARRIAGES. The heating of
carriages, sleighs etc. is a subject much neglected in Germany,
although it is a necessity to protect oneself, especiall}^ one's feet

and eyes from cold in driving.

The German Incandescent Fuel Co. in Dresden has made it

its special task to produce a means of heating carriages, meeting
all hygienic and practical requirements, and to bring it within the
reach of all by cheapness of production and working.

Figure 146.

For closed carriages we recommend the use of an apparatus

furnished with air conducts for ventilation as then all vitiation of

the air is impossible even with closed doors and windows. The
trifling inconvenience of having to connect the apparatus with the

open air, by having two small openings made in the bottom of

the carriage before the apparatus can be utilized, is scarcely worth

considering compared with the lasting hygienic advantages of this

system. In the summer, when the apparatus is taken out, the

above mentioned openings are covered up with tin covers which

are supplied free of charge. For short drives in carriages which

are not quite closed the apparatus shewn in figure 146 may be

used and these are only placed in the carriage.

Carriage warmer.

Figure 147.

In open or half covered vehicles and sleighs the apparatas

shewn m figure 147 is exclusively used, and these do not act hKC

hot-water bottles as one would sup]30se, but supply a constant

current of warm air to the whole of the lower part of the body

while wrapped in rugs. Heavy furs and the hke are by this

means rendered superfluous even in the severest cold, and driving
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in the winter in an open trap becomes a source of pleasant recrea-
tion and healthy enjoyment.

These carriage footwarmers take up but little space, are
strongly made and nicely finished, they yield equable warmth
for ten or twelve hours without requiring any attention and cause
no unpleasantness either by reason of smelling or otherwise. The
warmth is felt below more than above, as the greatest comfort
is thus experienced and the best protection against chill is provided
by keeping the feet warm and the head cool. The heat is deriv-
ed solely from incandescent heaters, Martin's patent, which act
without smoke or smell. The cost is less than a farthing per hour
and the company guarantee absolute perfection in worldng.

The warmth is equable from first to last and is conducted
to the body in an equable manner by the carpet covering
Price from 12 to 17 shillings. Length 'twenty inches, breadth

^W"}
i^^hes, height about four inches. To be had of the Deutsche

Gliihstofigesellschaft, Dresden, Germany.

Foot, Wet Rubbing of the, see Index.

FORCED FEEDING. On this subject two articles will be
found, the first describing Dr. Walsers treatment, the other that
01 Dr. Ebing.

Dr. Walser's treatment from the "Handbook for Natural
Hygiene' .

This treatment is adopted in cases of prostration of the
activity of the nerves and when the patient has been brouo-ht
very low by nervous disorders, insomnia, pain, cramp attacks,
loss of appetite and weak digestion. The fattening should nothowever consist in letting the patient lie for week! in bed andthere eat and drink, but in bringing him into such surroundings

dktnJh^ ^^'Tl
life no longer have an irritating andd sturbmg effect upon him. When the nervous system has recoveredby this means, the activity of the digestive organs and with thisnourishment and assimilation must be improved. Above all let

^metT ''f'^''''^^
f^'°"^

^l^s usual surroundings and spend some

h^mZrl^ IT^ .'P^^' constantly in the fresh air (iii a

I r^wT ^ .1 Y^^^^-
The idea of remaining in bed

little T'^\ ^f/^"' ^^-^^ "^^"S; Bil^ cocoa, with alittle cornflour. For breakfast, cream with sSgar and egg or eggs

meat ro^^^
^""^ middav.- thick sourtendS

'^o^ioeT .^^^Tl^^^^^ ^'L^"" P^^^' P^'^s^ Padding; mashed

fvSml '

H^'; K^^^i
"'^^^ .Puddmgs and stewed fruit^' In the

stewd frn,-t

m milk, ground rice and milk, with baked
bn ad^n 7 ' I

'^"^^
^'T ^"^^^s; dates, walnuts, nut-

cheet !^
afternoon he may take some Gruyere or creamCheese, sour milk with blackbread-crumbs or cream with curds
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and sugar. It is advisable to drink but litüe and not too much
milk as in generally prescribed. The whole body should b^-
massaged every day and trunk bath (90°) with douche on the
lower parts (81«). Standing in cold water, walking barefooted in
the wet grass etc. is also to be recommended.

Loss of flesh is generally the first symptom, the first alarm
signal as we might say, that there are dangerous goings on in the
organism, not seldom is it the first sign of an incipient pulmonary
catarrh or of a similar malignant disease. Frequently, it is true,
it IS only the result of the nervous system being injuriously affected
by anxiety or vexation.

Loss of flesh is always the outward visible sign of faulty and
defective assimilation. It shows that in the economy of the organism
more is spent than is received, a process which must always and
everywhere lead to ruin.

If loss of flesh is attributable to any other cause, as frequent-
ly happens in the upper classes, to povertv of blood, weakness
of the nerves or nourishment, the so-called forced feeding first

proposed and prescribed by the American Dr. Weir-Mitchell, and
afterwards by German doctors, is recommended for adoption.

The object of this treatment is to improve the faulty con-
dition of nourishment and the general strength in a short time,
and in the course of a few weeks to form fat and blood in sufficient
quantities and so to increase the weight of the body by keeping
the patient bodily and mentally quiet, thereby securing his taking
an unusually large amount of nourishment.

The treatment is best carried out if the patient be removed
from his usual surroundings, and placed in a sanatorium or health
resort where massage may most appropriately be applied. The
increase in the amount of nourishment and in the number of

meals should be gradual. At first it is advisable to give milk
only, wherein great care must be observed to give it only
in very small quantities and it is recommended to take a mouth-
ful or two of bread with it, as otherwise it will curdle in the

stomach. Beginning with half a pint the quantit}' may be raised

in a week to two quarts in the twenty four hours. When this

milk diet has been taken for several da^'s and has a preHminary
effect upon the digestive organs, let the regular meals be kept,

but only very easily digestible and nourishing food given and the

quantity increased b}'- degrees. It is wonderful to what an cxLra-

ordinarv' amount of food the stomach will accustom itself and how
the organism can bear a fattening diet of this kind especially

when massage is given. Should sickness or vomiting occur, the

treatment must be suspended for a few days and a return made
to milk diet.

treatment

:
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The uninitiated can treat himself perfectly well but it is

listinctly advisable to have it supervised by a capable doctor.

When the treatment is given by a doctor, the result is tml}^

wonderful, in about a fortnight four or five pounds of flesh are put

Ion,
the general state of health and complexion improves and an

access of weight to the amount of fifteen or even twent}-- pounds

after a six weeks' treatment is by no means a rare occurrence.

Fauces Lupinae, see "Hare lip".

Foreign Bodies in the Eye, Nose, Ear, Throat, Gullet,

j Rectum, see the respective articles.

FORMICATION is a feeling of creeping, tickling prickling

or what is popularly called the "going to sleep" of a limb or ''pins

and needles". It is usuall}'' of only short duration when the nerve

of the elbow is struck or pressed and thereby a prickl}' sensation

of the fingers caused. Moreover the falling asleep of limbs (arm,

leg, foot etc.) which however is without any particular signi-

fication.

This prickling feeling ma}^, however, be caused by disease

of the brain or spinal cord and then it is a symptom of various

maladies especially ergotism, which see.

Fractures of Bones, see "Bones, Fractures of".

Fractures of Limbs, see "Fractures".

FRECKLES are mostl}' found on exposed parts of the body
md are met with more frequentl}'- in summer than in winter. It

is a well known fact that fair, and especially red-haired persons,
are particular^ subject to freckles; the tender skin common to
such persons appearing to favour this disfigurement. Freckles
arise from uneven distribution of the colouring matter in the skin.
The cause of the inequality in the supply of colouring matter to
the skin by the blood is unknown. Freckles do not appear before
the fourth or fifth year, and seldom after the fortieth or fiftieth year
of life.

^

The occurrence of freckles is attributed to a morbid condition
of the sudoriparous glands, in consequence of which their functions
are performed in an abnormal manner. It has been noticed that
the parts of the body affected with freckles do not perspire, while
the rest of the body* may perspire freely.

So-called "liver freckles" or "moles" are most frequently met
I

with in pregnant women, and those suffering from uterine disorders.
The yellow colour of these freckles, which has nothing whatever
•o do with the liver, is chiefly observable on the forehead and spread
;'"adually ovt:r the entire "skin of the face:

With the removal of the cause this colour disappears of it-

self, no treatment being required.
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IREATMENT. lo prevent and to cure freckles, avoid the ravof the sun especially m spring, perspire freely in the open aiand wash belore going out; avoid also everything calculated tcause a flow of blood to the face, such as getting overheate
keep the face always cool, wash the affected pans often witlukewarm water, and apply lukewarm bandages

We also recommend careful attention to the skin, a lukewar-
(950) wet rubbing of the whole body or a lukewarm (89«) bat
every day and one or two steam-baths in bed a week, followe
by a bath or a steam-bath followed by full-pack and bath o
douche. Nothing further can be done except to protect the fac
and hands carefully from the sun as much as possible. A medicin
preparation permanently curing freckles does not exist

•

penny spent on such rubbish is wasted.
'

Rubbing the parts with fine sand is sometimes to be r
commended. All such expedients, however, as also borax-soap, spiri
of soap and particularly subHmates, acetic acid, and preparatior
containing mercury and lead should be carefully avoided, as the
irritate the skin and cause the epidermis containing the pigme
granules to peel off. For Modes of Application see Index. S
"Skin" and also "Pimples" with reference to rubbing with san

Free Exercises, see "Gymnastics, Curative".

French Roil Pudding, see "Diet".

French Roll Soup, see "Diet".

FRIGHT. If one gets gready excited and trembles in co
sequence of fright we recommend inmediately taking a drink 0
water to allay the excitement, see also "Trembling".

Frost bite, see "Cold, Effects of extreme".

FRUIT. Fruit is one of the most wholesome and nutritioui
natural foods, as it purifies the blood and possesses many other
good qualities. It should be eaten raw, as in that state it is most
beneficial.

The apple and bilberry take precedence of any other fruit.

All fruit is refreshing when one is thirsty, it is cooling to the

blood, soothing to the nervous system and highly efficacious in

correcting inactivity of the bowels; these are facts unfortunately

not known to many. It is even less known that fruit is higiily

nutritious (see "Food, Analysis of"). Those who find that truit

does not agree with them should try to accustom their stomachs

to it again, as it should not be missing at any meal.
For invalids and for those who are apparently in good health,

but have morbid matter in the system, fruit will prove an agreeable

detergent, dissolving and carr3Mng off all morbid matter. To those
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1 health it does not act as a detergent.—Fruit is the very best
od for mankind and cannot be too highly recommended.

The following aiticle shews the great "importance of fruit as
an article of diet.

FRUIT -FOODS. For fruitbread, stewed fruit, fruit-wine,
fruit-soups, fruit-tarts, fruit-cakes, apple-dumplings, cider, apple-
pudding, apple-Jonathan, rice and apple-pudding, tutti frutti, in-
valid's food mixed with fruit, see "Diet, Non - stimulating" in
Index.

FRUIT, healing properties of. For the removal of morbid
^ matter fruit is highly recommended. It greatly assists the natural
: actions of the body by means of which the dilTerent healing pro-
' cesses are stimulated and kept in order.

Oranges, figs, tamarinds*), plums, mulberries, dates and
nectarmes all act as detergent medicines

;
pomegranates, cranberries,

blackberries, sumachberries **), raspberries, barberries, quinces,'
pears, wild cherries and medlars as astringents; grapes, peaches,'
strawberries, bilberries, black-currants and melon-seeds have con-
siderable diuretic properties; gooseberries, red and white-currants,
pumpkms and melons refresh and cool; lemons and apples are
also refreshmg and at the same time impart a soothing influence
to the stomach.

An orange taken early in the morning opens the bowels; in
some cases the results are so decisive that this fruit may be con-
sidered a detergent; and in general cases one can rely safely on
Its producmg the desired effect. Some granates produce an
^trmgent effect, and may be taken in cases of relaxation of the
throat and uvula with good results. Tea made from the bai'k of
the roots is used as a cure for worm complaints, and is
espexially successful in removing tape-worms. A good poultice
lor burns and small ulcers can be obtained by cutting a fig inwo and applying the inside to the injured part. For removing
tartar trom the teeth, strawberries afid lemons, locally appHed.
will be found helpful. In cases of Vsickness, sea-sickness and
nausea arising during pregnancy, appl^ will prove a corrective
meüicine. Ihey also immediately relieve the nausea occasionally

c>f the cte^^nlni?.
^^""'"^ *^"^erind), belongs to the dicotvie family

which is nrn J ^^'t^.
^""^ pod-shaped fruits, the leguminous pith of

of medkiSes
'"^ '^"''^ "^^^ ^^^^ "^^'^ '^'^ dispensing

a PoilmMJ^'^nL?''
V-inegar-Trees, lat. Rhus, one of the anacardiaceen, is

' AmeriS are uTed TnM?^'''"'
'""^ ^^P^^^^' ^^^^^ S'-«^'« NoVth

acidiK 'p Pi'eparation of vinegar, as they strengthen the

Sous^SSnes^"""^'' ^'^^ ToxicadendrV is ase'd in lispensS|
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.

caused by smoking. The ripe persimon (American date-plunii
in its unripe state is a

powerml astrmgent, m consequence of the large amount of tannin
It contams it is used in cases of diarrhoea and in the early stages
of dysentery. The oil of the cocoa-nut is recommended as a
substitute for cod-liver oil and is frequently used for consumptive
patients. An agreeable drink for fever-patients can be made from
barberries. Dutch medlars are astringent and not very palatable.
In consequence of their mild and nutritious properties, grapes and
raisins should not be missing in any sick-room. Highly to be re-
commended is the "Grape-cure" which is used with" the most
gratifying results in the treatment of the following diseases: con-
gestion of the liver and stomach enlargement of the spleen,
scrofula, consumption etc. The diet consists of water, bread and
a couple of pounds of grapes for each meal, nothing else being
allowed. Quince-seeds have a soothing and astringent action.

FRUIT.
From Theodor Hahn's book.

In the southern countries the inhabitants no doubt obtained
their first food from the native fruit-bearing trees, before learning
the value of grain-foods. This is all the more probable when one
considers that man}^ southern fruits, e. g. the banana, date, bread-
fruit, fig, melon, chestnut, as well as the different sorts of almonds
and nuts, contain sufficient nutritious properties to sustain the

human-body. With the inhabitants of the colder climates the

case was different, as they were in all probability acquainted

with the value of grain-culture before advancing into these latitudes.

Although our ancestors in Central-Europe, and even the Arcadians

of Greece, may have used acorns and wild fruit as articles of food,

they in all probability only did so in few cases. At the present

day fruit is not the chief article of food with Europeans but forms

only an addition to the daily dietary. Nevertheless fruit is for

mankind, after bread, the most valuable of foods and that noi in

consequence of its nutritious properties but owing to its fragrant

smell, its refreshing, cooling properties and its aromatic, iigvfr-

able taste.

Shotild fruit be eaten raw or boiled? Instinct and common-

sense say: raw. Instinct, because the fruit is thus in its natural

state, and is also fresher, more aromatic and sweeter to the taste;

common-sense, because it believes that the volatile, aromatic taste of

fruit is lost by boiling. With some patients, however, boiled fruit

agrees better.

Pull-bath, see Index.
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Full Pack, see Index.

Full Steam-bath, see Index.

Full Steam-bath in bed, see Index.

Furuncle, see "Boil".

Furry Tongue, see "Tongue".

G.
Galacto Dieta, see "Milk diet".

Gall Bladder, see "Chest and abdominal Cavity Opga^sOF THE .
' -^'^^ -

Galloping Consumption, see "Phthisis

Gall stones. See "Stone".

Gangrene, see "Mortification".

Gangrene, Hospital, see "Mortification".

Gangrenous Boil, see "Carbuncu
,

with^a^K^.^c^'^fl^^^^^^
^
r

^^^-^^^t ^^'^d mouthwith a liqma by which a gargling noise is made. It is kept fromdescending into die larynx by the expiration of air and can thus

of fw::i;owin/ z^T'- "^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^-^^^ - ^^cuu;01 s^^.allowlng, and diseases of the throat, gullet and larjnix.

unde?^|m!^H^^!^;.i"
^'^'^'''''^ ^^^^^^^^^ mentionedunaer ^3roM^\CH, Diseases of the" there are several other kindv.

"he spine.
°^ ^"'l frequently extends as'^ far "s

or a™'cm'l'''.^lt^,P'f ^'""^'«^'^ ^"her empty or full

however i ^l ' " '""""^ °" spontaneously. Mostly

Äing'coldrvlar ' partickrtyXr'

etc. and iA cases of h XrT ^ of blood), rising from the stomach
and loss orstrenZh .ofl ? T*""'

'^»"iplexion, emaciation

choking generil "m.n,= • P^'P^'ation, hiccough,

phenomena. '
^^""""'y' ^'''"''"g «nd other nervous
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Causes. Mostly some sore spot on the stomach, or so-cailed
abscess of the stomach, excessive anaemia, degenerative of the coat
of the stomach, inOammator}^ stimulation of the spinal cord, colds.
ac)-id gastric juice, acidity of the stomach, and above all nervous
conditions.

Bilious stomach-ache comes on after rage and anger.
This ailment is produced and aggravated by frequently drinking

coffee and in general by hot drinks, further by physic, worms,
flatulence, drinking no water, also and more especially by the
following favourite beverages, frequently indulged in to get rid

of spasms and stomach-ache : whisky with pepper or peppermint,
strong coffee with rum, calomus-brandy etc. Such remedies are
capable of easily causing perforation of the stomach and thus
causing death. .

Treatment, as indicated under spasms of the stomach, but
weak persons must apply a somewhat milder treatment, consisting

in partial steam-bath, duration twenty minutes, followed by bath
(BO**) and affusion, mainl}?- on the region of the stomach, or three

quarter steam-bath in bed, after which a tepid wet rubbing of the

the whole body (73*^) is to be given.

Stomach-ache and spasms sometimes diminish by bending the

Dod}'^ double, or by strong pressure on the stomachic region, or

by the patient taking some nourishment.

Gastric Catarrh (acute) see "Stomach, Catarrh of the".

Gastric Catarrh (chronic) see "Stomach, Catarrh of the".

Gastric fever," see Gastritis and Typhoid fever".

Gastritis, see "Stomach, Catarrh of the",.

Gathering, see "Abscess and Ulcer".

General Principles of the Natural Method of Healing,

see Index.

Genu-valvum, see "Knee-joint, Diseases of the".

GIDDINESS (\''ertigo) proceeds from thickening of ti^e

blood, and particularly from a rush of blood to the head; from

congestion of the brain, (or want of blood in the brain); from

irritation of the nerves, of the brain, spine, stomach, or abdomen.

Giddiness is a condition under which the sufferer loses his

equihbrium; surrounding objects appear to be in motion; lie

staggers as he walks; is obhged to stand still to avoid falling;

even when sitting or lying he has the sensation of falling.

General Causes.—Swinging, or rapid turning movements,*

looking down from a great height; substances (or fluids) which in-

fluence the brain, such as alcohol, poisons, gases; congestion or
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want, of blood, in the brain; va.rious diseases; etc,- -The following
may be more particularly mentioned: ~

•
.

1. Giddiness due- to determination
, pf blood to the' brain

(dizziness) results from suppression of the menses, from hemorrhoidal
veins, and other fqrn;s of hemorrhage : from heating drinks (wine
beer coffee, etc.) from narcotic inhalations, and poisons, coal >cya,s'
and fumes from burning lime; sleeping too long; congestion'' or
poverty of the brain: anatomical alternations in the brain- n'ree-
nancy. i &

'^. Rheumatic giddiness, occüring with sudden changes of
weather, and after previous pains in' the limbs, catarrhal symptoms
•cold, • etc. • •

: . r.ii '(::.'. r .

'

3. Nervous or hysterical and hvpochohdriacal giddiness re-
sulting irom exhaustion or violent emotion, and other causes Itmay be accompanied by nausea and vomiting, watery urine or
disturbance ot the monthly period.

4. Giddiness^ resulting from abdominal di^^order or diseaseand particularly from disease of the liver

'

General TREATMENT.-Avoidance of known causes, and coun-
teracting treatment based upon them. If determination of blood

be raLd^'ld'Hl T'^' -^^^^^^"y happens, the head should

d^nh w' fif.

^^"^''^t^^e measures be adopted-such as a foot bath

th i iff.
^"^^^-^y followed by a cold knee or

I gh affusion, and at night stimulating leg and foot packs A
nmmornin^^'^r^'^

^^''^"'^^ bod3^730) should be ^given the

bathV n h^§-
^^/;cu"istances require, three-quarter or fill steam-

hh h./h. ^f'^'^y
be given. Sometimes lukewarm (82'> to 86«)

be^ necessa?l W 1 1
• "'^"''"'u t^'"'^?^

'"^^^ ^^'^'^^ ^^e head willDC necessai3.. Walking with bare feet, and in (dewv) crrass is ä

hT^t'en Är^""""?^^^- .^--ii-'^lating^ d^:fe5e"L"in
DationlivA.'. K?"'^ '^J^^''

^ ^P^^' enemata if cohsti-

tCneck troF^^^'/^^
a derivative. Vigorous massage of

WadS^\Ä^^ the' orehead and' temples, and thorough

w th l mdrdi .^^^^
'"^^^"^ ^hest and; ba?k

giddiness e i^fhJ T'J ^^^^ recomniended. In nervous

Sents cur;;tL
^^"^1 movements and rotary trunk move-

cold watein.^^^^
gymnastics should be practised. A draught ofcom watei occasionally will not be out of place

advised^'the w'.M. ^J^^^^^^f,
rubbing of the feet is

and the rubbing be .

uuid ni^L"'hpTf P°^^^t-y of : blood in the brain

from he waist nn 'T'^ ^!}^,
downward (or bending the body

be he naTu a ^f"^^^-
the head hang for^vard) wH,

9on-ect The
derivative treatment the reverse, o^ett. ihe ^v ashing of the upper part of. the body with water
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of from 730 to 770 has a very favourable effect; as have also the

Kneipp aftusions.

If there is a tendency to giddiness, tonic treatment should

be adopted. See also "Giddiness" under "Kneipp Cure". For
further particulars of Massage, Curative Gymnastics, and Modes
of Application, see Index.

CURE OF GIDDINESS etc.

By Herr von Seth, of Bremen.

Herr Drewes, the proprietor of the far-famed Restaurant "Cafe

Bismarck", in Bremerhaven, suffered some years ago from serious

nervousness, insomnia, and obstinate constipation. The family

physician had tried all possible remedies, including a variety of

medicines, without succeeding in ameliorating the patient's con-

dition. A course of baths also failed of success. In the autumn

of last year, during the fair in Bremerhaven, Herr Drewes came
to me. He could not endure the turmoil of the fair, and wished

to know what sea or other bathing place I would recommend
to him ; as he was afraid to choose one for himself. He had not

thought of going through a course of treatment under my roof.

He took the opportunity of informing me that eminent doctors

whom he had consulted differed as to the nature of his complaint

and that no one of them had been able to give him relief. I

proceeded then to put some questions to him, and ascertained that

he was suffering from excessive flow of blood to the head; and

that attacks of giddiness and insensibility were of not unfrequent

occurrence. There was also serious obstruction of the bowels,

and a marked sweUing of the abdomen. 1 told him that under

the circumstances a so-called bath cure was not to be reconv

mended; but that if he would remain with me I hoped to be

able to put him to rights in a short time. He consented: took

two deep hip-baths daily, of the temperature of 86O, and lastmg

twenty minutes. In the bath the abdomen was vigorously mas-

saged: and, after that, came a good rubbing and a long wa k,

The diet consisted of a plate of meal soup with bread m the

morning: for early luncheon (about ten o'clock) fruit, bread, ar/.

water: in the middle of the day meal soup again, with meat aiv:

bread In the afternoon the early morning regimen was followec:

and the evening meal was the same as the early luncheon.

On the fifth day came the long wished for sleep; on the eight

the terrible anxiety abated; and in four weeks the patient wa^

cured.

GLANDERS. This disease is communicated to man by the

transmission of the secretions of the mucous membranes of the

nose or mouth, or of the sweat, of horses, asses, or other quadrupeds
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affected with this disease; the result of which is the development
of an ailment qmte similar to that from which the animal is
suilenng.

Symptoms.—The more direct the contagion, i. e the more
directly the noxious fluid is conveyed to the blood olF a person
e. g. by an open wound, the more rapid the development of the
disease. The wound through which the contagious matter was
communicated gets painful after the lapse of three or four days
^"1 A

j^H[^°"^ded b3^ a circle of red stripes. Then shivering
attended by fever and violent pains in the joints sets in andknots varying m size from a hemp-seed to a pea begin to ' formon the iTiUcous membrane of the nose, eyes, and mouth and spread

Janal Th. ll^' '^'T^ ^^^"^^^h- ^^"^ intestinal
canal. J hen follow deep seated general debility and decrepitude
Ihere are copious and frequent discharges of blood from the nose'purulent matter being ejected from th? lungs in large quantkTes'Finally the knots that have formed in the skin begin to\lcera?eand the sufferer often dies from blood poisonin-

^ "'^^rate,

11 the poison should be communicated otherwise than by awound, months may elapse before the results of the infeSionbegin to assert themselves in the shape of genera wellness
e. g. headache, lassitude, impaired digestion, fe?er etcThe course ot the disease is then also different the mucousmembrane of the nose being attacked in a les.ser deg ee'That ofthe lungs, on the other hand, in a far greater degrle the skingenerally remaining quite free from tubercles.

TREATMF.NT.-Daily a steam-bath in bed of an hour's duration

ruDDing ot the whole body with water of 72". Better still is a

J ] w.'
h"^"'^ followed by a full pack and bath; frequLnt H^^^^

an aTthe^kff'^'.T"^'^^' ^^^^^ ^^^^^ and kose^sTo to 86^^

fromldl Zso/Td Vhi"'^'""^^
^"^^ be sucked free

perfectly \nd tn^^^
immediately washed and rinsed

a non-sL.Sting'tgetar^^^^
^^^^^'^^"

ne^r n-^u u-
^ ^t>'=^'^r^^ii uiet. it there be a natura he-ilernear call h,m m at once. For Modes of Application lee IndS

charged^^th blood^^T^ef "^^ ^""^y abundantly
conv-ey to various n.^ rf*^'' n"-i° P^''^^ "'^ °>- '°

"nd character nthl^ff 'f^ .""^^ ^^^^ "^^i-- constituents

according to Üier rJllJf- """^ '^ey are divided,
•'h to tneir respective functions, into the:
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1. Sweat and sebaceous glands; both enclosed in the skin.
The former draw impurities and inorbid matter from the blood,
and excrete them in perspiration. The latter, in which a fatty
matter is formed, serve to lubricate the skin and keep it soft
and pliant;

2. The mucous or pituitary' glands, embedded in th^ niucoub
membrane, serve to keep it moist and slipper\^;

3. The salivary and pancreatic glands supply a digestive
juice which converts starch into grape sugar;

i. The lymphatic glands, which may be described as the
filter of the blood. Foreign or injurious constituents of the blood
are kept back in these glands, and rendered harmless

:

5. The mammary glands in the female breast supply th^-

nourishment which supports infant life for a period not usually

exceeding one year after birth:

6. The male testicles, also a kind of gland, in which semer
is formed.

7. Finally the liver, the spleen, the kidnej-s and the gland

near them (supra-renal gland) must be included under this head
Inflammatory processes are often set up in the glands. When-

ever such a thing takes place, it may be confidently assumed that

there is something wrong with the blood, or with the circulation,

or with both. Hence it is that glandular ailments are so often found

in children who have inherited from their parents the baneful

legacy of impure blood. It is so with the great number of scro-

fulous and rickety children, who have the germs of disease in

them from their birth ; but the disease may not be matured till

later, when an unhealthy state of the blood arises from impropei

food, or when injurious substances find their way directly into

the blood. We are mindful here of the great number of un-

fortunates who suffer for years, and perhaps all their lives, from

disease in the glands, as a consequence of moculation with impure

lymph in vaccination. We think also of the innumerable victims

of S3'philitic poison, infected or inherited, and making itself fcli

mostly in the lymphatic glands.

Weakness of the heart is also a cause of a damming up oi

the ducts, and consequent swelling and inflammation hi the glands.

Treatment.—This will be indicated by the diagnosis, f

the swelling and inflammation are attributable to vitiated o:

poisoned blood, or to an unhealthy condition of the blood, or to

inadequate circulation, the course of treatment must be prescribed

accordingly. It is only necessary to observe nature (correctly) m
her efforts to cure, and to support those efforts. There can rhen

be no mistake. It is especially the function of the glands to purm

the blood; by secretion (as in the case of the lymphatic glanrts^

and excretion (as by the sweat glands, kidneys, and liver), int
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activity of those glands should therefore be stimulated by means
of steam-baths, packs, baths and washings. The work for tlie
system will thereby- be considerably lightened. The circulation
should also be regulated by massage of the whole body and bv
Kneipp affusions; and finally every effort must be ma'de to im-
prove the state of the blood by good, but non-stimulating food
and good air by day and night.

'

We must 'here observe that this class of diseases does not
always admit of rapid cure; patience and perseverance, however
will generally bring about a satisfactory result.

'
'

CURE OF SWOLLEN GLANDS
from the Rev. Mr. Koenig s book „The Natural Method of Healing".

th. .u''^ i'".^^
^.""^ "^^"^^s remarked onthe sole of the left foot a boil which did not then appear dangerous

but which in a very short time became so inflamed that we becan
to be anxious, not knowing what it could mean. At the sameime a small red pomt showed itself on the left cheek close underthe eye which we took to be an abscess. Boils also appeared onthe back of the right hand and on the two elbows; and these

ghndXr
^PP^"^^^^"^-"^' perceived that 'they we?e

lir^pT^^HT
"^^^ ^ow eight months old; the boils had become

; h^S J^'"^^^^'
the foot was so swollen that for a long time

It had not been possible to put a shoe on if and the whole sid^was paralyzed by pain: the^ibscess under tl^reye hadtic^^a edto the size of a hazel nut, so that the eye was nearly closed themovement of both arms had become \'ery difficult to the childas. owmg to the sores on the elbows, the arms were swollen ohe thickness of a man's. And that was not all. The nunibe? of

remLkXTe^he^^^^^ '^^f^ ''''''' other; and now
V^rt^^X^^^^^ wftnS air^he"''

'^'j"'
^^-..^T^^

-^ being
fi t

e inea all the remedies which <?iicrcr,-^cf*^ri
themselves to us or which were recommended t^us by ds

the bo l underlhf e
'°
'"V" "'^''^ thrL cS „tnc Doii under the eye, with scissors. We were oreoared for

mm h^^Lund '.1^" ""T'''''
°' °"'y Sood flowed

thTJ
wound, although we pressed round it well In soite of all

and^^ 4er^fh\'n ever on" f '^u T i^"'
^'"^ ^

become someXt hn; „ ? 1
hand the sore had broken and

issued fromT ' '
'""^ """'y discharge

to se?out''of h^'^^.T"'
""""" "'^«"v unableout ot Its eyes, so great was the swelling rouiid them.
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The whole body was one large Luinour; the skin red, tight! '

drawn, and shining. In this our need we hoard of the Rev. Mr
Koenig's method of healing from a family with whom we wen
acquainted, and who had experienced great benefits from it; and
we prevailed upon the reverend gentleman to take our chi'ld in
hand. He at once ordered that water compresses should be laid
on every part of the body where there was a sore, and that at
night the child should be wrapped in wet linen, having onlv
the arms free (a full-pack). The child very soon became
accustomed to this. The head was covered day and night with i\

wax-cloth cap, inside which compresses were sewn, one for every
sore; and the cap was made to fit close everywhere, so that
only the face was visible.

In consequence of all these continuous compresses, the
swellings had every where increased in size, just as Mr. Koenii^
had said they would. On arm. foot and elsewhere

,
they began

at last, one by one, to break , and to discharge a great"^ deal of
matter; the sores thereby becoming smaller. The one behind
the left ear was the most obstinate, ever increasing in size and
causing the child great pain. At last to oar great joy this one
also broke; and only those who saw it could believe that at least

a pint of matter came from it, at first thick and dark green in

colour, later thinner and lighter; and so offensive that although
it was winter, we had to open doors and windows, and finally

to smoke, in order to get rid of the smell. We caught the matter
in cloths and sponges; and it was nearty an hour before the

flow abated. The trouble, however, was mastered; the abscess

visibly diminished in size ; the face of the child recovered its

normal appearance and form; the flow of matter continued; the

packing was kept up; and the child was visibly getting well.

Soon afterwards we were able to give him more nourishing food

than had been allowed in the first stage of the cure; and now,

when the boy- is nearly two years old, he is plump, fat, fresh,

and rosy; instead of the sores there are only slight scars; and

of an abscess there is not the faintest appearance.

May th<?se lines, true as they are to the letter, contribute to

point out to other sufferers the way to succour; as well as serve

to convey to that noble, self-sacrificing, indefatigable, and dis-

interested worker, Mr. Koenig, a feeble token of our gratitude

to him—a gratitude which can be felt, but is be\'Ond the power of

expression

!

May the blessing of Heaven, in richest measure, be his

P°'"^^°"' Nicolaus Kagd Ackerstrasse 32.

My wife has suffered for the past seven years from abscesses

on the neck and right hand. On the upper surface of the hand
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there were more than a dozen open sores. The hand was so
swollen that people were appalled at the sight of it.

The throat w^as so sore inside that the sufferer could not
speak or eat. In six years she had consulted eight of the most
eminent physicians. By the advice of many of her friends, she
underwent a seven months' course under Herr Geheimrath
Doctor A., without, I regret to say, any favourable result. On
the contrary she was told by Doctor A. that the hand must be
amputated; to which she replied that she would rather die. She
then went to Doctor D. ; who pronounced her incurable, and said
that slie had^ better go to some one else. She accordingly went
to Doctor S., and was told by him that she must go into
the hospital—to which she demurred. Having now given up all

hope of being cured, she turned to the Rev. Mr. Koem'g : and I

must, to my inexpressible joy, acknowledge that a course of
barely seven weeks under the natural method of healing has
already given us the brightest hopes of her recover}^; which I
hereby declare for the information of all sufferers.

Berlin, 6*^ October 1863.

JVilhelm Seibt, Mariannenstrasse 13.

See further, "Tonsilitis".

CURE OF A GLANDULAR ABSCESS
in the Bxlz Sanatorium in Radebeul-Dresden.

In the summer of 1897, a young man, aged twenty one, came
to this establishment with a large glandular swelling on the left
side of the neck. A short time previously he had entered upon
his year of military service as a volunteer, and was then in perfect
health. During the period of service, however, the swellings
appeared

;
and, as they of course defied all military treatment

and increased in volume, he was eventually discharged. As the
young man had inherited a sound constitution from his parents
and had never suffered from any sexual disease, there could be
nere no question of corruption of the blood; and the cause of the
aisease had to be looked tor elsewhere. It was sought accordinglv,

w..b T?';'''?'^-.
^^'^ ^^^^^^ the heart was extraordinarily

rv?rr
i^^fi been unequal to .the strain put upon it bv the

nnp^/r •
incidental to his mihtarv duties. Conse-S f

^j^^.^l^ti?^ had been inadequate, and the glandular

th^ .."^^ f^.
developed themselves. With the knowledge of

vipJ T ^\ disease, the plan of treatment came clearly into

svXn.oV'''^
nourishing food, and strengthening of the heart by

the
§^y"^"^^stics and walking exercise. Further, dispersion of

s>vvemng by derivative treatment; and provision for improvine-
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the circulation by the. employment of the various Kneipp affusions.
After a three months' course the swelling in the neck was re-

duced to a minimum which only needed i rnvful after-treatment at

home to cause it to disappear altogether.

For further cases see "Scrofula''.

Glands, swelling of the, see "Lymphatic Glands".

Glycosuria, see "Diabetes".

Goggle Eyes, see "Basedow's Disease".

GOITRE. (Wen, or Thyrocele) is a gradually developed
enlargement of the thyroid gland; which shows itself in front,

and often at the sides, of the neck. This form of swelling in th<

throat is generally painless, soft, and elastic. In some cases it

may effect the windpipe and gullet, and seriously interfere with

the breathing..

Cause. Opinion, is divided on this subject. In some places

the disease is attributed to the custom of carrying heavy weights

on the head, which prevails particularh?^ in mountainous districts

in other places the quahty of the. drinking water is supposed to

be the cause.
'

Treatment. Over-exertion should be avoided. Endeavours

should be made to reduce the swelling by local stimuladng com-

presses, and bv gentle massage—kneading, and stroking—four or

five times a da\^ ' Massage may also be given as follows; knead

and press the sw^elling between the fingers, twice or three times

a day, and afterwards, on each occasion, stroke from above

downwards—either with the finger and thumb of one hand, or witli

the little finger edges of both hands, appHed to the neck on either

side. Improvement of the condition may also be obtained bv

taking three or four full - steam - baths weekly; followed each

time by a full-pack with extra compress on the throat, and u

whole "^bath as the conclusion of the process. The amount oi

fluid taken internallv should , be as litüe as possible for several

weeks. Operations' are very, uncertain, and often dangerous; am-

putation of the tumour has .sometimes been followed b>' imbe-

cility and idiocy. For Modes of Application see Index. Compai '

also the first report -of cases under "Scarlet fever"'.

GONORRHCEÄ. Contrarv to the view formerly entertain^ .

,

it is now considered certain that the sexual organs are subieci

to three kinds of infection:—Gonorrhoea, Chancre and bypliin^

which were ' till recentlv looked upon as vaneties of the sam

disease. (See "CHANCRk" and "SypHiLis'"). Gonorrhoea is a ca-

tarrh of the mucous membrane of the urethral canal, ansiiig- m^m

contagion or excessive sexual intercourse and characterrzed bv a

slimy purulent discharge. It i^- a Inral afT-rt.nn limited to tne
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urethra and the organs connected with it such as the bladder,
kidneys, testicles, vagina, uterus, and inguinal glands. If a portion
of the pus be communicated to the e^^es it will give rise to the
most severe and dangerous form of ophthalmic inflammation.

Symptoms. After an interval of from three to six days from
the date of the contraction of the disease a redness is visible at
the orifice of the urethra accompanied by .a clear transparent
appearance; the patient feels a disagreeable irritation and burning
at^ the lower end of the organ ; then a slim}'- secretion commences,
with pain in passing water; the discharge increases and as.sumes
a purulent character, leaving stiff, yellowish green spots on the
linen: the pain in passing water grows more severe, causing the
patient to writhe, grind his teeth, stamp his feet, and perspire in
the face. This painful stage lasts from eight to fourteen days.
Painful sexual excitement is experienced with frequent erections
followed by seminal discharges. As the disease subsides the
pams diminish, while the purulent discharge increases in quantity;
finally the pain in passing water entirely subsides, the di-scharge
ceases, and the patient generally recovers in about a month, though
the disease has been known to continue for several months.

Gonorrhoea may be accompanied by inflammation of the tes-
ticles and epididymis, inflammation of the inguin^d glands (bubo)
sometimes developing a purulent character; catarrh of the bladder
the appearance of so-called figwarts or condylomata (wartlike
excrescences on the mucous membrane of the genital organs)
lever and disordered digestion.

0

Bastard clap in the male is a slimy, purulent secretion on
surface of the foreskin and the glans, which may occur either in
combination with gonorrhoea or independently as the result of

'

uncleanhness or tightness of the foreskin. Gleet, a thin and scanty
a]sc;narge from the urethra occurring principally in the morning
!s a consequence of a careless manner of life during gonorrhoea'
^^tricture of the urethra, caused by improper treatment of gonor-
rnoea, may succeed the disease and sometimes assumes a very

.inT^c^^^iiT
^^ treatment requires much patience and self de-

^lal. bee Urethra, Stricture and dilatation of the".

^''""Z^^f''
be neglected, or abstention from alcoholiceuTages, highly seasoned food, meat and other irritating articles

L T ngorously enforced, it may become chronic, last-
n,^ a considerable time, and assume a very serious form.

is rJf^^^T^^^^'""-^^^
"^^^^ important condition of the treatment

hVhh f entirely non-stimulating diet, carefully avoiding all

Wativ T'^Z^i '^^^^^ ^""'^ alcoholic beverlges.

Zd L. 7 "^
.^r"''^

copiously, and fresh air provided for
everything avoided calculated to arouse sexual feeling.
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In the next place a half steam-bath or a half stp.ini-bath inbod (the latter is a half pack with three hot-water bottles -wrapptni
in damp hnen applied to the feet) is to be given daily together
with a rather damp extra compress (73«) on the sexual organs
Both of these applications should be followed by a lukewarm
bath (89'').

Give also everj^ day two or three lukewarm (IT) hip-bafh^
or trunk-baths of from fifteen to twenty minutes' duration a body
compress at night with T pack if it can be comfortable borne by
the patient, and enemata in case of constipation. Instead of hip-
baths, the sexual organs may be bathed three or four times a day
for Irom ten to twenty minutes at a time with water of 82" to 80*^

or 77" if it can be well borne. Copious drinking of water is strongly
recommended to dilute the urine as much as possible. Injections
(820) may be made into the urethra, this should however be per-
formed with great care, to avoid irritation. For this purpose a
syringe should be employed having a round, but on no account
an edged orifice so as not to cause injury to the inflamed membrane.
The injections can be made several times a day, particularly after
passing water. During the intervals local stimulating or soothing
compresses (73*^ to 77") well covered with flannel should be given
A suspensory' bandage is advisable in case of inflammation of the
testicles. Plenty of fresh air is of great importance. See also
"Kneipp cure". For Modes of AppHcation see Index.

GOOSE-SKIN. This term is used to denote the rough and
wrinkled state which the skin of the body assumes in consequence
of cold, fear, agitation, fever, and other nervous excitement; and
which consists of a contraction of the muscular fibre which sur-

rounds the various pores of the skin.

GOUT. This disease is much dreaded on account of its

pertinacity, for it' is as lingering as it is painful. The disease
does not break out suddenly, but long before the first attack

a gouty subject has troublesome and characteristic symptoms
of the disease. There are various indications proclaiming its

approach.

Symptoms.— Stout persons are for some time previously

troubled with piles, broken sleep, palpitation of the heart, a feeling

of repletion, heaviness, loss of appetite, slight perspiration, menial

indisposition, irregularities of digestion, oppression on the chest,

cloudy urine etc.

These premonitory symptoms become more frequent and

more pronounced until finally the first attack of gout makes its

appearance in the form of an extremely violent, piercing pain in

the big toe, which swells, and becomes red and inflamed, while

the urine assumes a deep red colour, and shows a thick sediment.
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The pain may at the same time become fearfully violent so that
the patient, trembling in his whole body, throws himself about
on his bed with the perspiration standing in beads on his fore-
:iead, the skin is hot and dry, the pulse quick, the patient is tor-
mented with thirst and even with fever. The pain relaxes towards
the morning, only to return next night with redoubled violence

I
The first attack and its repetitions usually last from four to nine

I days, and with the adoption of a more rational mode of life the
attack ceases. But if such a eourse of life is not continued the
ittack will recur (especially in the early part of the year) the
intervals between the attacks will get shorter, the visitations
longer, swelling and red colour, disturbances of digestion slio-ht
ever, but more bearable pains, continue for weeks, and general
wasting sickness supervenes. When persons who are affected with
the gout have suffered from bad digestion, some of the joints are
onh' moderately red, but nevertheless become very painful and

I are so even after a single error of diet.
'

1 Causes.— Principally an excessive and too rich supply of
nourishment, indulgence in wine (especially strong wines 'con-

\

taming a high percentage of alcohols) and insufficient occupation

I

and exercise. It is supposed that the blood assumes a niorbid
« character by becoming overcharged with uric acid, which inurn is precipitated in the form of urichloric acid on theknuckles and ligaments of the joints. Also congenital predispo-

sition, sexual excesses, especially when sudden abstinence in
this respect takes the place of long-continued indulgence Alsosudden transition from abstinence to rich living from exer^on

Iv niT"'- hemorrhage, more especial

menses
discharges, and the non-appearance of the

I exerc?sT^ut''n']ln t'>>P''''^^''^ ^"^"'^^^^^ ^-^"t of

'^rereareVmron ^
j

s oppos,tes, great abstemiousness, coupled

Tcold and dn^^n c; ^^ ^^^^^ engendered by habitual exposure
-

to cold and damp. See also "Rheumatism" and "Bacteria"
.

TREATMENT.-Avoidance of the causes in the first nlace- a

' Zä'^^^'W-'^''^ P^^--^ must a'ccuston'

o fr..h? ? 1
^^^"^^"S plenty of fresh water. Abundance

111 u ?i
^""^ ^^eepmg with the window open at ni^ht ade

PATioN"
Obstinate costiveness, see "Consti-

ende^^^our ToS "Tfu'
'''' ^^^^"^^ considered as nature's

mobure si .ilrl l^l .
compresses, containing plenty of

are takSnff Mi^ P^'^ round the painful joints. When \hey<ire taktn off, mild lavations with bare hands, fallowed bv massage-
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treatment, very gently at first and gradually becoming nior^^
vigorous and then again soothing compresses. The coinijresse-
on the inflamed and painful places should be rather wet so
that they may be worn longer and the patient be not be
troubled with frequent changes. During the intervals per-
spiration should be induced once a day if possible by mean';
of a steam-bath in bed, duration from an hour and a half to
two hours, followed by a lukewarm (88^) bath or tepid (72")
wet rubbing of the whole body, or a box-steam - bath ^duration
fifteen minutes, and followed by bath). The painful joint-
also to be treated by massage after the bath. For the rest,
a tonic treatment to be introduced gradually. Good results
have been obtained by sun-baths. A regenerative treatment is

likewise advantageous, either alone or in combination with
magnetism.

Treatment by massage as in acute articular rheumatism, but
far more gently, otherwise harm may result. After massage, oil

compresses (simply oiled linen rags) to be put on the inflamed
parts, and over them cold-water compresses, often repeated (the
oil-rag remains on for one da}^). These have a good effect.

Massage consists here in kneading the whole body in the painless
intervals, as well as curative gymnastics (Group four). Where
gout contracts the muscles of the arm, hand or leg, apply in the
tw^o former cases circular motion of the arms, the "8" move-
ments, sti-etching and bending the fingers, in the latter case,

rotatory motion of and raising the legs etc. See also treatment
under "Rheumatism". If a sufferer is congenitally predisposed to

this disease he must avoid nitrogenous food, especiall}^ fat meat,

cheese and alcoholic hquors, more particularly if he has to lead

a sedentary life.

Kneipp-Cure.—According to Kneipp, the solution of the gout-

poison must be effected by:

1. Lavations with water; 2. Packs; 3. Affusions; 4. Baths;

An3'one who understands what effect water has in these appli-

cations can- cure gout. It must not be forgotten, however, tliat

when the body has been racked and tormented with the gout for

years, the patient cannot be restored to health in a few days.

A cure is sure to be effected with perseverance, and if the orders

given b}- the natural healer are strictly carried out. For Modes
of Application see Index. See also "Massage'', "Ctrntive Gym-

nastics" and "Kneipp Cure" in Index.

Kneipp is quite correct when he says: "Even though, in the

opinion of medical authorities, there is no remedy for gout,

water is and always will be one. He that hath ears to hear, let

him hear!"
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CURE OF GOUT etc.

(From Weicker's book "Nature cures".)

Miss Fl Sch who had for a number of years sufifered from

chronic pharyngitis and rheumatic headache, and had been treated

medically, ultimately being pronounced mcurable, completely

recovered hrr health, lost through indulgmg m meat, wme, beer,

coffee spices and medical poisons ! The remedies she used were :

cool wet rubbings, full packs, cool hip-baths, head-compresses,

foot- and calf-packs, fresh air, rest and bodily exercise, and strict

vegetarian diet. Though weak and chlorotic before, she is now

strong and healthy, and a true behever in treatment without

medicine and a vegetarian diet!

GOUT CURED
by Baron v. Bistram.

If our privileged doctors are not very successful in their

treatment of diseases in general, this is especially the case in

their treatment of gout. In proof of this assertion we may men-

tion the fact, that the most eminent physicians, like Sydettham,

Boerhave, Fr. Hoffmann, van Swieten and many others, who
have written at length on the subject of gout, could neither cure

'themselves nor others. The celebrated Sydenham, who wrote

the most important work on gout, himself died of podagra.

What is the good then of all these learned treatises, if they

au not lead us to the desired goal, the recovery of our health?

The cure has not to be effected on paper, but on the patient.

•The sufferer's interest does not- centre in idle words, but in solid

facts. We see from the paper "Das Neue Wiener Blatt" that the highest

medical authority. Professor Skoda, has suffered from attacks of

gout for the last twenty years, accompanied from time to time

with paroxysms of pain. But it was only lately that gout showed
I the pers'on ol Prof. Skoda what a dangerous character it can

.ssume. In the left big toe and in the sole, decay of the tissues

attacked by the gout has set in. From the open sores, chalky

deposits issue in great quantities. The swelling has extended^ to

II the joints of feet and hands, elbows and knees. Prof. Kiol?

)rescribed a mixture of atropin and morphia to be injected

iuder the skin; which had to be discontinued after the fourth

lay, as it caused vomiting, entire loss of appetite, and the decay
I't the vital forces.

From all quarters of the globe telegrams arrive, asking for

information about the famous patient's condition, but of help there

is no prospect because it has to come frorii the privileged physi-

cians. What are the conclusions to be drawn from what we have
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said? That not gout, but prejudice is incurable; that it is by d',

means logical to look upon gout as an incurable disease merelN
because the highest scientific authorities of privileged medic; ;

science do not know how to treat it. What other chronic disea?'

,

we humbly crave permission to ask, does appear curable in th(j

eyes and under the care of privileged physicians? Do the
various diseases of the limps, liver, stomach, kidneys, heart or

nerves? Let us have the pleasure of meeting with a single case

where an approved doctor has succeeded in curing one of this

host of diseases. Thousands are waiting in vain for this pleasur'-,

but for the present our readers must content themselves with the

results attained by the Natural Method of Healing in the treat-

ment of gout, results attained even in inveterate cases and with

patients advanced in years. We might prove our assertion by
giving instances without number, if we did not fear to tire our

readers with needless repetitions. The following report, however,

may serve as an example of many similar ones.

This case of gout cured is that of an elderly lady, nearly

sixty years of age, who says: "I suffered for many years from

gout in my hands, feet, and head, the consequence being almost

entire loss of sleep. By the advice of the physicians I visited

nearly every watering place in turn, but alas, without 2Lny good

result whatever. Although relief was always promised at Christmas

time, that was just the period when the pains were most unbear-

able. Instead of the promised relief the gout also attacked niy

eyes, so that I now ran the danger of becoming blind, in spite

of all the oculists whom I consulted. Their medical assistance

was mainly limited to ordering me to wear all sorts of spectacles,

among them some with dark blue glasses, ground in different

directions, most necessary, they said, for my squinting eyes,

although this defect had never been noticed by anyone before,

in consequence of these and similar directions given by these

omniscient gentleman, my eyes suffered to such an extent that it

was suggested that I should, as a last resource, undergo an

operatiom Very fortunately for me, I happened to hear of the

wonderful cures of the hygienist. Baron v. Bistram, and made

up my mind at once to apply to him. The first thing he ordered

me to do was to put away the dark-blue spectacles, as I neither

squinted, nor had I any particular complaint of the eyes. 1
he

affection of the eves would vanish with the cure of the gout, he

said. And so it was. After following all his directions for tour

' months, I was reheved from my trying disease, and can at present

a thing I was not able to do before, read even the smallest, punt

without glasses. I shall praise God, as long as I live, for having

led me to this man.
a j i

Dresden, Rosenweg No. 28. Mrs. A. Schuiz.
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Such are the results of the Natural Method of Healing which
Skoda would have attained twenty years ago besides curing
himself of his own disease, if he or his collegues had troubled
themselves a little more about the rationale of the Natural Method
of Healing.

GOUT.
A case treated in the Bilz Sanatorium.

Mr. P., Merchant, of C, aged forty one, was taken to the above
institution on the 13**^ of June. He was in a helpless condition and
anable to walk. He had had measles and scarlet-fever as a child
but had otherwise been in good health till five years ago. At
that period he had an attack of gout for the first time which
vvas treated medicinally. His condition had improved, at any rate
tor a time, but he had since had attacks of gout, more or less
violent every year. The last visitation" of the disease which
darting from the balls of the feet, had gradually attacked all his
)omts and rendered every movement impossible or excessively
paintul, induced the patient at last to give the Natural Method Jf
Hea ing a trial. The result of the examination showed great painm all the joints at any active or passive movement ; also some
distension of the stomach and somewhat pronounced enlargement
of the Heart; the beating of the heart was weak but distinct,showing that there was nothing wrong with the cardiac valves

.teL fni
"'^""^

^''"'''^•^A '\ ^^"^'"^^ P^rti^l applications ofsteam followed by tepid baths and douches to dissolve the morbid
deposits in the joints and promote assimilation. Sun baths followed

fnr fl?r
water applications were given by way of change, and

was nX'^H t^^^l
' vegetarian diet with plenty of lemon Water

ri^f .cf k1 1

^ '^"""^ ^'"^^ accordance with the rules of

he deslrod ^"Tif""'
^^is treatment promptly had

?overfnnh. n^?'
j!^^P^^"^g^^dually subsided, the patient re-

he w ^^.hl/.^ n^^'^'
.J^^"'' ^" '^'^ ^^"^^ proportion. In a weekhe was able to walk with assistance, m a fortnight he only required

wi^ont'.T^'^'' ^T^^ ^ we^ks he could walk

Sv cur^!fIf
"^^^ ^^^^^^ home com-piaeiy cured. If he continues to lead a regular life at home

to feH reSfse^T ^"^"^5 f ""f
^e wifl have no occas^n

uice L 'n?^''?-
^ "^^y.^dd a few words on the use of lemon

dis^Ll ^T'''' J"'^^ unquestionable benefit in this

t o its R^f^^^'f'
^^^"^^^'^ ^^^'y exudations and

tile «tL . I .

emphatically raise a warning voice against

S^e soul r^l^^'^i recommended, according to which
has t^ be drunk'f? ""'^^"\f^ '^T''

"^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ 1^"^to be drunk during the day. It is wrong to make such
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demands on the capacity of any stomach and I have frequently

had opportunities of noticing that even if gout is really expelled
by such means it is replaced by severe and often obstinate in-

flammation pf the stomach in consequence of that organ being
overloaded with acid. On the other hand ' the juice of two or

three lemons, diluted v^-ith water and sweetened according to taste

is always well tolerated and makes a refreshing drink for th^

patient besides fulfilling its object as a solvent of gouty deposits

when used as an adjunct to the treatment by sunshine, steam
and water. .

'

'

GOUT AND CHRONIC CATARRH OF THE BLADDER
HEALED.

By H. Lahmann, M. D.

A case of chronic catarrh of the bladder and genuine gout,

in a man fifty six ^i'ears old, came under my treatment on Oct. 25*.

Gout had existed for eighteen 3^ears, originating as usual in

chronic irregularities of digestion. The stomach proved, on exami-

nation, hard and with its walls thickened, the intestines flaccid,

not enlarged, but the reverse, shrunk inconsequence of defective

absorption of nourishment. The stools were hard and insufficient

In March 1886 there had occured a fresh attack of the gout and

violent catarrh of the bladder, concurrent with considerable diss-

charge of pus in the urine, This pus, consisting at times of a

third of the urine, was composed as the microscope showed,

exclusively of pus corpuscles, without any perceptible admixture

of epithelial cells, or any great quantity of uric acid. Fermenting

and disintegrating processes within the bladder were therefore

pretty well out of the question, and the cause had to be looked

for higher up—in the region of the kidneys. There existed-, verv

probably, some inflammatory irritation in the pelvis or kidne\

,

caused by gouty deposits (renal calculus) a presumption favoured

by repeated weekly appearance of renal colic^ accompanied by

an aggravation of the patient's low condition of health. The

treatment consisted of packs, three times : a week, tO' excite cu-

taneous activity which was sadly defective, the skm bemg com-

pletely dry and scaly and thus to relieve the other organs oi

secretion. Damp body compresses and T packs were applied for

the same purpose. ^ these diaphoretic appUcations were directed

particularly against the gout,^ the original cause of which, distu -

bance of digestion, was combated by a modified dry diet—i.

sufficient and strengthening nourishment, with but httle water

and bv massage. The patient's condition unproved visibly, the

intervals between the crises were gradually extended from a weelc

to • a
'

fortnight, became less painful and no longer affected i^
^
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general health. Digestion improved and with the dry diet his

weight increased during the first five weeks by three to six

pounds. When he was discharged in the sixth week, in the
expectation that the treatment would be repeated in the summer,
the patient's health was thoroughly satisfactor3^ There were no
pains in the abdomen, the urine was always clear, all bodily
functions were in the best order. See also report of cure under
"Rheumatism".

What result those afflicted with gout or articular rheumatism
may expect from medical treatment, ma\'' be gathered from the
following bona fide article, which first appeared in the "Tage-
blatt" of Wiesbaden, and afterwards in several other newspapers.

Comfort for the gouty and rheumatic. The following faith-

ful report of a consultation which a Bavarian brewery proprietor
lately had with the well-known Prof. v. N. the greatest medical
celebrity of the Bavarian capital, may serve as consolation for
the above, Uable to be so cruelly reminded of their malad}- in
this wretched weather.

The honest brewer suffers, like so many other admirers of
Bavarian beer, from gout during the warm season, fie goes
therefore to Munich to see Prof. v. N. who by the way knows
him, from having served with him in the army. The following
edifying dialogue ensues: "Well, my dear Sir, and what's the
matter with you?" says the professor, a good natured regular
Bavarian. ''Oh, Professor, I've got it in my legs".—"Oh, you've
got it in your legs, have you! Now, look here, if you have it

right up in the knee, it's the gout but if you've got it down in
your toes, it's podagra."—"Professor I've got it in the knees."—
"Hm, well, just let us see it ... . yes, that's the gout."—"Well,
what's to be done for it?"—"Now look here, my dear friend]
you set your wits to work, and if you find a good remedy, just
tell me and we shall both be millionaires in a twelve month"—
"Well and what shall I do meanwhile?"—"Oh, drink as little as
possible, and keep your foot as warm as you can and stretched
out."—"Thank you. Professor and what do 1 owe you?"—"Oh'
nothmg, my dear fellow, but it's really worth nothing for it won't
do any good."

Tageblatt of Wiesbaden.
GOUT IN THE FOOT OR PODAGRA. For treatment

see uouT and the report of cure given below.

CURE OF PODAGRA.
From Dr. Kites' Book "Dietetic Cures".

.
Baron S. K. retired major a corpulent man of upwards of

sixty years of age, who had been confined to his invalid-chair
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for years afflicted with gouty swellings in various parts of his

leo-s and feet, tormented at times by excruciating pains, had for

aiteen years been at a number of spas and under a vanety of

systems of treatment, without experiencing any benefit from them.

He commenced with the Natural Method of Healing with the

cynicism which so many chronic sufferers use to express then

incredulity viz : "I know it won't do me any good". This treatment

effected but little good at first because the patient did not con-

scientiously carry out the directions he received. But afterward-,

it produced such surprising results as to call forth tne unqualified

acknowledgements of the patient who in future earned out my

instructions to the very letter. After having most remarkab -

urinary discharges, consisting of more than fifty per cent of a sub-

stance resembhng brick dust, the patient recovered completely

and has enjoyed excellent health for years now.

Gout in the head, see "Gout".

Graham bread, see Index.

GRANULATIONS caUed also: "Proud flesh". These

nrolific wart-like formations appear on wounds which J^egin-

mä to heal, and extend from their edges further and further till

S entirely cover them. These granulations are also fomid

sometimes m mucous membranes affected with chrome catarrh
sometimes m

transformed into sound flesh

roorcompresses and, if necessary, by repeatedly synngmg

cold cXor tepid water. Local cold, cool or tepid batmng

^ plentiM afTusi^ on the affected place ought also to be

'"^^We inflammation is only slight the proud Aesh may be

treated HghTly with steam, succeeded by a lukewarm (86°) bath,

with aff"usions on the parts.

Grave's Disease, see "Basedow's Disease".

Green Cataract, see "Eye, Diseases of the".

fil^FFN-SICKNESS, CHLOROSIS. This disease is met

of the white than of the red m he Wo°d « "I'le^

proportions,

stituents, albumen and '^^^t
lym-

Green-sickness seems to be an ^^P^"^^^ from

phat>c glands «nd
^^P'^^-^Ji^t Sso characterized by -allo^

rthal orthe''latr"?he'retxäs a diminution of albumen and

fibrin.
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Symptoms.—Pale, wan complexion, changing even to a yellow-
ish, green or blue hue. This is specially visible in the gums,
the lips, and the inner surface of the eyeHds; instead of being
pink, they are wan and white. There is moreover leanness,
lassitude, gradual weakness in the legs, palpitation of the heart
with the least exertion; a feeling of oppression, indispositon for
work, lethargy, aversion to a meat diet, peculiar noises, a wheez-
ihg sound in the heart. Pains moreover in the head and back,
disturbances in the digestive organs, fainting fits, indisposition of
the mind, lack of v/arrath, in particular cold feet. Also cramp in
the stomach and constipation manifest themselves, with a longing
for indigestible things, such as chalk, slaty earth, coal or even
bricks. The menses are of very watery quality (fluor albus) or
the reverse (too great a loss of dark thick blood); the courses take
place irregularly or do not come at all. The cheeks may have
colour at times and look healthy.

Causes.—Too little bodily exercise, especially being too little
in the fresh air, faulty nutrition, i. e. too great a proportion of
certam nutritious matters, as albumen, salt, fat etc., inattention to
cutaneous action, sedentary occupation, precocious sexual instinct
or unnatural indulgence in it (self-abuse); going frequently to
balls, theatres, etc., morbid excitement consequent on reading;
great loss of blood through blood-letting; also injuries, hemor-
rhage from nose, lungs, vagina etc. The assertion that green
sickness is inherited from parents is not borne out by fact. It
has repeatedly been found that girls are not afflicted with this
disease whose mothers have suffered from it in their time. On
the other hand, under certain conditions, such as defective nutrition
bad water, over-exertion, disappointments in love,— girls, whose
mothers have been affected with green-sickness, are disposed to
be victims of the same complaint. If steps are not taken in time
to combat this disease, a general wasting away ensues, or the
disease develops into dropsy.

rREATMENT.—Either ever>'- other day a half steam-bath, lasting
irom twenty to twenty five minutes, followed by a bath (90«^) ; or else
a tniee quarter steam-bath in bed ^^dth succeeding bath or wet
rubbing of the whole body. This somewhat drastic treatment,
side by side with which all the other hygienic conditions given
Deiow, such as fresh air etc. must be comphed with, should be
continued according to circumstances for five weeks; we however

tr^ T ^^»^Ption only if the patient can submit to an effective
reaonent i. e. if he is not hindered by his business or calling,

evpr f fI?
"^'^

r^'
^ repetition of the steam or steam-bath in bedevery three or; four days had better be resorted to.

frrPT^n I

^^^^ steam-baths are an excellent remedy ingreen sickness and poverty of blood. If the treatment be sup-

33*
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Dorted by massaue of the whole body, extraordinarily quick re-

sults are gained. If possible, a lukewarm (81« to 86«) wet rubbing

o{ the whole body daily, or one or two (90«) baths weekly the

latter accompanied also by vigorous rubbing of the skm. A luke-

warm (80") bodycompress at night.
Mr.o\

If the feet are cold, a few loot steam-baths, followed by (70«)

tepid wet nibbing of the legs or feet. Later lukewarm hip-bath.

In addition as much fresh, pure mild air as possible, if possible

spending the whole day in the open air or if the cold is too

severe m a well-aired, moderately warmed room. Sleeping with

the window open. Violent or excessive bodily exercise is strict-

V to be avoided as is also complete rest, n^^^^^f
^^ut constan

bodilv motion is therefore the thmg to be aimed at. Diet must

be as non-stimulating as possible, avoiding salt and spices, not-

withstanding the patient's inclination. u i i ^

Do not expect any great result from the much lauded

strengthening Sul brothl, meats etc. Drink particularly new

n ifk also rfsp^^ syrup with water. The former however« n Äat^n IJ together with bread and other
^^^^^^

such as milk -puddings to digest it more easily. If the stomach

is very wSk, eat at firit only bread made o branless wheaten flour

sJct^nvdding all strong foods and drinks, though Prompted to
striciiy dvuiaii g .^J' Eat bv preference coarse-meal bread

SThe 'stoZch wm sSnd i^^ an'd 'fruit and only occasionally a

tie roast meat and light wine.' See also "Diet, Non-stimulating .

Attention must be paid to the skin with great circumspection

in had cases Beg n with warm or lukewarm washings, rubbings

or haths dTminisWng the temperature of the water very gradu..l J^

Enemata' in case of consdpatlon. For obstinate cases see also

wlTnThe general condition has improved, KneM half-baths

rdurain Vfte'el^conds) may be taken two or th,-ee tunes

'Kneipp cure.

CURE OF GREEN-SICKNESS AND ILLNESS THROUGH-
' TAKING MEDICINE.

By Mr. Gotihari of Dresden, a Natural Healer.

According to ?°y, -rTr^/JiTw'a^nXn'ofbS
as poverty of blood; I ^atto \old it to b^^ stagn^^

i^^me.-
in the capillary ^««.^«If, "'^^'ifSood. Cn this opinion t
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rewarded with complete success. On the 17^ of October Miss
A. N. of R. was entrusted to me to be treated for green-sickness
and five weeks later she was restored to perfect health. On
Nov. 27 of this year I treated Miss N. G., also of R., for the
same illness. She was then bed-ridden but is now climbing about
in the mountains for several hours a day without feeling any fatigue.

My treatment includes slapping soon after rising together
with an invigorating air-bath. For this, the water is taken accord-
ing to the constitution of from 86« to 90^, and the temperature
lowered weekly from 2« to 3", till a temperature of 72° is reached.
At 72" mild wet rubbings are begun. In this way I reduce the
temperature to 64^, if necessary. Besides this, body-compresses
at night and non - stimulating diet. After the above favom-able
results obtained in such a short time, a young lady, twenty six
years of age

, who through her illness had become quite poor
was introduced to me, and I also undertook her treatment; for
eight years and three quarters she had been maltreated by the
doctors, and had already one foot in the grave. To day I received
the pleasant news that alter a simple five days' treatment she
enjoyed a seven hours' sleep (without taking morphium) and her
appetite has begun to return.

CURE OF GREEN-SICKNESS AND INCIPIENT
CONSUMPTION.

By the Natural Healer Mr. Hlndorf of Radebeul.

Miss J F. eighteen years of age, suffered, according to the
diagnosis of a medical practitioner, A. H. of S.. from green^
sickness, incipient consumption, and defective menstruation, and

nr'L^h^H f if
g7en up as hopeless

, because the medicine

^iS""
^^^,^"^^^sed to act. I was first introduced to her

1^'
and on expressing my firm conviction that thesufferer could yet be saved by the Natural Method of Healing

treatment
"""^ ^"'"^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ to my

se.sm^nf^fh"''^''"'^
^'^"^^ty ^^^^^ss the inclement

The Tffertid F^"'
treatment adopted was a very mild one.

treatment nf ,

""§7:^^^^^^^ the necessar^^ attention bv suitable

o^casTnnill
^^^^i^g sponge bath' (770) and

brdeÄ ?
,^team-baths). For the gi-een-sickness,^ (caused

ordered !^?h 'P'^^''*^''
nutrition) a simple, mixed diet was

far as fh^H-
"^^^^ ^^^"^ wheat-meal bread and fruit. As

in[roLced wK^f breathing gymnastics were
few d.^ . 'k.

^^'"^ defective menstruation w?s restored in a

w^h l^L^l ^"^^^/^"^ h.p-baths and warm foot-baths, togethervvi-n stimulating bodv-compresses at night •
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The patient had to breathe, of course, pure fresh air day at

niglit and as far as her condition allowed, to take walks and do

some' gardening. The only beverage allowed was Iresh spring-

water Under this simple, natural treatment the condition ot the

patient improved visibly trom day to day, so that the young girl

was, within four months, restored to perfect health by means of

the natural agents: air, water, diet, exercise etc She ha^ become

now a fresh and healthy girl with a colour which excites admi-

ration.

Grey Cataract, see "Eye, Diseases of the".

Grey Hair, see "Hair turning grey".

Grippe, see "Influenza".

GRIPS, Dr. NAEGELFs a special form of massage. A

Swiss physician, Otto Naegeli M. D, has for several years treated

t^Z^sImlrsls by simpfe hand-grips, and has thereby not^o^^^^^^^

temporarily alleviated pain, but by repetitions of the treatment

has worked actual and permanent cures.

Dr NaeMi says in his work "The Therapeutics of Neuralgia

nnd N^msif' (^^^^^ by Carl Sallmann, Basle) that special

Soeriments insS by him on all sides have shown that many

'^^^TL^^^^^^ in the nervous and ^^-^^^J^
be more quickly and more thoroughly cured bv

""^^^^J^lf ^ITl-
tl?nn bv any other mode of treatment, to say nothing ot treat

m;nt bVmedrane. We therefore consider it woith o^^^^^^^^^

examine the subject closely, and to embody Dr. Naegeli s ü.-ec

SnsTn our arm^ of nkral methods otÄ
In doing this we propose to supplement

. ^^^^^^^^es

nrocesses of manipulation with quotations important passages

from the Doctor's work above mentioned, which will show the

[SS that led the author - ^.^^^^^^^

In the followmg pages we ^l^^^V
^^^Ttb advanta-e First and

the NaegeU hand-grips may be appl ed^

foremost stands congestion of the brain, wnicii

bance of the normal circulation ^^an a nervo^^^^^^^
^^^^^

influence of the nerves on the
^^^^^^^^f ^^^,3

a ner-

such congestion may be
_

said to be at
^^^^^ ^as hitherto

vous cause. The professional treatment 111 such cas^s n

consisted in the application, of -bag^^^, fÄ Wood
the nape of the neck purging

theTeatment pursued under

letting More rational than that is the ^leatmem p .

he Natural Method of Healing; which mcludesden^^^^^^^^^^ ^.

irntant) packs of the body and ^^^^^ ^^^^^ for on

l^^^f^^^ !^^ne^XoWths of 3.
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impere, the positive pole being held to the back of the neck
and the negative pole to the forehead. These measures used
either singly or alternately, are actually eflfectual in curing the
ailments referred to above: although relapses and recurrences
may be looked for at first.

Dr. Naegeli starts with the following thesis. In congestion
of the brain the skull is overcharged with blood: which will flow
away more or less rapidly according as the course of the veins

The head supporting grip.

Fig. 148.

is more or less unimpeded and their fall more or less steeo that

onf biYt 11^ÄhÄ 1:^^^

and stretrhincr th^ • '
"i^relore, by straightening

stpener ln ^ can give the down-flowing blood I
relt^ve the'conJst^n^^^^^^ "^.^

^^^i^^^^^
escapl, and so

^ed Dr Nael^Jl^^ldL^^^^^
rnost natural way. This consideration

IS pract sXs follows
^}<PPortr^^g grip iügure 148; which

to the operator 7^^^ i I ^f'^""^ f ^ ^^air with his back
placing tfe baL o?th. f^ '

K^^"' ^'^^ b^^^^^" his hands
the stfofgest Dressure w^^^ "^"^ ^"^'^^ J^^' whereongest pressure will be required; the thumbs extend them-
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selves under tlie ears to the temporal bone behind them; the

flat of each hand accomodates itself to the cheeks and temples,

the fingers touch the forehead. The patient should remain quite

passive in the hands of the operator; who, by a gentle, even,

and firm movement upwards and backwai'ds, raises the head and

holds it for one or two minutes in the position in which the neck

is stretched to the utmost. He then by a similarly gradual move-

ment restores it to its original position, and draws his hands

away uniformly and evenly. Pressure on the veins of the throat,

and digging the nails into the skin, are to be avoided. Fig. 14B.

The relief afforded by this simple manipulation is usually

immediate. In the majority of cases the oppressive symptoms of

congestion of the brain disappear during the process or soon after

its completion. A lessening of the pressure and pain in the head,

and a consequent feeling of lightness, are experienced ;
and even

the dehrium of fever gives way sooner or later.

As to the number of sittings required it can only be said

that this must depend on the condition of the patient. In some

cases a single sitting will suffice, in others several repetitions of

the treatment will be necessary.

In those cases of migraine, or megrim (pam confined to one

side of the head) which occur with congestion of the brain, or

perhaps result from it, the head support grip is of service; whereas

for tliose which are combined with poverty of blood m the bram,

and perhaps with sickness and retching, other forms of "grip

must be adopted, of which we will speak later.

Dr. Naegeli records in his work a number of interesting cases,

from which we select the following:

H. M., a widow aged forty five, had suff^ered for more than

twenty years from.megrim; which recurred at mter^^als of from four

t-o six weeks. On the afternoon of the IS'^^ of November, 1889,

i found her in great pain, which had lasted smce the early mor-

ning. On my offering to relieve the pam by the use of my

hands alone, she expressed herself very incredulous. •

This was a case of plethora of blood to the head. Iwo

applications within a quarter of an horn- of the tongue-bone grip,

followed by the head-stretching grip, did away with the megnm

thoroughly. Three months later I again saw the patient who

informed me that she had had no return of the ma ady; whereas

according to her previous experience she would have expected

at least two attacks in that time. She would summon me she

said, immediately on any recurrence of the attack. Accordm

on the 15«^ of March 1890. (four months after the treatment) 1 was

sen for At the first sitting, eleven o'clock m the ^renoon he

oi^er treatment, tongue-bone grip followed by the hef-str^^^^^^^

grip was absolutely successful. On my paying a visit of enqui.x
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in the evening the lady informed me that she had not had a sign

of pain, although she liad been engaged in work of an exciting

kind. As a measure of precaution, however, I repeated the

treatment.

A second case is as folloivs:

Mrs. /. C. von B. a widow aged 47 , had for a long time

suffered from megrim and other complaints. She stated at the

outset tliat she was known among the doctors of her native town

as an instance of the most severe form of neuro-paralytic megrim
She remained in my house for treatment during three

In light attacks, and when I could be promptly on the

was my good fortune on every such occasion to banish
\ ith a single application of the tongue-bone grip and head,

stretching grip: indeed the patient declared that the pain was
relieved after a minute of that treatment. Sometimes the pain

returned within half an hour, but only to disappear again instanüy

on the renewal of the grips. The severe attacks, which generally

began at two o'clock at night, defied the measures which I had
therefore adopted.

months,
spot , it

painthe

The head - stretchim^

grip (figure .149) is similar

to the head-supporting grip,

but more energetic in its

effect. It is therefore fre-

quently emplo3xd when the

latter fails to cure. The pro-

cess is as follows.

The operator, standing
in front of the patient, lays

both thumbs along the ho-
rizontal part of the jaws
of the latter, and rests the
outer edges of the hands
on his shoulders near the
throat. The first finger of
each hand is brought up
in front of the ears, and
the other fingers encircle
the neck. the patient's
head is now gently raised
and laid back (figure 149).
The veins of the throat are
thereby still more length-
ened and stretched than in
visibly emptied duiing the process;
the patient will often become pale.

Ihe head stretching gi ip.

Fig. 149.

the head-supporting grip, and are

so much so

The effect

that the

of this

face of

grip de-
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clares itself therefore in the more rapid withdrawal of blood

from the head and brain.

In many cases indeed slight giddiness, a feeUng of drowsiness,

or even insensibilit}/,—all of which are signs of want of blood in

the brain—occur ; and further experiments will determine whether

we have not in this grip a valuable remedy for insomnia. Also

in cases of pain in the chief sensory nerve of the face (trigeminus)

this head stretching grip has a very beneficial effect, particularly

in that very severe form of neuralgia, tic douloureux, and in

cases of toothache which are not attributable to decay of the

teeth. In all such instances the soothing effect of this grip will

be found in the gende stretching of the nerves implicated; a

treatment formerly employed with advantage in various forms of

neuralgic pain, particularly in the acute burning and shooting

pains in the legs which are premonitory of paralysis.

Dr. Naegeli further recommends , in cases of face-ache , the

rubbing and stretching of the skm with the fingers during the

grip over the seat of the pain. By this means not only the

more superficial but also the deeper-seated nen^es will be stretched,

and the soothing effect considerably enhanced.

Of the results obtained by his method of treatmg face-ache

Dr. Naegeli writes as follows

:

In January 1890 a man and his wife, aged respectively

twenty nine and twenty six years, came together to me sufFermg

from face-ache after influenza. The violent pam was promptly

removed, in both cases and upon every occasion, by mechamcai

treatment alone, without antipyrine or phenacetine; and m three

sittings a complete cure was effected.
, , , r

Ä peasant women, sixty years of age, sought help from me

in Februai-y, 1890, for neuralgia under the eyes (pam m the mfra-

orbital nerve) which had been very violent for three days. Un

the sixteenth of that month I treated her three times. The pam

ceased and did not return until early on the morning of the eight-

eenth when, after two more apphcations of the grip at one sitting,

she was again relieved from pain and permantly cured.

I cannot admit the force of the objection that all these persons

might have recovered m the same time without any treatment at

aU ReHef came so quickly that it was evident the pain began

to yield at the first touch and that rest and chance of cure weu

•thus afforded to the suffering nerve

How different the position of the practitioner who can reliev

a Datient in a moment from the most vio ent pain by sKili

nmni^uTation when compared to that of the hero of recipes witl.

^''^

^Of precisely opposite action to the head-supporting and head-

stretSinrgnps! is^V neck grip (figure 150). It is earned out
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The neck grip.

as follows: the patient is seated with his back to the operator,
who, taking the head between his hands as in the supporting-

grip, bends it forwards and down-
wards as much as possible; and then,
resting his forearms on the patient's
shoulders, draws out and thoroughly
stretches the latter's neck; yet not so
as to cause him pain. While the
object and effect of . the supporting
grip are to facilitate the flow of blood
from the head, the neck grip increases
the flow to the brain without checking
the return stream. The arteries in

j the neck have now a horizontal if not
a falling course in conveying the
blood to the head, instead of having
to force it ujDwards against gravity

;

thus the distribution of the supply
of blood to the head is rendered
more easy, while the simultaneous
stretching of the throat prevents—
though from the position of the
patient's head in the illustration it

might seem to be otherwise— the
, .

, , , , ,
compression of the veins, through

Which the blood returns downwards, and a consequent drmminc
back of the circulation.

^

The neck-grip effects, therefore, a more rapid distribution of
arterial blood to the bram without causing any stoppage in tlie
veins; and it may be employed with advantage in all cases inWhich the ailments to be dealt with are due to want of blood in the
brain lo this class belong giddiness, loss of the senses, certain
lorms of chronic headache, and those cases of megrim which arecaused by contraction of the blood vessels of the brain, and its
consequent emptiness of blood. The grip is to be reconimended

the n.'t'J^nt''^''' f'^''''^
application only; but, even when

Quit/wS
^^"^

^""^u"^ h"""^ JP^^" discomfort and feels

ouarfJ .f a 1
P^'^'^f' '^P^^^^

repeated after the lapse of a

fZZ^ ^''''^ ^^^^ handling. There will then be

of^if.Trll'i''^ ^•^^l'"'^ ^7 "^^"^"^ ailment. Regulation

of
the head may on the one hand be the cause

neck wh^^r-""^/!!^"^''-
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^'^^ stretching of the

"avourrht .h! ^-
^"u^"" ^l*.^^ ^"^P' ^'^^ ^^^'t'-^i^ly Produce alavourable change in the condition of the vaso-motor nerves which

ciÄ^iinT^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ improvement m the

Fig. 150.
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As a remedy for the inclination to vomit and retelling,
Dr. Naegeli employs another "grip", which he calls the tongue
bone grip,, and which imphes tlie raising of the hyoid bone. The
operator \\\ this case places himself sitting or standing face to
face with the patient. He then, with the under surface of the
tops of his thumbs, feels his way from tlie larynx upwards until

he comes upon the greater horns of the tongue bone (which will
be found just above the larynx). He should satisfy himself that
he has the right bone by a few oscillations of the thumb
upon it.

Tongue bone grip.

Fig. 151.

After passing the thumbs along the course of the bone Cwhich

is U-shaped) about half their own length, so that both thumbs

together feel it all round, he then raises it gently and lightly,

yet energetically, avoiding pressure on the spinal column. The

fingers either follow the upward curve of the under jaw bone

and rest on the temples; or they support themselves on the

shoulders of the patient; or, the first and second fingers hook

themselves into his ears. The object of this is to render the

"grip" less fatiguing to the operator. The tongue bone may now

be raised from five to ten times, according as it moves with ease

or with difficulty (figure 152.) The duration of the gnp should

be from a minute to a minute and a half; unless the patient sooner
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announces that the inclination to vomit has ceased. If circum-

stances require that the grip should be apphed from behind the

patient, this can be done. The thumbs are placed under the

tongue bone as before; the rest of the fingers close on the ears,

the forearms supporting themselves on the patient's shoulders.

The tongue bone is moved upwards, as above (figure 153).

Occasionally it is not altogether easy to find the tongue bone,

especially in fleshy throats. An inexperienced operator may easily

mistake the projection of the thyroid cartilage (Adam's apple) for

it But if, with careful touch, he follows the windpipe upwards

Tongue bone grip.

fig. 152.

on both sides (beginning below the projecting "Adam's apple')

he cannot mistake the larynx; and the tongue bone lies hori-

zontally immediately above it. The physiological effect of the

tongue bone grip is that first the epiglottis, which closes the

windpipe, is raised, and air is so admitted to the lungs instead
of its being swallowed, as is generali}- tl. consequence of an
inclination to vomit. Next, the gnp causes the nervus vagus
Qjneumogastric nerve)—which is connected with the lungs, liver,

heart, and stomach—to be stretched, and the metamorphosing
efTcct on a suffering nerve which such a stretching can exert
has already been spoken of.
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We come now to the point of answering the question in

what cases the tongue bone grip is to be employed. It should

be borne in mind that vomiting is in many cases a natural cura-

tive effect of the system to rid itself of matter either injurious

or excessive in quantity. If, therefore a professional man is called

in to assist a patient who has overloaded his stomach with food

or drink, and who feels an inclination to vomit, it would be

directly opposed to nature and reason if the former were to resort

to the tongue bone grip in order to get rid of that salutary

inclination on the part of the latter. On the contrary, the only

"grip" which would here be appropriate would be the insertion

of his fingers into the throat of the patient in order to encouragf-

the tendencj^ to vomit, and so to bring about the desired reliel

as speedily as possible. The same process is of course in order

when noxious matter, unsound food, poison or the like has been

introduced into the system.

Tongue bone grip.
There are, however, a

great number of cases in which

the tongue bone grip is called

for. Generally speaking it will

be right to apply it in all cases

where the retching, or dispo-

sition to vomit, proceeds from

a nervous cause. Hysterical

retching, for instance, offers a

favourable field for treatment

in this manner. Considering

that the whole nervous system

of an hysterical subject is less

capable than that of a healthy

one of resisting injurious in-

fluences, and is susceptible

to causes of irritation which

would not have the slightest

effect on sound nerves, it is

not a matter for surprise that

the sensation ofsickness should
-

. be aroused in such subjects

by comparatively slight causes.

A bad smell, the sight of food which they do not like, or even

only the thought of it, suffices to turn theni sick. In all such

cases the tongue bone grip is the right remedy.

It will not only promptly subdue the inclination to vomit ai

the time but, if repeatedly and systematically employed it whi

entirely remove the ailment. Dr. Naegell reports as follows, in

his work, on the results obtained.
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G. H.J an extremely delicate, nervous young lady, twenty three

years of age, who suffered periodically from such violent fits of

sickness that* she could not swallow a spoonful of food without

immediately bringing it up again. Even after each application of

the tongue bone grip the sickness returned immediately. I fought

it however so persistently as to win morsel after morsel, ever

and again mastering the inclination to vomit ; and even when the

act commenced I put a summary stop to it by not allowing it to

complete itself. Thus the object was gradually attained of accus-

toming the stomach to take food; the vomiting became less fre-

quent, and nutrition improved; the patient gained eight pounds

in weight, and returned to her home much improved in health.

She practises the tongue bone grip on herself. The latest re-

port, in the spring of 1893, is to the effect that her state of

health s^aries; the sickness seldom troubles her; she is engaged

to be married.

B. H., twenty three years of age, nervous, hysterical, and of a

gloomy disposition, has for the past six weeks brought up almost all

the food she has eaten. She generally has to leave the table after

the first spoonful of soup, in order to relieve herself of it. She
proved a somewhat difficult case, exhibiting such violent choking

(or retching) fits that the tongue bone grip had to be appHed
with the utmost energy. The food often returned as far as the

top of the gullet, but was not allowed to escape; in spite of the

entreaties of the patient that it might be given free passage, it

had to resume its downward course. By degrees the inclination

to sickness was felt at greater intervals; the emaciated patient

gained considerably in flesh and weight; and has since become
quite well, and is happily married.

The sickness incidental to pregnancy can also be to a con-

siderable extent relieved by the tongue bone grip. Hitherto
women have thought that there was no cure for this trying, but
in their condition natural and inevitable trouble; and have only
sought medical help in most rare cases when the sickness was
prolonged and threatened to exhaust the strength. Unfortunately
that help has mostly consisted in narcotics, which, although tempo-
rarily^ palliative, have not failed, when their use is long continued,
to exercise a baneful influence on the nervous system of the
mother, and on her embryo offspring. Dr. Naegeli has now
proved that this sickness also can be counteracted in a natural
way by the tongue bone grip; and not only for the moment but
permanently if the treatment be persevered with. It is indeed
to be wished that the efficacy of the tongue bone grip could be
universally known, in order that poor pregnant women, who have
already so much to suffer and to endure, might at least have at

hand this means of alleviating their burden.
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The stomach-grip.

Two purely nervous or neuro-hysterical maladies remain t(.

be described in which the tongue bone grip will be found of

excellent service. In the first of these the patients liave the sen-

sation of a ball moving up and down in the gullet, from thr

stomach. As the starting point of this peculiar sensation is th-

stomach, it is reasonable to suppose that its cause was to be

sought in the chief nerve of the stomach, the vagus above re-

fered to. The tongue bone grip was tried experimently and with,

the best results. Two, three or four sittings usually sufficed f ;

put an end altogether to the sensation of the up and down mov-

ing ball. The second of the two maladies, which may also be

successfully treated with the tongue bone grip, is 7iervoiis loss of

speech. Persons apparently healthy and

strong have been known suddenly to losf-

the faculty of modulated utterance, as

the result of a shock, of anger, or ex-

citement. This condition may disappear

in a few minutes or hours; or it may
be lost for days, weeks, month or even

years. Electric treatment and hypnotism

have frequently been brought to bear

on such cases with success. Dr. Nacgcli

has attained equally favourable results

with his tongue bone grip; which has

the merit of greater simplicity and faci-

lity of application, as compared with

those methods.
Stomach pains, in their most 'severe

form of colic, may be called a veri-

table plague for patient and practitioner

To be sure, the allopath masters sucii

pains at once. A drop or two of mor-

phia injected—and both pains and pa-

tient are quieted. But for how long?

Just so long as the influence of tlie

morphia lasts. When this passes off,

the pain is again felt, and the patient is only too ready to have

recour^^e again and again to the wonder-workmg syrmge
;
untü_ t

'ngth he falls a victim to the drug, and all too late curses him-

sdf^ and the obliging doctor who first urged the employment of

the
^,,^,,1 method of healing is

qf^^, ^Xs/^^^!
disloddne stomach pams without the help of narcotics. A steam

iet or sfeam compresses on the stomach, soothmg body-packs

'

a constant electric current, will generally cure such pam. to

whatever category they may belong. Dr. Nacgeh has suggested
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for these pains also a special and very effectual hand-grip to

which at all events the merit of simplicity must be ascribed. It

is based upon his observation of the fact that people experience
relief from pains in the stomach by pressing upon it with their

'ists, or b}'' pressing it against the back of an arm-chair, or the edge
of a table. etc. Upon that observation Dr. iV<2<?^f// constructed the
theory of his stomach grip, which is carried out as follows:

The operator places himself behind the patient, (who is un-
dressed down to the waist) and clasps him with both arms round
the body; laying the four fingers of each hand close together,

The tent grip.

Fig. 155

on the pit of the stomach, so that the tips ol the hngers meet
m the middle. He then with energetic and deep pressure with
the fingers draws and stretches the pit of the stomach. (Figure 154.)
Quite gradually the fingers extend their operations ~to^ the arch
of the ribs. This grip must be kept up longer than those des-
cribed previously and if continued for two or three minutes, as
It should, be, it will make a considerable demand on the strength

the operator. If he cannot keep it up with equal energ\' for
that time, he had better reduce the pressure by degrees and make
a short pause to rest his muscles. He may then complete the
process, until it has lasted all the required number of minutes.
Sometimes the pain is relieved during the grip, sometimes not

34
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uW after its conclusion. In the rare cases in which a favourable

^sult is not at once obtained, it is desirable to follow on w.th
lesult IS not at u

^ j 1^ exerted in the

t?onT\he lonfe^i s of the body (at right angles, therefor,
direction ot tne long cxib m

ie railed the tent j^rtp and

"
thus °plfo?m:d "fh/h^U'wttlfthffingl. exten^dej an.

SoSd irf together so. that *f, J-SS^pe"ne:i
and the thumbs cross each othe . Th hands ^a.e^^^^

^r?7H&Sn^e=S^Ä^waist hne. Pressure is tnen
^^^g^j^^^^.^^ drawn together

, and spread apart. Figure 155

The whooping-cough grip.
^^^^ g^-p ^,\\\ o%n re-

move every vestige of pair

It will be necessary t*.

repeat these various grip

once or oftener, according to

the complaint, its description

and duration, and it must here

be remarked that it is not

alone in stomach pains whic.'

have a nervous origin, o;

those which arise from ir-

regularities of diet, that the

grips are of service. Dr. l\ac-

%eli declares that they haA e

brought about at least aUevi-

ation and mitigation of pam

in cases of serious orgamc

stomach complaints, such as

tumour and even cancer, t- rom

the many examples gix^n by

Dr. Naegeli in his work, we

select the following:

B. K, thu-ty years ot age, ^f-^^'^^Jtiling 'Z'^S^^
in the stomach although she had °*ei wise notmn

1

^^^^^

S. She stated that all
th^f.^tafclfSd beÄ onlv effectual

been obliged to use .'""•P.^'^^;/ 'fV^uPs and sometimes days,

remedy. The pam had foi horns a
^^^^ , the

When she had
««f'^H ^hSelore requested hini to bring the m-

10* o{ May 1892, she bad theieto.e lequ
wnthuig m

TraSd £ ^^il^Z ^

Fig
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minuti'on of the pain; and after ten nnnutes, in tue course of

which the treatment had been twice repeated, the spasms were
overcome. They have not occurred since. The patient has con-

tinued free from the complaint to tiiis day.

5. a girl of eighteen, somewhat anaemic, suffered from

spasms in the stomach at short intervals throughout the whole of

last year. A particularly violent attack occurred on the 20^^ of April

1893. Treated by me at once with the stomach grip she was
entirely freed from pain and sickness in two minutes.

A serious malady is whooping-cough. Whoever has had ex-

{^erience of it, whether in his own person or through others, knows
how not only the patient but those about him suffer during the

The whooping-cough grip.

Fig. 157.

distressing fits of coughing. Dr. Naegeli has suggested for this
disease also a special grip, which ahnost instantaneously stops the
gasping; and, if frequently repeated, shortens the course of the
illness. The ivhooping-cough grip is thus carried out:

The operator stands, or kneels, in front of the child, and grips
the lower jaw firmly—the first and middle finger of each hand
bemg on the rising part of the jaw-bone in front of each ear, and
the points of the thimibs on the chin. In this manner he moves
the patient's lower jaw firmly but gently forwards imd downwards
oy a combined pull and push action (figure 156). If the child's
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The whooping-cough grip
from behind.

mouth IS already open, as is always the case during the coughii-
ht, he at once hooks the thumb of one hand into the mouth b/
hmd the lower teeth, grips the chin with the fingers of the same
hand underneath, and gently forces the lower jaw forewards anr'
downwards; the other hand resting on the child's head, and brin^'-
ing a counter-pressure to bear. (Figure 157.) It stands to reasoii
that there must be no pressure on the teeth; it should be exerted
on the under jaw alone. The latter of these two whooping-cough
grips is to be preferred to the former on account of its greater
simplicity. The effect of the whooping-cough grip evinces it.self

in two wa3''s
;
by the mechanical unlocking of the cramped muscles

of the throat, and by the opening of the epiglottis and separation
of the vocal chords, which are consequent upon the raising of
the larynx and tongue bone.

The third whooping-cough grip
is given from behind. Dr. Naegeli \h.ws>

describes it:

The patient being turned with
his back directly towards me, I place
m}^ two thumbs in front of each ear
immediate^ above the angle of the

jaw, and my first and second finger

of each hand on the chin. I theu
push the under jaw forwards and
downwards. As soon as the jaw is

raised again the patient is told to

draw a deep breath; and if this can

be done, the attack is usually at an

end for that time.

Dr. Naegeli remarks in his work,
with reference to these whooping-
cough grips, that they are so simpl-.

and so easy of execution, that every

intelligent mother or nurse, or ever

the elder brothers and sisters of litde

sufferers may practise them with

success. They are besides absolutely

painless and harmless; and on that

account sensible and well bimight-

up children do not set themselve'^

against them; but, once they have experienced the delightful re-

sults of the grips, they inin to be handled directly they feel the

cough coming on—indeed they often try to do the handlmg fo>

themselves.

The good-will, or perfect submission of the child patient ib

absolutely'necessary for the performance of these grips :
they can-

Fig. 158.
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not be emplo3-ed if the child is foolish enough to resist. Dr. Nac-
^eli lays great stress on the expediency of parents and others learn-
ing and practising the grips, as children naturally hke being handled
by their own kith and kin rather than b}- a stranger whether a
doctor or not, and he advises careful and intelligent heads of
';in-tilies, w'hen an epidemic of whooping-cough threatens, to accus-
toni their children beforehand to the hand grip. Professor Hagen-
hack-Biirckhardt in Basle wrote to Dr. Naegeli that, in the Child-
dren's General Hospital there, excellent results had been obtained
from these hand-grips; and that the cases in which they had not
proved effectual were those in which the operations had been
necessarily left in the hands of relatives of the patients, or ol
nurses, in consequence of his owai and his assistants' inability to
attend to them. In conclusion Dr. Naegeli says that in his own
hundred-fold experience failures have only occurred when iL has
been nnpossible to apply the grips correctly owing to opposition
,on the part of children or to want of energy on the part ol
operators. Statements to the same effect are made bv manv
parents.

The series of Naegeli hand-grips, or at least the most impor-
tant among them, might end here: but one more must be men-
tioned As the remedy recommended for pain in the nerves Iving
near the surface or skin nerves is the stretching of the skin
where the pain is felt, so also in cases of pain in the more im-
portant and deeper seated nerves Dr. Naegeli advises the stretch-
ing of the nerves themselves and of the muscles which surround
them, i he method of doing this is simple. The painful limb is
clasped above and below the seat of the pain, and a strongdrawmg pressure is exerted in opposite directions. If the limb
js too large to be clasped, or if the seat of the pain is m the

abovA !n^i T^'^ ^} the fourth fingers of each hand are placed

-the b .
^P'""' ^^'^^h ^ ^^^-^^"g deep pressure

movLen ^^1^
^'''''K

'^'''-'^^"d^ ^^^^ °ther, and the

ß such ^Jnll^'^''' '^^"""V^^^ ^PP^^^^^ ^'^^^t of 'the other.

d?P !P f
"^'^^^P^ation the most violent neuralgic pains ine arms and legs, even the dreaded sciatica, as weU as pain in

ml in Z ^^^^r'"^
'^'^ ti^e breasts of women"and n the sexual parts have been very successfully treated.

remedied ^T'^^"" ^^^^^ ^^'^^h all new curative

Sl^i oi.d
^

^r^^^f. ^^^^^'^ by ^ ^e^ie^ of brilliant

hopes WW. h^l^ the A^.^./, hand-grips may build upon themS c'^ei L not afterwards realized. Great enthusiasm is in

is a nTv Th'.
^^'^'^'^

}>\
d^5^PP«i^tment. That it should be so

caiLft be T nn ""'^f
hand- grips do not profess to be, and

-i
"

as 'shn,^S''^f'''lj"''"'^^>^-.
^bat should be clearly kipt inas should also the consideration that not only is technical
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skill, which practice alono can give, essential to success with the
method, but that the method itself is still in its infancy and
capable of greater expansion and perfection. We must never-
theless acknowledge that Dr. Naegeli has placed in our hands a
method of treatment suggested by sagacious observation and con-
structed in correct anatomical and physiological conditions; and
that thanks to it we are enabled to cure, or at least alleviate in

a thoroughly natural way and with the simplest means, a number
of disorders of the nervous and circulatory systems, and the pain
which attends them. We do not hesitate therefore to include the

Naegeli hand-grips among the factors of the Natural Method of

Heahng.

Gumboil, see "Kneipp cure".

Gum, Fistula of the. See "Fistula".

GUMS, FUNGUS ON THE. This is a hard broad bulbous

growth, red or reddish blue in appearance, covering several teeth

upon which it presses so that they are gradually loosened and

ultimately fall out. In extremely bad cases even the cheek bones

can be displaced, the nose pressed out of place and the orbital

and oral cavities reduced in size.

Treatment.—Take mouth baths as frequently as possible;

massage, stroke and press the gums, particularly the growth.

Three times a week a steam-bath in bed should be taken, and

a body pack applied at night. In severe cases an operation may
also became necessar3^ For Modes of Application see Index.

GUMS, INFLAMMATION, DISEASES AND SWELL-
ING OF THE, occurs with various complaints and disease^,

such as scurvy, salivation, especially after the use_ of mercu.y

and similar maladies, besides cancrum oris, stomatitis, toothache

resulting from diseased or carious teeth.

Treatment.—The treatment in the first place should be

directed against the original disease. For the rest frequent rinsing

of the mouth in order to get rid of the disagreeable smell and to

strengthen the gums, as well as to mitigate and remove then" in-

flammatory condition. If necessary, a few steam-baths m bed to

be applied. If carious teeth are the cause of the gums being

affected they should be removed. Non-stimulating cool diet.

See also under "Cancrum oris".

For Modes of Application see Index.

Gut. See "Intestines".

GYMNASTICS, and muscle exercises of all kinds.

Gymnastics are a methodical cultivation of the whole volun-

tary muscular system, which promotes health, strength, ano
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A Jiorizontal bar
a doorwax

agility. They are particularly necessary for people whose mode
of life is sedentary.

It is a great blessing that in recent times gymnastics have
been added to the time-tables of primary schools; they are
among the surest preventives of the harm which school work,
with its long hours of sitting on narrow, often ill-constructed,

benches, and in imperfectly ventilated rooms, may entail.

The long school course, with its overweight of mental
work, is for many the source of future sickness and suffering,

which systematic g^/mnastics will ward off.

By the practice of them the unused muscles will be brought
into play and strengthened ; the lungs will breathe fully and freely,

and rid themselves of the noxious substances inhaled in the close
school rooms.

I will here quote, from the "Methods
of Practice" of Siegert and Canitz, a few
general hints on gymnastics and muscle
exercises; as to the means, hours, and
methods of their performance at home.

They should be gone through, if not
in the open air, with open windows; and
in loose clothing, without braces, not less
than two hours after a meal, and never
after supper. The exercises should be-

taken in such order that first the arms,
then the trunk, and lastly the legs, are
brought into activity ; and'after each there
should be a pause, "during which eight or
ten deep breaths are taken at the open
window. For example: raise the arms
sideways ten times (to the level of the
shoulders, or higher); bend the body for-
wards five times (as low as the waist, or
lower); bend the knees ten times (without
altermg the pose of the body). Pause-
take ten deep breaths, throw the ai'ms
back (in line with shoulders) ten times;
bend the body sideways five times; draw
the knee up to the body ten times; take
ten deep breaths, and sö on.

Each exercise is to be repeated at
nrst from five to ten times; later, from
twenty to thirty times. Neither g^^mnastics
nor walks are to be carried to the extent
01 causing fatigue.

Fig. 159.

In order to make the bar
useful for taller and shorter
persons, it might be as well
to fix a second bar breast
high. A much greater
number of exercises will
then be possible; as they
are carried out in many

gymnastic societies.
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Excellent tliough gymnastics are as a means of preventing

disease, and of removing or assisting the cure of certain (chronic)

symptoms, the active exercises are not suited to every patient

or to every ailment. Sometimes the nature of the latter forbids

them; sometimes they v^ould make a greater demand on the bodily

strength and nerves of the patient than could be met. The
passive muscular movements on the other hand, provided in tiie

special curative gymnastics, or actuated by massage, through the

exertion of another person, demand hardly any strength of

muscles, and a mere minimum of nerve powder ; so that they are

practicable for the most weakly patients and even for the smallest

children.

Hand rings fixed to the ceiling.

Fig. 160.

Be it here remarked that want of exercise miplies insufficient

formation of blood, unhealthy condition of the blood, a^d irreg^

distribution of it; want of appetite, weak digestion, constipation,
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and disorders of the liver, etc. while, on the contrary, gymnastic
movements result in a full supply of sound constituents in the
blood, and its uninterrupted circulation; in a word normal and
constant assimilation, and therefore due nourishment to the body
and its organs—outwardly evident in hard muscles, healthy colour,

and good spirits.

Gymnastics at home. That gymnastics are zealously pro-
moted by associations is very satisfactory. It is not my intention
to describe here the various exercises with horizontal and parallel

ars, rings etc. which such societies promote. I propose only to give
a hint as to the way in which a useful apparatus for children
ilia}'- easily be put up in a room.

1. A horizontal bar fixed in a doorway.
2. Hand rings. (Fig. 160). These are two large rings of

wood, or of iron covered with leather; each fixed to a strap, or
strong cord (inch and a half rope) which may be lengthened
or shortened at pleasure. The ropes or straps hang each from
a strong hook, or screw eye (ring-bolt) screwed into a beam or
joist in the floor above, about the width of the shoulders apart.

On the above two sets of apparatus children can perform a
gi-eat number of the various exercises.

GYMNASTICS, CURATIVE: Gymnastics: gymnastics at
home—-also called active, as distinguished from passive, movements
of the muscles.

Our entire organic life depends on the process of assimilation,
which can only be maintained in a normal state by the exercise
of every part of the body. The more we stimulate this process
by bodily exercise the more will our life gain in freshness, strength,
and endurance; and the better we shall be able to ward off bad
health and disease, and to overcome them if they attack us.

If the prooess of assimilation is imperfect—in other words,
where there exists congestion of blood and of the substances of
the body, a state of things usually resulting when there is in-
sufficient bodily exercise—our first task must be to frnther the
assimilating process in the whole sj^stem—or, as the case may
be, m single paits of the body—and to restore it to its normal
condition; in order to bring about the excretion of morbid refuse
matter, which has remained behind in the system, and to give
new energy to all the organs of the body. In the attainment of
ttiis end curative gymnastics play an important part ; because they
incite the various muscles to general and many-sided activity,
ne want of which results in obstruction of the process of assimi-
lation—m a word, in ill health.

Another fruitful source of ill health is the neglect of vigorous
*e.spiration, which is the natural consequence of insufficient bodily
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exercise It is only by deep breathing that good and richlvoxygenated blood can be formed. A person, therefor.^ Jhotobhged to spend his time sitting or standing, should not neglect
to practise regular gymnastic exercises.

Too much sitting, which fails to give the abdominal muscles
the opportunity of exercising their functions, leads to disturbance
oi digestion, gastric weakness, constipation, defective formation
Ol blood, congestion of the hver and spleen (the whole system
belonging to the portal vein) the consequences of which are in
their turn, chlorosis, ansemia, nervousness, chronic headache
vertigo, hypochondria, hysteria, melancholv, scrofula, etc.

'

Although the disadvantages of insufficient bodily exercise may
not be apparent during the prime of hfe, the evil consequences
are sure to be felt m after years. We are then threatened with
a whole host of chronic complaints, such as piles, gout, asthma
congestion, abdominal complaints, paralysis, hysteria, hypochondria,'
melanchoha, fluor albus; as well as the diseases named in the
foregoing paragraph, and besides stiff limbs and bodily deformity.

It need hardly be mentioned that ic is absolutely necessary that
attention to the skin should go hand in hand with g3™astic
exercises of every kind, if we would guard against illnes^s.

How many thousands of ladies there ai-e in the higher grades
of society who, without being perhaps seriously ill, are nearlv
always ailmg and out of health; and who would be well if they
were to take regular exercise, practise curative gymnastics every
day, and pay proper attention to the skin.

Curative gymnastics, also called room g3'mnastics, are of
special value because they may be easily performed anywhere—
in the room before an open window, in the garden, or during
a walk in some sequestered spot, or while travelling—and because
they need no assistance from other persons.

By the practice of curative gymnastics, not only are diseases
warded off, or has been mentioned, but the}^ can be cured, as

the name "curative gymnastics" implies. The principles and
methods upon and by which the gymnastics should be applied
in various diseases, are indicated in a general manner in the

articles treating of the diseases. In the first place I would draw
attention to the following observations on curative gymnastics.

Remarks on curative gymnastics. (I have kept in the main
to Dr. 5". Schreiber's manual "Indoor gymnastics," a book which
is to be highly recommended.)

1. Be it expressly observed that, in the application of curative

gymnastics, as in any other treatment, it is of vital importance

that the means employed should exactly correspond with the

circumstances of each individual case, (i. e. in treating a patient,

regard must be had to the existing reserve of vital force). This,
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however, can only be judged by a professional man. See the

headmg "Individual".

2. The gymnastics must not be applied in serious cases,

where inflammatory and feverish conditions exist; nor should

pregnant persons have recourse to any exhaustive form of curative

g\^mnastics, but they should restrict themselves to very gentle

movements, such as taking walks, etc.

Patients suffering from abdominal hernia must take great

care, when practising movements which bring the abdominal

muscles into play, that their truss keeps the hernia completely

under control.

3. The movements must be executed calmly and without

hurry; but energetically, and with full exertion of the muscles;

as much as possible in accordance with the illustration and de-

scription given; if the}^ cannot all be successfully performed at

once they will by practice become easy of accomplishment. If,

however, by reason of some physical peculiarity, the patient is

unable to perform a movement, let him omit it for the time, rather

than make violent efforts to perform it. The body may by
practice become capable of performing it with ease : it is surprising,

indeed, what progress even elderly persons can make in this

respect.

4. It is advisable always to take the easier exercises in hand
first, and by degrees to advance to the more difficult ones. We
must here remind the reader, once more, always to adapt the

duration and number of the different exercises to his strength

and bodil}'^ condition. He may always consider the feeling of

latigue or pain as an indication that it is time to stop; and that

hint must never be disregarded. Two things must be kept in

view in connection with these exercises: (a) the patient must feel

completely rested, before going on again with a fresh exercise;

and (b) there should be no sharp muscular pain after the com-
pletion of the practice.

Beginners, in particular, should never lose sight of these two
conditions : if, notwithstanding the greatest prudence and the gentlest

movements, considerable muscular pain makes its appearance, a
pause nmst be made until the pain has subsided; and then some
quite gende and easy exercise only should be taken.

5. Although a patient's performance may be very poor at

first, he will be able in a short time, as soon as he is used to
the movements, to perform double and three times as much, and
more; and to stand it better than when he began. Should the
xercises even cause him some trouble and pain at the outset, he
must not at once run away with the idea that he cannot master
them, or that they are beyond his strength; but he must quietly
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continue with them always having regard to the limits imnosedby his constitutional powers.
imposed

I

^' 7^'? ^u^^ ^V""^ ^? perform the exercises is from a quarter ofan hour to half an hour betöre a meal. It is well to assoc ate tl emwith the daily meals; if lor no other reason than that we may havsomething to remind us of our practise; for the first condition^
of success are regularity and perseverance. It is advisable then-
lore, that arrangements be made to practise the exercises evervday a short time before breakfast or dinner. If the evening bixed lor them, the time chosen should be about a couole o'hours before going to bed.

^

7 Previously to beginning the exercises, all tight clothin«
must be removed from neck, chest and abdomen.

8. During the intervals of rest, of which there should be
several whilst going through a group of exercises (see below)
the patient should endeavour to breathe deeplv, calmly fully and
strongly; m doing which he places his hands on Iiis hips or
against the back of his head, and takes care to empty the lungs
thoroughly at every respiration. In each of the gymnastic
exercises the moment should be noted when a deep breath be-
comes necessary; and breath should be taken at that point in
each repetition of the exercise. When a pause for breathincr
exercises is made between the groups of gymnastic movements'!
or after each single exercise, six or eight deep respirations should
be taken. Such breathing exercises should never be omitted; and
may well be taken after every two gymnastic movements.

9. The motto in this, as in any other curative treatment,
should be ']Don't overdo it". We must not imagine that our
gain will be in proportion to the number of exercises gone through.
We really gain in health when and so long only as improvement
in the nutrition of the body—i. e. the renewal of used-up organic
substances—keeps pace with the muscular movements. So long
as this balance is maintained, increased vital power and energy
will result from the practice of gymnastics: but if they are car-

ried too far, the result will be the opposite of that " intended;
namely, increased weakness and exhaustion. On v.ell-selected

exercises and a moderate use of them, therefore, a sure and
favourable result depends; and this can only be attained by
degrees.

10. If breathing and pulsation have been sensibl}^ accelerated

by any given exercise, we must wait till the}'- are quiet again

before proceeding to the next movement.

11. After tlie muscular strength has been gradually increased,

dumb-bells (Fig. 170, two iron or wooden balls, connected by

a handle, the whole weighing from two to five pounds each)
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may be employed, and the same exercises as before may be
gone through with them.

12. How often each single movement should be repeated is

indicated by the three numbers accompanying each figure. The
first number shows the number of repetitions at first; the second
that after two or three weeks; and the third that after six or
eight weeks' practice. The last number is to be regarded as the
limit during the rest of the practice. Each individual case, how-
ever, may require in alteration in the number of repetitions, and
the middle number will be to many the normal limit, which they
must not exceed; particularly as the three numbers given are
based on the calculation of the normal muscular strength of a
man in his best years. For people above sixty, for those w-eak
in muscle, or vei^ obese, for the female sex, and for children,
about one half, or at the most two thirds of the amount will be
sufficient.

Those also, who perform the exercises for local affections
only, should not exceed the limit just given.

It stands to reason that old age requires the exercise of
every part of the body, so far as may be practicable. It is a
great mistake, therefore, for elderly people to suppose that the
greatest possible amount of rest will keep them in health.
Although such persons cannot bear the same degree of fatigue
as the young, a suitable amount of regular and varied exercise
is necessary, if health is to be preserved and life prolonged.

13. Let me here emphasize once more the value and efficacy
of (a) hydropathy; (b) a system of non-stimulating diet, at least
in most cases; and (c) massage; and the desirability of adopt-
ing those systems in addition to curative gymnastics.

A person, who has no knowledge of curative gymnastics
and their effect, had better leave them alone, in case of severe
illness; as he will perhaps only do himself harm by attempting
them. In the great majority of cases success will be attained
with the other means of cure given iu tins book.

14. How many times a dav curative gymnastics should be
practised, and how many exercises should be gone through at
each practice, depends entirely on the condition of the patient
It tor instance, a practice consists of only three or four exercises
(mowing movement, raising the knee, arm-thrust, sawing movement'

^^^'J'^^^^^^
exercises) from one to five such practices daily

^vill be sufficient; but if a single practice includes a greater number
ot exercises, the number of practices should not exceed threeine great point here is to observe what amount of exercise will
Dest suit the patient's physicial condition. And it must always
be remembered that a beginner must be content with fewer mov-e-ments than the practised gymnast can execute; and that a man
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in the 'n-imc of life can endure more fatigue than the young ur

^^^^

When special g>'nuiastics are employed for the cure of local

complaints, it will be well to include in the practices movements

which will exercise the whole of the muscles of the body, m order

to bring the whole system into sympathetic and simultaneous activity.

\s in a set of cog-wheels, or other compound wheel-work,

each^ine-le wheel performs its part when the whole is in motion,

so it is with our organism; every single part of which has its

office in sustaining the innermost living whole

16 A still greater advantage is derived from curative gym-

nastics,' when they are employed in addition to and in connection

massage; for the success of massage will be completed and

confirmed by exercise of the muscles.

That message ought in many cases to precede curative gym-

mastics is Temonstratid by the fact that after massage most of

r rovemen"^^ it were impossib e.

t is not meant that eLy performance of

fY-^-l^^^""^
T^rprpded bv massage; it will be sufhcient it the massage pe

Sed oncf a dav 'li is difficult to give predse mstructions m

thi espect ever/body must find out for himself what is adapted

o hi? specircase. It only remains to be mentioned tha a

nroper fnWl of rest must be observed between the gymnastics

and massage when they are combined
^^^^.^lent- in bed

17 Bed-ridden persons can execute the movement, m oeu

or elsewhere in a sitting or lying posture, or ^^^^h he help of a

second person. In the last case the movements will be passive.

If Bv the use of curative gymnastics both invahds and healthy

increased sense
f^J^^^f^^'^/, hitting movements, to the

?eUve.'d t:;?h Ikffältdtergetic extension of the arm mas-

be praSLd with dumb-belk, as —
".ä' dbfw oims

The chest-expandmg movement ^vPg^"^^^^^;/; separation,
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in the lungs, pleurodynia, asthma. It also promotes good breath-

ing. See also -'Remarks on Curative gymnastics".

Ann thrust (hitting movement)
to the front.

10, 20, 30 times.

Arm thrust, sideways.

10, 20, 30 times.

Fig. 101. Fig. 162.

Arm thrust, upwards. Arm thrust, downwards Arm thrust to the rear.

6, 12, 20 times. 10, 20, 30 times. 6, 12, 18 times.

Fig. 163. Fig. 161 Fis. le.x
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Exercise with dumb-bells rcfern'd to in paragraph IL

Fig. 166.

Fxercise without dumb-bells. 1. Raise the arms at their lull

extJt m ne wiü^ the shoulders; the fists tightly closed.
2^
Bnag

both fis^s smartly back to the chest, elbows and aims close

the body, shoulders well back.

Chest-expanding exercise.

Fia;. 167.



Curative Gymnastics with Zander's Apparatus.
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Arm ciRCLEb. Fig. 168. Both arms— full}^ extended, and with
fists closed—describe circles as large as possible. Each should
pass close to the head; but this may only become possible by
degrees. I'he movement is performed first from front to rear,
and afterwards the reverse way.

'

Arm circles. Arm rollittsr.o
8, 14, 20 times. 20, 30, 40 times.

Fig- 16ti. Fig. 169.

this exercise (Fig. 169) respiration .s much assisted, and
^he shoulder-joints are rendered pliable; it is used in cases ofasthma, tuberculosis of the lungs, or weakness of the muscles
eoncerned. See also Remarks on Curative gymnastics "

.
In performing the Arm-rolling exercise, Fig. ig9 we mu^t

ISnfTl.'"''''''^''!'
be screwing a gimlet into wood'with eachnand the arms being fully extended in a line with the shoulders.

describp"". 'i^" It? movement (Fig. 170) the hands

shS move '"'"'^ ' ^^^"""^ ^'''^''^ °"^y

35
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The figure 8 movement.

20, 30, 40 times.
These movements, figs

169, 170, are practised to

make the arm-joints as well

as the wrists pliable, and

to correct any failure of

these muscles; also for

gouty contractions of thf

hand and linger-joints; for

writer's cramp; and as an

auxiliary remedy in variou>.

forms of St. Vitus's dance

and epilepsy, etc. Extend-

ing AND CLOSING FINGER-

EXERCISES, as shown in

fig. 179, also belong to this

class. See also "Remark^

ON Curative gymnastics" .

Fig. 170.

Swinging the arms sideivays, right

and left (compare Fig. m)-

15, 25, 40 times.

Swinging the arms to the frot'

t

and rear.

15, 25. 40 times.

Fig. 171.
Fig. 172.
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In swinging the arms' to the right and left (fig. 171) the hip-

joints should be loose, and the body should conform to the move-
ments of the arms.

This movement acts beneficially in stimulating the liver and
spleen, and strengthening the muscles of the back.

In swinging the arms forward and backward (fig. 172) the
fists must be clenched, and the body should follow the movements
of the arms from the hip-joints. This exercise is useful (1) in
assisting the circulation of the blood in the w^hole sytem, (2) against
sluggishness of the abdominal functions (-S) in cases of inertness
of the abdominal, spinal, and arm muscles. It is also an excellent
way of warming oneself when cold. If the exercise be performed
so that the arms work in opposite directions, instead of together,
one making the swing to the front while the other swings to the
rear, a more thorough shaking of the body will be effected, and
,he trunk muscles as a whole will be more completely called into
,iction. This last exercise is also used specially to remed^' curva-
ture and volvulus of the spine. In such cases, however, the stress
of the movement must principally be in one direction 'only, With
ach arm, i. e., with the right forward, and the left back; or
mce versa, according to the position and nature of the malformation.
See "Remarks on Curative gymnastics."

The chopping movement.

The chopping movement. In this
exercise the knee-joints must be kept
flexible. It acts beneficially (1) in
cases of sluggish action, or suspension,
of the abdominal functions; (2) on the
nerves of the spinal cord, being there-
lore specially useful even in advanced
spmal paralysis.

In the former case, special stress
must be laid on the downward move-
ment; in the latter case on the upward
one, and on the preparation for the
downward movement. See "Remark
ON Curative gymnastics".

s

times.

Fig. 173.

3.5*
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Raising the leg sideways.

5, 10, 18 times with each leg.

Fig. 174.

Thic movement fie. 174, is executed first with one leg and

then w th The oTher
'

lt\as the same salutary effect as the circular

ermovement- but acts at the same time beneficially m congestions

of^he pond vein system, because it has a shaking
--^^^^f-^f^

effect upon the region ot the hver and spleen. See Remarks

ON Curative gymnastics".
^.^^^^^^

5, 8, 12 times with each leg.

This (fig. 175) is performed by

each leg in turn, at its full extension

The body should remain steady ;
and

the foot describing the circle should

be carried as far to the front and rear,

and as high at the side as possible. 1 he

movement is a soothing and healing

agent in gouty and rheumatic affections

of the hip-joint. Any inflammation in

these parts must first be removed by

water treatment. The movement acts

also beneficially in muscular weakness

of those regions. It has likewise a

detergent effect. See "Remarks on

Curative gymnastics".

Fig. 175.
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Foot circles.

(15, 25, 30 times with
each foot.)

Drawing the legs together.

(4, 6, 10 times.)

Fig. 176, Fig. 1

The leg must be stretched to its full extent in this exercise
i'lg. 176) while the foot, carried about its own \tn^th to the
ront, IS made to describe small circles, as shown in the illustration

•

turnmg hrst outwards then downwards and inwards. A pausemay be made at the extreme points outward and inward, while

?'turn''in 3 V'""
^^e Utmost kmount

.
turn n each direction. This has an effect similar to that of

tr;^^^^':''^''^^ See also "Remarks on Cura-

This exercise fig. 177, consists in drawing the lee'^ together

01 each foot m turn, till both meet in the middle The knees

wWle'^he'le!^ '^"^t f"'
"^^^ '''' ^-^^ the grtund

Sectivdv f ''"F ^'r^ This exercile acts

as a deS-c^l^^
''^

l^'''
^^^^ ^PP^i^d also

Tn
See "Remarks on. Curative gymnastics".

hips th.
both hands are firmly placed on the

Iv ba I iTk 1

^^b°^^ then pressed vigorous-

he head well un a"^^ fr^'^P '''''^ ^he tinfe, and

m the elhmii K^^- 1. f'''^
'^^^^^ b^ "^^de each time to

Sawn ifcu^'kk fi?
'^'"^ ^^^^^ breath should be

m m ..Z ^"^^^y' h'^o^gb the nose, during the backward move-^ nt. and thoroughly expeUed as the arms come forward
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Elbows back.

8, 12, 16 times.

In this exercise Extmsimi and contraction of

Fig. 178.

all the fingers are

stretched, and
spread, to their full

extent, lengthwise

and apart; and then

bent inwards— so

resolutely as to

bring a strain on
ever}»- joint— and
brought together,

either as far as

shown in the illus-

tration, (Fig. 179) or

farther till the fist

is tightly clenched.

These movements
are used in the

same complaints as

those mentioned

under arm rolling

(Fig. 169) and the

the fingeri>

15, 20, 25 times.

Fig. 179.

figure 8 movement (Fig- 'iTO). See "Remarks on Curative gym-

NASTICS."

Foot stretching and bending exercise.

15, 25, 35 times with each foot.

This movement (Fig. 180) is made

from the ankle-joints alternately, tlie

toes being stretched and bent to the ut-

most extent practicable, while the ankle

and instep joints are carefully worked

—either in a circular movement, both

outwards and inwards, or only up and

down. These movements are calculated

to make the ankles, insteps, and oes

flexible- and to cure lameness and sligHt

contracüons (stiffness and f«) o

the ioints They are also usetui loi

detei'gent purposL; and are an excellent

meani of warming the feet. See KE

MARKS ON Curative gymnastics .

Fig. 180.
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Raising- the knee.

15, 12, 18 times with

In this exercise (Fig. 181) in which
the legs are raised by turns, an effort

should be made each time to get the knee
as high as possible, without allowing the

body to take any part in the movement.
It acts most beneficially on the diges-

tion, clears obstructions of the bowels,

and is specially to be recommended in

cases of sluggishness or interruption of

the abdominal functions. It is likewise an
excellent remedy for flatulence, abdominal
hypochondria, hysteria, rectal prolapsus
or external piles, chronic ßuor albus etc.

It should be omitted, or very cau-

tiously practised, if inflammation exists in

the abdomen, or if there is abdominal
hernia, or predisposition to hemorrhage
in that part. See "Remarks on Curative
gymnastics".

;ach leg in turn.

Fig. 181.

Bending and stretching the kneS'
joint to the front.

6, 9, 12 times with each leg in turn.

182.

In this case,

fig. 182, as in

the last, the
legs must be
exej-cised al-

ternately. The
knee-joint is

vigorously,

bent, and then
stretched out

perfectly
" ' The

movement
acts benefici-

ally in cases of

weakness or
stiffness of the
knee-joint;

and is of use

Bending and stretching the

knee-joint to the rear.

18, 12, 16 times with each leg.

straight

Fig. 183.

in relieving hemorrhoidal obstructions
rrvE gymnastics".

See "Remarks on Cura-
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An exercise in which the leg cannot be raised so high as in

the last. ]t is best performed by practising each leg successively

'-'-'A times.

Head circles.

8, 12, 20 times.

Luiijuing and raising the body.

8. 12. 20 times.

This movement is good for

stiffness in the knee-joint, which

it renders pliable; in weakness of

the knee-joint; and in the first

stages of paralysis in the foot,

and spinal cord. Both this and

the previous exercise (Figs. 1 88 and

184) have the effect of drawing

the blood away from the head

and chest. See "Remarks on Cur-

ative gymnastics".

In this exercise (Fig. 184) tho

hands are placed on the hips, and

the heels are raised ofT the ground,

without being separated; the body

is then allowed to sink down, re-

taining its upright position, as far

as possible; it then, by reversing pig. 185.

each movement, resumes the stand-

Turning the Head to rigkt Be.ding tf. body sU.

ing manner in paraly.sis 25'^
3^' time.,

of the lower part of the 25, time.,

body, renders all the

ioints and muscles of

the leg pliable, and is n

useful as a detergent.
^

See "Remark son Cur- /

ATIVE gymnastics".

The head in this

exercise is turned, fig.

185, first from right to

left, then from left to

right, without changing

the position of the body.

This, as well as the next

movement (Fig. 186), is

employed in stiffness

Fia. 106. of the neck, as

Fig. 184

and left 6, 9, 12 times.

well Fig. 187.



\
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Evervbodv who leads a sedentary life or wLose occupation does not admit of mucli general exerd

immediately before breakfast and supper. Each single exercise should be performed from five to u

count as one exercise only.) If the exercises cannot be undertaken in the open au: they should be gone th;

«



this group of curative Gymnastics once or twice a day in the open air, and, if possible,

hole group gone through three or four times. (Each pair of figures 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6

iie window wide open. By performing these exercises regularly many diseases will be warded off.

Il .
Backward tbrust of arm Fig. 5. Upward thrust of arm Pig. 6. Upward thrust of arm

and raising left leg. and raising right leg. and raising left leg.

^ig- 9. Swinging the arms
sideways, right and left. Pig- 10. Body circles,

Bilz' Natural Method of Healing.
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as in nervous giddiness. See "Remarks on Curative gym-
nastics".

In turning the head from right to left, and vice versa, the
endeavour should be made each time to bring the chin over the
shoulder. For the ailments to the cure of which this movement
is adapted see the instructions for the previous exercise, "Head
Circles". See also "Remarks on Curative gymnastics".

Bending the body to the right and left (Fig. 187) must be
done without any violent exertion.

This exercise (fig. 188) promotes '^^^^f
the front and

10, 20 30 time^.
the circulation of the blood, and the
activity of the functions, in the ab-
dominal organs: is beneficial in

chronic affections of the liver and
spleen, and applicable in all cases of
disordered condition of the portal
vein system. See "Remarks on Cura-
tive gymnastics". Bending the body
for-ward and backward must be done
without violent exertion, the legs
remaining straight and firm. It is

useful in constipation, in sluggish ac-
tion of the abdominal organs, and in

paralysis of the lower spinal muscles.
See "Remarks on Curative gym-
nastics".

Body-circles.

6, 8, 12 times.
Fisr. 188.

ig. 189.

In this exercise (Fig. 189) the trunk
ribove the hip-joint must describe a
circle from nght to left leaning back,
and from left to right leaning forward,
as wide and as low down as pos^^M-^
without any violent exertion.

It is good for weakness of diges-
tion: for acute and chronic constipation,
and ailments arising therefrom; al.so for
stiffness of the muscles of the hip-joint,
and for nervous giddiness. In the last
case, the padent must be accustomed
gradually to the circular movement,
which may be performed sitting.

For the purpose of direct action on
the bowels, it is advisable to execute
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only half the movement; i. e. to describe only the half of tlie circle

f^-om right to left, .leaning back. See "Remarks on Curative

GYMNASTICS
^.^ a perfectly horizontal position in bed, which is

necessary for this exercise, fig. 190, remove the pillow If it be

perfornid out of bed, fold.a carpet or rug and he on it, or two

pillows may be used, puttmg one under the head and the other

under the hips.

Rising from the lying to the sitting position.

5, 10, \h times.

Fig. 190.

The exercise consists in raising
^V-r'^nlnrlfLSuUy

^n^afbe somewhaf raised by laying ^^^^^^tn'J'^o:,
raiied pos.tK^n is already "ff'^'/f'

,*ff"f^"osLd over the chest,

be not takenaway The arms are a fi^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^

or perhaps stretched out in front , but later on, w

&;:tÄÄranrrarÄ^^^^
°"

''V^h^Strcise operates ^enfdall^^^^^^^^^^

Ijlrblg^n Z ^fexprS in ^e^^e^ -d gastric reg., ,.
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It is eminently useful in all kinds of chronic abdominal irregu-

larities, in inactivity or weakness of the abdominal muscular

system; and as an attempt to completel}' remove abdominal hernia.

See "Remarks on Curative gymnastics".

Twisting the body.

10, 20, 30 times to and fro.

Exercise No. 191 is

performed first to the right,

then to the left; turning the

body on its own axis as

much as possible to either

side, the legs being kept

rigidly straight, and the

back flat and upright. This
movement is employed in

cases of weakness of the

spine, or of the muscular
sj'stem of the hips and ab-

domen; in defective diges-

tive functions and consti-

pation, as well as for pro-

moting the ciixulation of
the blood in the abdomen.
See "Remarks on Cura-
tive gymnastics".

Reciprocal sau-iu^- mo^'t-ini

both arms at once.

10, 20, 30 times.

Fig. 191.
Fig. 192.

The mowing movement
10, J-'). 20 times.

Raising the shoulders.

20, 30, 40 times.

Mg. iy3. Fig. 194.
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In this sawing movement, one arm is pushed vigorously lor-

ward and downward at the same time that the other is drawn

inwards and upwards by bending the elbows: the movements

being thus performed with each arm alternately. It is of great

utility in strengthening the muscles of the arms, shoulders, and

back"; and in various conditions of ill-health, such as defective or

suspended activity of the abdominal organs.

It also reduces glandular swellings in the thoracic and ab-

dominal regions. See "Remarks on Curative gymnastics".

The mowing movement (Fig. 193) is made energetically with

both arms rigidly extended, the feet being kept at rest. Strenuous

muscular exertion should be thrown into it, as if overcoming

weighty resistance all the time.

It has an excellent effect in incipient paralysis of the spinal

cord, as well as in general debility and muscular weakness. See

"Remarks on Curative gymnastics".

This movement (Fig. 194) is to be executed with vigour in

•the upward, but somewhat' more gently in the downward,

direction.

It is of service in stiffness of the shoulder muscles, but more

particularly in incipient tuberculosis of the lungs; because, like

drep respiration, it promotes a healthy activity of the lobes oi

the lungs, where, as is well known, tuberculosis begins.

If one shoulder is higher than the other—a condition re-

sulting from paralysis or curvature of the spine, the exercise

must always be practised with the lower shoulder onh-.

Exercises with the stick, or bar-bells.

These movements are shown by figures 195, 196, 197, 198.

It must be obsei-ved : 1) that in order to pass the stick from the

position at the back (Fig. 188) over the head to the front, it mus.

be grasped with a wider interval between the hands than is

shown in figures 195, 196 and 197; 2) that many P^^^^'^.^;^'!^!
f^^

first only get as far as the position shown m
^^'l^.^^^'l'^'l

figure 198 alone that the exeixise is shovv^i completed 3) that the

practice of the movements indicated by figures 195, 196^^^ 1^9^^

even of the first two, will have a highly beneficial effect on the

respiratory and thoracic organs:

4) That beginners may use a somewhat longer stick than is

here seen in order to get a wider interval between the hand.

bS m that case the hancfs should be brought nearer to e^ch othei

by degrees: 5) that each movement is to be perfonued with an

energetic swing; and that in the complete exercise itig. 19b) e

a^mfare to be^kept at their full stretch; 6) that an easy rocking
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Stick, or bar-bell, exercise.

Stick, or bar-bell, exercise.

Fig. 195.

Stick, or bar-bell, exercise.

(Fig. 195, 196, 197, are to be practised
8, Iß, 20 times backward and forward.)

Fig. 19ti.

Stick, or bar-bell, exercise completed.

(8, 16, 20 times backward and for-
ward.)

Fig. 197. Fig. 193.
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of the body from the waist upwards should accompany each for-

ward and backward swing of the stick.

This exercise promotes and perfects the process of respira-

tion, acts beneficially on loss of power in the shoulder muscles,

etc., serves to make the shoulder-joints phable, and stimulates the

abdominal functions. See "Remarks on Curative gymnastics".

In this exercise (Fig. 199) the object is to get first one and
then the other leg over the stick. When both are well over,

they have to get back again; which may not prove an altogether

easy task.

The exercise is indicated in cases of obstinate constipation,

and may be tried as a means of combating the troubles attending

Fia. 199. f'lg- -00.

internal piles, provided there is no inflammation. The exercise

must, however, not be performed, if the patient suffer rom ab-

dominal hernia or marked determination of blood to the Mena

See "Remarks on Curative gymnastics".
_ ,r i . oc nf

This movement (Fig. 200) consists in sprmging off the toes oi

each foot in turn, the knees and ankle jomts bemg elastic.

The efficacy and strain of this exercise may be increased or

diminished, as circumstances suggest, by making a greater or les

demand upon the muscles, and so regulating the height ol
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Breathing posUion,
ivithoui a stick.

spring. It is indicated in weakness of the muscles of the foot,
and for cold feet; it promotes the action of the bowels, and the
circulation of the blood in the abdomen etc.; and is efficient as
a derivative in drawing the blood away from the head and chest.

It is also adapted for the relief of amenorrhoea and piles;
and it overcomes sleeplessness by causing agreeable fatigue. See
"Remarks on Curative gymnastics".

Rest, and not exercise, is however demanded in case of an
inflammatory condition of the piles, or of excessive hemorrhage
no matter whether referable to piles or to the period.

'

Full respiration, (Fig. 162), should form part of all curative
gymnastics. The process should be as follows. The standing

position, with the arms on the hips, having
been taken up, the lungs are first entirely
but gradually emptied, the seconds being
counted aloud as the breath slowly escapes.
The mouth is then closed, the shoulders
raised and pressed back, the chest expanded

;

the air is now allowed to enter, through the
nostrils, until the lungs are full; the breath
is then held for a time, as long as it can be
without fatigue, and is again allowed to escape,
as above. '

'

This "art of respiration" should be
practised several times in going through a
group of g3/mnastic exercises. It should how-
ever, only be done in pure air, either in a
room with the window open; or out of doors.

Respiration may also be practised with
a stick, or the bar-bells, as follows (see
Fig- 195). From the position there shown
the stick is raised, bv a vigorous effort
above the head, as in fig. 196. The cavity

Fr^rv, fi •
,

^h^st 'S thus dilated crosswise

elbows 11KX''^' ^''}'' ^ ^harp motion oThe
S abov. »„.t K n ",,Vu ^'S- A d^-^P breatl, is now taken,

flowed io et^ni ,,
^ ^ °f *e breath is

whi^h renleÄ^' ,
^7 ^^^^'^ *Sain by a short breath,

^Ti/Z '''^ P°'"'^ °f 'he lungs, under the shoulder

Wnd of resoTrS"f/" f breath.ng process. This same
hand

°
beTnfm ?h. ^'f","?"^

Perlorn^ed without a stick; the

exercises a™ rr /hlf- ^f ''f
^ now give several groups of

„Js V '''^ "^^^"^ '^'^'^^^^^ and ailments,

guides- Cd'^LTo.-n T*''''''' '° "P^n as g«"e'-al

by a?tMl ohir,^? ^'u
'''"^ys '° individ.mlize.-to discover

y actual obseiv.-itjon what exercises are best suited to each ia-

Fig. 201.
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dividual case, and to arrange the groups, and the methods and

amount of practice, accordingly either for oneself, or m consultation

with an expert. It is certainly advisable to consuh a competent

man in such a matter. These groups, w.th the movements in-

dicated in them, are therefore subject to alteration (curtailments,

additions, etc.).

Curative gymnastics: Group I.

Twisting the body fig. 191.
r ioq

Bending the body to the front and rear fig. 183^

MowinI movement fig. 193 Deep respiration i.g. 201.

Swinging the arms to the front and rear tig. 172.

Bending and stretching the knee-jomt to the front fig. 182.

Rising Irom the lying to the sittmg position tig. 190.

Deep respiration fig. 201.

Trot movement fig. 200.

Ihtyoup is fu ected against chronic constipation, disorderej'

digestion,^S„ess of the 'digestive organs >" general sbg^

gymnastics".)

Curative gymnastics: Group II.

Twisting the body fig. 191.
f;^ iqa

Bending the body to the front and rear fig. 188.

Arm thrust to the rear fig. 165.

Sw J ng the arms to the front and ^-ear.fig- 172•

|s g rim the lying to the sitting position ig. 190.

iwmlmg the anns -» "^^^
This group is effectual m thorougn y cam

j gymnastics

It must be borne in^mmd, howev^^
, ^'^der pVo^^^ direc-

are in this case to be
r^^^^^^^^.'^^He em^^^ every case

tion; because the exercises nmstno^^^^^^

of rupture (e. g. they
^^"^^t.tinn of cuiSive gvmnastics is never

femoral hernia), 2) the application
^^l^J^^^^^^^ e. in which the

allowed in a case ^ ^'"^'"^ir? con nle^^^^^^ be retained,

protrusion cannot be 1^^^^^^^,^^^°^^;^ within bounds by the

3) the rupture must be kept perfectly wimi
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truss during the exercises, 4) the course must be continued
uninterruptedly for six months or more; at first once a day,
perhaps later twice a day. When the object has been attained
the movements are continued several times a week, to guard
against a relapse ; and not until after such precautionary measures
should the truss be dispensed with. It is evident that the prospect
of cure is greater with youthful patients than with persons of
more advanced age.

For further particulars on each single movement, see ibid.

Curative gymnastics: Group IU.

Raising the shoulders fig. 194.

Arm thrust upwards fig. 163.

Arm circles fig. 16S. Deep respiration fig. 201.
Elbows back, fig 178.

Body circles fig. 189. Deep respiration fig. 201.
Chest expanding exercise fig. 167.
Bar-bell exercise fig. 198.
Deep respiration fig. 201.
'^.^^^ S^^^P is employed for chest diseases, such as asthma,

difhculty of breathmg, narrow chest, incipient tuberculosis of the
lungs, etc.; it serves to promote respiration in general, and to
strengthen the voice, e. g. for singers, speakers, and stammerers,
ror particulars of each single movement, see ibid.

Curative gymnastics: Group IV.
Swinging the arms to the front and rear fig. 172.
Lowering and raising the body fig. 184.
Arm thrust to the front fig. 16 1.

Arm thrust upwards fig. 162. Deep respiration fig. 201Arm thrust sideways fig. 162.
Bod}^ circles fig. J89.
Drawing the legs together fig. 177.
Reciprocal sawing-movement fig. 192. Deep respiration fie ^oiArm circles fig. 168.

&• - •

Raising the knee fig. 181.
Rising from the lying to the sitting position fig. 190.
Deep respiration fig. -201.
Bar-bell exercise fig. 198.
If any other movements be required, the following may be

ficr
2^0- swinging the arms sideways,

t }al'
s^.^'PP^"& over the stick, fig. 199: mowing movement

• /^^r"^ sideways, fig. 174: leg circles, fig. 175:aim circles, fig. 168. j o

3&
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This group should certainly' The combined with a tonic treat-

ment, and is then to be gone through once, twice, or three times

a day, according to the patient's condition, no one practice exceed-

ing about twenty minutes, including the intervals of rest. If,

however, the additional exercises enumerated below the group

be prescribed, each practice will then take about thii ty minutes.

Thirty minutes spent in muscular activity of this kind are

equal, in the aggregate, to a four or five hours' walk; and the

purposes of health are even better served by the former, because

muscular activity is exerted in every direction, and the body is

less fatigued by it than by such a long walk.'-)

For weakly and elderly persons (above sixty years of age)

and for the female sex, the number of repetitions of single exer- ff
cises may be reduced to. about one half, or one fourth, of the

above groups respectively.

This group is particularly recommended, as a preventive

of disease ; and when so used it may be practised once, or several

times a day.
, . . . .

For the female sex regular muscular activity (curative gym-

nastics) is urgently required ; and particularly at the period when

menstruation ceases. The greater part of the ailments and dangers

attending this transitional period are averted by it, and a happy

old age is initiated. . .

For further particulars on each single movement, see ibid.

Curative gymnastics: Group V.

Arm thrust to the front fig. 161.

Arm thrust sideways fig. l62.
. • r- or..

Mowing movement fig. Deep respiration hg. 201.

Raising the knee fig. 181.

Bar-bell exercise fig. 198.

Lowering and raising the body fig. 184.

Arm circles fig. 168. Deep respiration hg. 201.

Drawing the legs together fig. 177

Bending the body to the front and rear tig. 187.

Turnincr the head to the right and left hg. 186.

If this Iroup requires supplementing, the following movements

"'^Elb "cMig. 178: leg circles, fig. 175: arm-thi.ist upward^

downwards and 'to die rear, f.gs. 163 164 ^''^

^^^^^f^^^
lying to the sitting position, hg 190 : lending and stret 1^ g e

knee-joint to the front and to the rear, hgs. 182, 183. armioi.m^

not wish, by what we have -'^^.-^ove to l^ssen^y^ne deg^^^

the high value which we set upon a four or hve hours walk, loi

of the Afresh air so enjoyed.
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exercise, fig. 166: chopping movement,- fig. 173: raising the leg
sideways. Tig. 174: figm-e H movement, fig. 170 : stretching and
bendmg the foot, fig. ISO: head circles, fig. 185: swinging the ;

- ~

to- the front and rear, fig. 172.

This group is of great value in the normal development of
children: and especiall}^ of those persons who lack the opportunity
of general muscular exercise. Many diseases and bodily deformities
are thereby prevented, the foundation of which is often laid by
long sitting on 'school desks or at unhealthy occupations. These
exercises may be practised by children from the age of four or
five years upwards; and they should be continued through the
whole period of childhood. The group should be repeated several
tmies a day. For explanation of each single movement, see ibid.
Refer also to "Gymnastics".

Curative gymnastics: Group VI.

Swinging the arms to the front and rear fig. I72.
Trot movement fig. 200.
Mowing movement fig. 193. Deep respiration fig. 201.
bwingihg the arms sideways fig. l7l.
Stepping over the stick fig. 199. Deep respiration fig 201
Reciprocal sawing-movement fig 192.
Rising from the lying to the sitting position fig. 190.
1 his group acts directly on intestinal obstructions, protruding

piles, and menorrhagia. If, however, those ailments are due to a
serious cause, or if a generally disordered condition of the entire
system is at the bottom of them, then this treatment will be out
0 place; and the curative measures must be directed to the removal
01 the cause or cmises. The treatment will in many cases be ofa tonic nature. Whenever, therefore, a doubt exists as to the

Li in T";. .1.
i'P-P^'''',''^ professional advice should be

Srtirularfon .ff^''^'/''^"^ '^'^'^^'^ gymnastics. For further
particulars on each single movement, see ibid.

Curative gymnastics: Group VII.
Leg circles fig. 175.
Drawing the legs together fig. 177.
Dumb-bell exercise fig. 166

?nw^vF
^"""^ stretching the knee-joint to the front fig. 182.Lowenng and raising the bodv fig 184Deep respiration fig. 201.

"

Figure eight movement fig. 170.
1 rot movement fig. 200.

parts Indi'""'? "''i'^
^^^i^'^^ti^n of the blood from certint.parts, and to remove chrome pain and irritation from head and chae.
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Deriving the blood from the head and brain is effected by
head circles, fig. 185: turning the head right and left, fig. i86:
arm thrusts to the front, sideways, upwards, downwards and
to the rear, figs. 161, 162, 163, 164, 165: arm circles, fig. 168;
deep respiration, fig. 201: swinging the arms sideways to right
and left, fig. 171.

For more on each single movement, see ibid.

Curative gymnastics; Group VIIL

Leg circles fig. 175.

Raising the knee fig. 181.

Raising the leg sideways fig. 174. Deep respiration fig. 201.
Drawing the legs together fig. 177.

Rising from the lying to the sitting position fig. 190.

Deep respiration fig. 201.

Foot circles fig. 176.

Reciprocal sawing movement fig. 192.

This group is serviceable in diseases of the hip-joint, or of

the muscles and nerves surrounding and moving it; particularly

in sciatica. In this disease Dr. Sch'eiber prescribes a gradually

increasing course of exercises every da}', supplemented b}^ massage;

a method of treatment which is, he says, highly to be commended;
for it is only by such means that a patient suffering from a severe

attack can be brought through the most trying period of his illness.

(See Dr. Schreiber's book on "Massage, and the systematic

exercise of the muscles".)

Over excitement and irritation are to be guarded against in

this disease; great caution therefore must be exercised in gradually

increasing the number of movements; and the^^ should be per-

formed in a recumbent position, if the patient's condition requires

it. Recourse must also be had occasionally to passive movements,

if it is out of the patient's power to perform the exercises himself.

For further particulars on each single movement, see ibid.

Curative gymnastics: Group IX.

Elbows back fig. 178.

Chest-expanding exercise fig. 167.

Reciprocal sawing movement fig. 192. Deep respiration fig. 201.

Dumb-bell exercise fig. 166.

Swinging the arms to the front and rear fig. 172.

Arm circles fig. 168. Deep respiration fig. 201.

Swinging the arms sideways fig. 171.

This group is eminently useful as a cure for muscular rheu-

matism in the shoulder, and in cases of neuralgia in those parts;

moreover, in chronic inflammation of the shoulder-joint, and its
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consequences, such as stiffness or agglutination of sinews and
ligaments: also in sprains and dislocation of joints. If inflammation
sets in, it must be alla5^ed with cool compresses.

These movements are generally preceded by massage.
For further particulars on each single exercise, see ibid.

Curative gymnastics: Group X.
Reciprocal sawing movement fig. 192.
Arm thrust sideways fig. 162.
Arm thrust upwards fig. 163. Deep respiration fig. 201Arm thrust downwards fig. 164.

f Arm thrust to the rear fig. 165. Deep respiration fig. 201
: Arm-rolhng exercise fig. 169.

Figure eight movement fig. 171.

i
These exercises are used for a great variety of diseases in

thejomts of the elbow and of the upper and lower arm" such
as chrome mflammation, straining of muscles, distensions, bruises
mtlammation of tendons and its consequences, neuralgia in the
upper and fore-arm weakness or disablement of the muscles ofhe arms, stiffness of joints, abnormal agglutinations in them etc

':ZT^ ¥"'"f ""^^ frequently preceded in such cases by
-passage. For further particulars on each single exercise, see ibid

Curative gymnastics: Group XI.
Raising the knee fig. 181.
Bending and stretching the knee-joint to the front hV 18'>Lowering and raising the body fig 184

^'

Ueep respiration fig. 201.
bending and stretching the knee-joint to the rear fie 183

^ciSrit -P^-tion fig.^^2o'^-

th?knle'iornhtT^''^''^i
^""^ ^he removal of the various diseases

•ance aSf n "Ir'^''^"'
the thighs and legs; as, for in-

>ns if the sf^^^^^^ T'""^^''' I"
chin's, affec-ui cne sinews and tendons in these parts etc

' ^ performedwiHwh^
necessary strength, the exercises must

^-icfof rchLr ort' f «n to the

Gre-M
^n a recumbent position.

to overdo thTlhin^k^f/""^'"'!-^^,
performing the exercises, not

^^>fficient int^r ak^;n^^f
^^"^ ^'^^^ "^"^h) and to allow

'^cial attention m^fT'^ ^V^'^ P^'^""^ ^^^^^^^ his strength.

'Plicatiofof
^^assa^^^^^

complaints to ^themassage and passive movements: the former must
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in many cases precede the latter, as well as the curative exercises
general!}'. For further particulars on each single movement
see ibid.

Curative gymnastics: Group XII.

Stretching and bending the foot fig. 180.

Foot circles fig. 176.

Lowering and raising the body fig, 184.

Deep respiration fig. 201.

Mowing movement fig. 193. (To exercise all the muscles of

the trunk.)

Trot movement fig. 200.

This last group is directed against the different affections of

the foot joints, such as sprains, agglutinations, strain or thickeningy

of the sinews and ligaments, and chronic morbid condition of the*^

synovial or lubricating fluid (of the joints), articular capsule etc.;

further, against ever^^ other acute and chronic affection of tiie',

foot-joints, against neuralgia, and diseases of the muscles and/

sinews in the foot, and leg.

Only the first two movements of this group are generally

used in cases of sprains ; and those two ma}', if necessary, be done

in bed.

In all these ailments particular stress is to be laid on massage

and the passive movements. In matiy cases massage must precede

curative gymnastics or passive movements. (For details on each

single exercise, .see ibid.) The application of curative gymnastics

is of service in other diseases, besides those enumerated above,

if the expert engaged in the case understands how to adapt the

treatment to the individual.

Gymnastics, Indoor, see Index.

H.

HABITS, DISAGREEABLE. Many people are disagreer^M'^

to their fellow creatures in consequence of their having someti

personally unpleasant about them and being unaware of then

condition themselves, in many cases they cannot help theniseb

as these unpleasant peculiarit:ies, owing to long neglect, havt Ol-

eome a kind of second nature and tend to recur mvoluntarii}-

If the attention of a person so afflicted is to be drawn t.

these habits or peculiarities (and it is the duty of every tiieno

to do this) it must be done with great care and in the mo.
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friendly manner possible or he will be turned into an enemy.

A hint is often sufficient: the person in question understands at

once, sets himself to correct the offensive habit, and is grateful

for the well meant advice.

'j. Often, however, any hint of the nature is resented and the

'iitmost tact has to be exercised in order not to sever the bond
of friendship.

Parents especially need to be reminded that they often make
themselves obnoxious to many people on account of the bad
conduct of their children, particularly when the latter are given

to quarrelling and have to be scolded and exhorted to good be-

haviour. Children as a rule are objects of interest to their

parents only. Other people frequentl};^ make a pretence of being
mterested in them merely for the purpose of ingratiating them-
selves with their parents.

The bad habits in question may be enumerated as follows:

—

faulty carriage of the body in walking, dancing etc., grimaces
while talking, immoderate laughter etc., over-excitement and con-
tentiousness in political discussions, in card or billiard pla3nng etc.

sputtering in the act of talkmg; continual repetition of hack-
neyed and unmeaning phrases, as consequent!}' "I said", "Said
he", "Do you understand", "Don't you know" in conversation
or public speaking and so forth.

Nothing is more repulsive than having our olfactor\' nerves
offended by other people. Some persons are afflicted with offen-
sive breath : this arises in the case of healthy people from want
of due attention to cleanliness of the mouth and teeth (these
parts should be cleaned after every meal). Others are excessively
addicted to the use of pomade. The clothes of some people
carry about with them a prevailing odour of garlic, cigar stumps
or nicotine. Others constantly smell of spirits. Individuals suf-
lermg from eczema, perspiring feet or armpits etc. are also liable
to be exceedingly unpleasant to their neighbours.

It is an unfortunate circumstance that evil-smelling persons
are often quite unconscious that they are offensive to others.

The remedies to be adopted in such cases are great local
cleanliness, e. g. frequent rinsing of the mouth, nose and ears
with Iresh water, and washing of the feet and armpits, with
attention to the proper condition of the skin by means of dailv
baths, ablutions etc.

p>c

The appearance of hairs in the nostrils is alwa3^s unpleasant
especially when, as often happens, dried mucus or snuff, in the
case ot snuff takers, clings to them.

bp- f T^^^ ^^'^ ^*^P^ ^^'^^ '^"^ cl^^"' contribute to the

"iZ?^
mouth. This is well known; nevertheless most

people entirely neglect them and only begin to attend to the m
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when it is too late. Every mother, therefore, out of regard for
the welfare of their children and the important part played by
the teeth in the mastication and digestion of food, should train
them in the habit of cleaning the teeth and rinsing the mouth
after every meal till it becomes a second nature.

People can also make themselves unpleasant to others by
unbecoming songs, swaggering, sniffing, snorting, belching, spitting,

smacking their lips while eating, making noises while swallowing etc.

A man should examine himself, or ask a friend whether he is

addicted to habits of this sort; if so, he should earnestly endea-
vour to abandon them, a firm will is absolutely necessaiy for this.

Squinting, wens, warts or excrescences on the face and hands,
growth of hairs on parts where they should be absent (especially

with women) pockmarks, heat-spots etc. may also be mentioned
among the peculiarities which are liable to render their possessor
disagreeable to other people. For their removal see under heads
of the complaints in question. Galvanism may be recommended
for the removal of superfluous hairs. Temporary success has

been obtained in these cases by shaving, singing or abstraction

with a forceps.

Dr. Bock recommends Böttcher's depilatorium for the removal
of superfluous hairs. It is prepared as follows :—thirty parts of

freshly calcined lime should be slaked with twelve to fourteen

parts of warm water; the precipitated lime should then be mixed
with sixty parts of water or with enough water to form a paste.

A current of sulphuretted hydrogen is then directed to the mixture

until the Hme ceases to absorb the gas. A small portion of the

paste equal in thickness to the blade of a knife, is then applied

to the hairy part; it should be allowed to remain for fifteen or

twenty minutes and removed with a wet sponge. To counteract

the unpleasant smell five oz. of the fresh paste may be mixed

with two and a half oz. of starch sugar and one dram of oil of

lemons.

HAIR grows over almost the whole of the body. The

hairs are formed in little pits called hair folhcles in the cutis vera

and emerge with their excretory ducts from the surface of the skin.

A hair consists of the shaft (the portion projecting from the

outer skin and tapering to a point) and a bulb-like root contamed

in the follicle, the bulbus pili. The hair is developed from a

small papilla of true skin at the bottom of the follicle. The

papilla contains a network of fine blood-vessels which supply the

nourishment to the hair. The hair bulb contains granules of a

pigment embedded in cells and supplying the colouring matter.

There is a great difference as regards the length, thickness,

colour and quantity of the hair in various parts of the body,
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The hair on the head and pubes is longer and thicker than that

on other parts.

HAIR CULTURE. Hair is a portion of our body; con-

sequently "Culture of the hair" is equivalent to "Culture of the

body". If due attention be paid to strengthening the body, the

latter will be enabled to produce healthy hair.

A few hints on the care of the hair ma}^, however, find a

suitable place here. Cleanliness is as essential to the hair as to

the rest of the body, especially as dust and other impurities are

very apt to collect in it. Daily combing and brushing with a

moderately hard brush is necessary. Anybody who is wiUing to

devote a proper amount of time to this object, and will not rest

content with merety passing the comb and brush a few times

through the hair in a desultory fashion, will not fail to notice that

the hair will after a short time not only be cleaner but will present
a more attractive appearance. In addition to this daily brushing
and combing, the head should be thoroughly washed from time to

time—about once a week. For this purpose tepid water (68 ^ to

77 0) should be used: cold water should be avoided as it does not
remove dirt so thoroughly as tepid water, and is moreover liable

to produce a rush of blood to the head, causing headache and
other troubles. The hair and its roots should therefore be
thoroughly washed with soap and tepid water, a few degrees
colder may then be appHed and the head well dried. This last
point is of great importance. If it be neglected, the water remaining
in the hair evaporates, causing a liability to take cold which may
easily lead to rheumatic pains. Care must be taken on the other
hand not to rub loo violently, as the irritation tnay also have the
effect of drawing too much blood to the head, causing the same
troubles that we have already mentioned. The best plan is to
dry the hair gently with a soft towel and then, wrapping a second
dry towel round the head, to sit in the sun in a place free
from draughts till the hair is thoroughly dry. The question remains
whether any and what kind of grease"' is suitable for the hair. The
h^r naturally contains a certain quantity of grease secreted by
special glands, which prevents it from becoming brittle. In most
cases, however, this supply of grease is not adequate, and it may
De necessary to supply the deficiency by using a little oil. Pure

h ]A^r
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ purpose, and a little aromatic oil may

De added. All other substances, especially pomades, should be
avoided; the latter, particularly when they are used too freely,
nave the effect of closing the pores, which may result in the hair
lajimg out. Even the use of oil should be regarded only as an
exceptional expedient. The object to be aimed at should be by
general and local strengthening treatment (stimulating head-packs
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at night) to restore the glands to a healthy condition, so that they

may be enabled themselves to supply the necessary amount of

grease to the hair.

HAIR, DISEASES AND LOSS OF. Loss of hair occur?

frequently in old age, but it may also be the resuh of certain

diseases such as typhoid fever, skin diseases, etc. but more

particularly of disorders direcdy affecting the nerves passing

through the roots, also of scurf, herpes etc.

General causes.—Violent emotions, severe and prolonged

brain work, especially when attended with anxiety and care,

dissipated habits, severe illness, hereditary predisposition, erroneous

treatment, and neglect of the hair. Loss of hair is found more

especially in old age as we have mentioned.

Treatment. Removal of the cause, or treatment of the disease

lying at the root of the trouble. Healthy diet and mode of life.

Avoidance of all ointments oil, soap and pomade. All head-cover-

ino- should be dispensed with as much as possible as it inter-

feres with the evaporation from the skin. (At any rate oniy lighl

material should be used). Great cleanhness should be observed,

the head being bathed regularly with water of 77» to 84^ ana

carefully drted to avoid irritation of the cranial nerves. In connec-

tion with the bathing of the head we would recommend that

women with long hair should loosen it, then dip the finger m

water and rub the skin with it ; in this way an electrical action

is induced. For the better drying of the skin a small cap should

be put on so as not to run the risk of taking cold; this should

be done both in case of actual disease of the hair and as a

nreventive. Covering the head after washing is sometimes also

advisable for men suffering from disease or weakness of the hair ,

a stimulating head pack may also be applied at night on altu-

nate davs. A dailyNvet rubbing of the whole b^dy with wate

of 73« 6r a tepid bath of 89« may be recommended on account

of its strengthening and refreshing properties, ?^lso plen y of f^-esh

air. General strengthening treatment is also beneficial in the.e

cases. In case of sycosis, herpes scurf etc three or fou box

steam-baths or steam-baths in bed a week should be taken, theS to be followed by a pack and bath with affusion for

the head. For Modes of Application see Index. For grey hair,

""^
Kdition to the constitutional treatment, Kneipp recommends

washing the head with a decoction of stinging netdes or nettle-.p.nt

HAIR-DYES. The preparations commonly sold are higMy

H.ncrprouf as tbev generally contain lead salts; through the^i

reXr use a considlrable a quantity of these combinations of

lead are introduced into the body through the skm and ma) lead
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to chronic lead poisoning. That the preparations containing

nitrate of silver, former^ considered harmless, are really in-

iurious is proved by the following instance related by Bresgen

A man had acquired the habit of colouring his beard with a

stron«- solution of lunar caustic (nitrate of silver). The conse-

quences of this became evident in a few years. His cheeks be-

came of a greyish blue colour with a tendency to get black, and

he suffered from great depression, giddiness, loss of memory,

pain in the back of the head, singing in the ears, weakness of

sight and hearing and chronic gastric and abdominal catarrh.

The cause having been ascertained, the use of the dye was discon-

tinued and the above symptoms disappeared with the exception

of the blue colour in his cheeks which had become firmly

established.

HAIR, FALLING OUT OF THE (Alopecia). In this

malady the hair falls out in a pecuHar away. The disease, which

at first always attacks the skin of the head, commences by affect-

ing a small circular spot on the top; this part becomes comple-

tely bald, the skin either retaining its original character or be-

coming glossy and brittle. The neighbouring portions which are

still covered with hair are usually scaly.

As the disease progresses the circular bald spot at the top

ot the head becomes larger, and maj' at last result in complete

baldness, even eyebrows, eyelids, beard etc. becoming affected.

Treatment.— By a rational mode of life and especially a

tonic treatment (see ibid); strict avoidance of spirits and similar

beverages, such as brandy, strong beer, wine, coffee, etc., this

disease raa}^ be arrested in its course. Lukewarm (77" to 86")

head lavations are however indispensable.

At present different opinions prevail as to the causes of

alopecia; some think that it has its origin in the nerves, others
ascribe it to a fungus which destroys the hair.

CURE OF ALOPECIA.
From Theodor Hahn's book "The paradise of health".

1 had originally an abundant and luxuriant crop of hair. In the
year 1868 it suddenly began to fall out in large quantities in front.
I never applied anything but pure water to my hair, except on
Sundays, when I used a few drops of hair oil.' It gradually fell

out to such a degree that, even when I only rubbed a little water
into it, my hands and my comb were covered with hair. I

treated it just as I had done before. Sometime later I was induced
to become a vegetarian, after the doctors had brought me so low
with thoir "high art" (treating me for gastric, abdominal, pulmo-
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nary and nervous complaints) that I could hardly walk. After
following the prescribed diet strictly for six months, during which
time I lived on scarcely anything but bread and farinaceous food,
not only was my condition so improved that all my acquaintances
were astonished at the change in my appearance, but I made
the agreeable discovery that my hair had all at once stopped
falling out. Whereas formerly comb and hands were full of it I

find now only a few stray ones, perhaps five or six, and it has
remained so ever since. What but a rational mode of living can
have produced this favourable change?

It would be interesting to learn whether this remedy has the
same effect upon other people. If so, it would be a feather in

the cap of vegetarianism, for this point has never yet been touched
upon to my knowledge.

Bozen, January, 1873. Georg Stier.

I may supplement this case by adding, that Mr. Stier came
to my Sanatorium completely exhausted and at death's door. He
was racked with hectic fever and exhausting diarrhoea (five to

twelve times within twenty four hours) which had pulled him
down to such an extent that for several weeks I expected every

day he would die. The treatment I adopted consisting in wet
body-compresses, enemata, partial baths, and the strictest vege-

tarian diet, saved him. A severe chronic gastric catarrh, appa-

rently accompanied by ulcers of the stomach, induced me to keep

him to a farinaceous bread and milk-diet a few months longer,

Qntil he was finally out of danger. At the end of September he

left me heavier in wieght hy about twenty pounds, and like

another being, to spend the winter in Bozen.

I have observed the beneficial effect of vegetarianism upon

baldness, upon which Mr. Stier comments, not only in his

case, but in many other patients, who have undergone my vege-

tarian treatment. A rational mode of living, whether applied

generally or in particular, cannot but have a favourable effect;

what is good for all must also benefit the individual's hair, which,

hke every other part, organ, or tissue of his body, is nourished

by one and the same blood. If this be pure, healthy, strong and

nourishing, the tissues formed from it must be perfect and sound.

HAIR, GREY, arises from cessation of the supply of co-

louring matter without which all hair is naturally white. Greyness

occurs first on the temples, spreading subsequently over the beard

and the remainder of the head. This process occurs naturally m
old age. but it frequently sets in gradually eariier in life, m
consequence probably of powerful mental emotions, excessive

brain work, dissipation, headaches etc. It is also said to be

hereditary.
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A strictly healthy mode of life can arrest premature greyness,
and even restore the natural colour to the hair.

'

Hairs, Removal of Superfluous, see under "Habits, Dis-
agreeable".

Half bath, see "Shallow bath".

Half pack, see Index,

Half steam-bath, see Index.

Ham dumplings, see "Diet".

HAND, DISEASES OF THE. Dr Reibmeyer says on
this subject m his book "Mechanical exercise and massage". In
the cure of many diseases relating to the indispensable and
complex mechanism of the hand, the importance of the exercises
in Group IV cannot be over estimated. Nowhere is the fact
more patent how on the one hand massage first renders the in-
troduction of certain movements possible and on the other hand
how great and striking is the share which these movements havem a final and radical cure. In the first place come acute and
chrome inflammation of the sheath of the tendon. The acute
form can only be treated by massage, after the suppuration some-
times accompanying the disease is over, while active movements
are commenced some days later. Next, sprains of the hand and
fmger joints, and the consequences resulting from them, must be
mentioned. Ihese movements constitute an integral part of the
treatment by massage in every fonn of cramp, including thatfrom which writers, semptresses, pianists, violinists etc. suffer andon a smaller scale in all cases of partial paralysis of old standing
bt. Vitus

s dance, hystencal contraction and paralysis of the

fiJst to f f'^^''^
^he passive^mo4ment a ehrst to be employed, and afterwards and by degrees the active

G^^uMvIo^^^^^^^^ ^^"^ P-^^^^^^^- '^he abov? mentioned^roup IV consists principally m stretching and bendine thehand circular movements of the same to right and Ir-ft the toree.gh movements, various finger-exercises, stretching^ndS
^ey^'s bofk" Tor Z --^-^^ iUustrfted inS
HnTLn^ Vu^ c

^'^''^"'^
'-^'S^^^ movement and stretchine^^nd bendmg the fingers see Index.) Under certain circumsf^nr^!hand steam-baths, cool wet rubbing and soo Wng or sSa^ nopacks etc. may be applied. See also""Writer's cr^mp '

^•

Natu™fn tt^^^
^^^7' SWEATY (MOIST HANDS).
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part üt the body) or the hands alone as the places of excretion.

There is therefore no normal excretion or evaporation.

Treatment.-—The most assiduous attention to be paid to th«:

action of the skin by a daily, or about four lukewarm {-sC^ to üo«'

baths per week, or tepid (73" to 77") wet rubbing of the whole-

body. Also wash the body with soap now and again, (water

tepid) so as to open the closed pores and enable them to act.

Walking barefoot at a suitable season is especially recommended,

despite the ridicule a man incurs by doing so, or at all events

wear hghter and more airy foot gear.

A complete cure can only take place gradually.

If it be desired to apply some local treatment besides , the

point is in the first place to invigorate the relaxed sweat glands.

To this end the feet, or as the case may be the hands, are daily

dipped four to five times iri water of 61« to 66", and afterwards

rubbed vigorously with a coarse towel. By degrees, as they

commence to feel warmer and have got used to this kind of

cooling, the baths are taken a somewhat longer time.

Or a beginning may be made with short daily baths (90°),

and gradually reduce them to 58". Vigorous friction of the hands

or feet, as well as bodily exercise, must always be ensured

Another treatment. One or two steam-baths or steam-baths

in bed weekly, the latter followed by full-pack, but both to be

succeeded by a lukewarm (88") bath, to enable the skin to exhale.

An bßo foot-bath or, as the case may be, hand-bath of from live

to eight minutes, may be also applied in the evening, and a (d8

to 66") wet rubbing of the respective parts m the mornmg.

Massage of the whole body is recommended. Exercise after it.

The second treatment has a more rapid effect, for Modes

of Application see Index.

Hand, Swollen, see cure under "Swellings".

HARDENING. By "hardening" the constitution we mean

making k capable of resiLnce, espe?ially to cold, and of remaining

unaffected by unfavourable weather.
n-^fiont'«

In commencing a hardening treatment however the paticnu

age .ex Sts of^life and above all the condition of his nervous

svstem must be taken into consideration
, ^...ined^ TREATMENT.-The desired degree of harderiing will be at am^^^^^

bv daüv cool or lukewarm ablutions and rubbing o the vhok

body f persevered in for some length o time or baths, tog^-^^ e^

with the use of a moderate amount of clothing and bed-covcimg

Zt^^nfle^^rd constantly to the constitution and nejvous stem

of th? Datient (The best means of hardening the sv^te

llveversh^^ cold ablutions and baths of not longei than

minute's duration.)
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a. Commence with lukewarm ablutions, gradually reducing the
temperature till tiie water is cool. In the case of individuals not
suffering from weak nerves, the whole bod}- may be rubbed with
water of the same temperature.

b. Baths (9 P at the beginning, with cool affusions to be taken
two or three times a week.

c. Swimming baths of at least 71" may be recommended, also
river baths of the same temperature in summer, duration two to
four minutes. The bather should move vigorously all the time
he is in the water.

It is not necessary to rub oneself dry after these baths.
Exercise should be taken in the sunshine or in warm air till all
moisture has evaporated from the body.

d. Walking barefoot is a simple and natural means of hardening
the system. ^

Children should always walk barefoot.
Anxious parents who are afraid to follow this advice should

at any rate, see that their children wear boots and shoes which
admit of the fresh air coming in contact with tfie skin.

Children who can already stand and walk know how to help
themselves. They throw away the troublesome and uncomfortable
shoes and stockmgs without the slightest compunction and are
quite happy immediately, especially in spring when they are
illowed to romp about as they please. Poor children are rarely
nterfered with in this pleasure. Less fortunate are the children
ot the rich. Prudent parents residing in towns and not possessing
gardens should allow their children to walk barefoot at certain
times and m certain rooms or passages, so that their feet may
->t tmies be quite free from covering and exhale properly; may
•bsorb fresh air and move about in it like the face and hands

fh. .V'T"" Pf°P^^ ''V^'^
1^^°^^^ ^^^ss'-^s often walk about' in

Z town?;^'''^^?''
'"^ ^"^^ g^^^g^ ^i^h^st dweller inrne touns the instruments of torture which he calls his boots^^owever elegantly the latter may be fashioned and polished

'

their rn".'"''' T dwellers in towns should walk up and down in

dia elv
'''' "'^""'"^ ^^^^ ^^^"^ a time imme

iV orlr 1 ? '^T'^
^^'^^^ ^^^^"g the morning, and

his ora^-Hn; "^''T/'^?''
"^^y be experienced from commficing

bieS Be?oV\\r "^^^ ^'''^ ^L"^^^"SS, afterwards witll

for p f!
^^^''"^ t^'^^^ ^^^^^s the feet should be dippedlor a few minutes m cold water up to the ankles.

before walking barefoot, also before walking in water or on
l ev ar; In^'.f

taken^ that the feet are thoroughly warm IIÄt bath 1^"
^"'"^'^ ^^^b'-g by a^hor

'Htmued oni^fnPr 'h^
'""^"^ '"^'^^ '^'''^ applications should benued only for a short tune; two minutes at the conunencement.
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A specially beneficial kind of barefoot walking is walking in

wet grass. Tfie wetter the grass, the longer and more often

repeated the exercise, the greater will be the benefit derived
from it. As a rule the duration of one of these walks should be
about a quarter of an hour.

After the walk, any sand, grass or dirt should be at once
removed or washed from the feet, and dry shoes and stockings

put on while the feet are still wet. Then a walk should be taken,

starting off at a rapid pace which may be gradually reduced.

The duration of this walk will depend on the rapidity with which the

feet get dr}^ and warm and should not exceed a quarter of an hour.

e. Walking on wet stones has an effect somewhat similar to

that of walking in wet grass. A larger or smaller piece of stone

paving will be found somewhere or other about every house. One
can run rapidly backwards and forwards in a long passage: on

a small piece of paving one can tread the stones as the vintner

treads the grapes or the baker's apprentice treads the dough in

many places. The essential thing is that the stones should be

wet and that one should not stand still on them, but walk or

run with tolerable rapidity. A jug or watering-can can be used

and a fair amount of water employed in making as broad and

long a water path, as space may allow, and the water should be

spread by the feet.

When used for curative purposes the duration of these

applications should not exceed three to fifteen minutes. As a

rule from three to five minutes will be sufficient. Patients suffer-

ing from cold feet, throat troubles, catarrhs, tendency of blood

to the head with consequent headache, should take these "wet

stone walks" frequently.
.

f. A still more powerful effect will be obtamed by walkmg m
fresh snow for half a minute.

g. Walking in water. It may appear a smiple matter to walk

in water reaching to the calves; this is nevertheless an excellent

means of hardening the body. The patient may commence with

moving about in a large bath with water enough to cover the

ankles. The action is more pov/erful if the bath be filled witti

water reaching to the calves, and still more so when the water

comes up to the knees. In the case of feeble patients it is best

to commence with lukewarm water and gradually reduce tne

temperature till the water is quite cold.
/^Unwinp-

h For hardening the extremities (arms and legs) the follow mg

process is recommended by Kneipp : The patient should stana

in cold w^ater reaching up to or over the knees, not longer man

a minute. After putting on his shoes he must next l^are ms

arms to the shoulders and hold them for a minute tl
^^*^;^

water If possible both these processes should be pertoj med ai
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the same time, which presents no difficulty if the bath be long

enoueh A convenient plan is to stand with the feet in a vessel

on the' ground while the bared hands and arms are put in a

wooden tub resting on a chair. A necessary condition of this

anolication is that the body should be warm.-")
^

i. The knee-afTusion as well as other "Kneipp" affusions are

well adapted for hardening.
, , • .

k On going out of a warm room into the cold air m raw or

cold weather it is a good thing to drink cold water in order to

strengthen the respiratory organs and to make them capable ot

resisting the effects of cold air. Many colds may be avoided in

this way both with children and adults. Breathing should be

performed through the nose.

1. Vigorous exercise, such as gymnastics, swimming etc. are

conducive to the hardening and strengthening of the body. See

"Massage" and "Curative gymnastics".

Infants and small children may be strengthened by pouring

a jug of water over them on the conclusion of their daily bath,

the water from the jug being a few degrees colder than that used

in the bath (96« to 910). This however must not be done till a

fortnight after birth, and the temperature must be somewhat

higher at first and gradually reduced. Dr. Baumgarten of Wöris-

hofen, advises that after the first week of their life children should

be dipped for a moment in water of 820 to 7 3» after every bath.

Hardening the body must be regarded as one of the most

important aids to health and strength, and a sovereign means for

rendering it capable of resistance to injurious influences. In

former times much less was heard of the necessity for heardening

the constitution. The reason of this was not merely that little

attention was paid in those times to national health and public

hygiene, and that little interest was taken in these matters, but

that the necessity for drawing attention to the importance of

hardening did not exist to the same extent, as the conditions of

life in those days were naturally adapted to "harden" people. It

will be enough to remind our readers of the method of travelling

in the days before the invention of railway trains and steamers.
How many men and women and even children were employed more
or less regularly as messengers, and got the opportunity of harden-
ing themselves by travelling along almost impassable roads, in every
kind of weather and often for hours without a halting place ! Not
only villagers, but dwellers in towns were accustomed to long
journeys on foot, with only a moderate amount of clothing, and

Anemic and nervous patients should first undergo a preliminary
treatment, to restore the process of assimilation to its normal condition, in
these as in all other cases it is necessary to individualize.

37
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freely exposed to air, sunshine and rain. It can be readily under-

stood that labourers whose duties compelled them to walk long

distances, and all pedestrians must have had abundant opportunity

to harden themselves under such conditions! At a time when
workshops Were never heated, when there were no double

windows, when servants and many others slept in icy cold attics,

and when warming pans were used only b}' elderly people, oppor-

tunities for hardening were not lacking. In those times, moreover,

the housework, even in families of good position, was much harder .

than now, so that servants were compelled to get hardened. In

those days the popular recipe for the prevention and cure of

anemia and weakness in young girls was plenty of bodily

work at home, and the universal medicine was—plenty of open

air exercise in all weathers without any anxiety about catching

cold.

Since the conditions of Hfe in the present day do not offer

such opportunities in the same measure, the hardening process

must be performed systematically by means of baths, wet rubbmgs,

swimming, gymnastics etc. Notwithstanding this artificial hardening

and strengthening most people have a dread of heat, cold, wmd
and rain when they walk abroad, and a walk in the country, even

with a pleasurable "'object in view, is too much for them. This is

the case not only among the well-to-do classes but even among

the poor. Now-a-days most people have a positive dread of

bodily exercise.

Just because the altered conditions of life in the present day

exact more brain work than in earher times, no one should neglect

bodily exercise, and give way to laziness and luxurious habits.

Onlv in alternating mental and bodily exercise, work and repose

can 'a man develop naturally and remain m good health, bee also

"Hardening" in Index.

HARE-LIP AND CLEFT PALATE. Hare lip is a de-

formity from birth in which the upper lip is split or divided

either partly or as far as the nostrils. Another deformity of the

cavity of the mouth is cleß palate. This is a division of the root

of the mouth and is as a rule found in conjunction with hare-

lii> Both deformities can only be corrected by operation, i ne

edges of the fissure are lacerated and then sewn together, l lie

operation is most successful when performed about a year alter

birth, and should remove difficulty of mastication, indistinct pro-

nunciation £/\d the deformity.
,

To enatle the child to take its milk and prevent the loss

of the fluid through the nostrils, it is expedient to .^^^sert into e

child's mouth a broad teat to cover the hssure while it is at tlie

breast or taking its bottle.
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Hare, Roast, see Index.

Hay and hay-flower baths, see Index,

Hay and hay-flower shirt, see Index.

Hay and hay-flower wrap, see Index.

HEADACHE. In no complaint are the causes more various,
and therefore more difficult to determine, than in headache. The
head is drawn into sympathy even by irregularity in the circu-
lation of the blood or by disturbances of the digestive organs,
constipation, irritation of the brain etc. etc. There is no pain which
so frequently occurs as headache. It accompanies almost every
disease, whether febrile or not but especially the former, and
when there is a determination of blood, as a premonitory and
.accompan3nng symptom, in digestive disorder or diseases of the
intestines in hysterical or hypochondrical conditions, with anaemia
.and hyperaemia etc. Sometimes, indeed, it occurs independently
of any other disease.

General description of headache. Headache may be but
transitory and of moderate severity, or it may be constant and
very violent; it may be permanent or decrease temporarily, it
may assume the most varied phases and increase frommere dis-
':omlort to such an intolerable degree as to cause des-
peration and madness; it may be transient or last for a long
period, even for a whole lifetime. Some persons are afflicted
with umntermittent headache from their earliest infancy and
never get rid of it either in youth or in old age. Headache,
too, may attack only a small part, e. g. the forehead, temples
eyes or one side of the head (partial headache) or it may take-
possession of the whole head, including even the bones.

Causes.—The most various kinds of disease, as well as
_deposits of morbid matter in the head, e.g. in small-pox, measles,
typhoid fever, syphilis and other complaints.

Moreover, external violence on the head, foreign bodies in

<t^f^\ ,
^-^'"^^ ^^"^^'^ insects, sunstroke, bright light,

^S?nl P^^''^^ particularly narcotics, constipation

of hi- ^"'^^'''"f
'

especially anger, sorrow, joy, abundant growth

bodvf ^;.^''
^

^'"'i' "^r"-: ^^''^ recumbent position of the

"ffi ^^f/h^S'^'^'^^f '^^^P^^- ^^^^^ ^-^^"^S' in such as are

Sis nnH n
"''"''^^ or vapour of burning coal or other strong

or.Wn n ?
"^"^^y white-washed rooms. Other causes are, want

iv irraHon!."l
'l^'^P^''^,. 1?"? ov at unusual times, waking sudden-

, H
electricity or galvanism, drunkenness,

lariv too mi^nl r '^^'^^ ^"^^^ t« drink, particu^

ood andS ^
(fermented liquors), partaking of unwholesome^ooa and dunks, such as adulterated wine, beer, sweets, etc.; worms
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notably tape-worm, defective condition of the bile, empty stomach,

flatulence, waste of semen, as in sexual intercourse carried to

excess, or self-abuse etc. irregular menstruation, suppressed he-

morrhage or other discharges to which the system has become
accustomed, such as bleeding at the nose, foot-sweats, piles, dis-

charge from the ears, etc. Suppressed itch, impetigo, ulcers of

long standing, and such hke causes, may also produce headache.

Sometimes, notably with women, lingering gastric inflammation

causes protracted headache. If headache increases with a hori-

zontal position of the body it points to hyperaemia of the brain

and to all conditions in connexion with it, such as inflammation

of the brain, whereas a headache which is most violent in a

vertical position of the body indicates anaemia of the brain.

Headache caused by diseases of the brain and its tissues is

always more deeply seated; it does not increase with pressure,

but sometimes with stooping or turning round, suddenly shaking

the head, rising quickl}^, holding the breath, vomiting, coughing,

sneezing, and especially with mental exertion.

Treatment of headache in general.—In the first place re-

move the cause which induced that particular form of headache.

Next promote open bowels by means of enemata: take as well

two or three small detergent enemata. See that pure fresh air

is in the room, sleep with the window open, take physical and

mental rest, moderate exercise in the open air, practice breathing

exercise and indulge in cheerful conversation. Keep away from

all noise. Apply cold, cool, or tepid head-compresses (select

those most suitable) in many cases combined with a detergent

treatment etc. Rub the temples continually for some time with

the hands dipped in cold water. Regular action of the skin to-

be ensured by a daily wet rubbing of the whole body, lavation,

or bath, and, according to taste, vegetarian or mixed diet. Drink

cold water. The adoption of these measures, even if the primary

cause of the headache be unknown, will more or less mitigate,

if not altogether remove it.
r t , j

Headache is sometimes soothed by pressure ot the hand on

the head, or by a fairly tight bandage round it; also by lymg

with the head somewhat raised or in a sitting posture, or again

in other cases by keeping the head in a lower position than tne

body and the feet warm. A transitory headache is oiten mm-

gated and dispelled by opening the bowels by means ot a luKe-

warm (77^) enema. , . , .

For cold feet, take warm foot-baths, toot steam-baths oi looc

steam-baths in bed coupled with, according to circumstances

cold, cool, or tepid head-lavations or compresses ,
iollowea dv

vigorous f^-iction o^f feet and legs, or a tepid (72«) wet rubb go

the whole body. Steam-baths in bed or partial steam- baths titnei
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daily or three or four times a week succeeded by a bath and
thorough washing of the head, has a most excellent effect in

many cases. For chronic headache apply (besides derivative treat-

ment consisting of foot-packs etc. in the night) partial or wet
nibbing of the whole bod}^ in the morning and enemata. Fresh
air and tranquility of mind, hkewise lukewarm (830) hip-baths,

of from five to eight minutes' duration are to be recommended;
but for acute headache a detergent treatment, combined with
soothing compresses on the head. Above all it is necessary to

pay attention to the primary complaint and cause of the headache,
because a genuinely permanent cure can only be effected by their

removal. If the headache is congenital it is better to apply a

tonic treatment.

Treatment by massage.—For headache caused by a deter-
mination of blood to the head, vigorous massage of the neck, as
well as energetic downward stroking and friction, applied to the
neck, shoulders, and back and kneading the arms and legs, is the
most appropriate treatment.

In cases of nervous and anaemic persons suffering from
headache, stroking the forehead and the region of the temples
has a highly soothing effect. (See also figure 202). In cases
of chronic headache, massage treatment (regard being had to
the cause) is most effective as indicated under "Tonic treat-
ment".

If deterniination of blood to the head is the cause of headache,
the apphcation of group VII of curative g}'mnastics is also
recommended.^ (For Modes of Application, see Index.) See also
„Kneipp cure". In order to have some knowledge of the cause of
the particular headache, and to hit upon the right form of remedym consequence, it is necessary to be acquainted with the difference
between the various kinds, and for this purpose I give a more
detailed description of several kinds of headache.

The chief kinds of headache are the following

:

1. Gastric headache; which is due to the stomach b^ing
out ot ordei'. The tongue is covered with a bitter, viscous
pniegm, the patient complains of pressure on the forehead, and
ot lassitude, his lace is pale, cheeks flushed, and the lateral nasal
tartiiage is tinged with yellow (a few drops of blood generally
issue from the right nostril) the breath is offensive, the bowels

frnrn r^l.
^ urme IS thick and cloudy. The patient also suffers

can^.« fT'^V^^^^'^? sickness, vomiting and piles. The
k;i f^

^""^'^^ ''^^^^^ ""fi"^ ^"^^ consumption, worms,

sen.iHv^
''''^

^^f^^""-
'^^'^ f^^"^ is found m very

mode of i^f^''^"'
^"^h as are accustomed to a sedentary
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Treatment.—Avoid the causes. Next steam-bath in bed No. i

.

daily or every other day, of from an hour to an hour and a half

duration then tepid (72") wet rubbing of the whole body and

particularly washing the head with the bare hands. Body compress-

and leg pack at night and enemata for hard bowels as well as

for detergent purposes. Light, very hmited vegetarian diet. As
much walking exercise in the open air as possible, pure air in

the room. Sleeping with open window. Washing the head to

be repeated if there is no relief, in doing which the hand is to

be dipped very frequently into water of 72**. See also "Treatment

OF headache in general.

2. Rheumatic headache. Persons are affected with this

form who are otherwise not subject to headache at all. It mostly

comes after rheumatism of the eyes, teeth, gums, neck, or ex-

tremities, and there are no definite symptoms. It is a violent

splitting headache and torments the patient day and night. In

rheumatism of the scalp pushing the skin out of its place is

productive of pain.

The headache is generally increased by idolent exercise,

shocks to the system, effort to stool, by stooping, coughing, and

sneezing. It usually commences with a sensation of stiffness and

contracting pains in the neck, which spread over the whole head

to the brow. The patient is generally extremely sensitive to-

touch in the hairy part of the head, as if the hair itself Avere

painful- the pain is also associated with a distinct throbbing. Ihe

pains diminish at times for a short period, only to begin again

soon with redoubled violence.

The aching in the muscular (fleshy) and sinewy parts of tne

skull is of a racking, bursting or drawing kind and is similar to-

rheumatic headache. It increases particularly with pressure and

movement, chewing, nodding the head or frowning.

Treatment —When the approach of an attack of this kind

is noticed, an endeavour should be made to perspire by vigorous

exerc se in the open air, steam-bath followed by (TT«) jet or spray

on the head and warm head packing. Massage (the pams mcrease

a" first but afterwards gradu&ly diminish). ^
.

^^-e - a cc^gmul

disposition, sweat cure must be repeatedly applied, especiall> steam

baths and 'a non-stimulating diet observed. R^^^J"^ ^^/^^fe
with the bare hand dipped frequently in ^«^^ wat^^.^';^^^^^

continued till the pain has abated and be repeated if the pain

comes on again. A steam-bath in bed, or ^^Plv a f
anv f

fnllowed bv full packs to be taken every day. Both

su" d ly fl^^^^ bath (880) with head affusions or douche

!n the case^f constipation enemata to
g^^^^^^^^

ones for detergent purposes. Frequent walking exercise o
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doors, fresh pure air in the rooms, sleeping with the window
open. With this treatment the headache will usually disappear
within a few (two to three) days.

1 Nervous headache and pains in the scalp come on in

periodical attacks. To this class belong all those kinds of head-
ache which accompany menstruation, or arise from mental excite-

ment and weakness; also those that attend hysteria or hypo-
chondria. The pain is at one time dull or violent, at another
racking or burning; often ceases for a time, and appears in fact,

as before mentioned, fitfully. Pressure on the painful place or
affected nerve, and combing the hair upwards increases the
headache.

Treatment.—Partial or foot steam-bath in bed, duration accord-
ing to the patient's wish (cooling the head frequenüy by dipping
the hands in cool water, and washing the whole head, and neck),
omit this if it does not agree with the patient. Then should
follow a lukewarm bath (88^) with affusion, particularly of the
head. Enema when constipated. Plenty of outdoor exercise,
fresh air in the room and sleeping with the window open. At
night body compress and leg or foot pack with wet rubbing of
the whole body (73*') in the morning, also wash the head fre-
quently in lukewarm water (86") with bare hands, soit flannel or
soft brush. A weak galvanic current may also be applied for
one or two minutes and inductive electricity often does good;
magnetism may also be applied.

4. Headache with cold head. Affusions on the occiput
(880 to 920) stimulating (88 Oj compress on the neck, kept on to
reheve vascular spasm.

5. Inflammatory headache, caused by determination of
blood to the brain. Its characteristics are pressing, throbbing,
drawmg, or racking pains, violent throbbing in the temples and
veins of the throat, noise in the ears, lustrous eves, painful sen-
sation in the orbital cavity, dryness in the nose' etc. Moreover
It comes on frequently after meals, and even after drinking a
moderate quantity of fermented liquors and increases as the
temperature becomes higher or lower.

The causes are generally mental excitement such as anger
or delight, sunstroke, spirituous liquors, suppressed hemorrhage
and other unnatural irritations of the brain. To this class belongs

^frt-I^ected
^'^^^ ^^'^^^ children and plethoric young people

aurJ''^''^7''^^''J-~^^'''^
^^'^ 'T^^^^ hip-bath of considerable

auration (an hour or more). Foot steam-bath with cooling head-
compresses. For the rest, the same treatment as in Servous
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Plethoric young people should take plenty of exercise, not

sleep too long, observe a non-stimulating diet, and always maintain

open bowels by means of enemata if necessary

6 Headache associated with rheumatic gout in the head

is usually of a violent nature and affects the whole head even the

bones of the skull, and may rage for a considerable length ol

time Or again, it may be periodical and located in only one part

of the head. It is connected with gout, especially with suppressed

crout but is caused also by recession of erysipelas, piles, lluor albus,

heiT)etic eruptions, habitual perspiration and the like.

Treatment. In the first place must be adopted to the primary

cause. Otherwise, as in rheumatic headache.

7 Intermittent headache, combined with so called latent

intermittent fever, usually attacks the head every day, generally

in th^ morning, at a particular hour, often as early as three or four

?clock and rages for from one to two or even eight to ten

hou?3 It the attack is very violent it generally lasts only a short

S but when of a mild character it is often of long duration.

The attacks also sometimes return in the afternoon. The pam

rhieflv affects the left side of the forehead.
, . .

I^eaSent. Rest for the body and mind, sitting position,

avoidance of all noise and glaring hght. A three-quarter steam-

bith tn bed the head being cooled at the same time with the

hind dioned in cold water, or by compresses to be changed on

''^Lt '^:L Wet rubbiAg of jhe whole body (73o) f^^^^^^^^^^

K iv, ^vh^rh likewise the head is to be washed with the Dare

Ss Detergent enem body-compress by day (durat on two

orthree houS to be repeated at night and leit on unless it proves

°rksome Stimulating le^-packs may also be added at night. The

intermittent fever must be treated simultaneoubly.

8 Hemicranlal headache. (Migraine), This affection which

whole of a day, but rarely ^o^ge^^
.^^^ ^^Us

rratÄTeVofleferÄ^^
awakes free from pain These P^f /̂„^^^^'^^^tTn ^e
or four weeks, unless they X^re ceSFemÄ' symp-

Symptoms.—Sometimes there are ccitam
^nr-anacitv

toms suclTas shivering, feeling of sickness
fl^"erÄwning

or concentrated thought, irritability, " °'
^^^^ '™X heaw or dul

etc., next violent, bormg, pressing, bursting and neavy
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pains, located in an}^ part of the head; the sense of hearing and
sight is extremely delicate, on which account the patient, in order

to avoid sensuous impressions as much as possible, prefers to

be in a dark, quiet room. Bodily and mental debilit}-, depression,

indifference, feeling of sickness, spasmodic yawning, and even
cold shivers are also present. The affected side of the face is

sometimes pale and shrunken, the ears cold, and the pupils

enlarged; or ma}'- be hot, red and swollen, the temporal veins
distended, pulse rapid, the white of the eye red, the pupil con-
tracted, the e^'e itself watering and painful.

The causes of this affection are as yet but imperfectly estab-

lished; the fundamental reasons seem to be disturbance and irregu-

larity in the circulation of the blood, or rather stagnation of

the blood in the brain, and is probably intimately connected
with some gastric complaint (stomach, liver, bile, etc.) and with an
irregular blood-circulation of the whole organic system. It may
also arise from anaemia of the brain etc., from irregularities in

menstruation, morbid condition of single nerve trunks, or general
irritability.

The female sex in general, and young people, are more
liable to be attacked than other persons and it appears that con-
genital predisposition ma}' be a cause of it.

Treatment.—A tepid wet rubbing of the whole body (73"j in
the morning, and about four three-quarter steam-baths in bed a
week, followed by a lukewarm bath (88'^) and washing and douching
of the head. A lukewarm hip-bath (800) daily, duration of fifteen
mmutes. Body-compress and leg-pack at night as well as eneniata
tor constipation, and as a detergent fresh air out of doors and
indoors sleeping with the window open. Avoid feather-pillows and
strong draught. Relief from the pains may be obtained by electric
treatment given professionally, massage and stroking theYorehead
vigorously with the patient's eyes closed. For chronically cold
feet apply foot steam-baths.

Irlemicranial headache is also said to be soothed and cured
by continually applying about five cold afTusions daily until an
unpleasant sensation is produced every time. If there should be
no w-ater laid on in the house a small watering can may be used
tor this treatment, and the spray of water applied directly on the
ittected place. Several small cold enemata are given daily in
connexion with this application as a detergent for the intestines
10 ensure a complete cure of the affection, this treatment must
oiten be contmued ior .some length of time.

Massage by stroking for migraine. The application of
massage according to Dr. Reibmeyer, consists, for nervous per-sons and such as are affected with anaemia, in moderately strok-ing tlie forehead with both thumbs in the direction of the temples
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Icaln w^th^h^i'fi''"'^
in equal downward strokes of the wh(.l.-scalp with the fingers, but if the pat ent is plethoric anH \n nl

determination of blood to the heid, in vigorous nLsa^^^^throat and kneading the arms and legs SerLo the 1"
of cures effected 5.hich follow this frticle H^dache^ H^^^
HTa ^"«/""^^tion of the brain, the pulse is then qutd

'

full and hard and the face flushed; chronic cases are attended b
'-

great excitement and sleeplessness.
duenatd tn

10. With anaemia of the brain, headache is accompanied bv

h K^/'f^^^"^
palpitation of the heart, nutrition is complete! vdisturbed, the mucous membranes have a pale appearance Thi

after TmeT"''
''^"""'^ ""^^'^ disappear.s

Massage for migraine. ,
^^^^ cerebral tumours the head-

ache continues for years without inter-
ruption, beginning early in the morning-
vertigo and paralj^sis appearing at thJ
same time.

12. In bone swellings of a rheu-
matic nature painful protuberances appear
on the forehead and the scalp.

13. In syphilitic swellings of the
bone, violent, piercing pains take place
at night, when the patient lies warm in

, .
his bed, in consequence of the swellings

on the inner surface of the skull. The following facts should
considered.

The most usual headache is äuä and pressing, and ma\'
accompan}' any affection, but especially diseases of the brain.

Pricking headache manifests itself in cases of anaemia,
nervous irritability, and in inflammation and cancer of the brain.

Throbbing headache is produced by hyperaemia and tumours
of the brain; also in cases of anaemia and hysteria.

A boring headache occurs in severe diseases of the cranium
or brain, and in purely nervous conditions.

Racking headache is mostly connected with aflfections oi

the external parts,

CURE OF HEADACHE.
From Pastor Koenig's book : "The Natural Method of Hcahng."

A letter written by Frau Offi/iß bischer, Wife of a Magistrate
of Berlin to the Rev. Mr. König.
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^^'n^elÄ to be able to inform you that I

have got^id of the headache, from which I have been

dfenn" for fears almost unintermptedly, by means ol a three

wee£""treatment according to the rfatm-al Method of Healmg as

yonvr'l^^^^ for me. Expressing my smcerest gratitude to

vou for the same, I remain etc. etc.

A SECOND CASE FROM THE SAME BOOK.

Mv wife was, and is even now at times, suffering from

violent nervous headache, which almost developed into spasnis of

the head When this malady made its appearance, 1 applied Ht^rr

Pastor Koenij^'s natural method of healing, and her pains

disappeared in a few hours. This result has convinced me that

the affection would cease entirely m time, if my wile were treated

systematically and with observance of a proper diet Anybody

who knows what a nerA'ous headache is, lastmg as it often does

for days, and torturing the patient, will appreciate this benehcial

and simple method. ^V., Berim.

CURE OF HEADACHE AND GIDDINESS.

(From Theodor Hahn's book "The Paradise of Health'".)

My wife suffered for many years from giddiness and violent

headache (which returned every three or four weeks), combmed

with sickness and vomiting, to such an extent as to be obliged

to remain motionless with eyes closed for two or three days

while the attack lasted, lying in her bed without taking the

slightest sustenance, food of any description being repugnant to

her. Now how^ever that she has changed her former diet and

adopted a vegetarian regimen, her former troubles have entirpl^^

eft her and she at present enjoys perfect health.

F. Hocker.

CURE OF CHRONIC HEADACHE.
(From Prof. Tralls book).

The Rev. Mr. Hunting of L. I. had suffered periodically from

aeadache from his infancy. The attacks were most violent, and

were attended with choking and vomiting. In consequence he

was generally incapable of doing anv work for three or four days.

They returned regulariy every five weeks. After entering my
Sanatorium he had only one more attack, and in three months'

time was cured of all susceptibility to the malady.
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CURE OF CEPHALALGIA.
By Edmund Schi^eckenberg.

Cephalalgia belongs to the rarer complaints, and yet, during
the last twelve months, I have twice had the opportunity of
treatmg it with eminent success. A gentleman weighing nearly
eighteen stone was tortured for a year with the most excruciating
cephalalgia; the attacks came on more and more frequently as
time went on, and became so aggravating that the poor man could
not go to business for days together. He was confined to hi.s

room, as the pains grew so intense as to disturb the normal
action of his sight and bearing. Chronic cold feet and legs and
constipation attended the affection: they were however not the cause
but the effect of the malady. The cause lay in the digestive
organs. After a twent}?- days' treatment he returned to his home
perfectly cured, and now after six months, enjoys undisturbed
health. A short time ago he paid a visit here, just as a second
patient was being treated for the very identical complaint.

This patient was allowed a mixed diet. To increase the
circulation of blood in the feet, partly leg steam-bath and partly
warm foot-baths were applied with succeeding vigorous massage
of feet and legs.

Partial and afterwards three-quarter packs were given, to

regulate the general circulation of the blood , and energetic

massage of the abdomen applied to strengthen the digestive

organs, while systematic hill climbing (in the depth of winter)

helped to invigorate the heart's action. It may be easily realized

that, as a last resource, breathing fresh mountain air day and night

could not but have a favourable effect. I did not apply partial

and hip-baths, for the reason that my bathing apparatus was
altogether too small for him. The patient lost nineteen pounds
in weight and this although, as I wish particular!}- to emphasize, he

was not put on short commons. Although this case was attended

by reall}'- remarkable success within a few days, I do not mean
to assert that all similar affections can be cured in the same short

space of time. 1 have already said in my work on phthisis,

"Patient, be on your guard against any man who promises to do

wonders, whether he be privileged to practise or not"—and I

now say the same: every disease must take its time, one man gets

:ured more quickly than another. But the plant of health

blossoms sooner or later for e\'er3''body nevertheless.

CURE OF AN ABSCESS IN THE HEAD.
By H. Sperling, Natural Healer in Berlin.

Mr. Maske of Berlin, living at the time at 20 Friedrichs-

berger Strasse, had struck his head against the balustrade m
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the dark. Suffering as he had been for some time from con-

gestion and headache, it was no wonder that these mcreasea m
Consequence of this blow to such degree as to be ahnost un-

endurable. He felt, at times, as if his head would burst, and

though the principal pain was only m one place his whole head

was affected by it. I found on examining his head that even

with the very slighest pressure on the affected place Mr M. be-

came insensible. I told him that he had an abscess m the head

that a derivative treatment must be apphed, that the head

must be cooled very gently etc. etc. unless it was already too.

late, as fainting and a paralytica! condition of the whole body,

very bad symptoms indeed, had supervened. In medical treat-

ment, if the vital force is weak, and the healing process does

not take place very speedily, death is generally the result, as-

either mortification sets in, or else the purulent matter acts w'lth

a disintegrating effect on the brain. At best, nature finds relief

by discharging the matter through the ear or the nose. By ad-

ministering violent medicines however the discharge is suppressed

and the morbid matter in the head, reinforced still more by these

poisons, draws the brain and other adjacent vital organs within

the sphere of its destructive action, and causes paralysis and

other serious effections, death being the inevitable result. An-

abscess in the head may arise from congestion, which for some

reason has existed for a considerable time, as both the smaller

and larger blood vessels become distended through increased

determination of blood to the head. This engorgement causes

deposits of old, morbid, foreign substances which, unless they

are, by the law of compensation, expelled and replaced, settle

permanently, and, by attacking whole masses of tissue or single

portions of it, exercise a pressure on the brain. Or, again, they

cause inflammation and produce a fibrous exudation, and sometimes

degenerate into festering suppuration and even mortification. With
the local symptoms are associated those of fever, affections of the

brain and the cerebral tissues, or pyaemia (blood poisoning). My
treatment commenced with foot steam-baths, followed by foot

baths (820 to 86 enemata, (73") massage of the arms and legs;

stimulating, foot, leg and calf-packs, and damp cool head-com-
presses, put on turban-fashion and changed as required. Not till

a few days afterwards could I give partial-baths, and a few da3's

later full steam-baths, wet rubbing of the whole body, slapping, and
other treatment such as mild (95^ to 91^ to 86^) head affusions and
damp packs etc. This treatment resulted in the formation of an.

abscess behind the ear which increased from day to day in size and
in pain; the tension became so great as to induce me to subject

the ear to steam, and after a few days a loud report announced
the bursting of the tumour and a discharge of matter ensued,.



which flowed for several fln\r« n i ,

wonder as to whe^^^jjT^ uam.t;; of ^n^lS^Shave come. If the natural method of heaUng Ten apXdsooner, no abscess would have formed at all, because the healingprocess would have been supported by its beneficien action Th?pams dmnnished m the ratio of the quantity of pus discha g^ andthe patient was now able to sleep a little, and appeti P for 'foodand dnnk returned which was satisfied by a non-sLu at n,' dThe pains left him entirely by degrees^ while the dischafrom the ear still continued for some time until that too ceasidafter from four to six weeks. I treated him further by app^meto him 730) tepid enemata once a day, body and calf packs ev^r?other night followed by steam-baths with full packs on?e a weekwet rubbing of the whole body every day with head affusionbreathing exercises, massage and the strictest non-stimulating dietAll this was necessary in order to enable the system whichhad become accustomed to discharge its morbid matter ihrou^h
the head, to once more avail itself of the ordinary channels ot
excretion, the skm, lungs, kidneys and intestines. Finalh- I had
only a wet rubbing of the whole body given once a dav a few
baths during the week, and the vegetarian diet continued lorsome time longer.

A complete cure rewarded the treatment.

Head, Affection of the (chronic), see "Bad hea[th" see
also "Kneipp cure".

'

Head affusion, see Index.

Head bath, see Index.

HEAD, COLD IN THE (Coryza). This well known ailment
may be acute or chronic.

Symptoms of the acute.—Swollen and red mucous membrane
connected with a feeling of dryness and obstruction in the nose,
a constant desire to sneeze, difficulty in speaking and breathing'
inflammatory state of the lacrymal glands and finally a more
or less copious secretion of watery mucus.

By frequent use of the pocket-handkerchief the upper lip and
the nostrils are rubbed sore.

In addition to these local external symptoms, a cold in the
head may be accompanied by general S3aTiptoms of no slight im-
portance and of a more or less violent nature. These'are: a
feeling of heaviness in the head, headache, pains in the limbs,
want of appetite, shivering, pale thin face. Later on violent thirst

sets in, the pulse is accelerated, up to hundred a minute, the
temperature of the body rises, so that at times the sufferer may
have several degrees of fever.
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When children, aged people and those who suffer from

affections of the breathing organs take cold, the matter should

not be treated hghtly.
.

Causes.—A cold has its origin in a chill, i. e., the skm havLjig

become too cold to allow the pores to secrete properly (these

latter contracting in the cold), the fluids \\ hich should be secreted

through the pores of the skin are forced to seek an exit by the

mucous membrane of the nose. A cold is therefore nothing more

or less than an abnormal secretion (diarrhoea is practically the

same thing, the morbid matter attacks the mucous membrane and

nature endeavours to eject it from the system by frequent and

urgent calls to relieve the bowels).

Another cause is infection, therefore it is advisable not to

ise a pocket-handkerchief that has been previously used by some
one suffering from a cold, and all contact with them such as

kissing, should be avoided. The sufferer should also take a clean

liandkerchief as often as practicable.

General causes.—Cold wet weather in spring and winter,

sudden changes in temperature and getting cold or wet feet and
hands, draughts, especially when the body is overheated, sleep-

ing in overheated rooms, toothache and polypus of the nose in

its first stages etc. may all be looked upon as the possible originators

of cold in the head.

Treatment,—This must be selected with a view to bring
about normal secretions i. e. that all the organs of the body
secrete uniformly. Therefore it is advisable to undergo a sweating
cure without loss of time. This consists of a steam-bath in bed,
followed by a wet rubbing of the whole body (70*^) or steam-bath
and full-pack followed by bath and douche. One or two appli-

cations usually suffice to effect a cure.

Water of 76" should be drawn up the nostrils
,
gargle with

water of the same temperature, keep sitting room and bedroom
dry and take plenty of fresh sunny air.

Another treatment consists of wet mbbing of the whole
body (71") after which the patient is well wrapped up in woollen
blankets or rugs for about half an hour, (see Dry pacK) to get
' im thoroughly warm whereby secretion again becomes regular
and the cold or diarrhoea disappears. Instead of this a different
sweating cure may be substituted. See Index.

As a rule a non-stimulating diet, uniform warmth and plenty
of pure mild air will of themselves effect a cure. In cases of high
temperature and of fever, a full pack may be given, until gentle
perspiration ensues. Then follow on with wet rubbing and tho-
rough drying; perhaps a second pack may be given.

Sügerf writes as follows in his book entitled "Application of
Hydropathy". It is an error to suppose that in cases of cold.
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regular baths or rubbings should be discontinued, whereas it is
oi the greatest nnportance to attend to cutaneous action most
carelully at such a time, to ensure a speedy secretion of anvmorbid matter that may be in the system and not to place thi^
burden of dischargmg them on the organs of respiration. A bodv-
pack at night together with a shoulder-pack, wet rubbing of thr^
whole body m the morning, gargling repeatedly with lukewarm
water (7 1'') drawing up of warm water (Tö'*) into the nostrils in
conjunction with moderate exercise and fresh but not too cold
air and a non-stimulating diet will soon cause cold and coueh to
disappear.

Chronic cold in the head is an obstinate form of cold in
the head, which has become chronic and which may or may not
have been preceeded by an acute cold.

Symptoms.—Sometimes it is unattended by fever; consequently
none of the direct inconveniences are felt which distinguish the
acute form of cold air conjunction with fever.

General symptoms are: stoppage of mucous secretion in
consequence of which swelling and dry inflammation of the mu-
cous membrane extend to the forehead, throat etc. At times
violent headache and fever, increased secretion of a partly slimy,
partly purulent mucus, the speech becomes nasal, breathing
through the nose gets difficult, because the mucous membrane of

the upper part of the nose swells considerably and aggravates
the contraction caused by the passing of the thickened mucus.
The veins are distended, people suffering from this ailment are
compelled to breathe through the mouth and keep it open
constantly.

The swelling of the mucous membrane of the nose is often

attended by swelling of the tonsils of the mucous membrane of

the gullet and of the drum of the ear, whereby arises increased
difficulty in breathing and partial loss of hearing. The evil smell

attending ozoena (which see), is entirely absent.

Treatment.—A daily steam-bath or steam-bath in bed as

above, together with a stimulating trunk pack at night and per-

haps also a shoulder pack or body and throat compress. In the

morning wet rubbing of the whole bodj^, which may also be

applied in cases of ordinary cold.

Foot steam-baths and foot steam-baths in bed are also bene-

ficial and drawing up of water into the nostrils, nose-baths and

gargling should be frequently resorted to. Also gentle stroking

from the bridge of the nose upwards over the forehead, and

stroking the forehead and the temples with both hands at the

same time to right and left downwards and then passing on to

massage of the throat, which may be applied with advantage both in
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acute and chronic cases of cold. For the rest take exercise m the

open atn See Index and «Kneipp cure" or cold, tor Modes of

Apphcation see Index. See also "Catarrh" under "Kneipp cure .

Head, Erysipelas in the, see "Erysipelas".

Head, Gout in the, see "Gout".

Head, Internal Tumour of the, see "Head, Abscess in

THE."

Head louse, see "Vermin".

Head, Massage of the, see Index.

Head oi different races, Shape of, see "Features '.

Head pack, see Index.

HEAD, SCURF IN THE, attended by loss of hair is always

an indication of faulty diathesis. By leading a regular and healthy

life, washing the head every morning with tepid water, taking

plenty of open-air exercise in summer and keeping the head well

covered on cold days after washing, the complaint will disappear

in time. See also "Cutaneous eruptions".

Head steam-bath, see Index.

HEALTH, CARE OF. Though it may not be possible in

the circumstances of our modern hfe to observe all the conditions

necessary for health, I will ask you, dear reader, at any rate to

begin with the most important of these.

The following simple directions can be carried out by every-

one.—By attending to them many diseases will be avoided, and

the health of everybody improved.

Once a week "a lukewarm (SG^^ to 89 o) bath, or a wet rubbing

of the whole body or ablution (66 o to 77 0) should be taken. For

those commencing this treatment the temperature of the above

applications should be respectively 91 ^ to 92 ^ and 82 o. I have

observed in my own family that a bath has always been followed

by a feeling of cheerfulness and well being. A bath refreshes

not only the body but the mind.

What is the ordinär}^ opinion to-day on the subject of baths?

One Saturday morning when my wife had just dressed herself

after her weekly bath, the milkwoman came in : when the latter

saw that my wife had been bathing, she said to her. "You look

clean, but you are too old to bathe." That's just it!! The lower
classes in our country imagine that onty babies and children in

arms ought to have baths.

2. The bedroom must be well ventilated during the day, the

doors and windows being left open for some time, and the bed
must be left uncovered in order that proper exhalation may

3S
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take place. One wnidow at least must be left open at niehtIf even for only a short space in the case of a begi^Qner *) ^ '

3^ Open air exercise should be indulged in frequently ifpossible every day. Long and deep brefths should be takenthis constitutes a form of breathing gymnastics
4 The rooms used for living and working in must be frequently ventilated, at any rate in the morning; by openine thewindows and doors, and not only in summer, but also in winter

It IS well known that a room filled with fresh, pure air can bemore quickly warmed than a room in which the air is bad
5. Observe moderation in eating and drinking. Spirits, strouL^

coltee beer or wine, spices, tobacco, meat etc. should be avoided
or indulged in sparingly.

Persons engaged in occupations employing only a limitednumber of bodily or mental faculties, and those leading sedentary
lives, should provide themselves with work for their muscles
generaUy by the daily practise of free exercises. (See "Curative
gymnastics".)

7. The bowels ought to act at least once a day; in case of
need an enema may be employed. Aperients are injurious. Those
inclined to constipation are recommended to practise kneading
the stomach every day; this can be done in bed for five minutesm the morning. The legs should be somewhat drawn up during
this process. Massage of the stomach is sometimes necessary- in
obstinate cases; the region operated upon should be slightly
greased.

He who follows these rules, will protect himself against
disease, reach an advanced age, and live a happy life.

Health, Laws of, see "Hygiene".

THE HEART (Figs. 203, 204.)

The sound human heart, in its adult state, is a hollow and
very strong muscle, about six inches long and from three and
three quarters to four inches wide in its widest part, furnished
with many important nerves and blood vessels. It is situated^in
the cavity of the chest between the lungs, with its broad end

*) Every morning, immediately after breakfast, women seem to regard
it as their duty, to put the bedrooms straight. The beds are shaken, made
and covered with heavy white counterpanes. This is decidedly prejudicial
to health. The bedcovering should be pulled back; so that there may be
plenty of room for the exhalations to take place. Jt is a still better practice
to expose the bed to a draught during the day.

The following should be attended to: It is the custom in summer to

put the beds in the sun to air them. By this practice the feathers get too

dry and lose their elasticity. It is better to put out the beds when the air

is dry and the sky clouded.
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turned upwards and backwards and its point, or apex, turned

downwards and forwards and slightly to the left side, opposite

the interval between the fifth and sixth ribs. A white, trans-

parent skin which enfolds it as in a cloak and affords it a certain

amount of support is called the pericardium. The inner surface

of this is kept moist with a serous fluid secreted by evaporation

;

which, however, in order that accumulation may be avoided, is

again partially absorbed.

The cavity of the heart is divided into two equal parts by a

partition extending from the top to the bottom. These two halves,

the right and the left, are subdivided by two horizontal walls,

so that each has an upper and a lower compartment. The blood

Front view of the heart after

removal of the pericardium.

The heart after removal of the front 7vall of
the ventricle.

Fig. 203.

1. Right auricle. 2. Right ven-
tricle. 8. Left auricle. 4. Left
ventricle. 5. Opening of the
vena cava superior. 6. and
7. Openings of the puhnouary
veins. 8. Opening of the pul-
monary arteries. 9. Opening of

the aorta.

Fig. 204.

a. Wall of right ventricle, b. Wall of left

ventricle, c. Partition between the right and
left ventricles, d. Cavity of the right ventricle,
e. Cavity of the left ventricle, f. Tricuspid
valve, g. Mitral valve, h. Orifice of the pul-
monary artery. L Orifice of the aorta, each
with three semi-lunar valves, k. Right auricle.

1. Vena cava superior, m. Vena cava inferior,

n. Pulmonary artery, o. Aorta, p. Left
auricle, q. Pericardium.

can pass from the upper to the lower compartment in each through
the horizontal walls, but not from one half to the other through
the partition which separates them. The lower compartments are
called ventricles, the upper ones auricles

;
right and left respectively.

The chief function of the heart is to keep up the circulation
of the blood ; for which purpose it is condemned to perpetual

38=*
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motion. Upon the continuance ot that motion life depends Th(stoppage of the heart's action is tantamount to death as irreeu
larity in its movement means disease. The movement' itself isdependent upon the blood which flows continually through theheart. The blood after making the circuit of the body, discharges
Itself into the right auricle through two great trunks (the superiorand mfertor vena cava) passes thence into the right ventride
and from this mto the lungs through an artery whi?h opens oui
of the upper part of the ventricle on the side away from the
partition. In the lungs it is oxygenated (supplied afresh with
oxygen); and from them it passes back to the heart through foui-
trunks (the pulmonary veins) which open into the left aunrlr
Hence it flows mto the left ventricle; and from the left ventricle
through the great arte^ called the aorta, it is distributed anew
into all parts of the body except the lungs. The short course
Ol the blood from the heart to the lungs and through them back
to the left auricle is called the lesser, or pulmonary circulation-
whereas the course from the left ventricle through the body and
back to the right auricle is called "the circulation of the blood"

The power which supports the two circulatory systems hes in
the continued alternate contraction and dilatation of the heart

;

which, however, occur in succession in its parts, the auricles and
ventricles. When the auricles contract they drive the blood into
the ventricles, the walls of which dilate to"" receive it : then the}-
in their turn contract, the blood is forced into the aorta and
pulmonary artery; the auricles, meanwhile, dilating and being filled
from the veins above.

To prevent the return of the blood from the ventricles to
the auricles, which might occur in consequence of the alternate
contraction of those organs, nature has provided a wise arrangement
in the form of valves between them. These open downwards
into the ventricles as the auricles contract; and close upwards as
the ventricles contract. A further provision against the return of
the blood from the arteries to the ventricles consists in semi-
lunar valves, affixed at the opening of the arteries, which open to
receive the blood and close against its flowing back.

In a health}^ subject the action of the heart, consisting in and
caused by the rhythmical contraction of the ventricles, is perfecth-
regular. It can be distinctly felt, and is called beating of the
heart. The number of pulsations varies with age and sex. They
generally amount to from hundred and forty to hundred and lift}

per minute in a new-born infant, to hundred and twenty at one
year old, ninety to hundred and ten between the second and
third years, eighty five to ninet\^ from the third to the seventh
3?ear, in youth eighty, at the age of manhood seventy to seventy-

five, and in old age from sixty five to sevent3\ In the female
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sex the pulse is usually somewhat quicker and weaker than in

males. From the number of pulsations the great rapidity of the

circulation is apparent.
^ ,

. , .

Calculations, based upon the number of pulsations and the

capacity of the heart, have determined the fact that the whole of

the blood passes through the heart in about one minute. See

also "Circulation" and "The organs of the chest and abdominal

cavity".

Pericarditis. This disease, which seldom occurs alone, is

very often conected with articular rheumatism. Frequently, also,

disorders of the organs in the cavity of the chest extend to the

pericardium.

Symptoms.—A feeling of burning and oppression in^ the region

of the heart, great anxiety on the part of the patient, quick

breathing, palpitation, pain in the chest, and later a weakened
and dull pulse.

A noise like the crackhng of parchment, or the grating sound

of a saw, may be heard after the b^-^art-beats. Pleurisy, with

similar sounds in the breathing.

When a patient suffering from articular rheumatism, or froni

inflammation of the lungs or their covering, complains of pain

about the heart, palpitation, or shortness of breath, it may be

assumed with very probable truth that he has an attack of

pericarditis.

Treatment. —Body and three-quarter packs, in turn with

two or four fold lukewarm (72^) compresses laid over the heart

and covered with dry cotton or woollen material : to be left on
for from half an hour to two hours, and combined with stimula-

ting (68^) leg packs lasting two hours. If the feet are cold, hot
bottles wrapped in damp cloths should be applied to them; but
removed as soon as the feet get wann. A foot steam-bath, of a
few minutes duration, might precede the use of the hot bottles.

If fever is present, a fever treatment should be adopted. For
the rest, lying quietly on the back, fresh air, non-stimulating diet,

and open bowels ensured if necessary by enemata. Soft bedding
and warm high pillows should be avoided.

Instead of the above treatment soothing whole or three-
quarter packs may be applied ; or a steam-bath in bed, with extra
compresses over the heart. Outside the packs, soothing, or if the
patient prefers them stimulating compresses may be laid over
the region of the heart.

In chronic pericarditis, .three or four stimulating whole or
three-quarter pack-, followed by whole rubbings. If the feet are
cold, a short foot steam-bath in bed should precede the packs. At
night stimulating foot or leg packs. The attendance in these
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cases must be charactenzed by the greatest care, as they are of
a very serious kind; on this account also a tonic treatment is
recommended. The treatment prescribed in the parairraph next
above may also be adopted in chronic cases. Under certain
circumstances massage of the arms and legs, and is in fever is
desirable. For Modes of Application, see Index. Kneipp cure' as
in pleurisy.

'

Hydro -pericardium arises out of a variety of other
diseases—of the heart, lungs, kidneys, or liver—and consists in
copious effusion of serum in the pericardium. This fluid, which
may amount in quantity to several pounds' weight, is of a
yellowish colour but clear, and contains albumen and various
salts among its constituents.

In these cases the difficulty of breathing is so great that the
patient is often unable to lie, and is obliged to sit upright. A
blue colour and swollen condition of the face are symptoms of
this form of heart affection.

Treatment. —The strictest observance of natural dietetics.
Either a tonic or a derivative treatment is to be pursued, accord-
ing to the circumstances; the originating cause of the disease
being taken into consideration. In other respects the treatment
laid down under the head of "pericarditis" is also appropriate here.

Carditis, or Myocarditis, seldom occurs as a distinct

affection, and is generally combined with articular rheumatism.
Very often it is the consequence of medical treatment; and it

may reäult in thickening and alteration of the valves of the heart
(auriculo-ventricular valves). It is the source of most of the
failures of the heart's action; and therefore imposes upon any
one affected with it the necessity of resorting to a most careful

mode of life.

.
Symptoms.—As a rule palpitation, quickened pulse, shortness

of breath, and pain in the region of the heart, will be noticed;

although the last may be absent. But the indications of this

disease will often be so shght that none but an experienced
practitioner will recognize them. The other s\^mptoms of peri-

carditis may also be present in this disease.

Causes.—Articular rheumatism, puerperal fever, typhoid fever,

glanders, chilis, apoplexy, a blow in the region of the heart,

violent muscular exertion, etc.

Treatment (in acute cases.) One or two stimulating three-

quarter or whole packs daily; hot water bottles wrapped in damp
cloths applied to the feet if they are cold, or a steam-bath in bed.

Extra compresses to be laid over the heart in any case; and the

packs to be followed by washing the whole bod^-. In violent

attacks soothing (72<> to "82^) compresses over the heart, in com-
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bination with stimulating leg or calf packs
;

rest, fresh air, non-

stimulating diet, open bowels (see "Enemata"), sleeping with an

open window. For Modes of Application, see Index. See also

"Inflammation". In chronic cases, derivative or tonic treatment.

Kneipp cure, as in pleurisy.

PERICARDITIS, A BAD CASE, CURED.

by H. Sperling, natural healer, Berlin, from the organ "The People's

Physician", for natural methods of treatment and hygiene.

Frau Kirstein, Neanderstrasse 7, Berlin, fell very seriously

ill in February 1884. The doctor who was called in diagnosed

inflammation of the heart, liver, kidneys, and spinal cord; and

endeavoured to allay it by a diet in which cognac, meat-broth,

minced meat, and similar aliments, were included. Consequently,

the inflammation increased to the highest degree. After the

patient had been so treated for six weeks, and her strength had

been almost consumed, her condition became very alarming to

those about her, and she was given up by the doctor and by her

friends. At this crisis it was decided, on the advice of a lady

friend, and only from the wish to please her—to try the natural

method of cure. I was therefore summoned, notwithstanding the

disbelief maintained by the family in the method, in spite of

various proofs of its efficacy which were before them. I must
confess that, on seeing the patient, I also nearly despaired of

success. I found her lying in a state of delirious excitement which
was painful to those around her, rolling her eyes, and ejaculating

inarticulate sounds. The pulse was so quick as hardly to be
counted, and the whole body even to the extremities was in a
glowing, heat, which gave place now and then to cold shivering
fits (rigors). When consciousness returned I ascertained that the
right arm was disabled and very painful. The patient breathed
with great difficulty, the throat was sv/ollen and painful, the ab-

domen very sensitive. Further examination made it clear to me
that the right hip-joint, and a portion of the spine were inflamed

;

which had probably led the doctor to suppose that the spinal
cord, pleura, and liver were the parts so affected. I was satis-

fied that the diseased condition was rheumatic.
It stands to reason that such diseased conditions had not

formed and shown themselves in a night, or even a week; but
that they were the outcome of accumulations in the body of
morbid matter inimical to the organism, consequent upon a wrong
manner of life during several years.

As the patient could not at first be bathed, owing to the
extreme excitement of the organs and particularly of the heart,
and to the great pain and weakness from which she was suffer-
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mg, the first applications were restricted to light, partial waslnngs,
but before all things to cooling and derivative measures, carru-d
out in the most careful manner and in a very moderate degree.
On the third day, as the inflammation and swelling in the throat
had been somwhat reduced, the patient was able to swallow
water. The head was more quiet, the pains generally were
giving way, and it became possible to think of stimulating packs.
These did the patient a great deal of good, and afforded her
much relief: so that the arms and legs could now be massaged,
and derivative measures continued. Still more considerable and
rapid results were obtained when, the danger of a shock to the
heart having been removed, it became possible to bath the patient—at first carefully'-, but afterwards more confidently—with water oi

from 800 to 86<>. After each bath came dry rubbing, and then
massage. The stimulating packs, which served to clear the
system of morbid matter, were now left on for a longer time;
enemata, of 72^, were given at first twice or three times, after-

wards once, a day; the diet was strictly of a non-stimulating kind.

The system so gained strength more and more; the organ.'^^

began to resume their normal functions ; and the heahng process
was thus accelerated. Even the disabled arm became stronger

and more flexible
;
particularly when partial steam-baths, slapping

and other forms of massage and stimulating packs could be
appHed to it.

At the end of a week the patient was out of danger; and
the doctor—whom I had requested to continue his visits as long

as the danger lasted, but whose prescriptions had not been
followed because mine were preferred—declared "I and her re-

latives had actually given her up; but I am indeed dehghted to

see that you have overcome the danger; and, if 3'-ou will now
carry out what I prescribed, the recover}' cannot fail to be com-

plete". The patient afterwards acloiowledged to the doctor that

it was not his treatment, but mine, which saved her. The erne

was continued, with gradual diminution in the number and fre-

quency of the remedies, until, after about three weeks,^ I was

able to pronounce Frau K convalescent. See also "Cases" under

"Bath Cures".

Cardiac Dilatation, or Cardiac Hypertrophy. These di

seases have nvdny symptoms in common. In dilatation, the cavity

of the heart becomes larger, and the walls thinner: in hyper-

trophy, on the other hand, the walls become thicker, stronger,

more bulky—as a consequence of the increased efforts of the

heart (which has been described above as a muscle) to hinder an

abnormal back-flow of the blood, or to get rid of the blood kept

back in the heart, and so to establish its normal circulation. Any
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,-.Iier muscle will become stronger, thicker, and larger, if it has

to make extraordinary exertion.
, r . . •

i

Dilatation of the heart occurs as a result of the ventricle not

closing sufficiently and therefore not entirely emptymg itself of

the blood which, in dilating, it has received from the auricle; as

under normal condition should happen. The incomplete emptying

of the ventricle may be due to any of several causes; either the

heart (muscle) itself is weak, or the orifices of the arteries are

contracted, or the valves of the heart do not close completely.

In the first of these causes the walls stretch; in the second the

whole of the blood is not driven out; and in the third it flows

back from the arteries, and so the disease, dilatation of the heart,

is caused.

Dilatation may result temporarily from pericarditis, and be-

come chronic frorn degeneration of the muscular fibre, or from

disease of the valves, of the heart.

Symptoms.—The beating of the heart is much stronger than

under normal conditions, and the pulse is quickened at the slightest

txertion. Want of breath, oppression, occasional pain; if the

region of the heart be tapped with the finger, an abnormal muff-

ling of the sound will be observable; beating of the heart violent,

but more so in h^^pertrophy than in dilatation. In the latter an

alarmingly strong sound will be audible in the pulmonary artery

consequent upon the force with which it is filled. The expert

can determine hypertrophy by percussion.

Treatment.—Rest and moderate exercise b}- turns, non-

stimulating, or mixed diet, as the patient finds suitable; living

much in the open air, sleeping with a window- open; keeping

the skin in good condition by washing and rubbing of the whole body,

or lukewarm baths of from 86 « to 90" at first," but gradually less

warm, so as to strengthen the system. At night, stimulatihg foot

and leg packs, together with soothing body packs, in the morning,
vigorous washing, especiall}^ of the legs. The bow^els should be
moved daily by a copious enema of water of 81^, and small cool

enemata of from 59*^ to 66^ may be given often for derivative

purposes. (In case of obstruction, see "Enemata" and "Con^-

stipation"). In general, a tonic treatment; and in the case of

patients with a sufficient reserve of strength, a regenerative or

preliminary treatment may be adopted. For Modes of Appli-
cation, see Index. See also "Heart disease".

Tme Kneipp cure.—Body alTusion, thigh affusion, half bath,
each twice a week; full affusion once a w^eek. Regular exercise;
moderate consumption of fluids.

Heart-Disease, or cardiac valvular disease, may be inborn
or contracted; in the latter case, particularly, as a consequence
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of rheumatic complaints, or of medical treatment for carditis and
pericarditis. See below. The inexperienced cannot discover the
disease.

In order that the circulation of the blood through the heart
may proceed in the proper order and direction, the openingb
(valves) between the auricles and ventricles (the tricuspid anci
mitral valves respectively) as well as the orifices of the aorta and
pulmonary arteries, must be of the natural size; they must also
admit of being closed by their respective valves sufficiently to
prevent the back-flow (regurgitation) of the blood (from a ventricle
to an auricle, or from an artery back into the ventricle). Un-
happily, it not unfrequently occurs, either that these openings
are unnaturally contracted, or that the valves are incapable of
fully closing their openings. Such conditions of failure in the
normal action of the heart are known as heart disease, or cardiac
valvular disease.

They represent irregularities in the apparatus of circulation,

which develop themselves as a consequence of unhealthy, abnormal
alterations of the valves of the heart. These alterations may
consist, as has been remarked, in the contraction of the openings,
or in their not closing themselves.

Persons with inherited heart disease have generally a bluisli

appearance ; that is to say, the face, lips, fingers, and toes are

tinged with blue. They generally die early; but some, who can

take care of themselves and are not obliged to do hard work,
attain to a comparatively great age.

Heart disease which is contracted late in life generally arises

from previous rheumatic ailments (rheumatic fever). It may also

occur in consequence of over-exertion, or excessive use of alco-

hohc drinks; as also from medical treatment of carditis or peri-

carditis, and of other diseases.

Heart disease is seldom noticed in its early stages ; it is only

when serious symptoms show themselves that patients begin to

think that they may be due to heart disease. Those symptoms

are palpitation, want of breath at the least exertion; swelling of

the feet—at first occuring only in the evenings, afterwards chronic

stage—scanty urine, dropsy, resulting in death.

Treatment.—Heart disease is for the physician one of the

most thankless of human ailments, as there is no complete cure

for it when once it has established and declared itself. Never-

theless, by observing the following rules of self-treatment, the

patient may hope for a comparative hnprovement in his general-

health, so that he may lead an endurable existence and even,

under favourable conditions, reach a good age.

First, the patient must lead a thoroughly steady life, avoiding;-

alroholic drinks entirely, and taking all fluids in moderation ane>
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food of a non-stimulating kind. All over-exei tion
,
bodily and

mental, must be avoided. Moderate exercise however, is not only

permissible but necessary; in order that at least the muscles o

the heart may be strengthened and so rendered more capable ot

performing their functions. Particularly is the systematic and care-

ful practice of walking up-hill (the terrain cure) to be recommended

as having produced very favourable results. A daily practice of

one of the groups of curative gymnastics—which may be taken in

their order—is also recommended.
ui f

Among water applications, only the mildest are suitable lor

persons sufferine from heart disease; a whole washing oil7^, a

bath 88 0 to 90 0, lasting from three to five minutes; and a foot

bath' in two stages, the first 100 o and the second 66 o—may each

be taken twice a week. In case of palpitation, cold or cool com-

presses over the heart. With all the varieties of steam applications

heart patients must be very careful; and they should not resort

to them unless by the advice and under the supervision of a

professional man.

The Kneipp-cure prescribes — none but mild apphcations:

washing on rising in the morning; walking with bare feet; twa

knee affusions, and two half-baths, weekly. See also "Heart

complaints" in "EIneipp Cure."

Curative gymnastics. All the twelve groups in succession,

or in other convenient order, are recommended; provided that

they are practised carefully, and that not more than one group a

day is attempted at first. As the body becomes more capable of

the necessary exertion, two or three groups may be gone through

daily. For Modes of Apphcation see Index; as well as for further

particulars under "Kneipp cure" and "Curative gymnastics").

HEART COMPLAINTS CURED.
From Dr. Kles' book "Dietetic Cures".

Frau V. P., a widow aged 54, had endured much anxiety

and passed through great trouble. In the last ten years a very

serious heart complaint had developed itself, which threatened

her life. Irregular pulse, want of breath, bluish colour of the

lips, and swelling in both feet, were the most prominent symptoms
of the disease. The lady underwent, with great care and en-

durance, a very long coarse of treatment (modified regenerative)

experienced several critical attacks in connection with the passing

of calculi; and was so happily cured that, as a proof of her

recovery, she made the steep ascent >f the Bastei from Rathen,

in Saxon Switzerland, in an hour and a half, on foot and without

being m the least degree exhausted.
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This patient was at the outset very disconsolate and despond-
ing; as her ailment had been pronounced organic heart-disease
•or organic failure of the heart's action. That terrible expression
organic failure—I do not know who may have employed it in
connection with this case—has an alarming influence on sufferers
from heart disease; and is at times very emphatically used by
doctors in order to make a show of very deep learning; whereas
it has, in fact, no scientific meaning at all. Every patient, how-
•ever, on hearing it, at once imagines that he is incurable and
jnust shortly die; and I can prove that, solely by the use of this
and similar worthless expressions, many cases of deep depression
and h3^pochondria have been caused.

People should be more careful how they declare an illness
to be incurable. There are an infinite number of cases in which
patients who have been given up, or pronounced incurable, are en-
jo3dng peimanent and blooming health; and it is not to be wondered
at if such persons despise their former learned diagnostic authorities,

and ridicule them as "incurable" blockheads.

VALVULAR HEART DISEASE, WITH EXTRAORDINARILY
\TOLENT PALPITATION, BLUE APPEARANCE, ENLARGE-
MENT OF THE LIVER, SWELLING OF THE FEET AND

LEGS, WANT OF BREATH, AMENORRHOEA.
Fräulein R. K., aged twent}'- nine, from the neighbourhood of

Dresden, suffered with all these symptoms
;
which, taken together,

presented such an aggregate of disease that one could not with-

hold from the patient the greatest S37-mpathy. The monthl}'^ period

had not recurred for a year and a half ; and the slightest movement
produced a sense of suffocation. Given up as incurable in other

professional spheres, Fräulein K. obtained admission to the Dietetic

Institute. At the end of a fortnight the violence of the palpi-

tations was considerably diminished, and the swelling of the feet

had disappeared. After another fortnight the enlarged liver had

become much smaller, the breathing had improved with the in-

creasing quietness of the heart's action, and the patient was able

to take short walks. The curative sjaiiptoms consisted, in con-

trast with other cases, in the frequent excretion of an extra-

ordinary quantity of thin urine. In the fifth week the period

returned, under conditions more and more marked, after a ces-

sation lasting eighteen months. It will be easily understood that

with these symptoms a basis of cure was obtained, on which it

was possible to build up the further stages of a complete recovery

Herr A. T., a landed proprietor, thirty six years of age, a

strong man and a busy farmer, suffered from violent paroxysmal
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paipitations, quickened heart action, want of breath m going

upstairs or uphill, starting out of his sleep followed b}^ continued

palpitation of the heart. His appetite and digestion were good.

Before his admission to the Dietetic histitute he had been medi-

cally treated for more than a year with digitalis (fox glove), bitter-

almond water containing prussic acid, Ems lozenges, Karlsbad

waters, iodine, bromine, quinine, injections of morphia, etc. After

a conscientious observance of the dietetic rules of treatment for

two weeks, the patient was delighted to find that the heart's

action had become quite quiet. Among normal symptoms of cure,

regular pains now made themselves felt in the loins
,
extending

over several weeks, and culminating in the patient's being hardl3'

able to walk. At last copious hemorrhoidal bleeding set in ; which

evidently stood in direct reciprocal relation to the heart symptoms,

as with their access the heart completely recovered its normal

condition and functions.

Endocarditis, Internal carditis—or inflammation of the

serous membrane which lines the interior of the heart, and which,

by its reduplications, assists to form the valves.

Symptoms.—At first the beating of the heart is often stronger

than normal; but, with the continuance of the inflammation, it

becomes less and less apparent, mitil it is almost imperceptible.

A bellows-like sound is audible over the apex of the heart, and
palpitation, want of breath, etc., are further indications of this-

disease.

TRiijATMENT as for carditis, which see.

Palpitation of the heart. By this is understood an in-

creased action of the heart, which is often combined with want of

breath. The causes of the complaint are very various; over-
exertion, excitement—as a shock, passionate anger, etc.—or the
result of heart diseases or disorders. Palpitation may also
occur as one of the symptoms of nervous and other ailments.
Other causes are ; chlorosis

;
hj'^steria and hypochondria ; excess

of blood in the heart; immoderate use of coffee, tea, wine, spirits,

strong beers, etc.

Treatment, in acute cases, and in such as are due to ex-
citement, shock, anxiety, alcohol, and so forth:

Derivative foot baths of 89^ to 92«, followed by knee and
calf affusions

;
repeated bathing (sponging) of the heart region.

In the more severe cases soothing compresses on the heart, and
nape of the neck. Foot and calf packs, affusions on the back
of the neck and body, and hip-baths, will have a sedative effect.
Living in fresh, pure air; cool, derivative enemata in case of
mtesiinal obstruction or flatulence. If the feet are cold—and they
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must not be overlooked in the diagnosis—warm foot bath^compresses, etc. should be ordered.
'

The treatment in other cases must depend upon the caus.

.

I'plainf'^'''""'
disappear 'with T oHgS^

See also "Heart diseases" under "Kneipp Cure".

PALPITATION AND OPPRESSION OF TPIE HEART CUR Fr
BY REGENERATIVE TREATMENT.

Herr K., from .— writes:

.r.<\ 7Z "''''l.^^'^i^
ten years I suffered from articular rheumatismand gout, combined with severe palpitation and oppression. These

attacks occurred several times every year, and with such violence
that for weeks and months together I was unable to lie in bed
I he spasms were extremely violent, and sometimes came inwrenching jerks so sharp that the body was involuntarily turned
completely round. All medical remedies were tried—salicyl dicritahs
painting with lodme, and ultimately cupping and a course 5" peatand steel baths ordered by a doctor; but all were in vain Inmy extremity, tormented with pain and fever, I turned to Herr
J^erd. Liskow, head of the Natural Healing Establishment at
bommerstein. He promised to rid me of my trouble by means
•oi the Schroth regenerative treatment. At the end of eleven
weeks I left Sommerstein as one newly born, a healthy man
l^resh and vigorous I was able to take long walks with the
greatest ease. A year has now elapsed, and I find myself weli
and sound. I owe this entirely to the natural method of healing
of Herr Liskow.

Cardialgia, or nervous pain around the heart.
This is a more or less violent pain, which comes in shocks.

It proceeds (radiates) from the heart in various directions, parti-
cularly towards the left shoulder and back of the neck, or even
to the left arm. Accompanying symptoms may be; increased
v^elocity or partial interruption of the heart's action, difficult}^ ol

breathing and swallowing, faintness and insensibilit}^

The attacks may last only a few minutes or for hours. The}
often occur intermittently at quite short intervals; or the intervals
may extend to weeks or months.

Causes—may be excitement of the passions or emotions,
chills, over-exertion of the phj^sical powers, or excess of any
kind: or poisoning by alcohol or tobacco (nicotine). In general
nervous weakness, or loss of nerve power, pain in the heart will

not unfrequently be one of the symptoms.
Treatment.—Cool compresses over the heart, changed as

soon as they get warm ; and employed in combination with deri-
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vative treatment—such as alternate hot and cold hand, foot, arm,
and leg baths. Instead of these, stimulating arm and leg packs may
be tried, with hot water bottles laid on them. After the removal
of the packs vigorous cool rubbing must be apphed to the respective
parts. In general, fresh air, a tonic treatment, and observance
of the rules given under the respective causative diseases. It

will often be sufficient for the patient to assume the recumbent
position, with the upper part of the body somewhat raised, in

order to get rid of the pain.

Atrophy of the heart. This disease, which is very difficult

of detection because all the characteristic symptoms of heait com-
plaints are absent, often goes with great weakness, and dull pulse.
The whole heart, or only a part of it, may be attacked ; and the
weight of it may be reduced by one half.

Treatment.—The tonic treatment, as prescribed.

Cardiac hypertrophy. See "Cardiac dilatation".

Fatty degeneration of the heart. In this disease the whole
heart is covered v^dth a layer of fat.

Symptoms.—The beating of the heart will become by degrees
less perceptible and the pulse slower. Shortness of breath, asthma,
particularly in case of obesity, will be present.

Causes.—Valvular disease of the heart: or various other
diseases, such as tuberculosis, typhus, clilorosis, etc. Excessive
consumption of fluids, particularly of strong beers, an unnatural
mode of Hfe, eating a great quantity of meat or of preparations
oi eggs, or taking too much soup—in short, too liberal a use of
it-forming foods without sufficient bodily exercise.

Treatment.—First, the measures calculated lo combat the
cause of the evil; then, above all, a sparing and non-stimuiating
regimen—the food may be mixed if found suitable, but it should
be dr^^—plenty of exercise in the open air, fresh air in the house
and sleeping with a window open. If necessary, a regenerative
or prehmmaiy treatment. For further directions see the treatment
prescnbed under "OßEsity". See also "Fatty DEGENERAtiON of the
HEART under "Kneipp cure". For Modes of Application see Index.

fi v,'^'^?'^'^.^™^ "^^"S a sour, corrosive or burning
Uuid, attended at times by vomiting. It may be caused by various
ailments connected with disordered stomach caused by imperfect
or irregular digestion, and by the food being retained in the stomachan inordinate length of time so that abnormal changes result, that
IS to say decomposition takes place.

r,'^'^^^'^^]-—^^(''^<^^^^G causes and more especially avoid such

dWcf.V r . / ^^^'"^''^^ aji attack. Non-stimulating and easily
digested diet should be adopted.

^
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Moreover cool rubbing of the region of the abdomen, a body
compress at night and the sipping of fresh water should be
resorted to regularly. Seltzer and any other mineral water con-
taining carbonic acid gas may be taken. Ventilate your room?
thoroughly, sleep with the window open, and take plenty of

exercise in the open air. See also "Heartburn" in "Kneipp cure".

For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

Heart, Hj^perophy of the, see "Heart, Dilatation of the".

Heart stroke, see "Sunstroke".

Heating Stoves, see „Stoves".

Hemeralopsia, see "Nightblindness".

Hemorrhoidal complaints^ see "Piles".

Closing up of the jugular vein by pressure

of the thumb in severe Haemorrhage.
HEMORRHAGE AND

SUPPRESSION OF. By
Hemorrhage we mean the

issuing forth of blood from
the vessels or veins in conse-

quence of injury to their walls.

Hemorrhages from the capil-

laries or veins are usually

staunched by the coagulation

which gradually forms and

closes up the opening. The
more severer hemorrhages
from the arteries on the other

hand are more dangerous;

these can generally only be

stopped by pressing or tying

up the vessels.

If the extravasated blood

has a dark red colour, and

issues from the wound in

an even and calm stream., it

originates from a vein. These

hemorrhages can be more

easily stopped than those from

an injured artery. In the latter case the blood is clear and of a

scarlet colour and flows from the wound in regular beats, ine

nearer the injured artery is to the heart the greater is the

danger.

The hemorrhage can only be arrested by a continuous even

pressure upon the injured branch or main stem. In case ol

hemorrhage from an artery on the head the pressure must be

Fia:. 205.
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exerted below, (Fig. 205) with hemorrhage from an artery on a

limb on the other hand it is better to apply the pressure above

the injured part, in other words an effort should be made to press

the artery against a bone. The pressure itself is best applied with

the fingers, placing either the thumb crossways or the rem-aining

fingers lengthways upon the artery and pressing evenly inwards;

when one hand gets tired, it should be changed for the other.

TyiiiQ; up an injured brachial artery. lying up an injured femoral artery.

Fig. 207.

When the operator gets too fatigued he should be relieved by a
substitute or a ligature_ should be applied. For this purpose the
half of a cork divided'lengthways or an oblong pebble wrapped
in a piece of Unen should be taken and firmly fixed in its position
by a cloth or bandage placed crossw'ays over it. Or the limb
may be tied up over the bleeding part (Fig. 206 and 207). He-
morrhages from capillaries are usually staunched of themselves
as alread}' mentioned.

Hemorrhages can also generali}' be arrested by applying
very cold compresses (not ice) or by holding the wound in cold
water especially w^hen arising from injured Veins or capillaries.
According to the latest researches hot w^ater is even better for
this purpose. Cases however occur in which hemorrhages in

39
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individuals possessing very ihin blood, incapable of coagulation
can only be arrested with great difficulty, and instances have even
been known in which surgeons have been obliged to stop the
bleeding by pressure with the fingers, the hand or fist uninterupted-
ly during the whole day or even several days to prevent the patient
from bleeding to * death. The operators have of course to b'-

relieved in such cases. We may here also mention that there \>.

no better compress than the human finger, hand or fist, because
it closes up most securely, fits best and absorbs no blood.

I may also remark in connection with severe hemorrhages,
that nature in these cases also does almost more than the best
surgeon for if a considerable quantity of blood be lost, the patient
generally falls to the ground unconscious, because the beating of

the heart is weaker. What is the consequence? The remaindei-
of the blood is chiefty concentrated in the more important organs
e. g. the spinal cord, the patient being now in a horizontal position.

In cases of severe hemorrhages it should therefore be the first

duty of the healer not to place the patient on his feet, but to let

him lie down, and it may even be a good thing to raise his hands
and feet that the rem.aining blood may flow mainly in the im-

portant organs. Hot water and hot compresses may also be sub-

stituted for cold water for stopping hemorrhage. The hot water
causes the febrine in the blood to coagulate, and relaxes the

arteries whereby a kind of natural cork is formed which stops up
the wound. In cases of servere hemorrhage from the vagina

arising from painful deliveries Prof. Zweifel of Leipsig recommends
syringing with hot water of 113", and has obtained excellent

results b}'' this rrieans.

HEMORRHAGE ARRESTED BY HOT WATER.
By Dr. Thiemann of Bremen, Natural Healer.

For man}' years I have used hot water in the treatment o'

hemorrhages arising from the severing of arteries. A servant had

fallen down in a cellar and had severed an artery with a bottle

of petroleum. His comrades had applied numerous cold com-

presses without succeeding in stopping the bleeding. I happened

to be passing and was called in. 1 at once dipped a towel in

boiling water, wrung it out and wrapped it round the part. Th<

bleeding was arrested in a few seconds. Three months ago I wa-

summoned in a case of a rupture of the varicose veins. The woman

had already lost a quantity of blood—cold compresses had no eftect.

1 apj)licd a hot compress which at once stopped the bleedmsr.

I have also tested the remedy on my own person in cases oi

slight cuts. Physiological effect: relaxa'tion of the vessel checking

of the circul.'ttion and formation of coagulated blood. Cold watt r
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causes an excessive contraction of the vessel in consequence of

which the stream of blood presses too hard against it.

Hemorrhages from the uterus, continued or morbid,
see "Women, Diseases of" or Index.

HEMORRHAGES. SUPPRESSED BY CHARM A so

called sympathetic cure, practised by our ancestors but no longer
believed in the present day. Hemorrhages commonly cease of
themselves in a short time, as the injured vessels contract and
close and even entirely collapse and are stopped up by a kind
of plug formed of the coagulation of sanguineous fibrine. More-
over the extravasated blood, by congealing, forms a sort of cover
over the opening of the injured vessels through which the blood
flows thus preventing a further issue. See also under "Hemor-
rhage". The supposed effect of the "Charm" can only be due-
to the pressure of the finger and to the firm determination to
arrest tihe bleeding. For too little account is taken in the present
day of the influence of the human will, on which great stress is

laid by magnetopathich in the treatment of diseases.

HEMORRHOIDS (piles), hemorrhoidal vein. Ow^e their
existence essentially to a stagnation of the blood in the smallest
small and larger vascular vessels of the abdominal or portal venous
system. They may be congenital, but only to the extent that the
causes from which the disease originated" in the father (such as
station and calling, mode of living, diet, and occupation) may pro-
duce the same effect on the son. The male sex is more subject
to it than the female. Luxurious mode of living, sitting much at
the office-desk, riding on horseback or in carriage, contribute
greatly to it. Though lighter forms of the disease appear at the
youthful age ol twenty or thereabout full}- developed and per-
manent cases occur between the ages of thirty and forty.

Symptoms. — As precursors may be mentioned abdominal
sv.'ellmgs, mdigestions, loss of appetite, constipation, and many
other gastric and mtestmal symptoms. Add to the.se depression
determmation of blood to the head, and restless sleep When
the disease is more developed the sacral region is in a congested
tondition, with irritation prickling at the anus and swellino- of
some of the veins (hemorrhoidal vein). With women the?e is
at the same time, swelling of the crural veins and those of the
nymphae. 1 he enlarged rectal veins often cause most acute pains
to be lelt in any position, whether sitting or walking, and especi-
ally during stool, -eading sometimes to inflammation of the rectalmucous membrrne which suppurates, and either discharges more
Ul less blood and mucus (then called internal piles), or they
appear as eternal piles for a shorter or longer period and dis-
^^pptcu ^.adually, or make loom for others. If these veins
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secrete mucus in consequence of some irritation of the mucou,
membrane for a length of time and in appreciable quantit}^ Ümy
are called mucous piles. The inflammatory irritation in the rectum
sometimes extends to the sexual parts and is productive of sexual
desire in men, and of bearing pains along the uterine ligaments
in women. The original hemorrhoidal complaint pure and simple
sometimes changes into congested and inflammatory conditions of

bladder and kidneys, and of the uterus, spine, brain, lungs etc.

or these inflammator}- and irritant conditions produce degeneration
of the blood in the intestines manifesting themselves by herpetic

eruptions or even gout.

Causes.—Congenital predisposition, too luxurious, rich, stimu-

lating, indigestible diet, laying a foundation for constipation. Stag-

nation of blood in the rectum, result of various diseases, weakening
and passive hyperaemia in the abdomen, excesses of all kinds,

continually disturbed mind, sedentary mode of life, and where
the abdomen is pressed forward, e. g. in men of letters, shoemakers
etc., violent shocks, tight lacing, abdominal ulcers, pregnancy etc.

Diseases of the liver, sleeping with too man}' bed-clothes etc.

Treatmeint. — Non -stimulating diet, especially whole -meal

bread and fruit for the purpose of bringing about regular bowels,

abundant exercise, more particularly plenty of hill-climbing and

stooping whilst gardening unless prevented by determination of

the blood to the head or chest. Quenching the thirst with pure

water or the juice of fruit etc. Friction of the abdomen with the

bare hands for some minutes two or three times a day. With

symptoms of pains in the back and abdomen, pains in the stomach

and bladder and enlargement of the liver etc. tepid (72") body

compresses and calf packs to be applied at night and tepid (72")

wet " rubbing of the whole body in the morning. A box steam-

bath for five or ten minutes followed immediately by a hip-bath

(ö6") for five minutes affords great relief. Steam-compresses and

hot hip-baths are also to be recommended (82" to se^») daily. If

the feet are habituall}- cold, foot steam-baths about every other

day, before going to bed at night, and steam-baths (or steain-

baths in bed) if the patient feels cold. For constipation and as a

detergent and for absorption lukewarm enemata are to be given.

See ibid. In case of persistent constipation, see "Con.stipation

For protruding piles lukewarm (8i" to 860) hip-baths, once <•>

twice a day (duration eight to ten minutes) to be apphed. F-y

the rest, a regular mode of life and above all, as before mentioned,

plenty of exercise in the open air, and sleeping with the window

open. In obstinate cases tonic and sometimes regenerative trent

ment. Sunbaths to be apphed under certain circumstances. Sr(

also "Pii.es" in "Knfi^p cvrv'.
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Curative gymnastics: especial!}^ Groups V and VI. See

"Curative gymnastics" in Index.

Treatment by massage as with tonic treatment to follow a

full steam-bath. If the patient is not strong, only gentle massage

of the abdomen once a day. Above all, curative gymnastic exer-

cises, Groups I and VI-. For internal piles see under "Circular

motion with wand". If a masseur or masseuse is not available

the patient should himself massage the abdomen at any rate in

the morning. See also "Massage" and "Curative gymnastics"

in the Index For Modes of Application see Index.

HEMORRHOIDS WITH PHARYNGEAL CATARRH.
Cure in the Bilz Sanatorium.

Mr. E. K. commercial traveller of Kitzingen, 31 years of age,

had to break his spring journey this year to undergo a course of

treatment in the Bilz Sanatorium for piles, chronic stomach com-
plaint and an acute pharyngeal catarrh. The patient was rather

slim in build and had suffered from jaundice a year and a half

previously. On examination it was found than the portal vein

was completely engorged and there was a large abscess on the

left side.

An examination with the laryngoscope shewed that the

mucous membrane of the throat was deeply affected. The treat-

ment consisted of half steam-baths, hip-baths, gargling, sunbaths,

massage and non-stimlating diet. After a month's stay at the

sanatorium the patient was enabled to go back to his business
and expressed his great gratitude for the attention shewn him.

Piles combined with paralysis. /. Floyd of Brooklyn, thirty

eight years old, had for many years suffered frightfuU}^ from
constipation and piles. The skill of numerous ph^^sicians had been
exhausted on him in vain, and finally he was sent by his friends
to the Broadway Hospital, where he was under treatment for
eight weeks, with the result that he grew continually w'orse.
Hardly able to walk, even with the aid of crutches, he" came to
me. A dripping wrap in the morning, lukewarm hip-baths t^vo or
three times a day, frequent enemata, and a diet of unleavened
bread, rye biscuits, apples and potatoes so far restored him, that,

after ten weeks, he was able to perform a moderate day's work-
Prof. Trail.

Hemorrhoidal Vein, see "Piles"

Hemostatics, see "Hemorrhage".

Herbs, Kneipp, see Index.

HERBS, MEDICINAL. At different times amongst gatherings
of adherents and friends of the natural method of healing, I have
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heard the question discussed, whether the use of medicinal herbs
and teas which have long formed the staple of "folk medicine

,

and in later times have once more become well known through
Father Kneipp, is consistent with the fundamental principles ot

our system. Whilst some think that for confirmity's sake n.,

herbs or teas, even though innocnous should be administered be-

cause through their means the belief in medicine will be ' con-

firmed, and so people will again revert to the apothecary's stock,

yet others are of the opinion that one might well make use of

the powerful healing properties of certain plants and herbs, pro-

vided the latter produce no harmful after-effects of any kind, i

cannot help thoroughly agreeing with this latter view. Why should

not one make use of harmless plants and herbs ? To those zealot-

who will not allow internal means to be of any value whateve
I put the question whether they do not tr-eat their patients by

dietan,^ prescriptions. Whether the}- do not give them salad and

spinach, asparagus and celery, common and black radishes, onions

and parsley. They surely know that these and many other plant-

are in daily use in our kitchens; that they have perfectly definit

medical effects, and precisely for that reason pla}' so important a part

in our dietary measures. Therefore if, in the following para-

graphs, I shortly discuss the principal medicinal herbs, this will

but be to increase the number of plants which, under the nanv

of vegetables, have alread}' been unconsciously used by us in a

medicinal way. However on that point I wish to meet our newly

won adherents half way. There is quite a large number of

people who are indeed convinced of the benefits to be derived

from the natural method, but in whom the belief in medicine is

so firmly implanted that it is only unwillingly that they dispense

wdth medicine bottles. These may thus be consoled by choosing

one or other of our herbal treasures. A favourable effect seldom

fails to manifest itself, and, on the other hand, every harmful

effect is absolutely excluded. We may now arrange the most

important plants and herbs in alphabetical order.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Aloe.) An excellent medicine for the

stomach. One or two pinches of aloe-powder (to be bought at

any chemist's) are boiled for five minutes with a half pmt of

water, and this decoction sipped in the course of the day. If

rather more of the powder is taken it acts as a laxative m th •

course of ten or twelve hours. The decoction of aloes is als.<

used externally, ^iounds heal rapidly when dressed with clean,

white pieces of linli which have been dipped in aloe-water, n

is also employed as an eye-wash for suppurating and watering eye .

' Herbs, Medicinal. (Anise-seed.) A decoction of the sam-'

in water is an excellent rem<-d\- foi- flatulence and distende .
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„r ch Also in cases of colickv cramp it renders good service,

üevin«- the severe pains in a few minutes. Instead ot tne

decoctio^n of anise-seed, one may give five or ten drops of anise-

seed oil on sugar for the same malady. Th- -'^ i/'--a

fi-jm any druggist.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Silver-weed) a r language also

c illed "cramp-weed" is a very good remedy m all kinds ot attacks

of cramp Even in cases of tetanus—this herb renders good ser-

ce wherever improvement is possible. In attacks of cramp ot

the head, stomach, and cramp in general and especially in

case of menstruation colic with \vomen one can rely with

ei tainty on the soothing effect of this little plant. It is best to

boil (for five minutes) a cup of milk with a teaspoonful of the

^rb three times a day. The patient should drink it as hot as

possible.

Herbs. Medicinal. (Arnica, mountain arnica.) A tinc-

ture prepared from this jjlant was formerly the best known re-

medy for wounds, as it works in a healing and purifying manner

on old wounds, and such as are difficult to cure. When the new
modes of disinfection such as boracic and carbolic acid, sublimate

etc. came into use, faithful old arnica was forgotten and only in

the healing of animals did it manage to maintain its rights. If

any plant^ deserves to be rescued from oblivion and brought

mce more into general use it is arnica. Tincture ot arnica is

\ ery cheap and can be had of any druggist.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Dwarf Elder.) The roots of this shrub

are dried and powdered and a tea prepared from the same , one

teaspoonful being used for each cup. This tea works in a purifying

and invigorating- manner on the kidneys, and in case of dropsy

so regulates them as to enable the urine to flow easily : however
one must not neglect to apply the treatment prescribed under

"Dropsy" and "Diseases of the kidneys". The tea may indeed

accelerate the process of recovery, but cannot complete it unaided.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Evebright.) The leaves ot this plant

are dried, pulverized and infused as tea. A piece of linen dipped
in this infusion and put on the eyes at night, exercises

^
a puri-

fying and strengthening effect on the same. Especially in cases

where the eyes have been weakened by over-exertion, such appli-

cations work in a vivifying manner, and increasing the power
of resistance and, endurance of the eyes. The tea can also be
taken internally, and on account of its bitterness, proves a good
stomachic medicine.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Capon's Sail or Valerian.) Of
Valerian only the roots are used. These are either cut up into



sinall pieces and prepared as tea, in the usual manne,
are ground down to a fine powder. In such a state it is be^i
taken with the food (soup, ve.^etables, etc.) From the root
tincture is also prepared and given on sugar in a quantities varvino^
h-oni ten to fifteen drops, three times daily. Valerian is frequently"
effective against headache; it is principally used, however f.ii

ntn-vous and hysterial troubles of many kinds. It has a ver>
soothing effect on emotional disturbances, without however dull-
ing the intellect, like the allopathic bromide-preparations, which
are often given in such cases.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Bo^-bean.) The kax e can euii r ir
chewed raw, or used in a dry state to make tea. Like all bittc-i

herbs, the bog-bean exercises a favourable effect on the stomach
exciting it to a quickened formation of the digestive juices and thu^
promoting digestion. It produces a still better effect if a little-

worm-wood 04- crushed juniper berries be added to "t

Herbs, Medicinal. (Fenugreek.) This is one 01 the most
important and efficacious herbal remedies. From the seed of it a

powder is prepared and this can be used both externally and
internally. When used internally as tea, it has a cooling in-

fluence in cases of fever. As a gargle in inflammations of the
throat, this tea (cooled of course) renders good service.

Fenugreek, however does wonders when applied externali\-

for inflammatory processes which have commenced to suppurate
or threaten to do so. In the Natural Method of Hcahng such-

maladies are treated with hot applications, steam-compresses, and
local steam-baths, in order to accelerate the process of suppur-
ation, and eject the morbid humours from the body. However
this end is attained far more speedily and surely by the use o;

fenugreek. For this purpose, the powder is boiled down to a

thick paste and applied on a piece of linen, as hot as the patient

can bear it, to the inflamed spot and changed as soon as it

begins to cool. The effect is astonishing, and can only be com
pared to that of a powerful plaster: it does not, however, like

the latter, inflame the skin, or produce blisters but works slowly

and surely by ejecting the impurities from the body. Its use is

recommended in cases of ulcer and carbuncles, and with open

leg sores etc. The smell of the paste is indeed somewhat re-

pulsive yet with the excellence of its other attributes one should

not mind .such a trifling unpleasantness.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Black-thorn-blossoms. Black-thorn

blossoms are an extraordinary mild purgative. A small cupful oi

tea prepared from them, anä taken morning and evening for ;i

short time, will restore the regular action of the bowels in con

stipation unless it is of very long standing. It can also be taken
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Sloe.

Juniper.

Dwarf elder.

Hips and Haws.

Mistletoe.

Sage.

Wall cress.

Centaury.

Angelica. Camomile. Linseed. Penugreek.



Wild plantain. Lungwort. Wormwood. Knot-grass.
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in conjunction with other stomach-strengthening herbs (worrawood,

rosemary, juniper-berries) etc.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Bark of oak.) An affusion of chopped

voiino- oak-bark can also be used externally and internally. One

or two small cupfiils taken daily stimulate the depressed iunction

of the stomach, and awaken a fresh healthy appetu xternally

it serves for several purposes.

Application of it, e. g. a piece of hnen dipped ui mc- infusion,

ause swellings of many kinds to disappear; indeed even goitre,

if it has not too far developed, is frequently distributed by these

aieans. Also for the washing of wounds, especially of old ones

and those which heal slowly, the infusion of oak-bark is not to be

despised. This infusion can also with advantage be added to

baths, especiallv hip-baths. Wounds and boils on the anus or

sexual parts, which are frequently present in sexual weaknesses.

Ileal much more quickly than with the usual treatment by water-

baths. Lastly, people suffering from piles can also make use of

these baths with effect. The oak-bark by means of the tannin it

contains contracts the blood-vessels, and in the same way relieves

their distention at the anus. It must be further remarked that

oak-bark requires to be boiled or scalded longer than ordinary

-erbs. To dissolve it properly at least half an hour is required.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Gentian.) A plant frequently found in

the alps and at the foot of these mountains. Taken as a tea or

tincture (twenty drops on sugar) it works as a sthnulant on the

stomach. It is also often very effective in nausea, attacks of

giddiness and fainting, as these have their origin in disorders of

the stomach.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Strawberries.) The fruit of the straw-

berry plant is generali}^ looked upon merely as a delicacy and yet

strawberries have valuable medicinal properties and are most
^efficacious in cases of gravel and liver affections. For these

haif a pint; should be taken daily. Not only the fruit but
also the leaves can be utilized and tea made of these, particu-

larly when a little woodruff is added, forms a refreshing drink
for the sick and healthy.

In (jases of whooping-cough it has been observed that by the
drinking ot strawberry-tea the attacks are diminished in number,
md the duration of the disease shortened. General treatment, of

course, will not be lost sight of in such cases. Beware of the
roots of the strawberr}? plant. They have an injurious effect.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Fennel.) Fennel seed finel}^ ground
and a teaspoonful of the same boiled in a cup of water or milk
^or five minutes has the same effect as anise-seed on flatulence



»verioaded stomach. Fennel infusi(.:i a.-*, -.vco
in attacks of colic, such as occur in summer and autumn, throu^ü
indulgence in unripe fruit and new beer. Fennel c^pplied to li

-

eyes has a purifying and strengthening effect. It is advisable wiv
taking a head steam-bath to add a spoonful a fermel powder
the water, because the steam can then} be more easily born \

the eyes than when ordinary water is used.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Hips and haws) These ,

names given to the fruit of the dogrose. This fruit is a certa; .

remedy for stone and kidney affections, and further against r(

tention of the urine and catarrli of the bladder. The berries ar

best if gathered in November, The3' are first separated fr«; .

the stones, dried in the shade, and kept in an airy place till i f

quired for use. From the fruits so dried a tea can be prepan v

of which one or tw-o cupfuls are taken daily. A tincture CcLi

also be prepared from hips and haws. The stoned fruit is added
to an equal amount of purified spirit, whiskey or unadulterated

brand}' in a glass, which is well closed and allowed to stand jc;

some dajrs (with spirit from three to four, with whiskey from fi\ o

to six days) when the liquid has attained a bright red or brick

colour, the tincture is read}-" for use. A few drops of the same
are given two or three times daily in a spoonful of water. 'I 'hat

hips and haws are also used in the kitchen lor the preparation

of sauces ' etc. is probabl}?- well known.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Bilberries or Blueberries.) Bilberri -.

have from time immemorial been known to be an excellent re-

medy for diarrhoea. Whether raw or boiled or dried for preserving

they render good service. Bilberry-tincture is made by filling :i

bottle half full of bilberries, and*^ the rest with brandy. T! -

bottle is allowed to stand in a sunny place for several weeks i

possible, and then the tincture will be ready for use. A te--

spoonful is taken on a piece of a sugar; or, in severe cases

especially in dysentery, a tablespoonful in a small glass of h-'t

water. This dose may be repeated several times a day if n(^-

cessary, and in conjunction with the treatment prescribed in the

Naturcäl Method of Healing suppresses the disease in a short time.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Elderberry.) The leaves, blossoms

fruit (the black berries) and roots of the elder have medicin il

properties. From the leaves and blossoms a tea is made whiei,,

if taken for a long time, acts as a blood-purifier. The same effe. t

is produced by a mash prepared from the berries, which is beM

taken every morning on an empty stomach, a saucerful at a time.— !;

the roots be chopped up into small pieces and a tea prepar- a

from them it promotes the flow of urine by stimulatmg the kie-

nevs In the first stages of dropsy, when the urine flows hi,-
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sparingly, this tea frequently affords the desired relief, causing a

copioul discharge of urine . thereby- relieving the swolten feet,

hands or body.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Colt's foot.) The fresh leaves of colt's

foot laid on inflamed spots, draw away the heat and reduce the

swelling, and wounds, when treated with these leaves, heal well

and without suppuration. If it is desired to strengthen the effect,

the iuice of the leaf may be pressed into the w^ound, but the

leaves and the hands must be well washed beforehand to prevent

dirt cTPtting into the wounds. A tea can be prepared from the

dry leaves which is good for a cough as it losens the phlegm.

If the tea be made of equal parts of colt's foot, nbwort and lung-

wol-t it acts still more powerfully.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Camomile.) Camomile tea is an universal

remedy for colics and consequent pains, especially of the abdomnial

oro-ans. Gripes and pains in the bladder are removed or at least

alleviated by one or two cups of really hot camomile tea.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Linseed.) Linseed boiled down and

used as a poultice acts like fenugreek but somewhat less strongly.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Lime blossoms.) Tea prepared from

these blossoms is a popular means of inducing perspiration. Our

ancestors, when the\' took chills, went to bed, drank a few cups

of hot hme blossom' tea, perspired all night, and got up well the

next morning. Also in the applications of the natural method of

healing, when it is desired to induce perspiration e. g. with packs

and steam-baths, one may well give one or two cups of this tea

in addition, especially with individuals who perspire with difficulty.

The effect is immediate.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Lung wort.) From lung wort alone

or mixed with equal parts of rib wort and colt's foot, a tea is

prepared which quickly loosens and expels mucus in cases of

cough and catarrh of the lungs.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Peppermint and watermint.) These are

two kinds of mint, of which watermint is the stronger in action.

They have a particularly favourable influence on the whole of

the digestive apparatus. Especially with so-called weak stomachs,

that cannot digest ordinary food, the effect of tea prepared from

one of these mints is excellent. The stomach is strengthened

and stimulated to a more rapid formation of the digestive juices.

When headache accompanies wind in the stomach, the former

being only a consequence of the latter, then mint tea can be used

as a remed}' and the headache vanishes immediately. Mint boiled

in milk, and drunk quite hot, is another remedx' for gripes or

pains in the abdomen.
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Herbs, Medicinal. (Mistelfoe.) A tea made of this nar-
ite which grows on old oaks or apple trees will be found ve -•
.fective in abnormal menstrual discharges. It may be prepan-^'ifrom mistletoe only or from a mixture of mistletoe and plUgrass, and a litde cmnamon added, which will stop the loss o;

Herbs, Medicinal. (Rosemary.) I his herb is chiefly mt-o
as a remedy m disorders of the stomach. A cupful of n>semarv
tea will be found most effective in clearing a furred toneu<-
restoring the appetite, and curing a disordered stomach, especialh'
It the latter be caused by indulgence in food or alcoholic beverage',
and manifests itselt by nausea in the early morning. It is astonish-mg how rapidly rosemary acts in such cases.

Rosemary also acts in the same as the powder prepared
Irom dwarf elder, as it causes increased secretion of urine especiallym the early stages of dropsy. A wine made from rosemary is
preferable m such cases. It is prepared as follows:—put a handful
ot hnely chopped rosemar>' in a bottle, fill up with hock and ht
It stand for a day, when it will be ready for use. A small wine
glassful taken three or four times a day will soon have thv
desired effect.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Sage.) The is used both externally and
internally, and in both cases has a purifying effect on the system.
It is used in congestion of the throat, mouth, stomach, in the first
case as a gargle, and for the latter one or two cups of the tea
are taken. But externally also, it works as a purifier, especially
Än old wounds; the surface of the wounds is purified and the
wounds themselves present a fresher appearance and heal more
rapidly.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Ribwort.) This tends to loosen mucus
in lung-catarrh of old standing and is prepared as a tea, of which
from two to three cups are sipped in the course of the day.
Ribwort is taken alone or mixed w'ith colt's foot and lung wort.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Centaury, Juniper, Wormwood). All
three are excellent stomach remedies, and can be boiled and
Hdministered either separately or mixed one with another, junipei
berries can also be chewed raw; ten or twelve berries are quite
enough for one day. All these remedies serve to strengthen the
stomach, free it from congestion, and to stimulate the glands of

the Stomach to more vigorous acdon, i. e. to a livelier formation
of the digestive juices.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Plantain.) This litde plant has a good
effect in stone complaints : indeed I have often seen that suflferers

from stone, who have drunk two or three cups of plantain a day

I
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for sometime have passed a quantity of stones of various sizes with

their urine 1 cannot assert that the effect is prompt m all cases,

but a trial may be recommended.

Herbs, Medicinal. (Pewter Grass or Shave grass.)

This herb with which ever^r housewife ought to be acquainted

because it is used in cleaning pewter and zmc, is also an im-

pStant medicinal herb, which should be found in eveiy house-

hold To make an infusion of shave-grass, boil two or three

handfuls for from fifteen to twenty minutes in a quart ol water,

,hen strain through clean linen. This is an excellent wound-wash,

which will heal even old wounds that have an impure surface.

For recent wounds shave-grass is useful too especially on ac-

count of the rapidity with which it stops the flow ot blood
;
even

violent bleeding can be arrested by the applications of hnen paras

soaked in the infusion. In severe bleeding of the nose, for in-

stance there is no simpler or surer way of remedy than oy taking

some of the infusion in the hollow of the hand ana drawing it

up through the nose. Taken internally as tea, shave-grass will

purifv the stomach. It is therefore advisable to always add some

of this herb to the other stomach remedies (wormwood, centuiy,

sage etc.) as the effect will thus be increased.

In urinal troubles of all kinds shave-grass is invaluable

whether they are caused by a chill, or resulting from gravel or

stone a few cups of shave-grass tea will remove them. In cases

of stone I prescribe a mixture consisting of half shave grass and

half plantain.

Herb soups, see Index.

HEREDITARY PREDISPOSITION. By this we mean

a congenital hability to certain special complaints e. g. diseases

of the lungs or nerves, disorders of assimilation (Gout) etc. The

constitution of the parents possesses certain weaknesses and

morbid tendencies, acquired or inherited, and these tendencies

are transmitted to the offspring. In many cases it may with truth

be asserted that the sins of the fathers are visited upon the

children. In such cases the child must be trained to lead a

strictlv healthy life, to breathe fresh air day and night, to pay

strict ' attention to the condition of tjhe skin and to observe a

non-stimulating digestible diet. These are the indispensable

conditions for strengthening the weakened constitution and

rendering it capable of resistance to morbid influences.

Many diseases, such as syphilis are actually inherited, the

child being infected with the morbid matter before birth.

HERNIA, ABDOMINAL. The original cause of abdominal

hernia is the relaxation of the abdominal wall and muscles,
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tissues etc. which in consequence are not only liable to l-^t-,degeneration and distention, whereby an inherited or con rart :5tendency to rupture may be promoted and especially m tholparts between ihe os pubis and the upper thigh where natm-^has left two fissures or openings, whicT are formed of eS"endonou.s muscular tissue, ligaments and sinews which are col'lectiyely known under the name of Aporiurosis, the nguinacanal which is embedded between the tissues of ihe broad i ethe mternal slanting cross muscle of the abdomen, and al.so takesIts course, for a short distance between these, at the same dmeserving as a passage-way for the spermatic cords in the maleand the round hgaments in the female. Furthermore must be

A^u I '"''''^^ "^""^^ which the femoral arteries
pass. All these parts may become the seat of hernia, when arelaxed state exists in the respective internal (aponeurosis) and
external (muscles) tissues etc. in consequence of one's landing on
the heels after a leap, a fall upon the seat, a violent fit of
coughing or sneezing, a tight belt, tight-lacing etc. whereby the
entrails are pressed downwards, and easily produces a ruptureUn the other hand, m a normal condition the walls of the so
called passage touch each other closely, remaining however elastic
and serving as a natural protection to the tissues, ligaments and sper-
matic c-ords, and thus prevent a rupture taking place by support-
ing and strengthening the inner and outer tissues. The only
means of obviating a relaxation and dosing the orifice of the
hernial sacks in case of rupture having taken place, is by streng-
thening the tissues in question. This is done by massage of the
abdomen and the region of the rupture and by appropriate cura-
tive gymnastics, especially by resistance exercises of the legs and
trunk and for their support other Modes of Application of the
Natural Method whereby not only the whole of the abdominal
walls but also the whole of the intestines (bowels and the inter-
nal organs of the abdomen) are strengthened. This cure mmr
be a thorough and not only in new and light cases but also in
old and obstinate ones. The patient must until the tissues in
question have become stronger wear a well fitting truss, that is

this truss must fit in such a manner (especially during gymnastics
etc.) that it will not form impediment to free movement. There-
fore it is advisable that the patient should have a truss fitting

closely, while the body is at ease, and one fitting loosely while
performing the exercises. It is well to sound the place occasio
nally when the hernia is located with the fingers so as to ascer
tain whether during violent movements the rupture shows a ten-

dency to protrude or remains in the recess of the abdomen.
As soon as the treatment shows satisfactory^ results th.:

truss may now and again be removed (during the gym-
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riastic exercises only conditionally) and gradually be left off all

toeether. , , r

During the .process of massage and the periunnance o

evmnastic exercises it is of vital importance that the abdominal

wall be in a relaxed state, therefore deep breathing is recommended

All the movements during the exercises must be executed

towards the seat of the rupture (not away from it): it is moreover

to be stricdy kept in view, that the massage and all movements

during the exercises are done slowly, not too vigorously or too

frequently. Should dislocations occur in other parts of the abdomen,

a thing which rarely occurs, the same treatment is applicable.

Treatment.—First of all rub the affected part with the tips

of your fingers, which may be dry or wet, with a circular movement

several times a day for the space of from one to five minutes

:

then have the abdomen massaged (kneading, pressing and beating

it) further introduce the active passive and resistance movements ol

the trunk and legs tow^ards the seat of the rupture; then lift the

body from, a lying position into a sitting one and move slowly back

again on the side of the rupture. In the same position, after the

leg has been moved a little sidewards from the other one, the

patient should, the masseur slightly resisting it, move this leg

back again to close with the other one, repeating this m both

directions, but with the pressure ahvays towards the seat of the

hernia. After this each leg (the one on the side of the ruptured

part more frequently) should be lifted towards the body, then both

legs together with resistance on the part of the attendant, do this

with the legs stretched and bent, then lower them slack. The
same procedure is to be observed with the back supported and in a

sitting position with the legs hanging down, hereafter the knees

should be drawn up and spread and then closed, the attendant

resisting, the same to be done with the legs stretched out. The
spreading is to be done with the legs slack, the closing vigorously.

In support of these exercises one to two hip-baths a day at

a temperature of 77« to SQ^ and lasting from five to ten minutes

should be taken, including a kneading of the abdomen, further-

more apply water to the rupture by means of a squirt or by
pouring it from a vessel held in an elevated position. As a

further expedient a small wet cloth is to be worn under the truss

renewing and cleansing it from time to time.

For further information see "Ruptures".
For Modes of Application, see Index.

HERNIA AQUOSA. In this disease there is an accumula-
tion of water in the mucous membranes surrounding the testicles

in the form of a tight swelling. This may be congenital or arise

from inflammation of the urethra or the testicles and from other causes
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Hernia aquosa is therefore an overflowing transparent swelhng
and is easily distinguishable from abdominal hernia or ordinary
rupture. It is not dangerous.

Treatment.—If it occur suddenly, place the j)atient in a
horizontal position with the testicles raised and at night (and
also if possible in the day time) apply stimulating compres- s

on the region of the testicles. One or two lukewarm hip-baths
of from twenty to twenty five minutes' duration should be given
daily. A linen thread may also be drawn through the swelling by
means of a stout needle, which must have been previously heated
to a very high temperature, whereby the accumulation of water
is by degrees removed. Chronic cases may also require an opera-
tion. For Modes of Application see Index.

Hernia, Femoral, see "Rupture".

Hernia, Truss for
.
femoral, see "Rupture"

HERPES. By herpes we mean a peculiar inflammation of

the skin which ma}' appear in different parts of the body and
cause sensitive and irritating pains. If this spreads over' large

surfaces it may be accompanied by general indispositon and fe\ r.

This cutaneous disease produces a rash which either discharges

or forms into a scurf, scab, or crust, which ma}- be of a tri\'ial

nature, but sometimes assumes a very obstinate character.

Treatment.—In general non-stimulating diet, fresh air, and

attention to cutaneous action by means of steam-baths in bed,

stimulating baths, full bath and jets or sprays.

In light cases this treatment suffices to improve th*^ blood

and the humours of the bod}^ and thus to effect a cure.

In more serious cases a systematic strengthening or regenera-

tive treatment (purifying treatment) is necessary and is usually

efficacious. Regenerative or preliminar\' treatment is appHcable to

stout persons.
" For Modes of Apphcation see Index. See also

"Herpes" in "Kneipp Cure" and the following various kinds of

skin diseases.

Herpes proper is a cutaneous disease in which small pustules

are formed. These pustules contain a clear yellowish white lluid

and appear in groups and in particular places. Fever may pre-

cede the breaking out of this disease. Accompanying symptoms

are irritation and even pain. The course is either a rapid or a

chronic one
So called shuigles are a form of herpes which generally ori-

ginates in the back and spreads both ways round the stomach,

making a sort of belt or girdle. Favourite spots are the thorax,

abdomen, region of the sacrum, inguinal region, also the face,

forehead etc. Sometimes one side only is attacked. A prickling

and burning sensation precedes the appearance of the rasn.
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After a day or two the pustules develop and the pain abates.

At first the pustules are small, but later on they become as large

as lentils and may join together. The contents are at first dull

white, later yellow or even red.

Another form is pustules on the hps and face, on the mucous

membrane of the palate or even on the tongue, and is often a

concomitant of many febrile diseases.

The pustules soon dry and form a scab and m about eight

or ten days the disease has run its course. The so called rambow

rash is also a species of herpes. It generally makes its appear-

ance in the spring and autumn and lasts about a week or a

fortnight. At first a small lump forms which by degrees grows

into a pustule. Around this other pustules form, which either

run together or diy up in the order of formation, whereby they

become variously discoloured. Hence the name "Rainbow'rash.

Treatment.—Steam-bath twice or thrice weekly followed by

pack (one and a half to two hours' duration) and finally bath

(880) for three minutes. Twice a week full bath (930) for ten

minutes with douche (80 o).

On the rash, compresses dipped in an infusion of oak-bark.

Diet vegetarian or at least strictly non-stimulating.

Impetigo is the name given to the kind of skin disease in

which the pustules are filled with matter, after the discharge of

which a scab is formed.

Treatment as in Eczema or psoriasis.

Lupus. The skin which is attacked is gradually destroyed.

First of all pimples form which irritate slightly. By degrees the

pimples extend in circumference but sink in the middle and look

Uke a deep scar. The pimples then run together and form groups

one after the other, though sound spots may exist between the

groups.

The rash becomes ulcerous and the derma and the connecting

tissues beneath it, the muscles, nerves, tendons, and blood vessels

are attacked as well. Even mortification of the bone may set in.

The course of this form of herpes is a gradual one, and after

several years may not have assumed greater proportions than a

few lines of rash. The mutilations are, as already pointed out,

chiefly in the face, on the nose, lips, cheeks etc. and may be of

a horrible character, e. g. the nose may be totally destroyed and
only a gaping hole left by which the whole face is disfigured.

Aftenvards the limbs may be attacked.

The cause of this frightful disease is syphilis, scrofula or

tuberculosis.

Treatment.—This must in the first place be one adapted to

the original disease. A clay salve mixed with a tincture of shave

40
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grass or pewter grass may be applied locally. Success has al^o
attended treatment with concentrated rays of the sun.

Psoriasis. This is as frequent as eczema. Scales are formed
piled thickly on one another which gleam like mother of pearj
Ihe formation increases as the disease reaches its climax and
afterwards decreases. The scales are at first pale, then reddish
and finally bleed. The rash may appear in dots, rings, round
patches or in one mass, according to its development. It is chiefh
on the elbow and knee joints but also in other parts of the body
At the commencement of its breaking out there is a slight irritation
Psoriasis may be inherited but it is not contagious or dangerous!

Treatment.—Sunbaths or electric-light baths, twice or thrice
a week. In default, preliminary treatment to a regenerative one
or in particularly severe cases a regenerative treatment without a
preceding prehminary one.

Tetters. In this form the rash is in the skin itself, which has
a pale red colour and is covered with white scales. At first there
are only tiny pimples in the skin, but by degrees more and more
appear until finally a large surface is covered with them. If the
rash has been out a long time the scales fall off and the skin
looks chapped and britde. If the hands are attacked it is difficult

and painful to bend them. As long as this disease has assumed
no great proportions -little or no inconvenience is experienced. The
course is a long and tedious one and may last for years unless a

sensible treatment is adapted.
Treatment.—Full pack (to be put on ver\^ wet) everj-' othei-

day, followed by a three minutes' bath (90"). If only isolated portions
are affected, partial packs to be left on over night are to be
recommended. In particularly severe and obstinate cases a

regenerative treatment or a preliminary treatment thereto is the

best method of dealing with them.

Dry Herpes is the name given to the form in which the

pustules are small, soon become dry and give off a mealy bran-

like discharge. Treatment as in tetters.

Lichen. Small hard pimples shoot out from under the skin

in places which irritate violently. If scratched, some water issues

and the irritation abates to some degree. Treatment as in

psoriasis.

Pityriasis. (Herpes furfuracius.) This form appears chiefly

on the neck, chest, back, arms and hands. Yellow or brown
spots arise and spread considerably, forming large yellow patches.

1 hese little scales look like bran, hence the German name Kleien-

flcchte (Bran-rash.) The cause of it is supposed to be a rank
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fungus growth which arises and is fostered by uncleanHncbs,

profuse perspiration etc.

Treatment. - Soap well with soft soap and then take a warm
bath for ten minutes (9S0). Do this for several successive days.

A steam-bath may be substituted for a change every third day.

Eczema, is the skin disease in which small pustules form

about the size of a millet seed or a little larger, which soon burst

and discharge a watery fluid so that the whole part attacked dis-

charges. The whole epidermis often peels in consequence and
displays an evenly red, raw, wet and burning surface called salt-

rheum (eczemarubrum) from its corrosive character.

It may spread over the whole bod}' or be confined to certain

parts; it appears especially on the hands and more particularly

on the back of the hand. There are three varieties, according

to its location.

Firstty. The above mentioned salt-rheum which is generally

found in the legs. The inflamed skin looks as if it were covered
with a fluid glue. It feels sticky and has an evil smell.

Secondly. Milkscab or Milkscald which appears chiefly in

infants during the period of suckling. See "Milkscab".
Thirdly Elf-lock (tricorna), which appears on the hairy parts

of the head in consequence of uncleanhness. See "Elf-lock".
Treatment.—Mayflower shirt twice a week for two hours

at a time, followed by a two minutes' bath (900) or washing the
whole body (8l0). Oat-straw bath (950) twice a week for ten
minutes at a time followed by a douche (Sl^). Bath (860 to 81^)

for a minute or two twice a w^eek Diet, vegetarian.

CURE OF A SEVERE CASE OF SKIN DISEASE
treated in the Bilz Sanatorium, Radebeul-Dresden,

Fräulein B. of Hamburg, aged thirty three, well built, had
always been strong and healthy but had suffered for two years
from impetigo.

Every treatment, salve, ointment and internal medicines
prescribe by well known medical experts had been tried, as well
as sea bathing, but without success. Her mother had seen my
book "The New Method of Healing" in a booksellers shop, and
had procured a copy. Moved by its contents, she brought her
daughter to our sanatorium with a view to make a trial of the
Natural Method, thougli she placed but little confidence in its efficacy.

The patient was greatly nm down and her spirits much
depressed. The rash covered her hands and feet and the ichorous,
cauterizing and burning secretions, more particularlv between the
toes, were so violent that she was only able to "^go very short
distances such as from the bath-room "to her own room and
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without shoes. The burning sensations were especially violent
at night, so that for a considerable period she had been hardly
able to sleep at all, but had writhed in pain on her bed, without
obtaining any rest the whole night. On the very first night which
she spent in our sanatorium, she obtained a few hours of refresh-
ing sleep, owing to the relief afforded to her irritable and sensi-
tive condition by a mild bath, followed by full pack and short
bath (910), especial attention being paid to the parts affected by
careful dabbing. The action of the skin was so imperfect that
at first even a steam-bath followed by packing could not produce
perspiration. Her condition even became worse, and the ichorous
secretions spread further and further until at last the whole body
was covered from head to foot. By its spreading the patient
lost all hope, and, despairing of relief, had made up her mind
to take her departure. It needed much persuasion on our part
to induce her to abide by the treatment. We were firmly con-
vinced that the spread of the secretion did not indicate a permanent
change for the worse but merely the efforts of the organism to throw
off the morbid matter. The treatment was regularly proceeded with;
the parts which were more particularly attacked than the others
were kept constantly in soothing packs, as otherwise the patient
could not endure the burning and irritation. After the (91") bath,

the body was gentty douched with tepid water for half a minute
in order to strengthen and invigorate the skin, and this had a

most pleasant and soothing effect. The diet was strictly non-
stimulating, mild and vegetarian, the windows of the patient's

room were constantly opened, especially at night. After a treat-

ment of four weeks the secretion on the feet and legs subsided
and healed up, and the patient was able to take fairly long

walks in the grounds of the Sanatorium. Her condition became
better from that time, her mental state improved, the secretions

abated more and more, and after a treatment of eight weeks,

which had been carried out with the utmost pains and consis-

tency, she was absolutely cured of her grievous malady, and re-

possessed of her wonted gaiety. In proportion as mother and

daughter and their relatives were at first autogonistic to our

method so have they become by virtue of our success devoted

adherents, and have already sent us several patients out of the

circle of their acquaintance.

CURE OF HERPETIC ERUPTION AND AFFECTION OF
THE EYE.

By T. Schneckenberg, Reitzenhain.

In the course of a twelvemonth, I have treated perhaps a

hundred patients affected with herpetic eruptions, and for the most
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part with surprising success. Only three of these have had and

have still to exercise their whole faculty of patience, to completely

recover; a boy whose nose and cheeks were covered with erup-

tion, a lady, who by reason of the same serious disease had to

give up for eight years all intercourse with her friends; and fi-

nally a gentleman, aged twenty eight years, who, from his second

year had been troubled with "an eruption, and whose upper lip

and nostrils were swollen to an enormous size. All the patients

had of course, tried every imaginary remedy, but in vain. While

the boy and the lady could, after a few months' treatment -be

considered as having greath' improved, and were well on the

road to recover^', the gentleman has now been completely cured

for some months and it is his case which I will now describe.

The owner of some woodturning w'orks, a Mr. R. of P. had
suffered from his second year,— for twenty six years—from an
herpetic eruption and affection of the eyes, and came to consult

me professionally, by the advice of a gentleman from Chemnitz,
who had been under my treatment. He had already spent con-

siderable sums of money in doctoring. How the complaint
originated, the parents could not tell; perhaps vaccination had
done its work in this case as in many others. On exam-
ination I found the much swollen upper lip together with
the nose covered with eczema; the mucous membrane of
the nose highly inflamed b}' reason of the constant discharge of

viscid mucus ; the e^^^e-lids also were nearly always closed in conse-
quence. The condition was not alwa^'S the same, but varied con-
siderably in the space of a few days. As a boy he had often
Lo be kept away from school, and to interrupt his studies. I dis-

cussed the plan of treatment with his mother, an extremely resolute
woman, and as one of her relations had already' died of a nasal
cancer, she had ever\^ cause to favour a strict observance of my
instructions. A correct diet was the first thing I prescribed, an
interdict was put upon all spices, (except salt) spirits and meat
of every kind; fruit, farinaceous food, boiled in milk or water,
Grahams' and whole-meal bread, and a glass of water early in
the morning, were substituted. For constant costiveness, two full

enemata were ordered daily, followed by cool ones to be retained.
Foot .steam-baths, so common a resource of natural healers in my
establishment, and so willingly taken, were given for cold feet.
The first resuh was that the very violent pressure on the fore-
head ceased. After ten days, I gave him a body compress, to
promote digestion, and bring about a better circulation of the
blood in the abdomen. Some time later when warmth in the
feet had to a certain extent been restored, calf-packs and after-
wards leg-packs were appHed for the purpose of increasing the
circulation of blood in the legs. Simultaneously with these, neck
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and throat compresses were given at night, specially for the
affection of the eyes. For some time, I also ordered so called
mouth baths

,
but not to any great extent, having observed that

It given for a long time, they weaken the system. This is' very
natural, as a quantity of alimentary substance is every time rinsed
out with the mucus. As it is, the mouth is not an excretory or-
gan. After four weeks there was a decided improvement in the
patient's condition. He now had three-quarter packs, frequent
after that full packs, followed by a partial bath to increase the
cutaenous action of the whole body. While leg packs, body
compresses etc. were administered at night, I gave three qurirter
and full packs of from two to two and a half hours' duration
during the daytime, and after three months, the eruption had
entirely disappeared; his eyes were clear and bright, and
now, after another four months, a very modest litde moustache
is making its appearance on the upper lip. The affection was
not treated locally, simply because it was not a local affection.

CURE OF HERPETIC ERUPTION BY THE NATURAL
METHOD OF HEALING,

by the patient himself, Mr. R. S., of BerUn.

This account is taken from the periodical "The Natural Method
of Healing".

Partly impelled by gratitude, and partly animated by the wish
to show other sufferers the right road to recovery, I beg to relate

the exact course of my illness, which was cured WMth the help of

the Natural Method of Healing.
In May last 3'-ear two pimples, each the size of a pea, made

their appearance, one on the back, the other on m\' right arm.
[ scratched them both off during my sleep. As they would not

heal, however, I applied some Hamburg plaster and thereby only
caused the wounds, which were now suppurating, to grow larger.

In the latter part of June the wounds being nearly the size of a

shilling, 1 was treated b}' an allopathist. Under his treatment,

which consisted in almost dail}' cauterization of the wounds with

nitrate of silver, the}' increased to a still greater size. (Linen

with vaseline and antiseptic lint over it, were used as dressing.)

When I had borne this treatment for about ten days, the doctor

said that the wounds were healing, although still covered with a

thick scab. When they were squeezed, no matter issued, it is

true, but the scab never came off, after an inter\'al of from

eight to sixteen da3''s, there was a fresh accumulation of matter.

The scab was forcibly removed, when it was seen that the

wounds had once more increased in size. The affected places

were "healed" about five times with the same remedv, always to
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oDcn a^ain ; I paid this so called doctor for about forty consultations

He calfed it "lupus vulgaris". I then consulted a speciahst and

nrofessor at an university ; he made the astonishing -diagnosis

«Syphilis or tuberculosis". His first remedy was mercurial ointment.

I could only bear this for about two hours and then removed it.

Convinced/ as I was, that both his assumptions were utterly wrong,

especially as there was no ground whatever for the iormer, 1 con-

sulted a homoeophatic doctor. Under his treatment the wounds

at any rate did not get larger, and were not nearly so pamtul.

Having spent nine months in this way, and suffered excruciating

pains partly owing to the remedies (the wounds were m themselves

painless but had grown to a size of three or four mches m length

and width), I entrusted myself to the treatment of Mr Camtz,

a Natural Healer. The result of his treatment v/as visible from

day to day. The pains ceased and the wounds closed m ten days

time. Months have passed since, and I think I can say with confi-

dence, that the sores have been completely cured. I wilhngly allow

public use to be made of my communication, and am ready to

give my name and address, if requested. R- ^
Hip-bath with rubbing, see Index.

Hip and Haw soup, see Index.

HIP-JOINT, INFLAMMATION OF THE, is a disease of

the sacral nerve-plexus or of the sciatic nerve alone.- The latter,

starting from the sacral plexus, runs along the back of the thigh,

through the bend of the knee to the foot.

Symptoms.—Tormenting pains (often cramp) in these parts;

lumbago and pains on the outside of the thigh, or the outside

of the leg in front, i. e. below the knee, which following the course

of the great sciatic nerve, extends over the ankles into the foot.

The most trifling cause is often sufficient to produce it, as a Hght

touch, sitting down, bending the knee-joint etc. ; and the pain may
endure only" for a few minutes, or for hours and even for days

;

and continuously, or with slight intermissions. It branches out

to the thighs, knee-joint, feet, and toes; and is often so violent

that the patient cannot walk.

Causes.—Colds, injuries, pressure on the nerves, due to

tumours or distended veins; mechanical pressure upon the great

sciatic nerve during pregnancy, or accumulation of hard faeces in

the rectum, congestion, t3'phoid fever, tuberculosis, etc.

Treatment.—A steam-bath in bed, or foot steam-bath in bed,

every day (whichever is the more convenient of the two) continued

until slight perspiration takes place; then a lukewarm (74*^ to 82^) ^yet

rubbing or washing of the whole body, the sacral region and the hips

being washed with warmer water than the other parts (86*^ to 90") at
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first but cooler by degrees as the conditions improve. Massage of
the sciatic nerve, beginning quite gently, and increasing very gradu-
ally in force. Such exercise or movement as the conditionVenders
possible. Above all the warmth of the body must be evenly
maintained. If the pain is very violent, hot bandages or better
still hot hip-baths; followed by cool rubbing of the affected parts.
The necessary measures for the removal of the cause of the
disease must not be neglected.

Non-stimulating, or, if preferred, and found suitable, a mixed
diet; fresh air; and daily movement of the bowels, to be secured
if necessary by enemata. (See "Enemata", and "CoNSTiPATiON".j
In obstinate cases tonic, degenerative, or preliminary (general)
curative treatment is to be adopted.

Another treatment.—If there should be inflammation, tepid
(72'') hnen bandages, two or four -fold, applied to the painful parts

and well covered with woollen material; and left on one or two
hours. Instead, or besides that, local steam hip-bath, half steam-
bath or steam-bath in bed, followed by wet rubbing of the whole
bod}^, may be taken. A daily (72°) wet rubbing of the whole
body, perfect rest, and a horizontal position, are necessary besides.

In other respects as above. (For different Modes of Application

see Index.)

Treatment with massage, consists in rubbing, stroking,

kneading, tapping, and chopping of the painful parts, at first

gently but by degrees with greater force; the eighth group of

curative gymnastics had better be applied before or after a wet

pack. (See also "Sciatica" under the "Kneipp cure". For par-

ticulars on this subject, as well as on "Curative gymnastics" and

"Massage", see Index.)

Dr. Vi^erner writes on massage as follows. "Sciatica is perhaps

the best known disease in which absolutely astonishing results

are obtained by massage, even when the disease has existed for

years.

If sciatica is brought on through a cold, and is of a rheumatic

nature, vigorous stroking, combined with tapping along the course

of the nerves is nearly always sufficient to cure the disease within

a short time. There are frequently, however, morbid changes ol

the nerves ; inflammations of adjoining parts, or exudations, presssing

on them; which produce the pains. If by external expedients,

by the touch for instance, the seat or source, of the pain can be

exactly fixed, local massage will then be sufficient to effect the

absorption of the matter which caused the inflammation, and s«:^

to remove the affection. Pelvic exudations are very frequenth

the cause of sciatica. If the pelvis can be reached, it can be

treated VN^ith massage most successfully.
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COCCITIS, OR VOLUNTARY LIMPING, CURED.

By Dr. Schulze, M. D. Natural Healer. (From the journal "Natural Healer".)

A lad\^ aged thirty, a governess in an aristocratic family

came to me in October" 1885, and gave me the following medical

account of herself, At the end of April of this year, when rising

one day from the closet, I was suddenly attacked in the left hip-

joint with a violent, cramp-like pain, which lasted for about ten

minutes. I could neither walk, nor straighten the leg. I felt a

painful quivering in it; and a cold perspiration broke out all

over me.

When the cramp-like pain had abated, I could again straighten

my leg and walk ; but in walking I always felt a pain in the hip-

joint, which remained stiff. I felt as if I had a wooden leg; and

every time I sat down or got up the pains in the hip increased.

The family doctor, a professor and clinical lecturer at the

imiversity here, ascribed the pains to a cold, and said they would
soon yield to good rubbing with Spiritus formicarum (spirits

distilled from ants) repeated every evening. But after fourteen

days of this treatment I did not feel the slightest improvement.
Then followed, for v^eeks, the most varied embrocations with
iodine ointment, hot linseed oil, volatile liniment; all without
result. I went in despair to the Clinical Institute in Ziegel-Strasse;

where my complaint was also taken to be rheumatic, and my hip

was rubbed energetically several times with some yellow ointment.
This treatment, too, gave me no relief. I then followed the advice
of a lady that I should consult her doctor who had cured her of

violent rheumatism, that for three months had kept her l3^ing

stiff in her bed. After a careful examination he declared my
malady to be sciatica; adding that the cure would be tedious anH
that I need only be patient. The first time he prescribed for me
a bottle of some hght coloured medicine, of which I was to take
a tablespoonful every two hours; and that I should rest my leg.

The medicine soon took effect; but for the most part only in ray
head; for I alwa3'S felt giddy whilst there was very little improve-
ment in the condition of my leg (and that only perhaps because
of my having rested it).

After I had taken several bottles of this medicine, the doctor
-bought it advisable to use electricity. But the first attempt did
me harm, for during its application "the same painful cramp-like
pam and twitching came on that I had experienced at first, so
that for ten minutes I was unable to rise from the chair. He be-
came impatient, and made an injection of morphia; which at first

certainly took away the acute pain, but made me so wretched
afterwards that I had to contend all ddy with pains in my head
ciiid body. Having to go into the country with my pupil at this
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time, I hoped that living in fresh healthy air would strengthfM
me and make me well; but in spite of that and of the good can-
and rest which I, to some extent enjoyed, there was no improve-
ment in my hip-joint. As I could not adequately fulfil iny dutio-,,

and as the family doctor pronounced my complaint incurable,
1 was compelled at Michaelmas to give up my situation. I thtn
adopted the advice of a gentleman to try the natural methr.'i

of healing.

On a close examination of the patient in a horizontal position,

I found that the knee-pan of the affected leg was lower by several
centimeters than that of the sound one; and on raising the whole
leg and pushing the thigh briskly into the pan, (the hollow in

the pelvis in which the head of the hip-bone turns) I produced
a rather violent pain. 1 then felt justified in the conclusion, in

spite of the diagnoses of my colleagues, that the disease was
neither rheumatism nor sciatica, but the re-awakening of chronic

coccitis, which had shown itself in the patient's earliest youth, but

had been suppressed. One characteristic S3miptom of that disease

was however absent, namely the fact that in coccitis the pain, at

the commencement of the disease, is felt, not at the affected part,

but at the knee. It is that pain in the knee which first attracts

the attention of parents of children affected, for it is seldom that-

this disease occurs in adults, and leads them to suppose that the

knee is the seat of the trouble.

Notwithstanding the absence of this characteristic symptom,

the two above mentioned and still more important fact? were

sufficient evidence for me ; and the more so, as ( considered that

the symptoms pointed to a re-awakening of dormant disease in :in

exceedingly scrofulous subject, I held that my diagonis was correct;

for those two facts showed that in consequence of inflammation

of the periosteum and cartilage covering the head of the bone

there had been a greatly increased flow of blood to those parts,

as in all cases of inflammation, and the head of the bone liad

become enlarged, and was pressing beyond the pan, now too

small to contain it comfortably, that the pain was produced by

pressure of the distended blood vessels on the ner\'es connected

wnth them, and that it was necessarily aggravated by my pushing

the thigh upwards, as I have described. I caused the patient to

wear almost continually, but certainly at night, a thick damp^com-

press, covered of course with a still larger dry one. At first 1

had the damp compresses changed frequently, in order to combat

the existing acute inflammation, but later on caused the patient to

wear them for hours, and all night, on the affected part; applying

also full packs (lasting from one to two hours) followed by damp

rubbing injinediately after waking, for the purpose of stunulatme:

the activity of the skin, and as a means of drawing mortui mMU-.
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from the diseased spot. The leg was rested and saved as much

as possible, and a vegetarian diet was observed. After this, cer-

tainly somewhat lengthy, treatment,—lasting about five months—
the patient is completely cured of her complaint, for she neither

feels any pain when rising or when walking; the leg has become
much shorter, and only a rather dragging gait is noticeable, which,

however, is said to have existed from her earliest childhood. She
had moreover been suffering with eczema on the left shin-bone

for years and had used many remedies for it, till it had attained

the size of a dessert plate. That too had disappeared entirely,

and the whole aspect of the scrofulous patient has become much
healthier and fresher, so that she has resumed her former post

and fills it satisfactorily.

CURE OF SCIATICA.
From the periodical "Organ for Hygiene and Natural Therapeutics".

In September last year, I fell .suddenh' ill. On awaking
one morning I felt violent pains in the whole of my left leg,

and extending from the hips to the toes, entirely prevented me
from standing and walking. I applied at once to Mr. Canitz,
a natural healer, who told me that I was suffering from sciatica.

He ordered steam -baths in bed—that is, full packs with the
addition of hot water bottles, one at the soles of my feet and
one to each hip to be applied at first for two or three hours
daily—leg packs reaching above the knees at night; non-stimu-
lating diet, avoiding meat as much as possible; and spiced food,
coffee, beer etc. being forbidden. Enemata and wet rubbing
daily.

After a fortnight I was so far reco\ ered that I could, though
with great pain, make attempts to walk. This caused me such
great exertion, I limped so much, and got so tired after a few
steps, that I should have preferred to remain lying still. But
Mr. Canitz said I ought not to give up the atteinpt"^ to walk, while
carefully avoiding over exertion; and in other respects I had better
keep to my present mode of life and treatment.

After a fev/ weeks 1 could venture upon short walks in the
street, and Mr. Canitz then ordered steam-bath followed by full
packs, at first three times a week, afterwards twice, telling me
to continue the leg packs at night. In less than eight weeks I
was completely cured, by the natural method of healing and Mr.
Canitz s care

; a very short time, considering that the disease from
which I was suffering often lasts a twelve month, and sometimes
IS never completely cured.

Of course I conformed in every respect to Mr. Canitz's
orders, and ol)scrved most strictly all his injunctions regarding
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diet. He had also given explicit directions in writinj^ as to mv
treatment, to the bath-keeper of the Kopplin bathing establishment
and 1 must acknowledge this man's faithful execution of the orders!

After my recovery friends and acquaintances repeatedly toidme that a complamt like mine disappears for a short time onlv
to return agam and in consequence I lived for months in anxious
fear of a relapse, and have waited to report until now But
havmg waited so long, I think 1 may now safely indulge the
hope that I am completely and permaiiently restored to health-
and that I may bear witness to the splendid triumph which the
natural method of healing has achieved in my case. Beyond
question this method, rewards its faithful adherents, and lovnl
followers of its teachers advice, with the recovery of health in all

ailments in which this is humanly possible.

I close this report with the expression of my gratitude for
the great care and trouble which Mr. Can/fz took of me in my
trying illness; and with the hope that these hnes may contribute
to win more and more adherents and faithful members for the
societies which promote popular hygiene, and the natural method
of healing.

Berlin. Jlug. Goetsch.

CASE OF SCIATICA CURED
by Otto Wagner, Natural Healer, Manager of the Bilz Sanatorium at

Dresden-Radebeul.

"Please come as quickly as possible to my husband (a basket
maker in G.) who has been suffering for a week from his old

enemy, rheumatism in the leg," said his wife to me, informing me
at the same time that the pain was unusually severe, almost

intolerable, and that the embrocations ordered b}^ the doctor had
done no good.

On arriving at the house I found the patient, a powerful

looking* man of 40, in bed. H. gave me the following account

of his case.

For five years he had sufifered regularly every spring and

winter from thi.s complaint, which was steadily growing worse.

The various doctors whom he had consulted, declared the disease

to be sciatica, a disease not easy to cure. All had prescribed

embrocations, one had even advised injections, but he had always

been confined to his bed for six weeks before beginning slowly

to recover. The burning and piercing pains seemed to start irom

the spine and pass down the outside of the left thigh to the knee.

When he lay motionless, he felt nothing, but the pain wa> scarce ly

tolerable when he made the smallest careless movement, when he
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raised or stretched his legs, and especially, when he tried to go

"'^

bordered a steam-bath in bed followed by a lavation (77 o) every

Hav in the fore noon, a hip-bath (99 lastmg ten mmutes in the

ven nff succeeded by a thigh affusion of 68« (two cantuls), and

J'stockings (680) tl be worn all night. On the lol owmg day

'he -ood effect of this procedure began to show itself, I showed

lis wife how to massage his legs, which process was to be carried

out daily in addition to the other applications, and heard in a

)rtniffht that the patient had entirely recovered from the disorder,

nd that he felt better than he had ever done before the treatment.

SCIATICA CURED
by a Natural Healer.

Mrs 57 the wife of a tailor in Z. was suddenly attacked by

tearing, piercing pains in the right leg shordy after having given

birth to a child. These pains proceeded from the loins over the

thigh through the knee-cap as far as the middle of the calf ma-

'.ing it impossible for her to contract the leg, to put her foot down

iirnily or to climbstairs. The family doctor declared with a grave

face that it might be a long business, and prescribed embrocations

md'warm baths. This treatment had been continued fcr three

weeks without the smallest benefit when I was called in. I pres-

cribed the following course of treatment. Regular action oi the

bowels to be secured by the use of whole-meal-bread and fruit,

an enema of 86*' (half a" litre) to be given in case of need. A
lavation of 73 •> every morning. In the afternoon a three=quarter

i)ack of 770 with a hot water bottle to the feet and body, of an

hour and a half's duration, followed by a lavation of 73«, daily

massage of both legs combined with gymnastics, and a body

compress of 77^ with calf-pack to be worn all night if possible.

The patient daily improved in health under this treatment and was

'completely restored after a three week's course.

HOARSENESS varies in degree from mere roughness, to

the total loss of the voice. It occurs when the vocal chords are

relaxed and lose their elasticity; or are crippled either by swelling

or inflammation of the mucous covering of the vocal apparatus;

or when they are themselves sore or overlaid with phlegm.

Causes.—Catarrh of the larynx of the nose and nasal cavity,

of the bronchial tubes, or of the lungs (the hoarseness of pul-

monary consumption).
Treatment depends on the cause. In acute hoarseness, garg-

ling with lukewarm water (77^ to 86^) and stimulating throat

packs; together with frequent cool bathing of the throat externally
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In addition to the throat packs which must be continued - achanged as they become oppress.ve-a daily steam-bath n bed ^^^^
extia compresses round the throat, are recommended si^amcompresses round the throat, followed immediately on their rmoval by cool wet rubbmg; massage of the larynx; spending as muchtune m the open air as possible; breathing pire air at alU mr.sleeping with the window open

; a non-stimulating, digestible d^'are further means of cure
. but rest for the throat f om speaS

In chronic hoarseness, due to a deep seated cause, frequentcoo gargling, with water of 59« to 66"; and either stimulating orsoothmg throat packs, as the patient finds them agreeable" should
be tried

,
m addition to such remedies as are adopted to the cause

ot the hoarseness. Above all a tonic treatment should be applied
in combination with stimulating whole packs or steam-baths in bed'
and extra compresses round the throat. Foot steam-baths and
inhalation,—and in some cases of this kind a regenerative treat-
ment—are to be recommended.

In chronic hoarseness which is perhaps the consequence of
the vocal chords being crippled in some way, the third group
of curative gymnastics should be tried (see Index for directions)m conjunction with massage of the throat, which is here an
important factor in the treatment. (See also "Hoarseness" in
Kneipp Cure, and "Massage", in the Index.)

HOARSENESS, CHRONIC, CURED.
(Communicated by W. S. in Fr.—from the Journal of Hygiene and Natural

Science.)

The Whitsuntide number of "Daheim" for the year 1880 pub-
lished, in its columns devoted to hygienic subjects, the cry for

help of the Reverend S(. in D., who, by reason of chronic hoarse-
ness, combined with great nervousness, had been for two years
unable to fulfil his duties; and had therefore been compelled to

employ a curate. This was a serious matter for him as his own
family was large and he had been driven almost to despair by
the failure of a variety of treatments which he had undergone.

The sender of the communication had applied to Pastor
for particulars, and had received from him the following account
of his case ; the voice becomes absolutely soundless after uttering

a few words, and is unintelligible even to a person standing

quite close: internally the throat is slightl}^ red; there is no pain

but only a feehng of inconvenience from the roughness. On the

other hand the head is constandy so heavy, that intellectual work
is out of the quesdon, the feet are generally cold, sleep much
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disturbed, the bowels irregular, the mucous membrane of the nose

so dry that for years there had been no occasion for the use

of a pocket handkerchief.

The report as to the measures hitherto adopted ran as follows :

"The disease showed itself in 1878 in a sharp attack of catarrh

of the larynx following upon a long period of nervous irritability.

The family doctor ordered first rest, and then painting with

lunar caustic. As my condition did not improve, he sent me to

Ems a watering place in Thüringia. There I became worse ; and

therefore went to Halle to consult Professor W. ; who recommend-

ed me to try the air and beer of the Bavarian hills. I enjoyed

both abundantly at Berchtesgaden and on the Tegernsee ; and both

were excellent in themselves, but—they did me no good ! In my
anxiety I sought the advice of Professor von Z. in Munich a medical

authority of the first rank. He emphatically repudiated the doctrine

of the beer-cure advocated by Professor W.; and counselled me
to go to Reichenhall and try electricity there. I did so; taking

a brine bath, and having myself electrified daily: but again without

result ! I then went to Beriin to Professor T. Once more electri-

city was recommended to me, and absolute rest for a year.
_
The

year passed; and still I could not speak. I next in 1880, tried a

cold water cure in Thale; then a homoeopathic cure all in vain.

The treatment on the principles of the Natural Method of

Healing began in June 1880, and was as follows: frequent luke-

warm baths with thorough kneading of the body; gargling with

cool water every hour; drawing in (snuffing) lukewarm water
into the nose; a gentle wet rubbing of the whole body twice a

'^ay; vigorous rubbing of the legs and feet; remaining as long as

; ossible in the open air, at work in the kitchen garden. After

a time a foot steam-bath in the evening and leg and body packs
at night. The diet was entirely non-stimulating, and almost
without meat—bread, fruit, and milk forming the chief articles

of food, and proving easy of digestion.

In February 1881 Pastor St. wTote "I yesterday preached
and administered Holy Communion in my chruch, and preached
a trial sermon in a neighbouring village. Thanks be to God!"

The full name of the reverend gentleman, and his consent to

the publication of his case, are before the editor. (See also the
reports of cases under "Watering Places".)

H..^MATURIA arises from congestion of or injuries to the
kidneys, from stone in the kidney, from the use of powerful
diuretics such as cantharides, oil of turpentine etc. whereby the
blood is withdrawn from the bladder as well as from the kidneys

;

from injury to the bladder, either internally from calculus or exter-

nally from a blow or pressure, in consequence of ulceration of
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the mucous membrane of the bladder owing to suppressed bleeding,

h-om piles or menses or from diseases of the urethral canai.

Hoematuria also occurs in consequence of general faulty conditi()ri

of the blood, of sexual excesses (e. g. exces?;ive cohabitatim) and
general debilit}'^ of the urinary organs.

Symptoms. In order to facilitate the determination of the seat

of the malady we subjoin the distinguishing symptoms.
Hemorrhage from the cellular ti.ssue of the kidneys. Very

small quantities of blood are passed, closely mingled with the

urine. If a small quantity of the urine be boiled in a test-tube

a white sediment is formed consisting of albumen. Microscopic

examination reveals C3dindrical debris from the mucous membrane
and fibrous filaments.

Hemorrhage from the basin of the kidneys. This is mainly

due to stone in the kidney, shown by fragments of gravel and

stone. CoUc-like pains in the region of the kidneys are accompanying

symptoms in this case.

Hemorrhage from the bladder. Here the urine is clear at

first, afterwards larger quantities of blood make their appearance

either clear and unmingled or coagulated. Pain is felt in the region

of the bladder.

Hemorrhage from the urethral canal. The urine is clear,

the last drops only being mingled with blood. Burning pain is

felt in the urethra.

Treatment.—A hipbath of 100^ to be given at the com-

mencement of the hemorrhage for ten minutes or until the pains

subside. Compresses of 77<^ over the region of the kidneys and

the bladder and on the genitals
;
hourly bathing of the abdomen,

especially the affected parts with water of Absolute rest

in a lateral position. Free use of cold water internally. Mild

sweating treatment by means of daily three-quarter or full packs

for the purpose of reheving the urinary organs, especially from

acidiferous matter.
, , , , i

By these means the solution of stones m the bladder ana

kidneys can be effected without having recourse to an operation

if the application of water be combined with a strict diet. Only

an entirely non -stimulating or vegetable diet must be allowed. Milk

is the best beverage in these cases. See also Hyperaemia ot the

kidneys. (For Modes of Apphcation see Index.)

HJBMOPHILIÄ. This disease which arises from inherited

predisposition occurs more frequently and in a more acute iorm

m individuals whose parents or ancestors have indulged in tne

too free use of salt, as in this way the metallic portions ot the

tissues are destroyed and the vessels are rendered liable to oe

easily torn. These effects are aided by a faulty diet and mode
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of living, and cause a tendency to hemorrhage, m many cases

of little 'moment, but occasionally of a severe and intractable

nature it generally attacks children of the male sex. The hemor-

rhage makes its appearance after the most trifling injury e. g. a

very slight cut, or puncture from a splinter, or sometmies even

without any external cause. The seat of the disease may be m
the nose, mouth, eyes, lungs or urinary organs. Hemorrhage

from any of these organs may as already mentioned, arise fre-

quently without any visible cause. It occurs most frequently in

parts which have received wounds, as the injured vessels cannot

oppose a sufficient resistance to the pressure of the blood.

Treatment—The treatment should principally be directed to

improving the condition of the blood and rendering the
.
blood

vessels more capable of resistance, hence abundance of fresh air

by day and night (sleeping with the window open) a cool pillow,

non-stimulating diet containing an adequate quantity of the nutritive

salts, attention to the skin by means of ablutions or baths are

advisable for a considerable time. Tonic treatment should be

resorted to in severe cases.

In local hemorrhages quite cold bandages are to be applied

or the affected part should, if possible, be held in very cold water.

Hot water is still more efficacious than cold. In cases of severe

hemorrhage efforts should be made to stop the bleeding by
pressure with the finger. Bleeding from the nose may sometimes

be stopped by inserting a plug of cotton wool or putting a

finger up it.

In case of increased action of the heart, cooling or soothing

compresses should be applied over that organ. See also "Hemor-
rhage".

HOMEOPATHY. This system as the word implies, aims

at curing "like by like" in other words at curing the disease by
some remedy bearing a relationship to it.

Homeopathy differs from allopathy (the current or orthodox
medical practice) less in the nature of the remedies which it

employs than in the fact that it employs these remedies in much
smaller doses. For instance the hundredth or thousandth part of

the usual dose is sometimes given.

We look with disfavour on the employment of drugs and
internal remedies whether administered, on the allopathic or the

homeopathic system as the Natural Method of Healing renders
their administration scarcely ever necessary, and can at the same
time boast of far greater success than the two systems we have
named. Nevertheless I would not maintain the principle that

under no circumstances should drugs ever be given; in some
cases a homeopathic remed}" may prove of service, as an inter-

41
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nally administered remedy may be brought into more inimt-diat-
contact with some deep-seated diseased or inactive organ, anr
may thus be better able to soothe it or to stimulate it to th-
exercise of its functions of secretion, excretion etc.

We would refer as an example to many cases of obstinat,
constipation which can be cured with comparative ease by ar
internal remedy. Also to the expulsion of tapeworms and othr
intestinal parasites and to the attenuation or neutralization of,

poison by the prompt administration of an antidote. Medrcines
may also be of service in many other diseases. In our opinion,
therefore, the few injurious substances which are introduced ijit-

the system by the administration of homeopathic doses may o
some occasions be productive of more benefit than harm. Foi
a homeopathic remedy, taken in a considerably attenuated form,
is perhaps not more injurious than a cup of strong tea or coffee!
a cigar or a glass of spirits whereby we also daily introduce
poisonous or irritant substances into our bodies. If therefoie
many diseases can be successfully treated by liomeopathic re-

medies (a fact which not being homeopathists ourselves, we will

neither assert nor deny, but leave to the verdict of the future),

there is no reason why their use should be opposed on principle,

especially'' as the excretoiy functions of the skin are trained to

such a degree of perfection by our method, that injurious sub-

stances introduced on exceptional occasions into the system for

healing purposes are rapidly eliminated.

I am entirely opposed at the same time to resorting to homeo-
pathic remedies in every disease. The foregoing remarks are

only intended to be applied to exceptional cases.

Hahnemann the founder of this system, was born at Meissen
in Saxon}^ in 1755. He was the son of a poor china painter and
showed signs early in life of remarkable intellectual powers,

distinguishing himself at the Fürstenschule at Meissen b}'^ his

talents, his capacity for work and extensive knowledge. After leaving

school he went to the University^ of Leipzig in 1775 to study

medicine. He obtained his medical degree in 1779, and practised

for about ten y^ears in various towns in Germany. He could,

however, find no satisfaction in the exercise of his profession.

The medical art of the schools, which in accordance with the-

traditions of the time aimed at curing diseases by bleeding, by

debihtating purgatives, and by the copious use of drugs, could not

satisfy so acute a mind as Hahnemann. He gave up his prac-

tice, occupying himself for a long time exclusively with the writing

of medical treatises. His writings on account of the ability which

they displayed and also from their admirable style at first met

with cordial recognition from the medical world. This recognition

was however, soon changed into fanatical hatred when //. ven-
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tared unsparingly to expose the faults and mischievous absurdities

of what was tiien considered the only correct science of medicine.

The abuse of drugs, especially found in him an implacable

enemy. Large doses, he declared, could have only an injurious

effect on the body, while in regard to compound mixtures, only

confused notions could result from their use, as it was impossible

to distinguish the effects of the several mgredients. He therefore

demanded that the effect of each medicine should be tested on

the healthy body, in order that conclusions might be arrived at

as to its effects in disease, and he himself made many experiments

for this purpose. The results of these experiments formed the

basis of his system. He discovered that large doses were not

necessary for producing an effect on the body, and that small

and even infinitesimal doses had this result, and that the influence

of a drug was rendered more powerful in proportion as the dose

was attenuated. This is the first principle of homeopathy. He
moreover, found in the course of his investigations, that certain

medicines produced conditions in a healthy body, which bore a

close resemblance to certain diseases ; he ascertained for example,

that doses of quinine administered to a healthy person occasioned

symptoms analogous to those of intermittent fever, and this dis-

covery led him "to the idea, that medicines which were able to

produce certain morbid conditions in a healthy body would cure

those conditions in disease. This is the second fundamental prin-

ciple of homeopathy, to which it owes its name {homows-l'ike,

pathos-ieeling).

Hahnemann constructed his new system on the basis of these

two principles. The same thing, however, has happened to him
that has happened to many others who have enriched medical

science with new and valuable ideas. Minds of his class tend

on the one hand to become one-sided, refusing to admit anything

that does not square with the ideas they have formed, and on

the other hand they are liable to cari-y their principles far beyond
their legitimate extent. The latter was more or less the case

with Hahnemann.
With Hufeland, Hahnemann was the first to recognize the

importance of diet. Like the Natural Healers of the present day
he laid great stress on nourishment, air, light, exercise, rest,

cleanliness, etc.

In his writings he discusses fully the use of baths and their

duration and temperature, and recognizes the beneficial effect of

friction or rubbing the whole body to promote reaction.

As adherents of the Natural Method of Heahng we do not

oppose homeopathy to the same extent as we do allopathy, in the

first place because the former pays more regard to hygiene (the

science of the preservation of health) and in the second place
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because the attenuated doses in which homeopathic medicines
are given can scarcely ever do harm to the patient while inmany cases they produce a favourable effect. We hold th.- o|>inion
at the same time, that many of the successful cures attributed to
the use of homeopathic remedies are mainly due to the strict
dietetic regulations enforced, and to the fact that the recuperative
powers of the organism are not paralyzed by the attenuated ho-
meopathic remedies as they unfortunately often are by the strong
allopathic medicines. ^

From the foregoing observations it will be evident that it
is advisable to call in a homeopathic rather than an allopathic
doctor in case the services of a Natural Healer cannot be
obtained.

HONEY. Honey is obtained by bees from the flowers of
a number of plants. It undergoes a number of changes in the
so-called honejr-bag and is finally collected in the cells of the
comb.

Honey contains 19*61 per cent of water V20 of nitrogenous
substance 70-96 of fruit-sugar 2-76 of cane-sugar, ()-36 waste matter.

Honey owes its high nutritive value and pleasant taste to the
large proportion of fruit-sugar. The importance of cane or beet
sugar as an article of nourishment is well known, it possesses,
however, some unpleasant properties. It is apt to cause accumulations
of mucus and many persons are obhged to restrict its use on
that account.

The fruit-sugar contained in honey has exactly the contrary
effect. Honey taken alone or dissolved in water will loosen
phlegm in the upper respiratory organs more effectually than any
other remedy.

Cane-sugar also causes digestive disturbances in many persons.
This is not the case with the fruit-sugar contained in honey. The
use of honey has a benficial effect on the digestion and appetite

in people with weak stomachs. For this reason and on account
of its nourishing properties, honey deserves a high place as an
article of diet.

Horse-radish sauce, see Index.

Hospital gangrene, see "Mortification".

Hot baths, see Index.

Hot food and drink, Injuriousness of, see Index.

Hot and warm compresses or steam compresses, see

index.

Human Skeleton, see "Skeleton".

Hunchback, see ,,Si'ine, Curvature: or ttte".
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Hydropathy, see "Cold water cure."

HYDROPHOBIA is most frequently caused by the bite of
rabid animals e, g. dogs, foxes, wolves etc. The disease does not
as a rule make its appearance until after the lapse of a fortnight to

six weeks, but sometimes even after six to nine months, very
rarely before a fortnight and after five or six weeks, and even
then it may be called forth by some subsidiary cause, such as a
shock, sudden fit of anger and the like.

According to Bollinger only forty-seven per cent of the persons
bitten develop hydrophobia, the statistics of Wurtemberg give
only twenty-three per cent.

Symptoms.—Depression, anxiety, pains in the throat and nape,
difficulty in breathing. The scar of the bite becomes sensative
again, gets red or bluish in colour and breaks open again. If it

has not healed up yet it gets gangrenous in appearance.
When the disease has fully broken out, the patient has cramp

like contractions of the throat—when any fiuid comes in contact
with the gullet, yea even at the thought of drinking and swallow-
ing, for which reason he shrinks from quenching his raging
thirst; hence the name hydrophobia. Anguish and convulsive
efforts to breathe increase until the patient becomes raving mad,
and though in possession of full consciousness becomes more and
more violent and emits a viscous foam often mingled with blood
from his m.outh and finally exhausted by repeated attacks which
succeed each other with shorter intervals each time, sinks into
a paralyzed state which invariably ends in death owing to para-
lysis of the lungs and stoppage of circulation.

Treatment.—The bite of a mad • dog is by no means so
dangerous as is generally supposed, if proper measures be taken
at once. To avert the danger the wound should be washed with
clean water as well as to cause blood to flow by pressure,
then as soon as possible put a stimulating compress on and around
the bitten place, the compress must be well closed and thickly
covered with flannel. A steam-bath with an extra compress on
the wound followed by a stimulating full-pack, also with extra
compress, is better still. For this may be substituted a steam-
bath m bed to make the patient persjpire so as to expel the
seething poison from the blood. The stimulating compresses or
steam-baths m bed should be continued for some days, at the
rate of one a day, as a measure of precaution.

But if the disease has set in, an attempt must be made to
counteract the state of cramp in the gullet and the general ner-
vous excitement, and this is best done by a vigorous wet rubbing
of the whole body with a towel dipped in lukewarm water of
say 65" to 72"; or a washing glove, a brush or even the bare
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hands may be used for the purpose. This wet rubbing is

succeeded by a thick dry full pack, a stimulating full pack, or a
steam-bath in bed to stimulate perspiration.

If profuse perspiration set in, the patient may be looked upon
as saved.

It is advisable, however, to continue this treatment for a week
or ten days, during which time from four to six wet rubbings of

the whole body and the same number of steam-baths in bed
should be given.

Several small cool enemata must be given daily. As after

the rubbings the difficulties in swallowing are considerably modi-
fied, the patient should receive a sufficient quantity of water to

drink or, until this can be done, an effort should be made to

afford relief hy means of an enema ; at any rate some fluid should

be introduced into the bowels. In other respects easily digestible

food should be given. Even though in some cases hydrophobia
may not result in some persons from the bite of an undoubtedly
mad dog in spite of the fact that no preventive measures were
taken, still nobody should neglect to follow the hints here given for

the sake of security, and apply the packs etc. for some time at

least. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Hydrops, see "Dropsy".

HYDROSEPHÄLUS, ACUTE is a serious disease which

may sometimes be congenital and sometimes be developed after

birth. It occurs more frequently in bo3/^s than in girls, and generally

between the ages of two and seven.

Symptoms.—When the disease first makes it appearance the

child becomes fretful and impatient, looks ailing and is timid

upon which follows stupor and restlessness at night. The child

often starts out of his sleep with a violent scream, Hes on his

stomach in bed and either suffers from sleeplessness or sleeps too

long, often falls asleep while playing, has no desire to get out of

bed, is disinclined to move about.

These symptoms are the^precoursers of acute hydrosephalus or

water in the head, and should not be taken too lightly by the

parents. The child^s gait becomes shuffling, so that it often falls

by tripping over it's own feet.

Later on vomiting sets in, continual headache, costiveness, the

child becomes more and more querelous. The head begins to roll

from side to side and fall back, it is hot to the touch and grows

to an abnormal size.

Finally loss of consciousness, symptoms of paralysis and death

may result.
r • , • j r

Causes.—Tuberculosis or scrofula which is often mherited from

the parents, also from too near a degree of consanquinity of the
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Clients Overfeeding as well as inappropiate and too rich nourishment,

stuffy dwelhngs, coddling and want of attention to cutaneous

action.
, , • • , ,

The principal factor in water in the head is violent deter-

mination of blood to the, head and the extreme irntabihty of the

brain everything therefore which tends to increase the How ot

blood to the head may easily produce this disease e. g^ serious

injury to the head by a blow or fall, concussion of the brain by

bein^ dropped or rocked too violently, administration of soothing

druo? (laudanum) continous violent screaming, mental exertion at

an earlv age. heatening drinks, abuse of emetics, difficulty m teeth-

ing, whooping cough, fevers, such as scariet-fever measles,

chicken pox etc.

Treatment.—Strictly non-stimulating diet, plenty of exercise

in the open air, fresh pure air in the house, sleeping with the

window open. Careful attention to cutaneous action and keeping

the head cool, (it is better to wear no covering on the head), cool

bed, a horse-hair, straw or hay pillow should be substituted for

a feather pillow, and regular motions ensured by enemata. More-

over daily one or two lukewarm (71<') washings of the whole

body, in which the spine should be particularly well washed and

rubbed. Frequent cool washing of the head; nothing warm should

be taken just before going to bed. A body compress should be

worn in the niglit and a derivative treatment applied three or four

times a week, in the form of a gentle foot steam-bath or compress

on the feet at night, (put on wet stockings), both to be followed

by wet rubbing 68^ to 72**.

As irrational diet is frequently the cause of this malady,

children who suffer from it, should be fed exclusively on the

mother's milk or have a wet nurse and should be suckled as long

as possible. In default of this the principal nourishment should

be the milk of a healthy cow sweetened with a httle sugar. Such

children should be spared all mental exertion until well developed.

(For Modes of AppHcation, see Index).

HYDROSEPHALUS, CHRONIC or dropsy of the brain,

m.iy also develop either before or after birth.

Symptoms.—This malady arises in consequence of the collection

in the cerebal cavity and between the meninx of a watery fluid

containing blood. The child's head is large out of all proportion'

so that it can seldom be held upright, moreover small wizened

appearance of the features, half closed eyes, bent body, weak
intellect etc. see above. As a rule such children die early and

it is very exceptional if a child suffering from this disease lives

beyond the age of ten.
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and syphilis etc. aJso cafse thfs Ädy ""^ °' ^™^<=P"""
iRF.ATMENT as in the acute form.

Hydrofherapeutics, see "Cold water cure"

rn^.r^V - cutaneous action, care of the body and oro^r

regafned
^""^^ "'^'^'^ '^^^^^ sustained^'d, Ks"

in a pJrdc^nSfo^al
^"'^^^ accumulation of blood

Treatment.-In general a very moderate mixed or non-stimulatmg, m some cases an invalid'^ diet, the use of fresl wateras a beverage when required, plenty of fresh air, and openwmdows at night. Also abundant but moderate exercise occa

TTu^ fZt''"'^ ^"""P""^^ steam-baths in bed followed b. a

^^terlfi^cfofLd T^'^^^"^ '''' -hole body with lukewa'r.wa er {89') and a body compress at night. In case of hyperemia

In^M k''''''
'P^^^'i^^gS' .^^^er, spleen etc., a derivative treatment

should be employed, consistmg of stimulating foot or leg packs
hipbaths, Kneipp shallow-baths or foot steam-baths etc. cold or
cool compresses being applied to the affected parts. Stimulatincr
three quarter or half packs are also advisable, they must howeve?
always be combined with sufficiency of cool extra compresses over
the congested organs. These compresses may also be used in
conibmation with the above mentioned full-packs or steam-baths
in bed. bmall lukewarm enemata three to six daily may be
given for derivative purposes with large enemata for the avoidance
01 constipation.

Treatment by massage consists in these cases of derivative
massage, especially vigorous kneading of the arms and legs.
Curative gymnastics should be employed in congestions of m-
ternal organs (Groups III—VI). For Methods of Apnlication, see
Index.

1
.

)

Hypermetropia, see "Eye, Diseases of the."

HYPNOTISM - SUGGESTION. Not till recendv has
hyptnotic suggesüon been added to the remedial agents of the
Natural Method of Healing. Nevertheless hypnotism is one of
the oldest sciences in the world, and an acquaintance with it can
be proved to have existed even among prehistoric races (Arca-
dians, Indians). It appears running like a red thread through the
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history of the old Egyptians, Assyrians, Jews, Greeks, and Romans,

-i gradually vanishing under the influence of Christianity. In the

^ Middle Ages the knowledge of the remarkable phenomena com-

prehended under the title of Hyphotism, was confined to the

monasteries, whence it was carried to remote parts of the earth

(by jesuit missionaries. Monks and priests however did not under-

stand the real value of hypnodsm, employing it, like the Brahmins,

exclusively in the service of religion. The Jesuit Gassner, it is

true, discovered the healing effects of hypnotic suggestion in the

; early part of the last c,entury, but he attributed these effects to

I

exorcism (driving out of devils). He thought that the sick people

whom he cured had been possessed by the evil one, whom, by

the help of God, he had succeeded in expelling. The first

scientific invesdgation of hypnotism was made by an English

physician, James Braid of Manchester, in the fourth decade of

the present century. The latter accidently made the discovery

that a peculiar condition resembling sleep could be induced by
gazing at a fixed object, especially a bright object, and that

people in this condition which he called hypnosis (from hypnos,

sleep) could be influenced in various ways by the operator. He
succeeded for instance in extracting a hollow tooth, also in

amputating a diseased thumb from patients during a hypnotic

sleep, without giving them any considerable amount of pain.

Braid further proved that hypnosis could not always be induced
at a first attempt, but that from three to ten attempts were often

necessary also tliat the sleep was not equally profound in all

cases.

Braid's work, however, met with but little attention from the

medical profession, and our knowledge of medical hypnotism is

mainly due to the researches of two French investigators, Azam
of Bordeaux and Liebault of Nancy. The latter, after many
experiments, first propounded the opinion, which he subsequently
established on a scientific basis, that it is possible, when the con-

dition of artificial sleep, which we term hypnosis has been in-

1 duced, to exercise a favourable influence on morbid symptoms and
on the brain of hypnotic subjects. Though received at first vvitb

derision and afterwards with fanatical hostility, the therapeutics of

hypnodsm or suggestion have attained an honourable position in

the science of healing, and have moreover, thrown a welcome
light on many ph^'sical processes hitherto veiled in obscurity.

It must not be supposed, however, that any identity exists between
hypnosis and the phenomena of spiritualism, as often asserted by
people unacquainted with the subject. We will endeavour i«

give a definition of the apparently marvellous phenomena of hyp
notism, which will convince the reader that we are dealing witli,

entirely natural processes. We must first of all make it clea
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t'lat it is not the hypnotic sleep in itself, which produces t!,.:

C.ire; the healing element lies in (the curative agent is) Suggv .s-

ti:»n. The object of hypnotic sleep is merely to make the patie,it

susceptible to suggestion, to induce a condition of suggestibility
.

It follows that sleep is not an indispensable condition in all cas^
,

and that it is possible for suggestions to be received in a wakmg
condition. If I want to convince anybody of a fact; it is necessary
to make an assertion and put it in such a convincing manner,
that it appears credible and is actually believed. We must further

enquire hov/ far it is possible for an idea which has taken root

in our mind to influence our bodily state.

In the middle of the present century, the fact that physical

disorder could be produced by mental ideas, was regarded by
medical science as indisputable, and more recently the tendency

has been more and more in favour of this view. It is well known
that mental influences can have powerful effects on our bodies.

We may refer to the paralysing effect of a shock, the injurious

-effect of mental trouble on the digestion, the enlivening influence

of pleasure etc. Terror, anxiety, pleasure belong to the world of

ideas and have primarily no connection with our bodies. They
find a place in our mind by means of letters, personal communi-

cations, external impressions; suggestions.

The representation produced in the mind by the vivid des-

cription of a disgusting object, can occasion vomiting, loss of

appetite and even jaundice. It has even been proved that can-

cerous growths may originate in great measure in trouble and

anxiety. And is not weeping at sad news or at the description

of a touching scene an instance of a bodily effect arising from

an idea?
We see, therefore, that serious disturbances and manifestations

of disease may occur in the bodily conditions of a healthy man

in consequence of something going on his mind, some picture

called up in his imagination, some idea implanted in his brain.

Is it then, a far fetched notion that in the cases in question

the patient should recover if we can succeed in making him for-

get his cares and anxieties, or in changing the feeling of digust

into one of pleasure? And in what better or shorter way could

that be done than by the aid of persuasion, written or verbal-

suggestion? Most of the phenomena of diseases, however, are

founded on ideas. Pain, for example, is largely a matter of id<vt.

We do not feel the severest wound before the effect of it

been brought into our consciousness. It is only when we see

the wound that the idea of pain is developed m the brain; then

we feel it. As a proof we may refer to the fact that soldiei-s

wounded in battle often go on marching for a long time with<nit

-eeling any pain. Only when .one of their comrades draws tlu n
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affPntion to the blood streaming out of the wound, do they feel

pain and the collateral symptoms of severe woundmg force

fvipmselves into consciousness. .

'

bv physical activity forces are set in motion which produce

efTecfs in various parts of the body scarcely obtainable by any

^'^'"ßS'^'these effects are not in themselves very wonderful, nor

du thev as is often asserted, trench on the domain of occult

sc encf ' No occult origin need be assumed for them, for they

can be accounted for by well known physiological laws. Every

psychological or physiological effect which we expect to take

Sace in our bodies Kas a tendency to appear there, or m othex

words; every idea implanted in the brain strives to transform

'*'^^^In"thes?wSrds''iies the whole secret of influence by suggestion.

It is at the same time evident from what has been said, that every

idea must first have taken firm root in the mind; the mere com-

munication of an idea is not sufficient, it must also be believed

I can only expect what I firmly believe will happen
;
only what

is expected can be reahzed.
r • j . u r

We are however, not always in a state of mmd to beheve

evervthing Our critical faculty rejects everything which appears

to it^incredible. If, therefore, it be desired to force an idea upon

a man it is necessary as far as possible to suspend this tacuity.

We know that the critical faculty /s least active in sleep,

this is proved by our dreams. When asleep the most impossible

dream appears natural, and the events that take place m it per-

fectly possible. If, therefore, sleep represents a condition ot in-

creased credulity or rather of increased suggestibility, we must

use this condition as our best means for mtroducmg ideas, lor

communicating sugestions. Sleep alone, however, does not always

enable us to establish a relation between our mind and that ot

the sleeper. The ideas of the latter are mostly turned away

from his environment, and change their direction, so to speak, a

fact which we become aware of as occuring every night m our dreams.

It will therefore be necessary to turn the thoughts of the sleeper

in the direction ot the suggestion which we wish to^ make. For

this a previous connection, a rapport as it is called, is requisite—

we want therefore sleep and hypnotic rapport. How this rapport

is estabhshed we will explain below. It is clear that the method,

at all times difficult, of establishing a connection of ideas with the

sleeper, is not always possible of application. The endeavour had,

therefore, to be made to induce sleep artificially, and the question

arose how such a condition was to be brought about. There

could only be one reply:—In accordance with the law already

irorl that a physiological or psychological event which we expect
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to happen will happen, the expected sleep will certainly folln,and so in tact it does follow.
^cnainiy loHow,

It may possibly be objected, by those subject tn mc^ •

every night 1 expect to sleip, and siep reVses' to com TnSof my earnest expec(^tion-on the contrary I toss about Tor hou
'

fo i 'n^' 'f^'^'
does not his sleep, he only wishes

WK ^^^''^ ^"""^ expectation are two entirely different tlw?
•^.nT'f.' ^^-^^^u^

^''^^'^ P"^^ into the postui^bfstadapted to sleep, m the confident expectation that he will be

hi?^^ >K .f
^^'^ "^^^^'^^ sleeplessness goes 'obed with the certain anxious expectation of lying awake for hoursThis anxiety about not being able to go to sleep is iustThecounter suggestion which must be fought against. If, thereforewe want to produce either natural or hypnotic sleep, we have toimplant m the consciousness of the patient the confident expectation

that sleep will come. For this object we shall have to emplov
various means of which we shall treat under "Methods of proDUCING SLEEP". First of all we give a few hints in the shape of
rules tor those desiring to apply hypnotism.

AXIOMS.
1. Never hypnotise anyone without their consent or the

consent of those responsible for them.
• 2. In the interest of the operator, as well as of the patient
hypnotic sleep should never be induced except in the presence
of a third party such as a father, husband or other tnistwordiy
person. He will thus be protected against unpleasant imputations
and accusations, as well as against any suspicion of attempting
any action not necessitated by the treatment.

3. Do not communicate any suggestions other than those
necessary for the treatment. A doctor has no rights except those
conceded by the patient: he must confine himself to therapeutical
suggestion, and must refrain from making any experiments, even
in the interests of science, except with the express consent of the
patient. Neither should the operator use his influence ever the
patient to obtain his consent, if he has reason to apprehend the
smallest unpleasant consequence from the experiment which he
contemplates making.

4. Hypnosis is not a morbid condition or a degenerate variety
of hysteria but a physiological state like sleep, out of which it

can grow. It is assumed that natural symptoms and h^'pnotic sleep

are of the same nature, as the symptoms in each ure similar

throughout, and the suspension of voluntary thought forms the

characteristic feature of both conditions.
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5 Sleep and Hypnosis only differ in this respect, that in the

armer the idea of the appearance of sleep is generated by the

subject himself (self-suggestion or auto-suggestion), whereas in the

Utcr this idea is suggested by another person (external suggestion

jr hetero-suggestion).

6. The real agent in the production ot sleep is not the hypnotist,

but the subject; it is his own behef which causes him to sleep.

7. Nobody can be hypnotised against his will, or who resists

the efforts to ^hypnotise him.
, , ,

.
, ,

8. The duration and intensity of the hypnosis are under the

control of the hypnotist.

9. If it be desired to render the hypnosis more profound,

the subject must be awakened and re-hypnotized. Magnetic

passes intensify the hypnosis.

10. See that the patient be not incommoded by heavy or

tight fitting clothing. Ladies should be induced to unlace or

entirely remove the corset.

11. Intelligent, active, energetic people with lively power of

imagination also those accustomed to control themselves or obey

ordeis (soldiers, labourers, students in military academies) are

easy to hypnotize. It is a remarkable fact that I have found

eighty per cent of compositors to be hypnotizable

12. Old men with sluggish brains, idiots, maniacs, hypochon-

driacs, and those given to analysing their sensations are, on the

other ' hand, difficult to hypnotize. Nervous or hysterical people

are also refractory subjects. Healthy, energetic people wnth strong

nerves are the easiest to hypnotize.

13. Very few people can be hypnotized at a first attempt.

Generally three or four, and often twenty or thirty attempts are

necessary.

14. Children between the ages of four and fifteen are almost

invariably hypnotizable. The susceptibility to hypnotism is very

great up to the age of thirty, after that age it decUnes without,

however, completely vanishing,

15. Many imagine that they have not slept because they

remember to have heard ever^rthing. They are under the im-

pression that they have stimulated the hypnotic condition, and
can with difficulty be persuaded that they have been influenced.

16. It sometimes happens that people who have been success-

fully Itypnotized afterwards lose their susceptibility.

17. Persons in a state of intoxication are easily susoeptibic

to suggestions, but are at the same time unfavorable subjects.

The hypnotist should avoid h\^pnotizing a person after a heavy
meal. A man always sleeps badl}'' after a heavy meal, and will

be inclined to make hypnotism responsible for the consequences
of his own excess.
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18. When inducmg hypnosis by means of fixation, av . ifi

usmg an mtensely bright object and let the subject hold it liim /){

and not above the level of his eyes, in order to avoid irritaufja
of the retina as well as artificially producing squinting.

19. Three conditions are necessary for a successful hv
notizer: (1) will, strength and perseverance in applying the tr/;!t.

ment (2) a strong conviction of the power of hypnotic sugestion
and (3) confidence in the success of the treatment. A man who
is not inspired with an earnest desire to help and benefit, and
who does not at the same time possess patience, calmness, enei gy
and persistence, an even temper and unselfishness, should ne r r

try to experiment with hypnotism. It is too serious a matter
for pla}'.

20. The hypnotist should never interrupt the rapport, but
maintain control over it, never leaving the subject to himself.

21. Heavy breathing sometimes occurs at the beginning of

hypnosis when the patient is in an uncomfortable posture, or
when the temperature of the room is unsuitable. I have never
noticed heavy breathing at a temperature of 66^ to Tl«.

22. Some people are easy to hypnotize but at the same time

not very succeptible to suggestion. This succeptibility is not

alwajT^s dependent on the intensit}^ of the hypnosis. The effects

of suggestion are most marked during the somnambulic stages;

but surprising results can also be obtained during less profound

hypnosis.

23. Communicate your suggestions gently and calml\^ E\ ciy

manifestation of hurry, or overeagerness has a disturbing effect

on the patient and may bring on a fainting fit.

24. Never make suggestions for healing or training purposes

at a first sitting, confine yourself to intensifying the hypnosis

and to ehminating any injurious influence by suggestions.

25. Should symptoms of nausea appear at the first sitting,

make a counter suggestion and wake the patient ; if sickness should

occm- (e. g. in case of dnmkenness) the subject will generally

wake by himself, if not, he must be roused at once. If convul-

sions should arise do not awaken the patient but make suitable

counter suggestions; not till complete calm has been restored should

the patient be awakened This rule should also be observed in

cases of fainting.

26. After the patient has been awakened keep his attention

occupied for a short time and continue to make suggestions, l ell

him that every feeling of fatigue has vanished. Do not dismiss

him till you have satisfied yourself that he is thoroughly and

completely awake. For in the same way that a man awakened

suddenly from natural sleep is confused dazed and giddy and

stumbles about the room for a moment or two, so physiological
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derangements have been observed on people too suddenly roused

'^"'^7
'j^y^pnSctflSence is entirely harmless even when exerted

in the same individual hundreds of times for years together.

4 Fears of the abuse of hypnotism are exaggerated Per-

manent loss of memory is impossible even after the most profound

vonosis cases after a few hours generally after several

in any case^after several months, all that has happened

urino- the hypnotic state also all realized past hypnotic suggestions
'

come blkto the memory. Themost energetic commands

loss of memory are useless. In every case the man who

iiproys l ypnotT^^^^^^^ criminal purposes is sure of detection.

^
29. Hypnotics only obey suggestions which are agreeable to

them or to which they are agreeable, or to which they are in-

different, and which are mad? to them by a person with whom

tl ev fee in sympathy (Brouardel). Somnambulists are not mere

automata, absolutely s^ibject to the will, ot the hypnotist; they ai-e

aoable of resistance {Bcrnhevm, Beaunts, Liebeault, Liegeots).

80 It is desirable that everyone, man or woman, should

scertain whether he is capable of being put into a hypnotic con-

dition. (Liegeots).

METHODS OF INDUCING HYPNOSIS.

There is ereat variety in the methods of inducing hypnosis,

r would indeed scarcely be too much to say that every hypnotizer

lias bis own method. Twenty two methods are at present known,

most of which, however, are difficult of execution and not very

rL4iable. For unprofessional readers a description of the simplest

md safest of these methods will suffice.

The oldest method of hypnotizing and one which can generally

)e depended upon, even in very refractory cases, is.

Braids Method (see fig. 108 and 109). A small glass knob, a

pencil with a metal head or some other bright object is held m
iront of the eyes of the subject in such a manner that they are

ürected slightly upwards. The distance at which the object is

iield must not be more than three inches from the root of the

iiose. Fixed gazing at an object causes the attention to be con-

'entrated on the sensation of vision, and to be diverted from ira-

;)ressions coming from the other organs of sense. This diversion

is aided by monotonous stimulation of the other senses.

When the fixed gazing has continued long enough the eye

gets fatigued, the mind is diverted from this organ also and is

now in tliat condition of complete abstraction from the sensory

centres which happens normally and physiologically during

sleep, the body becoming an automatic reflex machine.
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Sleep is generally induced in one or two minutes. Fixation
should not be continued longer than seven to eight minutes but
another method tried.

Gessmann's method. An author named Gessmann, of Graz Ins
an origmal method which is said to be very effective. He describi s
It m his book as follows. I select from the company a woman
o1 pale and nervous appearance and dreamy eyes. I tell her that
there is an abundant development of electricity in my constitution
which enables me to electrify those who are not very robust.

Fig. 208. Fig. 209.

To prove my words I get her to take two fingers of my right

hand in her two hands and after a pause of a few minutes I ask
her whether she feels anything. If she is hjT-pnotizable she will

<^eneral]y reply that she has a kind of sleepy feeling about her

;irras and the upper part of her body, and a sensation as if ants

were crawling over them. I then cry, hold my hand tight—tighter

—

tighter still—now you can't let it go "which is the case. By
making passes with my left hand over her arm I increase the

cataleptic condition of the muscles, so that she cannot release

ray hand even when I command her to do so. This condition

is dispelled as soon a^ I blow upon her hands and assure he;
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that she is free. This last convinces me that she is susceptible

to hypnotism, which is then carried out in the following manner.

—I sit down opposite to her, tell her to close her eyes, take her

hands in mine in such a way that the four thumbs are pressed

against each other, and request her to be calm and to yield

without resistance to the inclination to sleep. As soon as sleep

has set in—which occurs usually in from two to ten minutes, I

deepen the sleep by means of a few passes over the head and

chest and endeavour, to get the patient to talk, which I succeed

in doing by placing one of my hands on her head, taking one

1

lb

g. 210.

of hers in the other and asking the question, near the pit of

the stomach". Do you hear me? The question has often to be
repeated four or five times before I receive a low reply. Now
the moment has arrived for making further experiments ; it is not
advisable however to proceed further at the first attempt, for
fear of fatiguing the patient. Bernheims method. The following
is Prof. Bernheims method of hypnotizing. Having explained the
object of the process to the patient the operator places him in a
position favorable for sleep, and tells him to fix his gaze on a
finger held over the root of the nose. The imagination of the

42
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subject is now directed to the advent of sleep in the follow!,
manner:

(1) Think of nothing but that you are to go to sleep
(2) Now the eyes are growing fatigued, the lids are quiverin?
(3) You feel tired all over. ^'

(4) Your arms and legs are going to sleep.

(5) Your eyes water, you are looking heavy and tired.

(6) Now your eyes close.

(7) You cannot open them any more.
(8) You are asleep.

Dr. Liebeaulfs method (see fig. 211). Dr. Liebeault places
his hand on the patients forehead, and then gently closes his
eyes and makes the same
suggestions as above (omitting

Nos. 2, 5 and 6), gradually
lowering his voice at the same
time.

It will be seen that nearly
every hypnotizer has his own
system. But it is impossible

to apply one method success-

fully in all cases. The hyp-
notist must beware of ge-

neralising he must individu-

alize even more than a doctor.

Gerling has used a mixed
method with success, and I

am convinced that ever3^

hypnotist will obtain good
results with it. Although 1

believe that there are hyp-
notists in other countries who
prefer this method I will never-

theless describe it as

Gerling's method. Gerling
gets the patient comfortably

seated in a chair, armchair

or sofa (if possible with his

back to the light or in a

slightly darkened room) and tells him in as calm even a

voice as possible to pay great attention to his words, and expect

sleep and at the same time to look steadily at his eyes. Occa-

sionally (especially with nervous subjects) the act of swallowing

has to be avoided ; this hastens the hypnotic condition. Then the

operator places his hands gently on those of the patient and fir^t

Fig. 211.
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«;nffeests a feeling of warmth in the backs of the hands, and then

of heaviness in the Umbs. He next raises his hands, gazmg all

Se time steadily into the eyes of the subject and makes slow

nasses from the head to the region of the stomach, givmg further

^uffffestions for sleep as in Bernheims and Ltebeaults system. As

soon as symptoms of fatigue appear, the operator, while contin-

uing the fixation and suggestions (the patient must constantly

have his attention fixed on the idea of sleep (places his right

hand <-ently on the patients head, draws the skm of the forehead

sliehtlv downwards to produce a sensation of heaviness in the

eyllids, and slowly closes the eyes. Then a slight pressure on

the eyeballs, followed by the confident but calm suggestion Now

vou are asleep" and the resuh is obtained.

There are people however in whom the hypnotic condition

cannot be induced, whatever the method adopted. The non-pro-

fessional hypnotist will do well, after a number of unsuccessful

attempts, to abandon such cases. As a consolation to such refrac-

tory or unsuggestible subjects we may however mention that the

hypnotizer has other, though not perhaps such harmless means

at his command.

If the reader be absolutely bent on inducing hypnosis, I will

in conclusion recommend one more method which will certainly

seem difficult and troublesome but which in almost all cases will

lead to the desired result. I mean the transformation of normal

into hypnotic sleep by means of suggestion.

Prof. Bernheim and Liebeault both maintain in opposition to

other authorities, the identical character of normal and hypnotic

sleep. But if normal sleep be identical v>^ith hypnosis the sleeper

must be susceptible to suggestions. This is really the case. All

that has to be done is to establish the rapport.

The hypnotist must .carefully approach the sleeper, satisfy

himself as to the depth of the sleep; and if necessari^ deepen it

by means of mesmeric (magnetic) passes. He then addresses the

sleeper in a very low ^

tone (directing his voice by preference

towards the pit of the stomach) ver^' gently and calmly in order

that the sound waves may not awaken the patient. Deep sleep

should first be suggested for example in the following manner:

"Your sleep is calm and deep. You cannot awake, but you

hear my words distinctly."

If a "yes" does not immediately follow, the operator should

repeat the suggestion, avoiding however mentioning the name of

the sleeper.
^

As soon as the sleeper repHes with "yes"—"hm"—well' ?

(an unintelligible murmur is often enough) the rapport is estab-

lished, and the suggestions should now be made in a low voice

42*
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but confidehtly and clearly;—with proper care the object win
most instances be gained in this manner.

Hypnotic sleep is not equally deep in all cases. Five stage
of hypnosis can be distinguished, a classification of which may be
of interest to the reader (a fact which is at all events mterebting)

Stage I. Drowsiness or Lethargy, heaviness of the eyelids
incapacity to open the eyes (not invariable); feelings of lassitude-
complete retention of consciousness.—This stage is the most
common especially with women.

Stage IL Catalepsy: If a Hmb e. g. an arm be raised, it

remains for a few seconds in its new position, and then oscillates
and falls down. The fingers do not remain in the positions in
which they are placed. The eyelids are closed, and the limbs
relaxed. Connection with the external world is completely main-
tained, and memor}' and consciousness are unimpaired.

Stage III. Automatic movements—If we turn the arms
a hypnotic in this stage round and round each other, he will con-
tinue the movement if he

^ is told that he cannot prevent it-
suggested contractions of the muscles, lowered sensibility. Other
symptoms as in stage II. Consciousness intact. Most hypnotits
on awakening from the first three stages of hypnosis declare that

they have not slept at all, but have obeyed the suggestions made
to them as a favor to the hypnotist.

Stage IV. Light somnambulism. Sensibilit}^ lowered or

entirely suspended. Hallucinations by suggestion often possible.

Consciousness dimmed, memory confused.
Stage V. Deep somnambulism. All the symptoms of the

fourth stage in a more pronounced form. The consciousness is

totally suspended, and on awaking there is complete loss of

memory as to what has passed during the hypnosis.

It is certain that suggestions are most readily accepted during

the two deepest stages of h3'pnosis, the second and particularly

the third stage are, however, often deep enough for a permanent
success. More important, however, than the above classification

is the right method of waking. This is done in the following

manner: When the therapeutical suggestions are ended, the

patient is allowed to sleep for another five or ten minutes, after

which the hypnotist says:

—

"Now I am going to walce you."

"As soon as I have counted up to three, you will awake

and will feel no fatigue or heaviness in the limbs."

"You feel that you have lost all sensation of discomfort,

heaviness and fatigue." Here a few passes should be made over

the bod3^
"When you awake you will feel quite well, free from all^

pain or discomfort, and be very cheerful. You will sleep partic-
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ularlv well to-night and follow your occupation to-morrow with

vour usual energy." As soon as the sleeper replies that he feels

no sensation of discomfort the operator proceeds.

«One!—-fatigue and heaviness are gone.

«X^vo—Your good spirits have returned.
'

"Three'—You are awake and feel well."

If these directions be followed, the awakening will ioUow

promptly and no further suggestions will be necessary.

Should the subject previous to hypnosis be suftenng irom

the effects of overwork or excess in drinking, a feehng of fatigue

will sometimes remain. In this case he should again be hypno-

tized and the suggestions reported ; with the additional suggestion

that he has now slept long enough, and finally the assurance

should be confidently given that the fatigue has entirely vanished.

Force should never' be employed, it is injurious and fails in its

object. Shaking, shouting, wet bandages and sprinklmg with cold

water are useless.
.

The communication of suggestions is of special importance,

and I will give a few hints on the subject. No rigid and uni-

versally appHcable rules can be given: the suggestions must be

varied to suit each individual case. The axioms given above

will show the fundamental principles of the art of making

suggestions, and the following hints may serve as a guide lor

the intelligent, unprofessional reader. A suggestion agamst in-

somnia should be given somewhat in the following manner.—As

soon as hypnosis has been induced (the second or third stage

will be deep enough for the following suggestion in most cases)

say to the patient after he has been asleep for five or ten minutes :—

"You will have a rapidly growing feeling of fatigue to-night at the

time when you generally go to bed (ten, eleven or twelve as

the case may be) in consequence of which you will undress and

go to bed. As soon as you have got into a comfortable po-

sition yon will think of what I am now telling you. Your eyes

will get heavy, a feeling of sleepiness and fatigue will weigh like

lead on your eyelids, and descend to your neck and arms.—You
already feel how heavy they will become. This sensation of

weight and fatigue will also spread to your lower extremeties.

Your breathing will become deep and regular, you will feel the

approach of sleep. A dark veil will appear before your eyes.

Your eyes will close, your consciousness disappear and 3^ou will

sleep soundly.

If this suggestion should take effect, it may be repeated

with the addition that the sleep is to last till a certain hour, and

leave a feeling of strength and freshness. In a case of con-

stipation, the hypnotist, according to Forel, should proceed, as

follows :

—
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As soon as the patient is asleep the abdomen should be very
gently rubbed and kneaded without removing the clothes and the
suggestion made that a pleasant sensation of warmth will be felt
As soon as this is confirmed the operator gives the assurance th;.t

now the bowels will be stimulated by the action on the nervous
system. There was only a sluggishness of the bowels which will
act regularly for the following week. The patient will now feel
a necessity of relieving the bowels eveiy morning half an hour
after rising. He will yield to this necessity and the bowels
will always continue to act without any other remedy.

If this suggestion should be effective, it may be followed by
another that now the constipation has been permanently removed.
The reader will be able with these hints to find the right method,
but the suggestion must always be adopted to the intelligence
and degree of education of the subject.

If the patient has to be cured of dypsomania, the hypnotist
must not at once forbid the use of alcohoHc drinks, but begin
by suggesting that they be consumed at certain fixed times. Later
on disgust at alcoholic drinks may be suggested, rising to nausea,

and when several weeks have passed and the patient has no
more incHnation for these drinks, the use of alcoholic may be
forbidden entirel}^

A teacher or father must proceed on the same principle in

curing faults and bad habits of children. The child must first be

convinced of the ugliness of the habit in question, and the habit

be prohibited as soon as this conviction has taken root, and only

the moral weakness remains to be dealt with.

Should the child be addicted to wetting his bed, one must of

course not suggest an immediate discontinujcnce. It must be

suggested to him to wake as soon as the desire to urinate makes
itself felt, so that he may either call for assistance or satisfy the

desire himself in the proper manner.

In dealing with habits of falsehood in a child, the latter should

be convinced during hypnosis of the repulsive character and evil

consequences of this vice. The impression thus made is far deeper

and more permanent than the same warning addressed to him in

his waking condition. Later on, violent blushing, uneasiness and

trembling after telling a lie may be suggested. Should this prove

effective the further suggestion may be made that the trembling

and uneasy feeling will take place whenever a lie is contemplated,

and that his state of mind will be intolerable, whereas speaking

the truth will bring immediate relief and a feeling of comfort.

Left-handedness can best be cured by suggesting a momentaiy

paralysis in the left arm whenever the child tries to use the lelt

hand, for doing what should properly be performed wth the right.
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At the same time the suggestion should be added that the right

hand can be easily and freely moved and used.

In cases of digestive derangements of nervous origm, disorders

of the stomach etc. (not however with abdominal tumours, cancer

etc ) the suggestions should be aided by application of the electric

current, It is also advisable to employ the faradic brush during

hypnosis in cases of sciatica.
, , , , j u ^: .

Excessive catamenia in women should be treated by ftrsl

suo-gesting a sensation of warmth in the abdomen and back. Wher

this has set in, both hands should be placed on the abdomen,

which should be gently massaged in an upward direction, the

suo-gestion being made at the same time that the blood is noy«

being directed more to the heart, and that consequently the catamenia

is becoming moderate and normal. After that the patient should

be allowed to sleep for half an hour, and after a repetition oi

the suggestion carefully awakened.

Care must always be taken to adopt the suggestions to the

intelligence of the subject and the effort should always be made

to convince the hypnotic of the appearance of the suggested effect,

in such a manner as to bring the several steps in logical sequence

before his mental vision. Success will be attained with a little

practice by always arranging a plan of suggestions beforehand,

and acting in accordance with it during hypnosis. Any one

present at the sitting should also be instructed beforehand in order

to guard against the effect of the curative or training suggestions

being spoiled by injurious countersuggestions, such as "That is

no good" or "he is trying to persuade your disease out of you."

If we now ask, what diseases are adopted for treatment by

suggestion the answer is that this treatment is in place in all

maladies ; for some diseases have their origin solely in our morbid

imagination, while in every case the sensation of disease, — the

feeling that we are ill—is simply an idea in our brain. By
means of hypnotic suggestions, however, we are enabled to remove
morbid ideas from the brain of the patient; and replace them by

other ideas of an opposite character.

A pain in any part of our body, for instance, has its origin

in a stimulus which is communicated to our brain, and thus affects

the world of our ideas. Hence arises the idea that there is

something out of order in our system, that there exists an injurious

or, at any rate, an unpleasant irritation. Now we cannot certainly

in every case remove the cause of the pain, by a countersuggestion,

but we can at any rate get rid of the pain itself and thus make
the condition of the patient more tolerable.

In thousands of cases, local pains of the most varied character

have been removed often permanently in a few minutes. In

neuralgia, sciatica, megrim muscular and articular rheumatism,
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and in pains arising from wounds apparently miraculous result
can be obtained by hypnotic suggestion.

It has also been lound possible to effect the abandonment of
bad habits such as lefthandedness, greediness, incontinence „j
urine, lying etc. with a few suggestions, to cure dipsomania and
successfully to treat that otherwise incurable complaint, stammering
with other disturbances of the vocal organs arising from sonv'
physical iiTegularit}^

Hysteria and neurasthenia require longer treatment, but ai r-

generally curable by suggestion, as these diseases have their origi;.
to a great extent in a morbid state of the imagination (in morbid
ideas).

Insomnia in consequence of nervous excitement, anxiety,
trouble, or excessive mental application, also various disorders o:'

menstruation (excessive, painful or irregular catamenia) will rapidlv
yield to this treatment. In habitual constipation, loss of appetite
and pains in the stomach recourse should be had to hypnotism
it will seldom be found to fail.

Successful results have been obtained in St. Vitus's dance
even in chronic cases, in various forms of paralysis, in convul-
sions in epileptic disorders, melanchoha etc. Even preverted
sexual impulses have frequently been cured, and hypnotism
has also already been successfully tried in childbirth, delivery being
accomphshed painlessly and without unnecessary excitement and
anxiety on the part of the mother.

It is hardly necessary to mention that in some of the above
diseases hypnotism by itself is not sufficient for a complete and
permanent cure, it must be supported by a regulated diet and
suitable hydropathic treatment Hypnotic Therapeutics by no
means exclude these latter measures, it is not an independent
method of treatment, but a sovereign and, at the present time,

indisp.ensable adjunct in the hands of the physician and Natural

Healer.

Much has been said concerning the danger of H3'^pnotisra.

In order to satisfy the doubts of anxious enquirers, it will be

interesting to hear the testimony as to the value and danger of

hypnotism of men who are entitled by their long experience to

form an opinion on the matter.

Dr. Ltebeaidt, of Nancy, the father of hypnotic therapeutics

writes on December 6"^ 1893. (1) "I protest against the difficulties

placed in the way of the study and practice of the branch of

mental science, known by the name of H37pnotism, Psychothera-

peutics etc. hy governments acting on the advice of incompetent

physicians' (2) having used the treatment of hypnotic suggestion

for many years, I assert that in the cases for which it is adopted,

and they are veiy numerous, it is far superior to treatment with
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druo-s- it does not entail the dangers incident to the latter; for it

acts "cito tuto at jucunde". I take the field in defence of this

svstem armed with the results of an experience of thirty four

years with more than 12000 patients."

Dr Bernheim, Professor of Medicine at Nancy, a well known

authority on Suggestive Therapeutics says "On the strength of

an experience of more than ten years with thousands of patients

treated with hypnotism. I assert that our method rightly applied

is often beneficial and never hurtful. The recognized medical

profession should neither forbid nor despise the study of sugges-

tion but should see to it that it be made a compulsory subject

of study for future doctors. For, lacking a thorough knowledge

of the physical element in disease and its pathological and

therapeutical significance, a doctor is not worthy of the name,

he is no more than a horse doctor.

Dr. Euknburg, Professor of Medicine in Berlin writes, "The

danger of hypnotic research always so anxiously dwelt upon m
certain quarters can only be deemed a frivolous pretext, not a

serious reason for restrictive and repressive measures. These

dangers have never yet been indicated by anyone really acquaint-

ed with the subject; they exist only in the imagination of those

who desire to use thern as a screen to hide their ignorance,

prejudice, and incompetence to deal with the matter."

Dr. W. Brilgelman. Paderborn "The question whether any

mischief can result from the employment of hypnotism in

competent hands can be answered without hesitation in the ne-

gative".

Dr. Albert Moll in Berlin. "The principal question is whether

injury to health can result from hypnotic suggestion suitably

applied, and this question must be decidedly answered in the

negative."

Dr. Ringner, Zurich. "1 can here only repeat what I have

often said, namely that I have never in a single instance known

any bad effect to result from hypnotism."

Dr. Otto G. Wetterstrand, Stockholm. "If the question be

now asked whether any danger to life or health can result from

hypnotic treatment by a competent operator, the question must

be answered in the negative."

Dr. A, von Schrenk-Notzing, Munich, "Hypnotic influence for

therapeutical purposes is, when skilfully applied with due regard

to recognized precautions, in my opinion perfectly harmless,

even if hypnosis has been induced on the same patient hundreds

of times for many years.
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Laughter suggested

.

It Will be seen from the abr v.
testimonials that the application of
hypnotism by doctors and experts
IS Iree from any danger. If wr
occasionally read accounts in the
papers of the dangers of hypnotism
and of the evil results of its employ-
ment, these results may in some
measure be the work of viciou'
or unskilful operators; for the most
part however such accounts arc-
mere canards, inventions, the origin
of which it is generally impossibk
to trace.

Hypnosis, The phenomena of.A proof of the far reaching effects
of suggestion in hypnosis is afforded
by the experiments made in clinical
hospitals and by hypnotizers to

f test the reality of the sleep. Anyone
watching these experiments for the
first time without an}^ previous ac-

-^"ig- ^12. quaintance with hypnotism will be

, . ,
tempted to beheve in magic or in

the possession by the hypnotist of supernatural powers We
have seen however that every idea implanted in the brain or
consciousness strives to transform itself into an action, and this
fact gives us the key to the hypnotic phenomena shown in our
illustrations.

Just as we ean excite laughter in a company by a joke or
a comic story so we can produce the same effect, but with greater
certainty by means of suitable suggestions in hypnosis. Let the
subject be told that he is in a merry company and that a splendid
joke has just been made, which he is obliged to laugh at like
the rest of the party, his features will be drawn into a smile
under the influence of the suggested situation, he will even burst
out into a fit of laughter if the situation should so require, as
we very often see in dreamers during natural sleep. Our illu-

stration fig. 212 is taken from an instantaneous photograph of a
hypnotic to whom laughter has been suggested. But just as the
face in the illustration has assumed an expression in conformity
with the suggestion just made, so it is possible to produce the
contrary effect. If the subject be told that he has got a decayed
tooth (touching the. tooth sharply will aid the suggestion) 'the

corresponding expression of face will appear in a "ew seconds
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as shown in our illus-

tration (fig. 213). It is

clear that a pain of this

kind produced by simply

acting on the imagination

of the subject will vanish

at once at a suitable

countersuggestion. If the

hypnotist tells the sub-

ject that an apparition

is visible or that angels

are coming down from

Heaven, his face will

wear an expression of

ecstacy such as we see

in pictures of saints (see

fig. 214). Fig. 215 shows
the result of a suggestion

to pray. Here, however,

we will remark that this

experiment will only suc-

ceed with people pos-

sessed of religious faith.

An atheist will resist

such suggestions even in

a deep stage of hypnosis.

A very prett}'^ and inter-

esting experiment is shown in fig. 216. A woman in a deep stage

of hypnosis is told to open her eyes and continue to sleep while

apparently awake. A bundle of cloth rolled up is laid on her arm

with the suggestion that it is a child. She regards it tenderly

fondles and kisses it till she suddenly receives the further sug-

gestion. "But that is not a child, it is a rat." She throws the

supposed rat away with a gesture of disgust and repulsion (fig. 217),

it is suggested to her to forget what has happened, and the hyp-

nosis ends. Most astonishing is the exhibition of catalepsy or

hypnotic muscular rigidity induced by suggestion. Under the

influence of suitable suggestions the hypnotic becomes as rigid

as a board, the muscles are as hard as stone to the touch, and

he can be placed with his head and feet resting on two chairs

as in fig. 218. Heavy weights can be placed on his body, or a

man may stand on it without its giving way, nor does the sub-

ject feel the slightest sensation of discomfort fig. 219. The most

remarkable tiling about this experiment is, that catalepsy can be

induced in a lighter stage of hypnosis, consciousness and memory
remaining intact. A variety oi experiments can be made. The

Fis. 213.
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subject will eat a raw potato with every sign of pleasure on beiny
told that It IS an apple. He will take a glass of cold water witi
the idea that it contains hot toddy, will handle the glass as thoue'-
It were scalding hot, burn his fingers or lips, and finally havini^
emptied the glass, will show all the symptoms of intoxication
It be now suggested to the same person to write a letter in his
mtoxicated condition,, the result will be a scrap of writing similar
to that shewn in fig. 220. If the suggestion be made that the
tiand or arm has become anaesthetic (insensible to pain) thf
Hypnotist will be able to run a needle into the flesh without the
subject experiencing any pain, the blood will not even flow out

Heavenly visions su^-gesied. Prayer suggested.

Fig. 2U. Fig. 215.

of the wound, if a further suggestion to that effect be made. At

a time when the physiological processes during hypnosis were

still unknown, such experiments were looked upon as pieces of

imposture by the medical profession
;
to-day they are regarded as

natural and inteUigible as we can explain the pheomena that occur

in them.

Hypnosis during cliildbirth. Mr. Gerling, a hypnotizer

in Berlin writes: "Hypnotic suggestion during labour having been
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tried in Sweden, France, Italy in Germany (Munich Essen) with

satisfactory results, I determined to use the method m the ap-

proaching confineiuent of my wife. As it may prove interesting

and valuable to those who contemplate usmg hypnotism m similar

cases I will exactly describe the result".
, , . , ,.

''On Monday evening my wife complained of pains resembling

labour pain in her body. As the confinement was daily
^

expected,

1 gave her the following suggestion on retiring to rest .

"You will sleep peacefully and feel well. Should the pains

get more severe, and you feel that the time is coming, you will

wake and at-once wake me."

Nursing a child suggested.

Fig. 216.

My wife is very suggestible and hypnosis with her is remark-

ably deep, especially when induced by passes. About five in the

morning my wife roused me, telling me that she was awake

and that the labour pains had begun. Her three previous confine-

ments had been normal but attended with much pain. I now
gave the following suggestion:

"I will go and fetch the midwife but cannot he back before

twenty minutes. During that time the pains will return at longer
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intervals, and not be so severe as hitherto. Birth will not take
place before my return, you will now awake and feel strong andm good spirits."

As soon as she was awake I went to the midwife on my
bicycle. She came to my house in a carriage arriving six or
seven minutes after me. I found my wife tolerably well. The
suggestion had promptly taken effect.

I then put her to sleep again and made the following sugges
tion. As soon as Mrs. G. (the midwife) arrives the labour wili
reappear with the same strength as before. There will be pain
but it will be tolerable; it will greatly fatigue but not weaken

'// ts not a child, but a rat."

Fig. 217.

you. At the third spasm, which immediately precedes the actual

birth you will go to sleep and will wake when you hear the first

cry of the newborn baby."

I gave this suggestion very slowly and urgently, repeating

it, as a paroxism of pain had come on in the meantime. With

a final suggestion of strength and courage I awoke her. At the

same moment the midwife appeared. It was now a quarter to six

(at six o'clock the delivery was completed, the suggestion had taken

effect in an ideal manner); when the patient suddenly closed
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hpr pves and ceased to groan, the midwife asked in astonishment^

WhatHs the ma ter with yoir wife? Has she perhaps famted?

Be ore I had time to satisfy her, the head of the child came

fhroueh with a violent spasm, the trunk followed with a second

Äand less severe/pasm -^^^y-^^^^^^'^^^^^
awake with a loud and hearty laugh! Ihe midwite s lace at

ä^s moment was worth photographing! Jhe good woman declined

S responsibility when she learned what had happened. When

questioned as to the reason for her laughter, my wife was unable

Hi^e any. She must have been dreammg, she answered but

she could not be certain. As ten minutes passed without the

Catalepsy suggested.

•AO

Fig. 2ib.

appearance of the after birth, I gave a suitable suggestion, and

two minutes afterwards the after birth was expelled with a slight

spasm.
, . , , , •

jr

After the midwife had proceeded with her duties lor a time,

my wife complained of troublesome after-pains. She was sent to

sleep and the following suggestion was made:

As soon as the child has been bathed and shown to you,

you will go to sleep content, and sleep peacefully for three hours.

The after-pains will follow their normal course but will not disturb

your rest in any way.
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In three hours you will wake, and feel very well thon^ri,somewhat tired. You wiU not be obliged to make Iny mivem ^You are only to move your arms and your head, you will
a heavy feelmg in your legs which however will not be troubl?some to you You will not move your legs or abdomen andwill not be able to do so until three o'clock this afternoon Then

Igtin^*
^^'^^^ ^'^^ disappear and you will go to sleep

The object of these suggestions was to prevent unnecessary
movements on the part of the naturally active patient, as thes«would tend to retard her recovery. This object was completel^
gained. At three m the afternoon she was sent to sleep and the
tollowing suggestion was made:

The highest form of Catalepsy suggested.

Fig. 219.

"To-day and to-morrow you will sleep continuously when you
are alone. You will talk very little. When awake you will feel

well and be in good spirits.—I am now massaging your relaxed

breasts (this was done) they will be strengthened in this way,

and milk will be formed in them."
My wife had hitherto never been able to suckle her children,

and I hoped to make this possible by suggestion. As a fact tne

milk appeared copiously on the following day so that the chihi
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uuld be put to the breast, and further suggestions not only

nromoted the supply of milk, but had such a benehcial effect on

mv wife's condition, that in a week she was able to leave her

bed I however discontinued the suggestions for the supply oj

milk on the sixth day after birth, as daily exammation showed

that the milk deteriorated in quality and often caused sickness m
the child I noticed that with a suitable diet there was al\vays

a plentiful supply of milk in the morning and which was retained

by the child, this however was not the case during the day and m
the evening I was unable to decide whether the cause of the

deterioration in the milk was to be sought for m the constitution

of the mother, or in the too rapid formation of milk under the

Fig. 220.

influence of suggestion, nor whether her restlessness had anything

to do with it. I discontinued the suggestions, supplied the defic-

iency of natural with prepared milk, and the mother and child

are well.

HYPNOTISM (THE HYPNOTIZED GIRL IN BUDAPEST.)
by James Groll. Taken from 'The new science of healing".

The editor of this journal has on several occasions instituted

a searching enquiry into various sensational reports published
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in the papers of crimes committed by means of hypnosis n.i
of injuries resulting from it, and has succeeded in branding
these accounts as pure inventions. The results of his invest)
gations were always forwarded to the papers in question m
eluding several of the most influential daily journals, with the
request that they might be published in correction of the original
reports, but this request was seldom acceded to. Naturally thf^
busy editor of a daily paper is not in a position to t^st the
accuracy of eveiy report sent to him, nevertheless for the sake
of his readers the results of a carefully instituted enquiry should
not be kept from them unless he renounces the claim to writem the interests of truth, and prefers to labour in the service of
public sensation.

The case alluded to above was originally reported as
follows

:

"A young girl in Budapesth has been suddenly seized with
the delusion that she is Trilby. Ri'sa I'arkas—thsLt is her name-
is the daughter of a house agent; she is in her sixteenth year.
The parents of the girl, who possesses considerable personal
attractions and a lively disposition and appeared to be in robust
health, had for several weeks sent her to a high class school
of sewing. One day on her way to school she chanced to make
the acquaintance of a 3''oung medical student, who accompanied
her to her home twice a day. About four weeks ago the young
man persuaded the girl to go with him to an afternoon perfor-
mance at the theatre. On this occasion "Trilby" was given. On
the following day she left off going to the sewing school, and
went to a hospital instead, where she applied for medical assis-

tance for a nervous affection which she had never mentioned
before. When her parents discovered that she had left off re-

gularly attending the school, they kept her shut up in the house,

and forced from her a confession of her visits to the hospital.

That was exactly a fortnight ago. Since that day the girl's

mind has been shrouded in darkness. All the morning and after-

noon she goes about the house barefooted, hke Trilby in the

play; sometimes she asks her father for flowers which she kisses

and destroys, at other times for red slippers, four-leaved clover,

or other extravagant things. At intervals she will sing the me-

lancholy song "Au clair de la lune" from Trilby with a fixed

gaze and abstracted manner. Medical assistance was of cour.sc

summoned and both her doctors, Dr. Karl Sc/ia^er and Dr.

Alexander Horvath unanimously declared that the girl had been

hypnotized. In a hypnotic trance she relates everything that had

been told her by the doctors in the hospital during her visits ;
in

so doing she uses medical terms, and many Latin words which

she had never heard before, and the doctor attending her has
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from the girls own words, arranged a plan o treatment for hei.

S^rpfusS to tell the young medical student's name.
^

The "Vossische ZeLng^ the «Berliner Lokalanzeiger", and

.h^r naners having repeated this romance, which to anyone

fquainTerwithÄ bears the stamp of falsehood on it in

SeT detail I applied to the young lady's family as well as to the

foctors who had attended her and was able to establish the fact,

fhat there had been no question of hypnotism in the mattei,

ha mss R/sa Farkas had for a long time suffered from anaemia,

and that in consequence of the gossip of some of her acquam-

Sic-s the story got to the ears of some enterprising Buda-

pTsth rep^^^^^^^^ once constructed a "Sensational Romance

on this slender basis of fact, and that hypnotism had been dragged

m to supply the sensational element, nothing better ofifermg for

the EH^PO^^^^^^^
ij-l were not a little astonished to read

the accounts published in the papers. What the doctors who

have been mentioned, and who according to the stoiy "unani-

mously declared that the girl had been hypnotized thought oi

the matter, will be seen from the following letters addressed to

me by Drs. Schaffer and Horvath.

Budapesth 7. 2. 98.

Sir

In reply to your letter in which you ask for the truth con-

cerning the case of Risa Farkas I can give you the foUowmg

information: r ^ i j i.

About two weeks ago 1 was sent for by the doctor who

Avas treating the case for a consultation; from the description ot

her symptoms I ascertained that a change had been noticed m
the patient's manner a few days previously, that she frequently

muttered to herself, uttering words like "I must go to a doctor

etc. that she suffered from complete loss of sleep and refused to

take any nourishment. In conversation with her I noticed a

pronounced anaemia; she would not consent to a thorough bodily

.lamination. Her mental symptoms were as follows: She had

an abstracted look about her eyes; her facial expression betrayed

intermittent attention, which was apparently occupied with hallu-

cinatory impressions. Questions were unnoticed; if they were

repeated loudly and distinctly, they were answered in an inade-

quate manner. Her mind wandered at times, and she behaved

as if in delirium; of the words she uttered while in that state 1

have no more recollection.

Nothing was said during the consultation about hypnotism,

suggestions, Trilby or such things. 1 diagnosed the case as one

of 'mental derangement arising most probably from anaemia and
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hysteria. This is the true account; everything else i.s uj.^re or
less the product of an excited imagination.

signed Dr. Schaffer.

Budapest, 22. 2. 98.
Sir,

Your letter reached me some days late in consequence of th(

address being incorrect; I consider it my duty to inform you that
the accounts in the Berlin papers are founded on false reports.

My patient, Miss Risa Parkas has neither become insane,
nor has she been the victim of an experiment in hypnotism!
Her's is a case of hysteria, with the addition of an attack of

mania, lasting for several days. You will not consider it necessary
for me to indicate the various symptoms of this disease, I will

only mention that I am treating my patient on the principles of
suggestive therapeutics, and that my efforts have been crownec'
with the greatest success. Frl. Risa Farkas has now so far re-

covered that she is able to resume her work.
signed Dr. A. Horvath.

This is plain and instructive. Our readers are aware that

the reports in the papers of the dangerous results of h3''pnotism

are nothing but canards; it is highly desirable that this convictioi.'

should also find an entry into the minds of newspaper editors,

and lead them to recognize that it is not right to alarm the

public by articles, which are certainly sensational reading, but

which do harm to a good cause, and at the same time to patients

who might perhaps be benefited by suggestion but are deterred

from trying it by such communications.

HYPOCHONDRIASIS is an obstinate and intractable di-

sease, occuring principally among the well-to-do classes, and one

to which the male sex is more particularly liable; it occurs ge-

nerally between the ages of twenty to forty, frequently also

attacking older unmarried men. The condition indicated by the

term forms a sort of connecting link between nervousness and

actual mental disease.

Symptoms.—Patients afflicted with this disorder are morbidly

observant of the most insignificant phenomena in their bodily

organism, and any unusual symptom, even of the most trifling

nature, is regarded by them as a menace to their life. They are

thus in a constant state of worry and anxiety about their health.

In a more advanced stage of the disease, the patient displays

an abnormal absence of courage, and great mental instability and

excitabihty; he is suspicious of everybody, becomes mcapable ot

attending to his affairs, silent, melancholy and fond of solitude;
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he also develops a tendency to sleep (unless suDject to msomma)

?n3m which he is awakened by unpleasant dreams. Further

^^^^^nüt^n^s are -dull pains in the head, dry tongue, bad taste m
2e mou h especially on waking in the morning, perspiration after

h' Äst movem^ent and ex^ertion, a feeling of pressure and o

oDDression and tightness over the ribs, copious evacuations of

eases pains in various parts, debiUty, obstinate constipation,

IcconlDS frequently by bU^^^
, ,

.

These troubles increase from time to time and often culmi-

nate in dreadful attacks, during which the patient is seized with

severe depression, restlessness and anxiety, his heart palpitates

nr beats violently as though he had committed some crime. He

^[so suLTs fm n tf'htness^ in the throat, difficulty m breathing,

s cLess nwhiä substance is often vomited, heat

and throbbing in the abdomen, cold sweats twitching of the

muscles pains in the back, indination to shed tears, giddiness,

and faintine etc These are the usual phenomena accompanying

an a tack^After the patient has had many of these attacks, his

face acquires a peculiar distorted expression, together with a pale,

Siy complexion, his thoughts are concentrated on his condition,

he feels his pulse, many examine their tongues and even their

stools

These symptoms however are subject to numerous variations

Causes —Inherited disposition absence of physical and mental

occupation, digestive disturbances arising from long continued

faulty diet and mode of living, and especially from indulgence in

rich indigestible food. Also constantly associating with hypo-

chondriasil, long illness, during which the patient acquires

the habit of self observation, neglected or badly treated cutaneous

eruptions, intermittent fever, dysentary etc. Excessive indulgence

in medicine, medicinal poisoning, spirituous liquors, a sedentary

mode of life, celibacy, dissipated habits, masturbation, impotence,

long continued emotions. A further cause may be sought tor m
chronic abdominal disorder, chronic gastric and abdominal catarrh

congestions, obstructions in the cystic vein owing to disease ot

the liver, piles, weakness etc.
.

Treatment.—The most certain and in most cases indispens-

able treatment for the cure of hypochondriasis is the streng-

thening or regenerative treatment (combined in some cases with

the Kneipp cure) which must be persevered in tor several months.

The patient must spend as much time as possible in the open

air especially in mountains or forests and must have abundant

occupation both for mind and body. The treatment must be

particularly directed towards the removal of the causes ot the

disease and for the fortifying of the constitution curative gymnastics

adapted to the patient's strength can be recommended.
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If the means of the patient do not allow of his following ,suitable course of treatment at a Sanatorium, or if he has nropportunity of undergoing the strengthening treatment at hi'^own home (so far as this is practicable) under the direction of anatural healer, he must endeavour to prevent the further progress
of the malady and to remove the causes as far as possible

"

He must in the first place take up some occupation afTordmc
scope tor the exercise of his mental as well as his bodily powerssome healthy physical and mental work, passing as much of hi^'
time as possible m the open air in a cheerful situation and in
cheerful society and take plenty of out door exercise such ai^
mountain chmbmg etc., in short, fresh air, occupation in the country
if possible, and open windows at night are the principal points
to be attended to. He should observe a non-stimulating or if it
agrees with him better, a mixed diet; the practice of' curative
gymnastics in the open air or in a room with open windows is
also most beneficial in such cases. Care should also be given to-
the regular action of the bowels; in case of constipation see
''Enemata" and "Constipation".

It is also good for the patient to exchange his home and his
customary surroundings for a new neighbourhood for some months,
selecting a residence in a healthy chmate, with a pleasant situation
and agreeable society. Suitable physical and mental work is an
essential feature of the treatment, as mentioned above.

Benefit will also be derived from cool and cold baths of
short duration especially river baths (one to three minutes at
most) followed by active exercise, also from affusions and packs.

Curative G3minastics : two out of the twelve groups daily in

order combined with frequent gentle massage of the abdomen
and the whole body. See also "Hypochondriasis" under Kneipp
cure. For further information about curative g3annastics and
massage, also For Modes of Application see Index.^ See also the
treatment given in the article on "Piles".

CURE OF A CASE OF HYPOCHONDRIASIS.
By Edmund Schneckenberg.

No complaint embitters life to such an extent as hypochon-
driasis or disorder of the abdominal nerves. Almost every person
suffering from illness indulges in the hope of recovery, the
hypochondriac alone is without hope. He lives to be a torment to

himself and to others, and if occasionally an improvement in his

condition is visible, some symptom or other presentl}'^ makes its

appearance which brings his disease again under Iiis notice,

causing him to regard himself as the most miserable of all men.
So long as the hypochondriac has a healthy appearance he is
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considered a humbug, who is only shamming illness, and nobody

heaves in the reality of his disease until he looks pale and 1

1

Thrtreatment of hypochondriasis is no easy matter. Smtable

Ixei-c se and repose, light and digestible food, mild water treatment,

Inna lir and certain physical influences are indispensable for the

fmdioiation of ti.e p^enfs condition if not for his complete

recovery.
formerly an enthusiastic sportsman, swimmer

and 4a?er was 'compelled by the nature of his occupation to

relinqufsh his active ^lablts. General indisposition and loss of

ToSe set in, loss of flesh and various nervous troubles super-

vened ^d th^ patient formerly a cheerful and lively man, be-

came morose and nervous, and a source ol annoyance to his

famiiv on account of his continual querulousness. Scores of times

dm-lne the day he would complain of some fresh symptom,

magmfied by his imagination till it seemed to him intolerable^

M one movement his heart would palpitate, at another he would

feel a burning pain in his head, or a twinge in his knee, a quarter

of an hour later he would complain of a feelmg of distension m
his stomach, then he would feel giddy, and so on from morning

till nieht A course of natural treatment in a mountainous district

consisting of uninterrupted exposure to fresh air, vegetable diet,

treatment of the skin (full baths of rather high temperature were

oiven at the commencement, replaced afterwards by shallow baths

foeether with compresses on the abdomen during the day, retained

till warm and cool enemas after stool; body packs, three-quarter

packs and massage being added as the patient s strength increased)

strictly regulated exercise and rest, and healthy mental inlluences,

completely restored the hypochondriac to health which he has

enjoyed for three years.

A CASE OF HYPOCHONDRIASIS CURED.
By Ferd. LiSKOw, Sommerstein Sanatorium.

On the afternoon of the 2"»* of April a shy timid man \vith a

shuffling gait and who appeared to have a bad conscience,

appeared in my Sanatorium. It was evident at the hrst glance

that he was a physical and mental wreck. He gave the im-

pression that he had no more interest in life and had entirely

given up hope. As he afterwards informed me this v^as really

the case. A visit to a Sanatorium for the Natural Method of

Healing was his last hope. If that failed to restore him to health,

he had resolved to shoot himself, as his life was a burden to

him. He had contemplated marriage, but had refrained from

taking that step owing to weakness and impotence. He was the

typical picture of a hypochondriac. He had corresponded with
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rae from his residence in Lodz in Poland but with the suspicion
pecuHar to men in his condition, he had not been able to bring
himself to mention his name to me for fear of the nature of his
complaint getting known. He therefore always used an assumed
name. Only in his last letter had gained sufficient confidence
in me to sign his name.

His disease had commenced in his youth. Self- abuse was
the foundation of his troubles, which were subsequently intensified
by sexual excesses and their consequences. When he came to
me he looked, in spite of his comparative youth, he was only
twenty nine years old—like a decrepit and worn out man. Every
little thing worried him, and he had become a confirmed misan-
thrope. During the first three weeks of his treatment he kept
himself entirely aloof from the other patients, he wandered about
the woods near the Sanatorium by himself, spoke only to me
and no more than was absolutely necessary. Not till the fourth week
did he begin to wake up. Then his good spirits revived again.

From that time his progress made gigantic strides. In a few
weeks he had got over his unsociability and began to play and
sing. He soon entertained the whole company. After seven
weeks treatment (a combined regenerative course) he left my
establishment complete^ restored and happy. A short time after-

wards he wrote: "I have never during my whole life felt so well

and happ3'- as I do now."

N'ofe by the Author.
Although we have no personal knowledge of the patient we

have good grounds for believing from Kühnes point of view, (see

Kuhie's cure), that the overloading of the abdominal organs with

foreign substances aiid the waste products of assimilation was the

root of the mischief. The prostate gland, seminal ducts and urinary

organs and the sexual parts in general were congested with blood,

thus giving rise to a constant irritation of the genital organs, and

acting as a provocative to self-abuse and to subsequent sexual

excesses. The general debility and impotence (probably merely

physical) were again the result, not so much of the drain on the

constitution consequent on excesses, as of the congestion of the

abdominal organs. The natural method of healing in the form of

the so called regenerative treatment endeavours to attack the root

of the disorder, and to remove its fundamental causes. It has

achieved another brilliant success in this case, in the credit for

which the healer, by his careud and individualizing treatment can

claim his full share.

HYSTERIA (from the Greek hysteria—the womb) is one ol

the diseases incident to the female sex ^ most commonly met

with. This disease, from the variety of its forms, its rapid changes,
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the scarcity of characteristic symptoms, the uncertainty of its course

and the fact that its attacks arise and disappear often without

any assionable or from some apparently insignificant cause, bears

close ^resemblance to hypochondriasis. People are therefore

sometimes tempted to consider both diseases as identical, and it

has been asserted that the difference between the two arises

merely from the difference of the sexes, and that the hypochon-

driasis of the male is the hysteria of the female, and vice versa.

This, however, is not the case.

The abdominal organs are not so distmctly the_ seat of the

disorder in hysteria as in hypochondriasis. Hysteria is to a much

greater extent conditioned by a general faulty, highly strung, over

sensitive nervous organization frequently displaying itself, it is

true, in the abdominal nerves, but accompanied in this case

generally by an increased irritability, much less conspicuous in

hypochondriasis. For this reason attacks of indigestion are not so

frequently met with in hysteria; convulsive attacks on the other

hand are very common, occuring more often without any previous

warning and more generally increasing in intensity.

"Nervous Weakness" is therefore the best term for hysteria

and in the treatment of this disease far more importance has to

be attached to strengthening the entire nerv^ous system, and con-

teracting its excessive susceptibility than to the direct treatment

of the abdominal organs as in hypochondriasis.

In hysteria we do not meet with that peculiar mental dis-

position, that exacted imagination, in consequence of which the

patient's thoughts are constantly occupied with and magnify his

bodily troubles, which is the characteristic feature of hypochon-

driasis. It is true that in hysteria much anxiety is displayed

together with considerable mental disturbance, but the morbid
ideas arising in the mind of the patient are not so specially directed

to her bodily condition, for the attacks are frequently succeeded

by complete and even exaggerated cheerfulness, with entire absence

of anxiety about her health, which is never the case in hypo-

chondriasis. The sufferings of a hysterical subject are rather

physical than mental, she is apt to be confidential and communi-
cative, and bewails her lot for the purpose of making herself

interesting to those around her, the troubles of the hypochondriac

on the other hand are mainly mental, he contemplates the future

with dread, displays suspicion, and complains with bitterness of

his sufferings.

In hysteria the sexual organs are always specially implicated,

a disturbed condition of their functions being very frequently the

primary cause of the disease, which is never in such a marked
degree the case in hypochondriasis. The reason of this is to be
sought for in the peculiarity of the female constitution whereby
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the organism as a whole stands in intimate connection with the
sexual system and especially with the womb, so that any disturbance
in the one reacts directly on the other. In man, on the other
hand, the sexual apparatus forms to a much greater extent a
separate, independent entirety, exerting comparatively little influenco:

on the physiological or pathological condition of the remainder
of the organism (physiological from physiology i. e. the science
of the constitution and functions of living beings pathalogy, the
science of disease). This difference is very important and has to

be constantly kept in view in the treatment ; for the various sexual

functions and metamorphoses (transformations)—the advent of

puberty, menstruation, pregnancy, parturition and lactation exert

a decided influence on hysteria, often standing to it, as we have
said, in the relationship of cause to effect and also pla^dng ar)

important part in its cure.

It is at the same time true that the two diseases have much
in common in regard to their essential features, cause and treatment,

often occurring simultaneously and passing off into each other.

The merely nervous physical, or as it is sometimes called

—

dynamic hypochondriasis especially bears a close resemblance to

hysteria in its symptoms. Women, moreover, are Hable to morbid

conditions more resembling hypochondriasis, and symptoms closely

akin to those of hysteria, frequently occur in men. As hysteria

is, if possible, even more varied in its forms than hypochondriasis,

a description of its symptoms is almost an impossibility. Only

those, who have often had occasion to observe hysterical patients

during their attacks can form any idea of the variety of the

symptoms and the frequency of their changes. We may almost

say that the pecuhar characteristic of hysteria is that it has nothing

characteristic about it.

In attempting therefore to describe the disease we can do

little more than give some general outlines, as the symptoms are

subject to endless modifications. .

Symptoms.—The appetite is irregular though not seriously

impaired, coming on suddenly and at unusual times. A feehng

of pressure and discomfort experienced after eatmg, causing the

patient to desire to get rid of the food. She is subject to a

feeling of sickness, to gastric cramps, actual vomiting, acid eructa-

tions, and a bitter taste in the mouth. She suffers much from

wind in the stomach, the removal of which is only effected witn

considerable difficulty. Rumbhng noises are heard at times in

the stomach which is apt to be distended and swollen^ At tnt

same time a pecuhar sensation is experienced as if a ball weie

rolling about in the abdomen, gradually ascending to thestomacti

and throat, and giving rise to a dread of suffocation. Hysterical

patients also suffer greatly from violent pams m the boweib,
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ommonlv known as windy colic. The action of the bowels is.

Jwavs irregular, the patient suffers from constipation, and still

more frequently from diarrhoea. The stools often have an offen-

ive odour, and a green or shmy appearance, due to an altered

condition of the bile and other fluids secreted m the intestinal

canaL^^^
skin is generally dry and perspiration can only be induced

with difficulty. The urine is sometimes diminished in quantity

sometimes suppressed altogether, the latter symptom being often

accompanied by an unpleasant urgent desire to pass water. At

otht^r times, again, a large quantity of urine may be passed, the

latter having a pale watery colour previous to an attack, and a

, pale colour after it. The secretion of saliva is almost always

. increased in quantities in the moutli and is sometimes so acid as

to cause inflammation. Cramp in the stomach is a frequent

symptom. Sometimes the sexual parts secrete a slimy fluid either

! during the attacks or at other times. No secretion however is so

6 perceptibly increased as that from the lachrymal glands. Copious

^ floods of tears are frequently shed, causing inflammation of the

i eyelids. They are excited in large quantities by the shghtest

i mental depression. Sometimes the patient will weep copiously

h without any occasion whatever. Hysterical subjects sometimes

i look pale and ill, at times however they present the appearance

of perfect health. Their facial expression however is always-

subject to rapid changes. Within the space of an hour it may
vary from that of perfect health and cheerfulness to that of me-

lancholy and dejection with dark rings around the eyes. The
)odily heat is at the same time nearly always unevenly distributed,

oome parts are very hot, even burning and red, others pale and

cold as ice. The lower extremities particularly are generally

strikingly cold, a large supply of heat being required to warm
them.

The pulse is always irregular, hard and accelerated; during

an attack, however, it is retarded, intermittent, and at times scarce^

ly perceptible. The heart beats violently perceptible and even

audibly. Breathing is almost always laboured, causing the patient

to sigh frequendy and accompanied by a dry spasmodic cough.

Actual asthma often supervenes combined with a feeling of great

anxiety as if the cavity of the chest were not large enough to

admit of the expansion of the lungs. The circulation is always

uneven ; sometimes accelerated, sometimes retarded.

The voluntary muscles are subject to many various kinds oi

spa.sins. Spasms in the muscles of the face, throat, head, larynx,

and oesophagus give rise to grinding of the teeth, immoderate
screaming and shouting, loud laughter and weeping without an}'

external cause, and rapidly alternating, sobbing, yawning, short
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intermittent breathing, highly r.^n^itive, spasmodic constriction o!

the throat etc.

Frequently, especially durmg the night-time, the patient is

finable to keep her hmbs quiet, the arms, legs and even the head
being in constant motion.

The eyesight is sometimes diminished, sometimes heightened
in power or altered in a peculiar manner. A singing, ringing or
roaring is heard in the ears and a moderately load noise, espec-

ially^ if unexpected, produces intense discomfort causing a violer^t

shock or even convulsions. The senses of smell and taste a

-

usually morbidly intensified. All powerful odours, especially thos<-

of a pleasant nature are disagreeable to those suffering fro u
hysteria. Everything has an insipid, bitter, salt, sweetish or

strong taste.

Hysterical patients are excessively sensitive to changes oi

temperature the shghtest alteration making them feel too cold or

hot. They often complain of cold, when their bodies are warm
to the touch and vice-versa, the temperature of their bodif s

appearing to them quite different from what it really^^s, the most

varied feeling of pain and discomfort arise as suddenly as they

disappear. Megrim is commonly met with in hysterical patients.

The changes in the sexual system as well as those in i\m

patients mood and mental life are legion. It is impossible i *

describe these exhaustively.

The sexual impulse is seldom diminished; on the contrary it

is very often largely increased. Hysterical women, therefore,

frequently acquire the habit of self abuse, dwell upon erotic

fancies, are fond of indecent or exciting literature, do all they

can to make themselves pleasing to men, and yield without

resistances to their importunities.

The progress of the disease is very uncertain; but it has a

marked tendency to become chronic. Children are never subject

to the malady.
When it occurs at the commencement of puberty it often

-disappears with marriage, pregnancy and parturition ;
sometimes,

however, these latter may give rise to the disease, especially

when deliveries succeed each other rapidly.

In the called "change ol life" the disease nearly always

disappears or takes another form.

Causes.—Hysteria can arise from various causes. It can

generally be traced to disturbances in tlie abdominal functions,

Regeneration of certain abdominal organs, obstructions in the

digestive apparatus, female disorders etc. These in their turn

lead to faulty distribution and composition of the blood, attended

by weakness of the abdominal nerves and general nervous

debility.
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l-REATMENT.-Same as in "Chlorosis^. Great perseverance

nnd oatience however, must be exercised in long standing and

obstinate cases If the'disease be the result of other morbid con-

ditions, these latter must of course receive proper attention and

treatment Massage of the abdomen and of the body generalh"

can be recommended in many cases. Many patients agam are

benefited by a thorough going Kneipp treatment. (See article

"Hysteria" under Kneipp cure.) As the prmcipal remedy, recourse

should be had to curative or animal magnetism, which can boast

of most startling success in the treatment of hysteria for which

it appears to be specially adapted

Curative Gvmnastics; particularly group H, 1/, vl and VIL

See also "Curative gymnastics", "Massage" and "Kneipp cure .

For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

CURE OF HYSTERICAL CONVULSIONS AND SEVERE
FEMALE DISORDERS IN BILZ' SANATORIUM.

Miss S. of N. was a complete wreck with a worn out, lifeless

expression of countenance, incapable of sitting upright
^*^^lr^P

lying down in her carriage when she was brought to the etabUsh-

ment, and great care had to be taken in carrrymg her to her

room. When changing her bed she had to be carefully lifted

by two persons. If I had seen the patient's condition when she

first applied for admission into the sanatorium, I should have

declined to receive her, for her state was such that all the patients

who saw her declared a speedy death to be inevitable, as she

was incapable of undergoing any treatment. The diagnosis re-

vealed severe abdominal disease combined with hysterical convul-

sions. The patient had to bear the most terrible sufferings, for

weeks she was without sleep, she was subject to convulsions,

lasting for hours at a time, and to intermittent pains, of such

violence that she screamed at the top of her voice; she herself

as well as the other patients looked forward to death to release

her from her suflferings. A very mild course of treatment was-

resorted to and carried out, it consisted of mild ablutions, gentle

massage, lukewarm hip-bath, and derivative packs. The worst

feature of the case was that a complete cure was impossible

without a surgical operation, which was performed as soon as

the patient was strong enough to undergo it. Afterwards she

was treated on the principles of the natural method of healing

combined with careful nursing. The treatment was attended with

incredible difficulty. Gradually her condition improved, she was

soon able to get out of her bed, and shortly afterwards to go-

out of her room by herself. In four months she could walk about

the grounds like the other patients, and climb up into the loft>^
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tower. Two months later all traces of pain and weakness had!
vanished and the patient could be discharged as cured. Those!
who had seen her brought into the establishment looked upor
her cure as nothing short of a miracle.

CURE OF HYSTERIA.
Miss M. . . . thirty two years of age, had had an attack of]

gastric fever six years previously. Erroneous treatment with medi-
cine had produced a condition of nervous disorder which extended
over her whole body and finally culminated in a severe form of

h37Steria. The disease showed itself more especially in great

depression, insomnia, constant feeling of pressure on the brain,

megrims, nervousness, catarrh, gastric disturbances and convulsions.

She had consulted various physicians without result. In despair

she had resolved to yield to her fate. When she heard of the

successful cures performed in my sanatorium and determined to

come there. After a course of seven weeks, she had recovers ],

nothing being left of her disease except a slight nervous irritability

and weakness. She left the sanatorium in good health and spirits.

Three months later her nervousness had also quite disappeared

as the result of a careful mode of Ufe.

Ferd. Liskow.

I.

ICE AND ICE-BAGS should never be applied, nor should

pieces of ice ever be swallowed, though often prescribed by doctors

of the present day, because ice irritates too greatly and produces

a state of congestion and metastasis (which see), or may bring

about inflammation of wounds as well as of internal organs e. g.

menigitis, inflammation of the lungs, peritonitis etc. With cold,

cool or soothing compresses or cold local baths (e. g. in bruises ),

which must be renewed as often as required, the desired result

is attained much better and with less danger. Moreover they

are easily borne in all cases and have not the mjurious irntatmg

effect which ice has.

ICHTHYOSIS is a skin disease frequently inherited from

the parents and which then manifests itself soon after birth in

the form of a rough dark skin. The peculiar scale-like rash then

appears gradually in a more or less pronounced form. The scaly

rash may however have a different origin and appear later, m whu ,

case it shows itself more particularly on the arms and legs (knr.

-

and elbows).
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Treatment.—Non-stimulating diet, plenty of fresh air, great

attention to cutaneous action and frequent stimulating three

quarter or full packs, followed by bath; bath or wet rubbing of

'he whole body, sponge down and bath as directed in article on

'•Aene" and Kneipp douches. Full steam-baths, air and sunbaths

and trunk-baths are to be recommended.
, , , ,

If the head Is esi^ecially attacked, then head steam-baths

followed by cool head bath and head pack at night. A thorough

course of regenerative treatment will affect a cure most speedily,

specially obstinate places should be exposed by means of a burn-

ino- o-lass to the concentrated rays of the sun until slight bhsters

are formed For Modes of Applications see Index.

Kneipp cure.— Hay flower shirt twice a week and two douches

daily. The various kinds of douches should be applied alternately.

Idiocy, see Index.

Illustrations, List of, see end of book.

IMPETIGO. Is the name of an eruption in which the pus-

::ules are filled with pus and on which scabs form when this has

been discharged.

Treatment as in "Eczema" and "Psoriasis .

Impetigo, see "Favus" and "Report of cure" under "Diph-

theria".

Imposthume, see "Carbuncle".

IMPOTENCE (male) is that morbid condition of males, in

which they are, during the years of puberty, altogether or partly

incapable by having sexual connexion, either through the penis

not acquiring the necessary degree of erection, or, if erection

does take place, through the discharge of the semen occunng

before the act of copulation, a condition expressed by the term

of "Irritable weakness".
Impotence mav arise from various causes. Its most frequent

source is over-stimulation and exhaustion by means of self-abuse

(see ibid). Next, from exhaustion through excess of sexual inter-

course, severe diseases, especially those of the spine, bodily or

mental over-exertion, worry, grief, and such like causes.

Treatment.—Avoid the cause. If self -abuse is the cause,

then in the first place, shun entirely this detestable vice, more-

over very strict moderation in—or better, entire abstinence from

sexual connexion for a length of time; take plenty of fresh air,

sleep with the window open; daily wet rubbing of the whole

body, as well as hip-bath (72« to 770) twice a day, lasting from

twelve to fifteen minutes ; and steam-bath in bed (duration one hour)

twice a week, followed by a lukewarm bath (88*^); as much as

possible vegetarian diet. Above everything avoid spirits, spices,
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and other irritants. In general a tonic treatment should be adopted
as well as gymnastics and massage.

In addition to the above mentioned causes of impoten« <

,

congenital defects and imperfections,—such as malformation of the
penis, the absence of testicles etc. should also be mentioned as
causing impotence. For further information on "Massage", "Cur-
ative gymnastics" and Modes of Application, see Index,

We would call attention to a pamphlet by Paul Gessen entitled

"Mechanica Sexuahs" in connection with which Professor R. v. Kraft
Ebing of Vienna declared on oath in a court of law ^^Paid Gessem
erector is the best remedy known for impotence". Pamphlet
and apparatus may be ordered of Paul Gessen engineer, Cologne
on the Rhine.

Impregnation, see Index.

Incandescent carriage warmer, see "Foot warmer (ca

riage)".

Incandescent flat iron, see "Flat irons".

Incandescent foot warmer, see "Foot warmer".

Incandescent roaster, see "Stoves".

Incandescent stove, see "Stoves".

Incised wounds, see "Wounds".

Indian-corn cake, see "Diet".

Indian-corn pudding, see "Diet".

Indigestibiiity, see "Stomach, Diseases of the".

Indisposition, see "Falling ill", "Bad health" and

"CiiiLDREN, Diseases of".

Indisposition of children, see "Infantile diseases".

INDIVIDÜALISATION means that in the treatment of a

disease, the physician must take into consideration the peculiarities,

the bodily strength, and condition of the patient, so as to adapt

his method of cure, and in particular the diet, to the circumstances

of the case.

INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT.
(From Dr. Steinbachers' book, "The Natural Method of Cure".)

That past master of naturalists, Alex, von Humboldt, enunciated

this axiom founded on his vast experience, an axiom of the

weightiest importance, and true for all time, so long as the sun

shall shine upon us: "There is no such thing as genus, or^species,

in the whole realm of nature; there are only individuals.
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Nowhere in nature is there a gap—all is transition; every-

where the most subtle shades;—every individual is different. How
difficult it is even to determine the transition from the vegetable

the animal kingdom!—Many an inquirer has failed in this

initial task.—But if whole realms of nature exist beside each other

in such delicate gradations, that it is difficult or impossible to

determine the boundaries between them, what a fruitless under-

taking it would be to attempt to bring all individuals into one
catesjory ! In nature, in the organism of the human race, nothing

is general, but everything is individual—each one differing from
another, each endowed with a mind and temperament, with
strength and ' weakness, of his. own—because each has his own
flesh and blood, his own marrow and bone, his own heart and
brain. There is an intimate reciprocal relation between all the

different products of nature—one requires the other; as it is in

microcosm, so it is- in our organism—a reciprocal relation between
plant and animal, between air and water, between earth and
heaven.

We need the plants, to keep the breathing pjrocess in order;
they . absorb, in the light, the carbonic acid which we exhale

;

requiring it for their food, for their organic structure, and renev/ed
vital force;—we draw nutriment from them and maintain motion
by means of their material.

The marrow of our bones, the bones of our skeleton, the
phosphorus and the isitty substance of our brain, the iron of our
blood etc.—we have borrowed from the plants, which in their
turn derived the materials from the soil.

This grand circulation; this interchange of material, by reason
iu which, after some years, we are no longer the same as we
were in childhood;—as we stand before the bier with different
hair, different nails and toes, different heart, different kidneys,
from what we had in our cradle—this mutual relationship it is

that makes us wonder at the great machinerj^ of creation, and
gives us—w''.h material for thought—, a mind to perceive, a soul
to feel, and enthusiasm to admire.

Moleschols says rightly : To acknowledge this mutual depen-
dence; and to harbour joyfully and reverentially the feeling that

e are connected with the great whole, constitutes true piety.
We all depend upon each other; but all again on the air

surrounding us, on the plants, the animals, the water springs, and
the soil; and yet each individual is different, an individual in
himself participating in the great universe as a link of the whole
chain, and performing his humble part in the mighty circle of
life and nature.

just as differences of station and occupation, of climate and
' nstitution, of temperament and grades of education produce

44
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different bodily conditions, so do also people vary from each otheryet always under the shield of the one fundamentarprincipl^i!
he blood IS the hfe; without blood there can be no^stren^hlViewed from this pomt there is but one living being-'for th^hfe of all IS based on matter and force. But just bfcause hemany various organs-, which constitute one Separate vvholecalled an mdividual,-are so easily subject to modification by theabove named mfluences food, warmth, air and since they are atdifferent stages of development; activity, change, dissolution-ar.m fact going through different vitaf processc?s,-for that ?Pasonevery individual is a separate unit.

The parts of the one great whole are therefore manifold -
here a sensitive there an apathetic, here a lymphatic there a
choleric, subject-here rapid, there more gradual, change-heremovement there a constant state of rest—here the blood courses
impetuously through the veins, there it pulsates weakly andsiowhr—here there is great absorbtion and litde waste, there
great loss and little recuperation—therefore there are the strong
and the weak; here a broad course of health which can hardly
be overstepped,—there only a small and narrow path in which
the vitalty is cramped, and only too easily gets off the track.—
There can be, therefore, no dogmatic scheme of nourishment
not any more than there exists one pattern only for the processes
of circulation and assimilation. Nature at times responds to subtle
influences of which w^e have no knowledge and no idea.

No exact scheme of rules, therefore, can be formed as to
what measures should be adopted when the even tenor of hfe's
course has been interrupted. As each individual differs from
others when m health, so also does he differ when sick; and as
every healthy person must be treated according to his own
specific principle of life so also must the invalid be treated
according to the principle of disease, proper to his individual
constitution."

Indulging to excess in the sexual instinct, see Index.

INDURATION or hardenings, are of various kinds. Those
on the surface usually yield to local and general stimulative treat-

ment for wdiich, under certain circumstances, soothing compresses
may be substituted in combination v/ith a vegetarian diet. Accord-
ing to the patient's condition, massage ma}^ be applied, in the form
of rubbing, pressing, and kneading; see also treatment b}^ massage
in "Exostosis" (Index). Many indurations may be removed within
a few days or weeks ; others only after several months and more.
For Modes of Application see Index.

Infants, Care of, see "Women, Diseases of".
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Infants, Disea^ses of, see "Women, Diseases of", see also

^'Children, Diseases of".

INFECTION is the transmission of disease from one

person to another ; either by direct contact, or through the medium

of the air.

The infectious diseases, according to present prevailing opinion,

are: diptheria, syphilis, small-pox, whooping-cough, scarlet fever,

measles, typhus, plague etc.

The following remarks of Kuhne in the periodical entided:

"The new method of cure' are well worthy of notice. An acute

disease, in whatever external form it may appear, is only con-

ceivable where foreign matter has previously tainted the system.

It is nothing but a violent effort of nature (acute healing crisis) to

get rid of that foreign matter.—Such an effort is in fact of itself

a state of fever; or, in other words, a state of fermentation of

the foreign matter in the body.—If these fermenting matters are

successfully expelled by the natural organs of secretion,— more

especially by the perspiration,—then all danger is past. Per-

spiration is, so to speak, nothing else than the uppermost scum

of this fermentation in progress. An acute illness, (fever) as we
said before, is altogether inconceivable, unless a chronic (latent)

state of illness has proceeded it, i. e. an accumulation of foreign

matter in the system. That is w^hy the chronic state is the more
dangerous one. It is certain that transmission of this state of

disease takes place only from parents to children; but it takes

place in every case where the parents are diseased ; and it is on
that account, though it may long remain latent, a sure source of

the propagation of all forms of disease germs.

infection in a general sense has hitherto been considered

possible only in acute disease
;
but, as we have shown, the trans-

mission of disease germs in a latent state, from parents to child-

ren is exactly the same thing. Everybody knows that the butter-

fly is but the last development of an insect; and can be con-

ceived only if caterpillar and chrysalis have preceded it. Thus
in the same way an acute disease can only be imagined as the

natural consequence and crisis of a pre-existent and chronic,

although latent, diseased condition; and the transmission of

diseases—i. e. of the germs of disease—is just the same in a

chronic as in an acute state; only, as in the case of the cater-

pillar and butterfly, with a difTerence, as we shall presently see.

An acute disease—such as small-pox, scarlet fever, diptheria,

cholera, measles, syphilis etc.—is, as we have said, only a state

of fermentation in the body; which hereby makes an effort to

t^et rid of foreign matter.—This fermentation is different (specific)

n every case. The foreign matters are transformed by this pro-

4-4*
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cess of fermentation, and now appear as the dreaded bacilli
bacteria, microbes and micro-organisms. A particular germ i.-

therefore not required for the generation of these; they are the
product ot fermentation. Let us bear in mind the caterpillar andand the butterfly; and we shall no longer look upon these bacilli
and microbes as anything particular. See how rapidly animal-
cula are generated by pouring water on decaying plants. Bui
the decay of plants is only a process of fermentation of forpijrn
matter m the system. They are the product of fermentation.

'

It is during an acute illness that foreign matter is continualh
secreted from the body. This is more particularly the case, when
the patient is recovering,—i. e. when a more powerful and' there-
fore more copious secretion takes place. Hence, the danger of
infection is greatest, when the patient is convalescent. In what
way infection itself is brought about, I will now endeavour t(.

illustrate by an example. We know, that by the addition ol
some easily fermenting substance, such as yeast, or leaven, in a
state of fermentation to some other matter that ferments easily e. g.
dough, milk etc., and by giving sufficient warmth, we shall easily
produce fermentation of the latter. Yeast then,—itself only a pro-
duct of fermentation,—when added to dough or milk, communi-
cates the fermentation to them. We say: the bread rises, the
milk turns thick or sour. Exactly the same is the case with acute
diseases. Here it is the foreign matter in fermentation which
passes into the atmosphere in the patient's breath, and in the
evaporations from his body. If in this w^ay they enter the system
of another person, in an unhealthy condition—and if they are not
imniediately secreted and cast off by that system but are retained
in it—then they produce on the foreign matter latent in it, the
very same fermenting effect that yeast produces on dough, or
leaven on milk etc; and thus the same illness is originated in the

second person as that from which the first is suffering;—that is

to say, nearly always the same illness; because the character of

the fermentation varies with every illness, a fact which has been
well established by microscopic researches into the characteries

of bacilli. This entire process of infection is after all nothing

but the inoculation of morbid matter in a state of fermentation,

from one system into another, by natural ways and in a naturally

diluted state. Such matter can only set up fermentation in the

system into which it is so introduced when that system contains

latent foreign matter in sufficient quantity. The danger of in-

fection by some acute disease is therefore only possible when a

person has already sufficient taint within him to receive it; or, as

we generally say, when he is predisposed to it; and now we
know what predisposition means. The difference between the

effect produced respectively by natural inoculation of morbid
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matter and by its artificial inoculation with the lancet lies in
•

the matter inoculated, and in its dilution. Homeopathy teaches

that all substances are most effective in a diluted state; and that
•

is why fermenting morbid matter in a naturally diluted state is so

nowefful when it finds a congenial soil. The vaccine poison, ad-

ministered in allopathic doses, exercises, as do all allopathic med-

icines, a paralysing effect on the vital power of the body; i. e.,

it deprives it of the force required to get nd of its foreign matter

by an acute illness, (acute healing crisis, fever) and augments the

quantity of that matter; thus producing a far worse chronic (latent)

state of illness; a fact distinctly proved by the constant increase

of all chronic complaints ever since vaccination was introduced.

But all the other fever remedies, such as quinine, antifebrm,

morphia etc. have the same effect. They all paralyse ever\' heal-

ing effort of nature (fever) ; and only succeed m diminishing, or

even stopping, the process of fermentation of foreign matter;

never in ejecting it. In this way originate all such formerly rare

maladies as cancer, extreme nervousness, insanity (paralysis),

S5^philis etc. The system becomes more and more impregnated

with disease without any increase of the power to throw it off

by an acute healing crisis. In the above diseases the impreg-

nation reaches so high a point that complete relief is in most

cases no longer possible; because the foreign matters have al-

ready destroyed, to a greater or less extent, the organs of the

body; which do not grow again as they do in amphibious animals.

In this connection another observation must be made.

We see medical science ever seeking new remedies, and

applying them, because the old ones have no longer the desired

effect. This is very natural. At first every dmg has a paralysing

effect on the vital forces; but in time these become so blunted

to it that it ceases to act upon them; and then some new and

more powerful agent must be sought, in order still farther to par-

alyse the vital power; till at last the fermenting process of the

foreign matter in the system can no longer be stopped, and life

is destroyed. One instance will render this clear. Everybody

beginning to smoke tobacco must fight with his stomach till it

possesses sufficient vital power to resist the poison successful!}'

(by vomiting), soon, however, this power becomes weakened ; and

complete insensibiUty results. A more potent poison is now
required for the stomach to rebel against, as it did at the

beginning.

It is true we often hear the surprising remark of people be-

ginning to smoke, and who are not able to bear it, that "their

stomach is as yet too weak; it must get used to it." Just the

contrary is the case. So long as the stomach rebels against

smoking, it proves that it possesses sufficient strength to eject
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the poison: but when it accepts it without resistance, then fare-
well to the pristine vital force of the stomach! It has become
enfeebled.

The system now requires, in consequence of this increased
latent_ (chronic) taint, some much stronger external influence, to
give it sufficient motive power to expel its foreign matter; be-
cause its pristine vital force has been weakened. It is mostly s

change in the weather which gives such an impetus; and that

is the reason why great epidemics have always taken place after

severe winters.

But let us give a few more examples to illustrate this pheno-
menon. Put some yeast into a bottle of beer, and stand the

bottle in a cool, dark cellar. Fermentation will not be easily pro-

duced. But carry the bottle into the daylight and a warmer tem-

perature, and fermentation sets in at once, in spite of the bottle

being well corked. In that case it was not bacilli or microbes
that produced the fermentation, but only light and warmth. At
the same time the appearance of the beer has undergone a change
Instead of being clear, it has become quite thick; and if it now
contains bacilli, they are the product of fermentation; just as the

butterfly grows out of the chrysalis.

We observe the same thing, taking place in the air. To-daj;

we have a splendid bright summer day; to-morrow, a completely

dull one. But we know that the clouds are formed by the con-

densation of the invisible moisture, suspended in the air, by a

change (in this case cooling) of the temperature; and here we
see also how the specific kind of cooling produces the different

forms of showers, dew, rain, hail, snow,—^^^et it is not difficult foi

anyone to understand that these various forms are the products

of water only. In swampy, tropical places the fermenting matter

of the morasses continually fills the air; so that a short stay is

sufficient to produce fever in a man predisposed to it; in othei

words to set up fermentation of the foreign matter in his system,

just as yeast acts on deugh; producing fermentation (fever). All

stagnant waters operate similarly, though perhaps not so

powerfully Only look at the marked difference between clear

mountain lakes, whose stony bottoms do not cause fermentation,

and other muddy inland lakes. It is true, the latter are at times

moderately clear, but at every change of weather fermentation,

beginning at the bottom, makes the water thick, so that one can

often know exactly of what the bottom is composed. Stagnant

waters with muddy bottoms are thrown, by a change of tem-

perature, into the same kind of fermentation as the swamps, and

in their turn set up fermentation in other substances.

The only question still unsolved is this—, what is the cause ot

an epidemic where, although direct infection is next to impossible.
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the same disease makes its appearance sporadically in different

nlaces W thout the existence of foreign matter m the human

tstem the outbreak of an epidemic is inconceivable. If we look

So rclosely into the matter, we shall find that there are epidemics

fvPrv ve'r though they are not always so widespread as the

Snza of 89^^ Still it is an estabhshed fact that measles,

scaHe fever, diptheria, whooping-cough, catarrh, break out m an

eSdemic form at certain seasons every year. Among people

leadfng a somewhat similar mode of life, a certain equality may

be prfsumed in regard to the relative amount of morbid matter

if for instance, a change in the weather supplies an external

stimulus to the vital forces -the system will endeavour by anS (fever) to rid itself of its foreign matter
;
and it stands to

reason that where a number of people are almost equally tainted,

maTof them will probably be similarly affected by the same

Suse acting simultaneously on all: and so an epidemic will be

produced. ^That such a one like the mfluenza should appear

to-day here, to-morrow there, is due to its cause, the weather.

Just is thunderstorms appear epidemically, to-day here to-morrow

there so it is with other changes m the weather which enable

the body to throw off its morbid matters. Once an epidemic has

established itself in a locality, direct infection, as above described,

comes into operation and spreads the disease^ Let us imagine,

for example, some apparently healthy person finding vermin, say

lice, upon him. They come, in a mysterious way, when the

necessary conditions are present; and once there, they increase

with extraordinary rapidity.

As a rule great epidemics have been less frequent in late

years
;
owing in the first place, as mentioned above to physicians

been able, by the use of new drugs, to paralyze the vital forces

so effectually that they only develop sufficient strength for a great

epidemic healing crisis, when they are acted upon by some

unusually powerful medium. But a far more critical, more generally

prevalent, chronic (latent) state of disease has become the necessary

consequence of such treatment: and we have no doubt that the

time will come, when this will be understood on alj side_s,

especially as epidemics may and will occur which will verity,

fully and entirely, what we have said.

Drawing now our conclusions from these considerations we

find (1), that in the transmission of disease from a chronic (latent ^

state (from parents to children therefore) the existence of foreign

matter in the system is the sole cause. If we want to obviate the

result, we must endeavour to get rid of the morbid matter. 1 his

transmission from parent to child is by far the worst form ot

disease propagation because it must happen in every case; while

infection taken from a patient suffering with acute disease will

I
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occur only when the second person has the requisite predisposition
to It. (2) In cases of miection by acute diseases the transmission
of fermenting matter takes place from one to the other most)-
through the medium of the air. But it is only conceivable when
foreign matter (predisposition) exists in the second person; heraus*
the fermentation of such matter constitutes the disease. Pure air
in the sick room is therefore the first condition of cure; and thi'-
can onl}^ be obtained by opening the windows. No perfumes no

;

desinfections, will remove foreign matter ; but on the contrary they
will make the evil worse by contributing to the pollution of
the air.

Thus we have shown, that hereditar>^ transmission ana
infection caught from a person suffering from disease are both
possible only where foreign matters are already in the system of
the person infected. Without such foreign matters there is no
disease, and without disease there can be no infection. Everv
kind of taint in any system is none other than a pollution of that
system. He therefore who knows how to keep his body clean,
not only without but within, is insured against all infection. We
are, indeed, too apt to imagine when we see a diflferent form or
symptom, that there must be new and different causes for it:

forgetting the examples that nature gives us of different forms of
one and the same origin—as the cateipillar and the butterfly:
rain, snow, hail, dew, and cloud.

Inflamed tonj^ue, see "Tongue".

INFLAMMATION is characterized by heat, red colour,
swelling, and by irritation, thickening and stagnation of blood:
frequently also by pains, inability to use the inflamed part, shivers,

fever, general discomfort, loss of appetite, lassitude; the last being
particularly the case in more violent inflammations of the principal

internal organs.

Causes.—Inflammation supervenes either after some abnormal
external shock such as a push, knock, or wound, received in

some part of the body— , or in consequence of morbid modi-
fications of the blood, or of the cells of the respective parts; as

well as upon a serious derangement in the organs of nutrition etc.

Inflammation which may be of longer or shorter duration,—accord-

ing as the original diseases and causes are either superficial or

more deeply seated and according to the success of the treatment

adopted, always end either with dispersion, exudations (absorption)

;

or with ulcerations, suppurations, and mortification.

Treatment.—Cool (54^ to 75^) local compresses, to be renewed
when they begin to be warm, or better still warm or hot com-

presses to cause suppuration as soon as possible; when this takes

place apply stimulating local compresses. In bad cases, especially
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in inilamniation of the principal internal organs, a derivative

treatment is to be combined with the cool compresses. For such

cases see the article on the part affected "Brain", "Stomach" etc.

The attendant inflammation will be cured with the disease of

which it is a symptom if the treatment be properly carried out.

The primary conditions for such cure are non-stimulating diet,

fresh air, and rest for the inflamed part. For Modes of AppU-

cation see Index. See also "Fever".

Be it observed once more, that coolmg compresses are not

the only thin^- applied in inflammations, but also stimulating

(derivative) packs, so that—e. g. in inflammation of the brain, or

the throat, the head or as the case may be—the throat
_
is

cooled by cool bathing and cool compresses, while stimulating

packs—applied during a longer time to the body, legs or fore

arms—draw the blood to the surface and downwards, and are

calculated to obtain the solution and excretion of morbid matters

in other than the inflamed parts; and thus indirectly to relieve

and soothe the latter. In inflammation of the thoracic organs

(heart, lungs) or of the abdominal organs, cooling and soothing

compresses are applied over those organs, but stimulating ones

round arms and legs. A hot-water bottle for the legs and feet

is also to be recommended.

Treatment by massage.—Rolling (kneading) of the arms and

legs downwards, rubbing them upwards. (See "Massage" in Index).

Inflammation of an aural salivery gland, see "Mumps."

Inflammation of Diaphragm, see "Diaphragm".

Inflammation of the intestine, see "Intestinal catarrh".

Inflammation of the large intestine, see "Intestinal ca-

tarrh".

Inflammation of the small intestine, see "Intestinal ca-

tarrh".

Inflammation of the tonsils, see "Tonsilitis".

INFLUENZA. This is a disease appearing from time to

time in an epidemic form over large portions of the earth. The
first appearance of the disease in this century, on a large scale,

took place in 1889/90. At first the disease was not considered

serious. "This is nothing more than an ordinary cold" was a

common remark, till the large number of deaths and the frequent

occurence of complications proved that it was an entirely different

disease. The early symptoms of influenza are usually simular to

those of measles. Cold in the head, cough, weakness, depression,

accompanied by the characteristic feeling of weakness in the spine,

a feeling as if the latter were broken in two. These symptoms
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are immediatel}^ followed by fever, the temperature frequ. ,hjv
risjng to 104P in the morning and evening. It is a remarkabji
fact that the period of incubation or preparatory stage which \<

present in most febrile epidemic diseases, is entn-ely absent in
influenza. The writer has sat down to dinner in the middle of
the day with a perfect appetite, and been attacked by influenza
in a pronounced form at three o'clock in the afternoon,' with fevr r

and a temperature of 104".

In the case of young and strong people the ordinary course
ot the disease is the same as with a feverish cold. The catarrha!
symptoms and high temperature continue for several days, then
slowly subside and the patient is restored to health in about a
fortnight. The case is different with old and weak people; here
not only do the fever and catarrh continue longer, but lung
affections, tuberculosis, heart disease, digestive disturbances, ana;-
mia and nervous weakness are liable to occur, so that the number
of persons who succumb to these secondary diseases is far greatei
than that of those who fall a victim to the primary disorder.

Allopathy naturally took the field against this disease armed
with its usual paraphernaha of poisons. All the "ines" already
known, and many new ones, e. g. oninine, antifebrine , anti-

pyrine, salipyrin, etc. were tried. The only people who were
benefited were the druggists, and chemical manufacturers, who
were enabled to pay unprecedented dividends to their share-

holders.

And yet what a simple and easy thing it is to cure influenza

successfully and radically with the remedies of the Natural Method
of Healing. The complications to which we have referred never

occur when the disease is treated by our method. For these

complications only arise when the system is too enfeebled to eli-

minate all the morbid matter, which collects in the weaker organs

and gives rise to disease in them.

The advantage of our method is that it so effectually aids

the system in its endeavour to throw off the morbid matter, that

it seldom happens that anything injurious remains behind.

Treatment.—In the first place a steam-bath followed by a

full pack and bath, or a steam-bath in bed followed by a bath

should be given every day for two or three days to promote

free perspiration; afterwards it will be enough to give the above

every second or third day. Should, however, fever be present,

this should first be removed by soothing full packs. The duration

of the latter should be half- to three-quarters of an hour, and

they should be followed by a bath, or a bath alone may be taken

and the patient wrapped in a linen sheet without being dried,

and put to bed, in order to produce a copious exhalation. Then

a derivative treatment should be resorted to viz. foot steam-baths
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(100« to 122") of eight minutes duration, followed by stimulating

foot and leg packs and soothing body packs or body compresses.

In case of headache, cool bandages on the head and neck are

advisable, to be changed every ten minutes. Water of a tem-

perature of 82 0 should be used every hour or two for garglmg

and drawing through the nose, and steam should be inhaled to

loosen the phlegm. The treatment recommended for catarrh of

the windpipe or cold in the head may also be recommended

See "Catarrh".
, , . ,

Care must of course be taken that the sickroom be properly

ventilated, and the patient, well wrapped up, be taken for an

hour occasionally into the open air, when the weather permits.

Diet.—As long as appetite is absent, no sohd food should

be taken, and only cool water and lemonade drunk. As soon as

the patient's appetite begins to return, his nourishment should at

first be limited to gruel, boiled fruit, and a little Graham's bread,

changing gradually first to invalid's, and afterwards to normal

diet. See also "Influenza" under Kneipp cure. For Modes

of Application, see Index.

Influenza, see "Catarrh".

Inguinal hernia, see "Hernia". Also treatment with massage.

Injections into the rectum, see "Enema

Injection syringe, see „Enema
'.

Injuriousness of eating hot food. The, see Index.

INJURY, Cure of a severe. By the therapeutist v. Seth-

Bremen. (From the periodical for hygiene and therapeutics.)

The railway-employer Franz Rosenthal. Alwinen Strasse 19,.

in Bremen, had the misfortune on Sept. 27^ 1882, in shunting

railway-carriages, to get between the buffers of two of them,

with the result that the chest and right arm were greatly injured-.

The railway doctor, Dr. had the patient taken to his home,
and prescribed hourly rubbing with some ointment. He declared

next morning that there was not much hope of saving the patient's

life. Then I was called in, and found his chest and stomach
swollen like a sack of flour. The right upper arm was hkewise
very much inflamed and displayed a wound five to six inches long.

The patient was hardly able to breathe, much less to speak ; and the

action of the heart was no longer perceptible, I at once placed

a towel, wrung out in cold water, on the chest and abdomen;
and changed this compress at very short intervals during the
first quarter of an hour. I then left the wet cloth on for a

quarter of an hour, after which I again changed it as at the

beginning. After the sixth application— a space therefore of three
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hours—
I was able to leave the compress on for thirty minutesOn the evening of the same day the swelling had already sunk

to halt Its size, and 1 could again feel the beating of the heartIhe patient could breathe more easily, and drink some watr-
l<or the night I had a moist sheet, folded in eight, put under his
back; and 1 changed the compresses on the chest, according ashe lelt. Previously he had had enemata, as the bowels were
Tiot open.

On the next morning he received me with a laugh and was
already enjoying oatmeal-gruel.

I then introduced a derivative and locally more stimulating
treatment. On the sixth day he could sit up; on the tenth he took
a walk; and in the fifth week he went out cured to follow his
calhng. See also under "Fall" in Index.

Inner wrap of bandage or compress, see Index.

Innoculation, see "Small pox".

Insanity, see "Mental diseases".

INSECTS CREEPING INTO THE EAR. If insects enter
the auditory canal deeply, water must be quickly poured or injected
into the ear during which the head must be held a htde on one
side, so that the creature either comes out or is suffocated.

Insects, Stings, see "Bee stings".

INSOMNIA, or Sleeplessness, occurs (I.) often as an
accompanying symptom of many diseases; (2.) as a consequence
of pain ; or of noise, as of young children ciying etc. ; and
generally as a result of irregular sleep, (3.) in consequence of

keeping late hours, of exciting mental work, of the use of such
stimulants as coffee, tea etc.

Treatment.—When it is a symptom of some other disease,

it will disappear with the cure of the latter: but meanwhile any
of the following remedies may be applied to mitigate or re-

medy it.

If sleeplessness has been produced by causes given under

2, these causes must be removed, regular habits must be cultiva-

ted, and the diet regulated; heav}" and late suppers avoided, and

indigestible food eschewed. Washing with tepid water (73^), and

wet rubbing of the whole bod}»^ shortl}^ before going to bed will

in most cases secure sound, refreshing sleep.

A stimulating body-compress sufficiently wetted to retain its

moisture till getting-up time, and calf-packs of the same nature

during the night, are excellent means of producing sleep. Gym
nastic exercises regularly practised during the day, but, above

all, walks abroad and fresh air in the room. A tepid (77°) enema
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!)efore retiring to rest, followed by a cold one, as a means of

opening the bov.^els will be of use.

The following further hints may be noted.

Laying the back of the head and the nape of the neck on

1 large towel, wrung out in cold water and several times folded,

will prevent an excessive determination of blood to the head and

'a-ain which is a frequent cause of sleeplessness; and sleep will

thereby be brought about. A piece of old silk, or waxcloth, must

be laid under the towel to keep it cool, and to prevent it from

wettino- the bed. Looking fixedly at one object is said to lead

to sleep after some time; or better to fix the eyes (with a night-

light burning), upon some bright disk or pane (a window-pane

with white paper pasted behind it). The time of awaking in the

morning should be fixed in the memory by a firm exercise of

the will. Slow and deep breathing, continued for some minutes

(with the mouth closed) conduces to sleep; because by it the

overcharging of the brain with blood is prevented. In the same

sense one may imitate a sleeping person, in order soon to fall

into real sleep.
. . .

The plan of forcing oneself to sleep by intoxicating drinks

or narcotic drugs is most injurious and represensible, and should

be utterly rejected.

Sleeplessness of children, being caused in most cases by

deranged digestion, will generally be at once cured by a stimu-

lating body-compress: with the result that children wiio may
have been in the habit of crying all through the night will fall

asleep after one such compress. The child should also have a

lukewarm (850) enema, followed by a cool one, before being put

to bed, to open the bowels. Young children usually sleep soundly

for several hours if bathed, and thoroughly rubbed, before being

put to bed.

In addition to what has been said, it may be mentioned, that

above all massage, as described under "Tonic treatment" (see

Index) is to be employed; and that gentle stroking and rubbing,

as directed under that heading, is to be applied in the evening as

well. Sleeping with a window open: and detergent treatment; are

often eflfectuai means of cure. For Modes of Application see Index.

For the sake of further completeness, I append a case of

"Sleeplessness", taken from the "Zeitschrift für volksverständ-

liehe Gesunäheitspßege".

CHRONIC INSOMNIA
Cured by the Natural Method of Healing.

In the report of a cure written by Mrs. Hilscher, the wife of

^a tradesman in Dresden, the lady says: "For siv Ion?: years T
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never closed my eyes in really icn.-shing sleep. In adcüuo,suffered from noises in the ears, pain in the jiins, a fSin,
'

,tiredness m mv legs and knees, rheumatic pains, swollen ev^'and was troubled with a number of other disagreeable and nnin •
•

ailments. The medical men whom I consulted told m
'

nothing could be done, that I must have patience and trus,
the future. But all my patience and waiting were in vain --nomiprovement took place,-in fact my condidon got worse andworse as time elapsed, and, after a serious attack of intermittent
fever succeeded by a very enervating bout of influenza, I had^'ery little hope of ever recovering my strength at all Suisequent to these illnesses I was troubled with a profuse stickv
perspiration which weakened me still more. The last ray ofhope that remained was a course of baths at Bad Elster h, ^

from these I derived no permanent benefit, for soon after mv
return home all my ailments appeared again. My doctor no^-seemed to think the time had arrived for more drastic measui ' .

and prescribed aperient pills and a sleeping draught (Morphiun-.
ihese drugs however had no soothing effect whatever; the
caused a feeling of warmth, it is true, but next morning I feltmore tired than ever.

While in this dreadful and hopeless condition, several people
called my attention tp the Natural Method of Healing. I was
told that a number of my acquaintances, whom I had not seen for
some time, had been completely cured of the diseases from which
the}^ had for years been suffering, by the judicious treatment of
the president of the Dresden Society for the Natural Method of
HeaHng, Herr v. Bistram. In order to convince myself of the
truth of these statements I went to see these people who sub-
stantiated all that I had heard about their cure. Without loss
of time I went with my husband (who had vainly tried all sorts
of remedies for an abdominal complaint from which he had long
been suffering) to consult Herr v. Bistram who, after a thorough
examination, informed us that we were by no means in a hope-
less condition, and that we had every prospect of complete re-
covery. However he said that such ailments could not, as a
matter of course, be cured in a short time; that a pure was al-

together independent of the doctor, and that nature alone would
right herself if but aided by the energ}?- and persevering deter-
mination of the sufferer.

On my part there was no want of will and determination to

carry out his directions and, after a fortnight's strict observance
of everything, I was rewarded for my perseverance. My head
was much lighter, all the functions of the body acted with greater
regularity,

_

my appetite was much better anä I experienced an
elasticit}' in my limbs, such as I had not felt for years; and my
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riieuniatic pains had vanished entirel}'-. In short I felt that I was

on the high-road to complete recovery and that I had every pros-

pect of being able to perform my household duties again.

But what pleased me most was, I began to enjoy sleep agam.

Hitherto I had never been able to close my eyes before mornmg,

and now I was able to get an hour and a half's sleep before

ndnight. During my illness my daughter used to talk to me
lor hours to alleviate my sufferings, and now she was quite sur-

prised to find that I was not paying attention to what she was

saying, and was delighted to find that I had fallen fast asleep for

the first time in so many years.

But, just as Herr v. Bistram had warned me, my condition

varied greatly for some time. Some days I noticed a great im-

provment, and on other days I felt worse again, but after strict

attention to his directions for several months the improvment be-

came permanent, and I was entirely free from the ailment which

had troubled me for so niany years.

What was it that brought about this great and desired change?

Nothing more or less than doing what common sense says every

person should do, even when in the best of health. That is:—re-

train from the use of all nerve destroying irritants, .
give proper

attention, to cutaneous action, take regular exercise in fresh air

and carefully attend to all that promotes the regular functions of

the organs of the body.

These were important things that our doctors had never

spoken to us about, and a knowledge of which is absolutely nec-

essary to recovery. I feel it 1113- duty to publicly express rnv

thanks to Herr v. Bistram for the infinite trouble he took with

us and the Vesult of which was our complete restoration to

.health.

Dresden. Mrs. A'. Htlscher.

INTERGROWTH in the shoulder joint, in the neck and
arm-joint, on the knee and ankle. To loosen them frequent

steaming, stimulating compresses massage and curative gymnastic
exercises are suitable. These exercises consist of extension motions
of the arms for the first mentioned

;
rolling and thrusting the arm

for the second named; leg rolhng, stretching and bending the

foot or knee, and sitting on the heels etc. for the third named.
See also "Stiffness" or "Paralysis".

Intermittent fever, see "Ague".

INTESTINAL CATARRH (acute). Inflammation of the

intestine. This disease very rarely attacks the whole intestine

but nearly always a single section especially the ileum, colon
and redum (Position of the viscera).
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large intestine benig affected, there is a burning sensatfon in hanus and pains occur in the abdomen, particuiarl3 n "hebihcal region with violent tenesmus. When after much pre.sin^an evacuation does take place, it is generally ver. sm^all andmingled with blood and gelatinous mucus. Relief onh follow,upon an evacuation of larger, harder and clotted masses of ex?re^^ment, because it is just these which in a good manv cases are th^cause of the catarrh. Similar symptoms occur when th' rectu ronly IS affected with catarrh, but^ in%uch cases thlre are no pam^m ihe abdomen Other symptoms are: a dry, more or less furrvtongue, great thirst, loss of appetite, and headache. This diseasemakes its appearance sometimes with, sometimes without fever.

Causes. --Chill to the feet or abdomen, change of weather (bvreason ot which this disease may also assume an epidemic fom)
eating heavy or bad food: or the passing into the intestine of the
undigested contents of the stomach in a state of decomposition
causing irritation to the former organ, strong irritants as emetics
etc., accumulations of hard masses of excrement; worms fright
anger, fear, etc. also strangulated hernia (there are, as 'is well
known, insignificant cases of hernia, showing little if any external
swelling). Now and then this disease is met with in conjunction
with other severer maladies, as cholera, typhus, tuberculosis,
diseases of the liver etc.

Treatment.—Tepid (660 to 77«) soothing body compresses
(auration half an hour or as long as they can be comfortably
borne). In very pamful and troublesome cases apply repeated steam
compresses also warm pads followed by soothing compresses,
also put a body compress or tepid compress on the painful part
in connection with which vibrations should be resorted to; a
lukewarm (90») bath daily with an occasional lukewarm (82»' to
85«) hip-bath (fifteen to twenty minutes) is expedient; plenty of
water should be used for them, steam-bath may also be given instead.
Constipation, as well as diarrhoea should be counteracted by
cnemata which may also be used as a derivative. Fresh air, non-
stimulating food, thin oatmeal or barley gruel. Sago, fruit and
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OF THE INTESTINES AND SOLAR PLEXUS.

II

1. Inflammation of the Rectum.

3, Typhoidal Ulcer ofthe Intestine.

2. Tuberculous Ulcers of the
Intestines. .

4. Inflammation of the Large
Intestine.

6. Foecal Calculus

5. Inflammation of the Coecum.

7- Normal Position of the
Intestines.

8. Solar plexus of the Sym-
pathetic Nerve.
(Printed yellow.)
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wholemeal bread should be a^•oidpd. For Modes of Application,

see Index.
.

, , •
i

Treatment by massage.—Consists, when there are violent

pains in the abdomen, mainl}^ in continued friction of the lumber

region, kneading the arms and legs, and then softly stroking,

rubbing and vibration of the abdomen. Sometimes advantage is

derived from persistent friction of the abdomen, to be applied,

however, only on the advice of a professional masseur, and when
the inflammatory conditions have been removed.

INTESTINAL CATARRH (chronic) is usually unattended

with fever. Diarrhoea and constipation frequently alternate with

viscid, slimy, jelly -Hke stools. Passing wind and evacuations

ahvays procure relief, whereas constipation depresses the patient

and lowers his vital powers. Further sjnnptoms are: inflation of

the stomach, sensation of pressure, particularly after meals disturb-

ances of nutrition, heartburn (pyrosis), eructations from the sto-

mach, vomiting, general debihty and depression, with little children,

nipid emaciation accompanied with inflated stomach.

The chronic is generally preceded by the acute form. Other

causes, which render intestinal catarrh chronic ver}^ frequently

obtain, as intestinal ulcers, heart and lung diseases, affections nf

the liver etc.

Tre.ytment. ~A tepid (77^) wet rubbing of the whole body
with massage of the abdomen every day; tepid (77^^) body com-
press every night, to be taken off in the morning or after from
two to four hours if troublesome, besides a daily lukewarm hip-

bath of twenty to twenty four minutes' duration. Also lukewarm
(770 to 860) enemata (twelve to fifteen spoonfuls), after stool a

small tepid (68." to 72«) enema (four to five spoonfuls). Non-
stimulating, light, very moderate nourishm.ent, much exercisi

the open air and well ventilated room-

A SECOND TREATMENT.—Full steam-bath (fifteen to Lwcnty
minutes) with succeeding full pack (from half to three quarters of

an hour) next a lukew^arm bath (86" to 90^) with affusion of the

abdomen. Where a box steam-bath cannot be obtained, a bed
steam-bath (one and a half to two hours) may be substituted.

T'len a bath as above or a tepid one (72^) with wet rubbing and
iinbiued with massage of the abdomen. Also a lukewarm (77° to 860)

hip-bath of twenty to twenty four minutes, daily. Enemata etc.

as in the first treatment. These apphcations to be repeated every
day during the first week, afterwards every alternate day. For
Modes of Application, see Index.

Treatment by massage to consist mainl3^ in gently stroking
and kneading the abdomen, beginning at the pit of the stomach.
The best time for this is after a cool enema, or in the morning
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in bed, but always with the legs drawn up. See also "Inflam-
mation OF THE coecum" and "Intestinal catarrh" in Kneipp cur •.

CURE OF A BAD CASE OF IN l ESTINAL CATARRH.
From Weigher's book "Nature cures".

Mrs. J. IL was treated by me for gastric, liver and intesti-ia!

catarrh. After five year's medical treatment the stomach, intestine

and liver became indurated and then, the fifth doctor a man of
considerable scientific attainments, declared he could not procui
relief, as the stomach could no longer digest anything. Under
my cautious treatment the lady recovered, digested all food, which
I allowed her to take and could resume her household duties in

three months time and has, enjoyed health and happiiu-'^s to

this day.

CURE OF INTESTINAL CATARRI^.
By Dr. Körner.

I give below some successful cures of intestinal catarrh, a

complaint which, as is well known, is considered one of the

most dangerous of inflammatory diseases, and one which as

ordinarily treated claims man}^ victims, as I had occasion to

observe during the earlier years of my practice
,
many cases

coming under my treatment w^ith fatal issues which I could cer-

tainly have prevented had I at that time been acquainted with

the Natural Method of Heahng. Four of the above patients

suffered from inflammation of the small and the others from in-

flammation of the large intestine.

I treated four patients for inflammation of the small intestine

(three of them from the second day of the commencement of the

disease), a dike -hand thirty nine years old, a farm-hand,

eighteen years old, a tax collector, twenty five years old, and a

boy aged twelve, from the third day of his illness. The following

were the principal symptoms : the patients complained of racking

and burning pains in the umbiHcal region of a colic like charactei ,

lessening in violence from time to time, with intermissions ot from

half an hour to one hour. These intervals however, became

shorter and shorter, whereas the accesses of pain lasted longer,

so that only very short intervals of painlessness were obsen^ible

between the attacks, till these intervals also ceased and the

paroxism was permanent. The pain spread from the navel, as.

the central point, over the abdomen, which was inflated, distended

stretched and hard. The latter was highly sensitive, to pressure and

the patients screamed loudly; the sufferings of the boy m parti-

cular were so intense that he kept moaning and crymg out cov-
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tiniially and could not bear the slightest touch. All four suffered

with obstinate constipation and were inclined to vomit. The boy

had already vomited several times, discharging much phlegm with

some greenish admixture. The disease had commenced in his

case with shivering, followed by great heat. The temperature

was unevenly distributed, the extremities were cool, but the trunk

burning hot,' the pulse small, quick, contracted and hard. The
tongue was furry and dry; the thirst very great, the face flushed,

in the case of the boy somewhat pale and sunken. They

all were tormented with frightful uneasiness and restlessness and

the most violent pains. In each case the complaint had been

caused by catching cold suddenly when the- body was in perspi-

ration.

I treated five persons for catarrh of the large intestine,

tl^ree of them were peasants, one a sailor, and one a pensioner,

aged sixty five years. Two of the peasants, men with vigorous

constitutions, had been treated medically for five days, and the

sailor for four; I found them in so critical a condition, that death

from gangrene of the intestine seemed inevitable in a short time.

Although they were suffering from inflammation of a malignant

character they had been treated with warm compresses on the

abdomen, with the result that the inflammation had naturally

increased and mortification must have ensued if they had not

had recourse to the Natural Method of Healing which was still

able to remove the danger. The inflammation had in each case

been caused by a sudden cold in the coecum occuring after fre-

quent attacks of colic with constipation or diarrhoea. The disease

had made its first appearance in the region of the right iHac spine,

and was attended from the first with nausea and copious vomiting

of green gall. The patients who had been treated medicinally

suffered continually from nausea, and their evacuations often con-

sisted of a brown evil smelling fluid. In connection with the

constipation a severe pain was felt in the region of the os ilci

where a hard swelling was to be felt, this pain increased with

every movement and was so violent in patients treated medi-

cinally that they screamed aloud and were nearly mad with fear,

anxiety and pain. This could scarcely be otherwise, for external

heat had been added to that felt internally, whereby the Inflam-

nation was, as a matter of course, only increased and the suffer-

ing intensified. Such treatment can be compared to the irrational

conduct of a person who pours oil on a fire in order to extinguish

it. The temperature of the body was ver\^ high, the pulse feeble,

rapid and uncertain, the thirst could not be quenched, at night

the patients wandered in their minds and this occured also in

the daytime in the case of the pensioner who was constitutionally

nervous. As regards the treatment of these cases I was obliged

45*
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to adopt It to the seventy of the aihnent, and will only mention
here that an inflammation of the small intestine was much mor»
easy to heal than that of the large intestine. I prescribed soothino
l:>ody packs for all the patients (these packs were made of tabic
cloths of smtable size folded three or four times) who experienced
great rehef and were loud in their praises of the result. I had a
warm ymegar compress put on the boy's feet (as these wen^ coldi
by which the congestion in the abdomen could be drawn off. The
diet consisted of thin rye-flour soup and water to drink. The
one who suffered from an inflammation of the small intestine had
the compress left on until general perspiration set in and wiien
this had lasted two hours, as the fear and pain where not in-
creased thereby, the compresses were then removed and again
renewed when the perspiration stopped. Instead of full packs
large compresses which cover the whole of the abdomen can be
used and renewed as often as they begin to get warm. Three
of these patients were rid of their severe pains by the third dav
and they only had occasional Ught pains to bear. They recovered
so quickly that they were out of danger and could get up on the
fourth day.

CURE OF A CASE OF INFLAiAMATION OF THE IN-pESTINES
AND FISTULA

treated in the Bilz Sanatorium, Dresden
A true story related by Joseph Schmall, Vienna.

One day early in October, 1893, my friend, F. B. visited me
and complained of violent pain and wind in the stomach. My
proposal to apply some natural remedies found no acceptance,

and he neglected his complaint in the full belief that it would
cure itself in time. The pam however did not disappear, on the

contrary it grew so violent and was accompanied by such high

fever and long periods of unconsciousness that eventually a doctor

had to be called in.

The doctor's orders to apply cold compresses to the ' stomach

and to rub it with a brownish ointment were stricth' followed out

and continued for five days : instead, however, of the desired im-

provement, the pain, fever and periods of unconsciousness in-

creased, the doctor seemed to be at the end of his resources and

another was called in who pronounced the case to be one of

appendicitis and declared it to be absolutely necessar}- to convey

the patient to a hospital To the nearest hospital, therefore, he

was taken on the following day and for four weeks was treated

with coohng applications to the'bod}^ and enemata dail3^ at first

with glycerine, afterwards with salt !—as he suffered from obstinate

(;f)nstipation. These salt enemata made the patient's anus so r;nv
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ind painful that the anticipation of going to stool continually dis-

tressed him. Moreover the treatment proved ineffectual, and as

the swelling had become as hard as a stone, it was rubbed with

tincture of iodine and mercury alternately, not a thought being

^iven to cleansing the sore place each time. For three or four

aionths the patient had hardly any sleep, day and night he had
to endure the most excruciating pains, and obliged to be con-

stanth' in one position, viz. on his back, for the least movement
increased his agon};^: in addition to this he generally had high

: \ : His strength began to fail rapidhr, and to arrest utter

;ilhipse the physician ordered half a pint of wine daily.

In spite of this strengthening (?) medicine, the patient grew
weaker and weaker, the hard swelling would not disappear but

remained the same size so that our friend the doctor proposed
to adopt a more severe treatment. That is to say he thought
the most effectual means would be for the patient to get out of

bed and take exercise daily. My friend attempted one day to

follow this advice but found himself unable to do so, as his feet

would not carry him and by his exertions he contracted an aggra-
vation of his malady in that the swelling grew much larger and
more painful.

In the beginning of March 1894 an operation was peiiormed,
the wound which had formed was syringed witli corrosive subli-

mate and an india-rubber tube inserted to carry off the pus: a
week afterwards the excrement was drawn out of the intestines

m the foi-m of a thick hard mass about twenty millimetres long
,ind eight wide.

After about six weeks it appeared as if the wound would
heal but fate had determined otherwise for our poor patient, for
a new doctor came to the ward and by imprudent manipulation
(in fact, in conseqiience of uncleanliness) protracted the stay of
the patient another five weeks.

Immediately after treating another wound, this gentleman
took off the bandage whereby a violent burning and terrible pains
were caused, which were followed by the wound becoming deeper
and finaüly a fistula two inches deep forming.

The time had now come, thought this celebiity, to show the
full extent of his wisdom, so he began to measure out the
wound with a probe and then plug it up with gauze steeped in
iodoform, so that my friend thought he must fancy he bn l t hnf^r-
lo cook instead of a human body to treat.

This then is the treatment pursued in a hospital conducted
upon the latest principles of medical science and fitted with
eveiy modern appliance of comfort and hygiene! For my part
I would i-ather have nothing to do with such science and my
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friend has by a sad experience come to form the same opinion
Not one man m twenty could stand such a treatment as I have
described.

In consequence of tlie extrava^aui use ol lodotorm, carboHc acid
and other drugs and the windows being generally closed, the air
liad become so vitiated that I shrank from visiting my friend as
the rest of my day was thus utterly spoilt.

My friend however had to spend more than seven months
in this atmosphere and it appeared to me as if he no longer cared
about getting well: he was absolutely indifferent and resigned to
ivhat might happen, utterly careless as to the future.

1 however as an enthusiastic and convinced adherent of many
year's standing of the "Natural Method of Healing" to which con-
viction I had been brought by that highly instructive work "Bilz
The Natural Method of Healing" waited for a favourable oppor-
tunity to remove the poor fellow from this place where he had
hovered between hfe and death for full two hundred days.

Shortly before he left the hospital the doctors wished to per-
form a second operation on him, he my friend would not con-
sent, as he became aware, by the doctor's manner of enquiring
whether he was willing that he was the Hving mark of inter-

rogation in regard to the successful or unsuccessful result of the

experiment.

After this refusal the medical art could of course do no more
and the only consolation left to my friend was the retention of

the fistula during the remainder of his life the thought of which
embittered him exceedingly.

Meanwhile, but without betraying the fact to my friend, as

otherwise my plan would have been frustrated, I had written Bilz'

Sanatorium in Radebeul, Dresden and asked to have my unhappy
friend received there and Herr Büz had requested me to bring him
with all confidence, that, if indeed not too late, an improvement
could only be effected and a cure wrought by the "Natural Method
of Healing."

I really thought nothing could be done with a patient so

utterly prostrated and often gazed at him with S3anpathetic

looks,' nor was I at all clear with regard to the long railway

journey of sixteen hours from Vienna to Dresden; my resolution

was however after mature consideration and the most violent

opposition on the part of my friend successfully carried out.

The journey turned out better than I had thought ; the fresh

air from the open window (diametrically opposite to the vitiated,

confined air ol the hospital) acted so invigoratingly on my friend

that I was able once more, to see him put on a cheerful face.
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On Whit Monday 1894 at five o'clock in the afternoon we

i
arrived at the Bilz' Sanatorium where we were most kindly received.

After taking a little rest in a charming arbour and refreshing

ourselves with something to eat and drink the attendant took us

vhe round of the premises.

We inspected everything fairly thoroughly and eveiythmg,

;
especially the baths which were magnificantly got up, more than

'' came up to our expectations.
^ The treatment carried out by the most competent and conscious

attendants and adopted to the particular case was as follows

:

I

On the stomach oatstraw compresses were put and for

local treatment extra compresses on the wound, moreover box-

steaiu-baths, packs, warm shallow and hip-baths and above all

^ those excellent things, sunbaths, on which last my friend expressed

I himself most enthusiastically and regretted that the sun showed

! itself but too little to allow him to have the benefits of its ra3^s

upon his feeble body as much as he wished. A few days later

my friend had to sleep in the open air in a hut erected for the

purpose. This agreed with him extremely well and contributed

in no small measure in his improvement. His diet was chiefly

vegetarian and included plenty of fruit and milk but ver\' httle

I

meat and no old strengthening wine and no nourishing beer, but

as morning draught invaluable gruel etc.

Mental recreation was also provided and care was taken to

prevent emmi. Billiards, skittles, concerts, picnics formed part of

the treatment so that my friend could not find words to express

his satisfaction at his stay here.

The patient's general state of health soon became entirely

satisfactory, but at' first the fistula showed no disposition to heal

permanently, that is to say, it often healed up but opened again

50 that my friend began to despair of a permanent cure.

Finally however after much trouble and careful nursing the

fistula healed and closed completely in about a month, and a

month later my friend was able, thank God, to leave the Sanatorium

perfectly cured. On the way home he visited some relations and

on October he resumed his occupation after a year's enforced

interruption.

Had my friend followed the doctor's advice and not mine and
allowed himself to be operated upon he would to-day undoubtedly

be a helpless cripple and not in a position to earn his daily bread

again. That he is so now is due to God's help, to me and to

Herrn Bt'lz and his splendidly managed Sanatorium.
To-day my friend is the healthiest man alive, cheeriul and

men y and confessed to me, with a proud heart, I say it, that he

felt like a new man and had never been so well as now.
Spp "Reports of cures".
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INTESTINAL COLIC. By intestinal colic we understand
Molent griping, cutting pains in the abdomen which occur in
periodical attacks leaving painless intervals. The pains of colic
have their seat in the region of the navel and radiate in all
directions. By some pressure they may generally be alleviated in
contradistinction to the pains attending inflammation which aic
increased by pressure. The abdominal walls are drawn tii^ht
the abdomen is either drawn in (particularly in the so called lead
colic) or blown out like a drum by the gases collected in th.
intestines, constipation is usually present and the attack often
ends with a discharge of gas. These pains are properly speakin<^
nervous pains arising partly directly, partly indirectly throu^ll
irritation of the nerves of the intestines. The nerves may be
directly irritated by partaking of indigestible food or of things in

a state of fermentation (bad beer or too new beer or wine, unripr-
fruit etc. (or accumulation of excrement, by intestinal worms, b\
using purgatives, (e. g. senna tea).

By indirect irritation i. e. caused by other organs acting on
the nerves of the intestines e. g. colic arising from chill. More-
over menstrual and hoemorrhoidal colic.

Treatment.—In treating colic, due regard must, as a matter
of course, be had to the particular form and its origin. In order
however to afford temporary alleviation of the frequently unbearable
pains, we recommend the application of hot cloths or a hot-water
bottle or a hot brick wrapped in flannel. Above all Vi^arm hip-

baths reaching above the navel and if lasting for any length of time

fresh hot water should be added. The feet should be wrapped
up warm. The violent pains if so treated will soon abate. Then
give a lukewarm (86° to 9 1*') detergent enema and several cup.<

of hot camomile tea or fennel powder boiled in milk.

Wind generally passes and thereby the severit}' of the attack

is reduced. Should the pains return a few times, they will not be

so violent as at first, and, if this treatment be continued a little

longer, will disappear entirely. The aim of the treatment will or

course be to remove the original ailment which gave rise to th;:

coHc and thereb}?- prevent a recurrence of the attacks.

For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

Kneipp cure.—Hot hay flower compresses. Aniseed, fenn»:^:

and peppermint tea.

INTESTINAL INVAGINATION. Intestine volvulus or

twisting of the intestines, may arise in various ways, c. g.

through exterior strangulation of the intestines, resulting from

different kinds of hernia ;—through interior strangulation of th'^

membranous tissues spread out between certain intestinal parts,

which frequendy occurs in abdominal inflammations;--further,
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through one intestine sliding (telescoping) partly into an adjacent

one when violent action of the bowels suddenly ensues alter

obstinate constipation; or through violent diarrhoea resulting in

twisting of the intestine in consequence of the adhesions of the

vermiform process;—through an intestine twisting round itself, in

consequence of a relaxed condition of tlie abdominal integument,

and viscera;— through the narrowing and obstruction of the in-

testinal passage by the scars of ulcers in the wall of the intestine;

—through cancerous growths ;—through pressure, exerted by mor-

bidly enlarged abdominal organs, or by any other tumours, on

some parts of the intestine ;—through the large intestine being ob-

structed by masses of excrement.

Symptoms.—Violent pains are felt in the first place, in some

part of the abdomen, in consequence of strangulation or twisting

of the intestine
;

next, such obstinate constipation that nothing

will relieve it; the vomiting of yellowish green masses. Resulting

from general peritonitis ; the pains, starting from the inflamed

part, spread over the entire abdomen. The stomach is inflated,

and the patient is seized with intolerable pain (such an internal

strangulation may continue from a week to a fortnight). The
narrowing or partial closing of the intestinal canal is productive

of various conditions and symptoms. If, for example, dull cohc

pains, swellings caused by excrement, eructations from the sto-

mach, vomiting after typhus or dysentery, take place— these

symptoms point to a narrowing of an intestinal passage. If an

intestine has telescoped into another—in which case there is

mostly on the left side a soft, elastic, sausage-shaped swelling-

constipation alternates with diarrhoea, the stools being highly

charged with blood; later on vomiting takes place.

Treatment.— Continuous local, soothing compresses (which

ma}^ be apphed in combination with a detergent treatment), and
frequent cool (66'^) enemata. A bath may also be given with

fomentations of the abdomen; massage, moreover, performed by
a masseur on the spot does good service in such cases. Very'

sparing, non irritating diet, and fresh air.

For Modes of Application, see Index.

Intestinal worms, see "Parasffes".

INTESTINE, ABSCESS IN THE. Abscesses in the in-

testines are found in various diseases and may be regarded as

symptoms of a great number of ailments.

I. The lightest and mildest form of intestinal abscess is the

catarrhal one. If an intestinal catarrh has existed for a long
time as in chronic diarrhoea e. g. d3'Sentry, the intestinal

mucuous mem.brane is permanendy congested with blood. In

consequence of the constant pressure of the blood on the vascular
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walls, the hitter burst and cause a wound or abscess in the in-
testine. If the intestinal catarrh abates gradually the mucuous
membrane is no^ lon.sjer so badly congested and the abscess
begins to heal. The wound is again covered with normal mucous
membrane without cicatricial tissue, and not a trace of the ailment
remains behind.

Treatment.—Strictly non-stimulatia- djet,—it is best to take
gruel and milk only for a length of time. Encmata one to a pint
and a half of water, or better still pewter grass or oak bark in-

fusion (which see) injected well up into the bowels, hip-baths of
fairly long duration (770) say twenty five to thirty minutes. At
night foot and calf packs.

2. Intestinal abscesses occur in various infectious diseases
particularly in diphtheria, cholera, typhoid, smallpox, puerperal
fever as also subsequent to mercurial poisoning. In these di-

seases the abscesses have their seat chiefly in the large intestine and
differ from the catarrhal intestinal abscesses in that they are more
deeply seated and are more hable to disintigration. The danger
of the wall of the intestine being pierced is here considerable.

These abscesses assume an especially malignant form if the di-

seases are not properly treated from the first, if the morbid matter

is not exuded through the skin and the other organs of secre-

tion, but driven by drugs into the interior of the body. Such
abscesses are best healed by appl3nng without delay an appro-

priate treatment in general of the original disease as given

under the various headings in this book. Local treatment which
is given for catarrhal intestinal abscesses must be applied co-

ordinately in these as in all sorts of intestinal abscesses.

3. Tuberculous abscesses in the intestines. Tubercles

are not by any means confined to the lungs, but may attack

almost all the organs of the human body including the intestines,

and, in point of fact, in the form of abscesses. This kind of in-

testinal abscess is chiefl}- found in the small intestine and it gener-

ally attacks the follicle. In this manner the nourishment of the

patient is interfered with, as important parts of the organs of

digestion are incapacitated. Moreover diarrhoea, so deadly to

consumptives and by which the strength of the sufferer is com-

pletely exhausted, is caused by these abscesses.

Here recourse must be had to a general treatment. Furtlier

be it mentioned that stimulating body compresses (86«) act very

beneficially.

i. Intestinal abscesses of a syphilitic nature have been

found almost exclusively in females and have their seat in the rec-

tum. We infer, therefore, and probably correctly, that tiie infectious

poisonous secretion flows from the vagina into the rectum.
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The ircatHient at first must of course be a general one as given

nder svphüis. In addition, enemata a pint and a half (820 to 860)

^very mSrning and evening. Hip-bath daily (770j for twenty five

minutes and T pack at night. For Modes of Appho^- n, see

Index.

INTESTINES, CANCER OF THE. Ulcers may occur m the

iniestine iust in the same manner as they develop in the^ stomach,

and are found in the colon, the small intestine, the duodenum

and the rectum. It however chiefly occurs at the bend of the

colon and where its connection begins with the rectum, and rarely

originates in the small intestine and duodenum. It occurs gene-

rally with people above the age of forty.

Symptoms.—Periodically a violent burning pam starting irom

the roundish hard tumour or the ulcer, the cause of which is pro-

bably that excrement or gases exercise a corrosive effect upon

the raw and shrunk or narrowed place m the intestine. Con-

illation and vomiting ensue, the skm is flaccid and yellowish. It

li, disease lasts a long time total collapse and decay supervene,

the most frequently occuring forms of it are

:

] Cancer of the colon. The tumour or ulcer lies near the

edge of the ribs, near the left iliac spine. The tumour impedes

the passing of excrement and causes first an enlargement, and

afterwards a perforation of the intestine.

2. Cancer of the rectum. The hcird, roundish, thick

tumour, intergrowing with its surrounding parts, is only a few

centimeters distant from the anus and can therefore easily be

reached with the finger. The anus is open and studded with varicose

vems. The discharge consists of ichor and blood. There is pain

in the pelvis at first which afterwards spreads in every direction

and grows more intense, and there is constipation and often in-

voluntary stools and a fatal termination is unfortunately not in-

frequent.

3. Cancer of the small intestine. It is a httle more diffi-

cult to recognize this form of cancer. The tumour is more in the

umbilical and abdominal regions.

4. Cancer of the duodenum is hard to distinguish from

that of the pylorus. The tumour lies between the upper abdo-

minal region 'on the right hand side and the navel. A distention

of the stomach not infrequently takes place. A few hours after

a meal follows vomiting of halt-digested food, occasionally brown
la colour and mingled with blood. Obstinate, troublesome con-

stipation, pains in the stomach and jaundice supervene.

Treatment is the same in all four forms, easily digestible,

non-stimulating vegetarian diet. Food causing flatulence should
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be sUicLiy a\^oided, and at meals only just sufficient food i

appease pressing hunger should be taken. In particular a regeiv
rative treatment should be adopted during which, however, small
quantities of water or milk should be taken. Daily, or ever\' other
day, a lukewarm (72« to 86«) stimulating lull pack, or a steam-
bath in bed with extra compresses or steam -compresses on the
affected place to be applied; besides, these soothing com]))-essf^s
should always be worn on the affected parts in bed. Frequent
86^* full enemata and plenty of fresh air.

For alleviating pain, steam compresses and hip steam -baths.
If these applications do not effect an improvement within a
reasonable time, it is a sign of the malignant character of the
abscess, (malignant swelling is one which has a tendency to grow
and to spread uninterruptedly if not arrested) and no delay
should be lost in securing the services of a skilful operator.

Kneipp cure.—Twice a week hay flower shirt and shallow
bath, twice a week hip-bath and a wash down in bed. For
Modes of Apphcation, see Index, see also "Cancer".

Intestines, see Index.

Intestine, see "Chest and abdomen, Organs of the."

INTESTINE, LARGE. This is the name given to the

portion of the intestinal canal situated beneath the valve of the

coecura. See also "Chest and abdominal cavity, Organs of".

INTESTINE, SMALL is the upper portion of the intes-

tinal canal, extending to the valve of the Coecum. See "Chest
and abdominal coecum cavity, Organs of".

Intestines. Rumbling noise in the, see "Flatulence".

Institutions, conducted on the principles of The Na-
tural Method of Healing, see Index.

Intoxication, see "Dipsomania." and "Results of excessive

drinking".

Intoxicating drinks, see "Dipsomanla.".

Invalids' diet, see "Diet, Non-stimulating".

INVALIDS, How to change bed linen of, fig. 221, shows

how bed-ridden patients must be lifted in order to move them

from one bed into another. For further particulars see "Sick

bed", and "Sick, Care of the".

Invigorating applications, see Index.

Involuntary loss of semen, see "Semen, Emission of".

lODISM mostly degenerates into a chronic wasting sickness

and arises from taking large doses of iodine in medicine.
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Symptoms.—Increased nervousness, oppressed rcbpiration,

palpitation of the heart, headache, vertigo, trembhng sleeplessness,

S ieous eruptions or the reverse viz-de{)ressed cutaneous action.

Also inflammatory condition of the mterior of the mouth, nose,

'eves- loss of appetite, disordered s1:omach etc.

Treatment —Tonic and, in obstmate cases, regenerative treat-

ment In acute cases of poisoning the attempt must at once be

made to produce vomiting by tickhng the inside of he throat

with a feathei^ or inserting a finger m it, and then quickly giving

Tome paste, made of starch flour, or Hour and water, to render

the Doison innocuous in the stomach.

For Modes of Apphcation, see Index and see also "Poisoning .

Kneipp cure.—Short wrap twice a week, hip -bath twice,

shallow bath twice, hip douche and body douche each twice

a week.

How to change bed linen of Invalids.

Fig. 221.

Irregularities of child-birth, see Index.

Ischias, see "Sciatica".

Itch, see "Mange" and "Scabies"

Itch, see "Skin diseases".
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J.

JAEGER'S SYSTEM OF CLOTHING invented by Prof
Or. Gustav Jaeger of Stuttgart aims at a complete reform in
dress, bed-cothes and diet. Prof. Jaeger discards everythine but
wool m his so called "Rational system of clothing" and is anavowed opponent of alopathic medicines and, although favouring
homoeopathy, he chiefly rehes on cutaneous action for health and
the cure of disease, therefore we may greet him as an ally in
our struggle against drugs and potions whether prescribed bv
the faculty or by quacks.

JAUNDICE arises principally from accumulation of bile,
some of its constituent parts passing into the blood vessels and
lymphatic ducts; also from diseases of the liver etc., or from irri-

tation of the hver, caused by mental disturbance, anger or vexation,
and the like; moreover from tight lacing, or tight fastening of any
garment; or in the case of infants, from the umbilical cord ban-
dage being too tight. It is well known that about two; pints
of gall are, in a healthy subject, carried daily into the intestines
as a means of digestion, and of removing digested matter. When,
in consequence of the above diseases or mischances, the biliary

ducts are closed, a great part of the bile overflows into the blood
vessels and lymphatic ducts, and causes jaundice, the disease is

rather serious (notwithstanding that it is often held not be danger-
ous), as the bile not only fails to fulfil its purpose in the intestines,

but creates disturbances in the blood, and in every organ, into

which it intrudes.

There are two forms of jaundice (1), that which is caused
by bile passing from the liver into the blood; and (2) a form of

jaundice, independent of the liver, and which is produced in the

blood by the resolution of the blood corpuscles, and the change
of the red particles thus set free into matter of the same colour

as the bile.

This kind of jaundice is a severe disease. The stools in this

are of a dark colour, the epidermis and the mucous membrane
are very yellow, and the urine is tinged slightty with the same
colour.

Jaundice in new born infants, especially those who are weakly

owing to premature birth, is due—according to some authorities

—

to the hepatic (or liver) vein becoming suddenlj^' void of blood

through the tying of the unbihcal cord, and absorbing therefore

the accumulated bile. According to others it arises from the

capillary vessels parting with, letting or forcing out, rejecting,

the red corpuscles extravasating hemoglobin, which then undergo

some change. Frequentl}^, however, the reason is, as already
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mentioned, that the urabüical cord has been tied too tightly.

Some kinds of jaundice pass off quickly and cure themselves;

but that of new-born children originatmg in diseases of the navel,

must be considered serious.

Usual symptoms. — Feeling of repletion, pressure and tension

in the stomach, sickness and vomiting, thirst, difficulty of digestion,

flatulence, accumulation of mucus, loss of appetite, dislike to meat,

furred tongue. After a few days the skin turns yellov^, which

will be first noticeable in the white of the eye
;

later, slow pulse

;

perspiration, staining the linen yellow; red or brownish coloured

urine; emaciation; violent pain in the region of the liver, if gall

stones are the cause of the jaundice. With newly born children

unusual sleepiness will be a symptom.

Treatment.—Avoiding the causes in the first place; next,

entirely non irritating, sparing, easily-digested food; excluding meat,

fat, eggs; plenty of fresh air, sleeping with a window open; two

to four body compresses daily, (72" to 81") each to remain on

for two to three hours ; besides other mildly stimulating treatment

of the skin, as one or two thorough (72") rubbings of the whole

body with wet towel wrung out, or a lukewarm (90 bath.

Bowels to be kept regular by enemata. Steam-baths in bed or

steam-bath's (about three a week) may likewise be taken for

some time; the latter followed with full pack, and both by a 90»

bath, or (72
o) thorough wet rubbing as above. In more severe

cases, tonic treatment. If gallstones exist, plenty of water should

be drunk. Moreover, if inflammatory symptoms are present,

lukewarm (72 o to 77
«) compresses, on the region of the fiver,

to be changed according to the feeling of the patient.

A trial should also be made, by rubbing the lower ribs on
the right side in the direction of the navel, to move the gall-

stones. Especially should this be done in tepid (72« to 77'-') hip-

baths. Steam-baths as above should be also taken in this case.

Instead of the daily treatment above indicated, the following

may be applied: A lukewarm (82
o) full pack dailj^ (lasting one

to two hours) and then a 90« bath. Further, 77« to 82 body
compresses, kept on from an hour to an hour and a half and 72"

calf packs. For the rest see above.
The treatment of new-born children consists in one or several

small lukewarm (86 o) body compresses, with succeeding warm
(920) bath; and above all, in avoiding the causes of the complaint.

For Modes of Application, see Index.

Treatment by massage consists here in gently stroking and
kneading the region of the liver in the direction of the stomach.
It is best, however, to have it performed, in this disease, by an
expert hand.
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JAUNDICE CURED.
By Dr. Trail.

Mrs. H^Jiite of Key-West, forty three years of age, was ai-
tacked by jaundice after having suffered from biliary and inias-
niatic complaints. Her skin was highly discoloured,' pale yellow
in appearance and very patchy. She improved in health very
fluickly, and after a month's stay in my sanatorium, her skin had
regained a relatively clear and healthy colour.

Jaw, Contraction of muscles of, see "Lock jaw".

Jet baths, see Index.

JOINTS, INFLAMMATION OF THE, may occur as
consequence of such mechanical injuries as dislocations, sprains,

blows, falls, etc., or result from certain diseases.

Treatment.—Although the affections last above referred to

must be treated according to the disease from which they spring,

it is well to apply cooling, soothing compresses when pain and
SAelling suddenly set in; and afterwards stimulating local com-
presses. See also Modes of Application and "Pain, Aixeviation
of". Inflammation of the joints will also yield quickly tomassage
treatment, if no matter has formed; the massage being preceded
by a cooHng treatment. If massage be at once liberally applied

to the injured joint, there may be no inflammation. But often,

when the inflammation and swelling are alread}?- well established,

one must at first apply massage to the adjoining tissues only,

before handling the inflamed or swollen part. If the inflammation

is of a very violent nature, massage must for the first few days

be performed very gently. (See also "Knee Joint, Diseases of the".)

JOINTS, STRAIN OF, AND TWISTING THE FOOT,
In these the articular surfaces are forcibly separated for a time

whereby the ligaments are stretched or torn. If the latter br

the case violent pains ensue. The extravasated blood is gradu-

ally re-absorbed by nature.

Treatment.-t-Iu the first place rest the injured limbs and

apply cool or cold compresses, which must be changed on getting

warm. They must be continued for a long time if the pains

are violent and the injuries severe, or the limb may be kept in

cool or cold water for some length of time ; cold water may alsn

be poured over the limb and massage, rubbing and stroking,

applied simultaneously to the Umb and the surrounding parts,

far as the pains permit. Afterwards put on cold or cool com-

presses. If after the lapse of about an hour a continuation ot

this treatment is still necessary, an interval is allowed to elaps-^

during which the compresses are put on.
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The cold of the water penetrates to the innermost part of
the injured Hmb and serves to contractus invigorate and strengthen
whilst rubbing and stroking promotes absorption and prevents
congestion. See also Twelfth Group of "Curative Gymnastics".
Farther treatment by massage see "Joints, Inflammation of the"
and "Sprains" in "Bad health". For Modes of Application,
see Index.

JOURNALS for popular hygiene and Natural Method
ot Healing are published in Germany in great numbers e. g.

der Naturarzt, Zeitschrift des deutschen Bundes der Naturheil-
vereine (Beriin); Bilz, Gesundheitsrat {Büz, Leipsic); Oester-
reichischer Gesundheitsrat (^//s, Leipsic; and Dietl, Kaiserstrasse,
Vienna) ; Wörishofer Blätter (Munich) ; Gesundhei tsHätter (Leipsic)

:

Gesundheitsrat (Stuttgart) etc.

Many of the cures reported in this book have been copied
from these periodicals.

K.

Kidneys, Chronic affections of, see "Bad health".

KIDNEYS, DISEASE OF THE, (Pyelitis). In this disease
the inucous membrane of the pelvis of the kidneys and of the
chahce are inflamed. It appears in an acute and chronic form.

Symptoms of the acute form. Violent fever, pains in the
region of the kidneys, painful desire to pass m-ine, which contains
blood, pus and albumen. Secretion of mucus and desquamation
of the epidermis of the mucous membrane of the pelvis of the
kidneys, vomiting etc.

Symptoms of the chronic form, which is generally preceded
by the acute form, are profuse secretion of matter, frequent desire
to pass unne, which is cloudy and the sediment of which
contains matter. Feehng of cold and pain in the region of the
loins, loss of strength.

Causes.—Irritation of the mucous membrane caused by stone
or pieces of stone in the kidney, inflammation of the neighbouring
parts as Bright's disease, disease of the kidneys, typhoid, scarlet
fever stone m the bladder, chill, retention of urine etc.

Treatment.—In cases of fever, soothing- lukewarm (820) full
or three quarter packs or steam-bath in "bed .with very damp
compresses m the region of the kidneys. If necessary a hot-water
bottle wrapped in a damp towel should be placed to the feet
dunng the packing. A wet rubbing of the whole body must
then lollow and from one to three body compresses apphed in
the day time according to the dee:ree of inflammation. If possible

•10
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hip-bath with hot-water bottle to the feet, while in the bath tii-

region of the kidneys sh(^ld be gently stroked and rubbed with
a circular movement.

At night stimulating trunk and calf packs, the first with ext;

.

compresses on the region of the kidneys.

These stimulating packs are to be repeated in the daytime
as well, and to be changed on becoming irksome. Fresh air, non-
stimulating diet and enemata. For Modes of Application, see

Index. For reports of cure, see under "Kidneys, Inflammation of .

KIDNEY, ATROPHY OF THE. This disease is often the

consequence of chronic inflammation of the kidneys. The kidney
is hai'd and tough, dark red, occasionally pale yellow in colour,

and the capsule is difficult to detach. The cells of the kidneys

which are concerned in the filtration of urine are much reduced

in number, whereas the connective tissue between the cells is

increased.

Symptoms.—Palpitation of the heart, difficulty in breathing,

dropsical swelling of the body (the latter symptom however is

sometimes absent), inflammation of the retina of the eye is some-

times observed. The urine is more copious than in acute and

chronic inflammation of the kidneys, but contains less albumen.

Treatment see "Kidneys, Inflammation of the".

KIDNEYS, CANCER OF, may be confined to one, but

extends sometimes to the other kidney. A knoblike, hard, immov-

able swelling is displayed externally in the region of the kidneys,

and pains in the loins as well as occasional hemorrhage, (m

which however the urine remains unclouded, and does not turn

turbid as in nephritis) and wasting resulting from cancer.

It generally appears late in Hfe after the age of fifty.

Treatment.—As long as there is a discharge of blood, cool-

ing (660) compresses are to be put on the region of the kidneys.

82^ to 860 hip-baths are also beneficial, one or two a day, duration

fifteen minutes. Also a partial steam-bath of twenty minutes

duration succeeded by a bath (900) is advisable. See also

"Cancer". For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

KIDNEY, FLOATING. This arises from a relaxed con-

dition of the abdominal integuments or from distension of the

tissues and vessels in which the kidneys are imbedded it is

eenerallv the right kidney which is affected. Ihe abdominal

inteo-uments are unable to "offer a sufficiently hrm support to the

inteStines, and their relaxed condition often causes other

abdominal orjjans to shift their position.

TRElxMFlT.-Trunk baths, short, cold hip-baths, local massage

daily wet rubbins of the whole body for a short time with siiort
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.001 water or cool baths, massage of the whole body, hght diet,

olentv of fresh air, curative gymnastics for the abdomen, in "lany

cases a well fitting bandage may be worn with benefit in addition

to the above mentioned treatment. For further iniormation con-

cerning "Massage" and "Gymnastics, Curative
,
and lor Modes

of Application, see Index.

KIDNEY, HEMORRHAGE OF THE, arises in con-

sequence of inflammation hyperemia, or cancer of the Kidneys,

tvDhus scurvy and also from faulty formation of the blood,

rupture of congested blood-vessels and congestion. It may also

be directly caused by injuries.
, , . , . ...

Symptoms —More or less blood m the urme, scalding pam

in the bladder, pain in the region of the bladder and kidneys etc

Treatment.—Removal of the cause if possible, cooling and

soothing compresses over the region of the kidneys, to be changed

as the comfort of the patient may require.

M night, a stimulating foot and body pack with extra com-

presses over the kidneys, to be changed when troublesome to

the patient One or two lukewarm hip-baths (7 7») of htteen

minutes' duration every day. A hot -water bottle should be

applied to the feet while taking these baths.

Half or three-quarter steam-baths in bed, with extra com-

presses on the region of the kidneys and bladder, followed by

lukewarm baths (89») may also be recommended. Also rest, non-

stimulating diet, fresh air and enemata. For Modes of Application,

see Index.

CURE OF HEMORRHAGE OF THE KIDNEYS,
by H. Canitz, Berlin, Natural Healer.

I was called in by the family of M. H. 32 Klosterstrasse

Chemnitz, as Mrs. H. was dangerously ill. She had been suffer-

ing for about five weeks from violent hemorrhage of the kidneys

.

The doctor who had attended her had employed his well-known

knowledge and skill, but with no result. In spite of all the

efforts of the orthodox medical science, the disease continued

and grew more intense every day. The apphcation of bags of

ice over the kidnevs (probably with the object of producing con-

traction of the bleeding vessels of the kidneys by the influence

of cold) only increased the trouble to such an extent that the

worst was feared. Small lumps of ice, and iced Seltzer water

were administered in the belief that the apphcation of cold to

the stomach would stop the hemorrhage in the kidneys, and the

stomach had become so upset by large quantities of medicine,

that every attempt to take nourishment was followed by nausea.

46*
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Nevertheless she was restored to health in a comparativelv
sdiort .me, and how? The principle of steam heat wis appheduith the most brilliant success. The ice and medicine treatmentwas discarded at once. For not only was the physical action of
cold, VIZ. contraction, not at all calculated to promote a cure in
tins case, inasmuch as it had a paralysing effect on the nerve-
blood vessels and tissues, but owing to the constant api31ication of
cold, all warmth had been drawn from the body, the extremities
and the parts where the ice had been laid being perfectly coldm place of this treatment, steam compresses were applied to the
ti-unk with special compresses over the region of the kidneys to
act directly on the nen^es, accompanied by compresses on the
legs with stimulating foot steam-baths in bed to set up a deri=
vative action, and the patient immediately began to improve Her
recovery was interrupted on the second day of the treatment bv
a severe pam m the left side with difficulty in breathing; thi^
however, was soon removed by compresses and hot-water bottle^
and from that time her progress was steady, ending in complete
recovery. The hemorrhage subsided in a few daj^s, the digestion
gradually became normal, and the patient recovered her lost
strength. She left her bed and her room in good health and
spirits, and became a faithful adherent of the Natural Method of
Healing.

KIDNEY, HYPERGBMIA OF THE, arises from increased
influx of arterial or impeded efflux of venous blood, in other
words from congestion.

Symptoms.—Copious secretion of urine; in some cases, how-
ever, the secretion is impaired and the urine is then diminished
in auantit}^, and contains more or less blood and albumen. There
is little or no pain at first, but the disease is afterwards attended
by violent pain and feeling of pressure in the region of the loins

;

the tissues of the kidneys are swollen, soft, and liable to rupture
from influx of blood; in congestion, on the other hand, the sub-
stance of the kidney is apt to become firm and hard.

Causes.—h-ritating action of medicines on the kidneys, heart,

complaint, various diseases such as typhus, scarlet fever, measles
cholera, intermittent fever, pregnancy, paralysis etc.

Treatment.—Removal as far as possible, of the cause. A
stimulating full or three-quarter pack to be applied daily or everv
other day, with extra cooling compresses over the region of th

kidneys and bladder, followed by a lukewarm bath 86« to 89' •
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At night, stimulating foot or leg packs and trunk or chest packs,

the latter reaching to the navel, together with cooling or soothing

compresses over the region of the kidneys, changed as the com-

fort of the patient may require. In the morning wet rubbing

of the whole body followed by vigorous rubbing till dry. Rest,

fresh air, non-stimulating diet and enemata. For Modes of Appli-

cation, see Index.

KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION OF (Nephritis). This

affects either the kidneys themselves or their tissues, or the

capsules enveloping the kidneys, and extends more frequently to

one than to both, it appears in the acute form but also inper-

ceptibly in a chronic one.

Symptoms.—High fever with cold shivers, violent pains in the

region of the kidnej^s even as far as the bladder and the legs;

considerable swelhng of the kidneys,
_

vomiting, excessive thirst,

disordered digestion, excessive micturition accompanied by blood,

pus, albumen and adipose matter.

Causes.—Shock caused by a blow, pressure etc. Taking much
medicine, especially sudorific, diuritic remedies, and other laxatives.

Uso communication of inflammation from adjoining parts to the

kidneys.

Treatment.—See "Pyelitis". In obstinate chronic cases a tonic

T]-eatraent is to be adopted. See also "Kidneys, Diseases of the",

jQder Kneipp cure.

CURE OF VARIOUS DISEASES.

By the application of the Natural Method of Heahng I have
met with most remarkable success in my family. Mr. Sperling has,

in the course of a few years cured inflammation oi the kidneys,

bladder and lungs, nervous fever, affection of the glands, fistula

f the rectum and carbuncles. I have involuntarily arrived at the

onviction that a man is very badly off indeed who has to trust

a medical man with his physic. Within the space of a few
years two of my boys fell ill with nervous fever, both were treated
by doctors, both took medicine and both died, w^hereas from
diseases at least as severe treated by the natural method I have,
thank God, not a single death to lament. Nor have I, since we
have practised this method one single moment of serious disease
m my famil3^

May the few words I have here uttered fall upon fertile soil

nd contribute to the advancement of the Natural Method of

:ealine

Berlin, Ünterwasserstr. 9, I. Friedrich Wegener.
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For Other reports of cure, see under "Bright's disease" and
"Dropsy."

KIDNEY DISEASE AND INFLAMMATION Of'tHE
ABDOMEN CURED.

By Hen- Malten, Natural Healer.

For three years I had been periodically extremely unwell and
in the beginning of February of this year I became violent) \- ill.

The doctor pronounced my malady to be disorder of the bladder
and treated me in the usual manner, whereby I neither improved
nor derived any alleviation of my pain. After three months I

consulted another doctor who ascertained that I w^as suffering from
disease of the kidneys. My condition was almost intolerable. In
the course of the next two months violent cramp in the abdomen
set in, which caused me severe pain for some hours every day.
Finally I was treated solely with phenacitine, morphium and opium
in order to procure some rest. After suffering torments for four
months and after my nerves had become totally shattered, 1 went
in the most miserable state that can be imagined to Herr Malien.
Every step caused me violent pain, the malady had taken hold of
the entire abdomen and I had before me the prospect of a serious

operation.

To-day after a treatment of four months carried out by Herr
Malten with the greatest circumspection and consideration I am
in possession of perfect health. My general condition, m}' bodily

strength and ni}'' spirits leave nothing -to be desired. M}- nerves
are completely soothed and all bodily functions are those of a

thoroughly healthy man.
During these four months my body has discharged unceasingly

the morbid matter lodged in it in incredible quantities. The-

secretion from the kidneys (gravel) took place without any exces-

sive pain, which considering the usually extreme painfulness of

this disease, must be considered a triumph of the Natural Method
of Healing. I should here mention that I consider the success is

in a large degree to be attributed to the prescribed diet, I rigidly

adhered to. I leave this place with the agreeable confidence that

my malady has not been apparently cured by medicine which
only suppresses, nor by an operation which merely removes sj^mp-

toms but radically and internally by the newly aquired strength

of the body and purification of the humours.
How heartily and cordially graceful I am to Herr Malten, iL

hardly needs further words to express.

I can only recommend every sufferer not onl}^ to shew the

necessary patience and perseverance but also the necessary ap-

titude. Success is then certain.
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Kneading, see Index.

Knee-affusions, see Index.

KNEE-JOINT, DISEASES OF THE, (stiffening and

crippling) Sprains very frequently occur m the knee-joint, in-

flammation with swelling, fungous disease etc^
,

"

Inflammation of the joints often leaves behind a thickening

of the knee-cap and the surrounding hgaments; and now and then

enlargement of the surfaces of the joint. These changes of course

impair the flexibility of the respective joints which become stiff

and immovable.

Treatment —When the inflammation, if it should exist, has

been allayed by soothing compresses, stimulating compresses

should be applied continually. Next, steaming the knee, application

of hot-water bottles under the knee and at the side, then cool

affusion and, above all, massage (after inflammation has subsided)

in the form of pressing, rubbing and kneadmg; which acts favour-

ably in connexion with the local steam-bath; passive movements

(\ e movements of the joint by some one, while the patient lies,

or sits still) curative gymnastics, such as forward and backward

knee-extension, downward movement etc. to be apphed particularly

for stiffness in the knee-joint. For neuralgia in the thighs or shin

bones the eleventh group of gymnastic exercises.

Kneipp cure.—Hay-flower wrap followed by knee and thigh

affusion. See also "Massage" and Gymnastics, Curatwe" in

Index.

Treatment with massage in chronic inflammation of the

knee-joint as prescribed by Dr. Neumann is as follows :

The employment of massage at the proper time, i. e. when

there is no suppuration or fever, will consist in rubbing and

stroking, to break up the products of the inflammation, and to

effect their absorption; and in kneading the adjoining wasted

Timscles. With great patience and perseverance a cure may be

completed even after a long time. The patient should not be

deterred at the beginning from this method of cure by the pam
aused by it w^hich will often be acute.

In the treatment of joint diseases one should never forget that

che movements natural to the different joints, whether practised

oy the patient alone or with the aid of others, always more or

less help out the treatment; and that a position of rest and in-

activity, indulged too long and without ob\nous necessity, may
do more harm than good.

Dr. Reibmeycr gives an illustration of the method of handling

the limb in the treatment with massage of a lady affected with

chronic inflammation of the knee-joint, fie says in his book
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"Technical Massage": "It is as difficult to describe the handlin^^
of hmbs as it is to represent it in a diagram. It consists in vig-
orous circular inctlon with the hand, especially with the finger
tips, alternating with vigorous "centripetal" stroi^es of the same
or of the other hand (Fig. 222). In going over small surfaces
the first joint of the tiiumb is made use of in the same way
The limb is taken hold of with the fingers of the hand, or of
both hands, and used as a point of support. The object' of thip
grip being to disperse the morbid products of the inflammation
amongst the surrounding healthy tissues, a beginning is always

Fig. 222.

made at the outer edge of the part affected, and it is a mattei

of indifference as to the direction in which to push the dispersed

products, if the surrounding parts are in a healthy state. This

direction may be a "centrifugal"*) one, if health}^ tissue is situated

near. But "centripetal" stroking must alwa3^s conclude this

massage by friction.

This kind of friction massage is not only applicable in chronic

inflammation of the knee-joint, but in enlargements of long stand-

ing round the joints.

) "Centripetal", may be understood as fowaräs the centre; "centrifugal"

as away from the centre.
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There are further, malformations of the legs—such as per-

manent flextiire of the knee-joint and false positions ot the same

as for instance, bandy legs. In this case the knee-joints are bent

out and the curved legs and thighs form together the figure O.
'

The latter affection generally dates from infancy, as a conse-

quence of rickets, the bones of the legs, becoming soft from this

lisease, bend under the weight of the body and cause the children

10 waddle hke ducks.

Treatment.—This must first of all be directed against the

rickets There is also a deformity , called "knock-kneed"; which,

in"^ weakly subjects, is caused during the early years of growth

ly continual standing—as in the case of blacksmiths, locksmiths

^tc—or by the lifting of heavy weights. In this case the knee-

loint is bent inward, so that the legs assume something hke the

shape of the letter X.

This may be attributable to an undue development of the

rounded ends of the thigh bones and to an excessive, strain on

the ligaments of the joint.

Tre.vtment.—If the tendency to this malady is discovered in

•iood time, it may often be arrested by substituting some other

;nore sedentary occupation, and by avoiding the lifting of heavy

weights. A regenerative treatment must be observed. See also

-emarks on affections of the knee-joints under "Bad health".

A CASE OF CURE OF DISEASE OF THE KNEE-JOINT,
By Dr. Trall.

Mrs. A. Peakes of Holme's Hole, aged twenty two, lost the

use of one of her legs in consequence of abnormal enlargement

of the liver.

The muscles of the right leg were so relaxed as to cause the

knee-pan to be moved an inch or more out of its place; and the

slightest movement of the limb caused the most excruciating pain,

followed frequently by fainting-fits. The Boston surgeons who
svere consulted misunderstood entirely the nature of the disease,

ascribing it to mere muscular weakness, and, for the puipose of

strengthening the muscles, they adopted a treatment which could
Liot but destroy the last remnants of muscular strength. They
.Applied heavy spHnts and bandages, in which the\^ confined the

affected leg from the toes to the hips, to the exclusion of every
and any possibility of movement. They moreover invented a
chair upon wheels, so arranged as to form a seat or couch, on
which she could be raised or lowered and moved from place to

place, without disturbing the leg. This treatment considerably
aggravated the local weakness ; and by the use of this frightful and
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absurd machine paralysis of tlie whole body was brought onWhen she came to my sanatorium, she had been for more than
three months in this barbarous cage. For a whole montli she
hovered between life and death; the enlarged liver pressed upon
her lungs, making respiration as difficult as in a violent attack of
asthma. We gradually loosened the bandages; overcame consti-
pation with enemata and coarse food; restored the action of th'-

skin by means of wet rubbing with lukewarm water and dr\
rubbing; and reduced the swelhng of the liver v/ith steam
compresses. A great improvement was visible in the course of
the second month. In three or four months the lady began to
walk; and in six months after the commencement of our treatment,
she could walk in the streets of her native town as well as ever'
and was^ so altered altogether that many of her closest acquain-
tances did not at first recognize her, and would scarcely believe
their eyes when she greeted them with every appearance of
perfect health.

INFLAMMATION AND ABSCESS OF THE KNEE CURED.
Early in March, my daughter aged fourteen, suddenly became

ill with a swollen leg which caused her most violent pain.

Dr. N. N. who was called in pronounced the case to be one of

inflammation of the knee joint and prescribed jce compresses
and painting of the knee with iodine. Her condition however
became considerably worse and the doctor was of the opinion
that an operation was necessary and that the patient might have
to be taken to the hospital. At the suggestions of several

members of the Society for Popular Hygiene, we called in

Mr. Welcher of Frankfurt on the Main , a natural healer , who
prescribed the following treatment. On account of the violent in-

flammation soothing compresses, with not too cold water, were
placed on the knee and these were changed every few minutes

In addition stimulating foot and body packs and wet rubbing of

the whole body. This change of treatment proved highlv bene-

ficial to the patient, though the pain in the knee was still con-

siderable. When after two days the inflammation had somewhat
subsided a full-pack was given daily. In a few days steam com-

presses and the Malten steam apparatus could be used which

soon softened the terrible ulcer and made it discharge. In about

ten days the knee opened of itself as Mr. Welcher had prophesied

and on the same day a large quantity of blood and matter was

discharged from it. The pains abated considerably so that the

patient who had hardly closed an eye for weeks, fell into a deep

sleep. The same treatment was continued for a time except that

the wound was syringed daily with lukewarm water and tht"^ ''^r;
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massaged by an expert. In a few days a large number of au-

scessel about the size of a bean formed all over the leg which

discharged an immense quantity of blood and matter. One migh

sav that the whole leg was one immense ulcer and
,
on account

of the frightful pain, had to be protected from pressure m bed

bv all sorts of devices. As the patient could no longer become

thoroughly warm in the full pack, three or four steam -baths m
bed were applied which thoroughly agreed with her. How
serious her condition was may be gathered from the fact that a

medical doctor, now a natural healer, who had an opportunity

of seeing her declared that even if a cure were affected the leg

would, in all probability, be permanently stiff. However, God be

praised- our exertions and those of Mr. JVelcker were richly re-

warded for the leg became better every day and when the boils

were partially healed, the leg and, bit by bit, the whole body was

massaged and curative gymnastics undertaken under the superm-

tendence of Mr. Welcher. The leg then became more supple

and walking exercise could be attempted, so that Mr. Welcher

was able to assure us that the leg would be perfectly normai.

During the whole period of the treatment, the diet was strictly

vegetarian and consisted of gruel, light vegetables, fruit etc. After

being bedridden for seven weeks our daughter went into the

country for a month and in a fortnight she wrote. "I am well

and cheerful can jump and skip about like a deer and no one

can notice anything in my gait, nor have I any pain." Soon after

her recovery our former doctor met our daughter. He was per-

fectly astonished and said. "Yes, no doubt in some cases water

is very effective."

For this success we have only the Natural Method of Healing

to thank and we hope that it will soon be introduced into every

household.
The Müller family, Offenbach, Herrenstrasse 1.

KNEIPP CURE. Who was Kneipp, the man who made
his name so famous in recent years by his curative method?
Kneipp was a Roman Catholic priest in worishofen in Bavaria.

He was born at Stefansried in Bavaria on the 17*^ of May IS'Zi, the

son of a poor weaver. As a boy he displayed great natural in-

telligence, and was possessed with a j^earning desire to study

for holy orders; but his parents had not the means of giving him
the necessary opportunities, and he was obhged to follow his

father's trade. In the Introduction to his work "My water cure"

he describes his career in the following words.
"I was twenty one years of age when I left home with my

travelling permit in my pocket. The document described me as

a weavers apprentice: but on the tables of my hear*^ h-d Hf-.-n

I
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the days of my .-hiidhood, a very different descrip-
tion. Witli pain unutterable, and a yearning desire for the
fullilment ot my ideal, I had looked forward for long, long years
to that departure. So I began my journey, hurrying from place
to place, and seekmg—not, as my friends hoped I should, to ply
the weaver's shuttle, but—for some one who would be willing to
help me_ to study. The Reverend Chaplain Merkle interested
himself in me; gave me private instruction for two years m
succession; and prepared me with such unwearied zeal for my
examination that, at the end of the second year, I was received
into a Gymnasium (High school). The work was not light; and
to all appearance, was destined to be fruitless. After five years
of the greatest privations and efforts, I was broken in body and
mind. My father fetched me away from the town; and the words
of the landlord of the inn at which we rested are still ringing in
my ears, "Weaver", said he to my father, "You are bringing
your student home for the last time". The landlord was not
alone in his opinion; it was shared by others. An army doctor
of high repute at that time, who was also distinguished for his
great benevolence, and large-hearted kindness to poor patients,
had visited me ninety times in the fourth year, and more than
one hundred times in the last yeai-, of that period of five yeai-s,

so earnestly had he wished to be of use to me: but the progress
of my illness had triumphed over his professional knowledge, and
his self-sacrificing humanity. I myself had long given up hope,
and looked forward with resignation to my end.

Chance placed in my hands a modest little volume. On
opening it, I found that it treated of Hydropathy. I read its

pages again and again: they contained what seemed incredible.

The thought flashed upon me that at the eleventh hour I had
found out my own condition. I read further: it was right; it

agreed and harmonized with my ow^n experience; it suited me
to a hair. What joy! what comfort! New hope electrified

the drooping body, and the yet more drooping spirit. The
little volume was at first the straw to which I clung as a
drowning man; it became in a short time the staff supporting
the invahd; to-day it is the lifeboat which was sent to me by a

merciful Providence in the nick of time, in the hour of extreme peril.

The httle book, which treats of the heahng power of cold

water, is from the pen of a physician (Dr. 5. Hahn). I tried the

cure for three months; then for ano<-her three months; and,

though unconscious of any decided improvement, I fe't none the

vv^orse. This gave me courage. The winter of the year 1849

arrived; when I was once more in Diilingen. Two or three

times a week I repaired to a secluded spot on the bank of the

Danube, and took a plunge into the river. If I walked quickly
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to my bathing place, I walked home still more quickly to my
warm room. These cold dips did me no harm ; and on the other

hand, as it seemed to me, not much good. In the following year

i was in the Georgianum, in Munich; where 1 found a poor

student in worse case than I was myself. The physician of the

"Stablishment declined to give him the necessary certificate of

health to entitle him to the benefits of the histitution because—so

ran the medical report—he would not live long. I ik)W had a

beloved colleague. I initiated him into the m3^steries of my little

book; and we two vied with each other in pro^dng and practising

its prescriptions. After a short time my friend obtained his desired

certificate from the doctor; and he is still ahve and well. I

myself gained strength more and more; bqcame a priest; and

have followed my sr.cred avocation for thirty six years. Friends

flatter me by saying that they wonder now, when I am nearly

fifty years older, at the power of my voice, and are astonished at

•ny bodily strength. Water remained to me a tried and faithful

riend : who can blame me for proving myself a fast friend to it?"

The above is, in fact, a compendium of tlie history of tiie

"life of Father Kneipp; and, at the same time, the history of the

igin of the "Kneipp Water cure". As Kneipp himself says in

his work, he does not in any degree claim to be the originator

if a special method of cure. His method, criticall}^ considered,

s only a branch of the modjji-n combined Hygienic Treatment;
iie relies; according to his work above quoted, chiefl}' on the

cold water cure, as practised in his day by Vincenz Priessnitz

on the Gräfenberg, in Austrian Silesia. But to Kneipp belongs,

undoubtedly, the merit of having directed the attention of mankind
anew to a remedy which had ahuost passed into oblivion; that

medy being water.

The expression, "The Kneipp cure", refers to the curative

system carried out by Father Kneipp at Wörishofen, in Bavaria.
From the Natural Method of Healing—which, as is known, employs
aly the natural heahng factors, air, water, diet, etc.—Father Kneipp
o far deviated, in his practice, as to prescribe the use internally

of decoctions or infusions of such herbs and plants as appeared
i) him to have a therapeutic value, as well as of warm or steara-

vvths charged with the ingredients of plants.

These trifling deviations from the Natural Method of Healing
ure and simple, have been sometimes criticized with undue
cverity by the disciple? of that drug-denying method ; but they
o not in the least detract from the practical success of Kneipp's
\ stem. His patients are to be found in everv rank and calhng,
om tlie princely landholder to his humblest subject. The very

( verend gentleman, a priestly personage of a stalwart and vigor-
ous type, attracted the favourable notice of the invalid public by
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his gentle and sympathetic manner when giving advice, and by
the pains which he bestowed on the treatment of his patients
rich and poor alike. To those circumstances the flourishing
progress of his method of healing may in no small degree be
attributed.

Kneipp's theory is that the cause of all diseases lies in the
blood—either in the fact of the blood being vitiated by the pre-
sence in it of morbid matter, or in the interruption of its normal
circulation through the body—and he maintains that all morbid
matter can be expelled by water. For the purposes of his cure
he employs water in the form of wraps compresses, packs, steam-
ings, washings, and affusions. He holds that cold water is more
effective than warm, and he ascribes to the other applications
a subordinate importance only. The speciality of Kneipp's method
is the shortness of the time during which the applications are
continued—"cold and short" being the rule, especially for the
affusions. He says, however, in his work that not every patient
can bear that rule of treatment; and in cases of such inability
he adoDts our modified practice. Kneipp has many markedly
successful cures to show- as the results of treatment carried out
under his experienced and watchful eye. The great attractive
power of Wörishofen was due in the first place to Kneipp's per-
sonahty, but in great measure also to the Roman CathoUc priest-

hood and their press. Physicians jQurne3'-ed in great numbers to

that town to study Kneipp's treatment on the spot; Kneipp h3'dro-

pathic establishments sprang up like mushrooms out of the earth;

yet Kneipp himself said that many and many a practitioner assumed
the Kneipp title for himself and his establishment; and that few
among them all were fit to hold it.

Kneipps' affusion, Diagram for application of, see Index.

KNEIPPS DIAGNOSIS. As father Kneipp never examined
a patient b}' auscultation or percussion, and yet achieved such
remarkable results in the cure of diseases, it is v/orth while to

enquire how he anived at his diagnoses, and arranged his plans

of treatment.

1. His first look at a patient, which owing to the number of

sufferers whom he had to look at was a veiy keen one—general!}'

enabled him to form än opinion of the case. If the individuals

vv^ere pale and thin, he concluded that their blood was poor and

of bad quahty, and that they lacked natural warmth. His first

object then was to stimulate their appetite and circulation; which

be accomplished for the most part by partial washings or affusions

;

local applications and packs being in such cases inappropriate.

If the lack of natural warmth was very marked, cold applications

were preceded by warm ones, such as steaming of that part
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i the body which was immediately afterwards to receive a cold

*

affusion As a consequence of the improved appetite and circu-

fat on which followed that treatment, the supply of blood and

namral warmth were increased, and the whole system was roused

^Thi the 'case of corpulent persons, his attention was directed

to au-menting the excretions; an object which must be pursued

vith Kaution if the heart of the patient is a fected; as is trequent^

the case in corpulence, in a greater or less degree Although

the physician rejects water entirely m cases of heart complaint,

Kneipp was of a wholly opposite opmion. He said to himself.

-

"A well ordered ciixulation is beneficial to the sufferer from heart

complaint, and that can only be attained by the proper employ-

ment of water. By knee, thigh, and back affusions, for mstance,

the blood is drawn downwards from the weak heart, which is

thereby relieved. At the same time the warmth of the blood is

better "^distributed, and the natural strength of the patient is in-

creased; so that it becomes possible to proceed to upper, or even

to full affusions".

3. Out of every hundred patients ninety are nervous. 1 here

must therefore be gradations of treatment in every case. With most

patients, the mild applications come first ; a beginning being made with

the feet; walking bare-footed in the house, or on the grass when

the sun shines. In that way the circulation of the blood in the feet

is enlivened; and it is then possible to proceed with the stronger

applications. When nervous pains and spasms call for rehef, warm
applications are prescribed. In some diseases, pain may be actually

caused by the first stages of the cure : but these are but signs of

returning health: for it is not to be expected that a circulation

which has been irregular for years can be brought into good order

without a slight revolution ; of which such pains are the best proof.

In this way slight attacks of cough, or pain in the back; increase

or cessation of the regular functions; may occur at the beginning

of the cure. All such symptoms are, as a rule, so many proofs

that the patient will "certainly recover. Indeed if they are

i together absent in chronic cases, the course of the cm'e is

enerally unsatisfactory; from the want in the patient of the

-active force required for the heahng process. It is to be re-

.
retted that some invalids allov/ themselves to be frightened by
lese symptoms into changing their method of treatment for some
;Lher which removes them still farther off from the desired goal

of recovery. Upon such and similar natural and reasonable

•rounds Kneipp based his plans of treatment.

Sad to say it was not permitted to the great Samaritan of

Winishofen to continue his work so long as—in the interests

'! the spread of his doctrine, of the Natural Method of Healing,

1
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and of suffering humanity—could have been fIp<,i,-^H A „ i-malady an insidious fonnation on tte b!ad*T carrtd"

when he had TucSrf^''Ptr"'"'K ''^,"1^ '"^"^ thousand

lowers of thfnaS healin| art
Honour to his memory!

Kneipp cure. FUNDAMENTAL RULES

The shorter the apphcation the better its effect
1 he colder the water, the shorter must be the time mIts employment; and the greater will the reactL be Weakpatients must nevertheless begin with water of a moderatetemperature; at first 660, cooler after a time dowTto 5 o

and 550 and at last quite cold. The body mi st be as warn^as possible before the application of cofdTater If Zre
warm

""^'"'^^ '^'^ apphcations must be

There should be no drying of the body, by artificialmeans, after the use of water; but the clothes Ihould be

should hTS^'
^^d'

.^^
/>^de^ t« i^elp on reaction, exerciseshould be taken, rapid at first and slower bv decrees Ifthere is no reaction, or if the patient is very weak

'

thewarmth of bed should be sought
'

_
Hardening the body is the best means of preserv-

ing the general health; and of protection against attacks of
disease.

Kneipp cure. Abdomen, compresses on. See Inüex.

Kneipp cure. ABDOMEN, SPASMS IN THE. Hay-seed
(remnants of hay and grass) steeped in hot water, used for warm
compresses and packs in combination with other resources of the
natural method of healing are a powerful and reliable means of
rehet. I'or abdominal complaints which are caused through ob-
struction of the kidneys by mucus, lime-blossom tea furnisiies an
excellent remedy. Decoction of peppermint or water mint, takenm warm milk, soothes pain. Rue tea, or rue (Ruta groveolens. L.)
soakea m spnit, twice daily ten or twelve drops on sugar, or
the same quantity of it in olive oil, answers the same purpose.
The last mixture must stand in a warm pl^ce for some length
of time.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE "KNEIPP CURE".

FIGURE I. The KNEE DELUGE. Its application and action
are fully described on page 1696 to 1697. It is used especially

by congestion towards the head to draw the blood from the
upper to the lower parts of the body. Persons who often use
steam head baths (see explanation to plate "Steam Baths"
fig. 6) should also frequently apply the knee deluge to regulate
the blood circulation. For cold feet after a previously taken
steam foot bath {see explanation to plate "Steam Baths" fig.

and 4) the knee deluge is very effective to maintain the circu-

lation of the blood in the feet. It also acts especialh^ diurr^i •

in bladder and kidney diseases.

FIGURE 2. The HEAD DELUGE is applied with success

jDarticularly by eye, ear, nose, and head affections. Its appli-

cation and action are described in detail on page 1696. Above
all it should not be neglected to carefulh' dry the hair after a

head deluge.

FIGURE3. WALKING WITH BARE FEET IN WET GRASS
is, after the regular daily ablutions, the most simple and natiural

means of making the body hardy. Persons who suffer from

congestion to the head, from eye, ear, throat, and nose diseases,

can. with the best success if the weather is not too cold, walle

barefoot to to 20 minutes.
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Fig. 3. Walking barefoot in wet grass.
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Kneipp cure. ABDOMEN, VIOLENT SPASMS IN THE.
These yield to camomile tea. Such spasms are frequently nothmg

but the"' result of an accumulation of gases; and are accompanied

by vomiting and cold hands and feet. In such cases an mfusion

of peppermint, water-mint, aniseed, or fennel—or a mixture of

them all—will be of great service. Besides takmg camomile tea,

the patient should, on the first day of the attack, wash three

times with warm water and vinegar; on the second day twice;

and afterwards only once a da\'. Thus equable warmth and

normal circulation of the blood will be re-established.

Kneipp cure. ABDOMINAL COMPLAINTS. Warm
foot baths daily and corresponding hip-baths. A small cup of

lime-blossom tea, or tea of St. John's wort, mixed with that of

yarrow, thrice daily.

Kneipp cure. ABDOMINAL COMPLAINTS AND DE-
BILITATED CONDITION OF WOMEN. Three cold hip-

baths a week, of one or two minutes' duration, and daily lavation

—

the patient getting out of bed for the purpose and returning to

bed afterwards
;
hardening the body, by wearing less thick clothing

and walking bare-footed at times—these are the be^t preventive

measures that can be adopted. If the patient suffers from flour^ albus

rinsing the parts twice a day with a decoction of common pewter

grass, will be of great advantage At night a four fold cloth, dipped

in vinegar and water, should be kept on the abdomen for two

hours. A tea, of yarrow and St. John's wort mixed, has a good

effect.

Kneipp cure. Ablutions or lavations. See Index.

Kneipp cure. APOPLEXY, Paralysis of the brain.

The principal thing is to draw the blood from the head, which
is done in the following manner: the patient is washed with

two parts water to one part vinegar twice daily, and without

being dried is put into a warm bed. A body pack, or foot pack,

follows. For about the next four weeks the patient has a lavation

only once a day with water and vinegar ; but he has besides two
thigh and two arm affusions daily. Then follow, upper thigh and
back affusions in rotation, for from six to eight weeks. In order to

support the continual increase of the bodil}^ strength, the patient

should go on taking, for a twelvemonth or so, one da\' back
affusion, the next an upper and on the third a thigh, affusion;

and so on in rotation. It this treatment is persevered in, and a

suitable and nourishing diet, is observed, the patient will regain

his former health.

It frequently happens, particularly with women, that gid"^.iness,

painful pressure on the head, with complete unconsciousness, are

47
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premonitory symptoms of an attack of apoplexy. The warm foot
bath with ashes and salt is always the very first remedy to be
applied in such cases; the hands should be washed with water
and vinegar, and then follow, as above mentioned, two or three
cold vinegar water-lavations every day. As a final treatment
partial baths should be taken in rotation with upper and thigh
afifusions for several weeks.

If paralysis of the brain should supervene in the case of a
particularly corpulent person with a disproportionately thick neck and
swollen head who has suffered much from detemiination of blood to

the head, a head steam-bath of fifteen or twenty minutes' duration,
followed by a foot steam-bath, is the first thing to be applied.

-

Lavations, such as indicated above, and afterwards affusions,

including full ones, may then follow in turn. During the first

days the head and foot steam-bath will have to be repeated, about
three times a week.

In PULMONARY APOPLEXY, full lavatious with water and vinegar,

two or three times daily and continued for a considerable time,

are the best means of re-invigorating the weak lungs and the entire

system. After three months the upper affusions, combined with

thigh affusion and partial bath may perhaps be taken twice a

week for some time; to put the recurrence of the trouble out of

the question. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application,

see Index.

Kneipp Cure. APPETITE, LOSS OF. A full washing
every morning on rising from bed. One tea-spoonful of Kneipp's

stomach cordial, and some wormwood pills twice or thrice a day.

Five drops of oil of spikenard, or lavender, on sugar. Plenty of

walking exercise.

Kneipp cure. Arm-affusion. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Arm and hand baths. See Index.

Kneipp cure. ARTHRITIS. Rheumatism in the joints of

hmbs. This disease is generally connected with swelling of various

parts, as hands, feet, shoulders. The patient has no appetite and

cannot get sleep; is very feverish and perspires a great deal.

In such a case he should wear for an hour and a half or two

hours, every day a shirt, steeped in . an infusion of hay-seed ; he

should give himself daily one full washing,—or even two if the

fever is high—and three upper and knee affusions a week :
besides

drinking every day a cup of the infusion of elder-blossoms, juniper

berries, and common yarrow. He should continue this for four

weeks, and then take as a tonic two half baths weekly, and

submit to a juniper berry cure.
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Tf the malady has occured repeatedly, and if pain is connected

with it the following course should be adopted. A three-quarter

nack twice a weekt with a coarse cloth steeped m a warm

Secoction of oat-straw; duration from one and a half to two

hours wash the body three times a • week with water and

vineear the patient leaving his bed for the purpose, and re-

turnino-'to it after the washing; wear, twice a week for an

hour £id a half, a shirt-dipped in a warm decoction of oat-straw;

md take every day a cup of tea, made of sage, wormwood

and St Tohn's wort, combined. After four weeks, the shirt should

be worn only once a week for the time above prescribed
;
and

one short cold half bath be taken. Finally, after about six weeks,

two half
'

baths weekly should be taken as security agamst a

relapse It is Hkewise advisable for a patient to take daily a cup

vf primrose tea, made of the decp-yellow flowers, (Primula L.)

for some length of time. This remedy soothes the pam and causes

it gradually to disappear. (See also "Rheumatism" in Index and

pp. <34, 735. For Modes of AppHcation, see Index.)

Kneipp cure. ARTICULAR RHEUMATISM. Rheuma-

tism in the joints. Cases will vaiy much in the degree of se-

verity, for articular rheumatism is the result of many diseases.

Various stomach complaints, and grave disorders of the kidneys

often end in rheumatism of the joints, as the result of bungling

medical treatment; and the patient so afflicted will have suffered

much, and present a picture of misery. The morbid matter has

penetrated into the marrow of his bones, and affected every hmb.

In such a case one should have recourse at once to warmth as

a resolvent. A warm Spanish cloak therefore, and head and

foot steam-baths; but by no means too many applications, or in

too quick succession; for such a patient, already weakened as

he will have been by previous suffering, cannot have any great

reserve of vital force; and the consideration of that fact must
enter into the doctor's calculations. Wraps, and upper and lov»'er

alfusions may then follow, but only one of these m a day; the

;
atient should get out of bed every morning for a full washing,

and then go back to bed to get warm again. The treatment

thus continues for a month. During the fifth and sixth weeks
the patient should take, in each, two half baths, a head and a

foot steam-bath, and a Spanish cloak pack. Finally, warm bath

alternately with cold, and with upper and thigh, or knee affusions;

and last of all, two full washings, and one upper and thigh

affusion, should be taken weekly, with now ana then a warm
bath; in order that the blood which has been so long, perhaps
ior years, clogged with impurities, may once more flow freely

and be attracted to the outer surface of the skin, so as to render

47*
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It more susceptible to the subsequent cold applications. The
head steam-baths, however, are employed only when the hair
has disappeared to a great extent, and when the pain, through
the circulation of the blood, has extended to the upper parts:
both of which eventualities may be expected in severe cases of
rheumatism. If they do not occur, the head steam-bath should
not be used; but the rest of the treatment above prescribed
should be observed. The following is an instance of the disease
in its lighter form: A man of an otherwise sound and strong
constitution was for twenty years afflicted with articular rheu-
matism; and had for a long time used steam-baths, taken large
quantities of sahcyl, and many salt-water baths; and finally had
tried massage; but all without the desired effect. He had tried
everything except cold water, against which he had been most
strictly warned. After a time a rather severe eruption on the
legs, and varicose veins, made their appearance. Washing the
parts with bran-water, rubbing in of tar soap, washings with hot
water, and again rubbing in rice powder, were prescribed, in

order to remove these complaints. For the varicose vains flannel

bandages round the legs were used.

The treatment which cured him in eight weeks consisted in

two or three applications daily: upper and thigh affusions alter-

nating with half baths, local steam-baths and full washings, etc.

The patient had also to v^alk assiduously bare-footed; and so he
became convinced, that his disease could he simply cured by
water. Unfortunately he had before been quite ignorant of the

efficacy of cold water, was even a sworn enemy to it, and had
avoided it in every way.

In his later years Kneipp treated this disease exclusively by

cold applications; and with the best results. The patient, rising

from his bed for the purpose, received a cold affusion on the

painful joint, continued till the pain abated. He then went back

to bed. When the pain became troublesome again, the process

was repeated ; and the repetitions were persevered with until the

ailment was finally cured
;

which, even in acute cases, often

happened within a few days.

Kneipp cure. ASTHMA. Difficulty of breathing. Hun-

dreds of asthmatic people have been restored to health by the

Kneipp cure. An old man, aged 67, who had suffered with

asthma for ten years took a plunge into a river every mornmg

for twelve months, remaining only five seconds in the water; and

in the evening, when the asthma came on, a brief, cold hip-bath.

V/ith these simple remedies and the usual plain fare of a care-

taker he com.pletely recovered his health. But it would have

been restored more promptly if, after the first fortnight, he had
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,nplied affusions in the following order: Monday upper and knee

;Sns, and in the evening a hip-bath, Tuesday, upper and

thiM affusions, and evening hip-bath; Wednesd^ back affusion,

and evening hip-bath ;
Thursday upper and knee affusions evening

hL-bath; Fridav, upper and thigh affusions evening hip-bath

,

Saturday, back affusion, and evening hip-bath; Sunday, full washing,

and in the evening a half bath. Strong subjects may take two

full baths a week, and walk on wet grass every day

Internally, tea of violet leaves, Kneipp's cough cordial, infusion

of mullein, and beating with stinging-nettles, are often used with

crood effeit As people afflicted with asthma are frequently

froubled with cold feet, the first remedies recommended are warm

foot baths with salt and ashes, as well as washing of the upper

part of the body; the next remedy is hip-baths, to be followed,

'ifter a fortnight's time, by the various affusions in turn. Most

asthmatic persons, are shy of cold water; and it is advisable

therefore, to order at first washing of the upper part of the body

and foot baths, in order to get the feet warm; full washing may

come afterwards. A short pack or wrap now and then; and walk-

ing bare-footed, at first in the room, should also be prescribed. Baron

V Boeninghausen relates an interesting cure of severe pulmonary

asthma. He had contracted this trying complaint by taking cold;

had an incipient catarrh—treated medically, and therefore only

suppressed—caught a fresh cold, which brought on shivering fits,

and from that time, May 1889, dates his asthma of the lungs.

He tried eveiything, hot baths in Wiesbaden, every imaginable

remedy, baths in the German ocean, and a prolonged sojourn in

the South at Nice. The accumulation of phlegm in his lungs was

so enormous that the doctor declared he had never seen anything

like it; medicine could do him no good. His strength failed him;

breathing became difficult to him, and he was unable to do his

work.
He then made up his mind to apply the Kneipp cure, in

spite of all the doctors dissuading him from it; it was his last

resort. Cough and oppression of the chest, after the first use of

the affusions, deprived him of sleep. Even the rattle in the chest

remained. He was attacked with violent shivering fits and fever;

had severe, pricking pain in his right lung; with excessive, blood-

stained, expectoration. Kneipp now and then ordered quite hot

packs, as well as cold ones, saturated with w^ater and vinegar

;

and compresses of fenu greek and soft whe}' cheese. This treatment

brought about his complete recovery. Perspiration set in, which

threw off all kinds of vitiated matter. Expectoration became con-

stantly less, and the asthma disappeared. Sleep and appetite have

since then been very good, and the patient feels in better health

than ever. He was soon able to walk for hours, morning and
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afternoon
,
but continued lo take two affusions daily, as an additional source of strength. From four to six weeks suf^ced ftthis miraculous cure; while for four long years urev o'X Zpiwsician no health resort, had been able to give relief to t^esutterer, stil less to restore him to health. What will i^ formermedical advisers and professors say now?

fh. ^rVl ^^T
that, in the practice of the water curethe hrst few days treatment will often be found to aggravate the

fÄ?"'/?' ^ -^h^^^d by no means discouragethe patient from persevering with the cure
^

K^.K^'^/.f^'"'^'-^^^''''' ""^y b^ ^PPh"^^ to the feet instead of abath, il the patient is troubled with cold feet.

The main principle of the treatment is the rapid production
ot heat. On the occurrence of spasms, which are so alannin?and distressing to the sufferer, the back should be warmed bv
iriction, dry; and the whole body be washed afterwards with
vinegar and water, one third of the former to two thirds of the
latter.

In bad cases a cloth, dipped in water as hot as the patient
can bear it, should be applied to the throat and chest If it
cannot be borne on the chest it may be applied to the back
I hus, during every attack, the rule is warm applications, as warm
as they can be borne. When the attack has passed off, cold
affusions may be given; an upper, in rotation with a back, and
a thigh, affusion; two of the first to one of each of the others"
because the first has the greatest effect in warming the bods!
which is here the main object. On every recurrence of the
attacks, it will be well to use the hay-seed shirt twäce in each
week, warm. During the attacks if possible every half hour—
a tablespoonful of a decoction of stinging nettles or blind nettles
should be taken; at other times a cupful daily. For Modes of
Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. AURAL AFFECTIONS. Two head steam-
baths within three days are as a rule the proper application in
these cases, especialty when they are connected with noises in the
ears, discharge from them, and acute pain. The treatment should
end with affusion behind the ears. For steaming ears the in-

fusion of mallow blossoms is much recommended. If the ear is

stopped up syringing with warm water, about three times a day,
will generally suffice to remove the obstruction. After the syring-
ing, four or five drops of the oil of sweet almonds are dropped
into the ear, which is then closed with cotton wool, against draughts
and cold. Or the same quantity of oil may be dropped into each
ear on alternate days, and the ear be syringed on the intervening
day, with either lukewarm water or a decoction of pewter grass,
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cotton wool being inserted after such process. The week s course

ofvyate^ treatment should consist of two hip-baths, two partial

baths two whole washings, and two short wraps at nighty Good

olive-oil may be used instead of that of sweet almonds. See also

pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. Automatic douche. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Back affusion. See Index

Kneipp cure. BLADDER, AFFECTIONS OF THE.

For catarrh of the bladder, steam-baths of Pewter grass are

the most effective remedy. For ulcers of the bladder, chair

steam-baths, three times a week, are particularly efficacious. Alter

the steam-bath a full washing is given; or washing of the upper

body or a half bath. Strong people may take a short and cold

full bath. As a tea, an infusion of pewter grass is recom-

mended; or Wülhuber No. 2, which may now be had at any

chemist's. Care must be taken that the weaker the patient, the

milder must be the hip, or half bath, following the chair steam-

bath This should at first be of the temperature of 66
o, after-

wards 60" and 56 o; finally the half bath, quite cold. On the

days when a steam-bath is not taken, a hip-bath of 81 <> should

be substituted, but only for five or ten minutes at first
;
each time

it should be less warm and of shorter duration, till at last it

should be quite cold, and last only a few seconds. The diet must

be nutritious, but at first vegetarian; afterwards mixed fare, for

dinner may be the rule. For complaints of the bladder and

kidneys, Wülhuber tea No. 2 is useful. It acts directly on the

affected organs, and at the same time on the bowels; expels

morbid matter with the urine, and is always advisable in cases

of uneasiness in the region of the bladder, of pain during urin-

ation, and of scalding sensation in the bladder and kidne^^s. The
tea consists of two table spoonfuls of ground fennel, three of

bruised juniper berries, three of powdered root of dwarf elder,

one of fenu greek, and one of powdered aloes. A teaspoonful

of this mixture suffices for a cup of tea, and weak persons will

do well to distribute this one cup over two or three days, taking

every evening from four to six tablespoonfuls. A tea of dried

hips-and-haws, the insides of which have been taken out, purify

kidneys and bladder, and dissolve gravel and stone. See also

pp. 734, 735.

Kneipp cure. BLADDER, GRAVEL AND STONE IN
THE. This malady is generally treated by warm hip-baths of

a decoction of pew^ter grass, and warm lower packs steeped in

a decoction of the same herb, or of oat-straw. Cane-chair steam-

baths; steaming with the vapour of pewter grass; and warm
compresses on the affected parts; are also appUcable. Internally
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a tea of the same plant (which relieves the pain during urination)
or of juniper berries, way-bread (plantain), dwarf-elder root or
hip and haws, should be taken. Strawberries should be eaten in
quantities by patients of this kind. A juniper berry cure is also
recommended. As a matter of course, cold washing must always
follow upon body steam-baths, and warm hip-baths.

SpECfAL TREATMENT.—A young man was treated for vesical
calculus, and the doctors most urgently advocated an operation.
A cloth, folded several times and dipped in a decoction of common
pewter grass, was laid on the painful place and covered with a
blanket. The patient had to drink three times daily, a small cup
of tea of juniper berries and pewter grass. The latter herb,
scalded and still warm, was applied to the affected parts several
times during the day; and after five weeks the stone was dis-

solved and came away in pieces. Tea of way-bread (plantain)

one or two small cupfuls daily, has a great effect on this disease.

A man upwards of forty years of age suffered for many
years with this malad\^ The doctors declared it to be gravel and
stone in the bladder. The pain, when the patient wanted to

make water, was so great as to cause hira to cr}^ out. For a
week he had oat-straw baths of 97" for half an hour, which were
immediately followed by a cold half bath, or washing of the

upper part of the body, for the space of one second. He drank,

morning, noon, and evening—a cup of tea, made of hips and
haws, pewter grass, and juniper berries. After a fortnight

or so the gravel began to dissolve; its discharge increased from
day to day; and with it, the terrible pain disappeared. In con-

tinuation of the treatment the patient took weeldy a warm bath,

succeeded by a cold half bath and washing of the upper parts of

the body; and drank frequendy a cup of tea, prepared from the

same fruit and herbs as before. He was thus restored to perfect

health and was never affected with the malady again. He was
able, throughout the treatment, to adopt a mixed diet for dinner,

with lighter but nourishing fare in the evening. See also pp. 734,

735. For Modes of Application see Index.

Kneipp cure. BLEEDING, VOMITING BLOOD. De-

coction of pewter grass, one or two cupfuls daily, takes effect

after a few minutes. In cases of violent bleeding from the nose,

the tea is drawn up through it. A decoction of peppermint, pre-

pared with vinegar, taken in spoonfuls now and then, arrests

vomiting of blood ; as does also an infusion of peppermint, mixed

in equal quantities with pewter grass, or sandal-wood. A de- f
coction of mint, pi-epared with vinegar, is an excellent remedy

for this complaint; one or two teaspoonfuls now and then. This

is most effective in .all cases of bl-eding from the stomach.
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Kneipp cure. BLOOD, IRREGULARITIES IN THE
CIRCULATION OF THE. Want of blood, or its sudden ex-

citement, are remedied by an infusion of centaury.

Kneipp cure. BLOOD-POISONING may be cured in

it. initial stage by scalded hay-seed—the stalks, leaves, blossoms,

and seeds of hay, or freshly mown grass-in combination with

other applications already mentioned, of the natural method of

healing.

Kneipp cure. BLOOD, PURIFICATION OF THE. Tea

for purifying the blood. Strawberries with milk,—one part of

the former to two of the latter—in all about a pint daily. In

winter preserved strawberries, or strawberry jam, may be used.

Six or eight elderberry leaves, cut up like parsley, are boiled for

about ten minutes, and a cup of the decoction is taken the first

thing in the morning, an hour before breakfast, for as long as it

is considered necessary. The dried leaves may also be used, as

well as the blossoms and berries. The free use of nettles is

likewise a good remedy for purifying the blood. Ihe leaves

should be boiled like spinach. An excellent tea for puritymg

the blood is made of a mixture of worm-wood, sage, pewter grass,

and sloe blossoms, in equal parts. A small cup to be taken m
the morning before breakfast, and just before going to bed.

Kneipp cure. BOILS. A Spanish cloak pack every second

day and in rotation, in addition to the Spanish cloak, a half bath

one 'day and a whole washing the next. Fenu greek compresses on

the boil itself; the herb being stewed to a pulp, spread on iinen,

and appUed warm.

Kneipp cure. BONE, SWELLING OF. (Caries). Here

also warm compresses of hay-seed, or of fenu greek, or of curds,

are the most efficacious remedy. Since in all conditions of this

kind the body is mostly feverish, the adjoining parts of the swell-

ing are treated daily with a short, cold wrap, or a whole washing

sliould be taken instead of the pack.

Kneipp cure. BONE, ULCERS OF THE. These are

cleansed twice daily with the infusion of camomiles or pewter

grass; and a plaster of prepared clay is put on afterwards.

Kneipp cure. Bowels, Constipation of the. See "Diar-

; hoea" and "Bladder and kidneys, Affections of the".

Kneipp cure. BOWEL, PROTRUSION OF THE. Pro-

lapsus. The mucous membrane of the bowel will often protrude

at the anus, as a result of long continued diarrhoea—which has a

very weakening effect—or of straining. In order to avoid in-

'^ immation and acute pain, with copious effusion of mucous matter,
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relief must in most cases be given by pressure; that is to say
the protrusion must be gradually and carefully pushed back within
the sphncter muscle of the orifice, by the fingers, previously well
oiled, with or without the use of oiled rag or paper. A general
tonic treatment will be required to effect a cure. Hip baths, with
the decoction of oak bark or hay added to the water, syringing
with water, or washing the parts, and enemata. A brew of mug-
wort (artemisia), mullein, and wine should be made (by boiling
the mixture) and the patient should sit in it as hot as he can
bear it.

Kneipp cure. BOWELS, INFLAMMATION OF THE.
This ailment may be brought ,on by a chill, by obstruction of the
bowel by hard faeces, by excessive physical exertion in riding or
"wheeHng", by worms, purgatives, or by too active clysters, among
other causes. The desire to relieve the bowels, pain, passing mucous
matter tinged with blood, sweating, constipation, and the sensation
of great weakness, are symptoms of this trouble. The treatment
consists in clysters., packs, and hip-baths. The diet should be
confined to mucilaginous soups, and milk.

Kneipp cure. BRAIN, ANJBMIA OF THE. The upper
affusion is an energetic and certain remedy for this complaint. The
following curative gymnastic exercises are also recommended;
rolling the head (head circles), bending the body forward and
backward; and arm movements, bending, roUing, and circling.

Kneipp cure. BRAIN, HYPEILEMLa^ OF THE. Dili-

gent perseverance in walking barefoot, and treading in water.

Knee, and thigh, affusions; hip baths. Bod\7- pack, or foot pack,

at night.

Kneipp cure. BRAIN, INFLAMMATION OF THE
SKIN OF THE. (Meningitis.) Cool compresses applied to

the head. A half bath, or a hip bath, in the morning; and a knee,

or thigh, affusion in the afternoon. At night a body pack and

foot pack.

Kneipp cure. BRAIN, INFLAMMATION OF THE SKIN
OF THE. If creeping pains in the head, with feverishness, and

the inclination to vomit" are felt ; and loss of conciousness, illusions,

and dehriiun, supervene; inflammation of the brain is indicated.

Full or three-quarter packs, or a long shirt wrung out in cold

vinegar and water (three parts water to one of vinegar) or in salt

water, are prescribed. 1 wo or three such cold packs, each lasting

three quarters of an hour, will generally suffice to reduce the

temperature. A dry wrapping sheet or blanket will of course

be used to envelop each wet pack, so as to prevent the escape

of heat. Immediately after the pack, and while the patient is
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still warm, a full affusion may be given. Particular attention

should be paid to the feet, which must be kept continually warm,

bv artificial means if necessary. The be?t means of msunng the

required continuous warmth will be to wrap the feet and legs,

as hio-h as the middle of the calves, in a quite hot cloth wrung

out in hot vinegar and water (one third vniegar to two thirds

vvat^r)- a mixture which should be boiled before use. Enemata

must be given in case of constipation ; and cool compresses should

be apphed to the head and changed as they get warm. Inter-

nally, a tablespoonful of a decoction of sloe leaves should be

taken every half hour; or, faiUng the sloe leaves, a tablespoonful

of water, l^he diet should be light, and easily digestible. See

also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

Kneipp cure. BREAST, CANCER IN THE. Next

tr, the object of ridding the blood of impurities by which it is so

much vitiated, the maintenance of the general strength of the

patient must be kept in view as the aim of the treatment in this

disease. During the cold months of the year, one of the forms

of water application should be used daily; and in the summer two.

For the winter the following may be the course:

First day, half bath; second day," upper affusion; third, thigh

affusion; fourth, half bath; fifth, upper affusion; sixth, whole

washing; seventh, back affusion; and so on. in the same order.

For the warmer months

:

First day, half bath in the morning, and upper affusion in

the evening; second day, thigh affusion in the morning and washing

of the upper part of the body in the evening; third day, back

affusion and half bath ; fourth day, upper affusion in the morning,

and thigh affusions twice, afternoon and evening; fifth day, whole
washing in the morning, and in the afternoon a half bath; sixth

day, upper affusion in the morning and thigh affusion in the after-

noon; seventh day, back affusion and whole washing; and so on,

repeating the course. If the patient is weakly, one application

each day will suffice, at all times of the year.

Local treatment of three kinds may also be adopted. Every
two hours a compress, well wrung out in a decoction of pewter
grass, should be applied not only over the diseased spot but over
the whole chest. As a change to this, soft curds, stirred till

quite smooth, and spread on hnt or linen, may be laid on the

diseased spot and the surrounding parts, and allowed to remain
until dry; when they should be renewed. These two forms of

compress may be employed alternately, each for two days in

succession. The third local remedy which is strongly recommended,
is a clay compress—or compress wrung out in clay water. This
should be used occasionally, especially in the second and third
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weeks. An ointment should also be made of clay.mixed in a
decoction of pewter grass and septfoii, and should be applied spread
on coarse linen as a plaster, to the wound. The plaster' should
be renewed as often as it dries. (See also pp. 734, 735.)

Kneipp cure. BREATH, OFFENSIVE. Tea of peppcr-
mmt m half water half wine, a cup of it taken daily for some days.

Kneipp cure. BREATHING, DIFFICULTY OF. Accunm-
lation of mucus, may be cured, according to father Kneipp's
prescription, by tea of mullein, mixed half and half with black
mallow. This dissolves the phlegm powerfully and enduringly
and it is also an effective remedy for gout. Rue (Ruta graveotens'
L.) is also an excellent remedy, either in the form of tea or as
a liqueur. Ten to twelve drops of it on sugar, may be taken
twice a day; or the same quantity of the infusion in salad oil.

The latter mixture must stand for some time in a warm place.
For difficulty of breathing due to flatulence, two large or three
small cups daily of violet-leaf tea, made by infusing a handful
of the dried leaves in half a pint of water. A gargle, or tea, of
mullein resolves phlegm effectively, and still more so if made of

mullein and mallow, half and half.

Kneipp cure. Bright's (renal) disease. Lemon juice,

among other things, is an excellent remedy. A patient affected

with Bright's disease ate, as Dr. Sichert tells us, three hundred
lemons in the space of three months, or three or four lemons
daily; his urine was free from albumen, and he was discharged
as cured. In southern countries, the lemon and lemon juice are

a universal remedy among the people. Of course, suitable water
treatment must be adopted, A short pack, with thigh or knee
affusion, three times a week each; besides two whole washings
and two life baths in the week ; a trunk steam-bath, and a lower

body pack. A tea of knot-grass, sage and dwarf- elder root.

(See also pp. 734, 735).

Kneipp cure. BURGUNDY NOSE. (Lipoma.) Take two

half baths, two hip baths, two knee and thigh affusions, ever}'

week: walk bare-footed as much as possible; and apply body

compresses, or foot pack, at night.

Kneipp cure. BURNS AND SCALDS. The best remedy

is to apply fresh sauerkraut to the place; also clay, mixed with

water, put on every half hour has a similar effect.

Kneipp cure. CANCER. When degeneration of the blood,

and other fluids of the body has taken place to a certain degree,

this terrible disease, which poisons the whole body, frequently

makes its appearance in the form of cancerous ulcer, or glands.
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The ulcers may attack almost any part of the body
;
and, espec-

i d V under mistaken medical treatment may become cancerous

; the end There is therefore, cancer of the hps, tongue, livei

omach man mary glands, and of the intestmes. ,
Cure is possible

onir n thT cases where' the disease is as yet m its initial stage,

and where, therefore, the vital force is not yet greatly reduced,

and the fluids not yet too vitiated.
- u a

Cancer on the lip may be either hard, or sott. If it is hard

. ,ft cu?d WÜ1 be the most serviceable remedy to apply ;
but if

thi wound is open, a mixed powder of aloe and alum six parts

n^e to one part alum, should be sprinkled over it. By way of

a change the powdered aloe alone may be so used lor a few

days afd then powdered alum alone; afterwards the mixed powder

as before, in the proportions given above.

A man was suffering with cancer of the lips. The lower

lip had already gone. Being as yet strong, the most vigorous

applications could be employed. Knee, thigh and head affusions,

every day in turn. The sore place was well washed with aloe-

and alum water from three to five times a day, and a curd poultice

was applied at night. Nearly perfect recovery followed after a

few month's treatment.

Cancer of the tongue. Another man had small but very

painful ulcers on the tongue. The doctors diagnosed cancer of

the tongue. The patient had two lower and back afiusions a week,

his mouth was washed out daily three or four times with the

infusion of pewter grass; and he had to put on a wet shirt

for an hour and a half. When the shirt was taken off, a cold

lavation was applied. The ulcers disappeared gradually and the

man's health improved visibly.

Cancer of the intestine. It is far too little known, and the

knowledge ought to be spread far more, that the waters of Karls-

bad (Karlsbad^ salts) when drunk repeatedly and contmously for

a length of time, are frequently the cause of the ternble disease

intestinal cancer. The momentary and transient improvement m
the weak condition of the bowels induces the patient to repeat

and to persevere with the cure. But the effect of the continuous

se of the strong saline substances contained in that water is to

w-stroy in the long run the interior surface of the mucous mem-
:;! ane;' and the very opposite result is then manifested, to that

which appeared at the beginning ; that is to say, everything passes

from the patient, because the action of the bowels has ceased,

the last stage of the disease there is rarely any help to be

^'en; yet upper, thigh and back affusions, in turn with hip and

,
artial baths, are good remedies if it has not advanced too far.
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Full, and lightning, affusions may be given to patients whh a
strong constitution.

A cancerous tumour at the arm was treated very succf^s-
fully with the use of partial baths, upper, back and thigh affusions,
and the wearing daily of a shirt dipped in salt and water. Fenu
greek was put on the ulcer during the day; while the same herb
boiled to a mash, and later soft curds, were applied to it at night.
The diet in all these cases must be simple, with but little salt

and no other condiment whatever.

Ä cancerous ulcers may be cleansed with a solution of

alum or with aloe water. Powdered aloe mixed with charcoal
may likewise be sprinkled on it with advantage. Kneipp's tea

for purifying the blood should be taken several times a day.

A woman was affected with a cancerous gland at the breast,

as large as a hen's egg; and a great deal of matter issued from
it at times. The wound was washed with aloe water three times

daily, and soft curds then applied to it. She took besides an
upper and back affusion daily, and the Spanish cloak pack twice

a week. The disease being as yet in its initial stage the bad
breast was cured in four months' time.—An ointment from pre-

pared clay is also recommended for cancer. (See Ibid in Index.

See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.)

Kneipp cure. CANCEROUS ULCERS, when not too far

advanced may be treated with alum, either powdered and sprinkled

direct on the wound, or dissolved in water, and used as a wash,

or for moistening small Hnen compresses, which are applied in

the usual way. Powdered aloe, spread thickly over the ulcer once

a da}^, and the whole covered with a dry bandage, absorbs the

vicious matter, and helps to form a hard crust under which new
skin soon forms. See also "Caries".

Kneipp cure. CÄNCRUJV1 ORIS. Inhale warm vapours

charged with the fumes of yarrow, ribwort, or stinging nettles.

Next, wash and rinse the mouth with cool water, and a little

lemon juice added to it. Rinsing the mouth, and garghng with

a decoction of sage and pewter grass, is recommended :
but above

all it is necessary to adopt a general treatment, in the form of

wraps and full lavations.

Kneipp cure. Cane chair steam-bath. See Index.

Kneipp cure, CARIES. Occurs often in children who

have bad blood and vitiated humours in their system. But it

also occurs in adults; in connection with tuberculosis or syphms,

and with complaints of the liver, spleen, or kidneys^ Its cure

if tuberculosis is the cause, is problematical. The object ol tae
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trea.nent -ust be to act up., t^^^^^^^^^^ F^^ÄÄ
^^äS^^t^^ noÄent; blood-forming food free

S sairrnd othe? condiments. If a cure is at all possible, it can

onlv be very sbwly attained. AH affected parts should be enveloped

Lmore^ses of fenu greek, pewter grass, oat-straw and hay-

seed used in ?urn, and m such a manner that each suifenng

mrt has several applications every day. In addition to the com-

seT fouT w^^^^ and two balf baths w,li be ad-

V sable in ^ach week, so distributed that a half bath comes after

I^rrwhole washino-s This external treatment should be supported

b7the1Ä taking daily about a small teaspoon^^^^^^^ white

hone meal which will promote the formatmg of new bone, bee

also pp 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. CARIES, DISEASE OF BONES, is cured

bv common horse-tail, in its various forms of apphcation
;

either

as^an infusion in washings, packs, compresses • or wrapping some

of it in a wet cloth and pulting it on the affected part, or lastly

in the form of steam-baths. (See also "Decoction of horsetail .)

Kneipp cure. CATARRH. The more effeminate we get

in our habits the more we are tormented with catarrhs of the

most various kinds. The usual catarrh of the throat connected

with a cold in the nose is often removed by a full lavation in

the evenino- and drinking elder blossom tea. If the head too is

much involved in the affection, steam, applied to the head, is a

valuable remedy.

Where the conditions occuring are of an obstinate catarrhal

character, three things may be resorted to : first, a daily full lavation;

secondly, a wrap, steeped in the infusion of hay-seed; thirdly,

also steam, applied to the head, since a neglected catarrh is

apt to make an injurious inroad on any part oi the body, so

as to make it begin to waste, and thus gives rise to consumption

of the larynx, trachea, and lungs. The deeper-seated and more

inveterate a catarrh is, which has troubled the patient lor months,

the more searching and vigorous the water treatment must of

necessity be. To the daily full lavations are then added three

partial baths a week. Pulmonary catarrh of the lobes is cured

most speedily by full lavation on getting out of bed, and one or

two upper affusions a day. If the bronchial tubes and the larynx

are attacked, upper and back affusions frequently save life by

causing the discharge of great quantities of mucus. For intestinal

and gastric catarrh see "Intestinal catarrh" in Index. A tea-

spoonful of honey, boiled in half a pint of water furnishes an

excellent gargle, especially for singers.^ It may Hkewise be made
from mullein (Verbascum Schraden Meyer), which acts as a
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Vigorous solvent ot mucus, and may be rendered still more eflr^rtive by the addition of an equal quantity of black mallow S^^iDifficulty of breathing", also pp. 734, 735. For Modes ofApplication, see Index. °'

Kneipp cure. CATARRH, INTESTINAL. If violent diarrhoea is one of the symptoms, the water applications are' evervweek a short vinegar and water wrap, lasting about an hour and ahalt; besides three or four compresses on the abdomen, likewise
wetted with vinegar and water, and applied for the same length
ol time. Three small cupfuls of tea, made of wormwood mixed
with sage, centaury, yarrow, and St. John's wort, should bedrunk daily; ^nd six or eight juniper berries eaten. After a fort-mght two half baths, with washing of the upper part of the body
are recommended, during the week; and twice in the week also
the convalescent should get up out of his bed at night, and wash
the whole body quickly in cold water. After the third week
two cold short half baths, or one half bath and one full washing'
are taken weekly; in order to strengthen the abdomen, and indeed
the entire system. As these intestinal catarrhs occur mostly in
spring and autumn, the best way to avoid the trouble, or the
recurrence of it, is to harden the system against changes of
weather.

Intestinal catarrh occurs frequently in connection with gastric
catarrh. The consequences of such a malady, lasting for years,
and as a rule treated wrongly, are often liver" complaints, asthma,
throat affections, determinadbn of blood to the head, and finally

utter derangements of the nerves. There is of course a total

loss of appetite; the bowels are in the most deplorable condition,
and this sad state of things is frequently aggravated by a seden-
tary mode of life and mental strain. A patient in such a pre-

carious state of health, should every morning, an hour before it

is time to dress, get up and give himself a "whole washing" with
cold water, and then go back to bed. Every second day he should
take for five seconds a cold half bath ; and finally

' he should,

two or three times a week, apply compresses wrung out in vinegar

or water half and half to the back, chest, and stomach at the

same time : these compresses remaining on for an hour and a Iialf.

As a tea, he should take on alternate days a small cup of the

infusion of elder flowers, or three spoonfuls of wormwood tea,

morning, noon, and evening. After four or five weeks of this

treatment he will em.erge from his previous state of illness, either

entirely cured, or at least material!/ improved in health, and, after

long years of sickness, will live anew. A simple nourishing diet,

bodily exercise, and a weekh)- full washing or half bath, or both,

will restore his strength; and preserve him not onlj'^ from re-
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3apses, but from other diseases. (See also pp. 734, 735. For

Modes of Application, see Index.)

Kneipp cure. CHAPPED HANDS AND FEET. These

small cracks, appearing on hands and feet, especially after a

p-reat chan-e in the temperature, are cured most speedily if the

fffected parts are first wiapped for from half an hour to an hour

in a warm compress of soaked hayseed and then dipped imme-

diately into cold water for three minutes. As a strengthening

measure the dipping into cold water may be repeated some hours

later To sum up then: warm hayseed packs for thirty minutes

once a day, and immersion of the chapped part m cold water

for three minutes twice a day.

Kneipp cure. CHEST, AFFECTION OF THE. A patient,

cured of it, states: "1 was hardly ever without pams m the chest.

At one time I felt such a tightness that 1 was scarcely able to

-,])eak- at another I became hoarse, and utterance was painful to

me I generally had fever; and any change oi temperature affected

rne most unpleasantly. On warm days I felt restless, on cold

r lys 1 shivered; and in addition to this I was wearing too warm

lothing w^hich by its softening effect, was preparing further

misery for me. In three week's time I was completely restored

to health by the Kneipp cure. My body was rendered hardy,

the affection in my chest, palpitation of the heart, and pricking

i>ain in the sides, left me entirely; and the loosened phlegm, got

rid of in coughing, gave me proof positive that it was the quan-

tity of matter accumulated in my chest which had not allowed

me to get well". Kneipp's treatment was: walking bare-footed;

four upper affusions, four thigh affusions, and three half baths,

in rotations, walking in water now and then in the evening tor

four minutes. Walking bare-footed, and walking in cold water,

carried on for some length of time, are the two remedies that

act with particularly favourable effect in all cases of inflammation

of, and accumulation of mucus in, the chest. In all such cases

the mixed tea, mentioned under "Pleuritis" may be taken. Eating

a few juniper berries every day will be of advantage, as they

dispel wind, and assist the action of the kidneys.

The plan of treatment for patients affected with chest di-

seases—and their number is very great—is, for seven days, about

'S follows:

First day, upper affusion in the morning, thigh affusion in

the afternoon. Second day, half bath in the morning, and treading

in water in the evening< Third day, like the first; fourth day,

ike the second; the fifth and seventh days like the first; and the

sixth like the second. To walk bare-footed every day for a

-onsiderable time. This course should be repeated week by

48
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weck. (See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application
Index.)

'

Kneipp cure. CHLOROSIS. Green sickness. Nervou^
and chlorosis, or anaemia, often go hand in hand. The first liung
to do is to remove the cause : which in many cases is tight lacing
the wearing of stays, want of nutritious food, too little exercise
out of doors, general weakening and softening of the system. If

these causes can be effectually dealt with, a cure of the malady
is soon made. The water applications should be gende at

^'

in some cases, where cold feet are one of the symptoms, even w, ...i

foot baths, with salt and wood ashes, and foot steam-baths, are
recommended; with washing at first of the upper part of the
body only: eventually full washing; standing in cold water for
fifteen seconds, three times a week. After a few weeks, a half

bath miAy be taken every fourth day; with knee and upper affu-

sions as the concluding stage of the course. The patient should
go bare-footed, in the house, and in the open air during summer
and autumn. The hip bath too, taken twice a week, cold and
short, is particularl3' recommended to all anaemic girls. Powdered
chalk, or bone meal, should be taken internally in water or vinegar

and water, twice a day, morning and evening; a remedy which is

greatl}^ relished by such patients—a sign that it helps to make
blood. Coffee, tea, beer and wine, are as much to be eschewed
as the wretched powdered iron, which ruins the stomach, and

often also the teeth. Strengthening soup (not broth), easily

digestible food, and malt coffee, should form the diet. Bodily

exercise remains the principal thing, a sedentary mode of iiie

being avoided. (See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Applicatior.

see Index.)

Kneipp cure. CHOLERA. As the Kneipp cure has aiso

achieved most splendid results in this terrible disease,—which, in

a short space of time, weakens and destroys the strongest const:

tution,—a brief description of the mode of treatment is here giver,

The first thing is to produce perspiration. If that can be done,

the patient is saved. A coarse cloth, folded several times, dipped

in hot water and well wrung out, is laid as hot as possible on

the stomach, and well covered up. In twenty minutes perspi-

ration will generally take place. The cloth should then at once

be again wrung out in hot water, and applied as before, in order

to increase the perspiration. The whole body^ now perspires,

the spasms cease, and the patient feels easier. The perspiration

should be kept up for about an hour; the cloth is then taken

awa3-, but the patient will continue to perspire for some tinrte.

Should perspiration not set in after two compresses have been

applied, the treatment must nevertheless be persevei ed in, ti'! the
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,(lesired result is obtained. The weakened constitution must then

be re-invigorated by three full washings daily; and when once

the appetite returns, convalescence will speedily follow. But the

attempt to restore warmth to the system must not be confined to

external applications; internal remedies should also be employed,

so that the process of destruction may be combated at all" points.

The patient is given a cupful of hot milk in which fennel has

been boiled. By this means spasms are more quickly subdued,

and perspiration is produced. But an^^one acquainted with the

premonitory sj^mptoms of cholera, pricking and cutting pain in

the small intestine, cohc, want of appetite with the disposition

to vomit, rapid loss of strength, and excessive headache,—may
escape this fearful scourge of mankind by taking daih^ one or

two half baths, quite cold and lasting only two seconds. This
will strengthen the S3^stem, develop natural heat, and promote
assimilation, which is the principal thing. When such precaution-

ary measures are adopted, the worst that can befall the patient

will be English cholera.

The Spanish cloak, wrung out in haj'^-seed water, put on
v^ arm, and well covered up with a blanket for an hour and a
half, quickly engenders a great amount of heat, and dissolves
morbid matter. When this is done two or three times a week,
there is no more fear of cholera

;
nay, even a cloth, folded several

times, immersed in hot haj^-seed water, and put on the abdomen
in time, is an excellent preventive.

There are several internal remedies which may be used.
Chewing and eating a few juniper berries daily, and drinking
worm -wood tea afterwards; or a saltspoonful of angelica and
septfoil, taken daily; will prevent the spread of disease, and
remove vitiated and impure matter. A tea may be made of these
roots, and three spoonfuls taken morning and evening. AH who
are afraid of this disease should use this tea; but the best thing
is not to be afraid of it, because fear increases the susceptibility
of the system, and so favours the outbreak of the disease. (See
^'so pp. 734, 735. For Modes of apphcation, see Index.)

Kneipp cure. CHOLERA, ENGLISH. Diarrhoea with
colic pain and vomiting usually occurs, whether in summer
or winter, as a consequence of" irregularity in diet, or change
of temperature. The attack is best repelled by rest and warmth.
A hot brick wrapped in a cloth, or a small" bag of oats which
have been soaked in hot water, is put on the stomach, to
help weakened nature with artificial warmth: while sage, or
wormwood tea are taken internallv. But if the natural heat is
already excessive, it will be best to" give a short, very cold, hall

lUi, durmg which the upper part of the body should be v. ;)^^^d
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rapidly with cold water. Should the heat .after that a^ain bec(,iue
excessive, the half bath and washing may be repeated. F(>ur
such baths and washings may be taken in the course of a day
if the heat continues. A spoonful of milk boiled with fennel: or
an infusion of fennel, camomiles, and wormwood : should he uken
every hour. With these simple remedies, English cholera is

generally cured within twenty four hours; and the patient should
then continue to take one or two half baths or one or two full

washings, every day for a few days; at the same time dieting

himself with simple but nourishing soups. His strength will soon
return. Should the patient when first attacked feel very cold,

he may appl}^ a hot hay-seed compress, referred to above under
"Cholera", to the chest and as far down as the knees; and
repeat it till thorough perspiration has been established. It should
be borne in mind that, both in Asiatic and English cholera, the

first thing is to produce perspiration; all the other remedies are

applicable. With abnormal heat, however, the half bath stands

first in the order of apphcations. Anyone attending upon cholera

patients will do well to masticate thoroughly and swallow from

six to ten juniper-berries during the day. See also pp. 734, 735.

Kneipp cure. CHOLERA INFANTILE. Intestinal catarrh

and vomiting. Many children fall victims to this malady, which

originates in most cases from faulty nutrition. A large poultice,

or compress, of scalded hay-seed should be appUed twice a day

over the child's abdomen; or, if convenient, wrapped round the

bod\-. Or a cloth wrung out in half vinegar half water, and laid

on the same part, with a dry cloth, or ilannel over it, will have

a good effect. Suitable light food, and hardening the body, are

the best preventive measures.

Kneipp cure. Clay poultice, Prepared. See Index.

Kneipp cure. COLIC PAINS. These, and other spasms

attending them, are removed by a warm compress of water and

vinegar, put on the abdomen. Take internally, as warm as

possible, but not too hot, the infusion of one spoonful of fennel,

boiled in a cup of milk.

Kneipp cure. Congestions. See "Determination of blood".

Kneipp cure. CONGESTION, violent, yields to camomile

tea, or to oil of lavender, taken on sugar twice a day, five drops

at a time. Rue tea (Ruta graveolens, L.) is likewise an excellent

remedy. Instead of the last, brandy in which rue has been steeped,

ten or twelve drops of it on sugar, is a capital remedy: or the

same quantity of oil of rue. A half, or a hip-bath should be

taken in the morning; treading in water should be practised m
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the afternoon, or a knee or thigh affusion taken; and everv second

ni^ht, body or foot pack.

Kneipp cure. CONSTIPATION. Continue for a consider-

able time to drink a tablespoonful of cold water every half hour

or hour, and take three times a week cold hip, body, or half

baths; also three full washings alternately widi thigh, or knee,

affusions; and now and then an arm, and a back, affusion. A
body pack at night is also serviceable; and various teas, taken

morning and evening, such as those made with elder leave.s or

aloe blossoms, are recommended; and Kneipp's pills, but particular-

ly Wühlhuber I (a mixture of different herbs).

Kneipp cure. CONSUMPTION. See: "Lungs, Diseases

OF the". Cough is mitigated and expectoration promoted by tea

of violet leaves or a mixture of wild plantain, coltsfoot, lung-wort

or mallow, stinging nettles, and pewter grass. Compare also

"Cough" and "Accumulation of phlegm".

Kneipp cure. CONTUSIONS AND BRUISES are cured

by applying cold packs to the affected hmb, and frequently also

to the adjoining parts, which are in S3mipathy with it; for example,

by packing the hand a finger of which has incurred injury; or

the adjacent part of the arm, when the hand has sustained a hurt,

etc. Or they are relieved by embrocations of camphorated spirits

(a piece of camphor, the size of a hazelnut dissolved in half a
pint of spirits) or b^^ tincture of arnica, diluted with water.

Kneipp cure. CONVALESCENCE is promoted by eating
strawberries in combination with other aliments, or with milk
(one part strawberries to two parts milk). Instead of sti-awberries,
an äqual quantity may be taken of sweet scented woodruff,
which makes the beverage still more tasty. Oats or barley,
properly boiled, are nutritious, cooling, and easily digestible ; and
pardcularly beneficial after small pox," typhoid fever, etc. A quart
of oats or barley, washed in cold water six or eight times, then
stirred into two quarts of water, and boiled till the quantity of
liquid is reduced by half, makes a porridge, with which two
spoonfuls of honey may be mixed, and the whole boiled up again.
A decoction of pollard, with honey, furnishes a strengthening
and refreshing drink for convalescence. See alse "Debilley".
Fresh linie wood, or other charcoal, powdered, a large spoonful
taken in milk once or twice a day, assists digestion.

Kneipp cure. CORNS. A pair of linen socks are dipped
in a warm decoction of hav-seed, and put on the foot; which is
then wrapped in a blanket'' for some hours. The hard layers of
skin get soft, and can than be easily peeled off. Warm foot
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stCcifii-baths, and bathing the feet in a warm decoction of o.ii.

straw, produce tlie same effect.

Kneipp cure. COUGH. The main object is to lead tlv.

blood away from tiie affected part; whether neck, chest or head.
Full washings, or short wraps, and drawing the biood to the fc- .i

by walking- bare-footed in morning dew, must be tried by turn-
As cough is frequently connected with some chronic complaiiu,

especially of the lungs,—asthma, or acute lung disease, for 'm

stance—it stands to reason that hydropathic treatment, as direct !

under the heads of these maladies, should be carried out. ,\

person affected with pulmonary emph3'sema should lake two
upper affusions daily; should walk bare-fOoted on wet stone-;

and drink tea made from fenu greek, stinging nettles, and yarrow

.

Cough is frequently the premonitor of some approaching epidemic

disease, such as measles, small-pox, etc. In that case, a full

washing should be given hourly. If the body has again become
hot, it must be cooled. As internal remedies, infusiuns of lime

blossoms, lettuce, and particularly of violets, are strongly recom-

mended. The latter remedy is far too little known and j^rize'l

considering its excellent effect. For children with whoopuig

cough it is the most approved tea; but adults should try it in any

affection which includes cough. A handful of fresh or dried vioh t

leaves (Viola odorata L.) is boiled in half a pint of water; and

two or three spoonfuls of the decoction are given to children

every two or three hours; to adults, one cupful three times a

day. Cough further occurs frequently in most acute and chronic

diseases. These must be treated according to the' instructions

given; and with their cure the cough also will disappear. Har-

dening the system is the best remedy in this case. People \yith

a tendency to cough are often very shy of water. By hardening

the body in air and wafer, and particularly by exposing the throat,

•:ough is best kept awa^•. Cold feet are inseparable from cough;

and if the blood be at all times given full access to the ieet—

m

other words, if the feet can always be kept warm—there vail be

no question of cough. All the sweetmeats that are offered by

speculators, as palliatives for it, ace of little or no use. A luiif

bath, a full w^ashing, and a short pack, will often suffice, vvitli

moderatelv good constitution, to put a speedy end to an oostmafo

cough. The complaint, however, arises sometimes from the sto-

mach, and is caused by flatulence, this form will be discussed m

detail under "Gastric affections". The various affusions and te;l^

already mentioned, are the best remedies in such cases, bee

also pp. 734, 735.

For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. Cramp veins^. See "Knotted veins".
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Kneipp cure. CUTANEOUS ERUPTIONS. Herpes. If

jiiipurities in the blood are not excreted, as a healthy body le-

•>quires, they will often show themselves on the skin, in the form

ü{ a scaly eruption. In all such cases, where non-excreted matter

so gives rise to external eruptions, no matter on what part of

the^'body care must be taken that the stomach receives and

dicrests wholesome food. That is the internal treatment; which

may. however, be supported by tea of juniper-leaves, sage, worm-

wood, mint, or blood-purifying tea. Externally the treatment

should be directed to resolving and excreting tue impure matter,

and to invigorating the constitution. The strength of the appli-

^^cations must be regulated b}^, and proportioned to, the body
strength of the individual patient. Examples will best show this.

A man with a strong constitution was covered with a cutaneous

eruption. The steam-bath, much as it is used as a measure of

redress, is here altogether out of place: nor is a vegetarian diet

absolutel}' imperative. The patient in this case was treated w^ith

the various affusions; one day upper and thigh affusions the next

day a back affusion; on the third day a cold full pack (excluding

the feet) for two or three liours, or until the patient was in a

comfortable and thorough, but not violent, perspiration; on the

fourth day an upper and a thigh affusion, on the fifth da}^ a half

bath with washing of the u})per part of the body; and then again

on the sixth day, a liberal three-quarter pack as before. Any-
one who will continue such a treatment for some weeks, taking

in addition a full affusion now and then; who can be sure of
good food including meat with vegetables for dinner: and who
will drink the various teas before-mentioned, or at least one of
them, will very soon get rid of eruptions on the legs, arms, or
body: as the above mentioned vigorous man of forty got rid

of his.

Why, it might be asked, apply in these cases so soon mea-
sures which are applied generally only after some weeks; or at
the conclusion of a course of treatment. The answer is, that a
vigorous constitution can well stand hearty, vigorous applications

:

diat therefore energetic measures are here in their right place
and may at once be resorted to for purifying the blood, and re-
2,- lating the circulation; objects which are best attained by the

usions. The sooner a good circulation is established, the more
" ective is the perspiration produced by cold packs; a perspiration
which does not weaken the body, as steam-baths, taken in sweating
boxes, or chambers, do. Two such sweating packs a week, pro-
ducing gentle evaporation, are quite sufficient to carry off in a
short time all accumulation of morbid matter. Roast meat for
dinner does not in the least interfere with this purifying process.
After some dme, half of the above apphcations will be sufficient:
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:liat is to say one pack and thorough perspiration a week; on<

upper and thigh affusion; and a half bath. Finally, one fu^'

washing and one half bath weekly will not only insure. the patient

against any return of the eruptions, but will protect him fron,

disease, and prolong his life, in robust health, for many years,

provided he lives moderately in other respects.

Eruption on the head requires the following treatment: A
full washing daily, for a fortnight, immediately on getting out of

bed, and twice a week, a pack in a shirt, or sheet, wrung out in

warm hay-seed water, and a half bath. The best way to divid

this course of treatment is: to take the full washing daily; an«'

in addition, on the second day a hay-seed water shirt, or shen,

pack; on the third day, in addition to the washing, a half batlr,

on the fourth day the same as on the second; on the fifth, tli'

same as on the third ; on the sixth only the whole washing ; am

!

on the seventh, day the same as on the first; and so on to tiie

end of the second week. Then the course should be changeci

;

the patient taking a head steam-bath, every second day and a half

bath, every day (in the morning) and a full washing just before

going to bed. After some time the head steam-bath may be dib

continued, and a daily half bath only is taken; until at last tw.

half baths a week will suffice. In cases of low vitality, wher

the circulation is weak, and the natural warmth deficient, the

following would be the course: if the eruption is on the body,

legs, or arms, begin with two hay-seed shirts a week, and or,-:

full washing a day; to which add later two half baths a week:

and finally, for the purpose of strengthening the system, an upper

and a thigh affusion twice a week, and a back affusion once a

week. As was said before, we do not treat diseases only, but

patients,' and the principle therefore is "Individualize strictly";

that is adapt the treatment stricdy to the sufferers individual con-

dition. It stands to reason that one can, and must, at the same

time localize treatment. Indepedent of the full pack, one may

pack the part affected with the eruption,—be it the arms, or the

legs,—separately at the proper time. One may also strengthen

these parts by arm or leg affusions, or by immersing the hmb m
cold water for a minute or so. The so-called lupus vulgaris wiH

be discussed under cancer. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes

of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. CUTANEOUS ERUPTIONS. Scarlatina,

measles etc. In the majority of cases, and especially with children,

and weakly adults, the use of the hay seed shirt, twice a week,

followed by full washing, is advocated. In the c<ise of strong

children or adults, cold packs, the Spanish cloak, and lull washing

are- more appropiate: the latter applied once every hour it tlui
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mi,rh fever The more the eruption breaks out, the better and",

^he m kerTs the course of the iisease If herpes exist on the

ead he best appUcation is the head steam-bath, with cold

l^S'ing or affusion: two head steam-baths a week, and a full

w?sS daily. The various infusions-Kneipp's blood-punfymg

ef tea's of strawberry leaves, elder flowers, or aloe blossoms-

chould be taken internally. For adults, troubled with eruptions,

; n the head, an infusion of common pewter grass and teii or twelve

: nioer berries divided in three portions, should be taken daily

tor some weeks. In order to give tone to the system, two or

three half baths a week are sti-ongly recommended, to complete

the cure.

Kneipp cure. DEBILITY. An excellent nutritious drink,

is the bran of wheat or rye boiled in water and strained, the de-

coction then mixed with honey and boiled again for fifteen minutes.

Half a pint of this mixture may be taken twice a day. v\hite

bread dipped in it is also very palatable. Bone charcoal (the

sound bones of slaughtered cattle calcined and finely ground>

about a salt spoonful taken daily with the iood or m water wik

serve to give tone to the system. For weakness of the bony

frame white bone meal should be taken. Grey bone meal com-

osed of black and white in equal proportions with the addition

of pounded grains of white frankincense, is serviceable m case of

debility of the internal organs. When bone meal is not forth-

coming powdered chalk may be used, a saltspoonful taken m
^vater or with food; this is also good for children. Thorough atten-

tion to the skin, and above all plenty of fresh air, and easily

digested but nourishing food.

Kneipp cure. DETERMINATION OF BLOOD TO THE
HEAD, especially when pains in the head are the consequence of

it, is cured radically by foot steam-baths. All derivative remedies,

-uch as body compresses, or wet stockings (calf packs); and

particularly walking bare-footed, are the most rehable and simple

means of cure. As a tea. Kneipp recommends rue tea, or the

tincture as well as the oil of rue taken on a piece of sugar.

But if, as is frequently the case, hard bowels and constipation

;ire the cause of the mischief, then—in addition to Kneipp's pills

—the water treatment recommended under those heads should

he resorted to.

Kneipp cure. DELIRIUM TREMENS. A beginning is

mad<^ here with upper and knee affusion. Treading water every

evening. Next, back affusion, and partial bath; and so on in

rotation; two water applications daily, and two hip-baths weekly.

Carry out a cure with juniper berries. Strengthening soup-
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morniiio aau m-iit; nourishing mixed diet for dinner. (See also"Drl'nkknnkss .)

Kueipp cure. DIÄÜETES MELLITUS. This disease is
at bottom, only a very severe form of indigestion. It cannot be
treated or cured by any cut and dried method, but only bypaymg the closest attention to the individual circumstances of thf-
case. A purely vegetarian diet is wrong here, as a rule, because
It rather mcreases than dnninishes the production of saccharinr-
substance. A vegetarian diet may be advisable for the first week
but after that mixed food should be the rule. Meat with v -ge-
tables, and particularly soup made with burnt or browned flour
should lorm the staple diet. The water treatment is as follows'
One day a thigh, the next day a back, affusion: partial bathsm the afternoon or evening. Continue thus for four weeks
Next, two upper, and one back, affusion, and two partial
baths, each week; these applications to be continued for several
weeks. If the patient is corpulent and has an abnormall}' large
head, as frequently happens, the head steam-bath, followed by a
liead affusion, should be taken every other day, in addition to the
above applications. Two or three hip-baths should also be taken
weekly. After about a fortnight, the full-affusion, and the lightning
affusion, may also be taken by turns. For a tea, the decoction,
or tincture, of tormentilla (Cotentilla tormentilla) is especially re-

coinmended as the only herb which has proved itself particiilarh-
efficacious in diabetes mellitus. Exercise out of doors, such as
light work in the garden, or sawing or splitting wood, for an
hour or two every day, is recommended. Be it "expressly men-
tioned here, that it is a wide-spread error to suppose that the

duration of diabetes mellitus, or the percentage of sugar present,
is a true indicator of the intensity of the disease. No, that depends
entirely on the strength of the organs as yet in a healtlw con-
dition. It is just this affection which proves to demonstration
that neither the apphcation of steam, nor a purely vegetarian

diet, can effect a cure: but that only the above-mentioned appli-

cations of the cold water cure,—and in certain cases, onl}', the

emplo3'ement of the head steam-bath and innocuous herbs—can,

with time and patience, accomphsh the radical cure of this most
severe form of general, and specially of gastric, disease; if a cure

is possible at all.

Kneipp cure. DIARRHOEA. Dried bilberries, well masti-

cated and swallowed now and again, are an excellent remedy for

shght diarrhoea. If it is persistent, painful, and tinged with blood,

it is cured by drinking bilberr}^- brandy, a tablespoonful in a

quarter of a pint of water. The brand}^ so diluted may also be

taken in more serious d^'senteric disorders; whilst warm vinegar
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...c- .V Iter compresses are applied to the abdomen. " Wiililhuber 1."

l.lken as tea. as well as dried, or stewed and stramed elderberries,

is most effective in diarrhoea.

Kiieipp cure. DIARRHOEA, VOMITING WITH, is cured

with warm compresses of water and vinegar on the /^bdoinen

.nd suitable diet. Bilberries are particularly serviceable i heir

-reparation is found under "Diarrhoea". Tincture of bilberries,

'

.ne teaspoonful taken in six spoonfuls of warm water or wine,

.11 the strongest form • ( this remedy.

Kneipp cure. DIGESTION is assisted by taking daily a

,'w grains of powdered chalk in water, or with the food; also

by peppermint tea, a cupful morning and evening.

Kneipp cure. DIPTHERIÄ. This destroyer of our children

,s absolutely harmless when combated in time, and in the right

nanner The blood being congested in throat and gullet, the

main object must be to disperse it, and to restore the normal

circulation. This is best accomplished by clothing the child m
.,ne of its own shirts wrung out in hot, hay-seed water; then

wrapping it in a blanket, and putting it to bed. The biood,

['>ilowing a natural law, goes where there is heat, and thus is

distributed all over the bodv, from the place in which it set up the

aflammation in the tliroat:"the inflammation then subsides, and the

vlanger is over. The child usually falls to sleep alter a short

time. If, after an hour's time, inflammation and heat set in again,

the procedure is repeated: Or, the child may be taken out of

bed, washed all over with cold water, put back to bed again, and

veil covered u]). In this way a copious perspiration w^ill often

be produced. A small course sheet is still more suitable for the

purpose than the shirt. The child as a rule gets into a perspira-

tion in such a pack. If the feet are cold, they may be warmed
specially bv a warm foot wrap. This is the warm water treat-

n«ent, which is most frequently employed. But this dreaded

lisease is easily cured with cold" water, in the form of upper jet

baths. The child bends, or is bent down and has a canful ol

water jionred quickh' over the upper part of the back, and is

then put to bed to perspire. If the desired perspiration does not

take place, the jet, or douche is repeated two hours later. A tea-

spoonful of an' infusion of fenu greek, or yarrow, or mallow,

which dissolves mucus, is given every hour. This will promote

expectoration and assist respiration. It is likewise advisable to

^ive the child daily about four teaspoonfuls of good salad oil, to

allay the internal heat. When the child perspires it should be

left' quiet in that condition. During the further course of the

lisease the child should be dipped twice,—or it the high tempera-
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ture renders it necessary, three times—a day, into cold water so
as to vvet the neck, body, and thighs; but not the legs below' the
knee. I he best way to effect this, is, to take the child up and
with one arm under its neck or shoulders, and the other under
Its knees, to dip it, back downwards in a suitable bath. This
simple procedure works wonders, if begun in time; and it will
never tail, if recourse is had to it immediately when children, liv-
ing in a place where diphtheria is prevalent, become seriously
unwell. With a child already in a more advanced stage of the
disease, and when the fungoid growth in the throat is going on
apace, a powerful jet should be directed on the neck as well a';

on the upper part of the body (upper affusion); and this mav be
instrumental in saving the child's life. It is indeed a pity, lhai
so simple a treatment should not be known and employed uni-
versally.

In the advanced stages of the disease the following treatment
is also recommended. A compress wrung out in hot vinegar and
water, is applied to the throat as hot as the patient can bear it,

covered with woollen material, and renewed every quarter of an
hour or twenty minutes. This will cause the fungoid growth to
fall off, and it will be thrown up. The child should at the same
time be enveloped in a lower wrap or three quarter pack, wrung
out in vinegar and water ; and so remain for an hour or an hour
and a half. This may be done twice in the da\^. See also

pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. DISEASES, TRANSMISSION OF, by bad
blood and other constitutional defects of parents. In our increasingly
degenerated condition the sins of the fathers are visited on the

children more often than ever. Many years of close intercourse

with men interested in this subject, and with patients of every des-

cription
, led Father Kneipp to remark that many cases had come

within J lis ken in which he could distinctly trace in children that their

father had been treated for a length of time with mercury, and
had still in his system the poisoned blood which had naturally

been transmitted to the poor innocent offspring. Father Kneipp
also had occasion to observe how children, whose parents had

indulged in self-abuse, were, as the unmistakable consequence of

this vice, dragging on a miserable existence with their digestive

organs weakened and disordered and were thus doomed to full

victims to consumption, for want of proper nutrition. It should

be a consolation to all so afflicted that a rational water cure can

radically restore both parents and children to health.

For children two partial baths and four full lavations weekly,

one day a partial bath, the next two days lavation, are recom-

mended. The diet had better be at first free from animal food:
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later, after at^t ^^^^^ "^^^^ ^^SorS^
ÄrtettÄ^^^^ Ä seconds in the evening

mkino! exerc se afterwards, and if necessary clothing the feet m

frder^ to
'
et them warm again. This is the treatment for the

warm season during which, after a six week's cure (but not

l^r^ r^hort river bath duration a few mmutes, may now and

then be added In the cold season two partial baths and two

fdl hvations will be sufficient to recruit the weakened vital orce,

and to restore to its normal condition the disordered circulation

of till blood More must not be done on any account; if children

wh e under this treatment should catch a cold evidenced by

hoarseness, cough and chilly ---^^-^^^ey shou d h^^

aoDlication at once, the most smtable being the warm h^y-seed

sto A^^^^ patients of this class had better be treated with

the warn hay-seed shirt, if they are attacked by scarlet fever,

mL7es diph^^^ etc.;. because the weakened constitution is by

E meknÄ enabled to thoroughly rid itself of morbid matter

;

which would not be the case with cold applications.

Kiieipp cure DISLOCATIONS AND SPRAINS. These

are cured by embrocation of camphorated spirit (a P/ece ot

camphor the size of a hazelnut dissolved m halt a pint of spirit,

besides other resources of the natural method.

Kneipp cure. DISSIPATION, and infirmity arising

from it. Next to drunkenness, there is no vice so prevalent as

that of the excessive indulgence of sexual passion. Milhons ot

human beings ruin their whole hfe through it The vice is visibly

imprinted on the features; and one half of all our lunatics are in

the asylums only as the consequence of such indulgence. 1 he

medical treatment hitherto practised, with the poisons mercury

and arsenic, does not cure the disease, but only vitiates the blood

more than ever. Paralysis, spinal complaints, and bhndness, are

the consequences of this perverse treatment. Here again it is

evident that water alone, coupled with the vev^y simplest diet, is

capable of grappling thoroughly with the evü and of subduing

the consuming fire of passion. In all the cases of this class the

bowel action, sleep, and appetite, are very irregular, and the

natural warmth and strength are much reduced: the first aim

must therefore be, to improve those symptoms one after the

other, and to make the treatment fall in exactly with the patient s

individual condirion. For the comfort of mankind it may with

confidence be said that the Kneipp system cures all such cases

radically: The following is the treatment adopted:

a. Diet. The food of such patients must at first be strictly

vegetarian.—Three times daily (for breakfast, dinner, and supper)
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strengthening soup, which for dinner may have an addition f

broth to It; the patient must take besides, if possible a lai- •

spoonful of milk every hour before dinner, and the same quan -

tity of water every hour after it, till the evening.
b. The water treatment is, for the first three da\->, ..lu

washing daily, best with a mixture of water and vinegaf-; on the
lourth day, washing of the upper part of the body, and thigh
affusion; on the fifth day, upper and thigh affusion; the sixth
the same again; and on the seventh, a half bath. In each week
iollowmg, three thigh affusions, three half baths, and a back
afTusion;—all in rotation; one day upper and thigh affusion^-
the next, half bath, etc. Walking a great deal bare-footcc.
treading in water, and walking exercise out of doors, are a sine
qua non. After a few weeks, sometimes after one, mixed diet
may be given at dinner.

Thus the enfeebled body is, within from fifteen to twenty-
weeks at the most, restored to life and vigour; and nobody U
more grateful than those so rescued. If medical men in authority
would prescribe a treatment of this kind for all afflicted with
disease in hospitals, not onty would thousands who are yearly
treated there without the slightest success soon recover, but the
number of suicides would considerably decrease; for we read in

the newspapers eveiy day "The cause of suicide was some in-

curable malady!'". Incurable certainly, from a medical point of

view, but mostly curable by the natural method of healing, if not
applied too late. Hundreds of testimonials might be adduced in

proof of the efficacy of this sy^stem, if the limited space at com-
mand permitted it. It is easy to perceive, wh}^, with more
vigorous constitutions, upper and thigh affusions may be applied

at once, in rotation with the half bath. The less vitahty there

is, the milder, and the less heat-absorbing, must be the form of

treatment. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. Water drinking. See Index.

Kneipp cure. DROPSY. Incipient dropsy of the abdomen
is treated with good effect by applying two whole or three-quarter

packs, and four partial baths, weekly, and by drinking daily a cup

of pewter grass tea, to which may be added six or eight finely-

ground juniper berries. The cane-chair steam-bath with, an in-

fusion -of 'hay-seed, is also recommended for the beginning of this

disease; especially for patients who dread the water. Nettle tea,

but also "Wühlhuber" and the infusion of juniper berries, as well

as of the tender twigs of that tree, are good remedies. The cold

short wrap is an excellent means to prevent the disease.

Heart, Dropsy of the. Back and front compresses in

turn are applied daily. If the patient is otherwise strong th"
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various affas.ons will not be out of place. Rosemary tea should oc

.; as well as the other infusions mentioned under 'Dropsy
,
al

vhich Tct well on the kidneys. Te.i also of dane-wort or dwarf

; der^root Sambucus ebulus. L.) operates in the same waj., and

e^nses the kidneys besides. The roots are gathei-ed late m the

mmmn dried in the air, and boiled after being pounded. Wormwood

f^M^^^oe expeh the unhealthy humours Irom which dropsy

; a develop. Incipient dropsy may be cured by nettle or elder

S ea. Rosemary wine acts on the kidneys dropsy ot he

i^ea -t or dropsv in general; three or four sjoonfu s taken m the

morning and at"^ night. The wine is prepared as follows
:
A hand-

do i?)semary is chopped as fine as possible. P^^^^^ ma bottle

and well kept wine (best white hock) is then poured on it.^ It

may be used twelve hours afterwards. See also pp. 7.^^. /35.

For Modes of Apphcations, see Index.

Kneipp cure. DRUNKENNESS. It is unfortuuatciy true,

that mothers will sometimes give their children alcohol m drops.

Such children are backward in growth and development.

If the cure of a habitual drunkard is the task in hand, the

treatment and cure of the patient are matters- of unusual anxiety.

As one looks for a nurse for a child, so must the person re-

sponsible for the recovery of a drunkard seek for an attendant

capable of exercising a strong influence over the patient. As the

vital force of a habitual drunkard is much reduced, it will not

do to stop the supply of alcohol all at once; lest the hearts action

should cease, and the patient collapse, from mere weakness^ 1 he

patient should therefore be allowed, at first, a fourth part of what

he has been accustomed to take: and should be provided at the

same time with good nourishing food. The first thing m the

morning, browned soup ;
otherwise, little liquid, but a substantial

diet including plenty of vegetables. By degrees the daily allow-

:mce of alcohol must be diminished; until, after four or live weeks

by which time the system should have recovered tone, it should

cease altogether. As this class of patients are generally afiected

with heart complaints,—and, if beer-drinkers, find later that their

liver and kidneys become involved,—a water treatment must be

adopted with caution. But it will, in all cases, be quite safe to

begin with the knee affusion, and upper body washmg, m order

to get the alcohol out of the system; therefore, for the first fortnight,

a knee affusion should be given every morning, and an upper body-

washing in the afternoon. Jf the patient is stronger at the end

of that time, and if there is nothing wrong with the heart, ah

the affusions may be applied in turn, including the half bath in

rotation; thus, on the first day, upper and thigh affusion; on the

second dav, a half bath; on the third, a back affusion; on th-
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ilourth day, a^ain the upper, and thigh, affusion; on the fifth day
a half bath; on the sixth, a back affusion; and on the seventh
•a full affusion. In addition to the baths and affusions, Knoii.'i
prescribed a tea of wild plantain, wormwood, and yarrow, mixed
•and for a change, another mixed tea, made from tormentil];/
angelica root, and wild plantain; one cup daily, divided into thrr-i

portions; of which one is to be taken in the morning fustin<'

•one before the midday meal, and one before supper. Each of
•of the tea-mixtures may be used for a week ; in order that ea^ h
may have time to exercise a favourable effect on the stomach ot

'the patient. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of AppUcation,
:see Index.

Kneipp cure. Ear affusion. See Index.

Kneipp cure. EMACIATION. Two pints of milk with two
spoonfuls of finely powdered charcoal,—that made from lime-wood '

is the best for this puipose—taken at different times, promotes
digestion. In addition, of course a strengthening water treatment.

Kneipp cure. EMACIATION. This morbid condition is

frequently connected with cough, and pulmonary complaints. The
lungs therefore have to be attended to. When emaciation, however,
'has to do with intestinal inflammation, showing itself by abdoniip.al

pains and spasms, and great pain during meals, hkewise by a

pale complexion and dull eyes, three hip-baths a week should be

taken
;
chest, and abdomen must be vigorously washed with wal^

-

and vinegar every morning and evening; and a cold half bath

(time one minute) applied once a week. Twelve drops of

vvormwood in warm water should be taken internally twice a day.

<See also 734, 735).

Kneipp cure. EPILEPSY, or falling sickness. This

terrible disease may derive its existence from sev^eral source-,

and show itself in various degrees of severity. Faulty nutrition

may be the cause, or an ill-judged way of dressing, mental and

bodily over-exertion, fright and accidents of various kinds; but

also inherited nervous weakness.

The following remedies are therefore suitable. Wholeson^.c,

strengthening food, a rational system of hardening the body,

exercise out of doors, fresh air and light, avoidance of bodily

and mental exertion. In aggravated cases, strict vegetarian diet

is prescribed; fmit, bread and stewed vegetables. All stimulating

drinks, such as coiifee, tea, beer and wine etc., must be most

.strictly eschewed. It is truly a mockery that to this day epileptic

patients should be treated with bromide and iodide of potash,

arsenic and anti-pyrin; and that, by a momentary suppression oi

the symptoms, their wretchedness should only be intensified. 1 ne
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water applications are commensurate with the degree of the

patient's strength. If an efficient natural healer is called in

at once at the beginning/ most cases of epilepsy are soon

cured; as the following instance shows. About seven 3^ears ago

the daughter, aged fourteen, of a railway porter at Fischheim,

near RochHtz, was attacked with epilepsy. A philanthropist and

experienced natural healer, widely known in that part of the

country, was consulted. The cause was overwork. The girl

had ben obliged to perform domestic service in the neigh-

bouring village, besides attending to children; consequently she

went to bed late and had to rise early. Evidently such a strain

upon her powers was too great for one so young. By dint of

daily full washings, two hip-baths weekly, walking barefoot,

moderate exercise in good fresh air out of doors, and generous

diet, the affection was mastered within a few weeks; and it has

not returned to this day. But aggravated cases too are curable,

with good nursing and appropriate water treatment. Excretion

and increased perspiration are of the greatest advantage in all

cases of this kind. For a boy who had several epileptic fits a

day, the course of treatment prescribed by Kneipp for six weeks
was as follows: First course: An affusion to the whole of the

lower part of the body (thigh -affusion), twice a week; back
affusion (from the end of the spine upwards) twice a week;
affusion to the whole back surface of the body (back and legs)

once a week; wearing a shirt steeped in warm hay-seed water
once a week for an hour and a half. Second course: When, as

a result of the first course being carried out strictly, the attacks

had ceased for some time, the patient received the following
treatment thigh-jet three times a week; back -affusion twice; a

quick washing of hands, chest, abdomen, and the whole of the

back with cold v/ater three times. The washings were given
an hour before it was time for the boy to get up; and he was
at once put back to bed without being dried. He continued
permanently free from fits, and was in better health than before
he was attacked with epilepsy. There are certainly many worse
cases than this, in which the treatment can only by devised from
day to day under the direction of an efficient natural healer in

an institution; or at the patient's home if the circumstances per-
mit; but, as has been said before, a vegetarian diet is a sine qua
non in all such cases. It must however be mentioned that there
are also many sufferers from this disease who, if not altogether
beyond the reach of help can be cured only with the greatest
difficulty; especially when the malady is of long standing, and has
been treated medically for a long time.

See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see
Index.
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Kneipp cure. ERUPTIONS. When they ai'e caused by
vitiated blood, they are cured with strawberries; about a pini
measure full to be eaten before and after dinner. A suitable
water treatment must of course be pursued in addition : the Spanisli
cloak pack, whole washing, and thigh affusion, each twice a wof^V

'

and a short-wrap twice at night.

Kneipp cure. ERYSIPILÄS. Derivation of the blood, by
means of cold or warm packs from the part attacked, and then
applying a compress, covered with woollen material. Mild full

lavations with a sponge, care being taken to get warm immediately
afterwards, ai-e also recommended. It is further advisable to apjjiy
colt's foot leaves to the affected place. See on this subject, "Open
SORES ON THE FEET".

Kneipp cure. EXCRETORY OIL. This oil is the oniy
secret remedy in the whole laboratory of father Kneipp. It

assists and promotes the solution and ehmination of morbid-
matter in and from the bod}-. It is applied externally in eye
affections or tooth ache. After gently rubbing the parts behind
the ears; to produce a little heat, three or four drops of this oil

are dabbed on the part thus warmed. If there is no good result

within a day, the gentle rubbing and subsequent oiling must be
repeated. Kneipp employ^ed this treatment in scrofulous eye in-

flammation. (The oil is to be had at the Landau dispensnry in

Würzburg.

Kneipp cure. EYE-AFFECTIONS. Also in these diseases,

which occur so frequently' and under such various forms, Kneipp
has to record the most brilhant results. Many a sufferer, who
was near losing his ey^esight, and even people who had already

lost it, have recovered the precious light by this care. As a

rule in such cases also the maxim holds good: When the entire

system has been brought into a satisfactory condition, the eye too

will get right again. Besides water, there are other remedies

for affected eyes which act as purifiers, solvents, and strengtheners

Aloe-water is a very good purifier. One has only to put a

small pinch of pow^dered aloe into a medicine glassfull of warm
water, and to shake it well, and the eye-water is ready. The

eyes should be washed with it twice a day. The way to do

this is to dip a small piece of hnt, or linen rag, into the watei',

and to lay it upon the open eye, not the eyeUd.

Fennel-water too is a capital remedy for the eyes; as well

as honey, worm-wood, rosemary, eye-bright. The tea must neve;

be made strong, but very weak.

Sugar and honey, apphed in the form of ointment, are als.

very effective.
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a) Eve inflammaiions. When the eyes water or discharge

nacus, a head steam-bath is usually given, followed later by foot

steam-bath, and warm foot baths. Soft whey may be placed on

the inflamed eyes over night. All that has been said on the

application of the steam-bath must be scrupulously observed. The

head affusion, after the bath, acts with very strengthening effect

on the whole head. Half a can of water is sufficient.

b) Eye affections of a scrofulous nature are best cured

with three full baths (85^) a week, for which cold washings and

half baths should be substituted. In cases of scrofulous children,

sore eyes are treated very successfully in the following way:

The child is taken out of the warm bed, and dipped into cold*)

water up to its armpits for three seconds, once daily; and twice

a week it is wrapped for an hour and a half in a warm shirt,

steeped in an infusion of hay-seed. After a month's treatment,

the applications are reduced to three cold dippings, and one

warm-shirt wrapping, in each week; and are so continued for a

few weeks. (See also "Excretory oil".) In eye complaints

w^orm-wood tea may also be applied as an eyewater. If there is

heat in the eyes, a decoction of an American-aloe leaf (about a

pint of water) with a teaspoonful of honey mixed in it, should

be taken internally in small doses: in addition to the careful

washing of the eyes.—Or the aloe eye-water, made thus : A good
pinch of aloe powder is put in a medicine glass, hot water is

poured over it. and the mixture is well shaken, as mentioned
above. Aloe-water, thus made and applied three or four times

a day, is an excellent wash to counteract watery or mucous dis-

charge from the eyes. A little twitching and burning at first

must be expected. Eye-bright (Euphrasia officinalis L.) is em.-

ployed either as an infusion or powder; the former for washes
and compresses, the latter taken internally—a pinch of it in a

spoonful of soup, or water. The infusion serves likewise as a
stomachic bitter, to assist digestion and to improve the gastric

juices.

c) Cataract. There are three varieties of cataract; the
green, the black, and the gre}^

Green cataract is caused mostly by determination of blood
to the eye, and congestion in it. If taken in good time it may
often be treated successfull}?^ by drawing the blood awa\'^ from the
head to the feet

;
which, in most cases, will be found to be cold.

Treatment.—The best derivative measures will be knee, and
thigh, affusions; and walking daily in water. For strong con-

*) In order not to frighten the child, the water used must at first be
tepid; and colder only by degrees, as the child gets used to it.

49^:
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stitutions, three upper affusions, for weaker patients thre^
washings of the upper part of the body, in rotation with thre^-
half baths, may be prescribed. In addition, two eye baths shouki
be taken daily; and the eyes should be frequently washed vvitli
aloe -water and worm-wood tea. Green cataract is easily per-
ceived

; as the eyes generally protrude considerably , and havr
a greenish colour.

In black cataract, the treatment may be brought to beai
more directly on the head; though the main object must still b'
to regulate the assimilative functions, by vigorous measures.

Two or three eye baths should be taken daily; with a head
affusion one day , and a half bath the next. Thus three head
affusions, and three half baths, will be taken weekly; and,
between whiles, two full affusions during the week. In black
cataract, the optic nerve gradually decays; in which event there
is no possibiUty of cure.

Grey cataract is also a serious affection; consisting, as it

does, in a clouding of the lens of the eye. In most cases an
operation is resorted to, and the opaque lens is removed. But
if a radical water cure be entered upon under competent advice
in the earliest stage of the disease, its postponement is possible
Not only the eyes, but the whole body must be treated. One or

two e\^e baths should be taken daily; and every week three

packs, two or three head affusions, and two throat packs. These
will be the most effectual applications.

A landowner and magistrate in a village of the count}' ol"

Glatz, was affected with cataract, and nearly blind. Celebrated

oculists in Breslau and Neisse had treated him for a long time

without result. He had been compelled to give up his magistracy,

and had resigned himself to his fate. In the extremity of his

need he applied the Kneipp cure; and after a six month's treat-

ment, the main features of which were affusions and walking bare-

footed, his precious eye-sight was saved. The name of the village

is Oberhaunsdorf, near Glatz, and the name of the landowner

R. Kiischel.

I'he amount of misery which has been wrought in the world

by specialists is absolutely outrageous. Is there any sense in

treating specially the eyes, — say of a strong, plethoric butcher

or brewer, whose sight is getting affected? Frequently, and in

the majority of cases, the diseased eye need not be touched at

all: and will recover of itself if upper, knee, and full affusions

and half baths, are judiciously employed to restore a normal cir-

culation of the blood. How quickly would the affection be

stopped at the very outset , and how terrible is the picture of

misery presented on entering an institution for the blind! Ask.

and you will be convinced that of every hundred blind people hard-
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ly five were born blind; all the rest have been "cured" blind by

medicine! Is not that fearful to think of? Most of these Wind

persons were, when children, treated for scarlatina and measles

in the orthodox medical fashion; that is to say, the morbid matter

was never expelled, but only suppresed, and the result was

blindness or deafness!

For the eyes Kneipp prescribes particularly certain curative

eve baths. The face is immersed two or three times consecutively,

with the eyes open, in a basin of cold water, for five seconds.

Anyone who does this several times a week will have good eye

sight to a great age; provided he hardens his body in other re-

spects, and lives moderately,

A gentleman, aged thirty six, felt during three years his

bodily strength, and eyesight falling. He was nearly blind,

when he was compelled to resign his official duties. He sought

help from the most famous specialists; who tried all they knew,
and finall}^ declared that the optic nerves were completely?- paralyzed

and that therefore recovery was out of the question.—By treatment

with water new life and rigour were thrown into the whole
system. One day full washing; the next, upper and knee affusions;

the third, upper and thigh affusions ; the fourth, full washing ; the

tifth, upper and thigh affusions; again on the sixth, upper and
knee affusions; the seventh, back affusion. These are the appli-

cations during the first week for all cases of this kind. The un-
fortunate man had lost all appetite; but it returned to him with
the water treatment. He lived on the simplest fare, which un-
fortunately is too rarely known and chosen,—namely, strengthening
soup (not broth) morning and evening. For dinner a little meat
and A-egetables. His appearance gained from week to week in

freshness and health, while his strength increased. After twelve
weeks he found himself in perfect health; his strength was com-
i>letely re-established, and his eye-sight, which had quite failed,

unproved from day to day, slowly but surely. The applications
during the weeks following alternated betv^^een half baths, upper
and thigh affusions, back and knee affusions, and full washing;
so that each of these was applied twice in rotation.

A mother brought her boy, a pitiable object, almost half
ciead and yet not affected with any particular disease. The com-
plaint was, in the main, that he was all but bhnd; and that
nothing that had been done for his eyes hai benefited him.
Knt ipp saw at once that the poor creature was not properly
nourished, and that naturally^ he must waste away.

The poor boy had no appetite; though the best wines, in
small quantities, coffee, beer, and a choice selection of food, were
given him daily. He was now washed every day with cold
wntpr: r nd had for ten days, every twenty four hours, an upper
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and a lower affusion; after that a daily half bath, with upper and
thigh affusions; for diet strengthening soup twice a day (not meat-
broth) good, simple, mixed food at the midday meal ; and between
breakfast and that meal a spoonful of good milk hourly, the same
again between that meal and supper. Five weeks later, the boy
looked the picture of health, was happy and cheerful, always
going bare-footed. He relished his simple fare, and his eye-sighl
was completely i-estored. There cannot be plainer proof, that
an unnatural mode of life renders young people, in particular,
wretched; while the systematic use of water, combined with
proper food, will speedily re-habilitate a constitution which has
been seriously weakened.

An eye-water of worm-wood tea has often proved of the
greatest service to people suffering with the eyes. Washing them
three times a day in a decoction of fennel— half a spoonful of the

powder boiled in half a pint of water—is recommended; while
steaming with the same remedy (holding the eye over the steam
of the decoction instead of using the latter as a wash) has a stil'

more powerful effect. Caraway and aniseed act in a similar

way ; or all ' three may be mixed. A teaspoonful of honey, boiled

for five minutes in half a pint of water, makes a purifying and
strengthening eyewash, which should be applied with a small

piece of rag. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. Eye-bath. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Face affusion. See Index.

Kneipp cure. FACE, ERYSIPELAS OF THE. Whil

the face is repeatedly washed with warm water, warm and cold

shawl (Scotch) compresses should be appUed alternately, each

being kept on for from half an hour to an hour. This should be

repeated several times in succession. The heat will then be easih'

drawn downwards by laying a cloth folded several times and

dipped in cold water over the whole abdomen. Some hours

later, the patient should lie for about an hour on a cold wet

cloth, folded several times and well wrung out; while the heated

face is occasionally washed with lukewarm water. In addition

to small quantities of sweetened water, the patient may take

daily half a teaspoonful of dry colt s foot leaves powdered. The

leaves of this herb may likewise be laid on the patient's Ivice;

they will act as an absorbent of the heat.

Kneipp cure. FAINTING FITS. Removal of the causes

in the first place, tight lacing, for instance ; admission of fresh air

Next, short cold lavation over the heart and the forehead, as well

as a 'derivative ,treatment. A teaspoonful of the tincture of gentian
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is also recommended; but above all fresh air. See also "Gastric

complaints".

Kneipp cure. FEET, OPEN SORES ON THE. Com-

presses of fenu greek boiled like linseed (see "Ulcers") draw out

infl.'immation from the margins of wounds, and prevent the for-

mation of proud flesh, or blood-poisoning. Leaves of colt s foot

iTussilago farfara, L.) are in particular efficacious, when the sore

places are discoloured and greatly inflamed. The leaves absorb

the heat and relieve the pain; and if repeatedly applied, are an

excellent remedy. The general water treatment must of course

be observed: two hay-seed shirts, two full lavations and two half

baths, during the week.

The same treatment will hold good if a fistula forms: which

will at times indicate unsoundness in the lungs, and a tendency

to consumption. In such cases the thigh affusion is the first

remedy to be employed, alternately with washing of the upper

part of the body. After a week the latter had better be replaced

by the upper affusion; and it will then be remarked that the

patient begins to get a fresh colour in his cheeks; and a cough

will often make its appearance. This is a good sign; for nature

will now rid herself of morbid matter through the medium of the

cough, instead of tlirough the fistula: and through the skin as

well: and so improvement will proceed. There may be several

fistulse on the feet, but all will heal of themselves, and close,

when nature has done her work of expulsion thoroughl}^ As a

drink to be taken daily, a cup of wild plantain tea, or a mixture

of angelica root, furze, juniper berries, and St. Johns wort or

rosemary, boiled in wine and water, is very strongly recommended.
.See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. FEVER. When there is fever-heal, a full

washing is at all times the first and best remedy; which, under, cer-

tain circumstances should be repeated every half hour. The degree
of heat indicates the right time for the application—not the doctor
The lower compress is also an excellent remedy in high fever,

in typhoid fever, half baths, alternate with simultaneous affusions

on chest, back, and arms, followed by full packs. Fenu greek
tea taken internally, is the most efficacious and cooling remedy.

Kneipp cure. FEVER (MUCOUS). The head .steam-bath

is particularly appropriate here, to be followed, three times within
two days, by the head affusion, or washing the head. The
Spanish cloak likewise appfied warm for from an hour and a half

to two hours to anaemic patients who cannot bear cold water is

m excellent means of cure. But this deep-seated catarrh, for

mucous fever is nothing else, also yields to the cold water cure.
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The patient should have a full lavation hourly from six to tet
times m succession, going back to bed each time in order to perspire
When fever and heat are reduced to some extent, two or thre<
lavations a day generally suffice.

Kneipp cure. FffiROID. Take in the course of a week
two Spanish cloak packs, three upper affusions, three thigh
affusions, two back affusions, and one full affusion.

Kneipp cure. FLATULENCE, is removed by oil oi
spikenard, or of lavender; five drops to be taken on sugar twice
daily; or by an infusion of centaury. In addition two half baths,
three hip-baths, two thigh affusions, weekly; and an upper com-
press at night three times a week.

Kneipp cure. Foot bath, cold. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Foot pack. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Foot steam-bath. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Foot bath, warm. See Index.

Kneipp cure.^ GARGLE. Solution of alum. Tea of fenu
greek or sage. When the throat is swollen, a gargle should be
made of fresh or dry, violet leaves (a handful in half a pint oi

water) and at the same time a throat wrap, steeped in the same
solution applied. A decoction of mullein (Verbascum Schraden
Meyer) has proved to be a good remedy for affections of the

throat, catarrh and accumulation of phlegm on the chest; it be-

comes a still more powerful solvent if mixed with an equal

quantity of black-mallow.

Kneipp cure. GASES AND FLATULENCE. The gases

are formed chiefly in the abdomen, and often cause great pain,

which is known as wind colic. Flatulence deprives us of appe-

tite, produces nausea and vomiting and agon^* in the region of

the stomach. Hot foods, which relax the stomach, are one cause

of flatulence, because they vitiate the gastric juices. Potatoes,

eaten hot and quickly, newly baked bread, leguminous vegetables,

the w^hole family of cabbages, puddings which are not thoroughly

masticated before being swallowed, develop gases and cause

flatulence. When such gases accumulate in the stomach, the

bowels are forced upwards, the contents become hard ; sometimes

even the intestines are twisted and knotted, with fatal results in

many cases. The gases often distribute themselves throughout

the body, causing wind dropsy, which is often followed b3- water

dropsy. Thus it is easy to perceive how this relaxed conditior^

may lead to severe illness, and even to death. The best remed\

is to wash the upper part of the body twice daily, morning and

evening; and to take a thigh affusion at midday. But it is a i
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indispensable condition that the body must be thoroughly warm

before the washing or affusion begins; and that it be again tho-

i-ouffhly warmed alter the apphcation, either by exercise, in the

,.peTi air if possible, or by going to bed. After two or three

days the back affusion may be taken; it will have the etfect of

loosening phlegm in the chest, and cleansing the kidneys and

liver. These applications may be continued in rotation for a week;

a preference being given to" those which are found most suitable.

At night either an upper, or a body, pack may be taken. The

external may be assisted by internal treatment. An infusion of

crushed fennel, or aniseed, mint, or peppermint, or of the mixed

n\^ves or seeds of two or three of those herbs, will have a rapid

and certain effect in expelling wind. A spoonful of wild plantain,

or wormwood, boiled in honey may also be taken early every

morning for a week. (See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of

Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. GASTRIC AND INTESTINAL COM-
PLAINT. This common disorder is frequently followed by

i(jss of appetite, constipation, liver-complaint, asthma, also by

ffections of the throat, catarrh of the lungs, determination of

olood to the head, and consequent nervous derangement. Great

accumulation of phlegm, is always co-existent with it. For so

severe and chronic an affection, the best remedy is: for the

patient to get out of bed and take a short full lavation; then

return to bed for a short time, to get warm again. A short,

cold partial bath every other day; a weekly back, and a front,

compress for one hour, applied two or three times. The cloth

folded in three, must be immersed in two thirds water and one

third vinegar. A cup of tea made of elder leaves should be taken

•ne day; and on the next three doses of wormwood tea, morn-
ing, noon, and evening; three spoonfuls each time.

Kneipp cure. GASTRIC CATARRH. An obstinate catarrh,

closely connected with great accumulation of phlegm and violent

cough, was cured in the following manner: Daily, two upper
affusions; and twäce walking in water up to the calves for five

minutes. After two days, a back affusion was given, with a head,

and a thigh, affusion. This was continued for four days. Then
a half bath, and upper affusion, and a head affusion, were given
daily. As a gargle, the patient used an infusion of fresh eider

leaves; which greatly facilitated the expectoration of the viscid

phlegm After sixteen da3!'S the catarrh had disappeared, and the

patient was recommended only to take two partial baths a week.

Kneipp cure. GASTRIC DEBILITY. For description of

the complaint and its causes see first "Stomach, weakened, and
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OUT OF ORDER". Two short packs a week, three partial bathsand three upper and thigh affusions. Take three spoonfuls ofwormwood tea every morning and evening.
^

Kneipp cure. GASTRIC SPASMS. Warm hay-seed pack-two or three a week, and three very short partial baths T.
'

of wormwood and silver-weed, and after a fortnight three fuÜ
lavations a week, and one weekly partial bath.

Kneipp cure. GASTRIC ULCER. A four-fold cloth dipnr-i
in a hot mlusion of hay-seed, is put on the abdomen every dav
for an hour and a half. The body should be washed daily wi'ii
water and vinegar. Every hour a large spoonful of fenu greek
tea, mixed by turns with that of wormwood and sage should be
drunk. Any kind of tea may be sweetened with honey, which
IS a first rate remedy particularly for small pustules in the stomach
It acts as an astringent, ripens and cures them.

The diet should be simple, and easily digestible
;
strengthening

soup for breakfast
;
and, till dinner time, a large spoonful of milk

every hour; for the rest of the day a spoonful of water every
hour. After two weeks an upper and thigh, affusion daily, and
a partial bath twice a week. At the end of six weeks, three
partial baths, and two full lavations a week in order to give tone
to the system. After that, one partial bath every three days will
suffice. Patients suffering from this affection are fond of curds
and whey, and of buttermilk ; both may be strongly recommended.

Small pustules in the stomach are quickly contracted, matured,
and healed with honey; best, when it is mixed with soni^
suitable tea.

Kneipp cure. GLANDS, SWELLING AND INFLAM-
MATION OF THE. It may occur at a great many places. There
are glands of the neck, groin, and breast etc.; and any of them ma\-
be swollen and inflamed. The causes are various: Mechanical irri-

tation, pressure, strain ; but especially bad blood, and defective circu-

lation, for a healthy constitudon is free from all such diseases. Most
frequentl^^ are the tonsils affected, especially in children. The
appearance of children so affected is not healthy, they vary a great

deal, their throat and often also their heads are swollen, as well

as the tonsils on one side. The child may look emaciated, or

tolerably strong: but in all cases one has to deal with vitiated

blood, and the enfeebled vital force has to be assisted with warm
and cold water applications. For the first fortnight a warm shirt,

wrung out in an infusion of hay-seed, and covered with a blanket,

must be put on daily for from an hour to an hour and a half.

This will assist in carrying off injurious excretions. The child

should have, in addition, a daily cold washing,—or better still bp
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,mmersed lor two seconds in a lull bath (from the tec ..the

hTn\ A nourishing diet and wholesome air should of course be

nrovided After a fortnight the applications of the warm shirt may

rreduced to two a week, but the cold washings or full baths,

shou d be continued every day. Instead o the hay-seed shu

wraps wrung out in an infusion ot the bark ot young oak may

''^

'^Mosfdoctors in such cases resort at once to cutting; but

chiefly when tumours in the breasts of females have to be dealt

with "Removal by cutting, or cancer", thev say. But the natural

healer cures the ailment very simply and without an operation, m
the following way: During the first fortnight the patient is given

daily an upper, and a thigh jet bath, to strengthen the enfeebled

body and three half baths as well. On the affected mammary

eland a coarse hnen cloth, folded several times ,
and steeped m

In infusion of pewter grass, is placed, and we 1 covered

with a dry woollen cloth. In this way the swelhng will gradually

disappear." To prevent a recurrence of the malady, and to per-

manently strengthen the system, it is advisable to take two halt

baths and a full washing weekly for some time to come.

In cases where the glands of the groin are swollen, an ex-

cellent remedy is to lay scalded hay-seed on them, and to keep

it on firmly by means of a pack applied to the abdomen. With

cold washing thi'ee times a week . the glands disappear in these

cases also after a short time, through the action of the sirnple

remedies above prescribed. In all glandator affections a cup of an

infusion of young oak-bark divided in three portions, may be

given daily. If in the case of children, swollen glands are the

consequence of scrofula, a saltspoonful of bone-meal, prepared m
Kneipp's manner, should be given to them three times daily in

addition to the above apphcations and the oak-bark tea. Malt

coffee should be their drink. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes

of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. GOITRE, DERBYSHIRE NECK. A piece

coarse linen is dipped in the infusion of scalded oak-bark, and

put as a pack round the throat. But this remedy is of use only

when the affection is in its initial stage; or for inflamed throat

and glands. Knee and thigh affusions should be taken as well;

and a body pack at night.

Kneipp cure. GOUT. There is no remedy, doctors openly

clare, for this fearful malady; but they apply poisons to migitate

: The water cure attacks it with great success, as hundreds of

grateful testimonials could testify. The treatment is either with

warm or cold water, according "to the case in hand. As a rule

it is proper to apply packs of hay-seed to the affected or swollen
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,
-c.-o.xcxw m|j-uatns, or me bpams i c oak. once or twir«a week are veri. serviceable. Warm baths of 95« to loio ti h

Th r?nn f^^l
P^^^.^P^-ig^ hay-seed, are also recommendedThree cold full washmgs a week, on first getting out of bed or

fTu ^TV^'^' ^."^^ half baths and washings of the upper nar^ot the body, and the warm hay-seed shirt once, will mobaWvcommand success While heat acts as a solvent on alf Cbidmatter, and partial or fiül washings give tone to the system andassist excretion, knee affusions and half baths bring the bloodinto the lower parts of the body, and walking in dew early inthe morning assists the cure. After about five weeks the number
Ol warm, dissolving applications should be reduced to at most onea week, the cold ones being meanwhile continued. Arm affusionsmay very well be tried if great pain exists there; and if hay-seed
packs have been applied previously. With patients otherwise
strong who are suffering great pain without any swelling, bein^
apparent, the upper and thigh affusion may at once be proceeded
with, after a few full washings, and in turns with half baths. It
IS just the cold water which all gouty people dread raosf yet a
vigorous cold jet where the pain is most agonizing is often of the
greatest service. Quite cold hip-baths, which greatly strengthen
all the abdominal organs, are to be recommended, especially for
women. Warm applications are at best only helps, whereas cold
ones produce natural heat and that is what the gouty patient
lacks In order that no relapse may occur, two half baths and
one full washing a week, and occasional walking in water are
much recommended. It may be imagined that a suitable, easily
digestible, diet is a sine qua non] for a sufferer with the gout is

always troubled more or less with defective digestion. The stomach
of gouty patients is not as a rule in the best condition. If a diet
IS offered it—the simplest is the best -which it can digest well,
and if care be taken that the body perspires properl}^,—that is,

throws out its impure matter—the cure is more easy than it is

currently believed to be. Gouty people are often of a flabb}',

fleshy habit; the natural healer therefore knows at once how to

treat them. The first thing is to get the blood to circulate pro-
perly. The vyater cure is seconded by the patient drinking the
infusion of primroses, elderberries or elderblossoras several times
daily. Gouty patients are also recommended to continue for

some time to drink a tea^.made of mouse ear, a plant, which is

often found. The quantity taken should be one third of a cupful,

nioming, noon, and night. The free use of sauerkraut is also ad-
vised. It happens not unfrequently in this cure, that the sleej..

of the patient is at first rather worse than better. This symptom
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should not be misinterpreted. The qmckering of the circulation

ä on- obstructed and confined and sluggish, and the return ot

the blSod to parts which for a long time it has not reached, may

Suse a little restlessness at night: but this condition will improve

irom week to week, as the natural heat returns, and perfec

circulation is re-established. Embrocation with camphorated oil

or spirit soothe the pain, but the latter must not be too strong

as camphor irritates the glands, which are easily caused to swell.

See als^ pp. 784, 735. For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

Kneipp cure. GUM-BOIL. Abscess in a gum. A
sweUmg connected with a tooth will often develop into an

abscess; frightfully painful, discharging matter, and apt to bring

decay of the tooth in its train. Ladies who keep their heads

very"' warm,- even covered up with hoods or kerchiefs—all the

year round! are particularly subject to such maladies

Accustom the head to be without covering of any kind;

cleanse the sore, if any -or wash the mouth and gums every

hour, and gargle the throat eight or ten times a day,—with a

.decoction of pewter grass. The cheeks, from the hair to the chin,

should also be well douched with cold water on the outside,

'twice a day; which can best be done through a tube. Vigorous

action must be brought to bear at the same time on the whole

body. If the patient is corpulent, one affusion daily, or m warm
weather an affusion and a full bath; in the winter months, a full

affusion one day; on the next, a back affusion; on the third, a

thigh affusion; and on the fourth, a half bath: and so on, re-

peated in the same order.

The head steam-bath, twice a week, is advisable in cases m
which the head of the sufferer appears swollen, or abnormally

l^rge.

Affusions are not suited to patients of a slight build; for

^ whom four whole washings, and two half baths, will suffice in

I the week; one of the latter being taken after two of the former.

Wet socks should be worn at night.

Kneipp cure. HAIR, LOSS OF. Improper food, soften-

ing of the body, or severe diseases, are often the causes of

this symptom. Besides attention to general cleanliness, the head

should be washed with warm w^ater and soap, and then with

water of stinging nettles, and well dried. The head should not

be kept too warm: it is well to go bare-headed a great deal, so

as to expose the head to air and sun. In certain conditions ot

weakness, connected with involuntary emission, an upper and a

head affusion of short duration, should be taken. With proper

water treatment, and moderate hving, both the falhng out of the

hair and the involrntarv omissions will cease; head affusions
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must not be taken more frequently than twice a week' butupper al fusions should bo given if possible twice a dav When iKpwater of stinging nettles is employed for the head, the la^
should be rubbed with fine salad oil once a week (See i<r
"Involuntary emissions" in Index.)

"

Kneipp cure. Half bath. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Hand and arm baths. See Index.

Kneipp cure. HARDENING THE BODY. The way
to health leads only through the hardening of the body The
great susceptibihty to disease of the present generation, th^ re-
ceptive soil for all possible diseases, has its origin in the want
ol hardening. The army of weakly, nervous, and anemic people
IS chiefly the outcome of softening. The slightest change in the
weather produces colds and catarrhs; even the too hurried en-
trance from the cold street into the warm room will be followed
by a certain roughness and thickness in the speech. In every
member of the body there is illness latent; and it is hard to be-
lieve that our forefathers lived in airy mud huts, and bathed in
the streams at all seasons of the year.

Hardening should begin, therefore, with the suckling infant.
If a vigorous, disease-resisting race is to be produced, a beginning
must be made by hardening the children in their tenderest years
With that view father Kneipp prescribes, as the accompaniments
of almost all water applications, extremely simple and safe means
of hardening the skin of the whole body and of its various parts.

Such means are

Walking bare-footed.

Walking in wet grass.

Walking on wet stones.

Walking in freshly fallen snow.
Walking in cold water.
Cold bathing of the arms, legs, and feet.

The knee-affusion, with or without the upper affusion.

These short and simple hardening exercises should not be

looked upon as follies ; nor should they be feared as likely to

lead to colds, sore throats, catarrhs, and rheumatism. Exactly

the contrary wiU result from them, A slight effort and trial will

prove this. Let such a trial be made by walking barefoot in the

room, at any convenient time of the day w^hether early or late : and

out of doors on sunny days. We shall soon find that the circu-

lation in the feet is improved, that the fresh air, and stream of

light and warmth are beneficial to the extremities hitherto shut

out from air and hght; and invigorating for the whole system.

We shall soon disco \ er that there is no such effectual cure tor
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1
•

.«olri feet as ffoiiiff barefoot. It is matter for regret

?n7 tHs L'tm^^ too little thought of in many ot

Ih^^eÄme^n^'n which the natm-al method of heahng is

earned out^
stones is e^'en much

more beneficial Whoever suffers from determmation of blood to

C head rom headache, or throat affections, and who will try

hes. two emed e? will find that he cannot praise them enough.

A Quaner Tan hour spent in this way will be quite enough

^though ^he patient will soon wish to contmue the exercise twice

that length of time.

A WALK OR RUN FOR ONE OR TWO MINUTES IN FRESHLY FALLEN

SNOW bnt only wh™ it is freshly fallen, makes the fee ,burning

hot and draws the blood downwards^
.
How fond children a, e

of doing this, yet they never catch cold in consequence. Against

chilblaifs and toothache, a run in fresh snow is an approved

remedy.
.

Walking in water up to the calves is one of the most

powerful and effectual means of hardening. It has a beneficial

effect on the whole bodv, but specially on the kidneys, and as a

diuretic. Many affections of the bladder and kidneys will be

warded off by this mean.s.
r ,• • rw i

It also acts upon the stomach in the way of relieving flatulence

and lightens the chest and respiration. It may be practised tor

one minute only, at first; afterwards, for five or six minutes.

The colder the water the better will be the effect. I he weakly

patient may begin with chilled water, and by degrees go on to

cold. The arms, as well as the feet, should now and then be

plunged in cold water up to the shoulders ; and in some illnesses

it is the rule to put the arms and feet into cold watei simulta-

neously, in order to regulate the circulation and restore the flow

of blood to the extremities. This is best accomplished by placing

the arms in a vessel on a table, or other raised surface, while

standing in a bath.

The Knee affusion is also an excellent hardening specific.

The method of its employment will be explained more precisely

later on. It should only be used every three or four days, if used

alone, otherwise, only in turn with the upper affusion, or the

upper body washing; and it may be had recourse to when the

feet are cold up to the ankles. It attracts the blood mto the

empty veins, and draws it from the upper parts of the body to

the lower, with beneficial results. It stands to reason that all

these hardening exercises should last a shorter time in winter than

in summer; and that they should be persevered in. The anaemic

and nervous had better begin them in summer, although they
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need not apprehend any ill effects from trying them in the wintrhey are smted to people of all ages, but best of all to clS
"

Cold feet are only too frequently the cause of the dreaded £le^' jscarlatma, measles, diphtheritis, etc; and on the other tand taie the accompaniments oi most chronic maladies. All per nsm infirm health; all sufferers from stomach, abdominal lun^complamts; have to complain of chronically cold feet Tlie b or Hwhich is wanting below flows in increased quantity and irrec^ularcourse to the upper parts-the abdomen, stomach, chest, heathroat and head
;
and inflammation of various kind.s ensues Tl,ehealthy and unhealthy alike should therefore direct their attention

to ensuring an active circulation in the feet; by adopting theabove simple hardemng measures, and so regulating the fl5w ofblood m the lower limbs. 0 5,

Whoever will daily go through one or two of these exercises
il only for one mmute of time, will soon feel the favourable
influence which they will have on his general bodih- condition
and will be abundantly rewarded for the slight expenditure of
time and trouble. (See also 734, 735.) For Modes of Application
see Index.

Kneipp cure. Hay-seed, Decoction of. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Hay-seed shirt. See Index.

Kneipp cure. HEADACHE. One daily upper affusion,
or full lavation, but more particularly walking on wet stones, or
on wet grass, are efficient remedies. Lighter cases are relieved
by walking bare-footed. Where there is heat in the head, the
head pack is advoisable. The procedure is as follows: Head
and face are washed well with cold water, and a dry linen
cloth wrapped round the upper part of the forehead, and
carried over the head so as to cover it in air tight. A woollen
cloth is then fastened over all. The hair must not be so wet,
as to drip with water. If there is great heat, both head and pack
are wetted again. All affections of the head caused by a cold,
including rheumatic pains, are best cured by this pack. But
head baths short and cold, or warm and of longer duration—are
also recommended for it. Tea or powder of valerian root soothes
headache. Persons, to whom a treatment with warm water is

inore congenial may in cases of headache, accompanied b}^ singing
in the ears and stiff neck, attributable to sudden changes of tem-
perature, use at once the head steam-bath. Headache, occuring
often with women during the monthly period is soon relieved,

by raising the strength of the whole body; three full-lavations

and two partial baths should be applied every week for some
length of time; the headache will cease. Other women, again,

complain of more or less violcni headache, loss of appetite, and
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cold leet In such cases there is a strong determination of blood

to the head, and the blood has to be drawn to the lower parts

bv taking a' warm foot bath, with ashes and salt, every evening;

duration fifteen minutes three full lavations a week, two partial

baths and knee affusions with cold water for one nimute every

morning, followed by exercise. To give strength to the whole body

two partial baths a week should be applied for a time. Coffee, tea,

beer and wine must be eschewed; on the other hand, a nourishing

diet is to be observed; brown and strengthening soups in turns,

and one good meal of mixed food, including meat, daily.— For cer-

tain kinds of headache, caused by wind rising from the stomach,

and with which vomiting and mental maladies, are associated—head-

ache, in fact, due to affection of the brain—five drops of lavender

oil on sugar taken twice a day, are strongly recommended. See

also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

Kneipp cure. HEAD, AFFECTIONS OF THE, are re

lieved by valerian root, or its powder, taken in small doses. This

expels gases. Tea of St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum, L.)

has the same effect. In case the latter herb is not procurable,

yarrow will supply its place. Headache, in consequence of gases

rising to the head, gives way to lavender oil, taken twice a day,

five drops at a time on sugar. Infusion of green or dry violet

leaves (a handful to a quarter of a liter of water) relieves head-

ache, and reduces excessive heat in the head. A compress
moistened with the same infusion, and put on the forehead, or,

better still, head lavation, especially of the back part of the head,

with the violet decoction, is a good remed3^

Kneipp cure. Head affusion. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Head bath. See Index.

Kneipp cure. HEAD, COLD IN THE. For an ever-

recurring obstinate cold in the head, connected in most cases

with accumulation of phlegm, the warm hay-seed pack round the

throat is the most efficacious remed3^ But besides this apph-
cation, which is used every day, two cold full lavations must be
resorted to for from six to ten days, and the most malignant
cold will thus be mastered. Light cases are speedily cured by
one partial bath and one upper lavation a day. Some take a
partial bath with upper affusion and effect a cure still more
quickly. A vigorous head affusion affords rehef, though it is not
to be generally recommended because a violent cold may result,

from it, unless the patient takes exercise immediately afterwards

;

or remains in a warm room, and does not fail to dry his head
and hair well immediately after the affusion. For others who
suffer at the same time from cold feet it is desirable to take r.

50
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warm foot bath or foot steam-bath, and in conjunction with this
to wash the upper part of the body. A full steam-bath is hiPhlv
benehcial for this complaint. An observation may be permissible
here, which holds good for the treatment of all diseases If asshown above, a miserable cold in the head admits, according to
the patient's general health, of so varied a treatment, this proves
the truth of the statements made by the natural healer Dr. Zenkn
at Leipsic in his treatise published in "The Natural Healer''
There is—to speak with a somewhat Darwinian bias—no animal
species in all creation which exhibits such great individual variety
as the genus homo. There are on the average perhaps no more
than five human beings out of a hundred for whom, for example
head affusions are a radical remedy for a cold in the head. These
five, however, have the pecuharity in common that they incur a
cold, not like the other ninety five through their cold feet, but
on the contrary through their highly sensitive heads; and that is

why the five are at once relieved by a direct strengthening of
the head, a condition established most effectively by a vigorous
head affusion. If this mode of treatment is sometimes applied
even when there is no actual necessity for it, the weak head will

thereby be rendered more capable of resisting cold, and the return
of the complaint will be less frequent. Be it observed expressly
that the mere wetting of the head has not the desired effect, on
the contrary it would lead only to taking a fresh cold; it is the
strong cold stream from a full can of water, that can alone pro-

duce the necessary reaction. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes
of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. Head pack. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Head, steaming of. See Index.

Kneipp cure. HEAD, SWOLLEN. A great many diseases

would be more speedily and more surely cured, if the impor-

tance was understood of giving from the very outset more at-

tention to a swollen head. We see a number of people with short

thick necks and swollen heads, who complain of determination of

blood to the head, of noise in the ears, periodical humming in

the former, and who are frequently deaf or troubled with their

eyes. Every thing is tried except the right thing. The first appli-

cation in such cases is the head steam -bath, aff"usions, and short

wraps; next come partial baths and full lavations, according to

the case under treatment. Until the accumulation of blood in the

head is relieved, all morbid matter excreted, and the aff'ected

part is strengthened, it will be of no use trying other measures.

Defective hearing and weak eye sight will improve after a short

time, when all is in good order in the upper story. The upper

part of the body should also be treated by half baths, hip-baths,

1
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and affusions, taken in turns. It may happen, however, that

^ iolent headache and a swollen head may ensue as a conse-

quence of catching a cold, so as to lead the sufferer to think that

he is getting blind. In an acute case of this description no head

steam-bath is applied, but a daily full lavation; except that the

liead and the inflamed eyes are powdered three times daily with

a little sugar. In a short time both head and eyes will improve.

Syphilis, after having been wrongly treated with mercury, not un-

frequently causes such destruction, as seriously to affect the heads

of persons otherwise strong. A swollen head, occasional giddiness,

and deep red cheeks point to blood-poisoning and in that case the

heaii steam-bath, in combination with head affusion, is the first

thing to apply. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Apph-

cation, see Index.

Kneipp cure. HEARING, AFFECTIONS OF THE. As
poor children often become blind through medical treatment, of

scarlatina for instance, so others suffer with their hearing; they

grow deaf. In such cases the following is the treatment: Give daily

a full washing with cold water mixed with one third of vinegar;

sbserving the invariable rule not to dry or rub the body after-

wards : give also daily an upper and an ear affusion bringing the

affusion to bear strongly on the parts behind and adjacent to

the ears. Five drops of the oil of sweet almonds are dropped
into each ear, the right ear getting the oil one day and the left

the next. The oil softens the inner parts and alla3rs heat. If

the deafness arises from a cold, the folowing is the treatment;

walk every evening in water up to the knees; twice daily upper
affusions, and a can of water to be poured at the same time on
the parts round the ear; the oil of almonds to be dropped into

both ears every day. A head steam-bath may be given before
each upper affusion, for ten minutes or a quarter of an hour.

After a fortnight, two vigorous upper and ear affusions, and two
half baths, a week will be sufficient. A third treatment is suit-

able, under the following circumstances : with increasing years,

—perhaps about the age of fifty—a woman finds herself troubled
with giddiness and vertigo, etc., and that her power of hearing
has greatly diminished. Her complexion nevertheless remains
fresh and healthy. In this case there is determination of blood
to the head, and the head is often swollen. A head steam-bath
should be applied twice a week; upper and ear affusions three
times a week, in each case both morning and evening; and a
half bath, or full washing, on getting out of bed, twice a week.
The patient should take a cup of tea—a mixture of yarrow,
pewter grass and St. John's Wort—every day. After three
weeks these appHcations are reduced by one half; the hearing
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Will soon improve and eventually be completely restored Lo-s
of heanng consequent on draughts, will also be speedily curefi
by the application of steam to the head, combined with the other
measures.

All kinds of infirmities, will make their appearance witi; «a-
vancing age, and difficulty of hearing will partably be one of them
but anyone may, by taking one upper affusion and two half
baths, weekly, not only avert or mmimize this inconvenience, but
at the same time fortify himself against manv of the ills incidenta'
to old age. Father Kneipp furnishes the proof of it in his owu
person. Notwithstanding his seventy six years, all his senses
were as acute and powerful as those of a young man ; and there
is nobody in all Germany who daily gets through so much work
with the greatest ease, as did incessantly this noble, reverend
old gentleman, in the cure of both bodies and souls. (See also

pp. 734 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.)

Kneipp cure. HEART-BURN is best relieved by centaury
tea (Erythraea Centaureum. L.).

Kneipp cure. HEART DISEASE. One might almost be
tempted to believe that one half of humanity is affected with
disease of the heart, from the fact that so many patients say "I

have heart complaint". Of every thousand of such cases, hardly two
or three are real. When the blood pumped by the heart, as by an
engine, into all the parts and tissues of the body, is in a bad
condition, and circulating badly, symptoms certainly appear from
which it may be concluded that the heart's action is fault^v If,

however, the circulation of the blood becomes better and its

quality is improved, complaints of the failure of the heart are no

longer heard. Softening of the body, the consumption of alcohol

and too much animal food, and more especially want of exercise

in the open air, and irregularity of life, are the chief causes of

"heart disease". The excessive meat-eater, and the drunkard,

must not be astonished, if the blood, which passes through the

lungs eight thousand times in twenty four hours, has in his case

become so thick and clogged, that it is no longer capable of

passing through the tiny capillary tubes of the lungs, and that

oppression in the chest, and blood-spitting are the consequences.

The appHcations with water may be various, in accordance

with the different conditions occuring. For excitement and

palpitation of the heart a simple compress, dipped in water of

690, is put on the heart, and a leg wrap applied at the same

time. The whole body must also be washed. Three things are

necessary under the above conditions: 1) The local compress,

2) the derivative wrap, 8) action on the whole body (washing).

But knee affusions, and walking in water, are also advisable in
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such cases. An excellent remedy to regulate the accelerated

^

action of the heart is the upper affusion. It is the best safety

A alve, when excess of steam threatens to burst the boiler. It

regulates the circulation in the pipes, relieves, the boiler from

pressure, and so prevents sudden heart-apoplexy. Kneipp apphed

It repeatedly in desperate cases, where the doctors leared the

opposite of what really ensued, viz. tranquihty and moderate

movement. Mint must be taken internally as a tea, i the

form of powder.

Palpitation of the heart yields also to rue tea or from ten

to twelve drops of rue (Ruta graveolens L.) in brandy or salad

oil. Rosemary wine acts soothingly; for the method of its pre-

paration and quantity to be given, see under "Dropsy" in the

Index.

For spasms of the heart (Angina pectoris) rubbing the

chest till it is red, with a piece of cloth dipped in cold water,

is the best remedy. As dropsy is generally the faithful companion

of heart disease, it may be mentioned here, that there is nothing

better for swollen legs, than to envelop them in clay prepared

with vinegar. Lemonade,—made of fresh lemons—grapes, aspa-

ragus, celery, parsnip, and parsley root, may be freely partaken

of The last named, boiled in thick soup, is an excellent diuretic.

The patient affected with dropsy must observe a non-stimulating

diet calculated not to make him thirsty. Strengthening soup,

sour milk mixed with grated oatmeal bread, buttermilk, and sour

or sweet cream, are particularly good for people suffering from
affections of the heart. Wheaten bread, too, spread with curds,

and all kinds of green vegetables, spinach, nettles, water cress,

plantain or rib-grass, mixed together and eaten like spinach, are

strongly recommended; because they are excellent blood purifiers.

It ought to be generally known that chills, particularly when con-

tracted through coldness of the feet; articular rhematism, medi-
call}^ treated—i. e, only suppressed

—

ma-j be instrumental in

bringing about heart disease. The principal cause in every
disease, and therefore also in this, is defective composition of

the blood; and it is therefore necessary to be careful, in cases
of obesit}^ combined with heart-disease, not to insist on a hard-
and-fast vegetarian diet. Meat, in moderation, once a day is

here in most cases appropriate; as well as in all the various
gastric and intestinal complaints; frequently also in diabetes
mellitus.

For hydro-pericardial dropsy, compresses, full washings,
wraps, and half baths, are most effective. Willhuber tea No. 2,

and two glasses of rosemary wine a day, may Hkewise be taken
for a time.
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For fatty degeneration of the heart. The Spanisli cloak
three times a week, full washings and a short pack daily ariH
particularly the half bath, are to be prescribed. Internally tea o
pewter grass juniper berries, and stinging nettles. A furtlic-,

word on the treatment of obesity may here be added. Thosr
affected with this complaint cannot be treated according to a hard-
and-fast method. There are plethoric, and anaemic, patients in
this class. The diet of the former should be limited in the main
to albuminous food, milk, eggs, meat, bread, and vegetables; but
very little fat. Dietetic cures, like those prescribed by Oertel and
Erhstein, have a depressing effect, and often injure the health
very considerably. For anaemic persons the diet should be
generous; preparations of milk, and eggs, and strong meat-
broths, standing first in order of importance. Coffee is to be
strictly avoided, and milk should take its place; this same rule
holding good also for the plethoric. The latter should enter upon
long pedestrian tours in mountainous districts, where the air is

rich in ozone ; whereas the former must be satisfied with shorter
walks, which will result in a more active assimilation of their

food. The cold water treatment is decidedly important in this

respect. It is weil known that Carlsbad, Marienbad, Kissingen,
and other health resorts, owe most of the patronage thes' enjo}-

to obese patients. If we look more closely, we shall find that

many patients certainly become very thin through drinking these

waters: not only in consequence of the absorption of their fat,

but also through loss, by combustion, of albumen, one of the

essential constituents of the vital economy; and that an organic

disease, chronic wasting of the body, a fatal germ in fact, was
implanted in the system. The simple external application of cold

water is far less dangerous, and yet a powerful means of promot-

ing assimilation, in any individual sj^'stem and to any required

degree, without injuriously affecting the internal organs. The
greater the irritation of the nerves, in any individual, the greater

is the assimilation—other circumstances being equal—and the

greater the absorption, or combustion, of accumulated fatty matter.

One of Kneipp's assistants. Dr. Bauer, M. D., expresses him-

self on this subject as follows: "In the case of a j^oung, cor-

pulent, plethoric man, upon whose constitution, demands can be

safely made, the power of assimilation will be promoted by frequent

full douche baths, full affusions, and full baths. The Spanish

cloak now and then—at least twice a week—is of very good

service. After a four week's treatment of this kind, a gentleman

still young had lost fifteen pounds of his weight: his fat melted

hke butter; and it was evident that the systematic production oi

perspiration by cold apphcations, properly used and cojnbined,

increased the phj^siological combustion of adipose matter so power-
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fully as to merit attention to this method of cure, in the case

of obese persons who are otherwise healthy.

Drinking the waters at mineral baths has decidedly and

permanently injured plethoric patients, as has been shown, even

though their bulk was actually reduced, the danger of drinking

these waters in the case of anaemic patients suffering in Hke

manner from obesity, must be emphasised. For in their case it

is necessary to promote assimilation without weakening the system.

The loss by combustion of the albuminous substance in the system

not unfrequently affects these patients fatally. Here therefore

the more gentle measures of the Kneipp S3^stem are particularly

appropriate. No diaphoretic methods, but only partial, upper,

thigh, and back affisions, short half baths, and light wraps, are

employed; and with excellent results. Assimilation is aided, and
the combustion of adipose matter effected; not onty without in-

curring a loss of albuminous substances, but, on the contrary,

while actually adding to them : and so the whole constitution is

strengthened. In proportion, therefore, as anaemia is more or

less pronounced in patients of this description, the Kneipp prac-

titioner will have to modify, or to accentuate, his treatment". See
also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

Kneipp cure. HEAT INTERNAL.
_
Fresh strawberries,

lemonade made from lemons, and fruit juices, are strongly re-

commended.

Kneipp cure. HEMORRHAGE OF THE UTERUS.
Tea of pewter grass, and of mistletoe, improve the circulation

of the blood. Three spoonfuls of either may be taken every
morning and evening. The enfeebled system is then to be
strengthened by a course of full washings daily for ten days; and
the use of half baths for several weeks, with full washings every
other da}''. The patient should warm herself after every washing
or bath, either by retiirning to bed or by brisk exercise. Coffee,
beer, and wine are to be strictly avoided. A cold vinegar and
water compress, laid on the abdomen, for an hour at night, is

strongly recommended; with occasional hip-baths, cold.

Kneipp cure. HEMORRHAGE VIOLENT. Cold tea of
pewter grass, and salt water, are taken, internally; while cold
washings of the chest, and two short packs a week are applied
externally. Later on, knee and upper affusions.

Kneipp cure. HERPES OF THE FACE. In slight cases,
if treated at once, the vesicles should be washed every two hours
with a strong decoction of horsetail; or well wetted by means
of a small syringe; and three whole washings should be taken
weekly. In cases in wiiich the affection is attributable to im-
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purities in the blood, the head should be well steamed for twenty

minutes once a week, in addition to the above measures; and an extra

daily application of water should be made in the following order:

On the first day, a whole washing; on the second, an upper

affusion; on the third, a back affusion; on the fourth, a half bath;

on the fifth, a back affusion; and on the sixth day, a full bath.

That course of treatment should be continued for four weeks;

after which, the steaming of the head should be given up, and

only two half baths, and one whole bath, need be taken weekly.

In obstinate cases, it is very advisable to place a compress of mixed

pewter grass and septfoil over the vesicles a few times, at night;

and to drink a cup of horsetail and wild plantain tea every day.

Kneipp cure. Hip-bath, cold. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Hip-bath, warm. See Index.

Kneipp cure. HIP-JOINT, INFLAMMATION OF, also

called "Voluntary hmp". Children, with a predisposition to scrofula,

are frequently attacked with this disease; but it makes its appear-

ance also without any such predisposition; and sometimes through

direct mechanical injury. The pain is either restricted to the hip

joint, or extends down to the knees. Walking and even putting

the foot to the ground is most painful; and to lessen the pain,

the patient when walking uses the affected foot only very hghtiy;

hence the name "Voluntary hmp" given sometimes to the disease.

The pain is but trifling in the beginning, but gradually increases

with the continued use of the limb. The jomt swells, and abs-

cesses discharging matter mixed with bone particles, occur; and

may lead to incurable stiffness of the joint. The rheumatic

affections of the hip joint, which mostly make their appearance

in old age, may also lead to complete stiffness of the joint, with-

out any discharge of matter.

Treatment.—The rules given under "Tonic treatment' are

above all to be strictly observed; particularly m case of natural

predisposition to scrofula, when the instructions
g^^f

^^^e^

"Scrofula" are to be followed as well. In all such cases, though

the causes may be different, the first remedy is the short hay-

seed wrap, appUed lukewarm. After that, a short cold wrap; and

o on alternately. The half bath too, is of excellent service m

these cases, and may be diligently eniployed f^
^^^^^^^^^^^

wraps Thigh affusions are also specially recommended, the child

be?ng taken out of bed for the purpose, and put back to bedS A cure may be effected preity quickly if the maammation

his not gone far;\ut if there^is. delay ^n^^^^mg help i^^^^^^

months mav pass before health is restored (See also pp. .34,

735. For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.)
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Kneipp cure. Horsetail, common, decoction of. SeelndcK.

Lijp cure. Hot and cold foot baths. Alternate. See

Tivnwrt NFPHROSIS. Drops}^ of the kid-

"""l^f aXtion'^ffr^q-nfv
with swollen

nevs. ihib attecnon lb m , breathing. In that case a

foot
-}^^'^YimTJ^ss Tyosem% wine, 'taken forenoon and

advisable. A smau giasb
(.„ible affliction, in face of which

cured in many insta.ce.

Kneipp.cure. HYPOCHo™^^^^^^
inental" jh^eh dem-<i« the^ most^^^^_^^

T u idonSd- be^nning with partial washings, lup-baths

Kneipp cure. HYPOGÄSTRIUM, INFLAMMATION OF

THE Apply the foot pack twice daily for an hour and half or

t™ hours.^Tocal coolin| compresses or hip-baths are also advised.

Kneioo cure. HYSTERIA. This malady is treated suni-

larlvtothenex^ above. As it is connected with poverty of blood

intweakneä o^^^ nervous system, it should be treated first

irthle'^rthe patient should walk, for a

minute o7 two each day, on Vet stones ,
^ut measures m^^^ be

taken to warm the feet thoroughly immediately aft^iwaids

2. The upper part of the body should oe washed with

vineear and water in the mormng; and during the da\ the

walking on wet stones should be practised for several minutes.

This course should be followed for a week.
_

3 The daily upper washing should be contmued
;
and in

addition, a cold knee affusion should be taken one day and the

walking on cold stones should be done on the next. 1 his tor

öne week; after which the washmg of the upper part of the body

with vinegar and water may be extended so as to include me

abdomen, which should be rubbed vigorously. In ^his ^^'ay the

natural warmth will be increased. A warm
^^y^^^^^^^^J^f^^^l

on the abdomen, three evenings in the week is also much to be

recommended. After a week, a lower compress may be tried twice
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a week instead of the hayseed compress. laternally, from six tof 1 drops ot a tincture of juniper, or valerian root sh7,nM {taken three times a day on'sugL' An iSn ofl^a er f^^^^^^centaury, and wormwood, mixed together, may also be tried and'as a change, an mfusion of a mixture of yarrow, camomile andSt. John s wort. Loss or weakening of the voice is sometim^.a concomitant symptom of hysteria. ^If the voicrfa ls fc
lu T-^u ff'^'^^"

will often restore it; if it is only weakenedthe thigh affusion will be an excellent means of streLreSt'See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index^

Th.^^n'^V""^'
^I^IG.ESTION, (stomach out of order).

i Lri^^^t
reqmres rest in the first place. See "Gastric com-

Ta 1 M
''^''^ ^^^^^ ^^a'^e of wild angelica root(Angelica silvestris L.) a cupful in three parts, one part to be takenmorning, noon and evening. Tincture of gentian, from the welldried finely -chopped root ofthat name, mixed with brandy or

spirit, IS one of the very best stomachics.

Kneipp cure. INFLUENZA, OR EPIDEMIC GRIPPE-
called also Russian catarrh. It is a very striking fact, that somany people suffer now-a-days from the consequences of this
disease, or have never quite recovered from it One of themam causes of this result is that the disease in such cases has
not been treated m a natural way. It was known formeriy b\^
the name "Grippe". The country people, when attacked with it
usually went to bed, drank a few cups of warm tea, lay warmly
wrapped in two blankets, and consequently got into a very active
perspiration. After two or three days the trouble was past and
no after-affects were to be apprehended. The symptoms presented
in late years by this disease, in its oft-recurring epidemic form
vary greatly,—with the resisting power of the affected patient in
general, and with the nature of the disease in particular. A cold
is undoubtedly the prime cause of it; and it occurs therefore
chiefly m spring and in autumn, when the temperature often
changes rapidly. Damp cold is above all favourable to the in-
ception and spread of influenza. The enormous quantities of
sahcyl, antipyrin, phenacetin, and antifebrin,—as well as a new
specific, salipyrin have been pov^erless to check the spread of
the epidemic; medical science is helpless; and it is only the natural
method of healing which has been successful ; both as a pre-
ventive, and in the treatment of the disease itself. Influenza de-
clares itself by general lassitude, sleepiness, or sleeplessness,
heaviness in the muscles and joints, giddiness, cold sensation in
the back

;
then follow more or less violent fever ; catarrh of the

nose, eyes, gullet, wind-pipe, or bronchial tubes; with which are
frequently associated nervous pains of a rheumatic nature, neu-
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lalc-ia, or gastric complaints; loss of appetite, too is one of the

ret^ar symptoms. In light and moderate attacks of mfluenza

the svmp'toms are exactly those of a violent cold for which the

D^>tient is unable to account. The attacks are often severe

V. here chronic catarrh,—especially of the laiynx, wmd pipe, and

lungs already exists, or where there is heart disease
;
also m the

case of old and weak persons, and of children,—who, however,

are not so often attacked as adults. If such chronic affections

are severe or the weakness owing to advanced age is great, a

cure can hardly be expected; but, in ordinary cases, recovery

from influenza may take place within a week, or within a few

weeks at most.
r i u ^

The after-effects of influenza, such as weakness of the heart,

neuralgia, and gastric complaints, are avoided by a timely and

correct application of the natural method of healing; which is

specialty appropriate because of its salutarj^ and marked action

on the heart, the circulation of the blood, and respiration. The

superiority of hygienic treatment to other methods is more and

more acknowledged on the part even of doctors of medicine.

Prevention is better than cure; and prevention can be secured

by hardening the body; and so enabling it to resist the disease.

Against influenza, as against all ofher infections diseases, that

man is best protected who is accustomed to cold washing and

a rational diet. The best means of cure will be to resort at once

to a full steam-bath, followed by a cool, or cold, full washmg;

and these should be repeated on the second or third day: or,

the patient should wash his whole body with cold water mixed

with one fourth vinegar, every two hours; and go to bed; ii the

attack is a slight one, the patient should also take good exercise

in the open air to get well warm. After the second or third

whole washing an active perspiration usually ensues, and this

insures the excretion of the morbid matter.—A peasant who was
attacked with this disease at six o'clock in the evening ,

and

treated himself all night as mentioned above, was well again in

the morning at the same hour.—Full washings are thus the best

remedy for this disease. The cure will be facilitated if tea of

St. John's wort and yarrow, or sage and wormwood, is taken

internally. Now and then, especially when there is high fever,

half baths are at once soothing and strengthening. People whose
head nerves are weak usually lose consciousness when attacked

with this disease. In such cases, though the above treatment

holds good, a Uttle special attention must at the same time be

given to the head. Cool, but not too cold, head compresses are

apphed from time to time; and renewed as they become warm.
Instead of frequent full washing, the short wrap will dien be well

applied, and will probably have the effect of lulling the patient
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into a refreshing sleep, and thus placing him upon the road to
recovery. (See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application
see Index.

'

Kneipp cure. INSOMNIA. The best remedy is the cold
partial, or cold hip-bath, for from five to ten seconds ; taken either
before going to bed or in the night, upon waking and being
unable to get to sleep again. This direction does not apply
however to persons whose ner\'ous systems are much weakened,
as cold w^hole washings or half baths taken immediately befoi -

going to bed would in iheir case have the effect of exciting th'

nerves still more, and making sleep impossible. For such patients
warm whole baths, of from 95 o to 100», lasting from five and
twenty minutes, are advisable. The patient should get into bed
directly after the bath, without am^ intermediate application of

cold water. Asthmatic people will often be obliged to take them
daily, for months, if the fits deprive them, of rest and sleep. But
if nervousness is the sole cause, a daily full lavation, or—wherp
the constitution is strong, an occasional Spanish cloak—often gives
rehef. Walking bare-footed; a daily knee affusion, or treading

water every evening, for some time; will often have the effect

of permanentl}?" relieving this evil. If however the insomnia is

due to nervous derangement, the result of mental overwork, three

back affusions, and three partial baths, with full lavation, knee
affusion, walking bare-footed and treading water, are applied in

rotation each week. As in this affection the feet are generally

cold, the treatment must of course begin with the lukewarm foot

bath, and its usual admixture of ashes and salt, duration fifteen

minutes. The patient should always get out of bed early in the

morning for the full lavation, and return to bed directly after-

wards. Vinegar may be added to the water used. An hour

after, when he is quite warm again the patient may get up. The
head steam-bath is frequently applied for insomnia, in combination

with affusions, Spanish cloak, front and back compresses, short

pack, and also foot pack when the feet are cold. In case of

affections of the head being the cause of insomnia, a head steam-

bath is the very first remedy to be applied. For determination

of blood to, or congestion in the head it is the proper remedy.

But as in such cases there is usuall}^ too much blood in the head,

and too htde in the feet, and the latter are therefore cold, a foot

steam-bath or foot pack, should follow the head steam-bath. See

also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of AppHcation, see Index.

Kneipp cure. INTESTINES, CANCER OF THE. Bo

some fenugreek to a pulp and introduce it into the intestine as

an enema. Water applications suited to the condition of the

patient should of course be employed to produce an action on
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the Whole system, as in protusion of the bowel Decoctions of

arnica, oak-bark, and camomile, in combmation with hip-baths, will

be found very efficacious.

Kneipp cure. JAUNDICE. Any one suffering from a dis-

ordeVed liver, or from jaundice should at once, if constitutionally

s roni resor to the mire vigorous hydropathic remedies, especi-

a h three short wraps a week; he should moreover mix with his

food o^with the first spoonful of soup, once or twice daily, some

A^ormwood powder. A full washing ,
immediately after getting

out of bed in the morning, twice a week, is greatly recommended,

and a cup of milk morning and evening containing hnely pow-

dered wood charcoal with or without sugar. Pulverized maple

leaves are likewise to be taken, a saltspoonful twice a day.

Kneipp cure. JOINTS, INFLAMMATION IN THE.

Curd poulüces, or better still clay compresses, are the appbcations

recommended for painful inflammation, when treated at once, but

if it is of old standing, and the affected joint is stiff, then hot

hay-seed compresses, followed by cold affusions, will be preferable.

Kneipp cure. JUNIPER CURE is the employment of

iuniper berries in the following way. The patient masticates and

swallows four berries on the first day; five on the second day;

six on the third day; increasing the number to fifteen on the

twelfth day, and then decreasing them again by one each day,

so that the course occupies twenty four da^^s. This cure is strongly

recommended to all who suffer from a weak stomach; and it is

also advocated as a prevendve measure against contagion. I hose

engaged in nursing or attending patients, and who might easily

take infection, will do well to chew and swallow daily from six

to ten of these berries. Unhealthy gases and fluids will thus be

expelled from the system.

Kneipp cure. KIDNEYS AND BLADDER, DISEASES
OF THE. The kidneys are cleansed, as already stated, by

sage (Salvia off. L.) tea, and more eff"ectually still if the infusion

is made from equal quantities of sage and wormwood. Powdered

sage, sprinkled on the food, has the same salutan,' effect as the

tea. Centaurv tea also acts admirably. The jumper cure is re-

commended, as well as tea of chicory (Cichorium intybus L.).

Two cups a day, one before breakfast, the other at night, will

help to cleanse the kidneys, liver and spleen.

Kneipp cure. KIDNEYS AND INCIPIENT DROPSY,
AFFECTION OF THE. A swollen abdomen is usually a

symptom here. A daily cold, full lavation, chewnng and swallow-

ing juniper berries, and drinking knot-grass tea every day, fre-

quently suffices for its suppression. Knee, and thigh, affusions
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are applied eventually in turn with hip and partial baths. A shortwrap should be given every second night.

Kneipp cure. KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION OP THEA large plaster of soft curds, wide enough to cover the bar<*
and deep enough to reach from the shoulder blades to the lowC,'
end of the spine, should be prepared and applied. When this
IS taken off, a cloth dipped in vinegar and water, should take its
place, and be left on for two hours; renewed, however, at the
expiration of each half hour during that time. A similar vine^^a.
and water compress should be sinmltaneously, and under itke
conditions as to renewal, applied to the abdomen. If the patient
is weak, the compresses should be followed by whole washin^-s
twice, thrice,^ or four times a day, according to the degree of
fever. But if the general condition is more favourable, the
patient may take two or three half baths during the day; each
bath to be succeeded, after the lapse of half an hour, by a
washing of the upper pait of the body. A tablespoonful of
rosemary wine should be given every hour, in order to produce
a direct action on the kidneys. The wine is made by boiling
rosemar}/- in two parts of water to one of wine. A tea of sage,
coltsfoot, and hips-and-haws, mixed, will serve as a substitute
for rosemary wine, if the latter cannot be provided.

Kneipp cure. KIDNEYS, PAIN IN THE. The Cane
chair steam-bath, and the lower wrap, are in the generality of

cases recommended for this disease. Internally sage, common kno -

grass, dane-wort; the juniper cure. According to the case in hand
other water applications are of course employed, together v/ith

those mentioned. A mild diet is indispensable.

Kneipp cure. KIDNEYS, WASTING OF THE, called

also B^'ighfs Disease, mdLy be treated in the same way, if cur-

able at all; that is, if the organs have not already been too much
weakened.

If convulsions set in, a short pack should be given; cold, !f

there is fever; or lukewarm, if the patient feels chilly. The
packs may be repeated, with a whole washing in the mterval.

A tea oi pewter grass may be added to those mentioned

above, as suitable in this case.

Three tablespoonfuls of an infusion of knot-grass taken

morning, noon and evening—will often remove pam in the

kidneys. The action of this simple tea is often so marked that,

in the course of a few weeks, or even days, a great deal of

gravel, and sometimes small stones, will pass off in the urino

and all pain will disappear. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes

of Application, see Index.
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Kneipp cure. Knee affusion. See Index.

Kneipp cure. KNEE, SPONGE OF THE. If the trouble

is merely local, and is taken in hand at once, it may be easily

cured by clay-water wraps, which are managed thus; take the

required quantity of clay, wash the sand out of it, mix it with

vinegar and water, spread it on coarse iinen, and apply this hke a

salve to the affected knee. This should be done once or twice

a day the plaster being left on for an hour each time; and a

whole washing taken every other day besides. Frequently sponge

of the knee is the outcome of scrofulous conditions m the

system, especially with children
;
frequently also it is accompanied

by great soreness of the eyes. In such cases the treatment should

be as follows; on getting out of bed; jump into a full bath for

three seconds, up to the neck; and in the course of the day apply

a warm fenugreek compress to the affected knee ;
leave it on for

an hour; and immediately after its removal take a strong knee

affusion. In the evening tread in water for one minute, and wash

the upper part of the body. This treatment should continue for

four weeks, after which the applications may be reduced by half.

When at last the warm fenugreek compresses are discontinued, two

half baths, and two whole washings, a week may be taken as

the conclusion of the cure. See also pp. 734, 735. For iVIodes

of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. KNEE, TUMOR OF THE. A tumour, at

whatever part existing, prevents sufficient blood getting to the

adjacent portions, whether above or below it
;
they must therefore

suffer in consequence, and waste away. The prime consideration

thus is to dissoh^e the tumour, and then to strengthen and regulate

the circulation of the blood. The prescription therefore is: Twice

daily a very warm wrap, with scalded hay-seed (duration four

hours) applied to the swollen knee. The hay-seed, however,

having become cold after about two hours, the wraps are dipped

again "quickly in hot water, and put on afresh. The rest of the

body is washed once a day with water and vinegar, to give it

tone. Internally six juniper berries are taken daily, and a spoonful

M ailk every hour, which will promote digestion. Some time

later, the warm hay-seed wrap is applied only once a day, for

two hours, and overnight a cloth, with soft boiled fenugreek laid

on it, is put on the knee or wrapped round it. Knees and thighs

must have besides an affusion Avith cold water daily. Juniper

beiTies may be eaten during the entire length of the treatment.

See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. Kneipps Pharmacy. See Index,

Kneipp cure. Lacyeal tumour. See Index.
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Kneipp cure. LARYNGEAL PHTHISIS. Generally
makes its appearance in connection with consumption of the lungs
Abscesses form at the vocal chords; speech is therefore nearly
always hoarse; and there is very great difficulty of swallowing
In other respects the affection displays the same symptoms as in
chronic laryngeal catarrh. The treatment is as in phthisis.

Kneipp cure. Lightning affusion, see Index.

Kneipp cure. LIMBS, SWELLING OF THE. Swellings
of the legs and arms occur often to elderly people, and may be
indicative of dropsy. The chief cause is weakness of the heart
and impeded circulation. The first thing to do in such cases is

to rid the blood of all impure matter and abnormal constituents.
If the feet swell in the evening only, there is not much cause for
anxiety; that may happen to healthy people. It is otherwise,
however, when the swelling occurs in the morning; as it frequently
does in the case of those whose avocations involve their sitting

a great deal in the office or the workshop.

Treatment. One day, whole washing; the next, a washing
of the upper part of the body only. After about a week, take
in rotation a thigh affusion, a half bath, and, a full bath, on the
first second and third day respectivel}' ; and so on. By that

means the necessary excretion will be brought about, and the
circulation of the blood wall be regulated. After the second week,
upper, back, and full, affusions may be taken, also in rotation;

in the warm months of the year two affusions daily, one on the

lower the other on the upper part of the body, but in the cold

months only one affusion, or one half bath : always in such order

of sequence that the lower part and the upper part respectively

of the body is treated on alternate days. Those who are unable

to enjoy much exercise will do well to take one Spanish cloak

and two short packs weekly, for excretory purposes that is to

say, one of those packs on every second day, at bed time. Good
fresh air by day and night; and easily digestible food, facilitate

a cure in these cases, as in all others. (See also pp. 734, 735).

Kneipp cure. LIVER - COMPLAINT. For enlargement

of the liver a warm hajT'-seed compress on the abdomen, and

partial baths thigh, and back, affusions are greatly recommended.
An infusion of juniper berries, and pewter grass, should be taken

by turns.

If the patient is strong, a short wrap, or a wet shirt, or the

Spanish cloak, will be very effectual; while low-er, and upper,

packs will carry off morbid matter. Weakly patients should take

a w^hole washing on the first day; and on the n^xt, a half bath

in the morning, and an upper washing in the afternoon or evening.
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In addition to these washings, a compress should be applied over

,the inflamed liver once or twice a daj^, and should be left on

for an hour and a half each time.

For all livev - complaints the various affusions, more especi-

ally thigh, and back, affusions are capital remedies. But hip, and
' partial, baths, two of each weekl}^ must be taken as well. Upper,

and full, affusions are applied only where the patient is strong:

and even then, the former of the two not before the second or

third week. A person, desirous of keeping free from affections

of the liver but being congenitally predi-sposed to it, should take

three partial baths a week; which will be most effectual if taken,

directly after a walk, even though the bather should be in a

perspiration. The chest is washed lightly and quickly during the

bath; which in winter should last only three seconds, but in

summer may be prolonged to from fifteen to twenty seconds.

The following internal remedies are at the disposal of the

sufferer from a disordered liver: viz. to drink daily two glasses

of milk, each mixed with a spoonful of pulverized charcoal.

Powder of American aloe leaves, moreover, may be taken, a few
grains weight twice a day. Strawberries daily, up to half a liter.

St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum. L.), taken in the form of

tea acts particularly well on the liver. A small admixture of aloe

powder "increases the effect, which is evident in the urine, whole
flakes of iinpure matter being frequently carried off in that medium.
An infusion of sage with wine and water cleanses the liver, and
using the same herb as a powder, with an equal quantity of

wormwood, heightens the effect. Powdered sage too, when
sprinkled over the food like pepper, has the same result. Tea
of centaury acts with efficiency. The cure with juniper berries

is, to eat four berries on the first day, five on the second, six on
the third, and so on till fifteen berries are reached; then the

number is decreased daily in the same ratio, down to five daily.

Tea of the chicory plant (Cichorium intybus L.) one cup of it

taken in the morning, and another in the evening, cleanses the
liver, spleen, and kidneys.—Powdered wormwood (Artemisia absyn-
thium L.) a pinch of which, sprinkled on soup or other food
twice a day, improves the gall, and keeps off jaundice, also re-

commended. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application,
see Index.

Kueipp cure. LOCK-JAW. On no account should force
be used to open the mouth, as the under jaw may easily be in-

jured. The head steam-bath should be resorted to at orice, and
a short cold bath taken when the patient is in a copious per-

' spiration. The cold bath should be followed by acti'>-p f^xercise.

Kneipp cure. Lower pack. See Index.

51

I
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Kneipp cure. LUMBAGO. In this complaint the low^^r
compress is apphed twice dunng the day, as it strengthens th -

spinai cord and the spine more than any other remed}-. in the case
ol sensitive patients, who suffer from "want of natural heat it is
best applied warm; the sheet is dipped in hot water, mixed with
vinegar hall an half. If the compress is applied cold it should
remain on till it has become warm in the woollen pack; if put on
warm it should be changed every ten minutes, and apj)lied
frequently during the day. This simple remedy is sufficienl:
and in most cases does away with the necessity of rubbing wiiii
tincture of arnica or spirits of camphor; auxiliaries, which are
used, where the disease has assumed a serious character. If

a powerful affusion be applied to the back, directly after the back
compress, it will prove particularly efficacious; and if the patient
has sufficient natural heat, such an affusion will suffice, without
the compress. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of AppUcation,
see Index.

Kneipp cure. LUNGS, AFFECTION OF THE. In all

maladies of this kind where pulmonary consumption is likely to

ensue, it is necessary to apply daily an upper, and a thigh, affu-

sion, in turn with knee affusion, and a hip-bath of five seconds.
If the patient is already very weak, the water used should at

first be cool or tepid. A cup of ribwort and ground ivy tea is

to be taken dail}''. Thus for four weeks. Water applications

must never be made in the evening because they are too stimu-

lating. Another prescription for affection of the lungs originating

with pleuritis, which has been wrongly treated by medical men
is: a daily full lavation, and thigh affusion, by turns with partial

baths,— i. e. one day partial bath, the next thigh affusion;—further

a short pack, twice daily for an hour and a half; to drink every

hour a large spoonful of milk. Thus for three weeks; and after

that, half the number of applications for the next three weeks,

that is to say, three full lavations, a week; three thigh affusions,

or a partial bath, and every second day, a wrap. The drinking

of milk is continued.

An affection of the lungs of nearly twenty year's standing

which was cured in four months, and which caused a great sen-

sation at the time, was treated as follows:

Every day, morning and evening washing the upper part of

the body; next day a full lavation as well. Digestion being in a

bad condition, small quantities of wormwood tea w^ere given to

improve it. A treatment of this kind naturally promotes expecto-

ration, and increases the cough. But the patient must not be

misled by that. Three weeks later, both cough and expectoration

will generally decrease. For the next three weeks there followed
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daily a full lavation, and washing the upper part of the body;

and finall}^ by turns the last mentioned application one day, and

thigh affusion the next; on the third a partial bath. With this

treatment the chronic affection of the lungs was cured. This

method is more especially to be resorted to, if, as is frequently

the case, the stomach is "the main cause of the affection.

In maladies of this kind the patient's natural heat must ever

receive due consideration; for if too much heat were to be with

drawn from a consumptive person while he is shivering, his death

would only be accelerated. Washing of the upper portion of the

body, and daily thigh affusion, in turn with partial bath, are in

the majority of cases advisable during the first vveek. People

who are not afraid of water may at once begin with upper and

thigh affusions ; the former even applied twice daily. But one of

the former frequently suffices. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes
of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. LUNGS, CATARRH OF THE. Most
affections of this kind are remnants of the orthodox medical treatment

of inflammation of the lungs. The patient coughs a great deal;

and brings up much phlegm, sometimes mixed with blood. Treat-

ment: Wash the Vi^hole body an hour before rising for good, and
turn into bed again. Every day an upper affusion; or two such
baths, if there is no lack of heat. Proceed thus for twelve days. For
the next twelve days one upper one back affusion daily. A cup
of tea of oak-bark and a little pewter grass morning and evening.

The following for a very obstinate chronic catarrh of the

lungs

:

Daily a cold lavation of the whole body, getting out of bed
for the purpose, an hour before rising, and going back to bed.

A knee affusion, moreover, every day, as well as two cold, short
.partial baths a week, lasting three seconds each. A cup of nettle

tea, dividing it into three portions; for morning, noon, and
evening. Thus for about five weeks; and then another cold
lavation four times a week, knee affusion twice, and cold partial

bath once a week. The use of nettle tea is continued. See also

pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. LUNGS, EMPHYSEMA OF THE. The
treatment must be regulated by the patient's age, and degree of
vital force. As a rule, this affection is combined with asthmatic
troubles. It usually happens that a person about sixty years of
age, rather corpulent, and leading of necessity a sedentary life,

suffers from difficulty of breathing.
In that case an excellent apphcation is the upper affusion,

employed twice daily, and a thigh and knee affusion. A hip-bath
besides, three times a week, on which days the knee affusion may

51*
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be dispensed with. The order of treatment would therefore be:
In the morning knee affusion about eleven o'clock a. m. upper
affusion about four p. m. The same on the second da^^ exce[)i

the substitution of a hip-bath for the knee affusion. Thus to C(;n-

tinue four weeks; when obstruction by mucous matter in the iune^s

has been got rid of, and action of the abdominal organs impro\'<j 1.

From ten to fifteen large spoonfuls of water should also be taken

within half an hour; adding five drops of the infusion of hips and
haws, wormwood, and juniper berries, to each spoonful. This

may be done twice a day.

With young people, and those of a delicate constitution

^^'ashing the chest with cold water, full lavation at night, drinking

Kneipp cough-tea—a mixture of the leaves of Vv'ild plantain, colts

foot, and lung wort, in equal parts—three times daily, must be

resorted to early. After a week one upper and one knee affusion

are given on the first day; one upper and one thigh affusion on

the second; upper affusion and hip-bath on the third; upper and

knee affusion on the fourth; upper affusion, and hip-bath, on the

fifth, upper and thigh affusion the sixth; upper affusion, and hip-

bath, on the seventh day. The same for three weeks. The body

must of course always have the necessary natural heat, and the

feet must never be cold, or bloodless. See also pp. 734, 735.

For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. LUNGS, HEMORRHAGE FROM THE,
The patient must keep veiy quiet; and put on a lower wrap

with a thick and very cold extra compress round the upper part

of the body. The latter when getting warm, must be re-dipped

in cold water, and renewed. Hot water bottles must likewise be

applied to the hands and feet; particularly when they are cold,

which is frequently the case in this malady. The bottles howe^ er

must only touch the outside of the hands, and be kept away from

the chest. Pewter grass at the same time makes an excellent tea

for hemorrhage of the lungs and stomach, because of its astringent

qualit}^

Kneipp cure. LUNGS, INFLAMMATION OF THE. A
pack from under the arms to the tips of the toes, is applied twice

a day next a teaspoonful of sweet oil of almonds must be taken,

and on the inflamed painful part a poultice of quite thin cuids

spread to the thickness of the back of a knife is put on every

three hours. Kneipp's cough-tea should also be taken, halt a

cupful three times a day.

Kneipp cure. LUPUS. According to the most recent ex-

perience the following treatment has proved very successful m

this dreided disease, which requires that while special attention
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is paid to the affected part, the general object of strengtliening

fhp whole system shall be kept in view.
. ^ . , , ,

If the physical condition of the patient is -fairly good a daily

aDDlication may be prescribed; and in addition, a hay-seed shirt,

orTe S^LnT^^ once a week, for alternative pm-poses A

Te^nning may be made with one half bath early on the first

da? to be foUowed on the second day by a full ahusion; and

on the third day by a whole washing; on the fourth day, a half

bath followed by washing of the upper part of the body, may

be given in the morning, and in the evening either the hay-seed

shirt or the Spanish cloak; on the filth day, a whole washmg

on the sixth, a full affusion; and so on, repeating the course It

however the patient is in a weak state of health, the applications

should be proportionately less frequent, and the order about as

follows; on the first day, a whole washing; on the third day a

half bath;, on the fifth day, whole washmg; and on the seventh a

half bath. Perhaps on the tenth day, the hay-seed shirt may be

put on in the evening, and repeated at intervals of four or five

^^^^The diet is here a consideration of the first importance; and

drv food, or the whole-meal cure, is much to be recommended

;

at^least as part of the whole regimen, which m other respects

should be chiefly vegetarian, the addition of meat being restricted

to the midday meal once or at most twnce in the week Whole-

meal bread, or rye-bread, should be toasted, then reduced, bv

rubbing or grating, to the condition of coarse bread crumbs, and

three spoonfuls of these eaten twice a day. Or, a mixture of the

various teas will prove very serviceable m these cases; particu-

larly if very litde of the material is infused—say at the most a

small teaspoonful—and a couple of spoonfuls of the infusion is

taken morning and evening. The tea should be changed every

two or three days ; at first oak-bark ; then a mixture of wormwood,

pewter grass, and tormentilla.

The exudation from the sores must be quickly removed and

sores may then be dressed from time to time with powdered clay,

which must not be washed off. For the first week the clay

dressing may be given once a day; but after that at intervals of

three days. An ointment made of clay, with wormwood and

tormentilla added, may be applied as a change, instead of the

clay powder. If the affected part is swollen, fenu greek plasters,

used alternately with thin alum-water, will be found very advan-

tageous. The complete cure may take a very long time; this

will of course depend on tiie constitution of the patient and the

-everit}'^ of the disease.

A gendeman had lupus on the nose. He had twice a week
thigh affusion, twice back affusion, once a wet shirt, had to wahc
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bare-footed everyday, and the nose was rinsed three times a dr-with a weak infusion of pewter grass; and the sore places weVl
covered over at night with prepared clay. (Fine clay is made
into an ointment with two thirds water and one third vineear>A head steam-bath was also given every two or three days and
a foot steam-bath after another couple of days. This treatmentwas continued for from nine to twenty weeks; but improvementwas evident at the end of six weeks. Then there appeared in
the lace, and on the whole upper portion of the body, a fearful
eruption. The lupus gradually healed and left only a scar
behind.

But still niore striking cases of cure of lupus in the face on
the cheeks and forehead, with children and adults, have frequendy
to be recorded; cases in which the affection was not of too old
a standing. A child with lupus in the face was speedily relieved
of the complaint by the Kneipp cure in the following manner"
It was washed every day all over with cold water, and had a
cold partial bath every other day, duration six seconds

;
poultices

of fine clay and vinegar ointment were applied daily to the sore
parts; and now and then head and foot steam-baths were given
in turn. After six weeks the cure was complete. See also pn
734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. MÄLÄRlÄ. (Marsh fever in Italy.)
While other fevers generally come from within and affect the
whole system, without causing much pain; malarial fever is ex-
ceedingly painful, and attacks parts of the body, the back, chest,
legs, hands and feet, etc. Weakly subjects are very Hable to it;

and the mere dread of the fever is sufficient to bring it on. In
combating it, the curative measures adopted should be such as
will act upon the system generally; and the poisonous matter
must be got rid of chiefly by perspiration.

The first remedy is the warm upper compress ; which should
be renewed every half hour. The artificial warmth so supplied,
reinforcing the natural warmth of the patient, produces the desired
perspiration, and the poison is thrown ofT. The greater the per-

spiration, the better. For the next three days, two cold whole
washings should be taken daily, to keep up the throwing-off
action, and to strengthen the body. Strong patients may have
the cold wet shirt, or the Spanish cloak, instead of a whole
washing. Small quantities of an infusion of centaury, wormwood,
angelica root, or juniper berries, should be drunk; tormentilla

is also to be recommended. The extracts of these plants, how-
ever, are better and more effectual than infusions. These extracts

(tinctures) may be given separately, or mixed together—eight or

ten drops in a tablespoonful of water on a piece of sugar. The
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last named tincture is also the best remedy against sea-sickness.

See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. MEASLES. Twice daily a warm hay-

seed shirt covered with a blanket, duration an hour and a ha t.

While the patient is very hot. he is qmckly washed with cold

water once or twice a day. For the rest, the treatment under

Scarlatina" may be adopted.

Kneipp cure. MENTAL DISEASES. With the increase

,,i nen^ous diseases h-om vear to year, the number of the mentally

dflicted grows constantly^ greater; and in almost every country

mad-hous?s have had to be enlarged and extended. The disease

mav be due to hereditary causes, to overwork, or to self-poisonmg

with alcoholic liquors; sometimes also to the mtensified struggle

for existence ; and finally to extravagance and vice 1 he terrible

disease of mental benightedness may be due to any of those causes

:

but most terrible of all—and this is unhappily, the bitter truth-

is the fact that a goodly number of our insane owe their mis-

fortune to medical treatment. . • > • u •

"Sanitary Councillor" Dr. Bil/inger, furnishes us with in-

contestable proof of this. He shows, after placing the facts before

us how a young medical student, full of promise, with a strong

robust constitution, the pride of his family, was rendered a wretch-

ed imbecile after twelve months' confinement m a niad-hoiise—

the victim of a treatment with a medicinal poison which the State

sanctions, and anything more destructive than which it is impossible

to imagine. The ill-starred student led a most steady hfc, and

was preparing conscientously for an examination shortly to come

off. when he interrupted his mental labours by a drinking bout.

He had till then hved an abstemious and retired hfe, but as a

result of his indulgence in alcoholic drinks on that occasion, he

was suddenly attacked with acute raving madness. This would

have been cured in a few days, with natural treatment
;
but

the doctor who was called in directed that the patient should be

sent at once to a mad-house; where Dr. Bilfinger afteiwards

paid him a visit at the wish of the young man's parents. Dr. Bd-

finger then ascertained that the young man had had every evemng

an injection of morphia. Both the attendant and the doctor con-

firmed this fact. Thus the poor wretched man had, from the

very first, daily injections of this deadly poison, which naturally

made him more and more dull-witted; while the miserable state

of his nerves became more intensified every day. When Dr. Brl-

ünger remarked upon the unpleasant smell in the room, he learnt

that all three patients in the apartment belonged to the "dirty

class; most probably in consequence of the use of this diabolical

morphia. Complete mental derangement was, as already mentioned

,
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he end ot this promising young man! This, then, is an instanc.how the unfortunate insane are treated now-a-days in asylums bv
preyileged medical men! Bilßnger, Kmipp. and several othe,
doctors and followers of the Kneipp method, tell us as contrasting
with the above, of many cases where persons, far more deepiv
affected with mental disease, completely recovered in a very shou
time, and became clear in mind as before. The treatment vari.--
ot course with the condition of each patient. Bilftnger enumerat-'
the following remedies

: Firstly, rational psychological treatment
on the part of doctor and attendants; secondly, non- stimulating
diet; thirdly, fresh air; fourthly, special water treatment, in the

i*^^i?u 1.^°°^ ^^^^^ especially for women, short, cold
half baths, body and calf packs; in combination with steam jars
and hot water bottles in bed; and later on knee and upper jet
baths: last but not least diligent walking bare-foot.

The first applications in all cases of mental aberration, when
the feet are cold, are a warm steam-bath with wood ashes and
salt, and a shoulder pack or Scotch compress. If the feet are
not cold, a foot pack, consisting of a pair of wet socks ovei
which dry woollen stockings are drav/n, should be applied in com-
bination with the shoulder or chest pack, and at the same time.
Kneipp treated an absolutely insane girl with excellent result in
the following way : Washing the whole body twice a week ; widi
three knee affusions, and as many warm foot baths containing a
handful of wood ashes and salt, in the evening before going to
bed duration of the baths fifteen minutes; three times a week
a pack reaching from the knees to the shoulders, wrung out in
warm water and vinegar; morning and evening three spoonfuls
of wormwood tea. Where the patient is not strong, an eifort
must be made to increase the natural heat, especially of the feet,

and thus to infuse fresh life into the blood only. Knee affusions
must be applied, and several warm three-quarter packs given
alternately with two cool full washings. The before-mentioned
unfortunate medical student being in possession of robust health,

could have been at once treated with upper and thigh affusions,

shoulder and foot pack, all quite cold. With six upper affusions;

as many thigh and knee affusions ; six shoulder, and simultaneous
loot packs; Tour back affusions; four half baths; six full washings;
and perhaps four full packs besides, the poor fellow would have
been restored to health by any "quack". Regarding our pooi

lunatics in the State asylums of Saxony, (and similar conditions
no doubt occur in all others) an attendant on mentally afflicted

patients, who is well acquainted with the natural method of

healing said to me during a railway journey to Colditz: "If

I were allowed to treat our patients with the rational system,

I should save many an unfortunate man, who would be dis-
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charged as perfect^ cured, and able to return to the bosom of

his faniilv".
, . , , .

,

That insane people should be treated in mad-houses in exactly

the same manner as they would be at their homes by their own

l elatives, is the rightful wish of all, whether friends of, or strangers

to the victims; and it is the conviction of most people. Is this,

or can this be, always the case, in view of the many hundreds

of such patients confined in these asylums, and of the strictl}''

militar}^ discipline enforced there, to our knowledge, the attendants,

in male asylums at least, are chiefly men who have served their

time in the army. At any rate, let us hope that fair treatment

is on the whole accorded to this class of patients, in spite of

many ugly rumours to the contrary current among the people.

We hold it, however, in the interest of these sufferers, who
undoubtedly are the most wretched in existence, to be our duty,

by the collection of material bearing on this subject, to get at the

real truth; and if we should discover that, instead of a gentle

and compassionate (yet withal firm) treatment, the military spirit

with its rough manner predominates, we shall not fail to proclaim

it publicly in the proper way.

To the pious wish that the latter supposition ma}^ not prove

true, and that it is therefore not justified, we join the request

that the managers of such institutions will exercise the utmost

care to ensure to the patients a treatment equal, in forbearance

and gentleness, to that of the female attendants at the Alberta

Asylum. We know that deranged people are generally more
difficult to manage and to nurse than other patients; and we desire

therefore, in the interest of the nurse and attendants themselves,

to see their number increased so as to secure for every patient

the willing attention of his nurses, to the full extent which his

case requires, and in the manner that humanity would dictate.

Kneipp cure. MIGRAINE. In light cases wash the abdomen
vigorously from two to four times daily for two or three days
with cold water and vinegar; in addition to which the disease
in its chronic state requires two or three partial baths a week.
Drink caraway or fennel tea. In very obstinate cases, inherited

often by the second and third generation, and sometimes of more
than twenty years standing, upper and knee affusions are applied
three times a week, in turns with three partial baths. Walking
bare-footed is also particularly efficacious in such cases. Should
the patient be unable to ensure sufficient heat by exercise, a short
or lower wrap, ma}^ be substituted for the upper and knee affusion

and lavation in bed for the partial bath. In this malady a meat
diet must be avoided. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of

Application, see Index.
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Kneipp cure. MIND, DISORDERED. This kind of disease is irequently the transition stage between health and in
sanit}^ If the constitution be weak the warm foot bath ancj
shoulder pack are^the first measures to apply; but if the con
stitution is strong, then the wet shirt is the best remedy /
coarse Imen shirt is dipped in cold water, well wrung out put
on, and the patient is then covered up in the bed with a blankei
so as to admit no air. Duration of the pack one and a half tu
two hours. Disordered fancies being, however, often the .con-
sequence o( gases, which rise to the head, produce pain there
and afi'ect the brain unfavourably, five drops of lavender oil'
taken on sugar twice daily, act with capital effect. A half bath
is best taken after a walk. The patient should have diversion of
a suitable kind, to lead his gloomy thoughts into other channels.

Kneipp cure. MUCUS IN THE LUNGS, CHEST AND
WINDPIPE, ACCUMULATION OF. The applications indicated
are: washing the upper part of the body; chest, and throat, corn-
presses in turn with lavation of the lower parts. Tea of wild
angelica, stinging nettles or their roots ; a cupful divided into three
parts for morning, noon and night. The accumulated matter is

discharged in the urine. Lime or mallow blossom tea, as well
as the infusion if chicory (Cichorium intybus, L.) acts on mucus
in the stomach in the same way. A gargle, or tea, made of

mullein (Verbascum Schraden Meyer) dissolves it effectively, es-

pecially when added to an equal quantity of black mallow.

Kneipp cure. MUSCLES, ATROPHY OF. This disease

may be either local or general. Muscles waste, because owing
to unhealthy changes in the nervous system, they are not suffi-

ciently supplied with blood. The main object, therefore, is to re-

gulate the circulation. In many cases, the disease is the resu'f

of chronic illness, and a consequent thoroughly bad state of the

blood and fluids of the body ; or this latter condition may be due

to faulty nutrition, or to medical treatment with mineral poisons

(as for instance mercury). The natural treatment consists in

rubbing, bending and otherwise moving, the wasted limbs; to-

gether with cold washings and affusions. If, as often happens,

the muscular ^itrophy is connected with a spinal disease or com-

plaint, regard should be had to the treatment prescribed under

that head; and a radical cure undertaken, in addition to purely

local applications. If the natural heat of the patient is low, warm
compresses should be used for a time at the commencement.

Kneipp cure. MUSCLES, INFLAMMATION OF. Cold

vinegar compresses, or other cooling applications, in the same

form, of herbs which will have an astringent effect and relieve
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pain But movement of the affected muscles is here an miportant

part of the treatment, with occasional affusions over the seat of

the inflammation, whether it be in the hand, forearm or foot.

Discharged matter should always be promtly removed. Never lay

ice on the inflamed spot.

Kneipp cure. NERVES, AFFECTIONS OF THE. Chronic

affection of the nerves—with the symptoms of irregular pulsations,

frequent palpitation of the heart, generally cold feet, giddiness m
the head, failing memory, feeling of fear and trepidation, the patient

starting at the merest noise—is treated sucessfully with the follow-

ing applications: Wash the whole body every morning, before

getting up for good, and return to bed, to acquire warmth again;

take three partial baths a week (in winter time these may be

taken when the patient gets up, or at any other time of the day,

with the only proviso that he cakes measures to recover his warmth
quickly). Walk bare-footed a great deal in winter, on wet stones,

and out of doors too; in summer in the garden or elsewhere in

the open air. In order to improve, and give tone to, the stomach,

undertake a cure with juniper berries, and worwood tea, in small

portions. Thus for four weeks; and during the next four, halve

the number of apphcations, coming finally to two or three partial

baths a week.

Kneipp cure. NERVOUS AFFECTION WITH TEM-
PORARY LOSS OF VOICE. As a rule tliis is a ladies' ma-
lady ; or at least of those who have suffered much from chlorosis.

Treatment:—One day, lavation of the upper part of the

body on getting out of bed, and returning to bed afterwards ; on
the next day, a partial bath; but walking bare-footed must be
practised daily in the room, or on wet stones, for from five to

ten minutes. This course to be continued for several weeks.

Kneipp cure. NERVOUS DERANGEMENT AND IN-
SOMNIA CONSEQUENT UPON MENTAL FATIGUE.
Take a lukewarm foot bath, mixed with salt and ashes, of fif-

teen minutes duration, at night; wash the whole body with cold

water in the morning an hour before rising for good ; take a

knee affusion in the com-se of the day, consisting of three water
cans full of water. Proceed thus for ten days; after which take
daily a full lavation of the body; walk in water, above the calves
daily for two or three minutes; take a back affusion every other
day for a week; and the same number of partial baths weekly.
Continue this treatment for four weeks. Then, for the purpose
of strengthening the system, take two partial batlis, and one full

lavation a week, but only one back affusion in the same period:
or walk on wet stones, in water, or on wet grass, in winter for
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one minute, on fresh fallen snow. See also pp. 734, 735. Fo-
Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. NERVOUSNESS WITH DETERMINATION OF BLOOD TO THE HEAD. For four week^'
take a lull lavation every day; and three partial-baths a week'
and walk bare-footed a great deal; next, four full lavations weekly
for another four or six weeks every other dav, that is, and thre.
thigh, and one back, affusion each week; walk in water dail^
for three minutes. Thus, therefore, in addition to the dail\
walking in water, there is an application for every day. At th
end of the cure there is one only every other day; say, a ful'
lavation to-day, to morrow a free day, and on the day after t(j-

raorrow a thigh affusion; then another free day, etc.

ALL PEOPLE, SUFFERING WITH THEIR NERVES will do well, tO
accustom themselves to walking bare-footed, and to begin with h
in summer either out of doors or indoors; also to taking air-baths
in the room, and in the open : also to dipping the feet when they
are warm into cold water for five minutes every dsLy up to the
calves: but if the feet are cold, to take a warm foot bath with
salt and ashes, and not dip the feet in cold water after they are
warm. Too wai-m clothing should not be worn. Two partial
baths a week, and now and then a thigh affusion should be taken.
As the back affusion does not agree with every nervous patient,
it is to be used less frequently, and rather with strong than
with delicate people. All confining foot gear, even the elastic

bands of gaiters, are objectionable; for they impede the
free circulation of the blood. Likewise tight collars, and stays.

Tobacco smoke, alcohol, and mental over-exertion, are to be
avoided; a light, digestible diet, on the other hand, plenty of

exercise out of doors, mountain climbing, and pleasant entertain-

ment and conversation, are advocated. People are serioush
dissuaded from using water applications too frequently: one a

day is fully sufficient; but at the same time monotony of treat-

ment is warned against, as change is the great and main thing
here. See also pp. 734, 735. P^or Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. NERVOUSNESS WITH VERTIGO.
Washing the upper portion of the body every day; three partial

baths a week, in rotation with three thigh affusions i. e. to-day
partial bath, to morrow a thigh affusion. If the patient is other

wise strong and vigorous, he may, in addition, wear a wet shir ,

steeped in cold water and vinegar once a week. One spoonful

of wormwood tea should be taken morning, noon, and evenings

Kneipp cure. NOSE, BLEEDING FROM THE. If th.

affection recurs at all frequently in which case it may be a fruit
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fill source of consumption-Ktieipp recommended affusion on die

upper part of the head. An infusion of sept-foil pewter grass,

and shepherd's purse, two or three large spoonfuls a day will do

good: but the main thing is a general treatment.

Kneipp cure. NOSE, VIOLENT BLEEDING FROM THE.

Salted water, and the infusion of pewter grass should be drawn

up into the nose. If that does not stop the bleeding, a can ot

cold water should be poured over the patient s head, neck, and

shoulders The bodv must lie quiet and m a horizontal position.

The douche just mentioned is to be repeated a tew hours

later and the bleeding, however violent, will then cease. But it

often happens that severe bleeding of the nose takes place during the

monthly period of young females. Here the circulation is evidently

deranged: Such patients have as a rule cold feet; it is clear

therefore that the blood is all in the upper part of the system,

and is wanting below. In these cases the following procedure

is advisable- A warm foot bath, with the addition of wood-ash

and salt is taken three times a week, for fifteen minutes each

time- and every morning on getting out of bed a cold knee

affusion lasting only one minute ; to the knees only, and not to

the feet. Two half baths, and two full washings, weekly, taken

or o-iven alternately for some weeks, will complete the course of

treatment. The diet should be simple and nutritious; no coffee.

Kneipp cure. Oak-bark, Decoction of. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Oat-straw, Decoction of. See Index.

Kneipp cure. OBESITY. The following course of water

applications should be carried put. On the first day, thigh

affusion; on the second, upper affusion; on the third, half bath;

on the fourth, back affusion; the fifth, lightning affusion; the

sixth, upper affusion; on the seventh day, a half bath; then two

of those applications every day
;
bearing in mind that a lightning

affusion in the morning, and a half bath in the afternoon, are

the most effectual means of keeping down obesity. If the heart

is weak, only the milder applications must be used. It stands

to reason that a too Hberal consumption of beer is not permis-

sible. The dailv allowance should not exceed two glasses, and

even that should be reduced as soon as possible to one. Kneipp

recommends a good, nourishing, mixed diet; such as is specially

provided in estabhshments where the Natural Method of Healing

is practised. To go hungry, or to eat almost exclusively meat

on one day and vegetables on another, would be equally mistaken.

See also pp. 734, 735.

Kneipp cure. Packs. See Index.
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Kneipp cure. PAIN IN SWALLOWINa r
water and honey (a tea spoonful oil^ney^T^^^^
Ol water). If no honey should be at hand the garde mavsist of sage tea or alum-water. ^ ^ "^^^

Kneipp cure. PARALYSIS. Everv mrf of k.^ •

subject to this affliction. As a rule, the d^'culS on s nter^Sed"and there IS a want of blood, and a feeling of coldness in the

L^er nart' '™f ,f
P^^^S '^"'Sestfon of blood in soLotner part. Ihis state of things must be met at onr«- ^«n^

affusions will be the best means to employ If there is swHlml^warm apphcations should be used, in the form of hay seed col'

S^ff^k' fST''^^
warm fenu greek poultices; the he^bbemg boiled to a pulp before being laid on. Cold affusions musthowever, be given as well, to the swollen parts. Wherever infact coldness and weakness are felt, in consequence of the inter

ruption of the circulation, there should be affusions energetically
applied daily, while the rest of the body is not neglected thusupper,-m turn with back, full, knee, and thigh.-affusions should
be given, m addition to the local apphcations. Later, two half
baths and a lull bath, weekly, each for a few seconds only, may
take the place of affusions; except those which must be contin-
ued on the swollen parts, and which should take the form of
the lightning affusion. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of
Apphcation, see Index.

Kneipp cure. PERITONITIS. This malady may be caused
either by external injury or pressure, or by internal disorder
such as ulceration of the bowels or inflammation in the womb

'

or strangulated hernia may produce it.

Shivering; violent pain, particularly if pressure is exerted on
the abdomen; starting; great thirst; nausea; frequent vomiting of
green and yellow fluid; obstinate constipation

; difficulty of breath-
mg; flatulence, and constant desire to pass water; and, in the
advanced stage of the disease, unconsciousness and delirium ; are
the symptoms of this inflammation. The treatment consists in
applying cold or warm compresses, which should be changed
every half hour, compresses may be apphed to the back and
che.9t. Sipping water; enemata; lying as quiet as possible; and
a mild diet, cold boiled milk, gruel or mucilaginous soup. If the
inflammation has led to the discharge of matter, and fever has
resulted, a fever treatment must be observed as directed on
page 440. See pp. 734, 735. For Modes of AppHcation, see Index.

Kneipp cure. PHTHYSIS. This is incurable when advanced
to the third and last stage; na}^, water treatment only hastens
death, because the patient's vital force is unequal to struggling
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with it, and must of necessity succumb. The disease on the

other hand, when still in the initial stage and when not advanced

"too far—when, in fact, it is as yet in its second stage,—with

intelligent treatment, is decidedly curable. Still, moderation is the

great thing here; one application a day fully suffices; and this

one is best made in the morning or afternoon ; never in the evening,

because the stimulation produced v/ould rob the patient of the

sorely needed night's rest. The following modes of treatment

may be resorted to in succession but one application only each

day: one upper, one thigh, one knee, one upper affusion and a

partial bath. Some patients, notably those who still continue

strong, may likewise apply the pack, and the full atfusion, once

a week. Walking bare-footed, or treading water, practised only

for a very short time, assists the cure materially; ribwort, worm-

wood, and ground ivy, are greatly recommended as salutary herbs

for internal use. Where the digestion is defective a cupful of

ribwort, mixed with oak-bark, or ten or twelve bruised juniper

berries, will be sufficient for two doses, taken morning and night.

Great attention must be paid to make children of consumptive

parents; who are therefore congenitally tainted, hardy; and, by

a proper diet, to enable then to get rid of all morbid niatter. A
ha^^-seed shirt weekly, and the immersion of the child in cold

water for a second three or four times, are the means of attaining

this object. Their most suitable diet will be a semi-liquid soup,

made of bread ; strengthening soup
;

light, digestible vegetables

;

fruit, and whey-cakes, as made in Saxony. For the rest, see

"Emphysema of the lungs", "Pulmonary catarrh and affec-

tions". See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index

Kneipp cure. PILES. Light cases are very soon cured

with one or two hip-baths daily, each lasting a minute or two;
severe cases require more than that. There are often abdominal
troubles, and hard bowels, connected with the disease. In that

case the treatment is as follows: Full washing every day: two
thigh aflfusions, two half baths, and two short packs, a week. A
month later, four full washings are given weekly; and alternately

two thigh affusions, one half bath, and one pack. Internally, a

cup of tea of elder leaves. If the piles are very troublesome, a

cold hip-bath is taken at once, followed by a cold compress
applied to the seat of pain. Kneipp also prescribes, with success-

ful results, sitting for a quarter of an hour daily on a coarse
linen cloth, wetted with cold water and four times folded (eight-

fold). The chief meal may here also be a mixed one: as indeed
in most cases in the Kneipp cure meat with suitable vegetables
is allowed for dinner. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of"

Application, see Index.
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Kneipp eure. PLEURITIS, PLEURISY. The foot pa !

p.-oper IS the first and most effective water apphcation in vaPiou:
kinds of inflammation, as also in that of the lungs and pleur/
It consists m putting on a pair of wet socks and over them di '^

woo len stockmgs; renewing them after from one to two hour'At the same time, the painful parts are poulticed with thinnr-d
curds in their natural state, the poultice being changed thr^e or
lour timesdaily The curds are plaistered on linen to the thicknc
ot the back of a table-knife; they absorb the heat, soothe and
relieve the pain m the most striking manner. After some impro^•.-
ment has set m the following is the procedure. 1) Two war.,,
wraps a week, each of short duration, with cloths or sheet whici
have been wrung out in water boiled with oat straw. These
wraps will serve the purpose of solvents and absorbents of morbid
matter. 2) Two upper and two lower cold compresses weekh,
each lasting forty five minutes. These also operate as solvents, arid
as tonics. 3) Upper affusion twice a week, and knee affusion or
treading water daily. 4) A half bath every other day. Th-
applications (3 and 4) strengthen the lower and upper parts oi
the body respectively. As tea, one should drink daily one thii^d
of a cupful of yarrow. St. John's wort, and wormwood morning,
noon, and evening. For cooling the system internally, a tea-
spoonful of good salad, or sweet almond, oil, should be taken
several times a day. Simple food; and strengthening soup morning
and evening. From six to ten juniper berries eaten daily besides,
%vill act beneficially on the stomach and kidnevs. See "Lungs,
Inflammation of the". See also pp. 734, 735"^ For Modes of
Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. PODAGRA. Cold water is the best and
only remedy for this malady, so greatly, akin to gout and
rheumatism. But it is just patients of this kind who most shun
water

;
prefering warm applications which improve their condition

for a short time, and soothe their great pain. Only those patients
who are quite afraid of cold water should be treated at first

with warm hay- seed wraps; but cold affusions must alwa\-.-

follow the wraps immediate^. It will be best to manage the

treatment in the following way—especially when the patient is

suffering excessive pain, and when there is inflammatory swelling
—the first thing in the morning, while the upper part of the body,
which is probabty sound, remains warmly covered up, the lower
extremities are protruded from the bed, and vigorousl}/ douched
with from four to six canfuls of cold water. In this case, however,
the upper parts of the body have also to be washed with cold

water sooner or later, m order that the whole body may perspire.

Affusions of this kind may be given two or three times daily,
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but must always be followed by upper lavation or affusion. Great

pain must not "by any means be admitted as a reason for foregoing

the affusions; on the contrary, the more violent the pain, the

t^reater is the necessity for applying more vigorous and more

frequent affusions. It is only thus, that fire can be extinguished,

and pain relieved or removed. The best plan is always to have

recourse to affusions, directly the pain sets in. In obstinate cases,

:wo full affusions, each of three minutes duration, ma}^ be neces-

sary, every day. A full affusion must in all cases follow a pack;

and,' as a general rule of the treatment, the painfully affected

swollen limb should be energetically douched, while the rest of

the body is washed; and the double treatment should be repeated

once or twice every day. The application in this disease, of

bruised violet leaves is highly efficacious. See also pp. 734, 735.

For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. POLYPI. The sufferer from this ailment,

no matter in what part of the body it makes its appearance, should

for a long time make use of a diluted decoction of pewter grass

(water), in addition to any general course of treatment pre-

scribed in such cases. If the polypus is in the nose, the pewter
grass decoction, or an infusion of the same plant, should be in-

jected into the organ with a syringe, or sniffed up, two or three

times a day. It stands to reason that any constitutional malad}-,

from which the patient may be suffering at the same time, must
be the subject of special treatment: that, for instance, a patient

suffering from asthma should follow all directions given in this

book under that heading. A neglected cold will sometimes become
chronic ; and it is generally under such circumstances that polypi
form in the nose. Direct local measures will remove the formation,
but it may be expected to renew itself. A cup of pewter grass
tea should be taken daily, for aperient and alterative purposes.

Kneipp cure. POLYPHÜS IN THE ABDOMEN. This
fearful disease, which occurs often with nervous, ansemic women,
canies, when treated medically, many a mother to an early grave,
or renders her sickly for life."^ Local treatment and operations do
not, as a rule, lead to a cure, but only augment the pain and
misery. If the case is not too far advanced, nature will here
also aid herself, if adequately and rationally strengthened.

The malady will certainl}'- not be cured in six weeks, but
perhaps at soonest in as many months, and an after-treatment, will

then have to be carried out for a considerable time, in order to
ensure a lasting recovery of health. The treatment, for the first

two or three months, is as follows : the patient should get out of
bed every morning for the purpose of having a cold full lavation,
..nd then return to bed for an hour. A cold partial bath should be
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taken every day for five seconds, in order to increase the quantity
of blood; a spoonful of warm milk should be drunk hourly, and
a cup of pewter grass tea daily. The second course of treatment
holding good for about four weeks, is: three partial baths a week'
and a lull lavation every day; a spoonful of milk every two hours'
and a cup of tea of pewter grass and St. John's wort combin-
ed, dail}'.

The patient must not allow his faith in the treatment to be
shaken if after this regimen, carried out most strictly, the pains
still gradually increase, and sometimes culminate in fainting fits.

These are indications that sufficient blood is now circulating in
the lower parts of the body, and that the system will shortly
eject all that is morbid in it. It usually happens that the vigorous
current of the blood carries the polypus with it. Pain and loss

of blood are then soon over. As fresh formations of polypus are
apt to occur, a strict after-treatment must be observed for some
months; consisting in at least two partial baths and two full

lavations a week, taken in regular rotation.

Be it mentioned at the same time in connexion with this

female complaint that excrescences in the abdomen have been
b}^ this simple method made to suppurate and to heal within four

months, and without a surgical operation. A female teacher, in

whose case eminent medical men had diognosed a uterine tumour,
and who had in vain invoked the aid even of some approved and
efficient natural healers, wrote to Kneipp, and received the following

instructions, written by himself. Four hay-seed wraps a week,
four knee affusions, and four full lavations. Continue thus for

four weeks, and for the next four weeks, half the number of

applications. The result was highty satisfactory. After blood-

mixed matter had discharged for some time, there remained only

one inflamed spot, which by means of cold, wet body compresses,

two partial baths a week, and two full lavations, was soon com-

pletely cured. The woman is at this day hale and happy, and an

enthusiastic admirer of the Kneipp cure.

Descent of the uterus is likewise cured by a persistent

Kneipp cure often within a short time. The usual instructions

are; two upper lavations a week, three partial baths; and a

vinegar and water compress on the abdomen twice a week, the

compress to consist of a cloth folded in four.

A Uterine flexion, connected with rectal fistula, was cured

by the following apphcations, although the patient had been re-

peatedly operated upon. First day: full lavation; the second,

partial bath ; the third, a short hay-seed wrap ; and the treatment

thus continued for four weeks. A cup of tea, made of common
pewter grass and St. /o/di's wort dailv. When the four weeks
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had nassed. the tea was continued morning, noon and night' in

addition to two short wraps, three full lavatioas and three partial

baths, a week. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Apphcation,

see Index.

Kneipp cure. PURGATIVES. Sioe blossoms (Prunus

Spinosa L.) boiled for a few minutes, yield a decoction which it

a cupful be taken daily for three or four days, acts radically but

liditly and without causing any inconvenience. As the most

effectual and at the same time painless remedy, and one which

produces no ill effects afterwards, Kneipp recommeded his Wuhl-

huber tea No. i; a mixture which has for its object, on the one

side to strengthen, while weakening, on the other, by the carry-

ing off of vitiated matter. The purgative action sets m from twelve

to thirty hours after the tea has been infused and taken, btrong

constitutions can .take a cup of Wühlhuber tea two days running;

while weaker patients will do better to distribute one cup over

two or three days. The receipt is as follows: One tablespoonful

of fenugreek, one of powdered aloes, two of ground fennel, and

two of ^crushed juniper berries; all well mixed, and kept in a tin

box. One teaspoonful of the mixture suffices for one cup of tea;

if boiled for fifteen minutes and then poured off". The tea may

be taken either warm or cold, and with or without sugar; best

at bed time. Another purgative remedy is a tablespooniul of cold

water taken every hour: or, just before bed-time and on getting

up, the abdomen should be quickly washed with cold water.

Inee affusion, or whole washings, . and three cold hip or half

baths, are recommended; and for obesity a grape cure.

Sauerkraut is also an aperient. Plenty of stewed fruit, whole-

meal soup, plenty of vegetables, oatmeal soup and gruel, and malt

coffee as a beverage, are also recommended; with as much exer-

cise in the open air as possible. For Modes of Application, see

Index.

Kneipp cure. RABIES. A person bitten by a dog which

is supposed to be mad should at once steam the part, leg or

arm; and after that apply a wet pack. People of vigorous consti-

tution may then put on "the Spanish cloak cold; those who are

not strong must use it warm. Produce perspiration, and give

cold washing, by turns. The wound should also be washed
frequently with warm water.

Kneipp cure. RECTAL FISTULA. Two or three hip

baths of a warm infusion of pewter grass, or hay-seed, weekly;

likewise small enemata with the infusion of pewter grass and

oak-bark. The Spanish cloak, or body pack, once or twice

a week.

520»
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Kneipp cure. RENAL COLIC, DUE TO CALCULUS
1 his most painful malady sometimes makes its appearance quit

"

suddenly, and spreads so rapidly as to throw the patient into
cold perspn-ation. Two cold herbal hip-baths daily, of 99» duratioh
from ten to fourteen minutes followed by cold affusions ' are her/
the first applications. Next come packs dipped in warm vinegai
on the region of the kidneys, remaining on for two hours eacl.

i^V^^^^^^^^
if ^hey get cold within the two hours. If treatraen

of this kind is continued several days a warm hip-bath is first givei
then follows a cold lavation, and warm wrap. If the urine th
passing of which is at first difficult, painful, and scanty--pei
haps only by drops—begins to flow more freely, then thigh aiiu
back affusions may be proceeded with. A daily full lavation,
and partial bath, may form the concluding treatment of this
disease. If it were neglected to let the cold hip-bath follow the
pleasant warm one, the penalty would be severe

;
for, independently

of the fact that the cold application is the most excellent remed'
for inflammation of the abdomen, it also acts beneficially on the
bowels; so that the patient, after some straining is able to get
rid of hard faeces which were partly the cause of the pains he
had to undergo.

Kneipp cure. RHEUMATISM. See in the first place:

„Articular rheumatism," „Gout" and „Podagra." Acute rheu-
matisin is cured in a short time, with proper treatment. The first

thing is to get the morbid matter discharged from the systen^
to effect w^hich arm, leg, trunk, or three-quarter packs must be
applied, cold well wrung out, according to the position and extent
of the affected part ; and the patient must get perfectly warm, lying
in bed, covered with a warm blanket from one to two hours, "r ull

lavation may follow, and the affected part should then have a vigor-

ous affusion; according to the circumstances, therefore, it may bsv

necessary to give an arm affusion, or a leg affusion, or a back, c/

chest, or knee affusion, or even a full affusion. As slight fever, usually

in the evening sets in, a partial bath at that time is recommended.
The part attacked with rheumatism may be packed again for the

night. A patient with a robust constitution may begin at once
with upper and thigh affusions, in rotation with back and full

affusions. The Spanish cloak, cold of course, is put on at night.

For weak patients a dmly full lavation, packing the affected Imib

or part, and a partial bath, are sufficient, in order to guard

against any rheumatic attack, the best thing is to harden the body

by two full lavations and one partial bath a week ; besides wearing

suitable clothing. Rheumatism, when no other remedy will serve,

is frequently relieved by stroking or beating the affected pan

with fresh stinging nettles for a minute. The Natural Method ot
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Healing is usefully seconded by wraps, or shu'ts, dipped m a

decoction of hay-seed. Embrocations of spirit of camphor (a piece

of the latter, the size of a hazelnut, dissolved in half a pint of the

form'^r) or camphorated olive oil (a piece of camphor, rubbed m
oil of almonds or olives, till it is dissolved, are also good and

beneficial remedies.
. .„ , „ , ,

In all cases of rheumatism, it will be well to wash or rub

the seat of pain—if the patient can bear it—with vinegar water

la cupful of vinegar in a quart of water) now and again. Three

such washings should be given daily when rheumatism is first felt

The oil of lilies, used as an embrocation, is also an excellent remedy.

(See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index).

Kneipp cure. RICKETS. This is one of the most difficult

diseases to cure, the whole body is affected, and not only

single parts of it, as well as the muscles and bones. Much
depends on the degree of weakness to which the child is reduced.

For a very weak child the following may be the treatment: to

put on, every other day, a shirt steeped in a warm infusion of

hay-seed, a blanket wrapped over it, and the child covered up

in bed. On the days when it is not packed the child is dipped

quickly for two seconds into cold water once a day. The same

process is observed for some time. With the increase of the

child's strength, the three hay-seed wraps are reduced to one, a

week ; while three cold full washings and three short full baths,

or dips, are given. If the child is not altogether too feeble, it may
be packed daily in warm scalded hay-seed for an hour or an

hour and a half, and then quickly dipped into cold water.

Father Kneipp has initiated another treatment of late: He
orders on the first day a warm oat straw water bath; on the

second day a shirt dipped in warm oat straw water; and on

the third he dips it quickly in cold water up to its neck: and

.so continues the course ol treatment till a cure is effected. A
saltspoonful of bone meal, so valuable in forming blood, is given

twice a day, with a very light, digestible diet. Acorn coffee,

with honey and milk,—or malt coffee with the same addition,

—

strengthening soups, and simple puddings. With such treatment

a good result cannot fail to ensue. It will of course require

several months ; and meanwhile the effort to harden the body,

by full washings, half baths, pure air by day and night, light

and sun, muse be kept up for a long time. It costs a great deal

of trouble, but no doctor's or chemist's bill. See also pp. 734, 735.

For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. RUPTURE. The abdomen should be washed
frequently with vinegar and cold water; vinegar having a con-

stricti\e power of its own. Two hip baths, and two half baths.
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should be taken weekly; and internally one or two tablespoonfuls
ot oak-bark tea, morning and evening. It is advisable also to
apply compresses, of oak-bark tea and vinegar, over the ruptureWhen rupture occurs in infants, it is generally due to excessive
crying. In their case also the above hydropathic remedies are
equally applicable.

Kneipp cure. Sandales. See Index.

Kneipp cure. SCABIES. (The itch.) Treatment—Awarm bath, of the temperature of 108 o; and the whole body to
be well rubbed with soft soap during the bath. This should last
about fifteen minutes, and be followed by a cold or warm washing
with ordinary soap. These measures may be at once repeated
on the hrst occasion; and should be continued for four days more
Beds, clothing, and body hnen, should of course be changed and
thoroughly cleaned, as the itch-mite is easily transmitted.

Kneipp cure. SCARLATINA. The principal object in
treating this disease, being to draw the poisonous substances
freely from the body in the form of eruptions it will be best
to begin by putting ä shirt steeped in warm salted water on the
child, then to wrap it in a blanket, and take it to bed. After
the child has been in the pack about an hour; the shirt is taken
off, and a dry one substituted, and the child is put to bed again.
No long time will now elapse, before the spots on the body
become larger and larger. The application of the warm, salt-

saturated shirt is repeated, and the dry shirt follows as before;
this may be done three times ; after which all the poisonous
matter will have been brought to the surface. The disinchnation
for food demands dietary management; and when the appetite
returns, Hght, but nutritious soup must form the staple of the
nourishment given. If the child is thirsty, it should have water
b}^ spoonfuls only, but raspberry juice or the boiled juice of other
fruit, left to stand till cold, mscy be added to the water.

But the cure may be well accomplished by cold treatment.

A rapid lavation of the whole body, or a short bath and the

immediate return of the patient to bed without any previous
drying, is the right process. It should take place at first ever}^

half hour, and later every hour; finally, when the fever heat has

abated, once every three hours. This draws the morbid matter

to the surface, and moderates fever. There should follow daily

after this, one or two full lavations, according to the degree of

fever present. It must be observed, in connexion with the

treatment of children described above, that the shirt is onl_v once

immersed in salted water in the repetitions of the treatment, the

water used should have no salt in it, for fear of irritating the

sensitive skin of the child. Weakly children should have a warm
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hay-seed wrap in turn with not too cold short baths, temperature

about 730 to 770 and should drink daily two tea-spoonfuls of oil

of sweet almonds or good olive-oil. Children should have about

ten drops of it on sugar. An infusion of St. John's wort,—or

honey water made by mixing a large spoonful of honey in a glass

of water—is an excellent drink. If however neither one nor the

other is at hand the patient is given now and then a tea-spoon-

ful of fresh water, but never too much at once. See also "Dip-

theria" in Index: also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of AppUcation,

see Index.

Kneipp cure. SCIATICA. (First case). A corpulent gentle-

man, aged forty, was attacked in autumn with extremely violent

sciatica. His face was full, but his legs were weak in compar-

ison to the upper part of his body. As he was so corpulent, a

short pack was the first remedy applied, in order to relieve the

accumulation of blood in the abdomen, and to prepare the system

for the affusions which were to come. They followed in the

form of thigh, back, and upper, affusions ; with half baths, in

various combinations and alternations with full affusions
;
treading

in water, and dihgent walking bare-foot. All these measures
were employed in the following order: first day, back and thigh

affusions; second day, upper and thigh affusions; third day, full

affusion; fourth da}^, like the first; fifth day, upper affusion and
half bath; sixth day, like the second; seventh day, back affusion,

walking bare-footed a great deal during the day, and treading

in water in the the evening. Under this treatment the pain dis-

appeared after a few weeks, and the even circulation of the

blood was restored.

(Second case): A woman, between forty and fifty years of

age, was seized , in the autumn , with sciatica in the left hip
;

which made it impossible for her to walk. The pain, when she
put her foot down, -'Was very great. The hip -joint and the left

foot were swollen. She was treated with upper, thigh, and back,
affusions, alternately; and after a fortnight could walk tolerably
well. Some pain lingered in the swollen hip, but that too dis-

appeared in another fortnight.

Patients who are not corpulent do not require the wrap ; and
the treatment begins at once with cold affusions.

(Third case): A gentleman, sixty years of age, had been
suffering for a year with the most violent pain in the outer and
inner sides of both thighs. At last, as all sleep was banished by
the dreadful pain, he had recourse to the water cui-e. He first

had full washings, as a preparation for the affusions
;
then, every

day two water applications, in the following order; thigh, back,
upper, back, affusions: half bath, back, upper, thigh, full, back.
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lull aflusion and half bath; the one application in the raornine
and the other m the afternoon. At first there was apparent
aggravation of the symptoms; but within a fortnight the patient
had made considerable improvement; and in six weeks he was
quite well.

Kueipp cure. SCROFULOUS CONDITIONS aie best
combated by wraps and shirts immersed in an infusion of hay-
seed, in com-bination with the other remedies employed in the
natural method of heahng.

Kneipp cure. SELF-ABUSE. Mr. Just, who, besides
bemg a schoolmaster is an excellent natural healer, writes on this

subject; "This fearful vice, which is far more prevalent than is

currently believed, is one of the principal causes of increasing
degeneration and nervousness. Parents and teachers should be
far more wratchful over their charges, to prevent the coramision
of this terrible wrong and to nip it in the bud, where it exist-:

owing to youthful ignorance and thoughtlessness. It is a great
mistake to leave growing children in ignorance of sexual matters
by maintaining a scrupulous silence; for the poor unfortunat-
victims complain afterwards, when the evil, already in a mor-
advanced stage is explained to them : "Oh, nobody told me anything
about it!" Luckily, the sterling natural method of healing offer-

here, as in other instances, the only right road to the recovery o.

health, or the strengthenirig of the bodj^ Before, however, entering

upon a description of the cure, we must remark upon the mischiei

which is done by the vast trade in secret remedies carried on in

connection with this secret vice, and by which, in the most vulgar

manner capital is made of the frailties of the poor, pitiable victims.

Every farthing, expended on these drugs, is utterl}?- thrown away
The quacks know well that the unfortunate patients who fail int*:

their clutches observe absolute silence, even when complete failur-

has attended a "treatment of many months, and after the useless

expenditure of great sums of mone\^ The quacks, we sa}'', knowing
this well, do not in the least mind the cost of advertising, ar-^

week by week give unblushing publicity to their nefarious trade

in the most widely circulated newspapers of the capital, as wei'

as in the smallest paper of a country town. Five pounds spen.

in advertisments will bring in fifty pounds, these reckless swindler-

calculate. As the onanist is troubled also more or less with

involuntary loss of semen, in proportion to the period during whic!

he has been addicted to the vice, a loss too, which keeps weakening

him constantly, as may easily be imagined, and frequently renders

him quite unfit for any mental or bodily occupation so also the

treatment with water must vary according to the circumstances

of the case. Light forms of the disease are curable in four weeks
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more obstinate ones, which have entered the chrome stage, often

require three months and more, before the weakened and reduced

constitution can be restored to its pristine vigour.

Kneipp prescribes, in the less seriou s cases, first and prepar-

tially a vegetarian diet, daily full lavation and weekly two or three

partial baths. The latter may be taken in the evening. But both

these applications must be m the Kneipp fashion, i. e. the water

very cold and the partial bath veiy short, about five seconds, and

the body must not be dried with a cloth or towel. The follownig

course will then suffice, for complete restoration to health '
viz. in

each week two partial baths and as many full lavations in rota-

tion, distributed over four days in the week one day full lavation,

the next partial bath,—and daily walking in cold water up to the

calves for three minutes. Where the affliction is so pronounced

as to entail, as is sometimes the case, the involuntar}/ discharge
'

of semen as a consequence of the mere washing or hip-bath,

great caution must be used. The system so weakened must first

be gradually accustomed to the water; and the treatment is as

follows: the patient should stand in cold water for one minute,

but only up to the ankles: this rule should be observed for a

week; the same during the week following, but the water should

reach the calves. In the third week the water should extend to

the knees, and time, to two minutes. Only then may full lava-

tions and partial baths be resorted to; one day, one of the

former; the next, one of the latter; besides walking bare-footed

and in v/ater every day. Spirituous Hquors of every kind, and

stimulating food are to be avoided: but moderate bodily exercise

in the fresh air, without incurring fatigue, is necessary. In this

vsay, even those who were already on the brink of despair, and

harbouring thoughts of self-destruction, will be restored after not

too long a period to a state of health. It will be advisable to

take a spoonful of warm milk now and then, and to carry out

for a time the frequently mentioned juniper cure. Thus water,

cold water, will in most cases cure this widespread malady,

with the evils which result from it,— emaciation, exhaustion,

ruined digestion
,

impoverishment and decrease of the blood,

failure of memory, loss of hair and often also of teeth, weakness
of hearing and sight, nervous tremor and palpitation of the heart,

cold and clamnty hands and feet. The number of suicides in the

year would at once decrease by thousands, and the lunatic asy-

lums would be less full, if the wretched victims of youthful in-

discretion were treated by the natural method. See also pp. 734,

735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. SEMEN, INVOLUNTARY LOSS OF.
] n;b inlirmity may occur also without the patient's indulgence in
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the vice of self- abuse. But it is a grievous mistake to think
lightly of it, and to take it to be a natural occurrence in the un-
married state. It is at all times a sign of debility, and a healtir,
person is never troubled with it.

The form in which water applications shall be administerefl
is determined by the degree of urgency of the symptoms, am
by the season of the year. In the cold months three licilt bath^,
and six washings of the upper part of the body, will .suffi<

.

during the week, so arranged as to provide for one such washing
daily; and a half bath, lasting three seconds, every other da^
It must be borne in mind that the upper part of the body, parti

cularly the brain and spinal marrow, has been weakened, and
that the main object of the treatment is to re - invigorate those
parts. In summer a beginning may be made with the half bath,

taken nearly every day, in conjunction with occasional short full

baths; that is to say, the half bath may last three seconds, air-'

the body may be immersed for one second up to the neck, tht

arms being also covered for that time. Further, the upper washing
should be given every morning, except when a full affusion is

referred instead, for a change. The latter may now and the ^

e combined with a head affusion; in order that the brain, the

weakest part, may thereb}'' be strengthened. The hair on such

occasions should be quickly dried. At the end of the cours*

two or three half baths a week will be sufficient; and the evenijic

will be the best time to take them. If the patient will carr3- ou

this cure correctly, while living a steady life, and dieting himseii

carefully and well—eschewing coffee, and reducing his consumption

of alcoholic beverages to a minimum, if not giving them up entire

ly—and if he will, particularl}^ in the winter evenings, keep r

good strong brown soups, he will soon be rewarded with success.

But perseverance will be necessary, as well as courage and self

denial; and sacrifices are well worth making for the sake of

health. As this disorder is transmitted to children, the same

course of treatment, and the same rules of diet, will hold good

in the case of children. Innocent victims of inherited evil wil;

thus be relieved, by the hardening of their constitutions; the)

nervous systems will be strengthened; and they will be provide

with a charm against the diseases incidental to childhood. Sf
also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. Shawl. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Short wrap or pack. See Index.

Kneipp cure. SICKNESS AND VOMITING. See in th

first place "Indigestion" and other "Gastric troubles". Tea
;

peppermint and water mint or ?. povvder of the same herbs, dai!
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a few grains in water or with the food, are efficient remedies for

this complaint.

Kneipp cure. SKIN, SORENESS OF THE, caused by

riding on horseback, sitting, lying, etc. must be treated with local

and full lavations, in turn with compresses on -the healthy surround-

ing parts. It is also advisable to apply oil of sweet almonds,

or olive oil, to the sore place.

Kneipp cure. SMALLPOX. This dreaded scourge is

nothing but an eruption with large, virulent ulcers. Kneipp, who
had the disease himself, was cured in the following way. He
took a half bath ; then washed quickly und lightly the upper part

of his body; went to bed, and covered himself up. He soon

got into a perspiration; then repeated the process about eight or

ten times in succession; and when, in the doctor's opinion, the

smallpox really began to break out, he was already cured. Here
the main thing is, at the very outset to take full washings, or

half baths with washing of the upper part of the body; then to

go to bed, to perspire, and to repeat this whole process, according

to the patient's condition, from six to eight times: but packs,

Spanish cloaks, and head steam-baths, are also strongly recom-
mended to smallpox patients. This disease, so much dreaded
now-a-days, will have, under the above simple treatment, a favour-

able course; stringent regulations against contagion are therefore

superfluous. The so-called "protective Vaccination"' was character-

ised by Kneipp as "the greatest wrong which has been done
to mankind". (See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application,

see Index),

Kneipp cure. SOPORIFICS (Aids to sleep). All arti-

ficial soporifics destroy the health. The most active narcotics,

therefore, find no place in the Natural Method of Heahng. The
first among the natm'al aids to sleep is a well regulated diet; the
second is a degree of occupation proportioned to the bodily and
mental strength of the individual. According to the analysis of

Preyer, the principal product of the decomposition set up by the
action of the central nervous system is lactic acid; which, as it

is the most important product of fatigue, should in its turn produce
sound sleep. Other specifics for healthy sleep are , the body
pack, abdominal compresses, the half or the full bath, hip-baths,
rapid ablutions of the whole body—all cold, of course. One of
the best soporifics, then, is lactic acid : in the form of thick or sour
milk. The evening meal should take place at least two hours
before bed time; it should be as simple as possible, and should
always include fruit. Treading in water, or the cold foot bath,
is also a good sleep producer, for people who are fairly strong,
^or anaemic, nervous persons, whose feet are always cold, a
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warm foot bath or full bath, lasting about a quarter of an liou-
IS recommended.

Kneipp cure. SORE BREAST. Warm compresses soab om a decoction of pewter grass, and changed every half hour"
occasionally also soft curd compresses; will be found very effectualbee also Index. ^ -

a.

Kneipp cure. SOUP, STRENGTHENmO. This soup imade of stale, whole-meal bread, or any other coarse rye-bread
Ihe bread is grated, and three spoonfuls of it are stirred int/
boiling broth or milk. Boiling water—it must be boiling—ma -

likewise be used instead of broth; and in that case some beei
dripping and spice, or butter, are added. Many like the soup
best made m this way. Some onions are fried in butter, and both
are poured into the boiling water in which the grated breaa
crumbs have already been soaked. The whole is then boiled up
together, and served.

Kneipp cure. Spanish cloak. See Index.

Kneipp cure. SPASMS, FITS OF SPASMS ANDMORBID CONDITIONS. Tea, made of silver weed (Potentilla
ansenna) is the best remedy for spasms of the stomach and ab-
domen, and even for tetanus. The patient must drink three
times daily \\'arm milk, in which silver-weed has been boiled.
There may be applied with it, to the places attacked by spasms,
warm compresses, immersed in water, with which the same herb
was previousl}^ scalded.

For spasms in the head and neck, steani is employed.
If the abdomen is the seat of pain, a cane-chair steam-bath should
be taken ; but the wet shirt is a good remedy too, to reUeve
conditions of this kind.

For spasms of the stomach, two or three short, warm
hay-seed wraps a week, and every other day a partial bath for

three seconds. Internally a cup of tea of silver-weed and worm-
wood, nourishing diet, but no tea, coffee, beer or wine.

Spasms of the uterus, and fluor albus. (The whites.)
Walking on wet stones, early in the morning; a cold full lavation

in the evening, before going to bed; and two cold hip-baths
weekly, duration one minute each. Thrice in the week a four-

fold linen cloth, dipped in vinegar and water and wrung out,

should be laid on the stomach, and left there for an hour, covered
with a woollen wrap.

Spasms of the chest combined with cramp in the arm
and foot. Workmen are frequentlj^ exposed to these attacks,

in consequence of too great exertion, or through taking cold. One
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upper and one knee affusion daily, tliree partial baths a week,

and in the evening before going- to rest, according to the tinie

^ of year, walking for from five to fifteen minutes bare-footed in

the garden. The complaint will yield under this treatment.

For fits, coming on suddenly in consequence of some
fright, or of sad intelligence received, a daily full lavation, and

three partial baths a week. Simple diet avoidance of all spiri-

tuous liquors.

In all spasms of the abdomen, hay-seed hip-baths, and

warm wraps over the abdomen, together with tea of silver-weed,

are recommended, as well as warm foot baths in the evening,

followed by cold lavation. The infusion of yarrow, St. John's

wort, camomile and fennel, mixed together, may be drunk in

the evening, to the extent of three large spoonfuls.

For spasms of the heart the short pack, wetted with
vinegar, must be applied to the abdomen; and tea of silver-weed

should be taken internally.

Also valerian root as a tea, or in the form of powder, has

an excellent effect, by expeUing wind. Camomile tea produces
a like result. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Apphcation,
see Index.

Kneipp cure. SPINAL COMPLAINT. This malady which
so frequently ends in spinal consumption, is either completely
curable, or capable of considerable mitigation, by the water cure,

unless it is too far advanced. A patient who lived near Dresden,
was already obliged to keep to his bed, but after a six weeks
course he was able to walk about his room with tlie help of a
stick; and soon afterwards to get out of doors. Four months later

he was still using a stick, it is true, but was much better than he
had thought, at the beginning of the cure, he could ever be, consider-
ing that he had previously tried every possible remedy in vain. The
treatment was as follows: during four weeks, seven full lavations, two
thigh, two knee, and two back affusions, weekly. For the next
four weeks, a full lavation and daily one of the above appHcations
by tarns ; thus to-da}^, thigh affusion ; to-morrow knee affusion ; the
day after, back affusion ; and so on repeatedly ; after which three
back compresses a week, and walking bare-footed daily. A third
set ot instructions was; weekly three back compresses, two par-
tial baths, two full lavations, and again the before-mentioned
affusions : thigh, knee, and back affusions, and one upper affusion,
every week. Walking bare-footed had also to be practised contin-
ually. So on for four more weeks; by which time the patient
had found out which appHcations suited him best, and wa.s using
one of them every day in turns; but so that not a day was missed.
I he forms which generally prove most suitable and strengthening.
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are two partial baths, two back affusions, two thigh affusion,
with three lower compresses a week. See also pp. 734, 735. F(ji
Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. SPINAL PARALYSIS IN CHILDRBN.
Months, or often a 3'ear, may pass before a child is completely cured
of this disease; the time entirely depending on whether it is an
acute or chronic case. One leg is usually somewhat shorter an<,!

considerably weaker than the other; and the foot belonging to it,

in consequence of not receiving a sufficient amount of blood, grts
crooked and wastes away. In conjunction with a nourishing diet, th-
following should be the treatment: first, the patient must be kept i;

bed for the first week or fortnight, in order to ensure rest und qui :

for the affected foot; two thigh affusions, with one hay-seed pack
on the affected foot, should be given daily. But the upper parr
of the body must not be neglected; daily lavations, therefore, of

that part are required. Thus for three weeks. Second course:
every day a thigh affusion in the morning; treading water daily ,

upper and back affusion, ever^^ other day in turn, and washing
the whole bod\'- with vinegar every evening. The same for thre^

weeks. Third course: three thigh affusions, three full lavations,

three upper affusions, and two foot packs (with cold water and
vinegar) for one hour. The same for three weeks. Fourth
course: three upper lavations, four partial baths, and one cold

foot pack, duration one hour. Fifth course: two full lavations,

three partial baths, one hay-seed wrap (one and a half to two
hours) to the feet. It is very frequently the case, that children

thus affected are constitutionally very delicate, and have very

weak cranial nerv^es particularly where the weakness is inherited.

Careful attention therefore must be paid to the upper portion of

the body from the commencement as well as to the lower part,

and walking bare-footed, first in the room and afterwards out-of-

doors should be practised assiduously. See also pp. 734, 735.

For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. SPINE, CURVATURE OF THE. This

affection, occuring as it does so frequently in children, is often

due to the fact that, by reason of imperfect nutrition their bone

substance is too soft; more particularly is that the case when they

are carried about in a crooked position at a tender age, or are

prematurely induced or forced to walk. Good nutritious diet,

consisting often of nothing more then strengthening soups given

three times daily with rye-bread is the principal thing in combniation

with appropriate treatment. Very anaemic and weak children

should have besides a spoonful of milk every hour. iVpplications

:

Hay-seed shirt twice a week; take the child every day from

ks warm crib, immerse it in cold water for a moment and put it
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back. For older chüdren, weekly three back affusions, while in a

suspended position.

Kneipp cure. SPLEEN, SWOLLEN. Apply compresses

over the swelling, of hay-seed water, vinegar and water, and

oatstraw water, in rotation

Strong patients may, m addition to the compresses, take two

half baths ; one thigh, and one back, affusion; and two whole

washings; everv week, one application on each day. Weak

Datients should take a whole washing £very second day. A herb

powder taken internaUy will be very efficacious m these cases.

The powder should be prepared and used thus—take some sage,

wild plantain, and stinging nettles; dry them well reduce them

to powder by rubbing and pounding, and take three spoontuls

daily m soup Two cups daily, one taken m the morning fastmg,

the other before supper, of a tea of lungwort, cleanses the hver

and spleen, and carries off morbid matter in the urine.

Kneipp cure. Steamings, especially applied to severely

affected parts. See Index.

Kneipp cure. STEPP NECK. Whoever remains long in

cold rooms, or in ice chambers, is liable to be troubled with this

complaint. It is a very painful form of inflammation ;
and sometimes

epidemic. The first step in the treatment is to take a cup of an

infusion of daisies, and a tablespoonful of the same every hour

afterwards. It is a tea much to be recommended in all kinds of

cramp. A hot throat wraps should be applied next, or quite hot

shawls ; and these should be renewed every three or four hours,

as often as they get cold. In addition to the above, three whole

washings should be taken daily; and each of these should be

followed by a hay- seed shirt, worn until perspiration ensues.

Later, the patient may take a half bath, if he is strong enough

to bear it.

Kneipp cure. STOMACH, AFFECTIONS OF THE.
Tincture or tea of wormwood, or its powder, expels wind, as

already mentioned ; corrects and aids the gastric juices; promotes

appetite and good digestion
;
cleansing the stomach at the same time.

(A cupful of it now and then, but not every day. ) Tea or powder

of angehca has a similar effect. See "Obstruction by mucous

matter". Euphrasy (Euphrasia officinalis, L.), taken as a tea,

stimulates digestion, and improves the gastric juices. Tea of

bitter, or water, trefoil (Menganthes trifohata, L.) produces a Uke

result. Roots of the yellow gentian (Gentiana lutea, L.) well

dried, chopped finely, and soaked in brandy or spirits in glass

bottles, will furnish one of the veiy best stomachics. From
twenty to thirty drops of it are taken in six or eight large spoon-
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fuls of water, every day for a length of time. For indigestif.i
a teaspoonful of this extract in half a glass of warm water o
tea of chopped gentian root, does the same excellent service. Fty-
foul gases and vitiated juices in the stumach, oil of cloves is v-
commended; from four to six drops once or twice a day. For
troubles of that kind, fasting is altogether the principal thin-
Food ought to be taken only when the stomach asks for it. Thr
water treatment should be as follows : Warm hay-seed compresses
on the region of the stomach, followed by cold lavation of ih
stomach. Warm foot baths, and a full cold lavation, are strong!
advocated too; above all however an immediate supply of fres!

air by a walk out of doors. See also pp. 734, 735. For Modr -

of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. STOMACH, CLEARING OUT OF THF
WITHOUT TROUBLE. From five to ten grains of powder, ,

aloe, boiled with a teaspoonful of hone^^, as a mixture.—Or aboL
five grains of powdered aloe enough elder flowers for two cup.
of tea, about ten grains of fenu greek, and a teaspoonful of fenn^

two cups of tea to be made from these materials, and take i

wdthin the space of two days. This infusion takes effect on;

after from twelve to thirty hours; acting, not as a violent pur
gative but only by promoting more copious stool. See also

"Purgatives''.—Elderberries stewed with sugar, or better still,

with honey, a spoonful stirred into a glass of water, clear out

the stomach , act at the same time on the kidneys , and afford

besides a coohng, refreshing drink. Rosemary tea, two to four

large spooniuls taken morning and evening, acts quickly as does

likewise sage tea (Salvia off, L.) or better still sage and Vvorm-

wood combined in equal parts. The same effect is obtained b^^

powdered sage, sprinkled on the food. Chicory wort (Cichoriu;;i

intybus, L.) taken in the forai of tea, two cups daily for three or

four days, one before breakfast, the other at night, will be found

very effective.

Kneipp cure. STOMACH, INDURATION OF THE. A
cloth dipped in water and vinegar should be fastened over the

abdomen daily for the first week; a warm foot bath with ash. -

and salt, should be taken daily, and the back should be washed

with cold water, morning and night. In the second week, two

short wraps; a Spanish cloak pack once; and a warm foot bath,

with ashes and salt, every other day. Finally in the third and

fourth weeks, three upper and thigh, affusions, and two partial

baths each week. Tea of pewter grass, sage, and oak-bark should

be taken, a small cupful morning and evening.

Kneipp cure. STOMACH, PAIN IN THE, AND FLAT-
ULENCE. A short wrap every day for from an hour and a half
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to two hours., and within two days to drink the lollowmg tea:

five to ten «rains of powdered aloe, boiled with a teaspoonful of

honey, and ''mixed with elder flowers, fennel, and fenugreek, a

teaspoonful of each.

Kneipp cure. STOMACH, TUMOUR OF THE. Firstly:

Three warm, short, hay-seed wraps, three full lavations, two back

and two thigh, affusions, a week. This treatment to be continued

for four weeks.
_ £ u ^

Secondly • A daily lavation of the upper portion of the body

twice a week; two partial baths during the week, and two com-

presses consisting of a cloth folded in four, immersed in two

thirds water and one third vinegar, kept on the abdomen for an

hour and a half. A cup of pewter grass tea with about eight

or ten ripe juniper berries bruised and a httle wormwood,

divided into three portions, for morning, noon, and night.

Thirdly: During the next four weeks, every week four upper

lavations, half water half vinegar, two partial baths, two com-

presses on the abdomen as before, and two warm hay-seed sairts

as during the first weeks ; each to be worn for forty five minutes,

then again wetted with the warm infusion, and laid on the ab-

domen for another forty five minutes. Take the juniper berry

cure. (See Ibid.)

Kneipp cure. St. VITUS* DANCE. Consists in involun-

tary twitching of the hands and feet, or of the head. Sometimes

the patient cannot keep still even for a few moments.

Treatment:—Go bare-footed all day;—in rough weather, in the

house—hold the arms in water for three minutes twice a day;

stand once a day for three minutes in running water, up to the

knees; and take an upper affusion, and a half bath, on alternate

days. Simple nourishing food. If the case is that of a child who
has previously had measles, scarlatina, or any other eruptive

disease, which has not thoroughly broken out, the wet shirt,—

to be worn from one hour to an hour and a half, or at the most

for two hours—must be added to the above treatment.

Kneipp cure. SYPHILIS. With this so frequently, oc-

curring disease, many people commit the fault of using steap

too much. The cold pack, applied twice a week, suffices in

manv cases—of course in combination with three upper thigh

affusions, two hip-baths, two partial baths, and seven full lavations

a week—to evaporate the poisonous matter. Sweating always

weakens. A simple diet, strengthening soup for breakfast and

supper, strict abstention from alcoholic drinks, and a very regular

abstemious mode of hfe, are a Sme qua non. The cases may
be most varied in character; and weak and chilly people must
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liave no cold packs, but two warm hay-seed shirts every week
instead. Ot the above mentioned cold applications, at most
only one should be used daily by such weakly patients. Th-
use of six or eight juniper berries daily is recommended in ail

cases. A mixed tea of centaury and worm-wood, a third part of
a cupful morning, noori, and evening, is also recommended. Tea
of angelica root will likewise be of service. The treatment is

different when the disease has been suppressed by calomel and
iodine, and when the patient has discovered that his condition is

now far worse, than it was before. This is evidenced by diffi-

cult and painful urination, depressed spirits, small ulcers on
various parts of the body, swollen tonsils, frequently also excessive
salivation, the teeth getting loose and ulcers occuring on the

mucous membrane of the tongue and gullet. The scheme of

treatment in this case is in general about as follows: Solution
and excretion of vitiated matter, and the strengthening of the

system, are the objects which must be kept in view almost daily

and pursued with intelligent discrimination. If catarrh of the

bladder is connected with the painful urination, as is frequently

the case, the treatment must first be directed to that important

organ of excretion, the bladder. Warm herbal hip-baths, or in

serious cases cane-chair steam-baths followed by the short cool

hip-bath, are applied; with two warm hay-seed shirts a week,
four upper, four knee, two back, affusions; and two partial baths.

If the patient is otherwise vigorous full affusions then follow in

rotation with the above mentioned applications. An occasional

cold pack, treading water, walking bare-footed, and a juniper cure

(which see) are advisable. If the treatment is intelligent, and

supported by suitable diet and a regular abstemious mode of life,

the patient will be rid of the disease in two or three months.

Owing to the fact of the cerebral membrane and the skull bones

being greatly involved, occasional fits of giddiness and headache

may occur for some time afterwards, but these will soon dis-

appear if treading water, walking bare-footed, upper and knee

affusions, and partial and hip-baths, are persevered with.

If a patient of this kind is congeni tally predisposed to cor[-:i-

lence, other conditions may occur besides; as happened in a

certain w^ell-known case. A gentleman had gone through a treat-

ment of poisoning by mercury; he had a very short and big

neck, and his head was swollen; he had attacks of vertigo occa-

sionaliv, was mentally depressed, and had troubles in connexion

with urination. In an institution a patient of this kind may at

once be subjected to the lightning affusion, extending however

no further than the strong upper part of the body front and back;

the legs, being weak in proportion, receive an ordinary thign

iffusion. But a great point is here the head steam-bath, applied
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HuirP a week- with cold head affusion afterwards In this case

hrtreatment 'for the next four weeks would be about as follows :

o-h nW affusion on the upper portion of the body, and thigh

iiiSon bo h daily: head steam-bath twice a week- and besides

?ltse three short cold wraps, two hip, two partial baths. After

oS weeks half the number of the applications mentioned; with

walkil^ bare-footed. On days where the patient is no inclined

Jofanv foJ^ of cold treatment, he may advantageous y have a

vvarm ha^Sed shirt. Simple nourishing diet, lor breakfast and

rpper besf^ly strengthening soup, a juniper-cure a strict and

^-a^^lv mode of Hfe, are indispensable conditions. If patients are

untwe T have the water cure applied at once at an hygiemc

Stution in a thorough manner they should, as a preliminary

course tX at home Ivery week the two head steam-baths ana

the upper, three thigh, two back affusions; two hip and

two pLnial^b^^^^^^ together with two or three wraps^ Ligh m^^^^

affusions require special arrangements and rooms. If spasms or

cramp^ in tSe abdLen occur^varm hip-baths are the remedy;

otherwise, the hip and partial baths should always, be cold, and

fast only k few seconds.*^ The destruction wrought by idione and

mercury being often most terrible, and resulting sometimes in

bhndness and mental benightedness .

complicated c^es must

naturally be treated on their own individual merits and an able

.naturalhealer will, in the course of the disease easily dis^^^^^

the right mode from the wrong. A kind of "dry diet is very

serviceable too, especially at the commencement. See also pp. /34,

.735. For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.

Kneipp cure. TAPE-WORM. A quarter of a pound of

pumpkin pips,-which, after being peeled, are dried, minced with

fknife as üne as peaVl barley, and mixed with two ounces of

clarified sugar. The sufferer from tape-worm .
having tasted tor

ten hours, or eaten nothing during that time except perhaps a

red-herring, should begin about seven o'clock m evening to

eat these minced pips leisurely m teaspoonfuls. At irst tney

will taste rather nice, but by degrees will pal upon the palate.

Two hours should therefore be devoted to their gradual con-

sumption, and good fresh air be breathed in the nieantime^ it

the tape-worm does not come away in the morning, two table-

spoontuls of castor oil should be taken; which wdl speedily make

an end of the complaint.

Kneipp cure. Thigh affusion. See Index

Kneipp cure. THROAT, AFFECTIONS OF THE. We
will first leiate a case of severe throat affection with hoarseness,

which was treated with brilliant success, by the Kneipp cure. An

invalided soldier of the war 1870/71 had brought home with hmi
R.'.J*
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a chronic Mlfection of the throat. He underwent for years
Diedical treatment (the real quackery) inhahng, cauterizing, and
painting with nitrate of silver and iodine. The sufferer being a
teacher, and atrophy of the larynx threatening, he took a place as
organist in Leipzig ; where he for a long time visited the professors
of that city. They diagnosed paralysis of the vocal cords, and
applied electricity ; besides keeping up the cauterizing and painting
of his throat. After seven months, seeing no improvement whatever,
he tried homeopathy; and as that too failed to give him relief,

at lost took refuge in the natural method of healing. He very soon
perceived, that the short, cold baths and washings did him good

;

and he also took back affusions and other applications with advantage.
His hoarse voice improved from week to week ; and after a length

of time, the lioarseness and paratysis of the vocal chords disappeared

entirety. He fills to-day his former post as teacher, and performs
his duties with a clear and sonorous voice; without having ever

again suffered from hoarseness, or in his throat. Water, thus

cures diseases without medicine if only it be combined with a

regular regimen. The following course of treatment is recommended
to any one similarly afflicted. Daily full washing ; and three upper
and thigh affusions weekly. After a fortnight, two upper and two
thigh and one back affusions. In case of heat in the throat and
larynx, a throat and chest wraps every evening. The water treatment

in the above instance also radically cured the foundation of the

voice, to wit the lungs; for when the man, after recovering his

health, wished to insure his life, the doctor stated that his lungs

were strong and healthy ; and his voice sonorous, with a metallic

ring in it; and that there was no obstacle to his getting his policy.

What do the medical gentlemen say to such facts as these?

When the good Emperor Frederick was on his sickbed, we saw
what the medical magnates are capable of. Cutting, cauterizing,

and other famous surgical performances were tried on the poor

sufferer ; and local treatment—medical science knows of no other-

was to remove a disease in which the whole system was involved.

If no medical man, whether German or English, had crossed his

threshold, a simple water cure, applied to the whole body at the

right time and by a competent man, would have saved the Emperor,

and restored him to health to the joy of the German Fatherland

:

for he had inherited from his forefathers a good and strong con-

stitution. Of that not merely empirics but hundreds of medical

men who have since been converted are convinced at this day.

For inflammation of the throat a gargle with cool tea ot

sage, mallovv' flowers, or fenu greek, is greatly recommended. While

it lasts, a cold throat wrap (every fifteen or twenty minutes,

according to the degree of heat) and one upper affusion shoukL

be employed daily. In all cases of thi'oat affection, or hoarseness,
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the half bath and the immersion of the arras in cold water, are

most efficacious, as derivatives.
,

, ^ ,
. . , u .1

For hoarseness with catarrh the first thmg is a half bath.

A thousand remedies are recommended, but the most effective

-md the cheapest is unknown. What would not operatic smgers

'c^ive if somebody could remove their hoarseness, withm lorty

?io-ht hours by a couple of half baths, and two arm baths between

whiles- with perhaps a neck and a shoulder wrap. One must

himself have proved the efficacy of such treatment, m order to

vouch for it. Such a result is foreign to medical science, for there

is no smack of learning in it; what is simple and natural is ignored

\ cold hip-bath is also recommended m many cases. lea ot

niallow blossoms, or fenu greek, taken in the morning and evening

with honey, assists the treatment. If m all cases of catarrh ot

this kind a cold full washing is taken it will prove itself, after

i-he lapse of ten minutes to be a reliable remedy. If under such

circumstances the patient allows a doctor to look down his throat,

he commits a folly: for these gentlemen frequently catch a

wretched cold themselves, and cannot get rid of it for weeks, as

everybody knows. All whose organs of speech and respiration

are often over exerted—like preachers and schoolmasters—should

take frequently an upper affusion. Nothing strengthens lungs and

larynx so much as a vigorous upper affusion. It is the best pro-

tection against inflammation in throat and thorax ;
and whoever

has tried it in days of health will certainly have recourse to it at

once ^vhen he feels those parts relaxed and fatigued after great

exertion. It is not difficult to see that all means of hardening the

body—particularly walking barefooted—are beneficial to the vocal

organs since many an affection of the throat originates with a

chill in the feet.

If the tonsils are swollen, the use twice a week of the hay-

seed shirt, together with the other modes of cold water treatment

prescribed for inflammation of the throat, will be the proper

remedy. See "Glands, Affections of the'" in Index.

When there is great heat in" the throat, the infusion of

fenugreek (Foenum Graecum) or the seeds of salsify root is used

as a'" gargle (Trigonella Foemun Gra-cum). A teaspoonful of the

powder is sufficient for a cup of moderate size. The tea ma\-

likewise be swallowed, a large spoonful every hour. For swollen

throat a gargle should be used, of fresh or dry violet leaves, (a

handful boiled in half a pint of water) and a throat wrap applied.

5teeped in the same decoction. A gargle, or tea, of mullein

(Verbascum Schradens Meyer) acts vigorously as a solvent 01

phlegm, and still more potently with the addition of as much
black mallow. See also "Gargle" p. 669, and further, pp. 7*^4.

73-). For Modes of Apphcation, see Index.
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Kneipp eure. Throat pack. See Index.

Kneipp eure. TOOTHACHE originating in rheumatx-.w
due to taking cold, is relieved most speedily by the head stean

-

bath, followed for several days by full lavations, to take which
the patient must get out of bed; returning to it after the washing
If the toothache is due to decay in a tooth and formation oi
a fistula, the head should be made hardy by head affusions, full

lavations, and the mouth should be rinsed with an infusion oj

fenugreek and netde, mixed. If on the other hand, determination
of blood to the head— often accompanied by a swelled face—is the
cause of the toothache, the pain will be most surely relieved by
a daily cold short wrap, lasting an hour and a half; and by taking
a full lavation, during the night, (the patient getting out of bed for
the purpose, and returning to it). These applications are continue(;
for several days. Toothache which often comes on suddenlv,
without any of the above mentioned causes, is cured in the follow-
ing manner; by walking twice daily for three minutes in cold
water above the calves, and taking an upper affusion. This is

continued for some days; and then, in order to make the body
hardy, the walking in water should go on for several weeks
longer. Walking bare-foot on cold wet ground, or in cold rainy

weather, is an approved remedy for violent toothache.. For this

affection the excretory oil is also used. The part behind the ears,

and the back of the head, being first rubbed till both arc

very warm; three or four drops of the oil are then dabbed
on the part so warmed. If no result ensues within a day, the

operation must be repeated. Teeth with unsound gums, v/hich

are suffused with congealed blood, are cleaned with diluted

alum-water.

Kneipp cure. TREMBLING CRAMP. Most frequently

trembhng cramp attacks the hands, less frequently the legs, and
sometimes the head. The cause of such attacks is to be sought for

in some constitutional disorder; such as gout, a full habit, weakness,

alcoholism, or poisoning from drugs; and the treatment should be

directed to the cure of that disorder. In every case, however,

the nervous system will have to be strengthened; and if the

general condition of the patient is low, a beginning should be

made v/ith partial washings; at first of the upper, and then of

the lower, part of the body, on different days. The arms and

legs, however, may be douched from the commencement. If the

patient is of a full habit, afltusions should mark the opening stage

of the cure: in the order, thigh, chest, back, and arms: but a

suffering limb, be it arm or leg, may be well douched whenever

an attack of pain comes on. The Spanish cloak should also b«

employed once or twice a week.
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Tf the cause of the illness is drunkenness, or drug-poisonmg,

the treatment in the former case must be in accordance with the

aiecSs Sven under that head. In the latter case, ^^/he patient

fs not st^^^^^ natm-ally, partial washings must be resorted to, with

4o short packs a week, and daily arm, and leg, aftusions. It

^ouently ^ that women of a gouty habit are attacked with

tWs fearful malady during the change of life; and genera ly, undei

such circumstances, the monthly period has long previously ceased.

In ad^it'on to the daily arm, and leg, affusions, further waljr

reatment will then be called for, in the form of an upj3er body

waSreverv day; with two hip-baths, and one half bath, during

TeS At night, abdominal compresses should be appUed-

warm or cold, as best suits the patient-for alternative purposes.

If the' natural warmth is deficient, the warm hay-seed shirt, three

mes a week, is very strongly recommended. As the digestion

s in all lhese cases, more or less enfeebled, the bowels sluggish,

aAd the stomach unequal to its functions, the jumper berry cure

in the first place, and then a mixed tea of wormwood, pewter grass,

-nd =^aae—one third of a cupful morning, noon and evening-

will be advisable: and a tablespoonful of cold water every hour.

In the morning strengthening soup or malt coffee at midday

a üigeon or chicken,— easily digestible animal food of that kind,

with plenty of vegetables or fruit—a tablespoonful of milk fre-

quently good black bread, or stale white bread, dipped m sugar

water Exercise in the house, or room; as much sunshine, hght,

and good air, as possible; and as soon as the strength allows

out o{ doors: at first in the midday hours, atterwards several

times a day. Great perseverance is needed in these cases, to

accomphsh the wished-for cure.

Kneipp cure. TUMOUR is always a rallying point ot

impure humours in the body , and it is the whole body, there-

fore that should be acted upon. If the swelling is liard, warm

fenugreek compresses are applied. These will help either to

disperse the matter, or to bring the tumour to a head Ihe

whole system will be benefited by two full washings, and one

short wrap daily. By this means the morbid matter v^all be drawn

out and the tumour removed. If the latter happens to be at the

knee, a short, cold calf wrap and if at the ankle, a foot wrap ot

the same description—should be applied as an additional

means of carrying off the matter. If the throat is swollen, a tea

of fresh or dned violet leaves, or made from the powdered root,

will prove an excellent gargle. At the same time, the neck wrap,

which should be applied, is wetted with an infusion of violet

leaves instead of ordinary water. If there is much heat m tu-

mour, violet leaves, bruised and laid over it, will have a cooung
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effect. See also pp. 734, 7.-55. For Modes of Application,
Index.

Kneipp cure. TUMOURS, HARD, without intlammation,
yield to a decoction of young oak-bark

,
applied in the form of

hip-baths. (See "Decoction of oak-bark".) If there is great heat in
the swellings they should be gently rubbed with oil of almonds:
which will soothe the pricking pain and reduce the heat. Bruised
violet leaves laid on the tumour, have a similar effect.

Kneipp cure. TYPHOID FEVER. Popular phraseology
distinguishes various forms of this disease, such as abdominal or
intestinal t3=^phus; spotted fever; cerebral or pulmonary typhus
As the causes and symptoms of all are mostly the same there i-

also but little variation in the treatment.

In abdominal typhoid fever full lavations, in turn with full

packs or Spanish cloak, play the leading part. But besides these

two forms there may be applied every four hours for half a

minute a cold partial bath; but so, that the Spanish cloak comes
an hour and a half after the full lavation, and the partial bath an
hour and a half after the Spanish cloak. These three appli-

cations carry off all morbid matter, and recovery then proceeds

rapidly. As beverage the patient should have at short intervals

one or two spoonfuls of a decoction of fenugreek, and a few days

later, a spoonful of good olive oil, daily, morning and afternoon.

Macitaginous soups must be the only food at the commencement

;

and for a beverage, water with raspberry juice is recommended.

Cerebral typhoid fever requires the same treatment as the

last, except that cold head compresses should be applied repeat-

edly, in addition to the full lavations.

Sequelae of typhoid fever. If some morbid matter re-

mains in the system, inflammation, and ulcers in the abdomen,

with much discharge of matter, will frequently supervene. In

such a case the warm hay-seed shirt, three times a week for an

hour and a half at a time, combined with full lavation, must be

resorted to. After about a fortnight the ulcers will have dis-

appeared, and a radical cure will speedily follow. In order to

strengthen the system, two or three short, cold partial baths

should now be taken weekly. Sound sleep and good appetite

will do the rest in restoring to former health. The cure may

be helped forward by taking every day a cup of wonn-wood,

centaury, and pewter grass tea. (See also pp. 734, 735. For

Modes of AppHcation, see Index.

Kneipp cure. ULCERS AND ABSCESSES. These may

wake their appearance on various parts of the body; and the

I
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special treatment has in the main to be adapted to the circum-

stances.

Where the constitution is not strong, and especially with

delicate ciiildren, the wet warm shirt is as a rule the first

remedy;—to be followed immediately by cold washing; w^hich

may often be given with advantage twice a d^xy. By these ulcers

nature indicates her desire to excrete impure matter; and she

only requires a httle help. For vigorous constitutions the shirt,

wrung out in cold saltwater, and applied three times a week,

should be adapted rather than the warm one; and powdered
lime-wood charcoal, or a Httle aloe-powder, should be sprinkled

daily on the affected parts, which are then bandaged dry. For
all ulcers, even of a cancerous nature, one may resort to infusion

of pewter grass, in combination with washings, compresses, and
packs. A cupful now and then of the sam.e infusion is recom-
mended as a drink for adults; as it cleanses the stomach, and
relieves the kidneys and bladder. Of course, the above injunctions

have reference only to external ulcers. If left to nature alone,

ulcers will frequently take a long time to heal; and, after having
healed, will appear again, because nature was not encouraged to

secrete vigorously enough ; they will also often spread ; and if

situated on the head, may induce blindness, or become cancerous.

For abscesses of the bones hay-seed, or fenu greek compresses or

curd plasters, should be applied. Father Kneipp, and a great many
Kneipp healers who follow in his foot-steps, declare that,—in many
cases in which the mouth, nose, and eyes of children were ulcer-

ated, and the sufferers reduced ver}' nearly to blindness, by un-

uccessful medical treatment—the}^, in a comparatively short time,

not onl}^ saved the children's eyesight, but completel}- restored
them, to health, by the employment of the above remedies. In

such cases three head affusions weekl}' will be necessary, to

strengthen the head while the eyes are meanwhile daily washed
with fennel-water. Adults, especialh^ those blessed with a strong
constitution, need oni}' occasionalh' apply a so-called three-quarter,
pack or Kneipp's, cold WTap in order to escape trouble from ulcers of

Any kind. It need hardly be said that in this case also half baths
twice a week, and as many upper and thigh jet baths may con-
clude the treatment. It is entirely wrong and reprehensible, in

such cases, to have recourse to the use of carbolic acid by the
gallon. Di-. IVa/se}', a well known natural healer, relates a case
ol" an ulcer on the leg twenty eight centimetres long and as many
wide, and which had penetrated'to the bone. The most famous
medical men had tried their skill in vain on the sufferer (who
was a Brother of an Order of monks) for sixteen years, and had
used more than an hectolitre of carbolic acid; and not only without
suc'-^'^:^ but with the unfavourable result that the ulcer spread more
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and more. Dr. Waiser himself was doubtful whether, with UK-
disease in such an advanced state, the natural method would
be of any avail; and whether amputation was not the best re

medy. The monk was a fleshy man, and that gave the doctor

the cue for his treatment. The partial imperfect patching up ot

the ulcer, hitherto pursued, had done no good whatever. The
vital force , the most important healing father , must first be
revived by a general strengthening treatment, and it will then

turn, as Kneipp says in teUing language, all the morbid matter

in the system, like so many dirty rags, out of the house. Dr. Walser
had a long and broad compress of thin hnen, in four layers, immersed
in water of 81 ^ put on the ulcer; over that a second comprebs,

of course linen, eight thicknesses and dipped in water of 67

The first, lying immediately on the ulcer, served as a permanent

compress, and was not removed; while the second thick one was
renewed as the under one became dr}^ This arrangement formed

a continuous bandage which acted like a mild bhster in stimulating

the healing effects of nature. At the same time washings; upper

and lower, as well as back and full, affusions; were brought into

action; and after two months' treatment, the terrible ulcer was

healed and a new epidermis had formed. The affected leg had

assumed exactly the same shape as the sound one, and there

was nowhere any scar to be seen on the skin. Who was it that

performed that wonderful cure? "Not I", exclaims Dr. Walser

"but nature—assisted and incited by ray prescriptions^'. See also

pp. 734) 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kneipp cure. ULCEROUS SORES, are healed by colt's

foot leaves (Tussilago, farfara, L.) laid on the wounds. The

leaves absorb the heat, and draw out the vicious matter. Char-

coal dust—that made of lime-wood is the best—powdered on the

wounds once or twice a day, acts as an absorbent and promotes

the formation of fresh skin. An American aloe leaf, boiled in a

pint of water with a teaspoonful of honey, is recommended as

a lotion A simple efficacious and harmless remedy is honey,

used as an ointment; half honey, half flour well mixed with a

little water till a fairly firm salve is obtained. In addition, ot

course, washings, various affusions, and half baths.

Kneipp cure. Upper packs. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Upper affusion. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Urination, painful. See "Bladder and kid-

neys, Diseases of the".

Kneipp cure. VARICOSE VEINS. A cuie can only be

effected by general treatment of the whole body. The best remc ,
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will be several back and thigh affusions weekly, in alternation

ynth whole washings. A special method of local treatment is as.

follows. A small piece of linen, or Imt, is dipped in vinegar and

water, laid on the vein, and bound on as tightly as possibe. A
decoction of oak bark is then made, with which the piece of linen

is wetted; the decoction being used warm, and the linen kept

bound or/ tightly. Internally a tea should be taken twice a day

of common horse tail, in turn with that made from blood-wort

(Rumex sanguineus). If a vein has burst, the above treatment

must be repeated; the loss of blood will of course produce

weakness. Sufferers from varicose veins, when making use of

foot-baths, should be careful that the water does not reach above

the calves of the legs, nor exceed S8^ in temperature. (See also,

pp. 734, 735).

Kneipp cure. VERTIGO. Partial lavations and treading

water are beneficial in this malady. Internally, oil of lavender,

:*ßve drops taken on sugar, twice daily. Rue (Ruta graveolens. L.),.

in the form of tea, or soaked in brandy ten or twelve drops,

twice a day, or taken with olive oil. The latter together with

the rue must have stood in a warm place for some time. With
these infusions or tinctures must be combined knee affusions or

treading water; above all, plenty of fresh air, and rest corres-

ponding with the patient's condition.

Kneipp cure. VOCAL CHORDS, PARALYSIS OF THE.
At first, washing of the upper part of the body only, in combi-

nation with knee, and thigh, affusions; then two half baths a

week, and either a shawl or short pack every evening, or every

other evening. Next, the upper affusions, and the thigh, in ro-

tation with the back, affusion. It depends on the individual case.

If the patient is corpulent, full, back, upper, and thigh, affusions

may begin the treatment; with the Spanish cloak once or

twice, and a half bath once, in the week. In a few weeks' time

an eruption will, in most cases, appear; and this is a sign of the

throwing off of morbid matter engendered by internal inflammation.

The baths, affusions, and packs, must be continued. With weakly
patients, the beginning of the treatment should consist of partial

washings of the upper, and lower, parts of the body separately;

then by degrees maj'- follow upper, and thigh, affusions in rotation

with the half bath. The inflammation, however, will not yield

unless throat, and chest, compresses and short wraps are given

in the evening; a conclusion whicli should be noted as applying

to all other complaints. So long as pain, due to inflammation, is

present, compresses and wraps must be employed to resolve the

cause of the inflammation; then and only then, the various affusions

will be of service.
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Kneipp cure. VOMITING. Those who are troubled with
a frequent disposition to vomit should take about ;i saltspoonfu!
of powdered mint daily, and drink niint tea frequently. A ä,'-

coction of mint prepared with vinegar, and taken occasional!
.

one or two teaspoonfuls at a time, stops the vomiting of bhn'i
In the case of children who are suffering from diarrhoea and
vomiting at the same time, barley or oatmeal gruel should tal

the place of milk.

Kneipp cure. Warm and cold baths alternate. See Ind
.

Kneipp cure. Warm and cold hip-baths alternate.
See Index.

Kneipp cure. Wet shirt. See Index.

Kneipp cure. WETTING THE BED. This habit s

usually only the consequence of bodily weakness ; and it is wrong
to punish children for it. Children of from two to six years ot

age should have a cold half bath, daily, (duration three seconds)
with generous diet. Those from fourteen to sixteen years old
should at first be made to walk or tread in water; afterwards
they should have daily an upper affusion, or half bath, cold and
of short duration, in addition to treading in water. Adults may
walk, or tread, daily for from two to ten minutes up to or over
their knees in cold water; and should take every week, three

cold half baths ; each lasting six seconds, living the while on good
homely fare without beer. To promote digestion they should
eat daily ten juniper-berries. After a few weeks the unpleasant
habit will have ceased; but the patient must continue to take

from one to three half baths a week for some length of time.

An infusion of St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum L.), or of

yarrow, will help to remove the evil by acting as tonics.

Kneipp cure. Whole affussion. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Whole bath, cold. See Index.

Kneipp cure. Whole bath, warm. See Index.

Kneipp cure. WHOOPING-COUGH. Particular care must

here be taken not to excite the cough. The applications h'Axe

to be therefore mild and cautious. A strong child may have an

alternate bath twice daily, i. e. first a warm bath of five minutt s

duration, and immediately after one of 67^, for one second only.

Weakhr children should only have such a bath once a day. Inter-

nally are given dail}^ from twelve to eighteen drops of fenn*"!

oil on sugar. Also tea of violet leaves is good in this caso.

Kneipp applies also another treatment: The child, with its shirt

on, is immersed in a warm infusion of hay-seed, and after that

wrapped in a blanket for two hours; and this may be done ;it
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first twice a day, later only once: and at last only twice a week.

In every case, dust must be avoided as much as possible, and.

the room should therefore be cleaned and aired well. See "Cough";

and pp. 734, 735. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Kueipp cure. WIND. A full enema, of 81^ tempjerature,.

should be dried. From four to seven drops of oil of aniseed or

fennel on sugar, once or twice a day may be taken. Tea of

these seeds mav be substituted for their oil ; aniseed is far superior

to fennel, and 'both teas are often mixed together.

Kneipp cure. WORMS. Make an infusion of worm-wood,
mixed with twenty five pumpkin seeds ; and continue to take this

tea for several weeks. The worms, which cannot endure the

bitterness will soon disappear.

Kneipp cure. WOUND CRAMP, Occurs often to sufferers-

from wounds, and is terribly painful. Hot hay-seed compresses

are the best remedy in such cases; laid, in the first place over
the wound, and then over every part of the body to which the

cramp extends. The object is perspiration; and this may be pro-

duced by hot bottles also, or by short partial steamings. A tea

of lime blossoms and eider , which is sudorific
,
may be ad-

ministered, as a drink.

Kneipp cure. WOUNDS, FRESH. Lavations and com-
presses with two parts water and one part tincture of arnica are
highly recommended. The blossoms are gathered in June or

July, and soaked in brandy or spirit; they will be ready for use
in three days. Sauerkraut, taken fresh from the tub, renders ex-

cellent service. A few drops of the juice of rib-wort leaves,

applied direct to the wound or on a piece of lint or rag, heals
it quickly and prevents proud flesh. See also "Ulcers".

Kneipp cure. WOUNDS, PUTREFYING. Pewter grass,

applied externally in various forms,—partly as decoction for
lavations, packs, compresses, partly in the steam-bath, or the herb
itself wrapped in a wet cloth and put on the wound. Powdered
alumn is sprinkled on the wound, or a solution of it in water used
for lavations or to wet small linen compresses is also very^

serviceable. Alumn after properly cleansing the wound, dries it

up by its astringent properties. Compresses wetted with aloe-
water, purify and heal wounds of this description. Sprinkling
aloe powder thickly on the wound every day and then covering
it with a dry bandage, promotes the new formation of skin. De-
coction of sage, (Salvia off. L.) used for rinsing the wound or in

bandaging it, heals safely and quickly. Sauerkraut taken fresh
from the tub, and laid on the wound serves to dissolve and eli-

minate bad matter.
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Kneipp cure. WRITER'S CRAMP. One cause of this

complaint is that the pen is wrongly held and used. The m.! ^

who with bent-up fingers, holds his pen tightly, and writi s

laboriously with the whole arm, must expect to find himself ov r-

taken by nervousness and writer's-cramp ; since the cramped ik)-

sition of the hand, in holding and using the pen, brings too gn -a

a strain on the motor muscles and nerves, thereby producing
irritation and weakness. The pen should be held with out-

stretched fingers, and with the thumb only slightl}^ bent; and

should then be lightly worked by the fingers—not by the whole
hand, still less by the arm. The elbow should remain still.

Writer's cramp may, however, occur in consequence of an ex-

cessive amount of writing. The whole nervous system must Ije

operated upon by a course of Kneipp baths and affusions; in-

cluding plunging the right hand and arm, three times a day, in

cold water for two or three minutes at a time; which latrc!

practice is most strongty urged. Tobacco, spirits, coffee, and all

nerve-exciting foods and habits, must be eschewed; simple diet,

open-air exercise, diligent perseverance in walking bare -footed,

should, on the other hand, be the rule. Rest for the right hand

is indispensable. He who must write, should learn to do so with

the left hand.
Muscle exercises, particularly of ths arms and fingers, should

be practised morning, noon, and evening; of a kind which will

include the thrusting out of the arm with the hands clenched;

that is to say, with both hands doubled and opened alternately;

the arm movement being made to the side, as v.-ell as to the

front, twenty or thirty times. In this manner the muscles will,

after a considerable ' lapse of time, be strengthened; and the

fingers become capable of easy movement
;
and, at the conclusion

of the treatment, the right hand will be able to use the pen with

its former skill and freedom , and the writer will be assured

against any future attack of writer's cramp.

Knock kneed, see "Knee-joint, Diseases of".

KÜHNE CURE, or Kuhne's treatment of diseases, so called

from its discoverer, Louis Ruhne of Leipzic who puts forward

tlie doctrine of the identity of all diseases and has for its purpose

their uniform treatment. Kuhne's theory teaches that there exists

but one single disease, expressed in the most various forms. 1
he

peculiar characteristic of this one disease is the collection ot

foreign substances or morbid matter in the body which they are

unfit^o build up and preserve. When the ehmination of these

foreign substances by the excretoiy organs—the intestines, kidneys,

skin and lungs—does not take place at the proper time, and then

removal from the bodv can no longer be effected without an
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effort then "disease" ensues. These foreign substances, as Kiihne

nrefers to call them, are due partly to the consumption of a greatcr

Quantity of food than man requires to build up the wasted and

used up tissues of his body, and partly to the reception into the

body of unsuitable nourishment, which does not answer to the

physiological requirements of man such as meat, spice, alcoholic or

narcotic "beverages as wine, beer, brandy, coffee, tea, etc. which

on the one hand possess hardly any nutritive value, and on the

other cause a condition of irritation in the body, which is neces-

sarily followed by relaxion. The natural consequence of this is

that "'the organs become prematurely weak and enfeebled, and in-

capable of performing their appointed task.

Moreover medical poisons, used as remedies, tobacco, either

in the form of snuflf, or for chewing and smoking as weW as

vaccine - poison (calf-lympf) which being incorporated in the

system are either not excreted at all or only in a small measure

and thus remain in the body as morbid matter. Other substances

too enter the system, such as impure, vitiated air, exhalations

from sewers and stables, so called disinfectants, other people's

exhalations, dust etc. hkewise accumulating there as foreign sub-

stances. Finally the dross of the human mechanism to make use

of a metaphor the used up, worn out parts of organs remains

behind in the body in consequence of a faulty mode of hfe instead

of being conducted into the veins to be by them carried into the

excretory organs and removed altogether.

The system obeying nature's laws, which govern life in all

its relations, endeavours to get rid of these useless
,

injurious,

clogging foreign substances, morbid matter, producer of disease

or remnants of matter. As a consequence, the foreign substances

crowd towards the natural means of exit and are chiefly deposited

in the abdomen owing to their inabilit}', by reason of their quan-

tity, to pass all simultaneously. From this point (the abdomen)
they gradually advance to the extremities or are deposited, in

obedience to the physicial law of gravity, on the right or left

side of the body, or front or in the back, according to the position

most usually assumed or indulged in by the individual.

This depositing process, going on in the system, is noticed

little if at all, or it causes shivering twinges in the limbs, an in-

expressible restlessness, general indisposition, characteristics which
are apt to precede inflammatory or febrile diseases. The febril

matters which have been deposited are putrefying or fermenting

substances. There is no doubt that fermentation is a kind of

putrefaction, consequent on the disintegration and corruption of

some organic substance. If now some powerful material influence

v/hether external or internal arise e. g. chill, over-heating, emotion
and so on, the deposited morbid matter becomes active and ter-
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ments, and like all products of fermentation, seeks an exit from
the space to which it is confined and moves upwards and in the
direction of the outer skin according to its position and followinf-

the lymph-passages of the body. If now they meet with resistance
or an obstacle on their way, they either distend tlie space, within
which they have become active, by causing an external (swelling

goitre etc.) or internal (polyp, emphysema, induration etc.) new
growth, or else these producers of diseases sink into the lowe.'-

extremeties, that is into the legs and feet. They have, however,
a constant tendency to get away as far as possible from the

place where they were first deposited, and to penetrate into th-

most distant parts, into the head, neck, hands feet, fingers ai: I

toes. Here they go no farther. The exit through the skin is

mostly closed to them, since want of attention to its action or

a perverse mode of life has made it entirely inactive and weak;
or, if there is any normal function left in it, it cannot respond to

the sudden and excessive pressure of the foreign substances, and

expel them at once and in a satisfactory manner.

The secretary function of the skin being lessened or entirely

suppressed, intestines, kidneys and lungs no longer acting properly,

the morbid matter arrested in its progress now causes patho-

logical changes in the tissues of the system to take place; which

by degrees entirely alter the normal shape of the body. The
tissues grow harder, muscles, which before were soft to the touch

acquire "tension, which becomes very evident, particularly in move-

ments of the body, both to the sight and touch. In other cases

again, the presence of morbid matter produces expansion, and

consequently increase in size. Any one can easily and daily

convince himself of the accuracy of this fact, by looking at cor-

pulent people whose body is distended by foreign substances, or

by examining lean people, who display a greater or lesser tension

of the tissues.

Since the foreign substances, as stated above, have a tendency to

find their way to the extremities, the neck forms a narrow pass as

it were between head and body and it is particularly at this pla<

that the deposited morbid matter is most palpable and perceptible.

In this place as well as on the head, says Kuhne, the

changes which have taken place e. g. knots, tension will always

point with absolute certainty to an accompanying effect m the

body. That is to say, the course of past and future morbid matters

during their passage in the system can be distinctly traced. This

fact is said to be attested by thousands of experiments and based

upon what Kuhne calls the infallible method of diagnosing which

admits of no possibility of deception or simulation and enabl-

the physician to detennine not only previous disturbances in t

system hui—mirabile dictu—io perceive even the predispositi

the

tion
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to future diseases. He calls this: "The science of facial ex-

pression."

At the neck and the head can be distinctly seen what are

the dififerent degrees of taint in different persons and whether

the morbid matter has taken its upward course in front or behind,
' 1 the left or on the right side. Moreover the complexion, the

condition of the skin, whether it is hot or cold, moist or dry, the

lustre of the eye, the appearance of the hair and various other

signs come under observation.

Also the figure and the build, of the parents together with

their taint is transmitted to the children. Therefore, says, Kulme,
long before a person himself becomes aware of its presence,

an outbreak of disease in this or that organ at some future time

can be predicted with certainty.

The treatment consists of trunk baths, hip-baths with rubbing

or board bath as well as a certain kind of vapour bath. The
hip-baths with rubbing, as well as the inventor, Louis Kuhne,
have, however, of late been the subject of attack, and these hip-

baths are now only applied in isolated cases.

The diet prescribed in connection with Kuhne's treatment is

strictly vegetarian.

The adherents of Kuhne apply his treatment in all cases of

illness.

L.

Labium leporinum, see "Harelip".

Labour, see "Women, Diseases of".

Labour pains, see "Women, Diseases of".

LARYNGEAL PHTHISIS. As a rule this accompanies
consumption of the lungs, and seldom appears alone. In this

disease ulcers form on the mucous membranes of the larynx and
on the vocal cords.

Symptoms.—Very pronounced difficulty in swallowing, expec-
toration of greenish yellow phlegm mixed at times with blood,

and in other respects almost all the symptoms of chronic laryn-

gitis and particularly more or less hoarseness.
Treatment.—This is the same as for consumption of the lungs

(phthisis) and in connection with this treatment stimulating or
soothing throat packs, according to the patient's condition, and deri-

vative treatment such as stimulating body and calf packs. Gargle
daily with watei of from 77^ to 82^.

.'•>4
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LARYNGEAL ULCER of syphilitic or tuberculous ori-in
1 REATMENT.—In the first place ap])lv the proper treatment

lor the primary disease. Breathe mild, pure air, sleep with ti,'

-

window open and live on a strictly non-stimulating diet, .^»bovc
all things apply a tonic treatment, or, if adapted to the case -a-
tu the patient's strength, a regenerative or preliminary treatment
and gentle vibration of the larynx; massage of the neck and baci
but performed by an expert, and, even then, only most cautiously
Also steam-bath, followed by full pack and bath

;
massage of

the whole body; frequent throat corrmresses, to be changed as
required, and a deriving treatment. For Modes of Applicatior!
see Index.

LARYNGITIS, ACUTE, is usually caused by colds, and
either attacks the larynx direct, or first the pituitary and pharyn-
geal and then the laryngeal mucous membrane.

This catarrh also occurs in combination with that of the
mucous membrane of the trachea.

Symptoms.—The catarrh chiefly attacks the vocal cords, pro-
ducing roughness, hoarseness and even loss of the voice. But if

it establishes itself more in the interior of the larynx, considerable
swelling allied with violent inflammation may take place; the
opening of the larynx may become so contracted as to produce
difficulty of breathing and to threaten danger from suffocation.

There is alway« more or less fever with the catarrh. Accompanying
symptoms are: tickling, burning sensation and provocation to

cough in the larynx and abundant discharge of mucus.
This affliction also suddenly attacks J'^oung children at night,

who may have been pla3äng merrily during the da}^ and on going
to bed were apparently in good health, with the distressing

symptoms of great difficult}^ of breathing, a rough barking cough,

quite similar therefore to those occuring in quinsy.

Treatment.—Stimulating three-quarter or full pack daily, or

steam-bath in bed (No. 1) followed by lukew^arm (880) bath and
accompanied hy cold affusions, especially of throat, neck and
back, the last to be gently slapped with the flat hand: then the

patient should return to bed to get thoroughly warm again.

Stimulating throat compresses changed ever}' one or two
hours together with stimulating leg packs, non-stimulating f^-^

diet, pure mild air in and out of doors, and regular bowels,

enforced by enemata. Also lukewarm (81^ to 86") garglings daily,

according to requirement.

A second treatment applied in acute and chronic cases alike

:

tepid throat compresses (750) to be kept on for from one to two

hours and followed by wet rubbing of the throat or of the whole

body, also stimulating (68") foot packs of from two to three hours,
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duration, or longer, according to patient's condition, wet rubbing

(730) of the whole body morning and night besides garghng the

throat with lukewarm (82») water daily as required. See also

"Catarrh" in Kneipp cure.
_

Dijrj^—Semi-liquid food and non-stimulating diet, open bowels

by means of enemata, if necessary. Massage of the neck is rer

cojumcnded both in acute and chronic cases. Breathing exercises

too are useful. For Modes of Application, see Index.

LARYNGITIS, CHRONIC is most frequently met with in

persons who, bv their vocation, are obliged to inhale bad air

and dust or irritating gases, such as stokers, etc. This ailment is

also common among people who by reason of their profession

are compelled to sing or speak loudly, e. g. teachers, clergymen,

singers etc. All such people should take very seriously an}' acute

attack of bronchitis, or laryngitis, and do all to prevent the disease

from assuming a chronic character.

Symptoms.—Roughness, dryness and a tickling in the larynx.

The patients are compelled to clear their throat frequently, and

Avhen they cough, expectorate small, grey, roundish masses of

phlegm, which are coughed up with difficulty. Moreover persistent

hoarseness and a rough voice; the larynx is dark-red, sometimes

affected with ulcers.

Treatment.—Avoid smoky, dust-laden air, hot food and drink.

Apply tepid (7 3*^) throat and leg packs at night, followed in the

morning by a (78^) wet rubbing of the whole body.

Wlien the feet are cold, a foot steam-bath of twenty minutes'

duration and after that a wet rubbing (68" to 73-) of the feet to be

given in the evening. Tonic treatment besides. In this disease spices,

tobacco, salts and spirituous Hquors must be scrupulously avoided,

or indulged in only very sparingly indeed. Cool non-stimulating

diet to be observed and pure mild air breathed. A few stimulating

three-quarter or full packs or steam-baths in bed, followed by

wet rubbing of the whole body or bath instead, may be taken

weekly. In all laryngeal affections, trunk and shoulder packs,

combined with a detergent treatment, are always effective.

The mouth must always be kept closed, and breath taken

through the nose. For "Treatment with massage", "Breathing
exercises" see Index. See also "Catarrh"' in Kneipp cure.

For particulars of Massage, Kneipp cure and Modes of Appli-

cation, see Index.

LARYNGITIS CURED.
By Edmund Schneckenberg.

A school teacher, twenty nine years of age, had suffered for

three years from laryngitis. Various kinds of treatment which he

54*
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tried had cost him a good deal of money, it is true but hadprocured him no rehef. As his complaint got worse instead of
better he began to fear, as most people affected with larvneitis
often do, that he was consumptive.

Fortunately for him he heard of the Natural Method of Healiny
and a Course of treatment lasting nine weeks in a Sanatorium
conducted on the principles of this method resulted in a complete
cure. Absolutely pure air is the first and principal requisite in
the cure of laryngitis, as the chief cause of this form of catarrh
IS impure or vitiated air. The patient in question breathed pure
air day and night, and every kind of nourishment likely to produce
irritation was carefully avoided. As his strength had kept up
fairly well, excretory and derivative treatment could be vigorously
applied (shallow baths, packs, wraps, steam-baths, sun and air-baths,
walking bare-foot and mouth baths). To stimulate the action of the
heart systematic hill-climbing was prescribed. And what was the
result? Whereas he could only speak with great exertion whci;
he began the treatment, he now performs his duties at school
without feeling any fatigue. (From Weickerts book "Nature
heals.")

Laryngitis crouposa, see "Croup".

LARYNGOSCOPE. This instrument is inserted far into the
cavity of the mouth. Rays of

light are thrown on the mirror
from the outside, and these

are then reflected on the la-

lynx. By this means the in-

terior (fig. 223) edge of the

larynx can be distinctly seen, so

p.^ ^hat it is possible to recognize
°' " ' inflammation and other affec-

tions of the larynx. This instrument was invented in the year 1854
by Garcia, who was not a medical man.

LARYNX, CANCER OF THE, arises, as cancer does
everywhere else, principally in consequence of the vitiation and
degeneration of the humours of the body. Previous affections of

the larynx of a syphilitic nature, and immoderate smoking or

constant breathing of dusty air, or of air laden with various kinds

of poisonous matter, may favour the development of cancer.

This form of cancer is gradual in growth, spreads very

slowly, and eats away the walls of the larynx and causes the hard

substance to fester and decay.

Symptoms. —Feeling of pressure, hoarseness, difficulty in breath-

ing and swallowing. When the disease has made some progress
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there is a taste of pus in the mouth, and violent pains are felt and

loss of voice sets in
;
swallowing becomes impossible and breath-

ing exceedingl}' difficult.

Treatment.—There is little hope of success unless the treatment

is applied in the very earliest stages of the disease. A moderate

regenerative treatment, in order to purify the blood and humours,

is most advisable. Further, frequent gargling with water (from

650 to 730) to which a litde lemon juice is added. Weekly two

or three steam-baths or steam-baths in bed with packs, and

followed b}' bath. An extra compress should be put round the

neck when a pack is applied. According to the state of the

patient, soothing or stimulating packs should be applied to the

throat, and at the same time stimulating body and calf packs given.

Deriving throat and back massage, and also massage of the whole

body. Stricdy vegetarian diet. For Modes of Application and
further information on Massage, see Index.

LARYNX, (EDEMA OF THE. (Dropsical sweUing of the

mucous membrane of the larynx. This ailment is generally the

result of previous affections of the larynx or of other diseases.

Injury to the larynx, mahgnant irritation of the same, and very

severe catarrh etc. may also cause the disease.

Symptom-S.— Hard dry cough, difficulty in breathing and
swallowing, a feeling of pressure in the throat, hoarseness, at

times complete loss of voice, also danger of suffocation.

Treatment.—Weekly two or three steam-baths in bed with

extra compress round the throat, and bath to follow, during which
apply affusion of the region of the larynx and vigorous friction

of the arms and legs. Daily soothing or stimulating throat packs

according to the patient's condition, at the same dme stimulating

body and calf pack. Gende massage of the laiynx and thorough
massage of the chest, back and nape of the neck. When danger
of suffocation arises, apply continuous steam compresses to throat

and chest, combined with vigorous massage of chest, back and
neck; also Kneipp upper affusion and alternating knee affusion.

For Modes of Application and information on Massage, see Index.

LARYNX, SYPHILITIC AFFECTION OF THE. It very
often happens that persons suffering from syphilis are attacked

with various lar^^ngeal troubles. Malignant growths of greenish

white colour and more or less large, make their appearance on
the mucous membrane of the larynx, and on the vocal cords.

Knot-hke ulcers may appear, which may in time turn gangrenous
and entirely destroy the lar^mx.

Treatment as in syphiHs, and, in addition, stimulating or sooth-

ing throat compresses connected with stimulating body and calf

packs. Gargle frequently with water (730) to which a litde lemon
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juice has been added. Vibration of the larynx will sometimes
disperse the ulcerous growths. For Modes of Application, se.
Index.

Lassitude, see "Depression".

Leaf, hay, bran and meal baths, see Index.

LEECHES should never be applied, for by withdraw

-

ffng blood from the body the patient's life is jeopardized, and th(

prospect of curing the disease greatly diminished.
It is sad to think that leeches are employed by medical men

even at the present day.
For further information see "Blood, Letting of".

Leg bath, see "Footbath".

Leg, Fractured, see "Fracture".

Leg, Gout in the, see "Gout".

Leg steam-bath, see "Foot steam-bath".

LEMON CURE. Everv- day witnesses the appearance of

some new miraculous remedy for some particular disease, or, it

may be, for a number of diseases. The modus operandi of these

remedies is so skilfully and plausibly explained, and marvellous

cures resulting from their use are so persistently advertised, that

in time even those inclined to be most sceptical begin to waver
in their judgement. When, in addition, the efficacy of the new
remedy is attested by a number of testimonials, scepticism gives

way to the conviction that "there must be something in it". Thi?

has been the case with the popular "lemon cure" vaunted as a

panacea for all manner of gouty, rheumatic and other disorders,

but which, if resorted to, as it has been,' without due care deliber-

ation has been productive of no small amount of harm.

What is the "lemon cure?" according to the numerous pamphlets

descriptive of the treatment; the squeezed out juice of one lemon

has to be taken the first day; on the following day the juice of two

lemons is taken, and after that the number is increased by two every

day, till the maximum quantity of twenty five a day is reached. This

number is maintained for a few days and then reduced by two

daily till the patient comes back to one a day. Many readers

of the above will feel their mouths water at the idea of twenty

five lemons a day; this quantity is, however, not infrequently

exceeded, in accordance with the notion that we cannot hävc

too much of a good thing. A good lemon contains rather more

than five per cent of citric acid. If we reckon the average weight

of a lemon as a hundred and twenty grammes, the quantity of puiv
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citric acid consumed in twenty live lemons reaches tiie respectable

rimount of over a hundred and fifty grammes, a dose which, as

pharmaceutical investigations have shown, is capable of producing

serious disturbances in certain organs. That in spite of the great

popularity of the "lemon cure" comparatively few cases of such

disturbances have been known to occur is explained by the fact

that those who suffer from them have little interest in mentioning

them, or even purposely avoid doing so; the disorders in question

are, moreover, liable to escape the attention of people without

professional knowledge, or are attributed to other causes. Yet

even in the most enthusiastic accounts of the success of the treat-

ment we sometimes find it stated that consciousness was par-

tially lost, and that a condition resembling intoxication had set in

on the day of the maximum dose, that the required quantity'

could only be consumed with great effort etc. The evil effects

show themselves in the heart, lungs, and ahmentary canal. In

addition to loss of consciousness, hemorrhage from the lungs and

intestines have been observed after excessive indulgence in the

remedy. In view of the fact that in rheumatism and gout, the

disease for which the lemon cure is most commonly recommended,

the heart is extremely liable to be affected, the necessity for

caution will be evident. We do not by any means, however,

deny all value and efficacy to the "lemon cure", especially

as experience in the treatment of rheumatism and gout has

proved that the vegetable acids contained in the vegetable diet

usually prescribed in these diseases are of the greatest possible

benefit.

LEMON JUICE. The juice of fresh lemons is used for

various purposes.

1) It is used by adherents of the Natural Method of Healing

as a substitute for the ordinary pernicious vinegar (see ibid) in im-

porting an acid flavour to certain viands, and in the preparation

of salads, lemonade etc.

2) Lemon juice, warmed, if possible, and sparingly diluted, is

an excellent means of promoting perspiration. Administered in

this forni it usually induces free perspiration in patients in whom
the pack and steam-bath has completely failed to produce this

effect.

3) It has a stimulating effect on die kidne3's, and its adminis-

tration is followed by increased secretion of urine. On account
of its diuretic and . sudorific action it is commonly used in the

treatment of rheumatism and gout. (See "Lemon cure".) We
must, however, again repeat our caution against overdoing the

remedy, as gastric catarrh and other digestive disturbances in-

variably result from the immoderate use of lemons.
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Lentils, see Index.

Lentil soup, see Index.

Lejpra, see "Leprosy".

LEPROSY (from the Greek word lepxaj was, a.^ is know
Irom the scriptures, formerly a common complaint in Central and
boLithern Europe, Egypt and Asia minor. After the introduction
of the Mosaic laws, the various hygienic precepts and the pro
hibition o{ the consumption of pork in Judea, leprosy occurred
less frequentl}" there.

In Europe, lepers w^ere separated from the healthy members
of the community and compelled to live apart.

Symptoms.—Leprosy or Elephantiasis consists in knotty for-
mations m the skin of the face, hands, and soles of the feet
The knots are red in colour and \^ary in size from that of ;

lentil to that of an egg; sometimes they heal and leave the skii'
smooth. Finally gangrenous inflammation sets in, and single pans
of the body rot off entirely. The formations may extend to the
mucous membrane of the mouth, larynx, eyes and nose and
destroy the voice, sight and smell.

Causes.—The principal causes is undoubtedly great unclean-
iiness, as a result of which the activity of the skin becomes en-
tirely suspended and the circulation of the blood and the humours
defective.

In consequence, the secretion ot used-up substances become.,
faulty and they ferment in the system. Wand-shaped bacilli, in
size about equal to the radius of a blood-disk, are the product of

this fermentation.

Leprosy is also said to be infectious, by transmission of the
morbid matter to another person predisposed to it. It is likewise
hereditary.

Treatment.—A regenerative treatment with careful diet is

generally necessar}^ The Natural Method of Healing is more
efficacious than any other in this disease.

As a preventive, the principal requirement is cleanliness and
daily full lavations, and lull baths of short duration are to be
recommended in hot countries. See also "Skin-diseases".

LEUCOCYTHEMIA (white blood). In this disease the white
blood corpuscles are materially increased, and people affected with

the disorder have a peculiar white, almost gre5'ish-yellow, and
later, a whey-like complexion.

Symptoms.—Besides this strange appearance, there is a con-

siderable swelling of the spleen, liver and lymphatic glands,

depression, disturbance in the digestive organs, an inclination to

hemorrhage, emaciation etc.
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Causes:—These are supposed to he in the splenetic and

lymphatic glands, as peculiar changes take place in these organs

which form the blood.
. ,

'

, . •

Treatment.—Must be tonic. It after some length ot time no

improvement sets in (favourable results cannot be expected here

in a short period) a preliminary or regenerative treatment should

be applied. Plenty of pure air in and out of doors, and sleeping

with the window open are, in such cases, of the greatest importance.

For Modes of AppHcation, see Index.

Lice, see "Vermin".

LICHEN is a cutaneous eruption of light or dark red colour

:

there are litde grains, the size of millet, at the point of which

the skin separates after some time, and exfoliates in wdiite scales,

while causing more or less iritation. The disease is not of rare

occurrence; it is often also accompanied by fever.

As long as the affection does not become very severe it

causes the patient Httle or no trouble whatever, but when the

skin begins to crack and immovableness of the affected part. e. g.

the hands, sets in, it becomes painful and prejudices the patient's

voluntary actions.

The course of the disease is usually wearisome and protracted.

Treatment.—Frequent lukewarm (Bßo to 900) baths, or tepid

(13^ to 770) mild wet rubbing of the whole body.

A sweating cure by means of steam-baths, or dry packs, follow-

ed by cool lavations, once to thrice a week. Non-stimulating diet.

With fever and violent irritation, baths as well, or soothing

full pack.

If this does not answer, a regenerative or preliminary treatment

must be adopted. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Life awakener, see "Baunscheidt's instrument".

LIFE, HOW TO PROLONG.
By Dr. Ebing.

Of health, as of money, it may w-ith truth be said that we
first learn its value when we have lost it. Health is not only the

condition of real enjo^anent of life, but the source of beauty and
grace. He who is healtlty is beautiful; those who are unhealthy

tend to lose flesh, and excessive loss of flesh robs us of beauty.

A healthy person, whose blood courses gaily through his

veins, is generally cheerful and happy. How many, however, can

be said to be healthy in this age of steam and electricit}^? Where-
as the average age of man at the beginning of the century accord-

ing to published statistics was thirty five, this figure has been
lowered to thirty at the end of it.
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Although the present generation bears the seeds of diseas^-
in It, there is nevertheless a means of prolonging life in spit'- of
predisposition and actual disease. This means however does
not consist in resorting to medicines and quack 'remedies, but in
carefully regulated habits of life, in a proper balance of our
powers, m knowledge of injurious influence and of the proper
manner to guard against them. Everybody, therefore, should
early learn to observe himself, in other words, should attain to
a knowledge of his physical constitution and its weaknesses and
regulate his life accordingly.

A knowledge of his constitution is as important for a man's
health, as the observance of the old maxim "Know thyself" is for
his mental and moral well being.

There are, it is true, persons who imagine that rules of
health are superfluous, but even the most powerful constitution
cannot sin against nature's laws with impunity, and the evil results
of an ill-regulated life never fail to appear sooner or later. Ever}^-
body therefore should learn to know on what his health depends,
how easily it may be lost; and how to guard against this loss.

Life favours only those who love it; what we love we seek
to retain, and not to squander.

LIFE AND HEALTH, RULES FOR. He who desires to

live long should observe the following rules:

1) Attention to the action of the skin should be practised
from early youth upwards.

2) Breathe pure air day and night, and attend to the regular
action to the bowels.

3) Life should be divided into work, rest and recreation. A
man, whose occupation involves much bodily, should seek his re-

creation in mental work; the brain-worker , on the other hand,
should devote some of his leisure time to muscular exercise. Body
and mind are alike exercised and strengthened in this way.

4) Regular habits of life are' of the utmost importance. "Early

to bed and early to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise".

Meals should be taken at fixed times, and regular hours set apai •

for work and recreation.

5) Moderation should be practised in all forms of pleasure.

Diet should be simple , non - stimulating and at the same time

nourishing. Drink sparingly, but eat plenty of vegetables and

fruit. Such things as coffee, tea, alcoholic beverages and tobacco

should be avoided altogether or indulged in great moderation.

6) Early marriage is conducive to long life.

See also "Health, care of".

LIFE, TEN GOLDEN RULES OF. 1) Never put off till

to-morrow what you can do to-day. 2) Never let anyone do for
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vou what you can do yourself. 3) Don't spend what you haven t

eot 4) Never buy anything that you don't require, however

cheap it may be. 5) Pride is harder to bear than hunger, thirst

and cold 6) We never regret having eaten too litde. 7) We
never find irksome what we like doing. 8) What have ^ye not

suffered from misfortunes that have never happened. 9) louch

everything with a light hand. 10) Never speak in anger without

long consideration.

Light, see Index.

Light and air baths, see "Air and sun baths'*.

Light baths, see "Electric light baths".

LIGHT, APPLICATION OF COLOURED. It having

been noticed that sensitive patients are affected by the bright-

ness or dullness of the weather, an attempt has been made to

influence the nerves of patients under treatment, by allowing the

light to enter the sickroom through glass, the colours of which

are varied to soothe, or to stimulate as may be desired. Red

light is decidedly stimulating in its effect, and blue or violet

acts soothingly.
, i

The experiments in this direction cannot, however, be looked

upon as conclusive, so that it is impossible to give a final and

decisive opinion on the value of this method of treatment which,

if successful, could be adopted by adherents of the Natural Method

of Healing.

Further information on this subject will be found in Professor

Babbit's work "Principles of Light and Colours" and the extract

made from the same by Dr. von Langsdorf and published by

Oito Nemnich of Carlsruhe.

LIGHTNING, EFFECTS OF. If anybody has been struck

by lightning, and there are still signs of life, stimulating means

must be at once apphed. The patient is quickly undressed, and

his forehead, temples, chest, and back must be rubbed with cold

water of 660. A spoonful of fresh water should also be given.

If life returns in this way, he must after some time take an

800 to 860
. (lukewarm) bath, his skin being rubbed vigorously all

the time; after which, foUows a neck and back aflusion with

720 to 800 (lukewarm) water succeeded by vigorous dry friction.

This may be repeated at intervals of from four to six hours, i. e.

till the patient feels rather better. Full enema (800), and after stool

a half one of 66^ Covering the patient, all except his head, with

a few feet of earth has proved very efficacious in accelerating

recovery.

In very critical cases, electricity and artificial breathmg may
be resorted to.
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r. ...^^i?fr u ^'^^y' usually heal witipeat difficulty in consequence of the deep-reaching effectr Zlightning must be as prescribed under the head «BuLs^'
l^or Modes of Application, see Index.

leo-. Vh^^^
(Extreniities; By the limbs we mean the arms andegs, the former being called the upper and the latter the lowphmbs or extremities.

Limbs gone to sleep, see "Formicatioxn".

Lime blossom tea, see Index

Linen, see Index.

Linseed, see Index.

Linseed meal poultice, see Index.

Linseed poultice, see Index.

LINT, which consists of linen scraped to shreads, is used
for dressing wounds. Old linen, carefully cleansed, is the most
suitable. Now-a-days Imt is very seldom used, as it has been
supplanted by cotton wool specially prepared for surgical purposes.

LIPOMA OR FATTY TUMOUR is the name given to
an accumulation of fat in any part of the body where under
normal conditions there should be little or no fat at all. These
round or flat patches of fat have their seat below the skin in
the fibre of the underskin and generally develop very slowly,
attaining, however, at times to enormous proportions. Fatty
tumours cannot be looked upon as malignant formations, and aie
not dangerous unless, by reason of their inordinate size, they
cause pressure on some neighbouring vital organ. In such cases
removal by operation must be resorted to.

Treatment as in "Encysted tumour".

Lips, Cancer of the, see Index and "Kneipp cure."

Lips chapped, see "Skin, chapped or cracked".

Lister's Method, see "Operation".

Liver, see "Chest and abdomen, Organs of the".

LIVER, CANCER OF THE. A very troublesome disease,

but by no means of rare occurence, it mostly attacks people in

the prime of life or later. It appears either as an independent
disease or as a consequence of cancer in other organs, e. g.

medullary sarcoma.
Symptoms.—Round little knots and nodules on the liver,

perceptible, to the touch on the liver and gradually increasing in

size. Next, hepathalgia, jaundice, ascitis and great disturbance of
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the digestive organs; wasting sickness and complete loss ol

strength. . , ^ -n • -u
Treatment.—When sufficient vital force still remains, a mild

reo-enerative or preliminary treatment should be adopted ; in cases

of'^extreme exhaustion a strict tonic treatment to be applied with

gentle stimulation of the skin. When strength begins to return

pass over to regenerative treatment. See also under "Cancer"

and "Liver diseases in general".

Liver, Chronic affection of, see "Bath health".

LIVER DISEASES. The majority of these are always the

result of some other important disease, such as affection of the

heart, lungs or general dyscrasia. Their course is generally very

protracted. The principal ones are described and treated under

the respective headings.

LIVER DISEASES IN GENERAL, TREATMENT OE
A tepid body-compress (73") at night and if these be pain this should

be put on in the daytime as well. A full wet rubbing (7B") in

the morning, and two small enemata daily for absorption by the

intestines.
. , . , , , •

i ^
Good results are likewise obtained from lukewarm hip-baths

(77*' to 81") duration ten to twenty minutes and baths {Hb^ to 90^).

Fresh air, non-stimulating diet, breathing exercises fresh, water,

and regular action of the bowels are important.

In obstinate cases regenerative or preliminary treatment must

be applied at least in part.

Treatment by massage (abdomen and chest) and curative

gymnastics are advisable in many cases. In addition to the exer-

cises already specified, the double side arm swing, and lateral leg

movement etc, mav be a})plied. For Modes of Application, see Index.

See also "Liver,"' Diseases of the", under Kneipp cure, also

"Massage" and "Curative Gymnastics" in Index.

LIVER DISEASE CURED.
1 suffered for some length of time from considerable swelling

of the liver and general engorgement of blood, so that I began

to get really alarmed. Being strongly advised to do so by many

people, I went to the "Albertsbad" Sanatorium, conducted on the

principles of the Natural Method of Healing and presided oyer

by Dr. Meyner in Hillersdorf, near Chemnitz. By strictly observing

the treatment for two months and through Dr. Meymr'a skill I

feel once again entirely free from the above complaint and there-

fore publicly express my warmest thanks to that gentleman. I

can strongly recommend the "Albertsbad" Sanatorium to all

sufferers.
Gustav Hermann Bosse, Leipzig.
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Liver fatty, see "Liver, Diseases of the" aid "Obesity'
LIVER, FATTY DEGENERATION OF THE, occurs fron

deposits Ol iat on the liver especially in corpulence. Hard drinker-
and people affected with tubercles are often liable to this disease^

Symptoms.— The liver being considerably enlarged exerts a
pressure on the neighbouring organs, particularly when the
patient lies on his left side, he suffers also from shortness of breath
the hver feeling soft and dough Hke to the touch.

Treatment.—Steam-baths or steam-baths in bed (No. i), 3 to 4
a week, the former succeeded by a full pack and both by a
lukewarm bath (88^) and affusion on the region of the liver.

Next stimulating body compresses at night, with massage
(consisting of kneading and stroking the abdomen and the part
affected). The abdominal integument may be somewhat stretched

If the patient is unable to find occupation in the countrv
the treatment indicated above must be most strictly carried out
Tonic treatment with very spare diet and plent}"^ of out-door
exercise is also advisable. If the result is not satisfactory, a
regenerative or prehminary treatment should be adopted. ""See
also "Liver Diseases in General, Treatment of" and treatment
of "Obesity".

LIVER, HYPEREMIA, AND ENLARGEMENT OF
THE, arises from an increased influx or diminished afflux of

blood during digestion.

After every hearty meal an increased flow of blood to the
liver, as is known, takes place, the copiousness and duration of

this supply of blood being proportionate to the amount of food
partaken of. Should the meal have been only a moderate one
this increase of blood quickly ceases again.

Symptoms.—Dull pains in the region of the liver, feeling of

repletion and tension, shortness of breath, depressed digestion,

constipation, headache etc.

Treatment.—A stimulating full pack daily, or steam-bath in

bed (No. 1) with thick extra compresses on the region of the

liver, followed b}^ a lukewarm bath (88 0 to 90
o) with affusions

of water of 84^ to 85 ^ on the affected part.

As soon as the pack feels irksome the patient should be un-

packed and bathed or rubbed with lukewarm water (77 to 81°)

next repeated soothing compresses (77^ to 85^) should be applied

to the diseased part, but changed at once on becoming uncom-

fortable, also soothing body compress at night and extra compress

on the same part and stimulating leg packs. For the rest vege-

tarian or mixed diet according to the patient's condition avoidance

of liquids, particularly of alcoholic beverages. Fresh air and ene-

mata for constipation and as a derivative remedy.
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Treatment with massage is also necessary, especially massage

of the abdomen in the form of strokes on the region of the liver,

as well as curative gymnastics, forward and lateral body move-

ment, semi -rotary body movement, elevating body niovement

felling movement, alternate sawing movement , also Group IV

in order to regulate the circulation m the whole body, l-or

Modes of Application, see Index. For further information on

Massage and Curative Gymnastics, see Index.

LIVER, INDURATION OF THE, is synonymous with

chronic hepatitis or inflammation of the liver and the same

treatment is to be applied for the one as for the other.

Treatment with massage.— Cautious friction several times

daily as well as gentle stroking, kneading and tapping the region

of the liver, and massage daily as in "Tonic treatment .

INDURATION OF THE LIVER CURED.
By Prof. Trall.

/ Foster, of Pembroke aged fifty eight though tall and

well built, was constitutionally predisposed to induration of the

liver and constipation. When he entered my institution he had

for several years suffered from this disease, so that his life was

seriously threatened, in a few days he felt considerably reheved

and in less than three months left us in the enjoyment of ex-

cellent health.

LIVER, INFLAMMATION OF THE, acute. Followed by

abscess etc.; on examining the liver, the swelhng is perceptible

and hard to the touch.

The inflammation larises either from external injury to the

liver through the abdominal integuments or from diseased con-

dition of other internal organs.

If the inflammation arises from external injury the course of

the disease is always a violent one. If due to other causes, it

can continue for years, till an abscess attains a large size and

gives rise to acute symptoms.
When the abscess bursts suppuration takes place either exter-

nally, through the abdominal integuments, or internally into the

abdominal or thoracic cavities according to the position of the

abscess and the diseased condition of the surrounding tissues.

Inflammation of the peritoneum or pleura frequently sets in in-

consequence of this discharge, and a fatal issue is common. In

favorable cases, which, how^ever, are rare the abscess becomes
indurated, shrivelled and cicatrized.

Treatment. —Non-stimulating diet, daily soothing full packs

till the body feels warm, with extra compresses on the region of
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tlie liver, followed by a lukewarm bath (860 to 89
O) with eentV

affusions over the painful parts. The patient should then be nui
to bed to get warm. ' '

The compresses on the liver outside the pack should :>,

contmued and combuied with stimulating leg or calf packs
Either half steam-baths or half or three-quarter steam-baths in
bed (No. ]) should be given three or four times a week Plent-
of water should be drunk, this may be flavoured with a litti^
fruit syrup in order that the patient mav be induced to drini
copiously. There upon body compress with extra coinpress o-
the region of the liver. For the rest tonic treatment. Plenty c
fresh air, open windows at night, enemata in case of constipation
and as a derivative remedy. For Modes of Application, see
Index. See also the treatment recommended for diseases of
the liver.

LrV^ER, INFLAMMATION OF THE, chronic. Is chiell
met with in hard drinkers. Pregnant women and women in child-
bed are also liable to it.

The course of the disease is slow; the liver is at first muc::i
enlarged, but afterwards gradually decreases in size becoming
finally smaller than in a normal condition in consequence of
shrinkage of the cells, whereby the functions of the liver gradu-
aUy cease. Finally jaundice and abdominal dropsy make their
appearance. The disordered condition of the liver is, in this

complaint, also perceptible to the touch through the abdominal
wall, the organ having sharp, hard edges, and a rough knotty
surface. Jaundice is a frequent complication.

Treatment as in the acute form ; if hard spots be felt on the
liver the latter must be steamed by means of the abdominal
hot-water bottle (q. v.), curative gymnastic exercises, such as bending
the body back and forwards, lateral body movement, raising the

trunk, felling movement, sawing movement etc. are sometimes
useful. The disease must not be neglected too long or a cure
will be impossible. See also "Liver, Diseases of" under Kneipp
cure also Index for more on the subject of Massage and Curative

Gymnastics.

CURE OF INFLAMMATION OF THE LIVER.
From Dr. Koerner' work: "The surest cure of Febrile Diseases".

Mrs. P, an old lady sixty three years of age suffering from

hepatitis, sent for me on the sixth da.y of her illness. She had

been treated medicinally with the result that her symptoms in-

creased in severity so that she determined to try the Natural

Method of Healing. The region of the liver was veiy painful,

the abdomen inflated, fever high, thirst excessive, bitter taste in
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the mouth with inclination to vomit. The very first compresses

had such a favorable effect that the pains abated and she exper-

ienced quite a pleasurable sensation when wearing the compresses,

whereas she had previously been beside herself with anguish

and restlessness. Her cure" proceeded rapidly, after a week's

time she was able to leave her bed, and felt so well that she

could not speak highl3' enough of the treatment. See also report

of cure under "Carditis".

LIVER, RETRACTION OR SHRIVELLING OF, is

chiefly caused by over indulgence in alcoholic beverages, for

which reason this" disease is often called "Drinker's liver". The
first symptoms resemble those of chronic gastric catarrh. During

: the course of the disease the liver is first enlarged and then

decreases in size; swelling or enlargement of the spleen, abdominal

dropsy and dropsical swellings of the arms and legs then ensue.

; Digestion gets gi-adually worse, so that the patient finally becomes

C quite qmaciated.

I Treatment.—Daily cutaneous treatment by the application of

II
baths and wet rubbing of the whole body. Two mild steam-baths

11 in bed per week with extra compresses on the region of the liver,

bath to follow; then gentle stroking of the liver either in bed or

when up. If there are dropsical swellings, the treatment prescribed

in dropsy should be apphed. In both cases tonic or regenerative

treatment should be carefully applied.

For Modes of Application, see Index.

LIVER, WAXY OR ARMYLOID occurs only in diseases

accompanied by general degeneration of the blood, such as

syphilis, cancer, tuberculosis, rhachitis etc.

Symptoms.—The greatly enlarged liver is perceptible to the

touch, and a deposit of fatt}'- matter takes place, protuberant

nodules of fat being sometimes formed on the liver.

Wax\^ kidneys and waxy spleen generally accompany the

disease. Dropsy finally sets in and jaundice in a light form is

sometimes met with in later stages.

Treatment.—The treatment must, in the first place, be directed

to the removal of the primary disease. In the second place the

same treatment must be adopted as in fatty degeneration of the

liver but without steam - baths ; steam - bath in bed No. 1 being

substituted. A lukewarm hip-bath (77^ to Hi**) once a day, dur-

ation fifteen minutes, is also advisable. For Modes of Appli-

cation, see Index.

LIVER, YELLOW ATROPHY OF THE. A disease

running an exceedingly quick course , and is characterized by
fever, violent pains in the region of the liver, jaudice and a

yellowish coloured urine,

65
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The liver gets much reduced in size in a very short time
Women during pregnancy or confinement, and excessivf

drinkers are prmcipally Hable to this disease.
All severe liver diseases may result in atrophy of the liver

Treatment.—One or two lukewarm baths of short duration
(85» to 88») daily succeeded by full pack and extra-compresses on
the region of the liver. Next, constantly repeated cool compresses
{68^ to 66") on the same place, to be changed when dry, and
combined with stimulating calf packs.

For the rest plenty of fresh air, strictly non-stimulating diet,

and enemata both for constipation and for derivative purposes.
In this disease the treatment has to be commenced early ii

it is to be of any benefit. For Modes of Application, see Index.
See also treatment "Liver, induration of" and "Liver, disease;^
of", under Kneipp cure.

Local baths for hand, arm, elbow and leg, see Index.

Local rubbing, see Index.

LOCK JAW. Is a persistent convulsion, attacking a person
who all the time retains his consciousness. Proceeding from the

spinal cord, it seizes in the first place the motor nerves, nexi
usually the masseters and the muscles of the trunk and neck, anc
may arise from inflammation, a cold or wound etc. But the con
dition originates principally from shot or incised wounds e. g.

where foreign bodies remain behind, and particularly when the

person thus affected with a wound is exposed to sudden changes
of temperature.

Symptoms.—Attacks ot cramp (lasting for some minutes, but

at times also as long as an hour) which in the beginning occur

at long intervals, but gradually return more frequently and more
violently. There is an uninterrupted convulsive tension of the

musBes, which are as hard as stone and exceedingly painful.

If the facial muscles are attacked, the patient presents a

peculiar and even painful appearance.

The attempt to masticate or swallow and even a touch, or

other accidental ca^-^es, may produce fresh attacks.

When this m. ,.dy lasts tor some time, the sufferer perishes

from debility; but suffocation may supervene during the attacks

Treatment.—Re ve the causes and the primary affection

which led to the ex^...:3sive weakness or the malady. Next, rub

the body vigorously with warm dry hands or dry cloths and

follow with the application of a dry or wet full pack, and place

a hot-water bottle filled with boiling water and wrapped in a

damp towel to the feet. See "Hot-water bottles"; all this to

be followed by a tepid (69") wet rubbing of the whole body.
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After perspiration has set in, not dry but wet packs only

should be applied.

Vigorous cool rubbing. of the feet and legs, small enemata,

stimulating body compress at night, perhaps also calf pack, fresh

air drinking fresh water and non-stimulating diet, are requisite.

Vigorous rubbing and stroking of the whole body may be tried

during a steam-bath or cane-chair steam-bath.

For general affection a tonic treatment should be applied, and

careful attention paid to cutaneous action by a daily vigorous (73*') wet

rubbing of the whole body. For Modes of Application, see Index.

Longsightedness, see Index.

LOSS OF POWER in the shoulder or hipjoint, legs,

arms and abdomen, back, trunk, see also Paralysis" particu-

larly "Curative Gymnastics" and the movements prescribed

therein.

Louse, see "Vermin".

Lower arm, Pack for, see Index.

LUMBAGO. This term is employed to designate sudden
pains in the lumbar region, felt after any excessive muscular

exertion such as lifting heavy weights, stooping or sudden
change of position while lying down.

A superficial form of the disease can arise from a strain on
some group of muscles or muscular fibre. The more deep seated

disorder is due to congestion in the spine.

Treatment,—Rest, steam-bath in bed with extra compresses
on the lumbar region, followed by a lukewarm (77*^) wet rubbing
of the whole body and by massage (striking). Steam compresses
in alternation with cool compresses should also be applied to the

painful parts. The lumbar region siipuld also be bathed with
warm water (95" to 100*-^) mixed with a third or fourth part of

vinegar. In case of a predisposition to this disease or when the

symptoms are of rheumatic nature, the treatment given for rheu-

matism, with tonic treatment, should be followed. See also "Loins,

Pains m the".
Massage.—Relief is sometimes obtained by rubbing and

stroking the painful paits for about ten minutes. The parts may
also be kneaded if the pain is not too severe. For Modes of

' Application, see Index. See also "Lumbago" under Kneipp cure.

CURE OF RHEUMATIC LUMBAGO
(From the journal "The Natural Healer'".)

One evening in the autumn of 1S56 a fisherman brought hi.-^

son, a healthy looking boy of twenty years of age, to me in ;:

55*
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wheelbarrow 1 was at that time the director of the Sanatoriu'^,m hJrunnenthal near Munich, now belongin^^ to the heirs .

Dr. Stetnbacher. The man told me that he had to carry the bovhome from the field where they were working because he ha

'

suddenly been seized with a pain in his loins whüe diegin^ frr
potatoes, which made it impossible for him to go on with his work
or to walk home. He begged me to cure him speedily as h-
required him for work I told the boy to raise himseff from tb-
barrow, which he, however, could not do without the help of ,

bath attendant. I then had him taken to a room, and applied ^

fourfold damp linen body compress, wrapping liim well up in
dry blanket and feather bed. I also made him drink plenty ^

milk warmed, with the addition of a httle water and sugar.' ir:

a hour or two he was perspiring freely: I kept him an hou
longer m the pack, and then gave him a shallow bath, during
which he was vigorously rubbed by two men. During this process
he cried out lustily whenever the lower part of his back was
touched. In ten minutes I had him taken out of the bath and
well dried, I then gave him a fresh wet body compress, and
had him placed on the bed, which again caused a cry of pain.
The boy passed a tolerably good night, and felt decidedly better
in the morning ; I now ordered two dry sweating packs for the
day with wet body compress, the boy remaining in the pack
for an hour in a free perspiration with the window open. He
then had a bath with vigorous mbbing at the same time, even
as far as it could be borne, rubbing the stiff and painful places,
which however did not cause him so much pain as on the first

occasion; in the intervals between the packs he had to remain
in bed wearing a wet body compress. On the morning of the

fourth day, after six of these dry sweating packs—the boy begged
to be allowed to get up at midday and to try and walk about in

the open air, and the result of this experiment surpassed our ex-

pectations. At first he could only hobble with difficulty supporting
himself on a thick stick ; but after two hours absence he returned
with his natural walk. After this I applied a large wet body
compress every night for a few days longer, with a bath and
rubbing in the morning, and allowed him as an experiment to

resume his work. On the eighth day after his treatment he

thought that he did not require m}'^ help any longer and wished
me good bye. The next day his delighted father brought me as

a token of recognition for my services (I had refused to take a

fee) a beautiful specimen of a trout, which I cooked and ate with

great relish.

In addition to the rheumatic lumbago arising from a cold,

there is another variety of the disorder due to an outward or

excessive movement of the body e. g. a sudden stoop, raising
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heavy weights etc. causing a strain or rupture of certain muscular

fibres or hgaments and consequently a momentary pain and rigi-

dity as mentioned above.

THE LUNGS. These are situated in the thoracic cavity

(fig. 224 a to e.). They are separated from each other by the

mediastinum. The right lung consists of three the left of two lobes.

The lungs belong to the most important organs of the body;
they are composed of cells and serve the purpose of breathing

(in and expiration); the thorax expands with inhalation and

Lungs, trachea and larynx.

Fig. 224.

A. right and B. left lung: C. cavity for the heart; c. d. e. lobes of the lungs:
f. trachea; g. larynx.

atmospheric air enters the cells of the lungs. (At the same time
the blood of the great vascular trunks of the thorax streams more
vigorously from the heart to the lungs.) At expiration the thorax
contracts and the air passes out again from the cells of the lungs.
The function of the lungs consists mainly in withdrawing carbonic
acid from the blood and impregnating it with oxygen; in other
words, in purifying the blood, a process which can only be
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accomplished satislactoriljr when good pure air, rich in oxygen, is
DreatneQ,

See also "Blood, Circulation of the".

'TKxi'V^^
CELLS, CONTRACTION AND CLOSING OFTHE (occlusion), may be congenital or contracted, in the latter

case as a result of general debihty, tumours, bronchial catarrh
and pleuritis. Sometimes only single portions of the lungs arr
affected, sometimes the whole lung is incapable of expanding ami
contracting. The disease is most commonly met with in new-
born infants.

The ramißcaiions of the trachea in the lungs.

Fig. 225.

A. Drachea; B. and C, its left and right branches: D. very delicate bronchi.

Symptoms in infants and little children.—Insufficient breath;

weak, whining voice, inability to cry loudly, feeble suckhng of

the milk, cool flacid skin. In older patients, general decay of

strength, dropsical swellings or tumours in the cavity of the

thorax or abdomen, want of air, suf)erficial and very rapid breathing.

The face emaciated and of a bluish grey colour, the nose thin

and pointed and the skin pale and cold.

Treatment for new born children. They must be given at

once a short warm bath (9'20 to 95") with suitable vigorous

friction, particularly of the legs. After this, the head, neck and
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The lungs and oiher organs of the chest and abdomen.

Fig. 226.

a. upper, b. middle, c. lower lobe of right lung; d. and e. upper and lower
lobe of left lung; f. the heart; g. pulmonarj" artery; h. pulmonary vein; i, great
aorta; k. upper vena cava; I. diaphragm; m. cervical vertebra; n. I'ight, o.

left lobe of the liver; p. gall-bladder; q. left and right kidneys; r. left and
right ureters; s. the bladder; t. uterus; u. left and right ovaria; v. left and

right fallopian tubes; w. vertebral column.
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chest must be washed and dabbed with a sponge dipped in luke-
warm water (820 to 92») then the children must be put to bed
and well wrapped up. In serious cases artificial respiration (which
see) is necessary. With children who have contracted this disease
the action of the skin must be attended to, and a derivative
treatment adopted with neck douches (560 to 7 50) care being also
taken to secure plenty of fresh air. For the rest a tonic treat-

ment. In the case of new-born infants care should be taken to

ensure vigorous breathing of fresh air from the very beginning,
particularly if the birth was a difficult one. For Modes of Appli-
cation, see Index.

LUNG CELLS, DILATATION OF THE, or dilatation
of the lungs called also Emphysema of the lungs. This
consists of a morbid expansion of the cells, by which the lungs

are filled with air to an inordinate degi-ee and are, owing to a los.?

of elasticity so relaxed, as to be unable to expel the air properly,

in consequence of which a sufficient amount of fresh air cannot

be taken in.

Symptoms.—Shortness of breath, difficulty of breathing, violent

palpitation of the heart, abdominal complaints, enlargement of the

liver, a feeble digestion, cough, expansion to deformity of the

thorax, audible rattling in the chest, weariness, general lassitude.

The causes of this disease are difficult to determine; appa

rently they are attributable to protracted cough; (especially

whooping cough) excessive exertion of the lungs in speaking,

singing and blowing instruments, running etc., and particularly over-

exertion inbreathing induced by some internal or external causes.

Treatment.—In the first place very deep vigorous expirations

should be made several times a day in order to discharge the

bad and inhale fresh air. (See on this subject "Breathing exer-

cises".) When the weather is not too inclement the patient

should sleep with the window open. Impure air, dust and smoke

must at all times be avoided. A foot steam-bath in bed with

soothing trunk pack, the sheet being only moderately wrung out in

lukewarm water (81 «) should be given for an hour daily, to be

followed by wet rubbing of the whole body (7 50). A preh

minary or regenerative course and a treatment bearing on the

primary disease, as well as fresh air and enemata are necessar\.

Air baths, light baths and sun baths and massage of the whole

body are recommended. Reports of cures of various pulmonary

diseases may be found under "Phthisis". For further information

on Kneipp cure and Curative gymnastics as well as Modes c

Application, see Index.

LUNGS, DISEASES OF THE. Bronchial catarrh or

pulmonary catarrh appears in a variety of forms and stages.
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acute as well as chronic, and easily arises from coddling whereby

the mucous membrane becomes hyper-sensitive. Next to a cold

in the head it is perhaps one of the most frequent of the maladies

which are caused by chill. Infants, aged and infirm persons

are most frequently attacked by it and in their case it assumes^
graver aspect.

Symptoms.—Catarrhal fever, the feeling of soreness behind the

sternum, more or less violent shivering fits, dry cough with but

little phlegm, difficulty of breathing, want of appetite, depression,

heaviness in the head, giddiness especially in case of influenza

which is a more or less malignant catarrhal fever. On sounding

the chest a rattling, whistling and buzzing noise is heard. There

is however but little or no fever.

Causes.—Chill, especially in spring and autumn and chiefly

Irom the sudden cooling of the body after perspiration, breathing

of cold or vitiated air, and of particles suspended in the air as

dust, flour etc., of sulphuric or sulphorous acid, chlorine, nitric

acid vapour, smoke etc. Also diseases of the lungs, typhoid fever,

small pox, scarlet fever, measles, tuberculosis, anaemia.

Chronic bronchial catarrh is fully as prevalent as the acute

form and especially in cold regions, as also in trades which ne-

cessitate working in air fuH of dust etc. It is indicated by a

constant racldng, sometimes cramp-like cough, discharge of phlegm,
difficulty of breathing and a livid complexion.

Treatment.—Steam-bath in bed (No. 1) daily, or steam-bath

followed by full pack, or perhaps only a stimulating full pack, in

each case followed by bath and vigorous rubbing of the skin

then returning to bed to get warm again. This rubbing of the

skin is performed in order to effect the secretion of the morbid
matter which the blood so tenaciously arrests at the mucous
membrane in question. At night, stimulating throat, trunk and
calf packs, or shoulder pack instead of throat pack. In the
morning, lukewarm (730 to 82^) wet rubbing of the whole body.
Above all, breathing exercises, keeping of an even warm temper-
ature, plenty of mild fresh air, sleeping with the window open,
and non-stimulating diet. To loosen the drs^- cough apply a few
steam compresses.

Enemata for constipation. In severe chronic cases strength-

ening treatment. In obstinate cases regenerative or prelimman/
treatment.

Massage of the chest is also to be recommended in chronic
bronchial catarrh in the form of extended stroking of the whole
chest, as well as chest pressure and trunk pressure with vibration,

during which the patient is to breathe very deep and full. Also
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massage of the larynx and the throat, chest pressure*) and trunkpratssure with vibration.**) ^ ™''^

ciSES^^'LeTndTx.'''^'''"'''^'''''
'''' "Massage" and "Breathing exer-

Second treatment.—If the patient suffers from shivering anddefective cutaneous secretion; give a light steam-bath of half anhours duration, followed by wet rubbing of the whole body (77 O)or lavation. Every day or every other day stimulating full parkor steam-bath m bed No. 1, beginning with water of 810^ndgradually lowering the temperature until it reaches 73 o also bv
degrees, trunk pack (73«) and wet rubbing in the morning If
the patient s condition warrants, also give sunbaths and observe
generally the rules of tonic treatment. Plenty of fresh air ene'
mata. For Massage etc. see above.

'

..o7^^^^^
treatment. At night, leg, body and shoulder pack

(73 ). in the morning, wet rubbing of the whole body (73«'.
Mouth baths of ten or fifteen minutes duration five or six time'-
a day followed each time by garghng and drawing water up the
nostrils; morning and evening kneading and stroking the throat
downwards (whereby however the bronchi must not be touched)
and stroking the upper part of the chest from the sternum along
the ribs; abundant ventilation of the workshop etc. (if possible,
work should be done with the window open): deep breathing in
pure air, and during work all breathing should be through the
nostrils. We recommend a trial of Wolff's cheap cotton re-
spirator. (To be had of the Apothecary in Frankenstein in Silesia,
price one shilling). The diet must be strictly non-stimulating
plenty of good milk, either cool or lukewarm, and also thin gruels.

For Modes of AppHcation, see Index.

CASE OF LUNG DISEASE AND CHRONIC NASAL
CATARRH

cured in the Bilz' Sanatorium.

Mr. N. P, of Riga in Russia, twenty eight years of age, came
to me last year. He had had trouble witli his lungs for several
years and had become anaemic in consequence : at the same time
he suffered from chronic nasal catarrh. When he rose in the
morning, a short dry cough brought up a viscid dark phlegm.
He had already employed a number of remedies, creosote pills

etc. for his malady, but all in vain. After a three weeks' treat-

*) The patient lies on his bacic and someone lays Iiis hands on the chest,

and during exhalation presses and shakes the chest.

**) The same position and mode of breathing. The attendant presses
the trunk from both sides (during exhalation) and shakes it.
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ment in the sanatorium consisting in breatliing exercises, douches,

crargling, steam-baths, packs, living and sleeping in air huts,

massage and non-stimulating diet, the catarrhal affections of the

bronchial tube subsided, the dullness of the apex of the lung was

arrested, breathing through the nose restored, and an increase of

more than four pounds in weight effected in the short time.

CASE OF CATARRH OF THE LUNGS CURED.

I suffered from severe catarrh of the lungs and had been

given up by the doctors. Through a bookseller I ordered the

work entided "Bilz, The New Method of Healing" and to my
joy can testify that the instructions contained therein enabled me
to attain perfect health in. spite of the severity of the winter.

V. Tilp, Graz in Styria.

CASE OF PULMONARY CATARRH CURED.
In the BiLz' Sanatorium.

Fräulein F. of Eisenberg in Thuringia, eighteen years of age,

had suffered from catarrh of the apex of the right lung for about

a year and a half. In consecjuence of growing rapidly, the upper

part of the body was retarded in its development, the composition

of the blood was faulty owing to imperfect breathing; she finally

became anaemic, pale and was strikingly thin, although previously to

her illness she had been apparently well and healthy. After an

unsuccessful medical treatment she came full of confidence to the

Bilz Sanatorium. Here she went through a ten weeks' course,

and when she left was absolutely cured. She looked fresh and

blooming, her rosy cheeks bore the stamp of health, she had put

on fourteen pounds and was stronger and better than she had ever

been in her hfe before.

See also ''Reports of cure".

CASE OF CATARRH OF THE LUNGS, STOMACH AND
INTESTINES.

By Edmund Schneckenberg, Reitzenhain.

(From the Journal for Hygiene and Natural Therapeutics.)

I was requested b}'- the mother of Mr. Akvin H . . . sch,

musician and householder of Pobershau, to visit her son who
was dangerously ill, and I at once gave my consent. I regretted

hov/ever having given it when 1 heard that the patient was lying

in a hopeless state, but the mother begged so hard that I at last

agreed to go to her house. The night was pitch dark, and as

I entered the sickroom the patient was prajdng that an angel
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might come and help him. In the room were his relations aswell as several fnends as his end was expected, I examined thepaüent, who could hardly speak, and assured myself that hewasuffering from severe ung, stomach, and intestinal catarrh tog;therwith congestion of the liver, and there was a complete distur-bance of nutrition. I learned that the unfortunate man had al-ready been ten weeks in bed under medical treatment, and that
his condition had got steadily worse. The cause of his illness

of'^twdve
"^^^^^ ^""^""^^^ ^^""^^ ^ •'^''^''^

_
After speaking some words of encouragement to him and

giving some general directions for the night, I began next dav
with full confidence m beneficent nature, the treatment of the
patient. I prescribed a strictly vegetarian diet, exactly the oppo-
site

_
of what the doctors had given him viz.: meat and eiss

banished medicines entirely, and ordered frequent dr>' rubbijig
of the legs and arms, and two foot steam-baths in bed daily bv
means of hot-water bottles.

^

The strength of the patient began to revive, whereupon I
had m conjunction with the dry rubbing and steam - baths
calf and arm packs alternately and at last was able to venti-
late the room frequendy. As soon as his improvement
was evident I gave body packs and enemata, and towards
the end of the year caused him to go out on sunny days and
to practise breathing exercises. On New year's Eve the patient,
thinking himself perfectly well, went to a restaurant without my
permission and at midnight went out of doors into the snow and
rain to hear the Church bells ringing. He had to pay for this
inattention and although he went to his lathe occasionally, still

his general health did not improve, as it ought to have done if

my directions had been implicitly followed. It was not until the
warmer weather set in that he was able to look into the future
with courage and confidence.

See also the second report of cure under "Stomach, Catarrh
OF the".

CASE OF CATARRH OF THE APEX OF THE LUNGS
COMBINED WITH ACCUMULATION OF PHLEGM IN THE

GULLET
cured in the Bihz Sanatorium Dresden-Radebeul.

Mr. IV. of Dresden had suffered for some time from catarrh
of the apex of the lungs combined with accumulation of phlegm
in the gullet, as well as from violent and often extremely painful

asthmatic complaint, so that he was hardly able to move for
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many consecutive minutes. At night his cough was especially

troublesome.
After a stay of but four weeks ' in the above mentioned

sanatorium during which time he was treated with gentle

half steam-baths, Scotch compresses, lukewarm shallow baths,

daily inhaling, trunk packs at night and non-stimulating diet, he
was entirely cured ot his complaint. In the third week of the

treatment he could with ease take long walks, and he returned

to his profession with renewed strength and spirits.

LUNGS, DISEASES OF THE. Phthisis or Consumption.
This is the most widely spread and frequent disease of man. In

most cases its progress is slow and it gradually becomes chronic.

Two varieties of the disease, the acute and the chronic, are

met with. The first is called acute pulmonarj^ tuberculosis or
miliary tuberculosis, the latter—chrom'f" pulmonaiy tuberculosis, or

pulmonary consumption.

In the acute form the disease, known, as we have said, by
the name of acute miliary tuberculosis, a rapid, extensive deposit

of grey or j^^ellowish tubercles takes place, nioi e especially in the

lungs, but occasionally in the spleen, liver, etc. and death usually

ensues in consequence of general deterioration of the blood with
symptoms of violent typhoid fever, before the respiratory functions

of the lungs have been seriously interfered with, or Öie miUary
tubercles have undergone further transformation.

Symptoms of the acute disease. Small knotty lumps are
formed in the lung and the course of the disease is "a rapid one.

It is characterized hy high fever, accelerated pulse, difficult}^ in

breathing, inclination to sleep, increased tendency to perspire,

loss of consciousness, very rapid loss of strength, feeling of

oppression in the chest, cough, hoarseness, and many other
s3Tnptoms, varying according to the organs affected. As already
mentioned, the disease ma}" rapidly become fatal, especially when
it is super-added to the chronic form (pulmonary consumption) in

v/hich case the symptoms are especially severe, culminating in

general decomposition and deterioration of the blood.
It is otherwise with chronic tuberculosis, which also by pre-

ference selects the lungs for its point of attack, but leaves the
system plenty of time, in many cases years, to attempt to throw
off the tubercles, or, one might say, to allow the parts attached
by these gems to heal up.

If these attempts are not successful and the degeneration of
the blood continues, the tubercular deposits are continually re-in-

forced and death takes place either in consequence of a more
than usually violent attack or more or less quickly in consequence
of the gradual metamorphosis of the tubercles (mollification and
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supp ation) with symptoms of general consumption designatedas galloping consumption when the course of the disease is ran d-diromc i^ulmonary consumption or pulmonary phthisis when u

hnrr/' dlT'f^^^ ""'^^J
tubercukr masses shrivel up to a smaHhaid dark lump and are then eliminated from the system t ,havmg first undergone a process of mollification and suppuratio)they gradually dry up into a yellowish grey chalky, sandy mas^.

their immeaiate connection with the system is severed and th.
are rendered innocuous. In other cases again the irritating actio
of the tubercles on the surrounding pulmonary tissues produce
an inflammatory condition giving rise to an exudation which hecomes cartüagmous, and in this way also the tubercles are separ
ated irom the system and from immediate communication wn!
the circulation.

In the cases just considered the tubercles can, under favorable
conditions, exist for years, even to advanced age. without iniurv
to the system. The patient may die finally from senüe weakness
or from other causes, continuing meanwhile free from anv symr
toms of disease. Under unfavorable conditions, on the other
hand, such as faulty habits of living, dissipation, excessive exertion
dancing, coids, violent excitement (terror, rage, worry) under any
conditions, m fact, which are liable to agitate and violently ac-
celerate the circulation, the tubercles may be again drawn into
the system, giving rise to deterioration of the blood with a fatal
issue in such cases, or to inflammation and suppuration of the
affected organ.

Besides the lungs, tuberculosis is very liable (like typhoid
fever) to attack the mucous membrane of the intestinal canal,
stomach, larynx, windpipe, bronchi, spleen, kidneys, testicles,
uterus, brain and meninges. The tubercles can also be deposited
in the bones (in early life in the form of scrofula) and in the
tissues and integuments contiguous to the organs just mentioned.

Chronic pulmonary tuberculosis, called in bad cases pul-
monary consumption, pulmonary phthisis, or simply consumption,
like tuberculosis and ail diseases of the blood in general is usuai]\
only noticed when in a tolerably advanced stage of development,
when the functions of the lungs are already seriously impaired,
and the blood is in a condition of tubercular deterioration.

Symptoms of the chronic form.—An anaemic appearance of

the skin and depressed condition of nutrition accompanied by a

peculiar flat or concave appearance and feeble action of the chest.

Other symptoms are,—difficulty in breathing or even complete
loss of breath after physical exertion such as climbing hills o:

steps, frequent piercing pains, catarrh, dry cough, expectoration,

thin at the commencement, afterwards thicker and mingled with
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PUS or blood, palpitation of the heart, feeling of oppression in

the '^hest. These are the symptoms most frequently, though not

invariably, met with; to these we may add digestive derange-

ments, loss of appetite, constipation and in some cases diarrhoea,

these symptoms may however be entirely absent. In more ad-

vanced stages hectic fever, more pronounced towards evening, is

met with, accompanied by light perspiration at night, which m
time becomes more copious and exhausting.

Should the pleura be attacked, the discharged pus frequently

makes itself an outlet through the breast bone. (Pulmonary

fistula.)
,

. „ ,

The symptoms of pulmonary consumption are usually less

severe or even vanish entirely in summer, to re-appear with in-

creased intensity at the approach of winter.

CAUSES.—Bad air, insufficiently ventilated sitting and bed

rooms, occupation involving a Ufe in close, dusty air with con-

sequent liability to catarrh of the respiratory organs, as in the

case ot file-cutters, stonemasons, glasscutters
,

cigar makers,

workers in cotton factories, weavers etc.; insufficient and un-

wholesome nourishment, defective formation of blood, predis-

position to pulmonary consumption, too frequent deliveries, self

abuse, mental worry and other depressing influences, various

diseases, such as scrofula, syphilis, typhus, chlorosis, lar>'ngeal

catarrh, pleurisy and especially inflammation of the lungs, as it

has been found that the residual products of inflammation and

the pulmonarv tissues occupied by the same tend to disintegrate.

This serious complication is not however met with in many cases

of pulmonary inflammation.

Infection with the tubercular virus is by some considered

necessary for the development of the disease.

Consumptive women often appear to become free from the

disease during pregnancy. It is however liable to return in a

dangerous and even fatal form during puerperal fever.

Chronic pulmonary consumption is most frequently met with

in men during the period from the commencement of manliood

to the age of thirty.

Treatment.—The principal aim of the treatment is to restore

the blood to a healthy and pure condition; care must therefore

be taken that the diet be plain, nutritious and for the most part

non-stimulating, and that the air breathed by the patient should

be the purest possible. Open windows at night, breathing gym-

nastics in the open air, whenever possible in the^ sunshine, and

well ventilated rooms •'re therefore essential. The bad, dusty

air of streets and towns and the air of rooms contaminated by

tobacco smoke should be carefully avoided. Articles of clothing inter-

fering with the functions of the lungs such as corsets etc. are
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noxious, also trades and occupations liable to impede or ovo,
stimulate the respiratory organs as in the case of tailors sen,
stresses, clerks or those involving a very sedentary Ufe Extrem! c

ot temperature should" also be avoided in cases of pulmonary arVl
laryngeal tuberculosis. ^

Before inflammation and suppuration in the lungs has reachc,
^ an advanced stage, much benefit will be derived from a moder
tely active occupation, such as light garden and even field worJ-
though caution will here be necessary. The vitality of the bloor^
will be promoted by the practice of even, full, calm and den!
breathing. ^

In advanced stages of the disease the patient should con,.
mence with lukewarm ablutions (86

o) confining the same -

first to the upper portion of the body; after the patient has got
accustomed to these, the ablutions may be given to the whole
body (the temperature of the water used for the lower limbs may
be reduced to 73» to 77 o). Two things must here be attended
to; firstly, the patient must always feel comfortably warm, the
ablutions must be given in a warm room, or in the open air if

the weather be perfectly calm, warm and sunny, care must be
taken to promote reaction by warm clothing and exercise (in case
the patient feels chilly or the weather be cold or rainy, or the
air m the room insufficiently warm, these ablutions must be
avoided as useless or even dangerous

;) secondly, the patient mu' i.

keep entirely passive and quiet during the ablution which,
together with the subsequent rubbing and drying, must only be
performed by the attendants; should the patient be unable to
obtain the services of an attendant, the ablutions had better be
dispensed with.

The disagreeable exhausting exudation of the later stages may
be alleviated by washing the patient in bed with lukewarm water
(82*' to 85^). Lukewaim enemata may be given in case of

exhausting diarrhoea.

Patients suffering from a milder form of the disorder or who
are already on the road to recovery may take a daily bath (90°)

instead of the ablution, rubbing the legs and feet afterwards with a
towel wrung out in water of 66*^ to 73*^. The directions given
with regard to the temperature of the air and the body and to exercise

are applicable to this bath also.

We add a somewhat more energetic mode of treatmenl

besides following the directions already given respecting fresh air

,

light, non-stimulating diet etc., patients in the earlier stages of

tuberculosis should take one or two lukewarm (77 °) full ablutions

daily and two or three 77« half or three quarter packs weekly
placing a bottle filled with boiling water and wrapped in damp
linen under the feet (duration one to one and a half hours) follow-



DISEASES OF THE LUNGS AND LIVER.

IV

1. Normal Right Lung.

3. Inflammation of the Lung and

Pleuritis.

5. Stone Mason's Lung.

2. Tuberculous Right Lung.

4. Miner's & Coal Heaver's Lung.

6. Normal Liver.

7. Constricted Liver.

8. Fatty Liver or Nutmeg Liver.

(Section.)
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.ed bv a full washing (82 to 85 or a lukewarm bath (90'^ with

subsequent rubbing of the legs and feet with a towel wrung out

in cool water as above. A 77** trunk and shoulder pack may

also be given every other day, duration from an hour to an hour

and a half or so long as the patient can comfortably bear it.

Should the patient be bedridden, only three or four trunk and

shoulder packs should be given in addition to one or two daily

full washings. In severe cases stimulating leg packs of two

K)r three hours duration should be given in addition to the trunk

.and shoulder packs, during the time of application the trunk and

shoulder packs should generally be changed once. Every pack

should be succeeded by a local 77 ablution.

In each case a warm foot bath (100°) of five minutes' duration

•should be taken before going to sleep, followed by wet rubbing

•of the feet (73") with subsequent foot pack. For the foot pack

damp cotton stockings should be used; they must be thin and

well wrung out. They must in these cases only reach to the

-calves and woollen ones drawn on over them. Two small

enematas should be given daily, also a large enema in case of con-

stipation.

If the patient be strong enough, a walk in pure, sunny air will

sbe beneficial.

1 would lay special stress on the value of breathing gymnastics

•in consumption, also on the beneficial effect of loud talking, reciting,

singing, whisthng, playing on wind instruments, and deep breathing

in pure air; swimming, skating, dancing and jumping in the open

•air can be highly recommended. Curative gymnastics, especially

the third group, deserve attention*). The rules for health given

under strengthening treatment should be followed. See also

"Consumption" under Kneipp cure. For further information

concerning massage, curative gymnastics, Kneipp cure, and for

Modes of Application, see Index.

In his book "The Lung" Niemeyer writes as follows: Swimming,
\vhich in addition to expanding the chest acts most beneficially on
llic skin, should be practised not only in summer, but also in

winter if there be a covered swimming bath in the neighbourhood.

Persons showing a tendency to consumption who have recovered

"the vigour of youth througn regular visits to the baths in the

Admiralty Gardens, even before the arrival of spring, can be counted

by the dozen. The bath must, however, be followed by immediate

wrapping in a bath sheet and by vigorous rubbing. Further remarks

on the subject will be found in the article "Swimming as a cure

of consumption" in his "Medical consultations"

*) Dr. Moleschott recommends the blowing of soap bubbles as an exercise

''oc persons afflicted with weak chests.

55
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Ihe same author writes in connection with skatinjc "Ow.ro the ease of the motion and the quantity of fresh pur
breathed through the nostrils, the skating pond seems to have b.
specially created tor the healing of weak chests.We add two illustrations by Dr Niemeyer showing resn^^
tively an athletic and a consumptive chest, also an extract fro
this book "Ihe Lung .

Athletic Chest.

Fig. 227 represents an ancient German of about thirty years-

;)[ age of vigorous build drawing himself up to his full height. It

is a model of the athletic form such as the author of this book
iic pes again to see in the majority of men.

If we examine the model according to the method described

,11 chap. 2 (Breathing) we get the following results: height
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180 centim. width across the chest 110 centim. weight seventy

Idlog. While breathing gently, all sections of the chest expand
evenly in a downward direction, most at the top, and after taking

as deep a breath as possible, the time during which the breath

is held amounts to eighty or ninety seconds. A chest of this

strength and capacity would however probably cause the spiro-

meter to burst.

CoHsiimptwe Chest.

Fig. 228.

The companion picture (Fig. 228) is that of the signal man «f a
railway bridge, aged forty three, and has obtained some celebrity/

in medical circles through being shown in my scientific treatise

on the radical cure of chronic pulmonary consumption. As ex-
[)lained in this treatise, the owner of this emaciated body is only
able to perform the duties of his calling through the necessity of
coming a considerable distance to his work eveiy day from a
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suburb over three draughty bridges across the Elbe keeninc
^^^"^^^ ^"^^ going' th'e^^a^^

f4^t..^^'^^'^i ""T^'?-
"^^"^^^ ^^^^^^ t^^e chest 83 centim. weiehirfty seven kilog. In fig. 227 the shoulders and the che^t shfnthe weight between them, whereas in fig. 228 the Xle wd^hof the shoulder-bone hangs over to the front, on the one hand a

^^•'^'fl^'KK ^'^"t^ ^ ^^^^^^ collarbone-on the other t

.noAn "1?"^'
^"""^u^

collarbone the shape of the handle of aspoon On the one hand strong, tense muscles , well paddedwith fat and moist skin-on the other-thin, relaxed mWlesTnere is but feeble power of expansion-th^ breath can onlywith grea difficulty be held for thirty seconds. Here we havethe typical candidate for consumption."
A reader of my book a Dutch official, personaUy unknown

to me, makes the following observations in a letter written fromDavos on the 2-^ August of this year. Although I had gone to
a high climate on account of my state of health, the result was but

h?nds
^ chance brought your book «The lung" into my

In this book you have put the matter so clearly that I could not
for a moment remain m any doubt that only in tliis way could
I be cured of my tendency to consumption.

Although the letter gave no particulars concerning his age
height etc. a comparison of a photograph which he enclosed
showing his present condition with an earlier photograph gave
abundant proof of the beneficial effect exercised on the nutrition
of the whole body by regular ''feeding on fresh air" as ex-
plained in my book. Although I quite allow that no man can
live on air alone, this case nevertheless proves that consumption
can be staved off simply by deep breathing. 1 do not think I

should be far wrong in estimating the increase in weight in the
foregoing case at about twenty pounds and I am confirmed in
this opinion by the following letter from Switzerland likewise
reaching me from an unknown source.

"An anonymous person (an official in a high position) takes
the Hberty of hereby conveying to you his sincerest thanks for
saving the life of his dear brother. He was in such a feeble
condition that he had not been able to walk for four days. A
young, intelligent doctor, Dr. Kr. of H. now took him in hand,
forbade all medicine and prescribed as as substitute Dr. P. Nie-
meyers "Principles of the radical cure of pulmonaiy consumption".
As the patient was unable to take walks on account of the severe
wintry weather, two rooms were allotted to his use and he passed
an hour of his time in each of them alternately, one room being
ventilated while he occupied the other. The windows were kept
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open at night notwithstanding his perspiration. In three weeks

1 got a letter from him in which he informed me in high spmts

that he had increased four pounds in weight hi another month

his weight had again increased, this time by ten pounds and this

increase continued until he had regained his normal weight of

hundred fifty pounds. A course of treatment in Weissenburg

and a month's stay on a mountain near Stockhorn completed this

remarkable cure. My brother, whom I had given up for lost,

has again become a cheerful gymnast and an excellent tenor smger.

After this simple yet thorough cure my whole numerous family

have become devotees of fresh air. The time must surely come

when your really inspired teaching will become universally

popular. Do not grow weary in your work of reformation."

We will add some reports of cases of pulmonary consumption

and other serious lung diseases.

CASE OF GALLOPING CONSUMPTION CURED
By Edmund Schneckenberg.

"Humanly speaking your daughter has only three or four

weeks to live." ^It was with these words that Dr. H. consoled

the parents of a married lady of one and twenty, on whose case

he was giving an opinion in writing. This opinion, many pages

long, a copy of which was brought to my notice, described the

patient's disease as very serious. According to the diagnosis of

several physicians, she was suffering from so-called galloping con-

sumption (Phthisis florida) following after various other diseases.

One of the doctors who was treating her hoped for some improve-

ment in her condition from a stay in a sanatorium for consumptives

which he named. Her very inteUigent parents, however, brought

her to me instead, being of opinion that the necessary aid could

be obtained only through the Natural Method of Healing. This

was in July last year. I confess I felt anxious when I saw the

patient. She had. been in feeble health from her childhood, and

she had been treated medicinally for a year in consequence of an

inflammation of the hip-joint.— A doctor of the orthodox school

had treated her, fortunately on her healthy side. After that the

lady had to lie for some months in Plaster of Paris, and was at

last confined to her bed with severe illness in consequence of

violent mental excitement and breathing vitiated air. An attack

of pleuri.sy now supervened, and her condition culminated in a

severe lung disorder. She suffered from constant fever, so that

a contimiance of the caseous infiltrations was dreaded. The
patient began to recover from the first day of my treatment.

Her weight, which was eighty nine pounds at the commencement,

increased by twenty four pounds the first week; in five weeks
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she was able to go home entirely restored, havW inrrease.:twenty six pounds m weight. Was her disease gaflopms consumpt.on? 1 cannot say for certain; but I was graüfied^t^' a

.

assured of her health a few days ago. -hi the a!iddle of Januar^-Di^ //. gave his testimony as follows in a public meeting amibefore a large audience. "The lady was seriously ill. butmother, who is present, will i-emember that I said "With God
all things are possible". Yes, dear Sir, here our convictions meeton common ground; we unorthodox practitioners often have occasion
to see the wonders that God performs. I will not enter into the
particu^rs of the treatment, my aim was to show that the bene-
ficial effects of the non-medicinal method of heahng must in'thr-
long run meet with public recognition.

The name and address of the patient have nothing to do
with the matter: they are, however, known to the editor.

DISEASE OF THE LUNGS CURED.
From the Journal of Hygiene and Natural Healing.

I had suffered for years from disorder of the lungs; at last
I got anxious, as the cough began to trouble me at night, and in
spite of copious evacuations through the nose and mouth, the lungs
remained unrelieved. I therefore applied to Mr. Canüz in Berlin,
a Natural fiealer. Through the summer the latter prescribed
daily wet rubbings, packs, gargling with water of 73», vegetarian
diet and deep breathing in the open air. During the second night
of the treatment I only coughed once; in the third I slept without
interruption till four o'clock. The lungs became reheved through
the nose and mouth in consequence of the treatment; I feel well
and completely free from disagreeable symptoms and desire nothing
better than to remain in my present state. I can recommend
«he Natural Method of Healing to ever}^ one.

TL P.
See reports of cases under "Gastric catarrh".

Lungs, Excess of air in, see lung diseases "Emphysema",
also see "Lungs, Emphysema of" in Kneipp cure.

LUNGS, GANGRENE OF THE, is the name given to a
disease of the pulmonary tissues in consequence of which the
latter decsty and become disintegrated. The cause of this is

disease and degeneration of the tissues of the lungs etc.

Symptoms.—Rapid loss of strength, fever, abnormal secretion
of phlegm, which in a latter stage is mixed with blood as well
as of highly evil smelling lung tissue.

This disease is of rare occurrence and is found in persons of

the male rather than that of the female sex.
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Treatment.—First, careful nursing in severe cases. The

•oatient must remain in bed and assume a horizontal position.

Attention to cutaneous action by means of daily lukewarm or

-warm baths (88° to 100'') or wet rubbing of the whole body

.(830 to 86'^). Trunk baths (79'^ to 83«) Scotch compress m bed,

soothing or stimulating according to the state of the patient and

combined with stimulating calf packs as a derivative. Garglmg

frequently with lukewarm water mixed with a little lemon juice,

plenty of fresh, pure an- day and night. Non-stimulating but

flourishing diet. In general a regenerative treatment to be followed.

Lung gymnastics, see "Breathing gymnastics".

LUNGS, HEMORRHAGE OF THE. This malady has

ks origin in diseases of the lungs and bronchi. It is not an in-

•dependent ailment but the result of inflammatory^ affections of

the pulmonary tissues etc. It occurs in gangrene, phthisis and

•other diseases as well as in injuries to the lung through cuts or

-contusions. When in hemorrhage of the lungs not only the

blood vessels but also the puknonary tissues are destroyed it is

•called pulmonary apoplexy.

Symptoms.—The hemorrhage either occurs suddenly or is

preceded bv premonitory symptoms e. g. restlessness, excitement

etc. As soon as the bleeding has commenced, whether it be

scanty or profuse this is called hemorrhage, whether the blood

€omes from the stomach or from the lungs is not always to be

ascertained. A certain clue is afforded by the colour of the

blood which is generally bright red and frothy if it proceeds from

the lungs, whereas if it comes from the stomach it has a dark

•chocolate colour.

In light hemorrhages no great apprehension need be felt;

.hemorrhage of the lungs, however, in most cases occurs from

rupture of the tinv bloodvessels of the mucous membrane and

I amifications of the" trachea and usually in J^oung delicate people.

In such cases it is either the premonitory, or attendant, symptom

)! tuberculosis. Persons affected with it notice at times and often

)ng befoie hemorrhage makes its appearance, that their ex-

I'octoration is sHghtl}' tinged with blood.

Trea rMENT.—The lungs must be examined in order to ascer-

iin the locality of the hemorrhage; a cool extra compress must

be placed over the spot and renewed frequently. 11 the hemor-

rhage is considerable the patient must above all remain perfectly

still, by preference in a recumbent position; he should not be

allowed to speak, walk or mount stairs etc. as this is calculated

to increase hemorrhage. Next, all clothing confining the chest,

such as stays etc. must be removed and a treatment bearmg on

the primary disease adopted.
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Also a tepid three-quarter pack Cva« to 77«^ ^imnU u

sfx'tkl f^H
^"

'^T^
^^"^P^^^-^' wlt^ntfour olMX fold on the body; similar to a trunk pack with one or irequisite, even three hot-water bottles placed to the feetbee also treatment of "Hemorrhage".

.
If the hands are cool the hand steam-baths are to be eive-simultaneously but in this case the hot-water bottles are n?t t;be placed immediately against the body. The duration of the

.hnflH'^T^'f^^'^J'u^ ^^^y fi^^ to one hour and nshould be followed by a gentle tepid sponge bath (73« to 770'iA large linen sheet should be employed for this pack if thpatient is an adult, and folded as described in the second treatmem
for inflammation of the lungs.

ucdimenr

Axru ^^11 ^^^^t^^^n,^ ^ay be repeated two or three times a day
o^^hage has been stopped, a lukewarm hip-bath

(1 7 » to 81
0) of twenty mmutes duration is the proper thing to give

bEcoND TREATMENT.—Tepid trunk packs (66° to 73") to br
changed when necessary every five minutes. If required the^-may be several degrees cooler.

If it is not advisable to raise the patient to apply the trunk
pack, compresses on the chest only are to be given, which can
be pushed partly under the back from both sides.

In addition the body must not be covered too warmly the
bed to be kept cool, featherbeds to be entirely discarded, 'cool
vegetarian diet, especially fruit etc., water or lemonade may be
given frequently but only in moderate quantities

;
plenty of fresh

air. Enemata both in case of constipation and for derivation
Compare also "Hemorrhage".

For Modes of Application, see Index. See also "Hemor-
rhage OF THE lungs" Under Kneipp cure: Report of cure under
"Consumption".

LUNGS, HYPERJBMIÄ OF THE, may arise either from
excessive determination of blood to that region or from defective
exit from the lungs, in consequence of bodily or mental excite-
ments, from thickening of the pulmonary tissues, irritation through
inhaling dust, defects or weakness of the heart, etc.

Hyperaemia may also be caused by inflammation of the lungs
or suppression of discharges from piles.

Symptoms.—Difficulty in breathing, feehng of pressure in the
chest etc.

Treatment.—First avoid the primary cause of the malady.
A stimulating full pack with an extra-compress on the chest once 3

day, the latter to be changed on getting troublesome, and apphed
frequendy when the full pack is not applied. After that, either
a lukewarm bath (85^ to 88^) or wet rubbing of the whole body

I
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(750 to 770), During both the wet rubbing and the bath, the legs

and feet must be rubbed vigorously.

At night, a stimulating body compress in addition to calf,,

foot or leg packs, as required. In the morning, after the removal'

of the pack, wet rubbing, especially vigorous rubbing of the

leo"s; plenty of fresh air, sleeping with the window open, non-

stimulating diet, enemata for constipation and as a derivative and,

massage of the abdomen as well as vigorous kneading of arms
and legs twice daily. See also "Blood, Coingestion of".

For Modes of Application, see Index. Reports of various

cases of lung diseases may be seen under "Consumption".

LUNGS, INFLAMMATION OF THE, CHRONIC, often

exists for a long time before it is noticed, and is attended with
the same symptoms as the acute form, but without fever.

It appears either as an independent disease, or accompanied,

by tuberculosis into which it often passes.

Treatment.—The second of the modes of treatment given

above should be chosen and applied about twice a day. But
in this case the wet sheet round the body or chest must not
be so thick. Breathing exercises; sleeping with open windows.

LUNGS, INFLAMMATION OF THE, IN CHILDREN,
is in reality only a catarrh, spreading from the finest ramifications-

of the trachea to the lung cells, which discharge a coloured,

purulent secretion. The inflammation only affects single lung cells.

Symptoms.—High fever, very great difficulty in breathing,

flushed and hot face. The mucous expectoration is not mingled
with blood. The lung cells are full of mucus.

In the most pronounced cases respiration is attended with,

a whistling noise, the cardiac region contracts instead of ex-

panding, the hot flushed face becomes pale.

Treatment.—The second of the modes of treatment given
above is to be adopted.

Treatment with massage is applied as follows : If the temper-
ature be high a lukewarm bath (88^ to 90^) with douche, or

lukewarm sponge bath (81^ to 90^) is given before massage is

attempted. To promote circulation which has become sluggish,

neck and back to be rubbed well with hands and finger-tips

dipped in oil or warm water (81^) in a downward direction, this,

as a rule ensures alleviation of the pain. Compresses may follow

this process, but not until the worst symptoms have disappeared.

Massage may also be extended to the region of the stomach by
downward strokes and gentle kneading, passing carefully over

the legs and arms Treatment with massage however must only

be resorted to on professional advice and must not be performed
except by an expert.
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_
Convalescent treatment after inflammation of the lUNrs

It IS above all advisable that the patient, when able to leave his
bed, should take a daily walk out of doors in fine weather Thp
object now is to restore to the lobe of the lung, still disabled
Its normal activity, by every day repeatedly performing the exer-
cise figs. 229 and 230 of breathing with the weakened Jung.

Deep breathing with one lung is eminently beneficial after
inflammation of the lungs and pleuritis. See Ibid.

One sided deep-breathing.

Fig. 229.

Deep breathing with the left lung
after inflammation.

Fig. 230.

Deep breathing with the right

lung after inflammation.

The sound side of the chest is pressed with the hand while the

lately affected recovered side is given the opportunity of expanding,
by raising the arm. If this treatment be omitted, the lately affected

side runs the risk of sinking in, or even of getting deformed at the

back. Curvatures of the spine take place sometimes in this manner
with children; besides deep-breathing with one lung, it is necessary

to practise breathing gymnastics. See also "Inflammation".

CASE OF SEVERE INFLAMMAl ION OF THE LUNGS
CURED

by Bertrand Stahringer, Natural Healer.

I was called at eleven o'clock in the evening on January 28^''

to the coal merchant L. in Burgstädt, Bahnhof Strasse, to treat

his child, aged eighteen months "who was suffering from acute in-

flammation of the" lungs. On my arrival 1 found the child at the
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point of death and learned from the parents that is had been for

a week under the care of the medical practitioner D. of the place

who had given it up for lost on that same afternoon. He had
o-one away with the words "Don't do anything more, it will be

all in vain I" I gave the child at once a hast}?- wet rubbing of

the whole bod}^ (81^), head compresses, folded eight times (770)

applied to the cliest without cessation ever}' ten or fifteen minutes
;

the feet, which were ver}^ cold, were quickly warmed by means
•of steam-baths with hot-water bottles and then rubbed with water
{73*^) as vigorously as was permissible; this treatment was continued

all night and in the morning I found the child quieter. The feet

were "nicely warm, without appHcation of artificial heat, so that

I was able to give a half pack of 86*^ for half an hour dm"ing

whicii time the compresses on the chest were changed every half

hour. After unpacking the child I gave another wet rubbing of the

whole body (81°) followedby body and foot pack of three hours' du-

ration without interruption and compresses on the chest every hour.

The child had already improved considerably hy January' 30*^^

asked for something to eat, and after a partial pack, which was
only given once a day, I gave it a (90'') bath, which did it a great

deal of good, an enabled me to discontinue the compresses and
packs at first for a shorter, and afterwards for a longer period.

On the fourth of February as it was a fine da}/- the child was
able to be taken out into the sun at mid-day for a few minutes
and since then has grown healthy and strong.

During the whole time of the acute stage of the disease, the

child drank nothing but cool water with fniit juice, for which
later on whole wheatmeal porridge was substituted and the most
distant window was opened sometimes in the adjoining room,
sometimes in the sickroom itself, so that the child might breathe
as much fresh air as possible. When on January 30*^ the doctor,

who had treated the child before and who had waited in vain
for the notice in the papers of the child's death, called once more
on the patient and heard from the parents that they "had done
one thing more" viz. they had apphed the Natural Method of

Healing, he became quite indignant and used most uncomplimentar};^

expressions with regard to this treatment, adding: "Well! let 3^our

child be slowly tormented to death by this quack, I at all events,

would have released it from its suffering long ago".

I'ut the "quack" did not torment it to death, but gave back to it

health and a happy life to the credit of the Natural Method of Healing.

For other reports of cure, of inflammation of the lungs, see
under "^""

riusis".

LUNGS. INFLAMiVlATION OF THE, (Pneumonia)
appears either as an independent disease or concomittent to
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various other diseases, such as typhoid fever, measles, scarlati.and otiier eruptive diseases, as well as whooping cough etc an''
IS very frequently the cause of concurrent pleuritis, carditis 'pcn^
carditis, meningitis and nephritis as well as gastric catarrh ' Th-
inflainmation may be mor^ or less acute, or chronic, and extendssometimes to small, at others to large portions of the pulmonary
tissues. On account of the importance of the affected organ andthe injury easily done to it by external baneful influences this isreckoned among the most severe and dangerous diseases

Symptoms.—The inflainmation starting from the root of the
lungs usually attacks the lower lobe on one side at first and then
extends in many cases to the other also.

_

The more striking symptoms are : sudden and violent shiverin<^
lasting from naif an hour to several hours and followed by levei

Pam is not felt until several hours after the shivering and
remains stationary. Next a more or less strong feeling of pressure
and weight, or pricking pains in the chest, sometimes on one
sometimes on both sides, manifested by hurried, short, rather
superficial respirations, in which even the nasal wings seem to
participate and by abruptly uttered words. Frequent cough
generally attended with pain and a reddish or yellowish expector-
ation mingled with blood, at first viscid or frothy, and afterwards
brownish and purulent.

On tapping the chest on the inflamed spot a dull sound can
be heard and on auscultation, a crackling noise, is discerned when
the inflammation is near enough to the thoracic wall. This noise
becomes more of a rattle when the expectoration gets looser; fever
assumes a pronounced form only in the more developed cases r

genuine inflammation of the lungs; it generally begins with violenr,

cold shivers, with a full and hard pulse and assumes a permanent,
at most a hardly intermittent character, often rapidly diminishing
when the malady is at its height. The fever which usually
abates in the early morning and rapidly rises during the evening,
when it often reaches 103» to 105°, is attended by the usual
symptoms e. g. headache, lassitude, languour, furred tongue, thirst,

lack of appetite, and reddish urine. The face has a bluish and
puffy appearance and the patient has difficulty in lying on th<

sound side. The cough is, in the beginning, always dry anci

attended with constant pain; expectoration comes on later. Th^
number or respirations amounts to forty or fifty a minute. Fre
quently an eruption is visible at the mouth, and with children

and old men inflammation is mostly attended with cerebral affec

tions, delirium and headache, impaired digestion, even vomiting
sometimes bleeding at the nose.

With babies during the time of suckhng, inflammation of th^

lungs often takes a very rapid and dangerous course, and frt
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quently ends fatally after one or two days ; it is quite as perilous

in old age, or in the case of drunkards; but may quickly lose

its perilous character by a proper timely treatment.

Causes.—Irritation of the pulmonary tissues from catching

cold and other unknown injurious influences; even the seasons

have a perceptible influence, as inflammation of the lungs happens

more frequently during the transition-period between winter and

spring, than at any other time of the year. Breathing a very

cold dry air, with the wind from the East or North, especially

alter coming out of heated rooms or after a warm bath etc.;

inhaling impure, dusty, smoky or very hot air, the entry of foreign

substances into the lungs, exposure of the lungs to great irritation,

violent passion or mental agitation.

People between the ages of eighteen and thirty six are mostly
liable to inflammation of the lungs. Natural predisposition of the

lungs to inflammation, highly stimulating animal food and ardent

spirits may also produce it.

The immediate causes which produce the breaking out of the

disease are chiefly colds, especially after being previously overheated,

cold drinks after dancing, rapid walking or riding etc. Other
causes are catarrh, rheumatism, cessation of menstruation, stoppage
of discharge from piles or of periodical bleeding from the nose,

suppressed erysypelas, cutaneous eruptions, gout and lumbago,
violent bodily shock etc.

Men are more frequently attacked by inflammation of the
lungs than women, and those who have once suffered from it are
always liable to a second attack, even if completely cured.

Treatment.—In the first place complete rest and a comfor-
table position in bed, avoiding featherbeds if possible. Fresh
I'r. open windows day and night (except when an application
such as a bath, pack etc. is given; fresh water, non-stimulating
lood, and enemata for keeping the bowels open and as derivatives.
Besides the treatment given below, any other fever treatment
may be applied.

In this disease every effort must be made to make the legs
perspire, in order to draw the blood away from the lungs. Apply
therefore stimulating leg and foot packs (duration from an hour
to an hour and a half) together with soothing tepid chest com-
presses (750) covered with flannel and changed, according as the
patient's comfort requires, every half hour to two hours.*) (It

*) I cured a child of mine of incipient inflammation of the lungs in a
day and a half. By continually applying stimulating leg packs I drew oft'

the blood, which as a rule, rushes with increased vigoqr to the inflamed
parts, while I covered the region of the lung with a wet iowel moderately
wrung out, in order to drive the blood from that place and to allay the pains.

The Author.
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IS usual to put a hot- water bottle filled with boiline water v '

with a damp towel or doth wrapped round it, to the feet) Wh '

i

the feet are warm, the bottle is to be rejiioved, the feet mav
'

'

unpacked if the comfort of the patient requires it, rubbed w
cool water and placed in a stimulating pack again.

If there be fever, the chest compresses are wrung out h •

s ightly and apphed more thickly, (four or six layers thick) and
changed repeatedly. '

In severe cases instead of the chest compresses, thick trunk
packs of the same temperature may be given, with cool he;.«-
compresses, to be changed frequently or repeated cool he!-]
lavations.

Tepid wet rubbing of the whole body (58« to 770) or
circumstances require, a bath of 85« is also of great benefit.

When the seat of the inflammation is the apex of the lunr
,

apply also shoulder packs, or as the case may be, a Scoti.i
compress.

For Modes of Application, see Index.
A SECOND treatment: a tepid three-quarter pack (730 to 77

;

with soothing extra compresses on the region of the lungs. F
an adult a large sheet is generally taken, wrung out in water of
the above temperature, and folded three times in the part which
is placed round the body, the legs being wrapped in the unfolded
part. The duration is regulated by patient's condition, but must
not be longer than three quarters of an hour. A gentle wet
rubbing of the whole body (730) or a lukewarm bath (88^) is

follow. This treatment is to be repeated as often as necessa.
The three-quarter pack may be preceded by a rapid wet rubbir.g

of the whole body. As this disease occurs so very frequent!

v

two more methods of treatment are given, although the abo •

generally suffices.

Third treatment: Lukewarm bath (88*') after which the

patient, without being dried, is put into a soothing full pack with

extra compresses on the region of the lungs until he is thoroughly'

warm. In most cases a hot -water bottle in damp flannel is .
>

be placed to the feet. Wet rubbing of the whole body on being

unpacked, the legs and feet in particular to be rubbed vigorously.

Repeat as required.

If pain reappears in the region of the lungs, soothing chest

compresses may be apphed at once, and, if necessary, continued

with stimulating leg packs until the pain is gone.

Fourth treatment: In severe cases a table-cloth for instant

is folded in triangular form and only moderately wrung out

water of 8f«, put over the shoulders, chest and spine, and h

there as long as the patient's condition permits (also Scotch com-

press, i. e. sheet). In addition a towel dipped in cold water and
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changed every five or ten minutes is placed on the painful place,

upon which the pain will soon diminish; if however this should

uot succeed, a hip-bath, tub, or some other vessel is filled two or

three inches deep with lukewarm water (860 to 900), two or three

pails of water are kept in readiness, the first pail to contain water

of 84:^ the second of 79'> and the third of 73". The patient is

lifted carefully into the hip-bath and the contents of the first pai!

are poured over his chest and shoulders from a jug or w^atering-

can, the table-cloth (folded as before) remaining in its place durinr-

the affusion.

This process is repeated with the second and then with the

Miird pail. At the same time two hot-water bottles are placed

at the feet and a wet cold towel wound turban-fashion round the

head, or the latter is kept cool in some other way. One or twO'

persons must, during the affusion, gently rub the back and chest

but apply vigorous friction and kneading to the arras and. legs.

The affusion is continued till the pain is gone, and the patient

is then put into a thick trunk, or full, pack or a stcani-bath in bed;

Ü he perspires, he has got over the inflammation, but if the

pricking pain returns, the above application must be repeated;

the fever will however most certamly be conquered within twenty

•our hours, provided an experienced natural healer is present.

This treatment requires some courage. It should therefore be-

conducted by an experienced rather than by a non-professional man.

Of the "four methods of treatment given above the one must

be chosen which is the best adapted to the patients condition

and to his constitution.

LUNGS, TEN PRECEPTS FOR PERSONS SUFFERING
FROM DISEASES OF.

Nearly 180,000 deaths from consumption occur annually in

Germany alone. It is therefore surely worth while to observe

ib,^ following ten precepts:
1. Breathe everywhere good pure air and avoid bad air.

2. Take frequent exercise, especially in the woods, up
mountains and at the sea side.

3. In the woods and in general, practise frequently breathing

exercises in good pure air, i. e. take pains to breathe deeply so

as to thoroughly cleanse the lungs even to the very apices with

pure air.

4. Drink frequently milk and good pure water.

5. Avoid as much" as possible beer, wine, spirits, in fact -m!

alcoholic drinks, as well as smoking.
6. Wash the whole body every day in a warm room, by

preference in rain water.
7. Avoid all dust and smoke.
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S. breathe through the nose and not through the mouth
9. Avoid persons suffering from diseases of the lungs.
10. Do not be choleric but always in good spirits.

Lupus, see ''Cutaneous diseases",

LUPUS, see „Herpes".

LUPUS, CASE OF, CURED BY SOLAR RAYS A GENUINl
NATURAL REMEDY

by Max. Mehl, specialist for diseases of the skin, Berlin.

Of the many chronic diseases of the skin with which suffering
mankind IS afflicted, there is none more to be dreaded than lupus
vulgaris because up to the present time no medicines have had
more than a palliative effect. The disease is never really cured
and IS liable to cause the most terrible disfigurements of the
features and deformities of the limbs.

Having suffered for nearly eight years from lupus on the nose
and upper hp, and having in vain sought relief in hospitals and
from specialists, I at last hit upon the idea of trying the effect
of solar rays, by concentrating the latter through a burning glass
upon the mfiltrated substance, a trick I had practised as a cadet
at Potsdam, when I wanted to light a forbidden cigarette secretly.
The result of this somewhat troublesome operation, an operation
which might be attended with considerable danger if unskillfuliy
performed, surpassed my expectations. With the aid of my wife
I succeeded in entirely curing the disease, not only on the outer
•surface, but also on the mucous membrane of the nose. Still

dreading a relapse, I waited for a year, and then went to the late
illustrious inventor Werner von Siemens, requesting him, for the
sake of the_ unhappy sufferers from the disease, to put me in

-communication with some leading doctor. My desire was gratified;

Mr. von Siemens introduced me to Professor Renvers, who made
experiments with my method with excellent results. Professor
Renvers also succeeded in winning Dr. von Leyden over to my
views.

Since that time I have cured many sufferers even from severe
forms of lupus. I have also successfully treated cases of epithelial

cancer, sychosits, lupus, erythemacosus, moles and warts. On the

e*'' of November and 4^ of December 1894 I exhibited several lupus
patients whom I had cured, before the Magnetic Society of Berlin

in the presence of man}^ doctors and representatives of the Natural
Method of Healing. Everybody was struck with the extensive

scars left on these patients. Among the patients whom I have cured
is Miss Elizabeth Jacobi a j'^oung lady from Charlottenburg, who
was, at the instance of the home office, received without payment
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in the Jewish Hospital at Berlin for the purpose of undergoing an

operation for the formation of a new nose. After 1 had removed

the remainder of the lupus-tissue by means of the solar rays and

the burning glass, Professor Israel performed the operation of

transplantation (i. e. cutting out a piece of flesh from a healthy

part of the body and transplanting it on to a diseased part) from

the lower part of the arm of the young lady. The operation was

so successful that Professor Israel exhibited Miss Jacoby before

the "Medical Society".

CASE OF LUPUS CURED.

My wife had suffered for two years from bluish red swellings

in the face ; her nose looked as though another nose was growing

on to it, her cheeks as if they were padded. Being adherents of

the Natural Method of Healing, we tried to cure the complaint

by means of wet compresses, but without success. Small nodules

made their appearance, together with a growth on the right nostril

developing into a suppurating tumour. We consulted Dr. Fr.,

a natural healer, who did not consider the disorder dangerous,

and orescribed derivative steam-baths in bed, packs, body compresses

etc. and cool compresses. We carefully followed his directions,

but with no result. Water treatment was useless in this case;

we then applied to Dr. Br. with no greater success. W^e now
thought it necessary to consult a specialist ; the natural healer who
at first treated the case was also of opinion that my wife might

have to be operated upon, and recommended us to apply to

Prof. 5. who diagnosed the case as one of lupus or syphilis.

Months now passed, and our hopes of an improvement proved

illusory; the tumour refused to heal and continued to spread in

spite of the remedies of the physicians. My wife observed with

terror one day that there was already a small hole through the

right nostril. A dry treatment was, thereupon substituted for the

wet one. One physician found fault with the other ; the dry

treatment, however, proved useless. Our dismay was increased

when v/e noticed after a few more weeks, that a small piece of

flesh had disappeared from the right nostril where the tumour

was. We were in despair, for in spite of all the trouble and

expense the disease continued to spread and there now seemed

every prospect that my wife's nose and cheeks would be destro3i'ed.

In our trouble we were one day advised by Mr. Bartsch,

whom we had asked for advice, to apply to Mr. Mehl of Berhn,

the discoverer of the method of treatment by solar rays'^). The

*) A pamphlet on this treatment with a preface by Dr. Böhm can be

proi vired frutn Fr. Hofmeister,
Leipsic.

hi
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latter also diagnosed the case as one of lupus, and at once commer.

,

his treatment. No time was to be lost, as in a few more we.ksthe disease would have attacked the eye.
'

The treatment did not consist in the administration of drills
1 he disease was cured solely by means of solar rays and the

M 'T- ^^'i .'"^^t^'^
treatment was discovered byMr. Me/7l who tested its efficacy on himselt after all medical aidhad proved fruitless, and may be claimed as forming part of the

Natural Method of Heahng as it virtually consists in aiding nature
Alter a three months' course Mr. Mekl succeeded in corapletelv
removing the disease, and saving my wife's face and nose, which
are now m their normal condition.

The treatment is somewhat painful, but there can be no doubt
as to Its efficacy. We witnessed several other cures of this terrible
disease.

Sonnenburg, Neumark. ^ Sensfuss.
Lymph, see "Vaccination".

LYMPHATIC GLANDS, SWELLING AND INFLAM-MATION OF THE, frequently arises from slight causes but
sometimes it is the result of more deeply seated diseases. It is

found principally on those parts of the body where masses of
the glands come together e. g. on the throat and neck, the arm-
pits, the groins, the abdominal and thoracic cavities. The swelHn?
is brought about by some mechanical irritation, pressure or disten-
tion, but more particularly when any considerable affection exists
within the sphere of lymphatic vessels receiving a gland of this kind.
The swelling is generally painless and is of the size of a pea or bean,
soft and movable, but as a rule gets harder and larger afterwards.

It frequently passes into inflammation, suppuration and dis-

integration. The so-called scrofulous abscesses are met with in

diseases such as scrofula, syphihs and cancer.
Treatment.—For the former cases, a steam-bath, or steam-

bath in bed daily, followed by bath.

When there is inflammation with the swelling, soothing com-
presses also should be nut on the affected parts.

Body compress ar xeg pack at night, early in the morning
a bath (86" to 90<^) or wet rubbing of the whole "body (TTOtoSlo),

fresh air, and vegetarian r mixed diet, according to the patient's

health. Massage in the 1\ of pressing and stroking the sw^ollen

glands as well as of the whole body. In the second case (when
the swelling is an attendant symptom of one of the above named
diseases) a suitable treatment should be applied.

Report of cure, see under "Scrofula".
See also "Tonsils, Inflammation of the". For Mode? of

Application, see Index.

- I
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M.

Macaroni, see Index.

MACERATION. Many varieties of this are met with in

the system. They may be described as abnormal changes in the

body which affect the functions, composition and position of the

organs.
Treatment.—Tonic treatment.

MAGNETISM (History). All nations of ancient and modem
times both savage and civilized, have been familiar with the

soothing and healing, effects of "laying on of hands" (magnetization).

In earlv ages the fact was recognized that this soothing and

healing'power was not possessed by all hands in the same degree,

and the men who exercised the most potent influence in this

respect were honoured as the ministers of good and evil deities.

In the Bible as well as in many other scientific writings of anti-

quity (Pliny) we find frequent accounts of the above method ol

healing, the efficacy of which would seem to be greatly increased

by intense faith, on the one hand in the Divine mission, on the

other in the healer himself. They are, in fact, spiritual forces,

with which we are here concerned, and it was not till the end

of the last century that an exact investigation into these matters

commenced. So long as the tendency of the age was rehgious,

the study and recognition of this heaUng influence was fairly common

even in rigorously scientific circles. The wonderful cures effected

by the Irish Officer Greatrakes about 1650 and by the Suabian

ex-monk Gassner excited much attention; but they were looked

upon by most as miracles only. The physician Frederick Anton

Mesmer (1734 to 1815) was the first who again made these matters

prominent objects of scientific interest. This enquirer met with

strong opposition in Vienna, but became enormously popular m
Paris, and, the other physicians taking the matter up, the French

Government was forced to appoint a CoDimission of Enquu-y in

1784, and in consequence of their unfavorable report the method

of healing by "laying on of hands or passes" was forbidden to

the medical profession. The adherents to the system continued

their work in secret, but nothing of it came before the public

till 1815, the year of Mesmer s death. In that year many experi-

ments were made in Paris and Berlin with the object not only

of curing diseases, but of producing beneficial and restoring sleep.

The University of Beriin had previously established a chair oi

animal magnetism, and pages might be filled with the names ol

scholars pursuing that study. Specially known m-e—l4 o/uJakrf

(who set up a magnetic establishment and laboured for the intro-
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ductioii of the nKignetic tr^^atnient in tiie Berlin hosnital^» Mvon hsmbcck Hufeland, Ennemoser ; Professors A.fmayer, and Nasse edited (1817 to 189^^ i)^T^<ll.w
Magnetism" in twelve volumes The Pal t^T'' "^"^"'^^

eleven doctors to examine T matte, who inTsÄ^quiry lastmg five years, declared unanimouslyIn fatu, ofexistence of animal magnetism, though with great reserve "inthe course ot their experiments, persons werf nhced hJfrVdoor behind which, without thei; laiowledgl rn-K^t
'

operatmg; a conversation was started Ä\S t S ^ tent on'but in spite of this they felt the magnetic in lueiS o^ wer^speedily put to sleep. The chair for%nimal ^'I^^JL ^Zhowever abolished when materialism came into fashionRenewed investigations in this subject were made by r3r KanV, Reichenback from 1841 till his death. He would shut peon^up m a dark room, and when their eyes had got extiimelv "ensitive to the smallest stimulus of light, in con.s?quence of severalhours starm the dark ask them what they perceived on bodies
magnets etc. ;-about fifty or sixty per cent, Warly five hund edKople, repelled that they saw coloured rays proceeding from themRnchawach's chief work is "Sensitive man" the fmit of ten yeaS'laoour, containing the fullest confirmation of Mesmcrs hypotheses

'^'oJt- \TX
magnetic operations. Rekhcnbach applied the term

to the visible and sensible emanations, an allusion to thename of the Scandinavian Deity "Odin'' the ruler of the world
Now at the close of a century of "Exact Science", aftermuch close and careful enquiry into the existence of a "Mao-nenc"

,orce, the saying of Schopenhaim' is amply justified. "Th- manwho now-a-days doubts the power of magnetism must be <\x^^<\
not incredulous, but ignorant."

A number of distinguished physicians, as Dr. Lutze (Göthen),
Ur. V. ::>tuckrad (Berlin), Dr. v. Nussbaum (Munich) and others
have declared themselves decisively in favour of magnetism.

Dr. V, Nussbaum gave the following opinion when called !o
give evidence in a lawsuit:

"An animal magnetism of such power, that results can be
obtained merely by contact with the hands or magnetized water,
exists to a certainty. The study of animal magnetism has hitherto
been left in the hands of men of small scientific knowledge, and
as a consequence it has almost exclusively been exploited by
unprofessional men for their own pecuniary benefit, as a species
of conjuring. Therefore the opinions of forensic physicians should
be given with the utmost caution.

I will now endeavour to explain a little more fully, the three
ns^'-^rtinns that I have made.

I-
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1) Certain men exercise a very soothing influence on each

other: with others this influence is exactly the reverse.

Little children will not fall asleep equally readily in the

arms of everybody.

I know some educated ladies who simply cannot get their hair

dressed by a dark haired maid, for the hair actually follows the

dresser's finger tips and stands on end like bristles, whereas it can

easily be brushed smooth by a fair haired maid.

Many similar cases of relative influence are met with, but it

has yet to be discovered how this influence can be utilized in the

treatment of disease.

2) Learned physicians have hitherto occupied themselves but

little with magnetism ,
finding it more convenient to decry it as

an imposture; truth, however, will always make its way, and
though these wonderful forces are still in the hands of amateurs,

it will be impossible to ignore them much longer.

Doctors are actuated by a selfish fear of forfeiting their re-

putation and being classed with swindlers.

3) As no lectures are held on magnetism at any university as

yet, there is little opportunity for stud^'ing the subject, and that

IS the reason why forensic physicians are very cautious in ex-

pressing an opinion on it. Most of them admit the probability

that we possess a great force in animal magnetism, which will

doubtless one day develop into an effective remedy, but of which
too little is known at present, since everybody has little more
than his own limited experience to go by.

At present the subject seems to me to be in this position.

We can neither accuse those of ignorance who do not believe in

the marvels of magnetism, nor can we accuse their antagonists

who credit magnetism with powers hitherto unknown with ex-

aggeration or imposture." v. Nussbaum.

We omit some matter of mainly scientific interest, which has
appeared in previous editions, together with some theories and
opinions of men of science, in the belief that well certified cases

of healing will be enough to convince the patient of the healing

properties of magnetism. These cures (the genuineness uf which
has been examined and testified to by legal authorities) effected

by celebrated magnetopaths, such as: Krainer% Tonn in, Schröder,.

Reichel. Rossel, Blechniger etc. are subjoined under the headings
of the several diseases.

*) The first place in our thoughts belongs by right to the venerable Nestor
of contemporary niagnetopathy , Ph. W. Kminer of Cologne, to whose
wonderful cures the fact must be ascribed that magnetis^m has again found

consideration and growing recognition in wider circles. At the age of eighty

thiee he is still working and healing. As an author also he hss done valu-

able service in the good cause.
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According to Professor Hofrichter the means which the ur
professional magnetizer may emplov to attain his object are"

'

1. the position,

2. the touch with the hand,
3. the word,
4. the breath,
5. the look.

1. The proper relative position.

People in general have not the remotest idea of the power
ot the magnetizer to influence the patient by the right position
and posture m which he places him. The position with regard
to the points of the compass, a comfortable easy chair or bed,
an apparently undesigned conversation, walking leisurely in circles
round the patient, suffice frequently to soothe him, 'though he
be of a most excitable temperament. All the impressions madem this respect must give the impression of being purely acci-
dental and they will then obtain the most striking results.

2. The touch with the haad.

The use of the hands, as the visible agents of odic-biomagnetic
influence, occupies the first and foremost place in the armoury
of the unprofessional magnetizer. On the appHcation of the hands
and their relative, position to the several parts of the patient's
body, depends the desired effect; the manipulator's hand and
its movements express his mode of action. It will consequently
have a definite exciting or soothing effect. Though, according
to Mesmer, the direct contact of the magnetizer's hand with the
diseased part is not necessar\r, still it is indispensable in ray
opinion, when an amateur mesmerizer treats the patient. For the
latter does not only want to see but to feel something. The
treatment is applied with one or both hands, with one or several

fingers. It has long been known that i« certain circumstances
the touch with the hand is insufficient, whereas placing a healthy
body against a diseased one (especially with mother and child),

effects marvellous results,—re-animation of asphyxiated persons,

cure of lockjaw (tetanus) etc.

3. The word.

The spoken word may, with a skilful magnetizer who
possesses a strong will, often suppl}' the place of manipulations.

The chaim which lies in the words of a beloved person, the

involuntary attraction exercised b}^ the voices of young children,

the elevating happy influence of a conversation carried on in a
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calm and sustained manner, the sympathetic, benevolent way

in which the symptoms of a disease are explained and their im-

port smoothed down, all these facts give the experienced prac-

titioner ample means with which to introduce and to end the

treatment by odic influence.

4. The breath.

This peculiar something, which radiates from our whole body

and CKercises a surprisingly stimulating influence on the nerves

of sensitive people, must not be confounded with the breathing

and blowing on painful wounds, or sensitive places. In this

manner the breath may be utilized with great benefit in magne-

tizing water and other mediums of magnetism. Breathing has

an excellent effect in cases of tetanus, in convulsions, but more

particularly in all painful diseases.

5. The look.

In the human eye lies a pecuhar expression of the will

capable of influencing the sensitive cerebral parts of a patient.

We meet in life with numerous instances of people entirely

unknown to each other becoming quite intoxicated under the

irresistible influence of the eye. The so-called "evil eye'', well

known in popular parlance, is a case in point. The eye is pre-

eminently calculated to produce somnolency. If it be required to

act soothingly on a patient, his left eye is looked at with the

magnetizer's right and vice versä ; if however his nervous system

wants stimulating (e, g. to produce critical turning points in the

disease), the manipulator must with his left eye look at the

patient's right and left eye by tm-ns. The look seems to be the

most effective Hnk of communication between brain and brain,

and on that account often produces the most marvellous effects

even when the magnetizer is a considerable distance from the

patient.

The treatment will in many cases require the application of

certain intermediate bodies or conductors of magnetism. Expe-

rience has shown that some substances, especially water, glass,

silk, cotton-wool, paper, crystal and charcoal are capable of ab-

soibing and transmitting magnetism. Animal magnetism can, in

.act, be evoked and transmitted, similarly to sound, Ught, heat

and terrestial magnetism.

Magnetized water.

I will now describe the process of magnetizing water, neces-

-xr}^ to the amateur magnetizer for the treatment of disease, and
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recommend its application simultaneously with that of the mordirect magnetic operations.
"

Comnion water will acquire positive magnetic properties wh..

the left. Woman, as the representative of the oppositc-the negativ—prmciple, produces positive magnetism with her left, and nelativ-magnetism with her right hand. The operation of maS
lh/hI^;""'^^" ^^^^^^'^^ ^•^^ ^^g^^^ hand agai
the bottom of a vessel, glass, jug, or pail, filled with water to th.top or against the side if the vessel be large, whilst the left han^
is held over the water at a distance of five centimetres witi.
pointed fingers which after the lapse of a minute are extended
the whole flat hand being held horizontally over the surface Th.-
hand is then raised to a distance of about twenty centimetres th-
hngers are again pointed and lowered towards the water one-
more. The operation is repeated and lasts from three to fivr
minutes at the most. This process is also called "charging th
water with magnetism".

If positive water be required, the left hand rests against th'
bottom or the side of the vessel, the right hand is held pointe:.
in the manner described, and the same process is gone through.

The striking effect, produced by water thus prepared, ma-
be seen in the characteristic changes which the impaired syster
undergoes. The water, which a man has magnetized negativei\

.

IS apphed with very surprising results in the most obstinate and in-
veterate cases of constipation. Water, magnetized positive!-
(with the right hand), is the most excellent remedy for diarrhoea,
being especially efficacious with young children, when given in
doses of a tea-spoonful every hour. Magnetic water playing such
a very prominent part in the therapy of magnetism, the warnin.;
must be raised,—be sure not to apply it in large quantities or in
too rapid succession!

And here I must most earnestly caution against too frequeni
applications of magnetism. In my opinion, an interval should in-

variably follow any operation, as soon as at least a partial result,

—such as is intended,—has been obtained, and only then should
the treatment be proceeded with. If possible, however, a slight

alteration in the manner of treatment should be made, so as nor
to accustom the patient's .system to a too uniform manipulation

Magnetized water is administered internally to adults in cases
of constipation or diarrhoea, in doses of two, at most three, large
spoonfuls

,
morning , noon and evening. In the treatment of

children of course one large spoonful will amply suffice. In cases
of dropsy, rheumatism and fever, the patient may drink as much
of the water as he wants. The question whether positively

—

of

negatively magnetized water is to be applied depends in

1,
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ases upon whether the tendency of the patient's bowels is to

constipation or diarrhoea.

A second excellent agent for the transmission of the magnetic

tluid is cotton-wool. The most suitable for this purpose is the

glazed variety, since perspiration makes ajiy other useless in a

very short time. It is used for curative purposes, by holding up
about the fourth part of a large sheet or square of it, like a sheet

of paper, and whilst the eye glances in a sweep from left to right,

. dding the other layers, one by one, and breathing upon them in

< accession, beginning always at the left side and with the mouth
at about three centimeter's distance from it. This process is re-

peated about twice on each side. The cotton-wool (or wadding)

is then enclosed in clean paper, divided into smaller pieces if

required, and—like magnetized water—kept in some dark place.

Through the agency of cotton-wool the am.ateur manipulator will

be enabled to obtain most striking results. The treatment of di-

seases not only aims, as is known, at the removal of their causes,

ind the restriction of their course, but consists also in local appli-

•ations, which, as in neuralgia, febrile and inflammatory con-

ditions, prove efficacious in soothing nervous pains that have
frequently become intolerable, hi the absence of the magnetizer

the patient uses for this purpose pieces of the cotton-wool thus

jjrepared, taking it out of its enclosure himself, the touch of a

third person of this magnetic conductor does not conduce to the

patient's benefit, and applying it lightly to the affected part.

Though a momentary increase of pain may set in sometimes, it

nevertheless yields in about two or three minutes, and frequent^
disappears altogether for a shorter or longer period.

The application of magnetic or magnetized cotton-wool—the

amateur practitioner must bear well in mind—is never to exceed
five minutes. But its employment affords genuine relief to the

patient and is indispensable in cases where he cannot obtain

direct magnetic influence. By laying on cotton-wool, it is possible

to considerably relieve pains often absolutely intolerable, e. g. in

violent neuralgia and more particularly in sciatica.

The application of magnetized charcoal.

Besides the unbearable pains, which attend a severe disease,

the loss of strength caused by insufficient nutrition plays a most
important part. How often do we not hear a doctor exclaim

"Yes, if the patient could only sleep!" This important symptom
—loss of strength—characteristically indicating with the majority

of patients the initial stage of collapse, gives rise to the wish to

be able to sleep. Nothing is more fitted to satisfy this desire

thnn the use of magnetized charcoal Oblong pieces of it—char-
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coal of birch wood is the best-are cut for this i.urpose about

tTT"" Tu K
^^"^ These piecL of diarcoal are held by the magnetizer at both ends, breathed upon onall four sides from left to right then, wrapped in tissue-paper an

3

kept in a dark place, till made use of. If it be desired to procure some sleep for a weary patient, the latter takes a piece
charcoal mto each hand at the time when normal sleep generalivcomes on. A third person must, of course, never remove th'
coal trom its covering, nor perform operations with it Th.
patient retains the pieces of charcoal in his hands for about five
at the most seven, minutes. In about two minutes as a rule akind of quivering sensation is felt in the arms, as though some
lluid were coursing through them, accompanied by general
shivenng and occasionally by tremor and perspiration Then a
pleasant sensation of^general lassitude comes on, during which
the eyelids close either slowly or suddenlv and this is followed
by a normal, strengthening sleep. When the eyes close, the hands
become after a lapse of five to eight minutes so passive, that th-
patient is unable to raise them again.

The pieces of charcoal must then be taken out of his hands by
a third person, put in paper and taken care of. The sleep into which
the patient then enters is by no means a natural one, but is the
result of that peculiar check exercised on the brain, synonymous
with cessation (stoppage) of the brain's activity, closely related to
the^ suspension of function of single nerve" centres. All the
patient's senses appear sharpened in magnetic sleep, but perfect
tranquilhty possesses him, and he is sensible of it. After about
from half an hour to an hour this condition changes to one of
real normal sleep, in which the remembrance of events and
the sense of hearing vanish. The application of magnetic char-
coal must, in my opinion, never exceed ten minutes, because
otherwise the patient will complain all next day of a feeling tired-
nesa in his limbs and show a disposition to fall into a magnetic sleep
agian. In this case also, one can have too much of a good thing.

Those who unfortunately suffer from epileptic fits and St.

Vitus's dance, and live in continual dread lest they be attacked by
the disease at school, at church, in the theatre or in company, will

find in the expedient of canying magnetized charcoal,—one piece in

the left trowsers' or side-pocket, the other in the right—an excellent
means of checking or materialh' mitigating those fits, often tei'rible

and most painful at the same time for other people to witness.
The apphcation of magnetized charcoal and a little draught of

magnetized, water in cases of epileptic persons with sj'inptoms of

tetanus, produces immediate restoration of the functions of their

senses, whose action would othersvise have remained suspended
ior hours.
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With regard to the application of glass as a magnetic conductor,

it is particularl}'- efficacious in diseases of the heart.. Most surprising

is the effect of pieces of glass, six centimetres in length by four

centimetres in width, with a hole through the centre of the upper

end, applied to persons affected with angina pectoris, valvular

defects, or cardial paralysis. For this purpose a small plate of

o-lass*) is hung round the neck by a strong woollen string, long

enough to allow the glass to rest on the heart; three to five min-

utes at the outside suffice to stop the attack.

Oil (of the best quality) is magnetized for healing purposes,

by pouring it into a shallow saucer and breathing on it for about

three to four minutes. In cases of induration, or painful tumours,

it is poured by the hand of a healthy person cautiously on the

affected part ; a still better plan is to pour it on cotton-wool and

dab the place with it. In performing this operation, the move-

ments must be always circular. When the patient is very sensitive,

it is expedient to warm the oil a little.

Magnetized baths.

Magnetic baths exercise an extremely far-reaching effect on

the whole system. The author of this article has witnessed the

most astounding results in spinal disease, secondary syphihs, or

suppression of the activity of the skin, in scrofulosis, decomposition

of the humours of the body; and finding nowhere a description

of the magnetic treatment for these diseases, I give one here on

the strength of many years' experience.

For a patient, who has already been treated with magnetism,

and for whom more vigorous appHcations of life giving magnetism

are demanded, it is recommended to prepare the bath as

follows

:

A wooden tub or bath is filled with water to about two

thirds, the temperature being from 88'' to 92«. It is advisable (espec-

ially in private bed-rooms) to choose the position for the bath,

so as to have the head pointing to the north and the foot to the

south. The water is then magnetized in the same way, as that for

drinking and gargling purposes. To this end the upper arms are

bared as far as the shoulders, and—to have everything comfortable,—

a cushion is placed at each side of the bath. Longitudinal passes

are made from the head of the bath to the foot of it, at about

two centimetres' distance from the water, with the flat hand in

such a way that the manipulator, kneehng at the left side moves

his right spread-out hand over tlie water of the right side of the

bath and then going to the right of the bath, performs the same

*) Glass is made magnetic by being rubbed with both hands till it gets

warm and by breathing upon it afterwards from the left to the right.
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pass with his left hand also over the right side of the water .-s
lar as the toot end, thus producing negative magnetization. This
process must be repeated from five to seven times Highly sensitiv,
people feel, when holding the bare leg over the water, a nerve-
current passing through it, as if the magnetizer's hand, being held
over the place, were slowly passing down it. Then the patient
gets into the bath, his best position at first being, to sit in it and tc^
assume gradually a recumbent position. Should his pulse increase
It is necessary for him, if it is his first bath, to get out of it after
live or at the most eight minutes. Nor should a magnetic bath ever
last longer than from twelve to fifteen minutes, as after an excitement
of the whole body a general relaxation of the nerves takes place.

I have frequently observed signs of magnetic sleep appearing
during the magnetic bath. With persons therefore, who suffer from
insomnia, and who are accessible to treatment by magnetism, th<
last and very frequently the only recourse, when all previou'^
attempts to produce sleep have failed, is the magnetic bath. In th.
same w^ay I have often had the opportunity of noticing in cases
where the sexual parts were greatly relaxed, in consequence of sell
abuse, a striking reanimation and increased sexual desire after
the magnetic bath, both in old and young.

MAGNETIC TREATMENT (Introduction). Animal
magnetism, vital force, pervades every organism. Man possesses
centres whence magnetism radiates in all directions. The right
side of the body, more especially the finger tips of the right hand
and the right half of the brain, shows, when observed in a dark
room by so called "sensitive" people (about fifty or sixty per cent),
a bluish, the left side a yellowish radiation. The upper part of
the body shows a preponderance of bluish, the lower part of
yellowish rays. In sickness, the yellow rays are far in excess of
the blue. In the treatment of disease the aim is to restore the
equihbrium of these emanations or rays. The morbid emanations
are considerably reduced after one magnetic operation.

During the operation the patient feels a pleasant sensation
of warmth or a refreshing coolness, and this is succeeded by a
disinclination for mental work and a desire for sleep, such as is

met with in healthy and well developed children, and the grati-

fication of which is of great advantage in the treatment. The
rapidity with which the desired result is obtained is proportionate
to the patient's degree of sensitiveness to magnetic influence. Very
.sensitive subjects are sometimes cured of severe ailments in a
single or at most a few sittings. As a rule, however, a longer
and more persistent treatment is required , and in general the

course will consist of from seven to fourteen operations. Magnetic
treatment is adapted for every period of life, for the new-bom
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child as well as for the old man, and for both sexes. The
treatment is frequently aided by the use of magnetized water,

which may be considered as a universal remedy, and can be
administered internally or in the form of compresses for sores,

wounds, inflammation, rheumatism in the joints. Magnetism is

suitable in all internal and external diseases except such as are

absolutely incurable or require a surgical operation.

In severe and pronounced cases it is alwa^^s advisable, when
possible, to secure the services of a good professional magnetizer.

In this way the treatment will be shortened and expense saved,

and a more radical cure may be expected, since the professional

man has probably selected his calling on account of his greater
capacity for exerting magnetic influence, a capacity strengthened

by daily practice, and can give the benefit of greater knowledge
and experience.

Every magnetizer combines the strokes and passes described

above in a manner which appears to him most suited for each
individual case. The chief points he has to attend to are:

I) polarity, 2) the direction in which the nerves lie, 3) to avoid
overcharging by making more than about twenty passes over the

same spot, 4) to be careful not to make the passes in the direction

jf his own body.
The treatment should be appUed by a person of sympathetic

temperament, and in as calm and collected a manner as possible.

Duration of a sitting from five to twenty minutes. The sittings

should take place daily or from twice to four times a week,
sometimes twice or three times a day, but only in se\ ;^re cases

;

all excess is to be avoided. Excessive loss of magnetic force

through transmission to the patient when his own supply is

limited is harmful to the operator; the practised magnetopath
must not feel fatigued after a few operations.

Magnetizing, employed as a healing agent, thus means trans-

mitting some of the superabundance of vital force of one man to

another man who is in want of it, and in this way helping him.
The magnetizer radiates the vital essence in the form of nerve
fluid : he evaporates it, (as Dr. Gustav Jaeger calls it in his work
"The discovery of the soul") and the patient's morbidly affected

cells*) eagerly absorbs it, provided always, that there exists an
affinity between the magnetizer and his patient.

In other words, there must exist a thorough reciprocal

sympathetic relation between the operator and the person operated
upon, if magnetic influence is to be permanently successful. But
further, only a magnetizer, who is morall}^ pure and in perfect

harmony with himself can produce pure magnetism and restore the

*) The whole human body is constructed out of an infinity of cells.
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disturbed harmony of body and soul in his patient, for tlie im-
inoral man does not hve in peace and harmony witli iiimself
and he impresses, as it were, his own immoral character u .)on the
magnetism generated by him.

,
^^,5; ^^"^ therefore are the words of Justtnus Kerner in his

Nvork • 1 he Seer of Prevorst" : "Let no one, for heaven's sake
stretch out his hand here (as magnetizer) in whose heart does not
dwell religion and solemn earnestness!"

Passavanfs words are worth earnestly taking to heart; "But
It is on the mental condition of the magnetizer and his patient that
magnetic influence most essentially depends. Passions of any kind
fear, grief, sadness, absence of mind, paralyse or destroy the
magnetic relation. Those, as a rule, will most readily receive the
beneficent influence of the healing power who are without pre-
conceived opinions and yield to it in simplicity. The effect is

therefore in most cases greater on children and uncultured people
than on persons in higher stations of life, who frequently have
some kind of knowledge of magnetism, and have misgivings about
somnambulism, which they falsely look upon as a necessary
consequence of magnetic influence, thus disturbing the rapport
relation by a perverse reaction." Passavant says further: "This
force has been misused often enough, as has every human force,
and the loftier the force, the deadlier has been its misuse. But
appeal to the testimony of history, ask all the generations of the
earth whose bones form the soil on which we walk: Has there
ever appeared in the world a great and glorious phenomenon,
even the hand of the Eternal God visibl}^ touching the earth,

which was not derided by the shallow-minded, distorted by
superstition, cankered by the worm of mockery, and tainted, abused
and poisoned by the dark spirit of falsehood? But is it the

water s fault if the lily draws its fragrance, and the hemlock its

poison from it?"

In all cases of disease we have to regard the whole body
as a system of forces (store-house of force), hence general treat-

ment for the whole body is to be preferred. The operator plac?

himself opposite the patient, the latter either standing, or, whi
is better, sitting or lying down, and makes passes with his hands
down the whole body at a distance of two or more centimetres

from the surface. If he stands behind the patient, the hands
must be crossed in making passes along the back, which must
also be made from above downwards. A pass must never be

made in the reverse direction, therefore a wide sweep must be

described in bringing the hands again to the top. «

In making tlie passes, the fingers must be held loosel3\ and

a little spread out and bent, as if it were intended to glide the

finger tips over the surface of the body. At certain points pauses
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are made in these passes, which are to be performed ahiiost

' ntirely without touching the patient. The places for these pauses

vary according to the nature of the complaint, e. g. in diseases of

the "^stomach and abdomen, the finger tips are first laid hghtly on

Fig. 231.

:he front portion of the head and allowed to rest there a little;

then the hands are slightly raised and the pass made as far

as the closed eyes, when another pause is made at the root of

the nose and corners of the eyes. Then the pass is resumed.
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and turther pauses made over the stomach, sexual organs, knee
jomts and feet. When making the passes down the back the
pauses are made at the nape of the neek. the loins and the
calves. In diseases of the blood, spasms in the heart unless
comphcated by sernial disorders, the pauses are made over th,"-
heart, spleen, liver and kidneys. In disorders of the lymphatic
ducts, and their ganglia, pauses are specially made over the
latter—the so-called glands—also behind the ears, under the chin
below the clavicle, the armpits and over the groin. Organs
situated on the left side are treated with the right hand and vici-
versä. These pauses in the passes are also advantageous when
the operation is performed with the hands touching the body.
The passes are of course also made over the ears, arms and
shoulders and elbow-joints; but the operator must be careful tc.

alternate the direction of the passes, and to see that the con
elusion of the pass be made gently but decidedly in the direction
of the pass outwards away from the body, so that no suffusion
of the current may take place.—For this reason the passes witl\
pauses are inserted between those that are evenly distributed.
They must never come at the end of a sitting.

Direct manual treatment, in which the right hand of the
magnetizer is placed upon the diseased spot on the patient's left

side and vice versa, is beneficial but not so efficacious as the
treatment with passes. Instead of placing the hand on tht

patient, it can be held at a short distance, or the finger tips can
be made to approach the body for a little while, and then gently
withdrawn in the direction of the "pass as if scraping out the
disease. An earnest desire to heal, and a calm, dignified and
confident manner of canying out the operations, are important
auxiliaries in the treatment.

MAGNETIC TREATMENT OF DISEASEvS IN ALPHA-
BETICAL ORDER

Magnetism. (Abdominal complaints.) Treatment.—The
hands should be placed- lightly on the abdomen (right hand on left

side and vice versa) and held thcEe for from five to ten minutes.

For twelve years I had suffered from disease in the abdomen.
Three years ago I underwent an operation from Prof. Barden-

heuer in Cologne. The right ovary was removed. I remained,

however, seriously ill. Three months ago the doctor informed

me, that as I was suffering without intermission from hemorrhage

and severe pains, I must go through a second and more severe

operation. Not only the left ovary, but the entire uterus had
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now to be cut out, and no secret was made of the fact that the

operation would be dangerous to hfe. As I was in a very

feeble condition in consequence of my long illness, I was con-

vinced that I should not be able to stand such a severe operation.

I then consulted a magnetopath. He laid his hands on me, and
the hemorrhage at once ceased for a week. After a second
sitting, fourteen days afterwards, the hemorrhage was suspended
for a fortnight. After five more sittings in the course of five

weeks, the malady had disappeared ; I had no more pain, and
the menses were regular again. After the lapse of three months,
I again called on Prof. Bardenheuer on September 2-i. He
had me examined b}'- one of his assistants in his presence
and declared me complete^ cured. The operation has become
unnecessaiy. I then informed the professor that I had been
magnetized and that 1 owed my recovery to the magnetopath.
In m}^ own and my husband's name I here express my warmest
thanks to this gentleman for my recovery, which deserves special

notice in scientific circles.

Mühlheim on the Rhine. Mrs. Agnes Dünner,
Deutzer Str. 50.

I had suffered for a year from an abdominal complaint,
which had got gradually worse. This year in June I became
bedridden, after I had been treated for three w^eeks in the

,
lying-in hospital. The doctors there told me that if my illness

did not take a turn for the better I should have to undergo an
operation. I then applied to Dr. Weidcniann, vyho also declared
that I was suffering" from an internal tumour and would have to

undergo an operation in the hospital. Instead of following his

Ivice, I put nwself under magnetic treatment. Even after the
hrst sittings a striking and wonderful improvement set in. After
fourteen sittings I have been able to day to see Dr. Weidemann
who considered the disease cured and expressed his astonishment

> this remarkable change. He said it was fortunate for me that

1 had not gone through the operation. For the sake of my
suffering sisters I here publicly express mj^ heartfelt thanks for

this cure and am prepared to give further information verbally
about the case.

Cologne, Sept. 30. 1896. Mrs. Josephine Regh.

Having suffered for a long time from a complaint in the ab-

-men, I had myself examined by Prof. Kruckenberg in Bonn on
^ .pril 15. 1896 who declared that I was suffering from a growth
which was increasing in size at an alarming rate and could
only be removed by an operation. A specialist for female
diseases told me the same thing. So I had a dismal future

58
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^S-??^"'^
^^'^ year however I heard of the successful cureseffected a magnetizer and sought the aid of his treatmpn!w.th entire confidence. To my grelt dehght I am now ompTete

y restored after rom thirty to thirty five sittings, a fact whichhas been medically attested.
"

T feel compelled to express my heart3' thanks to this gentle-man, hoping that It may often be granted to him to cure ras4
like mine and restore happiness to the suffering

Duisburg, March 6. 1898. Mrs. Karl Seib.

Mr. W. R., Magnetopathist, 34 Marschallstrasse, Dresden
cured me m a short time of a severe abdominal complaint from
which 1 had been suffering for years. I can heartily recom-
mend Mr. R. and shall be glad to give further information

I again express my warmest thanks to Mr. R
Dresden, Sept. 1897. Mrs. M. Mucke,

Blasewitzer Str. 36.

It gives me great pleasure to certify that I have been cured
of my illness by magnetic treatment. I had been suffering for
seven years from a complaint in the abdomen, had been in the
hands of many doctors, and endured the most terrible pain,
without experiencing any improvement. Then I underwent an
operation, and afterwards suffered agonies in the upper part of
niy body; if I attempted to do the least thing, I felt terrible pains
in the chest, back, heart and stomach. I was examined by various
doctors, who declared that my complaint was nervous debility
and that I only wanted rest. I slept very badly at night, vv-ith

unpleasant dreams; on waking I was frequently seized with a
terrible palpitation of the heart, so that I had to get up, and was
so frightened that I did not know what to do. On rising in the
morning, I felt such pain in my whole bod}'-, that I scarcely
ventured to move.

I described my symptoms to a magnetizer of whom I had
heard, and he informed me after examination, that I was suffering

from severe internal disease, and that my heart, lungs, stomach,
liver and kidneys w^ere affected, and the cause of my pains.

I put myself under his treatment; and noticed at the first

sitting that my pains had diminished. They gradually vanished
with the treatment—and I have now got rid of all m}^ troubles

and enjoy refreshing sleep at night.

Berlin. Mrs. Ida Steinberg. Prenzlauer Strasse.

I had suffered greatlj' for fifteen years. The doctors had
declared my trouble to be anaemia and abdominal disorder; I had
for years to undergo treatment, but was never completely cured.

I
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T narticularlv suffered from violent pains in the back and abdomen,

rnnibined with great excitability and general weakness and ex-

haustion so that I was incapable of walking, standing
,

or going

So social gatherings for any length of time.-Almost every week

or fortnio-ht I had severe headaches mostly accompained with

Sickness ^ind latterly with fainting fits and cramp m the neck.

P-^intin- and rubbing with Iodine, as well as visits to watering

nlaces ""reheved me for a time but did not cure me, so that tor

some years I had ceased to consult doctors, had become resigned

to mv fate, and had given up the hope of complete recovery.

But Heaven had mercy on me and sent me the help 1 had vamly

souo-ht in the magnetopathist Mr. W. R. through whose bene-

ficent treatment I have become another being. Mr. R. pronounced

mv disease to be lymphatic affection, on account of a thickening

of Ivmph boils which had formed in my body. Mr. R. has magnetized

me for a long time, and by simplifyin- my way ot nvmg and by

careful attention to the skin, has purified the blood, removed the

pains and saved my Hfe. I have had no pain for many weeks,

the headaches having at once yielded to the treatment.

I acquired confidence in this treatment through this rapid

cure of an attack of phlebitis, which Mr. R. had periormed without

medicine. The year before I suffered from the same illness, and

spent six weeks in bed in great pain under medical treatment.

After the successful resuh in my case I can only recommend

sufferers to adopt Mr. R.'s treatment with entire confidence.

ßgj-ljjj
Charlotte Thalwitzer^

Weissenburger Str. Nr. 55.

Four years ago when my wife had left her bed after a tedious

confinement, during which she had a great deal of sufTering she

complained of pains in the back, and a difficulty in walking.

These troubles were ascribed by the physicians who treated her

to the great loss of blood and consequent weakness. Ihe pains,

however, as well as the difficult}- in walking increased, till finally

my wife was unable either to walk a step without assistance or

to raise her legs by herself: Moreover, entire, loss of sensation

in the legs was added to her other symptoms. AU the elloits

of doctors and specialists as well as a several week s treatment at

the Marienbad in Düsseldorf were fruitless. This sad state oi things

together with the continually increasing pain often caused my

wife to wish for death. The conviction forced itself upon me that

this condition of my wife would soon pass into total paralysis

Last March I happened to hear of the remarkable cures et ected

by magnetopathist T. in Düsseldorf and although I had at that time

but httle confidence in this system of treatment still in view ot

the complete failure of the treatment my wife had hitherto had,
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M '^T-'
^^"^ ^- a consultation

Alter Mr 7. had treated my wife twice as an experiment heexpressed his conviction, on the strength of the improvement al-ready visible in her condition, that he could cure her 1 there-
fore took my wife to Düsseldorf where she first went through
a month's course of treatment, followed, after an intei-val of two
months, by a fortnight's course.

From the beginning of the treatment the intolerable pains in
the back diminished in intensity, and in a few days my w;:
was gratified to find that she could walk across her room Without
assistance, though slowly and with caution. To-day my wife can
chmb up stairs and walk about the town.

In giving you this testimonial, I thank you again for the pains
you have taken in the treatment of my wife, for none of us who
knew her condition, would have thought such a result in so short
a time possible. I and my family thank you again and assure
you we shall always be ready publicly to vouch for the truth of
the foregoing.

Gladbach. Herrn. Robeck.

My daughter Anna^ now in her eighteenth year, had been
confined to her bed for three years owing to a serious illness.

She could neither stand nor sit upright in her bed. Her legs
appeared to be dead and were insensible to the prick of a needle.
Nine doctors, after repeatedly examining her, had declared her
incurable, ihe diagnosis was to the effect that: The patient
suffered from an abdominal complaint, a tumour and paralysis of
the intestines. Dr. Groos went so far as to advise my husband not
to go to any further expense, as no doctor in the world could
help her. Motions of the bowels could ovXy be procured by
means of an enema which a sister of mercy regularly administered
to her. On every such occasion the patient, who had to be held
by two persons, .suffered terrible pain. In the same way the

passing of urine could only be effected by means of warm vapour
applications. Two doctors decided in favour of an operation,

others, however, feared that the patient w^ould die under it. After

three long years of pain and constant medical treatment, her

condition was as hopeless as before. And now as a last resource

we turned to magnedsm. Mr. T., a magnetopathist, visited the

sufferer. Immediately an astonishing improvement set in. After

treatment the evacuations were normal and painless—the insensi-

bility and paralysis had disappeared, and the patient was able to

rise from her long bed of sickness and go about. We bring this

remarkable case before the public, as it deserves to be considered

an event in the annals of healing.

Düsseldorf. Maria Zillekens.
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Mr. Nitsche bad suffered for ten j^ears from violent cramps

in the abdomen combined with cold fever. Various means were

tried in vain. When Mr. N. consulted a magnetopathist, he had

very little hope left, but at the conclusion of the treatment he

was completely cured of the disease, which had threatened his

life. The patient felt the direct effect of the magnetism.

Magnetism. (Ansemia.) Treatment.—The hands should be

placed for ten minutes open on the abdomen (right hand on left

side and vice versa). Treatment should be applied two to three

times a week and success must not be expected under from three

to six months. Avoid acid or sour food and drink much milk, see

also pages 908, 910.

Being restored to health to-day by your exceedingly successful

treatment" from a ten years' weary illness, and being about to go

back to my home, I write to return my most heart-felt thanks

to you, my dear Sir, and also most warmly and cordially, to re-

commend you and your method of treatment to everybody and

particularly to all despairing jjatients, who—like myself—have

given up all hope of relief, as it is, capable of producing such

astounding results. I suffered for ten years wäth very severe

chlorosis, and frightful, alarming nervousness; with chronic nasal

catarrh, affecting me for 3^ears; constipation, unbroken gloomy

mental condition, timidity, trembling in the hmbs, perpetual fatigue,

aversion to light, headache, vertigo, short breath, eructations from

the stomach, difficulty of swallowing ; defective memory, and tem-

poraiy mental weakness. This accumulation of diseases made me
despair of the possibility of ever improving, to say nothing of

recovering my health. In this desperate condition I adopted

your treatment as a last resource. The immediate result was
surprising; I felt at once lighter and calmer, my exceeding ner-

vousness decreased perceptibly. In the course of six weeks, with

frequent intervals of four or five days—I had altogether sixteen

sittings, but to my own and my friends' great astonishment, I

feel, that they have given me back health and strength, I wish

that patients, who—like myself—despair of finding help an^^where,

would make a trial of this extremely simple mode of treatment.

I am most willing to give any further information, touching

my case.

Anna Hofmann, Bromberg, Ritterstrasse 3.

My daughter, aged eighteen years, who was, according to

our family doctor, anaemic was cured by a course of magnetic

treatment in a very short time.

Torfbruch near Gerreshein. Peter Thrau.
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Magnetism. (Appetite, Loss of.) Treatment, see "Ner-
VOUSNESS.

For many years I suffered from violent nervous pains gra-
dually spreading over the whole body, also from palpitation of
the heart and loss of appetite. Having taken medicine for a long
time without any result, I at last put myself in the hands of a
n-.agnetizer m this city, Mr. R., who cured me of my troubles
in a short time.

As soon as Mr. R. touched my head with his hands, 1 felt

a current going through my body ; this produced perspiration
and a feehng of fatigue. I bear grateful testimony to the remark-
able cure which Mr. R. has effected in my case,

Berlin, Sept. 11. 1892. Marie Turack.

Magnetism. (Asthma.) Treaiment.— Place the right hand .

on the left side of the patient's chest and the left hand on the
right side for about five minutes and then make about hundred
passes from above downwards and away from the patient. See
also pages 908, 910.

Eight years ago Dr. von Kern^ of Munich was cured by
magnetism of chronic asthma from which he had suffered for

twelve years, and which for two years had made it impossible for

him to continue, his practice. Since then he has been in good
health. He is now the director of the hospital in Schabing near
Munich and is alwa5^s glad to give any information concerning
the healing power of magnetism. His testimony is as follows:

"Twelve years ago, in consequence of a violent cold I contracted

severe affection of the bronchi and suffeerd ever since from
asthma. At ast I came to the conclusion that the nerves, as

the conductors of the electro magnetic vital principle, could be

restored to their normal condition by the application of animal

magnetism. This has been fully confirmed by the treatment I

underwent at the hands of Mr. R. After the first sitting I felt a

decided improvement and again enjoyed undisturbed sleep. The
cure was completed in a few weeks. I gladly testify to Mr. K's.

success
Munich, 18. Oct. 1876. D. v. Kern.

Magnetism. (Burns.) Treatment.—The hands are held at

a distance of from one to two inches from five to ten minutes

over the burns (right hand on left side and \dce versa) and then

about hundred rapid passes made over them. The result is al-

mo.st immediate. See pages 908, 910.
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On the 8* of November my child, aged twenty two months

was badly scalded through the carelessness of a servant who
upset a large glass of boiling milk over its neck and left arm

We at once obtained the assistance o^ a magnetopathist, Mr. K.

When the latter began to make passes over the terrible wounds,

we could see them turn a pale colour and the healthy skin form

over them. The arm which had been swollen to the size of a

man's returned to its normal size. After a few repetitions of the

treatment, the child, who we were at one time afraid would die,

was cured in a remarkable manner, for which we herew^ith

tender our thanks to Mr. K. We shall at all times be glad to

give further information.

Cologne, December 10. 1897. H. Przedecki.

My little child, aged three and a half had been scalded on

the arm and back^through the upsetting of a pail of boiling water,

and suffered intense pam. After Mr. T., a magnetopathist had

treated the child the pains at once disappeared and the wounds
began to heal.

Düsseldorf, Januar 27. 1891. Johann Hartjes.

Magnetism. (Caries of bones.) Treatment.—Only very

great magnetic force and force which has been tested can be of

service here. The diseased parts must be treated daily from five

to ten minutes by holding the outstretched finger tips over them,

compresses with magnetized water should be used.

Two years ago my little child, then in its second year,

suffered from large sores on the arm and between the fingers.

One of the doctors whom I consulted, declared the disease to be

caries of the bones, and said the child would have to go to the

hospital to have the bones scraped. I went, however, to a

magnetopathist Mr. T., who cured the child in eight sittings. It

has remained in good health ever since.

Düsseldorf, Eilerstrasse 145, September 6. 1891.

Mrs. L. Küpper.

My son, aged eight, had been suffering for thirteen months

from January 1896 from caries in the lower leg. The boy had to

undergo four operations which however were unsuccessful. After

he left the hospital, I put him under the treatment of a magneto-

pathist, Mr. H, in Essen who operated on him nine times in

January and February this year, After a few sittings a piece of

splmtered bone worked itself out of the leg which had been

operated on. The boy , who was cured by Mr. H. in the tmie

I have mentioned has had no trouble with his leg since. He
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Ccin run about like other children and without special fatigue 1

herewith tender my best thanks to Mr. H. for his suiprisiarly
successful treatment.

Caternberg, Eichstrasse 30, May 7. 1897. Mrs. Ausi.

Magnetism. (Catalepsy.) For treatment see "Spasms".

My daughter, Walpurga, now twenty four years old, haa
been confined to her bed suffering for more than two years
in consequence of violent attacks of cramp. Three doctors tried

all the means at their command without success. She was in

such an exhausted condition, that she could not even move her
arm, and looked upon herself as dead for this world. One day
I heard that Mr. K. whose method of treatment was so widely
celebrated, was staying in Baden-Baden. I at once called on him
and begged him to visit my sick daughter. At the end of the
fourth visit all pain had vanished, and she was able to get in

and out of her bed without help. After seven operations she was
completely cured, and is now as strong and healthy as if she had
never gone through such long and terrible suffering. I and all

my family thank the Almight}^ for this wonderful recovery; and
we also owe a life-long debt of gratitude to Mr. K., recognizing

to the full his remarkable skill and sympathetic treatment.

Hubert Schneider, Iffezheim.

I hereby certify to the truth of the above.
Iffezheim. Schäfer, Burgermaster.

It is a remarkable fact that the patient at one time was for

fourteen days in a cataleptic condition during which she could

neither eat nor drink. The doctor who was attending her was
unable to force her jaws apart.

^ After the recover}^ of her health the girl was for a long time

in the service of the Countess v. Rohde.

Magnetism. (Cholera nostras.) Treatment.—The hands

should be placed for ten minutes daily on the stomach and ab-

domen (right hand an left side and vice versa).

My child suffered for over a year from cholera nostras and

was cured b}^ three magnetic applications.

Düsseldorf, June 20. 1894. W. Carl Preusse.

Magnetism. (Consumption.) TREATMENT.—The hands must

be placed open on the bare body for about ten minutes (righ'
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hand an left side and vice versa); passes should then be made

slowly over the whole body from head to foot without touching

the skin. Fifty magnetic passes may suffice. This treatment

should be performed once daily, but must be discontinued for a

day, should the patient feel very fatigued after a sitting. See

pages 90S, 910.

Five and a half years ago when I lived in Düsseldorf, my
little child, at that time six months old was ill wnth consumption,

and had been given up by five doctors as incurable. A magne-

topathist then cured the child in eight sittings, and he is now a

fine, healthy boy.

Duisburg, April 26. 1896. Carl Thelen.

Neudorferstrasse 62.

Five months ago my child, now two years old, was declared

by the docter to be suffering from consumption and pronounced

incurable. It was cured by seven magnetic operations, for which

I herewith "express my thanks.

Düsseldorf, November 22. 1897. Max Feldvr.min.

Derendorfer Strasse 11.

Magnetism. (Deafness.) Treatment.—Place the finger tips

in the ears (right hand in left ear and vice versa), and then before

the nose, the patient making vigorous inspirations through that

organ. Twenty to thirty minutes treatment daily.

I had suffered from deafness for four years, during which

time I was unsuccessfully treated by three doctors.

I then appHed to a raagnetopathist, Mr. R. in Berlin, who
discovered an induration of wax, and cured me of the malady m
a short time, for which I express my hearty thanks to that

gentleman.
,

Stettin. Heinrich rischer.

Magnetism. (Debility.) Treatment.—For w^eakness in the

back the treatment is the same as for rickets, which see. It is

also advisable, to rub the back dow^nwards for two minutes daily,

morning and evening, with a linen cloth dipped in magnetued

water. See pages 90S, 910.

For the sake of the cause of curative magnetism we consider

it our duty to testify to the following case of healing. Our httle

boy, now 'in his sixth year was made to wear iron sphnts to

straighten his legs when two years old, which produced such a

weakness in his back that made it almost impossible for hmi to walk.
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improved that he is able to walk about like other chi dren We
imes'brdad'to^

•''"^^ ^^'^ -"^^ sh^i at aUtimes be glad to give any further information.
Düsseldorf.

^/.;««;,;,. Watchmaker.

For fifteen years my wife had suffered from nervous troublesaccompamed by extreme general weakness, so that she could no

CFrn ''P"^^'
Y?^^-

"^^^ doctors were consultedbut could do nothing^ Her condition grew worse in spite of

fortv feZT'nf^ K^r
fi^fy -y poor wif\ at that time scarcelyforty

3, ears old believed that she would have to spend the r4of her days in her invalid's chair. Then she heard of the wonder-
ful cures of Mr. the magnetizer. To his aid she owes her com-
plete recovery. She has now been for a year in the full possession
of her health and strength, to which I herewith testify, withwarmest thanks to Mr. K '

^^^^^^rg. Friedrich Count v. Rohde.

I herewith certify the genuineness of the above signature
of L^omii I<rederick v. Rohde, Major (retired) in the Austrian Army
residing here and known to me personally.

Freiburg. Müller, Notary.

Magnetism. (Diabetes.) Treatment.—Place the hands for
ten minutes on the region of the kidnej^s. The proper diet for
this malady has to be carefully observed at the same time.
Treatment daily or every other day should the patient feel fati-
gued. See also pages 908, 910.

For ten years 1 was afflicted with diabetes mellitus and ex-
cessive nervousness. My condition was very critical. I went to
Karlsbad, where I certainly obtained some relief, but is was only
temporary. In consequence of having before me the prospect of
never being cured—the disease being reputed to be incurable—

,

I became a confirmed hypochondriac. I consulted many physi-
ciatis, tried everything that was recommended, till at last my
attention was called to bio-magnetism. I must confess that I had
but small faith in it; I appHed to the magnetopathist, Mr. Hof-
richter, and noticed, after three sittings, that a complete revolution,
was going on in my system, my state of mind became calmer
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and after the ninth apphcation the secretion of sugar in my urine

had almost entirely ceased. I then went on a long journey during

which 1 did not observe a strict dietetic regmien, just to see,

how far my state of health had permanently progressed. After

mv return, I had ray urine analysed, and not a trace of sugar was

found in it; and I live in the hope, that my recovery is really per-

manent I publicly testify this to be the plain, unvarnished truth.

M. H., Dresden.

Magnetism. (Diphtheria.) TreatmexNT.—An unprofessional

mac^netizer should not venture upon the treatment of diptheria,

unless the previous results of his treatment have showm him to

be possessed of more than usual magnetic force.

Sitting down in front of the patient, the operator holds the

finser tips of both hands from five to ten minutes at the distance

of "about an inch from the patient's mouth, which should be kept

as wide open as possible, and then makes passes into the mouth

as if throwing something into it. Magnetized water is administered

internally. Some of the water should also be held as long as

possible in the mouth and then ejected.

This treatment to be repeated two or three times daily. Alter

at least three sittings an improvement ought to be noticed. If

no improvement takes place after three sittings, an experienced

magnetizer must be called in or other means employed, bee

also pages 908, 910.

My litde boy, aged two, was declared by the doctor whom
we consulted, to be suffering from scarlet fever and diptheria.

As the illness grew worse, and we were told by the doctor that

it was useless to give anv more medicine, I apphed m my anxiety

to Mr. T., a magnetopatfiist, since the boy had taken no nourish-

ment for three days, and Mr. T. had treated the boy previously.

On Saturday the 29* of November Mr. T. commenced the treat-

ment; the fever subsided, immediately and the child had a quiet,

instead of a sleepless night as previously. When the doctor

who was treating the case called next day he noticed that a

great improvement had taken place, and that the danger which

had been so threatening three days before, was over. Atter six

more treatments with magnetism the child was declared t^^-

doctor to be cured. I gladly make this successful result oi

magnetic treatment know^n, that many parents may be induced m
similar cases, to save the hves of their children by these means.

I offer my most cordial thanks to Mr. T.
a m 4

Düsseldorf, December 5. 1890. ^- ^^^e^'^^^-

Full of gratitude I write to inform you that my three children, have

been completely cured of diphtheria by your treatment with
magnetism.
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Whereas with my son I^ranz, aged seventeen, paralysis and
choking-fits occurred after twenty four hours, and we were witiheavy hearts, looking forward to his immediate death the diseas".
with my two younger children Julie and yidolph was of a le^'
virulent_^type, and they could leave their beds quite cured, in thre-
days. With my eldest son, whom we had previously given un
ior lost, a critical turn in the disease took place on tlTe fourth
day, after which his cure was effected without the application of
any medicine whatever in another four da3^s.

You pre,scribed magnetized water for gargling, and it had an
excellent ettect. I thank you for the wonderful cure of
children, a cure all the more sursprising, as most cases of dip-
theria, occurring in this neighbourhood, end fatally with every other
way of treatment.

I give publicity to this and recommend biomagnetism as a
remedy to everybody acting, as it does, with wonderful rapidity
on all diseases, a fact of which we have fully convinced ourselves.
Once more thanking you from my heart.

I remain yours sincerely

Franz Skrabel, Imperal and Royal Police
commissioner in Dombhat, Transylvania.

I certify with much pleasure and gratitude that you have cured
me of a severe attack of diptheria.

I felt the magnetic current course hotly through my body
which then broke out into profuse perspiration. The violent fever
vanished completely in two hours; the next morning the entire
coating was gone and I could breathe again. I testify to this cure
with hearty thanks.

Berlin, 4. April 1896. E. Griesinger.

A very interesting case of cure is that of Alfred Albredit,
aged two and a half. After recovery from diptheria, he had, as

a consequence of the disease acquired a reehng walk, and let his

head hang down over his shoulder. In addition to this he squinted
and stammered; and became pigeon chested. A magnetopathist in

Leipzig, Mr. S. succeeded in restoring the head to its proper
position, in curing the partial paralysis, in removing the squint

and stammer, and restoring the chest to its normal shape. The
improvement became visible after a few sittings, and a complete
cure was the ultimate result.

This success requires no comment. Many people witnessed

the progress of the cure, so that the little lad was for a time the

centre of attraction in Mr. Sch*s waiting room.

Magnetism. (Diarrhoea.) Mrs. D. suffered from diarrhoea:

all the remedies tried were unsuccessful. In consequence of advice
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she put herself under magnetic treatment, and the result was a

brilliant success after three sittings The patient felt the current

through her whole body.

Magnetism. (Dropsical swellings in the joints.)

TreatmExMT.—Place the finger tips (right hand on left side

and vice versa) for from five to ten minutes over the part affected,

and then make a few passes over it. This treatment can be

repeated daily. See also pages 908, 910.

Testimonial from Baron von Quadt^ Oppeln.

My daughter, aged sixteen > had suffered for more than three

years from water in the knee, and occasionally in the arms, and

had used the various remedies prescribed for her during this

me by different physicians of good position, including steel baths,

with no perceptible result. Last December she was put under

the treatment of Mr. K., the magnetopathist, for a short time,

and with a surprisingly favourable result. After, in all, seventeen

sittings her condition might be described as entirely changed.

Not only had her general health, the disturbance of which by

her disease had shown itself in lassitude, loss of appetite etc.,

improved in a most gratifying manner, but her former frequent

and violent pains which had prevented her from using her fimbs

freely had almost entirely disappeared, and last February the

former invalid was able to indulge regularly in skating, though

with some caution, a thing which would have been considered

incredible a short time before. The few slight reminders of

her former troubles, occurring now and again, have gradually

vanished. Taking advantage of Mr. K's. stay in this town, on

whose behalf I gladly and thankfully pubHsh this testimonial, the

treatment has been resumed for a few days in order to make
the cure as permanent as possible.

Baron v. Quadt.

Magnetism. (Dropsy.) Treatment.—The operator takes

up his position in front of the patient, and places his open hands

(right hand on the left side and vice versa) on the back over the

kidneys, holding them there quietly for about three minutes.

The hands are then brought round the body to the abdomen where

they are again allowed to rest for two minutes, and finally to the

bladder with a minutes pause. This process to be repeated three

(^r four times. The treatment may be apphed daily. See also

pages 908 and 910.

My little daughter, aged seven, concracicd curvature u; me
spine two years ago in consequence of a fall down some steps;
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1 at once consulted a doctor, but in spite of everything the chil-i
got weaker. For twelve months she had to lie on cushions, and
this was useless, I went with her to Bonn; there she had to wed'
a special corset but left it off again by the advice of a docto
in this town, who declared she was suffering from tuberculos:
and dropsy, and would die in three weeks. She finally got s

weak that she could neither stand nor walk. At this time th •

accounts of the remarkable magnetic cures effected by Mr. T. in
Düsseldorf reached my ear. I went with the suffering child to
Düsseldorf. After a two months' course of treatment the child is

well and happy, plays about with her companions, takes long
walks, and feels so strong that we are warranted in regarding ti, :

cure as completed. I herewith heartily thank Mr. T., and hope
he may live for many 3^ears to heal the suffering, free from the
envy and ill will of doctors.

Mayen near Coblenz. Jac. Clasen^ Miller.

I hereby thank Mr. 7*. in D. for curing me of dropsy four

years ago in twenty nine sittings. I had suffered from this

complaint for years and had been treated by several doctors

without success. I had also been tapped thirty three times. I

am at all times read\^ to give any information about my case.

M.-Gladbach. Lorenz Bössem, Merchant.

M}"" daughter, sorely afflicted with dropsy was with God's
help saved from death by Professor Hofrichter in Dresden, by
the apphcation of magnetism, a fact, which I willingly and publicly

testify to in the interest of other helpless sufferers.

Since May 1889, she had been suffering from chlorosis, which
soon developed into dropsy. She became gradually worse,—the

disease extending over her whole body—in spite of a four months'

stay in the country. From the beginning of 1890 she was con-

fined to her bed. The medical advice, which she had there and

else-where, was absolutely useless, on January 31. and the disease

had made such progress, as to cause apprehension of paralysis

of the heart taking place shortly. The patient was given up for

lost by all the doctors attending her, not having taken any

medicine for weeks with the exception of morphia, to calm her.

Professor Hofrichter being recommended to me, I applied to him

in my distress. He came, placed himself at the foot of the patient's

bed, 'fixed his eyes upon her in a soothing manner and caused

animal magnetism to stream over her, blowing also gently over

her head, hair and face; after minute inspection and examination

he declared his abihty to send her into a magnetic sleep. He
looked intently at her, made passes over her head, face and body,

outside the bed-clothes and without touching her, keeping his
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hands at rest for some time at the joints, and particularly over the

feet. After a few minutes magnetic sleep set in. During this

sleep she heard everj^thing, and even answered his questions,

but could not move; coughed no longer, had no difficulty in

breathino- and when her hands were raised, they fell down again,

as though she were dead. She was completely conscious and I

was particularly pleased, that he carefully avoided any hypnotic

manipulation. When she was given magnetic water to drink,

which had an uncommonly soothing effect upon her, magnetic

sleep ceased, as professor Hofrichter had predicted. The result

was surprising: the patient said that when her hair was touched,

she heard a crackling noise in it, and as a consequence of the

whole process altogether, she had a feehng of new life flowing

into all her limbs, her toes in particular being all astir, as she

expressed herself. In the night of the first of February—after

the first treatment—she slept perfectly quiet for the first time in

a week and without using morphia, and her heart felt considerably

less oppressed in consequence.

Professor Hofrichter continued for about a week with the

daily appHcations of magnetism, later on at longer intervals and

recommended her besides to drink magnetic water and percribed

vegetarian diet. The swelling, difficulty of breathing, and pain

decreased perceptibly day by day, her general health showed

improvement and she now took a walk by herself, for she felt

stronger, than at the beginning of her illness.

Magnetic sleep was more rarely resorted to, as the course of

the treatment proceeded ; the patient experienced, even in Professor

Hofrichter's absence several critical, beneficial turning pomts m
her disease, and felt more and more reheved in consequence of

them, and after five weeks she could leave her bed. She is now

out of all danger and her bodily strength has mcreased

wonderfully.

Filled with the deepest gratitude to Divine Providence and

to your work, I herewith certify to the recovery of my dear child,

whom I had believed lost, and can from full conviction most

highly recommend the application of bio-magnetism.
^ ^

J. Göhre, Dresden.

Magnetism. (Ears, Affection of the.) Seldom curable as

the malady is generally caused by organic defects. Treatment.

—The finger tips to be held in the ears as in deafness. See also

pages 908, 910.

Dear friend, j j t

I received your letter with the magnetic papers, and used them

at once on the same day they arrived, following the instructions
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your uncle Bleckingcr gave me, to put them on both ears beforegoing to bed, and keep them there all night.
The very next morning I could hear much better with mv lei'ear and moreover, the noise in my right ear which had ore-viously been so very troublesome had ceased altogether
rhankmg your uncle meantime most sincerely I remain etr
Gotzis, 12. March 1892.

Magnetism. (Epilepsy.) Treatment.—The patient must b-
seated on a chair, and the operator lays his hands fright hand o].
the lelt side and vice versa) for about ten minutes on the back of th--
head, afterwards making about hundred passes over the head v.
a downward direction away from the body. In obstinate case-
it is advisable to use only the right hand (positive). If the attacks
only come on at intervals of a fortnight or a month, the treat-
ment should be repeated only once or twice a week. If the inter-
vals between the attacks are shorter, there should be four or
five sittings a week or one a day. Non-stimulating diet to br-

adopted, with entire avoidance of spirits, coflfee and tea. See
also pages 908, 910.

My sister had suffered from epilepsy and had died during
an attack. From fright I contracted the same terrible disease
which has tormented me for a year and a half. Regularly every
other day I had an attack w^ith convulsions lasting for an hour
and depriving me of consciousness. Since I was magnetized by
Mr, T. about two months ago, the attacks have entirely ceased.
I have been able to sleep well, am completely recovered and feel
well and happy.

Düsseldorf, Fürstenwall 198. Agnes Fischermann,

Dear Sir,

As you have cured my daughter Ida, who had suffered for nearly
two years from frequenlly recurring attacks of cramp which ordi -

nary medical treatment had entirely failed to remedy, I take the
liberty of thanking you again herewith most heartily for all youi
kindness and attention in the treatment of my daughter, with the

sincere hope that the same happy result may be the fate of all

seeking your aid.

Dresden, May 6. 1890. Karl Heinrich Michel.

To Mr. Gustav Oehtnichen, magnetopathist.

My daughter Anna, aged fourteen, had suffered for about a

year v^ith epilepsy, and had four to five fits every day. Various

remedies were applied without success. Hearing one da}' of Mr.

Oehmichen's system of cure, I confidently sent her to this gentle.
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man. After the seventh sitting, no more epileptic fits appeared,

and after the fourteenth sitting, she was discharged as cured, nor

have we to this day noticed the faintest vestige of her disease.

I, and all my family, thank God for this strange, miraculous

recovery: but we express oiir recognition at the same time to

Mr. Oehmichen for his wonderful cure and his kind treatment.

Ernst Mauersberger, stocking manufacturer, Thum.

Mv daughter, aged eight, had been, for seven years afflicted

with most violent epileptic fits, so violent, that she destroyed

ever^'thing, that came in her way. On the average she had

eight to ten of these terrible attacks during the day, and eight

to twelve at night. She would foam fearfully at the mouth, roll

her eyes, and strain her hands. Medical help was completely

powerless in her case. Bromide of potassium wliich was pre-

scribed had no effect upon her whatever, her condition was only

rendered more desperate by it.

I read something about the magnetopathist, W. Reichel,

Zimmer Strasse 60 and requested him in consequence to pay me
a visit. It was my last resource. He came, and after the very

first treatment, these horrible fits, ceased in the day time though

still came on at night. Afterwards they appeared again by day,

but they were very slight.

After the fifth treatment, my child got so exhausted and
apathetic, that she could hardly move, and lay like one dead.

After twelve sittings, the fits did not return, and she jumped
about more cheerfully than ever. She also begins to speak now
slowly, whereas hitherto, in spite of her age, she was only able

to utter inarticulate sounds.

Mr. Paul Küchler suffered from epileptic cranips which came
on daily. They were cured by magnetism by Mr. Sch., Leipzig.

Magnetism. (Eruption, Cutaneous.) Treatment.—The
affected parts should be treated by holding the hands over them,

at a distance of about two inches for five minutes (right hand on
left side and vice versa), about hundred passes being afterwards

made over them. The treatment to be applied twice a week;
the parts to be cleansed daily with magnetized water. For mode
of preparation, see Index. See also pages 908, 910.

My daughter aged thirteen years suffered from an eruption

on her whole body, and was cured by Mr, Tormin, magnetopath

in a few sittings.

Düsseldorf, March 17. 1896. M. Gnorieb.

Weihe Strasse 29.

59
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Magnetism. (ERYSIPELAS.) Treatment, see "Sttikgies'

For seventeen weeks I had been tormented with erysipela'^
suffenng mtense pam. My whole face and nose were swollen
and mflamed. The swelling and pain subsided after the ver-
first magnetic sitting. After five sittings I was cured. My daughter
was cured of obstinate headache and stitch in the side in the
same manner.

Schrigwitz near Leuthen, January 31. 1883.

Rosina Wagner.

Magnetism. (Eyes, Affections of the.) Treatment.—Th<^
right eye must be treated with the left hand and the left eye with
the right hand. The finger tips to be held for five minutes at a
distance of one inch from the open eyes. Application twice a
day. See also pages 908, 910.

I suffered from concussion of the brain when a child, and had
continual headaches for thirty years. Li May 1892 I became bhnd,
and also partly lost the power of speech and the use of my limbs.
Prof. Mendel told my mother I was too weak for the application
of electricity and massage,—it was a sad case and he could not
help me. A magnetopathist subsequently cured me completely in

eight sittings. I can again walk without the help of a stick, have
recovered my speech and can see well enough to read the smallest
type. My headaches have also disappeared. On the 19*^ of Jan-
uary 1893 I called on Prof. Mendel in Berlin in the presence oi

his patients in my restored condition. My cure has been mira-
culous.

Berlin-Moabit, Jan. 23. 1893. Ernestine Spangenberg.
Rathenower Strasse 46.

IVilh. Sommer and Hermann Spangenberg, brothers of the

patient, both residing in the same house testify to the truth of

the above.

I had suffered with ray eyes for twenty years. Thirteen ol

the most celebrated doctors tried their skill on me. During the

last five years I have been assured after the most careful examination

with the opthalmoscope lasting for hours, that no help was possible

in my case. Three months ago I went to Mr. K. then in Friedrichs-

hafen. I felt a decided improvement after the fourth sitting and

can now read and write again. Beheving tiiat I have been

saved from blindness, I express my thanks to Mr. K.

Hemmenhofen on Untersee in Baden.
N. Siebert, Catholic Priest.
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That Father Siebert has preserved his eyesight and can read

the smallest writing, is confirmed by a postcard sent to me some
years afterwards.

The Provincial Government of the Rhenish Provinces was
induced, in view of the many remarkable cm-es effected by Tormin,

to put a bo}^ of the name of Thönissen under his treatment. The
boy had spots on his eyes and a pronounced thickening of the

cornea, and suffered in consequence from advanced shortsightedness,

and he had been treated for six months in Bonn and discharged

as incurable. T. restored the boy's sight to its normal condition

after forty one magnetic operations. Results Hke these, properly

vouched for as they are, cannot fail, to win new adherents to

the beneficient magnetic treatment.

Five years ago my little boy, then six years old, had been

suffering for a year and a half from inflamm.ation of the eyes

and was cured in one sitting by Mr. Kramer.
Düsseldorf, February 23. 1892.

Fr. Dippold, Flingerstrasse 45.

Magnetism. (Feet, Swollen.) Treatment same as for

swollen glands.

1 herewith gladly certify that Mr. R. magnetopathist of Berlin
has cured me of an inflamed and swollen foot in one application.

Countess Louisa von Schulenburg-Burgscheidungen.

iVla^etism. (Fever.) Treatment.—The hand (right hand
on left side and vice versa) are placed at the back of the head
without resting on it. About fifty passes are then made over the
chest and away from the body.

Mr. Rudolph Schlueter, Manufacturer, Dresden, Johannis-
strasse 6 confirms in a feeling letter his wife's cure of a severe
low fever, accompanied by general loss of strength, failing memory,
apathy, and total depression of the nerves, which would no longer
react on the most powerful medicines. The patient, a lady of a
delicate constitution, who never was strong and who suffered
had previously for years from severe megrim, was reduced to

the last extremity. She was restored to health in twent}^ six
sittings, and says that she has never yet been so well as she
is now, and manages her house with the greatest ease and
ability.

Magnetism. (Fungus vasculosus.) Treatment.—The finger
tips (right hand on left side and vice versa) are held above the
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malignant growth at the distance of about an inch and held there
for from five to ten minutes, then about hundred passes are made
over the part. The treatment can be applied daily. It is not
always successful and about fifty to sixty sittings are generally
necessary. ^

My little child aged one year, was suffering from Fungus
vasculosus and had been operated upon without result. A magneto-
pathist afterwards cured the child with four apphcations.

Hilden, JuH 12. 1896. Tr. Emgen, Klotzstrasse 5.

Magnetism. (Glands, Swollen.) Treatment.—The finger
tips (right hand on left side and vice versa) are placed upon the
swollen glands and the latter mildly massaged for about five
minutes. Treatment to be repeated twice a week. See also
pages 908, 910.

My two sons had suffered, one of them for five years, from
swollen glands. They were cured by magnetic treatment in ten
and seven apphcations respectively.

Hilden, May 31. 1896. Paul Nelles, Bernratherweg la.

Mr. Ntsse was suffering from violent pains in the face and
glandular swellings. The patient felt the magnetic influence veiy
distinctly. Six apphcations cured Mr. Nisse of the painful disease.

iVlagnetism. (Glands^ Ulcerated.) Treatment.—The finger

tips (right hand on left side and vice versa) are held for ten

minutes over the ulcers at the distance of about an inch, and
compresses with magnetized water applied. Treatment once daily.

See also pages 908, 910.

For fifteen years I had suffered from ulcerated glands on the

neck. I was operated on for the first time on the 19^^ of May
1888 and was afterwards in the hospital for thirteen weeks. On
the 1. June 1892 I went into the Marien Hospital for two months
during which time I was twice operated on by Dr. Straeter.

As the malady grew continually worse, I was taken home by ray

mother. In April 1896 I applied to Mr. T. who has now after

eighteen sittings so much improved my condition that I can consider

myself as cured, and I herewith publicly express my thanks to

liim, and declare myself ready to give any further information.

Düsseldorf, November 14. 1896.
' W. Müller.

My little child, suffered in its third year from open ulcers

in the glands of the arm, and the doctor finally declared, there
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was no help for it, the arm would have to come off. A mag-

netopathist then treated the child, who has now been cured

after forty one sittings, and my warmest thanks are due to him.

Düsseldorf, November 14. 1892. Johann Weher.

Magnetism. (Gout.) Treatment—Goutj.^ matter already

deposited cannot be removed by magnetic treatment. The hands

are placed on the neck, the right hand on the left side and vice

versa, for about ten minutes, and slow passes are then made from

the neck downwards over the back as far. as the toes. Treatment

daily. Attention to be paid to assimilation. Pork to be avoided.

See also pages 908, 910.

My son Hubert had been very ill vdth gout from his sixth

year. Hands and feet were crooked and the legs much svyollen.

Sleep at night was impossible as the boy cried with pain day

and night. For a year and a half he could not go to school,

and at other times had to be absent for ten weeks. On the

of December 1889 he was placed under Mr. T:s magnetic

treatment in Düsseldorf, and was able to go home on the 17* of

February completely cured after about thirty sittings. My son has

since been in perfect health, and J. herewith publicly express my
great thanks to Mr. T.

Würselen near Aachen, May 31. 1896.

Francis Joseph Hermanns,

In consequence of gout I had to endure the most violent

pains in my hands for more than a year, and a number of sores

formed which would not heal in spite of the remedies administered

by several doctors. At last I apphed to a magnetopathist, who caused

the sores to heal up, and cured me of my painful and trouble^

some illness, which I certify with much gratitude.

Stettin, August 11. 1892. F. Falhin (aged 81).

Magnetism. (Headache, Congestion.) Hyperaemia of the

brain. Treatment.—Passes to be made from the head away from

the body. (Right hand on left side and vice versa.) Treatment,

every day or every other day should the patient feel fatigued. See

also pages 909, 910.

In consequence of overwork I suffered from violent con-

gestion, pressure in the head, and a painful, dragging sensation

in the neck, which much impeded me in my profession. On my
frequent professional journeys I contracted a rheumatic affection,

for which I employed the celebrated hot baths of Teplitz without

success. Having had occasion to witness the remarkable results
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of magnetic treatment on other sufferers, I put myself in the hunAof a magnetopathist. The latter succeeded in mdically curi^ m

'

complaint m a few weeks, so that I am able again to 7oVowmy profession and undertake a long concert tou? I can mos^cordially recommend this system of treatment to aU sufferer^

'^:''^rrJ^ ^-^-^^ rheumatism^^^^^S

Dresden, Ostra-AUee 21. Eugen Raab, Kammervirtuos.

Mr. G. O., Magnetopathist.
The long delay in expressing of my thanks for the suc-cessful treatment which I went through last February, is onfy

Z'^'Sz^^ ^y^T ^^^y ^^^^^^ that it was really success-

vr'^ u\
slightest trace of my twelve years illness (nervousheadache) has returned I can now again attend to my household

duties, whereas formerly I had an attack every three weeks com-peilmg me to remain in bed for one or two days. Next to God
1 owe the restoration of my health to your treatment (I had seven
sittings in all). I again thank you most warmly. May God
strengthen you to be a help to many more sufferers. I can re-commend this treatment with fullest confidence to all who are

requSed'
^"^^ information that many be

Chemnitz. j^^^ia Minna Taurscher.

I cannot refrain from writing to express to you mv hearty
thanks for having completely cured me of my nervous headachem SIX sittings.

Kappel near Chemnitz. C. A. Kircheis, Smith.

Mr. Charles Raetze, Dresden, Alaun Strasse 23, writes:
"For a year I had suffered from an intolerable feeling ol

pressure in the head, which nearly drove me mad, and which
was probably caused by the chronic constipation from which [

had suffered for ten years. Twenty magnetic sittings sufficed to
completely cure both ailments. The effect of the magnetized
water after the third application was remarkable.

Mr. Wiedenbeck had an attack of violent rheumatism in the
head, and was almost beside himself with pain. He was cured
after five magnetic applications.

Mrs. Sperling suffered from excessive pne-sided headache
(megrim). After every imaginable remedy had been, as usual,
tried in vain, magnetism had again to show what it could do-
After nine sittings the patient was completely restored to health.
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Miss A Schöne suffered from very violent rheumatic headaches.

AI! rubbines and other means were useless. In utter despair she

came to Mr. Sch. and departed with beaming countenance at the

end of her short course of treatment.

I herewith express my hearty thanks to Mr. IV. R. For

seven years I had been plagued with violent chronic pains in the

head Medicines proving useless, I went to Mr i?. and alter five

sittings had completely recovered. I can cordially recommend

Mr. R. to suffering humanity.

Massow. Beckmann.

For three years I had been suffering from terrible headaches,

which were so violent, that I could get no rest day or night.

After I had consulted several doctors, whose medicines made

me worse instead of reheving me, one of them sent me to the hospital.

Here I was treated with wet towels and douches; m addition to

this my molar teeth were extracted in the belief that they had

something to do with my headaches. I was dosed with bromide,

chloral opium, morphium etc. In three months 1 left the hospital

with the pains worse, thoroughly ill in body, and—a victim to

the morphine habit. The headaches grew worse every day, and

the craving for morpliium, which certainly relieved me from the

agonising paiös for ten minutes, was terrible. How fearfully 1

suffered may be judged from the fact, that I was sometimes

tempted to take my own life. The doctors finally said that such

a case had never happened in their experience, and that with

the best intentions they could not help me. I next tried homoeo-

pathy, but neither did that ease me of my troubles.

I at last heard of the many successes of magnetism and

determined to consult a magnetizer. As soon as the latter placed

his hands on my head I felt a warm, powerful current which

had a beneficent influence over me. It is a remarkable fact that

even after the first sitting the headache left me for an hour.

After a fortnight's treatment I was delivered from my terrible

headache, and again found the refreshing sleep which I had

missed for years. j u i

I am overjoyed at the rapid and successful cure and thank

the healer most warmly for it.

Stettin, June 1893. Ltna Gettner.

8a Kronprinzessin btrasse.

My wife had suffered for nine years from severe gout in the

head, which had got so much worse with time, that the attacks

recurred regularly every eight to ten days, and reached such a
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pitch tliat my wiie became almost unconscious and lay in convulsionsm tlie most terrible agony.
"vm^iuns

I consulted various physicians, tried all manner of median
sent my wite to a watering place, and had electricity applied toher several times a week for a year, but all in vain, her state grewworse instead of better. I at last heard of a magnetopathist and th^cures effected by him. Having read a good dial about magnetismand followed with interest what was being done in this branch
science, I determined to try the system and sent my wife to Berlin
to consult this gentleman.

After she had been under his treatment for ten days shecame back completely cured and has since been in better health
than she ever was before. She is overjoyed at having rot rid
oi her terrible malady and joins with me in warmest thinks tc
the magnetizer for the rapid and thorough cure of the diseas*»
which was shattering her constitution.

An interesting circumstance in the treatment was, that ni\
wife at once, as soon the magnetizer had gently placed his hand
over her head, felt a warm powerful current and after a few min-
utes went to sleep.

I again express my warmest thanks for this successful treatment
while cordially recommending the system to all sufferers.

'

Stettin. Edmund Eggert, Merchant.
Further reports of cures will be found under "Megrim".

Magnetism. (Heart, Affections of the.) (Carditis, debility
of the heart, paralysis of the heart, angina pectoris, or spasm of
the heart and weakness of the valves of the heart.) Treatment.—Passes should be made beginning at the back, and bringing the
hands round the body over the region of the heart (the right
hand on the left side and vice verca). The treatment to be
repeated daily or every other day should the patient feel fatigued.
See also pages 908, 910.

Having recovered from severe illness, I feel it my duty, to
express my heartfelt thanks to the magnetopathist, Professor
Leo Hofrichter of Dresden, Chemnitzer-Strasse 18. 1 contracted
rheumatism in consequence of a cold, which I caught in the be-
ginning of last year, and though my condition seemed to improve
for a time, it was soon again aggravated to such a degree, that
in the middle of June rheumatism of the heart set in. In spite of
careful medical help, and the greatest attention, no improvement
took place; I was in high fever (101 to 106) and at the end of

October my pulse was 130 to 150 to the minute. Overpowering
weakness of the heart came on several times, and I suffered also

from irregular cutaneous action, and abnormal perspiration.
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Finally, when the doctors had already given me up, my family

put me in the hands of Professor Hofrichter, He treated me
form the beginning of November. On the 10*^ of that month I

became completely unconscious and a critical turn in the disease

with complete collapse set in on Nov. 14*^. My weight had during

my illness diminished by thirty five pounds, so that I weighed at

that time only ninety pounds. No medicine whatever was given

me, and I had only magnetized water, and for food nothing but

soups. From Nov. 15*^, my condition took such a favourable turn,

that 1 was able to leave my bed by the middle of December, and

take my first walk in mid-Januarj^ At the end of that month 1

grew thoroughly strong again and my mental weakness, resulting

in loss of memory left me in the middle of February. Since

April I have again weighed one hundred and twenty six pounds,

I feel perfectly well and cannot therefore refrain from publicly

tendering my heart-felt thanks to Professor Hofrichter for his

particularly successful treatment by magnetism and recommend
it to all patients, affected with heart-disease, mental weakness,

and general debility, merely adding, that the treatment is absolutely

painless.

I will gladly give more circumstantial details of my case to

anyone, who takes an interest in it.

Radeberg, January 1. 1890.

Alwin Geissler,

Goldbach Strasse 8.

By the magnetic treatment of Mr. W. R. I have been healed

in a short time of a nervous heart affection which had lasted

over two years. Likewise my son, who was consumptive, and

whom Prof. Koch's newl}^ discovered remedy brought to a rapid

end, had to thank Mr. R's treatment for great alleviation of his

condition in his last days. I can assert this in perfect truth for

the benefit of those who still doubt the healing virtues of magnetism.

Waldhause near Hanover. Mrs. Emma Thilo.

Villa Thilo, May 15. 1891.

I have suffered from a heart complaint from my youth.

Every effort to cure it was unsuccessful. I saw cures effected

in the case of other patients through the application of bio-

magnetism, and put myself under this system of treatment.

The course lasted three months, during which time the s3miptoms

of heart disease completely disappeared. I feel perfectly healthy

at the present moment, have become more capable of exertion,

and am indebted for this result solely to the treatment of Mr.

Hofrichter of Dresden. May these few lines draw the attention
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of sufferers from heart troubles to the fact that the systenr of
treatment by magnetism is the simplest and most effective.

Hermann Röber, Bachstr. 1.

My wife has been ill for years with a nervous complaint
accompanied by loss of appetite, palpitation of the heart, giddiness
general weakness, especially in the left side, and sleeplessness
(she scarcely ever got three quarters of an hour's sleep at night)
The illness continued in spite of medical treatment. One day,
after a wretched night my attention was dravm to an account in the
papers of the successes of curative magnetism. A few hours
later I earnestly entreated the magnetopathist, Mr. K. of Bres-
lau to come with me to see my suffering wife. Ever kind
and ready to help, this gentleman acceded to my request Aftei
five minutes' treatment of my wife, who was moaning with pain,
the feverish temperature sank to its normal level, the pains
subsided, and the patient was strengthened by four hours of

refreshing sleep. After a few more sittings which could now be
held at Mr. K's house in Breslau, my wife was cured of her
giddiness, regained her appetite and sleep, and is now healthy
and happy.

Schvvoitz near Breslau, M. Knorrn.
March 22 1893. Professor and Organis:

I herewith thank the magnetopathist Mr. R. of Dresden.
(Marschallstr. 55) most sincerely for having succeeded in curing

my seventeen years old son from the most agonising spasms Ol

the heart, which for a long time came on every night. Whereas
every other treatment proved utterly useless, the spasms entirely

disappeared after the first magnetic sittings, and have not re-

appeared for three months.
Gompitz near Dresden. Heinrich Weber.

Magnetism. (Herpes.) Herpetic eruptions are of course not

touched with the hand during the treatment. The extended finger

tips are held for a minute or two over the diseased parts (right hand

on left side and vice versa) and about hundred passes are then made
over them. Bathing the parts with water positively magnetized

(i. e. with the right hand) can be strongly recommended; soap

and all rubbing with substances of an irritating nature are to be

carefully avoided. The treatment can be repeated daily or tliree

times a week. See also pages 908, 910.

For seven years I had been suffering from herpes esthiomenes

on both arms.
" During the two last years my condition had gor.

so bad that deep holes were eaten into the arms. I had to
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endure violent pains and could neither eat nor drink. Specialists

whom 1 consulted declared that there was no help for me. Then

I heard of the successes of magnetic treatment, and in my distress

I applied to a magnetizer. Heaven be praised ! I have completely

recovered after twenty two sittings. I send you my most sincere

thanks, and deem it my duty to make my case pubUc in the

interests of all sufferers from this terrible malady.

Pohligshof, SoUngen, April 20. 1897. Carl Boos.

In the month of June last, the magnetopathist Mr. H. in

Essen, cured my Httle daughter, whose body was covered all over

with eruptions, in three sittings. I herevdth tender him my sincere

thanks and can confidently recommend him to sufferers from the

same complaint.

Essen, Steeler Chaussee, August 26. 1897.

Friedrich Nieswald.

For a long time I had a large, burning, painful sore in the

left arm pit. After eight applications of magnetism by Mr. K,

two months ago the sore dried up and vanished.

Breslau, Werderstrasse 5 b. Agnes Scholz,

Dear Sir,

It is with special pleasure that I am able to inform you that

I have experienced a decided improvement in ray general health

after your treatment, I would specially mention that the eruption

on my two arms has been cured alter a short course of treatment,

though it had for years defied ordinary medical skill.

Please again accept my heartiest thanks , and make any use

of my testimony you like on behalf of suffering men and women.
Berlin. Emil Ubrig, Manufacturer.

Magnetism. (Hip-joint, Inflammation of.) Treatment.—
The right hand is placed on the left hip, and the left hand on

the right hip for five or ten minutes followed by a few passes

over the hips. Compresses with magnetized water can also be

employed.

My boy, aged ten, was suffering from acute inflammation of

the hip-joint. The doctor declared that the boy would have to

lie for six weeks on a stretcher (stretching bed) and after that

he would see what could be done. Instead of this the boy was

taken to a magnetopathist. Immediately after the first application

he was able walk to the tramcar. He had a few more sittings

and is now quite restored and able to go to school once more
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although he holds a medical certificate absolving him from school
attendance for six weeks.

Cologne-Ehrenfeld, December lU. 1897.

Gerhard Mölder.

J. Gentsch, aged foui-, had been suffering for three weeks
from violent inflammation of the hip-joint, not being able either
to walk or stand. After a few applications from Mr. P. Sch. in
Leipzig the boy could walk about the room without assistance
and without supporting himself with anything; after a few more
applications he was completely restored.

This cure was effected in 1892. At the end of December
1894 the boy was still in perfect health.

Fritz Teller had suffered from inflammation of the hip-ioint.
After the third sitting the pains disappeared, and after ten sittings
the boy could walk for an hour without undue fatigue.

Magnetism. (Itch.) Treatment—The parts affected are
treated by holding the hands over them (right hand, left side and
vice versa) after which passes are made. Soap should be avoided.
Bathing the parts with magnetized water is advisable. See also
pages 908, 910.

My daughter, aged twelve at the present time, had suffered

from her birth with an eruption resembling itch. Every means
had been employed without any result till a magnetopathist cured
the child a year ago in eight sittings.

Düsseldorf, October 23. 1894. Fr. Knur.
Concordia Strasse.

Magnetism. (Knee-joint, Inflammation of.) Treatment.
—The finger tips to be held for about five minutes above the

knee (right hand over the left knee and vice versa) at a distance

of about half an inch, then follow fifty to a hundred passes.

Treatment to be repeated daily or two or three times a week.

See also pages 908, 910.

Miss Adele Kaspers of Solingen in writing on July this

year to thank the magnetopathist Mr. T., testifies that he cured

her of inflammation of the knee-joint. Having been unsuccessfully

treated by five physicians, and her leg having been in plaster of

Paris for six weeks, she had come in her desperate condition to

Düsseldorf, to put herself under magnetic treatment on the advice

of a brother in law. She had felt so much better after the first

three sittings, that she was able to ride in a tramcar instead
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of a carriage, and after seventeen sittings had been completely

restored to health. Further information will be given by her

brother in law, Mr. Möller of this town. Ober Strasse 9.

Count Frederick v. d. Recke jun. informed the magnetopathist

Mr. K. that he had been suffering for years from inflammation

of the knee-joint, which was finally declared by the celebrated

Professor Langenheck to be incurable and an obstacle to his

military career: In the presence of his uncle I placed my hand

over the bared knee, at a little distance from it, whereupon

the young Count felt a powerful magnetic current through the

whole side of his body. The cure was completed in twenty two

sittings. The Count afterwards entered the army.

Two years ago you cured me of a severe nervous complaint

(hysteria) which had been treated for twelve months without the

least success. A few weeks afterwards I had the misfortune to injure

my right knee the consequence of which was a very painful in-

flammation of the knee-joint. As you were not in Dresden at

the time, I had to employ a medical man, during whose treatment

the leg continued to swell and the pains increased. It had already

been decided to encase it in a plaster of Paris bandage, that

being the only hope of relief remaining. On your return, I re-

quested you to come and see me. After the first sitting there

was a decrease in the horrible pains, the swelling subsided, and I

could move my leg a little and on the second day, to the great

amazement of my doctor, I could move it with ease. After five

sittings the disease had entirely disappeared.

Yours gratefully

Dresden, 56 Strehlenerstr. Mrs. E. 5.

Magnetism. (Limbs, Pains ki the.) Treatment as in

"Rheumatism".

My daughter had suffered so long from pains in the limbs,

combined with an obstinate and violent cough, that I feared the

worst. Two months ago she went with me to Breslau and was

cured by magnetic treatment. I had also suffered for a year from

rheumatism in the left ai-m, which I could only move with the

aid of my right hand. I recovered the free use of it after the

first application.

Nippern. Christiane Miess.

Magnetism. (Lungs, Inflammation and catarrh of the.)

This complaint is specially amenable to magnetic treatment. The
hands are placed open on the chest (right hand on the left side and
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Vice versä) for ten minutes. Treatment to be repeated twu--
daily. After two or three sittings a marked improvement willhave ^et in. Compresses with magnetized water are useful See
also pages 908, 910.

Fritz medically certified to be suffering from inflammation
ot the lungs in a dangerous stage, was completely cuied bv
magnetism in nineteen days.

Mr. Sand was also permanently cured of the same disease by
magnetic treatment, a fact which was confirmed by him two
years later.

Dear Sir,

I am pleased to inform you of my complete recovery. I had
suffered from catarrh of the lungs for a long time, and had been
attended by several doctors, who however could not help me.
My illness lasted altogether nine years. Quite by chance I heard
of the wonderful effects of magnetism, entirely unknown to me
till then, and particularly unknown to us in Austria, where it is

cried down as something absolutely injurous. What v^äll not a
man do, to save his life for the sake of those he loves? On the
urgent recommendation of a former patient of yours, I went to
you to be treated with magnetism and what I scarcely ventured
to hope for was realized! Comparatively few sittings sufficed
to afford rehef and at last to bring about recovery from my lont^

standing disease of the lungs, f cannot therefore any longer
neglect to acquaint you with a fact so gratifying to me.

Since that tim.e two full years have passed, and in spite of

my close, sedentary mode of life, I have to my greatest astonish-

ment been perfectly free from this troublesome illness. I fulfil

an agreeable duty, therefore, in recommending most highly and
from deepest conviction the scientific apphcation of animal
magnetism in general, and Professor Hofrichter's excellent treatment

in particular, which, in the hands of tiiis practical magnetopathist,

has stood the test of many years.

I remain, Dear Sir, yours truly

Kittlitz in Bohemia, August 19*** 1898.

Josef Bataz, Postmaster.

Mr. Kittner, Breslau, was dying of inflammation of the lungs.

The doctor, on leaving, had said to his family : "The patient wiö

only live a few hours longer. Don't send for me again. Notiiing

can save him". Then Mr. Kittner's sister called on me and

begged for help. After I had held my hands for live minutes

over the chest of the patient, who was unconscious, he was able
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to breath again easily and deeply. He recovered and lived.

This case was observed at the time in the editorial portion of

the Silesian "Morgenbiatt". In the same journal Count von der

Recke-Volmerstein publicly acknowledges that the reports that

have reached him, both in writing and by word of mouth, of a

number of remarkable cures made by me, have had the effect of

convincing him, and that he is consequently able to recommend
the magnetic treatment to the pubhe. K.

I was ill for five months with a serious inflammation of the

left side of the lung with copious expectoration. I went to Bres-

lau to the magnetopathist Mr. K. and was completely cured in

nine days. Expectoration, sleeplessness, lassitude, want of appetite

and pain, have all disappeared.

Breslau. Franz Wallach.

Magnetism. (Lymphatic vessels, Inflammation of the.)

For treatment see "Phlebitis".

I was suffering from inflammation of the lymphatic vessels,

which my family doctor did not recognize, and treated as

rheumatism of the joints. After a three weeks' treatment I was
in such a low condition that even my physician gave me up.

Then my wife, who had heard of the cures of the magneto-

pathist Mr. J??., consulted him; Mr. R. completely restored me
in a week, so that I am in fact indebted to him for my life.

Berlin, March 5. 1892. Reinh. Gerling,

Magnetism. (Megrims.) Treatment.—Place both hands
on the head (right hand on the left side and vice versä); then

make passes away from the body. To be repeated daily. See
also pages 908, 910.

Miss Anna Nauk, of Krischendorf, near Pillnitz, came under
my treatment three years ago. She had been sufTering for six

years from violent megrim, incapacitating her completely for her

work. The first sitting, during which the patient expected eyeiy
moment to have an attack of her malady, was a surprising

success, and the result of ten sittings was complete recovery of

her health, which has remained good to this day. She is

stronger, and stouter, has a healthy appearance and her digestion

and circulation leaA'e nothing to be desired.

"The complete cure of my illness induces me to thank you
most sincerely, dear professor, for your trouble. I suffered with
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this malady for many years, no doctor could give me relief <

used the waters of Pyrmont, Ragatz, Augustusbad without any
benefit accrumg from them, and through you, dear sir, by th^
application of animal magnetism, i have regained my health aftt ^

barely two months' treatment. Even after the first sitting I fell

an increased vitality throughout; I became stronger, my appetitf
improved, and now I feel better than I ever did before; headache
and sickness have completely gone. I must own that 1 an:
astonished at the results of' the treatment, for I openly con-
fess, that I came to you at first more from curiosity than anything
else. I had heard, it is true, much of your marvellous cures, but
to speak candidly, never had much faith in them. I wished to
convince myself what truth there was in it, since I only beheve
in what I have myself seen and tested. What 1 saw, however,
during the short time I was with you, not only surprised me'
but caused me to be a convert to and an enthusiastic votary of
magnetism. I now know that magnetism is a fact beyond all

possibihty of dispute. If I had not experienced it myself, I should
have thought it incredible that sickness could be cured by merely
putting the hands on the patient, without any medicine whatever;
I would have doubted still more that you could possibly, solely

through jT-our power and will, produce magnetic sleep in all kinds
of people, if I had not been repeatedl}^ a personal -v^dtness of

these experiments and therefore obtained positive proof. The
purpose of this letter is to express to you my utmost gratitude

ior my successful recovery by means of magnetism.
Very sincerely yours

Dresden, December 10. 1883. M. N.

yiy daughter Emma had suffered for five years from attacks

of megrim, often two or three in a week, and of such violence

that the cliild was incapable of any exertion, lost all inclination

for games, and had continually to keep to her bed. During these

five years we had tried every sort of medical treatment in vain,

her health showed no signs of improvement. At last I heard of

the brilhant results achieved by the magnetopathist Mr. R. in Berlin,

and requested him to take her under his charge. Mr. R. was of

the opinion that worms were the cause of her troubles. The
treatment was ,

directed towards the expulsion of the parasites,

and we had the great pleasure of seeing that the root of her

malady was removed. We had at last found what we had vainly

sought for 3^ears.

Four months have passed since her cure was completed,

and up to this date my daughter has had no return of die

troublesome and painful malady.
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o-Iadly express my thanks to Mr. R. for his intelligent and

successful treatment, and recommend everybody suffering from

this disease to have recourse to the same system.
Otto Below.

Magnetism. (Menstruation, Deficient) For treatment see

"Abdominal complaints".

Having been cured by you in twenty -six sittings of an ab-

dominal complaint, which had existed for three years, and which

had resisted every form of medical treatment, I beg to tender you

my heart-felt thanks, and recommend you most highly as a

conscientious and able magnetopathist to all suffering from similar

maladies. Yours

Dresden. Mrs. A. J.

Magnetism. (Meningitis.) Treatment.—The operator places

himself behind the patient, and lays his crossed hands for about

ten minutes on the neck, afterwards making a hundred magnetic

passes downwards—the treatment to be repeated in an hour.

Should no improvement be manifested after two operations, another

remedy should be tried. See also pages 908, 910.

Four years ago my son, now seven years old, was cured of

meningitis by a magnetizer.

Düsseldorf, Louisen Strasse 12-i. Fr, van Dyk.

I herewith heartily thank Mr. T, magnetopathist, Stern-

strasse 20a, for highly successful cures effected on various members

of my family. I will mention some special cases. Three years

ago my son suffered from violent rheumatism in the joints. The

violent pains subsided after the first magnetic application from

Mr. T., and after five sittings my son was completely cured of

his disease. Two years ago my son got an attack of St. Vitus'

s

dance which rapidly reached an advanced stage. He was entirely

restored in nine sittings. A short time ago my son was laid up

with diphtheria and was cured in two sittings. I recommend these

cases to the attention of all sufferers.

Düsseldorf. /. torn Dtek, Cornehus-Strasse.

Magnetism. (Neck, Stiff.)

To Mr. R., Magnetopath.

Dc3.r Sir

I have to thank you that I am now at last delivered

from my intolerable pains in the head and neck, from which i

60
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had suffered for many years, and which had resisted every oth< -

remedy. May many, suffering from similar complaints find Mvm the power of magnetism, so successfully applied by you.
Dr. Müller, Brücken-Allee 36.

Magnetism. (Nervousness, Nervous Debility,) Treatmen
Passes from the head over the whole body as far as the loins.
general rule can be given in these cases. See also pages 908, 91 e,

I suffered for ten years from extreme nervousness, together
with violent vomiting. Other symptoms were: partial face-ache,
troublesome congestions and trembling in the hands, depressed
state of mind, fits of vertigo, affecting my mental powers. I con-
sulted every specialist inVienna and tried both allopathy and homoeo-
pathy without getting relief: even a course of treatment in Marieji
bad had only a temporary effect. Electricity and the cold watt
cure aggravated my condition. The iron waters of Moedling haa
a fearfully irritating and fatiguing effect upon me. Other health-
resorts proved totally ineffectual. In January I went to live in

Dresden, and went through an allopathic treatment, the con-
sequence of which w^as a violent chronic gastric catarrh, without
bringing any alleviation. Spasms preceded a general paralysis,

so that I was unable to turn, walk or kneel without assistance.

Treatment by magnetism was recommended to me as affording
chance of recovery, and I adopted it all the more readily, as i

heard of several cases in which the use of bio-magnetism had
led to restored health. Full of hope I applied to Professor Hof-
rickter, and the immediate result of the treatment was relief, and
afterwards continual, steady improvement. Today, after a si:

weeks' course, I am, thanks to Professor Hofrichter^s exertions,

completely freed from my nervousness, megrim, partial face-achf^^

spasms, vertigo and congestions. Also my excessive corpulence,

I am happy to say, has been reduced by this treatment. Full of

deep gratitude to Professor Hofrichier^ I feel it my duty to re-

commend this method to all who are afflicted with the above

named diseases, but more particularly to all women, part of

whose existence is embittered by the torments of megrim. I am
ready to give any further information as to this beneficent system

of cure.

Mrs. M. Hofmann-Koenig,
Dresden, Strehlener vStrasse 56.

I was a sufferer for many years from great nervousness,

which often reached such a pitch that I was afraid to make th-

least exertion. After a prolonged course of treatment by Mr. F
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I entirely recovered my health and strength , for which 1 here-

with tender my hearty thanks to him.

Berlin 1896. Loniiy von l^ersen.

Magnetism. (Neuralgia.) Treatment as for "Rii,

Dear Sir,

1 hope you will pardon me for having so long dela3'ed

giving you the information you asked for with respect to the

result of the treatment. An attack of articular rheumatism had
left behind it a liability to violent nervous pains in the back
and in the parts that had been affected. My attention having
been drawn to your mode of treatment with its absolutely

marvellous results, I underwent a course of magnetism in \^om-

institution at Dresden, Chemnitzer Strasse 18. I had previously
in vain tried massage, electric baths, and electricity applied by
the most eminent authorities. Nothing had any effect

;
my malad}^

was too obstinate. Full of doubt and distrust in a treatment of

the effects of which science has never taught us anj^thing, I put
myself in your hands. After the first sitting 1 was fully con-

vinced that I could be cured, since the benefit accruing to me
from the magnetic sleep , which ensued at once, was the best
guarantee that my nerves were capable of being permanently
calmed. After barely a fortnight's treatment by magnetism,—

a

treatment so simple that even now I cannot help marvelling at

it—I have entirely recovered from nw trouble of many years
standing, and I feel better to-day than I ever did. Everybody is

struck with my fresh appearance, I am rid of the unbearable pains
in my back and feel considerably stronger in mind and body.
With feelings of deep gratitude I send you this true and con-

scientious account of my remarkable cure.

I remain, dear Sir, Yours truly

Martha Freude,

Berlin, Breslauer Strasse 31.

I suffered for eleven years from neuralgia and paralysis in

the right arm. The nervous pains were often so severe that I

fell into convulsions. Doctors could gi\e me no relief. For
nearly a year I w^as treated with electricity by a famous specialist

in nervous diseases. Not feeling any improvement, I at last tried

magnetism. After twelve settings the neuralgia and paralysis had
disappeared and I have not had an attack for more than a month
My daughter has also been cured of acute inflammation of tht

lungs by the same magnetizer in six sittings.

Breslau. .Ruöi,ui lunituui
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Last spring I suffered from intense nervous pains in the rii i
i

knee, which did not leave me day or night, and deprived me i

all power of motion. Seeing that no remedy had any effect, I

determined to try the magnetic treatment of Mr. K. in Bresla
The result was remarkable. I certainly felt no diminution of ti

pain after the first two sittings, but it vanished for several hoi;

after the third sitting, and after the eighth sitting it had not on
entirely disappeared but I had recovered my former power

i

motion. For six months I have had no return of the pain.

Jürtsch near Canth. von Zawadzky.

I feel it my duty to make a public expression of thanks
Mr. jS'. for the rapid cure of my wife from a serious illness, anci

hope hereby to render a ser\nce to suffering humanity by drawii

their attention to the wonderful healing effects of magnetis >

My wife was attacked last January by the most terrible neuralgic

pains in the limbs. For fully fourteen days and nights she endui '

the most fearful agony, not being able to spend a single hour ia

bed. Every medical treatment proved useless. In m}'^ despair and

on the advice of some friends, who had had some experience of

the curative effects of magnetism in various diseases, I applied

to Mr. K. the magnetizer. After the very first application, on

the ninth of February, a marked improvement showed itself.

The patient was able to get two and a half hours' sleep in iT^r

bed the first night. After eight more sittings she had complet
}

recovered, could take walks, and in a short time resume her

household work. Though I cannot explain of what bio-magnetism

consists, I can most decided^ and conscientiously from my own
experience, confii*m the wonderful curative effects of this myster-

ious power, which requires no pharmacy and no appliances to

soar above all medical skill and science.

Breslau. F. Müller.

Mr. Klaus, of Leipzig, manufactm-er, suffered from insomnia

and ner\^ous headache. 1 he malady was cured in eight magnetic

sittings.

Mr. Henry Poehrer, gardener, was attacked by violent nr :

rasthenia, and the accompanying weakness was so great that the

patient could not walk without a stick. In addition he was

troubled for six months with cold feet. In a comparatively short

time Mr. P. derived such benefit from magnetic treatment, that

he was able to go long distances without a stick and resume the

duties of his calling.

Mrs. Eckstein, a lady of advanced age, suffered from general

nervous weakness, sleeplessness, palpitation of the heart and
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Pi eat exhaustion. At her age she scarcely hoped for an im-

provement, but tried the treatment as an experiment. I he result

was a brilliant success. Mrs. E. feels well and cheerful, the

heart beats normally, she sleeps well, and her strength has so

much increased that she now walks to Plagwitz and Stötteritz,

whereas at the beginning of her course she had to drive to the

maenetopathist P. Sch., Leipzig, about ten minutes' distance. Her

eyesio-ht is much improved and she can now read without the

aid of spectacles, which she could not do before undergoing the

treatment.

Magnetism. (Paralysis). Treatment.—Paralysis in con-

sequence of a paralytic stroke is not at all adapted for magnetic

treatment. The finger tips (right hand on the left side and vice

versa) are placed for five or ten minutes on the nape of the neck and

about fifty passes made over the arm and back down to the toes.

The treatment to be repeated daily or twice a week. Paralysis

of the eyelids is treated by holding the finger tips before them

(right hand on the left side and vice versa) five minutes daily.

See also pages 908, 910.

My son Richard was paralysed in his right leg for nearly

two years, and could only crawl about the floor or had to be

carried. I tried doctors of good repute in vain. In the hospital I

received the melancholy announcement that the leg could never be

healed, and that the boy would never be able to use it. After

having had the child treated by electricity for six months with

no greater success, the magnetopathist, Mr. /?., Dresden, Marschall-

strasse 34, at last succeeded in removing the paralysis in the leg

in a surprisingly short time and with such thoroughness that

the boy, to the astonishment of everybody, can not only walk,

but jump about, for which remarkable result I make this public

expression of my hearty thanks to Mr. R. Further information

can be procured from my sister, Mrs. Hansel, Dresden, Kiefern-

strasse 6, where the boy also lives.

Dresden 1897, Oppelstrasse. Mrs. Bertha Miersch.

My niece, Henrietta Thommers, at present seventeen years

old, had a paralytic stroke in her eleventh year on the right .side

of her body. A year ago, after the disease had existed for five

years with no benefit from any treatment, my mece was cured

m about sixty sittings by a magnetopathist.

Düsseldorf, July 18, 1894. Hermann Theven.

The undersigned has much pleasure in expressing her cordial

thanks to P>au E. O. magnetizer, Meissen, Burgstrasse 7, for having,
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With God s help, cured her son, after twenty nine apphcations <severe nervous paralysis. The disease originated ii a previ'oattack ot diphtheria, which was the cause of the weakness
the eves as well as the paralysis in the body. The improveme.
inanifested itself shortly after every sitting," and my son is no
in coinplete health, and able to resume his caUing

'

Domselwitz, Sept. 1897. E. Hornenianu.

Magnetism. (Parturition, Eclampsia and convulsion
m.) 1 REATMENT.—As in "An^mta".

My daughter Elise was attacked after her confinement wii
ttie most tearful eclampsia, and complete paralysis of the hear

r!''^J'§^'^P'''"^ The hope of preserving h. -

iite had already been abandoned on all sides, when the magnet<.
pathist, Professor Hofrichter, succeeded after infinite pains ^
removing this severe illness within a short time. I feel impelle-
to publicly express my deep gratitude to him for this.

Dresden, 13 Wachsbleichgasse.

Johanna Danhardt.

Magnetism. (Peritonitis.) Treatment.—The hands are place
open on the abdomen from ten to fifteen minutes (right hand o;
the left side and vice versa) and compresses vnth magnetized wate-
applied. Treatment to be repeated twice a day. In view of th-
dangerous character of this disease it is advisable to call in ;

professional magnetizer. See also pages 908, 910.

iU3 son, aged fifteen, was seriously ill with peritonitis, whic!
was confirmed by the doctor whom we called in. After a week
—the boy had screamed night and day in consequence of the con-
tinual violent pains for the last hundred and two hours—the second
doctor whom we consulted told us to be prepared for the worst,
he could give no other remedies than those his colleague had given
Then in our great distress we applied to a magnetopathist, Mr. T.
Ailcr the first application the pains immediately subsided, and
with the continuation of the treatment the improvement was
maintained. At the present moment, after a course of ten days,
all danger may be considered at an end, and for the sake of other
sufferers we consider it our dut}' to make this public expression
of our feeling of recognition and gratitude to Mr. T., who has
saved our son for us.

Düsseldorf, November 23, 1897. Jos. Wierich
Neusser Strasse 115.

Magnetism. (Phlebitis.) Treatment.—The hands are held
'Ol- ten minutes over the inflamed parts, (right hand on the left side
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and vice versa) and then slow passes made. Treatment to be re-

peated every day, or every second day should the patient feel

iatij]:ued. See also pages 908, 910.

I had been compelled to keep my bed for four weeks in

great pain in consequence of an attack of phlebitis in the legs.

The rubbings prescribed by the doctors were powerless to relieve

the pain or cure the disease. Encouraged by the reports of

successful cures effected by a magnetopathist in some famihes known
to me, I put myself under his treatment with complete confidence

,

and he has cured me from my troublesome complaint in a short

time without medicine. I gladly express my thanks to this gentle-

man, and recommend all who suffer from the same complaint to

have recourse confidently to the same treatment.

Berlin. Charlotte 1 huiu)ii;^vr.

Mr. Seißert suffered from a painful attack of phlebitis. Having

tried various remedies without success, he heard through a gentle-

man of the successful cures of a magnetizer, and put himself in

his hands, with the result that he was soon restored to health and

enabled to resume his occupation.

Magnetism. (Phthisis, Pulmonary consumption.) Treat-

ment.—This disease can only be cured by magnetic treatment if

it has not reached the last stage, and the' strength of the patient

is not yet exhausted. The treatment is the same as in "In-

FLAMM.\TiON OF THE LUNGs". See also pages 908, 910.

After a local doctor, who had treated my wife for consump-

tion, had pronounced her incurable, I applied in my distress to the

magnetopathist, Mr. T., having often heard of the success of his

treaitment in similar cases. Mr. T. succeeded in curing my wäfe

after a course of treatment lasting four weeks. The doctor who
had given my wife up has himself acknowledged the cure \vitli

astonislim.ent. In giving pubhc testimony to the success of Mr.

T's. treatment of this case, I at the same time tender my sincere

thanks to that gentleman.
Düsseldorf, March 21, 1898. Carl Hoffken.

CoUenbach-Strasse.

Three months ago the doctor pronounced ray wife to be

suffering from pulmonary consumption, and informed me and my
wife's sister that there was no hope of her being cured, m conse-

quence of which she had the sacrament for the dying administered

to her. As a last resource, however, I apphed to the magneto-

pathist Mr. r., and after a two months' course of treatment, I am
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now to my great joy, thanks to Mr. T., in a position to statc-
pubhcly that my wife has been medically certified to be restored
to health.

Düsseldorf, November 20, 1897. Matthias Heuser.

Magnetism. (Pleurisy.) Treatment as in "Peritonitis".

I had been a sufferer from pleuritis, which lasted for three
months and left serious after-effects. I coughed continually
and felt very weak

;
my lung was also affected, and the slightest

extra-exertion reduced my strength still further. In the autumm
of this year my condition was unbearable. My cough was
attended with spitting of blood. I felt a throbbing neai
the pit of the heart, I was also troubled with vertigo; no
remedy did me any good, and I had to give up my work at

the end of October. Being advised to try treatment by magne-
tism, I consulted the magnetopathist Mr. Hofrichter, who
was wnlling to take me under his treatment. After the first

sittings I was able to sleep in the afternoon; my head felt sleepy

and my legs tired, and I had a nervous twitching in my left side.

Respiration got easier after the third sitting: even after the first

I spat no more blood. The deathly pallor of my face has changed,

my bodily strength has visibly increased; I no longer suffer from
cold hands and feet, and my general health is excellent.

August Rumpolt, Dresden, Prager Strasse 7.

Magnetism. (Polypus in the nose.) Treatment.—Two
or three fingers are held for five or ten minutes in front of the

nostrils of the patient (right hand on the left side and vice versa),

who then takes from thirty to fifty deep breaths, drawing the air

through the nose and expelling it through the mouth. To be

repeated daily or two or three times a week.

I hereby express my thanks to the magnetizer Mr. K. for

the benefit I have derived from his treatment. Having suffered

for seven years from polypus in the nose, I had been during

that time treated by several famous doctors and had undergone

some painful operations. The polypus, however, always grew

again and caused great difficulty in breathing in addition to violent

pains in the head and neck, giddiness, nervousness, insomnia and

other troubles. At last, about fourteen days ago, I applied to Mr. K.

Immediately after the first sitting I was able to breathe quite

freely through both nostrils, and my pains and other troubles

have now entirely ceased. I will gladly give further verbal m-

formation.
Düsseldorf. Jechen.
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My daughter Wuhelni ine had suffered from the close of the

year 1895 from polypus in the nose. An operation which she

went through in May 1896 was unsuccessful. Having had my
attention drawn to the effects of magnetic treatment, I put m\'

daughter under the treatment of the magnetopath Mr. H. in Essen,

who cured her of her complaint in six sittings. The treatment

took place shortly before Christmas 1896, and up to this day there

has been no sign of a recurrence of the trouble, so that I regard

my daughter as completely cured. 1 hereby express my thanks to

Mr. H. for the cure.

Hessin, April 5, 1897. August von Hof.

Magnetism. (Rickets.) Treatment.—Place the child

on its stomach in the lap of a second person, and make slow

passes from the head to the anus (right hand on the left side and vice

versa, consequently crossed in this case) down the whole back,

bringing the hands in a circle to the top again after each pass.

The treatment should be repeated once or twice a week for ten

minutes at a time. Hot baths must be avoided and as much
milk drunk as possible. If the legs are very crooked they must
be specially treated in accordance with the directions given in

the principal article (see Rickets). This treatment must not be

applied before the age of ten or twelve months. Bathing the

back for one minute every day with tepid water, and without

friction, will aid the treatment, which will nearly always be

crowned with success in this complaint.

Two years ago my child, aged two yeai'S and a half, (a seven-

months' child) was pronounced by Dr. von Kühlwetter to be
suffering from rickets. Up to this time the child had been weak,
nervous and ill-developed, and also subject to eruptions. After

a magnetic course (ten sittings) it was completely restored to

health, and is now well-developed and free from eruption. For
eight years it has remained well and strong.

Düsseldorf, Gerresheiraer Strasse 97. Frau Moilc.

Two years and a half ago my child, aged six months,

suffered from pain in the hmbs and rickets, and was restored tc»

health after eight applications. It has remained in good health tci

this day.

Düsseldorf, Hohe Strasse 15. W Lindemann.

Magnetism. (Rheumatism.) Treatment.—The hands are

held (right hand on the left side and vice versä) over the painful parts

for from five to ten minutes and downward passes made. The
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treatment may be applied daily, or every other day if the patien*
linds It too exhausting. See also pages 908, 910.

In consequence of obstinate rheumatism, I was unable tf
use a hmb, but recovered completely after eleven applications of
inagnetism. I gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness to the
magnetopathist who treated me, and shall be glad to give any
required mlormation to people suffering from the same malady

Dresden, 5 Gerbergasse. Wilhelm Grübler.

I suffered from rheumatism so badly that all my limbs were
useless. Mr. O. magnetopathist being recommended to me, I sent
for him late as it was. After the first apphcation of magnetism
I was able to walk about the room again and was completely
cured in six sittings. I recommend Mr. O. to all suffering from
rheumatism. H. Oertel, Chemnitz.

I gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. K.^ m.agneto-
pathist, for having cured me of rheumatism from which I had
suffered for three years. In spite of a course of waters at a
mineral bath, I was entirely lame and confined to bed for six
inonths and death stared me in the face. In this wretched con-
dition I was removed to Breslau, where I underwent a month's
treatment with magnetism which completely cured me. Under
these circumstances I feel it my duty to warmly recommend this

mild magnetic treatment to suffering humanity, more especially
as it caused me neither pain nor excitement.

Jarischau near Striegau. Hedwig Quander.

Signed before me, Hettschel^ Parish Officer.

After having suffered from rheumatism in every part of m}'
body and tried ' mineral baths and various medical treatment in

vain Dr. v. Stuckrad, Surgeon General, recommended me to

apply to Mr. R. magnetizer. His treatment has completely cured
me and I hereby publich- express my thanks to him for his kindness.

Wemersborg, Sweden. Dagmar Koch.

I wilKngly and gratefully testify that your treatment by
magnetism has freed me in a very few days from my very pain-

ful rheumatism which caused a very prominent swelhng on the

left side of my face. I further testify that the treatment was not

only perfectly painless but procured me instant rehef. In con-

sequence of the natural sleep which ensues I can heartil}'^ recom-
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mend this mode of treatment to all suffering from similar com-

plaints.

Dresden, 25 Marschallstrasse. Thekla Teubmr,
Postmaster's widow.

Magnetism. (Rheumatism articular.) Treatment.—The
hands are laid open on the tender places for five minutes (right hand
on the left side and vice versa) and a hundred slow passes made down-
wards and awa}?" from the body. Treatment to be repeated

daily. All heating drinks to be avoided.

M}^ daughter, aged eleven, had suffered from articular rheu-

matism from the time when she began to go to school at the

age of seven. The pains had got so much worse with time

that the child had to suffer agonies, and could not bear to be

touched, still less carried. Medical treatment proved useless, and
after a year a heart trouble was added to the already serious

disease. " Being anxious about the child's life we consulted the

magnetopath Mr. //. in Essen, who in the course of about sixteen

weeks completely cured it. A substantial improvement set in

after the second sitting, which was all the more surprising as

the child had been in bed for fifteen weeks before commencing
the treatment. It may readily be believed that, on account of

the disease, the child was compelled to be absent from school

for more than half the time.

In the interest of sufferers we feel it our duty to make this

statement, thanking Mr. H. at the same time most warmly for

his treatment of the case. We may add that the child is still

being treated once a week to ensure the permanency of the cure.

Beckhausen near Buer, June 11, 1897. Bernhard Posser.

Six months ago I was cured by a magnetopath of severe

articular rheumatism in five sittings.

Düsseldorf, December 8, 1890. Heinrich Romberg.

Two years ago my wife suffered from articular rheumatism.

She could" neither walk nor stand and I had to feed her like a

child. She had to be conveyed to Mr. / in a carriage, and

carried into the consulting room by two men. She was able to

walk without assistance after the first sitting and was entirely

cured after six visits, remaining in good health ever since.

Gerresheim (Vennhausen). Hermann Eymanns.

For about ten years I suffered from articular
_
rheumatism.

Six months ago I was cured after five magnetic sittings and I

have remained in good health to this day.

Düsseldorf, January 19, 1891. Theodor Putter.
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The undersigned herewith conveys her heartfelt thanks to
the magnetopath, Mr. 7?,, 55 Marschall Strasse, Dresden, for the
cure of her son from articular rheumatism and nervous spasms-
thanks which are all the more sincere as no previous treatment
was able even to relieve the patient.

Dresden, January 7, 1893. Emilie Lische.
Freiberger Strasse.

Having suffered for more than a 3^ear from frequent attacks
of a painful nervous disorder combined with articular rheumatism,
I owe my recovery solely to Mr. R., magnetopath, 34 Marschall
Strasse. I feel it my duty to recommend him to all sufferers.

Dresden, January 1896. Ernst Louis Heger.

My son, aged four years, was taken ill last May with violent
articular rheumatism, after having been frequently out of sorts
during the winter. After the customary administration of salicy-
line, the complaint 3delded for a short tune, only to return with
increased violence accompanied with serious comphcations. In
our anxiety we applied to the magnetopath Mr. R. The pains
disappeared after the first application almost entirely, and after

the fifth sitting my son was completely restored to health, and
up to this date there has been no return of the pain. I feel

compelled to express my sincere thanks to Mr. R. for the
astonishingly rapid cure of my son.

Berlin, August 25, 1892. O, Gundlach, Teacher.

Magnetism. (Sciatica.) Treatment.—Place the right hand
on the left hip and vice versa, for five minutes, and make passes
down to the toes. Treatment to be repeated daily, or only every
second day if the patient feels exhausted. See also pages 908, 910.

I have been waiting for some length of time before tendering

you my best thanks for the successful treatment by magnetism
which I underwent with you, the only reason being that I did not

wish to anticipate : in other words I wished to have the full proof,

that the cure was a permanent one. I thank you from the bottom

of my heart for your exertions. Not the faintest sign of my long

and painful disease (sciatica) has ever returned, m}' hip is free

and has quite regained its former pliability. With kind regards,

yours truly.

Dresden, Kurfürsten Strasse 26, I. Dr. L. Bregha.

Berlin, 24. December 1895.

Next to God I have to thank you, dear Mr. R., a thousand

times for having cured me in less than three weeks of sciatica
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complicated with phlebitis. 1 sincerely wish that all sufferers

would make a trial of your wonderful powers.
Natalie von Grünhof,

Widow of Duke Ernest of Wurtemberg.

Magnetism. (Scrofula.) Treatment.—Passes to be made

daily over the whole body from head to foot.

From my seventh year I had suffered intermittently from

scrofula, employing for it every remedy prescribed by doctors

but wdthout success. The disease was suddenly arrested m the

eio-hteenth year of my life, but only to break out agam last year

w?th redoubled violence. Medical help being useless, I made up

mv mind at last—after hesitating for some months—to put myself

under magnetic treatment. By this time the tonsil, which had

crot to the size of a fist and was hanging down like a sack, had be-

Some quite hard, and incommoded me in bed, and I had no

prospect of getting rid of it except by an operation. J he

result was as surprising, as it was unexpected. Atter a week

the tonsil softened, the hssitude in my body decreased, and 1

gained strength. After a month the tonsils could easily be moved,

the surrounding parts having long become relaxed.
^
bo great

was the improvement which set in, seconded as it was by

an appropriate vegetarian diet, that I was, after a five months

treatment, completely relieved from my many years suiienngs.

Thus restored to health, I can offer my heart-felt thanks to Pro=

fessor Hofrichter for the unremitting pains which he took with me.

In grateful acknowledgement •

Dresden, 33 Zöllner-Strasse. Lma Koemg.

Dear. Mr. Blechinger.
. ^ \ \ ^

For a long time I have washed to write to you. Ernst looks

vtry well, and has increased in weight since he commenced your

treatment. He weighed twenty five pounds and three quarters on

Tuly 25 ü\ that was shortly before the treatment commenced,

wenty six pounds and three quarters on August 25 *^ and twenty

seven pounds and a half on September 25 The ^km of hisface

was never so soft and delicate as it is now. It was nearly always

rough and cracked, particularly with the advent of the ^^Id season.

The sore places on his nose and ear grow daily smaller, 1 con-

tinue, of course, to observe your injunctions

Äs they have stood Ernst in such good stead, might i ask

you kindly to give me your advice as to my youngest son, now

aged nine months. _
, c/

Memel, October 2, 1891. Manna Scharfetter.
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Magnetism. (Shineles.) TREA-niFvr Ti,« ^

should be repeated once or twice a day
treatment

cure\hrn.in^^'^-''^
^h^^h doctor could n<cure, the pam being so violent that I threw myself about on tiground Large boils formed on my body. Tnow consu tedmagnetizer, who relieved me of my pain after a few aDDlicSn:Light days later the boils had also^ disappeared

'^"^ ^PP^'^'^'^^"^-

Placed^a^'^r'SeH »f^^^sf«0 TREATMENX.-The aifected

lu^Z • }'7 holding the open hands over them forabout five minutes (the right hand over the left side and vkeversa) and then making about one hundred passes. The trea"

fhTu"^^^
be repeated daily. Compresses with magnetized water

<rr.n?l.^'^ r"^^ ^^^^ immediately after being vaccinated, mygrandson, Gtorg Vogelfänger, suffered from a very painful skin
disease and hacT numbers of boils all over his body. No doctorwas able to cure him or even to procure relief. On account oi
this skm disease the boy was not allowed to attend school up
to his eighth year and still suffered from it when sent to school
in his ninth year I took him to a magnetopathist who magnetizedmm tor some time with magnetic passes, and from that day to
this--it IS a year since—not a vestige of the skin disease has
remained. 1 am prepared to give verbal information at any time.

Cologne, December 1, 1897. M. Willach, widow.

Magnetism. (Sleeplessness. Insomnia.) Treatment.—
ihe head is first held between the hands (right hand on the left
side and vice versä) and then slow and regular passes made, to
be repeated daily.

I had been suffering from insomnia for years, culminating in
g .--eral loss of strength. In these circumstances other diseases,
sucn as rheumatism in the arms and hands, soles of the feet and
joints, appeared in a pronounced form, and by these I was afflicted
with scarcely any interruption for upwards of ten years. By Professor
Hojrickter's manipulations natural sleep was brought about after
the first sitting without the help of magnetic sleep. Within a week
my sleep was tolerably regular, though only of short duration,
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but the pains, which had endured for years, materially diminished.

' had a sensation within me as of a flowing tide. I felt, when

I lay in bed at night, half-awake, as though I must fly. The

result of the natural sleep which I enjoyed was, of course, access

of strength, and after a few weeks that condition became so

habitual with me that I now enjoy a healthy, natural sleep, and

-annot find words adequately to express my satisfaction at the

relief I have found by the appHcation of animal magnetism.

Niederlössnitz, Grenzstrasse 27. Mrs. R. Lasche.

Magnetism. (Spasms or cramp.) Treatment.—Spasms are

easily curable by magnetic treatment. The right side is treated

with the left hand, and vice versa, the hands being laid for five

minutes on the neck and then about fifty slow passes made from

the head to the toes. Treatment twice or three times a week.

With cramp in the stomach the finger tip of both hands are

placed for about three minutes on the stomach and then circular

Masses made (about ten times). Treatment also daily or two or

three times a week. Every mother has sufficient magnetic force

to relieve cramp in her child during the first year of its life.

My wife, aged twenty three, was last November suddenly

seized with violent cramp. These attacks were repeated every day

and night for seven or eight weeks. Sometimes she got ten or

twelve attacks in one dav. They lasted from a quarter of an

hour to an hour and a half. These attacks were sometunes

followed by a state of temporary madness during which she

would foam at the mouth. Sometimes she would he over

half an hour in a cataleptic condition with her limbs hard and

stiff as wood. It was a terrible state of things which apparently

onlv death could reheve. The last sacraments were admmistered

to her. The chaplain who performed this office had to remain

two hours with her, as she got four attacks during this time.

The clergyman was filled with pity, and told me he had never

in his life seen such terrible attacks. As a final resource her

mother took her on the 28*^ of Dec. to Mr. K. magnetopath m
Cologne, Hansaring 34. When the latter placed his hands on

her, a new fife seemed to flow through her, and a wonderful

.:hange set in. From this moment she was ^ee from the spasms

which had so terribly tormented her day and mght for two

months. My wife's illness had aroused an unusual degree ot

sympathy in large circles, and interest m her case has not abated

since her unhoped for recovery. The gratitude which our fan %
owes to Mr. is too deep for words. 1 am

g^^^^^^f ^^^e^!^
m conclusion that the chaplain, tor the sake of other sufferers,
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aaiiounced this cure, effected by the simple laying on of hands
from the pulp it.

'

Cologne-Deutz, Februarv 18, 1895. A. Kramer.

My daughter, aged fifteen, was taken iU a year ago and
eleven doctors whom I consulted during that time declared that
they could not tell what the disease was. The child got dread-
ful attacks of cramp and was during the last few weeks unable
to swallow any food. Our doctor in Kronenberg thought she
would die of hunger and that there was no hope for her The
other doctor shared this opinion, and said they could suggest no
remedy except to go to Bonn for an operation. Four months
ago we heard of the successful cures of the magnetopath Mr. T.
in Düsseldorf and determined, as a last resource, to try his treat-
ment. With the help of my two sons I got the almost dying girl
mto a carriage and drove to Düsseldorf. Mr. T. commenced the
treatment, and on our return immediately afterwards to Sohngen,
to our astonishment, she asked for something to eat and was
able to retain the food. From this moment my daughter began
to recover and her life was saved. One of the doctors who had
previously treated the girl, on seeing the successful result, declared
that the magnetic treatment in Düsseldorf had been her only chance.
I herewith express my heart-felt gratitude to Mr. T.

Solingen. Fr. Carl Schuttes.

Magnetism. (Spasmus Glottidis.) Treatment.—The finger
tips should be placed for five minutes on the neck (right hand on
the left side and vice versa) and afterwards about a hundred passes
made. The treatment may be repeated twice or three times a
day. The cramp generally disappears after a few applications.

My child aged a year and a quarter was cured of spasmus
glottidis by Mr. T. in six sittings.

Neuss, 20. May 1893. /. Koberstein.

Two years and a half ago my child, at that time one and
a half years old was cured of spasmus glottidis by a magnetopath
in six applications.

Benrath, January 21, 1896. Fr. Nickels.

Pausmühle.

Magnetism, (Spine, Curvature of the.) Treatment.—The
child is placed on its stomach as in rickets, and the finger tips

placed in the neck (right hand on the left side and vice versa, con-

sequently crossed in this case). The fingers are held there for

a few minutes, and then a hundred passes made over the back in
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a downward direction. .
This process to be repeated every day

or three or four times a week.

My little daughter, aged six, had been ailing for three years,

ver since she had the measles. She got ulcers in the eyes,

thick stomach as hard as a stone, and six months ago a curvature

of the spine with a hmnp as big as a fist. Every time that we
attempted to set her on her feet she collapsed. I in vain sought

]'oT help in three hospitals and from two oculists. A doctor

declared that the child was doomed—nothing more could be

done for her. Thereupon I went to a magnetopath, Mr. K., in

Cologne, Hansaring 31, who, it is well known, has thoroughly

cured a large number of children affUcted with rickets. After

five visits the hump had nearly vanished, the hard stomach be-

come smooth, and the swelling had entirely subsided. Tlie ulcers

on the eyes likewise disappeared after twelve visits. The

child runs gaily about the house and in the street, to our dehght

and the wonder of all the people living in the house. We here-

with express our thanks to our benefactor, and are prepared to

P-ive further information which our fellow tenants will corroborate.

\Ir K. says: "Many doctors characterize all magnetic cures as

illusions. I should like to know whether these gentlemen would

:ilso explain the former hump of your child, a hump as big as

Vour fist, as an optical illusion".

Cologne, August 30, 1896. Mrs. Helena Muller.

Three years ago my child, at that time a year and a half

old, was cured of a curvature in the spine in fourteen sittmgs by

the magnetopath Mr. T.

Ralingen. Johann Zinimermamt.

Magnetism. (Spine, Diseases of the.) Treatment.—The

patient strips the upper part of his body, and the operator places

the finger tips of both hands (right hand on the left side and vice

versa) on his neck. After leaving them there for five minutes,

and noticing whether the patient has a feehng of cold or warmth

down his back or a sensation as if he were being gently electrified,

the operator makes fifty or sixty slow passes over the whole

back downwards. After ever}' pass the hands must be brought

up to the neck again in a circle away from the body, ihe

treatment may be applied daily, or two or three times a week m
case the patient should feel fatigued.

For a vear I had been suffering from general nervous weak-

ness. Walking was particularly difficult, and 1 v/as on the point

-of being discharged from my employment. I went to Mi. 1
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magnetopath in Düsseldorf, and now, after fifteen sittings I Ir-e)
so lar restored that I am able to resume my duties

Essen a. Ruhr, March 6, 1896. A. Schürmann.

Mr, Schürmann yN^s examined by Dr. Wahl in Essen, whose
diagnosis established an incurable spinal disease. He has now
been again examined by the same doctor and pronounced cured.

Magnetism. (Stammering.) Stammering is curable by
magnetic treatment only when it is of nervous origin and no
organic defect exists. The right hand is placed in the midriff
and the finger tips of the left hand on the neck for ten minutes
Treatment to be repeated daily.

Ten years ago my son, then eleven years old, was cured of
nervous stammering, from which he had long suffered, by a
magnetopath in twelve sittings.

Düsseldorf, May 10, 1896. Lebrecht Grigo.
Kasernenstrasse 53.

Magnetism. (Stomach, Diseases of the.) (Inflammation,
ulceration, cancer.) Treatment.—The operator places the finger
tips of both hands for about five minutes on the region of the
stomach, and ascertains from the patient whether he feels a sen-
sation of cold or warmth in the stomach, and how that sensation
varies with further treatment. In cases of inflammation and
ulceration the patient will always have a feeling of coolness, which
will diminish and be replaced by a feehng of warmth as the cure
progresses. In ner\'ous affections of the stomach the sensation
is always one of warmth. The treatment may be repeated every
day, or three or four times a week. Magnetized water for drinking
is advisable.

My son Johann Motz had suffered for some years, according
to the doctor, from ulceration of the stomach, which had latterly

got so much worse that he became incapable of any work. AU
remedies proved futile. On the 30* of September m}' son con-

sulted the magnetopathist Mr. H. in Essen, and I have much
pleasure in informing that gentleman that my son has been
iuli}^ restored to health after nine visits, for which I herewith
express my best thanks.

Heisingen, November 20, 1897. Conrad Motz.

I owe to Professor Hofrichter in Dresden my perfect recovery
from a tedious inflammation of the stomach, resulting in complete-

loss of appetite, and want of adequate sleep, which was in conse-

quence of violent, though intermittent headache. I became par-
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tially deaf, and my fingers were continually cold. Eight appli-

cations of magnetism with copious draughts of magnetized water
sufficed to permanently restore my health within a fortnight.

Kaitz, near Dresden, No. 29 C. Gustav Henfschcl.

For many 3i^ears my wife suffered from vomiting of blood, due,

in the opinion of the doctor who attended her, to the presence of an
ulcer in the stomach. She was cured by the magnetopathist Mr. T.

in two applications, a fact which I gratefully acknowledge.
Gelsenkirchen. Leonhard Matkei.

Pubhc acknowledgment

!

My best thanks herewith to Mr. R. for the cure of my wife

who had for a long time been afflicted with serious disease

of the stomach by means of magnetism. The treatment lasted

about four months; previous to which the patient had been very
ill in bed for five months, all hope of recovery having been
abandoned. August Bachmanii.

The contents of this copy have been verified by the parish-

inspector.

The above is certified to be a true copy.

Parish Naundorf-Grossenhain. Rossberg.

For many years I had suffered the most terrible pains in the

head and stomach, from which I was completely delivered after

twenty applications of magnetism. The treatment also had a good
effect on my unhealthy complexion. I herewith express my
hearty thanks to Mr. R. for his rapid help.

Stettin, Moltke-Strasse 13. Alwine Hoffmann.

Mrs. Dehrn had for many years been troubled with a weakness
in the stomach with violent pain. No remedy was of any use,

and her digestion grew steadily worse. Mr. P. Sch., magnetopathist

of Leipzig, succeeded in freeing the lady from her old trouble and

she was finally able to enjoy, without any bad after-effects, articles

of food which she would have found impossible to digest before.

iMagnetism. (Syphilis.) Treatment.— The whole body
must be treated in these cases, the right side with the left hand
and vice versa, especially the sexual organs if still affected. Treat-

ment to be repeated daily.

I hereby certify that I was cured of syphiHs in two months
and a quarter by Mr. R. magnetopathist, of Berlin. This was
confirmed by an allopathic doctor. I have not gone through a

course of allopathic treatment. When I commenced the treat-

ment under Mr. R. the secondary symptoms had already appeared.

61*
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Even tertiary symptoms (swellings on the bones) ,k..: ü. an to
show themselves. The declaration of the allopatliic do(^or rf-
ferred to above is officially attested.

Neukirchen, June 26, 1895. Friedrich Schmidt

For two years I had suffered from the consequences of
syphilis. The sequelae of this disease included constipation, loss
of appetite, bad sleep, and running at the eyes. My e3'e'sight
was materially impaired, my hearing was bad, and I was troubled
with salivation, cough and hoarseness. I had six doctors none
of them could help nie. At last I tried treatment with magnetism

:

The discharges and swellings subsided, the pain in passing water dis-
appeared, I slept better, could digest better, and salivation ceased
altogether. Animal magnetism and vegetarian diet have saved me.

With grateful esteem, yours truly G. L. in Dresden.

Magnetism. (Tic douloureux.) Treatment as in "Rheumatism".

Day and night for a whole year I had been tortured by an
indescribable violent face-ache. The fact of my being in my
hundredth year made these pains all the more difficult to endure.
The nervous pain rendered mastication and even speaking almost
impossible and caused me to moan almost incessantly. Doctors
could do nothing for me. On the morning of March 15'^ I was
driven to Mi-. K., magnetopathist, residing at 74 Kaiser Wilhelm-
Strasse. By passing his hand over my face a few^ times he pro-

cured me instant relief. While ascending the stairs on arriving

home I said to my attendant, "I feel as though I had been re-

juvenated". The magnetopathist said several more applications

would be necessary, but I was at once freed from pain and was
able to sleep again for the first time since the face-ache began.

Breslau. Sophie Schön, 26 Matthiasstrase.

I was a witness of the above described cure of m}- aged friend

and neighbour the hundred year old. Sophie Schön.
Dorethea Hentschel.

Magnetism. (Trembling, Nervous.) Treatment to be

appHed to the whole bod}?^ beginning at the back of the head, passes

being made over the back down to the feet and over the arms.

On the 10*^' ofJuly, 1882, 1 was seized with a nervous complaint,

a violent trembling over the whole bod}"-, for which no doctor,

no change of air or watering place could do the slightest good.

Even when sitting down, the soles of my feet would keep tap-

ping on the ground. After the first magnetic application, at the

end of August, the trembHng disappeared for twenty four hours,

but returned again. After the fourth sitting I was able to go up

the steps without help, and gradually the serious illness yielded.
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The burning heat and violent perspiration completely disappeared.
During the disease I had a feeling as if all the internal organs
were in a constant state of tremor. This sensation, however,
ceased as soon as the magnetizer placed his fingers on the pit

of the stomach. Since last December I have been in perfect

health and have entirely recovered from my pitiable condition, a
fact which can be attested by over a hundred witnesses who are
constant frequenters of the Stock Exchange and are personally
acquainted with me.

Breslau. A. Seipelt.

Magnetism. (Tumour.) For treatment see "Glandular
swelling".

Miss Worlitz suffered from a large tumour on the right shin
bone. The patient felt the magaetic influence through her whole
body. She was cured after several applications of magnetism hv
Mr. P. Sell.

Magnetism. (Typhus.) Treatment.—The whole body must
be treated; the right side with the left hand and vice versa. The
open hands are placed on the back of the head and held there a
minute, then carried over the back to the front of the body,
allowed to rest over the stomach and conducted off in the direc-

tion of the feet. About three minutes, time should be allowed for

each pass thus carried out. Five such passes are the rule for

one sitting. If, after two or three applications, no improvement is

manifested, another remedy must be tried. The treatment should
be repeated twice or thrice a day.

On the 13*^ of October, 1878, my son, aged twelve, was taken
ill in consequence of a chill. On the morning of the 14*'' of October,

after a restless night, the symptoms appeared which are con-

considered b}^ medical authorities to be premonitory of typhus,

viz. increased temperature, especially in the head, and swelling of

the spleen, the latter not very pronounced as yet. M}^ son lay

in bed—apathetic and dull eyed. The temperature mounted to

close on '6d>^ R. I did not wait for the third symptom, diarrhcea,

but seeing the possibility of an unfavourable issue, I appHed at

once to a magnetopathist of this town Mr. K., who appeared at

my son's bedside at three o'clock that same afternoon. The success

of his first treatment, given in the presence of witnesses and last-

ing five minutes, was surprising and striking. In a few minutes

the heat and high colour of the ffice as well as the clammy per-

spiration on the skin had disappeared, and the heightened tem-

perature had retured to within its normal hmits. My son became
cheerful and declared at the close* of the application that he was
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feeling quite comfortable. On the afternoon of the 15* after
other short application, the patient was able to leave his bedOn the 17* he went out and on the 18* he returned to schc^.TAs I may safely assume that this result was only attained bv tl,!same healmg power the efficacy of which so many sick peoi.l..have experienced m themselves, I express for myself and on be^
hall ot my tamily most sincere thanks to Mr K

M^^^'^h- Dr Jultus Oeriel.

Magnetism. (Ulcer.) Treatment.—The finger tips (rig-ht
hand on the left side and vice versa) should be held for five
minutes over the ulcer af a distance of about an inch from it
followed by passes in the air above it. Magnetized water i^
advisable for compresses. The treatment can be repeated daily.

Some time ago I had a finger cut off in the liospital at Wies-
baden. Afterwards a malignant ulcer formed on my chin In
the course of the last two years it got worse and ate into the
surrounding tissues. Dr. Senfit of this town said in the presence
of my housekeeper that I should have to be operated on and
have a piece of the jaw removed. I was in a terrible state of
mind. A few days ago I had a magnetic application at Wies-
baden and was given a bottle of ordinary drinking water which
had been magnetized and which I used in making compresses.
The effect was extraordinary. The malignant ulcer healed up
visibly. And now after a short time the ulcer and all my pains
have disapj^eared. Other persons, beside myself, includinjEr the
Burgomaster, have witnessed this marvellous result.

Vierstadt, Erbenheimer Chaussee. Frau Anna Wagner.

I, the undersigned, had suffered for about two months from
malignant ulcers which had alread}^ begun to attack the bones.

1 applied to a magnetopathist and, to my great surprise and
delight, I saw what I hardly ventured to hope for, the ulcers be-
ginning to heal up after a few applications. The inflammation
subsided, the ulcers rapidly and perceptibly vanished and I am
again well and cheerful, thanks to God and the magnetizer.

Berlin, July 18, 1892. Frau E. Gaebel.
Hasenheide 55.

Magnetism. (Vagina Tendinum.) Treatment.—The
finger tips are held for ten minutes over the diseased parts
(right hand on the left side and vice versa) and then a few passes
made over them in the air. Magnetized water is recommended
for compresses, the water which has been magnetized negativeh
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.(with the left hand) being used for the right side of the body

and vice versa. The treatment to be repeated daily.

Six months ago I had suffered for five months from vagina

tendinum on the left hand and was to be operated on. Mr. T.,

niagnetopathist, cured me in four apphcations.

Düsseldorf, Kölner Strasse 171. Frau Schulz.

Magnetism. (St. Vitus's dance.) Treatment.—The tips of

the fingers are placed on the nape of the neck for about five

minutes (right hand on the left side and viceversa), and then ti-om

thirty to fifty passes made slowly over the back to the toes. 1 he

treatment to be repeated daily or two or three times a week.

St Vitus's dance, epilepsy, hysteria and other nervous com-

plaints which occur in the shape of spasms are often looked upon

as incurable. Magnetism, however, can be of great assistance as

the following cases will show.

Sir

Please forgive me for not having written to you before. To

my great regret I have not been able to send you the articles m
question, as M'ilhebmnes father would not permit the use of his

name out of regard for his doctor. 1 can wish you nothing better

than to make many such cures as you have succeeded m making

m the case of Wilhelmine. She has been able to go through her

confirmation in perfect health, a thing which her parents would

never have ventured to hope for last spring. You m'dy rest

assured that I shall always speak up in favour of the reality of

your power of healing, having been persuaded of it myself by

such a brilliant example as Wilhelmine's cure.

Esch.

(The girl had suffered for some years from St. Vitus's dance.)

My daughter, at present in her eleventh year, suffered from

St. Vitus's dance. Dr. von Kühhvetter pronounced this to be her

disease. She often had from ten to twelve attacks a day. A
niagnetopathist has cured my child in fourteen applications.

Düsseldorf. Franz Rohr.

Otto Frötschke had suffered since the 1^* of December from a

severe form of St. Vitus's dance. The patient writhed and trembled

continually, his nervous activity was entirely suspended, and his

language was quite unintelligible. The ordinary functions of the

body also were suspended, and the patient could neither stand

nor walk. In this condition he was put under the treatment of

the niagnetopathist Sch. in Leipzig. The patient's condition im-
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proved at each visit, so that he is able now to stand and wall,
without assistance and to speak intelligibly, and his appetite
which was quite gone, is steadily improving.

The patient had suffered from the disease for a long tim
and everything had been tried for it but it resisted every remed\-A few weeks after the cure was finished, the doctor who had
previously treated the Httle boy chanced to hear from his mother
that he had been cured by magnetic treatment. His only answer
vvas: "There is nothing in magnetism, anybody can do that." If

that were so, would it not have been his duty to have made use
of it in the treatment of his patient?

We herewith express our warmest thanks to Frau Emmy ().

magnetopathist, 7 Burgstrasse, Meissen, for the cure of our daughter
Gertrude, who had suffered from St. Vitus's dance for a long time.
A three months' course of treatm.ent by Frau O. cured the malach
after all other remedies had proved unsuccessful. We confidently
recommend this method of treatment to all sufferers.

Meissen 1897. Paul Nitsche.

My daughter Louisa, aged thirteen, contracted St. Vitus's dance
this spring, and I had in consequence to take her away from the
school. After having her treated in various ways without the
slightest success, I at last consulted the magnetopathist, Mr. R.
hnmediately after the first sittings an improvement set in, and after

the twentieth visit she was completely cured—so that at the be-
ginning of the new year I was again able to send her to school.
For this success I express my best thanks to Mr. R.

Nieder-Gorbitz, near Dresden. Amalie Lange.

That the result of the treatment was not merely transitory

is proved by the fact that years have passed since the cure was
completed, without the smallest relapse having occurred.

M}' daughter was suffering from St. Vitus's dance. She had
lost the power of speech, her hmbs continually writhed and

trembled. Her head fell from one side to the other, the poor

girl could neither walk nor stand nor sit. I took her to a mag-
netopathist at Breslau. A great improvement was perceptible

after the first application, and she was completely cured after

thirteen sittings (the last took place on the 6*'^ of July). I myself was
cured of a long-continued deafness of the left ear by the sam»

means.
Bohrau near Oels. F. W. Hierse.

Out of gratitude and in the interest of sufferers from a

similar complaint, I desire to make the following case widely known.
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iSly son, aged eleven, had been attacked with a pronounced form-

01 St. Vitus's dance, with symptoms of epilepsy, in consequence of

overwork and fright, and has been treated for three weeks with

che best results by a magnetopathist in Breslau. Through the

application of animal magnetism the terrible morbid condition,

was transformed into a refreshing magnetic sleep, which even

after the completion of the cure and until the last few days took

place regularly and at the same time every day. Having gone

through a supplementary course in Ziegenhals in Ferdinandbad,

consisting of forest air and the use of cool baths, we may now
with God's help look forward to the boy's speedy and complete

recovery. We can conscientiously recommend the magnetic system,

of treatment to all.
' Seifert.

The boy was a highly sensitive subject. If a bottle of mag-

netized water were held over him in his sleep, his feet would

be attracted to the bottle till his toes touched it.. If a person

took the botde in his hand and walked backwards, the boy would

sit up in his bed in his sleep and follow the bottle with his

firmly closed eyes in every direction through the whole room.

Magnetism. (Wounds.) Treatment.—-The finger tips are

placed over the wounds for five minutes at a distance of about

half an inch (right hand on the left side and vice versa). Then
passes should 'be made over them. Linen cornpresses with

magnetized water can be recommended, water magnetized negatively

(i. e. with the left hand) being employed for the right side and

vice versa.

In feeding a boiler 1 got a deep cut on the forefinger of the

right hand. Not only did the medical remedies employed prove

useless, but the inflammation kept spreading and the whole hand

was swollen; I entirely lost the use of it and could not sleep for

pain. It completely recovered after five applications of rnagnetism,

and I can resume my duties
;
during each application the intolerable

pains vanished after a few passes and I perspired over my
whole body. Adalbert Valint.

For twenty years I was troubled with open sores in the leg

which, in spite of various remedies, would not heal up. A mag-

netopathist cured me in twelve applications.

Hochdahl. Heinrich Jüntgen.

I suffered from several deep suppurating sores on a bald part

of the scalp, which caused me the most maddening pain. Two
years ago I was urged to undergo an operation in the hospital.
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but fought shy of it. A relation, who had been cured of a long-
standing complaint in the larynx by the magnetopathist Mr. K.,
and knew of other cases of disease cured by the same man, advised
me to try magnetism As soon as the' magnetizer held his hands
over ray head, it was as though a cool wind were blowing ove?
the burning places, and all pain vanished at once. By the sixth

sitting all the sores had healed, and I am now able to go about
without a bandage and show the scars to everyone. Many can
testify to this remarkable and permanent cure.

Breslau. Carl Maroske.

For two and a half years I had a large suppurating wound on
the ankle v^hich caused me intense suffering. I tried magnetic
treatment a month ago, since when the wound has healed and all

pain vanished.

Bettlern near Breslau. Johanna Radzai.

At the close of this chapter I would add the following

observations.

The remarkable cures which we have described in this

chapter must be regarded as exceptional, and possible of accom-

plishment only to professional magnetizers, who possess great

magnetic power, who have the advantage of long experience and

practice, and who are inspired with a sincere trust in Divine

Providence and a steadfast desire to help their fellow^ creatures.

It is therefore a matter of legitimate complaint that the large

number of men and women who are gifted by nature with healing

powers, and who might be able to use those powers for the

benefit of suffering humanity, are not at present recognized and

assisted, but on the contrary disregarded and even in a measure

persecuted by the state.

In the full consciousness of the meaning of the words I am
using, I take the liberty of summing up the case in the following

declaration: "In the system of treatment by bio-magnetism probably

lies the healing art of the future."

I may refer in conclusion to the article "Magical Rays' b}-

Tormin at the close of the chapter on "The Röntgen-Rays."

MADNESS MITH EXALTED VIEWS. This is not an

independent disease, but a symptom of the initial stage of the m-

curable mental disease—softening of the brain—dementia paralytica..

The specialist for mental diseases, Mr. Becker, writes on this

subject: The patient hitherto quiet and reserved, becomes over-

talkative and merry and evinces in all his actions a more and

more exaggerated e.stimation of his position and capabilities. He

begins to form great plans and projects, rushes into enterprises

totellv absurd and anything but appropriate to his circumstances

,
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he constructs and purchases things entirely useless to him and

squanders his money and means in every imaginable way. Even

at this stage his friends have often no idea of his real state of

mind; they certainly perceive that he is somewhat excited, and

they ascribe it naturally to the great enterprises in which he has

embarked. But the want of reason in his talk and in his actions

becomes gradually more obvious and from a moral point of vie\y,

he begins to display great laxity. He grows lascivious, loses his

moral sense, and exceeds the bounds of social decorum. He be-

comes untidy, and careless in his dress as well as in his business;

he forgets even the most important things, mislays or loses valu-

able documents, and so on; and by such neghgence brings upon

himself a thousand unpleasant consequences, of which however

he takes little heed, having lost his mental balance. Frequent

fancied apparitions of God and other similar visions cause his excite-

ment and madness to grow apace, and presently to assume the

shape of the imaginär}^ acquisition of immense wealth, of ha\ang

become a prince, king or emperor, nay a god, or even the supreme

Deity. This stage is rapidly succeeded by complete idiocy; and

the patient soon perishes from the total collapse of his vital

power.
Treatment. See "Mental diseases".

Malarial fever, see "Malaria" and "Kneipp Cure".

MALARIA. INTERMITTENT FEVER. Ague. Two
varieties of this disease are distinguished, the cold and the hot

malarial fever, the former being met with in temperate, the latter

in tropical countries.

Symptoms of cold malarial fever.—The outbreak of the

disease is usually preceded by a feeling of general indisposition

with depression, headache, giddiness and loss of appetite, lasting

for about a fortnight or three weeks. The disease begins with
violent shivering, lasting from a few minutes to an hour. The
countenance is pale and sunken, the skin corrugated, the breathing

short, action of the heart and pulse feeble but accelerated; the

teeth rattle, and the whole body shivers and trembles. This
shivering stage gradually subsides and is followed by alternations

of heat and shivering; the body is hot and the rough skin again

becomes smooth and red but remains dry. Violent headache and
thirst are also present. This hot stage lasts from three to six

hours and is followed by copious perspiration, and in another
hour or two the patient is restored to health, the only remaining
symptom of disease being a feeling of great exhaustion with per-

haps some pain in the region of the spleen, liver or stomach.
An attack of this sort may last altogether from four to twelve

hours. It recurs after an interval of twenty four, forty eight, or
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seventy two hours, the patient remaining free from illness durinjr
the mterval. Cases have been known, however, in which tv'o
attacks have occurred within the space of twenty four hours.

The spleen (and sometimes the liver) become.s swollen ai
every attack, and, if the disease be protracted, these organs al-
ways remain enlarged.

The severity' of the symptoms increases with each succeed
mg attack.

_
Symptoms of hot malarial fever (sometimes known as per-

nicious ague): This disease is generally met with in southern
countries, but occasionally occur in temperate regions.

The symptoms described above occur in an acute form (not,
however, at the first, but as a rule at the third or fourth attack)
but fresh and dangerous complications supervene, such as copious
evacuations of a choleraic nature, brain exhaustion through con-
gestion of blood, severe inflammation of the lungs and pleura,
extreme coldness of the skin, the latter feeling like marble to
the touch.

The intervals between the attacks are very short in this form
of the disease, and are later on entirely absent; a condition re-
sembhng typhoid fever also supervenes, characterized by convul-
sions, confused speech, stupor etc.

Causes OF malarial fever.—Marshy districts, stagnant water,
districts subject to frequent floods, but especialh^ low-lying marshy
ground and rivers, the disease germs or fungi formed in such
places entering the system with the air or drinking water. These
fungi find a suitable breeding ground in places where vegetable
matter decomposes under the action of heat.

In districts where malarial fever is prevalent it is especially

dangerous to be on or near marshy ground in the evening or
morning or during the night, probably because the lower strata

of the atmosphere are filled with these fungi when the temper-
ature is low.

The liability to acquire the disease is increased by cold, dis-

ordered digestion, errors of diet, unhealthy mental conditions etc.

The disease cannot be transmitted from one person to another,

i. e. it is not -infectious.

Treatment.—Districts where malarial fever is reported to be

prevalent must be quitted as soon as possible.

As soon as the patient shows sjnnptoms of shivering, he

should be w^ell wrapped in blankets and covered with a feather-

bed (see "dry packing"). When fever sets in, lukewarm (68»

to 73") three-quarter packs should be given— duration half an

hour or longer according to the patient's comfort—followed by a

wet rubbing (73"), the whole process to be repeated in case the

temperature continues to rise. When the fever subsides several
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Jukewarm baths (860 to Ol») ma}' be given weekly. During the

intervals of the disease, steam-baths in bed and massage should

be "^iven to increase the secretions; if this be done the attacks

wiirdimlnish in frequenc}'- and will soon entirely cease.

A Second Method. As soon as the shivering stage commences,

vigorous wet rubbing (730) should be given, the patient being

immediately afterwards rubbed thoroughly dry, put to bed and well

covered up or put in a dry pack, this process to be repeated in

€ase the shivering stage should recur. When the fever sets in,

a rapid lukewarm bath (860) should be given, the body, and

especially the feet and legs, being vigorouslj^ rubbed. When the

fever reaches a stage of greater intensity, the patient should, with-

out being previously dried, be put into a whole or three-quarter

pack (820), the sheets being only slightly wrung out, or into a

steam-bath in bed of short duration. The duration of the pack

should be regulated by the feelings of the patient; when perspi-

ration has been induced, a bath or wet rubbing should be given.

Box steam-bath or hot air baths are also applicable to these cases.

In addition to the treatment specified above, the patient, if of

a strong constitution, should be put into a full pack every morning

when possible, and left to perspire for three quarters of an hour

to an hour, unless the action of the pack be too exciting. This

should be followed by a bath (86"). Stimulating body compresses

should also be worn for the purpose of reducing the swelling of

the spleen, unless deficiency of bodily heat should render this

unadvisable.

With patients of weak constitution, a milder treatment should

be adopted. A daily lukewarm (73») wet rubbing is recommended
in such cases. If well borne it may be repeated in the afternoon.

It would also be well, with feeble patients, to try the effect

of a stimulating full pack. It must be stopped as soon as the

patient begins to feel uncomfortable.

Other points to be attended to are -.—-Strictly non-stimulating

diet, avoidance as far as possible of alcoholic beverages, drinking

water in case of thirst in malaria districts, open air exercise,

well ventilated rooms, open windows, especially at night, and
enemata for constipation and for derivative purposes. For
Modes of AppHcation, see Index. See also, "Malarial fever",

under Kneipp cure.

CASE OF MALARIAL FEVER
cured in the Bilz Sanatorium.

Mr. O. of N. was seriously ill with malarial fever. The
attacks were so frequent and violent that the patient was in a

state of utter prostration. The treatment in the establishment
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consisted of box-steam-baths, steam-baths in bed, shallow-bath?:,
massage, and drypacks, the latter especially being applied when
a feeling of shivering came on. At every attack which bega
with shivering, the patient was vigorously rubbed by two masseurs
with bare-hands, special attention being given to the feet in thh
operation, to render the cold stage more tolerable, and then put
into a dry pack. The disease was of so obstinate a nature that,

in spite of a non-stimulating diet and of all the remedies of the

Natural Method of Healing, no improvement was apparent after

three weeks' treatment and the patient was tempted to give way
to despair. After that, however, the attacks became less frequent,

and the patient gradually increased in strength and weight. When
he left the establishment, after a coarse of six weeks, the attacks

had almost ceased. He underwent an after-treatment for a short

time at his own home, till the attacks at last entirely disappeared.

He paid a visit to the establishment about six months afterwards,

and described himself as the healthiest man in the world, in-

forming me at the same time that a colleague of his, who had
likewise brought this serious disease with him to Germany, had
unfortunately died in consequence of medical treatment.

Marriage, see "Matrimony".

MARRIAGE. (The married state.) Marriage decides life's

happiness; for it may be the course of joy, bliss and contentment;

or of care, sorrow, grief, anger, misfortune, misery, and despair.

If those who unite in wedlock possess good qualities : domesticity,

frugality, consideration, patience and good sense, as v^^ell as the

will to'work; and if they are free from vice and passions, they

will endear themselves to each other as time goes on; and

marriage then is a great earthly blessing, with many joys springing

from it. An unhappy married state, on the other hand, is a great

affliction renewed eveij morning; a curse, a desert of deepest

misery and despair. For a marriage to be a happy one, it is

necessary, above all, that the parties should have sufficient means

to live upon; which, in these hard times, it is often difficult to

procure. Lamentable fact!—more on this subject, and hints how

to remedy these evils, are contained in my book: "How to im-

prove the times", which forms the Appendix to this work.

Massage, see Index.

Massage, Derivative, see Index.

Massage, Description of, by Dr. Bitter/elä-Conldd, see Index.

Massage, Electric, see Index.

Massage in childbirth, see Index.

Massage in regenerative treatment, see Index.
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Massage of the abdomen, see Index.

Massage of the body, see Index.

Massage of the chest and back, see Index.

Massage of the eye, see Index.

Massage of the head, see Index.

Massage of the pelvis, see Index.

Massage of the stomach, see Index.

Massage of the throat, see Index

Masturbation, see "Self- abuse".

Meal poultice, see Index.

Meal soup, see "Diet".

MEASLES must be reckoned among the most frequently

ocrurring infantile diseases, accompanied with cutaneous eruption

and fever. This complaint, which is highly contagious, and appears

mostly with children of from two to ten years of age, frequently

assumes an epidemic character, and its course may be mild or

or malignant.

The primary duty of parents is, therefore, on the out-break

of measles in the place or in their family, not to let their children

have access to others attacked by it.

Symptoms.—The premonitory symptoms are: irritation in the

nose, tickling, sneezing, red and watery eyes, cough, expectoration,

headache, insomnia, pains in the Hmbs, slight shivers, fever to-

wards night, dread of light, catarrhal affection of the respiratory

passages, red spots on the mucous membranes of mouth, gullet

and larynx. In many cases these symptoms are attended with

fever. After three or four days, the eruption of the measles

appears on the skin, accompanied by a pecuhar odour. It shows

itself first in the face and thence spreads downwards. It consists

of small spots, the size of lentils or beans of a deep-red colour;

in the centre of each of them is a little vesicle, often perceptible

only with pressure. (The skin, therefore exhibits spots red and

raised, between which there are always and everywhere healthy

and pale places looking Hke islands between the red parts. These

isolated healthy places form the distinguishing mark between

measles and scarlatina.) The stage of eruption generally lasts

for twenty four hours, during which time the fever usually

abates. After a further three days, the eruption loses its colour,

gets pale, gradually disappears and is exfoliated in a branhke
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powder. With it the fever abates and the catarrhal symptoms
take a favourable turn, i. e. the discharges of mucus become
thicker, more abundant, more viscid, of a greenish colour, and
gradual improvements sets in.

Other diseases, especial^ those of the lungs, may appear
simultaneously with the measles.

Causes.—Generally infection, especially at the outset of the
disease, mucus which has been coughed up, vitiated air, saliva,

tears and exhalations of the skin of patients affected with the
measles are the agents of infection. Also sleeping in thick feather-
beds, or with the windows closed ; want of attention to cutaneous
action; eating too much animal food etc. may cause the disease.

Treatment.— Care must in the first place be taken that the
eruption may follow its normal course; the skin therefore
must be aided in its process of eliminating the morbid matter.

The nerves also must be strengthened by keeping down the

temperature.
The patient is therefore given a lukewarm bath (86" to 90^)

the whole body rubbed with the bare hands quickly and lighth-

at the same time, and then put to bed; or he may have at once
a tepid three quarter or full vapour-bath No. 1 (72^ to Sl^) dur-

ation from an hour to an hour and a half, or as long as the patient

is comfortable in it; if he finds the pack irksome, he should

at önce be taken out and given a bath as before. The steam-bath

in bed should be repeated, according to the patient's condition,

once or twice a day. Two enemata dail}'' (77'^ to 81^).

If the eruption is only partial^ developed or suppresseu,

quick, cool wet rubbing of the whole body followed by steam-

bath in bed. In general, light, non-stimulating food, fresh air, a

window being always kept open, enemata for derivation and con-

stipation. Gargling every hour with water of 66^ to 72". Frequent

cleansing of die nose with water of 76" to SI". Damp mouth and

ears occasionally with a cool wet linen rag. Children suffering

from the measles may, nay should, if it is in any way possible,

be dressed in warm clothing
,
according to the temperature, and

allowed to move about out of doors in the open air.

If the eyes are very inflamed, the window-blinds should be

drawn down to protect the child from the painful light, and its

eyes wiped or damped repeatedly with a soft rag squeezed out

moderately in tepid water.

With this treatment the measles will only last a few days.

See also under "Scarlatina" and "Bad health".

The following is a second treatment: Tepid (73") body and

leg-packs. If there is high fever, 73" three quarter pack or steam-

bath in bed to be applied as above, duration from one to two
^

hours (but must be removed when troublesome) followed by
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(73'^) wet rubbing of the whole bod^-'. This to be repeated, if the

fever rises again. If the eyes are inflamed, the room must be

kept rather dark, for the rest as above.

When the measles subside, and the disease may be looked

open as over, a light wet rubbing of the whole body or bath

once a day may be applied, and every second or third day a

steam-bath in bed followed by bath or a hght superficial wet

rubbing of the whole body ; these measures to be carried out for

about a week to remove every vestige of morbid matter from

the system. For Modes of Application, see Index. See also

"Measles" under Kneipp cure.

If children, after an attack of the measles, show a want of

appetite and cheerfulness, and are perhaps a little feverish now
and then, it is the best proof that morbid matter still lurks in

the body, and a bath must therefore be given every day, a body-

compress every night and the steam-bath in bed (with two or

three days' interval) continued till all bad matter, circulating in

the blood, is thoroughly eliminated from the system, and the

child has become once more health}^ and cheerful.

HOW MY TWO CHILDREN WERE CURED OF THE
MEASLES.

Last spring, when the measles and other children's diseases

appeared in our town, my two young children, a girl of six and
a boy of three years, were attacked with the disease. The ^irl

had the measles very badl}'^ indeed; high fever, swollen tonsils,

the malad}^ in fact assuming the character of diphtheria; both
her eyes greatly inflamed and swollen, and causing her to keep
them closed for nearly a whole day. In spite of the malignant
character of the malady, the child remained in the room and in

bed only for one full day. On Friday she still went out, on
Saturda}^ she did not wish to get out of bed, or to have anything
to ea and she hardly opened her eyes at all, whereas on Sunda}^
morning, having been taken out of the steam-bath in bed and
bathed, she asked for something to eat and to be taken dowTi
into the sitting room. In the afternoon of the same day, when
niy wife was going out with the Httie boy (who was attacked
with the measles a week later) she begged to be allowed to go
out too. As it was a warm, bright day, I saw no reason for

ke<
J
ing her in, although she could not walk comfortably yet, and

her .ace etc. was entirely covered with the rash; for all that she
was i.umbling about merrily in the open air for two hours, and
sat down also for a time on a grass plot.

When she came home, she coughed rather more than before;
but it was a loose cough, and she threw out a great deal of

62
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phlegm; such a cough, though increased, need cause no anviet.
since It IS only a favourable healing-agent. The steam-baths in bed
were contmued, a bath m the day-time and a body-compress at
night given and the girl became stronger and healthier day bv
day, went always out in the open air, and only missed school
tor a lew days; she has been well and cheerful to this day
though my anxious neighbours, seeing the child on the second
day out of doors, prophecied the worst relapses, affection of the
eyes etc. The boy's case was certainly not quite as bad as the
gni s, but It was bad enough. Nevertheless he too w^as only con-
fined to his room and his bed for one day. The next day he
went out of doors for a short time, and speedily got and remained
well m spite of the repeated evil forebodings 'of my neighbours.

The Author.

iVlEAT is to be taken in moderation ; as a supplement to the
meal, as it were. Belonging, as it does, to the class of stimu-
lating food-stuffs, and being productive, when eaten in abundance,
of a quick pulse, it puts the blood in motion , stimulates ab-
normally, and impedes perspiration (or exudation) through the
pores. Children, in particular, should as a rule have no meat.
.Although in some diseases it may be indulged in, yet in chronic,
and particularly in acute (fever) diseases, it is to be avoided, or
at least greatly to be limited. It is a great mistake to suppose
that meat, the juices of meat, extract of meat, etc. strengthen
the patient, and quickly improve his condition. The many
doctors who for that purpose, prescribe it for their patients,
commit, we are sorry to say, a signal indiscretion; as meat, far
from favouring the patient's prospects, only acts upon him in a
decidedly prejudicial manner. Boiled meat is more difficult to

digest than roast, and it is therefore less suitable for invalids,
•^^f^- also "Diet, mixed", and "Tonic treatment".

MEDICAL MEN ON THE INJÜRIOUSNESS OF
TAKING MEDICINE , OPINIONS OF;^) The disadvantages
attaching to the use of medicines in the treatment of disease have
been repeatedly pointed out in this work. These opinions might
by some people or authorities be considered inconclusive, if not

exaggerated and erroneous. Medical men might even smile at

them. In order to add a certain emphasis to our assertions, and
hoping to make a deep impression on physicians, we quote here the

utterances and opinions of celebrated medical authorities. Our
object is not to hurt the feehngs of medical men , but to inform

their minds, and to exhort them not to pursue their course. For

A niimber of the leinarks and opinions are taken from works by

Dn Trall, Theodoji Hahn, etc. etc.
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if their own colleagues enter on a campaign against medicine, as

the foundation of so much mischief, it is indeed urgently necessary

that physicians should give to so grave a matter their fullest

consideration.

Dr. Granichsiaetten says: "Decline, in its innumerable gra-

dations and forms, is generally but the result of more or less

successful cures with medicines ; which are properly administered

with the object of overcoming the original disease , but which
nearly always leave behind in the system after-effects, that show
themselves sooner or later, and are .then usually ineradicable.

—

This sickness is therefore rightly termed drug sickness; and it is

a faithful companion of advanced age, particularly amongst the

higher classes; but not unfrequently also is it the heritage of tender

childhood. Since chemistry has become so free-handed with the

various preparations of quick-silver, antimony, quinine, hydro-

cyanic acid, lead, arsenic, sulphur etc.—and since some of these

have been applied, commonly and at times with inhuman heroism,

as powerful remedies for complaints of which nothing was known
in former times—since then decline has spread most lamentably

and will be inherited by posterity.

He who has once fallen a prey to this evii is for the rest

of his life dependent on the drug-shop.

Dr. Kieser writes; "The old saying is in many cases true,

that physic often does more harm than the malady, and the remedy
is worse than the disease, A great many disorders are simply
cured by nature; and the only thing which a physician can anä
may do in most diseases is to keep off and remove injurious in-

fluences, and to abate the abnormal activity of individual sub-

systems and organs. If he does more , whether to satisfy his

patient's craving for medicine, to support his own dogmas or

even to fill his pocket, he can only do mischief."

"Thus artificial diseases are frequently created; and in many
cases of medical treatment it may be maintained that chronic se-

quelae are produced by the doctor's fault alone; and for that

reason every patient should in consideration of the present state

of practical pharmacology, be warned against a doctor as against

the most dangerous poison!
This is pre-eminentty taught by the history of medicine; in

which each particular , and therefore one-sided , medical theory

is shown to have claimed a number of victims often greater than

that demanded by the most desolating plagues or m >c;t pro-

tracted wars."
In a similar strain the respected Professor Dr. H. Stevens

said .at the College of Physicians and Surgeons in New-York, in

a lecture to the medicd class. "The older doctors get, the less

they believe in the efficacy of medicine, an ] ! n tore they put
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their trust in the iorces of nature." Notwithstanding all ourvaunted improvements, patients have to suffer as much as thevdid forty years ago. "the reason why medicine has progressedso slowly IS, that physicians, instead of studying nature haveread the writings of their predecessors."
The equally estimable Prof. Dr. M. Smith Siiys: "All medicines

which enter into the circulation of the blood affect it in the sameway as • the poisons which produce disease. Physic heals no
disease. Disease derives its cure always and only from the vital
torce resident in man. Digitalis has sent thousands of people to
the grave. ^ ^

Dr. Hosack, formerly professor at the same college was
wont to say: "This herb" (digitalis) owes its name to the fact
that It points the way to the grave." Hydrocyanic acid was once
extensively applied for consumption, both in Europe and America*
thousands of patients were treated with it, but not a single case
turned out favourably; on the contrary, hundreds were carried
to the grave."

"I know very well", says Dr. Carus, physician in ordinary
to King John of Saxony, in his "The voice of a ph^^sician
grown grey in practice" "1 know very well that perhaps seven
tenths of mankind have not died of disease, but of untimely or
excessive dosing with medicine."

Dr. Trinks and with him all humane medical men have
long ago recognized and declared that the art of medicine
wrill perish sooner or later as everything must that wars with
"reason and nature". "The death-genn of the medical art", says
Dr. Trinks, is within the art itself; in the ever increasing diver-
gence of practice from science ; and suffering humanity can only
be the gainer by the fall of allopathy. It will be able to rejoice
over the mitigation and cure of infirmities, extending over thou-
sands of years."

"A number of patients", says Dr. Gleich, "die every year
solely as the consequence of treatment with drugs; and a great
number become dangerously ill from the same cause. This is

the bare truth and indeed it is a hard truth; but it must be
spoken nevertheless for the sake of suffering humanity."

Professor Dr. Gilman: "Many chronic complaints of grown up
people are the consequence of mistaken treatment in childhood."—
Plasters applied to children nearly always cause their death."—"I

give calomel to them if I want to tone down their vital force."

—

''To give an infant opium frequently causes its death." "A single

drop of laudanum will often kill a child. Four grains of calomel

frequently suffice to kill an adult person."—"A mild treatment

with calomel is synonymous with gently opening a human throat

with a dissecting knife."
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Professor Dr. Andrew Clark: "Thirty to sixty grains of

calomel iiave been given to young children for quinsy."—"Persons,

struck with apoplexy, who are not bled, have twice as much
chance of recovering as those treated on the opposite system."

—

"Doctors have found out that more bad than good results are

obtained by the treatment with medicine of measles, scarlatina

and other self-limited diseases " "According to my experience it

is impossible to cure croup well; at any rate, the result of the

treatment is most doubtful. Every year sees a new method of

cure introduced only to be changed the next."—"Ten thousand
methods have been tried in vain for diabetes,"

—

In their zeal to do good, doctors have done much mischief.

They have brought many to the gi-ave, who, if they had been
left to nature, would have recovered.—"All our remedies are

poisons; every dose, therefore, which is given diminishes the

patient's vital force."

Professor Dr. Peaslee : "Giving poweriul medicines is the

most fruitful source of deranged digestion." "To prescribe

morphia and other sedatives for silencing a consumptive cough
is a dangerous beginning.

Th6 English physician Dr. Forth says : "I never could under-

stand how people could put trust in physicians and in the medical

art. This extraordinary fact is to be explained by the indolence

to which the greater part of the world yields. It is this indolence

which allows people to look with indifferent eyes on this destruc-

tive empiric art. If they would open their e3^es, they would see

"that the entire art of medicine is nothing but refined, subtle

deception; and that the doctors are either cheats or ignorant and
self-deceiving. A monarch, who would rid his realm of the whole
pestilential troop of doctors and apothecaries, and would forbid

co-mpletely the practice of medicine, would deserve to be regarded
and honoured as one of the greatest of men, and as a benefactor

of the human race. I do not believe that it is possible to imagine
a more dishonest trade than that carried on by the present medical
profession."

Medicines, powders, ointments, even mineral waters etc., are

all injurious to suffering humanity. They are at best only burden-
some loans, which we contract when necessity compels us, but of

repaying which we see no prospect. They seem to save us for

the moment as usurers do, but bring us deeper and deeper into

debt, till we have one day to pay for all at once.

The Author.
Professor Dr. Coy: "There is a great deal of truth in

Dr. Bennett's assertion that blood-letting, in inflammation of the

lungs, doubles the mortality."
—"The fewer remedies they (the

doctors) employ in any disease, the better for their patients."

—
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Calomel is our sheet-anclioi in fever, but it is at the same tim.an anchor which drags the patient down into the grave
- Professor Dr. Barker : "The medicines which are prescribedor the cure of sear et fever and measles are far more deadlvthan these maladies themselves. I have lately treated them with-out medicine, and obtained excellent results."—"I have seen

several ladies become habitual drunkards through being orderedsome alcoholic beverage as medicine."—"I incline to the view
that calomel, applied in the form of an ointment, is far mor<
injurious than useful."— «I believe that blood-letting is mischievoui
and unnecessary. —'There is-I say it unwillingly-as much em-
piricism among medical men as among quacks."— "Instead o*
making mdependent researches, medical authors have onlv copied
the errors of their predecessors, and by so doing hav^- retarded
the progress of medical science, and propagated error."

Prolessor Carson says : "Water is the verv best sudorific thatwe have."—"My teacher gave his patients cblom-ed water; the
result being, that they recovered more quickly than those' of a
colleague, who resorted to bleeding."

Professor Peaslee says: "Water forms about four fifths of
the weight of the human body, and is its most indispensable con-
stituent part."—"Water is the onlv necessary, and the only natural
beverage."

"I have no faith whatever in any medicine."

Dr. Baile, London.
"The modern practice of medicine is at best an entirely un-

certain and unsatisfactory system ; there is neithei- philosophy nor
common sense in it to make it trustworthy."

Professor Evans, London.
"Gentlemen, ninet\- nine out of every hundred medical facts

are medical falsehoods; and medical doctrines are for the most
part nothing but pure evident nonsense."

Professor Gregory, Edinburgh.
"Those ph3^sicians generally become the most eminent who

have most thoroughly freed themselves from the tyranny of the
medical schools. Dissections convince us every day of our ignor-
ance in the field of pathology, and make us ashamed of our
prescriptions. What mischief we have done on the strength of
faith iti false facts and theories. We have multiplied the diseases,
and have augmented their dangerousness."

Professor Rush, Philadelphia.
"There is no denying the fact that the present medical system

is a disgrace to its professors, if a string of vague and empty
absm-dities altogether deserves the name of system. How rarely
do our medicines effect an}'^ good ! How often do they not aggra-
vate the patient's condition! I say it without hesitation that in
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the majority of cases the sufferer would be safer without a doctor,

than with one. I have seen quite enough of the wretched work
done by my colleagues, to be able to justify my strong words."

Dr. Ramage in London.
"Surel}^ the uncertain and totally unsatisfactory art, called

medical science, is no science at all, but a confused mass of

incoherent views ; of conclusions drawn hastily and often wrongly

;

of misunderstood or distorted facts; of comparisons without com-
parison, senseless hypotheses, and not onl}^ useless but even

dangerous theories."

"Dublin Medical Journal."

"Some patients get well with the aid of medicine; a greater

number without it, and more still in spite of it."

Dr. Forbes, Physician in Ordinary.

"Thousands of people are annually dispatched in the silent

sick-room. Governments should forthwith banish medical men
and their tentative proceedings, or think of other and better ways
to give greater protection to the people's lives than they grant

them at present; troubling themselves far less about the exercise

of this dangerous profession, and the privileged murders which

it commits, than about the most trivial things." T)t. Frank.

"Let us be astonished no longer at the lamentable failure

which characterizes the practise of our profession, seeing that we
possess scarcel}^ one sound physiological maxim. I do not hesitate

to declare, much as it may hurt our vanity, that our ignorance

of- the true character of the physiological disturbance (called

disease) is so enormous, that it would perhaps be far better to

do nothing whatever and to leave the disease in nature's hands,

than to act without knowing how and wherefore; a course, to

adopt which we are frequently forced at the imminent risk of

accelerating the death of the patient".

Dr. Mngendk
(the celebrated French physiologist and pathologist).

"I have • no doubt in my mind that the majority of deaths

among children is due to the wrong and improper application of

exhausting remedies".

Dr. Hall, the known English physiologist.

"Our pathological knowledge does not increase in proportion

to our tentative way of treatment. Every dose of medicine given

is a hap-hazard attempt on the patient's innate power."
Dr, Bostock.

"1 have no wish to revile the lofty profession to v.-hich I

have the honour of belonging, and to which I owe many of my
best and most esteemed friends; still I cannot reconcile it with
my conscience to keep back the expression of my conviction that

medical men, with their favourite modes of treatment, do a great
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deal more harm than good. Were they effaced, mankind would
be an immense gainer by it."

^ . .
Dr. Cogs7üell of Boston.

"Medical science is a barbarous jargon; and the effects which
our medicines produce on the human system are in the highest
degree uncertain; only one thing we are sure of, viz: that they
have destroyed more lives than war, pestilence, and famine taken
together." Dr. /. M. Good.

"I declare it to be my conscientious conviction, based on long
experience and thoughtful reflection, that there would be fewer
diseases and less mortality on earth, if we had not one single
doctor, surgeon, obstetrician, chemist, apothecary and druggist,
or any medicine at all."

Dr. Johfison, Editor of the "Medical-Surgical Review".
"There undoubtedly exists very wide-spread discontent with

the so-called regular or old allopathic system of medicine. Both
here and in Europe a general want of faith in physicians and
their art is greatly felt. The cause is palpable. An erroneous
theory, and mjurious, often, very often, destructive exercise of

the profession. The absolute requirements of an intelligent

community can only be satisfied by a system of medicine at once
based on reason, in harmony with the infallible laws of nature,

and the living human body; fortified b}^ them, confirmed and
strengthened by successful results." Professor Trail.

The "Vienna Medical Weekl3'- Journal", which has a large

circulation, has in its issue No. 44, 1873 an article by Dr. Lorinser
in wliich he says: "Before ever3^thing else we must spealc here

of that great folly which the high priests of medical science teRch

their disciples, though they themselves and the great mass of

doctors no longer believe in it; I mean the fable of the power
of medicine, or pharmaco-dynamics, their pharmacology. To the

various medical wares from the vegetable, mineral, and animal

kingdoms are there falsely attributed, to the smallest detail, such

extraordinary effects that, if they were hterally true, the human
race would once and for ever be rid- of every disease. The
magic powers of the medicines are there set forth so minutely

and so convincingly that the medical student, to whom these

secrets of nature are so demonstratively disclosed, must wonder

how it comes about that, notwithstanding, all medical treatment

so many people still die.

This our pharmacology, which is even now-a-days taught at

the universities, concerning which thick volumes are written that

students have with great difficulty to learn almost by heart, be-

longs certainly, as to nine parts in ten of its contents, to the

domain of legend and tradition ; and as such is a remnant of the

old belief in magic.
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What is a common sense man to think of us "physicians",

when he reads such literature, and remembers at the same time that

his family doctor, in treating cases of illness as they occur, moves
only within the compass of this medical maze, in which he him-

self cannot possibly feel at home. .1 know cases where educated

patients secretly blushed for their doctor that he could require,

them to take his medicines , and in the end, after the patients'

recovery, could boast of the efficacy of the medicines, which they

had thrown into the chamber utensil. Are these conditions suit-

able for our century?
—

"

Boerhave, the great physician and naturalist, felt ic right,

more than a centuiy ago, to say : "If one compares the permanent
good which half a dozen true sons of iEsculapius have established

on the earth since the birth of their art, with the evil which an
untold number of doctors of this profession have brought on the

human race, one is forced to the conclusion that it would have
been better for humanity if there had never been any doctors in

the world."

Fr. Hoffmann, an equally celebrated physician of a still

earlier century, gives as a fundamental rule of life: "He who
values his health should avoid doctors and their physic."

Peter Frank, a great medical authority at the end of the last

century', complains (in his "System of Medical Policy, part I") "that

the attention of the state had been confined till then more to the
surface of things, in outbreaks of plagues and epidemics, and to

measures against quackery and bunghng, while but little protecting
the pubhc from medical men, and taking no thought of the thou-
sands who are gradually sacrificed in the silent sick-room.—The
state should resolve once for all, either to banish doctors and
their art entirely, or to come to some arrangement by which
human life would be more secure than it is at present."

Hecker says in his: "Short sketch of Pathology and Semio-
logy": "Our systems of cure and our medicines, though their

purpose is to heal diseases, must yet be reckoned to be a very-

common and general cause of producing them." And in his

"Medical theories, systems, and methods of cure" (Edition 1819
page 5): "What, according to one theory, is truth and presumably
proved to be so, is refuted and denied by another; one treatment,
declared by one to be useful, is rejected by another as absolutely
injurious: nay, there are plenty of instances in which doctors
have branded certain methods and medicines as murderous, the
heahng value of which they could not sufficiently praise a few
years before.

V. Wedekind says in his work: "On the value of Therapeutics
1812" page 345: "The value of medicine, expressed in a few words,
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consists principally in the fact that cviiizcd nations have to suffer
tar more from doctors than from diseases

"

AW? acknowledges in "Collection of Select Treatises," (volume
i\, part 2, page 297), very naively: "We have not only increased
the niimber of diseases, but we have rendered them more fatal"

Dr Richten, Array surgeon, of Enslin near Berlin, in his "Waste
of medicine says: "The common prescription v/riter frequently
creates by his physic a second and artificial illness, which complicat4
the patient's condition, "or confuses the critical symptoms, of which
he does not understand the value, and so retards recovery. If
the patient's innate heahng power overcomes not only the disease
but also the inroads of the doctor, this clever disciple of ^sculapius
imagines that the cure has been brought about by his prescriptions.
Fhus, like the unprofessional man, who every day takes the "post
hoc" for the "propter hoc'\ he misses the mark and moves on
to the end of his life in self deception and falsehood.—There is
no science so full of false conclusions, errors, dreams and falsehoods,
as medical science."

Dr. M^. Schlesinger writes, in. the "Vienna Medical Weekly
1867", No. 54, page 861 : "What one praises, another ridicules and
holds up to suspicion ; what one gives in large, the other did not
venture to give in small doses; what one doctor extols to-day as
new, another does not consider worth rescuing from oblivion; one
swears by nothing higher than morphia, a second treats three-
fourths of his patients with quinine, a third expects everything
from purgatives, the fourth from the healing power of natm-e, the
fifth from water. One blesses, another curses mercury. While I

am writing I remember when mercurial ointment was in vogue,
was next condemned, then again held in honour; we believed it

buried, and had dehvered over it a highly honouring funeral
oration and then some doctors exhumed it again; and are now
singing a new and enthusiastic panegyric in praise of its healing
power. Within a couple of decades we have lived to see such
things, in one and the same (Vienna) "School", under one and
the same infallible, therapeutic despot, girt with the sword of

victorious science!"

Hahneynann says in his "Allopath}^, a word of warning to all

patients" (Leipsic): "Hundreds, nay thousands, perish miserabl}'

ever}" 3^ear, the most hopeful sons of the state, in the flower of

Hfe, from consumption, tuberculosis, and pulmonary suppuration.

It is you doctors who have their death upon your conscience!

For was there one among them, in whom the foundation of it

was not laid by your fine method of cure, by your foolish bleeding,

and your antiphlogistic (anti-inflammor}') treatment of a previous

attack of pleurisy, but which had not absolutely necessaril}' have

become consumption? This senseless, barbarous mode of treatment
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by blood-letting, and other methods of drawing blood from the

system, and by lowering drugs, sends thousands annually to the

grave through dropsy and consumption! Truly a most excellent

privileged method of killing off covertly the flower of mankind
wholesale."

Krueger-Hansen says in his "Kurbilder" page 10: "I know
perfectly well, and am not afraid of acknowledging it, that I have

done injury to a number of people in irritating and inflammatory

fevers by applying leeches and by bleeding ; that I have prolonged

their sufiferings, rendered them sickly, sent them to a premature

grave and thus filled my churchyard too early." But when the

doctor stands ready with his cupping-glass, lancet, and leeches,

though in the eyes of the public he appears perhaps as a master

of his art, like a prince who silences the voice of his people with

grape and canister, he is, nevertheless, hke the prince, a destroying

angel to mankind."—"As the scythe mows down the fruits of the

earth, so the doctors are keen, by means of their weapons—which

they are allowed to use without an}^ responsibilit}'^ on those who
daily trust themselves to their protection—to manure the churchyards.

Is there a heavier scourge for humanity, than the presumption of

medical men? Posterity will wonder that such a demon could

exist in so enlightened a century."— "5., a doctor and apothecary

in New-Brandenburg, boasts of giving annually 6000 emetics! The
French Parliament of 1740 was already sensible enough to forbid

doctors to employ emetics: and yet since that time the doctors

have been allowed to kill so many victims in the delusion that,

when impurities are present in the stomach and alimentary canal,

the employment of means to clear them out upwards or downwards
is a necessity.

If Universities had never been founded for the education of

medical men, the Art of Healing would long ago have raised itself

to a surer and more beneficent science. "Every science, art, and
trade has, in course of times

,
progressed conformably with con-

tempo]-ary knowledge and requirements; no art has remained so

far behind in its imperfection as the art of medicine; simply be-

cause its teachers and practitioners overlooked and did not value

tlie power of the organic function, and did not profit by their ex-
•

' ' ience of failure.

Methods of treatment changed like fashions; the doctors

adopted now this one now that; set up now this system now
that, and if the latest did not seem to answer, sought out an
older one, which had already been tried and found wanting.

—"We often see the doctor change his scheme of treatment

in a day; he prescribes medicines, has them put away almost

before they have been tried and, chewing his pen, takes up a
-lip of paper, to v^Tite another prescription. If our churchyards
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could relate how they were manured with the bodies of peoDie
torn Irom the joys of life the doors of a good many doctor'would remam unopened." One would think that with the in-creasmg number of medical men

, who shoot up in heaps
^

likemushrooms out of the earth, an effectual barrier would be raised
against the ravages of disease. But far from it, on the contrary
the death rate mcreases with the number of doctors; for where
the doctors stand thickest, there the mortality is highest

Dr. Scharf: "Dispensaries, instead of being armouries of
.health and hfe, are hypocritical armouries of death and disease
tor the unwary and retrograde state which they cheat a] id deceive "

Assurdly the fact deserves to be more generally known than
It seems yet to be, that he who is undoubtedly the most eminent
German physician of modern times, Professor Skoda in Vienna
has prescribed for many years past in his department of the
General Hospital of that city "infusum graminis" (decoction of
hay) for. all diseases

, with a result proved statistically, exactly
equal to that which he had obtained otherwise with the usual
medicines. One must in fairness ask, when one sees how bravely
and bhthely prescriptions continue to be written, "How do those
who do this propose to learn? Here was the physic, the patients
died ..." Medical authorities, who prescribe for their patients
special medicines and treatment for certain diseases, do not, as a
rule, when they are themselves suffering from the same com-
plaints, take the same remedies. Very many people recover from
illness without doctor and without medicine. Hippocrates declared,
more than two thousand years ago, that it is nature that cures
diseases.—Woe to a child whom the doctor approaches with
his remedies. Loss of appetite, pallor, and emaciation follow
irrecoverably.—A doctor fond of giving medicin/e must not come
near my sick bed. Professor Dr. Bock.

Bichard, a famous physiologist, makes the humihating avowal
that the Materia Medica is nothing but a monstrous conglomeration
of erroneous ideas , an unconnected collection of conflicting
opinions of all sciences. It is the one which best illustrates the
aberrations of the human mind. It is not a science, constructed
for a methodical mind, but a mass of observations often childishly
compiled under adverse circumstances, of illusory methods, of

formulas, as grotesquely exhibited as they are arbitrarih^ com-
bined. They sa}^, practical medicine is full of contradictions, I

go farther and say: "It is in no respect a profession worth
choosing by any sensible man."

Dr. Lauter-BruntofI, Professor of Materia Medica and Thera-
peutics at St. Bartholomew's Hospital , and author of several

medical works, says: "Our ideas are frequently vague and misty.

We often give medicines at random, without a fixed notion how
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they will act, but simply in the hope that their effect may be
oood. Where the effect fails we are unable to assign a reason

tor it, nor do we trouble ourselves to find one."

Sir Robert Chrtstison , Professor of Materia Medica at the

University of Edinburgh, says: "Of all medical sciences, therapy

is the vaguest and least satisfactory one, as constituted at present

;

and keeping least abreast with the times. There is, it is true,

no lack of new remedies of empirical origin , which have been
introduced during the last forty years, and a few of which have
stood the test, promising to be a lasting benefit to mankind (?)

but their number sinks into utter insignificance compared to the

infinite amount of rubbish, sprung from illusion and imposition

and is used by the profession year by year, only to be forgotten

again after a short period of undeserved popularity.

Sir Astley Cooper, Lecturer at Guy's Hospital, said: "Look,

Gentlemen, at the hundreds of patients who come to the

hospital. How wretched their treatment! You observe that I

visit this hospital but rarely, and I will tell you why. I stay

away because I cannot bear to see the infamous S3^stem of treat-

ment meted out to them. No consideration shall restrain me
from suppressing my feelings, and I maintain that the present

treatment to which patients are exposed is xnle and shameful;

for their health gets irretrievably ruined through if." And on
another occasion this eminent surgeon gave expression to the

followmg view : "Medical science is founded on mere suppositions,

and improved upon by murder."
Dr. Steudel ridicules very effectively the various active ser-

vices which medicine is meant to perform, when he says: "The
stomach is looked upon as a post-office which has to despatch

the packets (pills, powders, mixtures) handed in to it, to their

various addresses, but it is hardl}' ever able to do so properly

from press of business."

Professor Dr. Carson said: "It is easy enough to destroy a

child's life. You will find that. Gentlemen, as soon as you enter

upon the exercise of your profession. You will find that an im-

prudent stroke of the pen, which prescribes a trifle too much of

a remedy , blow^s out the child's life ; and on the next visit

which you pay the little patient, you will see stiff and cold what
a few hours ago, when you left it, was happy. Be cautious,

therefore, in the application of j^our medicines!"
Professor Dr. Kohert in his "Hand book of Poisons" 1893,

page 34, writes : "By the term medicinal poisoning, we understand
such cases of poisoning as doctors are responsible for. Their
number is legion, and this number can only be reduced when
the medical student devotes more time to the study of the

Pharmacopoia and Toxicologj^, than is the case at the present day;
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and when he ceases the bad habit of trying exix riments •

rhis patients bed s.de with new medicines not |et h Hy e^a medby the pharmacologist, the mixtures being UiiknLn anrofTubhü elhciency. Such experimenting is "cruelty to animals''should be prohibited by the state
«-u duimdis and

In the same work, page 81, he says: Unfortunately we doctorsmust confess that the number of people killed by wrZg doseor unsuitable medicines, is a very large one. As^doctor to theLaw Courts one often finds oneself in the awkward predicament

Cv'S/tM ^^^-^^^y be defendedby proving that the medicament in question is somewhere insome medical work recommended in considerable doses I donot know of a smgle poison that one cannot at some time orother prescribe as medicine, since fluoric acid, nitro-glvcerine
and hydroxylanim etc. have been used therapeutically

Professor Schwenmger. The morphia habit originated with
doctors and is still mduced by their treatment: this is a crime
that we must call them to answer for; so that in future thev mav
exercise more care in their use of medicines and recommen-
dations.

Professor Volkmann has often asserted openly that the present
system of doctoring sadly needs reform. Shortly before his deathm November 1889, he said to his hearers, as a Stuttgart paper
reported: 'Gentlemen, all our so-called rational ideas on the subject
of medicine are good for nothing. The whole study of medicine
is only an experimental science. We must strive to heal by natural
nieans. When (for example) we place a sprained limb in plaster
of Fans, we only delay the absorption of the diffused blood, and
often make cripples of our patients. We may learn a good deal
from bone-setters and old women; they work their cures with
natural, harmless, domestic remedies, cold compresses, kneading
(massage) or stroking the affected parts of the body with their
hands etc".

The views of a doctor concerning various medicaments will
be found in the "Medizin-chirug. Central-Blatt" of February 18.

1898, where Dr. /. A. Goldmann says : "Creosote and Guajakol
have not only a disagreeable and repulsive taste and smell, but
they act corrosively and harmfully on the mucous membrane of
the stomach, after continued use they hinder the secretion of the
gastric juice, arid consequently produce loss of appetite and in-

digestion. It is true that these deleterious qualities have been
obviated by using carbonate of creosote and carbonate of guajakol,
they have no longer the disagreeable smell and taste, and do not
corrode the stomach, but this is only because the}^ pass through
It undissolved, while in the intestine, the alkalis of the pancreatic-
juice separate the acids from both creosote and guajakol, and
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enable them therefore, to be as harmful as they were before in

the stomach, when they were not combined with acids.

Professor Schweninger says : "The credit of the only means of

.alvation is woefuUy shaken. Few physicians still believe in the

healing efficacy of their red, green and white medicines. That

we no longer deceive ourselves is indeed laudable. To make up

tor that, however, we tell the pubHc all kinds of things about our

art, at which we sneer among ourselves. What our predecessors

considered good, we still proclaim as gospel, although we have

long known that the message is false. Pious fraud has taken the

place of error.

The mischief begins . at the university. There, where the

discovered science dwels, it is that the successes of chemistry' are

invented. When the cHnical teacher has with painful care

dissected the "case" for the pupil, then by way of finale comes

the farce of therapeutics. It is only those who are in the know
,/ho see the humour which lurks in the dignified, confident ex-

position of a clinical legend.

The results of this education are nil. When a student quits

the university, he knows nothing about the art of healing. If he

is a man of independent mind, he may perhaps shape for himself

a system of therapeutics, according to his own ideas. Such a man,

however, is an exception. As a rule the doctor remains at the

point at which he was examined, and that is low enough in ail

conscience.

The seed of falsehood sown at the university, bears fruit in

itie practice of the profession. Such is the custom. It is the

usual thing to write prescriptions; why 'debar oneself from so

doing? It is so convenient! It is only necessary to look in the

book, there it stands : for such and such a disease such and such a

medicine. With a good memory we can do without the "Crib".

These are, however, harmless things. But there are others,

not nice to touch upon. The patients stay away, unless they get

their little bottle of magic drops. The receipts fall off, and the

:reed of gain, or necessity, drives the unbeliever to write pre-

criptions.

The patients keep away. They want to be cheated. They
inagine that cure is impossible without medicine. We doctors

have talked to them of the power of the apothecary's stuff till

hey have come to believe in it. Every number of a medical pe-

ilodical praises new remedies; and there are doctors who can

read such matter without laughing!

The cHent does not advise his lawyer what answer he shall

iive ; the congregation does not dictate the sermon, and the pupil

loes not teach his master; but we allow any old woman to

instruct us as to our treatment of a disease. We wear the fool's
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Läp mid bells because the public wishes it. It has come to thisthat It IS no loncrer we who treat the patient; but that every fool'who comes to consult us, is cured according to his own sill^ideas'Nature IS patient; it can cure also without therai)eutics'

v,.-.i

t"?^"""
'^^'t^P''.^

"^.^ ^" ^-^ason for prescribing'medicine

s ?TL ^"^^ ^^'^'^^-^ prescription
IS a kind of hypnotic suggestion, a psychological method of cureIhe patient derives consolation from the consciousness othavmg some health-bringing drops; and that gives him strength
to overcome the disease. But truth is worth more than pious
falsehood. One gets on better with it.

And now for the prop of stupidity: "Ut aliquid fiat!" some-
thing should be done!

'

When the anxious mother calls in the doctor, because her
child has had a fall and got a bruise, when the tippler holds out
his tongue deliberately to the wise man, or the old maid com-
plains about a cold m her head the expression "Ut aliqui 1 fiat"
drops from his lips, as they part in a knowing smile. And he
dips his pen in the mk to write the saving word. He knows
perfectly well that the trouble \vill pass away of itself. But let
no one suspect him of such a thought!

The saying sounds rather more serious in a case of txrphoid
fever or of inflammation of the lungs. There is no remedy
against these but "Ut aliquid fiat!" is decreed with doubly wise
expression of face. If the disease passes, it was the medicine
that worked the cure; if the patient dies, the doctor with the
prescription did his duty.

And then comes the host of chronic patients. They can
often be relieved. But that would cost trouble and thought. It

is therefore more convenient to write a prescription, "Ut aliquid
fiat!" Now and then it is changed. The patient sees that some-
thing is done with him, and he is satisfied. Satisfied, till he dis-
covers the swindle. Then he applies to another doctor, in order
to experience the same deception; and so on and so on till he
gets embittered, and throws himself into the arms of the
quacks.

Even for incurables our saying is useful. With anxious eye
they follow the bold stroke of the pen, with which the doctor
finishes the prescription! They listen devoutly to his wise
sayings; choke down trustfully the bitter draught; without a
suspicion that their idol shrugs his shoulders when the door is

shut; and, satisfied with his good deed, says to himself: "Ut
aliquid fiat!".

They hope and wait, till death steps to their bedside
and wrests from their hand the magic phial. Their lack-lustre

glance is fixed upon the medicine, and the faltering tongue endea-
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vours still to shape sounds of gratitude to the doctor. We
accept such thanks as the reward of our trouble.

The jeer of death affects us not. We did our best to the

last; and our best is: "Ut aliquid fiat!"

Sacred science has grown a long pigtail. But the profession

has a baneful respect for the old deaf lady. It takes real pains

to make the dead doctrines of the old crone live : and the public

comfort themselves with the harmless creed that there is a differ-

ence between being killed by science and by quackery".

So much for the utterances of great medical authorities, which
1 might easily increase by many pages; and which would fill

volumes if I were to add those of physicians who have turned

their backs upon their science, and adopted Homoeopathy, or the

Natural Method of Healing of Priessnitz, or Schroth.

Readers who take a further interest in opinions of this des-

cription are referred especially to the highly instructive "Kur-

bilder" by Dr. Krueger-Hansen, who discusses in that work and
in its supplement the mischievous productions of medical men in

ill their possible variations, in obstetrics, epidemics, cholera,

dysentery, nervous fever, etc. with great acumen; and wields a
scourge so powerful and so annihilating, that it assuredly would
have had greater effect unless, according to the poet's aphorism,
"Even the gods fight in vain against stupidity."

See also "Medicine, Diseases arising from taking".

MEDICINE is the name for supposed remedies given by
medical men to patients for the purpose of healing.

These substances are taken from the animal, vegetable, and
mineral kingdoms and generally have a poisonous effect.

What the intrinsic benefit of medicine is to the patient, may
be seen under "Opinions of Medical Men on Medicine" further

under "Natural Method of Healing", as well as in another work
of mine: "How to improve the times", "General effect of medical
science".

MEDICINE, DISEASE ARISING FROM TAKING. This
complaint arises from too frequent use of medicine or from the
application of imguents, mercury, iodine, arsenic etc., by which
means the system gets undermined and broken up.

Treatment.—Daily one or weekly about three or four steam-
baths in bed, or steam-baths succeeded by full pack, to be followed
by a lukewarm bath (880 to 90^). A daily, tepid wet rubbing of

the whole body (720 to 8l0), body compress at night, non-stimulating
diet and plenty of fresh air out of doors. Pure air in sitting

and bed rooms, sleeping with open window. Generally tonic

—

in other cases—regenerative treatment.—For Modes of Application,
see Index.

63
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Megrim, see "Headache", see also "Mi-grim" under Kneiob
cure. ^'

MELANCHOLIA. This term is applied to a certain morbid
mental condition, the principal symptom of which is a dejected
depressed state of mind, free, however from illusions and hailu-
cmations. The causes of it are hereditary predisposition, depression
of the abdominal nervous system, mournful, external influences
as grief and care, mental overwork with insufficient bodily exer-
cise etc. This state of melancholia may, during a later stage of
the disorder, pass into mental disease.

Symptoms.—Low, depressed spirits, frequently following upoa
distressmg family events, such as death, loss of wealth etc.. mor-
bid ill-humour. What was a source of happiness and cheerfulness
in days of good health, now depresses and afflicts the patient.

,
A peculiar feehng of anxiety sometimes takes hold of him. His
look is sometimes frightened, sometime fixed. He pays no atten-
tion to his personal appearance or dress. His skin is grey and
flaccid, his body emaciated, his digestion disturbed. He is at
times very irritable and shows excessive sensitiveness to all

external impressions, frequently however the reverse is the case.
He displays in one or several currents of thought a mental

confusion, manifesting itself in irrational, obscure and imsettled
ideas, sa5nngs and actions. He has certain fixed ideas, while
in all other respects he is still able to think and act quite sensibly.

Treatment.—The same as given under "Mental diseases^'.

The application of Massage is recommended as under "Tonic
treatment" and "Curative gymnastics" (Group I.) will be of

great service.

For further particulars on "Massage", "Curative gymnastics' ,

and Modes of Application, see Index.

Melitura, see "Dl^betes".

MENINGITIS, CEREBRO SPINAL. This disease appears
sometimes in isolated cases, sometimes as an epidemic.

Symptoms.—After a short preliminary period during which the

patient feels tired and miserable, the real disease shows itself

generally with cold shiverings, severe headache, sickness and
fever. The pulse is more rapid than usual. Soon after the illness

commences, the characteristic symptom of meningitis shows itself,

this consists of a contraction, resembling cramp, of the muscles

of the neck, which feels very painful if pressed. The rigidity of

the muscles of the neck often extends to those of the back, so that

the whole spine becomes rigid and is sometimes bent over back-

wards. The patient is dull and suffers from fancies and delirium.

The reflections (curvature) are much increased. Often there is
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an eruption of the skin, cramp of special groups of muscles, in-

flammation of the middle of the ear, or of the eyes, and an en-

largement of the pupil on one side.
^ , • v j

Treatment.—The best thing is to give a steam-bath m bed

as soon as the illness is recognised or seems probable: sometimes

the disease can be nipped in the bud thereby. Afterwards the

treatment should be chiefly derivative; alternate body and leg

(calf) packs with hot-water bottles to the feet; on the forehead and

neck soothing compresses (öS» to 64«), to be changed as soon as they

become warm. If fever is present, a suitable fever treatment should

be adopted, and as every movement will give the patient pain it is

better to wash him in bed. Give plenty of fresh water and le-

monade, even some -stewed fruit is allowable. For the first few

days nothing to eat, afterwards thin oatmeal gruel, and by degrees

advance to non-stimulating diet. For general strengthening pur-

poses, full massage, and, when practicable, massage of the neck.

MENSES, SUPPRESSION OF THE, is in persons who
are of such an age that these should appear regularly the resiUt

of severe illness such as chlorosis or anaemia etc.; it may also be

caused by change of chmate. Of course the suppression of

menses in consequence of pregnancy has no connection wnth this.

Treatment.—Removal of the causes and above all tonic-

treatment, taking care to get plenty of fresh air by day and night.

See also "Women, Diseases of".

Menstruation, see Index.

Menstruation, Age at which it begins and ends, see

Index.

Menstruation, Bandage for, and its Importance, see Index.

Menstruation, Disordered, with nervous pains, see Index.

Menstruation, Disturbed and irregular, see Index.

Menstruation, Excessive, see Index.

Menstruation of anaemic and hysterical girls, see "Women,
Diseases of".

Menstruation, Proper mode of living during, see Index.

Menstruation, Suppressed, see *Women, Diseases of".

MENTAL DISEASES. In ü-eatmg of this class of maladies
we follow the description of Dr. Kahlbaum, a specialist in mental
diseases.

I. Melancholia is a morbid condition of mind expressing itself

by a dejected countenance; the patient is dominated by sad feel-

ings, thinking and acting under the impression of desponding

68^
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sentiments. In some cases the person, aiflicted with melancholia
I emains quietly brooding, as if depressed and paralysed by a
morbid humour (passive - melancholia). In other cases he is driven
to despair by inward suffering and impelled to suicide and
destructive actions (active melancholia).

2. Mania, madness, raving madness. The patient affected
with mania often presents the appearance of extreme cheeitul-
ness; the mind is continually active, his thoughts quickly ripen
into consciousness, one idea involuntarily suggesting another
(association and connection of ideas) and all this with unwonted
richness of expression and great flight of fancy. Control over
the organs of speech is greatly weakened and the patient is

unable to have anything passing in his mind unspoken and it

therefore rushes out in an uncontrollable steam. His thoughts
partly manifest a happy disposition of mind and partly exaggerated
self-consciousness, but mostly display a great variety of ideas
and interests. His muscular movements possess extraordinai-y
elasticity, he develops unusual power and endurance, defying all

fatigue (raving madness).
3. Confusion of thought, imbecility, insanity, the patient fre-

quently exhibits in this form some of the characteristics of mania,
especially increased self-consciousness, but in this case, his ideas
run in one and the same groove (fixed ideas) or again his mental
disturbance takes a form akin to melancholia while in other cases
his disposition bears the character of indifference. At the same
time his ideas are distinguished by a certain diversit}^ and re-

cognized as morbid productions partly by their inappropriateness
to the meaning intended to be conve3^ed and partly by their want
of connection and their general confusion.

His actions do not undergo any very marked change, except

that they are unseasonable and out of place or they correspond
more with the mental disposition and the idiosyncrasy prevailing

at the time.

4. Dementia, imbecilitj^, idiocy. These forms are characterized

by feebleness of all the mental faculties. The sufferer thinks

but little or not at all (poverty, ol or absence of thought), his

memory is weak, his disposition is marked by indifference

(absence of any S3m:ipathetic feeling whatever). Indifference, feeble-

ness of imagination, the mind a blank, the instinct of movement
gone. The patient only vegetates. These four forms however,

must not be looked upon as four distinct diseases, but onty as

different stages of one and the same affection, viz. madness or

insanity. Melancholia is the first stage with the primarj^ but con-

tinually increasing symptoms. In mania the symptoms are most

violent; in imbecility they have already lost their vehemence in

a great measure, and in iciiocy the stamp of finahty is impressed
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upon the disease. This is the general but not uniform course of

the malady. It may begin with mania, pass mto melanchoii^

and lead to restored health, or after a short-lived recovery Dreak

out again into mania and then into melanchoHa, or again even

imbecility may occur first, change to mania and ultimately lapse

again into permanent idiocy.
.

Causes.—Insanity is often the legacy of previous diseases

wrongly treated; other causes are: family troubles, unfortunate

money - speculations, monotonous mental occupation, cares and

grief etc., or disease of or injury to the brain or to its membranes,

vessels and covering. . . .

Also inherited predisposition. Indulging to excess in spirits,

tobacco and opium, the latter sometimes in the form of sub-

cutaneous injections of morphia.

Treatment.—Remove everything, in the first place, that might

injuriously influence the mind, next, a kind, but determined

control. Non-stimulating diet and plenty of fresh air. If possible,

occupation on a farm, sleeping with open window. Every day

or every other day a foot or partial vapour-bath in or out of bed,

lasting from thirty to forty five minutes succeeded by cool (54« tc

65«) wet rubbing of the feet and legs and next a warm (950 to 100»]

hip-bath daily for from twenty to twenty five minutes, succeeded

by tepid (72'^) wet rubbing of the feet and abdomen. Moreover

detergent rubbing may be applied now and then and lukewarm

(840 to 85«) baths, with gentle affusions ; and if the patient's

strength permits, stimulating partial or three-quarter packs, oi

the same steam-bath in bed may be applied from two to foui

times a week.
See also "Melancholia" and the article "Madness with

EXALTED ideas" in Order to know how to avoid, as much as

possible, the initial stage and the causes of mental diseases.

In general one must not be too optimistic in mental diseases.

Recovery from these diseases must be looked upon as the ex-

ception.

Kneipp cure.—Hay-seed shirt once a week or Spanish cloak.

A foot or partial bath daily. Wet stockings at night.

Curative Gymnastics.—If the patient is able, let him go

through Groups IV and V once a day.

Treatment by massage as in the case of tonic treatment with

special reference to the forehead and throat as indicated under
"brain, HYPERiEMiA OF the". The appHcation of magnetism by an
expert is effective here, when combined with the above treatment.

For the rest, the rules of tonic treatment and sometimes curative

gymnastics are to be adopted and apphed. For Modes of Appli-

cation, see Index. See also "Massage", "Curative Gymnastics"
and "Kneipp Cure" in the Index.
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CURE OF MANIA AND RAVING MADNESS.
By Mr. Rickli, Natiu al Healer.

Miss B H. aged seventeen, of good family, living in Tnestassumed suddenly last November for several days a shy reserved
manner, at the same time talking very strangely. This condition
soon developed mto the delusion that she was being persecuted
which mcreased to such a degree that she completely locked
herself up dragged with the strength of a giant the heaviest
pieces of furniture to the door for the purpose of a barricade and
hnally crept under a low bedstead. This state culminated in
raving madness. The parents were very anxious not to send her
to a madhouse and having already had several proofs of the
efficacy of the Natural Method of Healing, the patient was entrusted
to my care to be treated in her own home. She was afraid of
everybody, abused her own mother fearfully and struggled so
hard when she was required to take bodily exercise that four
strong women were unable to move her from the spot.

I saw at once that with mere cold applications there was
nothing to be gained here for how could warmth be produced
with an obstinate refusal to stir, particularly as she was by night
and day extremely restless in her bed or even jumped out of it.

As in the case of most people in the incipient stage of insanity,
I conjectured congestion, or determination of blood to the brain to
be the primary cause of the affection, the more so in this instance
as the feet and legs half way up the. calves were white and cold.

I therefore ordered the application of vapom- to the soles of
the feet in the first place as illustrated in my pamphlet "Steam-
baths in bed and partial vapour baths." When I ordered it, I

had great doubts about the pt)ssibility of having it executed, seeing
that four strong women could not move her from the spot. The
parents of course wished me to personally superintend the
application. When the steam-bath was ready, I walked quickly
and with .steady eye up to the patient and commanded her in a
peremptorj^ tone: "Now, come at once," Then I seized her arm
with one hand and v\äth the other pointed to the bed. The
demeanour on my part overawed her and she followed like a lamb,
quietly allowed the lower part of her body to be bared and
got into bed, not however without a flood of abuse during the
whole time of the bath, which lasted for three-quarters of an
hour. After this bath of 112^ and her lower limbs were thoroughl}''

warm and had partly assumed a red colour, I had them rubbed
for five minutes vigorously with towels first dipped in (59 ^) water
and then well wrung out.

Then she was quietly dressed and left alone. She had vapour-

baths to the soles of the feet in the same way for three consecutive
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mornines- then three lower thigh vapour-baths and three leg

v.noSths dven alternately every other morning; finally she

hTSirefmrtirvapour-baths (reaching to the lower ribs) one

ever SLr morni^ She was as stubborn at the last leg-vapour

bit
'

as aT he first, but with the first partial vapour-bath she

bfcame more quiet and in the last remained perfectly tranquil.

She became more subdued and reasonable in the intervals

between, in proportion as the vapour-baths had a calming effect

upon her. .

When 1 went to see my patient on Christmas morning, the happy

mother received me in the passage with the words
:

You could

not have given us a more beautiful Christmas present than curing

oui- daughter's madness."

Anv application could henceforth be made to the patient

without resistance. Swelling of the glands soon after appeared

on the neck and throat which I welcomed as indicating a healing

crisis In the course of the treatment they subdivided, and the

patient entirely recovered to the joy of her parents and to the

glory of our Natural Method of Healing.

A similar, but still more obstinate case of madness than the

preceding one, was that of a young married woman who had be-

come mad eighteen months before, consequent upon the sudden

loss of two of her children. The insanity was characterized by

frequent verbal abuse, by suddenly putting out her tongue, uttering

a terrible scream at the same time and if anyone came unawares

too near her bed she would scratch or bite his hands or throw

something at his head.

On the other hand she kept perfectly quiet in the vapour-

baths, so that from the second day one partial vapour-bath could be

appHed, which together with partial sun-baths, played the principal

part in the treatment of this case also. After the former she

had always partial wet rubbing, of the lower Hmbs (as far as the

vapour had come in contact with her (68» to 54*'); after the

latter partial baths of the lower extremities (82*^ to 77») bathing

of the upper part of the body, at a temperature ot 90^ to 92".

When the weather was bad, she had warm (97» to 102^') hip-

baths, lastmg twenty five to thirty minutes succeeded by cool

lavations of the abdomen and alternating with leg baths, followed

by cool sponging. The patient had now and then at night stimulat-

ing lower thigh packs body compress or half packs; but they

did not react well, as they excited instead of soothing her and

they had, therefore, to be discontinued. The condition of her di-

gestive organs and her small capacity for bodily exercise did not
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^ow of a vegetarian diet, which had been strictly enforced inthe previous case.

At the end of the second month of treatment this patient
also, whose mmd was once shrouded in darkness, had become
perfectly calm and clear-headed again and could be discharged

MANIA AND RAVING MADNESS.
By Dr. Bylfinger.

The constant increase of mental diseases is one of the
scourges of modem society. I am aware that many specialists
assert that there were as many people mentally afflicted formerly
as there are now, but that less notice was taken of them then.
There may be some truth in this, but on the whole the terrible
increase of this kind of malady cannot be disputed. It is a thing
very easy of explanation when we consider the unnatural con-
ditions of modern, life, more especially town-life, with its restless
and exciting activity.

Radical relief from these evils can therefore only be obtained
by a mode of life at once consonant with and agreeable to nature.

As, however, these diseases do exist in our midst, I must,
speaking from the most varied experience, most emphatically raise
a warning voice against the customary use of poisons such
as morphia, chloral, and others, the final results of which are,
in most cases, lamentable in the extreme. On the other hand,
I can most warmly recommend a confident, but intelligent appli-
cation of the Natural Method of Healing in these cases, however
desperate they may appear, having seen such wonderful and ^-apid

cures resulting from this treatment.

A few cases of recent experience to attest this.

First of all an instance how these cases should not be treated

:

A medical student, of strong herculean build of a thoroughly
healthy family, in which, so far as is known, a case of mental
disease had never occurred, fell ill shortly before his last medical
examination with an acute fit of raving madness. He had been
studying for twelve months in Berlin, where he had lived very
abstemiously and worked hard, and shortly afterwards returned

to Tübingen, where he prepared for his final examination and
was suddenly taken ill after a students' drinking bout, which had
been rather of an exciting character, owing to one of the. revellers

having won a prize in the state lottery. The outbiust of the

disease was hke a flash of lightning from a blue sky. He smashed
the windows, ranted about Kant Plank and Hegel and could only

with difficulty be restrained by his companions.
The doctor who was called could give no better advice then

to have him at once removed to an asylum. 1 am sorry to
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that I was informed of the case by a relative of the patient, for

the purpose of giving a certificate, only when the removal to the

asylum was an accomplished fact, I declared at once that there

had been no need to send him there in such a hurry; I was
afraid the young man would not leave the asylum in complete

health by reason of the medical treatment usually adopted at

the place.

Alas, this prediction of mine was confirmed to its fullest and
most melanchoty extent.

Six months, later as there was no improvement in the patient,

his lather requested me to go myself and see his son at the

asylum. I went there one fine spring day and met the patient

in a small yard where he was confined with some thirty imbeciles.

He had known me formerly very well but did not recognize me.
I invited him to come out with me into the large garden close

by, to which he consented after some hesitation. I walked about
in the garden with him for about an hour during which he
evidently awoke from his lethargy, for his answers to my questions
gradually became more distinct. On my enquiry, how he was
being treated, he ejaculated:

'*Oh, I have injections in the evening, they don't hurt."

I was thunderstruck and could not conceive that it was possible
tö treat a patient of this kind with injections of morphia.

The attendant, however, and afterwards the phj^sician himself
confirmed his assertion. With tins I had the key to the whole
situation.

'^he patient had, from the beginning of his malady, been
treated every evening with injections of morphia. Incredible but
true ! I had his bed-room shown to me. It was a small apartment,
in which besides the attendant two other patients slept, who also—
perhaps to prevent the man's rest being disturbed—were dosed with
moi-phia every night. To my question how it was that there was
such an unpleasant and disgusting smell in the place, the man
answered that all three patients belonged to the dirty class, a
natural consequence of continually blunting the nerves with this
infernal morphia.

I was sick of the whole business and sadly returned home.
Here was a young man, full of hope and promise, representing
a large capital to his family, and for whom his father had, on
that account, shunned no expense whatever, medically treated in
such a monstrous, such a perverted way in a public institution,
supported by the state. The thought entirely unnerved me.

And the end? A young, hopeful fife, the pride of all his
jamily, perished miserably after twelve months' sojourn in the
lunatic asylum as an imbecile and as a victim to privileged poison-
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iug with medicine, of poisoning than which I could not imagine
a more destructive mode.

The following two cases may serve as bright contrasts both
baving been treated by the Natural Method of Healing.

1. A highly educated lady, aged about thirty, who had been
adopted in her childhood by a family in this place, and whose
two sisters had already been confined in a lunatic asylum for
ttearly ten years as incurables, was. suddenly seized a short time
ago with religious mania, ran away from her home, "because her
papa loved her in a different way from that permitted to a father".
When I arrived, I found her in bed, chanting and praying with
a deranged rapt expression of face. The excitement increased
during the next two days to such a pitch, that she went entirel}-
out of her mind, believed herself to be Christ, rushed into the
road at night, and had to be taken home in a cab by the police,
screamed from time to time and raved in such a manner that
I almost began to lose courage and I could not blame her father
for wishing her to be removed to a lunatic asylum. Having,
however, the previous case in my mind I tried to persuade him
first to try the experiment of sending her into the country in

charge of an attendant who had been trained by me, and where
she could further be treated with the Natural Method of Healing.
He consented, and after the second day she became more quiet,

gradually began to eat again, slept for some hours, gradually lost

her hallucinations, and upon my seeing her a few days after

talked quite sensibly to me, took a quiet walk with me and after

another fortnight was able to return home, completely restored

to health.

What was it, that effected this miracle?

1. Sensible mental treatment.

2. Non-stimulating diet.

3. Fresh air.

4. Principally, however, the proper application of water, e. g.

cool trunk baths, Kuhne's board baths, short, cold partial baths,

trunk and calf packs combined \vith hot-water bottles in bed, after-

wards knee, thigh and body affusions and, when the patient was
better, plenty of walking with bare feet.

A fortnight ago she paid me a visit; she was quite herself

again, well and cheerful and full of spirits—the same young lady

who six weeks before behaved in such a manner as to give rise

to the fear that she, like her two sisters, would have to be

buried alive in a madhouse!
2. A lady of one of the first families here, aged about thirty,

recovering from hebdomadal typhoid fever, had suddenh^ without

the sHghtest premonitory symptoms, a fit of mania. She had

already suffered for some time with chronic constipation and now
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and then showed signs of a peculiai- irritability, inherited from

her mother, who had been known to suffer from weak nerves.

One day I could attest that the fever had left her, but when

I came next day, I heard her, hitherto a very quiet lady, scream

violently and rave as I reached the ante-room. On entering a

terrible" picture met my gaze : the patient had a highly flushed

face and on the slightest occasion struck out with hands and feet

screaming so as to be heard down the street. Before anyone

was aware of it, she jumped out of bed and rushed into the

passage where she fell down helplessly.
.

Next day she was quieter, but her mental aberration had in-

creased; she considered herself cursed, accused herself of ir-

religion; thought God could not forgive her, etc. But she also

again had her intervals of mania displayed decided symptoms of

nymphomania and the following two days presented the picture

of extreme insanity. She no longer recognized anyone, was quite

ecstatic, stared at everyone with eyes wide open, tried to throttle

herself and others, and then wept again in a very affecting

manner. In spite of the apparently hopeless situation, I did not

lose courage, I caused a number of T and calf packs to be given

her with hot-water bottles to the feet, ordered several 77^' trunk

baths daily, and, wonderful to relate, insanity disappeared as

it had come. By the third day the patient had got calmer and

began to recognize her sun-oundings, fear certainly overcame her

now and then in consequence of hallucinations ; but after a week
that also was over. She slept again, her appetite returned, her

tongue became clean. She could converse again, as before, and
on the tenth day, was able to sit for some hours on the verandah,

surely a better result could not be desired.

In my opinion all such diseases are based essentially on
poisoning with so-called septic poisons, engendered through
disturbances of digestion and causing a determination of blood to

the brain and an irritation of the cerebral cells. The principal

task of the doctor is, therefore, is to draw the blood away from
the brain and to remove the septic poisons from the system.

The correct application of the Natural Method of Heahng
effects this in a truly miraculous manner.

How mistaken however in this respect the so-called scientific

medical treatment is, the above mentioned case of the medical
student proves with startling clearness, and further evidence of

it is furnished by the dictum of a practising specialist and senior
assistant physician at a public lunatic asylum who said v/hen
visiting me the other day: "Nothing can be done with water in
mental diseases".

The two cases quoted above prove however exactly the re-

verse, and it is to be desired that into our madhouses in which
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the hypodermic syringe secretly fulfills its destructive destiny, a
ray of light may soon fall—for the new treatment alone is
capable of releasing humanity from untold misery and wretched-
ness.

CURE OF MENTAL ABERRATION.
(From Dr. Koerner's book.)

Our daughter suffered with mania so severely that she could
get no rest, either day or night, and was quite uncontrollable ; we
were advised in consequence to apply to Dr. Koerner, who had
often cured insane persons by the Natural Method of Healing
and happily the treatment operated so quickly that in four days
she was again in the full possession of all her faculties.

G. Bush, Sailor.

CURE OF MADNESS.
By F. Harnish in Chemnitz.

(An extract from the Journal of the United Societies for Natural Healing.)

Mr. M . . . . tz m. Au .... Ide near Chemnitz, Stocking
manufacturer, aged 48, had been hitherto in tolerably good health.

He became unwell at the end of December, the tonsils of his

throat being swollen. The doctor, who had been called in,

treated them with hot compresses and various medicines, and,

according to what his family told me, they soon disappeared.

But immediately afterwards insanity developed. The soporific

which the physician prescribed for this affection was however

not taken, his friends being afraid that it might do him harm.

As his condition got worse and he began to rave, they were ob-

liged to chain and tie him down and two attendants had to be

with him night and day. This case was at last officially reported

to the district physician and the family at the same time asked

his advice on the subject. He confessed however, openly and

honestly, that there was no medical remedy for a case of this

kind, whereupon they put the question to him, whether there

was any hope in treatment by the Natural Method of Healing.

He expressed himself to the effect that, though he had had too

little experience of this treatment, he did not doubt that help

might be possible from that source, but that they should apply

to an experienced man; as far as he was concerned he was in

favour of waiting for the development of the disease before making

a further report.

The patient's friends sent to Chemnitz, to engage a NaturaJ

Healer On the advice of an old business acquaintance of the

patient's, a Mr. C . . Mrs. M . . . tz applied to Dr. Meyner a A
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natural healer who was prevented, however, as he already had

too much to do in his native place from going to see the

patient. Thus it was that they came to me. I too was

much engaged just at the time with small-pox and other serious

:ases, but promised to go next day. I found the patient

at the appointed time in company with Mr. C . . . s. He was

lying strapped down on his bed and five or six men round him.

1 was then informed of the details of his case as given above.

The patient did not answer any question I put to him. I

could see by the peculiar working of his facial muscles that it

was a case of insanity, The pulse was about sixty to the minute,

lungs and heart were in normal condition nor did his abdomen
show any striking irregularity, his feet were cool, the head some-

what hot. Stools were scanty and discharge of urine irregular.

Appetite and thirst were entirely absent, and only during

quiet mtervals had they been able to force some nourishment

upon him. When I caused his shackles to be taken off he became
very restless, struck about him and raved excessively. It was
only by degress that he became calm again of his ovm accord.

The plan of treatment consisted mainly in tepid baths and
vigorous dry rubbing of the whole body (performed by several

men) and cool back affusions after which he was wrapped in a

woollen blanket and again thoroughly rubbed; also in dry-packs
(which produced highly evil smelling perspiration) and detergent
loot packs, with frequent enemata when the head got hot, cool-

ing head compresses and fresh air (window open). All this was
repeated two or three times a day. Afterwards, exercise in the

open air, under the supervision of an attendant, which caused
him to sleep well. After a very short time an extraordinary
improvement took place in the patient's condition and Mr. Harnish
himself writes: "I paid my last visit on March 15*^ and found ray
patient quite v/ell." Mr. M . . . tz came to see me himself later

on, he looked extremely cheerful and in good health, nor has
any symptom of his former affliction shown itself, fiow many
such patients drag out their lives in lunatic asylums, who might
so easily at the commencement have found relief in our Natural
Method of Healing as the above case clearly proves!

Mercurial poisoning, see "Poisoning".

Mergotis, see "Ergotism".

METASCHEMATISiVl. This term is used to devote an entire
change and transformation in the character and form of a disease.

METASTASIS is the transposition of a disease from one
)art of the body to another , also the conversion of a general
orm of a disease into a local form.
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MILIARIA is a. cutaneous eruption, appearing indenendentlv
e. g. with profuse perspiration, or associabfe with othe? disWs'e. g. typhoid fever, acute rlieumatism, puerperal fever (in consr--
cjuence of lying too wann) etc. or again epidemically, belongingm this case to the same class as measles, scarlatina etc

^

IREATMENT.—First oi all, regard must be had to the causes-
next the patient is to be kept in an even temperature, greaia tention to be paid to the skin by one daily full or three-quarter
steam-bath in bed; it there is fever, then oftener; for children only one
hot-water bottle should be used (to be succeeded bv a luke-warm (860 to 880) bath or (720) lukewarm wet rubbing of the
whole body. The inflamed parts may be sprinkled occasionally
with violet powder; non-stimulating diet; fresh air and open bowels
(by means of enemata). See also "Measles", "Scarlet fever" etc
tor Modes of Application, see Index.

MILK. From the fact that milk is, or ought to be, the ex-
clusive article of nourishment of children as well as of all
mammalia during the first months of their existence, we see that
It contains all the materials necessary for the formation and
growth of the body.*) Milk is therefore one of the best articles
of nourishment that we possess.

We give a table shewing the constituent' parts of the kinds
of milk most commonly used.

Water Fat Casein and Sugar of Residue
Albumen milk

Cows' milk: 87.7 3.5 3.7 4.4 0.7
Goats' milk: 86.9 4,0 3.9 4.4 0.8
Mothers' milk: 87.9 3.3 2.6 5.7 0.5

Milk should therefore not only form the exclusive article of
diet for infants, but should be an important constituent of our
nourishment in later life. It should therefore be added to the
food, or drunk between meals, in all cases in which it is desired
to increase a patient's strength or improve the condition of the
blood and the humours by means of a somewhat more nourishing
diet, as in convalescence > r exhausting diseases such as scarlet

*) Milk is produced in the Inrteal glands The secretion of milk com-
mences at the birth of the offsp: . and continues during the whole period
of suckling, nine to twelve mont. or even longer. The secretion of milk
ceases with the occurrence of a fresh pregnancy.

The milk secreted iinmediately after birth is thin in quality and contains
comparatively few solid constituent parts. It is often withdrawn and thrown
away before the child is put to the breast under a mistaken idea that it is

of little value, whereas this watery milk is specially adapted by a wise pro-

vision of nature to the digestive capacity of the child during the first days
of its life.
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fever, diphtheria, typhus etc. also after painful deliveries or «
scrofulous, rickety and consumptive subjects

We now come to the question: "Ought milk to be drunk

fresh or boiled?" The best and the right way is of course to

drink it as na.ure provides it, fresh; and experience has shown

that fresh milk is more readily drunk, better tolerated and more

easily digested than milk which has been boiled. Ihe Practice

of boiling milk owes its origin mainly to an exaggerated dread

of bacilli. It is supposed of course that any bacilli m the milk

will be destroyed and rendered harmless by the process of boihng.

As if all men, in spite of every precaution, did not constantly

breathe air laden with myriads of bacilli in the streets and m
public places, theatres, concert rooms, pubhc houses etc. without

any harm resulting to their health except in cases where the

system has been weakened by other causes and the soil has been,

as it were, prepared for the reception of the germs of infection.

See the article on "Bacilli". „ j
The exaggerated dread of bacilli is therefore uncalled

for in the case of milk. Any danger likely to arise from the

presence of a few isolated bacilli in milk is more
^
thaa

compensated for by the greater palatability and digestibility of

fresh milk.

Many say they are unable to take milk because it produces

a feeling of discomfort in the stomach. But this only happens

when people whose stomachs are naturally weak suddenly take

to drinking milk in large quantities, e. g. a tumblerful at a time.

Under the action of the acids in the stomach the albumen in the

milk is coagulated into a lump, only the upper part of which can

be acted upon by the gastric juice. The presence of this mass

in the stomach for some length of time gives rise to a feeling of

pressure and pain in that organ. We therefore recommend those

suffering from weakness of the stomach to drink milk a mouth-

tul at a time and to eat a httle bread at the same time. By this

means the milk is more evenly distributed and prevented from

coagulating into lumps; it is then more easily digested and causes

no discomiort. In this manner this excellent article of food can

be digested by the weakest stomach. For infants and small

children, by whom taken alone is not well borne, and in whom
it is apt to cause discomfort the milk should be mixed with a

little groats or water-gruel, for the same object.

Thick and curdled milk can also be recommended. It is more
easily digestible than fresh milk, because the first stage of di-

gestion, the coagulation of the albumen, is alread}^ accomplished.

Moreover it has a favourable effect on the activity of the bow^els

in those who complain of a tendency to constipation after drinking

fresh milk.
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to regard milk as al articlfrfioj'only It Sante l'„ ^n'"''families it would be better for memal ind bnrillv ""^JI

Milk diet, see Index.

Milk fever, see Index.

Milk for babies, see Index.

Milk, Insufficient formation of, see Index.
Milk puddings (various), see Index.

Milk scab, see ''Scald Head".

Milk scalded, see Index.

DiSE^J'oF"''^'*^''
suppression of, with fever, see "Women,

Mind, Wandering of, see "Delirium".

MINERAL WATERS. VALUE OF. Dr. Monse-Ahheide
(of Süesia) writes m the "Natural Healer" as follows •-

"'^'''^

«In water lies salvation". This motto is pompously mscribedover the sprmgs at speculative health resorts, and more or less
reliable reports of alleged successful cures are issued with a view
to induce the public to make use of this or the other mineral
water And a large number of doctors condemn their patients
alter having tormented them for a whole year with all kinds of
physic, to spend the summer in drinking quarts of some mineral
water or other every day. Although doctors of the more modem
school begin to show signs of revolt against the stereotyped practice
of sending patients to watering places, yet it will be long, we fear
before this antiquated prejudice dies out, and a more intelligent
generataon effects a reduction in the receipts of the owners of
diose establishments. Though my purpose is to point out the
injurious effects of mineral waters in general. I am alluding more
especially to those containing carbonic acid. During my four
years' practice at watering places I have had abundant opportu-
mty of forming an opinion as to the real value of mineral waters.

The waters containing carbonic acid, more especially the
chalybeate waters, all suffer from the disadvantage of being diffi-
cult to digest. Gastric troubles, especially when food containing
acids is partaken of at the same time, and constipation are scarce-
ly to be avoided. If we further bear in mind the luxurious
fare provided at the restaurants, it is no wonder that the "Doctor
at the Spa'" finds most of his time taken up with the treatment
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of the disorders occasioned in the first place by the "health

brinsfing" mineral water.
. , . r r

A far more serious result is the stimulation of the action ot

the heart observed in the majority of cases. Sleeplessness is

liable to occur in consequence of the free use of baths and the

extravagant amount of water drunk, and I have been assured by

ladies that they had had scarcely any sleep during a six weeks

course of treatment. The doctor, when his patients complained

of feehng miserably out of sorts, pointed to this symptom as a

si«rn of the favourable effect of the water, and consoled the

patients by telling them that they would feel the good results of

the treatment when they got home. Well! at home they were

not exposed to the injurious influence of the water; the mis-

chievous "course of mineral water" ended hke everything else,

and sleep returned. As anaemic and nervous persons form the

majority of those taking the waters, this excitement of the heart

constitutes a more dangerous symptom for the physician to contend

against than the troubles they brought with them. It is a most

serious matter when heart affections appear. In such cases the

use of the waters must be peremptorily forbidden, and the question

naturally arises why some people are sent to the waters at

all. How often doctors are to be blamed for sending people to

watering places who are utterly unfit for this kind of treatment

can of course never be known, the doctor at the "Spa" is silent

on the subject from a feeling of loyalty to his colleagues, and the

owners of the springs for pecuniary reasons. The mania for

speculation reaches its highest point here. It would be a matter

for laughter, were it not for the sad amount of suffering caused

by it. The speculative bath proprietor and his assistants calculate

the percentage of the various healing agents present in the water

to the tenth place of decimals, and cry them up as the cure for

all possible human ills, though all the time they are convinced

of the contrary, and the heahng v/aters receive the authoritative

approval of the medical profession. Mundus vult decipi, ergo

decipiatur. (The world wishes to be deceived— let it be de-

ceived then!)

In addition to digestive disturbances and sleeplessness, I

observed acute hemorrhage from the lungs in several cases of

lung disease, though the waters were only moderately indulged
in, so that they had to be at once discontinued. The patients

in question had consequently to remain without any treatment
and were all the better for it ! And yet they had been sent for

the purpose of drinking the waters.
Another and perhaps the worst feature of the treatment we

are considering is the senseless drinking of enormous quantities
of water ordered by the "Spa doctor". How many have not acquired
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fatty degeneration ot the heart through an immoderate sup|)l^' of
tluids, and how many have not so diluted their blood by excessive
water drinking as to predispose the system to everv sort of
disease. And this mischievous practice is actually enjoined atwatermg places. How many corpulent people have not hr-en
seized with apoplexy m consequence of excessive indulgence in
the much lauded "healing" water. The poor sufferers rush direct
to their doom. We might feel tempted to laugh if the matter
were not so extremely serious.

Is it not much better to turn away from this confused
chaos of drugs and mineral waters and give our hearty support
to the method of proper diet and suitable external treatment?
The system can never be harmed in this way. On the contrary,
as thousands of examples have already proved, it is therebv
restored to health. The cures alleged to have taken place iri

.'onsequence of the use of mineral waters are mostly to be attri-
buted to the fact that in watering places the patient lives under
better hygienic conditions.

Note by the editor. Although the skilful investigations of
the chemist and physician Jul. Hensel have proved the presence
in mineral waters of substances capable of exerting an accelerat-
ing action on the circulation of the blood, he at the same time
confesses that many have suffered from disturbances, heart
affections etc. in consequence of immoderate indulgence in these
waters.

Miscarrying, Miscarriage, see "Women, Diseases of'\

Mixed diet, see "Diet".

Mole, see "Lupus".

Monthly flux, see "Menstruation".

Morbus comitialis, see "Epilepsy".

Morbus major, see "Epilepsy".

Morbus sacer, see "Epilepsy".

Morel, see Index.

Morphium habit, see "Inebriation".

Morphium, Poisoning by. Treatment similar to that pr*

-

scribed for. "Opium poisoning." See also "Poisoning".

MORBUS MÄCUL0SÜ3, is a disease of the blood and of

the blood vessels. The cause of the disease is in eveiy case a

defective composition of the blood, either inherited as in scrofula,

tuberculosis, rickets, or arising from serious infectious diseases

such as typhus, small pox, scarlet, fever, diphtheria, syphilis etc.
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In consequence of the unhealthy condition of the blood, the

blood vessels, like all the other organs, are defectively nounshed,

their waUs become brittle and hable to rupture, and an extra-

vasation of blood takes place from the finer blood vessels or

capillaries, forming the characteristic symptom of the disease.

Symptoms.—In consequence of rupture of the smaller vessels,

patches of blood, varying from the size of a penny to that ol a

plate or even larger, are formed in the epidermis or on various

portions of the mucous membrane. Though as a rule unattended

with danger, this disease may in some cases become dangerous

to Hfe especially when a more severe hemorrhage than usual

takes place from the more sensitive portions of the mucous

membrane.
, j-

Ti^EATMENT.—In this, quite as much as in any other disease,

permanent improvement can only be effected by a proper tonic

strengthening and constitutional treatment. Good air and suit-

able diet are the important points to be attended to. The diet

for patients suiTering from this disease, most of whom are of

debilitated constitution, should be non-stimulating but at the same

time, nourishing. Mixed light diet is proper in these cases,

with the addidon of small quantities of milk (two to three spoon-

fuls) between meals.

The water treatment should at first be confined to gentle

ablutions, wet rubbings, and baths (89 » to 90 o) of two minutes'

duration ; afterwards one or two steam-baths a week followed by

a pack and bath (90*') of one minute's duration, or steam-baths in

bed of from one and a half to two hours' duration followed by an

ablution of 77 o, can be added for the purpose of ehminating the

morbid matter in the system. At the conclusion of the treatment,

when the padent has regained sufficient strength, the Kneipp
affusions may be apphed in alternation, these being the best

means of restoring the circulation of the blood to its normal

condition. For Modes of Application, see Index.

MORBUS MACULOSUS.
By Dr. Meyner, Natural Healer.

This disease is characterized by patches of blood on the skin

^'arying in size from that of a penny to that of a plate as in the

case I am about to describe. Sometimes these occur in the

intestines, and in that case death usually ensues in consequence
either of excessive hemorrhage or decomposition of the blood.

I was summoned in the first place to a consultation with Dr. H.
who had been the family physician for eighteen years. Before
the latter arrived I had examined the patient and formed my
plan of action.
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When he arrived he behaved in the most amiable mann
to me, and appeared well versed in the most recent medi-
literature. He described the previous course of the disease ver
accurately and concluded by shrugging his shoulders and savin-
in the most serious tone of voice: «I have tried evervthine iyou can think of anything else I am willing to give it a trialA discussion then followed, in the course ot which I mentionecamong other things that iron, which he had prescribed withoiii
any result, was entirely useless. The doctor sprang to his feet
as It he had been stung by a snake, saying "You young coxcomL
(1 w^s then thirty three years old) how can you tell an olo
practitioner like me that iron is of no use." And after a few
more amenities of the sort he took up his hat and stick and went
avvay, without listening to my friendly invitation to leave disputed
points alone and consult with me as to what had best be done
with the patient. I was therefore left alone, and consoled the
patient as well as I could for the loss of his "family doctor ol
eighteen years' standing" principally by curing him conipletely in
seven visits (about three weeks).

I laid the greatest stress on simple wholesome food and good
fresh air, directing the patient to spend all his time during the
day out of doors and to sleep with open- windows. A body
compress was ordered to be worn at night and a lukewarm wet
sheet to be applied in the morning. With these simple means
I effected this rapid cure. Some time afterwards, on the occasion
of another visit to Mitweida, I met a number of gentlemen at
breakfast in the "Sächsischer Hof" and had the gratification of
being introduced to these gentlemen, among whom was our friend
"the family phjrsician of eighteen years' standing", by my former
patient as the saver of his life.

MORTALITY, STATISTICS OF. In 1882, on the com-
pletion of the 25*^ year of its existence, the greatest, that is to
say, the most widely known Life Insurance Company in Prussia,
the well known Germania in Stettin, compiled statistics of the
mortality in various callings, based upon its experience of 25 years.
The journal for "German Insurance" published in a double
number for April-May 1883, the statistics of the Germania, giving
the following numbers:

Teachers 83.36 per cent
Railway officials .... 87.04 „ „
Bakers and confectioners . 88.23 „ „
Shoemakers 92.25 „ „
Tailors 97.69 „ „
Station and office officials . 108.22

Stokers and engine drivers 109.25
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Railway guards
Miners . . .

Butchers . .

111.89

126.23

130.20
M

Publicans .... . . 172.01

(Vegetarian review.)

MORTIFICATION is the local death of any part of a

living body. In consequence of the absolute cessation with re-

spect to any part of the body of the circulation of the arterial

blood, by which, as we know, nutrition is maintained, the organic

functions in that part are extinguished and mortification ensues.

The disease is distinguished by various forms according to

the symptoms and causes:

1. Hot mortification. This form makes its appearance
rapidly and with inflammatory symptoms. It is of all the different

kinds the least dangerous because the inflamed edges of the

wounds do not exercise a destructive influence upon the surround-

ing parts; and the affected part may by proper treatment be
restored to its normal state.

2. Cold mortification appears with(»uL any inflammatory
symptoms and destroys all organic life in the part affected. It

may also appear as moist mortification with moist, decaying dis-

integration; or as dry mortification when the' affected parts slowly
dry up, wither, and shrink.

3. Hospital mortification or gangrene. This disease is

only so called because it was first seen in hospitals in which

—

by reason of the patients being overcrowded and the rooms left

unaired—a loathsome smell and uncleanhness arose. In most of
the hospitals of to-day scrupulous cleanliness and excellent venti-
lation are the rule. But as among the lower classes unvi'holesome
air and uncleanhness are not unfrequentlj'^ to be met with in
their dwellings, "hospital", gangrene of a malignant type is found
in private habitations.

This disease is contagious, and excessively painful and danger-
ous because the ulcers spread. Only the outer edges of the
wounds have a red appearance; the gangrenous places are dirt}^-

white spots which pass into suppuration. An acrid bloody matter
excretes from the sores. If the gangrenous places begin to scale
off gradually and the discharge decreases, it is a sign of healing,
that the disease is less virulent and that a cure is possible. But
It by no means unfrequently happens that, in consequence of high
fever, repeated hemorrhage etc., complete destruction and disso-
lution supervene.

4. Mortification of the toes is a dry kind of mortification,
which suddenly and accompanied by violent pain, attacks the
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toes. Aged and inlirm people and those afflicted with gout are
subject to it, because they can take but httle or no walking
exercise, and the action of the heart being weak it cannot drive
the blood to the extremities. Mortification of the toes may have
a fatal termination.

5. Mortification in the aged is the form, the course of
which is least painful and which attacks the aged only. The process
nevertheless is very serious since all life vanishes in the shrivelling
leathery drying portions; and death may ensue with a rapidity
proportionate to the spread of the disease. The causes are the
same as mentioned in No. 4.

Symptoms of the disease in general.—The part affected
with mortification has no sensation and is rigid, in most cases
cold and discoloured; when organic life is extinguished in it, it

passes quickly into decomposition and corruption.
Mortification may either be confined at first within a small

compass or it may spread rapidly.

Causes.—Violent inflammation, infection, direct destruction of

the tissues—as by burns, bruises, crushing, laceration, cauteriza-

tion, frost etc.—also complete stoppage of the artery supptying
that part, or obstacles preventing the blood from flowing back,

etc., but above all weakness of the heart's action.

Treatment.- hi every kind of mortification the greatest

cleanliness should be ensured and fresh air liberally supplied

:

but a very spare, non-stimulating diet should be observed. It is

better not to eat at all than to take food or drink in an}'' way
unsuitable or excessive: because all bad humom^s are drawn to

the wounds. The remedies recommended are stimulating or

soothing compresses, to be frequently changed; washing out the

wounds by squeezing out over them a large sponge well filled

with water ; also frequent washing in the ordinary way with water

of 66 0 to 770 (lukewarm). The sick-room must be often aired

and the bandages taken off the wounds must be at once removed
from the room. Wine, beer and all heating drinks should be

avoided, and a window should be kept open during sleep.

The following treatment may besides be applied if the

patient is strong. Steam-baths or steam-baths in bed about ever\-

second day, just as they best suit the patient, with bath after-

w^ards, and, copious washing-out of the gangrenous parts: or,

instead, warm baths (7'8 » to vS6 ») with copious washings out as

before, and, while in bed, lukewarm (77 0 to 86«) very wet com-

presses on the wounds. Duration of these latter according to

the feehng produced, about from two to three hours. Both forms

(the steam-bath and tlie warm bath) may be combined; i. e. one

day the one the next day the other. When there is no great
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inflammation, the affected parts may be gently steamed now and

then in addition to the washing-out and compress Ihese locai

steam -baths are often preceded by a local cool washmg or

dabbing. For Modes of Application, see Index.

CURE OF MORTIFICATION.
By Mr. Sperling, Natural Healer of Berlin.

H. Lange, agricultural labourer, Hving in Trena, near Leipzig,

eighty years of age, ran a large hard thorn into the second joint

of the middle finger of his left hand; and, in the attempt to pull

it out broke it, leaving the point in the flesh. The man, as is

usual,' put a pitch plaster on the bad finger, in consequence of

which the inflammation and pain increased.

Besides this he had the misfortune inadvertently to strike

the very place with a hammer when engaged in some trifling

domestic occupation, and thereby the swelling, inflammation, and

pain were, of course, aggravated. The doctor who was called

in tried the most varied remedies one after the other :
compresses,

embrocations, and such hke, and as notwithstanding these the case

was becoming more critical he talked of amputation. This in-

duced the patient to have me called in. I found his hand the

size of a child's head, the affected arm swollen three or four

times larger than the sound one and both hand and arm looking

black. I could hear his heart beat the moment I entered the

room and found his feet and legs were cold as far as the ab-

domen.
As his heart beat so strongly and quickly and as the old

man had not had warm feet and legs for years, though he slept

under a warm feather-bed even in summer, it was to be presumed

that the blood vessels of the heart etc. had considerably expanded

during this long period; that their walls had become attenuated

and that, therefore, paralysis of the heart was to be feared if

caution were not used, 'the man's vital power being, however,

but small, my action was limited to foot and leg steam-baths

—

having regard to the condition of his heart—these being followed

by wet rubbing of the whole body. Next, as the old man from

extreme restlessness could not sta}^ in bed, I was but inade-

quately able to apply soothing (77« to 86«) heart compresses and
they were put on only whilst 1 was there. As soon as 1

had gone away, these compresses, as well as the thigh packs and
the steam-baths, were neglected. The patient, however, carried

out my other injunctions during the day-time: cooling, soothing

(78") compresses on arm and hand, frequent bathings (78")

of these parts, and partial sun baths best taken in the garden
in sun.shin(\ It should be remarked here that pains came on

i

i
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directly the water was used a few degrees cooler or warmer.

u •

, ^\ black-looking sweUing and the violent inflammation
subsided by degrees, the affected finger stood out more and more
from the s\yollen parts and displayed at last six ulcerated
wounds which excreted quantities of fetid matter (ichor).

Small pieces of bone also gradually projected from the finger
and became after a time so loose that the patient could remove
them with ease. The finger then shrivelled and, being but slightly
connected with the hand, might have been cut off with a pair of
scissors, a process which would have been advantageous for the
man, since the stump was only in the way. In view of the
possibility, however, that something serious might result to the
patient, and that medical men would not have been slow to
blame me for it, I refrained from doing this as it was not actually
necessary.

For regulating the bowels and as a detergent measure, I

ordered three or four enemata (68o to 72«) a day. The throbbing
of the heart diminished and finally the man took fewer arm and
hand baths. In four weeks' time 'the cure was complete and the
hand was merely wrapped for some time in a cloth for protectioa
against knocks etc.

The object lesson which this case furnishes is that even in
aged persons, where the vital force is weak, the natural recu-
perative power inherent in every organic being, requires but help
to accompHsh a cure and to save as in this case a hand, an arm,
nay hfe itself.

Twelve months later Mr. Lange celebrated his golden wedding.

COLD MORTIFICATION CURED IN FIVE WEEKS.
By Herr von Seth, Natural Healer of Bremen.

A master joiner came to see me on May 28*, last year,
stating his foreman W. Meyer, 2 Böttchers trasse, of this city,

had for some weeks suffered with ulcers on his left foot; that

the physician who treated him had already on three occasions

amputated portions of the toes, that the disease nevertheless was
getting the upper-hand more and more every day; that heaviness

in the head and great anxiety had been new symptoms on the

previous night, that the physician in attendance had said to the

patient's wife: ''Your husband's condition is critical, the disease

is cold mortification, which has taken hold of his whole body.

Be prepared for the worst. I can do no more good."

The above mentioned master then besought me to attempt

to save the patient. I declared my readiness to pay him a visit

after my consultation hours. I found him in a very low state v^dth

ulcers on the toes, from which fetid matter flowed. The action
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of the heart was hardly perceptible and the patient manifested an

indescribable anxiety. He also complained of great pains and of

heaviness in his head. I ordered at once a lukewarm rubbmg

—

immediately after which a change in the general condition took

place—then lukewarm foot baths and compresses on the foot;

half an hour later a full pack (lasting two hours) with all the

windows open; then a vigorous wet rubbing of the whole body,

again a foot bath, and two hours' rest. After this the patient

evinced an appetite. He ate some whole-meal bread with fruit

and oatmeal gruel; the heaviness in his head and the feeling of

anxiety had gone. I next ordered a lukewarm foot bath, a

full pack in two wet sheets combined with a body compress

(two hours' duration), and another vigorous wet rubbing of the

whole body. After these the pains in the foot had entirely sub-

sided. Next followed another foot bath, body pack for the night

and next morning a full pack. The same again in the afternoon,

when the patient declared that if he did not know he was ill he

would hardly beheve it now, for he felt quite well. I ordered

another body pack for the next night and a daily full pack to be

always followed by vigorous wet rubbing. In the third week I was
able to remove with ray fingers some splinters of bone from the

foot, and in another week the wound closed for good. In the

filth week the patient returned to his work cured.

MOTHERS, ADVICE fO. There is no position that

carries with it duties at once so weighty and pregnant with conse-

quences as that of a mother. And yet the great majority of

young women get married without having the slightest notion of

these duties and of the dangers that spring from their ignorance,

for themselves and their children. I particularly request young
mothers and housewives to read and digest the chapter on
"Women, Diseases of" and the "Appendix", in which they will

find instructions and counsels especially dedicated to them ; if these

be conscientiously followed, health and happiness in their homes
will result. See also under "Nap, after dinner (children)".

Motherspot, see "Lupus".

MOUTH ÄND GUMS, ULCERATION OF. This malady
attacks children much oftener than grown-up people. First of

all the gums are attacked by it and finally the mucous membrane
of the oral cavity.

Symptoms.—Most offensive breath, the gums turn a deep
red, swelling and ulceration supervenes. The teeth get loose and
sometimes fall out, there appear on the edges of the gums, on
the mucous membranes and the tongue, yellow swollen parts in

which the impressions or outlines of the teeth are distinctly
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noticeable Moreover discoloured evil smelling slime is secretediliere IS great pam and swelling in the glands
secreted,

rU ..\v''^^'~A^^
may be uncleanliness

, bad food, unhealthyluelhngs and various diseases such as Measles, sckrlet fevertyphoid level, rickets, syphilis may also be the cause It is Ilsnntectious and one child often infects others

/-70
^'""^"^ six times a day with water

/ 70 to S20) and wash or syringe the mouth either with water of

n^e^Nn "1''^''^^''"'^ ^ d^^^^ti^^^ °f s^ge leaves. Steam-bath
in bed No^l with extra compress on the throat once a dayHereupon bath and neck affusion, further throat pack (7 8«) ofan hour and a half to two hours' duration must be given in
connection with stimulating leg or foot packs of two hours'
diii-ation. J hen follows wet rubbing of the whole body (77« to
82«) and a daily bath (86« to 90'^ should be taken. Fruit juiceand water or pure water should be used as a beverage and a
coohng, non-stimulating diet consisting chiefly of fruit etc. should
be adhered to.

The patient should have plenty of fresh air, and sleep with
the window open. The bowels should be made to act regularly
(see "Enema"). The mouth of litde children who cannot take
mouth baths should be washed out with a soft hnen rag dipped
in water. For Modes of Application, see Index. See also
Kneipp cure''.

Mouth-bath, see Index.

Mouth, Offensive odour from the, see "Habits, Disagree-
able".

Movements, see Index.

MOVEMENTS, PASSIVE, see Index. Moreover vaiious
movements of curative gymnastics (which see) page 537 and others
to be applied by the doctor to the patient without the latter exerting
himself—these may then also be termed passive movements. All
these movements may be carried out with the assistance of some
other person when the patient is either in bed or out of it.

MUCOUS MEMBRANES. The "outer skin is directly
connected with the inner one, the so-called mucous membrane
which covers the interior walls of all the cavities of our body, e. g.
it is found in the lungs where it is called the pleura. The mu-
cous membranes are soft and spongy, containing great numbers of
vessels and nerves—they consist chiefly of mucous and connective
tis.sue. The chit?f function of the mucous membranes appears to
be the secretion of slime or mucus which occurs principally
in the mucous folHcles, the mucus excreted serves to protect
these membranes and to lubricate. If any part of the membrane
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becomes congested with blood in consequence of a chill etc. an

increased quantity of mucous is secreted, and causes what is called

catarrh or blenorrhoea etc. as in the case of bronchial catarrh.

Mucous obstruction, see Index.

MUD-BATHS are often employed for the purpose of dis-

solving and eliminating the deposits caused by old chronic in-

flammation. They are given principally at Marienbad, Franzens-

bad and Teplitz in cases of chronic rheumatism and gout, often

in a very clumsj' and indiscriminate fashion, though with tempo-

rarily good results, l^he deposits caused by mflammation are cer-

tainly dissolved by the action of the warm mud, but on the other

hand the system is rendered so sensitive in consequence of the

absence of^ cold applications after the bath, that it is liable to

catch cold from contact with the first breath of cold air. Every
one taking these baths should therefore be careful to have a cool

or cold wash down after the warm cleansing bath.

Mud-baths can moreover be entirely dispensed with. The
objects aimed at can be quite as readily attained by the means
at the disposal of the Natural Method of Healing, which have,

mor^ov^er, the advantage of greater cleanliness. We have general

and local steambaths, we have steam compresses and packs, we
have various applications of air and water; and anj'^one who
understands how to use these means properly and adapt them to

each individual case will obtain better results than those obtained
trom the employment of mudbaths.

MUMPS (parotitis) is with few exceptions an inflammation
of an epidemic character, affecting the aural salivary glands and
generally attacking children, except those in the first years of

life, frequently also adults, but rarel}'' more than once. The
disease is accompanied with stiffness and swelling, first on the
left side, but after a few days also on the right. The swelling,

more or less painful, is communicated alsc» to other parts.

Other symptoms are; difficulty of swallowing speaking and
masticating, headache, insomnia, lassitude, bad taste in the mouth,
indifferent appetite and slight fever.

Treatment.—A steam-bath in bed with soothing throat-com-
press every day, followed by a vigorous, tepid (730) wet rubbing
of the whole body. Non-stimulating diet, fresh air in the room,
enema once a day. If these instructions are carried out, a cure
is generally attained in two or three days.

The following treatment may also be applied both for in-
flammation of the aural salivary glands. Tepid (73*) stimulating
throat-compress, together with stimulating diet, fresh air and open
bowels, enforced, if necessary, by enemata.
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If high fever should set in, a 73" soothing three-quarter oack

uS'Sody'n ruCroftt
Treatment by MASSAGE.-Gently rubbing and stroking first

the swollen glands, then the throat, neck and back in a down-ward direction, succeeded by a steam-bath in bed
For Modes of Application, see Index.

MUSCLES, THE, are composed of muscular fibres which
when seen under the microscope, appear as fine, soft, red threads
(tig. 232); they possess the property of contracting and then
lengthening again to their normal extent.

When we speak of muscles,

Muscular fibres
generally understand the term Muscles containing

to include the flesh attached to /«^

maßSfied) ^^em. In fig. 233 we must imagine (.magnitied 600 times),

muscular fibres, greatly interlarded
with adipose matter. The}^ are
collected into bundles (fasciculi)

whidh again join with other muscle
bundles, which are often intergrown
with fat and the muscle fibres

themselves are sometimes attacked
by fatt}^ degeneration.

Two different groups of mus-
cles are distinguished: voluntary
and involuntary; the former are
subject to our volition, our free
will; to these belong e. g. the

Fig. 232. ^^^^fl^^ ^^^the arms, legs,
;
body,

^3 „luslulärfibres.
neck etc., by means 01 which we b) adipose cells,

can make movements at will.

The second group comprises the involuntary muscles; their
action is independent of our volition. To this group belong the
muscular layers of the stomach, the intestines, womb and bladder etc.

The muscles situated in the head are divided again into facial

and cranial muscles. The facial muscles are again subdivided into
muscles of the eyes» ears, lose, mouth, the maxillary and bucci-
nator muscles; they are apportioned to the external parts of the
organs of sense and set apart to close and open the sensory
cavities.

The cranial muscles on the other hand serve partly for the
movement of the scalp and partly belong to the outer ear and
lower jaw.

Tlie muscles of the body, consisting of those of the throat,

neck, breast, back, abdomen and pelvis, serve to impart movement

Fig. 2S3.
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, all directions (stretching, bending, turning, etc.) to their re-

lective organs.
. . j- • i

• .

The muscles of the lower extremities are divided into tnose

the thigh, leg and foot; they also serve the purpose of movement

View of the human muscular system.

Fig. 234. Fig 235.

I. Cranial muscles; 2. facial muscles; 3. anterior cervical muscles; 4. posterior

cervical muscles; 5. various thoracic muscles; 6. various dorsal muscles;
(. abdominal muscles; 8. pelvic muscles; 9. scapular muscles; 10. deltoid

muscle; I i muscles of the upper arm; 12. muscles of the forearm; 13. muscles
of the hand; 14. muscles of the thigh; 15. muscles of the leg; 16. muscles of

the calf; 17. tendon achilles; 18. muscles of the foot.

like the other muscles (bending, stretching, drawing in and out)
>!• tho vaiioLis limbs.
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ATROPHY OF THE. A d.s.as. the charac :

01 vMiich has not yet been sufficiently determiner!. Its coursevery slow.

Symptoms.—The muscles shrink almost imperceptibly andwithout pam. Ihe patient loses the use of one limb after an-other; the muscles of the fingers are attacked first, then those
ot the anus and lastly those of the legs.

Causes —Excessive muscular exertion. Also various disease^
which interfere with nutrition, such as rheumatism, ty])hoid fever
syphilis, scarlet fever etc. This complaint is sometimes here-'
ditary.

Treatment.—Avoid above all exerting the muscles. Steam-
bath in bed No. l three times a week, or steam-baths with pack
succeeded by bath, lukewarm sponge baths (77 « to 81 or mile
wet rubbing of the whole body about twice a day, hght massage-
treatment of the affected limbs. (The legs however to be rubbed
more vigorously.)

The temperature of the water to be gradually reduced to 66».
As far as possible non-stimulating diet, plenty of fresh air,

sleeping with the window open. In addition, tonic treatment!
See also "Muscles, Atrophy of the" under Kneipp cure. For
further particulars on Massage, Kneipp cure and Modes of Appli-
cation, see Index. Excellent results have been obtained by the
appHcation of the Kneipp cure, as the following case illustrates.

SEVERE AFFECTION OF THE MUSCLES CURED.
By BoHEiM, Natural Healer, Leipzig.

Mrs. Kühmtzsch, widow of a policeman, was given up by
her doctors because she would not agree to have her right leg
amputated, a thing which they thought essential to save her life.

A lady introduced me to her. I confess openly I did not think
it very probable that I could save the leg when I looked at it.

But she was determined to die rather than undergo an amputa-
tion. I had no difficulty with her diet—the woman was poor.
Baths and leg packs, combined with simple massage, were the
principal factors of the treatment. The leg, withered in conse-
quence of atrophy of the muscles, quickened, to my great delight,

into new life after some weeks; gradual improvement set in and
the patient was set on her legs again in six months, a })roof that

amputation was unnecessary.

CURE OF ATROPHY OF THE MUSCLES.
By Dr. Aschke, Principal doctor of the Bilz Sanatorium.

The daughter, aged seven years, of a highly respected

citizen of N., v/as placed under my treatment on June 16*^ 1894.
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ThP narents as well as the brothers and sisters of the child

were heakhv and she herself had never been seriously ill. A fev.

vears beCe^ the parents noticed that when she had been playing

. short dme or had been for a walk, she began to limp. At

firs thev üiought it was a habit, even naughtiness, as they could

discover nothing unusual about her legs. As the trouble ^creased

tl ev consulted a professor of medicine m Leipzig, who, alter

Sul Samination ^ de^^lfed there was a shght

^horteninl^and atrophy of the muscles of the left thigh. Various

hajremlmcati^^^^^^^ rub in were given, then the child was

olaced imder homoeopathic treatment, afterwards the leg was

Sed with electricity and massage, (though not scientificaUy)

but this did no good, on the contrary the shortening ot the le^

' Doeared more decided, so that when I undertook the case 1

tound it as follows: the left leg was two centimetres shorter üian

the right, the muscles of the left thigh atrophic (wasted; so that the

left le| Measured thirty two and a half centimetres, whi e that of

the rilht measured thirty five centimetres ;
otherwise the child

looked well and healthy and was well developed for her age.

1 remembered in Wörishofen having seen similar cases treated m
the children's hospital by the Kneipp cure with excellent results,

so I decided to try the Kneipp cure in this case. I gave daily

two applications, lavations, short half baths, water treadmg and

douches in correct alternation. The result was extremely gratify-

ing At first there was an internal improvement, the atiected leg

no longer became so easily tired, consequently the child did not

limp so much, and soon there was a visible improvenient lor on

the 6* of july, when 1 measured the leg, I found the lett thigh to

be thirty \hree centimetres, while the right was thirty four cen-

timetres, and when I again measured on the of August the

difference between the thighs had ceased to exist, tor both

measured thirty four centimetres. The difference in the length

of the legs remained the same (two centimetres): it was not to

be expected that in so short a time any alteration could take

Dlace, as bones cannot so quickly recover any delay in their

growth as the muscles and softer parts of the body; but that

even then the bones of the left leg showed an inchnation to grow

is evident, because later~I was able to keep the case under ob-

servation for some time—the growth of both legs continued at

the same rate. There is now only the decrease in measurement

of the right thigh to explain. Formerly when the lett leg was

weak and powerless, the right leg was obliged to undertake part

of the weight properly belonging to the left leg and to become

the chief support tor the upper part of the body; naturally the

muscles here considerably exercised, but by the perpetual exertion

they became strengthened and consequently increased in size.
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In proportion as the ^eft leg became stronger the riirht w..

muscles diminished to its- normal condition. The imorovernemhas contmued and no one who now saw the gt] SuTg andjumping would observe a trace of the former trouble excerft thatshe wears a shoe with a slightly raised heel on the lefffc^ot
MUSCLES, HYPERTROPHY OF THE (a rare disease,

1 he muscular hbres in this complaint become closer and more thick-
set, the upper arms and-'calves are particularly attacked bv itihey feel very strong and retain their elasticity and enduring

IduksO
phenomenon principally afTect!

In the other case, 'ito which only children under twelve years
of age are attacked, there occurs proliferation of the connective
tissue, Situated between the fibres and a shrinking of the muscles
It mainly affects the calves and thighs, they feel flabby and show
weakness when the child stands or walks. Treatment as with
atrophy of the muscles.

MUSCLES, INFLAMMATION OF THE (Myositis) is
generally accompanied with fever, and occurs, irrespective of
rheumatism, m consequence of over-exerting a particular limb
and catching cold subsequently.

Treatment.—Rest above everything, with fresh air and non-
stimulating diet. Further, soothing compresses on the inflamed
parts, as well as one or more full packs, of not too long duration
if fever is present.

'

In chronic cases, tonic treatment, in other respects as with
rheumatism.

Treatment with massage.—Stroking and kneading the affected
parts very gently, combined with water treatment. See also under
"Kneipp cure". For particulars on Massage, Kneipp cure and
Modes of Application, see Index.

MUSCLES, PARALYSIS OF THE can be contracted
in consequence of over-exertion, excessive use of medicine (espe-
cially mercury), cold etc. or it may occur as an independent
disease, without being influenced by the above causes.

Treatment—Repeated tepid wet rubbing (780) of the affected
parts and applications of stimulating compresses; steam-bath in
bed succeeded by wet rubbing of the whole body vigorously
rubbing the paralysed muscles. The latter should also be
massaged.

Besides this a daily tepid wet rubbing of the whole body
(730 to 770) or bath; fresh air and sleeping with the window open.
Where the disease affects the muscles in general, tonic treatment,
to be adopted. See also under "Rheumatism, Treatment for".
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Curative gymnastics, highly to be recommended lor this com-

olaint, must be applied on professional advice only and with strict

reference to the individual case, because paralysis of the muscles

may ^reatly vary in its nature. For this reason hard and fast rules

camuS be laid down here. Curative gymnastics, consisting largely

of passive instead of active movements—since the patient himself

is unable, to move sufficiently—massage in the form of stroking,

kneading, tapping etc more or less forcibly is of great assistance

in these ca.ses. See also Groups VIIl ^o XII..

Faradic electric bath and local application of the Faradic

ciurrent may be recommended. For Massage and Curative Gym-

nastics, see Index.

Muscular rheumatism, see "RhIeumatism".

MUSCULAR WEAKNESS. This may arise either from

over-exertion of the muscles or from their prolonged inactivity.

The causes of the disease however' lie sometimes outside the

sphere ot the muscles, e. g. in the nerves and their centres (brain

and spinal cord) in the bones and their joints, in the blood etc.

Treatment.—If the weakness arises from over-exertion rest.

IS oi the first importance In that case a daily soothing full pack

(duration one hour), followed by wet rubbing of the whole body

(adopted also for cases of muscular weakness, arising from other

(•auses). If, on the contrary, it w^s occasioned by lack of exercise,

moderate, but regular exercise of the various muscles to be taken

in hand, for example curative gymnastics, group IV, to be gradu-

ally prolonged and extended and a daily steam-bath in bed No. 1,

duration from an hour to an hour and a half, as well as a luke-

warm bath {8b^) or tepid wet rubbing of the whole body (73").

Besides the foregoing, give tepid sponge-bath (77" to SI**) once

or twice a day, or wet rubbing of the whole body which may
be gradually taken a litüe cooler. In case of inflammation, use first

soothing, afterwards stimulating compresses on the affected parts.

As far as. possible, a non-stimulating diet, should be adopted
with plenty of tresh air, sleepmg with the window open at night,

hi severe cases recourse should be uad to a tonic treatment.

Long continued muscular weakness may easily result in

.single or greater portions of the body and even the whole trunk

becoming deformed. For particulars m Curative Gymnastics and
krr Modes of Applications, see Index,

MUSBUROOMS. On various occasions in the course of time

kas reference been made to the importance of edible mushrooms
and fungi as articles of nourishment, nor can that be done too

often, seeing that in many parts of every country large quantities

of this valuable food remain unutilized.

«5
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The highly i.utntive value ol" mushrooms is in general as
iar too httle known. We are aware that some fungi e g the
agaeicus oreadus, or the truffle, are great dehcacies, but it is not
so generally known that the morell (helvella exculenta) the can-
tharellus cibarius Fries., the turban-top etc. approach meat (al-
bumen) in regard to their nutritive value. This depends especi-
ally on the amount of the nitrogenous matter which they contain,
and even the poorest mushrooms in this respect come very near
the most nitrogenous foodstuffs of the vegetable kingdom, e. g.
peas and beans, and excel others such as wheat.

But they contain at the same time almost the same salts as
meat, which, e. g. veal they greatly resemble in taste.

Mushroom-broth is known to taste like meat-broth,
When gathering mushrooms, they should be cut, and not torn

off at the root, so that afterv/ards fresh mushrooms mav grow
from the spores in the ground.

The best edible mushrooms are those whose tops (thalli) are
as yet closed or have not quite opened.

Edible fungi form an excellent food and everybody should
endeavour to draw attention to this fact.

I add some illustrations of those that are not easily mistaken
for the poisonous ones, together with a description of their cha-
racteristics. On the whole it is necessary to be cautious. Those
mushrooms only must be eaten, . which we know for certain te

be edible.

The natural size oi the fungi illustrated in this book is about
döuble the size given ht^re. This refers to the full-grown plant;

partly developed ones are not only smaller, but have sometime?
different forms and colours, which change gradually.

Psalliota campestris
(undeveloped and fully-grown plant).
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First and foremost must be named the field aganc (agancus

oreadus) found both in summer and autumn at the outskirts ot

woods in meadows, fields and open pastures, especially where

horses' graze being well known for its pleasant taste and aroma

and appetizing appearance. It is a great favorite in consequence

Its top (thallus) is from three to eight centimetres broad, round

and white at first and afterwards broad, pink or browmsh, also

the sills (the lining under the top) display m their development

the same change of colour and the outside is always dry, the

inside white, sometimes tinged with red.

The meadow agaric is ash-grey turning to brown, the aganc

that grows in ploughed fields is quite white ;
it has a hollow stem

with split ring. In the white or chalk agaric the gills usually

remain for a long time white and only turn flesh-coloured much later.

All these agarics are excellent food and ot dehcious taste,

but when young and undeveloped they are all very much like

the poisonous toadstool (agaricus caesarius).

This fungus (Fig. 287) has a greenish

top and is covered with small patches of

skin, the gills are white, the stem at the

bottom ratlier thick and bulbous, and there

is no agreeable aroma attached to it as to

the common edible agarics, neither when
young nor full grown.

The hi rbail- top

(Boletus edulis.)

Large Tond-stool.

Fig. 238.

The turban-top has a t.. i,^.

or hght-brown, arched cushion-

shaped top, and white firm in-

side of sweetish nutlike smell

and taste; first white, later yel-

lowish, when old, greenish-yel-

low gills. The top is five to

twelve centimetres broad , the

stem is low, round, bulbous at

the bottom, is very fleshy, pale-

brown below and with white
raised fine net of veins above,
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but not hollow This mu..uooiu, growmg to the height of a toot
grows til well mto November, principally in pine woods is
rather solid, and as savoury and aromatic, as it is nourishing.

Morchel
This is also a well known mushroom. It has (Mth(

ail egg or cone-shaped, high top, covered on the outsid

'

iwith many irregular indentations and of a yellow dark
(brown colour; its stem is hollow, with many flat furrow
of a white to a dirty pink and the thickness of a finger
It is found in spring in leafy forests, orchards and
meadows, on a heavy clay soil; it is very tender, aromatic
and juicy, the taste excellent and it is therefore deemed
a delicacy.

Fig. 239.

Morchella esctdenta.

This fungus has a grooved, Morchella

wrinkled, plaited top, of a libera.

yellow-brown to dark-brown
colour with overlapping fringe,

hollow and white inside; its

stem is white or pale-red, is

thick, grould and uneven, in-

side irregularly hollow. It

grows in spring (rarely in

autumn) in meadows, by the
sides of paths and in sandy
pine-forests. In other respects
it is remarkably hke the morell
in form and colour. (Taste
good.)

seni I

Fig. 241

Fig. 240.
This mushroom is smaller than

the previous one, is white or grevislj
Orangeagaric(a0aricus deliciosusJye[\o^^.^\^^^ all over, its flesh is "car-

tilaginous, it has a hollow, irregular

top, streaked with deep longitudinal

furrows. It grows in autumn in forests

and in clusters. (Taste good.)

This mushroom has a pale orange-
coloured top, which later sinks down
in the centre and frequently displays

dark orange-coloured rings. The stem
is short and of the same colour, and be-

comes hollow, as it gets old. The flesli

is tough, somewhat bitter and pungent.

It is distinguished from all other mush-
rooms bv its reddish-vellow juict-.
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The spniij^-fungits.

It grows in pine-forests, summer and autumn, but also between

juniper bushes and makes very strong broth. (Taste good.)

This is the first to appear in every forest,

is of medium^ size, and easily known by its

p-olden yellow-colour. Its top is three to ten

centimeters broad, arched at first almost

hemispherical when young it is pale in colour

as also are the gills, afterwards yellow, m
the end deep-yellow. The stem, growmg
gradually thicker, as it nears the top, merges

in it almost imperceptibly. It rarely grows

alone but in clusters and flourishes m summer

and autumn. In some parts of the country

it is almost exclusively the nourishment of

poor people. (Taste good.) Fig. 248.

Hydnum repandtim. This fungus is of medium size, has a

pale or reddish-yellow top, underneath it has

dense, pin-like prickles or pale stubbles. Its

stem, sometimes crooked, sometimes straight,

is white or yellowish-white: varies in various

thickness and height, is mostly bulbous at

the bottom. . Flesh rather bitter and pungent,

of yellowish white colour. It grows in the

woods summer and autumn. (Taste indifferent.)

Yelloiv goat's beard.

(Clavaria flava.)

The yellow goat's beard has a

yellowish-white stem, two to six centi-

metres in thickness, branches shoot from
it eight to ten centimeters in height, of

a yellow hue, its yellow points dashed
with red. It grows very generally in

sandy woods in summer and autumn.
This fungus does not look unlike

the caulillower. (Taste indifferent.)
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Red goat's heard. This is a large-sized fungus, its yellow-
red, very brittle branches, often tipped
with red colour, are in many ways in-

ter-twined with each other. The stem is

white, thick and firm. Grows frequentlj?^

in woods in summer and autumn. (Taste
indifferent.)

The puff-ball.

This is a ball-shap-^''yc"P*^^^°"Pl^"""e""i '

ed fungus with delicate

veins on the top, the
size of a hen's egg,
white or grey, after-

wards earth-coloured.

It narrows at the bot-

tom into a short stem,
the flesh is white, later greenish-j^ellow and
brown, when it is no longer edible; at last it

turns to

Fig. 246.

Agarictis procerus.
dust, which
rises like

smoke
Fig. 247.

from an opening at the top. It

grows freel}' in autumn in woods
and on grass plots. (Taste in-

different.)

This large fungus grows to

the height of fifteen to twenty
centimetres and more. The top

is light-brown but with many
tawny patches of skin on it, in its

centre there is a dark-brow^n pro-

tuberance, the gills are white or

bright-grey, the flesh is white,

with pleasant smell, the stem
light-brow^n with tawny scales,

thick at the bottom, is hollow^ and

is furnished with a large movable
ring It grows in summer and

autumn at the outskirts of forests,

in \^oung plantations and upon

open spaces in woods. (Taste

good.)

Fig. 248.
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Agaricus bitulinus.

This mushroom grows often

to the height of a foot and more,

has a grey-orange colom-ed, red

or brownish red, comparatively

small top; white, afterwards

whitish grey gills, white flesh,

often turning grey, bluish or

black, when cut up; its stem is

long, white and wrinkled with

dark fibres or protuberances. It

vegetates in summer and autumn

in woods and bushes. (Taste

^ood).

The ringed fungus.

Fig. 250.

This is of medium size, with a brown or

brownish-yellow, dirty looking, thick top, pale-

yellow, fine gills and soft tender white or

yellowish flesh, with a pleasant smell as that

of sour fniit; its stem is the size of a finger,

and has a white, afterwards brownish ring,

above which the stem is pale-yellow with

brownish spots. It is found in great quan-

tities in the summer and autumn in pine

woods and at the sides of forest paths.

This is a fungus of medium size with delicate felt-like top»

soft to the touch; the colour is a greyish-brown or a mixture

of yellow green and brown; yellowish or greenish-yellow gills

with pale-yellowislx flesh, with sometimes a dash of blue in
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Boletus luridus.
it and a fruit-like aroma. Steni
somewhat yellow, mostly shad-
ing into red and frequently will-

rather coarse dots on it. Grow
in woods and hedges very fret-

ly during sunmier and autumn
(Taste indifferent.)

Fig. 251.

The yellow fungus.

Fig. 252.

The yellow fungus has a very brittle, smooth, yellow top,
formed of thick laps and often attaining the breadth of fifteen

centimetres and over; fine white gills, white firm flesh, of power-
ful smell and sometimes rather bitter taste and a thick, short,

white stem, spreading out into the top. It grows principally in

sandy pine-forests during autumn.

This fungus is likewise of round shape.
The cafs eyt,or Bovista. the size of a pigeon's to a hen's egg, but

without stem, is at first white, later of a

brown colour and smooth. Its flesh is white,

afterwards yellowish and like puff-ball turns

to dust. It grows during summer and autumn
in meadows, pastures and by the way side.

(Taste indifferent.)

The bovista gigantea too, (larger often

than tiie size of a head) as well as Ike

No. 2.5.1 prickly bovista are both edible, as long as

their flesh remains white.
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Poisonous fungi.

Boletus Sdtanas Lenz. Rüssula emetica Schaeff.

..V.,.

Fly Amanita. Amanifa muscdria L.

Edible fungi.

Boletus lupimis.

Milk agaric.
Waved Hydnora. Hydmmi

repcindum L.

Field agaric Mushroom.
Psallwta arvensis Schaeff.

Orange agaric.

Lactdria deliciösa L.



Edible fungi or Mushrooms.

Ith

Edible boletus. Boletus bulbösiis

Schaeff. (Bol. edülis Bull.)

Boletus boinnus L.

Yellow Merulius. Cantharelhis

cibarius Fr.

Edible Morel. Helvella

escnlcnta Pers.

Rough boletus. Boletus

^scaber Bull.

Hedgehog hydnora.

m *

Cone Morel. Morchella

cornea Pers.

~1

German Truffle. Tuber

aesfivum Vitt.
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Truffles are bulbous mushrooms, with their inner side veined,

and which grow under the earth in leafy forests.

Which mushrooms are poisonous and deleterious : Vv'^ith

few exceptions all those, which have a pale-yellow or bright

colour and which turn bluish where they are broken up and

which have an unpleasant smell and sharp, pungent taste. Those
Hiust be looked upon with suspicion which have a bulbous stem

at the bottom; which rise from a so-called egg, have a hollow

stem, are soft and watery or dissolve into a blackish liquid,

though even among them, there are found many edible sorts. The
agaricus bitulinus, the boletus buridus and others turn sometimes

grey or bluish, when cut, but are edible never the less.

I give a drawing of the particularly
^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^

Rotorious poisonous bright-red httle toad
fAmanita muscaria)

stool, furnished with white spots all over it.

The drawing is about one half of the natural

size (we gave a drawing of the poisonous

large toad-stoal.)

Most of the poisonous mushrooms, how-
ever give out their poison, on being boiled

in water. With doubtful sorts, therefore the

water ought always to be thrown away after

foiling.

An extract follows here from the "Vege-
tarian Review".

The pre[)aration of mushrooms is exceedingly simple and re-

quires but little trouble and expense. After cleansing them fröre

me soil adhering to them, cutting away any bad parts and peeling

off all hard skin, they are washed in cold water, but must not be
squeezed.

Salt, fat (butter), flour, pepper, onions and parsley are added,
and they are boiled like ordinary vegetables. A tasty dish is

prepared in this way, which is eaten with potatoes, or bread etc.

It is not advisable to warm them up a second time, as by doing
they lose a great deal of their flavour.

Another way is to stew^ them; the field agaric, the cantha-
1

!
Ifus eibarius Fries, the turban-top and the raorell are most

suitable for diis purpose. They are cut up in pieces and fried in

butter , oil or other fat - of which as much may be taken, as is

deemed proper—tor about half an hour. Many connoisseurs prefer
the second way.

A good broth also may be made of mushrooms by boiling a
«HUimtity of them,—-the agaricus deliciosus is the best for this pur-
pose—with water, salt and butter.

Even in the raw state, without any preparation, they can be
r^^ished as appears from the extract of a letter of Mr. Sclmme^richoL
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l Y(>lessorof Botany in Leipzig, communicated by C C Person inhis treatise on edible mushrooms
/-^^^^''^v« m

n.."^?"""^ ?
journey", says the Professor, "which 1 madc-throuo-h a part ot German3. and Austria, I noticed in the nS-bourhood of Nuremberg, where I spent part of the summer hatthe peasants used to eat their blackbread, which was spiced wkhaniseed and caraway seed, with raw mushrooms. Being engaged

a the time ni the examination and the study of cryptogamous
plants I resolved to try the effect of this nourishment upon my-
scll I therefore imitated these good people, and within a fewweeks found myself eating nothing but bread with raw mush-rooms and drinkmg water. Far from noticing any injurious
eHect upon my health, I felt increased strength for ray wanderings
1 preferred those kinas of mushrooms that had no disagreeable
taste^ or smell and were more firm and solid.

To be able to have mushrooms also in winter, they must be
dried, unless they are pickled. The small mushrooms, after beiiiP
properly pickled and cleaned, are spread on a table in the shade
or strung and hung up carefully in a dry place, if possible near
the stove. Large varieties must be cut up. As soon as thev
are fairly dry they are placed in nets and hung up in a dry
place as near the stove as possible. When they are wanted,
they are soaked in warm water. For further, preparation oi
mushrooms see under "Mixed diet".

It has hitherto been usual to look upon the value of a
certain food stuff according to the amount of albumen which it

contains, and to depreciate the rich hydrates of carbon in the
majority of our plants. Everybody ought logically to have put
the aliment drawn from mushrooms in the foreground. But that
has advisedly not been done since the human body not only
requires the two substances, but in a yet higher degree carbo-
hydrates, and such a strong and one sided source of nourishment
as the mushrooms of the forest alwa3^s require to be properly
supplemented by a corresponding^ large amount of starchy food,
such as potatoes and grain, if the excessive good is not to have
a bad result.

But what renders mushrooms so valuable is their enormous
percentage of mineral salts—more especially phosphates and
potash salts.

According to Dr. Oidtniann^ it is above all phosphoric acid,

which is indispensable for building up the substance of the bone,
the muscles, nerves, the spine and the brain.

In the following table of the amount of phosphoric acid

contained in various mushrooms water has not been included, as

the fungi absorb very various quantities of water, according t(»

t!, rainy days. We find accordingly of phosphoric acid;
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in psalliota campestris ..... 18.43 per cent

in boletus edulis 20.12 „ „

in tuber cibarium (the black truffle) 30.85 „

in cantliarellus cibarius 31.32 „ „

in clavaria flava 35.07 „ „

The results of another investigation show that inorchella

esculenta holds 46 per cent of phosphates, besides 35,18 per cent

of protein, and helvella esculenta as much as even 49 per cent ol

phosphates besides 26 per cent of albumen.

The potash salts, too, pla}^ an important part in the economy

oi the human body.
. . ,

j-

They also are contained in the mushrooms to an extraordinary

extent, as the following figures show.

Of potash salts we find m the ashes of

boletus edulis 50.95 per cent

psalliota campestris

clavarica flava

tuber cibarium .

cantharcllus cibarius

50 71

51.47

55.97

4S.75

Besides the question whether or not the consumption of too

<rreat an amount of phosphoric acid is dangerous if not supple-

mented by a sufficient amount of potash salt and protain, there

is the ominous increase of deleterious qualities, produced at the

initial process of disintegration of old mushrooms. That has

undoubtedly been observed on many sides.

That there are also mushrooms that contain too much of the

^^ood thing, phosphoric acid, does not alter the case. We must

not drink the broth of amanita Russulae, boletus satanas and

scleroderma vulgare, even when boiled in earthenware vessels.

Amanita muscaria is unprofitable, because it has to be scalded

with boiling milk first, to remove the excess of the good (or bad)

it contains. . .

It is strange that of all the top-less mushrooms existing, we
consume only 'the one which may cause injury, if treated care-

lessly. All the other top-less mushrooms, that may be reckoned

among the edible ones because of their fleshiness, are so little

doubtful, that we may without compunction drink thoir broth,

still we do not do so." But they are no longer fit for consumption

when their flesh first turns yellowish, then greenish and finally

olive-brown.

There are in the same way no injurious varieties among the

cup- and branch-mushrooms, (among which we should specially

look out for the savoury hare's ear, clavaria flava, botrytis and

the truncated mushrooms), nor are there among the morells and

morellas. There are most splendid varieties, that grow on trees,

like fistuhna hepatica, a great favourite in England.
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Not one single injurious species at all grows on trees Lmcertainly some tough, leathery, bitter vaneties
, like the c\ .

vana L. '

We divide mushrooms therefore into three classes, firstly
those whose broth gives us the entire amount of their nutritive
value together with the full flavour winch they posses; secondly'
those which yield a somewhat unpleasant taste or too much
nuti-itive value with insufficient mixture of other nutritive in-
gredients, so as to oblige us to pour away the first water or to
use the pants only in a dried state; thirdly: those wii.ch we
either eschew entirely (there are only a dozen of them) or can

them^^
"^'^^ trouble of carefully preparing

These plants of the forest multiply in such a vast de^jree
that there are more than plenty for man and beast. The want
ot knowledge is to blame for the fault, that in regions Hke the
North of Germany hardly more than five species of mushrooms
are eaten, and that the poor who want to make a little profit out
of collecting them, have to roam the woods for days, just to find
these varieties, whilst thousands of tons of the very finest kinds
are, because of their ignorance, unheeded by them, or trodden
dowii by children gathering brushwood. If we, moreover, bearm mmd that every rainy day not only produces thousands of tons
of these plants, but renders them again no longer eatable, we
can understand what the constructive damage amounts to vvhich
mankind sufTers through not paying attention to this important
source of nourishment. We consider it, therefore the duty of
every man, to make himself acquainted with the more frequent
varieties of edible mushrooms. For better instruction on the
subject of edible fungi I recommend the books and writings of
Dr. I^oe/l, Professor Lenz, Dr. Hahn, Frl. Freitag.

1 will mention here that the artificial, cultivation of the psal-
Hota campestris in which a great many people are engaged now-
a-days, is a very profitable business. The mushrooms "thus gained
have at the same time a finer flavour than those gathered in

wood and field. More details on this point will also be found m
the above-mentioned writings.

Addenda. Mushrooms get hard and leathery by long b:>i)irkg

or frying, as everybody will have convinced himself who has
had occasion to eat them, and for that reason become more ahd
more indigestible. It is best therefore to eat them raw, or j«5

salad. In the latter form, they are cut in thin slices and mixed
with oil and vinegar; or the fresh mushrooms are crushed in a

mortar into an uniform mass, mingled well with flour and siinpJy

boiled up in hot water; or dripping is stirred into the puJpi.
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heated and diluted with boiling water. In this way is made the

best and most nourishing mushroom broth, or, when thicker, the

best mushroom-vegetable. Dried mushrooms are treated in the

same way. Only by this treatment of them can their enormous

•utritive amount be utilised to the full, for small pieces of hard

fried or boiled mushrooms are generally not so thoroughly masti-

cated as to become entirely and fully dissolved in the stomach

to make it fit for nourishment.

Mushrooms, boiled in metal-vessels and stirred with metal

spoons lose much of their flavour and become unwholesome in

consequence, especially when they have been allowed to get cold

in them and are kept in them for further use. This must be

borne in mind with reference to their treatment as given above,

as well as in preparing dishes of mushrooms, as enumerated

in "Diet, Mixed^'.

Mushroom dishes, see "Diet"

Mushroom poisoning, see "Poisoning".

Mustard sauce, see "Diet".

Mutton, How to boil, see "Diet".

Mutton, Leg of, How to prepare like rcnison, see "Diet".

Mutton, Roast, see "Diet".

Myositis, see "Muscles, Inflammation of".

N.

NAn.S, INGROWING. This usually affects the great toe,

and the nail grows into the flesh when it has been cut too short

and the skin has been pressed over the edge of it by a shoe

that was too tight. In consequence of the irritation of the quick

by the edge of the nail pressing into it, a painful inflammation

with a gathering results. It is necessaiy to treat this so-called

in-growing as soon as possible, or the nail may have to be en-

tirely removed. The best method of guarding against it (especially

on a walking tour) is to scrape the nail in the middle lengthwise,

quite thin, with a piece of glass, and so cut the free edge of the

nail, that the corners project beyond the middle; then when the

foot is placed on the groimd, the nail will he quite flat and cannot

grow into the flesh. If it has already grown in, then raise the

edge of the nail and place a thin pad of medicated cotton-wool

under it. (If the nail has grown in deep, a thin strip of lead

sliould be introduced under the edge, the lead bent over the side
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ot the toe and fixed with sticking-plaster. Dr. Bock) If the skinIS niclmed to fester, frequent foot baths must bf used and stimlatmg or soothing bandages laid on it

'

Wlierever the nail is cut it will grow, if cut at iiu . .....

I

v,-, grow into the flesh there, but if it is only cut at the' to;,
It will grow there and not into the flesh.

NAP, AFTER DINNER. Notwithstanding the pre judiceof people at the present day, who think that we should not rest
after a hearty meal, I advise everyone, who can do so, to liedown after a meal for from a quarter to half an hour, becausr
With all the extremities at rest, the full circulation of the blood
is at the disposal of the stomach, which, therefore, is enabled to
digest better, or, as the case may be, to prepare the chvle fl*
suits many people better to take their nap sittmg in an easy
chair rather than lying down). ^

This is especially the case with nervous people, as well as
those vv^ho are inclined to corpulency, or suifer from fatty de-
generation of the heart. If such j^eople lie down the distended
stomach is liable to press against the heart, producing palpitations
a feehng of anxiety etc. -

'

A nap refreshes the body and renders it more fit for renew^ed
action.

But it should not last more than from a quarter to half an
hour, as after a longer nap, instead of feeling refreshed, one only
feels tired, lazy and disinclined for work.

(Idlers of course do not need a nap for this purpose.) Rest
after a meal is to be recommended as being natural. It is better
to adopt the aphorism:

After meals for us to rest,

and to take a nap is best . .

than the obsolete one:
After meals we should not rest.

Since to take a walk is best.

Patients who feel languid, can also rest for some time befor e

dinner.

NAP, AFTER DINNER, FOR CHILDREN. 1 an. son n

to say, it is a general custom wdien children are expected ti>

sleep, morning or afternoon, to put them to bed without un-
dressing them. The nurse is too lazy to undress and dress th

child, and the mother does not know, how wrongty she is

treating her dariing by putting it to sleep with its clothes^ on.

The little one, put to bed in its clothes, awakes weakened by
perspiration. Instead of being refreshed and strengthened, it fs

cross and sulky, because it has not had its sleep out. If th.

strings and buttons have not even been loosened, there has been.
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aurine sleep a pressure on the chest and abdomen, which has

rnoeded their free expansion, and rendered respn-ation ana

diiestion difficult. How different is the wakenmg of a child

which dressed in its little shirt or night-gown, has been lymg m
its bed covered up moderately warm and with the window ot

the room open. How calm and serene was its sleep, how re-

oularlv it breathed, with what a bright smile it meets us, and

how comfortably it stretches its little limbs. Washed and dressed

israin it is lively and cheerful till the evening. Besides children

catch' cold at night much more easily when they have slept in

their clothes in the daytime, than those who are undressed every

tir')e, they are put to bed.

Narcotics, see Index.

Natural and unnatural form of the female body. See

"Women, Diseases of"

Natural healers and Sanatoriums, List of, see Index.

NATURAL METHOD OF HEALING, THE. One of the

most momentous advances, which the 19'^ century has seen is

indisputably, the re-invention and development of the Natural

Method of Healing which has attained a magnificent periection. Its

invention and progress do not benefit a single individual—e g.

the owner of a patent etc.- as is usually the case now-a-days, but

affect all humanity ; whose paramount earthly possessions, h/e and

//f'rt/^//, are here concerned.
, ,.xt ,- i rw

The adherents of the Natural Method of Healing are only slight-

ingly looked down upon, at this day, by only a small fraction of

those representing and aping the old pedantic caste of doctors, who

scoff at, and ridicule them and their method. Our method has

lately won such a great number of adherents, even among allo-

pathic practitioners, that the time is now not far distant when it

will mount the pinnacle of therapv; for our system is the only

natural and rational one and has already wrought results, far

o-reater than those achieved by any other system.

In those Iccahties where the natural method has taken root,

its practitioners have already found a greater sphere oi usefulness

than medical men. The former are indeed overwhelmed by

applications for help. Where before but one natural healer was

required, two or three are now necessary.

The public, too, in these places are in full sympathy with

us, and we and our method are no longer held in disrepute by

our opponents. On the contrary, the reverse is gradually taking

place.

1 would here most seriously and Urgently entreat doctors to

;tcquaint themselves more and more with our method; so that
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I would also remind mediral mf:>n fi^,^.- j
alone in adopting our tHeSpy T^^^dJ^^^^^^^No, many and eminent authorities in tlie ranlTs of tLr r.l„f„have done this long ago, as may be gat^ltdl nfth^efcMedicine, Opinions of medical men c.n takinc" ThH in

rict"^- - fromoL;^r.ks^"o?rc;^r:

I vvould request them earnestly and repeatedly to rain anmsight into our ipethod; the people ask for'^^t, and if theTcto?does not soon apply it, the unprivileged helper will do so
It surely speaks in favour of the Natural Method of Healina-that not one convinced adherent, whether doctor or otlierwislhas ever after swerved from his newly acquired faith fwe afTeaSknow of no such one,, though we are able to carefulK fiUovv theprogressive movement). But this is a matter of daily occurencem other systems. •*

^'''-"'™'-<^

Those who have again turned their backs upon one methodwere not genuine followers. They never penetrated to the ktnie!of the nut; because they probably tried the treatment but o™e
fediourdUe™e!l"''^'' ' ^^""^ ''"""^ ^ '-^

In the cure of diseases a vast deal depends on the time atwhich a treatment is adopted; whether in the first, second or
third stages of the disease. It has of course a much greater 'andmore rapid effect at the beginning, than later.

And because the Natural Method of Healing has not vetgained the requisite confidence with the majority, recourse to it
IS generally had only when all other means have been exhausted
and the malady has already assumed a malignant aspect Even
then the treatment is often followed only for a short time- and
il no very striking improvement is evinced within this short
period, people generally say: "Oh, that's no good either", and
they discard it although they held out patiently enough for months
with other methods of treatment.

The following deserves mention. If a patient, tor example
iS treated by a natural healer and recovers quickly, then the
illness is considered a mere trifle; but let a medical man attend
a patient for from four to six weeks (and longer), before he recovers
the illness is something to speak of. The greatest respect is
paid to the medical man, and even if the patient should die, it

IS put to the account of divine providence; the doctor reaps the
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i -ur'c crratitude tor the trouble he took, and receives public re-

family s gratitude tor^

for his care and devotion.
.

How nch he"9- cLury still is in errors and prejudices.

A hnw noor in genuine thought and knowledge.*)

I^ musraTso orfce more emphasize, that chrome complamts^for

onlv t^e^e can be the subject of discussion here-though materi.

.llevfated by our method ^^dthin a short time, have often re-

ouLf N^a^s for their development, and consequently cannot be

^ ^wav and removed at a moments notice.

'P"Tn acr <^seases" t^^ success of our method and its supeno-

di-v over others quickly manifests itself.
^ r ^^

^
To enable a man to apply our treatment the following con-

^itinn«. are reauired- 1. The frequent reading of books on thisS 2 hearing lectures concerning it; 3. learning its results

k ^^.Vfiräl anoUcltion- 4. personal experience of the miscarriage

J nodical t^^^^^^
l^cannot all be learnt at once, nor are

: coupt of ec^^^^^^^^ the subject sufficient; but the case is the

LS^ here as when learning a trade or profession. Practice

SXes perfect, and continued study and experience alone will

We fXwÄfhe Natural Method of Healing have cbosen

nature^ with the power she possesses , for our security What

"tV does the medical man give? The answer is: "Poison,S ks destructive force". Which therapy is the more trust-

""TL'mt\r«The learned man cannot see the wood for the

trees" applies admirably to many medical men. They cannot

fee nature's healing power by reason of their science and learning..

We who havl adopted"^ the system of treatmg disease by

natural means, guarantee to prove that ours is far superior to aU

others, whether medical, "magical" or what not, in regard to

speedier and radical cure. If any one accept the challenge, let

^™
TpatienT'^who applies our treatment for the first time, may

always begin with water at a temperature several degrees warmer

than that prescribed; after a time his body will become accustomed

Jo a cooler temperature, and water of about 77« will then seem

hardly so cold to him as 8l0 or 85« seemed at first.
^

^

It must not be imagined that our treatment is so very simple

,

we have almost as many medicines, or rather modes ot apphca-

tion, as the medical man has prescriptions. Not simple is it,

therefore, but intelligible, because everything is expressed m the

vernacular, and not in Latin (hke the prescriptions oi the {acuity).

*) This dictum is not only true ot therapy, but also of other subiects

dweh on in my work "How to improve the times .
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The apphcations themselves, too, notwithstanding their ^reafdiversity, can be easily put in practice by anyone
^ ^

A doctor, when at his wit's end, frequentlv sav<5- "r\.r^ ,u
patient a compress''. This does not 'mearanyfhmg'^ ior ^^L^^^^^^^rally mentions nothing further as to the way^in Ihich a^id thepurpose for which, it is to be applied. That is not enouth inable natural healer must have at least from four to five hundred

irefr'ef^ect'Sänlh ' ^""f f "^'^ ^^^^'^ ^^^s. Ld Wvtheir etiect upon the patient, (exclusive of treatment bv massageiiiagnetism, and curative gymnastics, all of which are indisputablvpart of the Natural Method of Healing.)
iiiuibpuuaoiy

Every form of application produces a different effect; whichagain vanes m each individual case.
As eveiy application acts differently on different patients

the natural healer must be capable of adapting his treatment toeach individual case, i. e. he must consider well, in what stagehe hnds the disease
: what is the stored strength of the patient's

vitahty: and what the course of the malady etc.; in a word the
nature of the disease and the amount of vital force necessa^ to
overcome it.

*^

In one case, for example, a patient with strength and who
nas a good constitution still; in a second, a more or less strong
or a very feeble patient; in a third case, a highly irritable and
sensitive, or an apathetic and enervated, one; here a patient
brooding over his thoughts, there an irascible and bilious man.

Ihe various functions of the patient's system have also, in
each case, to be considered; here a rapid process of assimilation^
there a retarded change of matter; here action, there all repose;
here, the blood coursing wildly through the veins, there the pulse
beating feebly and slowly; here plentiful access of fresh material
for assimilation, little being spent, there the very reverse; here
a broad river of health, so wide that there is very little fear of
transgressing its limits, there a narrow stream, within which health
is confined, trickles along and is very easily overstepped by or-
ganic function without much chance of retracing its steps, etc.

Medicine has no beneficial effect whatever. The reaction in
the system, after having received medicine, arises from the en-
deavour which it makes to again get rid of the poisonous or dele-
terious matter, by vomiting, stool, perspiration, passing urine etc.
It is this that leads the allopathist astray. He fancies it is those
inert substances that take effect.

In the same way that a gardener, noticing a tree or bush
with some of its leaves fading and its branches withering (morbid),
gives the tree or bush better soil, more or less moisture; warmth,
air, sun, etc.—so ought the sick man to be treated; i. e., no
patching up of the separate diseased organs should be undertaken.
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The human race is, at the present time floundermg m a

«.nrass of errors so deep that it mistakes for false what alone is

Tr^e and naSral, and for true, that which is false. Thus, e g

roamphlet pu fing some quack remedy finds a ready sale :

whereas it s comparatively difficult to dispose of one setting forth

.Tt^l principles of pathology the Natural Method of Healmg

But that is not the case in this one instance only, but also

in other matters. People, alas, do not like to hear the plain

t?uth ;
they generally turn a deaf ear to it. God grant that a

chanee may soon take place!
i Tv;r j -r

Reader, not medical therapy, but the Natural Method

Healing alone, is the sure way in every disease. Ot that 1 am

quite certain. Woiüd that all sufferers would take these, my

honest words, to heart! . ,

For information on, and instigation to explore, the subject of

the natural treatment, both old and new adherents require to

hear lectures and dissertations on it now and then. Many know,-

it is true, what to do and what to leave alone; how to keep m
good health, or even how to get well; but they are ^eq^^^^fy

deficient in the knowledge, how to carry out the method smctly

or how to commence. Many of our followers would do well to

reflect upon the truth of the proverb "an ounce of practice and

common sense is worth more than a ton of knowledge.

That special lectures, particularly for people not convmced

are necessary goes without saying, because they help to convert

many to our views. Therefore, if space permits, everybody should

be invited and admitted free of charge to a lecture of this kind

in order to further the good cause. If a price for admission be

charged, that will undoubtedly exclude many who might even-

tually have been converted. Äs it is, such lectures are now-a-days

not even considered worth the money.—That a lecture ot this

description does not at once cause many persons to be enroiiea

in the ranks, as members, is very certain. To expect that would be

to show litde knowledge of the world m this respect. We know

quite well that nearly all those who are not of the same opinion

on this subject as we are, live in the conviction that there is

nothing Hke medicine in sickness ; and to convince them oi the

absolute error of that view, a single lecture on the Natural Method

of Healing is not sufficient. A man's convictions cannot be changea

in an instant. More time than that is required. It is quite sut^cient

if people, after listening to such a lecture, go home and no longer

smile at or deride it, or even consider it humbug, as perhaps was

the case before. Such people frequently turn to our treatment,

(as has happened over and over again), as a last resource, when

they have tried nearly all other remedies, rcmembermg some

former lecture or recommendation; and when such patients tind
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ISr':^:!^'^^^^- -ou.esc adherents,
by the natural method he Znot bT^^^tf,^^^^^^as a la&t resource. Therefore it W T . ? ""P'^'y «''«^«Pt

'Tis'^c.eTaHE^ '^^ItT^'^'-
are oni; *h^Ä peopl'e who

wht af eThtn?; k^TofTT'^
treatment, jusfSuL HoDea f^""^

''^^''y '° ""r
the medical regimln

'^'^ '^"^ """"^ rational than

The Natural Method of Healing. (THE USUAL
OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.)

Extract from Dr. Trall's book: "The Rational Therapy"

for danZous'^^TvTolrt'Lriel"^"""^'
'^^'"'"^

anythiTds';
^' ^'^^^^ -Pidty than

2. "It is too rough for delicate persons "

A. It IS the mildest treatment ever invented.

t u 5^""^^^^^"^^ requires much labour "

f^h. A^^- T""^^
working for. It is verv conv^nier^ totake medicme and very easy to die. A few d^ops of pmiskacid are enough to kill a patient in five minutes, but Ion/ye^

kIo """'if?!,
"'^^^'^^ '^^'""'^ h^"^ health Which%rth^two would the wise man choose?

cold water/' '

'^''^^^ '""^^'^^^ ^""^^ ^^^^^^ bear

warn^ a^LZi^^^ '^^^^^ ''^^"^^^ 1^^^-

v'^
cutaneous diseases, cold water is apt to send themorbid humours back upon the internal organs."

A. Such is. not the case. Humours of every description tendaccording to nature, towards the surface; and cold applications
only increase this tendency when there is abnormal heat Whenruey are driven back from the surface, it is always the conse-
quence ^ot blood-lettmg, or of poisonous medicine.

6. "Many people have tried the wet pack etc. with manifest
disadvantage; no reaction took place."

A. Very true, but wrong treatment was the cause. Either
patients ought not to have had apphcations of this kind made
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to them; or, the person who advised them to try them did not

know what he was about.
'

7. "The diet—mostly vegetarian—is too poor and meagre, to

suit ail constitutions."

A It is the most nourishmg diet in existence.

8. "Tea and coffee, etc. are excluded, though to many they

have become a necessity."

A These beverages are not more necessary to them, than

alcohol and tobacco to others. We eschew all stimulants, be-

cause they do not give, but destroy, strength.

9 "Persons who have lived on this simple diet till they re-

covered their health, are obliged to continue it lest they should

become ill again."
a r j j i j

A That is also quite correct. A reformed drunkard can

only remain sober so long as he does not again meddle with

intodcating drinks. Our method certainly amis at obviating

retribution and offences against the laws of nature. And it is

founded on obedience to the latter.

10. "It deprives people of many good things, to which they

were accustomed."
, • <• i r

A Custom, alone, is but a poor authority for the use ot

either good or bad things. Our method does not forbid anything

that is intrinsically good, but it is opposed to all false habits and

morbid needs ; in short, to everything that in itself constitutes a

cause for disease.

11. "The ^reat majority of medical men do not approve ot

the treatment.'
. „, , .

A. Because it gives rise to opposition. 1 he general mtro-

duction of our method would prove the ruin of medical men.

12. "Some hydropathists give medicine, others reject it: who

shall decide when doctors disagree?"

A. The fundamental principles must remain the same. Our

method is hygienic, not medical. Whoever prescribes medicine

is no true hydropathist, whatever claim he may make to being so

13. "Why should not doctors, who are in possession of ail

the knowledge accumulated in their profession for three thousand

years, be able to judge the merits of this new method, as well

as its representatives?"

A. Because they do not occupy themselves with it, etc.

THE DECEPTIONS PRACTISED WITH COUGH MIXTURES,
PAIN EXPELLERS, PILLS ETC

When a man takes up a prospectus or pamphlet, I • mean

such a one, as contains thousands of testimonials from persons

cured, and which are furnished tö newspapers and "journals" in
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extra sheets; where persons were cured ^ith»,- k .usome mixture, or by other universal i

*^ of
himself, (if he be possessed of !v .

•^"'"^'"^nes he wiU say to

must be some gooi °n these re,nediT.?'»
'"telLgence) that there

duced to give tlem a tn^'alZugt'he may Tave'Tn'^P'-many others of the same kind befSre
^

salyis do' not fots^lZfnTjli T,''''' '

repeatedly declared but^at fh^ .
whatever (as 1 have

on the diLS system how dae^Tü ^''^'^"'u
""'^ ^t'mulation

been cured by their rreans^s i^ hn,
^^"'"^"'^' "^"y have

niais?" On the o her h "nd M,l " *ousands of testimo-

understand how a certain nos^um ZlTl^ ^"
many should have"^ereVS ot a°se

4°°
'

^
as jsto^rhas t^l^STTt^^^J^,, f^XT'brated medical man lately expressed it c^rnV^hfc ^ f"
doctor within hirr,

c:Apxes,bea it, carries his own familyuocior within him Our nature, endowed with the nrecious h-.rZof vital force, which is continually at work to cuie dSeases and^equalize disturbances, has restored to health ranyth^^^^^^^

ntUsTÄr^'' ^^^^^ cu^red^Tte
In confirmation of what I have said, let me adduce a siir iewhich Illustrates this error pretty correctly. If an a^ri^^^^^^^

7Zl,^.U^f^''^
newspapers and prospectusertK M

hZf K ""''Pi ^"^^^ fi^ld ^^eadow to grow id

not vo^T, ?'^P^' T^J^ ^™P^y ^^y- "Wh^t a fool you ure!not you, but nature made it grow."

..A IV^ -^^^ f"^"^^
^^^^ of diseases. Nature curesand the empirics claim the merit. That is not only ridiculous'

ri^htf T^""^' f' countryman indeed would be more in the
right, tor he at least assists nature by natural means e eploughing, manuring etc. etc. while they' [the quacks] apply only
unnatural means, and thereby suppress the vital force)

It certainly furthers materially the growth and thriving: of
truit to water the ground in the absence of rain ; or to plouo-h
and manure the field. And in exacdv the same way may nature
be favourably stimulated by natural means and expedients, (such
as are taught by the natural method of healing) and may be
supported and seconded in her efforts, without the slightest harm
being tnereby done; but never by means of irritating powders,
puis, or other medicines.

If, for example, the sun and rain were excluded from acorn
held or meadow, growth would cease and the crop would perish,
i he same is the case with a patient. If the natural means of
health and heahng,—such as air, light, water, changes of temper-
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ature—are denied to him; or if, instead of these heahng agents,

he is' supplied continually with poisonous medicines,—in the shape

of powders, pills, and the Hke,— the process of cure initiated by

the vital force, which is called upon to turn the morbid matter

out of the body, will be paralysed; and the patient will sooner

or later suffer; at least most seriously if not to the extent of

losing his life. While I am on this subject, I may also refer to the

article: "The danger of using medicine, by reason of its. poi-

sonous nature", see Index. Where the effect, produced by the

application of medicine is shown in a more detailed manner.

It will now be plain to the reader, why, among the many
thousands of patients—who, in consequence of true therapy being

as yet so little understood, fall so frequently into the hands oi

-empirics—there must of necessity be a few who recover by virtue

of their innate vital force.

These few (of the many thousands), who have found some

relief, often but a short-lived one, sometimes furnish a testimonial

or recommendation. Notwithstanding the fact that their illness

perhaps appears afterwards in a worse form, they never pubhcly

recall a testimonial once given, lest they should incur the ridicule

of the pubhc, as silly victims of a swindle. So they quietly put

up with the loss of the money expended on the .nostrum, rather

th?^n be looked upon as dupes, and publicly exposed.

Let us suppose, now, that five out of every hundred sufferers

r^%over, while using the quack's specific, by virtue of their innate

vivtl force,—an eventualit}'-, which in view of the many thousands

falling into his net, is sure to create a noise, since the many
unsuccessful ones will never open their lips—I will wager that,

of the patients who swallow the stuff which the quack offers to

the pubhc, not five, but far more than fifty, per cent would re-

cover their health, if regularly treated by the Natural Method of

Heahng.
That is about the truth with these greatly puffed and plausible

nostrums. They benefit only the man who sells them, not the

man who buys them. People may do as they like, I can only
once more give the well-meant advice, never take or apply any-
thing that is contrary to nature, because by doing so, people
onlj' injure and weaken their "resident ^family doctor" (their

vital force).

Just ask the host of patients who have for years swallowed
pills, powders, and other patent physic, how they feel after it all

;

the great majority of them have only become more iU and miserable
in consequence. If you now see and know that these patent
medicines—of which but one or two doses produce a wonderful
effect, according to the assurances of these quacks—have been
aken for years by many patients, and have made them feel no
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better but only worse, will you not in the end doubt their
etlicacy? The superstition about the virtue of these medicines
IS surely not so deeply rooted within you that nothing rould
eradicate it? Eradicated it must be. If that result is impossible
lor you, it will not be so for your children or grand-children-
and they will exclaim: "Oh, how far behind us in therapy were
our parents and grandparents!"

More than three thousand years- ago, when the human race
paid more attention to the laws of nature, and lived up to them
people were not possessed with this superstition; this destructive
superstition. It wormed itself slowly, together with many oth< r

stupid innovations, into the mind of man; who then began to
deviate more and more from the laws of nature, and to think-
that diseases could be cured with poisons and irritants.

My words and exhortations are honestly meant, and are true.
They come from my heart; do not dismiss them without a thought,
even if you should be inclined to think them hardly credible,
and savouring of quackery. I repeat once nijOre,—the same vital

force that causes the down-trodden blade of grass to rise up
again, also preserves man and heals his complaints.

One thing more I wish to mention in connexion with patent
m.edicines. A man sometimes discovers an improvement in his

condition after taking these pills, pow^ders, or other medicines;
notifj-ing the fact, general^, by the expression. "That physic has
done me good!" Alas, this effect is only delusive. The pains,

it is true, diminish for a moment, after swallowing these poisons
or irritants, or after applying an embrocation; but for that very
reason the bodily condition becomes more serious, more critical.

The reason is this: either the painful sensibility is blunted, and
the nerves are weakened by narcotics; or the circulation of the

blood,—which for the purpose of healing alw^ays flows more
abundantly to any affected part, and keeps up the pain there by
its increased pressure, — is drawn away into other channels b}^

such mixtures, and therefore causes the pains to subside some-
what. People, therefore, think that the medicine has done them
good. These patients, however, feeling their sufferings alleviated

after taking the nostrum, are rather to be pitied, (in the generality

Df cases), than envied. For, on the whole, these irritants do great

injury to the sj/stem.

It is only soothing and pain relieving remedies, such as the

Natural Method of Healing makes use of, that have a really salu-

tary effect; and these are at our disposal in highh- critical

cases, at the same time that they yield far more satisfactory

results than any other mode of treatment. It will indeed very

carely occur, that an able natural healer cannot soothe the

patient*s pain in a comparatively short time: especiallv '
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""'\rde?e?verabö to te n eSiof,ed thai Ldicmes in wh,ch
It deserves a so lu

j treatment under a different

Ihe patient has faith or a chan e oi

^ ^- -^ influence, in
doctor, etc

;
.

"^5'
1^ be^reduced physically and men-

X bv ^he nroadsSe upfn the constitutiJn by a. long disease
W ly, by mroaus f

animated by a certain hope when
The reason of this

'"If '° Jf. 'w hope plavs an important
Via KAo-ins a new system oi cure, uul nupc ^^"vo t

Silho^r; Äin^hfdL^s:.:^a t:x^^
conditfon i's often sensibly fmproved in consequence. A hopeful

natient is Cured sooner than a despondent one.
. „P

How frequently this favourable influence on the patient may

have been ascribed to nostrums and medicines . j-

^ The following is an error, which I would rectify. The medicines,

thev do not, therefore, come into direct contact with the diseased

organ. 1 sa^ once more, all the good that these mixtures (which

people credit with possessing such great healing PO^er and

which are looked upon by many as something precious), can do,

consi^sts^

drawmg the increased flow of blood, which so frequently

produces pain in the unsound part of the body, away from that

part and towards the stomach
;
or, if the medicme is of a narcotic

nature, in deadening the sensibihty of the nerves, and so causing

the pain to diminish for the moment. ... ,

2 In stimulating nature to excretion, by perspiration, increased

flow of urine, or diarrhoea; because nature promptly makes an

eflfort to eject from the system, by those processes, the poisonous

or irritating medicines.
. . , • ^

Consequently it is not these inert bodies (the poisons ano

uriiants) that have any effect, and that can, as it were take hold

of the excreta, the urine, the perspiration, and thrust them out

of the body ; but nature herself takes hold of the poison which

has been introduced, and ejects it from the body through the

medium of the excrement, urine, and perspiration:—that is, it she

is still strong enough to do so ; if not, the poison remains m the

system, and no effect is noticeable. This is the case with a goor
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many medicines; and people then say: "The nhvslc n
acted'',--the result usually Leing that nLre is irr&w'th stillstronger poisons. It is clear then that sweats, urmation stooand excretions m general, instead of being effected in the gentlestpossible nianner, as with our applications, are forced 'on in ,\aolent and unnatural way.

It is not this alone, however, that invalidates these testi-
monials, but there are among them numbers of f.^rged and falsified
documents, and altogether a great deal of fraud is perpetrated in
this line. In proof of that allegation I will cite some of tht
swindles and falsehoods that have been exposed.

FORGED TESTIMONIAL,
PUBLISHED IN DIFFERENT JOURNALS ON THE CURl

OF CONSUMPTION (TUBERCULOSIS.)
This terrible disease, which annually consigns thousands (

people to an untimely grave, is curable even in the most des-
perate cases. After many researches, extending over a number
of years, I have succeeded at length, in finding a cure for this
disease, which hitherto has been dreaded as the scourge of man-
kind, attacking and carrying off, as it does, mostly young persons
full of promise, in the early spring of life.

Although it is impossible for me to replace lungs, alread^-
destroyed by the bacteria, still the testimonials which I dailv
receive, prove conclusively, that my method of cure destroys
these dangerous fissiparous, or self-propagating, fungi, i. e. denief;
them the congenial soil necessary for the propagation of the
bacteria, and by curing the disease, preserves the patient to his
family for years.

Cough and expectoration are not always signs of consunip
tion; but it is oppression, pains in the chest, back, and sides;
emaciation, debility, and night sweats, etc , that in many cases-

are symptoms of tuberculous consumption;, which, as a rule, is

only noticed when the work of destruction in the lungs has alreadv
advanced so far as to cause difficulty of breathing and a faint

weak voice. The bacteria have then long had a firm hold ; their

work of annihilation has begun; and it is high time to apply my
method, in order to be convinced, by the relief afforded to the

patient, a few days after its application, that cure will ultimately

result from it. Applications in writing are requested by
Dresden, 29, II, Marschallstrasse. Richard Berger.

P. S. On request, I will" send to ah^'one copies of hundreds
of testimonials gratis ^ärid prej^aid."
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)HE HEAD.

c

u

i

23.

24.

2r,.

Part of the temporal bones,
^'firs S(fuantosa.
The greater (posterior)
vving of the sphenoid bone

;

ilia temporalis.
ihe superior oblique
•nuscle of the eye.
The rectus superior, straight
muscle of the eye.
The rectus exterior; be-
tween 17 and 18 is seen
ttie rectus interior.

The rectus inferior.
The inferior obUque muscle.
The lens of the eye.
The vitreous humour of
the eye.

The optic nerve.
Thie temporal muscle.
The orbicularis, the muscle
that shuts the eyeUds.
I'he levator, the muscle
[hat raises the upper eyelid.
The sphincter oris, the
iiiuscle surrounding the
mouth.

28. The zygomatic muscle
29. The risorius,

muscle.
30. The great sub -cutaneous

• muscle of the neck.
U. The chin muscle, levato,

menti.

The triangularis muscle,
which draws down the
corner of the mouth.
The buccinator muscle,
which distends the cheek,
as in blowing a trumpet.
The masseter, a chewing
muscle.
The sterno-cleidomastoi-
deus, nodding muscle, the
longest of those which
incline the head forwards.
The trapezius.

The next fold of the model,
with the smaller fold attached

! front shows the blood vessels
' the head.
i' I'he great carotid artery;

[

hich divides itself, at the i

of t,he upper edge
|

iie larynx , into the
!

laughing

0.

exterior and interior ca-
rotid. If the smaller fold
is raised, it

38. Shows the superficial tem-
poral artery.

39. The upper thyroid gland
artery, laryngea superior.
Other important blood
vessels are:

—

40. The exterior maxillarv
artery.

41. The occipital artery.
42. The transverse facial artery.

Next, on the back of the
small fold:

43. The interior maxillary
artery.

44. The middle artery of the
dura mater, or hard mem-
brane of the brain.

45. The artens' leading to the
roof of the month, down-
wards; nas opalaiina.

46. The nasal artery, nasaUs.
47. (On the larger fold) The

jugular vein, the great vein
j

of the throat.

48. The facial nerve with its

branches which actuate

!

the facial muscles. Passing
from the outer to the inner
-structure, we find, on . a
section through the middle
of the head (see both sides
of the inner small attached
fold):—

49. The corpus callnsnm, joi-

ning the cerebral hemi-
spheres.

50. The knee of the corpus
callosum.

51. The splenium, part of the
corpus callosum.

52. The forni.x, bony arch of
the brain.

53. The third ventricle of the
brain.

54. The cerebellum , "tree of

hfe", in it.

55. The Pons Varolii.

5(5. The medulla oblongata,
continuation of the spinal

cord.

57. The anterior cranial /ossa.

68. The middle cram.
59. The posterior crania)/,
60. Pyramid of the />ff/

of the temporal l„

61. Cavity of the sphenoi
bone, fossa pteryr : .

62. The canal of thr ,

I

marrow, medullary c.u,
63. The first cervical vert«
64. The seventh cc;

I vertebra.

;

The model shov/s, fui • -

j

the most important n:-- .

the upper air passag.

65. The concha superior
the nose; upper sheh.,

turbinal bone.
66. The concha media
67. The concha inferior.
68. Section ot the hard palat<
69. Pharyngeal opening of th

Eustachian tube.
70. The uvula.
71. The pharyngeal cavii'

the nose.
72. The pharynx.
73. The muscles of the ten- jo
74. The tongue bone (?e

also 88).

75. The larynx.
76. The epiglottis.

77. The false vocal chord
78. The vocal chords.

On the background of J.^

model, in the centre of ;i'

sheet, is shown the ri

of the head; the .^kin .

of the skull being remove .

79. The brain, cerebrum.
80. The frontal lobe 'f •

brain.

81. The occipital iobe.

82. The temporal lobe.

83. The cerebellum.

84. The parotid giant

its duct.

85. The tongue.
86. The sub-lingual gland.

87. The sub-maxillarv glai' f

The ducts of 86 and 87 w
in the floor of the mouth
88. The tongue, or hyoid boae
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